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A
ABBOTT, JOSEPH PALMER, ESQ.
Elected Speaker, 5; presentation of to Governor reported, 7,
ABERDEEN (See “BRIDGES”).
ABORIGINES_
Report of Board for Protection of, for 1890, laid on Table, 256 ...
'
ABOTT, PHILLIP (See “ ADMINISTRATION OE JUSTICE”). ..................................................... .
ACCIDENTS;
Orr TBAsi-mms:—
Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) for return giving particulars of, 131; Return to Order laid
JLablc, 234. ......................................................
At Cockatoo Island :—

..........................................................................................................

Return ekovring, during last fire years, laid on Table, 3G3 ...
.
ACCOUNTS, PUBLIC (See “ FINANCE”).
ADAMINABY PARK (See "ROADS”).
ADDITIONAL ESTIMATES FOR 1892
Message No. 63, together -with Estimates, laid on Table, 547 .......
ADDITIONAL* SITTING^DAY^—0^9 f" Publi° WDrks 0n’laid 0n
^day11] '4ade ^

.......................................
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539, 541
649

Farkes) that for remainder of present Session Monday be a sitting^

ADDITIONAL STANDING ORDER (See “STANDING ORDER”)
ADDRESS
In Repit

to

Goveenob’s Opening Speech :—

Brought up, and motion made for adoption (Mr. Lonsdale); amendment proposed (Mr. Dills)
to add new paragraph, 10; debate adjourned, 10; resumed and adjourned, 12; resumed aud
amendment on proposed amendment moved, 14; debate adjourned, 15; resumed, 17;
amendments negatived, 18; address agreed to, 19; presentation to Governor, and his reply
reported, 21.
>
Or Condolence with Hee Majesty the Queen and theib Royal Highnesses the Pbince
AND PBINOESS OE WALES :—

Motion made (Mr. Dills) that Select CommiWoo bo appointed to prepare, on the death of Duke
of Clarence and Avondale, address brought up, read by Clerk, and agreed to, 375 ; message
from Governor conveying thanks from Her Majesty the Queen, 3S7; message from Governor
conveying thankc from the Prince and Princess of Wales, 395.
'
'
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A
ADDRESSES AND' ORDERS
Alphabetical Register of .........................................................................................................................
1
ADJOURNMENT
Of the Hoitse :—
Eor preBcntation of Speaker, S.
■
For Arant of a quorum after commeiieoment of business, 370.
■.
Eor wont of a quorum before commencement of business, 405.
On Death op Sir John Hay, E.C.M.G., President op the Lt.gislatiye Council
Motion made for and passed, 385.
Special :—
Motion made for and passed, 202, 247, 250, 309, 350, 357, 392, 697.
Motion made for and ■withdrairn, 589.
Op Debate i—
.
Motion made for {to take preredence of all other business), and passed, 10,12, 15, 311, 313.
Motion made for, and withdrawn, 46.
Motion made for, and passed, 64,145,182, 203, 234,2GC, 303, 370, 373, 449, 510 l?), 530, COO.
Motion made for, and negatived, 211, 241, 444.
.
Under Additional Standing Order No. 1:—Motions made for, on subjects stated below, and
negatived,—
Existing disturbances in and around the town of Bourke, and the position taken up by the
Government now and heretofore in regard to such industrial disturbances {Mr. Willis), 14,
Aelion of the Government in reference to the shearing trouble at Bourke {Mr. Willis), 41.
Present Administration of law and Justice tdfr. Cru-k), 73.
Maladministration of the Government {Mr. Dibbs), 84.
Levying Rates on Minerals (Jfr, Wall), 90.
Delay of the Government in Removing Barriers from Circular Quay {Mr. Kelli/), 132.
Justices of the Peace holding offices in the Pasboralists Associations {Mr. Williams), 139.
Treatment of men aboard H.M.S. "Mildurn" {Mr. Mach), 157.
Purchase by the Government of Brown Bros, property, and withdrawn {Mr. Garaan), 180.
Working of the Totalisators and Consultations (Mr. Crick), 198.
Wharfage within the Harbour of Port Jackson {Mr. Jeannerel), 234.
Resumption of land for purposes of Water Conservation at Paterson {Mr, G-arran), 2S0.
Provision for Inmates of Sydney Hospital {Mr. O'Sulliran). 287.
Appointment of Mr. R. C. Luscombe as Inspector of Scaffolding {Mr. Parleys), 333.
Conduct of the Government in forcing Customs Duties proposals during present sitting {Mr.
•
Garrutbers), 341.
Proposed sole of land at Martin Place {Mr. G. P. Clark), 3G3.
Water Supply for Broken Hill and District {Mr. Cann), 379.
Wood-blocking of Oxford-street {Mr. Nctld), 393.
'
Operation of Additional Standing Order No. 7 {Mr. Pose), 398.
Working of the Coal-mines Regulation Act (Mr. Kdden), 405.
Motion made for (Mr. Fegan), and Speaker ruled that the subject (an Amended Coal-mines Bill)
had already been discussed this Session, and that the question could not be put, 414.
Providing work for the Unemployed (Mr. Black), 426.
Expenditure of Money in connection with Field of Mars Common (Mr. Jeanneret), 453.
Bringing to a successful issue the question of Australian Federation (Sir Henry Parkes), 487, and
Question, “ That Question be now put” moved and negatived, 487.
Sale of land at Field of Mars (Mr. Jeanneret), 629.
Inquiry- into charges made against the Railway Administration (Mr. Schcy), 562, 590.
Necessity for railway between Byrock and Brewurrina (Mr. Willis), 581.
Special Session to deal with Electoral Reform {Mr. G. D. Clark), 699.
ADMINISTRATION, NEW
Formation of, by Mr. Dibbs, reported to House, 249.
#
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
District Courts Act of 3858 :—
Annual Returns under, laid on Table, 37 .................... .................................. ..................................... 1
Court of Petty Sessions at Paddington:—
Motion mode (Mr. Keild) for copies of all papers in reference to establishment of, 76 ; Return to
Order laid on Table, 170 ................................................................................................. ...................
Motion made (Mr. Neild) in favour of establishing, and negatived, 197.
Coroner at Windsor :—
|
Motion made (Mr. Neild) for copies of nil correspondence in connection with appointment of, 96,
Return to Order laid on Table (not printed), 131
Youths Serving their First Sentencf.s :—
Return of, in Darlinghurst Gaol, laid on Table, 108......................................................-..... ...............
Inquests and Magisterial Inquiries :—
'
Return of, for 1890, laid on Table, 131; order for printing rescinded, 154
Queen tj. McLeod :—
Transcript of Privy Council Judgment laid on Table, 131 ............................................ .....................
Motion made (Jfr. O’Sullivan) for copy of Official Report in case of, 321; Return to Address laid
on Table, 370 ................................................................................................... ;................................
Case of William Lenehan :—
■2
Motion made (Mr. Melville) for copies of nil papers in connection with, tried at' Bathurst, 149;
Return to Address laid on Table, 229.............................................................................................. .
Case of Henry Myers :—
Motion made (Mr. Black) for copies of all papers in reference to, 180; Return to Address laid '
on Table, 275 ..................................................................................................................... ..............
Case of Bourne and Lackey, heard in Police Court, Parkes :—
Motion made (Mr. Gardiner) for copies of all papers, and depositions in connection with, 215 :
Return to Address laid on Table (not printed), 229.
Royal Commission to Resort upon the Laws of the Country :—
Motion made (Mr. O’Sullivan) for Committee of the Whole to consider expediency of, 270.
Conviction of Paul Bailey at Nymagee :—
Motion made {Mr. Crick) for copies of all papers in connection with, 279 ; Return to Address
laid on Table, 322
.......................................................................................................................
Charge of Sheep-stealing against Phillip Abott and Joseph Campbell, of Blayney:—
Motion made (Mr Crick) for copies of all papers in connection with, 279 j Return to Address laid
on Table, 301 ........................................................................... ............................................. ........... ,
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ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (continued)
Women or. Abandoned Character ;—
Ketum vespccting, laid on Table, J22............................. ................................................ ....... ...............
Case of Lemm p. J)jxbon:—
‘
Motion ninde (Mr. Murjify) for copies of all papers in connection with, 425.
Release of Fhisonehs :—
• Motion made (Mr. Mc'Courl) for copies of nil papers Iiaving reference to, under new system of
Ticket-of-leave, 472.
.
Removal of C. T. Baoot from the Commission of the Peace :—
Motion made (Jfr, Ewing) for copies of all papers in reference to, 509.
Convictions Under Licensing Act;-Annual Returns to Order laid on Table, 37, 581 ..................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Garrard) for an annual Return (in lieu of returns ordered in 1884 and 1888),
giving full particulars of, and that such Return be furnished as soon after the close of each
jear as possible, 528.
District Courts and Courts of Quarter Sessions at Bbr-wabrina :—
'
Motion made (3fr. Waddell) for copies of all correspondence in connection with establishment of,
689.
•
ADVERTISING-:—
.
Government
.
Ketum showing cost of, during 1890, laid on Table, 414......................................................
On Railways and Tramways
Return showing particulars of contracts for, laid on Table, 532 .........................................................
AFFIRMAITON (See <'ASSEMBLY.”)•
AGREEMENTS VALIDATING ACT REPEAL BILL:—
Ordered (Mr. Mouse), 40; presented, and read l”, 41; Order of the Day postponed, 181.
AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS BILL.
‘
Ordered (Mr. Bowes), 73 ; presented, and read 1°, 154 ; Order of the Day postponed, 180,198, 210,
208, 290, 327, 450.
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE (See also “ENCOURAGEMENT TO LOCAL INDUSTRIES”j
also ‘'POTNT-S OF ORDER”)
Mr. M'Furkno proceeding to move a motion in reference to import, duties on, point of order, that
motion was similsir to one already decided this Session in reference to 11 Encouragement to
Local Industries,”—sustained by Mr. Speaker, 1G3.
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES:—
.
Return respecting Special Grants to, laid on Table, 98..........................................................................
AGRICULTURE :—
Inspectors of : —
Motion mode (Mr. Carruthers) for copies of all papers in reference to appointments of, 472.
College at the Hawkesbury :—
Motion made (Mr. C'arrutkers) for return of all appointments in connection with, 646.
Department of Mines and :—
'
Report for 1891, laid on Table 573...........................................................................................................
AHEARNE, J. (See “ RAILWAYS.”)
ALBURY MECHANICS’ INSTITUTE ENABLING BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. John Wilfeinson) for leave to bring in, 13 ; leave given, presented, and
rend 1°, 40; referred to Select Committee, 44; Report brought up, 68; read 2°, committed,
reported with amendments, and report adopted, 181.; read 3°, and passed, 185; sent to Council for
concurrence, 186; agreed to by Council without amendment, 280; assent reported, 293 ...........
ALBURY RACECOURSE BILL:—
.
Received from Council, and read 1°, 167; Order of the Day postponed, 180, 221, 296, 331, 405,
504; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and report adopted, 532; rend 3°,
passed, and returned to Council, 537; assent reported, 580.
ALPHABETICAL REGISTERS :—
Addresses and orders passed during the Session—Sessional paper ......................................................
Bills dealt with during the Session
do
..... ................................................
ANAESTHETICS IN METROPOLITAN HOSPITALS:—
Return respecting use of, during 1891, laid on Table, 581.....................................................................
ANGUS AND COMPANY, MESSRS. (See ^ RAILWAYS ”).
ANIMALS (See “NOXIOUS ANIMALS”; also “DISEASED ANIMALS AND MEAT BILL”).
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS (See alto “ QUESTIONS ”)
Sessional order passed, 27.
Motion made (Mr. Dihbs) in favour of laying on Table, in lieu of present system of viva voce
replies, and negatived, 77.
APPLICATION FOR A FREE PASS MADE BY MR. BLACK, M.P. ;—
Copy of letter laid on T^ble, 331 ........................................................... -................................................
Motion made (Mr. Crick) for Select Committee to inquire into 339 ; Mr. Cullen and Mr. Want
•
discharged from, and Mr. Bavister and' Mr. Neild added to, Committee, 845; Message
to Council, requesting leave for the Honorable W. J. Trickett to attend and be erJmiined
before the Committee, 383; Message from Council granting leave, 398 ; Chairman reported
that Members of the Assembly bad failed to attend as witnesses in response to the customary
request, 420 ; Speaker quoted rule on the subject, 420; Report brought up, 533 ...................
Protest in connection with proceedings in Select Committee, laid on Table, 547 ..........................
Motion made (Mr. Crick) that leave be given to move adoption of report ns a matter of privilege,
and negatived, 673.
APPLICATIONS OF LIONEL RALSTON AND CHARLES MURPHY EOR OYSTER LEASES
AT WALLIS LAKE :—
,
Motion mode (Mr. young) for copies of all papers in connection with, 39 ; Return to Order laid
on Table, 114 ..........................................................................................................................................
APPOINTMENT OF THE RIGHT HONORABLE THE EARL OF JERSEY AS GOVERNOR
OF THE COLONY
Speaker reports presentation of Address of Congratulation passed last Session, and Governor’s
reply thereto, 10.
‘
■
APPRENTICES BILL:—
.
Ordered (Mr. lIovrjMon), 233.
■
APPROPRIATION BILL:—
Ordered (Mr. &te), founded on Resolutions of Ways and Means (Nos. 12 and 13), presenled, and
read 1°, 567 ; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, report adopted, read 3°, passed,
and sent to Council for concurrence, 574; agreed to by Council without amendment, 589;
assented to in Legislative Council Chamber, GOG.
,
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A
AUBITBATION BILL (See also “TRADE DISPUTES CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION
BILL”) :—
Ordered (Afr. Reid), 39; presented, and read l0, 45 ; read 2°, eommitted, reported with amend
ments, and report adopted, 210; read'3°, passed, and sent to Council for concurrence, 210 ;
agreed to by Council with amendments, 589; amendments agreed to, 591; Message to Coun
cil, 592; assent reported, 603.
ARMIDALE (See “WATER SUPPLY”).
ARNCL1FFE;—
Return of claims for land resumed at, for Western Suburbs Sewer, laid on Table, 421 .............
ARTESIAN BORINGReport of Mr. J. W. Boultbee, officer in charge of Water Conservation, on, laid on Table, 405...
ARTILLERY FORCE, PERMANENT:—
.
Return respecting, laid on Table, 383 .......................... ............................................. ................ .
ARTIS, ALEXANDER SPENCE (See “ELECTORAL”).
.............................................................
ASSEMBLY (See also “ADJOURNMENT”) :—
Opening of Session, 1.
Clerk reports receipt of writs, 1, 3.
Clerk reports receipt of Commission authorising Commissioners to administer the oath, 4.
Clerk summoned to produce records, 19, 37,119 (6), 157, 325, 359.
Clerk assistant summoned to produce records, 157.
Usher of Black Rod delrrers messages, 3, 8, 600.
Mr. J. P. Abbott elected Speaker, 5.
Adjournment for presentation of Speaker, 6.
Presentation of Speaker to Governor, 7.
Speaker's Commission to administer the oath to Members, 7.
Deputy-Speaker’s
„
„
„
„
36.
Speaker directs Clerk to amend the Roll of the House, 137.
Speaker lays paper on Table, 190.
Speaker directs Member to discontinue Ins speech, 203, 316 (s), 384,
Speaker gives easting vote, 443.
Points of Order, 73, 79, 154, 162, 163, 182, 240, 257, 288, 316, 323. 333, 356, 399, 414, 420 (’),
431, 449 (2J.
>
A
’
’
'
w
Governor’s Opening Speech, 9; Address in Reply, 9, 10, 12,14, 17, 18,19; Reply to Address, 21,
Pro forimt Bill, 9.
Bills withdrawn, 62, 73 (!), 170, 181, 222, 240, 255 (3), 256, 301. 302, 322 (J), 327, 333, 437, 449.
Title of Bill amended, 109, 210.
Short Title of Bill amended, 210.
Bill referred hack to Select Committee, 181.
Bill recommitted, 288, 297, 481, 547, 582.
Bill brought in on former order of leave, 02, 323.
Orders of the Day-discharged, 62, 73 (*), 170, 181, 222, 240, 255 l!), 256, 296, 301, 302, 322 (2)
327, 333, 411, 437, 449, GOO (a).
Orders of the Day of Government Business postponed in a bunch, 190, 193, 311, 450, -457, 473,
530,549, 584,591.
.
Orders of the Day of General Business
do
210,
Notices of Motions of General Business
do
190,193.
Call of the House, 217, 250.
interruption to Business, 539, 547.
No Tellers on Division, 255, 297, 313, 345, 375 (*), 481.
No quorum, 379, 495.
Amendment to add words to Message to Council proposed and negatived, 614.
Members sworn, 5 t13*), 7 (*), 11 (*), 13, 41, 45,119,124,137, 229, 243, 251 (e), 329.
Member makes solemn affirmation, 5.
Elections and Qualifications Committee, 8,11,35, 37, 65, 69, 253, 269, 277, 281, 289, 293, 308.
Election Petitions, 8 (2), 13.
■
Business fixed to take precedence of all other Business, 10,12, 15, 311, 313.
Sessional Orders passed, 27 ('j, 28 (3), 29 f1), 154, 215, 430.
Monday appointed a sitting day for remainder of present Session, 154.
Previous Question moved and withdrawn, 46.
Motion, “ That Question be now put," negatived, 240, 487.
Leave given to Member to attend Select Committee of Legislative Council as witness, 280, 414,
468 (*), 510.
I-eave given, to Select Committee to sit during any adjournment, 176, 217, 225, 436.
Petition praying to be heard before Select Committee, presented, and praver granted, 378, 414,
Members fail to attend as witnesses before Select Committee, 420.
'
Privilege—Toohey e. Melville, 504, 517.
Ministerial statement made by Sir Henry Parkes, 26, 54, 90, 193.
Do
' Mr. Dibbs, 252, 328. 451.
Do
Mr. Barton, 681.'
Unavoidable absence of Speaker, 49, 341.
Death of Member reported, 98.
Documents to be returned to Public Departments, ISO, 322, 532.
Rescission of order for printing papers, 154, 287.
Free Conference, 186,216, 217.
Paper laid on Table by private Member, 205.
Standing Orders suspended, 234, 263, 338 (*), 404, 430, 457, 472.
Do
as a case of urgent aud pressing necessity, 457.
New Adminisl ration, 249.
Address of Condolence to Her Majesty the Queen, 375, 3S7, 395.
Adjournment on death of Sir John Hay, 385.
Leave of absence to Member, 580.
Ballot for Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 599.
Prorogation Speech delivered by Governor, 606.
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ASSEMBLY (continued):—
Sittings after midnight, 10, 18, 48, 65, 69, 79, 84, 92, 99, 104,125, 139,144,160,155, 163, 168,
171,175,182,190,193,197, 203, 207, 211, 229, 240, 281, 288, 291, 309, 316, 324, 333, 340,
341, 357, 384, 393, 399 (*), 411,414,420, 422, 432, 444, 454,457,468, 478,481,488,493,500,
505, 510, 517, 523, 529, 533, 540, 547, 562, 575, 583, 592, 601.
'
Totes and Proceedings, 1 to 112 ..........................................................................................................^
Business undisposed of at close of Session ..............................................................................................
Attendances of Members in Li visions and Counts-out during the Session........... .............................
Business of the Session.......
....................................................... .......................................................
Weekly Reports of Lirisions in Committee, Nos. 1 to 24...................................................................... - 1
Weekly Abstracts of Petitions, Nos. 1 to 30 .............................. ................................. .........................
Alphabetical Registers of Bills.........................................................................................."....................
Lo
do
of Addresses and Orders ............................. ............... ....................................
Standing and Select Committees appointed during Session.................................................................
Paeliamentaky Pairs :—
•
. .
Motion made (Afr. MbiesworfA), that a book should he kept to enter all 1: pairs,” and that such
pairs shoidd be recorded in the Yotes and Proceedings, and, by leave, ■withdrawn, 45.
Limitation op Business Hours :—
Motion made (Mr. Barhour), that no fresh business should be taken after 11 o’clock p.tn.;
amendment proposed to extend the time on occasions when adjournment of House has been
moved; amendment negatived, 45 ; original motion negatived, 46.
Pakkamentary Refreshment Room:—
Motion made (Mr. Sutlor) in favour of abolition of rule requiring payment of an entrance fee of
three guineas by new members, 53.
Motion made (Mr. Q. D. Clark) in favour of abolishing sale of alcoholic liquor in, and negatived,
406.
Limitation op Speeches :—
Motion made (Mr. AetYQ for Standing Order empowering Speaker or Chairman of Committees to
order Member to diseontiuuo his speech in certain cases, 54; Speaker reports Governor^
approval to, 81; Member ordered to discontinue speech under, 203, 31G(3).
Standing Orders Committee :—
‘
Motion made (Mr. Traill) that the whole of the Standing Orders be referred to, for consideration,
suggestions, and report, 61.
*
Answers to Questions :—
Motion made (Mr. Bibbs) in favour of laying on Table in lieu of present system of viva voce
replies, and negatived, 77.
Objections to 'Formal Business
Motion made (Afr. Neild) that three Members must rise in their places in support of, and nega
tived, 77.
'
Death op Cardinal Manning:—
Motion made (Mr. Houghton) that this House desires to place on record its sense of the loss the
British nation has sustained by tho, 397,
*
Interruption and Renewal op Proceedings on Bills:—
.
Message from Council transmitting Standing Order in reference to, and inviting the Assembly to
adopt one similar in character, 467; Order of (.he Day postponed, 488; House in Committee,
Slandmg Orders (2) reported, agreed to, and Speaker authorised to present to Governor, 590;
Message to Council, 591; Speaker reports Governor’s approval to, 595.
Application for a Fere Pass made by Mr. Black, M.P.:—
Motion made (Afr. Crick) that leave be given to move adoption of Report from Select Committee
on, as a matter of privilege, and negatived, 573.
ASSENT TO BILLS (see also “MESSAGES”).
In Legislative Council Chamber, 606 (>).
ASSETS (see “BANK LIABILITIES AND ASSETS”).
ASYLUMS:—
'
Mrs. Cunynghame, late Superintendent op Macquarie-street Asylum
_ Destitute, Parramatta :—

.

for

Infirm

and

Motion made (Afr. Howe) for Select Committee to inquire into removal of, and reports of former
Committees referred, 109; Report brought up, 170..............................
Motion made (Afr. Crick) that Report be adopted, and negatived, 407

Callan Park :—

&

of

Kkymork Estate :—

Return respecting, laid on Table, 466 .......................

Lunatic,

at

Krnmore,

near

Goulburn :—

327

>

Motion made (Mr. J. B. FitzGerald) for copies of all correspondence in reference to appointment
of a Committee of Inquiry into the Administration of,131; Return to Order laid on Table, 193.
Motion mode (Afr. Murphy) for return showing number of attendants, and hours worked, with
salary, 255 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 29G,
Notification of land resumed for, laid on Table, 264...
Purchase

1
609
617
619
621
773
833
841
847

" ' ’

7

331
333
335
437

Motion made (Mr. Lyne) that it be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
ATTENDANCES VSbERS*^ UP°a ^
°f
539
In Divisions and Counts-out—Sessional Paner ,
Attorney-general :—
...........................................
AUDITOR GENERAL0 ^clu6ici11 of tlie I)utIie from Publio PartB> Iaid on Table, 397.
.
f°T 1890, laid on Table by Speaker, 103 ...........
AUSTRALASIAN MINING EXCHANGE OF SYDNEY BILL
Standing Order No. 61 suspended to admit of presentation of Petition, 430; Petition for leave to
bring m presented (Afr. Carr pikers), 430; leave given, presented, and read 1°, 435; referred
. TTrtmr. .
kctect Committee, 441 ■ Report brought up, 468 ......
AUSTRALASIAN NAVAL SQUADRON:— S
F
i TT^£?^5p?TndIonco resl)ectiH(? movements of, laid on Table, 257
AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY:__

617
223
653

641
111

AUST^LIAN BA^iim^COMPA^Y^OF^YDNEY^BILL:—rt'eUlar3 °f ^ ^
Petition presented (Afr. IW) for leave to bring in, 45 ; leave given, presented, and read 1°, 61 ;
referred (.0 Select Committee 68 ; Report brought up, 90 ; motion made for 2D reading, dud
amendment to refer back to Select Committee, carried, 181.
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AUSTBALTAW GASLIGHT COMPANY ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND SUPPLY BILL_
Beceitod from Council and read, 1°, 339 ; Order of tile Day postponed, 411, 499, 6IG, 632 ; motion
made for 2° reading and debate adjourned, 600 ; motion that resumption of debate stand an
order of the day for Monday next, negatived, 001.
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM.
Report of Trustees, for 1890, laid on Tabic, 205 ........................................................................ .
Bylaws and General Rules, laid on Table, 478 .......................................................................................

}

3

V67
801

B
BAGOT, 0. T.
Bumoval

of, peom the

Commission'of

the

Peace :—

Motion made {Mr. {Etcinq) for copies of all papers in reference to, 509.
BAILEY, PAUL (See “ADMINISTRATION OE JUSTICE”).
BAKER, JAMES (See‘'CROWN LANDS”).
BALACLAVA TRAMWAY BILL:—
Received trom Council and read 1°, 609 ; Order of the Day postponed, 5)6 ; read 2°, committed,
reported without amendment, and report adopted, 632 ; read 3“, passed, and returned to
Council, 638 ; assent reported, 580.
BALLOT‘
Eor Select Committees—Sessional Order passed, 28.
■
Eor Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Worts, 599.
BALMAIN (See‘'TRAMWAYS”).
‘
BALRANALD
Delay in return of Writ for, reported by Clerk, 1.
Return of Writ for. reported by Speaker,- 35.
BALRANALD IRRIGATION BILL:—
Ordered (Jfr. R. li. Wilkinson), presented, and read 1°, 97; molion made for 2° reading, 182 ;
Point, of Order, tliat Bill should be covered by message, and was beyond order of leave, over
ruled bv Mr. Speaker, 182; motion for 2° reading negatived, 182.
BANKERS’ BOOKS EVIDENCE BILL
Received from Council, and read 1°, 117 ; read 2°, 234 ; committed, reported without amendment,
and report adopted, 235; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 255; assent reported, 271.
BANKING, LAND, BUILDING, AND INVESTMENT COMPANIES:—
General Summary of Liabilities and Assets of, to 31st March, 1891, laid on Table, 62 .................. '
Do
do
30th June, 1891,
do
170 ..............
Do
do
30th September, 1891 do
327 .............
BANK LIABILITIES AND ASSETS :—
Abstract of, for quarter ended 301 h June, 1891, Did on Table, 117 ......... ........................ ...............
Do
do
30th September, 1891
do 486 ..................................................
Do
do
31st December, 1891
do
449 ..................................................
BANKRUPTCY ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
'
Ordered (Mr. Walker), 40 ; presented and read 1°, 09; Order of the Day postponed, 287, 368.
BANKRUPTCY ACTS AMENDMENT BILL : —
Ordered (Afr. Gould), 61; pte’outod and rend 1°, 114; Order of the Day postponed, 253, 287 ;
read 2° and committed, 297; Order of the Day postponed, 341.
*
BARCLAY, ISAAC, CLAIM OE :—
'
Motion made (Mr. Morton) for copy of Crown Solicitor's opinion in reference to, 307; Return to
Order, laid on Table, 322 ................................................................... ............................................
BARE ISLAND (See “DEFENCES”).
BARGES (See "DREDGES, TUG-BOATS, PUNTS, BARGES, AND BRIDGES”).
BARMEDMAN (See “TANKS ’),
■
BARNET, MR. JAMES (See “ COLONIAL ARCHITECT ”).
BARRATTA RUN (See “CROWN LANDS").
BARTON, EDMUND, ESQUIRE, Q.C. :—
Acceptance of Oflice of Attorney-General by, reported, and seat of as a Member for East Sydney
declared vacant, 249; re-election reported, and sworn, 251.
BARWON BRIDGE (tee “CRANE, CHARLES”)
BASTARDS LEGITIMATION BILL:— • .
Ordered (Mr. Sutlor), 224.
BATTERY AT BEN BUCKLER —
Notification of land resumed for, laid on Table, 486...........................................................................
BAXTER AND SADDLER, MESSRS (See “RAILWAYS”).
BEGA (See"RAILWAYS”).
BELL:—
Sessional Order, for ringing of, before meeting of House, passed, 27.
BENEVOLENT FUNDS BILL (See “ ILLEGAL BENEVOLENT FUNDS BILL”).
BENN, ZACHARY (See “CROWN LANDS”).
BILLS:—
'
Vote of Chairman of Select Committee on Private, Sessional Order passed, 28.
Withdrawn, 62, 73 (s), 170, 181, 222, 240, 265 ('), 256, 301, 302, 322 (2), 327, 333, 437, 449.
Recommittal negatived, 78, 193, 426, 431.
Recommitted, 288, 297. 481, 547, 682.
Amendment for “ this day six months” negatived, 108, 533.
Amendment to refer to Select Committee negatived, 443 (l).
■
Introduced on former leave, 62,323.
”
Title amended, 109, 210.
Short Title amended, 210.
Referred back to Select Committee, 181.
Brought in oh former order of Dave, 62,323.
Message from Council transmitting copy of a Standing Order in reference to interruption and
renewal of proceedings on, and uniting the Assembly to adopt a Stuading Ordor similar in
character, 467 ; Order of the Day postponed, 488; House in Committee, Standing Orders (2)
reported, agreed to, and Speaker authorised to present to Governor, 590 ; Message to
Gounod, 691 ; Speaker reports Governor's approval to, 695.
Assent to in Legislative Council Chambers, 606 (’).
Alphabetical Registers of—Sessional paper ..........................................................................................

869
871
873
2
863
865
867

4

233

7

207

1

833
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BLACK, Mb., M.P....
Application by, for Free Pass for hie wife, laid on Tabic, 331 ......................................................... 'i
Motion made (Mr. Crick) for Select Committee to inquire into application by, for Tree Pass for
his wife, 339 ; Mr. Cullen and Mr. Want discharged from attendance on, and Mr. Bavister
and Mr, Neild added to Commiltee, 345 ; Message to Council requesting leave for the
Honorable W. J. Trickett to attend and be examined before Select Committee, 383 ; Message ■ R
from Council granting leave, 39S ; Chairman of the Committee informed tire House that
certain Members of the Assembly had failed to attend as witnesses before tho Committee in
response to the customary request, 420; Mr. Speaker quoted rule on the subject, 420 j
Report brought up, 533 ......................................................................................................................
Protest in connection with certain proceedings in Select Committee, laid on Table, 647................. .
Motion made (Mr. Crick), That leave be given to move adoption of Report as n matter of
privilege, and negatived, 573.
BLACK ROB:—
,
Delivers message from Commissioners, B,
Delivers message from Governor, 8, (JOG.
BLUE BOOK
7
Kor vear 1800, laid on Table, 36 .............................................................................................................
BOARD OF HEALTH
Report of, on Dairies Supervision Act, laid on Table, 3G, 508 .............................................. .
Do
Typhoid Fever in Svdney and Suburbs, laid on Table, 3G, 547 ......................................
BOGAN RIVER (See “RESERVES”).
.
BOILERS INSPECTION BILL (See “ LAND BOILERS INSPECTION BILL"),
BOLAIRO, PARISH OF (See '‘MINING”).
“ BOOMERANG," II.M.S. ■
8
Return respecting accident to, at Filzroy Dock, laid on Table, 180 ..................................................
BORDER POST NEWSPAPER
Motion made (Mr. CAanler) for copies of papers in reference to rifusal of .Postmaster at Moamu
to forward through post office, 290.
BORENORE (See ‘* RAILWAYS").
BOROUGH OF NEWCASTLE ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL:—
Petition presenled (J/r, Scoit) for leave to bring in, 83; leave given, presented, and readl0, 97 ;
referred to Select Committee. 103 ; Reports of previous Se^sion referred to Cominit.tee, 108;
Bepovt brought up, 139; road 2°, committed, reported with amendments, and report adopted,
291 ; read 3 , pa'sed, and sent to Council for concurrence, 296 ; agreed to by Council, with
amendments, 516; Council's amenduu nts agreed lo and amended, 532; Message to Council,
533; Message from Council,agreeing lo Assembly's amendmcntR upon Council's amendments,
662; asseut reported, 598...................................................................................................................
Petition from C. F. Stokes and others in opposition to, presented, 98..................................................
BOROUGHS OF JAMBEHOO AND KIAMA NAMING BILL:—
Ordered (Mr. ‘fuller), 40; (See further, “Jambeeoo akd Kiama Bokoughs Nahikg Bill”).
BOTANY BAY:—
Seaweed Ndisasce

at

PAGE.

751

753
781

787 '
411, 431
1113, 1119

403

665
683

:

Motion made (Afr. Schey) in reference to, and withdrawn, 269.
BOURKE :—■
Delay in return of Writ for, reported by Clerk, I.
Return of Writ for, reported by Speaker, 11, 329.
Issue of Writ for, reported hv Speaker, 252.
BOURNE (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE’’).
BRADY, MR. CHARLES (See "SILK CULTURE").
BRAIDWOOD:—
Delay in taking Poll for, reported by Clerk, 1.
BREAKNECK, DOUBLE BAY (See “ ROADS ”).
BREWAURINA (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
BRICE JAMES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
BRIDGES:—
•
,
Ovkh Macleay Rivee:—

Report of Mr. E. B. Price, laid on Tabic, 36...........................................................................................
Oykb Vale Cebek:

Perth :—

at

Notification of resumption of Landfor, laid on Table, 37.....................................................................
Mullajeuddy Cbeek,

khAk

Mudgee -.—

i

i

at

Tocuatwal

■

at

Aberdeen :—

Notification of resumption of lend for, laid on Table, 93..................................................................
Plant

and

Material Imtorted

by the

Government :—

Return of, for years 1S88-18R0, laid on Table, 125 ..............................................................................
Roads

625
595

Report of Mr. Stanley Alexander on proposed, laid on Table, 77 ................................................ ■
Over the Hustee River

629

,

Motion made (Mr. .Tones) for copies of all correspondence in connection witb last two tenderings
for, 73 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 131....................................................................................
Over River Murray

609

631
689

„

and

Motion made (Mr. Vaughn) for Return giving particulars of expenditure from Yotes for, 170.

Over George’s River;—

Notification of land resumed for, laid on Table, ISO..............................................................................
Allen’s Crebe,

Wollongong:—

near

Notification of land resumed for, laid on Table, 264......................... ........................................ ...........
Over Rivee Murray

at

Jingellic:—

Notification of land resumed for, laid on Table, 297..............................................................................
Building

or

633
635
641

Bridges, Dredges, Ac.:—

Motion made (Mr. Johnston) in favour of, being done in tbe Colony, 345.
Over Bowra Biter

at

Bowra :—

037

Notification of laud resumed for, laid on Table, 327........................................................................
Over Coldstream River,

near

Brushgrove :—

Notification of land resumed for, laid on Table, 327 .................................................. ........................
At Wallaga Lake ;—

■

Bepoit of Mr. Stanley Alexander on proposed, 378 ..............................................................................
BaRWON AT BrEWARHINA:—

■

■

Copies of papers in reference to dismissal of Charles Crane, caretaker of, laid on Table (net
printed), 383.
.

639
615

vm
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BRIDGES fcontinued)
Otee Pahbamatta River,

at

PaebamattA :—

KotiGctttion of land resumed for, laid on Table, 419..........................................................

645

OVBB THE MtTEKAY AT GOLD CBEEK CBOSSINa ;—

Report by Mr. H, A. Gilliat on, laid on Table, 51G ........ ........ ........................................
BRITTON, MR, ALEXANDER (Sec “RECORDS”).
BROKEN HILL AND DISTRICT WATER SCJPPLY ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Received from Council and read 1°, 302; Order of the Day postponed, 321, 368, 466, 473,
. 481, 516, 523; motion made for 2° reading, and debate adjourned, 530; debate resumed,
amendment “this day six months" moved, and negatived, read 2°, committed, reported
with amendments, and report adopted, 533; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 550 ;
message from Council agreeing to amendments, with amendments, 581; Council’s amendments
upon Assembly’s amendments, agreed to and disagreed to, 592; message to Council, 699;
message from Council not insisting upon amendment disagreed to by the Assembly, 601;
assent reported, 605.
*
Petition from various Silver Mining Companies against the passing of, presented. 313 ................ .
BROKEN HILL AND DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY COMPANY
Motion made (fifr. Copeland) for copies of all correspondence with (he Government in reference
to concessions granted by Act of Parliament, 185; Return to Order, laid on Table, 344...........
6
Memorandum from Chief Engineer for Water Conservation in reference to (Late-Speculation
Scheme), laid on Table, 338.............................................................. ..............................................
Return in answer to Mr. Sydney Smith’s question laid on Table, 338 .......................................... . J
BROKEN HILL TRAMWAYS BILL:—
Message from Council requesting leave to examine .1. H. Cann, Bsq., a Member of the Legislative
Assembly, as a witness before Select Committee on, and leave given, 280; Message to
Council, 281; leccived from Conn oil and read 1° 449 ; read 2°, and eommitted, 533 ; further
considered in Committee, 575, 592 ; progress reported, and motion that leave be given to sit
again to-morrow negatived, 592.
BROKEN HILL WATER SUPPLY ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. Cann) for leave to bring in 392 ; leave given, presented and read 1°, 397 ;
referred to Select Committee, 404; Mr. Sydney Smith added to Committee, 405 ; leave given
to the Committee to sit during any adjournment for the purpose of completing tbe inquiry,
436; Report, brought up, 454; motion made (Mr. XHl/bs), that it is a ease of urgent and press„
ing necessity that the 72nd Standing Order be suspended, and Sfanding Order suspended, 457 ;
“
read 2°, eommitted, reported with amendments and report adopted, 457 ; Order of the Day
postponed, 466,472; motion made for 3° reading, and amendment to recommit carried, roeommitled, reported E0 with further amendments, and report adopted, 481; read 3°, passed,
and sent to Council for concurrence, 514.
Petitions from Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited) in opposition to, and
praving to be heard before tbe Select. Committee on, presented, and praver granted, 414 f3)
6
BROUGHTON, THOMAS (See "LAND COMPANY OF AUSTRALASIA (LIMITED), RAILWAY
BILL.”)
■
BROWN BROTHERS’ LEASEHOLD PROPERTY, CASTLEREAGH-STREET
Motion made (Mr. Garvan) for copies of all papers in reference to proposed pnrehase of, by tbe
Government, 76; Return to Order laid on Table, 108 ................................................................. I
Further correspondence laid on Table, 202................................................................................... .......... J °
Motion made (Mr. Garvan) -that it be referred to the Committee of Elections and Qualifications
to inquire and report as to whether the seat of H. H. Brown, Esquire, had not become vacant
by reason of the contract with the Government, in reference to, 257; Report brought up
2
and read by Clerk, and amendment to refer question back to Committee negatived, 308.
BROWN, PATRICK (See “MINING”).
•
BRUNSWICK RIVER:—
Documents in connection with, ordered to be returned to Public Works Department, 150,
BRUSHGROVE (See “ROADS”).
BUILDINGS (See "PRIVATE BUILDINGS").
BULLANAMANG RUN (See “CROWN LANDS”).
BURCHETT, WILLIAM:—
Petition from, in reference to having been wrongfully arrested, presented, 234.................
S
BURROWA (See “RAILWAYS”).
BURSARIES (See “EDUCATION”).
. '
BUSINESS (See also “ASSEMBLY”)
Of tbe Session—Sessional Paper ...................................... .........................................................
}1
Undisposed of—Sessional Paper ...........................................................................................
DiTS:—
Sessional Order passed, 27.

619

145
101
97
143

147

237, 239

379
395
93

307

619
609

' PbECEDBNCB OF GpVFliSMEST: —

Sessional Order passed, 27, 215.
Pbbobdence

of

Gbukral:—

Sessional Order passed, 27, 215.
Orders of the Day—Sessional order passed, 430.
Formal:—

Sessional Order passed, 27.
Placing Businbss :—

Sessional Order passed, 28.
Limitation

of

-

Houbs:—

Motion made (Mr. Sarloitr) in favour of no fresh business after 11 o’clock p.m.. 45; and
negatived, 46.
BUTTAI (See “WATER SUPPLY”).
BYEROCK (See “EDUCATION ”),
BY-LAWS:—
.
Laid

on

Table:—

•

Under Nuisances Prevention Act :—
Carrington, 36................................. ........................ .......................................... .....
Jerilderip, S4 ........................................................................................... ................
ijJowyalj 163 ..

s

1113
659

1115
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BY-LAWS (continued :—
Laid of Table (contimtedj t—
'
Under Nuisances Prevention Act (continued) :—
East Kianm, 216...,........................................................ ............................................................
Moree, 344 ........................ .................................... ............................................................ [..............
Wollongong, 34<t.......................................................................................
Hunter’s Bill, 406 ..............................................................................................................................
Moruya, 405........................................................................................................ ............” "...... '
Newtown, 436 ................................................................................................................... ^
Wagga Wagga, 516...................................................... ............................................ ..........................
Coraki, ssi.................. ........................ .........................................
Under Municipalities Act:—
’
East Maitland, 36 ................ .........................................................................................................
Hamilton, 36, 216.............................................................................................. ....................... ' ^
Murrunaburrah, 36 (*) .........................................................................................
.......
Moama, 36 .......................................................................
.....................
...........................
Jcrilderie, 84 ................................................................................... ................ ................' [
Mnrrurundi, 84 .............................................................................................. ..........................
Albnry, 84 ....................................................................................................................................
Mittagong, 84 ........................................................................... "......j ,
......... !.......................
Cowra, 84......................... .............................................................
...........................................
Cudai, 84............................................................!.'"""!!!!!!!!!""!!
......
Carrington, 114 ................................................................
Nurandera, 114, 344 ............ ................................................................. ...................................." ...
wiioannia, 114 ............................. ..............
Richmond, 114 ....................................................................... " 1",........... *.................................
Nyngnn, 114 ......................................................
Cudgegong, le?............. ..............................................................
Quirindi, 190......................................................... ................ !!!!!!."."!!!!!!!!!!]!!!!!!!!.............. .!!
Wellington, 216.................................................................................. ..... |......................................
East Kiama,216.................................................. ......................................................................
North Botany, 256,405......................................... ".................................... .....................................
Willoughby, 322 .......................... ................................................................................................... .
Ermington and Rydalinerc, 322........................................................................................ !!!". "j!!!!!!
Moree, 344 ..................................................................................... ""
............................
Wollongong, 344................................................. ............................................................................ !!
Coraki, 383 .........................................................................'
..................... *..............................
Katoomba,405, 531.......................................... ”....................................................................
Braidwood, 405 .................................................................
j”
......................................... .
Deniliquiu, 405 ............ ............................................ ............................................... .......................
North Sydney, 405 ............................................................
......................................................
Waicha, 405............ ............................................................................!...............................................
Hunter’s Hill, 405 .................................................. ........................................................................ .
' Moruya, 405.............................................. ...........................................................................................
Moss Yale, 436 ...................................................................
........................................*...............
Newtown, 436 ....................... .....................'.".'.'.I!!..................................................
Wagga Wagga, 516..............................................
Kogarah, ESI .......................................................................... ........
.........................................
St. Mary's, 581..................................... ..............................................................................................
West Maitland, 581 .................................................................. .......................................................
University of Sydney (not printed, 3V (<) j, 513
Public Ychiclos Eegulation Acts, 405 ................................. "........... .................. ]............................."
For Free PubUc Libraries of North Botany, Deniliqu i n'’ Paddington' Broken ’ rmi, Erminiitoii,
Rydahncro, and Jorildorie, 453 ......................... ..................... .............................. '............
For Australian Museum, 478 .................................................. ....... ...................................................
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage:—
......................................................................
Under Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act, 37, 431..........
Water Supply, Orange, 98.................................................................. "....................................................
Under Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act (Wagga Wagga"), 616............................. ........ "!"!

935
969
991
1033
1043
1057
1067
1117

3

837
839, 841
843, 845
' 847
859
863
865
867
869
871
877
893, 897
901
903
911
919
921
938
935
955, 957
959
961
969
991
1003
1016, 1017
1021
1027
1029
1031
1033
1043
1053
1057
1067
1093
1095
1111 ,
405
1125
1121

801
6
3

L 9

29
1067

c
CABLEGRAMS
Scale of Reduced Rates for, laid on Table, 40
jE ™AMWAY
TRAMWAY (See «<•‘TRAMWAYS'”;
'PT? AAfWAVSr” also “KING TO OCEAN STREET'CABLE
CABLE
TRAMWAY BILL ).
CALLAN PARK ASYLUM
Motion made (Mr. J. Z>. FdtGerald) for copies of all correspondence in reference to tbe appoint0/ * Committee of Inquiry into administration of, 131; Return to Order laid on
iable, 193............. .......... ....................................
Motion made (Mr Murphy) for return of attendants, with lie lira worked and saia'ry’reccivcd,255 |
Return to Order laid on Table, 296..................
Notification of land resumed for, laid on Table 264
CALL OF THE HOUSE
Motionmade for, to consider third readings of Representation of tho People Bill (No. 2) and
.
Seata Redistribution Bill, 217; order rescinded, 25(X
CAMEL DRIVING RESTRICTION BILL
Ordered (Mr. Willis), 290; presented and read 1°, 291; Order of the Dav nostnoned 303 314
CAMELS (See “USE OF CAMELS PROHIBITION BILL”1.
JJay postponed, 308, 31o,
CAMPBELL, ARCHIBALD, ESQUIRE (See ''ELECTORAL”!.
CAMPBELL JOSEPH (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”!
CANN, JOHN HENRY, ESQUIREJ
.
Leaye given to, to be ““'>‘‘Le<l before Select Committee of Legislative Council on “Broken Hill
Tramways Bill, 280; Message to Council, 281,
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CANOWINDRA
Site

joe

Rost Office

at

:—

Motion made {-Dr. Hots) for copies of all correspondence in reference to purchase of, 137; Return
to Order laid on Table (not printed), 378.
CANTERBURY (See 11 ELECTORAL”; also “EDUCATION”).
CAREENING- COVE (See “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OP 1888").
CARRUTIIERS, JOSEPH HECTOR, ESQUIRE
Leave: given to, to be examined before Select Committee of Legislative Council, on '' Children’s
Protection Bill," and “ Infants Protection Bill," 414-15.
CASE OE WILLIAM LENEHAN
Motion made (Mr. Melville) for copies of all papers in connection -with, tried nt Bathurst, 149 ;
Return to Address laid on Table, 239.............................................................................................
CASINO SCHOOL OP ARTS ENABLING BILL:—
.
Petition presented (Mr. Ewing) for leave to bring in, 45; leave given, presented, and read 1°, 53 ;
referred to Select Committee, 61 j Report brought up, 170; read 2°, committed, reported
■ without amendment, and report adopted, 211 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council for
concurrence, 221 j agreed to bv Council without amendment, 332; Assent reported, 362.
CASTING VOTE.
Given by Mr. Sjwat er, 443.
CASWELL, MR. W. S., POLICE MAGISTRATE AT DUBBO
Motion made (Mr. Crick) for copies of all papers in connection with complaints against, 61;
Return to Order laid on Table, 131; ordered to be printed, 215...................... ...........................
CATTLE DRIVING ACT (See “ METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITIES CATTLE AND SHEEP
DRIVING BILL").
CENSURE (See “VOTE OP CENSURE").
.
CENSUS AND INDUSTRIAL RETURNS ACT r—
'
Information respecting, laid on Table, 411, 547........................................... .........................................
Return showing population of New South Wales, laid on Table, 547 ..............................................
CENTENNIAL PARK (See “WATER SUPPLY").
CENTRAL CUMBERLAND (Sec "ELECTORAL”).
.
CHAIRMAN OP COMMITTEES:—
Election of Ninian Melville, Esquire, as, 26.
'
Vote of Chairman of Select Committees on Private Bills, Sessional Order passed, 23.
Commission to, as Deputy Speaker, to administer the Oath, 36.
Takes Chair as Deputy Speaker, 49, 341.
Reports Point of Order from Committee of (he Whole, 79, 2S8, 399, 420 (J),
Reports that Mr. Toohey had been removed from the Chamber for disobeying tho order of the
Chair iu Committee of Supply, 478.
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS OP THE COLONY:t
.
Motionmade (Mr. Ji acts ter), for return of number of coloured children in, with particulars in
reference to, 425; Return to Order, laid on Table, 504 ................................... ....................... .
CHICAGO:—
Notice respecting World’s Columbian Exposition at, laid on Table, 36 ...........................................
CHILDREN (See “BASTARDS LEGITIMATION BILL").
CHILDREN IN THE CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS OF THE COLONY :—
_
Motion made (Mr. Bavister), for return showing number of coloured, and particulars of, 425 ;
Return to Order, laid on Table, 501 ............ ...............................................1................................
CHILDREN’S PROTECTION BILL :—
.
Ordered (Mr. O’ Sullivan), presented, and read 1°, 215 ; Order of the Day postponed, 397CHILDREN'S PROTECTION BILL (No. 2) (changed frmi \ INFANTS’ PROTECTION BILL: —
’
Ordered (Mr. Nef/d), presented, and read 1°, 39 ; read 2°, committed, and reported with amend
ments, 74 j Order of the Day postponed, S3; report adopted, 109 ■, read 3°, passed, and bcuI
to Council for concurrence, 113 ; Message from Council requesting leave for J. If. Carruthers,
Esquire, a member of the Legislative Assembly, to attend and give evidence before a Select
Committee on, and leave granted, 414; Message to Council, 415; agreed t;o by Council with
amendments, 557; House in Committee to consider amendments, 575 ; amendments agreed
to, and message to Council, 591; Assent reported, 604.
CHINESE GAMBLING:—
>
Report of Royal Commission on, and charges of bribery against the Police, laid on Table, 419......
CHINESE GARDENS, RUSHCUTTERS’ BAY:—
Motion made (Mr. Neild) for copies of all papers having reference to the proposed resumption
of, 103 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 350; Further Return to Order, laid on Table, 500...
CHLOROFORM:—
Return respecting deaths under, during years 1885-1890 inclusive, laid on Table, 301...................
Petition from relatives and friends of deceased persons, in reference to deaths under, presented,
'
338 .......................................................................................................................................................
CHURCH"AND SCHOOL RESERVES (See “MINING").
CIRCULAR QUAY LAND SALE BILL:—
‘
Motion made (Mr. Lijne) for Committee of the Whole, 338; Message from Governor, 338;
House in Committee, 357.
CITY OF SYDNEY ;—
COBrORATIOV :—
Statement of Accounts for 1891, laid on Table, 516............................. ........................................
Imteovumest Board :—
Twelfth Annual Report laid on table, 216.............................................................................................
CITY OF SYDNEY PAVING BILL :—
Received from Council and rend 1°, 493; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and
report adopted, 505 ; read 3°, 515; passed and returned to Council, 616 ; Assent reported, 571
CIVIL SERVICE (See also “ STATISTICS”)
Report of Board for 1890, laid on Table, 36 .................................................................................... .
Blue Book for 1890, laid on Table, 36.....................................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Houghton) for return of all persons employed in, whose wives or children arc
.
also so employed, with positions held by eacb, 492,
Mr. Casweli, PomcE Magistrate at Dijbbo :—
Motionmade (Jlfr, Crick) for copies of all papers in connection with complaints against, 61;
Return to Order laid on Table, 131; ordered to beprintel, 213.......................................... .......
INQUIRY CoMUISSIOi;:—
Particulars respecting, laid on Table, 21G ......................... ........... ......................................................
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CIVIL SERVICE (continued)—
Foeest Ran gees E. Cobcroet and Smith
'
Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) for copies of nil papers relating to appointments of, 224.
Mr. E, L. Maitland, Pouch Magistrate, Clerk of Petty Sessions, and Warden
Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) for copies of all papers relating to appointment of, 224; Return
to Order laid on Tabic, 265 .......................... ............ ..................................... ............................... 1
Pensions and Leave of Absence :—
. ,
.
Motion made (Mr. Q. D. Clarle) for return showing names of persons receiving pensions, and of
those who have had leave of absence, &c., during last five years, 280.
Salaries:—
Return showing amounts voted for 1886 and 1891 respectively, laid on Table, 388............ ..............
Salaries and Fees to Surveyors :—
_
■
Return showing for years 1889 and 1890, laid on Table, 398 .............................................. *.......... .
Payment of Salaries i—
_
Molion made (Afr. M‘Court) in favour of, fortnightly, and negatived, 406.
Report of Inquiry Commission, on Mines Department:—
.
_ _
Motion made (Mr. Garrard) for copies of all correspondence, &e., in reference to the publishing
of the ovidonoe on which based, 436; Return to Order, laid on Table, 472 ..............................
Appointments to Railway Service :—
,
Motion mode (Jlfr. Micoll) for return of, where persons appointed have not resided twelve months
in the Colony prior to appointment, 449.
Pensions under Act of 1884:—
Return showing amount paid as, laid on Table, 453..... ........................ ...........................
Pensions, Gratuities, Ac,, paid out of Consolidated Revenue :—
_
Motion made (Mr. Bose) for return of, since Responsible Government, 466 ; Return to Order laid
on Table, 523 .....................................................................................................................................
Inspectors of Agriculture :—
■
.
Motion made (Mr. Carruthers) for copies of all papers in reforenee to appointments of, 472,
State Nursery, Gobfohd :—
_
Return showing persons employed at, laid on Table, 478 .............................. ................................
CLAIM FOR COMPENSATION BV .TAMES AND PATRICK GIJIHPN
Motion made (Mr. Morton) for copies of all papers in connection with, for land in parish of
Cambewarra, 264; Return to Order laid on Table, 322 ................................. ....... ....................
CLAIM OF ISAAC BARCLAY
Motion made (Afr. Morton) for copy of Crown Solicitor's opinion in reference to, 307; Return to
Order laid on Table, 322 ..................................................................................................................
CLAIMS OE WILLIAM TOM, JAMES TOM, AND J. F. A, LISTER, AS TEE FIRST DIS
COVERERS OE GOLD IN AUSTRALIA:—
'
Motion made (Mr. Torpy) for Select Committee to inquire into, and Report of former Committee
referred, 109-10 ; Report brought op, 132............... .....................................................................
' Motion made (Afr. Torpy), in favour of adoption of Report and negatived on division, 302.
CLARENCE AND AVONDALE, DUKE OF (See "ADDRESS”).
CLERK ASSISTANT :—
Summoned to produce Records, 157.
CLERK OE ASSEMBLY:—
'
Reads Proclamation convening Parliament, 1,
_
Announces receipt of Writs of Election for New Parliament, 1.
Announces delay in return of Writs, 1.
Announces receipt of Certificates validating certain Elections, 1.
Announces return of Writ for The Gwydir, and certificate curing delay, 3,
_
Informs Assembly of receipt of Commission, authorising Commissioners to administer tho Oath, 4.
Reads Commissions to administer the Oath, 4, 7, 36.
Summoned to produce Records, 19, 37,119 (a), 157, 325, 359.
Swears Members of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 37 (*), 69, 281, 293.
Informs House of unavoidable absence of Speaker, 49, 341.
Rends report from Elections and Qualifications Committee, 90,132, 167, 308.
.
Directed by Speaker to amend Roll of Members, 137.
Rends Petition, 217, 268, 350, 509, 547.
Authorised to return documents, 150, 322, 632.
_ _
.
Authorised to send Writ of Summons (Toohey e. Melville) to Crown Solicitor, 517.
Reads order of leave to introduce a Bill, 323.
_
Reads Despatch respecting retirement of Sir Alfred Stephen from the office of LieutenantGovernor, 378.
CLOCK, BEDFERN (Seo “KEDFERN”).
CLOSURE OF DEBATE :—
'
Motion made for, and negatived, 240, 487.
COAL MINES REGULATION BILL:—
Motion made (Afr. Sydney Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 38 : Message from Governor, 60 ;
Houso in Committee and Resolution agreed to, 63 ; presented and read 1° 161; read 2°, and
committed, 222; further considered in Committee, reported with amendments, and report
adopted, 229 ; Order of tbe Day postponed, 234; motion made for 3° reading, amendment
proposed to recommit, and motion " That question bo now. put,” negatived, 240; adjourn
ment of debate negatived, and adjournment of House carried, 241.
,
COBOROET, EORBST RANGER (See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
COCKATOO ISLAND
Return showing Accidents at Dock, during last five years, kid on Table, 363 ...................................
COFF’S HARBOUR:_
_
.
Report of Commander Howard, R.N., on, kid on Table, 411................................................. ....... .
COLONIAL ARCHITECT:—
.
Return respecting expenditure by Mr. James Barnet, from 1863 to 1889, laid on Table, 486 ......
Abolition

of

Office

of

:—

_

_

.

Motion made (Afr. Houghton) for copy of communication from Mr. James Barnet on, 419;
Return to Order, kid on Table, 425............................................................................................... .
C 0 T.ONTAL MARE BE :—
Motion miidc (Afr. Moyle) that all marble required for Public Works shall be the product of the
Colony, 92; motion amended and passed, 92,
COLONIAL SUGAR REFINING COMPANY BILL:—
Received from Council, and read 1°, 494; Order of the Day postponed, 499, 533, 601.
Petition from Municipal Council of Sydney, in opposition to, presented and read by Clerk, 509 ...
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COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION (See “CHICAGO”).
COMBES, EDWARD, O.M.Q-. (Seo “TECHNICAL EDUCATION").
COMEBONG (See “HOADS”).
.
COMMISSIONERS:—'
,
Message from, on opening of Parliament, 3.
COMMISSIONS
For opening Parliament, 3.
Commissioners' to administer the Oath, 4.
Speaker’s to administer the Oath, 7.
.
Deputy Speaker’s to administer the Oath, 36,
Public Sfetich Inquiry:—

Particulars respecting, laid on Table, 216 .................... ............................ ................................
Motion made (Mr. Garrard) for copies of all correspondence in reference to publishing the
evidence in connection with Report of, on Mines Department, 436; Return to Order laid on
Table, 472........................................... ........................ ........................................................ _
Cost

•

of

.......................................

Statement of, laid on Table, 257...........................................................................................................
Appointing- Sib Fbedeeiok Dabley

to be

Libutbnant-Govebnob :—

....................

Copy of, laid on Table, 392 ......................... ........................................
COMMITTEES, SELECT......................................
Balloting for. Sessional Order passed, 28.
Vote of Chairman of, on Private Rills, Sessional Order passed, 28.
Leave given to, to sit during any adjournment, 175, 217, 225, 436.
■
Motion to refer Council Bill to, negatived, 443 (-).
Bill referred back to, 181.
Petition praying to be heard before, 378, 414.
Member added to, 346, 405, 473.
Chairman of, informs the House that Members of Assembly had failed to attend as witnesses
before, 420.
Appointed during the Session,—Sessional Paper ......................................
CONCILIATION_ BILL (See “TRADE DISPUTES CONCILIATION AND" ARBITRATION
BILL "),
CONDITIONAL PURCHASES (Sec “ CROWN LANDS ”).
.
■
■CONFERENCE, FREE:—
On Crown Lands Act Amendment Bill, 186, 216, 217.
CONNELLY, JAMES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL:—
Message from Governor, 257 ; Standing Orders suspended, 263; ordered {Mr. Nee), presented,
read 1°, read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, and passed,'
265; sent to Council for concurrence, 266; agreed to by Council without amendment]
266 ; assent reported, 271.
'
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 2) :—
Message from Governor, 398, 399; Standing Orders suspended, 401; ordered {Mr. See), pre
sented, read 1®, read 2®, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3®,
passed, and sent to Council for concurrence, 412; agreed to by Council without amendment]
414; assent reported, 423.
’
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 3)
Standing Orders suspended, and Message from Governor, 472 ; ordered (Mr. See), presented, road
1°, read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3U, passed] and
sent to Council for concurrence, 473 ; agreed to by Council without amendment, 478; assent
reported, 483.
CONTRACTORS LIEN BILL :—
Ordered (Mr. Neild), presented, and read 1®, 39: Speaker ruled that BUI related to trade, and
should have originated in Committee of tho Whole, 73 ; Order of the Day discharged and
.
BUI withdrawn, 73.
6 ’
CONTRACTORS LIEN BILL (No. 2)
Motion made (Mr. Neild) for Committee of tho Whole, 89 ; House in Committee, resolution
agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 181; Order of the Day postponed, 290.
CONTRACTS FOR PUBLIC WORKS:Return respecting, laid on Table, 163
Return showing, since 23rd October, 1891, laid on Table, 492 ...........
.
’
CONVEYANCES (See “ VOLUNTARY CONVEYANCES AMENDMENT BILL”)..........................
CONVICTIONS UNDER THE LICENSING ACT (Seo “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”1
COOTAMUNDRA (See “WATER SUPPLY").
COPELAND, HENRY, ESQUIRE :—
Acceptance of office of Secretary for Lands by, reported, and seat of as a Member for New Eng
land declared vacant, 249 ; re-election reported, and sworn, 251.
COPPER (See “MINING”).
CORONER AT WINDSOR
Motion made (Mr, Neild) for all correspondence in connection witb appointment of, 96 ; Return
to Order laid on Table (not printed), 131.
CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF SYDNEY :—
'
Statement of Accounts for 1891, laid on Table, 516............ ..................................................
COST OF LITIGATION BILL (See “ REDUCTION OF COST OF LITIGATION BILL"i.........
COTTAGE CREEK (See "SEWERAGE").
COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT.
Return respecting water-works constructed under, laid on Table. 264 ..............................................
Bylaws under Municipalities and Nuisances Prevention Acts and, laid on Tabic. 516 ......... *.........
COUNTS OUT (See also “NO QUORUM ”) :—
.......................
Attendances of Members in Divisions and,—Sessional Paper ...
COURT-HOUSE, NOWRA:—
......................................
Motion made (Mr. Morion) for copy of District Surveyor’s report on site for, 419; Return to
Order laid on Tabic, 547.............................................
COURT OF PETTY SESSIONS AT PADDINGTON:—
....................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Neild) for copies of all papers in reference to establishment of, 76 ■ Return to
Order laid on Table, 170.........................................................................................’ .
Motion made (Mr. Neild) that in the opinion of this House, the Court House, Paddington, should
be opened to establish, and negatived, 107.
'
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C
CRANE, CHARLES r—
Caketaker

op the

Barwon Bbukje

Copies of papers in reference to dismissal of, laid on Table (not printed), 383,
CRIMINAL LAW AND EVIDENCE AMENDMENT BILL:—
Received from Council, and read 1°, 83; Order of the Day postponed, 222 ; read 2°, committed,
reported with an amendment, and report adopted, 234; read 3U, passed, and returned to
Council, 254; Message from Council agreeing to amendment,303; assent reported, 321
CROOK WELL (“See “RAILWAYS”).
.
CROWN LANDS (See also “LAND LAWS”)
Regulations under Act laid on Table, 350, 581 ...................................................................................... 'I
Dedication op certain lands under 105th section :—
Oaietfe Notices respecting, laid on Table, 17, 08, 114, 130, 264, 369, 431, 432 ..............................
Motion made (Mr. Copeland) for rescission of order for printing of notice of, laid on Table on
22nd July, 287.
Reserved por preservation op Water Supply :—
,
Abstract of, laid on Table, 36,114,190, 264, 332, 370, 431, 492, 562..................................................
Sites por Cities, Towns, and Villages
•
Abstract of, laid on Table, 36,114, 190, 264, 332, 369, 431,492, 562............ ............................ ........
Alterations of Designs op Cities, Towns, and Villages :—
Abstract of, laid on Table, 36, 114, 190, £64, 369, 431, 492, 562..................... ....................................
Dedicated to Public Purposes :—
Abstract of, laid on Table, 36 (5), 114,190, 264, 332, 369, 431, 562 ..................................................
Dedicated to Religious Purposes :—
Abstract of, laid on Table, 36 .............................................................................................. ...................
Conditional Purchase op George Vincent, at Gundagai :—
Motion made (Jlfr. jBarnes) for copies of all papers in connection with, 39.
Lands Department :—
Eleventh Annual Report, bring for 1890, laid on Table, 45..................................................................
Twelfth Annual Report, being for 1891, laid on Table, 598 ..............................................................
Companies holding Leases mom the Crown op Pastoral Holdings :—
Motion made (Mr. ‘WaUcer) for return giving particulars of, 89 ; Return to Order, laid on Tabic
(not printed), 523.
Appraisement op Rents and License Pees :—
Motion made (Mr. Hutchinson) for copies of all papers having reference to, by the Forbes Land
Board, 97 ; Return (in part) to Order, laid on Table (not printed), 229,
Reserves in Land Districts op Forbes, Parkes, and Condobolix :—
Motion made (Mr. 7/utchinson) for return giving particulars of, 97; Return to Order, laid on
Table, 598 ................................................................................................... .....................................
Pastoral Holdings in Land Districts op Forbes, Parkes, and Condobolin ;—
Motion made (Mr. Hutchinson) {ot return giving particulars of, 98; Return to Order laid on Table,
266 .....................................................................................................................................................
Selection made, by' James Connelly at Tamwoeth
Motion made (Mr. Hevien) for Select Committee to inquire into, and that proceedings of former
Committee be referred, 110.
Conditional Purchases op Neil Gallagher, Orange :—
Motion made (Mr. Barbour) for Select Committee to inquire into, 163; Report brought up, Esq.Conditional Purchase made by Anne Nash O’Brien, at Corowa :—
V 4
Motion made (Mr. Barbour) for Select Committee to inquire into, 103 ; Report brought up, 516.
Forfeiture of J. J. Ray’s Selection in the Land District op Wagga Wagga :—
Motion made (Mr Q-ormly) for Select Committee to inquire into, 196 ; Report brought up, 315;
adopted, 405.
Claim for Compensation by James and Patrick Guiuen:—
Motion made (Mr. Morton) for copies of all papers in connection with, 264; Return to Order, laid
on Table, 322 .....................................................................................................................................
Marking op, open to Conditional Purchase, Special Areas, and Reserves :—
Motion made (Mr. Sheldon) in favour of, to be shown in bloclis on parish maps, and withdrawn,
270.
.
Claim op Isaac Barclay:—
r
Motion made (Sir. Morton) for copy of Crown Solicitor’s opinion in reference to, 307; Return lo
Order, laid on Table, 322 .............................................................. ...................................................
Conditional Purchases made upon Barbatta Run :—
Motion made (Mr. Barbour) That the Report from Select Committee on, discloses that Henry
Ricietson had become wrongfully possessed of several grants of valuable Crown Lands which
belonged to the Crown, and that steps should be taken to recall the said grants, motion
amended and passed, 345.
Conditional Purchase by James Voung, at Gostobd:—
• Motion made (Mr. S/cven.ron) for Select Committee to inquire into, 346 ; Report brought up, 419..
Australian Agricultural Company:—
Motion made (Mr. Dowel) for copies of Acts of Charter, and psrticulars of grants to, 346.
Sale of Reserve at Little Billabono to Messrs, Ross Bros :—
>
Motion made (Mr. O'Sulliuan) for copies of all papers in connection with, 368 ; Return to Order
laid on Table, 562 ..............................................................................................................................
Land Revenue:—
.
Return showing, from 1877 to 1891, laid on Table, 392 .............................................. .......................
Applications under 45th section op Act :—
Motion made (Mr. Wall) for return showing number of, for last five years, 397.
Conditional Purchase by Mrs. Ann Rouse, in the Parish op Kahibah :—
"
Motion made (Mr. Grahams) for Select Committee to inquire into, 406; Report brought up, 478..
Conditional Purchase by Zachary Benn, Richmond River District :—
Motion made (Mr. Tfiriwy) for Select Committee to inquire into, 406; Report brought up, 431 ...
Special Areas in the Wagga Wagga and Hay Land Districts :—
Motion made (Mr. Qormly) for return giving particulars in reference to, 436.
Conditional Purchases and Leases, Parishes of Dapper, Tucklan, &C. —
Motion made (Mr. Booih) for return showing number and particulars of, for years 1890 and 1891,
430; Return to Order laid on Table, 466 ........ .................... .......................................... ............
Special Lease at Jervis Bay
Motion made (Dr, Boss) for copies of bII coryospondoncp and reports pi reference to, 463.
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CROWN JjMSTi'A—fmntimiKd)
James Bkice’s Conditional PcROnASE

in tub

Queanbeyan District :—

Molion made (Afr. O'Sullivan) for copies of reports, Ac., relating to, 477.
James Baker’s Conditional Purchase, Tweed Ritrr :—

'

Motion made (Afr. .Kicim#) for copies of all papers in reference to forfeituro of, 609.
Appraisement

op

Bullanamanq Run, Monako District;—

Motion made (Afr, Dawson) for copies of all papers in connection with, for years 18S4-1890, 516,
Pastoral Leases

and

Occupation Licenses

in tub

Western

or

Central Divisions :—

Motion made (Afr. M. 3. IKiliin-fore) for Return showing number forfeited or liable to forfeiture
since December, 1889, with names of holders, 523.
Applications dy W. Sully and Others for Portions of Land, Thackarinoa ;—
Leave given for Clerk to return to Mines Department papers in connection with, laid on Table 7th
May, 1890, 532.
CROWN LANDS ACT AMENDMENT BILL;—
'
Ordered (Mr. Srunker), presented, and read 1°,' Gt; read 2°, committed, reported without
amendment, and report Adopted, 09; amendment to recommit negatived, read 3“ passed, and
sent to Council for concurrence, 78 ; returned with amendments, 117 ; amendments amended,
disagreed to, and agreed to, 132 j message to Council, 138; message from Council, insisting
on their amendment disagreed lo, and disagreeing to amendment of Assembly therein, 163 ;
Urder of the Day postponed, 170; amendment upon Council's amendment, and disagreement
from Council's amendment insisted on, 186; message to Council accordingly, and requesting n
free conference, 186; message from Council agreeing to a free conference, 202 ; free confer
ence held, and report brought up, 216; report considered in Committee of tho Whole,
amendment upon Council’s amendment still insisted upon, and disagreement from Council’s
amendment no longer insisted upon, 217; message from Council concurring, 217; message
to Council, 221; assent reported, 237.
CUDAL (See “1■10ADS.,,)
CCH-BERLAND ELECTRIC LIGHTING- BILL
Standing Order No. Cl suspended to admit of presentation of petition, 234; Petition presented
(Afr. JPotl) for leave to bring in, 338.
CUSYNOHAME, MRS , LATE SUPERINTENDENT OF MACQUARIE-STSEET ASYLUM FOR
INFIRM AND DESTITUTE, PARRAMATTA;—
Motion made (Afr. Howe) for Select Committee to inquire into removal of, and Reports of formrr
Committees referred, 109 ; Report brought up, 170......................................................................
Motion made (Afr. Crick) that Report be adopted and negatired, 407.
CUSTOMS'
List of proposed duties and free list, laid on Table, 297 ......................................................................
Petition in reference to duty on tobiccoleaf presented, 350
.......................................................
Return showing quantity of grain imported and exported at Sydney and Newcastle, laid on Table,
265 ......................................................................................................................................................
CUSTOMS DUTIES BILL‘
Resolution from Committee of Ways and Means reported, 341; Message from Governor, 344, 347;
resolution received, 350; point of order, that resolution was similar to one already
negatived by the House, not sustained by Mr, Speaker, 356; resolulion agreed to, 356;
Bill brought in, founded on resolution of Ways and Means (No. 8), and read 1 , 357 ; motion
mode for 2° and debate adjourned, 363; debate resumed and adjourned, 370, 373;
debate resumed, 383; read 2° and committed, 384; further considered in Committee, 893.
398; point of order rejiorted by Chairman, Speaker gave decision and Committee resumed
309; further considered in Committee, 414, 420 ; points of order reported from Committei
.
of the Whole and decided by Speaker, 420 (E); reported with amendments, 420; motion made
for adoption of report, amendment to recommit negat ivod, and report adopted, 426 ; motinn
made for 3° reading, amend men t to recommit negatived, point of order raised and decided by
Speaker, 431; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council for concurrence, 432 ; agreed to by Council
without amendment, 487 ; assent reported, 489.
Petition from, Armitage Wilkinson, of Wallace and Company, clothing manufacturers, in reference
to, presented, 378. ............................................................................... ............................................. ..

881
889
887
875, 877

2

879

D
DAIRIES SUPERVISION ACT-;—
Report of Board of Health on, for 1890, laid Table, 3G ..................................................................... I
Report of Board of Health on, for 1891, laid on Table, 598 ................................. ........................... ( ®
DAIRIES SUPERVISION ACT AMENDMENT BILL —
Ordered (Afr. Morton), presented, and road 1°, 41 ; Order nf the Day postponed, 109, 186.
DAIRIES SUPERVISION ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2):—
Motion made (Afr. Rose) for Committee of the Whole, 143 ; Order of the Day, postponed, 167 ;
House in Committee and resolution agreed to, 322.
DANOAR, OTHO ORDE, ESQUIRE:—
Directed bv Speaker to discontinue bis speech, 316.
DARLEY, SIR FREDERICK, KN1GHT :—
Commission appointing as Lieutenant-Governor, laid on Table, 392 ..................................................
2
DARLING HARBOUR
Petition from Asher Australia Day in reference to claim to land at, presented, 599.........................
8
DARLING ISLAND:—
‘
iMTltOVEMENTS AT :—
Motion made (Afr. Li/ne) that it be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
W orks to consider and report upon, 579.
DARLING RIYER :—
Locking-

ot

411
431

3
401

:—

Motion made (Mr. WVUs) for correspondence, Ac., in connection with proposed, 255.
DAVIS, THOMAS MARTIN, ESQUIRE :Leave given to, to attend and be examined before a Select Committee of the Legislative Council
on Employer’s Liability Act Amendment Bill, 468.
DAVY’S PLAINS (See “ROADS”).
DAY ASHER AUSTRALIA
Claim

to

Land

at

Dabung Hahkouk :—

Petition from, in reference to, presented, 599............................... ........................................................
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DEATHS:—
Op Member :—

*

Robert Adam Ritchie, Esquire, reported, D8.
Op

the

Honorable Geopprey Eaqae :—

Motion made [Sir Henry Paries) that the House place on record its regretful sense of the loss
sustained by the, 157.
Op

the

Duke

op

Clarence

and

Avondale :—

.

Address of condolence to Her Majesty the Queen and their Royal Highnesses the Prince and
Princess of Wales, agreed to, 375 ; reply to, 387, 395.
’
Op Sib John Hay, President

op the

Legislative Council

Motion made (Mr. Dibbs) that ihis House do now adjourn, ns a tribute of respect to the memory
of, 385.
Op Cardinal Manning :—

Motion made (Mr. Houghton) that this House desires to place on record its sense of the loss the
British nation has sustained by.the, 397.
Under Chloro poem :—

.

Return showing for years 1885-1890 inclusive, laid on Table, 301.....................................................
Petition from relatives and friends of deceased persons, in reference to, presented, 338 .................
DEBATE (See “ADJOURNMENT”; also “HANSARD, PARLIAMENTARY”}.
DEEPWATER AND MOONT GALENA TRAMWAY BILL -.—
Petition presented (Mr. Doted) for leave to bring in, 533; ordered, presented and read 1°, 546 n't
referred to Select Committee, 556; Report brought up, 574 ; read 2°, committed, reported j
with amendments, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and sent to Council for concurrence, COl;
agreed to by Council without amendment, 605; assented to in Legislative Council Chumber, GOO.j t. 5
Petition from Richard Coulston, Chairman of meeting, Deepwater, in favour of, presented and read'
by Clerk, 547 ........................................................ ........ .............................. ...........................f
Petition from inhabitants of Deepwater, Tent Hill, Emmavilic, A'C., in favour of, presented. 573
DEFENCES1
J
Report of Royal Commission on Works (Bare Island), laid on Table, 36 ......................................
Guns

in

Battery

at

Steel Point :—

Memorandum of Major-General Commanding tho Military Forces on, laid on Table, 161
Particulars respecting, laid on Table, 296, (in
) 405 .................................................
Return showing officers sent to England for Military Instruction, laid on Table, 378 ...........
Return showing travelling espouses of officers, laid on Table, 383 .............................................

Battery

at

Ben Buckler :—

Laid

on

Table :—

^ 7

■

Notification of land resumed for, laid on Table, 486...........
DENIL1Q.U1N (See “ RAILWAYS ”1.
DESPATCHES —

729

743
745
115
93

Defence Force :—
•

1101
1105

.,

25
1
3
297

.......................................

■

Fugitive Criminals, 37, 681 .................................................................................................. ..........
Commercial Convention between Great Britain and Spain, 170 ...................................................
Treaty of Commerce between Great Britain and Portugal, 170 .................................................. ,
Treaty between Her Majesty the Queen and the Ring of Tonga, 290 ..............................................
Retirement of Sir Alfred Stephen from the office of Lieutenant-Governor, and read by clerk, 278.
Sydney Branch, Royal Mint, 529 ................................
.
’
DIBBS, GEORGE RICHARD, ESQUIRE
.................................................................
Formation of new Administration by, reported lo House, 21!); acceptance of ofilce of Colonial
Secretary by, and seat of as a Member for The Murrumbidgee declared vacant ,249; re-elec
tion reported, and sworn, 251,
DISBURSEMENT OF THE PUBLIC REVENUE:—
Peiition from residents of North Coast District in reference lo, presented, 512
DISEASED ANIMALS AND MEAT BILL
...........................'
Message from Governor, 213; inofion made (Sir Henry Paries) for Committee of the Whole,
215; House in Committee aud resolution agreed to, 222.
DISEASED ANIMALS AND MEAT BILL (No. 2)
Motion made (Mr. Dibbs) for Committee of the Whole, 321; House in Commitfee, 327 ; reso
Intion reported and agreed to, 328 ; presented and read 1°. 328 ; motion made for 2° reading;
Point of Order that Bdl was beyond order of leave sustained by Mr. Speaker, Order of tlie
Dav discharged, and Bill withdrawal, 333.
DISEASED ANIMALS AND MEAT BILL (No. 3)
Motion made (Mr. Dibbs) for Committee of the Whole, 344; Message from Governor, 347 ;
’
House in Committee, and resolution agreed to, presented and read 1°, 357; rend 2°,committed,*
reported with amendments, and report adopted, 437; read 3°, passed and sent to Council for
concurrence. 411; agreed to by Council with amendments, 478; amendments agreed to and
message to Council, 487 ; assent reported, 527.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACTS
Regulations under, laid on Table, 425 .........................
.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT BILL:—
’
..........................................
Message from Governor, 347; motion made (Mr. Slattery) for Committee of tho Whole, 362;
House in Committee and resolution agreed to, 437 ; presented and read 1°, 437 ; motion made
for 2° reading ; Point of Order, that Bill was beyond order of leave not sustained by Mr.
Speaker, and debate adjourned, 449; Order of the Day postponed, 505 ; debate resumed and
further adjourned, 510.
Petition from stockowners and others of Tenterficld in opiKwition to, presented, 486
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACTS FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL :—
Ordered (Mr. Dickens), 124; presented and read 1°, 132; Order of the Day postponed, 143, 256,
390,296.
v i v
>
,
,
DISTRESS FOR RENT ABOLITION BILL: —
Ordered (Mr. Walker), 4:1.
DISTRESS FOR RENT ABOLITION BILL (No. 2)
Ordered (Mr. Walker), 44; presented and read 1°, 68 ; Order of the Day postponed, 368.
DISTRICT COURTS (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”)
DISTRICT COURTS ACT OF 1868 i —
' Annunl Returns under, kid on Table, 37...
DISTRICT GOVERNMENT RILL
...............................................................................
Motion made (Sir Henry Parkes) for Committee of tho Whole, 38 ; Message from Governor, 60 ;
House in Commit,tee and Resolution agreed to, presenled, and read 1°, 63 ; Order ot the Day
discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 255.
Petition in favour of, from Municipal Conference, presented, 190 ......................... .......................... .

1095, 1097
1105
1107
11(9
1
1143

843
77

79

8
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DIVISIONS:—■
No tellers on, 255, 297, 313, 345, 375 (!), 431.
. Speaker gives casting vote on, 443.
Ik

the

House :—

Attendances of Members in, and Counts out—Sessional Paper ...................................................... '
Weekly Reports of, in Committee of tbe Whole, Nos, 1 to 24................. ...........................................
Adjournment, 139, 363, 379, 385.
Adjournment of Debate, 145, 241, 510,
.
“ That Question be now put,” 240, 4S7.
Special adjournment, 35u, 392.
Adjournment—on Death of Sir John Hay, 385,
That document be printed, 331.
Address in Reply to Governor's Opening Speech, 18 (*).
Business Days (Setsional Order), 27.
Exclusion of Strangers (Sessional Order), 29.
Limitation of Business Hours, 46.
Extension of tbe Franchise to Women, 47 (2).
Additional Standing Order (Limitation of Speccites), 54, 55,
Objections to Formal Business, 77.
Crown Lands Act Amendment Bill, 78.
Parliamentary Hansard, 91 (*).
Colonial Marble, 92 (*).
Municipalities Act of 1867 Amendment Bill, 108.
Encouragement to Local Industries, 125,126 (2)
Liquor Traffic, 162 (2).
Bairanald Irrigation Bill, 182.
.
Court of Petty Sessions at Paddington, 197.
Government Railways, 197.
Seats Redistribution Bill, 207.
Reduction of Cost of Litigation Bill, 211.
Mining on Private Holdings and Church and School Reserves, 225.
Plebiscite on the Fiscal Question, 225, 226.
Bankers’ Books Evidence Bill, 235.
_
That the Water Conservation Bill be withdrawn, 255.
That the Order of the Day for second reading of Publicans’ Licenses Further Restriction Bill be
discharged, 256.
. Government Railways (Contracts) Amendment Bill, 258,
.
Prospecting for Minerals, 269.
Eight Hours Bill, 291.
Manufacture in the Colony of Railway Locomotives, &e., 302.
Claims of William Tom, James Tom, and J. H. A. Lister as the first discoverers of gold in
Australia, 302,
Privilege—Seat of H. H. Brown, Esquire, Member for Durham, 303.
Fiscal Policy of the Government—Vote of Censure, 316,
Law Practitioners Bill, 323 ('), 442.
Customs Duties Bill, 384, 426, 432,
Payment of Civil Servants’ Salaries, 406.
Parliamentary Refreshment Room, 406.
Mrs. Cunynghame, late Superintendent of the Mncquarie-street Asylum for Infirm and Destitute,
Parramatta, 407.
Divorce Amendment aud Extension Bill, 422 (*),442.
Precedence of General Orders of the Day [Sessional Order), 431,
•
Land Company of Australasia (Limited) Railway Bill, 443.
Saint John’s College Relieving and Enabling Bill, 443.
Segenhoe Estate Irrigation Bill, 444,
Sunk Nets Bill, 461.
Petty Sessions Jurisdiction Extension Bill, 513, 514.
Broken Hill Water Supply Act Amendment Bill, 514.
Judicial Offices Bill, 539.
'
Application for a Free Pass made by Mr. Black, M.P., 573.
Marriages Validation and Marriage Law Amendment Bill, 582, 583.
Broken Hill Tramways Bill (Resumption of Debate), 592.
Pino Ridge Tramway Bill, 592.
Australian Gas-light Company Electric Lighting and Supply Bill (Resumption of Debate) 601.
In Committee

of the

Whole :—

“ That the Question bo now put,” 686,708.
_
That the Chairman leave the Chair, report progress, and ask leave to sit again on a future day,
686,749,750.
_
That the Chairman leave the Chair, report progress, and ask leave to sit again, 734.
Infants Protection Bill, 621.
Representation of the People Bill (No. 2), 623, 624, 625, 626 (2), 627, 630, 631 (2), 632 (J),
633 (a), 636 (2), 637, 638 (5), 639 (2), 641, 042 (=), 643 (3), 644 (>), 645, 646, 647, 648 0,
649 (-), 650 (!), 651, 652, 653, 657, 659, 660 (>), 670, 671.
Crown Lauds Act Amendment Bill, 629, 656, 657.
Employers Liability Act Amendment Bill, 635.
Nuisances Prevention Act Amendment Bill, 654, 655, 741.
Seats Re-distribution Bill, 661, 662, 663 (*), 664 (!), 665 (*), 666 (*), 667 (*).
Petty Sessions Jurisdiction Extension Bill, 669, 742 (s), 755.
Coal Mines Regulation Bill, 673, 678 Is).
Supreme Court Procedure Bill, 678.
Electoral Reform Bill, 681, 682, 683.
Borough of Newcastle Electric Lighting Bill, 685.
■
Eight Hours Bill, 686 (>), 687.
Law Practitioners Bill, 689.
Early Closing Bill, 690 0.
Joint Stock Companies Arrangement Bill, 690.
Customs Duties Bill, 699, 701, 704 0, 705 0, 706 0, 707 (-), 708 (J), 709 0, 710 0, 711 (3),
712 0, 713, 715, 721 0, 722 (*), 723 0, 724 (-), 725 0.
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449
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D
DIVISIONS (continued)
In Committee

.

of thb

Whole (continued) :—

Divorce Amendment and Extension Bill, f27, 728 (2), 729 (4).
Diseased Animals and Meat Bill (No. 3), 730 ('),
t
Band Company of Australasia (Limited) Railway Bill, 733.
Segenhoe Estate Irrigation Bill, 731 (*).
Simpson’s Railway Bill, 745.
Broken Hill Water Supply Act Amendment Bill, 749, 750 (5), 751.
Sydney Hospital Completion Bill, 753.
Trade Disputes Conciliation and Arbitration Bill (No. 2), 756.
Land Boilers Inspection Bill, 756.
Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act Amendment Bill, 759 (*), 769.
Judicial Offices Bill, 760 (2)| 761, 762.
Marriages Validation and Marriage Law Amendment, 707, 771.
Government Railways (Contracts; Amendment Bill, 768,
Legal Practitioners Bill (No. 2), 768.
Deepwater and Mount Galena Tramway Bill, 770.
In Cokmitteb

.

ob

.

Supply:—

Chairman gives Casting Vote, 764.
General Estimates for 1892 :—
Colonial Secretary, 735 (•), 736 (*).
Auditor-General, 737 (“)■
Director-General of Forests, 738.
Police, 738, 739.
Lunacy, 742.
Agent-General for the Colony, 743,744 (2).
Immigration, 744.
*
,
Fisheries Commission, 746.
Civil Service Board, 746.
Botanic Gardens, 747.
Miscellaneous Services (Colonial Secretary), 747 (=), 748.
Crown Solicitor, 751.
Quarter Sessions, 752 (s).
Permanent and Volunteer Military Forces—Ordnance and Barrack Department—Naval Brigade
—Volunteer Naval Artillery—Training-ship “ Wolverene "—Torpedo Defence, 754,
Additional Estimates for 1892 :—
Colonial Secretary, 762, 763 (2).
Treasurer and Secretary for Finance and Trade, 764 (*), 765 (2).
Secretary for Public Works, 765.
In Cohmitteb

of

Wats

and

Means :—•

That the Chairman leave tho Chair, report progress, aud ask leave to sit again on a future day, 687.
“ That the Question be now put,” 691, 697.
Resolution No. 2 (d'lnancial Statement), 691.
Fixed Duties, Ad 'Valorem Duties, and Free List (Resolution No. 8), 692, 698,
DIVORCE AMENDMENT AND EXTENSION BILL
Ordered (Mr. Neild), presented, and read 1°, 76; motion made for 2° reading, 144; debate
adjourned, 145 ; Order of tbe Day postponed, 256, 327; debate on motion for 2° resumed,
411; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and report adopted, 422; Order
of the Day postponed, 425 ; motion made for 3° reading, 441; read 3°, passed, and sent to
Council for concurrence, 442 ; agreed to by Council without amendment, 529.
DIXSON ah. LEMM (See “ ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE").
DOCUMENTS
Authorised to be returned to Public Departments, 150, 322, 532.
DONNELLY, DENNIS CORNELIUS, ESQUIRE
Directed bv Speaker to discontinue his speech, 316.
DREDGES*
Tua-noATs, Punts, Basoks,

and

Bridoes :—

Motion made (Mr. Johnston) in favour of building of, required by Government, in the Colony, 345
Report of Enginecr-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers on operations, laid on Table, 350 ...............
DUKE OF CLARENCE AND AVONDALE (See “ ADDRESS").
DUNLOP STATION (Sec ■‘SHEARERS”).

E
EAGAR, THE HONORABLE GEOFFREY:—
Motion made (Sir Henry ParTces) that the House desires to place on record its regretful sense of
the loss sustained by the death of, 157.
EARLY CLOSING BILL
Motion made (Mr. Alfred Allen) for Committee of the Whole, 40 ; Order of the Day postponed,
53 ; House in Committee and Resolution agreed to, 109; presented, and read 1°, 109 ; Order
.
of tho Day postponed, 256 ; rend 2°, eommitted, reported with amendments, and report
adopted, 324 ; read 3°, passed, aud sent to Council for concurrence, 327.
Petition in favour of, from Shop Employes, presented, 257..................................................................
Petition from Narrabri and district in favour of, presented, 425 ......................................................
EASTERN SUBORBS (See '‘RAILWAYS”).
EDEN (See also “ RAILWAYS”) :—
Delay in taking Poll for, reported by Clerk, 1.
EDUCATION:—
Notifications of land resumed for School purposes, laid on Table (not printed), 37, 160, 265, 419,
613.
Regulations under Public Instruction Act, laid on Table, 62, 581......................... ............................
Report of Minister of Public Instruction for 1890, laid on Table, 153................................................
Return respecting Workshops, Cookery Classes, Garden Work, Ac., in Public Schools, laid on
Table, 217 ..................................................................... ............................... .....................................
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EDUCATION' (continued) :—
Purchase

op

.

Teainino Ship “Sobraon” :—

Motion made (Mr. Murphy) for copies of all papers in connection with, 157; Tteturn to Order
laid on T^ble, 256 .............................. ....................... ■............................................................... . • ■ • •

817

Land Erscmbd| foe Schooi, Pueposes nt Canteebuby Elkctoratk :—

Ectum respecting, laid on Table, 338 ......................... ........................ ...................................... ...........
Natiowai, Sckolaeshits

and

Bcesaeies :—

889

_

Motion made (Jlfr. O' Sullivan) in favonr of establishment of, at largo centres of population, and
withdrawn, 270.
Technical,

at

Paris Exhibition:—

'

Report on, by Edward Combes, C.M.Q-., laid on Table, 392 ........................ ........................... . .......
Ebbs

in

407

Public Schools:—

Motion made (Mr. Alfred, Alien) for copies of all correspondence on tho subject of, 430 j Return - 3
to Order laid on Table, 513 ............. .................................... ..................................... ...................

857

"Women's Collbqe :—

Motion made (Mr, Alfred Allen) for copies of correspondence on the subject of placing 435,000 on
the Supplementary Estimates for, 430; Return to Order laid on Table, 492 ............. .
School Pbemises, Pveouk

Correspondence respecting condition of, laid on Table, 441, 629............................... .................... .
Schools

closed in consequence of

Influenza Epidemic:—

at

'

Huntingdon, Hastings Rivee :—

Return to Order (Session, 1891) laid on Table, 486 .............................................................................
Sydney Gbammab School:—

327

‘

Report for 1890, laid on Table, 529.......... ........................................ ........ ........................... ................
EIGHT HOURS BILL
Motion made (Mr. Schey) for Committee of tho Whole, 4.1 ; Order of the Day postponed, 53 ;
House in Committee and Resolution agreed to, 144; presented and read 1°, 144; read 2"’,
committed, and reported with amendments, 291; Order of the Day postponed, 315, 397, 411,
414, 425, 430, 436; report adopted, 442; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council for coneurronce, 448.
ELECTION PETITION (See "ELECTORAL”).
ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE'(See "ELECTORAL”).
ELECTORAL (See also "MEMBERS” ; also "REPRESENTATION OE THE PEOPLE BILL”;
also “SEATS REDISTRIBUTION BILL”; also “WENTWORTH ELECTORATE
SUBDIVISION ACT AMENDMENT BILL”).
■
Wsrrs:—
.
'
Received by Clerk, 1.
Delay in return of, for Bairanald, Bourke, and The Gwydir reported, 1.
Delay in taking Poll for Braidwood, Eden, Queanbeyan, and Young reported, 1.
Return of, for tho Gwydir, reported by Clerk, 3.
Return of, for Bourko, reported by Speaker, 11, 329,
Return of, for Bairanald, reported by Speaker, 35.
Rolls :—

727

■

For years 1880 to 1892, showing operation of cipansive clauses, laid on Tablo, 36,...'.................... | 2
Return of number of electors on, and votes polled at last General Election, laid on Table, 68...... i
The Hastings

and

Manning:—

.

Seat of James Henry Young, Esquire, declared vacant, by reason of his acceptance of the office of
Secretary for Public Works, 90; re-election reported, 119 ; sworn, 119.
'
Central Cumberland :—

Death of Robert Adam Ritchie, Esquire, reported, and seat declared vacant, 98; election of Jacob
Garrard, Esquire, reported, 119; sworn, 124.
The Muerumbidoke :—

■

.

Seat of George Richard Dibbs, Esquire, declared vacant, by reason of his acceptance of tho office
of Colonial Secretary, 249; re-elcclion reported, and sworn, 251.
Grafton :—

’

.

.

Seat of John See, Esquire, declared vacant, by reason of his acceptance of the office of Colonial
Treasurer, 249; re-election reported, and sworn, 251.
'
East Sydney :—

Seat of Edmund Barton, Esquire, declared vacant, by reason of his acceptance of tho office of
Attorney-General, 249 j re-election reported, and sworn, 251.
.
'
New England :—

Seat of Henry Copeland, Esquire, declared vacant, by reason of Ids acceptance of the office of
Secretary for Lands, 249 ; re-election reported, and sworn, 251.
The Hume

.

Seat of William John Lyno, Esquire, declared vacant, by reason of his acceptance of the office of
Secretary for Public Works, 249; re-election reported, and sworn, 251.
Bathurst :—

.

Scat of Francis Bathurst Sutler, Esquire, declared vacant, by reason of his acceptance of the
office of Minister of Public Instruction, 249; re-elcetion reported, and sworn, 251.
BOOBOWA :—

.

Seat of Thomas Michael Slattery, Esquire, declared vacant, by reason of his acceptance of the
office of Secretary for Mines, 249 ; re-election reported, and sworn, 251.
Camden :—

'

Seat of John Kidd, Esquire, declared vacant, by reason of the resignation thereof, 250; re-election
reported, and sworn, 251,
Bourke:—

,

■

.

Issue of Writ in roam of .Tames Peter Howe, Esquire, resigned, reported, 253; return of Writ and
election of Thomas Waddell, Esquire, reported, 329; Mr. Waddell sworn, 329,
Elections

323,325

•

Return showing, laid on Tablo (not printed), 46G.
Public School

345

■

and

Qualifications Committur :—

.

Speaker’s Warrant laid on Table, 8.
"
„
(i» lieu of above) laid on 'Table, 11; resignation of James Jnelis, Esquire, 35;
Mr. R. G. D. FitzGerald appointed, 35; Maturity of Warrant reported, 37, 65, 277, 289;
Members sworn,
meeting appointed, 65, 289; Mr. FitzGerald sworn, 69; Speaker’s
warrant appointing Henry Clarke, Esquire, in room of Mr. Suitor, laid on Table, 259;
Speaker’s warrant appointing James Hayes, Esquire, in room of Dr, Ross, laid on Tabic, 269 ;
Mr. Clarke sworn, 281; Mr. Hayes sworn, 293.
.
Leave given to adjourn tine die, 167, 308.
1
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ELECTORAL [continued) :—
.
Elections and Qttalioations Committee [contimici):—
Election Petition—The Hastings and Manning— Vivian u. Hugh McKinnon:—
Sir Henry Parkes laid upon the Table an Election Petition from Walter Hussey Yivian against
the return of Hugh McKinnon, one of the sitting Members for the Electoral District of The
Hastings and Manning, on the ground that certain votes were counted as informal, which
were not informal, and should have been counted in favour of Petitioner; and praying that
the election of the said Hugh M'Kinnon may be declared null and void, and that Petitioner
be declared duly elected; ordered to lie on the Table, 8; referred to Committee, 38; Report
declaring sitting Member duly elected brought up and read by Clerk, 90................. ............
Election Petition—Canterbury—Eve v, Wheeler:—
■
Sir Henry Parkes laid upon tbe Tabic an Election Petition from James Eve against the return
of John Wheeler, one of the sitting Members for the Electoral District or Canterbury, on
the ground that certain irregularities were allowed in connection with the election; and
praying that the clettion of the said John Wheeler may be declared null and void, and that
Petitioner may bo declared duly elected; or that a new election may be ordered to take
place; ordered to lie on the Table, 8; referred to Committee, 38; Report giving seat to
Mr, Evo brought up and read by Clerk, 132 ; Mr. Eve sworn, 137 ........................ .............
,
Election Petition—Ittmcarra—Artis ». Kieholson and Jjysaght:—
Sir Henry Parkes laid upon the Table an Election Petition from Alexander Spence Artis
against the return of John Barnes Nicholson and Andrew Lysaght, the sitting Members for
tbe Electoral District of Illawarra, on the ground that certain irregularities were allowed
in connection with (he election of the said Members ; and praying that the said election may
be declared null and void, or that the said Andrew Lysaght may bo declared unduly elected';
ordered to lie on the Tablo, 13, 14 ; referred to Committee, 38; Report declaring election to
have been wholly void brought up and read by Clerk, 1G7; issue and return of Writ, and
Election of John Earncs Nicholson and Archibald Campbell reported, 226; Mr. Campbell
sworn, 223 ; Mr. Nicholson sworn, 243 .............................................................. ......................
Privilege—Seat of H. H. Brown, Esquire, Durham :—
Motion made (Mr. Garvan) to refer Question as lo whether it had not become vacant by reason
of a contract witb the Government as to certain leasehold property in Castlereagh-street, 257;
Report declaring Mr. Brown duly elected, brought up and read by Clerk, and amendment to
refer questioh back to the Committee, negatived on division, 308 .........................................
Extension of the Eeanchise to Women :—
.
Motion made (Sir Henry Paries), in favour of, 46 ; amendment to delay until the principle of 11 one
man one vote ” becomes law moved, 40 ; amendment negatived, 47; origiual motion negatived
47.
Seats Re-disteieution Bill:—
■
'
Maps showing Electoral Districts under Schedule “ A ”, laid on Table (as ezhibits only), 120.
Returns giving particulars of Electors and Electorates, laid on Table, 208 (6)....................................
Foktt Pounds Deposit:—
.
.
.
Return showing particulars of, returned to defeated candidates, since 1880, laid on Table, 167 ...
ELECTORAL REFORM BILL
Message from Governor, 257; motion made (Jfr. Barton) for Committee of the Whole, 257;
Houso in Commiltee, 258; resolution reported and agreed to, presented and read 1°, 259:
motion made for 2° reading, and debate adjourned, 266; debate resumed, road 2°, and com
mitted, 275; further considered in Committee, 281, 287; Point of. Order reported from
Committee of the Whole, reported with amendments, recommitted, reported 2J with further
r
amendments, and report adopted, 288; motion made for 3° reading, and amendment to
recommit carried, reported 3° with further amendments, aud Report adopted, 297; read 8°,
passed, and sent to Council for concurrence, 301.
■
ELECTRIC LIGHT (Sec "BOROUGH OE NEWCASTLE ELECTRIC LIGHT BILL,” also
“CUMBERLAND ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL," also "MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
OP SYDNEY ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL”). ■
..
ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS (See " TRAMWAYS
*• ELLEN,” BARQUE:—
_
•
Report of Board of Inquiry into loss of, laid on Table, 161............................................................ .
EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Ordered [Mr Kelly), presented, and read 1°, 38; read 2°, committed, and reported with amend
ments, 144; Order of the Day postponed, 174, 186; report adopted, 190; motion made for
311 reading and amendment to recommit negatived, 193; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council
■
for concurrence, 193.
Message from Council requesting leave for A. J. Kelly aud T, M. Davis, Esquires, to attend and
bo examined before a Select Committee on, leave given, and message to Council, 468.
.
Message from Council requesting leave for W. A. Murphy, Esquire, to attend and bo examined
before a Select Committee on, leave given, and Message to Council, 510.
ENCOURAGEMENT TO LOCAL INDUSTRIES
Motion made [Mr. Copeland) in favour of imposing import duties ou such articles as enter into
competition with our own industries ; and that protective duties should be collected on all
agricuitnrol produce sent into our markets from abroad; amendment to delay any fiscal
changes pending tbe establishment of Federation moved and carried, 126 ; further amendment
moved, 125, and negatived, 126; motion, as amended, negatived, 126.
ESTIMATES (Seo “FINANCE”).
.
.
EVE, JAMES;—
_
Declared, by Elections and Qualifications Committee to have been duly elected for Canterbury,
.
132; sworn, 137.
'
.
EVELEIGH (Sec “RAILWAYS ”).
EVIDENCE AMENDMENT BILL (See “ CRIMINAL LAW AND EVIDENCE AMENDMENT
BILL”),
EXHIBITION.
Inthbnational on Mining and Metaiiubgt
•
Report of Executive Commissioner on, laid on Table, 153 ..................... ............ ...................... .
EXHIBITS■
■■
Papers laid on Table as, 126, 478.
'
EXPLANATORY ABSTRACTS
Of sums Estimated and Voted—Sessional Paper ............................................
'
EXTENSION OF THE FRANCHISE TO WOMEN'
Motion made [Sir Henry Paries) in favour of, 46; amendment to delay until tbe principle of
one man one vote becomes law moved, 46; amendment and original motion negatived,
47.
'
■
'

13

■27

49

93

ltf9, 111, 113,
117,119,121.
107
103

351

1059

659
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F
JFEDEEATION OF THE COLONIES:—
Motion made {Mr. Kelly) that no system wil] he acceptable to this Houso until the Electoral
system provides for the principle of " one man one vote ” at tho election for Members to the
'
pronosed House of Representatives, 345.
FERRY, HINTON
Return of receipts from, and expenditure on, laid on Table, 131 ..................................................... .
FIELD OF MARS (Seo “RAILWAYS”; also “TRAMWAYS”).
FINANCE:—
BiitKixd, Liirr, Buildinc-,

and

Investment Companies

_

General abstract of liabilities of, for quarter ended 31st March, 1891, laid on Table, 62 ..............
Do
do
do
80th June, 1891,
do
170 ...............
Do
do
do
30th Sept., 1891,
do
327 ...............
Bank Liabilities

and

6
1

869
871
873

Assets :—

Abstract of, for quarter ended 30th June, 1891, laid on Table, 117 .................................................
Do
do
31st Dec., 1891,
do
449 ..................................................
Do
do
30th Sept., 1891,
do
486 .................................................. s- 2
Advances

647

made to the

863
867
866

Government ;—

Return showing, during last six months, and special amounts deposited in the Treasury, laid on
Table, 84............................................................................................................................................

855

Public Accounts:—

For 1890 laid on Tabic by Speaker, 103.......................................................... ............................ ..........
Report of Board of Audit on, laid on Tabic, 2G5 .......................... .......................................................
Information respecting, laid on Table, 301...................................... .................................... ....... ...........

653
827
633

Supply

Committee of, Sessional Order passed, 28.
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) for House to go into Committee, 103; Order of the Day dis
charged, 600.
House in Committee, 265, 297, 411, 454, 457, 468, 473, 493, 500, 605, 547, 562.
Resolutions reported, 265-, 297,411, 473, 547, 562.
Resolutions agreed to, 265, 297, 412, 473, 649, 567.
■
Wats and Means :—
Committee of, Sessional Order passed, 28,
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) for House to go into Committee, 103; Order of tho Day dis
charged, 600.
’
House in Committee, 265, 297, 309, 328, 333, 339, 341,412, 436, 473, 549, 567.
Resolutions reported, 265, 339 (5), 341 (!), 412, 436, 473, 549, 667.
Resolutions agreed to, 265, 339 (s), 356 (*), 412,436, 473, 549, 567.
Resolutions received, 350 (!).
Estimates of, for 1892, laid on Table, £97 ....................................................................... .....................
Loan op £4,500,000:—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 186...................................... 7................................... .........................
Loan to City Council:—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 202 ................................. ....................................................................
3
Loan Funds
....................
Return showing amount to bo provided from, to meet liabilities, laid on Table, 221 .......................
Return showing amount to be provided from, to meet outstanding liabilities, laid on Table, 311...
Tote op Ceedit :—
_
Messages from Governor recommending, laid on Table, 257, 398, 399, 472 ...................................
Consolidated Revenue and General Loan Fund:—
.
Return showing Expenditure from, during month of October, 1891, laid on Table by Mr. Garvan
(not printed), 265.
■
Loans and Treasury Bills:—
■
Return iu reference to, laid on Table, 275 ..................................................................................... .......
Estimates :—
_
Message No. 20, recommending Estimates for 1892, and Supplementary Estimates for 1891 and
previous years, together with Estimates, laid on Table, 296 ................ .....................................
Schedule to, laid on Table, 411.................................................................................................. .............
■ Schedules A to F to Yotes on, for Public Works and Roads, laid on Tabic, 494 ..............................
Loan Estimate for 1892—Message No. 62, together with Estimate, laid on Table, 539 ...................
Additional Estimates for 1892—Message No. 63, together with Estimates, laid on Table, 547.
Supplementary Schedules to Public Works Votes on Additional Estimates, laid on Table, 574 ...
Civil Service 'Salaries, 1886 and 1891:—
.
Return showing amount of, laid on Table, 383 ............................................ ........................................
Treasury Balances :—
Speaker lays on Table Minute of Governor and Executive Council in reference to, 459 ...............
Government Savings Bank:—
.
Statement of accounts for 1890, laid on Tablo, 46......... ........................................................................
Do
1891,
do
513 ........................................'.....................................
Explanatory Abstracts:—
Of sums Estimated and Voted—Sessional Paper ......... .......................................................................
EIRE BRIGADES ACT:—
1
Regulations of Annidale Board, laid on Tablo, 436 .............................................................................
Reports undue, laid on Table: —
Wollongong Board, 36 ...... .................................... :..............................................................................
Deniliquiu Board, 296 ......................... ...................................................................................................
8
Contributions to Country Boabds:—
Return showing, laid on Table, 207 ............................................................ ........ ............................. J
FISCAL POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT—VOTE OF CENSURE:—
Motion made (Mr, Jleid) that this House deplores and will resist any attempt to bring about a
conflict on the question of Free-trade and Protection until the verdict of the electors can he
recorded upon the basis of “ one man one vote,” and debate adjourned, 311; debate resumed
and adjourned, 313: debate resumed, and amendment to add certain words ruled out of order,
315; motion negatived, 316.
•

J

I

669
847
833
851
853
835-841

849
207, 209, 509
365
471
553, 555
539, 541
649
143
845
857
859
659
463
459
461
465
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FISCAL QUESTION {See " PLEBISCITE ON THE FISCAL QUESTION").
FISHEEIES (See also “SUNK NETS BILL” also “ILLAWARRA LAKE”)
1
Report of Commiesioners, laid on Table, 36 ........................................................................ ....... ..........
Closing of Watbbs of The Ha-webbijubt, Bhisbane Water, &c..
Motion made {Mr. Stevenson) for copies of all correspondence iu reference to, 44; Return to
Order laid on Table, 190......... ........................................... .............................................................
Administration

of

273
317

Act:—

Return to Order (Session 1890) laid on Table, 62.................................................................................. J
FISHERIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Ordered (Mr, Melville}, 62.
FISHERIES AOT FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL„
Ordered (Afr. Frank FarnelV), presented and read 1°, 61; Order of the Daj discharged and Bill
withdrawn, 181.
FLOGOINGtS IN GAOLS (See “GAOLS”).
FLOODS ON THE HUNTER:—
Minute of Engincer-in-Chief for Harbours and RlYcrs,OnMr. Gordon’s report on, laid on Table, 71.
Notifications of land resumed for embankment, laid on Table, 37 (2), 486 ......................................
FLUX (See “ YONGALEATHA MARBLE, FLAG, AND FLUX COMPANY BILL”).
FORBES (Sec “RAILWAYS”; also “POSTAL”).
FOREST
Reserves ;—
1
Motion made (Mr O'Sulliran) for Return giving particulars of, 143 ; Return to Order laid on
Table, 190 ..........................................................................................................................................

331

453
605, 607, 625

217

Defartjeent :—

213
143

Return respecting, laid on Table, 167.....................................................................................................
Report on, for 1890, laid on Table, 202 .................................................................................................
Rangkbb E. Coborott and Smith :—
Motion made (Afr. O'Sullivan) for copies of all papers in connection witb appointments of,-224.
FORMAL BUSINESS
Sessional Order passed, 27,
Objections

to

:—

Motion made (Afr. Nin'Id), that three Members must rise In their places to signify, and negatived,
77.
FRANCHISE (See “ EXTENSION OE THE FRANCHISE TO WOMEN”).
FREE CONFERENCE (Seo “CONFERENCE, FREE”).
FREE PASSES (See “RAILWAYS”).
FREE PUBLIC LIBRARIES
By-laws, laid on Table, 453 .......................................... .........................................................................
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES'
Petition praving for belter regulation of, presented, 46 ....................................................... ..............
FUGITIVE CRIMINALS:—
Despatch respecting, laid on Table, 37, E81..................................................... .......................................

1121
457
1095,1097

G
GALLAGHER (See “CROWN LANDS”).
■
GALONG (Seo “RAILWAYS”).
GAMBLING, SUPPRESSION OE (See also “CHINESE GAMBLING”):—
'
Peiition from George Brown, President of New South Wales and Queensland Wesleyan Con
ference, presented, 154....................................................................................................................... _
8
■
Petition from W. G. Taylor, Chairman of Meeting of Social Reform League, presented, 186.........
Petition from Members of Committee of the Congregational Union, presented, 234.......................
Petition from Balmain Wesleyan Central Mission, presented, 275......................................................
GAOLS^
Youths Serving First Sentencb

in

Darlinohurst

*

Return of, laid on Table, 108 ..................................................................................................................
Goods Manufactured in :—
Motion made (Mr. Houghton) for return showing schedule of prices for, 287; Return to Order
laid on Table, 301 ..............................................................................................................................
Floggings in :—
_
_
- 2
Motion made (Mr. Kelly) for return giving particulars of, since passing of Criminal Law Amend
ment Act, 436 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 513......................................................................
Juvenile Offenders

in

:—

991
993
995
997
1173
1177
1175

...

Minute of Comptroller-General of Prisons and late Minister of Justice, ou treatment of, laid on
Table, 539 ............................................. ............................................................................................
Letter of Comptroller-General of Prisons, laid on Table, 590 ............................................................. j
GARRARD, JACOB, ESQUIRE :—
Election of, as a Member for Central Cumberland, reported, 119; sworn, 124.
GARVAN, JAMES PATRICK, ESQUIRE :Lays paper on Table (not printed), 265.
GENERAL BUSINESS :Precedence of, Sessional Order passed, 27, 215,
Precedence of Orders of the Day, Sessional Order passed, 430,
Notices of Motions postponed m a bunch, 190, 193.
Orders of the Day postponed in a bunch, 210.
GENERAL POST OFFICE (APPROACHES IMPROVEMENT) AOT AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made [Mr, Lyne) for Committee of the Whole, 383; Message from Governor, 392 ; House
in Committee, and Resolution agreed to, presented, and read 1°, 393 ; read 2°, committed,
reported with amendments, and report adopted, 398 ; read 3°, passed and sent to Council for
concurrence, 405 ; agreed to by Council without amendment, 420 ; assent reported, 423.

1181
J183

G

497
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8

999

2

1177

6

259

Report on, for 1890, laid on Tabic, 36 ................................................................. ..... ........................
Report for 1391, laid ou Table, 516................................................... ...........................

}»

317
321

Annual Return to Order laid on Table, 275 ............................... .........................................................

Is

1005

Statement of accounts for 1890, laid on Table, 46.................................................................................. } 2
Statement of accounts for 1891, laid on Table, 513 ..........
..................
GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS ACT :—
.....................................................

857
859

G
GEORGE'S EIYER (See “ BRIDGES'*).
GEORGE-STREET FRUIT MARKETS:— ’
Particulftrs respecting, laid on Table, 504 ...................... ........................
,
,
GLEK INKES (Sec “RAILWAYS").
........................
GOLD (See “MINING”).
GOODS MANUFACTURED WITHIN THE GAOLS OF THE COLONY:—
Motion made (Afr. Houghton) forreturn show ing schedule prices of, 287 ; Return to Order laid
on Table, 301 .......... ...........
.
GOULBURN TO CROOKWELL RAILWAY BILL:—............................................................... *..........
Motion made (Afr. Urtice Smith) for Committee of the Whole, G8; Order of the Day postponed
255 302 34L
^ *
r
GOULBURN WATER SUPPLY CHARGES BILL:—
Petition presented (Dr, Hollis) forJeayc to bring in, 233 j leave given* 254; presented and read lc
287; referred to Select Committee, 295 ; Report brought up, 327 ; Order of tbe Day postponed,
397.
GOVERNMENT :—
Business :—

Precedence of, Sessional Order passed, 27.
Precedence of, on Monday, Sessional Order passed, 154.
Precedence of, on Tuesdays, Sessional Order passed, 215.
Orders of the Day postponed in a hunch, 100,193, 311, 450, 457, 473, 530, 519, 584, 591,
Laeohatoey ■—
Printing Office:—

........ *...........................................................

Adtkbtisino:—

"

................................................

Return showing cost of during 1890, laid on Table, 414 ......................................................................
Savings Bane :—

Amendment

op

........................

1001

:—

Motion made (Afr. Schey) iu favour of, amendment moved and negatived, 197: motion negatived 198
GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS (CONTRACTS) AMENDMENT BILL:Ordered (Sir Henry Parhei), presented, and read 1°, 22] ; motion made (Afr. IlMs) for2t’reading,
257; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and report adopted, 258 j read 3°, passed,
and sent to Council for concurrence, 263; agreed to by Council, with amendments, 332 ; Order
of the Day postponed, 341, 357 ; Council’s amen dm cute disagreed to, aud message to Council,
437; message from Council insisting upon amendments, 505; disagreement to Cotmcil’e
amendments not insisted on, and msssage to Council, 684 ; assent reported. 600.
1
GOVERNOR (See also “ DARLEY, SIR FREDERICK, KNIGHT") :—
Proclamation by, summoning Parliament, read by CJert, 1.
Certified list of members of Assembly by, 1.
Presentation of Speaker to, 7.
Message from, delivered by Usher of Black Rod, 8, 606.
Opening Speech by, reported by Speaker, 9; Address in Reply, 9,10,12, 14,17,18.19; Reply to
Address, 21,
■
*
Presentation of Address of Congratulation to, reported, 10.
Prorogation speech delivered by, 606.
GRAFTON (See “RAILWAYS”).
GRAIN :—
Imported

and

Evposted

at

Sydney

and

Newcastle:—

Return showing, for nine months ended 30th September, 1801, laid on Table, 265..... ....................
C Amu age op on Railways :—
Statement of comparative rates for, in Australian Colonies, laid on Table. 398
.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL, SYDNEY:—
..................... ...................
Report for 1890. laid on Table, 529 ......................
GRANVILLE (See “ RAILWAYS”).
..............................................................
GUIHEN, JAMES AND PATRICK (See “CROWN LANDS”)
GUNDAGAI (See "RAILWAYS”).
GUNS IN BATTERY AT STEEL POINT (See “DEFENCES").
GUYRA (Seo ” RAILWAYS”).
GWYDIR, THE :—
Delay in return of Writ for, reported by Clerk, 1.
Return of Writ for, reported by Clerk, 3.

H
HAMILTON (See " SEWERAGE”).
HANSARD, PARLIAMENTARY:—
Daily Issue

■

of:—

Motion made (Jlfr. Hutchison) in favour of, and negatived, 91.
Price

of

:—

.

■

Correspondence respecting, laid on Table by Speaker, 190.......
HASTINGS AND MANNING- (See “ ELECTORAL”).
................................................
HAY IRRIGATION BILL:—
Ordered (Mr. R. B. Wilkinson), presentfld, and readl0, 97; Order of the Day postponed, 256, 398;
read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, and report adopted, 533 • read 3°, passed, and
gent to Council for concurrence, 538; agreed to bv Council without amendment,’573; assent
reported1, 598;
. .

s
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HAYNES, JOHN, ESQUIRE
_
'
Directed by Speaker to discontinue his Speech, 316,8S4i.
HAY, SIR JOHN, PRESIDENT OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:—
Motion made fMr, Dibbs) tliat House do now adjourn as a tribute of respect to the memory
of, 385.
HINTON FERRY:—
_
Return of Receipts and Expenditure on, laid on Table, 131 .............................................................
HISTORICAL RECORDS OF THE COLONY
Motion made (Afr. O' Sullivan) for copy of contract with Mr. Alexander Britton for completion of,
477 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 581 ............................................. ....................................... .
HORSE-RACING
Lands Qbanted

fob

PcBrosss

op

6

647

8

1017

:—

Motion made (Afr. Crick) for return giving particulars Of, 220.
HOSPITAL (See also "SYDNEY HOSPITAL COMPLETION BILL") :—

'

Bdiddinos, Macquabie-stbeet :—

Motion made {Mr. Lyite), that work in connection with, be completed ns recommended by the
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 477.
Little Bax

.

'I

447

Report for 1891, laid on Table, 516..................... ....................... ....... ....................................................
Anaesthetics

in :—

■

'

-

Return respecting use of during 1891, laid on Table, 681...................................................................... ■ 7
HOSPITALS FOR INSANE
Motion made {Mr. Frank FarnelV) for return of patients, attendants, and nurses iu, on 31s!
December, 1891, 499; Return to Order laid on Table, 547.................................................... J
HOWE, JAMES-PETER, ESQUIRE (See "ELECTORAL”).
HUNTER DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE BILL:—
6
Motion made {Mr, Lyne) for Committee of tbo Whole, 452; Mes-ago from Governor on, 46,1;
House in Committee and Resolution agreed to, 467 ; presented and read 1°, 468 ; read 2°,
committed, reported with amendments, and report adopted, 529 ; read 3°, passed, and scat to
Council for concurrence, 537; agreed to by Council with amendments, 581; amendments
agreed to, and message to Council, 583; assent reported, 600.
HUNTER RIVER (See also "BRIDGES;” also "WATER SUPPLY”)
Floods :—

■

_

Minute of Engincer-in-Chicf for Harbours and Rivers on Mr. Gordon’s report on, laid on Table, 77.
Notifications of lands resumed for embankments, laid on Table, 37 (s), 486......................................
HUNTINGDON, HASTINGS RIVER (See "EDUCATION”).

433
339
277

8
7

453
605,007, 625

8

845
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ILLAWARRA (Sec " ELECTORAL”).
ILLAWARRA LAKE :—
Closing

of:—

'

Motion made (JUr. Campbell) for copies of all reports and tracings, 307 , Return to Order, laid on
Table, 604.....................................’........................................................................................................
ILLEGAL BENEVOLENT FUNDS BILL (See also "WAGES OF WORKMEN BILL”) :—
Motion made (ifr. iScAey) for Committee of tbo Whole, 41; Order of the Day postponed, 53;
House in Committee, and Resolution agreed to, 144; presented end rend 1°, 229; Order of
the Day postponed, 313, 397.
IMMIGRATION:—
'
■
■
Report on, for 1891, laid on Table, 883 ............. ....................................................................................
INDEMNITY BILL (See “TREASURY INDEMNITY BILL").
INDUSTRIAL RETURNS ACT:—
’
'
Information respecting, laid on Tabic 411,547 ............................................................... ............
INDUSTRIES (See " MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES ”).
INFANTRY:■
'
I
Reskhvk Companeeb:—

j

1079,1103
y
'

Return respecting, laid on Table, 383.................................................... ................................................

99

-Partially Paid :—■

Return respecting, laid on Table, 492 .....................................................................................................J
INFANTS’ PROTECTION BILL {changed to) CHILDREN’S PROTECTION BILL (No. 2) i—
Ordered (Mr. Neild), presented and read 1°, 39; read 2°, committed, and reported with amend
ments, 74; Order of the Day postponed, 83 ; report adopted, 109 ; road 3°, passed, and sent
to Council for concurrence, 113 ; Message from Council requesting leave for J, H. Oarrnthers,
Esquire, a Member o f the Legislative Assembly, to attend and give evidence before a Select
Committee on, 414; leave given, 414; Message to Council, 416; agreed to by Council with
amendments, 667 ; House in Committee to consider amendments, 675 ; amendments agreed
to and Message to Council, 691; assent reported, 604.
INFECTIOUS DISEASES :—
Return respecting,-in Sydney and Suburbs, laid on Table, 36, 647......... ........................................... . 8
INFLUENZA EPIDEMIC:—
'
.
...
Motion made (Dr. Halt) for copies of all reports, &o., in reference to, 2S7.
Return showing Public Schools closed in consequence of, laid on Table (not printed), 4GG,
INGLIS, JAMES, ESQUIRE, ,
.
.
Resigns position as Member of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 36.
INQUESTS AND MAGISTERIAL INQUIRIES:—
.
'
Return of, for 1890, laid on Table, 131 j order for printing rescinded, 164.
INSANE:—
'
i
Report of Inspector-General for ISOO, laid on Table, 36......................................................................
Hospitals

fob

:—

Motion made (Mr. Frank Camell) for Return of Patients and Nurses in, on 31 December, 1891,499;
Return to Order laid on table, 647......................... .................. .....................................................

101

1113,1119

345
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INSPECTION OF RAILWAY ROLLING! STOCK
Motion made (Mr. ScheyJ that existing arrangement for, by Sir Jolm Fowler, C.E., or any other
person, should at once be cancelled, and House counted out, 379.
INSPECTOR OF WOOL;—
Ax LarliVct Harbour Railway ;—
Motion rmdle {Mr. Bovt/htori) for copies of all correspondence having reference to appointment
INSPECTORS OF AGRICULTURE (See "AGRICULTURE")
INTERRUPTION (See also "BILLS”);—
,
To Business of the House, 539, 547.
INVEHELL (See “RAILWAYS").
IRRIGATION (See “SENGENHOE ESTATE IRRIGATION BILL": also “BALRANALD
IRRIGATION BILL”; also "HAY IRRIGATION BILL’’)..
ITALIAN SETTLEMENT, RICHMOND RIVER :—
;
Silk Cuitubb

at:—

,

Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 257 ......................................................................................

1053

JAMBEROO (See “RAILWAYS”).
JAMBEROO AND KIAMA BOROUGHS NAMING BILL {clamed to) "KIAMA AND EAST
KIAMA BOROUGHS RENAMING BILL:\
u
t
Ordered {Mr. Fader), 40; presented and read 1°, 73 ; read 2°, committed, reported without
amendment, and report adopted, 109; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council for concurrence,
113; agreed to by Council with amendments, 150; Order of the Day postponed, 167,268,
290, 421, 504; Council's amendments agreed to, 513: assent renorted. 628
JENOLAN CAVES ROAD (See “ ROADS ”).
J
JERILDERIE (See “RAILWAYS.”)
JERSEY, THE RIGHT HONORABLE THE EARL OF :—
Speaker reports presentation of Address of Congratulation, passed last Session on appointment of,
as Governor, and reply thereto, 10.
JERVIS BAY (See “CROWN LANDS”).
JOHNSTONE’S BAY:—
Stobm Watee Sewies at:—
.
Motion made (Mr. Lj/ne) that it be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
Works to consider and report upon, 579.
JOINT STOCK COMPANIES ARRANGEMENT BILL:—
Standing Orders suspended, 338; received from Council, read 1°, read 2°, committed, reported
with an amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed and reti:mod to Council, 340; message
from Council agreeing to amendment, 350 ; assent reported, 365.
JONES, ROBERT, ESQUIREn
>
Directed by Speaker to discontinue his Speech, 316.
JUDGES’ POWERS RESTRICTION BILL T—
Ordered {Mr. Waller), 39. (See further “ Law Vacations Abolition Bill")
JUDICIAL OFFICES BILL‘
,
1
Messoge from Governor, 363 ; motion made (Mr. IIartor.) for Committee of the Whole, 368;
House in Committee and resolution agreed to, presented and read 1°, 393 ; Order of the Dai
postponed, 420, 4e7 j read 2° and committed, 639; further considered in committee,
reported with amendments, recommitted, reported, 2”, with a further amendment, and report
adopted, 54/; read 3 , passed, and sent to Council for concurrence, 549; agreed to by Council
without amendment, 580; assent reported 600.
■
JUVENILE OFFENDERS IN GAOLS •—
Minute of Comptroller-General of Prisons, and late Minister of Justice on treatment of, laid on
Table, 539 ............................................................................................. .......
Letter of Comptroller-General of Prisons, laid on Table, 590 '

1091

1181
1183

K
KELLY, ANDREW JOSEPH, ESQUIRE :—
Leave given to, to attend and be examined before a Select Committee of the Legislative Council
on “Employers Liability Act Amendment Bill,” 468.
KEMPSEY (See "RAILWAYS”; also “BRIDGES”)
KENMORE (See also “ASYLUMS”).
Estate :—

Correspondence respecting purchase of, laid on Table, 466 . . .
KTAMA AND EAST KIAMA BOROUGHS RE-NAMING BILL {chaaged 'from)' JAMBEROO
AND KIAMA BOROUGHS NAMING BILL:—
\
u J
>
Ordered (Mr. Fuller), 40; presented and read 1°, 73; read 2°, committed, reported without
amendment, and report adopted, 109 • read 3°, passed, and sent to Council for concurrence, 113:
agreed to by Council with amendments, 150; Order of the Day postponed, 167. 268, 290, 421,
504; Council’s amendments agreed to, 513 ; assent reported, 628.
KIDD, JOHN, ESQUIREf
°
Aceoptance of office of Postmaster General by, reported, 249 ; and seat of as a Member fc
Camden declared vacant, 250; re-election reported, and sworn, 251.
KING TO OCEAN STREET CABLE TRAMWAY BILL:—
Motion made {Mr. Lyne) for Committee of the whole, 477; Message from Governor, 483 ; Hou;
in Committee and resolution agreed to, presented and read 1°, 488; read 2°, committed, reportc
with an amendment and reported adopted, 493 ; read 3° passed, and sent to Council for cor
wwrmr
Jl?^eTa™b^TCou“ciI without amendment, 509; assent reported, 528.
KNpBLANCHE, MR. CHRISTIAN (See “MINING”).
^
KURRAJONG (See “RAILWAYS”).
•
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LiBOUR PUOTECl'ION BILL.
Ordored (Mr. Sheldon), 2G7; presented end rend 1°, 2G8; Order of (ho Lar diselinrged, mid Bil
withdrawn, 327.
LABOUR PRO I’LOTION BILL (No. 2):—
'
Motion made (Mr. Sheldon) for Committee of the Whole, SdG; Order of the Dnv postponed, 4-25
LACKEY (See " ADMINISTRATION Oi’ JDSTICE”).
LAKE ILLAWARRA —
CiOSING- or :—
_
Motion made (Tfr. Campbell) for copies of all reports and tracings, S07; Return to Order laid or
Table, 50t.......................................................................................................................... ...................
LAMB’S GRANT (Soo “ROADS”)
LAND BOILERS INSPECTION BILL —
Motion made (Mr. Johnston) for Committee of the Whole, 213; Orderoi the Day postponed, 233
discharged, 411.
.
LAND BOILERS INSPECTION BILL
Motion made {Jlfr.Uill*) for Committee of the. Whole, 457; Message from Governor, 4C3; Hoii=e
in Committee and resolution agreed to, 4C6 ; pieiented ('Jlfr. Dnrfoad and read 1°, 513 ; read
2° (Mr. See), committed, reported with amendments, and report adopted, 520 ; read 3°, passed
and sent to Couneil for concurrence, 531.
LAND COMPANY OF AUSTRALASIA (LIMITED) RAILWAY BILL:—
Received from Council and read 1°, 3e9; Order of the Day postponed, 411, 425 ; motion iriide foi
2° reading, and amendment to refer to Select Committee moved, 412; amendment negatived,
read 2°, committed, and reported with umendmenls, 443; Older of the Day postponed, 440, 46G,
512, 51G, 532, 571, 502, GOO,
Petition from Thomas Broughton, in favour of amending, presented, 373 ......................................
LAND FOR PUBLIC PARK AT WATSON’S BAY;—
Slot ion made (Mr.Keild) for Copies of all Papers in couiieLtiou with proposal to resume, 41 ;
Return to Order laid on Tabic, 174 ; ordered to be printed, 233 .................................................
LAND LAWS
'
Motion made (Mr. O'Sullicem) in favour of certain amendments in, 270,
LAND REVENUE :—
Return showing, from 1577 to 1S91, liid on Table, 392 ................................................... ................. )
LAND SALE BILL (See ‘ CIRCULAR QUAY LAND SALE BILL”),
|
LANDS DEPARTMENT.—
Report for 1800, laid on Table. 45...........................................................................................................
Report for 1S91, hud on Table, 59S........................................................................................................
LANDS TOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT:—
Notifications of Lands resumed for School Purposes, laid on Table (not, printed), 37,150. 2G5.
LANDS GRANTED FOR THE PURPOSES OR HOKSE-RACTSO, &e.:—
.
Motion made (Mr. Crick) for Return giving partitulnrs of, 220.
LA PEROUSE (Sec "RAILWAYS”).
LAVATORY ACCOMMODATION IN SECOND CLASS RAILWAY CARRIAGES:—
Motion made (JTs‘. Dams) in favour of, 270.
LAW PRACTICE EXTENSION BILL (See also ‘-RIGHTS OF BARRISTERS AND
SOLICITORS EXTENSION BILE”) —
Ordered fMr. Me Court), 41: presented and read 1°, G2 ; Order of the Dnv postponed, 287.
LAW PRACrrnONERS’ BILL.—
’
Ordered (Mr. Xeild), presented and read 1°, 39; Order of the Day postponed, 10S, 25C; motion
made for 2° reading, and point of order that Bill was beyond order of leave not sustained
by Speaker, 322; amendment to add “this day three months" moved and negatived, 323 ;
read 2°, committed, and reported with amendments, 323; Order of the Day postponed, 327, 4t9,
423 ; report adopted, 442; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council for concurrence, 418.
LAW’S OF THE COUNTRY:—
Motion made (Mr. O’&vllinin) for Committee of the Whole to consider expediency of oppoinling a Rova.1 Commission to inquire into, 270.
LAW VACATIONS ABOLITION BILL:—
Ordered (Mr Walker), 39; presented and read 1°, G9 ; Order of the Dnv postponed, 287, 3GS.
LEASES, COUNTIES OR GOUGH AND HARDING (See “ MINING”).'
LEAVE OF ABSENCE (See also “ CIVIL SERVICE”).
'
To Member of Assembly, 5S0.
LEGAL PRACTITIONERS’ BILL—
Ordered (Air. Crick), presented, and read 1°, 40; Order of the Day postponed, 53; Order of the
Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 73.
LEGAL PRACTITIONERS BILL (No. 2.)
Brought iii(Afr. Crick) on leave of former Bill, and rrnd 1°. 02 ; Order of (he Day post poned, 73 :
read 2°, committed, reported with amendment*, and an amended Title, and report adopted
109; reads0, passed, and sent to Council for concurrence, 113; agreed to by Council with
■
amendments, 674 ; amendments agreed to and Alessage to Council, 591; assent reported, 6(3.
LEMM v. IHXSON (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
LENESAN, WILLIAM (S.e “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE").
LEPROSY■
Report on, in N. S. Wales, for 1891, laid on Table, 449 ......................................................................
LESSEES LAND PURCHASE BILL:—
Ordered (Mr. 2JcilA), presented, and read 1°, 45 ; Order of the Dav postponed, 90, 211, 322,
419,430.
‘
LEVEL CROSSINGS ON RAILWAYS BILL —
Message from Governor, 153 ; motion made (Mr. Ilruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 154
Order of the Dnv poitponcd, 255, 302, 341.
LIBRARY:—
"
CojIjniTEE:—
Appointed by Sessional order, 28.
Si'bs’fy Fun Puulic —
Report of Trustees, for 1800, laid on Tnblc, 37, ................................. ................................................ \
Report of Trustees, for 1891, hud on Table, 529 ................................................................................./
LICENSING ACT (See also “PUBLICANS LICENSES FURTHER RESTRICTION BILL”)—
Co.NViCTjnva rNTjr.it.—
Annual Return to Order, laid on Table, 37, 581 .................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Garrard) for annual return (in lien of returns ordered in 1384 nnd 1888),
giving full particulars of, 528.
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LICENSING ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Ordered (Mr. Stalterif), 233.
LICENSING ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2)
Motion nnuLs (A/-)-. Vavgar) for CommiHee of tlie Whnlr, ■■iOO.
LIETTl’KNA N'l’-aOV'ERNOIl (Sec “STEPHEN, SIR A LEBED;” also 'GURLEY, SIR FRED
ERICK, KNIGHT”).
LIMITATION OE BUSINESS HOURS
Motion made (Mr. Sarlour) that no fresh business should bo taken after 11 o’clock p.m , amendnienl. moved and negatived, 45 ; motion negatived, 40.
LIMITATION OE SPEECHES:—
Motion made (Mr. llnht) for Standing Order empowering Speaker or Chninnnn of Committees to
order Member to discontinue his speech in certain cases, 54 ; Speaker reports Governor's1
appro'al to, 81.
LIQUOR LICENSES AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Alfred Aden) for Committee of the Whole, (IS; Order of the Day post
poned, 73, 275, 341, 457, 530.
LIQUOR PKOI 11 HIITON BILL (See “POLLING DAY LIQUOR PROHIBITION BILL”).
LIQUOR TRAFFIC —
Petitions j>- kevempce to, rnESENutn :—
From D. McIntyre, Chairman of Public Meeting, Wonlhhra, 11.........................................................
Prom William Ewart, Chairman of Public Meeting, Auburn, 14 ...................................................... 1
From John Cameron, Chairman oi Public Meeting, Manly, 41...................... . .............................
From Knit S) dney Branch of U.L.V.A., 73 . ..
.............................................................................
From St. Leonards Branch of U.L Y.A.. 77.........................................................................................
From M'cst Sydney Branch of U.L.Y.A., S3..........................................................................................
From Frederick Albert. Allen, President of U.L.V.A., 8J ...................................................................
From Frederick Albert Allen, President of U.L Y.A., !?0 ......................... '........................................
From Frederick Albert Allen, President Balmain Brunch of U.L.Y.A., 103 ...................................
From Newtown Branch of U L.Y.A., 108..............................................................................................
From Redfern Branch of U.L.Y.A , 133 .............................................................................................
h
From W. Sidinvay, Chairman of Public Meeting. Wavcrlry, 141 .......................................................
E’rom certain persons in favour of amending, lot, .............................................................................
From J, H. Rtunford, South Sydney Branch U.LV.A , 153 ............................................................
From G. D. Clark, Chairman of'Mceting, I.O.GT., 161 ......................................................................
From James Bryun, President of Glebe Branch U.L.-V.A., 174..........................................................
From J. Penrose, Barrier Brunch U L.Y.A., 202 ..................................................................................
From Licensed Victuallers of Broken Hill, 215....................................................................................
From G. W, Cruwshnw, Chairman of Masting, Petersham, 113 ......................................................
Fiom Janies Ralph, Chairman of Mceiing. Waterloo, 113..................................................................
From Alexander Riddel, Chairman of Meeting, North Sydney, Id ..............................................
J
PnoniBiTiON or:—
'
’
Motion made (Mr. G. D. Clark) that the enormous evils everywhere resulting from the Irefiie in
inloiic-mts render it necessary that the subject should he dealt with at Ihe earliest po-sihle
moment by a law providing for, 161-2 ; amendment moved in favour of the eifrnsion of tin
principle of Local Option so as to give the people power to restrict the sale of intoxicating
drinks, 162; Point of Order raised and decided in favour of the amendment, 102; amendment,
and motion as amended, carried, 1C2.
.
LTSMORE (Sec "RAILWAYS").
LISTER (See “MINING”),
'
LIST’S CONTINUOUS BRAKE:—
Report of Chief Commissioner for Railwavs on, laid on Table, 449 .............................................
LITHGOW (Sec "WATER SUPPLY”).
'
LOAN BILL:—
Ordered (Mr. See) founded on resolution of Ways and Means (No. 11), presented, read 1°, read
2a, commit,ted, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3 , passed and sent to
Couneil for concurrence, 549; agreed to by Council without amendment, 5S0 ; assented to in
Legislative Couneil Chamber, 606.
LOAN ESTIMATE FOR 1892.—
Message No. 62, together with estimate,laid on Table, 539.................................................................
LOANS:—
Of £4,600,000:—
'
Return respecting, laid on Table, 186 ....................................................................................................
To Cut Council —
Return respecting, laid on Table, 202 ,
Funiis : —

Return showing amount to be provided from, to meet liabilities, laid on tabic, 221, 311 ..........
And Tkeasuey Bills :—
Return in reference to, laid on Table, 275 .........................................................................................
LOCAL INDUSTRIES:—
ENOOintAGEttf.NT TO :—

Motion made (Afr. Copeland) in favour of imposing import duties on such articles as enter into
competition with our own industries; and that protective duties should ho collected on al!
agricultural produce sent into our markets from abroad; motion amended, 125; negatived, 12G,
LOCKING OF THE DARLING RIVER:—
Motion made (MV. Willis) for copies of correspondence, Ac., in connection with proposed, 255.
LOCOMOTIVES (See "RAILWAYS”).
LONG COVE (See “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1SSS").
■
LYNE, WILLIAM JOHN, ESQUIRE:—
■ Acceptance of oflicc of Secretary for Public Works by, reported, and teat of as a Member for The
Hume declared vacant, 249; re-election reported, and sworn, 251.
LYSAGHT, ANDREW, ESQUIRE (See "ELECTORAL”).
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MACLKAN (Sec “ROiDS”).
MACLEAY E1VEH (See " BRIDGES” oho ■' RAILWAYS ”).
.
MAGISTERIAL INQUIRIES AND INQUESTS:—
Return of, for 1890, laid on Tnbie, 131; order for printing rescinded, 151
MAITLAND ELECTRIC 3AGIIT DILL :—
Petition presented (Jfr. Datcwn) for leave fo bring in, 45; leave given, presented, and read 1',
53 ; referred to Select Committee, Cl ; Report brought up, 233 .............................................. .
MAITLAND, MR. E L. (See " CIVIL SERVICE").
MAITLAND, AVESI’ (See “PUULIC WORKS ACT OE ISSS”).
MANNING, CARDINAL; —
Mol ion in»de (Mr Jlmiff/iiott) (Irit this ITouse desires to pince on record ils sense of the lo'S Ihe
British nulion has siislained by (he dentil of, 397.
MANUFACTURE IN THE COLONY'OP RAILWAY I.OCOMOTI VhS
Motion milde (Mr. Cricfr) in favour of, umendinent moved and negnlned, and original motion
carried, 302.
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES: ^
Motion made (.Vr. 0-. ]). Clark) for Return giiing particulars of, lot.
MARBLE (See “COLONIAL MARBLE‘‘j.
MARINE BOARD RECONSTRUCTION BILL:—
Ordered
Durr/r), 44; presonted and read lu, 114; Order of the Dey postponed, 512.
MARKETS, FRUIT, GEOROE-STREET
‘
Particulars respecting, laid on Table, 504 ...........................................................................................
MARRIAGES VALIDATION AND MARRIAGE LAW AMENDMENT BILL
Received from Council, and read 1°, 493 ; read 2°, committed, rcpoitcd ivithout amendment, and
report adopted, 5tl7 ; motion made for 3° reading, and amendment to ve-ommit firm'd. 582 ;
clause 2 reconsidered in Committee and reported 2° with an amendment, 5S3 • report adopted,
rend 3°, passed and returned lo Council, 590, Message from Couneil disagreeing to amend
ment, A.-semb'y does not insist upon amendment, and Message to Council, 602; assent
reported. GU3.
MARRIED ’WOMEN'S PROPERTY BILL ; —
Received from Council and read 1°, 131; Order of the Dny poslponcd, 443, 469, 499 533, 601.
MARTIN-PLACE (Wee also "GENERAL POST OPPICE (APPROACHES IMPROVEMENT)
ACT AMENDMENT BILL”) —
Return shoving eontmeU in eoi'iieehon with, laid on Table, £69 .....................................................
MARTIN, THOMAS (See "ROADS.”)
MASTERS’ AND SERVANTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Ordered (Mr. Il'i/ffy), 124.
MASTERS' AND SERVANTS BILL■ —
Ordered
JFiYL's), 185; presented and read 1°, 193 ; Order of (he Day postponed, £29;
motion made fur reading, Speaker pointed out that several of the ehuisos were beyond Ihe
order of leave order of the dav discharged and Bill withdrawn, 322.
MASTERS AND SERVANTS BILL (No. 2) .—
' Brought in (Jlfr.
on former order of leave, presented, and read 1°, 323 ; Order of the
Day postponed, 331, 344, 368.
mckinnon,'nugh, esquire (See “electoral”).
McLEOD (See “ADMINISTRATION OE JUSTICE").
MoMTLLAN, WILLIAM, ESQUIRE—
Resignation of Offieu of Colonial Treasurer by, 26.
Leave of libs' neo to, 580.
1
McSWEENY, J. (See “RAILWAYS”).
MEAT BILL (See “DISEASED ANIMALS AND MEAT BILL”).
MEDICAL BILL; Received from Council aud read 1°, 340.
MEETING OF THE HOUSE:—
Bell to be rung before, ScfFional Order passed, 27.
MELVILLE, KIN!AN, ESQUIRE:—
‘
Elected Chairman of Committees, 26,
Commission to, as Deputy Speaker to administer Ibc Oath, read by Olerli, 36.
Takes Chair as Deputy Speaker, 40,341.
Inform? House that be lias been sericd with a Writ by Mr. J. M. Taohey. a member for South
Fvdiicy, leave given to, to appear and plead in the caae, and the Altorney-Oeneml directed to
defend, 504; Cleik autlioiised to send Writ, to Cronn Solicitor, 517.
MEMBERS (fee also “PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTATIVES ALLOWANCE ACT
AMENDMENT HILL”).
ConmiistKjn to Commissioners lo administer (be Oalh to, reported and read by Clerk, 4.
Sworn, 5 ('*2), 7 (’), 11 (5). 13, 41,43, 119,124, 137, 229, 243, 251 (h), 329.
Speaker’s Commission fo administer the Oath to, 7.
Failure of, to attend os witnesses before Seiict Committee reported lo House. 420.
Leaa o to, to attend as a outness before Select Commit!ce of Legislative Council, 280, 414, 468,
As witnesses before Select, Committee, 280, 2S1, 383, 39S.
Leave of absence to, 680.
Attendance of, in Divisions and Counts-out—Sessional Paper..............................................................
MESSAGES :—
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695

8

999

6

495

1

617

Erom Coiofissionees :—

Delivered by Usher of Black Rod, 3.
Tiuitsjrissiotf

of ustweex thk two

Houses:—

Sessional Order passed, 28.
FkOM Ills ItXClll.l.EECV Tits GOVERNOR:—

Delivered by Usher of the Black Rod, 8, 606
'
], Representation of 1hc People Bill (No. 2), 59...............................................................................
2. Seats Redistribution Bill, 60 ............................................. ................................................................
3. Dblriil Government Bill, GO.......................
.............................................................................
4. Trade Disputes Cone illation and Arbitration Bill, 60..................................................................
5. 1’nbheunt'Licenses furl her Restriction Bill, CO .. .
..........................................................
0. C'oal-uiincs Kegiiluliun Bill, 60 .........................................................................................................
7. Water Confervution Bill, CO ..............................................................................................................
8. Level Crossings on Raihuiys Bill, 153..............................................................................................
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MESSAGES {continued) :—
Ekojc His Excbliknct the Govemnoii (continued)
9. Mining on Private Property Bit!, 170 ......... ...........................................................................
10. Discused Amninls and Meat Bill, 213 ........................................................................................
11. Mining on Private Propeity Bill (No 2), 219............................. ..............................................
12. AsECnting to Crown Lunds Act Amendment Bill, 237.
13. Electoral Reform Bill, 257............................................................................................................
14. Yolo of Credit, 257 ........................................................... .........................................................
13. Assenting to ConBoliilntod Revenue Fund Rill, 271.
16.
Vo
Supreme Court Procedure Bill, 271.
17.
Bo
Bankers’ Books Evidence Bill. 271.
18.
Bo
Mort’s Bock and Engineering Company(Limited) Enabling Bill, 271.
19.
Bo
A)bury Mechanics' Institute EnablingBill,
293.
20. Forwarding Estimates for 1892, and Supplementary for 1891 and previous years, 290 ........
21. Assenting to Ciitninal Law and Evidence Amendment Bill, 321.
22. Treasury Bills Bill, 332.................................................................................................................
■
23. Circular Quay Lund Sale Bill, 338 .............................................................................................
2f. Customs Duties Bill, 344 .............................................................................................................
23.
Bo
do
3! 7 .......................... ‘ ..............................................................................
20. Eisoased Animals and Meat B.ll (Mo. 3), 347..............................................................................
27. Diseases in Sheep Acts Amendment Bill, 347..............................................................................
28. Assenting to Casino School of Arts Enabling Bill, 3G2.
29.
Bo
Vine Diseases Acts Fnrlher Continuation Bill, 3G2.
30.
Bo
Treasury Bills Bill, 362.
31.
Bo
Yoluntivry Conreyances Amendment Bill, 8C2.
32.
Bo
Yongaleatha Marble Flag and Flui Company Bill, 362.
33. Judicial Offices Bill, 363 .................................................................................................... ...........
34. Assenting to Joint Stock Companies Arrangement Bill, 365.
35. Thanks of Her Majesty the Queen for address of condolence on death of Duke of Clarence, 387.
30. General Post Oillce (Approaches Improvement) Act Amendment Bill, 392 .............................
37. Thanks from their Royal Highnesses the Prince and ihe Prineees of Walts for address ol
condolence on death of Buko of Clarence 395.
38. Vote of Credit, 398 ....................................................... .................................................................... 1
39.
Bo
399 ............................................................................................................................ I
40. Assenting to General Post. Office (Approaches Improvement) Act A mend mint Bill, 423.
1“
41.
Bo
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), 423.
I
42. Tolls on Stock Bill, 423 ................................................................................................................... J
*
43. Trade Disputes Conciliation and Arbitration Bill (No. 2), 4(5.....................................................
41. Assenting to Aloore-strcet Improvement Act Amendment Bill, 459.
45.
Bo
Paitnership Bill, 459.
46.
Do
Rutland Flux Tiannvay Bill, 459.
47. Hunter District Water Supph and Sewerage Bill, 463..................................................................
48. Land Boiler Inspection Bill, 403 ......................................................................................................
49. Vote of Credit, 472 .............................................................................................................................
50. Assenting to Conso iduted Revmnc Fund Bill (No. 3), 483.
51.
Bo
Sunk Nets Bill, 483.
52. King to Ocean-street Cable Tramway Bill, 483................................................................................
53. Assenting to Customs Duties Bill, 489.
54. Sydney Hospital Completion Bill, 489 ............................................................................................
65. Assenting to Saint John’s College Relieving and Enabling Bill, 497.
56.
Bo
Diseased Animals and Meat Bill (No. 3), 527.
57.
Bo
Wat kins-Wallis Trust Estate Bill, 527.
58.
Bo
Petty Sessions Jurisdiction Extension Bill, 528.
•
59.
Bo
Nuisances Prevention Act Amendment Bill, 528.
60.
Bo
King to Oeran Street Cable Tramway Bill, 528.
61.
Bo
Kiama and East Kiama Boroughs Be-naming Bill, 528,
62. Forwarding Doan Estimate for 1892, 539.........................................................................................
03.
Do
Additional Estimates for 1892, 547 .......................................................... ...................
65.
G6,
07.
GS.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
7G.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.

82.
83.
84.

Bo
Bo
Bo
Do
Bo
Do
Do
Do
Bo
Bo
Bo
Bo
Do
Bo
Bo
Bo
Bo
Bo
Bo
Do

From A'S SEME

City of Sydney Paving Bill, 571.
Treasury Indemnity Bill, 572.
Sydney Hospital Completion, 580.
Albury Racecourse Bill, 680.
Balaclava Tramway Bill, 580.
Hay Irrigation Bill, 598.
Borough of Newcastle Electric Lighting Bill, 598.
Government Railways (Contracts) Amendment Bill, 600.
Judicial Offices Bill, 600.
Hunter District Water Supply mid Sewerage Bill, GO1.
Trade Disputes Conciliation and Arbitration Bill (No. 2), 003.
Arbitration Bill, 603.
Legal Practitioners Bill (No 2). 603.
Tarratvingee Tramway Act Amendment Bill, 603,
Children's Protection Bill (No. 2), 604'.
Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act Amendment' Bill, 605.
Municipalities Act Amendment Bill, 605.
Pine Ridge Tramway Bill, 605.
Weston’s Estate Mortgage Enabling Bill, G05.
Marriages Validation and Marriage Law Amendment Bill, 605.
co Council:—

Amendment to add words to, negatived, 5I4.
Transmitting Crown Lands Act Amendment Bill, 78.
Workmen’s Combination Laws Declaration Bill, 113.
Legal Practitioners Bill (No. 2), 113.
.Tamberoo and Kiama Boroughs Naming Bill, 113.
Infants Protection Bill, 113.
Municipalities Act of 1867 Amendment Bill, 149.
Supk Nets Bill, 185.
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MJiSSAGKS (eonlinmd)
Feom Assesimy i'o Council (conliniwd) :—

Tnvnsiiiiltiiig ISfuisances Prevention Act Amendment Piil, 185.
Albury Mechanics Institute Enabling Bill, 18G.
Mort's Pock and Engineering Company (Limited) Enabling Bill, ISO.
Employer’s Liability Act Amendment Bill, 103.
Parliamentary Business Bill, 1!15.
Partnership Bill, 21C.
■
Arbitration Bill, 21C.
Reduction of Cost of Litigation Bill, 216.
Yongaleatha Marble, Flag, and Elmt Company Bill, 220.
Potty Sessions Jurisdiction Extension Bill, 221.
Casino School of Arts Enabling Bill, 221.
Government Rmhvays (Contract.-) Amendment Bill, 261.
Consolidated Revenue Eund Bill, 2GG.
Vine Diseases Acts Euvther Continuation Bill, 287.
Borough of Newcastle Electric Lighting Bill, 206,
Electoral Reform Bill, 301.
Mortgages Act Amendment Bill, 327.
Early Closing Hill, 327.
Ireasnry Bills Bill, 330,
General Pest-otlice (Approaches Improvement) Act Amendment Bill, (W5.
Consolidated Revenue Eund Bill (No, 2), '112.
Ciiiskmis Duties Bill, 'ISS.
Diseas-.d Animals'and Meet Bill (No. 3), 4fl.
Divorce Amendment and Extension Bill, 442.
Law Practitioners’ Bill, 4 48.
Blight Hours Bill. 448.
Silkstone Coal-mine Railway Act Ameniing Bhl, 418.
Walk ins-Wu His Trust Estate Bill, 453.
Coneolidi^cd Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), 473.
King to Ocean Street Cable Tramway Bill, 49!).
Sydney Hospital Completion Bill, 504.
Broken Bill Water Supply Act Amendment Bill, 511.
Treasury Indemnity Bill, 516.
Trade Di-putcs Conciliation and Arbitration Bill (No. 2), 531.
Land Bo lers Inspection Bill, 531.
Hunter District'Water Supply and Sowirago till, 537.
Hay Irrigation Bill, 538
Metropolitan Municipalities Cattle and Sheep Driving Bill, 633.
Loan Bill, 5S9,
Judicial Ofiices Bill, 519.
Appropriation Bill, 574.
Deepwater and Mount Galena Tramway Bill, 001.
Returning Criminal Law and Evidence Amendment Bill, with an amendment, 254.
"
Supreme Court Procedure Bill, without amendment., 251.
Bunkers’ Books Evidence Bill, without amendment, 255.
Voluntary Conveyances Amendment Bill, without amendment, 327.
Joint Stock Companies Arrangement Bill, with an amendment, 310.
Moore-street Improvement Act Amendment Bill, without miumdinenf, 441.
St. John’s College Relieving and Enabling Bill, with an amendment, 448.
Rutland Flux Tramway Bill, without Amendment, 453.
City of Sydney Paving Bill without amendment, 516. fc
Albury Racecourse Bill
do
537.
Balaclava Tramway Bdl
do
538.
Tarraw ingee Tramway Act Amendment Bill, with an amendment. 538.
Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act Amendment Bill, with amendments, 550.
Marriages Validation and Marriage Law Amendment Bill, with an amendment, 590.
Pine Ridge Tramway Bill, without amendment, 597.
Municipalities Act. Amendment Bill, without amendment, 598.
Weston’s Estate Mortgage Enabling Bill, without amendment, 598.
Agreeing to amendments in Partnerrhip Bill, 441.
Sunk Nets Bill, 462.
Diseased Animals and Moat Bill (No. 3), 487.
‘
Kiama ntnf East Kiama Boroughs Renaming Bill {ck'nigeil from)
Jnmbcroo and Kiama Boroughs Naming Bill, 513.
Silkstone Coal-mine Railway Act Amending Bill, 532.
■
Trade Disputes Conciliation and Arbitration Bill (No. 2), 583.
Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Bill, 583.
Legal Practitioners’ Bill (No. 2), 591.
Children’s Protection Bill (No. 2) {changed from) Infants’ Proleetion
Bill, 591.
Arbitration Bill, 592.
Potty Sessions Jurisdiction Extension Bill, with an amendment, 406.
Agreeing to further amendment in Petty Sessions Jurisdiction Extension Bill, 513
Amending, disagreeing to, and agreeing to amendments in the Crown Lands Act Amendment
Bill, 138.
Insisting upon amendment upon Council’s amendment in Clause 3, and disagreement from
Council’s amendment in Clause 4 of Croxn Linds Act Amendment Bill, and requesting a
Free Conference, 186.
Still insisting upon amendment upon Council’s amendment in clause 3, and no longer insisting
upon disagreement from Council's amuidiiient in elauso 4- of Crown Lauds Act Amendment
Bill, 221.
Agreeing and disagreeing to amendment in Nuisances Prevention Act Amendment Bill, 466.
Not insisting on disagreement to amendment in Nuisances Prevention Act Amendment Bill, 514.
Agreeing to and amending amendments in Borough of Newcas'le Electric Lighting Bill, 533,
Disagreeing to amendments in Government Railways (Contracts) Amendment Bill, 437.
Not insisting upon disagreement to amendments in Government KmLwavs (Contracts) Amendment
Bill, 084.
‘
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MESSAGES (eoatimnd) ■—
Eeom Asse-Hjilt

to

Council

{coiUimsd)

Agreeing flud disagrcem" to CouucirF amendments upon-'Vsscmblj’s amendmonts in Broken Ilil.
and Bistriet SVnter Supply Act Amendment Bill, 590.
,
Not insisting upon amendment iu Marriages Validation and Marriage Law Amendment Bill, G02.
Giving leave to J. H. Crum, Esq., to attend and be examined before a Select CommiUee of the
Legislative Couneil on “Bioken Hill Traimvavs Bill," 2S1.
Giving leave to J. H. Carruthers, Esq , to attend and bo examined before a Select Committee ot
flic Legislative Council on "Children's Protection Bill" aud “Infants’ Protection Bill,” 415
Giving leave to A. J. Kelly and T. M. Davis, Esquires, to attend and be examined before Selrel
Committee of Legislative Conned on “ Employors’ Liability Ait Amendment Bill,” 4fi8.
Giving leave to W. A. Murphy, Esquire, to attend and bo examined before the Select Committci
ot Legislative Council on “ Employers’ Liabdit.y Act Amendment Bill,” 5lb.
Bequesting leave for the Hon. TV. J. Triehclt to attend and be examined before Select Committci
on “ Appl'cation for a Free Pass made by Mr. Black, M.P.,” 3S3.
Acqu lintmg that the Assembly had adopted two now Standing Orders dealing with the inter
ruption and renewal of proceedings on Bills, 591.
Feom Council

to

Asskmulv:—

Transmitting Criminal Law and Evidence Amendment Bil), S3.
Bankers’ Books Evidence Bill, 117.
Married Womens' Propeity Bill, 131.
Supreme Court Procedure Bill, 138.
Albury Raccoourso Bill, 167.
Voluntary Conveyances Amendment Bill, 167.
■
Rutland Flux Tramway Bill, 301.
Broken Hill and District Water Supply Aet Amendment Bill, 302.
Australian'Guslight Company Mei-tric Lighting and Supply Bill, 33D,
Saint John’s College Relieving and Enabling Bdl, 340.
Medical Bill, 340.
Joint Stock Companies Arrangement Bill, 340.
Land Company of Australasia (Limited) Railway Bill, 369Tarrawingee Tramway Aet Amendment Bill, 398.
Moore-streot Improvement Aet Amendment Bill, 399.
Broken Hill Tramways Bill, 449.
City of Sydney Paving Bill, 493,
Marriages Validation and Marriage Law Amendment Bill, 493.
Colonial Sugar Refining Company Bill, 494.
Balaclava Tramway Bill, 509.
Pine Ridge Tramway Bill, 573.
Municipalities Aet Amendment Bill, 573.
TVorton’s Estate Mortgage Enabling Bill, 573.
Returning Crown Lands Aet Amendment Bill, with amendments, 117.
Jnmberoo aud Kiama Boroughs Naming Bill, with amendments, 150.
Mort’s Dock and Engineering Company (Limited) Enabling Bill, without amendment,
252,
Nuisances Prevention Act Amendment Bill, with amendments, 252.
Consolidated RevenueFund Bill, without amendment, 2G0.
Albury Mechanics' Institute Enabling Bill, without amendment, 280.
Vine Diseases Acts further Continuation Bill, without amendment, 308.
Government Railways (Contracts) Amendment Bill, with amendments, 332.
Casino School of Arts Enabling Bdl. without amendment, 332.
Petty Sessions Jurisdiction Extension Bill, with amendments, 332.
Yongaleatha Marble Flag and Flux Company Bill, without amendment, 333.
Treasury Bills Bill, without amendment, 3fl.
Sunk Nets Bill, with amendments, 368.
Partnership Bill, with amendments. 3G9,
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), without, amendment, 414.
General Post-office (Approaches Improvement) Act Amendment Bill, without amend
ment, 420.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), without amendment, 478.
Diseased Animals and Meat Bill (No. 3), with amendments, 478.
Customs Duties Bill, without amendment, 487.
Watkins.Wallis Trust Estate Bill, without amendment, 493.
King to Oecan-street Cabin Tramway Bill, without amendment, 509.
Borough of Newcastle Electric Lighting Bill, with amendments, 516.
Silkstone Coal-mine Kail way Act Amending Bill, with amendments, 517.
Divtreo Amendment and Extension Bill, without amendment, 529.
Sydney Hospital Completion Bill, without amendment, 529.
Treasury Indemnity Bill, without amendment, 539.
Infants’ Protection Bill, with amendments. 557.
Trade Disputes Conciliation and Arbitral ion Bill (No. 2), with amendments, 572.
Hay Irrigation Bill, without amendment, 573.
Legal Practitioners' Bill (No. 2), with amendments, 574.
Loan Bill, without amendment, 580.
Judicial Offices Bill, without amendment, 5S0.
Hunter District Water Supply aud Sewerage Bill, with amendments, 581.
Appropriation Bill, without amendment, 589.
‘
Arhilration Bill, with amendments, 589.
Deepwater and Mount Galena Tramway Bill, wiihoul. amendment, 605.
Agreeing to amendments in Criminal Law and Evidence Amendment Bill, 303.
Joint Stock Companies Arrangement Bill, 350.
Sunt John's College Relieving and Enabling Bill, 463.
Tarrawingee Tramw-ny Act Amendment Bill, 556.
Disagreeing to amendment of Assembly upon Council's amendment in clause 3 of Crown Lands
Aet, Amendment. Bill, and insisting on their amendment di°:igrred loin clause 4 thereof, 153
Agreeing to Free Conference in reference to Crown Lands Act. Amendment Bill, 202.
Agreeing to amendment of Assembly upon Council’s amendment in clause 3 of Crown Lands Act
Amendment. Bill, and insisting on their amendment in danse 4, disagreed to by the
Assembly, 217.
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MESSAGES (continued)
Eaosi Codsojl

to

AssritBLY—(con/iiiueil):—

Insisting upon then-nmcndinents in the Govci’ninent Raihvaye (Contruofs) Amendnient Bill, disAgvecri to by tbo Assembly, .i05.
,
Agreeing (o Assembly’s amendment upon Council's amendments in the Petty Sessions Jurisdiction
Extension Bdl, but propo.-ing a further amendment in lieu thereof, 505.
Insisting upon thoir amendment dbagreed to by the Assembly in the Nuisances Prevention i\ct
Amendnient Bill. 509.
Agreeing to Assembly’s amendments upon Council’s amendments in the Borough of Newcastle
Electric Lighting Bill, 5G2.
Agreeing to amendments in Broken Hill amt District Water Supply Act Amendment Bill with
amendments, 581.
Not insisting upon amend incut upon Assembly’s amendment disagreed to by the Assembly in
Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act Amendment Bill, 001.
Disagreeing to Amendment in Marriages Validation and Marriage Law Amendment Bill, G02
Granting leave to the Honorable William Joseph Triekclt, a Member of the Legi-lutive Conned,
to attend aud give evidence before Select Committee of Legislative Assembly on “Application
for a Free Pass made by Mr. Black, M P.,” 398.
'
^Requesting leave for J, H. Cann. Enquire, to attend and be examined before a Select Committee
on “ Broken Hill Tramways Bill," 280.
Kequesling leave for J. H. Camitbers, Esq., to attend and be examined before a Select Committee
on ■ Children's Protection Bill ""and ‘■Infants’ Protection Bi!]," 414.
,
Bcquesting leave for Andrew Joseph Kelly and Thomas Martin Davis, Esquires, to attend and be
examined before a Select Committee on “Employers' Liability Act Amendment Bill," 468.
Bcquesting leave for William Alfred Murphy, Esquire, to attend and be examined before a Select.
Conimiltoe on “ Employers Liability Ant Amendment Bill,” 510.
Transmitting proposed Standing Order in reference lo interruption and renewal of proceedings on
Bills, 467.
METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITIES CATTLE AND SHEEP DRIVING BILL:—
Ordered (Mr. Baoisler) 149 ; presented and rend 1°, lot; Order of the Day postponed, 500 ;
read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and report adopted, 534; read 3°, passed,
and sent to Council for concurrence, 533.
MIDNIGHT:—
Sittings after, 10, 18, 4G, 55, C9. 84, 02, 90, 104, 125, 139, 14 t, 150, 155, 193, ICS, 171,175, 182,
190, 193, 197, 203, 207, 211, 229, 240, 281, 2SS, 291, 309, 319, 324, 333, 340, 341, 357, 384,
393, 399 p). 411, 414, 420. 422, 432. 44t, 434, '457, 'ICS, 478,481,488, 493, 500, 505, 510,517,
523, 529, 533, 540, 547, 592, 575, 533, 592, 901.
MILITARY
Band-hick Bulk Ranch:—
Motion made (Jlfr. Frank Farn/>U) for copies of all reports, &c, in mmertiou with competition 1
with models and with working targets for, G1 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 193 .............
Motion made (Air. Fobbs) for copies of all reports later Hum those already laid on the Table, 233;
Return to Order laid on Table, 322 ...............................................................................................
Motion made (ftfr. Fobbs) for copies ef all papers in reference to, since LKIj October, 1891, 36S.
SoTTnuiiN Rifle Association:—
Motion made (Air. Jfove) for cipica of all correspondence in connection with formation of head
quarters of, at Moss Vale, 131 ; Return to Order laid un Table, 193..........................................
Pehmanent and Volunteeii Eoucfs :—
Motion made (Mr. Hugh McKinnon) for return of distribution of pay allowances, and amendments
to same since 1884, 149.
Returns show ing pay and allowances to officers of, laid on Table, 441, 4S6 ......................................
RiiSEiivu Rifle Oojipamks:—
Motion made (Air. Sobhk] for return showing numberof, 153; Return to Order, laid on Table, 190
Tusr of Takgits :—
Return respect ing, Lid on Table, 153 ......................................................................................................
Guns in Battery at Steel Point : —
Memorandum of Major-General Commanding Military Forces, laid on Table, 161..........................
Works Department :—
,
Particulars raspecting, laid on Table, 219,5 47 ........................................................................................
Permanent Artillfky Force and Reserve Infantry Companies —
Return respecting, laid on Tabic, 383 ...................................................................................................
Parti ally-Paid Infantry:—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 492 .....................................................................................................
And Naval Forces of the Colony:—
Return respecting, laid on ’Table, 405 ......................................................................................................
Victoria Barracks;—
Return respecting expenditure on Officers’ Quarters, laid on Table, 294 .........................................
Permanent Medical Staff Corps ;—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 275 .....................................................................................................
Defence Force ;—
Particulars respecting, laid on Table, 299, (in substitution) 405.................................................... .
Return showing Officers sent to England for Military Instruction, laid ou Table, 378 .................
Return showing travelling expenses of Officers, laid on Table, 383 ................................................. J
Ekpf.nditdrr on :—
2
Petition from residents of North Coast District in reference fo, presented, 512 ..............................
MILLER, GUSTAVE THOMAS OARLYXE, ESQUIRE.—
"
Directed by Speaker to discontinue his Speech, 3J6.
MINING (See also “ COAL MINES REGULATION BILL").
Department —
Report for 1890, laid on Table, 153......................................................................................................... I
Report for 1891, laid on Table, 573 ........................................................................................................
I,eases Counties of Gough and Harping :—
Motion made (Mr. Crttkkshank) for return showing particulars in connection with, 53.
Gold-Mining- Leases :—
4
RegulatioDS under Mining Act of 1874, laid on Table, 77 ..................................................................
Claims of William Tom, James Tom, and J. IT. A. Lister, as the first discoverers of
Gold

in

29
43

95

6,15
89
91
93
95, 97
99
101
103
105
27
25
1
3
843

465
781

mi

Australia.

Motion made (Jlfr, Torpy) for Select Cominitlco to inquire into, and report of former Committee
referred, 109-10; Rcjiort brought up, 132........................................... ........................................
Motion made (Mr. Torpy) in favour of adoption of Report, and negatived on division, 302.
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M
IIINTNO- (See Also "COAL MINES EECULATION BILL5')—(con^nuej) :—
Eiscoveey of Gold, Silver, a\d Coi'Pisii at Nahasoajiil :—
Motion made (Mr. Copeland) fa 1’ eojiies of nil corvespondonee bntivcen Mr. C. Knoblanclio and
tlie DeparUnent, in reference to, 185 ; Ectnrn to Order laid on Table, 2C5..............................
Gold

Silvuh Ex poms

asd

and

Tiitokts :—

,

Eotum of, for ten years, laid on Table, 114 ...........................................................................................
In'TliENATIOXAL EXHIBITION ON MINING- AND MlITALLHKGY
Kcport of Hxeeutivo Commissioner on, laid on Table, 153 ..................................................................J
Tkoduction

of

Minerals :—

1137
1147
1059

Motion made (Mr. 0. D. Clark) for return giving particulars in reference to, 157
Leasts, Pauish

of

BolaihO:—

Motion made (Mr. Can») for copies of suspension orders, &c„ 107.
On Phia'ate Holdings and Ciichch

and

School Lands :—

Ifotion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) in favour of the introduction of a measure cmptnTering ivardens
to temporarily reserve such Imdi for mining purposes, and lo give authority to miners to
■nun gold or other minerals upon them, 225.
PaosmciisG

for

Minerals:—

L

Motion made (Mr. Chapman) for Committtce of the Whole to consider address to the Governor,
for sum to be placed on Estimates, 260.
Claih

of

John O’Buten, TrAGosa Goldfield:—

Motion made (Mr. Vaughn) for copies of all papers in reference fo, 307.
Leave given to Clerk to return papers of former Session to Mines Department, 322.
Case

of

Patrick Shown :—

Motion made (Mr. Millet) for Select Committee to inquire into, 346; Report brought up, 436;
adopted, 453.
Petition from Patrick Brown (0 be hca'd before Committee present.d, and prayer granted, 378 ....
Gold

at

1115
1313

Mint

Return showing quantity unclaimed, kid on Table, 3G3
Applications

under

28th

section of

...................................................................

1145

Act :—

Motion made (Mr. Wall) for rrturn showing number of, during last five years, 367.
Objections Lodged

against the

Holders

of

Gold-mining

and

Mineral Leases:—

Motion made (Jfr. Wall) for return giving particulars of, during last five years, 397.
Applications

under

4oth

section of

Crown Lands Act:—

Motion made (Mr. Wall) for return giving number of, to mine, during last five years, 397.
Conditional Pdkcjiase

by

Mbs. Ann Rouse,

in the

Parish

of

Xahieah : —

Motion made (3£r. Orahame) for Select Committee to inquire into, 406; Report brought up, 478.')

287

Mining Laws :—

Petition from miners of New South Wales, praying for amendment of, presented, 425 ..................
Report

by

Public Servics Inquiry Commission,

on

1141

Department:—

Motion made (Afr. Garrard) for copies of all correspondence in reference to publishing the
evidence on which based, 436; Return to Order laid on Table, 472 .....................................
MINING EXCHANGE OF SYDNEY (See "AUSTRALASIAN MINING EXCHANGE OE
SYDNEY BILL’').
•
MINING ON PRIVATE PROPERTY BILL:—
Motion made (JWr. Sydney Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 157 j Message from Governor.
170; House in Committee and resoluliou agreed to, presented and read 1°, 170; Order of
the Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 222.
MINING ON PRIVATE PROPERTY BILL (No. 2)
Motion made (Mr. Sydney Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 207 ; Message from Governor, 'r 4
219; House in Committee, and rcsolutron agreed to, 221 ■ presented and read 1°, 222,
motion made for second rending, and debate adjourned, 234 ; debate resumed, point of order
that Bill was beyond order of leave sustained by Speaker, Order of the Day discharged and
Bill withdrawn, 240.
'
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT :Made by Sir Henry Parkcs, 26, 54, 90, 193, 243, 215, 247.
Made by Mr, Dibbs, 252, 328, 451.
Made by Mr, Barton, 681.
MINT (See also “MINING'')

1055

1149

1151

Sydney Branch:—

Despatch respecting, laid on Table, 529 ............................................................................................
Return of Gold unclaimed at, laid on Table, 363 ..........................................................................
MO AM A (See "POSTAL”).
MODEL FARMS
Motion made (Mr. Wright) for copies of correspondence in reference fo establishment of,in
Northern Districts, 40.
Motion made (Mr. See) for copies of correspondence in reference to establishment of, in
North Coast District, 44; Return to Order laid on Table, (not printed) 131
MOLONO (See “ ROADS").
MONDAY:—
Appointed a sitting day of the House, 154.
Precedence of General Business on, 215.
MOORE-STREET IMPROVEMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL —
Received from Council and read 1°, 399; read 2°, committed, repoitcd withont amendment, and
report adopted, 437; road 3°, passed, and returned to Council 441; assent reported, 459.
MORTGAGES ACT AMENDMENT BILL —
Ordered (Mr. Alfred Allen), presented and read, 1°, 96 ; Order of the Day postponed, 256 ; road
2°, committed, reported without amendment, and report adopted, 322 ; read 3°, passed, and
sent to Council for concurrence, 327MORT'S DOCK AMD ENGINEERING COMPANY (LIMITED). ENABLING BILL:—
Petal ion presented (Mr, Johnston) for loavnto tiring in, 62 ; leave given, presented, and read 1°. 68; "1
referred to Select Committee, 73; Report brought up, 108; read 2°, enmmitted, reported
without amendment, and report adopted, 182 ; Order of the Day postponed, 186; read 3°,
passed, and sent to Council for concurrence, 189; agreed to by Council without amendment,
252 ; assent reported, 271.
'
MORUYA RIVER :~
Report by Mr. Stanley Alexander on trade and resources of districts served by, laid on Table, 411

1143
1145
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MULLAMUBDY CHEEK BHIDGE, NEAR MUDGEE
Motion made (Afr. Jones') for copies of all correspondence in connection with last two tenderings
for, 73; Return to Order laid on Table, 131...................................................... ...........................
MUNICIPAL (See also "BY-LAWS” ; also "ROADS”).
Special Quant

to

6

625

3

1127
1129
1131 1133

Municipalities :—

Motion made (Mr. Bavister) for Committee of the Whole to consider an Address to the Governor,
praying for additional grant of 5s. in tlie £, as for the year ended 3 February, 1891, 406;
Order of the Day postponed, 472,500.
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF SYDNEY ELECTRIC LIGHTING- BILL
Ordered (Mr. Martin), presented and rend 1°, 268
MUNICIPALITIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Received from Council and read 1°, 573; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and
report adopted, 593; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 598; assent reported, 605.
MUNICIPALITIES ACT OF 18G7 AMENDMENT BILL:—
_
Ordered (Mr, NieiM-), presented, and read 1°, 39; motion made for 2° reading and amendment "This
day six months ” negatived, read 2°, committed, and reported with an amendment, 109 ;
Order of the Day postponed, 113 ; report adopted, 145; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council
for concurrence, 149.
MUNICIPALITIES ACT OF 1867 AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2)
Ordered (Mr. Wise), presented, and rend l®, 41; Order of the Day postponed, 344, 406, 616, 571.
Petition in favour of, from Municipality of Wellington, presented, 181
Dodo
Bourko, presented, 18G......
Do
do
Rockdale, presented, 269-.,
Do
do
Bingera, presented, 311......
MUNICIPAL WHARVES BILL:—
Ordered (Mr. JZ. M. Clark), 103; presented and read 1°, 108 ; Order of the Day postponed, £87,
373, 500, 516.
MURDOCH, MAIL-GUARD D.:—
Motion made (Mr. DoweV) for copies of all Papers in connection with dismissal from the Public
Service, 103; Return to Order laid on Table (not printed), 114.
MURPHY, CHARLES (See “OYSTER LEASES AT WALLIS LAKE”).
MURPHY, WILLIAM ALFRED, ESQUIRE :—
_
...
Leave given to, to attend and be examined before a Select Committee of the Legislative Council
on the Employers’ Liability Act Amendment Bill, 510.
MURRAY RIVER (See' "BRIDGES”).
MURWILLUMBAH FERRY:—
.
Papers in connection with, ordered to he returned to Public Works Department, 150.
MYERS, HENRY (Sec “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
■

N
NATIONAL ART GALLERY
Report of Trustees for 1890, laid on table, 37 ............... .......
NATIONAL PARK TRUST
Report- of Trustees for 1889 and 1890, laid on Table, 62......
NATAL FORCES OF THE COLONY :—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 405........ ...........................
NAVAL SQUADRON, AUSTRALASIAN:—
_
Correspondence respecting movements of, laid on Table, 257
NAVY, ROYAL :—
Correspondence respecting admission of Australian and New Zealand boys and young men into,
laid on Table, 296 ...................... .......................................................... ...........................................J
Return respecting men belonging to, imprisoned in New South Wales, laid on Table, 308
Regulations for entry of Australian and New Zealand boys into, laid on Tabic, 405 ........
NEUTRAL HARBOUR (Sec "PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888”).
NEW ADMINISTRATION:—
Formation of, by Mr. Dibbs, reported to House, 249.
NEWCASTLE (See also " PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888”; also “ BOROUGH OF NEWCASTLE
ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL”).
Vessels

is

Port

op:—

Returns under Quarantine Aet, laid on Table, 589 ........................
NICHOLSON, JOHN BARNES, ESQUIRE (See “ELECTORAL”).
NOOROOMA (See "WHARF”).
NO QUORUM:—
_
_
In House before commencement of business, 495.
In House after commencement of business, 379.
NO REPORT:—
From Committee of tbe Whole on Simpson’s Railway Bill, 474.
NORTH SHORE (See“RAILWAYS”).
NO TELLERS :—
On Division, 255,297, 313, 345,375 (2), 481.
NOTICES OF MOTIONS
Of General Business postponed in a bunch, 190,193.
NOWRA :-

805
219
103
111
107
999
109

1129

Colet House :—

Motion made (Mr. Morton) for copy of District Surveyor’s report on site for, 419 ;■ Return lo
Order laid on Table, 547....... ..............................
Road

to

Yalwal:—

Return respecting expenditure on, laid on Table, 421
NOXIOUS ANIMALS
Return respecting, laid on Table, 322
JfUSANCES PREVEN1TION ACT
‘ ~ (See “£Y-LAWS”).
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N
NUISANCES PREVENTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL_
Ordered {Mr. Frank Farnell), presented, and read 1°, 53; read 2°, committed, reported with
ftmendinents, and report adopted, 181; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council for concur
rence, 185 ; agreed to l)y Council with amendments, 252 ; Order of tlie Day postponed, 344,
368; Council’s amendments disagreed to and agreed to, 461; message to Council, 466;
Council insists upon its amendment disagreed to by tbo Assembly, 509 ; Assembly does not
insist upon disagreement to Council’s amendment, and Message to Council, 514; assent
reported, 528.
NUMBA (Seo “ROADS”).
.

0
OATH OE ALLEGIANCE (See “CLERK OE ASSEMBLY”; also “SPEAKER”).
OBJECTIONS TO FORMAL BUSINESS
Motion made (Afr. Nei/d)-that three Members must rise in their places to signify, and nega
tived, 77.
O’BRIEN, ANNE NASH (See “ CROWN LANDS ”).
'
O’BRIEN, JOHN (Seo“MINING”).
■
OBSERVATORY, GOVERNMENT■
Motion made (Mr. G, D. Clark) for return giving particulars of persons employed in, 103
Return to Order laid on Table, 150.................................................................................................
OCCUPATION LICENSES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
O’CONNOR, THE HONORABLE R. E., M.L.C.
Acceptance of office of Minister of Justice by, reported, 249.
OFFICIAL RECORD OF PARLIAMENTARY DEBATES
Correspondence respecting, Lid on Table bv Speaker, 100 ..................................................................
OPENING OF THE SESSION (See also "ADDRESS”)
Proclamation read by Clerk, 1.
Governor’s Opening Speech, 9 ; Address in Reply to, 9,10,12,14,17,18,19; reply to address, 21.
ORANGE (See “WATER SUPPLY”).
ORDERS AND ADDRESSES
_
.
Alphabetical Registers of—Sessional Paper.............................................................................................
ORDERS OF THE DAY:—
Precedence of General Sessional Order passed, 430. .
Discharged, 62, 73(a), 170, 181, 222, 240,255(a), 256,290,301, 302, 322 (*), 327, 333,411,437,449,
600 (*).
Of Government Business postponed in a bunch, 100, 193, 311, 450, 457, 473, 630, 540, 534, 591.
Of General Business postponed in a bunch, 210. .
ORDNANCE LANDS TRANSFER BILL.—
Presented (Sir Henry Farhes) and read 1°, 9.
OYSTER LEASES AT WALLIS LAKE
Motion made (Mr. Young) for copies of all papers in connection with applications of Lionel
Ralston and Charles Murphy for, 39 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 114.................. ...........

8

1003

2

1

841

8

337

P
PADDINGTON (See “COURT OF PETTY SESSIONS AT PADDINGTON”).
PAIRS (See “PARLIAMENTARY PAIRS”).
PAPER
In reference to Consolidated Revenue Fund, laid on Table by Mr, Garvan (not printed), 265.
PARKES (Seo “RAILWAYS”).
PARKS:—■
NiTrorrAii:—

Report of Trustees for 1889 and 1890, laid on Table, 62..................... ................................................'
Watsoh’s Bay

219

■

Motion made (ilfr. Neild) for copies of all papers in connection with proposal to resume land _ g
for, 41; Return to Order laid on Table, 174; ordered to be printed, 233................................. ’
PtTBIJC
Exclusion of public from, opinion of Attorney-General on, laid on Table, 397 .................................
PARLIAMENT'
Opening of the Session, 1.
Commission for opening of, 3,
Mr. J. P. Abbott elected Speaker, 5; presented to Governor, 7.
PARLIAMENTARY;—
Hansard Dairy

issue op

237
223

:—

Motion made (Mr. Hutchison) in favour of, and negatived, 91.
Pbich

os

Hansard ;—

Correspondence respecting,” laid on Table by Speaker, 190 .................................................................

2

G

Rbfrrshmrnt Room :—

Motion made (Mr. &. D, Clark) in favour of abolishing Bar' for sale of liquors, negatived, 406.
PAIHS:—
Motion made (Jfr. Moles\oorih) that a book should bo kept to enter all “ pairs,” and that such
pairs should bo recorded in the Votes and Proceedings, and by leave withdrawn, 45.
PARLIAMENTARY BUSINESS BILL (changed from) PARLIAMENTARY SESSIONS' BILL
Ordered (Jlfr. Copeland), presented, and road 1°, 40 ; read 2°, committed, reported with amend
ments and an amended Title, and report adopted, 210; read 3C, passed, and sent to Council
for concurrence, 215.
PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTATIVES ALLOWANCE ACT AMENDMENT BILL :—
-Ordered (Mr. Alfrei Allen), presented and read 1°, 53 ; Order of the Day postponed, 144, 189 ;
Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 322.
PARLIAMENTARY SESSIONS BILL (changed to) PARLIAMENTARY BUSINESS BILL:—
Ordered (3fr. Copeland), presented and read 1°, 40.
'
PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS :—
Motion made (Mr. Lyne) for appointment of, and Committee appointed by ballet, 509.
■ Fifth (Supplementary) Report of, laid on Table, 36 ........................................................................ ”)
Motion made (Mr. Houghton) for return of all Members who bave aeted on, with amounts received 7 7
by each, 264; Return to Order laid 01) Table, 296 ..................................................................... J
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PABLIAMENTARY STANDIXG COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
Froposkd Cable Ieamwat thuough G-iokge, Fitt^ akb Hahris S'erpets, Syukkt:_
Report, togothor with minutea of evidence, appendices, and plans, laid on Table, 8......... ............
Pbgposed Cable Tramway from King-street, xia William-street, to Ocean-street i”
Ecport, together with minutes of evidence, appendices, mid plans, laid on Table, 8 ...
Motion made (Mr. Lyne) that work should he earned out, 457.................................. ..............
Hospital Buildings, MACQUAEiL-STnERT:—
.....................................................
Motion made (jlfr. Lyne') that the work should bo completed, as recommended by 4.77
ImpeotomjiNts at Daeling Island:—
Motion made (Jlfr. Lyne) that it be referred lo, to consider and report upon the eipodiDDCy of
extending the railway to Darling Island; the construction of wharfage accommodation at
that place; tbe reclamation of certain foreshores around Darling Island; and the resumption
of land m connection therewith, 579.
.
1
Water Supply for Tajiwoeth :—
Motion made (Mr. Ljme) that it be referred to, to consider and report upon tho cxpedicncv of
constructing, 579.
r
Storm-water Sewers Discharging into .Tohnbtone’s Bat
Motion made (Mr. Tjyne) that it be referred to, to consider and report upon tho expediency of
constructing certain, 579.
'
r
j
Reservoir at Centennial Park for Stiinkt Water Supplv:—
'
Motion made (Mr. Lyne) that it be referred to, to consider and report upon the expodieiicv of
constructing, 579.
1
■'
Water Supply por Wollongong:—
.
Motion made (Mr. Ljne) that it be referred to, to consider and report upon tbe expediency of
constructing works of, and tbe surrounding districts, 079
e
j
Second Pipr.mnb from Walka to Buitai foe Hunter XiivER District Water Supply:—
^ 'h^ing^WO^1'"
be ^furred to, to consider and report upon tho expediency of
Sewerage W'oeks at Cottage Creek:—
Motion made (Mr. Lyne) that it be referred to, to consider and report upon tho
carrying out sewerage works at Cotfage Creek, within the municipalities
Hamilton, and Wickham, m the county of Northumberland, 579.
Watuk Supply vor Lithgow s—
Motion made (Mr. Lyne) that it bo referred to, to consider and report upon tho
constructing, in the county of Cook, 579.
Sewerage Works for Parramatta:—
^^constructingre^cn'<'^ ^°’ ^ C0n6'^C1' an3 report upon the

PAGE.

863
935

expediency of
of Newcastle,
expediency of
i.
j
expediency of

Water Supply for Armidalb :—
Motion made (Mr. Xyne) that it be referred to, to consider and report upon the expediency of
constructing works of, 579.
1
^
Railway from Eden to BeoA:—
.
Motion made (Jfr iyne) that it be roferred to, to consider and report upon the expediency of
constructing, 680.
r
i
j
Railway fegm Grafton to Lismorf, :—
Motion made (jtfr. Lyne) that it be referred to, to consider and report upon tbe exncdienoy of
constructing, 580.
.
*
^
j.
^
Railway from Inverkll to Glen Innes:—
Jlotion made (Mr. Lyne) that it be referred to, to consider and report upon the expodiency of
constructing a line of, 582.
r
J
Railway from Jerilderie to Deniliquin:—
Motion made (Mr. Lyne) that, it be referred to, to consider and report uimn the expediency of
constructing a hue of, 582.
r
j ^
Lunatic Asylum at Kenmorr, near Goulruhn;—
Motion made (Mr. Lyne) that it be referred to, to consider and report upon tho expediency of
constructing, 599.
.
r
j
PARRAMATTA (See “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888,” also “SEWERAGE”)
PARTNERSHIP BILL:—
'
■
Ordered (Jlfr. Reid), 39, presented and road 1°, 45; road 2°, committed, reported with an
amendment, and report adopted, 210; read 3U, passed, and sent to Council for concurrence,
216; agreed to by Couneil with amendments, 309; Council’s amendments agreed to. 441 ■
assent reported, 459.
■ ■
B
PASTEURS VACCINE LYMPH
Return respecting, laid upon the Table, 322 ..
PASTORAL HOLDINGS (See “CROWN LANDS”!. ......................................................... .......... *......
PASTURES AND STOCK PROTECTION ACT:—
•d irriTBcS?11 fr0m stoct-on™rs of Tentertteld asking for repeal of, presented, 4SG...................................
REBUHriTOir of La^d at, tor Water Conservation :—
Motion made (Jtfr. &arnan) for copies of ail papers in reference to, 196 ; Return to Order laid on
■J-fible, 207................... ..................................................... ^
a6ftin laid 0n ,J34ble' ani1 ordcr for printing re'seinded'210.".....................................
irAUrEIvS, SICK•
Report on vote for maintenance of, for 1891, laid on Table, 593
PAYING BILL (Seo“CITY OE SYDNEY PAYING BILL”) ..............................................................
PAWNBROKERS’ BILL :—
Motion mado (Mr. Willis) for Committoe-of the Whole, 2C8.
PAYMENT OF MEMBERS (Sec “PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTATIVES ALLOWANCE
ACT AMENDMENT BILL”).
PENSIONS (See "CIVIL SERVICE”)
'
PERTH (See “ PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 188S ">
PETITIONS
Printing of. Sessional Order passed, 29.
Praying to bo beard before Select Committee presented, and prayer granted, 378 414.
Weekly abstracts of, Nos. 1 to 30,.,........................................................................... ’
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PETTY SESSIONS JURISDICTION EXTENSION BILL:Ordered (Mr. Torpy), presented and read 1°, 153, read 2°, committed,reported ivitli amendments,
and report adopted, 211; read 3°, and pasaed, 220; sent to Council for concurrence, 221;
agreed to by Council with amendments, 332; Order of the Day postponed, 373 ; Council s
amendments agreed to, with au amendment, 4G2; Message to Council, 466; Message from
Council, agreeing to Assembly’s amendnient upon their amendments, but proposing a further
amendment, 505; Council’s further amendment agreed to, 513 ; amendment to add words
to Message to Council negatived, and Message carried, 514; assent reported, 528.
PINE RIDOE TRAMWAY BILL:, ., ,
,
t
Received from Council and read U, 573; read 2°, 592; committed, reported withont amendment,
and report adopted, 593; read 3°, passed, and returned to Couneil, 597 j assent reported, 605.
PIPE CASTINGS:,
Return showing prices paid by GoTommcnt for, laid on Table, 486 ..................................................
PLACING BUSINESS :—
Sessional Order passed, 28.
.
PLEBISCITE ON THE FISCAL QUESTION:—
Motion made (Mr. Souqhhn) that the best and most effectual means of ascertaining the will oi
the people on the fiscal policy would be by the passage of a Bill authorising the Government
to take a plebiscite vote of the adnlt male population on the basis of “ one man one vote ;
amendment moved in favour of having recourse to the principle of the Referendum, and
negatived, 225; original motion negatived, 226.
POINTS OP ORDER:.
. .
. ,
, . .
That amendment on motion to make Monday an additional sitting day was out of order sustained
by Mr. Speaker, 154.
,
That amendment on motion in reference to Liquor Traffic was out of order—not sustained by Air.
Speaker, 162,
'
_
’ .
,
That motion in reference to Import Duties on A grieultural Produce was similar to a motion
already decided by the House during present Session—sustained by Mr. Speaker, 163.
That Balranald Irrigation Bill should have been covered by message, and was beyond order of
leave—not sustained by Mr. Speaker, 182.
j l nr
That Mining on Private Property Bill (No. 2) was beyond order of leave—sustained by Mr.
Speaker, 240.
.
_
That question of referring seat of H. H. Brown, Esq., to Committee of Elections and Quaulicntions was not one of privilege—not sustained by Mr. Speaker, 257.
_
,
. That amendment to add to a motion certain words in reference to a plebiscite vote was similar to
question already decided during present Session—sustained by Mr, Speaker, 315.
That Law Practitioners Bill was beyond order of leave—not sustained by Mr. Speaker, 322
That Diseased Animals and Meat Bill (No. 2) was beyond order of leave--sustained by Mr.
Speaker, 333.
...
, .
r j
That resolution from Committee of Ways and Means was similar in effect to a resolution, already
decided by the House during the present Session—not sustained by Mr. Speaker, 356.
That tho subject of a proposed motion for adjournment (introduction of a Coal-mines Bill)
had already been discussed this Session, and could not, therefore, be put sustained by Mr.
Speaker, 414.
That on an amendment to omit words, it having been decided that, the words stand, the debate on
the original question was closed—sustained by Mr. Speaker, 431.
That Tolls on Stock Bill again presented for consideration a question the House had decided this
Session in the Customs Duties Bill—sustained by Mr, Speaker, 449.
.
That Diseases in Sheep Acts Amendment Bill was beyond Order of Leave—not sustained by Mr.
Speaker, 449.
Rkmkted

from

Committee

ot the

Whole

and decided bv

Speaker

-

Representation of the People Bill (No. 2), 79.
Electoral Reform Bill, 288.
Customs Duties Bill, 399, 420 PJ.
POLICE (See also “STATISTICS ”)
Department :—

Report for 1891, laid on Table, 392.................................................................................... .................... 1
Force or

the

Colony :—

...

„

„ ,

. Motion made (Mr. Soyle) for return giving particulars in reference to, 279; Return to Order
laid on Table, 296 ......................... ...............................
1

In Metropolitan District

_

_

Return showing particulars respecting, laid on Table, 287
William Stappord, Ex-Sergeant :—

Petitions from, presented, 158, 196....................................................................................................
Charges

op

Bhibebv

against

:—

Report of Royal Commission on, apd alleged Chinese Gambling, laid on Table, 419 ......................
Towns Police Act :—'

Petition in reference to, from Citizens of Newcastle, presented, 449 ..... ............................................
Shops

kept open pob

Business

on

Sunday ;—

Return showing, on 14th February, 1892, laid on Table, 466 ................. ............................................
POLICE MAGISTRATE AT DUBBO (See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
POLLING DAY LIQUOR PROHIBITION BILL :—
Motion mado (Mr. G-. D. Clark) for Committee of the Whole, 263 ; Order of the Day discharged,
296; motion again made for Committee of the Whole, 303; Order of the Day postponed, 349,
426, 453, 504.
POPULATION OE NEW SOUTH WALES (See also “STATISTICS”).
Return of, laid on Table, ..........................................................................................................................
PORT JACKSON...
Returns, of vessels in, dealt with under Quarantine Act, during 1891, laid on Table, 689 ..............
POSTAL (See also “GENERAL POST OFFICE (APPROACHES' IMPROVEMENT) ACT
AMENDMENT BILL”):—
Report of Postmaster-General for 1890, laid on Table, 36 ............................................................... 4 Report of Conference held in Sydney in 1891, laid on Table, 46 .................................................. Mail-guard D. Murdoch :—

Motion made (Mr. DotveT) for copies of all papers in connection With dismissal of, 103; Return to
Order laid on Table (not printed), 114.
Messrs. Brown Brothers Leasehold Property, Castleebagit-stbeit :—

•

Motion made (Mr. Garvan) for copies of all papers in reference to proposed purchase of, by tbe
Government, 76; Return to Order laid on Table, 108........................................ ........................
Further correspondence laid on Table, 202..............................................................................................
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.

POSTAL—(eontimted) ;—
__
POST-OEEICE, CaNOWINDEA
,
Motion made (JDr. East) for copies of all correspondence in reference to purchase of site for, 137;
Eeturn to Order laid on Table (not printed), 378.
Posthastes at Moama :—
Motion made (Mr. Chanier) for copies of all papers relating to refusal of, to forward Border Poet
newspaper through post office, 290.
Mail Seevices is Forbes District :—
.

493

Post Office Olocx, Pedfern

489

PRECEDENCE OF TiLSINESS (Sec “BUSINESS'' also "ASSEMBLY”).
PREVIOUS QUESTION:—
Moved and withdrawn, 46.
PRINTING- OF DOCUMENTS
Order for, rescinded 154, 210, 287.
PRINTING PETITIONS
Sessional Order passed, 29.
PRISONERS, RELEASE OF (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE").
PRISONS (Seo also "GAOLS"):—

*s

1185

Thial Bat :—

1191,1193

- 2
Juvenile Offenders in:—
_
Minute of Comptroller-General of Prisons and late Minister of Justice, on treatment of, laid on
'TaIiIi* bm
.
.
............................................................
PRIVATE BUILDINGS:—
'
'
Usrn as Purlio Offices, Stores, &c.:—
_
Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) for return giving particulars as to, 137; Beturn to Order laid on
Tfihlf* 332
................
............................................................................................
PRIVATE HOLDINGS (Sec “MINING").
.
PRIVATE PROPERTY (See “MINING ON PRIVATE PROPERTY BILL”).
PRIVILEGE :—
Skat of H. H. Brows, EsQutiiu :—
...
Motion made (Mr, Qarvari) that it be referred to the Committee of Elections and Qualifications
to inquire and report as to whether the seat of II. H, Brown, Esquire, had not become vacant
by reason of his having entered into a contract with the Government in reference to certain
leasehold property in Castlereagh-strect, 257; Report brought up and read by Clert, and
Toohey it. Meltilib:—
_
_
Mr. Melville, Chairman of Committees, informs House that he has been served with a writ by
Mr. .1. M. Toohey, a Member for South Sydney, 501; motion made (Mr. Bibbs), that Mr
Melville have leave to appear and plead, and that tbe Attorney-General be instructed to
defend, 504; Clerk authorised to send writ to Crown Solicitor, 517.
Attlication tor a Fbek Pass made by Mb. Black, M.P.
Motion made (Afr. Criclc) that leave be given to move, as a matter of privilege, the adoption of the
Report from Select Committee oo, and negatived, 573,
PRIVY COUNCIL:—

Transferring stone-ware pipe sower, North Sydney, to Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, laid
'
on TuTilr 77
......................................................................................................
Transferring Alexandria and Macdonaldtown Branch Sewer to Board of "Water Supply and

1181
1183

8

1025

2

93

2

979

PROCLAMATIONS :—
On opening Parliament, read by Clerk, 1.
Transferring Riley and Bourke"Streets Branch Sowers to Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
l,iid on 'I’nhln 37 431
.
.......................................................................
Transferring Pyrmont Bridge Road and Glebe Sewers to Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,

19,23
- 6

17
21
25

PRODUCTION OF RECORDS '(Sec " BECORDS").
PRO FORMA BILL :—
Presented and read 1°, 9.
PROROGATION
Speech delivered in Legislative Council Chamber, 606.
PROSPECTING FOR MINERALS (See “ MINING").
PROTEST:—
_
_ _
ByMr. Neild and Mr, Bnvister, Members of Select Committee on “Applicationfora Free Pass
made by Mr. Black, M.P.as to certain proceedings in Select Committee, laid on Tabic, 547
5
PROUDFOOT & CO. (See “RAILWAYS ”).
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS (See “FINANCE "),
PUBLICANS LICENSES FURTHER RESTRICTION BILL:—
Motion made (Sir Henry Parkes) for Committee of the Whole, 38; Message from Governor, GO ;
House in Committee, and resolution reported, 64; agreed to, 150; presented and read l0,150;
Order of the Day discharged (on division) and Bill withdrawn, 256,
- 2
Petition in Retebenoe to, Presented :—
PUBLIC INSTRuStION ACT:—

FAGE.

'

PUBLIC"iNSTRUCTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL :—
'
_
Ordered (Mr. Melville), 264; presented and read 1°, 280; Order of the Day postponed, 539.
PUBLIC OFFICES :—
Private Buildings used fob :—
_
Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) for return giving particulars of, 137; Return to Order laid on
Table 332
.
............
............................................
PUBLIC SERVICE INQUIRY COMMISSION (See “ COMMISSION”).
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PUBLIC VEHICLES BEGULATIONS ACTS;—
Bv-)ftws under, laid on Table, 405 ..........................................................................................................
PUBLIC WORKS (See also " PARLIAMENTARY STANDING- COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS ”)
'
Return respecting, contracts for, laid on Table, 153.................................................................. ..........
Annual Statement of, carried out by Works Department during 1890, laid on Table, 204..............
Schedule to Votes for on Estimates, laid on Table, 494, 574 ..............................................................
Return respecting expenditure on, authorised by last Parhament, laid on Table, 699 ......................
PUBLIC WORKS ACT OE 1SSS:'
NoriFfCATioys of RESUMriioys of Lanh to-der, laid on Tablk
Eor Reclamation Works at Neutral Harbour and Careening Cove, 37 .... ..........................................
Eor Flood Embankments for protection of Town of West Maitland, 37(5) ......................................
Eor Additions to tbe Shaffesbury Reformatory at South Head, 37 .................................. ...............
For Construction of Clay Cliff Creek Storm-miter Channel, Parramatta, 37 ................. ................
Eor Works of Harbour Improvements, Newcastle, 37............ .............................................................
Eor Bridge over Vale Creek, Perth, 37 ................................................................ !...............................
Eor Additions to Supremo Court Buildings, Sydney, 37 ......................................................................
For Reclamation Works at Long Cove, 37................. ....................... ................................!..................
For Improvements to Entrance of Richmond River, 161......................................................................
Eor purposes of Sydney Water Supply, Ifil, 303, 4SG ..........................................................................
For Retaining Wall at Shaftesbury Road, Burwdbd, 170 .................................................................
For Tramway from Forest Lodge to Balmain, ISO ..............................................................................
For Bridge over George’s River, ISO ........I.'..........................................................................................
' For Reconstruction of Railway between Campbolltown and Mcnangle, 190 ..................................
For an appron'di to the Parramatta Sewage Farm, 264 ......................................................................
For a Bridge over Allen’s Creek, near Wollongong, 261 ..................................................................
For Wharf site at Morton’s Creek, Hastings River, 264 ......................................................................
For the extension of Callan Park Asylum, 264.....................................................................................
For the Northern Main Sewer, Western Suburbs Sewerage, 264.........................................................
For Additional Accommodation, Blayney Railway Station, 264........................................................
For obtaining Ballast for Great Southern Railway. 264 ....................................................... .............
For Additional Accommodation, Singleton Railway Station, 265 .....................................................
For Bridge over the Murray River at, Jingollte, 297 ..........................................................................
For Bridge over Coldstream River, near Brushgrove, 327 ..................................................................
For Bridge over Bowra River nt Bowra, 327 ..........................................................................................
For Campcrdown Branch Sewer, Western Suburbs Sowcrage, 363.............................................; ......
For the Supply of Water to the Town of Cootamundra, 363..............................................................
Eor Supply of Water to the Village of Manly, 421.............................................................................
For Way of Access to Land Reclaimed at Shea’a Creek and Cook’s River, 421 ................ .............
For Additional Accommodation at Wimbledon Railway Station, 441 ..............................................
For Bridge over the Parramatta River. at-Parramatto, 449..................................................................
For Approach to Wharf, Lane Cove Bridge, 449 .............................................. ...................................
For Construction of Flood Embankment nt East Maitland, 486..................... ..............................
For Construction of a Battery at Ben Buckler, Bondi Bay, 486 ..........................................................
For Improvements to Grades near Glen Lee Platform, 532 ................................................................
For the Prevention of Slips on the Illawarra Line, 532 ......................................................................
Eor Improvement of Grades and Curves, Spaniard’s Hill, Great Southern Railway, 632 ..............
For Public School Purposes (not printed), 419, 513.
PUBLIC WORKS (COMMITTEES’ REMUNERATION REDUCTION) BILL:—
Ordered (Mr. Houghton), presented, and read, 1°, 220; Order of the Day iiostnoncd, 321, 362.
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT:Return showing Contracts let by, since 23rd October, 1891, laid on Table, 492 ..............................
PUNTS (See “DREDGES, TUG-BOATS, PUNTS, BARGES, AND BRIDGES”).

1125
607
453
471,549
615
609
605,607
383
2S9
613
629
1009
615
617
33,35, 37
E93
841
633
843
291
635
619
335
285
849
847
845
641
639
637
287
39
41
621
851
645
643
625
297
857
856
853

7

549

8

1129

a
QUARANTINE ACT:—
Returns respecting vessels dealt with under, at Port Jackson and Newcastle, during 1891, laid on
Table, 589.............................................................................................................................................
QUEANBEYAN —
Delay in taking Poll for, reported by Clerk, I.
'
QUEEN, HER MAJESTY, THE :—
Addiiess or Oondolhnce
Waxes :—'

to, and theik

Rotax. Highnesses

the

Peince

and

Peincess or

Motion made (Mr. IJibbsJ for Select Committee to prepare, on the death of the Duke of
Clarence and Avondale, Address brought up, read by Clerk, and agreed to, 375 ; Message
from Governor, conyeying thanks of Her Majesty (he Queen, 3H7; Message from Governor,
conveying thanks of their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales, 395.
QUEEN v. HcLEuD (Sec also “ ADMINISTRATION OE .1USTICE’’) :—
, Transcript of Privy Council Judgment, laid on Table, 131 ......................................... ....................
Motion mado (Mr. O'Sullivan) for copy of Official Report in case of, 321; Return to Address
laid on Tabic, 370 .............................................................................................................................
QUESTION:—
,
.
Motion “ That Question be how put ” moved and negatived, 24P, 487.
QUESTIONS: —
,

And Axswebs :—

Sessional Order passed, 27.
Answebs

to

:—

'
'

Motion made (Xfr/Dibbs) in favour of laying on Table in 1 .’u of urcsent system of rnw voce
replies, and negatived, 77.
QUORUM (See “NO QUORUM”).
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QUESTIONS (continued) :—
Agricultural :—

AnATIOIEfl :—

Driving of Cnttto to, 93.
Komoviil of, 173, 239,
Abbott, Me. J.:—Church and School Lands hold by, at
Dungog, 655.
Aborigines
At Browarrina Mission Camp, 122, 514,
60-J. 0).
ABOTT, fuiLLH’:—Case of, 160.
Accident :—Collapse of-staircase in Chancery Square, 378.
Aokerhan, John :—

’

'.Telegram to, 571.
Gold lease held by, Hill Had, 571.
Act op Distress
Adaminaiiy :—

and

Replevin

% Grants to Societies, 95,
Farm at Kenmore, 135.
Model Farms, Bathurst District, 152.
Grain (Barley, Beans, &c.) imported into Colony, 237,
263.
Experimental Farm at North Wagga Wagga, 295.
College at Ham Common, 307,419,424,428,503,511 f1).
Conveyance of, and dairy produce by railway, 375.
Inspectors of, 404, 4102 ’428, 523. ’
Persons in Department, 427,
Blight in Maize, 485.

Repeal of, 382.

Road through Park, 87.
Sale of Tonm Allotments at, 151.
Post and Telegraph Oflice, &c., 433, 477Adjcinistration of Justice ;—

Laiv Reform, 23.
Appointments to the Commission of tho Peace, 31.
Case of Edward Clayton, 52.
Conduct of Judge Docker, 58.
Justices of the Peace on Pastoralists1 Associations, 59,
72, 122.
Prisoners in Darlinghurst, 70, 87, £09.
Case of Thomas Snflield, 88.
Conduct of Registry OUlces, 103, ICO.
Release of Henry Myers, 105.
Civil and Criminal cases from the Glebe heard at Central
Police Court, 105, 136.
Juvenile offenders, 107.
Visiting Magistrate, Lord Howe Island, 116.
Case of William Lenehan, 123.
Justices of the Peace for Captain's Elat, 12S.
Regina c. M'Leod, 128, 419.
Court of Petty Sessions at Swansea, 142. *
Case of William Burnett, 147.
Case of Thomas Stapleton, 152,
Removal of Mr. Brooks, P.M., to Sydney, 162.
Case of Phillip Abott, 160.
.Case of Joseph Campbell, 160.
Appointment of Coroner, 161.
■
Cases in re “ Men of Markf 169.
.
Case of Mary Miller, 180, 191.
Tenders for Court-house at Milton, 205,
Prosecution of a certain Prisoner now in Darlinghurst
Gaol, 209.
Persons under Commitment, 223. ■
Case of Rodger Henry Jamieson, 115, 223.
Inspection of Depositions in Criminal Cases, 224'.
Travelling Expenses of Officers attending Quarter Ses
sions, 499,
Imprisonment of John Chapman, 525.
Appeal Judgments, 263.
Mr. District Court Judge McFarland, 273.
Supreme Court business, 300.
'' Dr.” George Raymond, 300.
Imprisonment of men belonging to Her Majesty’s Ravy,
306.
Fees to Workmen, as Jurymen, 452.
Case of Prisoner Bertrand, 446, 489, 520, 578.
Committal of William Wheeler from Coolah to Mudeec,
417.
Murder in Lower Georgc-etreot, 413.
Mr. Ellery, Deniliquin Gaol, 372.
Mr. R. R. Bailey, Police Magistrate, Coonamblc, 372.
Conviction of Paul Bailey, at Nymagee, 372.
Application of a Queensland M,P. to visit a prisoner in
this Colony, 388.
Alleged imprisonment of Arthur Wentworth Blaxland,
388.
Courts of Petty Sessions at Granville and Hunter’s
Hill, 389.
Summonses issued by Picturesque Atlas Company
(Limited), 389, 413.
Prisoner James Peter Howe, 403,
Sheriff's Officer at Goulburn, 409.
Entry of Criminals and Lunatics into the Colony, 470.
Appointmontof Additional Stipendiary Magistrates, 485.
Admiralty House :—Alterations to, 317.
Advertisements : —

Cost of, in Narrartdera Untir/n, 320.
OovernmODt, in suburban and country newspapers, 387.
On railways and tramways, 421,
Afghans :—

Immigration of, 447.
Jnd other Foreign Hawkers, 543.
Agent-General:—Position of, 25, 35, 102.

■

Employment of Mr. Eitr.gerald in Department, 491,601.
Rust in Wheat, 503.
Employment of Lecturers, 553.
Albion Pare :—Pay to Cavalry, 686.
Anesthetics ;—Use of, in Metropolitan Hospitals, 484.
A»oua and Moonie, Messrs.
Contracts lit to, 318.
Animals :—Noxious, in the Colony, 299.
.As nan da if, :—Post Office, 23. '
Antarctic Seas :—Proposed Expedition to, 273, 471.
Attointments :—To Legislative Council, 597.
Aratdla Hoj.ding:—Purchased Lauds held by Henry
Ricketson ou, 337.
Argyle Electorate ;—Hare Pest in, 428.
Abmidale :—

District Surveyor, 33, 82.
Lands Office, i05,128.
A river,ifff :—Land resumed for Sewerage nt, 411,
Art :—Money expended in encouraging, 53.
Artesian Bores, 283.
Artillery :—

Permanent Field Battery of, 361, 382.
Number serving in, 375.

Asufield
School of Arts, 337.
Assembly :—
Printing of documents under statutes, 67.
Cost of new Room for Government Supporters, 553.
Assistant Slaughter House Inspector i—Glebc Island,
343.
Assyrian Hawkers :—Poll-tax on, 447, 543.
Asylums :—

Callan Park, 32, 331, 421, 439, 569.
Rossiville, tenders and designs for, 192, 326, 461, 577.
Mrs. Cunynghame, late Superintendent of the Macquarie-fitreet, Parramatta, 262.
Increase of Lunatics, 417.
Gludesvillo, 569,
Attorney-General’s Department:—Report of Civil
Service Commission on, 49,
Australian Agricultural Company
to, 50, 89, 371.

Land granted

Australian Club :— '
Reserve in front of, 508.
Renting of, by Government, 588,
Australian Gaslight Company Inspection of meters,
409.
Automatic Brakes :—Trial of, 33.
Bacon :—Duty on New Zealand, 187.
Bailey, Me. R. R.:—Police Magistrate, Coonamble, 372.
Bailey, Paul :—Conviction of at Nymagee, 372.
Baker, Me. :—Warden at Temora, 5S8.
Baldwin Locomotivks;—Importation of, 80, 101, 277,
285, 417, 492.
‘
Ballina :—Brandi Railway.to, 476.
Balmain West :—Registrar of Births, &c., 135.
BananGalite :—Conditional Improvement Purchase, 476.
Bandicoots destruction of, in tho Broulee Sheep Dis
trict, 335.
Bank :—Establishment of National, 451.
Bank Holidays Act :—Holidays under, 435.
Banking Institutions;—Bill to deal with, 52, 115,
643.
.
Bank ot Sydney :—Name of Manager, 129,
Banks :—

Issuing of Notes by Sydney Deposit, 196.
Associated, 522,
Bar :—Richmond River, 22, 24.
Barclay, Isaac (See “Crown Lands’’).
Baee Island Fortification, 21.
Barley :—Imported into the Colony, 237, £63.
Barques:—“ Veritas” aud “Ellen,” 479.
Barbatta Holding :—
Purchased Lands held by Henry Ricketson, 337.
Rent for Annual Leases on, 372.
Barriers :—Removal of, at Circular Quay, 51,
Barrinoun :—Road, 134.
Barwon River :—Locking of, 141.

.
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Q
QUESTIONS (continued)

QUESTIONS (conliiwcd):—

Bridges (con/imied):—■

Bathobst :—

Girl*1 High School, 71.
■ Model Farms, 152.
Trustees of Cricket Ground, 27, 372.
Gaol, flogging of youth in, 377.
Beans :—Imported into tho Colony, 237, 263.
Beckett’s Creek :—Bridge over, between Parramatta
and Granville, 209.
Bellinger Heads :—

Pilot at, 439, 519.
Village at, 433.
Bell’s Creek, Beaidwood :—Disputed boundaries at, ?65.
Beneeesibah (See " Railways ”).
Beheidale (See “ Telegraphic ”).
'RriJ’ffV iroTiTTr

__*

Shoal haven, 32, 320, 388, 493, 526 f1).
North Shore, 102, 388.
Probate Duty on the, 325.
Near Coomerong Island, 325.
Bertband, Prisoner :—Case of, 446, 489, 520, 578.
Bills :—Printing of, at Government Printing Office, 22.
BiloelA:—Erection of Boiler Shop at, 232.
Birie Creek ;—Bridge over, 143.

Black Labour
Contracts for, in the Colonies, 686, 595.
Blackwatj, (See "Roads”).
Blaxland, Arthur Went worth:—Impriaonmontof,383.
Blight :—In Maize, 485.
Bloxham, Mb. :—Secretary, Labour Bureau, 492.
Boam, Captain :—Leave of absence to, 480, 491.
Board

of

Health :—

Report of, on Influenza Epidemic, 285.
Position of Dr. Ashburton Thompson on, 544.
Boats :—Regulations for hired, 76.
Boddam, Colonel :—Military Works Department, 289.
Bogan River
Bridge over, near Narramine, 501.
Bokabah Creek :—Bridge over, 143.
Bombala : —

By-laws of tho Borough of, 336.
Bridge over River, 86.
Bonded Warehouse ;—At Town of Lismore, 293.
Bondi :—

Sewer, Plans for, 35,94,
Beach, extension of, Tramway to, 263,267.
Books :—Tenders for School, 512,
BOOBoomba:—Pre-lease in parish of, 401.
Booth General:—OverseaSchcmo, 228, 286.
Bore Creek :—Water Reserve, 512.
Boro (See "Mining”).
Bosslet, Postal Inspector Free pass to, 446.
Botanical Gardens :—
Loans of Plants from, 83.
Employees in, 307, 554.
Botany Bay :—Net-fishing of, or George's River, 274.
Bourke :—

Court-house, 122, 396, 521.
Road, 134.
Special areas near, 123.
Land Valuator at, 491.
Expenses of Chairman pf Laud Board, 515.
Electorate, construction of Bridges in, 521,
Rent of Homestead Leases in Electorate of, 522.
Prospecting Claims, 522.
Destruction of Rabbits iu Electorate of, 535.
Land granted near, for Church purposes, 578,
Bowling Green :—Victoria Park, 159,201,290.
Bowral :—Water Supply, 578. •
Boycotting :—Of Shopkeepers by Police, 491.

Bunyan :—Sale of Town Allotments at, 151.

Bureau :—
For Free Labour. 25.
State Labour, 57, 116, 224, 273, 447, 470, 492, 499, 508,
623, 542.
Burnett, William Case of, 147.
BurhawanG :—Pastoral Holding, 232, 306, 525.
Burwood :—Post Oflice at, 361, 456, 537.
.
Butter
Shipment of, 152, 184.
Byrnes, Mr., J.P.;—Licensing Magistrate at Parramatta,
178.
Tank, 122.
Railway to Brewarrina, 521.
Carle Tramway :—King-street to Ocean-street, 388.
Cadet Encamment :—Caterer at recent, 273.

t

Brewarrina:—

Aborigines Mission Camp, 122, 544, 601 (-).
Special areas near, 123.
Bridge over Narran River, 134.
Court of Quarter Sessions at, 520.
Brice, Mr.:—Case of, Queanhevan Laud District, 371,
Brickwork :—Contract for, Ryde to Hornsby, 475.

Globe Island to Pyrmont, 88.
Over Wumnr.bidgfo, 106, JOB, 545, B5S,

Bungrndore :—Drainage of, 106.

ByKOCK :—

Town Common at, 306.
Disputed boundaries at Bell's Creek, 365.
Brake :—
New South Wales Railway, 465.
List’s Automatic, 536.
Bread :—Supplied to Military Encampments, 472.
Breakneck Road :—At Double Bay, 130.
Breakwater
Trial Bay, 396.

Hawkeshnry River, 33.
Expenditure upon, 50.
Over Balmoral River at Cunningham's Point, 80,

Bullanamang Run
Appraisement of, 480.
Bullock Island :—Dredge at, 320.

1

Braid wood:—

Bridges:—

Narran River, 134.
Warrcgo, at Engonia, 134.
Lennox Bridge, Parramatta, 195, 536.
Over Birie and Bokarah Creeks, and Culgoa River, 143.
Railway, at Newtown, 178, 188, 192.
At Jingellic and Tiutaldra, 180.
Over Green’s Creek, 189.
Over Hunter River, at Morpeth, 196.
Unexpended Votes for, 209.
■
Over Beckett’s Crock, between Parramatta and Gran
ville, 209.
Over George’s River at Liverpool, 274, 388.
Sydney to Pyrmont, 278.
To connect Balmain and Pyrmont, 284.
Over the Yarramunmun Creek, near Yalwal, 305.
Roads aud, in the Shoallmven Electorate, 318.
Work at Waugh's Creek, 319.
Wollombi Electorate, 360.
Railway between Marulan and Carrick, 382, 424.
Denison, Bathurst, 383.
Over Lachlan River, 404.
Inspector of Newtown, 424, 446.
Over Lane Cove River, 440.
Contracts for, 471, 490.
Over Bogan River, near Narramine, 601. .
Bourke Electorate, 521.
Lewisham, 569.
Near Forbes, 578.
“ Brtghtside” ;—Use of Steamer, 484, 603.
Broken Hill :—
Railway extension from Cobar to, 52, 597.
Road al, 67.
Proprietary Silver-mining Company’s Leases, 122.
And District Water Supply Company, 135.
Raihi ay to, 188.
WatBr Supply, 274.
Brooks, Mr., P.M.Removal of, to Sydney, 152.
Beoulee (Seo ‘‘Stock’1).
Brown, Mr. :—Cement tester, Cockatoo Island, 382.
Brown's Stables :—Purchase of, 434.
Brush The :—Reserve at Wingham, 404.
Bitdr :—Simpson a/s., 201.
Building
Societies and Companies, 238.
.
Buloa :—Road, 24.

Callan Park
Asylum, 32, 331, 424, 439, 569.
_
Camden Electorate:—Reduction of Postal Charges in,
326.
Campbell, Phillip;—Case of, 160.

Campbelltown :—Military Encampment, 433.
" Captain Cook”:—Steamboat to replace, 121.
Captain's Flat:—

J ustices of the Peace for, 128.
Hoad to the Cooma Road, at Noron go, 253.
Carriage Material :—Duty on, and Buggy, 470.
Case of Edward Clayton :—Sentenced at Albury, 52.
Cattle:—

Driving of, to Abattoirs, 93.
Do.
in Country, 127.
Cement Tester :—Mr. Brown, Cockatoo Island, 382,
Cemetery:—Parramatta, site for, 192.
Census and Industrial
under, 543:
Centennial Park :—

Beturns

Entrance to, 76.
Wages of Workmen employed ou, 151,
Drinking Fountains for, 481.
St. James' Road, 536.
trustee* for, 696. '

Act :—Statistics
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Q
QUESTIONS (eonfijitnuJ)
Q.UESTIONS (continued) :—
Commission (coniimed);—
Chancery Square:—Accident throngli collapse of stair
On Callan Park Asylum, 331.
case in, 37S.
On Water Conservation, 464.
.Ciiafiian, John :—Imprisonmont of, E25.
Commission of the Peace :—Appointments to, 31.
‘
Charitable Institutioks :—
Commons
Inmates of, 187.
Towns unprovided with, 25.
Coloured Children in, 395.
Eugowra, 82.
Subsidy to, 286.
Goodooga, 134.
Introduction of Parents Act in, 452.
Orange, 136.
Chicaoo
Columbian Exhibition at, 51, 148, 261,273,
Braidwood, 306.
.
295, 300.
Mount M'Donald, 537.
.
CnjL'miEN:—Apprenticed by State Children’s Belief De
Wilberforce, 604.
partment, 301.
Companies:—And Building Societies, 233.
CnmESK :—
Compensation =—
Suppression of Gambling Houses, 23.
To H. J. "Ware, of Colinton, 434,
Gardens, Rusbeutter’s Bay, 136.
To John Munro, of Orange, 512.
Admitted without Payment of Poll-tax, 153,185,199.
202.
'
Conditional Leases :—
Applications for Renewals, 31.
Immigration of 173.
Payments for, 366.
lufiiix of, 228.
Conditional Purchases :—
■
Gambling, Boyal Commission on, 330, 434.
Roads through, 147.
Church ani> School Estatis
Appointment of Inspector of, at Molong, 152, 284.
Grants of portions of, 184,
Payment, of Instalments on, 179.
Held by Mr. J. Abbott, in Dungog District, 555.
Conference :—Intercolonial Postal, 231.
Chuuchivaed, Major :—Salary, Ax., 410.
Conley, Patrick
Estate of late, 485.
Circular Quay :—
Connolly, "Warden :—Decision given by, atCareoar,
Bemotal of Barriers at, 51.
284.
Iron railing round, 135.
Conservation of Water:—
City Council :—Loans to, 101.
Lake Urana, 159.
Civil Service
Lake Cudgollico, 160.
Boyal Commission of Inquiry into, 21, 35, 4-1, 49,105,
Department of, 195.
130, 160, 213, 220, 253, 349, 361, 300,
Consolidated Revenue :—Expenditure on Water Supply,
District Surveyor, Armidalc, 33, 82,105,128.
456.
Superannuation Fund, 44 (2), 542.
Contractors :—
Leave of absence to Clovcmmcnt Printer, 95.
For Public Works, 183.
Babbit Inspectors, 122.
Youchersi, 349.
Stores Department, 135.
Amount paid to Railway, 519.
Mr. G-eorge Lewis, Local Government Branch, 206.
For Supplies for Military Encampment, 514.
Salaries of, 261.
Contracts :—
.
Bemovnl of Mr. Thomas Midcllou from, 317.
For Defence Department, 141.
Appointments in Justice Department, 348.
Government, subletting of, 160, 192,196.
Mr. Edward J. Ellis, Chief Clerk in Eitberics Depart
Military, 137.
ment, 372.
Let to Messrs. Angus and Moonie, 318.
Pensions and Gratuities, 381.
For Public Works defrayed from Loan Funds, 338, 485.
Beport of Commission on Department of Justice, .390.
Government., 344., 348, 360.
Mr. W. W. Eraser, P.M., Invcrel!, 403.
Advances on Government, 447.
Inspectors of Hgrieultuiv, 40-1.
Bridge, 471, 490.
Appointment of Mr. Tulioh, 404.
Immigration, 479.
Relatives of Collector of Customs in, 59G.
For Railway Works, Zig Zag, 545.
Civil Service .Act :—
Fur Black Labour, 586, 595.
Amendment of, 76.
Coogee Bay:—Bead, 22, 130, 219, 498.
Benefit of, to Teachers, 142.
Cook, J. H.: —Case of, 240.
Retirements under, 388.
Cookery —Instruction of in Public Schools, 367.
Clarence River:—
Cook’s River:—
Harbour Improvements, 349.
Tramline from St. Peter’s to, 187.
Punt for, Yulgilbar, 382.
Tram siding, 421.
Clayton, Edward :—Case of, 52.
COOLADAH :—
Cleveland Strekt :—Tramline, 72.
School-house, 121.
Close :—Of Session, 543.
Gravel contracts at, 522.
Coal :—
Cooma :—
Bates on Illawarra Eailway, 274, 307.
Railway to tho Sea, 22.
Companies, Kortbern District, 366, 494.
Travelling Expenses of Warden at, 531.
Coal Mines Regulation Act :—Breach of, ICC.
Travelling Expenses of Chairman of Land Board, 531.
Coastal Rivers
Pilots at, 439.
Cootamundra (See "Railways”).
Coear :—
Coronallo Holding:—Purchased Lands held by Henry
Railway extension lo Broken Hill, 52, 597
Ricketson on, 337.
Railway from STyngan, 134.
Coroners :—
Bead to Wilcannia, 521.
Election of, 161.
Cockatoo Island
Appointment of Magistrates as, 520.
Workshops, 82.
Correspondence Clerks
General Post Office, 178.
Sntherlaud Dock at, 348.
Country Districts :—
Mr. Brown, Cement Tester a!., 382.
Holidays in, 83, 94,124..
Collin Moth:—Introduction of, 273.
Expenditure on Boads, 429.
Cohen, Mr. V.:—Leave of absence to, 1S3.
Country Towns :—Five Brigades Board?, 205.
Colonial Marrlr :—Dae of, 105,121,
Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act
Works
Colonial Secretary:—
carried out under, 239.
Proposed visit of, to England, 450, 461, 465, 472, 477,
Court House :—
498, 503, 509.
Redfern, 34., 93.
Doorkeepers at Office, 542,
Bourke, 122, 396, 521.
_ Coloured Children:—In charitable institutions, 305.
Milton, 205, 285.
ColouukdLabour :—P'or sugar industry in Queensland,456,
Liverpool, 267, 464.
Columbian:—Exhibition at Chicago, 51,148,261, 273.
Acliminaby, 435.
,
295, SOO.
Micalago, 435.
Commission :—
Pnrramattn, 469, 596.
On City Railway, 67, 220, 330, 400, 526.
Glebe, 485.
On Strikes, 75.
Court or Petty Sessions: —
On Theatres, 83.
Swansea, 142.
On Fisheries, 189, 200.
Granville and Hunter's Hill, 389.
Chicago Exhibition, 201.
Court of Quarter Sessions :—Brewarrina, 520,
On Chinese Gambling, 330, 484.
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QUESTIONS (continued) ;—
QUESTIONS (continued) :—
Co.WMK, Mb. Shekief:—Diimci-s given by, at DarlingDaihy Peoptjce :—Cost of Agricultnrol anti, by Eailway,
liurst. 4o6.
375.
"
Ceane, Chakles Dismissal of, us caretaker, Darvton
Daihv, Travelling
Cost of, &c., 23,434.
Bridge, 3S3.
Daekie Cheek
(See " Roads ”).
Ceanes. Steam :—Eor Eicbmond Eiver, 430,
Dahlky, Me. C
-Appointment of, as President, Water
Creek, Me. Joseph :—Ajjpoiniment of, to Labour
and Sewerage Board, 535.
Darling Harbour :—
Bureau, 441.
Cricket Oround :— '
■
Railway Employees, 213.
lUishoutler’s Buy, 76.
'
Hydraulic Cranes at, 277.
Batlmrat, Trustees of, 372.
Private Wharves at, 278.
Criminals :—
Electric Light, for, 491.
Entry of, and Lunatics into l.he Colony, 470. -*
Dakunghuiist Gaol :—
Rewards for apprehension of, 543.
Prisoners in, 76, 107, 209.
'
Cromik, Sergeant:—Alleged misconduct of, 270.
Warders in, 223.
Crown Lands :—
Daeuko Island:—
Applicants for Conditionu] Leases, 31.
Use of, 69.
Grant to Australian Agricultural Company, 50, 89,
Wages of Workmen, 116.
371Darling River Locking of, 521.
'
Berry Estate, Shoalhavon River, 32, 51, 526 (2).
Dawes, A.:—Attendant at. Callan Park Asylum, 4-39.
Occupation"License, Edgerton Run, 34. ’
Debentures Sale of, in London, 121.
*
Do
do
Eraser’s Oreck Run, 34.
Deist :—National, £54.
Land, County of Urana, Parish of Bundurc, 65.
Deefwatkr :—Road to Emmaville, 451.
Land on Boree Creek, 94 .
Defences :—
Special areas, 123, 187, 2S4, 295, 5Q1.
Contracts for, 141.
Scicetions on Wingen Population Reserve, 127.
Fortifications at Bai-o Island, 2.1,
Town Allotments at Bunyan and Adaminaby, 151.
Gnus at Steel Point Battery, 58, 72, 81, 96, 107, 120,
Appointment of Inspector of Conditional Purchases at
101,
‘
Molong, 152.
Military Works Department, 123,133.
Roads through Conditional Purchases, 147.
Force, 272.
Payment of Instalments on Conditional Purchases, 179.
Hydro-pneumatic Gun at Wollongong. 317, 545.
Parishes of North Coiah, South Colah, Nelson, and
Olliccrs of Defence Forces sent to England for Instruc
Berowra, 206.
tion, 376.
Claim of Isaac Barclay, 209.
Dknilhiuin :—
Arm of Timber or Eoresl Land in tbe Colony, 214.
Police Court, 129.
Bm-rawang Pastoral Holding, 232, 306, 625.
Gaul, Mr. Ellory, 372.
Survey foes, 238, £61.
Depositions :—Inspection of, in Criminal Cases, 224.
Accumulation of Large Estates, 233.
Deserters :—From Her Majesty’s Ships, 214,227.
Revenue derived from, 254.
Dk W.ot.5ki, Lieutenant-Coi.onel :—Duties of, 361,395.
]n tlie Murray and Murrumbidgee Districts, 262.
Diamond Drills :—Ofilcer-in-eharge of, 391.
Ringbarking of, 318.
Dinns, Mr, G. R.:—Proposed visit to England, 456, 461,
Wooroowoolgen Run, 326.
465, 472, 477, 498, 503, 509.
Exchange of, in Eastern Division, 361, 381.
Dick, Me, :—Oyster Leases at Port Macquarie, 237,
Unsurveyed Selections, 361.
Dinners :—Given by Mr. Sheriff Cowpcr, 4.56.
Payments for Conditional Leases, 36fi.
Diseased Meat :—Sale of, 127.
Pre-lease in Parish of Booroomba, 401.
Distress and Replevin :—Repeal of Act, 3S2.
Conditional Purchases, Leases, Ac., 424.
District Surveyor :—Appointment of. at Armidalc, 33,
Tillage at Bellinger Heads, 433.
82.
' .
Application of J. B. Smith for conditional purchase at
Docker, Judge :—Conduct of, 5S.
South Juuee, 439.
Dockmaster :—Appointment of Mr. J. Pratt, 81.
Special Leases. Jervis Bay, 396, 446.
Dogs :—Registration of, 129.
Conditional Improvement Purchase, Banangalite, 47G.
Domain, Government :—Traffic in, 279.
■ Bullanamang Run, Appraisement of, 430. '
‘
Doorkeepers :—At Colonial Secretary’s Office, 542.
Appointment of Mr. C. R. Gordon as Observing
Double Bay :— _
Surveyor. 486.
.
Reserve at, 50.
Eorfeiture of Pastoral Leases and Occupation Licenses,
Breakneck Road, 130.
.
493.
Drainage :—
Rents fixed by Local Laud Boards in Hay and other back
Carrying out of, at Bungcndore, 106,
districts, 502.
Promotion of, 192.
Conditional Purchases, Parish Cumhorah, Wulgctt
At Warerley, 455.
District, 608.
Of Government Institutions at Parramatta, 4-70 f1).
Pastoral, Occupation, and Homestead Leases, in Western
Dhedgk :—
Division, 521.
Importation of, 87.
Rents of Homestead Leases, Bourke Electorate, 522.
Service, 107, 130.
Open to Conditional Purchase in Central Division, 535.
''Newcastle,” 23.
Scmb Eund under Act, 597.
.
Lake Macquarie, 220.
Near Eandwick Race-course, 604,
Bullock Island, 320.
CROWS’ Nest :—Grant at North Shore, 102.
Dredging
Oeozer, Me. :—Inspector of Paint-work; Railway Depart
Of Twefd River, 469.
ment, 329,
Of Parramatta River, 501.
Citpal
'
Drinking Fountains
Centennial Park, 481.
Road to Davy’s Plains, 94.
Dcuno:—
Town Hall, 556.
Trustees for Show-ground, 201.
Cclcairn (See “Railwavs”).
Lands Office, 336.
Culgoa River :—Bridge over, 143.
Duhal (Seo “ Railways”).
Cunvngiiame, Mbs. :—Late Superintendent of tho HacDurham Colliery :—Men employed at, 181.
■ quarie-street Asylum, Parramatta. 262.
Duty
Curator :—Of Intestate Estates, 4S5.
On Carriage and Buggy material, 470.
“ Currajong ” :—Loading of Steam Collier, on Sunday,
On Soda Crystals, 490.
502.
'
On Tea, 490, 498, 501. Customs •
On Raw Material aud Live Stock, 536.
New Duties, 366. 490 (2), 498, 501.
Sunlight Soap Company, 391.
Eastern Division :—Exchange of Crown Lands in, 361,
Now Duties on Wheat and Elour, 424.
381.
'
Examination of ladies’ luggage, 430.
Eastern Suburbs :—Railway, 207, 526.
Duty on Carriage and Buggy material, 470,
Eddy, Mr. E. M. G.:—Leave of absence to, 52 (2), 72,
Duty on Raw Material and Live Stock, 536.
no.
Checking value and weight of goods at Sydney, 469.
Eden, Lieutanent-Colonel :—Rifle Clubs under, 447.
Relatives of Collector or, in Service. 596,
Edgerton Run.—Occupation License, 34.
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Q
QUESI'TOXS (conlimed):—
QUESTIONS (conlintiefl) :—
Education ;—
Enmoee :—Post and Telegraph Offices, 24, 525.
Public School, Waverley, 22 (2).
Equity Suits :—Stephen v. Erwin—Humpbery v. Erwin,
Public School Buildings, Glen Innes, 25.
585.
.
Public School, Like Albert, 169.
EsFCiSA VK :—Iron Manufactured at, 231.
Public School, Huntingdon, Hostings Kiver, 404.
Estates ;—
■
Public School, Cleveliuid-strect, 330.
Grants of portion of Church and School, 184.
School Buildings nt Jlounfc View, 25.
Accumulation of large, 238.
School Buildings at Coolaman, &c., 2S3.
Sequestration of, 512.
School Buildings, &e., Wollombi Elcetomtc, 360.
Estimates :—Military, 274, 410.
School History of Australasia, 59,
Eugowea:—Common, 82.
Coolnbuh School-house, 121,
European Mahs
Delivery of, 184.
Site for Public School nt Woodall, Euroka, Macleay
Evelwgii :—
Hirer, 227.
’
J
Duplication of Railway from REdfern, 274.
Sites for School Buildings in the Canterbury Electorate,
Railway Retaining-Wall, 33.
33G.
Exhibition :—
Site for School, Pyrmont Bridge Rond, 571.
Tasmania, Representative at, 35, 215, 272.
Schools of Arts subsidised by the Gorermnent, 39S.
Columbian at Chicago, 51, 148, 2G1, 273, 295, 300.
State Schools, 277.
Representation at London, 402.
High Schools, 199.
Expenditure :—On Public Parks and Recreation Re
Training-ship “Sobraon,” 141, 2S8.
serves, 475.
Training Shijis “Vernon,” und “ Sobraon," 537.
Experimental Farms :—At North Wagga Waitga, 295.
Technical College, 65, 424.
Experiments:—For producing Rain, 128, 273, 474.
Girls’ High School, Bathurst, 71.
Explosion :—Torpedo, at Middle Head, 51.
Technical College Classes, 428, 507, 541.
Factories and Workshops Bill :—Introduction of, 299,
Clussifieation of Country Schools, 493.
'
440.
Women’s College, 622.
‘
Federal Convention :—History of, 71.
Land for School at South Wagga Wagga. 47S.
Federation :—Of the Colonics, 465.
Land resumed for Sehool Purposes, 30Ct
Female Teachers:—Salaries of, dec., 418, 455.
Leichhardt School Grounds, 67, 189.
Fencing :—Rabbit-proof, 283, 401, 434.
Holidays in Country Districts, S3, 94, 124.
Ferries :—
Holidays in Public Schools, 3G7.
■ Tolls on, 290, 409, 579.
Inspectors, 94.
Hinton, 124.
National Scholarships, 195.
Grafton, 455.
Teachers under Civil Scrvico Act, 142.
FeTTLEBS :—
Mr. Angus Mnckny, 173,
Holiday for, 174-, 214.
Case of .J. II. Cook, 240.
On Camden Tramway, 366.
Instruction of Cookery in Public Schools, 307.
*
Field of Mars:—
Salaries of Public School Teachers, 337.
Railway throngli Common, 376 f*), 3S8.
Teaching of Shorthand in Public Schools, 391.
Roods and Bridges, Ac., 377.
Salaries of Ecmule Teachers, 418.
Settlers ou Common, 389.
Sitling accommo’dation for Female Teachers, 455.
Area of Common sold, 390.
Tender for Sehool Books, 512.
Tramway to, 440, 4!1,
Begnlatious as to School Teachers hohlim* other posi
Conditions of sale of Common, 446.
tions, 307.
Filters, Patent Tap :—Purchase of, 4t7. 449.
'
Scholars in Public Schools in Canterbury Electorate, 343,
Finance :—
’
Workshops, Cookery Classes, Garden Work, &c., estab
Money borrowed by Government, 57, 67, 75, 9G.
lished iu Schools, 215.
Public Loans, 89 (®), 95.
^ Church and School Estates, 184.
Bill dealing with Institutions, 52, 115, 543.
‘ TJm’vcrsify Esuminutioris, 2SG, 08G.
Report of Hoard of Audit, 106. “Ecmont —Loading of Steam Collier on Sunday, 503.
Sale of Debentures in London, 121.
■
EiGHT-noun Day:—
Tenders for late Loan, 179, 180.
*
Holiday for Felders on, 174, 214'.
loans and Treasury Bills, 207,486.
Do
Railway men on, 177.
Military Fstimntes, 274.
Special Trains on, 18S.
Credit of Public Accounts, 286, 290.
Election Petition :—Illawarro, 214,239.
Government Loans to City Council, 191.
Epectoiial :—
Unexpended Votes for Roads aud Bridges, 209.
Forty pounds deposit, 87, 142.
Financial Troubles in New South Wales, 210.
Mr. Gale, Returning Officer, Queanbcyan, 201.
Financial Statement, 231.
Case of Uubb r. Simpson, 201.
"
Revenue and Expenditure for 1891, 396.
Candidature of Mr. Mackay for Parliament, 173.
Conversion of Stock, 480.
Returning Officer and Deputy Returning Officer at
Money held by Associated Banks, 522.
Bulli, 214, 239.
Financial Institutions :—Bill to deal with, 391.
Electokal Bill:—Election of New Parliament under,
Financial Statement :—Speeches on, printedut Govern
481.
ment Print ing Office, 335.
Electricity :—Professor of, 305.
Fire and Life Insurance Companies :—Inquiry into,
Electric Light :—Darling Harbour andPvrmont Bridge,
209.
'
491.
'
Fibkaems :—Use of by Children, 391.
Electric Tram :—Between Randwiek and Waverley,
Fire Brigades Act ;—Amendment of, 152.
219, 359, 53G.
Finn Beigades Boards :—Contributiona to, in Country
“ Ellen,” Bauciuf. "Wreck of, 35,479.
Towns, 205, 306.
Ellis, Me. Edwakd J.:—Chief Clerk, Fisheries Depart
Fish burn and Co.’s Contracts (See “ Railways "J.
ment, 372.
Fisheries:—
“
Ellohy, Mb.
Deniliquin Gaol, 372.
Introduction of Murray Cod, 93.
Emtlotees
Grievances of Fisherman, 95.
'
Privileges of Railway, 179,188, 231.
Introduction of Bill dealing with, 142.
Discharge of Tramway, 19(>.
Commission on, 189, 200.
In Railway Department, 473, 491, 492, 502.
Fisheries Department :—Mr. Edward J. Ellis, Chief
In Government Service, 490.
Clerk in, 372.
Overtime to Railway, 503.
Fitzgerald, Mr, r—Department of Agriculture, 491, 501.
Encampment ;—
Fivn Dock Bay;—Water Frontages, 121.
Military, at Campbelltown, 433.
Five Dock Tramway Cost of, 336.
Dispensing with Easter, 477, 543, 545, 554, 555, 578.
Floggings:—Iu Gaols, 377, 429.
Supplies tor, 514.
Floods ;—
Endowments
To University, 359.
Richmond River, 24.
Engine-drivers:—Transfer of, 503.
Mnmunbidgco River, 555.
England :—Proposed visit of Colonial Secretary to, 456,
Hunter River, 556, 579.
'
4G1, 465, 472, 477, 493, 503, 509.
Food and Liquor;—Bill dealing with adulteration of, 34,
Engonia Bridge at, 134.
435.
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QUESTIONS (continued) .—
Goods :—
Sold in streeis of Sydney, 129.
'
Manufactured in Gaols, 133, 169, 179.
Cliccking of, at Sydney Cusfoms Office, 469.
Manufactured in Colony, 519.
Gordon, Mr. C. R.:—Appointment of, as Observing Sur
veyor, 486.
Qosford:—Stale Nursery at, 47G.
Goulburn :—
Forests :—
*
Local Land Board, 227.
Officers of Department of, IGfi.
Sewerage Scheme, 484.
Government Advertisements :—Iu suburban aud coun
Supply of Shrubs lo public free of cost, 344.
Fortifications :—Baro Island, 21.
try newspapers, 337.
Forty Pounds Deposit
Under Electoral Act, 142,
Government Buildings :—Rookwood, 267, 272.
Franking :—Public Documents, S2.
Government Contracts :—
Phaser, Mr. W. W. i—Warden aud Police Magistral c,
Sub-letting of, ICO, 196.
Inyercil, 403.
Liabilities on, 192, 344, 348, 360.
Phaser’s Creek Kcn ^Occupation License, 34.
Advances on, 447.
■
Free Grants op Land :—Issue of, 337.
’ Government Domain :—Traffic in, 279.
Free Labourers :—
Government Geologist:—Appointment of, 174.
Sleeping Accommodation for, 25.
Govkknment Printer :—Leave of Absence to, 95.
.
Trains for, to Bourke, 95.
Government Printing Office :—
FrRK PASSES:—
*
Printing of Bills at, 22.
To Members of Parliament, 6G, 75, 274, 294, 337.
Principal Messenger at, 183.
To Public Officers, 71, 274.
ICmployment of Mr. Abraham Haynes, 556.
Issued by L&bour Bureau, 642.
Government Service:—
Fresheord :—Bridge over Murrumbidgee, 103.
Messengers and Waiters employed in, 199.
Friendly Societies :—
Number of persons employed in, 490.
Bill to amend Aet, 26,
Government Steamboat :~Building of, 121.
Statist or Auditor, 133.
Grafton
Registration Fees of, 489.
Gate at wharf, 189.
Fruit :—Insect Pest in, 451.
Ferryman at, 453.
'■
Gale, Mr :—Returning Officer, Q ueanbeynn, 201.
Git UN :—Imported into tho Colony, 237, 263.
GaaidlinO : - Suppression of, Houses, 23, 130.
'
Grants
Gaols :—
To Municipalities, 191.
Glen Innes, 129.
Antartie Rxplorafcion, 471.
Goods manufactured in, 133,169,179.
Grafes:—Exportation of, to Yicforia, 413.
Warders in Country, 178.
Grave-diggers :—Wages oi, 67, 511, 585, 595.
Prosecution of a certain prisoner now in Darlinghurst, 209.
Gravel Contracts:—Coolabah, 522.
Warders in Darlinghurst, 223.
Green’s Creek:—Bridge over, 189.
Warders, 279.
'
Gregea (See “Railways”).
Deniliquin, Mr. Ellory, 372.
Guards :—Railway Service, 66.
Bathurst, Flogging of youth in, 377.
Gundaroo :—'Population Area, 94, 262.
■
‘
Escape of prisoner from Molong, 391. GG9
Gunning, Mr. G. A.:—Trustee of Common, Mount
Warders Darby and Kelly, Darlinghurst, 418, 464.
M’Donald. 587. .
Floggings in, 429.
Guns at Steel Point Battery:—Condition of, 58, 72,
Garden Palace Grounds :—Use of, 200, 20C.
81, 96,107, 120,101.
Gardeners :—Employed in Botanical Gardens, 534.
Guyra :—Goods Traffic, 588. *
Gas-meters :—Inspection of, 409.
Ham Common Agricultural College, 367, 419, 424, 428,
Gas-works :—Tenders for at EYcIeigh, 261.
503, 511 (!).
General Post Office :—Land resumed opposite, 232,.
Hansard Staff:—Appointment to, 166.
Geological Surveyor :—Office of, 294.
Harbour Trusts :—Si dney and Newcastle Ports, 199,
Geologist Appointment of Government, 174.
278.
’
GeOBOK’s RIYER :—
.
,
Hare Pest :—
Bridge over at Liverpool, 274, 388.
In Molong District, SC, 435.
Net Fishing in, or Botany Bav, 274.
In Argyle Kleetorntr, 42S.
George-sirre!:—Markets, 32| 85,403, 424, 418, 465.
Harrison, Mr. W. R. :—Manager of Brewarrina Abori
Gerbingong Pay to Cavalry, 586. '
ginal Mission, 544.
Giles, Mr. :—Stipendiary Magistrate,-470.
Harwood
Road to Chatsworth, 553.
Girls High School
Bathurst, 71.
•
Haivekus :—
Gladesvilie Asylum
Overtime at, 5G9.
Indians, licensed ns, 37, 447.
Glebe :—
Afghan and other Foreign, 543.
Civil and Criminal Cases from, 105, 136.
.
Hawkhsbury :—
Court House at, 485.
Railway Bridge, 33.
Glebe Island :—
'
Survey of, 185, 278.
.
Office of Inspector of Meat at, Island, 23,58.
Agricultural College, 367, 419, 424, 428,503, 511(2).'
Bridge, 88.
Haynes, Mr. Abraham:—Employed in Government
Removal of Abattoirs from, 173, 239.
"
Printing Office, 550.
Removal of Machinery from, 196.
Haynes, Mr. John, M.P. :—Telegram alleged to have
Assistant Slaughter House Inspector at, 343.
been sent by. 571.
Glen Inner :—
Health Bill —Introduction of, 24,135.’
Public Sehool Buildings, 25.
High Schools:—At Sydney, Bathurst, Goulburn, and
Gaol, 129.
Maitland, 199.
Goods Traffic, 588.
Hillston Licensing District Wooden Public-houses
Goff's Harbour Telegraph Office, 136.
in, 318.
Gold :—
Exported, 96.
Hinton:—Ferry, 124.
Platinum and, in Town of Q.ticftnbcyan, 195.
History:— "
Reward for Discovery of, at Peak ilill, 141.
Of Federal Convention, 71.
Revenue, Peak Hill, 148.
Of New South Wales from the Records, 476.
Unclaimed, deposited in the Mint, 331.
Holidays :—
Leases on new fields, 410.
In Country Districts, 83, 91,124.
Lease held by J. Ackerman, Hill End, 571.
To the Police Force, 128, 306, 428, 588.
Goxgolgon :—Post and Telegraph Office, 134,
In Public Schools, 367.
.
Goodooga:—
Under Bank Holiday’s Act, 435.
WaterSuppIy, 134.
Homebush :—Reclamation Works at, 480,
■
Common, 134.
Horses:—Quarantined in connection with Messrs. Sells’
Post and Telegraph Oflice, 134.
Brothers Circus, 2/8.

QUESTIONS (continued)
Forbes :—
OonTeyance of Mails, 423.
Kcsorves in Distriot, 429.
Bridge near, 578.
Forest Loikie:—Sowers at, 571.
.
Forestry :—
Introduction of Bill, 87.
Museum, 112.
Area of Timber or Forest Land in tbe Colony, 214.
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QUESTIONS (continued) :—
Hospitals

QUICSTIOKS (conl/tiued) : —

-

Labour Bureau:—■

Sydney, 85, 263, 343.
Eor Insane, Parrumntta, 171.
Nurses, ISO.
Por Insane, Goulburn, 320.
Putienls almitled lo, under Pauper Yole, 415.
Uee uf Anscst.lictics in Metropolitan, 431.
Howe, James Peieb
Prisoner in Gaol, 403,
Hujifiiehy c, Ekwis :—Equity suit, 583.
Hunter:-

Deputation in reference to, 25.
Establishment of State, 57, 116, 224, 273.
Persons appointed lo, 447, 470, 508, 523. '
Mr. Bloxham, Secretary to, 492,
'
Establishment of Agencies, 499.
'Free Passes issued by, 542.
Labouring Classes :—Imported from other Colonies, 72.
Labour Market:—Public Works to relieve surplus
Labour, 34.

"

.Bridge over, al Morpeth, 196.
Ploods in Hirer, 550. 579.
Hirer Oyster-beds, 587.
ITustisqdos
Public Sehool, 104.
Hydraulic Cranes :—At Barling Harbour, 277.

Lachlan River —

Weirs on, near Porbes and Jemalong, 205, 2C1.
Establishment of Irrigation Colonies on, 205.
Bridge'over, 401.
Weir on, at Willandra Creek, 507.
Ladies’ Luggage
Examination of, at border towns,
430.
Lake Albert
Public School at, 159.

Hydro-pneumatic Gun .—At Wollongong, 317, 543.
Ick-creaus :—Sale of in the Streets of Sydney, 330,
Illawarra Railway
Coni Bates on, 274, 307.
Ihiiiobatjon :—

Lake Cudgellico :—Conservation of Water ut, 160, 261.
Lake Macquarie :—Dredge at, 220.
Lake Urana:—Conservation of Water nt, 159, 272, 290.

Of Chinese, 173.
Of Afghans, Ac., 4 4?.
Contracts, 479.
Income Tax :—Introduction of Bill, 371.
Indian Hawkers

Land : —

Parish of Urana, eounly of Bundure, 65.
Valuer, Appointment of, 143.
Mortgages on, 202.
Resumed opposite General Post Office. 232.
Resumed for School purposes, 300.
Resumption of, in vicinity of Johnston’s Creek, Annan
dale, 223, 239.

Licenses to, 31, 447.

Industry :—Minister of, 502.
Infanthy :—

Number serving in Reserves, 375.
Partially-paid, 47n.
Infants
In Bondi Sower, 578, 588.
Inferior Races :—Immigration of, 448.
Infirmary : —Sydney, 203.
Influenza Epidemic :—

Issue of Free Grants of, 337.

Report of Board of Health ou, 283, 37G, 403.
In shearing sheds at Molong, 330.
Reward for host Essay on, 335.
Return in reference to, 446.
Insect Pest:—Bill fo deal with, 451.
Insolvency:—Of Magistrates, 577.
Inspector of Conditional Purchases :—Appointment

of, at Molong, 152, 284.
Inspector of Meat : —At Glebe Island, 23, 58, 343.
Inspector of Scaffolding:—Appomtmentof,329{sJ,330,
542.

Cost of working, 434.

Lands Office;—

Inquiry into Eire and Life, 209.

"

Iron : —

'

Officers in, 520.

Intestate Estates :—Curator of, 433.

'

Cost of Xew, 90, 131.
Armidalc, 105, 128.
Dubbo, 336.
Lands, Parish

Deposits of Ore in tho Colony, IIP.
Purchase of Old, from Military Department, 128.
Railing round Circular Quay, 135.
Manufactured at Kskbtink, 231.

of

Karratoot.a, County Townsend:—

Surveyed for Improvement Purchases, 34.
Lank Cove. :—

Iruioation :—

Intentions of Government in regard to, 130.
Works on State lauds, 147.
Establishment of Colonies on the Lachlan River, 203,
Settlement on Colonies, 4S0.
Itinerating Lecturers :—On Mineralogy and the work
ing of Mines, 325,
Iverson :—Dismissal of from Railway Service, 1.15.
Jamieson, Rodger Henry :—Imprisonment- of, 115,
223.
Jervis Bay :—

Railway to Moruyn, 201.
Railway from Iviiuna, 238.
Special lenses near, 390, 446.
Jindabyne (See “Telegraphic”).

Road, 85.
River, Bridge, 440.
Lapstone Tunnel:—Construction of, 331.
Lavatories :—For Second-class Railway Carriages, 94,
142, 429.
Law Reform:—Resolutions in reference to, passed in
1890, 23.
Lead :—Effect of, on Miners, 166, 274.
Lease :—Seven-mile Beach Reserve, 31.
Lecturers of Agriculture :—Employment, of, 553.
Legal Work:—Of Railway Commissioners, 275, 460,
570.
•
.
Legislative Council:—Appointments to, 597.
Leichhardt :—

Postmistress at, 33.
School Grounds, 67, 189.

Jingellic:—Bridge nt, 180.
‘
Johnston’s Creek :—Annandale, resumption of land in
vicinity of, 223, 239.
Journeymen Painters :—Wages of, 124.
Junee :—Water Supply, 82,555.
Jurymen :—Pees to workmen as, 452.
Justice Department:—Report of Civil Service Cora-

mission, 105, 130, 390.
Justice, Minister or
Appointments by late, 348.
Justices of tub Peace:—

‘

Acting on Pastoralists’ Associations, 59, 72, 122.
Por Captain’s Plat, 123.
'
Juvenile Opfbnders ;—In Darlinghurst, 107.
Kenmore
Model Farm, 135, 326, 401.
Kiama :—Road District, 263.

Lemon, Samuel and Mary :—Case of, 508.
Lenehan William :—Case of, 123.

Leprosy :—In the Colonies, 595.
Letters :—
'
Insufficient postage on, 149.
Leave of absence to Carriers of, 178. .
Lewis, Mr. George :—Local Government Branch, 206.
Library :—Municipal at Paddington, 456.
Licensing :—Hillston District, 31.8.
Life and Fire Insurance Companies:—Inquiry into, 209.
Lighthouse :—Smoky Capo, 26.
'
Liquor and Food:—Bill dealing with Adulteration of,

31, 435
Lismore-Tweed Railway:—Resumption of land for,
464.
List’s Automatic ;—Air-brake, 536.
•
.

King-street:—To Ocean-street Cable Tramwav, 388,

588.

Local, Goulburn, 2J7.
Rents fixed by, in Hay and other back Districts, 502,
Travelling Expenses of Chairman of Bourke, 515.
Travelling Expenses of Chairman of Cooma, 531.
Leave of absence to Mr. V. Cohen, IS3.

Of Agriculture, 404, 410 {2}, 428, 523.
Of Brickwork, North Shore Railway'Extension, 470.
Of Weights and Measures, 490.
513,515.

Land Boards :—

Lands Department : —

Inspectors:—

Insurance Companies

Corner of George and Druitt-sireet, 403. *
Resumption of, for Lismore lo Tweed Railway, 461.
Side of, in Mnitin-place, 477.
Valuator, at Bourke, 491.
Corner of Bent and Loftus street, 508.
Open to Conditional Purchase in Central Division, 535.
Granted for Church purposes near Bourke, 578.
'

‘

Little Redhead Lagoon :—Application to mine under.
607.
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QUESTIONS {conlimed)
Liverpool :—

Court-Eouse at, 2G7, 4fi4.
Bridge over George's Eiver at, 274.
Reduction of postage in district, 38!).
liitcnsioo of Marriekville to Burwood Road Railwnj to,
4G0.
Live Stock :^Duty on, 53G.

Loadino : —

Slcam Collier " CuiTajong " on Sunder, 502.
Steam Collier “ Egmont” on Sunday, 603.
Loan Funds :—
.

Contracts for Public Works defrayed from, 338, 4S3.
Expenditure on Water Supply from, 45f!.
Loans :—

■

Issue of Public, 89 (!), 95.
'lenders for late, 179, 180.
To City Council, 191.

Treasury Bills and, 207.
Local Land Board :—Goulburn, 227.

Locking :—
Barwon River, 141. .

Darling River, 521.
Lock-up :—Molong, 391, 569.

LoDorNG-HorsES:—Bill to deal vitb, 129.
London :—Representation at Mining Exhibition, 4D2.
Lore IIowe Island :—Visiting Magistrate, 116.
Luggage :—Examination of Ladies’, at Border Towns, 430.
Lunatics :—

Increase of, '147.
Entry of, and Criminals into the Colony, 470,
Luscojim:, Mr. R. C.;—Appointment of, as Inspector of
Scaffolding, 329(=), 330.
Macartney, Mr. :—Manager of Bank of Sydney, 129,
Machinery :—Removal of. from Glebe Island, 196.
Mackay, Mr. Angus:—Standing of, for Parliament-, 173.
Macklin, Me. H. B.Inspector of Agriculture, 410.
Maclean :—Hoad to Coruki, 653.
'
Magistrates :—

Additional Stipendiary, 485.
Court, Mount M'Donald, 515.
Appointment of as Coroners, iNyngan and Warren, 520.
Insolvency of, 577.
Mail Guards ;—Hours of Work by, 4-3,120.
Mails;—

-

’

Delivery of, in Country, 160.

Delivery of European, 184.
Service between Wagga Wagga and Tumberumba, 293.
Service between Row Hebrides and Hew Caledonia, via
Fiji, 4-S'O, 515.
■
Subsidising Sendee to Hew Hebrides, 490, 515.
Mail Train : - -Western, Accident to, 149.
Mail-vans :—Railway, 511.
Maize :—Bligbt in, 485.
Manly :—Pier, 484, 503, 615.
Manning, Mr. W. P.:—Identical with Mr. Maiming on
Chinese Commission, 485.
Mannix, Me.
Ticket Clerk, Mnrrurundi, 382.
Marble
-Use of Colonial, 105,121.

Marine Board:—Regulations, 151.
Markets :—George-strect, 32, So, 403, 424, 446, 465,
M'ahrickville To Burwood Road Railway

Tenders for, 456, 497.
Extension to Liverpool, 460.

-

Martin Place :—

Traffic in, 131.
Contracts for, 207.
Public School, 348.

M'Donald, Mr. District Surveyor :—At Armidalc, 33,

82.
M'Farland, Mr. District Court Judge:—Retirement

of, 273.

■

Military:-—

*

Naval Artillery Volunteer Corps, 49, 71, 105.
Torpedo explosion at Middle Head, 51, 366.
Tests of targets, 51, 88, 111, 123,14-2,160,214, 223,237,
252.
Fines in Naval Brigade, 107.
Military Works Department, 123,133,137,151,277,289,
543, 554..
Purchase of old iron from Department, 128.
Contracts, 137.
Appointment of Director of Work?, 165.
Alterations to Victoria Barracks, 160.
Rifle Association Matches, Randwiek, 228.
Imperial Officers serving in the Colony, 233.
Ride Reserve Companies, 253.
Cost, of Medical Corps of Permanent Artillery, 272,
Defence Force, 272.
'
Pardully Paid Infantry, 272, 476.
Cadet Encampment, 273.
E>tiina!cs, 274, 410.
Volunteer Land Orders, 284.
Colonel Boddam, 289.
Froe Pusses issued to Officers of Defence Force, 294,382.
Captain M'Seill, Instructor to the New South Watee
Cavalry Forces, 305.
Hydro-pneumatic Gun at Wollongong, 317, 545.
’
Mounted Infantry or Cavalry Tournament to be held in
England, 329.
'
Permanent Field Battery of Artillery. 361, 382.
Lieutenant-Colonel Do Wolski, 301, 395.
Permanent Artillery Force—Reserve Infantry Com
panies, 375.
Officers of the Defence Forces sent to England for
Instruction, 376.
Forces of the Colony, 381.
Allowances to Members of Force, 381.
Southern Rifle Association, 396.
Permanent and Military Forces, 403.
Officer Commanding Military Instructors, 410.
Encampment at Campbelltown, 433.
Rifle Clubs under Lieutenant-Colonel Eden, 41-7C'adets under Lieutenant-Colonel Paul, 417.
Bread supplied to Encampments, 472.
Abolition of Easter Encampment, 477, 643, 545, 554,
555, 578.
.
Captain Boam, leave of absence to, 4S0, 491,
Supplies to Encampment, 544.
Pay to Volunteers at Molong, 554, 596.
Revenue on Railways from linoampment, 5SG.
Pay to Gerringong and Albion Park Cavalry, 5S6.
Reduction of Vote, 596.
Milk :—Price of, 227.
Miller, Mary

Case of, 180,191.

Miller's Point:—Post Office, 135.
Milson’s Point :—Railway, 75, 228, 570.
'
Mit.ton :—
Tenders for Court-house at, 205, 285.
Road from Nowra, 64-S.
Mineral Leases :—Newcastle Water Reserve, 120,184 (3),
189.
Miners :—Effect of Lead on, 166.
Mining :— •

Sale of land in, 477.

Marulan

QUESTIONS (continued)
Mtcai.ago :—Court House and Police Barracks, 435.
Middle Head :—Torpedo explosion at, 51, 366.
Midelton, Mr. Thomas :—Removal of from Public
Service, 317.
.

'

-

M'Qreoor, William :—Accident to, tlirough collapse of

staircase in Chancery Square, 378.
MTyor, Matthew:—Claim of, to a Tin-mine, 112.
M'Leod :—Case, Regina against, 128, 419.

M'Heill, Captain :—Instructor to the New South Wales

Cavalry Forces, 305.
Meat :—Sale of diseased, 127.
Medical Start Corps:—Permanent Artillery, 272.
Member or Queensland Parliament:—Application by,

to visit a prisoner, 388,
"Men of Mark”:—Work called, 169.
Mkranburn (See “Railways”).
Mekkwether, Mr, Francis L. S.:—Pension to, 397.
Messengers :—

Principal, Government Printing Oflicc, 183.
Waiters and, employed by Government, 199.

Report of Civil Service Inquiry Commission on Depart
ment, 21, 35, 44, 160.
Claim of Matthew M'lvor, 112.
Deposit-s of Iron Ore in the Colony, 119,
Mineral Leases, Newcastle Water Reserve, 120, 184 (*),
189.
_
Plan or record of abandoned Mines, 121.
Lenses hold by Broken Hill Proprietary Silver-mining
Company, 122.
Peak Hill,'141, 148,
Effect, of Lead on Miners, 166, 274,
Gold and Platinum in To.wn of Queanbcyan, 195.
On Private Property Bill, 128.
Number of Miners in New South Wales, 214.
Shcdloek process for treatment of refractory ores, 215.
Supervision of Minerals in the Tasmanian Exhibition,
215, 272.
Decision given by Warden Connolly at Carcoar, 284.
Survey of Leases at Boro, 306.
Itinerating Lecturers on Mineralogy and the workin g
of Mines, 325.
"
Leasing system, 410.
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QUESTIONS

{eoniitmed) —
Mining (contimied) :—

■

QUESTIONS (continued) ;—
'
■ Nimitydei.le:—Reereaiion Ground, 101.
Gold Lcasc At Swamp Onk, 423,
Nokongo (Soe “ Roads”).
Survey of Teueinwita, 39fi.
North Coast Railway
West Maitland to Tnroe, 274,
Jtisprosentation at London Extiibitton, 402.
403.
Standard Weight of Coal, 36G, 404'.
Northern Coasts
Wrecks on, £33.
Application to Mine under Little Bedhead Lagoon, 507.
Northern District
Coal Companies in, 3C6.
Troapeding Claims, Bourke Electorate, 022.
Northern Ports Tug Service at, 237, 272.
levies held by J. jlckerman, Hill End, 571.
Nowra :—
.
Leases at Yalwal, 600.
Extension of Railway into. 199.
Minister: —Of Industry, 503.
Road to Yalwal, 418.
Mint : —Unclaimed Gold deposited in, 331.
Rand to Milton, 546.
*
Modei, Farms
Noxious Animils
In the Oniony, 299.
In Riuhmond Electorate, 43.
Noxious Trades:—Sites f. p, 400,
Xorlh Coast JJistrict, 50.
Noxious Weeds:—Bill dealing with, 105,450 (5), 525,
Western Disl.net, 57, 360.
542.
Kenmore, 135, 326, 401.
Nuisance:—Parramatta River, 22.
Bathurst District, 152.
Nursery
State, sit Gosford, 476.
Wagga Wagga, 402.
Nurses
Hospital, 180.
Molong :—
Nyngan
Hare Best in District, SG, 433.
Rosid at, 57.
Railway to Partes, 06, 101, 232,
Railway to Cobar, 134.
Roads in District of, 361.
Appointment of Magistrates as Coroners for, and Warren,
■Escape of Prisoner from Lock-up, 391, 509.
520.
Water Supply, 403, 508.
Occupation License
Pay of Volunteers, 554, 596.
Edgerton Run, 34.
Money :—Borrowed by Government, 57. 67, 75, 96.
Fraser’s Creek Run, 34.
Money Order Opmoe:—Mr. "Wells, Clerk in, 472.
Oftices;—Site of, for Water and Sewerage Board, 152,
Moonie, Messrs. Angus and
Contracts lot to, 31S.
527.
MoiintTii:—Bridge over Hunter at, 196.
Old Bulga (See “Roads”).
Mortgages:—Ou Land, 202.
Oliver, Mr, :—Railway Commissioner, 227Moruya:—Railway from Jervis Bay', 201.
Orange
Moss Vale :— "
Town Common, 136.
School of Arts, 469.
.
Police Magistrate, 570.
Water Supply, 678.
Overtime :—
Mount M'Donald :—
Worked by Tramway Conductors, 4-75. ■
Magistrates’ Court, 515.
■
To Railway Employees, 508.
Police at, 542, 587 (4).
■ _ To Tramway Employees, 522.
Common, 587.
To Employees, Gallon Park and Gladesvilie, 569.
Mount View ;—School Buildings at, 25.
Oxford-street, Paddington
Wood-blocking of, 317,
Municipalities :—
.
4S5.
Grants to, 191.
Oyster Leasee :—
Repairs of Roads within, 195.
Mr, Dick’s at Port Macquarie, 337.
By-laws of the Borough of Bombala, 336.
Taken up and surrendered to 31st December, 1889, 348.
Library at Paddington, 45G.
Hunter Hirer, 587.
Munroe, John :—Compensation to, 512.
Paddington :—Police Court, 129.
Murder :—In Lower George-street, 413.
Painters, Journeymen :—Wages of, 124.
Murray Con
Introduction of, lo Rivers, 95.
Palmer, Mr. E. G. W.:—Secretary to Civil Service Board,
MunnuiniiDGEE Hiter:—
604 (*).
Bridge over, 1G5, 545, 555.
Parents Act :—Application to Charitable Institutions, 452.
Gauges for Floods on, 555.
Parses :—Railway from Molong, 232, 294, 307 ('■*).
Murrurundi :—Removal of Engine Sheds from, 508.
Parks :—
Museum :—
Ryduhnorc, 21.
Of Economic Forestry, 112.
Centennial, 76,151, 481, 530, GG6.
Technical, Ultimo, 336.
At Randwiek, 115,
.
Myeeb, Henry
Release of, 105.
Windsor, 123.
jfAHRANnEHA :—Bridge over Murrumbidgee at, 105, 545.
Watson’s But, 130.
•
“ Harrandeba Ensign ”Cost of Advertisement in, 320.
Victoria, 159j 201, 290.
Harean Biter :—Bridge over, 1.34.
Parramatta, 177.
National Art Gallery
Purchase of Pictures for, 320.
Johnston’s Creek, Anmmdnle, 223, 239.
National Bank
Establishment of, 451.
National, 343. 433.
National Debt :—Amount of, 254.
Vote for Public, 389.
National Park :—
Redfern, 389.
Secretary, 343.
Waverley, 460.
Area, Ac., 433.
Expenditure on Public and Reereaiion Reserves, 475.
Natal Artillery Volunteers
Partial payment
Management of City, 579.
system, 49, 71, 105.
"
Parliament :—
Natal Brigades :—Finos, 107.
Free Passes to Members, GG, 75.
Navigation Act :—Amendment of, 570.
New Houses of, 460.
'
Navy :—Imprisonment of Men belonging to Her Majesty's,
Proposed Short Session, 502.
New Room for Members, 553.
Necropolis
Workmen at, 67, 611, 585, 595.
Parliamentary:—Trams find Trains, 507.
Net-pibhing :—George's River or Botany Bay, 274.
Parliamentary Standing Committer on Public
Nf.tebtire (See “ Roads”).
Works :—Appointmej'* . 35, 645.
Newcastle :—
Parramatta
Mineral Leases on Water Reserve, 120, 184 (!), 189.
Nuisance in River, 22,
Harbour Trust for Port of, 199.
Cost of Sewer at, 24.
“ Newcastle " :—Dredge, 23.
Railway lo Dural, 25, 67, 501.
New Hebrides
Mail Service to, 490 (■), 515.
Cost of maintennnoo of part of Rond, 159.
New Meat Markets:—Removal of Machinery lo, 196.
Hospital for Insane at, 174'.
New Parliament Houses
Construction of, 460.
Park at, 177.
New South Wales—History of, from Records, 476.
Sewage of Government Establishments at, 177.
Newspapers :—
Mr, Byrnes, J.P., Licensing Magistrate at, 178.
Free Carriage by Rail, 67.
"
Cemetery at, 192.
Transmission of objectionable, 429.
Filling up of River, 192.
Postage on, 577.
Sewerage Works at, 196.
Newtown :—
Lennox Bridge, 195, 536.
Post and Telegraph Offices, 24, 520, 525.
Now Court-house, 4G9, 696.
Railway Bridge at, 178, 188,192, 424, 44G.
Drainage of Government Institutions, 470 s)
Nkw Zealand:—Duty on Bacon from, 187.
Dredging of River, 501.
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QUESTIONS (continued) r—
QUESTIONS (continued):—
Pasramatta-btreet :—BcMocliing of, 121.
Postal (continued) •.—
Partiallt-paid Infantht :—Stoppage of Pa.y to, 272,47G.
Fronting Public Documents, 82, ^
Pasteur’s Vaccine
Conditions of Issue, C7, 299.
Kotos on Letters and Telegrams, 83.
Pillars, 131.
_
Pastoealibts i—Dispute mth Slienrers, 130.
Entering of Colonies to Postal Union, 148.
Pastoral Leases : —
Insufficient Postage on Letters, 149.
■
Forfeiture of, oud Occupation Licenses, 49S,
Delivery of Mails in Country, 166.
Occupation, Homestead, and, in Western Division, 321.
Leave of Absence to Letter-carriers, 178.
Patents
Correspondence Clerks, Post Offiee, 178.
Act, Amendment of, 21,409, 521.
Delivery of European Mails, 184.
Office, 233.
■
Intercolonial Conference, 231.
Patients :—Admitted under Pauper Vote to Hospitals,
Land resumed opposite General Post. Office, 232.
4-55.
Temporary Employes in, and Telegraph Department,
Pall, Lieutenant-Coiainel r—Cadets under, 447.
272.
*
Payments of Instalments :—On Conditional Purdiases,
Mail between Wagga W'agga. and Tumhcrumba, 293.
179.
Reduction of charges in the Camden Electorate, 326.
Pay of Police:—Increase to, 122.
Postmaster, Queanbeynn, 378, 402.
Peak Hjll:—
Free transmission of Foreign printed Supplements, 383.
Kcwnrd for discovery of Gold, 141.
Reduction of postage in Liverpool District, 389,
Kevenue from Gold-fields at, 148.
Inland and Intercolonial parcel system, 391.
Penny Postage : —Introduction of, 8212), 151,139,465,471.
Mail Vans, 402.
Pensions :—
.
Conveyance of Mails, Forbes District, 428.
Under Civil Service Act, 381.
Purchase of Brown’s Stables, 434.
To Sir Alfred Stephen and Mr. Francis L. S. Morewctlier,
Free Pass to Inspector Bossley, '446.
__
397.
^
Probationers in Post and Telegraph Department, 465.
To Warders Darby and Kelly, 418, 464.
Contract for carrying of Mails between New Hebrides
Payment of, to Police, 435.
and New Caledonia, et-i Fiji, 490, 515
'
Petersham Post Office at, 537.
Mail subsidy for Inlcr-island steam communication with
Petty Cash
Expenditure of Post Office, 544.
the New Hebrides, 490, 515.
Phylloxera Vastatrix :—Kill to deal with, 183, 604.
Post Office Clock, Hedfern, 491.
Pictures :—Purchase of, for National Art Gallery, 320.
Statues, Pictures, Ac., for Department, 520.
Picturesque Atlas Company (Limited) ;—Summonses
Petty Cash of Post Office, 544.
issued by, 389, 413.
Postage on Newspapers, 577.
Pier :—Manly, 484, 503, 51o.
Safe stolen from Granville Post Office, 604.
Pilot :—Bellinger Heads, 439,519.
Potts’ Hill :—Reservoir, 367.
Pilotage Kates :—At Ports of Sydney and Newcastle, 26.
Powell, Sknioe-Skeoeant—Misconduct of, 471.
Pilots :—On Coastal Hirers, 439..
Pratt Mr. J,:—Appointment of, as Doekmastcr, 81.
Pipe Castings:—Prices of, 456.
Prei.ease :—Parish of Booroomba, 401.
Piper’s Flat
Kaihvny from, to Sunny Corner, 189.
Prison :—Trial Bay, 286, 39C.
Pipes :—Tenders for Cast. Iron, 508, 520.
Prisoners :—In Darlinghurst Gaol,'76, 87, 209.
Plans :—Of abandoned Mines, 121.
Private Companies :—Construction of Public Works by,
Plants :—Loan of, from Botanical Gardens, 83.
•
541.
'
Platinum
Gold and, in Town of Queanheyan, 195.
Private Property:—Mining on, 128.
Pluero-pneumonia :—Sheep suffering from, 326.
Police :—

Constable Q.tiealy, 59.
Sendees of, during Strike, 111.
Increase of pay in the Interior, 122.
.
Holidays to, 123, 316,428, 588.
Court, Paddington, 129.
Court, Dcniliquiu, 129.
Court, Young. 129.
Officer at Hockley, complaints against, 152.
Leave of absence to, 239.
Alleged misconduct of Sergeant Cromie, of Hockley, 279.
Supervision in Sydney and Suburbs, 280.
Women loitering in the streets of Sydney, 317.
Uniforms for, 410.
Undue violence used by, 411.
Payment of Pensious, 435.
Barracks, Micbelago, 435.
Water, members of Force, 4G1.
At Mount M'Donald. 542, 587 f4).
Constable Quayle, Bulladelah, 55L
Alleged misconduct of Scnior-Sergcinit Powdl, 471.
Sunday Trading, 491.
Police Magistrates :—
Mr.H.H. Bailey, Coonamblc, 372.
At Orange, 570.
Poll-tax :—Chinese admitted without payment of, 159,
185, 193, 202, 228.
Population Abba :—

Gundaroo, 94,262.
Wingen, 127.
Postal:—

Post Office, Annaudale, 23.
Do
Miller's Point, 135.
Do
Burwood, 361, 456, 537.
Do
Petersham, 537.
Post and Telegraph Offices, Newtown and Enmore, 2 4,520,
525.
Gongolgon, 134.
do
Do
Goodooga, 134.
Do
do
Adaminaby, 435, 477.
do
Do
Postmistress, Leichhardt, 33.
Hours of Work for Mail Guards, 43, 120.
Tran'mission of Newspapers, 67, 429.
Telephones, 81.
Penny Postage, 82 (2)l 151, 159, 455, 471.

Probate Act :—Conditions of, 89.
Frodationers :—In Post and Telegraph Department, 4G5.
Produce —Grown at Ham Common, 511.
Professor of Electricity:—Importation of, 305.
Prospecting Claims :—Bourkc Electorate, 522.
Prospect Reservoir:—Officer in charge of, 3S7.
Prudential and Benefit Assurance Society :—

Business of, 540.
Public Accounts — State of, 286, 290.
Public Schools (See “FIducation”).
Public Works :—

Carrying out of, to afford Labour for Unemployed, 34,
Money authorised and mailable for, 95,430.
Salaries of Officers of Committee of, 1G6.
'
Contractors for, IS3.
,
Committee, 228.
^
Contracts for, defrayed from Loan Funds, 338, 485.
Wollombi Electorate, 360.
Construction of, by Private Companies, 541.
Tenders for, 540.
Public "Works Act:—Amendment of, 26.
Punt —Eor Clarence Hirer at Ynlgilbar, 382.
Pyrmont (See also “ Bridges ”):—

Darling Island, 59.
Electric Light for Bridge, 491.
Quarantine :—Messrs.Sells’ Brothers Circus Horses, 278.
Quaylk, Constable :—Conduct of, at Bulladelah, 554.
Qukaiy, Constable :—Services of, 59.
Queanbeyan :—

Gold and Platinum in Town of, 195.
Postmaster at, 378, 402.
Recreation Reserve, 470.
Queanbeyan Land District:—Case of Mr. Brice,371.
Queensland :—Imporlation of Coloured Labour, 456.
Rabbits :—

In Western and Central Divisions, 106.
Inspectors, Western Division, 122.
Runs fenced with wire netting, 285, 401, 434.
Application of Dr. G. S. Samueisou for license to
experiment, on, 382.
Amendment of Act, 402.
Use of poisoned water in destruction of, 471.
Running of Light Railways into infested Districts, 502,
Destruction of, in Bourkc Electorate, 535.
Steps to deal with, 597.
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Q
QUESTIONS {continmjJ) —
QUESTIONS {contimted):—
Rails Defective on Southern Rnihvav, 3G5.
Railways (confirmed):—
RailwAvs :—
"
Cost of quadraplication between Sidney and Granville
Cooma to the Sea, 22.
289.
"
’
Cooma to Bom bale, 293.
Brickwork and Sfalion Buildings on the quadrupling
Cooma Time-table, 367.
Hedfern Tunnel to Flemington, £90.
Parramatta to Dural, 25, 67, 601.
Accident on Quadraplication between Petersham and
Proposed extension from Cobur to Broken Hill, 52, 597,
Stanmore, 320.
Hyngon to Cobar, ISd'.
Weigb-bridges at Walla Walla mid Brocklesbv Stations
To It rob an Bill, 1S8.
290.
J
’
Darling Island, Pyrmont, 69, 290.
Mr. Crozer, Inspector of Paint-work, Railway Depart
Milson’s Point Extension, 75, 228, 570.
ment, 329.
Molong to Partes and Forbes, 96, 101, 232,294, 307 (21.
Lapstone Tunnel, 331.
Culcairn to Corowa, 102.
'
Bridges between Marulan and Carriek, 382, 424.
Wagga Wogga to Tnmberumba, 111, 28G, 366, 430,
Bridges between Barber’s Creek and Carriek, 424'.
601.
Gradients on Darling Harbour Lina and to Circular
Orange to Forbes, 112.
Quay, 41)9,
Young to Dubbo and Werris Creek, 112.
Contract for brickwork, Ryde to Hornsby, 475.
Piper’s Flat to Sunny Corner, 189.
Amount paid to Contractors, 519,
Extension into Town of Bowra, 199, 349,
• Preference for goods manufactured in the Colony, 5)9.
Jervis Bay to Morava, 201.
Contract for Railway Work on Zig Zag, 545.
Kiama to Jervis Bay, 239.
Hawkesbury River Bridge, 33.
Proposed from Cootimnndra to Temorn, 219.
Leave of Absence to Chief Commissioner, 52 (a), 72,116.
Temora to Mandanmr, &c., 140.
H. C. Woods a. Commissioners for, 160,
North Coast, West Maitland to Taree, 274, 403.
Mr. Commissioner Oliver, 227.
Light, Qregra to Meranburn, on the Molong and Purkes
Solicitor to the Commissioners, 275, 460, 570.
Lino, to Cutlal, 330.
Expenditure by Commissioners, 359.
Main Southern Line, 347.
Charges against Commissioners, 418, 451, 545.
Duplication of, to Picton, 367.
Traffic Returns, on ballast, &c., 66.
Field of Mors Common, 376 (2) 388.
Free Carriage of Newspapers, 67.
Marrickville to Burwood Road, 456, 460, 497.
Trains for Free Labourers to Bonrke, 95, 122,
Branch-lino to Ballina, 476.
’
Special Trains, 122, 188.
From the Rook to Murray Hut, 479.
Coal rates on Itlawarra, 274, 307.
Byrook to Brcwarrinn, 521.
Engaged Carriages, 307.
Eastern Suburbs, 267, 526.
Free Pass to Postal Inspector Bossley, 446.
Survey of Lino, Summer Hill to Glebe Island, 319.
Transit of Wool, 66, 76.
Erec Passes, 66, 71, 75, 274, 29J, 337, 382.
Rebate on wool earned by, 253.
Guards, 66.
Commission on City Extension, 67, 220, 330,460, 526.
Mail Guards, 43.
Money paid to Mr. Whitton, late Eneinecr-in-Cbief, 75.
Employees in Goods-shcd, Redfern, 33, 50, 129.
201,200,451,472.
’ ’
Pares to Workmen, 23.
.Appointment of Land Valuer by Commissioners, 143.
Dismissal of Employee Iverson, 115.
Alleged Loss of Life ou ing to Sparks from Locomotives,
Holiday to Employees on Eight-hour Day, 174, 177,
223*
Tenders for Oasworks ut Eveleigh, 2G1,
Privileges of Employees, 179, 188.
Damage caused by floods to lino at Umaralln, 286.
Accountant’s Branch at Darling Harbour1 Station, 318
Refreshment Room at Moss Vale, 294.
l
335,
’
Appointments in Department, 295, 382.
Employees, Darling Harbour, 213, 320.
Mail Train to Mud gee, 360.
Night Officers in charge of Railway Stations, 219.
Mail Vans, 402.
Employees, 231, 475, 491, 492,502, 508, 555.
Mail-vane on Southern and Western Lines, oil.
Do
pay to, as witnesses, 415.
Accident to Western Mail Train, 148.
Applicants for employment in the Railway Depart
Conveyance of Agricultural and Dairy Produce, 375.
ment, 254.
Goods Traffic between Glen Tunes and Ouyro, 390. 492
Fvmploycos in Department, Penrith, 300, 413.
588.
jii,
Discharge of Employes from Permanent-wav Depart
Advertising on, 421.
ment, 331.
Resumption of land for Lismorc-Twoed, 464.
Transfer of Engine-drivers, 503.
Stoppage of Southern Express at Burradoo, 498,
Wages of Employees, 390,492.
Light, running of, info Rabbit infested Districts, 502.
Uniforms to Employees, 402.
Parliamentary Trams and Trains, 507.
Inspectore of Brickwork, North Shore Extension, 4/0,
Removal of Engine-sheds from Mumu-undi, 508.
Appointments to Service, 507.
‘
Charges on Wire-netting, 520.
Free Passes to Tramway Employees, 526.
Revenue from Military Encampment, 586.
Workshops at Eveleigh, 556, 588.
Rain Experiments for producing, 128,273, 476, 597.
Tarpaulins for Goods at Stations, 24, 33,
Kandwick (See also “ Traaiways”) -—
Automatic Brakes, 33.
Rifle range at, 51,88, ill, 131,142,160,214,223, 237, 252.
List’s Automatic Air-brake, 536.
Toll-bar at, 53, 210, 320.
Report of Board of Experts on Westinghouse and
Parks, 115.
Vacuum Continuous Brakes, 142.
Crown Lands near Race-course, C04.
New South Wales Railway Brake, 465.
*
Storm-water Sower, 471, 476.
Plant and Material Imported by the Government, 66
82, 112.
Raymond, Dit. George —Case of, 300.
New Tubular Cars, 86.
Real Propiuty Licenses:—Issue of, to Surveyors, 371
Engines, Locomotives, and Ironwork imported from
536.
’
America, 80, 101, 277, 285, 417, 492.
Rebate :—On wool carried by rail, 253.
Lavatories in Second-class Carriages, 94, 142, 429.
Reclamation :—
Gates at. Level Crossings, 295,
Of Foreshores of Bays and Harbours, 424.
Gates at Level Crossings in High-street and Wilkins’
Works at Homebusb, 480.
Lane, Muswellbrook, 306.
Of Water Frontages, 4S0.
.
Fishburn & Co.'s contracts for supply of sleepers, 300.
Recreation Grounds :—
■
Contracts to Messrs. Angus and Moonic, 318.
Nimitybelle, 101.
Contracts authorixed by the last Parliament, 430.
Vote for, 318.
Axle boxes, 348.
Pyrmont Bridge Road, 671.
Defective Bails on Southern, 365.
Redfern (See also Railways”) :—
Sleepers required, 448.
Court-house, 34, 93.
Retaining Wall, Eveleigh, 33.
Park, 389.
Road to Benerembah Siding, S3.
'
Post Office Clock, 491.
Alterations to Suburban Stations, 86, 121.
Reformatories :—
Station Buildings, Summer Hill, 89.
Rookwood, 72,116, 177, 2C7, 2/2, 3S8, 401, 460.
Bridge at Newtown, 178, 188, 192, 424,446.
For youthful offenders, 293.
Bridge at Lewisham, 569,
Refractory Ores
Sbedloek Process for treatment of,
Construction and Cost of New Lines, 205.
215.
Duplication from Redfern to Eveleigh, 274, 344,
Refreshment-room:-—Moee Vale, 294.
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Q
QUESTIONS (continued)
Roads (continued) :—
Begin a t>. M'Leod
Case of, 128, 419.
To Womboyan Caves, 294.
Registrar -—Of Births, Heaths, and Marriages, Balmain
Rock to Green’s Gunyah, 299.
West, 135.
Bowra Bridge—Marco Road to Upper Budgoug, 300,
Beoistration Bees :—Of Friendly Societies and Trade
Nowra to Milton, 546.
Unions, 4S9. .
Expenditure on in Molong District, 305.
Begistry Offices
Conducted for Immoral purposes,
Kangaroo Mountain to Cambewnrra Mountain, 305.
103, 160,
And Bridges in the Shoalhaven Klee tortile, 318.
Regulations :—Marine Board, 151.
Opening of New to Private Properties, 319.
Darkie Creek Deviation, Old Bulga, 325.
Bests Fixed by Local Land Boards, Ilay, and other
Deviation io, Nevcrtire to the Bogan, 330.
hack Bistricls, 502.
Wollombi Electorate, 360.
Reports : —
Molong District, 361.
Civil Service Commission, on Attorney-Oeneral’s De
Kiandra-Tumut, 367.
partment, 49.
__
Tarrangobilly Caves, 395.
’
Civil Service Commission, on Justice Department, 10a,
Nowra to Yalwal, 418.
136,390.
Deepwater to Emmaviile, 451.
Board of Audit, 106.
Cobar to Wilcaunia, 521.
Board of Experts on Westinghouse and Vacuum Con
Widening of St. James’, 53G.
tinuous Brakes, 142.
Maclean to Coraki—Harwood to Chatsworth, 553.
,
State Children’s Belief Department, 18S, 200.
Tank on, to Coolaman, 555.
Seven-Mile Beach, Shoalhavon, 31, 51.
Tenders for, 604.
Besertes :—■
Rockery.—Complaints against Police Officer at, 152.
Parish Benarca, County Cndcll, 50.
Roman Catholic Church :—Grant to, at Tamharoora,
Double Bay, 50,
102,
Parish of Stewart, 88.
Rookwood :—
Parish of Wellesley, 101.
Workmen at Necropolis, 67.
Population, Wingen, 127.
Reformatory, 72,110,177, 267, 272, 383, 40), 460.
Wentworth Falis, 187.
RoKSIVIIXE :—
Population, Gundatoo, 262.
Asylum, tenders and designs for, 192, 320, 577.
Wagga Wagga Land Board District, 2S3.
Estate, 349, 401.
On resumed areas in the Murrumbidgee and Murray
Rouse Hill :—Road, 22.
Districts, 283.
Royal Commissions :—
- Travelling Stock, 338.
Civil Service Inquiry, 21, 35, 44, 49,105,136, 160, 213,
Water and Travelling Stock, Terangan, Bogan Biver, 285.
220, 263, 349, 361, 390.
Water, Bore Creek, 512.
On Theatres, 83.
Vote for Becreation Grounds, 318.
On Strikes, 75,349.
■ iJfational Park, 343, 433.
On Chinese Gambling, 329, 484,
The Brush, Wingham, 404.
Amounts paid by Government for, 543.
In Forbes, Partes, and Coodoholin Land Districts, 429.
Shorthand Reporters to, 587.
Control of Water and Travelling Stock, 429.
Runs :—Fenced with wire-nelting or rabbit-proof, 285.
Queanbeyan Recreation, 470.
Res n gutter’s Bay :—
...
Expenditure on Recreation and Public Parks, 475.
Use of Cricket Ground by Zingari Cricket Club, 76.
Richmond and Tweed Rivers, 578.
Chinese Gardens, 136.
Reservoir:— '
Rust :—In wheat, 503.
Pot Is' Hill, 367.
Rydaltif.EE :—Park. 21.
"
Ofiicer-in-chargeof Prospect, 387.
Safe :—Stolon from Granville Post Office, 694. _
Resumed Areas:—Beaerves on, in the Miirruinbidgee
Samuelson, Dr. G. S.
Application of, for License to
and Murray Districts, 283..
Experiment on Rabbits, 382
Eeturxino Officer and Deputy Returning Officer:—
Savings Bask of New South Wales :—Deposits in, 452.
At Bulli, 214,239,
Scaffolding Inspector of, 329 (EJ, 330, 612.
Revenue :—Derived from Crown Lands, 254.
Scholarships ;—Resolutions in connection with, 195.
Revenue and Expenditure :—Amount estimated for
School Buildings :—
1891,396.
i
Coolaman, Lake Albert, and Urana, 283.
Rewards :—For apprehension of Criminals, 543.
Sites for, in Canteibury Electorate, 336.
Richmond Biver :—
Sites for, in Wollombi Electorate, 360,
Entrance to, 22, 24,112,
Schools (See "Education”).
Floods, 24.
Schools of Arts :—
Steam Cranos for Harbour Works, 430.
Sydney, 123, 484,
Southern Breakwater at, 4C9.
Ashfield, 337.
Reserves on, 578.
Subsidised by the Government, 396.
Bicketson, Henry :—Purchased Lands held by, on BarMoss Vale, 469.
ratta Holding, Coronnllo Holding, and Araluln Hold
SchoolTeachers:—
_
ing, Deniliquin DisSrict, 337, 372Regulations as to holding other positions, 307.
Rifle Range, Kandwick :—Report on targets for, 51,88,
Salaries of, 387.
111, 131, 124, 160, 2S4. 22), 237, 252.
Science, Sanitary :—Classes at Technical College, 507.
Rinq-uarking :—Crown Lands of the Colony, 318.
Scruh Fund:—Under Crown Lands Act, 597.
.
Hoads :—
Selections ;—Number imsnrveycd, 361.
Short’s Corner, near Parmmatla, 21.
Sells’ Brothers Ciecus :—
Bouse Hill, 22.
Horses quarantined in connection with, 278.
Coogee Bay, 22,130, 219,498.
Conveyance ot, to Mndgee, 360.
Bulga, 24.
Sequestration :—Of Estates by Magistrnt.es, 612.
lixpenditure upon, 26, 50, 429.
Sericulture :—Promotion of, 274.
^
Cudal to Davy's Plains, 94.
Session :—
'
Adaminaby Park, 87,
Proposed ehoit, 502.
Western District, 57.
Close of, 543.
_
To Benerembah Bsiilway Siding, 83. .
Settlement:—On Village Sites and Irrigation Colonies,
Lane Cove, 85.
460.
Through Conditional Purchases, 147.
Sewerage :—
Reblocking of Porrumatta-strect, 121.
Bondi, Plans for, 35, 94.
Breakneck, Do ublc Bay, 130.
Parramatta, Cost of, 24.
Martin Place, 131, 267.
Damage by Defect ive Sowers, 43,
Barringun and Bonrke, 131.
Scheme for City and Suburbs, 289.
Cost ot maintenance of part of Parramatta, 159.
From Government Establishments at Parramatta, 177,
Repairs of, ■nithin Municipalities 195.
196.
Woodburn to Hurrill Bridge, 201.
Land resumed for, at Arneliffe, 411.
Kugowrn to Canon inti™, 206,
Waverley. 471 (!) 476.
Unexpended Voles for, 209.
Goulburn, 484.
"
Blackwell (o Woy Woy Railway Platform, 5,32.
Connection at. Forest Lodge, 571.
•
Captain's Flat to the Cooma Road, at Horongo, 253.
Infants in Bondi Sewer, 578, 588.
Kiamn District, 263.
■
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QUESTION'S (continued)
QUESTIONS (continued)-.—
SnrEEiiE Coubt
Bupinpss, 263, 300.
SnEABEitB:—Dispute vritii Eastoraliets, 130.
Survey:—
Sue))lock Pbocibs :—Eor treatment of Refractory Ores,
Fees, 238, 261.
215,
From The Rock to Green’s Gunyah , 299.
Sheet :—SuiTeringfromricuroaud Plcuro-pneumonia1326.
Surveyors :—Issue of Real Property Licenses to, 371, 536.
Sheeitt’s Otticee :~At Ooulbum, 409.
Suspension :—Of Tramway employee, 515.
SnorKBETEES:—Boycotting of, by Police, 491.
Sutherland Dock ^Accidents at, 348.
Shohthaicd :—
_
Sutherland, Hon. J.:—Widow of late, 173.
Teacliing of, in Public Schools, 391.
Swamp Oak :—Gold lease at, 423.
■
Reporters to Royal Commissions, 587.
Swansea :—Court of Petty Sessions at, 142.
Shokt’s Cohxee
Alignment of, Parramatta, 21.
Sweating :—System of, among certain trades, 228.
Shoet Session :—Proposed, 502.
Sweeps :—Suppression of, 130,
Show Qnorxns :—Trustees for, at Dubbo, 207.
Sydney:— .
Shrues :—Supply of, to the public free of cost, 34,4.
Hospital Buildings for, 85, 263, 343.
Silk Cult ore Inspectors of, 402.
School of Arts, 123, 431.
, Silvee;—Exported, 1)6,
Harbour Trust for Port of, 199.
__
SlMPSOH Bubb c., 201,
,
Sydney Deposit Bask :—Issuing of Notes by, 196.
Sleeping Accommodation:—For Free Labourers, 2a.
Tajibarooba :—Grant to Roman Catholic Church, 120.
Smith, Jasiks Died :—Application for Conditional Pur
Tasks :—
.
chase at South Junee, 439.
Byroct, 122"
Smith,Mb, A.:—Appointment of, Stores Department, 180.
On road to Coolaman, 555.
Smoky Cape :—Lighthouse at, 26.
Tap Filters :—Purchase of, 447, 499.
“Sohbaon” ;—Training Ship, 141, 237Taree :—(See Railways.)
SODA-CiiTSTALS:—Duty on, 490;
__
Targets :—Tests of, 51, 88, 111, 123,142, 160, 214, 223,
Solicitor :—To Railrray Commissioners, 27S, 460, o/O.
237.
Southeen Beyakivateh :—Richmond River, 460.
Taripe :—New Customs Duties, 366, 424.
Southern Express Train :—Stoppage of,atBurradoo,498.
Tarpaulins
At Railway Stations, 24-, 35.
__
Southken Rifle Association :—Head quarters of, 396.
Tasmanian Exhibition :—Representation at, 35,215,272.
Special Areas :—
_
Tea :—
Near Bourkc and Brcwarrinn, 123.
Duty on, 490, 501.
.
Parish of Conjola, 187, 501.
Importation of adulterated, 498.
Price of, 284., 295.
Technical College :—
Uardry Run, 526.
Cost of Site for, 65.
,
Special Leases .—Near Jervis Bay, 396, 446.
Classes, 428.
^
Special Trains :—
Sanitary Science Classes, 507.
Eight Hour Day, 188.
Modelling Claeses. 641.
To Bonrke, 122.
Technical Museum-.—Ultimo, 336.
Speeches :—On Financial Statement printed at Govern
Telegraphic :—
ment Printing Office, 335.
Offices, Newtown and Enmore, 24.
St. Peter’s :—Tramline from, to Coolc’s River, 187.
Do Gongolgon, 134.
Stapleton, Thomas :—Case of, 152.
Do Goodooga, 134.
State Childrens Relief Department
Do GolTs Harbour, 136.
.
Report of, 188, 200.
Do Adaminaby, 435.
Children apprenticed by, 301.
Rates, 85.
.
State Schools :—Watersheds, 277.
Operators, 215.
Statist :—Of Friendly Societies, 133.
Line
between
Berridale
and
Jindabyne,
262.
_
Statistics:—Under Census and Industrial Returns Act,
Temporary employees in, and Postal Department, 2/2.
513
Telegram to J. Ackerman, Hill Lnd, 571.+
Statistics of the Colony
Regarding Induslries, 319.
Underground wires, 586.
Statuary :—Purehase of 300.
Statues, Piotures, &c. :—
■
For Postal Department, 620.
Amounts paid by late G-ovcrmuent for, 543,
Statutes :—
Issue of revised compilation of, 49.
Printing of documents under, 57.
Steamboat:—Building of, for Government, 121.
Steel Point :—Guns at Battery, 58, 72,81, 06,10;, 120,
iOl.

,

rtiT

Stephen, Sir Alfred :—Pension to, 397.
Stephen d. Frwin :—Equity suit, 585.
Stipendiary Magistrates :—
Mr. Giles, 470.
Appointment of Additional, 485.
Stock :—

Department, Cost of, 149.
Sheep sufferingfrom Pleuro and Pleuro-pneumonia, 326.
Destruction of Bandicoots inBronlee Sheep District, 335.
Driving of, to the Abattoirs, 93.
Do
in the Country, 127.
Reserves for travelling, 429.
Conversion of, 486.
Stock Protection Act : — Revenue and expenditure
under, 389.
Stores Department :—
Appointment of Mr. A. Smith in, 180.
Superintendent of, 135.
_
.
,
Storm-water Sewer :—Randwick and Waverley bound
ary, 471,476.
Strikes :— _ i
Royal Commission, 75, 349.
Services of Police during, 111.
•
Suffield, Thomas :—Case of, 88.
Sugar:—Produced in New Souih Wales, 141.
Sugar Industry :—Coloured labour for, 456.
Sunday Trading :—
Places open for, 455, 491.
Loading steamers, 502, 503.
_
Sunlight Soap Company:—Arrangemeut with, as to
duties charged, 391.
Sunny Corner :—llailwsy to, from Piper’s Fiat, 189,
Superintendent or Stores :—Position of, 135.

Telephones :—

.

Post Office Department, SI.
Charges, 238.
Temora (See also "Railways”)
Mr. Baker, Warden at, 588.
Theatres :—Royal Commission on, 83.
The Rock:—

Survey from, to Green's Gunyah, 299.
Railway from, to Murray Hut, 479.
Thompson, Dr. Ashburton :—Position of on Board of
Health, 544.
Timber
Area of, or Forest Land in the Colony, 214.
Tintaldea :—Bridge at, 180.
Toll-bar :—Randwick, 58, 210, 320.
Tolls :—

Public, 290.
Abolition of, 409, 579.
Torpedo :—Explosion, Middle Head, 51,366,
Totalisatoes :—Suppression of, 130, 521, 544.
Tournament:—Mounted Infantry or Cavalry, to be hold
in England, 329.
Town A llotments :—Sale of, at Bunyan and Adaminaby
15!.
Town Hall:—Cudal, 556.
Trades :—Site for Noxious, 460.^
Trades Unions :—Regulation Fees of, 489.
Tramways ;— *

,

Willoughby and Gordon Tramway Company s, 32.
Cowper-street, Waverley, 43.
Cieveland-strret, 72.
Conductors, 136.
Waiting-room at Eing-streei, 117.
Line from St. Pelor’s to Cook’s River, 187, 424.
Discharge of Employees, 196.
Electric Tram between Randwick and Waverley, 219
359, 536..
‘
.
„ „
From Bondi Junction.to Waverley Terminus, 239, 26;
Extension to Bondi Beech, 2C3.
Bridge over Yass River, 279.
Five Dock, 330.
To Field of Mars, 44-0, 441,
Ftltlere on Camden, 366=

lii
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QUESTIONS (continued) :—
Tramways (continued):—
Extension to Balmain from Leichhardt, 382, 588.
King-street to Ocean-street Cable, 388, 588.
Advertising on, 421.
Overtime worked bj Conductors on, 4£5.
Parliamentary Trams and Trains, 507.
Suspension of Employee on, 515.
Overtime ^-Employees, 522.
Issue of Enilway Passes to Employees, 526.
Travelling Expenses :—
Of Officers attending Quarter Sessions, 490.
Of Choirmnn of Bourke l/md Board, 515.
Of Warden at Cooina, 531.
Of Chairman of Land Board at Coomn, 531.
Travelling Stoce Hesorves, 338."
Treasrhy Bills;—And Loans, 2G7, 486.
Trial Bay:—
'
Prison, 286, 396.
'
Breakwater, 396.
TRnsTy:KS :—
For Wentworth Falls Reserve, 187.
For Show Ground, Dubbo, 201.
Tug Service
At Northern Ports, 237, 272.
Tulloh, Mk.:—Appointment of, to Civil Service, 401'.
Tumbekdmba:—Eaihvay from Woggn, 111.
Tweed River :—
Dredging of, 460.
Reserves on, 078.
Uardry Ron :—Special Areas, 526.

Q

QUESTIONS (continued):—
Water SufEly :—
’
Expenditure on, from Consolidated Revenue Fund and
Loan Votes, 456.
.
Junee, 82, C55,
Engines for Sydney, 87.
Goodooga, 134.
Broken Hill and District Company, 135,
Broken Hill, 274.
Potts' Hill, 367, 3S7.
'
Molong District, 403, 508.
Bowrnl and Moss Vale, 578.
Water Works :—
Construction of, 191.
Orange, 512.
Watson’s Bay Park, 130.
Waugh’s Creek:—(See “'Bridges.")
Waveht.by (See also “ Tram ways’’) :—
Public School, 22 t1).
■Tramline, Cowper-street, 43.
Defective drainage at, 455.
Park, 460.
Sewerage Scheme, 471.
Storm Water Sewer, 471, 476,
.
Weeds, Noxious ;—Bill to deal with, 195,456 (2), 525,542
Weight of Goods —Sold in Streets of Svdncy, 129.
’
Weights and Measures :—Inspector of,'490.
Weirs :-On the Lachlan River, 205, 261, 507.
Wells, Mr. :—Conduct of, 472.
Wentworth Falls Reserve:—Trustees of, 187.
Uniforms : —
Westinghousk Continuous Brakes.—Report of Board
To Railway Gtunrds, 402.
of Experts on, 142. '
To Policemen, 410.
West Maitland:—(Seo “Railways").
University :—
Wharves :—
Examination of Teachers of pupils from Public Schools,
Grafton, gate of, 199.
286.
Private, ] tarling Harbour, 278.
Endowments to, and Funds possessed bv, 350.
Wheat :—Bust in, 503,
Fees for Examinations, 5SC.
'
Wheeled, William—Committal of, from Cool ah to
Vaccine —Issue of Pasteur's, 67, 299.
Mudgec, 4-17.
.
Vacuum Continuous Brakes :—Report of Board of
White Bay, Balmain :—Amount expended on reclama
Experts on, 142.
tion, 3.11. ‘
“ Veritas” —Barque, 479.
Wni’iTON, Me.—Late Engincer-in-Chiof for Railways,
“ 'Vernon ”
Training Ship, 537.
75,201, 206, 4H, 472.
J
Veterinary College:—Establishment of, 34.
Wife Desertion Prisoners in Gaol for, 87.
Victoria Barracks:—Cost of Improvements to, ICO.
Wilbertorce :—Common, 60t.
Victoria Park :—■
Willoughby and Gordon Tramway Company
Term
Gates of, 159.
for erecting Tram wav, 32.
Bowling Green, 159, 201, 290.
Windsor:—Park, 123. ’
Newtown, 290.
Winqin—Population Reserve, 127.
Vine Diseases Act :—
WlRE-NETTING :—
Renewal of, 183.
'
Railway charges on, 520.
Amendment of, 604.
Runs fenced with, or Rabbit-proof Fencing, 2S5.
Village Cites :—Settlement on, 460.
V 1TNE3SES:—.Pay to Railway employees as, 445.
Volunteers :—
WoltjOmbi Electorate :—
Naval Artillery Corps, 49, 71, 105.
Public works, roads, and bridges in, 360.
Lind Orders, -2S4.
School buildings and sites in, 360.
„ Pay of, at Molong, 554, 596.
Wombeyan Cavhs;—Hoad to, 294.
Vote Reduction of Military, 596.
Women :—Loitering in the Streets of Sydney, 317.
Votes :—Unexpended, for Roads and Bridges, 209. .
Women’s College :-Funci, 522, '
Wages:—
■
WoodblocxinG:—Oxford-street, Poddington, 317, 485.
Of Grave-diggers, 67, 511, 585, 593.
Woods, IX. 0.:—Case v. Commissioners for Railways, 160.
Of Workmen employed on Centennial Park, 161.
Wool :—
Wacga Wagga;—
Losses in Transit by Rail, 66.
Land Board District, Reserves in, 283.
Traffic, 76.
Model Farm, 402.
Rebate on, carried by rail, 253.
Railway to Tumberumbu, 111, 286, 366, 430, 604.
Wooroowoolgen Rdn :—lixehaoge of Ijand on, 326.
Land for Public School at South, 498.
Working of the Lands Department;—Cost of, 43X.
Waiters:—Vleasongersand, employed by Government,199.
Workmen :—
Warders :—
Railway Fares to, 23.
In Country Gaols, 178.
Fmploymcnt of, in Necropolis, 67.
In Darlmglmrst Gaol, 223.
Wages of, Darling Island, U0.
Gaol, 279.
Fees to, as jurymen, 452.
Ware, Mr. H, J.:—Compensation to, 434.
Works Committee :—Officers of, 166.
Warren :—Overflow of water into town of, 361.
Workshops :—
Watchmen :—Dredge Service, 107,130.
Cockatoo Island, 82,
Water :—Overflow of, into town of Wait an, 361.
Eveleigh, 556, 5SS.
Water and Sewerage Board :—
.
Workshops-and Factories Bill
Introduction of.
Site for Offices, &c , for, 152, 527.
. 299, '1-40,
Appointment of Assistant Engin eer, 527.
Wov Woy—(gee “Roads”).
Appointment of President, 535.
■Wrecks —On Northern Coast, of New South Wales, 238.
Water Conservation:—
Yaltval
Gold Leases at, 596.
1
Lake Umna, 159, 272, 290.
'
VARRANQobii.ly Caves:—Road to, 395,
Department of, 195.
Yass River :—Tramway Bridge over, 278.
Lake Cudgellico, 160, 261.
Young —Police Court, i.29.
Artesian Bores, 283."
.
Youthful Offenders :—Reformatories for, 293.
Royal Commission on, 464.
Yulgilbab :—Punt for Clarence River at, 382,
Water Frontages :—
Zig Zag :—Contract for Railway at, 545.
.
Five Dock Bay, 121.
Zingari Cricket Club :—Use of Hushcutter’a Bay
Reclamation of, 4S0.
’
Ground by, 76.
.
Water Police :—Members of Force, 461.
Zoological and Botanical Gardens
Employees in,
Water Reserve :—Bore Creek, 612.
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RABBITS
Motion made (Mr. Waddell) Eor copies of correspondence in reference to application by Dr. Gr. S.
Samuolson, of BourLe, for a license to make experiments on, Trith infectious diseases, 392 ;
8
Return to Order laid upon Table, 5G2
.................................... ................................................
RACING! ASSOCIATION BILL
Ordered (Mr. Crick), 40; presented and read 1°, 155; Order of the Dav postponed, 174, 18G, 264,
397,414.
'
'
RAILWAYS (Sec also “SIMPSON'S RAILWAY BILL”; also “ GOULBURN TO CROOKWRLL
RAILWAY BILL”; also “LEVJ5L CROSSINGS ON RAILWAYS BILL”; also
“GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS (CONTRACTS) AMENDMENT BILL”; also ‘'LAND
COMPANY OF AUSTRALASIA (LIMITED) RAILWAY BILL”
RKI’OBTS OF ColIMISSIONEES:—
For year ended 30th Juno, 1891, laid on Table, 55 ............................. ................................................'
For quarter ended 30th Juno, 1891, laid on Table, 62..........................................................................
Do
80tb September, 1891, laid on Table, 392 ............................................................
Do
31st December, 1891, laid on Table, 411 ..............................................................
Pboposed Extensions :—
"
Report of Mr. R. E. Jones on, laid on Table, 36 .......................................... .......................................
Kehfsey to Tuiai Bat :— .
Report of Mr. E. B. Price on, laid on Table, 37 ................. . ................................. .........................
Fhoji Galonq- to Bubroiva :—
Motion made (Mr. Slattery) for copies of all correspondence, reports, Ac., in reference to, 44;
*
Return to Order laid on Table, 202..................................................................................................
Waicha to the Ghbat Northern Railway :—
■
Petition from residents of the town and district of Waicha, in favour of construction of.
presented, 54 .....................................................................................................................................
Eastern Subuhbs :—
Petition from residents of Woollabra, Paddington, &c., in favour of, presented, 62 .......................
Retaining Wall at Eveleioh Station :—
Return showing cost of, laid on Tabic, 62.............................................................................................
Invoice Office and GoODs-sniins at Redfekn and Darling Harbour :—
Motion mode (Mr. Sharp) for return of officials in, and hours worked by, 73.
Bobenore to Fobbes :—
‘
Petition from inhabitants of Forbes, Eugowra, Mnrga, &c., in favour of, presented, 76..................
Proposed fob Rivebina :—
’
•
Evidence to Report of Mr. Stanley Alexander on, laid on Table, 77 ..................................................
Richmond to Eukeatong ■—
Evidence to Report of Mr. Stanley Alexander on, laid on Table, 77 ............ ....................................
Extension from Gundacai to Tomtit:—
Report of Mr. EL A. Gilliat on, laid On Table, 77..................................................................................
Free Passes :—
Return showing, to Government Officials, for past twelve months, laid on Tabic, 98 .......................
Return showing names of persons to whom issued, for six months ended 30th November, 1891,
laid on Table, 301 ..............................................................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Black) for return of, other than Departmental, issued during the last
Parliament, 556.
Plant and Material Imported:—
Return showing, for three years 1888-1890. laid on the Table, 114 ..................................................
Traffic feom Uctba and' Glen Innes to Invf.uell, Ac. :~
Return to Order (Session 1890), laid on Table, 117 .............................................................................. - 5
Appointment of Inspector or Supkrviser op Wool, Darling Harbour:—
Motion made (Mr. Houghton) for copies of all correspondence having reference to, 117.
From Jamebroo to the Illawarra and South Coast Line :—
Motion made (Mr. Vaughn) for copies of correspondence in reference to proposed, 117 ; Return to
Order laid on Table, 264 ................................................................................................ ...............
Manufacture of Locomotives
Motion made (Mr. Copeland) in favour of such import duties as to encourage; motion amended
and negatived, 125, 126.
From Kbmpsky to Hickey's Creek and Upper Maoleay : —
Report of Mr. E, B. Price on, laid on Table, 131 ..................................................................
Westinghousk and Vacuum Continuous Brakes :—
Report of Board on. laid on Table, 131, 190 ..........................................................................................
List’s Continuous Bhake
Report of Chief Commissioner for Railways on, laid on Table, 449 ...................................................
Extension into the City, and the North Shore Bridge —
Progress Report of Royal Commission, laid on Table, 153 ..................................................................
Addendum to, laid on Table, 153..............................................................................................................
Extension of tile Railway into the Suburbs :—
Kepovt on, laid on Table 153 ..................................... ............................................................................
Me. John Whit ton, late Knoineeh-in-Chikt
Return of payments mndo to, since bis retirement, hud on Table, 190 ................. ............................
Copy of letter addressed to, laid on Table, (not printed) 207.
Between Camfbklltown and Menangle : —
Notification of land resumed for reconstruction of, laid on Table, 190 ..............................................
Amendment of Act :—
Motion made (Mr. Svhei)) in favour of; amendment moved and negatived, 197; motion negatived,
198,
To Parkes and Forbes:—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 207 ........................................................................... ........................
Papers in connection with acceptance of tender of Messrs. Baxter and Saddler for contract No. 1,
laid on Table (not printed), 327.
Evelrigh to La Pkrouse :—
Petition from residcnls of Botany, in favour of, presented, 261.........................................................
Great Westf,bn :—
Notification of resumption of land at Blarney Railway Station, laid on Table, 261.........................
Great Southern ■—
"
Notification of resumption of land for obtaining ballast for, laid on Table, 264 .............................. j
Singleton Station :—
Notification of land resumed for additional accommodation at, laid on Table, 265 ..........................
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EAILWAYS—continued :—
Lavatory Accomaiodaiioa- in Seconb-olass Caeriaoes :—
Motion matlc {]tfr. Davis:) in favour of, 2?0.
1
Duplication teom Bedfern to Eveleioh :—
'
Motion made (Sir Sciiey) for return giving particulars in reference to contracts for, 279; Return
to Order laid on Table, 3'i'l ..............................................*.................................
.................
Manufacture in the Colony of Locomotives, Ac.:—
Motion made (3fr Crick) tlmt all future locomotives, ears, rolling ttoclt, Ac., sbonld be manu
"factured in the Colony, amendment to add I lie words ‘'in Government workshops,” moved
and negatived on division, and original motion carried, 302.
■
Quadruplication of Line between Sydney and Granville:—
Motion made (Mr IP'righi) for return giving particulars of enntracts for, 321; Return to Order
laid on Table, 4fl(! ............................................................................................................................
Thins in connection u ith, laid on Tabic (as DxkibUs only), 478.
To TTeld of Maes Common :—
Report of Mr. Stanley Alcsandcr on, laid on Table, 327 ......................................................................
Application tor Feel Pass maiie by Me. Black, M.P.:—
Papers in reference to. laid on Table. 331 ,. ........................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Crick) for Select Committee to inquire into, 339; Mr. Cullen and Mr. Want
discharged from, and Mr. Bavister and Mr. Tfrild added to Committee, 345; Message to
Council requesting leave for the Honorable W. J. Triehctl to attend and be examined before
the Select Committee, 383; Message from the Council granting leave, 398; Chairman of the;
Committee informs the House that certain Members of the Assembly had failed to attend as
witnesses before the Committee in response to the customary request, 420; Mr. Speaker!
•
quoted rule on the subject, 420; Report bronght-np, 533............................................................
Protest in connection with certain proceedings in Select Committee, laid on Table, 547..................
Motion made (Mr. Crick) that leave be given to move adoption of report as a matter of privilege,
and negatived, 573.
Accounts Fkeiqht Branch, Daeltxc Haeboiiii Station —
Motion made (Mr Sehcy) for return giving particulars in reference to, 346.
Maintenance and Improvement op Railways and Teamways :—
Return showing amount expended on, laid on Table, 850 ..................................................................:
Inspection of Roliino Stock :—
Motion made (Mr. JSciey) that existing arrangement for, with Sir John Fowler, C.E., or any other
, person, should bo cancelled, and arrangements made for, by our own ofliccrs, and House
counted out, 379.
.
Carriage op Gkain:—
Statement of comparative rates for, in Australian Colonies, laid on Tabic, 393 ........................
From Pktibshaji towards Ryde and Field ot Mars :—
’
Return respecting, laid on Table, 398...............................................................................................
Charges against Commissioners :—
!r 5
Return respecting, by Mr. McCourt, M.P., laid on Table, 419 ...................................................
Correspondence respecting Royal Commission to inquire into, by Mr. Scbey, M.P., laid on Table, 599
Special Trains, Free Passes, &c.
Motion made (Jtfr. Hutchison) for return giving particulars of, for past two years, 425.
Wimbledon Station :—
notification of land resumed for additional accommodation at, laid on Tabic, 441 ..................
Appointments to the Service :—
Motion made (Mr. Nicoll) for return of, where the persona have not resided twelve months in the
Colony prior to appointment, 449.
Rolling Stock and Accommodation :—
Return showing expenditure on, laid on Table,472 ..............................................................................
Upper Murray:—
*
Report of Mr. Hairy Gilliat on, laid on Tabic, 513 ................................ ..........................................
Messes. Angus & Company’s Contracts, Ryde to Hornsby :—
Motion made (Mr. McCoitri) for return giving particulars in reference to, 523.
Payments made to Contractors, Angus & Co., J. M'Sweeny, Pboudioot & Co., and J,
Ahearne :—
Motion mode (Mr. Hoyle) for return of, by Commissioners, 628.
Advertising on:—
Return showing particulars of contracts for, laid on 'Table, 632 ..........................................................
Glen Lee Platform :—
Notification of land resumed for improvement of grades near, laid on Table, 532.................. ...........
Illawarra Line ;—
,
Notification of laud resumed for prevention of slips on, laid on Table, 532 .................. ................. I
G-reat Southern :—
j
Notification of land resumed for improvement of grades and curves, Spaniard’s Hill, laid on
Table, 532 ............................................................................................................................................^
Special Trains and Trams :—
:
Return showing cost of, in connection with sittinga of the House on 24th and 25th February, laidl
on Table, 539 .....................................................................................................................................
Eden to Beg a
Motion made (Mr. Dyne) that it be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
Works to consider and report upon, 580.
Return to Order (Session, 1891), laid on Table, 590..............................................................................
Grafton to Lismore :—
Motion made (Mr. Dyne) that it be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
Works to consider and report upon, 680.
Inverell to Glen Innes :—
Motion made (Mr. Dyne) lima it be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
Works to eonaider and report upon, 582.
■
Jeeildekie to Duxiliquin :—
Motion made (Mr. Dyne) that it be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
Works to consider and report upon, 582.
Road to St. Leonards Station through Ijamb’s Grant:—
Motion made (Mr. Vaughn) for copies of all correspondence in reference to alteration of, 589.
And other Public Works :—
Return showing expenditure on, authorized by last Parliament, laid on Table, 500..........................
7
From Temora to Hurston^— ,
‘
Report of Mr. Harry Gilliat on, laid on Table, 599 ..............................................................................i
5

8J3

813
501
751

733
781

819

825
589
117
121

851

837
591

859
857
855
853
839

613

615

697
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RALSTON, LIONEL (Sec “OYSTER LEASES AT WALLIS LAKE”).
RANDW1CK (See tileo “ TRAMWAYS”)
Riflf Range;—

,

.

....

Motion made {Mr. Frank Farnell) for copies of nil reports, Ac., in romiechon-mt n competition
with models mid ivifli irorking targets for, Cl; Return to Order laid on Table, 193 ..............
Motion nmdo (Mr. Nobbs) for copies of all reports later than those already laid on the Table, 233;
Return to Order laid on Table, 322 ................................................. —......... '■Y"A"E'1 ' "Voni'
Motion made (Mr. Nolbs) for copies of all papers in connection with, since 14th October, 1HJ1;
368.
RAY, J. J. (Sec “CROWN LANDS”).
REAL PROPERTY ACT
Returns under, for 1891, laid on Table, 436 ................................................................ ................... .
Licenses

to

Subvitors

under

:—

Return respecting, laid on Table, 307 ......................................... ............................................................
RECOMMITTAL OF BILLS
Negatived, 78,193, 426, 431.
.
Agreed to, 288, 297, 481, 547.
RECORDS
Clerk summoned to produce in a Court of Lair, 19, 37,119 (■'), 137, 32o, 359.
Clerk authorized to send (0 Crown Solicitor, 517.
Historical,

op tiir

29
43

1037
1041

Colony

Motion made (Hr. O’Stil/ican) for copy of contract Tvith Mr. Alexander Brilton, for completion
of, 477 i Return to Order laid on I We, 581.....................................
EEDFERN, (See aieo “RAILWAYS).”
Post Office Clock :—

Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 504 .....................................
REDUCTION OF COST OF LITIGATION BILL;—
Ordered (Mr. Wafiter), 39; presented and read 1°, 68 ; road 2°, committed, reported without
amendment., and report adopted, 211 ; road 3°, passed, and sent to Council for concurrence, 216.
REFRESHMENT ROOM :—
Committee ;—

1017
439

-

Appointed by Sessional Order, 28.
Entrance Fee :—

,

Motion made (Mr. Sattor) in favour of abolition of, non’ paid by new Members, 63.
*

-

Motion made (Mr. G. D. Clark) in favour of abolishing sale of alcoholic liquor at, and negatived,
406.
REGINA t>. McLEOD (See “ADMINISTRATION OF'JUSTICE”).
REGULATIONS
Laid

on

Table ;—

Government Tanks, 46 (s).......................................................................................
Gold-mining Leases under Mining Act, 1874, 77 ................................................
Public Instruction Act, 02, 531 ...........................................................................
Amended Telephone, 256 ...................................... ............................... ................
Under Crown Lands Acts, 350, 581.................................................. ....................
For Entry of Australian and New Zealand Boys into the Roval Navy, 405...,
Under Diseases in Sheep Acts, 425 ......................................................................
Anuidale Fire Brigades Board. 430........................................................................
RENTS AND LICENSE FEES (See “ CROWN LANDS ”).
REPORTS_
Weekly Abstracts of, of Divisions in Committee, Nos. 1 to 2t ........................
Laid

on

Table :—

Civil Service Board, for 1890, 30 ........................................................*...... ...........
Inspector-General of the Insane, for 1890, 30 .............................................. ....
Board of Health on Administration of Dairies Supervision Act, for 1890, 30 .
Do
do
do
for 1891,598,
Wollongong Fire Brigades Board (second), 30...................................................
Board of Hcalfh on Typhoid Fever in Sydney and Suburbs, 1876—1890, 36 .
Do
do
‘
‘ do
1876—1891,547
Commissioners of Fisheries, 1890, 30 ...................... ............................................
Mr. E. B. Price on Bridge over Macleay River, at Kempsey, 36.......................
Mr, R, E. Jones on certain proposed Railway Extensions, 36............................
Royal Commission on Defence Works (Bare Island), 30...................................
Mr. E. B. Price 011 proposed Railway, Kempsey to Trial Bay, 37 ..................
Prisons, for 1890, 37 .............. ..............................................................................
Trustees of National Art Gallery, 1890. 37 ...................................... ................
Trustees, Sydney Free Public Library, 1890, 37 ................................................
Do ‘
do
1891,529 ..............................................
University of Sydney, 1890, 37 .............................................................................
Government Laboratory, 1890, 30 ......................................................................
Do
1891,510
.................................................................
Postmaster-General, for 1890, 36..........................................................................
•Lands Department, for 1890, 45 ..........................................................................
Do
for 1891,598..........................................................................
Postal and Telegraphic Conference, held in Sydney, in 1891, 4G ...................
Railway Commissioners, for year ended 30th June, 1891, 65 ........ ..................
Do
for quarter ended 30th June, 1891, 62......................
Do
do
30th September, 1891, 393
Do
do
31st December, 1891,411 ...............................................
Trustees of National Park, for 1889 and 1890, 62.............................................. _...................................
On Floods on the Hunter—Minute of Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers, 77..................
Mr. Stanley Alexander on proposed Sewerage Scheme for Parramatta, 36.........................................
Do
on proposed Railwavs for Rivcrina—Evidence, 77 .....................................
Do
on proposed Railway from Richmond to Kurmjong—Evidence, 77 ..........
Do
on proposed Bridge over Murmy River, at Toomnwal—Evidence, 77 ......
Do
on Railway and Tramway communication with Field of Mars, 327 ...........
Do
on proposed Bridge at Wnllaga Lake, and proposed Wharf at Noorooma
378 ..............................................................................................................

91, 93, 95
1111
359, 361
515
223, 225
109
71
463
021
129
345
411
431
459
1113
1119
273

009
415
115
417
1185
805
735
751
395
317
321

293
1
101
419
1
87
97
105
219
453

279
485
457
593
561
615
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REPORTS—
Laid
Tablk—continued:—
Mr. Stanley Aleiander on proposed Jetty on the Tuross Lake, at Tnrlinjah, 378 ...........................
nr „ .
,
on Tri1'de ancl Kegoutces of Districts served by the Moruya Kiver, 411^”
Mr. It. A. thiliat on proposed Railway Extension, Gnndagai to Tumut, 77.
‘
Do
on Upper Murray Railway, 513 ........................................
Do
on Bridge across the Murray, at Gold Crcck'cirossYng* 616
Do
cm proposed Railway from Temora to Hillston, 599 °
Of Meeting of Chief Inspectors of Stock, 77........................................... ..........
State Children’s Relief Department, for 1890-91, 84 ...............
Progress, by H. G. M'Xinney, on Water Conservationi Vi
........ ..........
Mr. E.B.Price on proposed Railway from Kempsey to Hickey’s cYie'k n'nd Upper'MaeleaY.'iai'Y
iJoaTci on Wcstmghouse and vacuum Continuous Rralies, 131, 190
.Executive Commissioner on International Exhibition of Mining aud MetaitmYv, London''is90,’153
Progress, on Extension of the Railway into the City, and the North Shore Bridge 153
.
Do
do
do
» . - - • to, 153
Addendum
Extension of the Railway into the Suburbs, 153 ........................
Minister of Public Instruction for 1S90, 153 ....... ....................................
Department of Mines for 1890, 153.................................. .............................................
Department of Mines and Agriculture for 1891, 573.............Y..
Stock and Brands Branch, Department of Mines, for 1890,158 ..'.'.'.'.Y.Y.YYY ! "
Board of Inquiry into loss of barque “Ellen,” 161 .................... YYY.....................
State Forest Administration for 1890, 202 ................................ YY
......................
Nautical School-ship "Vernon,” for 1890-91, 202.......:....YY YYY YYY YYY"!”"
City of Sydney Improvement Board (Twelfth), 216 ........
...........................
Board for Protection of Aborigines, 256 ... ............................... YYYYYY.................
Board of Audit on Public Accounts, 265..................... Y
Y....................................
Trustees of Australian Museum for 1890, 203 Y.YY YY..YYYYY.YYYYY Y.........
Conference on Rust in Wheat, 322 .................................
........................................
Engincor-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers on Dredging operations' 350.............
Immigration for 1891, 383 ........................................ Y..Y,.Y........ .
.............
Police Department for 1891, ii92........................ YYY YYYY..........................................
Technical Education, &e., at Paris Exhibition,'by EdwaVdCkmh^sYc.M'.GYa^
Mr. J. W. Boultbee on Artesian Boring, 405................
Commander F, Howard,
on Coifs Harbour, *411

Royal Commission on alleged Chinese gambling, and cimr’ges 'of hrib'erv again'et
members of the
police force, 419.............. ...................................... ......
J b
Leprosy in New South Wales for 1391,449
Chief Commissioner for Railways on List’s Continuous Brake 449 ..............................................
Coast Hospital, Little Bay, for 1891, 516 .......................................... .. ....... |............................ -.......
Vaccination for 1891, 516.............................................. ......................................................................
Sydney Grammar School for 1890, 529 ........................Y Y.YY.YYYY.Y.............................................
On Vote for Maintenance ofSick Paupers for 1891, 69S
Y.Y.Y.Y.'Y".............................................
Royal Commission on Strikes (not printed), 257,
.....................................................................

603
683
473
591
619
697
69
385
45
523
783, 801
1059
127
349
349
1
465
781
1
351
143
811
835
409
827
767
87
537
1019
1153
407
241
599

3

7
2
3

8
7

8
2

3
6
7
8

467
299
811
447
1127
727
341

7
5
7
8
3

From Select Committees ;—

Albury Mechanics Institute Enabling Bill, 68 .........
Australian Banking Company of Sydney Bill, 90 ... YYYYY'.Y Y. YY' , Y .. . YY.'.............................
Mort's Dock and Engineering Company (Limited) Enabling Bill, 103 .............................................
Sydney Electric Lighting Bill, 114..................................................
V................................
Vongaleatha Marble, Flag and Flux Company Bili, 138 ,Y Y Y. Y!.................................................
Borough of Newcastle Electric Lighting Bill’ 138...........' ...YYYYY...................................................
Willoughby and Gordon Tramway Act Amending Bill, 161 YYY'Y.Y..................................................
Casino School of Arte Enabling Bill, 170 .............................................................................................
MrE'parram^tami70late S,IPcl,inter"letlt of' Mawpiarie-strcet Asylum for Infirm ami Destitute'
Maitland Electric Light Bill,233................. YYYYYY..............................................................................
Simpson’s Railway Bdl, 275 ..................................... " .......................................... (...........................
Conditional Purchase of Neil Gallagher, Orange, 280 YY...... YY.............................................
Silkstone Coal-mine Railway Act Amending Billi 287 ...
. .................................*...........................
Segenhoc Estate Irrigation Bill, 296 ......................... Y,.................................................... .................
Wagga Wagga School of Arts Enabling BillYiSlii YYYYYY YYYYYY Y Y' .....................................
Forfeiture_of J. J. Ray’s Selection in iho Land District of WuoVa W.iYYa" si's................................
Goulhurn Water Supply Charges Bill, 327.............................. ,
’
..............................
Walkins-Wallis Trust Estate Bill, 349 ................ '.".'."YYYYYY!! .....................................................
Conditional Purchase by James Young, at Gosford 419 .................................. *.................................
Case of Patrick Brown, 436 ................................... ' _ ^................................................... '................
Broken Hill Water Supply Act Amendment Bill, 451..... .,.,!!.,!....................................................
Conditional Purchase by Zachary Benn, Richmond River Distnet iGL.............................................
Australasian Mining Exchange of Sydney Bill, 468.................. ’
..........................................
Conditional purchase by Mrs. Ann Souse in the parish"of Kabibali 478..........................................
Conditional Purchase made by Anne Nash O’Brien at Oornwn. Rid’
..........................................
Whaling Road, North Sydney, 529 ..............................................
.....................
Application for a Free Pass made by Mr. Black, M P '333......................................
Deepwater and Mount Galena Tramway Bill, 574
..... YYYY! ..........................
Mr. Charles Brady’s services in connection with Sericulture"599............................
From Parliamentary Standing Committee

on

Public Works

..........................

Proposed Cable Tramway through George, Pitt, and Harris Streets, Svdney, 8
Proposed Cable Tramway from King.street, via kVilliam-strcet, to Ocean-street, 8
Supplementary Fiffli General, 36 .............................
From Elections

and

Qualifications Committee"!—..........................................

Vivian e. Hugh M'Kmnou—The Hastings and Mannimr 90
Ever. Wheeler—Canterbury, 132 ................................YY ......................................
Artis v. Sitting Members, Illawarra, 1G7 .....................
*.....................................
_____ Pn)Vi’iti' Seat of H. H, Brown, Esquire, Member for Durham 308
REPRESENTATION OF THE PEOPLE BILL;..................
MOtvrLT?a
Zf'W J*1”-**1) for Committee of the Whole, 38; House in Committee and
Srawn,!^ ^ 47; PreSer,kd
™d 10’ 43 f Order of the Day discharged, and Bill

‘

5
4
5
7
4
6

7
4
0
4

7

627
033
705
745
665
665
679
685
327
695
693
247
721
713
767
265
259
775
277
1115
147
307
641

287
Sll
537
753
729
1071
863
935
519
13
27
49
93
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R
EEPRESENTATION OF THE PEOPLE BILL (No. 2)
Motion inode (Sir Henry ParTces) for Committee of the Whole, 55 j Message from Governor, 59 ;
House in Committee, and Resolution agreed to, G2 ; presented und read 1°, 63 ; motion made
for 2° reading, and Debate adjourned, Gi; debate resumed, read 2“ and committed, 69;
further considered in Committee, 78 ; Point of Order, reported by Chairman, Speaker gave
ruling, and Committee! resumed, 79 ; further considered in Committee, 84, 99, 103, 114, 118
' 139, 150, 155, 158, 167, 168, 171,175,190,193, 222; reported with amendments. 222; Order
of the Day postponed, 258; Order of tho Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 302................
Motion made for Call of the House to consider 3° reading, 217; order rescinded, 250.
RESCISSION
Of order for printing Papers, 154, 210, 28".
.
RESERVE RIFLE COMPANIES (See “MILITARY”).
RESERVES (See also “CROWN LANDS").

2

105

8

227

4

341

8

217

4

331

7

617

The Brush, Winghasi :—

Motion made (Jlfr. Eowti^) for copies of ail correspondence in reference to, 39 ; Ecturn to Order
laid on Table, 425 ..............................................................................................................................
Land Disteicts

of

Fordes, Paekrs,

Conpoeoljn :—

and

Motion made (Mr. Hutchinson) for Return giving particulars of, 97; Return to Order laid on
Table, 598 .................................................................................................. .......................................
State Foebst:—

Motion made (Mr. O' Sullivan) for Return giving particulars of, 143 ; Return to Order kid on
Table, 190 ..........................................................................................................................................
Parish

Peeangan, Bogan Eitee :—

of

Motion made (J)r.
for copies of all papers in connection with, 301; Return to Order laid
on Table (not printed), 504.
Sale

of, at

Little Billabong

to

Messes. Ross Brothers :—

Motion made (Mr. O' Sullivan) for copies of nil papers in connection with, 308 ; Return to Order
'
laid on Table, 562 ............................................................................................................................
RESOLUTIONS : —
Ehom Committee

of the

Whole

Reported, 47, 02, 63 (*), 64 f3), 109, 144 (2), 170, 181, 221, 222, 259, 322, 328, 357, 303 (s), 437,
466, 467 p), 4S8, 493.
1
Agreed to, 47, 63 t5)’, 109,144 (*), 150, 170, 181, 221,222 H, 259, 322, 328, 357, 393 (=), 437,1
466, 467 (!), 488, 493.
From Committee

of

Supfly —

Reported, 265, 297 (2), 411, 473, 647, 562.
Agreed to, 265, 297 (*), 412, 473, 549, 567. •
Eeom Committee

of

Wats

and

^

Means :—

Reported, 265, 339 (5), 341 (*), 412, 436, 473, 549, 567.
Received, 350 (!).
Agreed to, 265, 339 (s), 356 (*), 412, 436, 473, 549, 507.
RICHMOND (See also “RAILWAYS”).
WATEEVVOEKS ;—

Motion made (Mr.Svkey) for copies of all papers, Ac., in eoipjcction tvilh purchase of land for, 556J
RICHMOND ELVER ;—
I
Entrance

to

:—

Notification of land resumed for improvement of, kid on Tabic, 161 ........................ ..........................
RIFLE ASSOCIATION (See “MILITARY.’')
RIFLE RANGE (See “RANDWtCK RIFLE RANGE”).
1
RIGHTS OF BARRISTERS AND SOLICITORS EXTENSION BILL
i
Ordered (Mr. McCourt), 41. (For further proceedings, see -“LAW PRACTICE EXTENSION
BILL").
RITCHIE, ROBERT ADAM, ESQUIRE
Death of, reported, and Seat for Central Cumberland declared vacant, 98.
Motion made (Sir Henry Parkes) that House record its sense of the loss sustained by the deatl
of, 03.
‘
R1YERINA (See “RAILWAYS”).
ROADS ;—
Thoroughfare

known as

Breakneck, Double Bay ;—

Motion made (Mr. A'eiM) for copies of papers, &c, m reference to alignment of, 44; Return to
Order laid on Table (not printed), 264.
Main South Coast,

nemi

Kiama:—

Notification of resumption of land for, laid on Table, OS..............................................................

1

591

Through Adaminaby Park —

Motion made (Mr. Damson) for copies of all papers in reference to closing of, 103; Return to
Order, laid on Table, 425 ................................................................................................................
Plant

and

Material

imported by thk

525

Government:—

Return ol, for Years 1888-1890, laid on Table, 125 ..............................................................................
Between Cbdal

and

669

Davy’s Plains :—

Motion made (Dr. Pass) for copies of all correspondence in reference"to re-opening of, 143.
Brushgrove

and

Maclean :—

Papers in connection with laid upon Table during Session 1890 ordered to be returned to Public
Works Department, 150.
Papers m connection with, laid upon Table in Session 1690, ordered to be printed, 326................. t 6
And Bridges:—

561 .

Motion mode (Mr. Vaughn) for return giving particulars of expenditure from Totes for, 170.
Shaftesbury,

at

Burwood:—

593

Notification of land resumed for, laid on 'Toblc, 170.............................................................................
Votes

foe

Ekfbnditure

in

Municipalities :—

Motion made (Mr. Youny) for return giving particulars of, for each year since 1680, 326.
"Whaling, North Sydney:—

Motion made (Mr. D. M. Clark) for Select Committee to inquire into opening of, 345 ; Mr. Want
Mr. Crick, and Mr. Hassell, discharged from, and Mr. Rose, Mr. Donald, end Dr. Hollis added
to, the Committee, 473 ; Report brought up, 529..........................................................................
In

the

District

of

Return showing expenditure on, laid on Table, 363 ..............................................................................
Contracts

on the

537

Molong :—

Jenoian Caves Road

rniIieed into by

Thomas Martin:—

Motion made (Mr. O' Sullivan) for copies of all papers in connection with, 368; Return to
Order, laid on Table (not printed), 492,

003—H

J
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£
HOADS (i;ojili;!Mcrf) .■—
Main

thbouou

SuBonnAN Mu.vicirAmTES

’

Mo'ion made (Mr. Jlai/h) for return, Riving particulars of, 392; Keturn to Order, laid on Tabic,
dOi ............................................... ..................................................................................................... ')
Cr.O=TVC OF AVAMIEIt-STHEET NOUTJl, AND JEXTRNSION OF UeLIVUB-STREET, Si. LeONADBS ;—
Motion made (Jdr. Vaughn) for co])iis of [inpcrs in reference to, 419.
Mowra

YaIaval:—

to

llelurn re^pceting expendUure on, laid on Table, 421 ..........................................................................
Mimiba

535

h

*BS3

Co.mi;hono ■ —

to

Motion made (Mr. Morton) for cop.v of surveyor’s report on change in, 492; Ectum to Order,
laid on Table. 593 .........................................................................................................................
Schedules :—

J

585

To Voles on Estimates for 1892, laid on Table, 491'...... ....... ............................................................... 1 n
To Votes on Additional Estimates for 1S92, laid on Table, 574......................................................... j “

Apfuoaching St. TjEOnaiids Station,

tjihougji

Lomu’s Quant :—

Motion made (Mr. Vaughn) for copies of all correspondence in reference to alteration of, 589.
EOLLIYG- STOCK (See “ BAILWATS”).
BOSS BROTHERS (See “BESEfiVES”).
BOUSE MBS. A NX:—
Conditional Burchasb

of in the

Rakish

of

■ 471
510

-

Kahibaii.—

Motion made (Mr. Grahame) for Select Conimittco to inquire into, 406 ; Report brought up, 478.
ROYAL COMMISSTOX : —
Os Hekesck Wokks, Bam: Island :—
'
Report laid on Table, 36 .........................................................................................................................

4

287

7

115

8

467

5

121

Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 296 .....................................................................................
Regulations for, laid on ’Table, 403 ......................................................................................................... J 7
Return respecting men belonging to, imprisoned in New South Wales, laid on Table, 308.............. )
RULES OP THE SUPREME COURT;—
.
In Probate Jurisdiction, laid on Table, 593 .......................................................................
,
3c3
RULINGS OP SPEAKER (See “SPEAKER1').
" "
RUSHCUTTKRS’ BAY:—
'

107
109
999

On Sthikes

Report of, laid on Table (not printed) ,257.
On Chinese Gambling:—

’

Report of, laid on Table, 419 ............................................................................................................ .
On Chaeges

by

Mr. Schf.y. M.P,,

Chief Railway CoiiMisf ionhe

against

Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 599 ......................................................................................
ROYAL COMMISSION TO REPORT UPON THE LAWS OP THE ’COUNTRY (Sec
“ADMINISTRATION OP JUSTICE.”)
ROYAL NAVY
Admission

Proposed

of

Australian

resumption op

and

New Zealand Boys

Chinese Gardens

at

and

Men

■

1001

:—

Motion made (,Wi\ JUfeild) for copies of all papers m reference to, 103; Return to Order, laid on
Table, 350; Further Hot urn to Order, laid on Tabic, 500 ..................................
RUTLAND FLUX TRAMWAY BILL:— '
*
Received from Council end read 1°, 301; Order of the Day positioned, 331, 341', 362, 368, 392,
397,411, 421,430; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and report adopted,
410; read-3°, passed and returned to Council, 453 ; assent reported, 459.

8

251, 267

s
SAINT JOHN’S COLLEGE BELIEVING AND ENABLING BILL :—
Received from Council and read]”, 340; motion made for 2° reading, amendment to refer to
Select Committee negatived, road 2'1, committed, reported with nn amendment, and report
adopted, 443 ; read 3 , jiassed, and returned to Council, 448 ; Message from Council agreeing
to amendment, 468; assent reported, 497.
SALARIES OP CIVIL SERVANTS:—
'
Motion made (Mr. M'Courl) for pnvmont of fortnightly, and negatived, 406.
SALOMONS, SIR JULIAN, Q.C.. M.L.C. :—
Acceptance of oilice of Vice-President of the Eiecutive Council bv, reported, 249.
SAMUELSON DR. G. S. (Seo “ RABBITS”).
'
SAVINGS BANK, GOVERNMENT :—
Statement of Accounts for 1890, laid on Table, 40 ............................................................................ A
Do
for 1891,
do
513 .............................................................................
SCHEDULE :—
To Estimates for 1892, laid on Table, 411 ............. ....................... '......................................................
To Yotos for Public Works and Roads, on Estimates for 1892, laid on Table, 491 ..........................
■
Do
do
on Additional Estimates for 1892, laid on Table, 574 ..
SCHOLARSHIPS (See “EDUCATION”).
SEATS REDTSTB1BOTION BILL ;—
Motion made (Sir Henry Varkes) for Committee of the Whole, 38 ; Message from Governor, 60 ;
House m Committee, und Resolution agreed to, 63 ; presented and read 1° 93; motion made
for 2° reading, and debate adjourned, 203 ; rend 2°, and committed, 207; Order of the Day! ’ *
postponed, 222, 234, 255 ; Order of the Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 301.
Motion made for Cull of the House to consider 3° reading, 217; Order rescinded, 250.

857
859
365
471
549
115

Pl.riTIOXS IN REFERENCE TO, PRESENTED :—

From residents of Counties of Phillip, Bligh, Wellinglor, Ac , 68 ..................................................
From residents of Guy Fawkes, Ac., 2L0 ............................................................................................. i
From residents! of Woogoolgn, Ac., 217 ............................................................................................
Returns giving particulars-of numbers of chctors, and electorates under, laid on table, 203 (')
ll'ips showing Electoral Districts, as per Schedule “A,” Jsid on Table (as TZxithiU only), 126.

123
125
127
109, 111, 113,
117,119, 121

J
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SEAWEED NUISANCE, NORTH SHORE OF BOTANY BAY
Motion ilikIc (Mr, Schey) in reference to, and withdrawn, £60.
SEE, JOHN, ESQUIRE:— '
Acceptance of ofiu'C of Colouifd Treasurer by, reported, and seat of as Member for Grafton declared
vacant, 249; ro-election reported, and sworn, 251.
SEGENHOE ESTATE IRRIGATION BILL:—
o
Petition presented (Afr. Aeiht) for leave k> bring in, 125; ordered, presented and read 1,138;
referred to Select Committee, 143; leave given for Committee lo visit locality of proposed irrigation
7works, and to sit during any adjournment for such purpose, 175, 217; Report brought up, 296:
Order of the Day postponed, 327,421,420; read 2° and committed, 444; Order of the Day
postponed, 533, GQL
SELECT COMMITTEES (Sec i: COMMITTEES SELECT ”)SERICULTURE (See “SILK CULTURE").
SESSIONAL ORDERS :Passed, 27 {“), 2S (a), 29 (!), 154, 215, 430.
SEWAGE FARM, PARRAMATTA:—
.
■
„
Notification of land resumed for approach to, laid on Table, 261 ......................................................
SEWERAGE (Seo also "WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE BOARD”; also "PROCLAMA
TION”; also “HUNTER DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE BILL”).
Of Paubamatta :—
. 6
Report of Mr. Stanley Alesnnder, laid on Table, 30.............................................................................
Westebn Subthbs:—
_
Notification of laud resumed for, laid on Table, 264, 363......................................................................
Return respecting claims for hind resumed at Amcliffo, laid on Table, 421......................................J
Stokmwatbu Sewer, Joiinstoj'k:5 Bay :—
_
Motion made (Mr, Lyne) that it ho referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
Works to consider and report upon, 579.
Works at Cottage Cheek :—
...
Moiion nmdo (Mr. ti/ne) that it be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
Works to consider and report upon the envrying out of, 579.
SHAFTESBURY REFORMATORY (See “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF I8S3”).
SHEARERS
Attack upon, at Dkhlop Statiox:—
8
Petition from Shearers at Dunlop Station in reference to, presented, 2G8..........................................
SHEA’S CREEK:—
.....'
,
7
Notification of Und resumed in connection with reclamation at-, laid on Table, 421 ...................... 1
SHEEP (Sec “DISEASES IN SHEEP ACTS FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL”; also “METRO
POLITAN MUNICIPALITIES CATTLE AND SHEEP DRIVING BILL”; also
“DISEASES IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT BILL”).
SHOPS (Seealso “EARLY CLOSING BILL”).
Kept

ofe.v fob

Business

o>t

Subday :—

Return showing, laid ou Table, ............................................................................................................... 'I
SILK CULTURE
Motion mode (Mr. Emng) for copies of all correspondcoco in reference to, 45 ; Return to Order
laid on Table (not printed), 207.
8
Italian Sexileaiext

ok the

Richmonh River:—

Correspondence in connection willi, known ns “ New Italy,” laid ou Table, 257 ..............................
Mr. Charles Brady’s Services

is cossectios with

:—

Motion made (Mr. Hose) for Select Committee to inquire into, 345 ; Report brought up, 599........ J
SILK3TONE COAL-MINE RAILWAY ACT AMENDING BILL:_
Petition presented (Mr. 7?0!tie.r) for leave to bring in, 257; ordered, presented and read 1°, 263;
5
referred to Select Committee, 2G8; Report brought up, 287; Order of the Day postponed,
421; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, and report adopted, 443; read 3°, passed
and sent to Council for concurrence, <148; agreed lo by Council with amendments, 517;
amendments agreed to, and Message to Council, 532 ; a-scut reported, 571.
SILVER (See “MINING”).
SIMPSON’S RAILWAY BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. Barton) for leave to bring in, 26; ordered, 109, presented and read I
138; refeircd t-o Select Committee, 143; Mr. Lonsdale added to the Committee, 202; leave
given for Committee to make visit of inspection, and to sit during any^adjournment for the
5
purpose of making such visit of inspection, 225 ; Report brought up, 27o ; Order of the Day
postponed, 331, 397, 419, 425 ; read 20, and committed, 450; Order of_the Day postponed,
453, 457 ; further considered in Committee and no report therefrom, 474.
SLATTERY, THOMAS MICHAEL, ESQUIREAcceptance of office of Seerotary for Mines by, reported, and seat of ns Member for Boorowa
declared vacant, 249 ; re-election reported, and sworn, 251.
SMITH, EOREST RANGER (See "CIVIL SERVICE”).
SMITH, MR. MATTHEW (See " WHARF.”)
"SOBRAON”:—
■
.
Motiers made (Mr. Murphy) for copies of t.ll pipers in connection with purchase of, la7; Return
3
to Order laid on Table, 25G ................................................................................................................. [
SOUTHERN RIFLE ASSOCIATION.
.
!
Motion made (Mr. Bose) for copies of all corrcsnondrncc in connection with formation of head-'
quarters of, at Moss Yale, 131 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 193............................................. -I
SPEAKER:_
I
Election of Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esquire, 5.
Ad jo nniment of House for presentation of, 5.
Presentation of, 7j
Commission to, to Administer the Oath, read by .Clerk, 7.
Commission to Deputv, to Administer the Oath, rend by Clerk, 30.
,
Reports attendance of House in Council Chamber, to hear Opening Sjieecb, 9.
ithdrav*'
Laya on Table Warrant appointing Elections and Qualifications Committee, 8;
Warrant and substitutes another therefor, 11 ; reports maturity of W arrant-, 37. G- 277, 2?9
reports resignation of Mr. Inglis, and lays on Warrant appointing Mr. R-G. DAitzGerald,
35; appoints meeting of the Committee, 65, 239; lays on Warrant appointing Mr. Henry
Clarke in room of Mr. Suitor, 258; reports resignation of Dr. Ross, and lays on Warrant
appointing Mr. Hayes, 269.
I

291

279
285,287
283

349
C21

3099

1053
1071
721

693

817
G5
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SPEAKER (coidinwA) :—
Lays paper on Table in reference to Parliamentary Reporting Stnffi, 190.
lays On Table Minute of Executive Council, 459,
Reports presentation of Address of Congratulation to tlia Governor, 10.
Reports return of Writ for Bonrke, 11, 329 ; for Balranald, 35.
Unavoidable absence of, 49, 341.
Reports Governor’s approval to Additional Standing Order (Limitation of Speeches), and makes
observations on application of, 81.
Do
do
(interruption and renewal of proceedings of Bills), 595.
Reports issue and return of Writs, 119 (!), 251 (8), 252.
Directs Clerk to amend Roll of Members, 137.
States his intention to issue new Writ for lllarrarra, 1(57.
Directs Member to discontinue his Speech, 203, 310 (6), 381.
Quotes practice as to Members attending as witnesses before Select Committees when requested so
to attend, 420.
Gives casting vote, 443.
.
Declines to giving nny ruling or direction in reference to removal of Mr. Tooliey from the Chamber
during tho sitting of tho Committee of Supply, 473.
Presents Bills to Governor for Royal assent in Legislatire Council Chamber, GOG (J).
Rulings

or :—

'

■That Contractors Lien Bill related to trade, and should have originated in a Committee of the
Whole, 73.
■
That amendment to omit wards in the Representation of tho Pcoplo Bill (Mo. 2) was within
province of the Commit,fee, and therefore in order, 79.
That amendment on motion that Monday bo an additional Sitting Day was out of order, 154.
That amendment to substitute Friday in moiion that Monday be an additional Sitting Day was
out of order, 154.
That amendment on motion in reference to Liquor TraiHc was in order, 162.
f
That motion in reference to Import Duties on Agricultural Produce was similar to one already
decided during the present Session, and could not be put, 1G3.
That Balranald.Irrigation BjII was properly before the House, 182.
That Mining on Private Property Bill (No. 2) was beyond order of leave, 240.
That Question to refer Seat of H , H. Brown, Esquire, lo Committee of Elections and Qualifica
tions was one of privilege, 257.
That newr clause proposed in Electoral Reform Bill was not relevant to subject matter or title of
the Bill, 288.
i
That amendment proposed to add words in reference to plebicitc on the fiscal question was simil ar
to question already decided during the present Session and therefore inadmissible, 315.
That clauses of Masters and Servants Bill were beyond the order of leave, 322.
That Law Practitioners Bill was not out of order, 322.
That Diseased Animals and Meat Bill (No. 2) was beyond order of leave, 333.
That Resolution from Committee of Ways and Means for imposing new (fixation differed
essentially from mere abstract Resolutions on the same subject (Import Duties on Agricul
tural Produce), and was therefore in order, 35G.
That a Member having spoken to a question, may not conclude by moving “ Tlmt the question be
now put,” 399.
That the subject of a proposed motion for adjournment, viz., the introduction of a Coal-mines
Bill, had already been discussed this Session and could not therefore be put, 414.
That amendment to add words to Schedule C of Customs Duties Bill was inconsistent with previous
decision in Schedule A of same Bill, and therefore out of order, 420.
That amendment to add word “ wa(cr” to Schedule 0 of Customs Duties Bill was such as to turn
Proceedings of the Committee into a farce, and therefore out of order, 420.
That, on amendment lo omit words, it having been decided that tho words stand, tho debate was
closed, 431,
That Tolls on Stock Bill, again presented for consideration, a question decided by the House this
Session, was contradictory of provisions of the Customs Duties Bill, and therefore out of
order, 449.
'
.
That Diseases in Sheep Acts Amendment Bill was not bevond order of leave 44-9.
SPECIAL ADJOURNMENT:—
'
Motion made for, and passed, 202, 247, 250, 309, 350, 357, 392, 597.
Motion made for, and withdrawn, 589.
SPECIAL AREAS (Sec "CROWN LANDS”).
'
SPECIAL GRANT TO MUNICIPALITIES
Motion made (Mr. Bavister) for a Committee of the Whole to consider an Address lo the
Governor for, of 51. in Ihc £, for year ended 3rd February, 1891, 400; Order of the Pay
postponed, 472, 500.
'
SPECIAL TRAINS AND TRAMS (See '‘RAILWAYS”).
SPIRITS, WINE, AND BEEB—CONVICTIONS UNDER LICENSING ACT
Annual Return (o Order, laid on Table, 37, 081
..........
STAFFORD, WILLIAM, EX-SERGEANT OF POLICE
Petition from, prcscnled, 158, 190 .................................
STANDING AND SELECT COMM ITTEES
Appointed during the Session—Sessional Paper...............
STANDING ORDERS':—
Suspension of, 234, 2G3, 338 ("), 404, 430, 457, 472.
Moiion made (Mr DRA!), that it is a esse of urgent and pressing necessity that the 72nd he
suspended, 457.
v
Liuitatiox Or Sfeeciiks :—

Alotioh made (Mr. Reid) in favour of Standing Order to limit speeches in certain e-nses, 54;
Speaker reports Governor’s approval, 81 ; Speaker, under provisions of, directs Member to
discontinue his Speech, 203, 316 (s)
iNTEItRDFTIOK AND RENEWAL OF PflOCEEDINOS ON BlLLSS :—

Message from C'ouncii Iransmilting Standing Order in reference to, and inviting the Assembly to
adopt one similar in character, 467 ; Order of the Day postponed, 488 ; House in Committee,
Standing Orders (*), reported, agreed to, and Speaker authorised to present to Governor, 500 ;
Message (o Council, 591 ; Speaker reports Governor's approval, 695.
STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE:—
Appointed by Sessional Order, 28.
Motion made (Mr. Traill) that the whole of tho Standing Orders be referred to, for consideration,
suggestions, and report, 61.

2

1107,1113
1169,1171
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STATE CJIILDREH'S RELIEF DEPARTMENT:—
Report for 1890-01, laid on Table, 84......................................................................................................
STATE FORESTS AND FOREST RESERVES_
_
Motion made (Hfr. 0’S»Ifii»in) for return giving particulars of, 143; Return to Order laid on
Table, 190........................................................................
STATE NURSERY, GOSFORD
Return rbowing persons employed at, laid ou Table, 478.
STATISTICS'
Of titk PopcriATioN’ and Taxation of the Colony :—
_ _
Motion made (Ifr. O’SutHran) for return giring number of Civil Servants, Police, and Military,
witb cost of same ; tbe population of tho Colony and amount of taxation per bead, 137.
Manufacturing iNDrsiiiiKS—Pkoddction of Minerals :—
Moiion made (Mr. G, Ji. Clark) for return giving statistics in reference to, 157.
Population op New South Wales:—
'
Return of, laid on Table, 547 ............................. ................................
Census and Industhial Returns Act :—
Information respecting, laid on Table, 411, 547.................................
STEAM BOILERS (See‘-LAND BOILERS INSPECTION BILL”).
STEEL POINT BATTERY (Sec “ DEFENCES”).
STEPHEN, SIR ALFRED.—
Despatch-respecting retirement of, from office of Liculenant-Governor, laid on Table and rend by
Clerk, 378.............................................................................................................................................
STOCK (See also “TOLLS ON STOCK BILL”).
Progress Return for 1891, laid on Table, 419.......................................................................................... ’ ■
Chief Inspectors of :—
Report, ka., of meeting of, Laid on Table, 77......................................... ................................................. ■
And Brands Branch, Department op Mines :—
Report for 1890 laid on Table, 158..........................................................................................................j
STRANGERS, EXCLUSION OF : —
Sessional Order passed, 29.
STRIKES:—
Report of Royal Commission on, laid on Table (not printed), 257.
SUBURBS:—
'
Extension or Railway to the :—
Report ou, laid on Table, 153 .................................................................................................................
SULLY, W. (See “ CROWN LANDS ”).
SUNDAY (See also “SHOPS”).
Labour :—
Petition from citizens of Newcastle in opposition to extension of, presented, 500 ...........................
SUNK NETS BILL —
Ordered (Hr. Frank Farnell), presented, and read 1°, 40; road 2°, committed, reported with
amendments, and report adopted, 181 ; road 3°, passed, and sent to Council for concurrence,
185 ; agreed to by Council, with amendments, 308 ; Council’s amendments agreed to, 401
Message to Council, 462; assent reported, 433.
SUPPLY:—
Committee of, Sessional Order passed, 28.
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to enable House to go into Committee of, 103 ; Order of tbe
Day discharged, 600.
House in Committee, 265, 297, 411,454, 457,468, 473, 478, 493, 500, 605, 547, 502.
Resolutions reported, 205, 297, 411, 473, 547, 502.
Resolutions agreed to 205; 297, 412, 473, 549, 507.
SUPPRESSION OF GAMBLING:—
<
Petitions in reference to, presented, 154, 186, 234. 275 .................................. ................ ..................
SUPREME COURT (See also “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888").
Rules laid on Table, 598 ......................... ...............................................................................................
SUPREME COURT PROCEDURE BILL:—
Received from Council, and read 1°, 138 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and
report adopted, 234; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 254; assent reported, 271.
SURVEYORS, LICENSED :—
Return respecting Licenses to, under Real Property Act, laid on Table, 397..................................... )
Statement of Fees and Salaries paid to, during 1889 and 1890, laid on Table, 398 ........................... )
SUTTOR, FRANCIS BATHURST, ESQUIRE:—
Acceptance of Office of Minister of Public Instruction by, reported, and scat of ns Member for
Bathurst declared vacant, 249 ; rc-clection reported, and sworn, 251.
SYDNEY (Seo “WATER SUPPLY”).
SYDNEY CORPORATION —
Return of Loans to, laid on Table, 202 ......................................................................................... ........ 1
Statement of receipts and expenditure for 1891, laid on Table. 510 .................................................. f
SYDNEY ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL:—
'
Petition presented (Mr. JOilbi) for leave to bring in, 41; leave given, presented, and read 1°, 44; '
referred to Select Committee, 53 ; Report brought up, 114 ; motion made for 2“ reading, and
'
debate adjourned, 182; Order of the Day postponed, 210.
•
Petition from Municipal Council of Sydney, in reference to, presented, 93.........................................
Do from Residents of Svdnev in favour of, presented, 175..........................................................
SYDNEY FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY:—
Report of Trustees, for 1390, laid on Table, 37 ..................................................................................... )
Do
1891,
do
. 529...................................................................................... )
SYDNEY HOSPITAL COMPLETION BILL; —
Motion made (Mr. Byne) for Committee of the Whole, 486; Message from Governor, 489
House in Committee, 492; resolution agreed lo, presented, anti read 1°, 493; road 2°, com
mitted, reported with amendments, and report adopted, 500; read 3°, passed, and sent to
Council for concurrence, 504; agreed to by Council without amendment, 529; assent reported,
580.
SYDNEY MECHANICS' SCHOOL OF ARTS :—
Correspondence respecting use of, for theatrical purposes, laid on Table, 604................:.................
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8
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TAHWOItTH (9ee "WATER SUPPLY”).
_
Hcgulations for Oorcrrmieni, laid on Tablr. 4G (J) ................. ..........................................................
TARQ-ETS'
■
Return respecting Test of, laid on Table, 133 ....................................................................................
TARIFF_
Proposed Duties and Free List, laid on Table, 2d>i .............................................................................
TARRAWINGEE TRAMWAY ACT:—
Petition from Residents of tho Barrier District in favour of amendment of, presented, 224 ..........
Petition from Business people of Broken Hill, against anv amendment of, presented, 313 ...........
TARR A WINGER TRAMWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
,
Received from Council and read 1°, 313 ; Order of (he Day postponed, 403; read 2D, committed,
reported with an amendment and report ndopted, 333 ; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council
538 ; Message from Counoil agreeing to amendment, 550 ; assent reported, 603.
TAXATION (See “STATISTICS”).
TECHNICAL EDUCATION: —
Report on, at. Paris Exhibition, by Edward Combos, C.M.G., laid on Table, 392 ..........................
TELEGRAPHIC:—
Regulations laid on Tabic, 46 C2), 167, 37S, 513 (=) ...................................................... ......................
Report of Conference held in 1891, laid on Table. 45 .........................................................................
Return respecting cost of telephone connections, laid on Table, 25G
............................................
Amended Telephone Regulations, laid on Table, 256 ......................................................................... y c
Underground Wires:—
.
Correspondence respecting, laid on Table. 590 ..... .........
.,
, ■
j
TELLERS (Seo "NO TELLEHS”).
■
"
TEST OF TARGETS (See "MILITARY”).
THE BRUSH RESERVE, WINGHAM (See "RESERVES”).
TIMBER LICENSES BILL:—
Motion made (Sir. IFall) for Committee of the Whole, 52 : Order of the Day postponed, 109.
TIRES (See “WIDTH OF TIRES REGULATION BILL”).
'
TOBACCO LEAR
Duty on :—
'
Petition from Cigar Manufacturers in reference to, presented, 350......................................................
TOCUMWAL (See “BRIDGES”).
TOLLS ON STOCK BILL
Message from Governor, 423; Resolution, No. 10, from Committee'of Ways and Means reported
and agreed (0,436; ordered (Mr, Nee), presented, aud read 1°, 417"; motion made for 2r'
'
reading ; Point of Order—That Bill again submitted for consideration a question the Ileus:
hnddecided this Session in the Customs Duties Bill—sustained by Mr. Speaker ; Order of the
Day discharged, and Biii withdrawn, 449.
*
TOM (See " MINING”).
TOOHEY. JAMES MATTHEW, ESQUIRE (Seo also “PRIVILEGE”) : Removal from Chamber by order of the Chairman of Committees for disobeying the Order of the
Chair, reported from Committee of Supply, 478.
TOWNS POLICE ACT
Petition in reference to, from Citizens of Nevrenstlo, presented, 449 ...........
. ‘
TRADE DISPUTES CONCILIATION AND ARBIfRATION BILL:—
Motion made (Sir Henri/ I’ariei) for Committee of the Whole, 38; Message from Governor, CO;
House in Committee, and resolution agreed to, presented, and read 1°, G3; Order of the Day
postponed, 255, 301, 341 ; Order of the Dav discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 437.
'
TRADE DISPUTES CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION BILL (No. 2)
Message from Governor, 445 ; motion made (Af>. Diltis) for Committee of the Whole, 452;
House iu Committee, ami Resolution agreed to, 467 ; presented (Mr. Harimi) and read P
473; motion made for 2° reading and debate adjourned, 510; debate resumed, read 2°, and
committed, 517 j further considered in Committee, 523, 529 ; reported with amendments and
report adopted, 529 ; read 3°, passed and sent to Council for concurrence. 531 ; agreed to by
Conned with amendments, 572; amendments agreed to, and message to Council, 583; assent
reported. 603.
TRADE-MARKS ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Ordered (Sir. lieii), 39.
TRADE UNION ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Ordered (Mr. .7.1). FitzGerald), presented, and read 1°, 166 ; Order of the Day discharged, and
Bill withdrawn, 179.
TRADE UNION ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2)
Ordered (Mr. J, 1). FitzGerald), presented, and read 1°, 174; Order of (he Dav postponed, 216.
TRAMWAYS (See also "WILLOUGHBY AND GORDON TRAMWAY ACT AMENDING
BILL”; also “BROKEN HILL TRAMWAYS BILL”; also “ KING TO OCEAN-STREET
CABLE TRAMWAY BILL”; also “DEEPWATER AND MOUNT GALENA TRAM
WAY BILL"):—
PliorosED Gable Tbauway TDKor«H_GE0w?E, Pur, and Harms Stbbeth:—
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans, from Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 8 .................................. ...................................
Proposeu -Cable Tsamway beoii Kino-street, via William-stbeet, to Ocean-strekt
Report., together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans, from Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Public Works, laid on liable, 8........................ ........... .................................... ’
Moiion mado (Mr. L;/r.e) that work should he carried out, 457.
Accidents on Lines:—
Motion mado (Mr. O'Sullivan) for return giving particulars of, since initiation of Tram Serv
131; Return to Order laid on Table, 234 ................................................................................
Forest Lodge to Balmain :—
.................................
Notification of land resumed for, laid on Table, 180.......................................................................
To Field op Mars Common:—
....................................
Report of Mr. Stanley Alexander on, laid on Table, 327.................................................. .............
Maintenance and Improvement oi :—
'
.......................... .............
Return ehowing amount expended on, laid on Table, 350 ..................................................................
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TRAMWAYS—-(cDufisved)
Special Tbaixs

ash

Teams:—

Rctorn sboAving cost of, in oonnectson with sittings of the House on 24th and 25th February, 1
laid on Table, 539 ............................................................................. -..............................................
Adveetisixo

on

:—

_

Return showing particulars of contracts for. laid on Table, 532............................................................
Rlecteic

fuom

Randwick

to

839
5

839

Waveelet :—

Motion made [Mr Keild) for Return showing cost of, &c., 5-16.
TEAVRLLTKG EXPENSES
Oe Officers

of thk

Dlfence Force:—

j

Return showing, laid on Table, 8H3....................................................................................................... |
TKEASL'RY BILLS (Seo " FiXAXCK ”).
I
TREASL'IIY BILLS BILL :—
I
Message from Governor. 332 ; Standing Orders suspended, 333; Resolutions Xos. (3) fo (7) from
Committee Of Ways a ml Means reported and agreed to. 339 ; ordered, presented, road l0,l
read 2°, committed, reported without amendment., report adopted, read 3s, passed and sent to
Council for concurrence, 339 ; agreed to by Council without amendment, 341; assent reported,|
362.
TREASURY INDEMNITY BILL:Ordered (3/r. Spe), 501; presented, and read 1°, 505 ; road 2’, committed, reported without
amendment, and report adopted, 509 ; read 3°, passed and sent to Council for concurrence.
01G ; agreed to by Council without amendment, 539; assent reported, 5,72.
TRIAL BAY (Sec “RAILWAYS”; also “PRISONS").
TRICKKTT, THE HONORABLE WILLIAM JOSEPH, M.L.C. :—
As a witness before a Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, 383, 395.
TUESDAY:—
'
Precedence of Government Business on, 215.
TUG BOATS (See “ DREDGES, TUG BOATS, PUNTS, BARGES, AND BRIDGES”).
TUG SERVICES :—
Return respecting. North of Sydney, laid ou Table, 275 ................................
TUMUT (See “ RAILWAY'S”).
'
TUROSS LAKE :—
Report of Mr. Stanley Aleiander, on proposed Jetty on, laid on Table, 378
TYPHOID FEVER:—
Report on, in Sydney and Suburbs, 1876 to 1890, laid on Table, 36 ..................................................
Return of, and other Infectious Diseases, in Sydney and Suburbs from 1876 to 1SD1, laid on
Table, 547.............................................................................................................................................
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861
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1111
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603
1113

8
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u

UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Report for 1890, laid on Table, 37 .............................................. ................. ....
By-laws laid ou Table [not printed, 37(J), 513 ....................................................
USE OF CAMELS PROHIBITION BILL :—
Ordered (Mr. IToa'e), 174.
Petition in reference to, from Freeholders and other?, Bourkc, presented, 202.

\3

395
405
1135

V
VACANT SEATS:—
The Ha?tmge and Manning (James Henry Young, Esq.), 90.
Central Cumberland (Robert Adam Ritchie, Esq., deceased), 93.
Of Members of New Administration, 249 (*).
Bouvke (J, P. Howe, Esq.), 252,
VACCINATION :—
Report for 1891 !aid on Table, 516.............
VACCINE LYMPH ;— _
Return respecting, laid on Table, 322........
“ VERNON”:—
Report on, for 1890-91, laid on Table, 202.
VESSELS:—
Returns in connection with, under Quarantine Act. for 1891, laid on Table, 589 ..............................
VICE SUPPRESSION BILL:—
Ordered (Mr. Ncild), presented, and read 1°, 161; Order of tho Dav postponed, 290, 378, 436.
VICTORIA BARRACKS (Sec “MILITARY”).
.
VINE DISEASES ACTS FURTHER CONTINUATION BILL:—
_
_
Ordered (Jfr, Slattery), presented and read 1°, 273 ; read 2°, committed, reported without
amendment, and report adopted, 281; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council for concurrence,
287 ; agreed lo bv Council without amendment, 308; assent reported, 362.
VIVIAN, WALTER HUSSEY (See “ELECTORAL”).
VOLUNTARY CONVEYANCES AMENDMENT BIEL :—
Received from Council, and read 1°, 167 ; Order of tbe Day postponed, 224; read 2°, committed,
reported without amendment, and report adopted, 322; read 3“ and passed, 326 j returnedi
to Council, 327 ; assent reported, 362.
'
1
VOLUNTEER:—
Axr> Pebmanext Mii.itaky Foecfs :—
Motion made (Mr. &ugh McKinnon) for Return of distribution of pay allowances and amend
ments to eamo since 1884,149.
Return showing pay and allowances to officers of, laid on Table, 441, 48C'.......................................
VOTE OE CENSURE:—
Fiscal Policy

of the
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83
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5, 15

2

833-841

Goterxment :—

Motion made (Air. Jteid), That this Home deplores and will resist any attempt (o bring about a
conflict on the qmstion of Free-trade and Protection until the verdict of the Electors cat)
be recorded on the basis of “one man one vote,” and debate adiourned, 311; debate resumed
and adjourned, 313; debate resumed, and amendment to add certain words ruled out of
order, 315; motion negatived, 316.
VOTE OF CREDIT :—
_
Messages from Governor recommending, laid on Table, 257, 398, 399, 472 ....................................
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS:—
Nos. 1 to 112 ................................................... .............................................................................................
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w
WADDELL THOMAS, ESQUIRE (Seo “ ELECTORAL”).
WAGES OF WORKMEN BILL (Sec alsoILLEGAL BENEVOLENT FUNDS BILL")
Motion mado (Mr. Sehey) for Committeo of tins Wliole, 41 ; Order of the Day postponed, 53 ;
House in Committee, and resolution agreed to, 144; presented and read 1°, 229.
WAGGA WAGGA SCHOOL OF ARTS ENABLING BILL
Petition presented (ilfr, Gormley) for leave to bring in, 208; leave given, presented, and read 1°,
280; referred to Select Committee, 287; Report brought up, 315; Order of the Day post- 7
■ poned, 397.
WALCHA (see '‘BAILWATS”).
WALKA (See "WATER SUPPLY").
WALKER-STREET NORTH, ST. LEONARDS (Sec " ROADS”).
WALKER THOMAS, ESQUIRE
Directed, under Additional Standing Order, to discontinue his speech, 203.
WALLACE AND COMPANY (See "CUSTOMS DUTIES BILL”).
WALLAGA LAKE (See "BRIDGES”).
WALLBNDBEEN (See " TANKS”).
WATER CONSERVATION;—
.
Progress report on, by H. G. M'Kinney, laid on Table, 84 ......................................... ...................... 'j
• Return respecting, laid on Table, 229.................................................................................... ................
Resumption

of

Land

foe, at

Pateeson:—

767

45
79

■

Motion made (Mr. Garvan) for copies of all papers in reference to, 19G ; Return to Order laid on
Table, 207............................................................................................................................................. [
Return to Order again laid on Table, and Order for Printing rescinded, 210.

81

Aktksian Boeing :—

Roport on, laid on Table, 405 ..................................................................................................................
WATER CONSERVATION BILL
Motion made (ilfr. Sydney Smith) for Committee of tbe Whole, 38 ; Message from Governor, GO;
" House in Committee, and resolution reported, 64; agreed to, 222; preaculed and road 1°, 229,
Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn (on Division), 255.
WATER SUPPLY (See also "BROKEN HILL AND DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY COM
PANY” ; also, " COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT” ; also, "BROKEN
HILL WATER SUPPLY ACT AMENDMENT BILL”; also, "HUNTER DISTRICT
WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE BILL”) —
OfiANGE :—

241
89

I

By-lawa for, laid on Table, 98 ................................................................................................ . ............ ’ 6
Stuney : —
NotiGcation of land resumed for, laid on Tabic, 161, 3G3, 480 ............................................................
Motion made (Mr. Lyne) that it be referred to tho Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
Works to consider and report upon tho construction of a reservoir at Centennial Park for, 579

29
33, 35, 37

COOTAIUUNDEA :—

Notification of land resumed for, laid on Table, 3G3.............................................................................

39

Manly

Notification of land resumed for, laid on Table, 421.............................................................................

41

And Sewerage Board :—

By-laws of,
Transfer of
Do
Do
Do
Plant

and

Said on Table, 37, 431 ........................................................................................................
Riley and Bourke Streetsbmneli sewers to. Proclamation laid on Table, 37, 431
....
Pyrmont Bridge Road and Glebe branch sewers to,
do
37.................
Stoneware Pipe Sower, North Sydney,
do
77..................
Alexandria and Macdonaldtown, branch sewer
do
449.................

Material Imported

by the

1,9
19, 23
17
21

25

Government'—

Return of, for years 1888-1890, laid on Table, 125 ............................................................................ j

5S9

Water Works, Richmond

Motion made (Mr. Schey), for copies of all correspondence, Ae., in connection with purchase of
land for, 556.
"
For Tamworth ■—

Motion made (Mr. Zyne), that it bo referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
Works to consider and report upon, 579.
For Wollongong :—

Motion made (Hfr. Zyne), tbatitbe referred to tho Parliamentary Standing Committee ou Public
Works to consider and report upon, 579.
For Lithgow :—

Motion made (Mr. Lync), that it be referred to the Purliumenlary Standing Committee on Public
Works to consider and roport upon, 579.
For Arm id ale.—

Motion made (Mr. Lyet), that it bo referred to tbe Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
Works to consider and report upon, 579.
Second Pipe-line

prom

Walka

to

Buttai,

tor

Hunt up. River:—

Motion made (Mr. Zyne), that it be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
Works to consider and report upon, 579.
WATKINS-WALLIS TRUST ESTATE BILL
_
Petition presented (Mr. Barbour) for leave to bring in,311 ; leave given, presented,and read 1°, 321;
referred to Select Committee, 326; Report brought up, 349; read 2°, committed, reported
without amendment and report adopted, 450; read 3°, possed, and sent to Council for con
currence, 453; agreed to bv Council without amendment, 493; assent reported, 527.
WATSON’S BAY (See “PARK”).'
WAVERLEY (See "TRAMWAYS").
WAYS AND MEANS
Estimates of, for 1892, laid on Table, 297 .............................................'..............................................
Committee of, Sessional Order passed, 28.
_
Motion mode (Mr. Brace Smith) to enable House to go into Committee of, 103; Order cf the
Day discharged, GOO.
'
House in Committee, 265, 297, 309, 328, 333, 339, 341, 412, 430, 473, 649, 567Resolutions reported, 265, 339 (“H 341 (*), 412, 436, 473, 549, 667.
Resolutions received, 350 (2).
Resolutions agreed to, 2G5, 3g(t (s), 356 (2), 412, 436, 473, 549; 567-
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W
WEEKLY ABSTRACTS OF PETITIONS
.
ATos. 1 to 30.......................
..............................................................................................................
WEEKLY KEPORTS OF DIVISIONS:—
Nos. 1 to 24 .............................
................................................................................................
WENTWORTH ELECTORATE SUBDIVISION ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Ordered (3/r. Ccwra), 01; presented and read 1°, 117 ; Order of the Day postponed, ISO, 340.
WESTINGHOU3E BRAKE (See “RAILWAYS”).
WESTON’S ESTATE MORTGAGE ENABLING BILL:—
_
Received from Council and read 1°, 673 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and
report, adopted, 603 ; road 3°, passed, and returned to Council. 598; assent reported, 605.
WHALING ROAD, NORTH SVDNEY:—
'
t
Motion made (Jl/r. E. M. Claris) for Select Committee to inquire into opening of, 340 ; MV. Want,
Mr. Crich. and Mr. Haasall discharged from, and Mr. Rose, Mr. Donald, and Dr. Hollis added
to, the Committee, 473 ; Report brought up, 529 ..............................................................................
WHARF:—

773
1
621

Morton's Cbeek : —

Notification of land resumed for, laid on Table, 264.........................................................................

6

537

7

619

At Noobooma :—

Report by Mr. Stanley Alexander on proposed, laid on Table, 378, 405..............................................
At Lase Cove Bridge :—
Notidcatioc of land resumed for approach to, laid on Table, 449 .................................................
At Lime aud Khskike Streets —
_
.
Motion made {Mr. Wright) for copies of all papers in connection with application for a special
lease by Mr. Matthew Smith, 461.
WHARVES (See “ MUNICIPAL WHARVES BILL”).
WHEAT, RUST IN—
_
Report of Conference on. held in Sydney, June, 1891, laid on Table, 322..........................................
WHEELER, JOHN, ESQUIRE —
Declared, by Elections and Qualifications Committee, not to have been duly elected for Canter
bury. 132.
WHITTON, MR. JOHN —
.
Late Esgineer-ix-Chief

foe

615

I

6
643

Railways:—

Return of payments to, since his retirement, laid on Table, 190
Copy of letter addressed to, hud on Table, (not printed) 207WIDTH OF TIRES REGULATION BILL :—
Ordered (Mr. Tjyae), 52.
WILKINSON ARMIIAGE (SeeCUSTOMS DUTIES BILL”).
WILLOUGHBY AND GORDON TRAMWAY ACTS AMENDING; BILL: o
Petition presented {Mr. Barton) for leave to bring in, 73; leave given, 97; presented and read 1°,
98, referred to Select C01nmitt.ee, 107 , Report brought up, 161; Order of the Day postponed,
216, 378, 425, 466, 499.
Petition from George Brown in reference to, presented, 125 ..............................................................
WINDSOR (See “CORONER AT WINDSOR”).
WITNESS
^
Member as, before Select Committee of Legislative Council, 280, 414, 462 (5),510.
WOLLONGONG (See also ” WATER SUPPLY ”).
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87

0

835

679
691

Fibk Brigades Board :—

459

Report, of, laid on Table, 36 .................................................................................................................
WOMEN (See also -IEXTENSION OF THE FRANCHISE TO WOMEN”).
Op Abandoned Character : —
Return respecting, laid ou Table, 322 ......................................................................................................
WOMEN’S COLLEGE (See “ EDUCATION ”).
WOOL (See “RAILWAYS”).
WORKMEN (See “WAGES OF WORKMEN BILL”).
WORKMEN’S COMBINATION LAWS DECLARATION BILL :—
_
Ordered (Mr. Langivell), presented, and read 1°, 39 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amend
ment, and report, adopted, 108; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council for concurrence, 113.
WRECKS ON THE COAST OF NEW SOUTH WALES : —
Return giving particulars of, during 1891, laid on Table, 275 ..................... ........................................
WRITS OF ELECTION (See also “ELECTORAL ”) :—
Issue and return of, reported by Speaker, 119 (s), 251 (6), 252.

1139

8

1143

Y
YALWAL (See “ ROADS ”).
■
YONGALEATHA MARBLE, FLAG, AND FLUX COMPANY BILL:—
Petition presented {Mr. Want) for leave to bring iu, 117; leave given, presented, read 1 , 1
and referred to Select Committee, 124; Report brought up, 13S ; Order of the Day postponed,
149; 174, 186 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and report adopted, 210 ; read
3°, passed, and sent to (bimcil for concurrence, 220 ; agreed to by Council without amendment, i“4 5
333 ; assent rcportorl, 362.
Petit ion in reference to, from Property Owners, Broken Hill, presented, 180 ..................................
YOUNG;—
Delay in taking Poll for, reported by Clerk, 1.
YOUNG, JAMES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
YOUNG, JAMES HENRY, ESQUIRE:—
_
,
Seat of, as a Member for The Hastings and Manning, declared vacant by reason of lua acceptance
of tbe otlice of Secretary for Public Works, 90; re-election of, reported, and sworn, 119.
YOUTH S —
Serving First Sentence in Darlinghurst Gaol:—
2
Return of, laid on Table, 108 ..................... ........................................ ........... -.....................................
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1891.

(second session.)

XEW SOUTH WALES.

BOARD OE WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE.
(AMENDED BY-LAWS UNDER THE METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACTS 1880-1889.)

ftrcscnieS to parliament, pursuant to JUt 43 ‘Sir. #cr. 32.

Department of Pulilio Works,
Sydney, 11th June, 1891.
tt n
it
*1.
with
11,n
Tilvice
of
the
Executive
Council,
has
been
pleased
to
approve
following
Amended Water By-laws prepared by the B^rd of Water Supply and Sewerage, under and in accordance
withof
thethe
prov.sions
of
the "

Itfl?^inclthz prev'ious ByTaw3 of 13th December, 1389, published in the Government Gazette ol

21th March, 1890, arc hereby cancelled.

BOARD OP WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE.
Metropolitan Water Bv-laws.
Wiiereas, by the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Acts,

1880-1839, the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage is
authorised and empowered from time to time to make, alter,
and repeal By-laws.
Now tho Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, under and
by virtue of the powers contained iu the Metropolitan Water
and Sewerage Acts, 13SO-I889, do hereby make the By-laws
following, that is to say :—
1. The following rates and charges are those which the
owners and occupiers of tenements, lands, and premises, snail
pay in respect of water supplied by the Board, that is to say
For water supplied for domestic purposes otherwise than ly
measure*
Houses, &c.
(1) Where the premises are of the assessed annual value of
twenty pounds or under, ten shillings per annum.
(it) Where the premises are above the assessed annual value
of twenty pounds, a rate of six ponce for each pound sterling
ou the amount of tho valuation np to three hundred pounds
inclusive; five pence for each pound on the amount of the
valuation in excess of three hundred pounds up to seven
hundred pounds; four pence for each pound on the amount
of the valuation in excess of seven hundred pounds up to
ono thousand pounds ; three pence for each pound on the
amount of the valuation in excess of one thousand pounds
up to four thousand pounds ; and two pence for each pound
on tbe amount of the valuation in excess of four thousand
pounds.
■Vacant lands.

(in) Vacant lands of th3 assessed value of sixty pounds and
over shall he subject to a rate of two pence for each pound
sterling on the amount of the valuation,
Uufitusbcd houses, &&

iv) The like rates as those above-mentioned shall be charged
on all lands, tenements, and hereditaments not included m
any valuation by the Municipal Council of the City of
Sydney or Redfern, or of any Borough or Municipal

119—

•

T-.v-iTT/irt

n-M-Tfiirr

DisMct, and on all lands for the time b>ing valued by tbe
said Municipal Council of the City of Sydney or Redfern,
or by such Borough or Municipal District, at a sum less
than the true value thereof
For water supplied by measure.
Standpipes.

-

(v) The charge for water supplied from stand-pipes shall be
one shilling and six pence pir 1,000 gallons.
Supply by measure,

(vi) The charge for water supplied from the mains by measure
shall be one shilling and six pence per 1.000 gallons.
(vn) The charge for water supplied to shipping will he one
ehilling and sixpence per 1,000 gallons. Her Majesty’s
Navy will he supplied free of charge.
For water for other than domestic purposes otherwise than
by measure.
■Water troughs.
(vm) The charge for water-troughs shall be twenty abillingg
per annum each.
Gas engines.

(lx) The charge for gas engines shall bo five shillings per
annum fur each engine of two-horse power and under, and
for every additional horse power beyond two-horse power
an additional charge of one shilling per annum for each
horse power.
Steam engines,

(x) The charge for steam engines shall he one pound per
annum up to three-horse power, No steam engine of
more than three-horse power shall be supplied with water
unless through meter.
Organs, &c.
(xi) The charge for organs and such like shall be two pounds
per annum up to one-half borse power. No organ or such
like instrument of more than onc-half horse power shall
be supplied with water unless through meter.
Photograjiby, &c.

(xti) The charge for water used in the process of photography
or any like process shall be two pounds per annum in
each case.

2

2
Cleansing tripe.

Tyring Wheels

from the domestic service, for the sum of five shillings per
annum for each such fountain or waterfall, in addition to tho
assessed annual rate of ho premises on which such fountain or
waterfall is maintained.

(xiv) The charge for water used for tyring purposes shall
he ten shillings per annum in each cas«.

Board maj- require any premises to take the whole snpply ol water
tlirflugli meter.

YcnttlntorB.

10. If the Board shall in any case he of the opinion that tho
owner or occupier of any premises is wasting or misusing or
otherwise illegally dealing with water, or that the whole supply
of water to. any premises should for any reason he ty meter,
they may give to the owner or occupier a notice directing him,
within a given time to ho therein mentioned, to fix a meter to
such premises, and to receive the wliole supply of water to
such premises through such meter; and after the expiration
of such notice, whether a meter has been fixed in accordance
therewith or not, the. Board may cutoff anv supply of such
premises which is otherwise than by meter. '

fsm) The charm for water used m the business of cleansing
tripe shall he ten shillings per annum in each case.

(xv) The charge for water used for ventilators and
refrigerators shall he—For trade purposes, two pounds
per annum, and for private purposes, one pound per
annum in each ease.
Dentist's lathe*.

(xvij The charge for water used for dentist^ lathes shall he
one pound per annum in each case.
(xvii) The charge for water used for tho business of a
laundry shall be ten shillings per annnm. This shall only
apply in cases where not more than three persons arc
employed.
Tho Boaid reserve to themselres the right of insisting upon
a meter being fixed at any time, notwithstanding the fact that
the special lee may have been paid.
2. Assessed rates shall be paid half-yearly in advance
whether a meter is used or not. In the ease when a meter is
used, the meter account will be rendered only when it is in
excess of tho assessment. Cheques and Post Office Orders
will he received in payment of rates; but if tho cheque
tendered hy any person as payment for rates due is dishonored
tho Board may cut off his service, and proceed for the recovery
of the amount hy warrant for distress or otherwise. Cheques
and Post Office Orders must be crossed in favour of the Board,
ItiDimuEi rsharga by mater or otherwise, is tbe assesacd rate.

3. The minimum charge for water, whether supplied through
meter or otherwise, for domestic purposes and for purposes
other than domestic, is tho assessed annual rate. If the water
is supplied by meter, and the meter account exceeds the assess
ment (calculated at the rate of one shilling and six pence per
1.0 >0 gallons), then such excess shall be charged in addition to
the assessment.
Ono meter lor seroral tenements.

4. One meter may he allowed to supply several tenementswhen such tenements are occupied by one person or firm as a
place of business or abode, and the meter account will be
credited with the assessments of all such tenements. One
service only will he allowed under these Conditions, upon which
the metef will he fixed, and fill the wsitur for such Tenements
must pass through, such meter. Where peculiar circumstances
entarl a departure from the above, and two services are
ab*o.utelj necessary, then there shall be a meter on each
service-pipe.
Building charges, &c.

5 T*'0 Board may supply water for building purposes at the
rate of five shillings per mom oi by meter at one shilling and
SJX KHJ1Ce Per
gallons \ and the minimum charge by meter
shall he ten shillings and six pence for each work, which charge
must be paid in advance^ The Board may supply water for
plastering rooms at two shillings and six pence per room, and
for the building of wash-houses, watei-closets, coppers, and
chimneys at five shillings each. The Board may supply water
for the making and mixing of concrete for foundations of
wooden blocks, stone cubes, or other form of permanent rood
way or pavement, at the rate of one pound ten shillings per
1.001 square yards, by superficial moasmement of road surface;
and for all other concrete, brickwork, or masonry, at the rate
of thveu pence per cubic yard, as measured on the work.
Horses & cows.

6- Any person who _ maintains horses or cows may ho
supplied with water, without meter, from the domestic service
jj- ■ 0 Simi
shillings per annum for each animal, in
addition t<> the assessed annual rate of tho premises on which
such animal is maintained or supplied with water.
Premises where horses and cows kepi liable to extra rate.

7. Alt hmds or premises on which any one or more head
of horses or cattle shall be kept or maintained, whether such
lands or promises are actually supplied with water from any
r^ai*J wster* -ipe of the Board, or are otherwise ratable or not.
shall bc lb lie loan extra rate or charge (beyond and in
additmn to .ho assessed annual rate of ttie premises) of five
shillings pirhead hr each head of horses or c«attle kept or
maintained on such Jartdg or premises.
Gardens,

8. The Board may supply water for gardens (and for such
purpose may permit hose and stand-pipe to be used) without
meter, at the rate of ton shillings per annum for every 750
square feet superficial area, or pait thereof, in addition to the
assessed annual rate of tho premises to which such garden
belongs or is attached.
remntsLlas sad waterfalls.

9. The Board may permit a supply of water fur watcriountaius or waterfalls of a size, construction, and form and in
position previously approved by the Board, without meter

Bclore affixing srrvice-pipes, &c , iicemes to be obtained from Board,

_ 11. Before any person shall affix any service-pipe to nny
pipe of the Board, or alter, repair, or in an manner inteifero
with any pipe of the Board, or any service-pipe, cock, or fitting
connected with any pipe of the Board, he shall obtain from the
Board a license in that behalf to execute nny such work; and
any unlicensed person affixing, altering, repairing, or in any
manner interfering with any such pipe, service-pipe, cock, or
fitting as aforesaid, shall ho liable to a penalty not exceeding
ten pounds.
b
Licensed plumber,

12, Before any such license shall he granted by the Board,
the person applying for the same shall satisfy the Board that
ho is a competent plumber.
Before pipes can 1)0 uncovered two days’notice to Board must he given.

13. Any person, whether licensed as aforesaid or not, who
shall offend by opening any ground so as to uncover any pipe
or pipes, the property of the Board, or any pipe communicating
therewith, without giving two days’ notice to the Board of Ins
intention so to do, or who shall m any way tamper, interfere
with, or alter any pipe, the property of' the Board or any pipe
communicating therewith, without the printed permit of (he
Board being first obtained, or who shall wilfully or negligently
break, injure, or Open any lock, cock, valve pipe, work or
engine, the property of the Board, or whereby the water of the
Board may be wasted or misused, shall he liable for each such
offence to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
Board or licensed plumier only empowered to tap mains, &e.

Id. The Board only, or a plumber duly licensed by the
Board, under the superintendence and according to tho
directions of the officer appointed hy tho Board for that
purpose, is empowered to tap the main in the streets or else
where and attach service-pipes thereto, or extend the same
generally as tho case may be. Any person infringing this
clause shall he liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds.
J
Penalty lor communicating with pip. s ol tho Board without notice.

15. Any person, whether licensed ns aforesaid or not, who
shall lay any pipe so as either directly or indirectly to com
municate witli the pipe or pipes of the Board without giving
two days’ notice of the day and hour when such pipe is
intended to he made to communicate with the pipe or pipes of
the Board, and without having obtained tho official printed
permit of the Board, or who shall make such communication,
except under the superintendence and according to the
directions of some officer of the Board, or who shall lav any
leaden or other pipe to communicate as aforesaid with a pipe
of the Board of a strength aud material not sanctioned hy the
Board, shall be liable for each such offence to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds; aud, in the event of continuing the
offunce,_to a further penalty of two pounds for each day after
the notice of the offence from the Board until proper pipes aro
laid.
Fee for tapping main.

1C. Every application for water must be accompanied by
the payment of £t fee of three shillings for the tapping of any
main, and every application for reconnection with a main, after
tho water has been cut off for non-payment of rates or other
charges, shall be accompanied by the payment of a foe of two
shillings and six-pence.
Board may compel owner to connect promises with tho water-mains.

17. Every owner or occupier of any house, tenements, or
lands, shall, for (he purpose of obtaining a supply of water to
such house, tenements, or lands (after receiving from tho
Board the prescribed notice so to do), construct such connec
tions and fittings from and in connection with such house,
tenement, or lands to communicate with the water-main of the
Board as are prescribed by the By-laws and Itegulations of tho
said Board.
Penalty for using unauthorised fittinga,

18. Any person who. being an owner or occupier of lands
or premises supplied with water under the said cited Act, for
the purpose of taking, in a manner not authorised by such
Act, or those By-laws, any such water, uses in or places on, or
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affixes or attaches to, such land or premises, or to any prescribed
fitting, or wilfully permits to be used in or placed on, or affixed
or attached to, such lands or premises, or to any_ prescribed
fitting, any fitting, instrument, or thing not authorised in that
behalf hy the Board, or who alters, misuses, injures, or removes
any proscribed fitting, except for the purpose of necessary
repair, shall upon convict! >ti thereof forfeit and pay to the
Board a sum not greater than ten pounds, without prejudice to
the right of the Board to recover horn him damages iu respect
to any injury hy such owner or occupier done, or wilfully per
mitted to he done, to the Board’s property, and without
prejudice to the Board's right to recover from him the value of
any water wasted, misused, or unduly consumed.
Owner to lay and maintain fiorrlces,

19, The owner or occupier of any house, tenement, or lands
must, at his own expense, lay down and maintain all the pipes
and apparatus upon his premises, and upon any street, lane, or
laud lying between his premises aud the Board's mains. All
pipes must he of galvanized wrought-iron, whore possible, and
where lead pipes arc used they must bo of equal thickness
throughout, and of at least the respective weights following,
viz.:—
TVelght of lead pipes.

#-in.............................
i-in....... .................... ........................... 6 lb.
I-in............................. ........................... 911).
.,
I-in........................... ........................... 121b.
„
............................ 16 lb.
„
if-in............................ ........................... 201b.
„
Where wrought-iron pipes are used, they must he of the kind
known as galvanized wrought iron lap-welded steam tubes,
unless otherwise p smutted hy the Board.
Defective 11 Ui uga to he removed.

20. Any consumer's pipe, cock, cistern, or other fitting laid,
fixed, or used otherwise than in accordance with these By-laws
and with the provisions of the Act, or which shall, in the
opinion of the Hoard, he or become of bad or defective quality,
or shall conduce to the waste, misuse, or cont unitiation of the
water, shall, upon the Board giving notice in writing, he dis
continued and disused; and the Board may require the same
to be removed, replaced, or repaired, and may stop the supply
of water to the said consumer until such pipe, cock, cistern, or
other fitting shall have been removed, replaced, or repaired to
the satisfaction of the Board.
Qnilltj of fittings for iron pipes.

21. No person shall use, in Connection with the water of the
Board, any iron pipe, tee, thimble, bend, inducing coupling,
plug, Ac., unless it ho of the best manufacture, true in section,
straight, ami of equal thickness, properly and truly cut with
■Whitworth's standard gas thread, and perfectly sound and new,
and free from all defects. Every such tee, Irenri, tube, Ac.,
shall ho capable of withstanding a hydrostatic pressure equal
to a column of water GOO feet in height.
Joints,

22. Every person shall make all joints between tees, bends,
thimbles, couplings, elbows, and cocks, &c„ with white or red
lead an I flax. All joints on lead pipes, aud lead pipes with
brass unions, shall he of the kind known os “ wiped joints.”
Depth of pipe,

23. No person shall lay nny service pipe on private property,
below the ground surface, at a less depth than ten inches in
situations where it may be liable to injury from foot or other
traffic, and in any public place, or in any roadway, whether
public or private, at a less depth than eighteen inches, unless
with the special permission of the Board first obtained. In
situations where there is no traffic such service pipe may be
on the surface.
Pipes through drains to ba properly protected.

24. No person shall lay any pipe or other apparatus through
any sewer, drain, ashpit, cistern, or manure tank, or through,
in, or into any place where, in the event of the pipe becoming
unsound, the water of the Board conveyed through such pipe
would he liable to he fouled, or to escape without observation—
unless such pipe or apparatus be laid to the satisfaction of the
Board through an exterior cast-iron pipe or box of sufficient
length and -strength to afford due protection to the same, and
to bring any leakage or waste within easy detection.
Approved fittings.

25. No person shall use any tap, stop-cock, bib-cock, ballcock, valve, closet cistern, service-box, wastc-not regulator,
hath tap or valve, or other fitting in connection with a supply
of water of the Board which is not of the beat quality, and
approved by and bearing the stamp of the Board.
Cocks.

2C. No person shall use any stop or bib cock which is not
loose-valve, srre'v-d )" n, high-pressure rocks, made of hard
brass or giill metal, and in every vo-puct of bust qualify and
workmanship, and appiovcd by and hearing the stamp of the
Board.

Cisterns.

27. No person shall use any cistern or tank that is not
provided with an equilibrium, ball-valve, and the over-flow
pipe laid and fixed iu a suitable manner, open to inspection,
and in a position approved by the Board.
Scrviconot to communicate! with rain-water receptacles or under
ground tanks.

28. No person shall fix or use any service-pipe which
communicates with any cistern, tank, or vessel intended or
used for the reception of rain-water below the surface of tho
ground, except with the express permission of the Board.
tVater-cloBotB.

29. No person shall construct or use any water-closet fitting
not approved by tbe Board, nr supplied from the Service
pertaining to (he tenement through a proper closet-cistern or
service-box, fitted with approved waste-preventing apparatus.
No person shall fix or use any service-pipe which communicates
direct]}- or indirectly with the basin or trap, or otherwise than
witli the cistern of a water-closet.
Meter to be flxod Trherc water supplied without charge,

30. Every institution or place receiving water without charge
shall provide and fix a meter on the service-pipe'to indicate
the amount of consumption at such institution or place, as a
check against waste or undue use, with the following
exception.
Urinals.

Public urinals will receive water without charge, and without
meter, provided a cistern with a hall valve shall be provided
to receive the water in the first instance in each case.
Baths.
31. The Board will not supply any water to any bath, tho

outlet of which is not distinct from and unconnected with the
inlet or inlets; and the inlet or inlets shall be placed above
the highest water-level of the hath. The outlet of such bath
shall he provided with a perfectly water-tight plug, valve, or
cock. No such hath shall have any overflow waste-pipe that
is not laid and fixed in a suitable manner, open to inspection,
and in a position approved by tho Board. No hath shall
exceed in dimensions 6 ft. 6 in. long by 2ft. Gin. wide by 2ft.
deep unless supplied by meter. The Board will not supply
water to any bath unless the same shall be so constructed as
to prevent a waste of water.
Service connection.

32. Except by the permission of the Board, every tenement
shall have an independent service-pipe connected with the
water-main, and such service shall ho stop-co ked outside of
the premises on footpath ; and no person shall connect innre
than one tenement with the main of the Board from one service,
except by permission of the Board. Where such permission
is given to connect more than one tenement hy one service,
each such extra service shall have a separate stop-cuck on the
footpath or other convenient place outside of the premises, so
that every such tenement, can he shut off from the main without
necessitating the operative shutting off the water entering or
trespassing on private landUrio&ls.

33. No person shall fix or have fixed a service-pipe so as fo
communicate directly with any urinal, and every urinal shall
be supplied only Enough a cistern or service-box, fitted with
water-preventing apparatus approved by the Board.
’Water for other than <1omeslio purposes.

34. No person shall use water supplied by the Board for
other than domestic purposes, except the supply is by meter,
or excepted in the maimer hereinbefore provided.
Dial ft metors to be capable of registering 1,000,000 gallonB.

35. No person, except with special consent of the Board,
shall affix a meter, the dial of which is not capable of register
ing (1,000,000) one million gallons.
Meters registering incorrectly.

3G. If any meter shall not correctly indicate the water
passing through it, the Board may charge for the supply
according to the average daily consumption for any month
preceding the date upon which such meter shall have been
examined and found to bo in order; or at the request of tho
consumer, <>r by direction of the. Board, the said metur shell he
tested, and the charge for water supplied regulated accordingly.
Meters not to bo interfered witb.

37. No person not duly authorised by the Board shall dis
connect any meter or other apparatus from the service-pipes,
or in any way interfere! with the same.
Steam boiler to have self-acting valve.

33. If any person shall connect any service.pipe or brunch
service-pipe with any steam boiler for the purpOic of feeding
or supplying the same with water, without first affixing a selfanting valve for provenlingthc piTssmcof tho steam reversing
or affecting the dial of the meti i-, he shall he liable tn a penalty
not exceeding five, pounds; and a further fcnahy of two
pounds fni' eacli dav aftei1 notice of the offence from the Board
to such offender.
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.Vo hose to be attached to any pipe tot watering garden, &c,,
without meter.

39. Except as hereinbefore provided, no person shall use n
hose attached to any tap or pipe (used for the purpose of
supplying the water of the Board for domestic purposes to any
house or premises) for watering any garden, laying dust, or
for any other purpose whatsoever, unless where a water-meter
is fixed and the water supplied hy measure; and any person
offending anainst this By-law shall he liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds.
So tap to bo in garden without meter,

40. Except as hereinbefore provided, no person shall have,
maintain, or place any tap in any garden or screwed tap in
any yard or to or outside of any dwelling or premises supplied
with the water of tiic Board to which a hose could he attached
unless a water-meter is fixed and tho water supplied hy
measure; and any person offending against this By-law shall
he liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Largo services to terraces and connections,

41. Where owners of terraces require a large service or submain to feed more than one tenement, it shall be competent
for such owners to lay such large service or sub-main in back
lanes, but every house service from it shall be I inch, having a
3 inch stop-cock, so arranged that any one house can be shut off
without interfering with tho supply to the remaining houses,
and the stop-cock must ho so placed that the Board’s operative
can have access to it without entering private laud or other
wise become a tresspasser on private land. Such largo service
shall he submitted to the Engineer for Water Supply, in order
to determine its dimensions, and the approval of the President
shall be obtained before a permit for same shall he issued.
Pipes, &c., to be kept In proper repair.

42. Any person using water supplied hy the Board shall
keep all pipes and other appliances in connection with the
supply of water to such person in a proper state of repair.
Inspection of work.

43. All work at any time done or to he done on private
lands or premises in connection with the water supply,
whether such work consist in the laying and fixing of new
services, or in the extension or alteration of existing services
and fittings, shall he inspected by the proper officer of the
Board, and no such work shall he commenced until after the
expiration of two days' notice thereof first given to the Board,
and the necessary printed permit obtained. In no case shall
the water be turned on to any lands or premises where any
such work shall have been executed until the said work shall
have been inspected by the said officer, and certified hy him,
on the prescribed form. No underground or enclosed work
shall on any account be covered up or concealed from view
until the same shall have been duly inspected and passed hy
the inspector; and any person offending against this By-law
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Supply ami uso ol water open to inspection.

44. The supply and use of water, whether for domestic
purposes or under special agreement, shall be open to inspec
tion and admeasurement whenever required; and such infor
mation must from time to time be afforded as will be sufficient
to enable the Board to obtain a satisfactory account of the
quantity of water actually consumed, and of the pipes, taps,
cisterns, and other apparatus and conveniences for receiving
and delivering such water. Any officer of the Board may at
all reasonable times in the day-time enter on the premises of
any person using water supplied hy the Board, for the purpose
of inspecting the service-pipes or other appliances on such
premises.

Hoard may repair.

45, If the servicc-pipes or other appliances of any such
person shall on any inspection be found to be out of repair,
the Board may forthwith, without notice, repair the same in
such manner as may ho deemed necessary, and the cost of any
such repairs may be recovered hy the Board from the owner
or occupier of such premises.
Board have control ol water auppUed to public parks, &C.

4C. The water supply to the public parks and gardens shall
be by meter, and shall be exclusively under the control and
direction of the Board; and any person turning on the water,
other than the person or persons duly authorised, or otherwise
interfering with such water supply, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
Notices and applications to be made upon printed forms.

47. All notices and applications required by these By-laws
arc to be made upon printed forms, to he obtained at the Board’s
office. Notices sent hy post must be prepaid. Any sums paid
by the Hoard on account of notices sent by post and not
prepaid will he charged against and recovered from the sender.
Board may discontinue supply.

48. The Board shall be at liberty to discontinue and cut off
the supply of water immediately on the discovery of any
breach of these Regulations.
Interpretation ol terms.

49. In the construction of these By-laws, the word “person"
ihall be deemed to extend to and include a corporation, or any
body or number of persons, and tho masculine shall include
the feminine gender.
Penalties.

50. Any person committing a breach of any By-law to
which no specific penalty is attached, or who shall refuse or
neglect to obey any injunction in any such By law, shall upon
conviction he liable to pay a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds, and, in case of a continuing offence, a further penalty
not exceeding five pounds for each day after notice of such
offence shall have been given by the Board to such offender.
51. The following shall be the form of notice to connect to
water-mains, prescribed under section 16, Metropolitan Water
and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of 1889 and By-law
No. 17:—
Notice to Connect to Water-mains.
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
Sydney,
, 18 .
To the Owner or Occupier.
Notice is hereby given that a water-main has been laid in

(as the case may be) and is ready to distribute water. The
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage hori'by demand and
require that the owner or occupier of the houhe, tenement, or
lands at or on which this notice is left or exhibited, shall
construct such connections or fittings from or in connection
with such house, tenement, or lands, to communicate with
such main, as arc prescribed by the By-laws and Regulations
of the said Board.
For the Board of Watei Supply and Sewerage,
THOMAS ROWE,
Reginald Bloxsome,
President.
Secretary.
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Department of Public Works,
Sydney, 11th June, 1891,
Hls Excellency the Governor, -witli the advice of the Execntive Council, has been pleased to approve of the following
Amended By-laws in connection with the lletropo'itm Sewerage System, which have been prepared under and in accordauco
with tbe provisions of the “ Metropolitan Water and Scwciagc Acts, ]S80-lb£9.”
By-laws Nos. 2 to 25 inclusive, of the previous By-laws, published in the Government Gazette of the 30th December,
1389, are hereby cancelled.
‘
BRUCE SMITH.
Drains Laid beneath buildings,

BOARD OF WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE.
Metropolitan Sewebaqe Bv-laws.

Wiiciieas by tho Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Acts,

1830-1889, the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage is
authorised and empowered from time to time to make, alter,
and repeal By-laws
Now the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, under and
hy virtue of the powers contained in the above-mentioned Acts,
do hcieby make the By-Lws following, that is to say :—
The following rates and charges arc those which the owners
and occupiers of tenements, lands, and premises shall pay iu
'espect oi sewerage, that is to say:—
(i) Where the premises are of the assessed annual value
of seventeen pounds or under, ten shillings per
annum.
(n) Where the premises arc above the assessed annual
value of seventeen pounds, a rate of seven pence for
each pound sterling on the amount of the valuation,
(m) Vacant lands of the assessed annual value of fcity
pounds and over shall be subject to a rate of three
pence for each pound sterling on the amount of the
valuation.

(i) He shall cause every such sewer or drain to he so con
structed as not to pass under any building, except in any
case where any other mode of construction is impiactiCahle, and if in any case a sewer or drain shall he so
constructed as tn pass under any building lie shall cause
such sewer or drain to ho so laid in the around that there
shall he a distance equal at least to a full diameter thereof
between the top of such drain at its highest point and tho
surface of the ground under such building. He shall cause
the drain-pipe used in any such case to he of cast-iron,
jointed with lead as is usual with water-pipes, or of stone
ware, bedded in and surrounded with good cement
concrete, at least six inches thick.

Drain-pipes, &e, to tie rcmoYcd, &c , on notice.

1. Any drain-pipe, soil-pipe, trap, water-closet, ventilator,
urinal, sink, or other fittings or apparatus of dimensions,
material, form, construction nr arrangement othciwise than in
accordance witli these By-laws, shall upon notice from the
Board be removed, repaired, or altered hy tho owner or occupier
of the Itouse, tenement, or lands to whiehsnch drain-pipe, soilpipe, trap, water-closet, ventilator, urinal, sink, or other fitting
or apparatus belongs, or in connection with which the same is
u<ed in the manner dehrmined, a< d within the time fixed hy
the Board.
Drain-pipes, &c., to fie cleansed, repaired or removed on notice,

2. If any dain-pipe, soil-pipe, trap, water-closet, ventilator
urinal, sink or other fitting or apparatus, shall, in tho opinion
of the Board, be or become of had or defective quality or con
struction.or require to he cleansed, repaired, removed or altered,
the Board may give to the owner or occupier of the house,
tenement, or land to which such drain-pipe, soil-pipe, trap,
water-closet, ventilator, urinal, sink or other fitting or
apparatus belongs, or in connection with which the same, is
used, a notice to cleanse, repair, remove or alter the same, in
the manner and within a time to be fixed by the Board,
and if such owner or occupier shall fail to comply with such
notice, within the time therein mentioned, the Board may
cleanse, repair, remove or alter the said drain-pipe, soil-pipe,
trap, watct-closet, ventilator, urinal, sink, or other fitting or
apparatus, and charge such owner or occupier with the cost
incurred in so doing.
Drains,

not to be repaired, &c., ■without notice,

3. Nn person shall repair, remove, alter, or interfere with any
drain-pipe, soil-pipe, trap, water-closet, ventilator, urinal, sink,
or other fitting or apparatus communicating with any drain or
with any sewer of the Board, or connected therewith unless he
shall have previously given to the Board six days notice on
one of the printed forms of the Board of his intention so to do.
DicEUBsa drainer only to do work in ronncction with drainage, &e.
i No builder, plumber, drainer, workman or other person,
shall do or cause to bo done any work, in connection with the
sewerage or drainage of any premises, or in connection with
any fittings or apparatus connected therewith, unless he shall
have been first duly admitted hy the Board as a*1 licensed
plumber or drainer."
Material for drains, At

t>. Every person who shall hereafter constrnet, alter, or repair
any sewer or drain, shall in such construction, alteration or
repair, use good sound pipes formed of glazed stoneware, or
concrete or iron, or of other suitable material approved by the
Board,
Sire of drains, construction, Ac,

I
(a) lie shall cause every such sewer or drain lo be of adequate |
size, tind no such sewer or drain shall he used for convey l
ing sewage unless iho internal diameter thereof he not
less than four inches, and, where diicctcd by the Board,
unless the same ho laid in a bod of good concrete, or other
equally suitable material, with a proper fall and with
water-tight socketted or other suitable joints.
'
■

To be embedded in concrete, Ac.

(c) He shall cause every such sewer or drain to he laid in a
direct line for the whole distance beneath any building
under which the same shall pass, and to he completely
embedded in and covered and surrounded with good and
solid concrete, at least six inches thick all round.
Drains to be ventllatnl.

(if) He shall cause such drain tn ho ventilated in manner
hereinafter provided by the-o By-laws.
Inlets to be trapped.

(e) He shall cause every inlet to any drain (not being an
inlet provided in pur-uancc of the By-law in that behalf
as an opening ior the ventilation of such drain) to be
- properly trapped.
Pipes to be testod.

(/) He shall cause all pipes, bends, and other apparatus
necessary for any such house drain to be submitted to
the Board for their testing and approval and passed by
their inspector before being used.
Right angle junction not permitted.

(j) He shall not cause or allow any right angled junctions
to he constructed or used, and he shall cause all curves
to be formed by means of proper bend-pipes.
Drain to be in straight lines,

(A) He shall cause every house drain to he laid in straight
lines, and where changes of direction occur, ho shall
cause the same -to be made by open man-holes or bendpipca, iu such manner as the Board shall previously
approve of,
Grades of sewers,

(ij He shall cause all pipes of such house drain to be laid
with true gradients, and shall cause the inclination of
the same tn be as steep as the circumstances will permit,
hut he shall in no ease cause or permit such inclination to
he less than 1 foot in 40 feet for 4-inch pipes, or 1 foot
in GO feet for 6-inch pipes.
Joints of pipes.

(j) Ho shall cause all pipes to be carefully bedded on tho
barrel, on the solid ground, and shall cause all joints to
be made with cement mortar, mixed in the proportion
of one of cement to two of sand.
Conerote foundation.

(If) In all cases where the Board or their Inspector shall so
direct, he shall cause all pipes tn ho bedded on concrete
of proportions of one nf cement, two clean Sand, and five
of stone, broken to 1 j-iuch gauge, or gravel approved of
hy such Inspector.
Iniets to junction pits.

(l) He shall cause all inlet pipes to junction pits to he fitted
with stoneware flap-traps, if directed, and shall cause all
such flaps to bo of brass, with two gun-metal or copper
shackles.
Joints in bad ground.

(m) He shall cause the following deseripton of jointing to
be carried out as circumstances require, viz :—In sandy
ground, the joints to be made with gasket half depth of
socket, and finished with cement mortar as described
in Regulations. After the jointing is done, the pope is
to he wiped clean of suqilus morlar, and left perfectly
clean on the inside hofoic nnothei pipe is laid. In watercharged sandy ground, cast-iron pipes with gasket and
lead joints, or stonervare pipes witli gasket and full
cement joints, on concrete foundations as may he directed,
arc to bo used, and every precaution must he taken to
prevent the entrance of sand or silt into the sewer pipes.
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House-druid? to be trapped from sewer.

G. The owner or occupier of every house or tenement shall
cause every house drain of such house or tenement to he
provided with a suitable disconnector trap at a point as distant
as may he practicable from such house or tenement, and as
near as may be practicable to the point at which such drain
may ho connected with the public sewer or other means of
drainage, but if possible within the boundaries of the property,
Work to be inspected.
7. All work connected in any way with the sewerage or
drainage of any house, tenement, or land, shall be inspected by
an officer appointed by the Board for that purpose, and every
person engaged upon such work shall afford every facility to
such officer for making such inspection.

i

Water-closet to have proper basin.

15. Every owner or occupier of any house, tenement, or lands
in which a water-closet is constructed or used, shall furnish
such water-closet with a pan, basin, or other suitable rect-ptacle
of non-absorbent material, and of such shape, of such capacity,
and of such mode of construction as to receive and contain a
sufficient quantity of water, aud to allow all filth which may
from time to time be deposited in such pan, basin, or receptacle
to fall free of the sides thereof, and direct!}' into the water
received and contained iu such pan, basin, or receptacle.
16. Every owner or occupier of any house, tenement, or lands
shall comply witli the following requirements, viz. :—
(l) He shall provide at least two untrapped openings to the
drains nf such house, tenement, or lands, and in the
provision of such openings, he shall adopt such of the two
No work to be covered up until inspected,
arrangements hereinafter specified as the circumstances of
S. No underground or enclosed work connected in any way
tho case may render the more suitable and effectual, that
with the sewerage or drainage of any house, tenement, or land,
is 10 say—
shall, on any account, be covered up or concealed from view
(a) One opening, being at or near the level of the rni face
until the saute shall have been duly inspected and passed by
of the ground adjoining such opening, shall com
the Inspector of the Board.
*
municate with tho drains by means of a suitable pipe,
shaft or disconnecting chamber, and shall be situated
Position ol WJitor-closets.
as near as may he practicable to the trap which, in
0. Every person who shall construct a water-closet In a
pursuance of the By-law in that behalf, shall he
building, shall construct such water-closet in such a position
provided between the main drain or other drain of the
that one of its sides at least shall he an external wall of such
building, and the sewer Or other means of drainage
building, and not otherwise.
with which such drain may lawfully communicate.
Such opening shall also in every case he situated on
Kvcry wotor-dosot to have external windows.
that side of the trap which is nearer to the building.
10. In every water-closet in connection witli any house
The second opening shall he obtained by carrying np
tenement or land, whether the situation of such water-closet
from a point in the drains, as far distant as may he
he or he not within such house, tenement or land, there shall
practicable from the point at which tbefirst-ineiilioned
be constructed hy the owner or occupier of such house, tene
opening shall be situated, a pipe or shaft, vertically,
ment or land, in one of the walls of such water-closet, a window
to »uch a height and in such a manner us effectually
of not less dimensions than 2 feet by 1 foot exclusive of
to prevent any escape of foul air from sueli pipe or
the frame, and opening directly into tho external air.
shaft into any building in the vicinity thereof.
(b) In every ose where the foregoing arrangement i f the
Water-closet to have additional and permanent ventilation.
openings to the drains may be impracticable, there
(a) There shall, in addition to such window, he provided hy
shall be substituted the arrangement hereinafter
such owner or occupier adequate means of constant
prescribed. One opening shall be obtained by carry
ventilation by at least one air-brick built in an external
ing np from a point, as near as may he practicable to
wall of such water-closet, or by au air-shaft, or hy some
the trap which, in pursuance of the By-law in that
other effectual method or appliance for ventilation,
behalf, shall be provided between tho main drain or
other drain of the building and the sewer or other
tVater-cIosot cistcrap,
means of drainage with which such drain may lawfully
11. Every owner or occupier of any house, tenement, or
communicate, a pipe or shaft, vertically, to such a
land, iu which a water-closet is constructed or used shall cause
height and in such a manner as effectually to prevent
such water-closet to he supplied with a proper supply cistern
any escape of foul air from such pipe or shaft into any
fitted immediately over tho closet. He shall also cause the
building in the vicinity thereof. Such opening shall
following fittings to be constructed. The down pipe from
also in every case he situated on that side of the trail
such cistern shall in no case he less than IJ inch internal
which is tiie nearer to the building. The second
diameter, and shall he fitted as straight ns possible under
opening, being at a point in the drains as far distant
the circumstances. The bottom of every such cistern shall be
as may be practicable from the point at which sueli
at least 5 feet clear above the closet seat, but in cases where
last-mentioned pipe or shaft shall be carried up, shall
this distance cannot bo obtained in existing buildings without
bo at or near tho level of the surface of the ground
structural alteration four feet will be allowed, hut the internal
adjoining such opening, and shall communicate with
diameter of the down pipe must then be li inch. Every such
the drains by means of a suitable pipe or shaft.
cistern shall be made and maintained of such materials and (ti) Every such owner or occupier shall cause every opening
dimensions and of such plan of construction and with such
provided in accordance with either of tho arrangements
hall-cocks, stop-cocks, down and waste pipes, and other
hereinbefore specified to he furnished with a suitable
appliances as shall he deemed requisite by the Board to prevent
grating or other suitable cover for the puiposo nf pre
waste of water, in connection with every such cistern there
venting any obstruction iu or injury to any pipe or drain
shall be provided a service-box or compartment which will
by the introduction of any substance through any such
discharge not less than two gallons at each flush.
opening. He shall, in every case, cause such grating or
cover to he so constructed and fitted as to secure the tree
Storage of water.
passage of air through such grating or cover by means
12. The owner nr occupier of every house, tenement, factory,
of sufficient number of apertures, of which the aggregate
institution, or place public or private shall provide the same
extent shall he not less than the sectional area of the pipe
with means of storing water for flushing and cleansing the
or drain to which such grating or cover may be fitted.
pipes, drains, traps, aud apparatus of water-closets and urinals
Every pipe or shaft which may he used iu connection
connected therewith in the event nf a temporary stoppage of (nij witli
either of the arrangements hereinbefore specified,
svater supply or otherwise, and such tanks or cisterns shall he
shall be of a sectional area not less than that of the
of such capacity, dimensions, and arrangement as to contain
drain with which such pipe or shaft may communicate,
in the aggregate a quantity of water equal to two days’ Supply
and not less in any case than the sectional area of a
of two gallons per head per diem, according to the possible
or shaft of the diameter off inches.
_
requirements of such house, tenement, factory, institution or fiv) pipe
No bend or angle shall fexcept hy the special authority
place.
and permission of the Board) he formed in any pipe or
shaft used in connection with either of the arrangements
Flashing apparatus for water-closets, urinals, housemaid’s slop-sink
hereinbefore specified.
13. Every owner Or occupier of any house, tenement, or
lands in which a water-closet, urinal, or housemaid’s slop-sink (v) Every shaft used as a ventilating pipe must he provided
with an approved cowl,
is constructed or used, shall furnish such water-closet, urinal,
or housemaid's slop-sink with a suitable apparatus for the fvr) Provided always, that for the pupnsc of either of the
arrangements hereinbefore specified, the soil qtipc of any
effectual application of water to any pan, basin, or other
water-closet, in every case wheic the situation, sectional
receptacle, witli which such apparatus ehall he connected and
area, height, and mode of construction of such soil-pipe
usid, and for the effectual flushing and cleansing of such pan,
shall bo in accordance with the requirements applicable
basin, or other receptacle, and for the prompt and effectual
to the pipe or shaft to bo carried up from the drains, may
removal therefrom of any solid or liquid filth which may from
be deemed tn provide tbe necessary opening for ventilation
time to time he deposited therein.
which would otherwise he obtained hy means of such lastmentioned pipe or shaft.
Cisterns, &c., to bo of materials, Ac., approved bj the Hoard.
No inlet to drains mithin buildings. _
14. No person shall erect or use any cistern or other
17. Any person who shall erect a new building shall not
apparatus in connection with any closet, urinal, or hnusrmaid’s
slop-sink, which is not made of such materials and dimensions construct any drain nf such building in such a manner as to
and of such model or plan of construction and witli such hall- allow any inlet to such drain fexccpt such inlet as may lie
cocks, stop-cocks, waste-pipes and other appliances as shall he necessary from the apparatus of any water-closet) to he made
within such building.
deemed requisite, and have been approved by tbe Board.

7
Size, situation, and Yentilation of soll-pipo.

('i) lie shall cause the soil-pipe from evei-y water-closet in
such building to be at least 4 inches in diameter, and
to be fixed outside such building, and tn be continued
upwards without diminution of its diameter and, except
where unavoidable, without any bend or angle being
formed in snob soil-pipe to such a height and in such a
position as to afford, by means of the open end of tbe
soil-pipe, a safe outlet for sewer air.
Soil-pipe out to be trapped at foot*

(b) He shall so construct, use, and maintain such soil-pipe
that there .shall not he any trap between such soil-pipe
and the drains or any trap fother than such ns may neces
sarily form part of the apparatus of any' water-closet} in
any part of such soil-pipe.
Waste-pipes to discharge into the open air.

(c) He shall also cause the waste-pipe from every bath-sink
foot being a slop-sinn constructed or adapted to be used
for receiving any solid or liquid filth) or lavatory, the
overflow pipe from any cistern, and from any safe under
any hath or water-closet, and every pipe in such building
for carrying nff waste water, to he taken through an
external wall of such building and to discharge in the
open air Over a channel leading toa trapi>ed gully grating,
at least 18 inches distant, or as may be otherwise
directed.

Testing o£ joints, &c,

t

^

21. All soil and waste pipes shall he as direct as possible,
and all parts of the work shall be so arranged that they may
be at all times readily examined and repaired. Before fixtures
are placed in connection with the plumbing of every house or
building, and before the soil-pipe is connected with the drain,
the outlet of the soil-pipe and all openings into it shall be
hermetically sealed. The pipe shall then bo filled with water
to its top, and every joint, shall he carefully examined for
leakage, and all leaks shall he securely closed before connection
with the soil-pipes are made, except that in cases of inspection
of plumbing already existing the peppermint or smoke test
may be substituted hy the engineer.
Openings for rentilation.

22. All openings for ventilation made in accordance with
these By-laws shall at all times be kept open and perfectly
free from obstruction. Every owner or occupier of any house,
tenement, or land, shall at all times seo that all openings to
the drains upon such house, tenemer.t, or lands, whether for
ventilation or otherwise, and that all traps and other fittings
are at all times in good order, clean, and free from obstruction.
Officer of tbe Board may enter premises.

23. Any officer of the Board acting under their authority
may enter between sunrise and sunset any house or premises
connected with the sewers, in order to examine whether the
drains and other fittings in such bouse or promises are in
proper order. Any person refusing such admission, or in any
way hindering such officer in the execution of his duty, shall
be liable to a penalty as hereinafter mentioned.

Slop-siufcs to he a fwater-closets.

Notice and plan o( intended new building or rebuilding.

(d) He shall, as regards the inode of construction, use and
maintenance of the waste-pipe from nny slop-sink con
structed or adapted to he used for receiving within such
building any solid or liquid filth, comply in all respects
with such of the provisions ' f this By-law as are applicable
to the soil-pipe from a water-closet.

24. Every person who shall intend to erect a building, or
rebuild, or make any addition or alterations to any building,
shall give to the Board seven days'notice of such intention,
which notice shall he accompanied by plans, and section of
such intended buildings, or addition or alteration, drawn to a
scale of 1 inch to every 8 feet, showing the intended lines of
drainage of such building, and the details of the arrangement
proposed to be adopted for the ventilation of the drains.

Material, sizes and weights, soil-pipes, waslc-pipcs, &t.

18. No person shall construct any soil-pipe, waste-pipe, or
other pipe whatsoever iu connection with drainage or sewerage
which is not of the best quality and of the following weights
and dimensions :—
(a) Lend soil-pipe to be not less than 4 inches internal
diameter, and made of lead equal to 7 lbs, per superficial
foot, or of equal thickness throughout of ^ of an inch.
(b) Waste-pipes from urinals to he of not less than li inch
internal diameter, and to he made of lead not less than
7 lbs. per superficial foot, or of equal thickness throughout
of ^ of an inch.
•
Where two or more urinals arc connected with same wastepipe the internal diameter of such waste-pipe shall be not
less than 2 inches internal diameter.
(c) Waste-pipes from housemaid's slop-sinks to be not less
than 2J inches internal diameter, and to he made of lead
equal to 7 lbs. per superficial foot, or of equal thicliness
throughout of
of an inch.
(d) Waste-pipes from kitchen and pantry sinks to he not less
than 2 inches internal diameter, and mado of lead equal
to 6 lbs. per superficial foot, or of equal thickness through
out of
of an inch.
(e) Waste-pipes from baths to be not less than 2 inches
internal diameter, and made of lead equal to G lbs. per
superficial foot, or of equal thickness throughout of of
nn inch.
(/) Waste-pipes from lavatories, wash-basins, &c„ to he not
less than Ij- inch internal diameter. Where two or more
basins arc connected with one waste, tho internal diameter
of such waste will not be loss than 2 inches internal
diameter. Pipes to he made of lead equal to 6 lb. per
sttperfieial foot, or of equal thickness throughout of ^ of
nn inch.
(</) AU waste-pipes from urinals, housemaids' slop-sinks,
lavatories, wash-basins, baths, to he trapped and properly
vented ; the traps in each case to he placed, unless other
wise directed, as near the outlet of fitting as possible.
(A) AU vent-pipes to he of the same diameter as the wastepipes to which they are connected, aud made of lead not
less than G lb. per superficial foot, or of equal thickness
tin onghout of-/j of an inch. Vent-pipes from lavatories,
basins, wash-up sinks, Ac., must not he vented into soil
pipes.
C»Et-iron soil pipes.

1!1. Where cast-iron pipes are used for soil-pipes they shall
he of uniform thickness throughout, of 1 inch, or equal in
weight to not h-ss than 37 lbs. per lineal yard. The sockets
of pipes to he not less than 2 inches in depth, ;.nd joints to he
made with gasket and lead or other approved material. Where
joints are mado in lead it is to be run in full and well caulked in
all round, and set up with proper caulking tools. On no
account will cement or putty joints he permitted.
20. AU joints of lead soil-pipes and waste-pipes to be of the
kind known as wiped joists.

Drainage ot sub-Eoil.

25. Every person who shall erect a new building shall cause
the sub-soil of tho site of such building to be effectually drained
hy means of suitable stoneware pipes properly laid toa suitable
outfall, wherever the dampness of the site renders such pre
caution necessary.
(a) He shall not lay any such pipe in such a manner or in
such a position as to communicate directly with any cess
pool or with any drain conslrucied or adapted to be used
for conveying sewage, hut shall provide a suitable trap
with a ventilator opening, at apoint in the line of the sub
soil drain as near as may be practicable to such trap.
Lowest storey to bo at level above sower.

26. Every person who shall erect a new building shall con
struct the lowest storey of such building at. such level as will
allow of the construction of a drain snfficient for the effectual
drainage of such building, and of the provision of the requisite
communication with any sewer into which such drain may
lawfully empty, at a point in the upper half diameter of sueli
sewer, or with any other means of drainage with which such
drains may lawfully communicate. The Board may in any
case in which they think proper exempt any person from the
provision of this By-law.
Deposit ot solid m&ttors in cesspit and house-drains.

27. No person shall cause or permit any solid matter, animal,
or any other matter to be deposited in closet-traps, yard-sinks,
or house-drains so as to endanger the efficiency of same.
Deposit ot reinse in sewer.

28. No person shall deposit ashes, house refuse, or any other
solid matter in any sewer or drain; suitable provision must be
made to intercept and prevent same passing into such sewers
or drains,
,
'Discharges from hospitals, &c.

2ft. It shall not he lawful for any person to empty into any
sewer or drain under the control of the Board, from any hos
pital, institution, or other private or public building, any solid
or liquid discharges from patients Euffcring from typhoid fever
or any other infectious or contagious disease, without first
thoroughly disinfecting the same.
Refuse from gas or Chemical works not to lie discharged into sowers.

30. It shall not he lawful for any person to discharge, into
any sewer or drain, any gaseous liquid or solid of an explosive
nature.
Street gnlties not to be connected to sowers without permission.

31. No person shall connect any gullies or pits for the
disposal of road drainage into any sewer or drain under the
control of the Board without first obtaining the consent of the
Board to such connection or connections being made.
Cesspool or privy not to bo connected with sewer of Board.

32. No person shall cause or permit any cesspool or privy to
be connected with any sewer of the Board, or with any sewer
or drain communicating or intending to communicate with any
sewer of the Board; and no person shall cause or permit the
contents of any such cesspool or privy to he emptied into any
such sewer or drain.

8
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Cesspools and privies to be emptied, disinfected, &c.

Rain-water pipes not to be connected direct with sewers.

33. The owner or occupier of any house, tenement, or lands
with which is connected any cesspool or piivy shall cause such
cesspool or privy to bo emptied and disinfected, and shall
substitute therefor a pi oper water-closet, constructed accoi ding
to the By-laws of the B iard ; and every such owner or occupier
shall cause the put of such cesspool or privy, which rhall be
under the pan and S trap of such water-closet, to be bricked
up or supported as directed, and filled up with clean sand or
other suitable material, and no such cesspool shall be tilled up
before being inspected by an officer of the Hoard. Floors of
all water-closets to be left in good and sound condition,

45. The owner or occupier of every house, tenement, or land
shall cause all r.dn-watcr down pipes thereof to discharge over
or into the side of an open gully, provided with a proper trap
and ventilator or on to an open clmnnel leading to such trap
and ventilator and shall not permit the sais.e to communicate
direct with any drain-pipe.

Place of communication with sowers,

34. No person shall make any connection with any sewer of
the Board, or with any sewer or drain communicating there
with, at any other place than shall be approved of by the
Board.
Size of house drains.

35. Every owner or occupier of any house, tenement, or
lands shall cause eveiy house drain of such house, tenement, or
lands to he not less than 4 inches in diameter, and to be
constructed of glazed stoneware or east-iron pipes of the best
quality, and shall not cause or permit any S'>ft-burnt, cracked,
crooked, or distorted pipes to be used.
HouSfS to bo provided with Binii, &c,

3G. Every owner or occupier of any house, tenement, or
lands shall cause such house, tenement, or lands to be provided
with a sink or yard gully, for kitchen and house slops, and of
a design approved by the Board, and fitted with traps and
connected with the drains of such house, tenement, or lands,
and shall cause all inlets of such sink or yard-gnlly to be
protected with suitable gratings. Eacli house shall have a
separate sink or yard-gully.
Soil pipes, &c., to be outside buildings.

37. No person shall cause or permit any soil-pipe from a
water-closet, or any waste-pipe from any lavatory, urinal, or
other sanilary fitting to he fixed or to be within any house or
tenement,
Soil-pipca.

33. The owner or occupier of any house or tenement shall
cause all soil-pipes to be placed outside the walls thereof, and
shall cause the connection of every soil-pipe with any closet,
urinal, lavatory or other sanitary fitting inside such house or
tenement to be or be made as short and straight ns possible,
(a) He shall cause every soil-pipe to he ventilated by being
carried up above the roof of such house or tenement in
such manner a* the Hoard shall in each case direct,
(i) No person shall cause or permit to he fixed or used any
snil-pipc which shall fie less than 4 inches internal
diameter, or any continuation thereof or ventilation which
shall be loss than 4 inches internal diameter,
{c) No person shall cause or permit to be fixed any soil-pipe
which is not of cast-iron or lead, and connected with the
sewer or drain in such manner ns the Board shall in each
case approve of, and no person shall fix, or cause Or permit
to he fixed, any intervening trap on any soil-pipe.
"Waste-pipes, &cr, to discharge oTcr traps.

39. The owner or occupier of every home or foncment shall
cause all waste or overflow pipes from sinks, baths, cisterns
and all other such pipes to be brought outside the house by' the
shortest possible route and then discharge over or into the side
of a properly ventiiated disconnector trap, bio shall cause
every such pipe to he protected by a Hap valve.
Scats of water-closets to be removable,

40. The owner or occupier of cverg house or tenement shall
cause the seats of all water-closets connected thoiewifh to he
so constructed that the same may he easily removed, in order
that every part of the closet may be inspected with facility.
Traps of indoor closets to be provided with inspection caps, Ac,

41. He shall cause the trap of every indoor closet to he
provided with an inspection cap and ventilation pipe 2 inches
in diameter from the top of the trap to the main ventilator
outside the buildings, or to the soil-pipe above the highest inlet
into same.
Sinks or gullies inside buildings,

42. No person shall cause or permit any sink or gully to be
constructed or be insid" any buildings unless where approved
of and in the manner directed by the Board,
Ventilating openings to be protected,

43. The owner or occupier of every house or tenement shall
cause all outlets to the drains of such house or tenement or
openings for ventilators to be efficiently protected by proper
gratings of ample area, and he shall cause the aggregate area
of the apertures in all gratings covering any ventilation open
ing to.lie not le-s than the sectional area of the pipe or drain
to which such grating is fixed.
Drains to be sclf-cleansinp.

44. The owner Or occupier of every house or tenement shall
cause every drain of such house or tenement to be so arranged
as to he self-cleansing, in order that it may remain at all times
free from deposit, and where such cannot be effected without
flushing proper flushing apparatus shall bo provided in manner
directed by the Board.

[Cff.]

Ventilating openings to bo kept free.

4G, The owner or occupier of every house or tenement i-hall
cause all openings for ventilation made in accordance with
these By-laws, to be kept open and perfectly free from
obstruction, and ihall at all times keep all openings to the
drains upon bis premises, whether for ventilation or otherwise,
and all traps and other fittings in good order clean, and flee
from obstruction.
Work to be Inspected.

47. All work at any time done or to be done in connection
with sewerage or drainage shall be inspected by the proper
officer of the Boaid, and no such work shall be commenced
(unless in cases of urgenev) until after tlm expiration of two
days’ notice tbereof first given to the Board, and the necessary
printed permit obtained. In no case shall any pipes, drains,
or apparatus in connection with sewerage or drainage be used
where any such work shall have been executed until the said
work shall have been inspected by the said officer and certified
by him on the prescribed form. No underground or enclosed
work ehall On any account be covered up or concealed from
view until the same shall have been duly inspected and passed
by the inspector.
Notices to be prepaid.

48. All notices and applications required by these By-laws
are to be made upon printed forms to be obtained at the office
of the Board. Notices sent by post must be prepaid. All
sums paid by the Board on account of notices sent by post
and not prepaid will be charged against and recovered from
the sender,
“Person” Includes corporation, &c.

49. In the construction of these By-laws the word “ person"
shall be deemed to extend to and include a corporation, or any
body or number of persons, and the masculine shall include
(he feminine gender.
Penalties

50. Any person committing a breach of any By laws to
which no specific rpenalty is attached, or who shall refuse or
neglect io obey any injunction in any such By-law, or to
comply with any requirements therein contained, shall upon
conviction be liable to pav a penally not exceeding £20. And
in case of a continuing offence, a further penalty not exceeding
£5 for each day after notice of Mich offence shall have been
given by the Board to such offender.
The following shall be the form of notice to connect to
sewers prescribed under section 5, I'Metropolitan Water and
Sewerage Act, 1889.”
Notice to Connect to eeioer ander tAe Cintro1 of the Board of
Water Supply and Sewerage.
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
Sydney,
, 189 .
To the Owner or Occupier.
Notice is hereby given that a sewer has been laid in (as the
case may be), and is ready for receiving sewage. The Boaid
of Water Supply and Sewerage hereby demand and require
that the owner or occupier of the house, tenement or lands at
or on which this notice is left or exhibited shall construct the
drains, cisterns, and fittings from and in connection with such
house, tenement, or lands, to communicate with such sewer,
ns aic prescribed by the By-laws and Begulations of the said
Boaid.
Foi the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
Secretary,
The following shall be the form of demand prescribed under
Sub-section II. to Section VI, of “ Metropolitan Water and
Sewerage Act Amendment Act of 1889.”
Demand for Payment of Expenses of Drainage and Ventilation
of Premises,
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
Sydney,
, 189 .
To the Owner or Occupier,
You are hereby required within twenty-one (21) days from
the date of this notice to pay to the Board ot Water Supply
and Sewerage the sum of £
(as the case may be) being
the full amount of
as the case may be)
to premises No.
Street,
(as the case
may be). And take notice that unless the abovementioned
sum of £
be paid by you within the time abovementioned proceedings for the recovery of such sum will be
taken against you without further notice.
For the Board of Wuter Supply sud Sewerage,
Secretary.
THOS. EOWE,
Reod. Bgoxsome,
President.
Secretary,

Sydney; George Stephen Chapman, Acting Government Printer.—1891.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACTS, 1380-1889.
(ADDITIONAL AND AMENDED BY-LAWS.)
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Department of Public Works,
Sydney, 20th January, 1S92,

Him Excellency the Covernor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of the following
amended Water By-laws, prepared by the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, under and in accordance with the provisions
of the “Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Acts, 1SS0-1SS9.”
The previous By-laws of 11th June, 1891, published in the Cazotte of 15th June, 1891, are hereby repealed ; but such
repeal shall not apply to prejudice or ailect the payment or recovery of any rate, charge, or sum now due under such
By-laws.
'
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.

BOARD OF WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE.
Metropolitan Water By-laws.

by the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Acts,
38S0-1SS9, the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage is
authorised and empowered from time to time to make, alter,
and repeal By-laws :
Now the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, under and
by virtue of the powers contained in tlm Metropolitan Water
and Sewerage Acts, 1880-1889, do hereby make the By-laws
following, that is to say :—
1. The following rates and charges arc those which the
owners and occupiers of tenements, lands, and premises shall
pay in respect of water supplied by the Board, that is to
say
Whereas,

For water supplied for domestic purposes otherwise than l/y
measure.
lluuses, <£«,

(l) Where the premises are of the assessed annual value
of twenty pounds or under, ten shillings per annum.
(n) Where the premises are above the assessed annual
value of twenty pounds, a rate of sixpence for each
pound sterling on the amount of the valuation up to
three hundred pounds inclusive ; fivepence for each
pound on the amount of the valuation in excess of
three hundred pounds up to seven hundred pounds ;
fourpence for each pound on the amount of the valu
ation in excess of seven hundred pounds up to one
thousand pounds ; threepence for each pound on the
amount of the valuation in excess of one thousand
pounds up to four thousand pounds; and twojience
for each pound on the amount of the valuation in
excess of four thousand pounds.
Vacant lauds.

(in) Vacant lauds of the assessed value of sixty pounds
and over shall be subject to a rate of twopence for
eacli pound sterling on the amount of the valuation.
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Unfinished houses, &c.

(iv) The like rates as those above mentioned shall lie
charged on all lands, tenements, and hereditaments
not included in any valuation by the Municipal
Council of the City of Sydney or Rcdforn, or of any
Borough or Municipal District, and on all lands for
the time being valued by the said Municipal Council
of the City of Sydney or Redfern, or by sueli Borough
or Municipal District, at a sum less than the true
value thereof.
For water supplied by measure.
Stand-pipes.

'

(v) The charge for water supplied from stand-pipes shall
be one shilling per 1,000 gallons.
Supply by measure.

(vi) The charge for water supplied from the mains by
measure shall be one shilling per 1,000 gallons.
(vtt) The charge for water supplied to shipping will be
one shilling per 1,000 gallons. Her Majesty’s Navy
will be supplied free of charge.
For water for other than domestic purposes otkenoise than try
measure.
,

Water-troughs.

(vm) The charge for water-troughs shall he twenty
shillings per annum each,
fias engines.
(ix) The charge for water supplied to gas engines shall ho
Jive shillings per annum for each engine of two-horse
power and under, and for every additional horse
power beyond two-horse power an additional charge
of two shillings and sixpence per annum for each horse
power.
Steam boilers.

(x) The charge for water supplied to steam boilers shall
he one pound per annum for each steam boiler up to
three-horse power. And for every additional horse
power beyond three-horse power an additional charge
of five shillings per annum for each horse power.

2
Organ motors, &c.
(xi) The charge for imtcr anppliod for organ motors anfl
mich like mechanism, shall bo two pounds per annum
for each motor up to one half-horsepower, and for
everv additional one half-horne power beyond one
hnlf-horso power tut additional cliargo of twenty
shillings per annum for each one half-horse power.
(a) Tlie charge for water supplied for ventilating and
refrigerating motors, used for trade purposes,
shall be two pounds per annum for each motor,
and for private purposes one pound per annum
for each motor.
(fy) The charge for water supplied for dentists lathes
motor shall be one pound per annum for each
motor. No person shall use water in connection
with any motor unless the nozzle supplying such
motor lias been first approved of by the Board.
The waste-pipe from each motor shall be so fixed
that the waste water can be measured at any
lime.
Water for trade pnrposos, dr.

(xn) The charge for water supplied for purposes of the
undermentioned or other trades shall he at such rates
upon such teruis and subject to such conditions as
may be agreed upon by the Board and the person
requiring to besnpphed : Provided, however, that for
any year or part thereof, the minimum charge for
water supplied for the undermentioned trades shall
he that in each hereunder case set opposite the trade,
viz. :—
'
.
Photography, and any ... 5s. per annum
like process
Tripe-cleaning................. 5s.
perannum
Tyring purposes.............. 5s.
perannum
Laundries.......................... 5s.
perannum
JJycrs .............................. 10s.
perannum
Condiment making.......... 5s. per annum
Bottle-washing .............. 5s.
perannum
Small goods (sweets)...... 5s.
perannum
Waterfalls and fountains 5s. per annum
Shop fronts, by hose...... 5s. per, annum

building purposes through meter, excepting in cases whore
additions are being made to premises which arc then supplied
by meter for domestic purposes.
(1.) Th o charge for water supplied for plastering rooms
only shall be two shillings and sixpence for each room,
anil for the building of wash-houses, water-closets,
coppers and chimneys only two shiilinga and six
pence eacli.
(2.) The charge for water supplied for The making and
mixing of concrete for foundations of wooden blocks,
stone cubes, or other form of permanent roadway or
pavement, shall be at the rate of one pound ten
shillings per 1,000 square yards, by superficial
measurement of road surface; and for all other con
crete, brickwork, or masonry, at the rate of three
pence per cubic yard, as measured on tho work.
Horses and cons.

<i. Any person who maintains horses or cows may be sup
plied with water, without meter, from the domestic service
for the sum of five shillings per annum for each animal, in
addition to the assessed annual rate of the promises on which
such animal is maintained or supplied with water,
Premises where horses and cows kept liable to extra rale.

7. All lands or premises actually supplied with water by
the Board, on which any one or more head of horses or cattle
shall bo kept or maintained, shall be liable to an extra rate or
charge (beyond and m addition to the assessed annual rate of
the premises) of five shillings per head for each head of horses
or cattle kept or maintained on snch lands or premises. And
where such lands or premises are not actually supplied with
water by the Board they shall be liable to an extra rate or
charge (beyond and in addition to the assessed annual rate of
the premises) of two shillings and sixpence per head for each
head of horses or cattle kept or maintained on such lands or
premises.
Uardens.

8. Tho Board may supply water for gardens (and for such
purpose may permit a hose and stand-pipe to he used) with
out meter, at the rate of ten shillings per annum for every 750
square feet superficial area, or part thereof, in addition to the
assessed annual rate of the premises to which such garden
belongs or is attached.
.
Hoard may require any premises to take the whole supply of water
thiough meter.

Washing \ chicles.

(xm) The Board may supply water for the washing of
vehicles with a hose, without meter, at the rate of
.
5s. per annum for each vehicle.
In all cases where special fees are charged, the Board
reserve to themselves the right of insisting upon a meter licing
fixed at any time, notwithstanding the fact that the special fee
may have been paid. All special feus arc in addition to the
assessed animal rate nf the premises mi which such fees are
charged, and are payable in advance. All premises on which
water is used for otliuij than domestic puqioses, and upon
which special fees are paid, shall be open for inspection by the
Inspectors of the Board at any reasonable hour.
2. Assessed rates shall he paid half-yearly in advance
whether a meter is used or not. Jn the case where a meter is
used, the meter account will lie rendered only when it is in
excess of the assessment. Cheques and Post Office Orders will
Ire received in payment of rates ; hut if the cheque tendered
by any person as payment for rates due is dishonored the
Board may cut off his service, and proceed for the recovery
of the amount by Warrant for Distress or otherwise. Cheques
and Post Office Ordeis must be crossed in favour of the Board.
•

fl. If the Board shall in any case be of opinion that the
owner or occupier of any premises is wasting or misusing or
otherwise illegally dealing with water, or that the whole
supply of water to any premises should for any reason bo by
motor, they may give to the owner or occupier a notice
directing him, within a given time to be therein mentioned,
to fix a meter to such premises, and to receive the whole
supply of water to such premises through such meter ; iiiul
after the expnatiou of such notice, whether a meter has been
fixed in accordance therewith or not, tho Board may cut off
any supply of such premises which is otherwise than by
meter.
Before affixing service-pipes, &c., licenses io be obtained from Board.

10. Before any person shall affix any service-pipe to any
pipe of tho Board, or alter, repair, or in any manner interfere
with any pipe of the Board, or any service-pipe, cock, or
fitting connected with any pipe of the Board, lie shall obtain
from the Board a license in that behalf te execute any such
work ; and any unlicensed person affixing, altcriug, repairing,
or m any manner interfering with any such pipe, servicepipe, cock, or fitting as aforesaid, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds.

Minimum churgo bj meter or okliunvfcc is the assessed into.

Licensed plumber,

3. The minimum charge for water, whether supplied
through meter or otherwise, for domestic purposes and for
purposes other than domestic, is the assessed annual rate. If
the water is supplied by meter, and the meter account exceeds
the assessment (calculated at the rate of one shilling per 1,000
gallons), then such excess shall be charged in addition to the
assessment.

11. Before any such license shall bo granted by the Board,
the person applying for same shall satisfy the Board that he
is a competent plumber.

Onu meter for Biiveral tenements.

4. One meter may be allowed to supply several tenements,
when such tenements arc occupied by one person or firm as a
place of business or abode, and the meter account will be
credited with the assessments of all such tenements. One
service only will be allowed under these conditions, upon
which the meter will be fixed, and all the water for such
tenements must pass through such meter. Where peculiar
circumstances entail a departure from the above, and two
services are absolutely necessary, then there shall be a meter
on each service-pipe,
J bidding char"!]1?, <ke,

5. The charge for water supplied i< r building and plastering
purposes generally shall ho at the rate of one half-penny per
cubic yard on the cubical contents of each building, and the
niin'inum charge in each case for such purpose shall be two
shillings and sixpence. The Board will not supply water for

Bcfivrc pipes can be uncovered two days' notice to Board must lie ifiven.

12. Any person, whether licensed as aforesaid or not, who
shall offend by opening any ground so as to uncover any pipe
or pipes, the property of the Board, or any pipe communi
cating therewith, without giving two days’ notice to the
Board of his intention so to do, or who shall in any way
tamper, interfere with, or alter any pipe, the property of the
Board, or any pipe communicating therewith, without the
printed permit of the Board being first obtained, or who
shall wilfully or negligently break, injure, or open any lock,
cock, valve, pipe, wotk, or engine, the property of the Board,
or whereby the water of the Board may he wasted or mis
used, shall be liable for each such offence to a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds.
Board or licensed plumber only empowered to tap mains, &c.

The Board only, or a plumber duly licensed by the
Board, under the superintendence and according to the
directions of the officer appointed by the Board for that pur
pose, is empowered to tap the main in the streets or else
where and attach service-pipes thereto, or extend the same
generally as the ease may he. Any person infringing this
clause shall lie liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds.

3
Penally for communicating with pipes of tho Board without notice.

14, Any person, whether Licensed as aforesaid or not, who
shall Lay any pipe so as either directly or indirectly to com
municate with the pipe or pipes of the Board without giving
two days’ notice of the day and hour when such pipe is
intended to be made to communicate with tho pipe or pipes
of the Board, and without having obtained tho oliicial printed
permit of the Board, or who shall make such communication,
except under the superintendence and according to the direc
tions of some officer of the Board, or who shall lay any leaden
or other pipe to communicate as aforesaid with a pipe of the
Board of a strength and material not sanctioned by the Board,
shall he liable for each such offence to a penalty not exceeding
five pounds ; and, in the event of continuing the offence, to a
further penalty of two pounds for each day after the notice of
the offence from tho Board until proper pipes arc laid.
Fee for tappinjc main

15. Every application for water must be accompanied by
the payment of a fee of three shillings for the tapping of any
main, and every application for reconnection with a main,
after the water has been cut off for non-payment of rates or
other charges, shall be accompanied by tho payment of a fee
of two shillings and sixpence.
Board may compel owner io connccfc premises with tho water-mains.

Iff. Every owner or occupier of any house, tenement, or
hinds, shall, for the .purpose of obtaining a supply of water to
such house, tenement, or lands (after receiving from the
Board the prescribed notice so to do), construct such con
nections and fittings from and in connection with such house,
tenement, or lands to communicate with the water-main of
the Board as arc prescribed by the By-laws and Regulations
of the said Board.
Penalty for using unauthorised fittings.

17. Any jmrson who, being an owner or occupier of lands
or premises supplied with water under the said cited Acts, for
tile purpose of taking, in a manner not authorised by such
Acts or these By-laws, any such water, uses in or places on,
or affixes or attaches to, such land or premises, or to any
prescribed fitting, or wilfully permits to be used in or placed
on, or affixed or attached to, such lands or premises, or to any
prescribed fitting, any fitting, instrument, or thing not
authorised in that behalf by the Board, or who alters, misuses
injures, or removes any preserilied fitting, except for the pur
pose of necessary repair, shall upon conviction thereof forfeit
and pay to the Board a sum not greater than ten pounds, with
out prejudice to the right of the Board to recover from him
damages in respect to any injury by such owner or occupier
done, or wilfully permitted to be done, to the Board’s property,
and without prejudice to the Board’s right to recover from
him ttic value of any water wasted, misused, or unduly con
sumed.
Owner to lay and maintain serviocs.

18. The owner or occupier of any house, tenement or lands
must, at his own expense, lay down and maintain all the pipes
and apjjaratus upon his premises, and upon any street, lane
or land lying between Ins promises and the Board’s mains.
AH pipes must bo of galvanised wrought-irou, whore possible,
and where lend pipes are used they must be of equal thickness
throughout, and of at least the respective weights following,
viz. :—
Weight of lead pipes.

S-m......................................... 5 lb. per yard
i-in......................................... C lb.
„
i-in......................................... 0 lb.
,,
1-in......................................... 121b.
„
li-in....................................... 161b.
„
li-i“....................................... 20 lb,
,,
Where wrought-irou pipes are used, they must be of the kind
known as galvanised wronght-iron lap-welded steam tubes,
unless otherwise permitted by the Board.
Defective fittings to he removed.

19. Any consumer’s pipe, cock, cistern, or other fitting laid,
fixed, or used otherwise than in accordance with these By-laws
and with the provisions of the Acts, or which shall, in the
opinion of the Board, he or become of bad or defective quality,
or shall cunduce to the waste, misuse, or contamination of tho
water, shall, upon the Board giving notice in writing, bo dis
continued and disused; and the Board may require the same
to bo removed, replaced, or repaired, ami may stop the supply
of water to the said consumer until such pipe, cock, cistern,
or other fitting shall have been removed, replaced, or repaired
to the satisfaction of the Board.
Quality of iitlmgs for iron pipes.

20. No person shall use, in connection with the water of the
Board, any iron pipe, tee, thimble, bond, reducing coupling,
plug, &c., unless it he of the best manufacture, true in
section, straight, and of equal thickness, properly and truly

cut with Whitworth’s standard gas thread, and perfectly
sound and new, and free from all defects. Every such tee,
bend, tube, fee., shall be capable of withstanding a hydro
static pressure equal to a column of water 600 feet in height.
Joints.

21. Every person shall make all joints between tees, bends,
thimbles, couplings, elbows, and cocks, &c., with white or red
lead and flax. All joints on lead pipes, and lead pipes with
brass unions, shall bo of the kind known as “ wiped joints,”
Depth of pipe.

22. No person shall lay any service, pipe on private property,
below the ground surface, at a less depth than ten inches in
situations where it may l>c liable to injury from foot or other
traffic, and in any public place, or in any roadway, whether
public or private, at a less depth than eighteen inches unless
with the special permission of the Board first obtained. In
situations where there is no traffic such service-pipe may bo
on the surface.
Pipes through drains to he properly protected.

23. No person shall lay any pipe or other apparatus through
any sewer, drain, ashpit, cistern, or manure tank, or through,
in, or into any place where, in the event of tho pipe becoming
unsound, the water of the Board conveyed through such pipe
would be liable to be fouled, or to escape without observa
tion—unless such pipe or apparatus \xt laid to the satisfaction
of the Board through an exterior cast-iron pipe or box of
sufficient length and strength to afford due protection to the
game, and to bring any leakage or waste within easy detection.
Approved fittings.

24. No person shall use any tap, stop-cock, bib-cock, hallcock, valve, closet cistern, service-box, wastc-not regulator,
bath tap or valve, or other fitting in connection with a supply
of water of the Board which is not of the liest quality, and
approved by and bearing the stamp of tho Board.
Cocks.

25. No person shall use any stop or bib-cock which is not
loose-valve, screw-down, high-pressure cooks, made of hard
brass or gnn-inetal, and in every respect of best quality and
workmanship, and approved by and bearing the stamp of the
Board.
Cisterns.

26. No person shall use any cistern or tank that is not pro
vided with an equilibrium ball-valve, and the overflow-pipe
laid and fixed in a suitable manner, open to inspection, and in
a position approved by^hc Board.
Service not to communicate with rain-water roccirtaelcs or underground
tanks.

27. No person shall fix or use any service-pipe which com
municates with any cistern, tank, or vessel intended or used
for tho reception of rain-water below tho surface of the ground,
except where a meter is used, and otherwise in accordance
with these By-laws.
WatoroloEcls.

2S. No person shall construct or nsc any wat^r-closet fitting
not approved by the Board, or supplied from the service per
taining to the tenement unless the same have a proper cloaotcistcrn or service-box, fitted with approved waste-preventing
apparatus. No person shall fix or use any service-pipe which
cpmmunicates directly or indirectly with the basin or trap, or
otherwise than with the cistern of a water-closet.
Jlcter to be fixed where water supplied without charge, except m case of
public urinals.

29. Every institution or place receiving water without
charge shall provide and fix a meter on the service-pipe io
indicate the amount of consumption at such institution or
place, as a check against waste or undue use : Provided that
this By-law shall not apply to public urinals, which will
receive water without charge, and without meter, provided a
cistern with a ball valve shall be provided to receive the water
in the first instance in each case.
Uaths,
30. The Board will not supply any water to niiy hath, the
outlet of which is not distinct from and unconnected with the
inlet or inlets ; and the inlet or inlets shall ho placed above
the highest water-level of the bath. The outlet of such bath
shall be provided with a perfectly water-tight plug, valve, of
cock. No such bath shall have any overflow waste-pipe that
is not laid and fixed in a suitable manner, open to inspection,
ami in a position approved by the Board. No bath shall
exceed in dimensions ff ft. ff in. long, by 2 ft. 6 in. wide, by 2
ft. deep, unless supplied by muter. Tho Board will not
supply water to any bath unless the same shall be so con
structed as to prevent a waste of water.

4
Service conncctinn.

Inspection of work,

31. Except by the permission of the Board, every tenement
shall have an independent service-pipe connected with the
water-main, and snch service shall he stop-cocked outside of
the premises on footpath ; and no person shall connect more
than one tenement with the main of the Board from one
service, except by permission of the Board. Whore such per
mission is given to connect more than one tenement by one
service, each such extra service shall have a separate stop
cock on the footpath or other convenient place outside of the
premises, so that every snch tenement can be shut off from
the main without necessitating the operative shutting off the
water entering or trespassing on private land.

42. All work at any time done or to he done on private
lands or premises in connection with the water supply,
whether such work consist in the laying and fixing of new
services, or in the extension or alteration of existing services
and fittings, shall be inspected by tho proper officer of the
Board, and no such work shall he commenced until after tho
expiration of two days’notice thereof first given to the Board,
and the necessary printed permit obtained. In no case shall
the water be turned on to any lands or premises where any
such ■work shall have been executed until the said work shall
have been inspected by the said officer, and certified by him,
on the preserilied form. No underground or enclosed work
shall on any account ho covered up or concealed from view
until the same shall have been duly inspected and passed by
tbe inspector ; and any person offending against tins By-law
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.

Urinals.

32. No person shall fix or have fixed a service-pipe so as to
communicate directly with any urinal, and every urinal shall
bo supplied only through a cistern or service-box, fitted with
waste-preventing apparatus approved by the Board.
Water for other than domestic purposes.

33. No person shall use water supplied by the Board for
other than domestic purposes, except the supply is by meter,
or excepted in the manner hereinbefore provided.
Dial ot meters to bo capable of registering 1,000,000 gallons.

84. No person, except with special consent of the Board,
shall affix a meter, the dial of which is not capable of regis
tering (1,000,000) one million gallons.
Meters registering incorrectly.

35. If any meter shall not correctly indicate the water
passing through it, the Board!may charge for the supply
according to the average daily consumption for any month
preceding the date upon 'which such meter shall have been
examined and found to be in order ; or at the request of the
consumer, or by direction of the Board, the said meter shall
bo tested, and the charge for water supplied regulated
accordingly.
Meters not to be.intcrferecl with.

36. No person not 'duly authorised by the Board shall dis
connect any meter or other apparatus from ^the sorvice-pipes,
or in any way interfere with the same.
Steam boiler ti> have edf-actinpi valve.

37. If any person shall connect any service-pipe, or branch
service-pipe, with any steam boiler for the purpose of feeding
or supplying tho same with water, without first affixing a self
acting valve for preventing the pressure of the steam revers
ing or affecting the dial of the motor, he shall he liable to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds ; and a further penalty of
two pounds for each day after notice of the offence from the
Board to such offender.
No hoac to bo attached to any pipe for water! nc; a garden, &c., without
meter.

38. Except as hereinbefore provided, no person shall use a
hose attached to any tap or pipe (used for tho purpose of
supplying the water of the Board for domestic purposes to any
house or premises) for watering any garden, laying dust, or
for any other purpose whatsoever, unless where a water-meter
is fixed and the water supplied by measure, or unless the
special fee (if any) fixed by the Board has been paid ; and any
person offending against this By-law shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
Xo tap to be in ffarden without meter.

39. Except as hereinbefore provided, no person shall have,
maintain, or place any tap in any garden or screwed tap in any
yard or to or outside of any dwelling or premises supplied with
the water of the Board to which a hose could he attached un
less a water-meter is fixed and the water supplied by measure,
or unless the special fee (if any) fixed by the Board has been
paid ; and any person ofl'ending against this By-law shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Large cervices to terraces anil connections.

40. Where owners of terraces require a large service or
sub-main to feed more than one tenement, it shall lie competent
for such owners to lay such large service or snb-main in back
lanes, but every house service from it shall be J-inch, having
a J-inch stop-cock, so arranged that any one house can be shut
off without interfering with the supply to the remaining
houses, and the stop-cock must bo so placed that tho Board’s
operative can have access to it without entering private land
or otherwise become a trespasser on private land : Provided
that such large service shall he first submitted to the Engineer
for Water Supply for approval, and in order to determine its
dimensions.
Pipes, io., te be kept in proper repair.

4). Any person using water supplied by the Board shall
keep all .pipes and other appliances in connection with the
supply of water to such person in a proper state of repair.

Supply nud use of water open te inspection.

43. The supply and use of water, whether for domestic
purposes or under special agreement, shall be open to inspec
tion and admeasurement whenever required; and such
information must from time to time be afforded as will be
sufficient to enable the Board to obtain a satisfactory account
of the quantity of water actually consumed, and of the pipes,
taps, cisterns, and other apparatus and conveniences for
receiving and delivering such water. Any officer of the
Board may at all reasonable times in the day-time enter on
the premises of any person using water supplied by the Board,
for the purpose of inspecting the service-pipes or other appli
ances on such premises.
Board may rejiair.

44. If the service-pipes or other appliances of any such
person shall on any inspection he found to be out of repair,
the Board may forthwith, without notice, repair the same in
such manner as may ho deemed necessary, and the cost of
any such repairs may be recovered by the Board from tho
owner or occupier of such premises.
Board have control of water supplied Io public parks, &c.
45. The water supply to the public parks and gardens shall
he by meter, and shall ho exclusively under the control and
direction of the Board ; and any person turning on the water,
other than the person or persons duly authorised, or otherwise
interfering with such water supply, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
Notices anil applications to be made upon printed (onus.

46. All notices and applications required by these By-laws
are to be made upon printed forms, to be obtained at the
Board’s office. Notices sent by post must be prepaid. Any
sums paid by the Board on account of notices sent by post
and not prepaid will be charged against and recovered from
tho sender.
Board may discontinue supply.

47. The Board shall bo at liberty to discontinue and cut off
the supply of water immediately on the discovery of any
breach of these By-laws.
Interpretation of terms.

48. In tho construction of those By-laws, the word “person”
shall be deemed to extend to and include a corporation, or
unv body or number of persons, and tho masculine shall
include the feminine gender,
Penalties.

49. Any person committing a breach of any By-law to
which no specific penalty is attached, or who shall refuse or
neglect to obey any injunction in any such By-law, shall
upon conviction he liable to pay a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds, and, in ease of a continuing offence, a further
penalty not exceeding five pounds for each day after notice of
such offence shall have been given by the Board to such
offender.
,
50. The following shall be the form of notice to connect to
water-mains, prescribed under section 16, Metropolitan
Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of 1S89, and
By-law No. 16 :—
,
Notice to conned to Water Mains.
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
Sydney,
189 •
To the Owner or Occupier.
_
_
Notiok is hereby given that a water-main has been laid in
(as the case may lie) and is ready to distribute ivater. The
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage hereby demand and
require that the owner or occupier of the house, tenement, or
lands at or on which this notice is left or exhibited, shall
construct such connections or fittihgs from or in connection
with such house, tenement, or lands, to communicate with
such main, as are prescribed by tho By-laws and Regulations
of the said Board.
For the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
B.KGrsAL» Bloxsomk,
THOMAS ROWE,
Secretary,
President.

5
Department of Public Works,
Sydney, 29th January, 1892.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, ban been pleased to approve of the
following amended Water By-laws for Country Districts in the
comity of Cumberland, prepared by tho Board of Water Supply
and Sewerage, under and in accordance with the provisions
of the “Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Acts, 1880-1889.”
The previous By-laws of 20th June, 1890, published in
tho Gazette of 5th July, 1890, are hereby repealed ; but such
repeal shall not apply to prejudice or affect the payment or
recovery of any rate, charge, or sum now due under such
By-laws,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.

BOARD OF WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE.
MumoroLTT.is Water By-laws.

For Country DUlricU hi County of Cumberland.
Whereas, by the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Acts,

.1880-1880, the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage is
authorised and empowered from time to time to make, alter,
and repeal By-laws :
Now the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, under and
by virtue of the powers contained in the Metropolitan Water
and Sewerage Acts, 1880-18S9, do hereby make tho By-laws
following, that is to say :—
1. The following rates and charges are those which the
owners and occupiers of tenements, lands, and premises shall
pay in respect of water supplied by tho Board, that is to
say :—
For water supplied for domestic purposes otJiertoise than by
•measure.
Houses, &c.

(l) On every house, tenement, or laud of £10 assessed
annual value and under, 10s. per annum.
(u) On every- house,“tenement, or land above the assessed
annual value of £10, n rate of Is. for each pound
sterling on the amount of the valuation.
Vacant laiuls,

(m) Vacant lands of the assessed value of £30 and over
shall he subject to a rate of 4d. for each pound
sterling on the amount of the valuation.
Unfinished houses, &e.

(iv) Tho like rates of those above mentioned rhalt be
charged on all lands, tenements, and hereditaments
not included in any valuation by any Borough or
Municipal District, and on all lands for the time
being valued by any such Borough or Municipal
District at n sum loss than the true value thereof.
For water supplied by measure.
Staml-i'ipcs.

(v) The charge for water supplied from stftnd-pipes shall
he one shilling per 1,000 gallons.
Supply by measure.

(vil Tho charge for water supplied from the mains by
measure shall be one shilling per 1,000 gallons.
(vn) The charge for water supplied to shipping will be
one shilling per 1,000 gallons. Her Majesty’s Navy
will be supplied free of charge.^
For water for other than domestic purposes otherwise than by
measure.
Water-troughs.

{vm) The charge for water-troughs shall he twenty shillings
per annum each.
Gas engines.

(ix) The charge for water supplied to gas engines shall
he five shillings per annum for each engine of twohorse power and under, and for every additional
horse power beyond -two-horse power an additional
charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum lor
each horse power.
Steam hollers.

(x) The charge for water supplied to steam boilers shall
bo one pound per annum for each steam boiler up to
three-horse power. And for every additional horse
power beyond three-horse power an additional charge
of five shillings per annum for each horse power.

Organ (motors, &C.

(xi) The charge for water supplied for organ motors and
such like mechanism, shall lie two pounds per annum
for each motor up to one half-horse power, and for
every additional one half-horse power beyond one
half-horse power an additional charge of twenty
shillings per annum for each one half-horse power.
(a) The charge for water supplied for ventilating and
refrigerating motors, used for trade purposes,
shall be two pounds per annum for each motor,
and for private purposes, one pound per annum
for each motor.
(A) The charge for water supplied for dentists lathes
motors shall be one pound per annum for each
motor. No person shall use water in connection
with any motor unless the nozzle supplying such
motor has been first approved of by the Board.
The waste-pipe from each motor shall be so fixed
that tho w-aste water can be measured at any
time.
■
Water tor trade purposes, fcc.

(xn) Tho charge for water supplied for purposes of the
undermentioned or other trades shall be at such rates
upon snch tcims and subject to such conditions as
may be agreed upon by the Board and the person
requiring to be supplied: Provided, however, that for
any year or part thereof, the minimum charge for
water supplied for the undermentioned trades shall
lie that in each hereunder case set opposite the trade,
viz. :—
Photography, and any like
process .......................... 5s. per annum.
Tripe-olcauing...................... 5s. per annum,
'1'yring purposes.................. 5s. per annum.
Laundries.............................. 5s. peraminm.
Dyers .................................. 10s. per annum.
Condiment making.............. os. per annum.
Battle-washing .................. 5s. per annum.
Small goods (sweets).......... 5s. per annum.
Waterfalls and fountains ... 5s. per annum.
Shop fronts, by hose.......... 5s. per annum.
Washing vehicles.

(xm) The Board may supply water for the washing of
vehicles with a hose, w-itbout meter, at the rate of
5s. per annum for each vehicle.
In all cases where special fees are charged, the Board
reserve to themselves the right of insisting upon a meter being
fixed at any time, notwithstanding the fact that tho speciM
fee may have been paid. All special fees are in addition to
the assessed annual rate of the premises on which such fees
are charged, and are payable in advance. All promises on
which water is used for other than domestic purposes, and
upon which special fees are paid shall be open for inspection
by tho inspectors of the Board at any reasonable hour.
2. Assessed rates shall be paid half-yearly in advance
whether a meter is used or not. In the case when a meter is
used, the meter account will be rendered only when it is in
excess of the assessment. Cheques and Post Office Orders
will be received in payment of rates ; but if tho cheque
tendered by any person ns payment for rates due is dishonored
the Board may eat off his service, and proceed for the recovery
of the amount by warrant for distress or otherwise. Cheques
and Post Office Orders must be crossed in favour of the Board.
Minimum charge by meter, or otherwise, is the assessed rate.

3. Tho minimum charge for water, whether supplied
through meter or otherwise, for domestic purposes and for
purposes other than domestic, is the assessed annual rate. If
the water is supplied by meter, and tbe meter aceoimt exceeds
the assessment (calculated at the rate of one shilling per 1,000
gallons), then such excess shall be charged in addition to the
assessment.
'
One meter tor several tenements.

4. One meter may be allowed to supply several tenements,
when such tenements are occupied by one person or firm as a
place of business or abode, and the meter account will be
credited with the assessments of all such tenements. One
service only will be allowed under these conditions, upon
which the meter will fie fixed, and all the water for such
tenements must pass through such meter. Where peculiar
circumstances entail a departure from the above, and two
services are absolutely necessary, then there shall be a meter
on each service-pipe,
Building chaicrcs,
5. The charge for water supplied for building and plastering
purposes generally shall be at the rate of one half-penny per
cubic yard on the cubical contents of each building, and the
minimum charge in each case for such purpose shall be two
shillings and sixpence. The Board will not supply water for

14
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Board or licensed plumber only empowered to tap mains, &c.
building purposes through meter, excepting in cases where i
addition!: are being made to premises which are then supplied
13. Tho Board only, or a plumber duly licensed by the
by meter for domestic purposes.
Board, under tho superintendence and according to the direc
tions of the oiticor appointed by the Board for that purpose,
(1.) The charge for. water supplied for plastering rooms
is empowered to tap the main in the streets or elsewhere and
only shall be two shillings and sixpence for eacli
attach service-pipes thereto, or extend the same generally as
room, and for the building of wash-houses, waterthe ease may ho. Any person infringing this clause sliall be
closets, coppers and cliimncys only two shillings and
liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
sixpence each.
Penalty foreonunimieafing with pipes of the Board without notice.
(2.) The charge for water supplied for the mailing and
mixing of concrete for foundation of wooden blocks,
14. Any person, whether licensed as aforesaid or not, who
stone cubes, or other form of permanent roadway or
shall lay any pipe so as either directly or indirectly to eompavement, shall be at tho rate of one pound ten
miuiieate with tho pipe or pipes of the Board without giving
shillings per 1.000 square yards, by superficial
two days’ notice of the day and hour when such pipe is
measurement of road surface; and for all other con
intended to be made to communicate with tho pipe or pipes of
crete, brickwork or masonry, at tbe rate of three
the Board, and without having obtained the official printed
pence per cubic yard, as measured on the work.
permit of the Board, or who shall make such communication,
except under the superintendence and according to the
Horses and cows.
directions of some officer of tho Board, or who shall lay any
leaden or other pipe to communicate as aforesaid with a pipe
0. Any person who maintains horses or cows may be sup
of the Board of a strength and material not sanctioned by tbe
plied with water, without meter, from the domestic service
Board, shall he liable for each such offence to a penalty not
for the sum of five shillings per annum for eacli animal, in
exceeding five pounds; and, in the event of continuing the
addition to the assessed annual rate of the premises on which
offence, to a further penalty of two pounds for each day after
such animal is maintained or supplied with water.
the notice of the offence from the Board until proper pipes are
laid.
Premises whore horses anil cows kept liable to extra rate.
Foe for tapping main.

7. All lands or premises actually supplied with water by.
the Board, on which any one or more head of horses or cattle
shall bo kept or maintained, shall be liable to an extra rate or
charge (beyond and in addition to the assessed annual rate of
the premises) of live shillings por head for each head of
horses or cattle kept or maintained on such lands or premises.
And where such lands or premises are not actually supplied
with water by the Board they shall be liable to an extra rate
or charge (beyond and in addition to the assessed annual rate
of the premises) of two shillings and sixpence per head for
each head of horses or cattle kept or maintained on sueli lands
or premises.
Gardens.

S. The Board may supply water for gardens (and for sueli
purpose may permit a hose and stand-pipe to be used) without
meter, at the rate of ten shillings per annum for every 750
square feet superficial area, or part thereof, in addition to the
assessed annual rate of the premises to which sueli garden
belongs or is attached.
Hoard may require any premises to take the whole supply ot water through
meter,

0. If the Board shall in any case he of opinion that the
owner or occupier of any premises is wasting or misusing or
otherwise illegally-dealing with water, or that the whole
supply of water to any premises should for any reason be by
meter, they may give to the owner or occupier a notice
directing him, within a given time to he therein mentioned,
to fix n meter to such premises, and to receive the whole
supply of water to such premises through such meter; and
after the expiration of such notice, whether a meter has been
fixed in accordance therewith or not, the Board may cut off
any supply of such premises which is otherwise than by
motor.
Before affixing service-pipes, &c., licenses to be obtained from Board.

10, Before any person shall affix any service-pipe to any
pipe of the Board, or alter, repair, or in any manner interfere
with any pipe of the Board, or any service-pipe, cock, or
fitting connected with any pipe of the Board, lie shall obtain
from the Board a license in that behalf to exfltnte any such
work ; and any unlicensed person affixing, altering, repairing,
or in any manner interfering with any such pipe, service-pipe,
eock, or fitting as aforesaid, shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding ten pounds.
Licensed plumber.

■ 11. Before any such license shall he granted by tho Board,
the person applying for the same shall satisfy the Board that
he is a competent plumber,
Before pipes can be uncovered two days' notice to Board must be given.

12. Any person, whether licensed as aforesaid or not, who
shall offend by opening any ground so as to uncover any pipe
or pipes, the property of the Board, or any pipe communica
ting therewith, without giving two days' notice to the Board
of his intention so to do, or who shall in any way tamper,
interfere with, or alter any pipe, the property of the Board,
or any pipe communicating therewith, without tho printed
permit of the Board being first obtained, or who shall wilfully
or negligently break, injure, or open any lock, cock, valve,
pipe, work, or engine, the property of the Board, or whereby
the water of the Board may be wasted or misused, shall bo
liable for each such offence to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds.

15. Every application for water must bo accompanied by the
payment of a fee of ttiree shillings for the tapping of any
main, and every application for reconnection with a main,
after the water has been cut off for non-payment of rates or
other charges, shall bo accompanied by the payment of a fee
of two shillings and sixpence.
Board may compel owner to connect premises with the water-mains.

16. Every owner or occupier of any house, tenement, or
lands, shall, for the purpose of obtaining a supply of water to
such house, tenement, or lands (after receiving from the Board
the prescribed notice so to do), construct such connections
and fittings from and in connection with such house, tene
ment, or lands to coinmunicEito with tho water-main of tho
Board as are prescribed by the By-laws and Regulations of tho
said Board.
■
Penalty for using unauthorised fittings.

17. Any person who, being an owner or occupier of lands or
premises supplied with water under the said cited Acts, for the
purpose of taking, in a manner not authorised by such Acts or
these By-laws, any such water, uses in or places on, or affixes
or attaches to, such lands or premises, or to any prescribed
fitting, or wilfully permits to be used in or placed on, or
affixed or attached to, such lands or premises, or to any pre
scribed fitting, any fitting, instrument, or thing not authorised
in that behalf by tbe Board, or who alters, misuses, injures, or
removes any prescribed fitting, except for the pnrposeof neces
sary repair, shall, upon conviction thereof, forfeit and pay to
the Board a sum not greater than ten pounds, without prejudice
to the right of the Board to recover from him damages in
respect to any injury by such owner or occupier done, or
wilfully permitted to be done, to the Board's property, and
without prejudice to the Board's right to recover frotn him
tho value of any water wasted, misused, or unduly consumed.
Owner to lay amt maintain services.

18. The owner or occupier of any house, tenement, or lands
must, at his own expense, lay down and maintain all the pipes
and apparatus upon his premises, and upon any street, lane,
or land lying between his promises and the Board’s mains.
All pipes must be of galvanised wrought-iron where possible,
and where lead pipes are used they must be of equal thickness
throughout, and of at least tho respective weights following,
viz. :—
' Weifrkt of lead pipes.

8-in.....................
A-in..................... .................
G lb.
i-in..................... .................
9 lb.
J -in....................... ................. 12 lb.
14-in..................... ................. 1G lb.
li-in..................... ................. 20 lb.
»>
Where wrought-iron pipes are used they must be of the kind
known as galvanised wrought-iron lap-welded steam tubes,
unless otherwise permitted by the Board.
<
Defective fittings to be removed.

19. Any consumer's pipe, cock, cistern, or other fitting laid,
fixed, or used otherwise than in accordance with these By-laws
and with tho provisions of the Act, or which shall in the
opinion of the Board, be or become of bad or defective quality,
or shall conduce to the waste, misuse, or contamination of the
water, shall, upon tho Board giving notice in writing, be
discontinued and disused ; and the Board may require the
same to be removed, replaced, or repaired, and may stop the
supply of water to the said consumer until such pipe, cock,
cistern, or other fitting shall have been removed, replaced, or
repaired to the satisfaction of the Board.

7
Quality of fittings for iron pipe’s.

Service connection.

20. No person Rlinll pro, in connection with the water of
the Board, any iron pipe, tee, thnnWe, bend, reducing coup
ling, plug, &c., unless it be of the best manufacture, true in
suction, straight, and of equal thickness, properly and truly
cut with Whitworth’s standard gas thread, and perfectly
sound and netv, and free from all defects, livery such tee,
bend, tube, &o., shall bo capable of withstanding a hydrostatic
pressure equal to a column of water 60G feet in height.

31. Except by permission of tho Board, every tenement
shall have an independent service-pipe connected with tho
water-main, and such service shall be stop-encked outside of
tlm premises on footpath ; and no person Fsluill connect morn
than one tenement with the main of the Board from one
service, except by permission of the Board. "Where such
permission is given to connect more than one tenement by one
service, each such extra service shall have a separate stop
cock on the footpath or other convenient place outside of the
premises, so that every such tenement can be shut off from
the main without necessitating tho operative shutting off the
water entering or trespassing on private land.

Joints.

21. Every person shall make all joints between tees, bends,
thimbles, couplings, elbows, and cocks, kc.., with white or red
lead and flax. All joints tjn lead pipes, and lead pipes with
brass unions, shall he of tho kind known as “ wiped joints.”
Depth of pipe.

-

22. No person shall lay any service-pipe on pi ivate property,
below the ground surface, at a less depth than 10 inches in
situations where it may be liable to injury from foot or other
traffic, and in any public place, or in any roadway, whether
public or private, at a less depth than IS inches unless with
the special permission of the Board first obtained. In situa
tions where there is no traflic such service-pipe may ho on the
surface.
Pipes through drains to he properly protected.

23. No person shall lay any pipe or other apparatus
through any sewer, drain, ashpit, cistern, or manure tank,
or through, in, or into any place where, in the event of the
pipe becoming unsound, the water of the Board conveyed
through such pipe would be liable to be fouled, or to escape
without observation—unless such pipe or apparatus he laid to
the satisfaction of the Board through an exterior cast-iron
pipe or box of sufficient length and strength to afford due
protection to the same, and to bring any leakage or waste
within easy detection.
Approved fittings.

24. No person shall use any tap, stop-cook, bib-cook, ballcock, valve, closet-cistern, service-box, waste-not regulator,
bath tap or valve, or other fitting in connection with a supply
of w atcr of the Board which is not of the best quality, and
approved by and bearing the stamp of the Board.
Cocks.

2.'5. No person sliall use any stop or bib cock which is not a
loose-valve, screw-down, high-pressure cock, made of hard
brass or gun-metal, and in every respect of best quality and
workmanship, and apptoved by and bearing the stamp of the
Board.
Cisterns,

2G. No person shall use any cistern or tank that is not
provided with an equililuium hail-valve, and the overllowpipc laid and fixed in a suitable manner, open to inspection,
"and in a position approved by the Board.
Service not to communicate with rain-water receptacles or underground
tanks.

27. No person shall fix or use any service-pipe which
communicates with any cistern, tank, or vessel intended or
used for the reception of rain-water below the surface of the
ground, except where a meter is used, and otherwise in
accordance wih these By-laws.
Watcr-closots.

25. No person shall construct nr use any water-eloset
fitting not approved by the Board, or supplied from the
service pertaining to the tenement, unless the same have a
proper closet cistern, or service-box, fitted with approved
waste-preventing apparatus. No person shall fix or use any
service-pipe which communicates directly or indirectly with
the basin or trap, or otherwise than with the cistern of a
water-closet.
Jlctcr to he fixed whore water supplied without Charge, except in case of
public urinals.

2!). Every institution or place receiving water without
charge shall provide and fix a meter on the service-pipe to
indicate the amount of consumption at snch institution or
place, as a check against waste or undue use : Provided that
tins By-law shall not apply to public urinals, winch will
receive water without charge, and without meter : Provided a
cistern with a ball-valve shall be provided to leeeive the
w ater in the first instance in each case.
Paths.

oO. 'The Board will not supply any water to any hath, the
outlet of which is not distinct from and unconnected with the
inlet or inlets ; and the inlet or inlets shall ho placed above
the highest water-level of the hath. The outlet of such bath
sliall be provided with a perfectly water-tight plug, valve, or
cock. No such bath shall have any ovetflow waste-pipe that
is not laid and fixed in a suitable manner, open to inspection,
and in a position approved by tho Board. No bath shall
exceed in dimensions G feet C inches long, by 2 feet G inches
wide, by 2 feet dee]), unless supplied by meter. The Board
will not supply water to any bath, unless the same shall be
so constructed as to prevent a waste of water.

Urinals.

32. No person shall fix or iiave fixed a service-pipe so as to
communicate directly with any urinal; and every urinal shall
he supplied only through a cistern or service-box, fitted with
waste-preventing apparatus approved by the Board.
Water for other than domestic purposes.

33. No person shall use water supplied by the Board for
other than domestic purposes, except the sujtply is by meter,
or excepted iii the manner hereinbefore provided.
Dial ot meters to tie capable o! registering 1,000,000 gallons.

34. No person, except with special consent of the Board,
shall affix a meter, the dial of wlsich is not capable of
registering {1,000,000) one million gallons.
Meters registering incorrectly.

35. If any meter shall not correctly indicate the water
passing through it, the Board may charge for the supply
according to the average daily consumption for any mouth
preceding the date upon which such meter shall have been
examined and found to be in order ; or at the request of tho
consumer, oi by direction of the Board, the said meter shall
be tested, ard the charge for water supplied regulated
accordingly.
Meters not to bo Interfered with.

30. No person not duly authorised by the Board shall
disconnect any meter or other apparatus from the servicepipes, or in any way interfere with the same.
Steam boiler to iiave self-acting valve.

37. If any person shall connect any service-pipe, or branch
service-pijie, with any steam lioiler for the purpose of feeding
or supplying the same with water, without hrst affixing a
self-acting valve for preventing the pressure of the steam
reversing or affecting the dial of the meter, ho shall he liable
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds, and n furl her
penalty of two pounds for each day after notice of tho offence
from the Board to such offender.
No hose to be attached to any pipe for watering garden, &e., without
meter.

3S. Except as hereinbefore provided, no person shall use a
hose attached to any to]) or pipe (used for tho purpose of
supplying the water of tho Board for domestic purposes to
any house or premises) for watering any garden, laying dust,
or for any other purpose whatsoever, uuless where a watermeter is fixed and the water supplied by measure, or unless
tho special fee (if any) fixed by tho Board has been paid ; and
any person offending against this By-law shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding live pounds.
No tap to be in a garden without meter.

39. Except as hereinbefore provided, no person shall have,
maintain, or place any tap in any garden, or screwed tap in
any yard, or to or outside of any dwelling or premises supplied
with the water of the Board to which a hose could be
attached, unless a water-meter is fixed and the water supplied
by measure, or unless the special fee (if any) fixed by the Board
has been paid ; and any person offending against this By-law
shall bo liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Large services to terraces and connections.

40. IVbcre owners of terraces require a largo service or
sub-main to feed more than one tenement, it shall be compe
tent for such owners to lay such large service or sub-main in
back lanes, but every house service from it shall be J-iiich,
having a J-iuch stop-cock, so arranged that any one house
can bo shut off without interfering with the supply to tho
remaining houses, and the stop-cock must be so placed that
the Board’s operative can have access to it without enteiing
private land or otherwise become a trespasser on private land.
Provided that such large service shall be first submitted to
the Engineer for Water Supply for approval, and in. order to
determine its dimensions.
pipes, <Se , to be kept in proper i opair.

41. Any person using water supplied by tlm Board shall
keep all pipes and other appliances in connection with tho
supply of water to such person in a proper state of repair.
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InsjKction ot wort.
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42. AU work at any time done ot to be done on private
lands or premises in connection with the water supply,
whether snch work consist in the laying and fixing of new
services or in the extension or alteration of existing services
and fittings, shall be inspected by the proper officer of the
Board ; and no such work shall he commenced until after the
expiration of two days’ notice thereof first given to the Board,
and the necessary printed permit obtained. In no case shall
the water bo turned on to any lands or premises where any
such work shall have been executed until the said work shall
have been inspected by the said officer, and certified by him
on the prescribed form. No underground or enclosed work
sliall on any account be covered up or concealed from view
until the same shall have been duly inspected and passed by
tho inspector; and any person offending against this by-law
shall be liable to a penalty ndt exceeding five pounds.
Supply and use of water open to inspection.

43. The supply and use of water, whether for domestic
purposes or under special agreement, shall he open to inspec
tion and admeasurement whenever required ; and such in
formation must from time to time be afforded a? will lie suffi
cient to enable tbe Board to obtain a satisfactory account of
the quantity of water actually consumed, and of the pipes, taps,
cisterns, and other apparatus and conveniences for receiving
and delivering such water. Any officer of the Board may at
all reasonable times in the day-time enter on the premises of
any person using water supplied by the Board, for the purpose
of inspecting the service-pipes or other appliances on such
premises.
Board may repair.

44. If the service-pipes or other appliances of any such
person shall on any inspection be found to be out of repair,
the Board may forthwitli, without notice, repair tho same in
such manner as may be deemed necessary; and the cost of
any such repairs may bo recovered by the Board from the
owner or occupier of such premises.
Board have control of water supply to public parka, &c.

45. The water supply to tbe publi e parks and gardens shall
be by meter, and shall be exclusively under the control and
direction of the Board ; and any person turning on the water
other than the person or persons duly authorised, or other
wise interfering with such water supply, shall ho liable to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Notices ami applications to be made upon printed forms.

4G. All notices and applications required by these by-laws
arc to be made upon printed forms, to be obtained at the
Board's office. Notices sent by post must be prepaid. Any
sums paid by the Board on account of notices sent by post
and not prepaid will be charged against and recovered from
the sender.
Board may discontinue supply.

47. The Board shall be at liberty to discontinue and cut off
the supply of water immediately on the discovery of any
breach of these regulations.
Interpretation of terms.

48. In the construction of these by-laws, the word "per
son ” sliall be deemed to extend to and include a corporation,
or uny body or number of persons, and tbe masculine shall
include the feminine gender.
Penalties.

49. Any person commiting n breach of any by-law to which
no specific penalty is attached, or who shall refuse or neglect
to obey any inpmctiou in any such by-law, shall upon con
viction be liable to pay a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds, and in case of a continuing offence, a further penalty
not exceeding five pounds for each day after notice of such
offence shall have been given by the Board to such offender.

50. The following shall be the form of notice to eonnect to
water-mains, prescribed under section 16, Metropolitan Water
and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of 1889 aud by-law
No. 16:Noticc. to connect to Water Mains.
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
Sydney,
1S9
To the Owner or Occupier.
Notice is hereby given that a water-main has been laid in

(as the ease may be), and is ready to distribute water. Tho
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage hereby demand and
require that the owner or occupier of the house, tenement, or
lands at or on which this notice is left or exhibited, shall
construct such connections or fittings from or in connection
with such house, tenement, or lands, to communicate with
such main, as are prescribed by the by-laws and regulations
of tbe said Board.
Bor the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,

Secretary.
Department of Public Works,
Sydney, 29th January, 1892.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of the
following additional By-laws, which have been prepared under
and in accordance with the provisions of the “Metropolitan
Water and Sewerage Acts, 1SS0-1SS9,” and which are
intended to be incorporated with tbe By-laws under the said
Acts published in the Gazette, on the IDth June, 1891.
'
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.

BOARD OF WATER AND SEWERAGE.
Additional Metropolitan' Sewerage By-laws.

Win.hear by the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Acts,
1880-1889, tho Board of Water Supply and Sewerage is
authorised and empowered from time to time to make, alter,
and repeal By-laws.
Now the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, under and
by virtue of the powers contained in the above-mentioned
Acts, do hereby make the By-laws following, that is to say :—
1. Every owner or occupier of any house or tenement in
which an internal water-closet is constructed or used, shall
cause such internal water-closet to be provided with a safe and
escape pipe attached thereto. Such escape pipe shall bo in
each case of such construction and form, and in such position
as shall be first approved of by the Board, provided that this
By-law shall not apply to any water-closet situated on the
ground floor of any such house or tenement.
2. Every owner or occupier of any house or tenement in
which an internal urinal is constructed or used, shall cause
such internal urinal to be provided with a safe, and to bo
Unshed automatically from a perforated copper pipe.
3. Every owner or occupier of any house, tenement, or
lands in which a bath or wash basin is constructed or used,
shall provide such bath or wash basin with an outlet of such
dimensions as to admit of waste water from the same being
discharged quickly. Such outlet from such bath or wash
basin sliall be of the same area as the waste-pipe thereof.

Siilncy: Charlas I'otier, Govcrmiicnt I'l'iuirr.—IKK.

PW-]

THOMAS ROWE,
President.

Reginald Bloxsome,
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

BOARD OP WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE.
(TRANSFER OF STORM-WATER SEWER ALONG TYRMONT BRIDGE ROAD, &c„ IN THE BOROUGH
OE THE GLEBE, TO THE.)

iPrmittcb to ttalkmmt, pursuant to the JUi 54 13tc. <£tc. 32,

New South Wales, I Proclamation by His Excellency The Eight Honourable Victob Aibeet Geouge,
to wit.
j EakIj of .Ieeset, a Member of Her Majesty's Most Honourable Privy Council,
(n.s.)

Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and
Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New South
Governor, Wales and its Dependencies.
In pursuance of the provisions of the “ Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of
1889, I, "Victob Albeet George. Earl of Tersest, the Governor aforesaid, do hereby proclaim and
declare that the provisions of the 13th section of the “ Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amend
ment Act of 1889 ” aforesaid, shall from the date hereof come into force in respect of the works herein
after mentioned, which have been reported complete to me by the Minister for Public Works: —
Storm-water sewer along Pyrmont Bridge Road, Brougham and Lyndburst Streets, from Blackwattle Cove to Brougham-lane, in the Borough of the Glebe, county of Cumberland.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Sydney, this tenth day of Julv, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, and in the fifty-fifth year of
Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !

Jeksev,

Department of Public "Works, Sydney, 10th July, 1891.
NOTIFICATION OF TRANSFER OF WORKS UNDER METROPOLITAN WATER AND
SEWERAGE ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1889.
It is hereby notified, for public information, that, pursuant to the provisions of tbe above-mentioned
Act, the portions of work constructed under tbe authority of the Minister for Public Works hereinafter
described, are hereby transferred to tbe Board of Water Supply and Sewerage.
BRUCE SMITH.

Description

of

Work:

transferred.

Storm-water sewer along Pyrmont Bridge Road, Brougham and Lyndburst Streets, from Blackwattle Cove to Brougham-lane, in the Borough of the Glebe, county of Cumberland.

[a*]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

BOARD OP WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE.
(TRANSFER OF RILEY-STREET AND BOURKE-STREET BRANCH SEWERS TO THE.)

$r£££ntcb io JBariiameni, pursuant to JUi 54 Ylir. $0. 32.

PROCLAMATION.

New South Wales,) Proclamation by His Excellency the Right Honorable Victob Albert George,
to wit.
j Earl of Jeeset, a Member of Her Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council*
(l.s.)
Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and
Jersey,
Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New South

Governor. Wales and its Dependencies,
Lv pursuance of the provisions of the “Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of 1880,”
1, "V ujtor Albert George, Earl of Jersey, Governor aforesaid, dohereby proclaim and declare that the
provisions of the thirteenth section of the “ Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of
1830” aforesaid shall, from the date hereof, come into force in respect of the work hereinafter mentioned
which has been reported complete to me by the Minister for Public Works :—
’
The Riley-strect branch sewer, which commences in Rilcy-street, near its junction with Liverpoolstreet, and extending in a northerly direction along Riley-stroot to its junction w'ith Stanley-Iano: thence
along tills lane to its junction with Stream-lane, being a total length of 12-12 chains.
.
U)C Bourke-strect branch sewer, which commences in Bourke-street, near its junction with
Livcrpool-street, and extending in a northerly direction along Bourke-street to near Corfu-street being
a total length of 21-54 chains.
'
b
Given under my hand and seal, at Government House, Sydney, this seventh day of May, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, and in the fifty-fourth year
of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

NOTIEICATION.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 22 May, 1891.
NOTIFICATION OP TRANSFER OP WORKS UNDER METROPOLITAN WATER AND
SEWERAGE ACT AMENDMENT ACT OP 1889.
It is hereby notified that, pursuant to tho provisions of tbe above-mentioned Act. the portions of the
work constructed under the authority of the Minister for Public Works hereinafter described are hereby
transferred to the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage.
J
BRUCE SMITH.

Description

of

Work Transferred.

The Riley-street branch sewer, which commences in Riley-street, near its junction with Liverpools treet, and extending in a northerly direction along Riley-street to its junction with Stanley-lanc ■ thence
along this lane to its junction with Stream-lane, being a total length of 12-12 chains.
’
_
The Bourke-street branch sower, which commences in Bourke,street, near it junction with
Liver pool-street, and extending in a northerly direction along Bourke-street to near Corfu-street, being a
total length of 2P54 chains.
°

[3d.)
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

BOARD OR WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE.
(TUANSFEB OF STONEWARE PIPE SEWER IN VARIOUS STREETS, NORTH STONEY, TO.)

iff JJutiianunt, pursuant io Jlct 43 Uif. go. 32, anb 53 ‘Sic. $o, 16.

Nbw Sonra^WAiBS, 1 Proclaination by His Etcellency Tbe Right Honourable Yicroa Albkbt Gbobob, Eabi

of

Ibbset,

8j

a Member of Her Majesty's Most Honourable Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross of the Moat

Jehsky,

Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of tho
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies.

Governor.

Is pursuance of the provisions of the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of 1889,” I, Vjotob Albebt
George, Eabx, of Jebbey, the Governor aforesaid, do hereby proclaim and declare that tbe provisions of tbe thirteenth
section of the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of 1889 ” aforesaid shall, from the date hereof, come
into force in respect of tho worts hereinafter mentioned, which have been reported complete to me by the Minister for Public
.
^tjlIlew'areP‘Pe sewer with man-boles, lamp-boles, and flushing chambers in the undermentioned streets in tbe Mucicinalitv
Of rfortti Sydney, viz. :—
j
From creek near Emrst-street along Walker-street to Falcon-street; from Walker-street along Falcon-street toWest-streetfrom Falcon-street along Miller-street to Carlow-strect; from Miller-street along Carlow-street to near West-street ■
from lane near Falcon-street along West-street to a point 6 chains south of Ridge-street; from West-street along
Myrtle-street to a point 4 chains 25 links west of Edcn-street; from creek crossing Arthur-street along Arthur-street to
Mount-street; from Arthur-street along Mount-street to Miller-street; from Mount-street along Miller-street to Berrystreet; from Mount-street along Lane Covo Road to Berry-street; from a point 3 chains south of Berry-street in Millerstreet along line of creek in a westerly direction to near Berry-street; from last-mentioned pipe sewer alone lanes between
Lane Cove Road and Miller-street; from Mount-street along Walker-street to Spring-street; from Walker-street along
Spring-street to Denmaon-street; from Spring-street along Uennison-slrcot to northern end of Dennison-street; from
Spring-street along Spring-street to the northern end of Spring-street; from Mount-street along Elizabetb-street to
James-stroet.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Sydney, this twentvfeverth day of July, in the year of our Lord
One thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, and in the fifty-fifth year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
*
By Hie Eioellency’s Command,

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !

BRUCE SMITH.

Department of Public Works,
Sydney, 27th July, 1891.
NOTIFICATION OF TRANSFER OF WORKS UNDER METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT
.
...
AMENDMENT ACT OF 1889.
It is hereby notified, for public information, that pursuant to the provisions of the abovementioned Act, the portions of tbe work
constructed under the authority of the Minister for Public Works hereinafter described are hereby transferred to the Board of
Water Supply and Sewerage.
BRUCE SMITH.
Descbiftiok of Wobks Teahsfbbeed,

Stoneware pipe-sewer with man-holes, lamp-holes, and flushing chambers in the undermentioned streets in the Mumeiua'ity
of North Sydney, viz.
F
J
From creek near Ernest-street along Walker-street to Falcon-street; from Walker-street along Falcon-street to West-street;
from Falcon-street along Miller-street to Carlow-street; from Miller-street along Carlow-street to near West-street;
from lane near Falcon-street along West-street to a point 5 chains south of Ridge-street; from West-street along
Myrtle-street to a point 4 chains 26 links west of Edcn-slreet; from creek crossing Arthur-street along Arthur-street to
Mount-street; from Arthur-street along Moont-strcet to Miller-street; from Mount-street along Miller-street to Berrystreet ; from Mount-street along Lane Cove Road to Berry-street; from a point 3 chains south of Berry-street in Millerstreet along lined creek in a westerly direction to near Berry-street; from last-mentioned pipe sewer along lanes between
Lane Cove Road and Miller-street; from Mount-street along Walker-street to Spring-street; from Walker-street along
Spring-street to Dennison-street; from Spring-street along Dannie on-street to northern end of Dennison-street; from
Spring-street along Spring-street to tbe northern end of Spring-street; from Mount-street along Elizabeth-street to
James-strcot.

mi
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACTS, 1880-89.
(PROCLAMATION AND NOTIFICATION IN CONNECTION WITH THE THANSFE.R TO THE BOAPI) DE
WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE OP THE EXTENSION OP BOURKE-STREET BRANCH SEWER.)

jprmrttei) to $arJianuni, pursuant b JUts 43 'Sir. ito. 32, anti 51 'iJk. JA. 28.

South Wales, | Proclamation by His Excellency Tbe Eight Honorable Victor Albert G-uORmc,
to wit,
J Earl or .Terset, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable Privy Council,
(l.s.)
Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint
Jersey,
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales

,

Governor, and its Dependencies,
In pursuance of the provisions of the “ Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of 1889,”
1, Victor Albert George, Earl of Jersey, Governor aforesaid, do hereby proclaim and declare that
the provisions of the 18th section of the “ Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of
1889 ” aforesaid shall, from the dare hereof, come into force in respect of the work hereinafter men
tioned, which has been reported complete to me by the Minister for Public Works :—
.
Th*3 extension of Bourke-street Brandi Sewer, comprising 4-'53 chains of 4 feet 6 inches by 3 feet
brick and concrete sewer, 33 41 chains of 3 feet 3 inches by 2 feec2 inches brick and concrete sower, 9‘19
chains of 18 inches diameter earthenware pipes : Commencing at junction of Bourke and Corfu Streets,
and extending along Corfu-street, Judge-lane, Dowling-street, Fitzroy Avenue, and Victoria-street to its*
north end, being a total distance of 47’13 chains, together with all intercepting branches connected
therewith.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Sydney, this nineteenth day of January,
in tbe year ot our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-two, and in the fifty-fifth
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
,
By His Excellency’s Command,
" .
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.
GOD SAVE THE QDEEN!
'
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 22 January, 1892.
NOTIEICATION OF THAN SEER OE WORKS UNDER METROPOLITAN WATER AND
SEWERAGE ACT AMENDMENT ACT OE 1889.
It is hereby uofified, for public information, that, pursuant to the provisions of the above-mentioned Act,
the portions ot: tho work constructed under the authority of the Minister for Public Works hereinafter
described, are hereby transferred to the Boaid of Water Supply and Sewerage.
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.

Description

of

Works Transferred.

The extension of Bourke-street Branch Sewer, comprising 4'53 chains of 4 feet 6 inches by 3 feet
brick and concrete sewer, 83'41 chains of 3 feet 3 inches by 2 feet 2 inches brick and concrete sewer, 919
chains of 18 inches diameter earthenware pipes : Commencing at junction of Bourke and Corfu Streets
and extending along Corfu-street, Judge-lane, Dowling-street, Eitzroy Avenue, and Victoria-street to its’
north end, being a total distance of 47T3 chains, together with all intercepting branches connected
therewith.

[**•]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACTS, 1880-89.
■{PBOCLAMATION AND NOTIFICATION IN CONNECTION WITH THE TRANSFER TO THE BOARD OF
WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE OF THE ALEXANDRIA AND MACDONALDTOWN BRANCH SEWER.)

#r£sentel> to

pursuant to tho Metropolitan SHatcr ant) Jktorrage JUts, 1S80-18S9.

iNEw Sooth "Wales, ") Proclaination by Hia Excellency The Eight Honorable Victob Albert George,
to wit.
) Earl of Jersey, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable Privy Council,
(l.s.)
Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint
Jersey,
George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New South "Wales

Governor, and its Dependencies.
In pursuance of the provisions of the “ Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of 1S89,”
I, Victor. Aebert George, Earl of Jersey, Governor aforesaid, do hereby proclaim and declare that
the provisions of the I3th section of the “ Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of
1889 ” aforesaid shall, from the date hereof, come into force in respect of the works hereinafter men
tioned, which have been reported complete to me by tbe Minister for Public Works:—
The Alexandria and Macdonald town Branch Sewer : Commencing at a point in the main Botany
Sewer, distant 2 miles 18 chains from its starting-point, on the north shore of Cook’s River, and extending
across the Shea’s Creek Valley in a north-westerly direction; and thence along Harley-street to its
junction with Mitchell Road, Alexandria, being a total length of 52 chains, and comprising 1,200 lineal
feet of 30-inch diameter wrought-iron aqueduct across Shea’s Creek Valley, with masonry piers, junction
chambers, &c., and of about 2,232 lineal feet of 30-inch diameter cast-iron pipes, with concrete junctions
and ventilating chambers, shafts, &c.

■

Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Sydney, this fourth day of Pebruaiy,
in tbe year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-two, and in the fifty-fifth
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 4 February, 1892.
NOTIFICATION OF TRANSFER OF WORKS UNDER METROPOLITAN WATER AND
SEWERAGE ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1889.
'
It is hereby notified, for public information, that, pursuant to the provisions of tbe above-mentioned Act,
the portions of the work constructed under the authority of the Minister for Public Works hereinafter
described are hereby transferred to the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage.
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.

DescriftiOx

of

Work Transferred.

The Alexandria and Maedonaldtown Branch Sewer : Commencing at a point in the main Botany
Sewer, distant 2 miles IS chains from its starting-point, on the'north shore of Cook’s River, and extending
across the Shea’s Creek Valley in a north-westerly direction ; and thcncc along Harley-street to its
junction with Mitchell Road, Alexandria, being a total length of 52 chains, and comprising 1,200 lineal
feet of 30-inch diameter wrought-iron aqueduct across Shea’s Creek Valley, with masonry piers, junction
chambers, &c., and of about 2,232 feet of 30-inch diameter cast-iron pipes, with concrete junctions and
ventilating chambers, shafts, &c.

CM.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT OP 1880.
(CONSTRUCTION OF WATERWORKS UNDER THE.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 10 Noveviler, 1891.

[Laid upon the Table of the House in answer io Question No, 1 of 2'Htk September, 1891.]

Question.
(4.) Consthuctioit of ’Watek’svouks ukder Country Towns 'Water and Sewerage Act of 1S80 :—
Me. Hutchinson ashed The Secretary for Pubt.tc Works,—
(1.) In what Towns have the Government, under the provisions of tho Country Town AVater and
Sewerage Act of 1880, constructed waterworks?
_
(2.) What is the cost respectively of sueli waterworks, and how are the repayments made ; if by
annual instalments, what amounts severally have been paid on account of such waterworks ?
(3.) Have any loans been made by the Government to municipalities on account of waterworks that
have been already or partly constructed by such municipalities ; if so, what are the amounts ?
(4.) What is the total cost of the Nepean Water Supply Scheme for the city of Sydney and
suburbs; and also the cost of Western Suburbs and City Sewerage Scheme; and what are the terms
and conditions for tho payment of interest and repayment of loans on account of such works: and
the annual payments (if any) that have been made np to the present time ?

Answer.
(I and 2.)
City or Town.

£
Hunter Biver District

... 381,714

A.lbury
...
...
Wagga Wagga
...
Bathurst
............................
Goulburn
...
................
Orange
...
...
...
Jerilderie
...
...
...
Cargo.........................................
Liverpool
...
...
Bourke
............................
’Wentworth ...
...
..
Lismore
...
...
...
Campbelltown
...
Balranald
............................
Manly...
...
...
...
Deniliquin ...
...
...

485—

Repayments
by annual
Instalments.

Cost.

45,674
38,001
51,523
55,036
29,704
1,066
1,628
352
14,166
9,573
8,708
163
7,693
22,120
17,957

s. d.
2 7
2 9
8 10
13 5
13 4
6 4
7 1
5 7
17 1
10 9
13 7
12 9
10 6
11 11
1 9
9 7

£

s.

Remarks.

£

d.
Eevenue received and )
paid to Treasury
J

s.

d

23,286 12

0

486 9 2
378 10 4
192 7 2
403 13 9

1,033

6

5

Expenditure to date—f’314 Ss. 10d., 1st
instalment; £688 17s. 7d., interest.
(3.)

28

2
(*•)
Forbes
Hay

£9,027
7,072

..
..

6

2
5

9
£100, 1st instalment.
320, Interest.

8,159 10

WiLcanuia

£'1S0
(4.)
■

Wat kb SfprJA' Sehyjce—Stj^ky

axb

yunuBDS.

Total cost of the Nepean Water Supply Service—
. , . . ,
, ,
,
1
f Does not include interest charged
Expended by Harbours and Elvers...........................ii u £
Treasury.
Expended by Water and Sewerage Board..............
377,057 12 0
£3,072,280

3

0

£512,018
Total revenue collected by Water and Sewerage Board paid to Treasury
...
{Debentures of £5,000, which fell due in 1839, to be paid from this sum.)
Sewekage Seevtce—Sydney

and

0 10

Westeen Sububbs.

Amount expended by Sewerage Branch—City
...
.........................................
Amount expended by Water and Sewerage Board—City.........................................

.

£900,765 * 0 0
359,470 10 0
£1,260,235 16

6

£74,923

0

0

£134,558 IS

7

Western Suburbs.
Expenditure to dale by Sewerage Branch ...............
■ £1,008,609.)"'
(Estimated to complete,
Total sewerage revenue collected by Water and Sewerage Board and paid to Treasury

Sydney: George Stephen Chapman, Acting Goverumeut Printer.—IfiOl.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT, 1880.
(BOROUGH OE ORANGE—BY-LAWS.)

$re£sentti> io $iiriiiimcnt, pursuant to ^ot 44 ‘Sic. Jto. 14.

Department of Public Works,

Sjdney, 7th August, 1891.
It is hereby notified that Hie Eicelleney the Governor, with the advice of Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of the

following By-laws in connection with the Water Supply of the Borough of Orange, which have been prepared in accordance yvith
the provisions of the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act of 1880, 44 Victoria No. 14.
BRUCE SMITH.

BOROUGH OF ORANGE.—BY-LAWS.

Country Towns Water

and

Sewerage Act

of

For water supplied by measure.
1880.

the Country Towns Water aud Sewerage Act of
1880 the Council of any Borough not situate wholly or in part
in the County of Cumberland are authorised and empowered
from time to time to make, alter, and repeal By-laws.
Now the Council of tho Borough of Orange under and by
virtue of the powers contained in tho Country Towns Water
and Sewerage Act of 1880, do hereby make the By-laws
following that is to say :—
1. Tho following rates and charges are those which the
owners and occupiers of lands and tenements shall pay in
respect of water supplied by the Council of the Borough of
Orange or in respect of the liability of such owners and occu
piers for rates and charges under the Country Towns Water
and Sewerage Act of 1880, that is to say:—
Whereas by

Far water supplied tor domestic purposes otherwise than by measure.

(1.) On every house, tenement, or land of ten pounds assessed
annual value and under ten shillings per annum,
(ii.) On every house, tenement, or land above the assessed
annual value of ten pounds a rate of one shilling for each
pound sterling on the amount of the valuation.
(3.) If the Council shall in any case be of opinion that tho
consumption of water at any businoss or other promises
supplied with water for domestic purposes otherwise than
by measure will be small, or that no water is likely to be
used at such premises or that for any other reason the
rate upon any such premises should be reduced, they shall
rate the same at one shilling in the pound sterling on the
annual value of such premises up to one hundred pounds,
and at sixpence in tho pound sterling on the annual value
thereof over one hundred pounds.
(4.) Vacant lands of the assessed value of ten uponds and over
shall be subject to a rate of one shilling for each pound
sterling on tho amount of the valuation.
.
213—

(5.) The rate to bo charged for water supplied from stand-pipes
sliall he two shillings per 1,000 gallons but for such supply
to the owners of water-carts the charge shall be ton
shillings for each cart, payable monthly in advance.
(6.) The rate to be charged for water supplied from the mains
by measure, shall he as follows, namely:—
(1.) To vegetable gardens, orchards, and other lands under
crop, public baths, wool scouring establishments, and
for all purposes by which the quantity of water to be
used is likely to exceed 100,000 gallons per annum,
the charge shall be (unless otherwise agreed upon) at
the rate of one shilling per 1,000 gallons, and the
minimum quantity of water to be charged for shall be
at the rate of 100,000 gallons per annum.

(2) To breweries, minted water, and cordial manu
factories, soap and candle factories, recreation,
pleasure, or show grounds, livery stables other than
hotel stables, steam power saw mills, laundries, and
for all purposes by which the quantity of water
required is likely to exceed 50,000 gallons but lees
than 100,000 gallons per annum, the charge shall ho
(unless otherwise agreed upon) at the rate of two
shillings per 1,000 gallons and the minimum quantity
of water to be charged for shall he at the rate of
60,000 gallons per annum.
(3.) To hotel premises where required for general pur
poses including stable use, the charge shall (unless
otherwise agreed upon) he at the rate of two shillings
and sixpence per 1,000 gallons, and the minimum
quantity of water to he so charged for shall he at the
rate of 50,000 gallons per annum.
(4.) To hotels and largo schools where the water is
required for household use only and where tho service
pipe does not connect with any pipe used for other
than household purposes, tho charge for the supply of
such water shall be (unless otherwise agreed upon) at
the rate of two shillings per 1,000 gallons, and the
minimum quantity of water to be so charged for shall
he at the rate of 50,000 gallons per annum.

30

2
(a.) To private premises for domestic nse tlie charge shall
be (unless olherwise ngreed upon) at the rate of two
shillings per IjO^O gailous, and the minimum quan
tity to be charged for shall be 40,000 gallons per
annum.
.
(6.) In all other cases unless otherwise provided for, the
charge shall be two shillings per 1,000 gallons, and
tbe minimum quantity to be charged for sliall be
40,000 gallons per annum.
(7.) Water troughs shall be charged for at the rsto of ten
shillings per annum each.
(8.) Gas engines ahull be charged for at the rate of twenty
shillings per annum each,
(9.) Water for steam boilers shall be charged for by
measure at the rate of ten shillings per annum for
each horse power of such steam boilers.
Charges when pays hie

2 The charges for tbe supply of water by measure up to the
quarterly proportion of the minimum quantity, and all other
charges under tlieao By-laws for and in connection with the
supply of water shall be payable quarterly in advance eicept
where otherwise provided for, and any water beyond such
quarterly proportion of the minimum quantiiy aforesaid which
at the end of the quarter the meter indicates lias been used and
any othsr charges for or in connection with the supply of
water which caimot be ascertained in advance shall be paid
"within fourteen days after service by the Council of a notice
in writing of the amount of same or of the same having been
made as the ca«e may be, an! any such service may be made
either personally on the person named in such notice or by
posting the notice to bis last known place of abode or business
or by leaving or posting the same at, to, or on the premises
charged.

premises through sueli meter, aud after the expiration of such
notice whether a meter has been fixe i in accordance or not, the
Council may cut off any sapply of such premises which is
otherwise than by meter.
Penalty for taking away water.

9. Any person supplied with water by the Council who
shall take and carrv away such water from his premises, or who
shall permit or allow any person to take or carry away snch
water as aforesaid, or who shall sell the same to any other
person shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Penalty for fixing meters, pipes, fee., without license.

10. Before any person sliall affix any service pipe, to any
pipe or mam of the Council, or disconnect, alter, or repair, or
in any manner interfere with any meter or pipe of the Council,
or any service pipe, cock, apparatus, or fitting connected with
or leading Io any pipe or main of the Council, he shall obtain
from the Council ft license in that behalf to execute such vvork.
Any unlicensed person affixing, altering, repairing, or in any
manner interfering with any such metrr, service-pipe, cock,
apparatus, or fitting ns aforesaid, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds. Before any such license shell be
granted by the Council upon the recommendation of the
Council’s Inspector, the person applying for the same shall
satisfy the Council that he is a competent plumber by the pro
duction of a certificate from a competent and known master
plumber.
Penalty for laying pipes of unauthorised strength.

11. Any person who shall lay any leaden or other pipe to
communicate with a pipe of the Council of a strength and
material not sanctioned by the Council, shall be liable for each
such offence to a penalty not exceeding five pounds, and to a
further penalty of two pounds for each day after notice of the
offence from the Council.

Contracts for supply of water by measure.

8. When any person requires a supply of water for domestic
or other purposes by measure at the rates before mentioned, he
shall enter into a contract with tbe Council on such terms as
the Council may from time to time prescribe.
Minimum charge by mater or otherwise.

4. The minimum charge for water whether supplied through
meter or otherwise for domestic purposes and for purposes
other than domestic (except where otherwise provided for) is
the assessed annual rate. If the water is supplied by meter
and the meler account exceeds the assessment (calculated at the
rate per 1,000 gallons before mentioned), then such excess shall
he charged in addition to the assessment, provided however that
in no case where the supply is by meter shall be less than
10,009 gallons per quarter be charged for unless by special
agreement.
Gardens.

5. The Council may supply water for gardens (and for such
purpose may permit a hose and stand-pipe to be used) without
meter at the rote of ten shillings per annum for every 750
square feet superficial area or part thereof (unlimited area) m
addition to the nsses^d annual rate of the premises to which
sueh garden belongs or is attached.
TToraes And

coyis,

6. Any person who maintains not more than two horses or
ootvb, may be supplied with water without meter from tho
domestic service ior the sum of ten shillings per annum for
meh animal in addition to the assessed annual rate of the
premises upon flinch such animal is maintained or supplied
with water.
Building charges, &c.

V, The Council may supply water for building purposes
at the rate of one pound per cent, on the amount of I ho
contract for stonesvork, brickwork, and plastering* or at tho
rate of five shillings per room* or by meter at one shilling
ana sixpence per 1,000 gallons* and the minimum charge
by meter shall be ten shillings for each work. The
Council may (supply water for the making and mixing
of concrete for foiiLdations for wooden blocks, etono cubes, or
other form of permanent roadway or pavement at the rale of
thirty shillings per 1,00.1 pqua e yards by superficial measure*
xaent ot road surface and for all other concrete, brickwork, or
m&'onry at the rate of threepence per cubic yard as measured
on Die work.
Council may require premises to lake whole supply of water through
meters.

8. If the Council Dial! in any case be of opinion th&t the
owner or occupier of any premises is wasting or misusing or
otherwise illegally dealing with water or that Die whole supply
of water to any piomiaes should for any reason be by motor,
they may give to the owner or occupier a notice directing him
within & time to bo therein mentioned to fix a meter to such
premises and to reeei',e the whole supply of water to such

Regulations to he incorporated with By-laws

12. All licensed plumbers shall receive with tiicir license a
copy of the rules and regulations made for their guidance in
the performance or ell works required to be done under these
By-laws, and all such existing rules and regulations or subse
quent alterations thereof when made and notified to such
licensed plumbers, shall be considered to be equaly binding as
if the same formed part of these By-laws, and to be incorpo
rated therewith. »
Uncovering pq>es,

, without notice.

13. Any person whether licensed as aforesaid or not who
shall open any ground so as to uncover any main or pipe of the
Council without giving two days’ notice to the Council of his
intention so to do, or who shall in any way tamper with or alter
any pipe of tho Council without the permission of the Council
in writing being first obtained, orwbo shall wilfully or carelessly
break any lock, cock, valve, pipe, work, main, or engine, the
property of tho Council shall be liable for each such offence to
e penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
Council or licensed plumber only allowed tap mains, &c.

14. The Council only or a plumber duly licensed by tho
Council under the superintendence and according to the
directions of the officer appointed by the Council for that purpore is empowered to tap t he mains in the streets or elsewhere,
and attach service pipes thereto, or extend the same generally
as the case may be. Any person infringing this By-law shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
Foe tor lapping main.

16, Every application for water must be accompanied by the
payment of a tee of three shillings for the tapping of any main
where such tapping is necessary.
Injuring public founi.alns.— WnRlmig water, t&c.

16. Any person who shall negligently injure any public
fountain, pump, cock, or water pipe or any part thereof, shall
pay the cost of repairing the same, and if the injury be wil
fully done, shall also forfeit a sum not exceeding twenty
pounds nor less than one pound ; and any person who shall
have in his possession any private key for the purpose of open
ing any cock ; and any person who shall open or leaveopen any
cock of any public fountain or pump, or stand pipe, so that the
water may or shall run to waste, shall forfeit a sum not exceed
ing two pounds nor lees thm five shillings. And any person
who shall wash any clothes, omnibus, carriage, cart, or other
vliicle, or any horse at a public fountain or pump, shall forfeit
and pay a sum not exceeding one pound nor less than five
shillings.
Owners to lay do'wn and maintain sorvicos,
17. The owner or occupier must at his own expense lay
down and maintain all the pipes and apparatus frotn the main,
and upon his premises. All pipes must he of galvanized
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wrought, iron where possible, and where lead pipes are used,
tbej' must bo of equal thickness throughout and of at least the
respective weights following, viz.:—
| inch, 5 lbs, per yard.
i „
6
i
9
j*
i
12
H
H „ 16
ST
:»
l* „ 20
Where wrought iron pipes are used they must be o£ the kind
known as galvanized wrought iron, lap-welded steam tubes.
Defective fittings to lie removed.
18. Any consumer’s pipe, cook, cistern, or other fitting laid,
fixed, or used otherwise than in accordance with these By-laws
and with the provisions of the Act, or which shall in tho
opinion of the Council be or become of had or defective
quality or shall conduce to the waste, misuse or contamination
of the water shall upon the Council giving notice in writing be
discontinued and disused ; and the Council may require the
same to be removed, replaced, or repaired, and may stop tho
supply of wuter to the said consumer until such pipe, cock,
cistern, or other fitting shall have been removed, replaced, or
repaired to the satisfaction of tho Council.
Quality of fittings tor iron pipes,
19. No person shall use in connection with the water of the
Council any iron pipe, tee, thimble, bend, reducing, coupling,
plug, die., unless it be of tho best manufacture, true in section,
straight, and of equal thickness properly and truly cut wilh
Whitworth’s standard gat thread, and perfectly sound and new
and free from all defects. Every sueh tee, bend, tube, &c„
shall be capable of withstanding a hydrostatic j ressure equal to
a column of water 400 feet in height.

Baths.
28. The Council will not supply any water to any bath the
outlet of which is not distinct from and inconnected with the
inlet or inlets ; and tho inlet or inlets shall be placed above the
highest water level of the bath. The outlet of such bath shall
be provided with a perfectly watertight plug-valve or eock. No
such bath shall have any overflow wa'te-pipe that is not laid
and fixed in a suitable manner open to inspeclion and in a
position approved of by the Council. No bath shall exceed in
dimension 6 feet 6 inches long by 2 feet 6 inches wide by 2 feet
deep unless supplied by meter. The Council will not supply
water to any bath unless the same shall be constructed as to
prevent a waste of water.
Service connection.
29. Except by the permission of the Council every tenement
shall have an independent service pipe connected with the
main of the Council, And no person shall connect more than
one tenement with tbe main of the Council from one service
except by permission of the Council.
Urinals.
30. No person shall (lx a service pipe so as to communicate
directly with any urinal, and every urinal shall be supplied
only through a cistern or service box fitted with waste-prevent
ing apparatus approved by the Council.
Water for other than domestic purposes.
31. No person shall use water supplied by the Council for
other than domestic purposes, except tbe supply is by meter,
or except in tho manner hereinbefore provided.
Meters to ho capable of rcsistering 1,000,000 gallons,
32. No person except with special consent of tho Council,
shall affix a meter the dial of which is not capable of register
ing (1,000,000) one million gallons.

Joints,
20. Every person shall make all joints between tees, bends,
thimbles, coupling elbows, and cocks, kc, with white or red
lead and flax. All joints or lead pipes and lead pipes with
brass unions shell be of the kind known as white joinis.
3>epth oi pipe.
21. No person shall lay any service pipe on private property
below the ground service at a less depth than 10 inches.
Pipes througli‘ilrfting to Lc properly protected.
22. No person shall lay any pipe or other apparatus through

any sewer, ash pit, cistern, or manure tank, or through, in or
into any place where in the event of the pipe becoming
unsound, the water of the Council conveyed through such
pipe should be liable to be fouled, or to escape without
observation unless such pipe or apparatus be laid through an
exterior cast-iron pipe or box of sufficient length and strength
to afford due protection to the same and to bring any leakage or
waste within easy detection.

Meters registering incorrectly.
33. If any meter shall not correctly indicate the water
passing through it, the Council may charge for the supply
according to the average daily consumption lor any month pro
ceeding the date upon which snch meter shall have been
examined aud found to be in order ; or at the request of tho
consumer or by direction of the Council, the said meter shall
be tested, and the charges for water supplied regulated
accordingly.
Meters not to be Interfered with.
34,. No person not duly authorised by the Council, shall dis
connect any meler or other apparatus from the torvice-pipes or
in any way interfere with tho same.
Pipes, &c., to be kept iu repair.
35, Any person using water supplied by the Council,
shall keep all pipes and other appliances in connection with
the supply of water to such person in a proper state of repair.
Inspection of works,

Approved fittings,
23. No person shall use any tap, stop-cock, bile-cock, valve,
closet cistern, service-box, waste-not regulator, bath, tap or
valve or other fitting in connection with a supply of water of
the Council which is not of the best quality and approved by
the Council or their officer.
Cocks.
24. No person shall use any stop, or bile-cotk, which is not
loose valve, screw-down high pressure cocks tnndc of bard
brass or gun metal, and in every respect of best quality and
workmanship.
Cisterns.
25. No person shall use any cistern or tank that is not
provided with an equilibrium ball-valve, and the overflow pipe
laid and fixed in a suitable manner opeu to inspection and in a
position approved by the Council.
Service not to communicate with rain water receptacles or
underground tanks.
26. No person shall fix or use any service pipe which com
municates with any cistern, tank, or vessel intended or used
for the reception of rain-water, or made or used below tbe sur
face of tbe ground except with tbe express permission of the
Council.
Water closets
27. No person shall construct or use any water-elose fitting
not approved by the Inspector or supplied from the service
pertaining to the tenement through a proper closet cistern or
service box fitted with approved waste preventing apparatus.
No person shall fix or use any service pipe which communicates
directly or indirectly with the basin or trap or otherwise than
with the cistern of a water-closet.

3 ft. AH work at any time done or to be done on private
lands or premises in connection with the water supply whether
such work consist in the laying and fixing of new services, or
in the extension or altemtion of existing services and fittings
shall be inspected by the proper officer of the Council. And
no such work shall be commenced until after the expiration of
two days* notice thereof firit given to the Council. Xn no ease
shall the water be turned on to any lands or premises where
any such work shall have been executed until tlie said work
shall have been inspected by the said officer and certified by
him on the prescribed form. No underground or enclosed
works shall on any account be covered up or concealed from
view until the same shall have been duly inspected and passed
by tbe Inspector. And any person offending against this By
law shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Council may repair.
37. If the service pipes or other appliances of any such
person shall on any inspection be found to be out of repair, the
Council may forthwith without notice repair the same in such
manner as may be deemed necessaryi and the cost of any such
repairs may be recovered by the Council from the owner or
occupier.
*
33. The supply and use of water whether for domestic pur
poses or under special agreement, shall be open to inspection
and admeasurement whenever required, and such information
must from time to time bo afforded as will be sufficient to
enable the Cjuncil to obtain ft satisfactory account of the quan
tity of water actually consumed and of the pipes, taps, cisterns,
and other apparatus and conveniences for receiving and deliver
ing such waters. Ai y officer of the Council may at all reasonable
times in the daytime enter on the premises of any person using
water supplied by the Council for the purpose of irspecting
the service-pipes, or other appliances on such promisee.
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Notices end appliutloos to be mode on printed forms.
89. All notices and applications required by these By-laws
are to be made upon printed forms to be obtained at the
Council'e office. Notices sent by post must bo prepaid. Any
sums paid by the Council on account of notices sent by post
and not prepaid, will be charged against and recovered from
the sender.
Council may discontinue supply.
40. Tbe Council shall be at liberty to discontinue the supply
of water immediately on the discovery of any breach of these
regulations.
Interpretation of tennfl»

41. In the construction of these By-laws the word “ person’’
shall be deemed to extend to and include a corporation or any
body or number of persons, and the masculine shall include
tho feminine gender, as the word “ Council” shall mean the
Municipal Council for the time being and from time to time of
the Borough of Orange.

42.Any person committing a breach of any By-law to which
no specific penalty is attached, or who shall refuse or neglect
to obey any injunction in any such By-law, shall upon con
viction be liable to pay a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds, and in case of a continuing offence a further penalty
not exceeding live pounds for each day after notice of such
offence shall have been given by the Council to such offender.

Made and passed at a meeting of tho Municipal Council
of Orange, held in the Council Chamber, Town Hall,
Orange, on the fourteenth day of April, one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-one.
<i,.s.)
Thomas W, Behves,
Council Clerk.

Sydney: George Stephen Chapman, Acting Government Printer.—1891.
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AUGUSTUS COULSON,
Mayor.
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(second session.)
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PUBLIC WOEKS ACT OP 1888.
(RESUMPTION OF LAND IN CONNECTION WITH THE SYDNEY WATER SUPPLY, PARISH OF CONrOTtn
COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND.)
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ffrmntfb ter ^arUantmt, pursuant ter JUt 51 IDic. $c. 37.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE “ PUBLIC WOEKS ACT OF 1888."

charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other easements whatsoever,
and to the intent that the legal estate therein together with all
powers incident thereto or conferred by that Act shall be Tasted
in such authority as a trustee, and I declare that the following
is the schedule of lands hereinbefore referred to

New South Wales, ) Proclamation By His Excellency The
to wit,
| Right Honourable Victok Albert
Geohge, Earl ov Jersey, a Member
.
Of Her Majesty’s Most Honourable
Schedule.
i
(L.S.)
Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross
■
of^the Most Distinguished Order of
1st. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
,
Jersey,
Samt Michael and Saint George,
Concord, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
,
Governor, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
Wales, being part of a grant of 570 acres to James Wilshire,
the Colony of New South Wales and : and also comprised within certificate of title registered in the
its Dependencies.
Land Titles Office, Sydney, volume 79, folio 194: Commencing

on the west boundary of tbo Punch Bowl Road, at a point
Whereas by an Act of the Parliament of the said Colony
bearing north 89 degrees 24 minutes west and distant 164 feet
53 Victoria No. 18, intituled the “Sydney Water Supply
3 inches from the junction of the east boundary of that road
(Partial Duplication) Act of 1889,” it is enacted that the public
with the southern boundary of Cervetto-etreet; and bounded
work more particularly described in the Schedule thereto should
thence on the south by other part of the said grant by a line
be carried out by the Secretary for Public Works or the Member
bearing north 89 degrees 24 minutes west 139 feet 4 inches to
of the Executive Council for the time being, charged with the
the eastern boundary of the Liverpool Road ; on the west by
duties of the said Minister, and such Minister or Member
that boundary bearing north 5 degrees 34 minutes east 33 feet
should for the purposes of that Act and the “ Public Works Act
2 inches; on the north by other part of the said grant bearing
of 1888" be deemed and taken to be the constructing authority
south 89 degrees 24 minutes east 136 feet 3 inches to the afore
authorised to enter into contracts and to exercise all powers, do
said west boundary of the Punch Bowl Road; and on the east
all acts and things, and be responsible in respect of all oblige,
by that boundary bearing south 33 feet to the point of corntions and liabilities which could be done or incurred by a
mencement, be the said several dimensions a little more or less,
constructing authority under or pursuant to that Act or the said
containing 16} perches or thereabouts and said to be in the
Public Works Act, so far as might be necessary for the carrying
possession and occupation of Mrs. Cross.
out of the work thereby sanctioned; and whereas the lands
2nd. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
described in the schedule hereto are required for the purpose
Concord, eonnty of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
of erecting thereon the public work authorised to be carried
Wales, being part of allotment 15, section 2 ot a subdivision of
out under the said Act 53 Victoria No. 18, that is to say, the
a grant of SCO acres to Simeon Lord, known as the Adelaide
laying of a second pipe in connection with the Sydney Water
Park Estate : Commencing at the north-eastern corner of
Supply betwen Pott’s Hill, in the parish of Liberty Plains, and
allotment 14, section 2 of the aforesaid subdivision ; and
Crown-street, in the City of Sydney: Now, therefore, I,
bounded thence on the south by the northern boundary of the
Victor Albert Gborge, Earl of Jibs by, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, in pur said allotment bearing north 89 degrees 12 minutes west 137
feet 11 inches to the eastern boundary of Cervetto-street now
suance of the provisions of the “ Public Works Act of 1888,”
Julian-streeb ; on the west by that boundary bearing north 50
do hereby direct that the lands described in the Schedule
hereto, which in my opinion are required for the said author minutes cast 33 feet; on the north by other part of the afore
said allotment 15, by a line bearing south 39 degrees 12 minutes
ised work, shall be acquired and taken under the “ Lands for
cast 137 feet 10 inches to the western boundary of PurvesPublic Purposes Acquisition Act,” and I do declare by this
street; on the cast by that boundary bearing south 44 minutes
notification to be published in the Hovernment Gazette
west 33 feet to the point of commencement; be the said
and in one or more newspapers published or circulated
several dimensions a little more or less containing 16} perches
in the Police District wherein the said lands are situated,
that the said lands described in the said schedule hereto, so I or thereabouts, and said to be in the possession and occupation
of Hudson Brothers.
far as the same are Crown Lands, have been appropriated, and
so far os the same are private properties have been resumed,
3rd. All that piece or parcel of land sitnate in the parish of
for the public purpose hereinbefore expressed, that is to say for
Concord, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
the purpose of laying a second pipe in connection with (he
Wales, being part of allotment 4, section 3 of a subdivision of
Sydney Water Supply, to the intent that upon the publication
a grant of 800 acres to Simeon Lord, known as the Adelaide
of this notification in the Gazette, the lands described in the
Park Estate : Comraencing on the eastern boundary of Purvessaid schedule hereto shall forthwith he vested in the said
street, at a point distant 18 feet 6 inches southerly from the
Mini«ter as the constructing authority on behalf of Her
north-western corner of the said allotment; and bounded
Majesty for the purposes of the said “ Publio Works Act of thence on the west by the eastern boundary of Purves-street
1888," for an estate in fee simple in possession freed and dis aforesaid, bearing south 44 minutes west 40 feet; on the south
charged from all trusts, obligations, estates, interests, contracts,
by other part of the said allotment by a line bearing south 88
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degrees 35 minutes east 141 feet 7 inches to the western boun
dary of section 86 of the Brighton Estate ; on the east by that
boundary bearing north 48 minutes east 40 feet ; and on the
north by other part of the said allotment by a line bearing
north 88 degrees 35 r minutes west 141 feet 8 inches to the
point of commencement. Bo the eaid several dimensions, a
little more or less, containing 21 perches or thereabouts and
said to ho in the possession and occupation of Messrs. Batt,
Eodd, & Purves.
4th. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Concord, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of section 86 of a subdivision of a grant of
800 acres to Simeon Lord, known as the Brighton Estate: Com
mencing on the eastern boundary of allotment 4, section 3 of
the Adelaide Park Estate, at a point distant 20 feet 2 inches
southerly from the north-eastern corner of the said allotment
4; and bounded thence on the north by other part of section
86 aforesaid, by a line bearing south 88 degrees 35 minutes
east 333 feet 2 inehes to the western boundary of section 85 of
the said Brighton Estate ; on the east by that boundary bear
ing south 37 minutes west 40 fe'et; on the south by othbr part
of the said section 86, by a line bearing north 88 degrees 35
minutes west 333 feet 4 inches to tbe aforesaid eastern boun
dary of allotment 4; and on the west by that boundary bear
ing north 48 minutes cast 40 feet to tbe point of commence
ment. Be the said several dimensions a little more or less,
containing 1 rood 9 perches or thereabouts, and said to he in
the possession and occupation of Messrs. Kapp Brothers.
5th. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Concord, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being allotment 39 of ft subdivision of a grant of 800
acres to Simeon Lord, known as tbe Meads Estate : Com
mencing on the eastern boundary of Wara^ah-street, at the
south-western corner of allotment 38; and bounded thence on
the north by the southern boundary of the said allotment 38
bearing south 89 degrees 11 minutes east 140 feet 9 inches to
its south-eastern corner; thence on the east by the western
boundary of section 2 of tbe Badminton Eftate, bearing south
82 minutes west 40 feet; on the south by the northern boun
dary of allotment 40 of the Meads Estate aforrsaid bearing
north 89 degrees 11 minutes west 140 feet 11 inches to the
aforesaid eastern boundary of Waratah-strect; and on the
west by that boundary bearing north 45 minutes east 40 feet
to the point of commencement, be the eaid several dimensions
ft little more or less, containing 20J perches or I hereabouts, and
said to be in the possession and occupation of W. Harrison.
6th. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Concord, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of section 2 of a subdivision of a grinl. of 81 0
acres to Simeon Lord, known ns tbe Badminton Estate, eonprised in certificates of title registered in the Land Titles Office,
Sydney, volume 236, folios 114 and 115: Commencing ot the
north-eastern corner of allotment 38 of the Meads Estate ; and
bounded thence on tbe north-west by tbe south-eastern boun
dary of tbo Austinleigli Estate, bearing north 71 degrees 48
minutes east 97 feet 4 inches to tbe south-eastern corner of
that estate ; thence again on the north-west by other part of
the said Badminton Estate, bearing north 71 degrres 57
minutes east 274 feet C inches to the north-western corner of
(Jordon-strcct; on the north-east by the south-western boun
dary of that street bearing south 17 degrees 55 minutes east 50
feet; thence on the south-east by other part of tbe Badminton
Estate aforesaid, by a line bearing south 63 degrees 4 minutes
So seconds west 415 feet to tbe north-eastern corner of allot
ment 40 of tbe Meads Estate aforesaid ; and tbenro on tbe
west by the eastern boundaries of allotments 39 and 38 of that
estate bearing north 32 minutes east 120 feet, to the point of
commencement, be the said several dimensions a little more or
loss, containing 2 roods 34| perches or thereabouts, and said (o
be in the possession and occupation of P. 0. Williams.
7th. Alt that piece or parcel of land situate in the
parish of Concord, county of Cumberland, and Cotouy of
New South Wales, being part of section 2 of a subdivision
of a. grant of 800 acres to Simeon Lord, known as the Bad
minton Estate, comprised in certificate of title registered
volume 857, folio 186: Commencing at the junction of
the eastern boundary of the Badminton Koad with the
southern boundary of Gordon-street; and bounded thence on
tbe north-west by other part of the said Badminton Estate
bearing north 71 degrees 36 minutes east 257 feet to the
weetem boundary of section 67 of the Brighton Estate;
thence on tbo east by that boundary bearing south 49 minutes
west 165 feet 9 inches ; thence on the south by other part of
the Badminton Estate aforesaid, by a line bearing north 85
degrees 43 minutes west 409 feet 10 inches to tbe aforesaid
southern boundary of Gordon-street; and thence again on t be
north-west by that boundary bearing north 72 degrees 5
minutes east 175 feet 9 inches, to the point of commencement,
Bo the said several dimensions a little more or less, containing
3 roods 4 perches or thereabouts, and said to be in the posses
sion and occupation of P. O. Williams,
8th. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Concord, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of section 67 of a subdivision of a grant of 800
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acres to Simoon Lord, known as tbe Brighton Estate : Com
mencing on tbe western boundary of the eaid section 67, at a
point distant 157 feet 11 inches southerly from its north
western corner; and bounded thence on tbe north by other
part of the said section, by a line hearing north 83 degrees 43
minutes east 335 feet 6 inches to the western boundary of
section 69 of tbe said (state; on the east by that boundary
bearing south 1 degree 16 minutes west 66 feet 7 inches; on
the south by other part of section 67 aforesaid, by a line bearing
south 83 degrees 43 minutes west335 feet to the eastern boun
dary of section 2 of the Badminton Estate ; and on the west by
that boundary bearing north 49 minutes east 66 feet 6 inches
to the point of commencement, be the said several dimensions
a little more or less, containing 2 roods If perches or there
abouts, and said to be in the possession and occupation of Mrs.
B, Austin,
9th. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Concord, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of section 69 of a subdivision of a grant of
800 acres to Simeon Lord, known as the Brighton Estate :
Commencing on the southern boundary of Arthur-street, at a
point bearing south 83 degrees 43 minutes westand distant 184
feet 0 inches from its junction with the Western boundary Of
Croydon Avenue ; and bounded thence on the south by other
part of section 69 aforesaid, by a line bearing south 83 degrees
43 minutes west 341 feet 4 inehes to tbe eastern boundary of
section 67 ; on tbe west by that boundary bearing north 1
degree 15 minutes east 66 feet 7 inches; on tbe north by
other part of section 69 aforesaid ; by a line bearing north 83
degrees 43 minutes east 340 feet 7 inches to the eastern boun
dary of section 69 aforesaid ; and on the cast by that boun
dary bearing south 34 minutes west 66 feet 6 inches to the
point of commencement, be the said several dimensions a little
more or less, containing 2 roods 2f perches or thereabouts, and
said to be in tbe possession and occupation of Dr. A. G.
Hanson.
10th. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Concord, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of allotment 38 of a subdivision of a
grant of 90 acres to Nicholas Devine, known as tbe Mac
donald Estate. Commencing at tllo interaction of the eattetii
boundary of Toogood-street with the southern boundary of the
Erslineville Estate; and bounded thence on the east by the
western boundary of allotment 21 of the eaid Macdonald
Estate, bearing south 2 degrees -36 minutes wfcst 49 feet 6
inches to the north-rastern corner of Gampbell-street ;,on the
south by tbo northern boundarylof that street hearing north 83
degrees 56 minutes west 33 feet to thft boith-weslerii corner of
Cnmphcll-elreet aforesaid ; on the west by the prolongation cf
the western boundary of that street beirigaline bearing north 2
degrees 36 minutes east 51 feet 4 inches to the southern boun
dary of Toogood-street; and on the north by that boundary
hearing south 80 degrees 44 minutes east 33 feet 2 inches, to
the point of commencement, he the said several dimensions a
little more or loss, containing 6 perches or thereabouts, and said
to be in the possession and occupation of F. J. Croker,
11th. All that piece or parcel of land situate in tbe parish of
Concord, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of allotments 19, 20, and 21 of a subdivision
of a grunt of 90 acres to Nicholas Devine, known as tbo Mac
donald Estate, Commencing at the intersection of the north
eastern boundary of Toogood-street with the southern boundary
of the Erskineville Estate ; and bounded thence on the north by
part of the southern boundary of the Erskineville Estate afore
said, and the southern boundaries of Prospect and Pleasant
Streets, being aline bearing south 80 degrees 44 minutes east 363
feet; thence again on tbe north by part of the southern boun
dary of theErtkincville Estate, and part of the southern boutt- '
dary of Carnbrian-street, being a line bearing north 87 degrees
14 minutes east 69 feet 7 inches ; thence on the east by part of
tbe western boundary of Cambrian-street aforesaid, bearing
south 3 degrees 44 minutes west 19 feet 8 inehes to the junc
tion of the southern boundary of that street with the western
boundary of allotment 18 of the Macdonald Estate aforesaid;
thence on the south by other part of allotments 19, 20, and 21
aforesaid, by lines bearing south 87 degrees 14 minutes west
71 feet 5 inchrr, and north 30 degrees 44 minutes west 361
feet to the eastern boundary of allotment 38 of the Macdonald
Estate aforesaid ; and on the west by that boundary bearing
north 2 degrees 36 minutes east 20 feet to tire point of comntencenrenl, be the said several dimensions a little more or
less, containing 31J perches or thereabouts, and said to he in
tbo possession and occupation of the Trustees of the children
of John Bryen,
In witness whereof I have hereunto sot my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to he hereto
affiled, at Government House, Sydney, this twentyninth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, and in the
fifty-fifth year of Her Majesty’s Beign.
By His Eicelleney’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !

Sydney : George Stephen Chapmarij Acting Government Printer,—1891,
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NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888.”
Nrw SoutIe Wales, ) Proclamation By ITis Excellency The
to wit.
j Right Honourable Yicron Alufkt
George, Eari. ok Jersey, a Member
of Her Majesty’s Most Honourable
(e,S.)
Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross
of the Most Distinguished Order of
Jersey,
Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor. Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of New South Wales and
its Dependencies.
Whereas by an Act of the Parliament of the raid Colony,
53 Victoria No. 18, intituled the “Sydney Water Supply
(Partial Duplication) Act of 1880,” it is enacted that the public
work more particularly described in the Schedule thereto
should be carried out by the Secretory for Public Works ortho
Member of the Executive Council for the time being charged
with the duties of the said Minister, and such Minister or
Member should, for the purposes of that Act and the “ Public
Works Act of 1888,” he deemed and taken to be the
Constructing Authority, authorised to enter into contracts,
and to exercise all powers, do all acts and t.hiugs, and be
responsible in respect of all obligations and liabilities which
could be done or incurred by a Constructing Authority under
or pursuant to that Act or the Said Public Works Act, so far as
might be necessary for the carrying out of the work thereby
sanctioned : And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto is required for the purpose of erecting thereon
the public work authorised to he carried out under tho
said Act 63 Victoria No. 18, that is to say, tha laying of a
second pipe in connection with the Sydney Water Supply
between Pott’s Hill, in the parish of Liberty Plains, and Crownstreet, in the City of Sydney: Now, therefore, I, Victor
Aiubht George, Eari, ot Jersey, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, in pursuance of the
provisions of tbe “Public Works Act of 1888,” do hereby
direct that the land described in the Schedule hereto, which
in my opinion is required for the said authorised work, shall
be acquired and taken under the “lands for Public Pur
poses Acquisition Act,” as adopted by the “Public Works
Act of 1888” : And I do declare by this notification to be
published in the Government Gazette, and in one or more news
papers published or circulated in the Police District wherein
the said land is situated, that the said land described in
tho said Schedule hereto, so far as the same is Crown Land, has
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been appropriated, and so far as tbe same i» private property
has been resumed, for the public purpose hereinbefore expressed,
that is to say, for the purpose of laying a second pipe in
connection with the Sydney Water Supply, to the intent that
upon the publication of this notification in the Gazette, the
land described in the said Schedule hereto shall forthwith be
vested in the said Minister as the Constructing Authority on
behalf of Her Majesty, for tbe purposes of tho said “Public
Works Act of 1888,” for an estate in fee simple in possession,
freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations, estates,
interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other
easements whatsoever; and to the intent that the legal estate
therein, together with all powets incident thereto or conferred
by that Act, shall be vested in such Authority as a Trustee; send
I declare that the following is the Schedule of land hereinbefore
referred to :—
Schedule.
AH that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Concord, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of section 85 of a subdivision of a grant of
800 acres to Simeon Lord, known as the Brighton Estate:
Commencing on the west boundary of Baker-street, at a point
bearing north 88 degrees 25 minutes west and distant 40 feet
from the intersection of the (astern boundary of Baker-street
aforesaid with tho northern boundary of Arm-street; and
bounded thence on the north by other part of the eaid section
85 bearing north 88 degrees 25 minutes west 840 feet to the
eastern boundary of section 86 of the said estate; thence on the
west by a line bearing south 37 minutes west 31 feet 3 inches j
thence on the south by a line bearing south 80 degrees 32
minutes cast 840 feet 2 inehes ; and thence on the east by a
line bearing north 46 minutes east 15 feet to the point of
commencement,—be the said several dimensions a little more
or less, containing 1 rood 3ti perches or thereabouts, and said
to be in the possession and occupation of Luigi Cervetto.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Beal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twelfth
day of December, in tbe year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, and in tho
fifty-fifth year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE “PUBLIO WORKS ACT OF 1838."
New Sooth Wales, Proclamation by His Excellency The
to wit.
Right Honourable Victor Albert
George, Earl of Jersey, a Member
of Her Majesty’s Most Honourable
(L.S.)
Privy Council, Knight Gram! Cross
of the Most Distinguished Order of
Jersey,
Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor. Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of New South Wales and
its Dependencies.
Whereas by an Act of the Parliament of the said Colony,
53 Victoria No. 18, intituled the " Sydney Water Supply
(Partial Duplication) Act of 1889,” it is enacted that the Public
Wort more particularly described in the Schedule thereto
should he carried out by the Secretary for Publio Works or the
Member of tbe Executive Council for the time being charged
with the duties of the said Minister, and such Minister or
Member should, for tbe purposes of that Act and the " Public
Worts Act of 1888,” be deemed and taken to be the
Constructing Authority authorised to enter into contracts,
and to exercise all powers, do all acts and things, and be
responsible in respect of all obligations and liabilities which
could be done or incurred by a Constructing Authority under or
pursuant to that Act or the said Public Worts Act, so far
as might be necessary for the carrying out of the work thereby
sanctioned: And whereas the land described in the Schedule
hereto is required for the purpose of erecting thereon the
Public Work authorised to be carried out under the said
Act 63 Victoria No. 18, that is to say, the laying of a
second pipe in connection with the Sydney Water Supply,
between Pott’s Hill, in the parish of Liberty Plains, and Crownstreet, in tbe City of Sydney : Now, therefore, I, Victor
Albert George, Earl of Jersey, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, in pursuance
of the provisions of the “ Public Works Act of 1888," do hereby
direct that tbe land described in the Schedule hereto, which
in my opinion is required for the said authorised work, shall
he acquired by taking the same under the “ Lands for Publio
Purposes Acquisition Act” as adopted by the “ Public Works
Act of 1888" : And I do declare by this notification, to be
published in the Government Gazette and in one or more news
papers published or circulated in the Police District wherein
the said land is situated, that the said land described in the
eaid Schedule hereto, so far as the same is Crown Land, has
been appropriated, and so far as the same is private property
has beenresumed, for the public purpose hereinbefore expressed,
that is to say, for tho purpose of laying a second pipe in
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connection with the Sydney Water Supply, to the intent
that upon the publication of this notification in the Gazette,
the land described in the said Schedule hereto shall forth
with be vested in the said Minister as tbe Constructing
Authority on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes
of the said “ Public Works Act of 1888,” for an estate in fee
simple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts,
obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-ofway, or other easements whatsoever; and to tho intent that
the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident
thereto or conferred by that Act, shall be vested in such
Authority as a Trustee; and I declare that the following is the
Schedule of land hereinbefore referred to :—
Schedule.
All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Concord, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of a grant of 283 acres to Joseph Newton, com
prised in certificate of title, registered in the Land Titles Office,
Sydney, volume 271, folio 169, and shown on application plan
3,724', as a lane 60 links wide dividing two parcels of land in
the possession of J. F. Joeephson of 7 acres 1 rood 33 perches
and 221 acres respectively: Commencing on the eastern
boundary of the said grant at a point bearing northerly and
distant 16 chains 30 links from its intersection with the north
eastern boundary of tho Liverpool Road, which point is also the
north-east corner of the 7 acres 1 rood 33 porches parcel;
and bounded thence on the south by the northern boundary of
the soid parcel bearing westerly 7 chains to the eastern boun
dary of a road 1 chain wide ; thence on the west by part of
that boundary bearing northerly 60 links to the most south
western corner of the 221-acre parcel aforesaid; thence on the
north by tho most southern boundary of tbe said parcel bear
ing easterly 7 chains to the eastern boundary of the aforesaid
grant; and thence on the east by part of that boundary bear
ing southerly 50 links, to the point of commencement, be the
said several dimensions a little more or less, containing 1 rood
16 perches, and said to be in the possession and occupation of
Joshua F. Josephsom
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this nineteenth
day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-two, and in the fifty-fifth
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE * • PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888/ ’ 51 VICTORIA
No. 37.
New SocitiWales, I Proclamation by His Excellency The
to wit.
j Right Honourable Victor Albert
Gkorge, Earl of Jkrsey, a Member
of Her Majesty's Most Honourable
(l.s.)
Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross
of the Most Distinguished Order of
Jersey,
Saint Michael and Saint George,
Goi-crntr, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of New South Wales and
its Dependencies.
Whbbbai I, Victor Albert Geckok, Earl

of

Jersey,

1888,” for an estate in fee simple in possession, freed and
discharged from all trusts, obligations, estates, interests,
contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other-feasements
whatsoever j and to tho further intent that the legal estate
therein, together with all powers incident thereto or conferred
by the said last-mentioned Act, shall be vested in such
Constructing Authority as a Trustee: And I declare that the
following is the Schedule of land hereinbefore referred to •—
Schedule.

All that piece or pared of land situate in the parish ot
Cootamundra, county of Harden, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of a grant of 167 acres, portions 1 and 2,
registered volume 20, fuiio 192 : Commencing on tbe western
boundary of Poole-street 1 chain 60 links wide, at a point
bearing south 24 degrees 21 minutes 33 seconds west, and
distant 12 chains 21 links from the north-cast comer of portion
2 aforesaid ; and bounded thence on the narth by a line bearing
north 80 degrees west 4 chums 64JL links ; thence on tho west
by a line bearing south 10 degrees west 2 chains 27‘3 links;
thence on the south by a line bearing south 80 decrees cast 4
chains
Sinks to the western boundary of Poole-street
aforesaid; and thence on the cast by that boundary bearing
north 10 degrees cast 2 chains 27-/); links to the point of com
mencement, he fhe said several dimensions a little more or
lees,—containing 1 acre 5perches or thereabouts, and said
to be in tho possession and occupation of J. B. Hurley.

tho Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, have directed that a certain public work, that is to say,
the construction of a Service Reservoir in connection with the
supply of water to tho Town of CooUmundm, in the said
Colony, for which public funds ;,aro lawfully available,
the estimated cost of which does not exceed twenty
thousand pounds, shall he carried out under the provisions of
the “ Public Works Act of 1888,” as an authorised work by the
Minister for Publio Works as Constructing Authority, and that
the land described in tho Schedule hereto, which is in my
opinion required for carrying out the said work, shall bo acquired
by taking the same under the "Lands for Public Purposes
Acquisition Act,” as adopted by the “Public Works Act of
In
1888”: Now, therefore, I, tho said Governor, With the advice
aforesaid, in pursuance of the “Public Works Act of 1888,” do
declare by this notification, to be published in the Government
Gazette and in one or more newspapers published or circulated
in the Police District wherein the said land is situated, that
tho Crown Land comprised within the description set forth in
the Schedule hereto has been appropriated, and the private
property within such description lias been resumed, for the
public purpose aforesaid, to the intent fhat upon the pubhealion I
of this notification m the Gazette, the said land described in
the said Schedule hereto shall forthwith be vested in the said
Constructing Authority ns a corporation sole on behalf of Her
[9100]
Majesty, for the purposes of the said “ Publio Works Act of
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witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this fourteenth
day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety'one, and in the
fifty-fifth year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE “ PUB LIC WORKS ACT OF 1888,” 51 VICTORIA
No. 37.
NkwSwtii Wai.e!?, j Proclamation by Ilia Excellency The
to wit.
) Right Honourable Victor Alekrt
Oeobrk, Eaui, or .Tkeskv, a Member
of Her Majesty's Most Honourable
Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross
(us.)
of tbo Most Distinguished Order of
Jersey,
Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor’. Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of New South Wales and
its Dependencies.

#c. 37.

said last-meufioned Act, shall he vested in such Constructing
Authority as a trustee ; and I declare that the following is the
Schedule of the lands hereinbefore referred to;—

SCHEEbLE.

1st, All that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish of
Manly Cove, county of Cumberland, being James H. French’s
■tl acres 0 roods 12 perches, numbered 58 on parish map :
Commencing on the south side of a road 1 chain wide dividing
the said land from S. H. and James Pearce’s 200 acres, at a
point south from tbe south-east corner of that 200 acres; and
hounded on tho north by the south side of that road bearing
west 15 chains 80 links; on the west by a line bearing
south 26 chains; on tbe south by a line bearing east 16 chains
80 linka; and on the east by a lino bearing north 26 chains, to
tho point of commencement,—being tho land sold as lot 7, in
pursuance of t ho proclamation of the 23rd June, 1856, containing
41 acres 0 rood s 12 perches or thereabouts, and said to he in
the possession and occupation of the original grantee, James
Whereas I, Victor Ajuert George, Eaju. op Jersey,
Harris French.
'
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
2nd. All that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish
Council, have directed that a certain publio work, that is to of Manly Cove, county of Cumberland, being William George
say, the supply of water to the village of Manly, in the said Ainsworth’s 12 acres 2 roods 22 perches, portion numbered
Colony, for which public funds are lawfully available, the 1,102 on parish map; Commencing on a road I chain wide, at
estimated cost of which does not exceed twenty thousand the north-west corner of a measured portion of 12 acres 2 roods
pounds, shall be carried out under the provisions of the “ Public 22 perches; and bounded thence on the south by the north
Works Act of 1888,” ns an authorised work by tbe Minister for boundary lino of that land bearing east 15 chains 80 linka ; on
Publio Works as Constructing Authority; and that the Lands
the east by aline bearing north 8 chains ; on tho north by a
described in tho Schedule hereto, which are in my opinion line dividing it partly from the appropriation for general
required for carrying out tho said work, shall be acquired by cemetery bearing west 16 chains 80 links to the road aforesaid ;
taking the same under the Lands for Publio Purposes Acquisi and on the west by that road separating it from part of J. H.
tion Act, as adopted by the Public Works Act of 1888 : Now French’s 4-1 acres 0 roods 12 perches bearing south 8 chains to
therefore, I, the said Governor, with the advice aforesaid, in the point of commencement,—being the land sold as lot 21, in
pursuance of the “ Public Works Act of 1888," do declare by
pursuance of the proclamation of the 19th July, 1858, con
this notification, to be published in the Government Gazette taining 12 acres 2 roods 22 perches or thereabouts, and said to
and in one or more newspapers published or circulated in tbo bo in tho poasosion and occupation of the original grantee,
Police District wherein the mid Ends are situated, that the William George Ainsworth.
Grown Land comprised within the descriptions set forth in
3rd, All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
the Schedule hereto has been appropriated, and the private Manly Cove, county of Cumberland, being William Redman's
property within such descriptions has been resumed for the 12 acres 2 roods 22 perches, portion numbered 1,193 on parish
public purpose aforesaid, to the intent that upon the publica map : Commencing at a point bearing east and distant 1 chain
tion of this notification in the Gazette the said lands described
from the south-east corner of J, H. French’s portion 54 of 41
in the said Schedule hereto shall forthwith be vested in the acres 0 roods 12 porches; and bounded thence on the south by
said Constructing Authority as a corporation sole on behalf of a road 1 chain wide separating it from a measured portion of
Her Majesty for the purposes of the said Public Works Act 10 acres bearing east 15 chains 80 links ; on the oast by a line
of 1888 for an estate in fee simple in possession, freed and
bearing north 8 chains ; on the north by the southboundary line
dischargrd from all trusts, obligations, estates, interests, con of a measured portion of 12 acres 2 roods 22 perches hearing
tracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other easements what- j west 15 chains 80 links to a road 1 chain wide; and on the
soever ; and to the further intent that the legal estate therein, west by that road separating it from part of J. H. French’s 41
together with all powers incident thereto, or conferred by the I acres 0 roods 12 perches aforesaid bearing south 8 chains, to
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links j and on the foutti by part of the northern boundary of
the point of commencement,—being the land Bold aa lot 22, in
tbe aforesaid 10 acres bearing west 5 chains 68 links, to the
pursuance of the proclamation of the 19th July, 1858, con
point of commencement,— being the lend originally sold as lot
taining 12 acres 2 roods 22 perches or thereabouts, and said to
47, containing 14 acres 2 roods or thereabouts, and said to bo
bo in the possession and occupation of the original grantee,
in the possession and occupation of tbe original grantee, John
William Redman.
Champley Rutter.
4th. All that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish of
10th. Ail that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish
Manly Coto, county of Cumberland, being John C. Rutter’s
of Manly Cove, county of Cumberland, being John C. Rutter’s
10 acres, portion numbered 68 on parish map, and embraced in
10 acres, portion numbered 77 on parish map, and embraced in
certificate of title, reg. vol. 316, folio 37: Commencing at the
certificate of title reg, vol. 316, folio 39: Commencing at the
north-western comer of James Jones’9 acres; and bounded
south-western corner of J. C. Rutter's 14 arres 2 roods; and
thence on the west by a road 1 chain wide from Kodborough to
bbunded thence on the south-west by the north-eastern side of
Middle Harbour bearing north 6 chains 33 lints; on the north
the road from Rodborough to Middle Harbour bearing south
by a road 1 chain wide bearing east 16 chains 80 links; on the
easterly in a direct line about 8 chains 50 links; on the
east by a line bearing south 6 chains 33 lints; and on the
south by the northern boundary of J. C. Rutter’s southernmost
south by the northern boundary of James Jones’ 9 acres
10 acres bearing cast 11 chains ; on the east by a line bearing
aforesaid bearing west 16 chains 80 lints, to the point of
north 8 chains; and on tho north by a lino and tho southern
commencement,—being the land originally sold as lot 44, con
taining 10 acres or thereabouts, and said to he in the possession ■ boundary of tho aforesaid 14 acres 2 roods, in all bearing west
14 chains 35 links, to tbe point of commencement,—being the
and occupation of John Champley Rutter.
land originally sold as lot 48, containing 10 acres or there
Eth. All that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish of
abouts, and said to be in the possession and occupation of the
Manly Core, county of Cumberland, being James Jones’ 9
original grantee, John Champley Rutter,
acres, portion numbered 70 on parish map ; Commencing on a
11th, All that piece or parcel of land situated in tho parish of
road 1 chain wide, at tho south-east corner of a measured
Manly Co ve, county Cumberland, being John C. Rutter’s 10 acres,
portion of 10 acres j and bounded on the north by the southern
portion numbered 78 on parish map, and embraced in certificate
boundary of that land, being a lino bearing west 16 chains 80
of title reg. vol. 316 folio 38: Commencing at a point distant
links to a road 1 chain wide from Kodborough to Middle
1 chain cast from the south-eastern corner of J. W. Bligh’s 12
Harbour; on the west by that road dividing it from part of a
acres 3 roods; and hounded thence on the west by the road
measured portion of 5 acres bearing south 6 chains 75 lints;
from Rodborough to Middle Harbour bearing northerly in a
on the south by a road 1 chain wide dividing it from a measured
direct line about 10 chains ; on tho north by the southern
portion of 10 acres bearing east 15 chains 80 links; and on the
boundary of a portion of 10 acres of J. C. Rutter’s bearing east
cast by the first-mentioned road bearing north 5 chains 75
11 chains ; on the east by a line bearing south 10 chains ; and
links to the south-east corner of the 10 acres first mentioned,—
on the south by a road 1 chain wide bearing west 10 chains 60
being the land sold as lot 24, in pursuance of the proclamation
links to the point of commencement,—being the land originally
of tho 31st August, 1867, containing 9 acres or thereabouts,
sold as lot 49, containing 10 acres or thereabouts, and said to
and said to be in the possession and occupation of the original
be in the possession and occupation of the original grantee,
grantee, James Jones.
.
John Champley Rutter.
6th. All that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish of
12th. All that piece or parcel of land siluated in the parish
Manly Cove, county of Cumberland, being Henry Lane’s 10
of Manly Cove, county of Cumberland, being part of James
acres, portion numbered 71 on parish map: Commencing at the
Wm. Bligh's 30 acres 1 rood, portion numbered 62 on parish
north-east corner, being a point bearing south and distant 1
map : Commencing at a point on the northern boundary heal
chain from the south-east comer of a measured portion of 9
ing easterly, and distant 4 chains from the north-west corner of
acres j and hounded on the north by a road 1 chain wide,
the said James Wm. Bligh’s 30 acres 1 rood ; and bounded
dividing it from that land bearing west 15 chains 80 links; on
thence on tho north by part of the southern boundary of a
tbe south-west by a road from Rodborough to Middle Harbour,
road 1 chain wide, and part of the southern boundary ot
1 chain wide south-easterly 8 chains 84 links to the north
water reserve 2,282, bearing easterly 19 chains 32 links;
west corner of a measured portion of 10 acres; on the sooth by
thence on the east by the western boundary of a road bearing
the northern boundary of that land, being a line heaving cast
soullicrly 10 chains; and thence on the south-west by other
11 chains 10 links; and on the east by a road 1 chain wide
part of the said J. W. Bligh’s portion 62, bearing north
bearing north 7 chains 50 lints, to the point ot commencement,—
westerly 21 chains 60 links, to the point of commencement,
being the land sold as lot 25, in pursuance of the proclamation
be the said several dimensions a little more or less,—being part
cf tbe 31st August, 1857, containing 10 acres or thereabouts,
of the land proc'aimedas lot 4 on the 17th of February, 1867,
and said to be in the possession and occupation of the original
containing 9 acres 2 roods £5 perches or thereabouts, ard said
grantee, Henry Lane.
to be in the possession and occupation of the original grantee,
7th. All that pi<ce or parcel of land sitmtol in the parish
James William Bligh.
of Manly Cove, county of Cnmbsiland, being John C. Rutter’s
13th. All that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish
10 aeres, portion numbered 72 on parish map, and embraced in
of Manly Cove, county of Cumberland, being part of Andrew
ceniflcalo of title reg, vol. 316, folio 42 : Commencing on the
Mercer’s 40 acres, portion numbered 1,146 on parish map ,
north-eastern side of the road from Rodborough to Middle
Commencing at the intersection of the eastern boundary of a
Harbour, at tho south-western corner of Henry Lane’s 10
road 2 chains wide (separating tho said portion 1,146 from por
acres; and bounded thence on the south-west by that road
tion 63 and part of portion 62) with part of the southern
bearing south-oaitorly in a direct line about 21 chains j on tho
boundary of water reserve 2,282 ; and hounded thence on the
east by a road 1 chain wide and a line in all bearing north 16
north by part of the southern boundary of the said reserve
chains 50 links; and on the north by the southern boundary of
bearing easterly 20 chains; thence on the east by part of the
Henry Lane’s 10 acres aforesaid bearing west 11 chains 10
western boundary of a road 1 chain wide bearing southerly
links, to the point of commencement,—being the land originally
7 chains 50 links; thence on the south by other part of
sold as lot 45, containing 10 acres or thereabouts, and eaid to
Andrew Mercer’s portion 1,146 bearing westerly 20 chains to
be in the possession and occupation of the original grantee,
the eastern boundary of the road aforesaid 2 chains wide; and
John Champley Rutter,
thence on tho west by part of tho eastern boundary of that
8th. All that piece or parcel of land situated in, tho parish
road bearing northerly 7 chains, to the point of commence
of Manly Cove, county of Cumberland, being John C. Rutter’s
ment, be tho said several dimensions a little more or less,—
10 acres, portion numbered 74 on parish map, and embraced in
being part of the land sold as lot 3, in pursuance of the pro
certificate of title reg. vol, 316, folio 41 : Commencing at a
clamation of tho 23rd November, 1857, containing 14 acres
point bearing south 41 degrees 30 minutes east and distant 1
2 roods or thereabouts, and said to be in the possession and
chain 35 links from the south-eastern corner of a portion of 10
occupation of the original grantee, Andrew Mercer.
acres of J. C. Rutter’s ; and bounded thence on the west by a
road 1 chain wide bearing north 6 chains 76 links ; on the
14th. All that piece or parcel of land situated in (he
north by a line bearing cast 14 chains 80 lints ; on tho east by
parish cf Manly Cove, county of Cumberland, being part
a line bearing south G chains 76 links ; and on tho south by a
of William T. Cape’s 20 acres 2 roods, portion numbered
line bearing west 14 chains 80 links, to the point of commence
1,196 on parish map ; Commencing at the intersection of
ment,—being tho land originally sold as lot 46, containing 10
the eastern boundary of a road 1 chain wide (separat
acres or thereabouts, and said to be in tho possession and
ing tbe said portion 1,196 from Andrew Mercer’s por
occupation of the original grantee, John Champley Rutter.
tion 1,146) with part of the southern boundary of water
reserve 2,282 ; and bounded thence on the north by part of
9th. All that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish of
tho southern boundary of the eaid reserve bearing easterly 8
Manly Cove, county of Cumberland, being John C. Rutter’s
chains 9 links to tho south-western boundary of a road 1 chain
14 acres 2 roods, portion numbered 76 on parish map, and
wide; thence on tho north-east by the south-western boundary
embraced in certificate of title reg. vol. 316, folio 40 : Commoncieg on tho north-eastern side of the road from Rodborough
of that road bearing generally south-easterly 7 chains 14 links
end 4 chains ; thence on the south by other part of Wm. T.
to Middle Harbour, at the north-western corner of a portion of
Cape’s portion 1,106 bearing westerly 15 chains 60 links to
10 acres of J. C. Rutter’s; and bounded thence on the south
the eastern boundary of the first-mentioned road 1 chain wide ;
west by that road bearing north-westerly in a direct lino about
and thence on the west by part of the eastern boundary of thst
16 chains and 25 linkson the north by a line bsaring
road bearing northerly 7 chains 50 links, to the point of come-iat 16 chains j on tho east by a line bearing south 12 chains 9

menccnenl, be the slid Beveral dimensions a little more or
less,—being part of tbe land proclaimed as lot 9 on the 22nd
November. 1858) containing 9 acres 2 roods 2 porches or
thereabouts, and eaid to he in the possession and occupation of
the original grantee, William Timothy Cape.
15th. All that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish
of Manly Cove, county of Cumberland, being part of William
T. Cape's 25 acres, portion numbered 1,195 on parish map r
Commencing at the north-east corner of the said portion 1,193
of 25 acres; and bounded thence on the cast by part of the
western boundnry of a road 1 chain wido bearing southerly
3 chains and 60 linhs; thence on the north by part of the
southern boundary of the said rood bearing easterly 1 chain j
thenco on the east by part of the western boundary of a road
2 chains wido bearing southerly 3 chains 76 links ; thence on
the south by other part of Wm. T. Cape’s 25 acres bearing
westerly 18 chains 90 links to the north-eastern boundary of a
road 1 chain wido; thence on the south-west by the north
eastern boundnry of that road bearing generally north
westerly 4 chains CO links and G chains to its intersection with

part of the southern toundary of reserve 2,282 ; and thence on
the north by part of the said southern boundary of that
reserve bearing easterly 24 chains 58 links, to the point of
commencement, be the said several dimensions a little more
or less,—being part of the land proclaimed as lot 9 on the 22nd
November, 1858, containing 15 acres 1 rood 11 perches, or
thereabouts, and said to be in the possession and occupation of
the original grantee, William Timothy Cape,
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
eaused tho Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
afliiod, at Government House, Sydney, this twentyseventh day of January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-two, and in the
fifty-fifth year of Her Majesty's Keign.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

Sydney; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1892.
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To the Under Secretary, Mines Department.
Sir,
Sydney, 29 June, 1891.
In accordance with the instructions of the Honourable Sydney Smith,
Minister for Mines and Agriculture, I have the honour to submit herewith my first
Annual Report on the progress made with surveys and works in connection with
Water Conservation. The preparation of this Report has been carried out at intervals,
as other duties permitted, and the task, owing to such interruptions, has been a very
onerous one. It would, in fact, have been almost impossible for me to go in detail
through the field-work, and examine and summarise the results arrived at, as I have
done, if it had not been for the extent to which I could leave the ordinary duties of the
Department at the HeadOffice to Mr. M'Mordie. Having, under the Minister’s direc
tions, carried out the task of organising this new Department, and brought it into
satisfactory working order, it was impossible for me, at such an early period in the
life of the Department, to relax my attention to its development, especially as the staff
employed is small, while the duties are rapidly increasing in amount and variety*
Hence, this Report has been prepared under the great disadvantage of constant inter
ruptions. I trust, however, that it will give a fair idea as to the magnitude and
importance of the work in hand, and of the progress which has been made.
I have the honour to be.
Sir,
Your obedient servant,
H, C. McKINNEY,
Chief Engineer for Water Conservation.
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•FIRST ANNUAL EFFORT
or

CHIEF ENGINEER FOR WATER CONSERVATION.
1. Prefatory.
In presenting this Pirst Annual Report for tlic information of the Honorable tire
Minister for Mines and Agriculture, I beg to explain that I hare held it back some
time, pending the completion of necessary plans, and particularly the map showing
the drainage area of the River Murray, As the present organisation of the Water
Conservation Department was formally sanctioned only at the beginning of last year,
and the Drafting Staff was not filled up till several months later, very little over a
year has elapsed since fhe Department began to be in full working order.
This being the first Annual Report dealing with a class of work which must
inevitably play a most important part in the development of this country, it is neces
sary to state that, at tho outset, the aims and objects in view, before describing the
methods by which these objects are proposed to be attained. I have,, therefore,
prefaced my Report with a brief outline descriptive of the field to he dealt with, and
of the conditions now existing.
The chief work of the Department has been the prosecution of preliminary
surveying and levelling, with a view to determine the best means of utilising tho
available supply of water. Notwithstanding the extreme wetness of the past year,
good progress has been made with this class of work, and the results are described
at some length in the Report, and arc, in addition, illustrated by plans and diagrams.
The gauging of the rivers, which is a necessary adjunct to this work, has been
pushed on as rapidly as possible, and the diagrams appended show the progress made
and the results obtained. After the formation of the Department, General and
Special Conditions for contracts were prepared, and, in addition, standard plans,
specifications, and conditions for small works.
With regard to the construction of works, it may be mentioned that, even if
the surveys and plans had been completed, large works such as arc contemplated
could not have been commenced, owing to want of legislative authority. Some
minor works have, however, been undertaken, the most important of which are the
construction of a weir over the River Lachlan, at the head of the Willandra Billabong,
and the improvement of Yanko Creek. In the districts atfecting the flow in the
River Lachlan and in the Yanko Creek, the rainfall during tho past year has been
exceptionally heavy, so that in both cases the contractors have had to contend with
great difficulties. Both works are, however, almost complete, and particulars
regarding them are set forth in the Report.

2. The ITeld for Water Conservation in New South Wales.

Of the total area of New South Wales, the extent lying between the summit
of tho Dividing Range and the coast amounts to 50,100 square miles. The most
favoured position of the country, so far as regards rainfall, lies within this area, and
it may he assumed that both for this reason and on account of the nature of the diffi
culties to he overcome, irrigation will here he confined within comparatively narrow
limits, and chiefiy to the higher classes of products. In a number of instances,
irrigation of orchards is successfully practiced in the valley of the Hawkesbury, and
the passing of the Mulgoa Irrigation Bill, to conserve and utilise a portion of the
waters which now run to the sea through the Hawkesbury River, show's that con
siderable development of fruit-growing by irrigation is anticipated. Proposals have
also been made for irrigation in the valley of the River Hunter. It is, on the whole,
21—c
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evident that the legislation which is to he proceeded with to settle the question of
rights to water must he applicable to the coastal rivers, as well as to the rivers of
the western drainage area. The part to be played by the coastal district, so far as
regards irrigation, may be summed up in tbe statement that large works, from which
irrigation can he conducted on an extensive scale, need not be here expected, but
that the irrigation of orchards and vineyards, and of crops of an expensive character,
is certain to extend, and must be provided for in any Act dealing with water rights.
The great field for water conservation and irrigation in ISTew South Wales
lies in the immense alluvial plains in the country west of tlie Dividing Range.
With the exceptions of the basins of the Snowy River and Lake George, and of a
dry tract of land about 20,000 square miles in extent, situated in the extreme
north-west of tbe Colony, the whole of the country west of the Dividing Range,
amounting to nearly 231,400 square miles in area, is included within the drainage
area of the River Murray. Of this total area, 158,900 square miles maybe described
as non-effective catchment, consisting as it docs of immense plains with occasional low
hills or gently undulating country which contributes nothing, or veiy little, to the waters
of the river system. The extent thus left to be classed as effective catchment area is
only 75,500 square miles, and it is necessary to explain that much of this is effective
only in a moderate degree. It is scarcely necessary to state that as the source of a
river is not a fixed point, and tire distance traversed by particular supplies of river
water is constantly varying, so the bounding line between effective and non-effective
catchments is altogether undefined. Still, the determination of the approximate
position of this line under average conditions is on several grounds a matter of
much importance. In the accompanying map of the catchment area of the River
Murray, the comparative areas of effective and non-effective catchment are clearly
indicated, and a tabular statement of them in detail is appended. As the non
effective areas consist chiefiy of either plain or gently undulating country in which
the rainfall is slight and uncertain, and as the soil only requires watering at suitable
intervals to make it productive in a high degree, it is clear that; this is the field in
which irrigation may he expected to produce the most widespread benefits.
3. Existing Conditions.

The present state of affairs in the interior of tho Colony, as regards water
supply, may be very briefly summed up. Pastoralists and others requiring a supply
of water for live stock can provide it by the construction of tanks or wells, but the
latter source is available only in a limited number of districts. Persons who possess
frontage to a river or creek may make use of water there available, but have no
right to conserve tbe surplus water flowing past. Hence, any one who has the
capital and enterprise to construct a dam on any creek or river, or who, in fact,
carries out any works or uses any machinery for the utilization of creek or river water
for irrigation, or any such purpose, renders himself liable to an action at law. The
laws relating to such matters are so hopelessly complicated that they are seldom
appealed to. The remedy generally adopted by landholders who believe, or profess
to believe, that damage or loss is caused to them by a dam, or any such work on a
neighbouring property, is to take tbe first opportunity to destroy such dam or work.
As a general rule, overshot dams, or dams provided with a good by-wash, are actually
a benefit to owners of frontage below them. When the bed of a river or creek
becomes dry, a very large quantity of water is lost in the channel before a flow can
again take place. A large proportion of this loss can he prevented by keeping
supplies of water held up in tbe channel, and thus a small rise in a creek or river
will cause a flow to a much greater distance than would take place under natural
conditions. It is to he feared, however, that in some cases where dams have been
destroyed, malevolence, as well as ignorance, has been present; but whatever be the
motive, the position of tho destroyers is secure.* What is wanted to remedy this
state of affairs is a law which will not only protect hut encourage works for water
conservation.
4. The object or Proposed Works.

The object held in view is to discover and carry out the host method of
utilising the waters of our western rivers—the best method being that which will
confer the most widespread benefits while giving a fair return on the outlay.
The
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The main objects of water conservation in New South Wales are—(1) domestic
purposes and for live stock, (2) for irrigation, (3) for mining and manufacturing
purposes, (4) for water power. In the driest districts only the first of these objects
can be fully attained, but the third object can also be attained where good holding
ground and sufficient storage are available. The extent of the works to provide for
domestic and stock requirements which could be constructed with remunerative
results, will differ widely in different districts. When this subject was taken up in
Victoria in 1880, the rule in regard to provision of water in the northern plains was
to aim at having a permanent supply at a distance of not more than 3 miles through
out the districts dealt with.
Until lately it was frequently stated that the development of the Colony is not
sufficiently advanced for the use of irrigation as an aid to agriculture, and that, in
short, irrigation would not give a remunerative return. This question is now set at
rest by the fact that irrigation has already been practised with success in almost
every part of the Colony. In many cases mistakes have been made which were
calculated to retard the progress and injure the reputation of this important aid to
pastoral and agricultural enterprise. Expensive pumping machinery has been in
some cases erected before the question of sufficiency of supply or of the means of its
distribution had been properly considered. In other cases, flooding has been carried
to excess and the crops have been killed. Notwithstanding such mishaps there has
been a steady progress made in knowledge of the benefits of irrigation, and the
methods best adapted to particular circumstances.
It may be laid down as a general rule that irrigation should take the next
place in importance after providing for domestic purposes and for live stock, and
that wherever the requirements of navigation can be provided for in addition, such ■
provision should be made. Tbe nature of the irrigation which can profitably be
carried on varies widely under different conditions in various parts of the Colony.
In the great plains of the Western and Central Divisions it is highly remunerative in
dry seasons to irrigate the native grasses wherever the water for this purpose can be
obtained at a moderate cost. Irrigation of limited areas of lucerne and other fodder
crops has also been carried out with much success. It is generally admitted by
those most competent to judge of the question that the future of agriculture and
horticulture in this Colony depends very largely on tho extent to which irrigation
can be resorted to. But the question of immediate importance is, “ What is the
extent and nature of the field for irrigation under existing conditions?” With
reference to this point, I have been favoured with opinions, both verbal and written,
from landholders in different parts of the Colony, and these opinions, added to my
own observations, justify the conclusion that even in districts now devoted exclu
sively, or almost exclusively, to pastoral purposes, irrigation would be carried on to
the extent of at least 100 acres of lucerne, wheat, or maize, to every 10,000 acres
of pasture, if the "water were supplied at a fair rate. Another conclusion arrived at
is that in dry seasons there would he a very extensive demand for water for flooding
the native grasses if sufficient water for a 3-inch flooding could be supplied at a
cost of from 6d. to Is. an acre. In the natural course of events, the irrigation of
cereals and fodder crops, and of fruit-trees, would extend, while that of grass land
would diminish; but the point which it is here desired to establish is that, even
under existing conditions, there is a widespread demand for water for irrigation.
It has to be borne in mind that since the beginning of the year 1887 till the present
time, the year 1888 may be regarded as the only break in a period of almost
unprecedented rainfall. Opinions regarding the necessity of irrigation given at
tbe present time are, under such circumstances, not likely to be over-favourable. It
is sufficient to establish that an immediate demand for water for irrigation on a
considerable scale can be depended on. As regards the future, there can be no
doubt that the demand will, in course of time, greatly exceed the supply,
5. The Available Supply op Water.

In the coastal district it may be laid down as a general rule that the supply
of water for domestic and stock purposes is abundant, and that apart from the
requirements of largo towns no large works for providing water for these purposes
will be required. As regards irrigation in the coastal district the question as to the
sufficiency of the available supply of water is not likely to give rise to any serious
difficulty. The mean rainfall in the coastal district as calculated from the published
returns
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returns of the Government Astronomer rip to date is 36f inches, and the configura
tion of the country is unfavourable to the construction of large works for irrigation.
With these points in view it may safely be inferred that irrigation in the coastal
district will he confined within comparatively narrow limits, and that the sufficiency
of supply is not likely to he a question of importance in the near future. I have,
however, commenced tiro gauging of the coastal rivers, and have had gauges erected
at Menangle and Penrith, on the Nepean. When the river was exceptionally low at
Penrith, the gauge registering 1 foot lO-g- inches, the discharge gauged was 92 cubic
feet per second, or somewhat under 50,000,000 gallons per day; hut it is to be
remembered that there are very extensive deposif s of water-bearing drift near Penrith,
ami the gauging taken at Menangle tends to show that between that place and Penrith
Bridge there is a large decrease in the discharge, owing probably to this cause. The
observations have not yet been sufficiently extended to determine the conditions and
amount of this decrease.
In the case of the rivers of the western drainage area, the question as to the
available supply is one of great and immediate importance. As already explained,
the non-effective portion of the drainage area of the B-iver Murray, in this Colony,
may be taken at 158,900 square miles, and throughout this great extent of country
the rainfall varies from 20 inches down to 9 or 10 inches. The map of tho drainage
area of the Elver Murray shows clearly the position which the non-effective portion
of the catchment occupies. This position may he described as that of a central
basin into which the waters from the surrounding effective catchments empty them
selves, and in which a large proportion of these waters disappears. A portion of
the southern boundary, a portion of the northern boundary, and tho whole of the
‘ eastern boundary of this great drainage area arc well defined, the watershed line
ranging generally from 2,000 to 5,000 feet in height above the sea-level, and reaching
in the Snowy Eange, on the Upper Murray, a height of about 7,700 feet. The
descent from the watershed line to the great alluvial plains is, as a rule, very gradual,
the higher parts of the catchment area including a large extent of table-land. The
most effective division of the whole drainage area is that of the Upper Murray.
With a catchment of 0,900 square miles, the discharge of the Murray Biver, at
Albuvy,very rarely falls below 1,000 cubic feet per second, even in the driest seasons,
while in the case of fhe Murrumbidgee at Wagga Wagga, a catchment of 11,000
square miles has frequently failed to afford a discharge of GOO cubic feet per second,
and the catchment area of the Biver Lachlan is still less satisfactory. As a source
of supply for irrigation canals the Biver Murray is unrivalled in this Colony, while
as an inland waterway for navigation, it also holds an important position. While
the value of the waters of the Biver Murray, for the purposes of irrigation, greatly
exceed their value for navigation, the recent experience of other countries shows
that the latter object increases in importance with increase of population, and that
inland navigation though it may he in a large measure temporarily superseded by
the construction of railways, ultimately more than regains its position as a trade
carrying agency.
During the past year discharge observations have been made at Albury,
Tocumwal, Moama, Euston, and Wentworth, on the Biver Murray; at Wagga
Wagga, Narrandera, Hay, and Balranald, on the Biver Murrumbidgee; at Wilianthry, on the Biver Lachlan; at Dubbo and Warren, on the Macquarie; and at
Bourke and Wilcannia, on the Darling. The results for the most important stations
on the Murray and Murrumbidgee, and also for Bourke on the Darling, and for
Dubbo on the Macquarie, are shown on the accompanying diagrams.
The discharge observations have been carried out under my directions, by
Mr. C. E. Blomfield, Assistant Engineer, The system followed is that which I had
found to he the simplest and most trustworthy, when carrying out such observations
myself. Chiefly on account of the low velocities which generally have to he dealt
with, I found floats preferable to the current meter, and among floats I found rods
preferable to double floats for determining mean velocities. In a shallow stream,
such as is ordinarily to be found in the Nepean, at Menangle, and below Penrith,
surface floats are necessarily used.
The diagram showing the discharge of the Biver Murray at Albury, from
1879 to 1890, inclusive, shows that in every year during that period, a supply of
2,000 cubic feet per second could have been drawn from that river during the
months
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months of August September. October, and November, and that with the exception
of a very few brief periods, this would have left a larger supply in the river than is
ever likely to be utilised. It is to be borne in mind that this period of maximum
available supply includes the spring and early summer, when water for irrigation
would he in greatest demand. The diagrams also show that for tho remainder of
the year a supply of from 500 to 1,500 cubic feet per second would be available, and
that' tho former quantity may he regarded as the minimum. On. the whole it appears
to me that the supply is ample to justify the construction of a canal capable of
carrying 2,000 cubic feet per second, as I ventured to suggest five years ago.
In the case of the discharge of the River Murray at Euston, the results
obtained show sufficiently clearly that during the months in which navigation is
carried on uninterruptedly under existing conditions the whole of the irrigation
schemes yet proposed will not interfere with the navigation to any important extent.
The diagram of discharges of the River Murrumbidgee at Wagga Wagga
from 1879 till 1890 inclusive, show a much more valuable supply than that river is
generally credited with. The state of the river is sometimes very low, but it is
scarcely necessary to explain that the question is not whether the discharge at the
end of summer sometimes falls below 500 cubic feet per second at Wagga Wagga,
and below 200 cubic feet per second at Hay. The practical question is whether
Lakes Urana and Cullivel on the south, side of the Murrumbidgee, and Lakes Mej uni
and Coolacumpama on the north side can he filled once every year, and whether in
addition a supply of 2,500 cubic feet per second is generally available for distribu
tion during the months of August, September, and October, and a moderate supply
during five other months. It appears on examination of the diagrams that during
the twelve years ending with 1890, there were only three years during which the
supply would have fallen short of this, namely, 1881, 18S5, and 1888. Even in
these years a half supply could have been given to the storage reservoirs, and in
addition about two-thirds of the full supply allowed for direct irrigation.
With the supply shown to be available from the Murrumbidgee I consider
that the circumstances warrant the construction of two canals with headworks at
Pomingalarna, near Wagga Wagga—that on the north side to carry 1,000 cubic
feet per second, and that on the south side 500 cubic feet per second—and a third
canal on the south side of the river at Narrandera to carry 2,000 cubic feet per
second. The northern canal would annually fill Lakes Coolacumpama and Mejum, and
from these a smaller canal capable of carrying about 600 cubic feet per second would
deliver a regular supply as far as the One Tree Plain. The upper southern canal
would command au important strip of land from Pomingalarna to the Boree Creek
Ridge, and would annually fill Lake Cullivel, which would thus aid in giving a
regular supply for irrigation in the Brookong Plain. The lower southern canal
would fill Lake Urana annually through a branch canal capable of carrying 1,100
cubic feet per second, and would distribute the balance of its supply through the
Old Man Plain.
In the case of the Macquarie River, tho records extend hack only to 1885.
Of the years shown in that diagram two were exceptionally dry, namely, 1885 and
1888, while the other four may he regarded as indicating the normal discharge.
With the data to hand it would bo premature to offer an opinion as to the quantity
of water which can he made available ; but it seems probable that from 700 to 1,000
cubic feet per second will generally he available, during at least three months in the
spring, and that a smaller supply will he available during the greater part of the remain
ing months of the year.
Caugings of the River Lachlan at Willanthry, have been taken for different
heights of the river, and a complete table of discharges for that place has been
prepared, but the records are insufficient to render it possible to state what supply of
water can be considered available under average conditions.
Gaugings of the River Darling at Bourke and Wilcannia have been taken,
hut tho question as to what supply should he regarded as available at different places
on that river, and under average conditions, is so complicated and depends on so
many circumstances that no estimate can at present he given. The surveys now in
progress, and the further gaugings yet to he taken, will, however, throw much light
on the matter.
No
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No gaugings of the Namoi, Gwydir, or M'Intyrc, have yet been taken, but
gauges have been erected and records are maintained.
I may here remark that in several instances it has been necessary to alter the
gauges for the reason that they have been fixed much too high. A statement of the
alterations which have thus been made is given in an appendix, as is also a complete
list of places for which records are now kept.
6.

Progkess

made

and

results

obtained.

, Since the beginning of 1890, six surveyors have been in the field carrying on
preliminary surveying and levelling. The work throughout is done by contract,
every precaution being taken to ensure accuracy, and checks being made by staff
officers whenever they arc deemed necessary. Up till the end of January of tho
present year, the combined length of the lines surveyed and levelled amounted to
5,400 miles, and it would have been considerably more if the season had been less
unfavourable in the Northern districts. In the system pursued in connection with
surveys, I have aimed at adapting Indian experience to Australian requirements,
and have utilised as far as possible my intimate knowledge of tbo country, not only
in determining the scope and object of tho surveys, but in deciding on the lines
which it was necessary to level.
*
1
The result of the surveys, so far as they have gone, hasheen very satisfactory.
In regard to the Murray and Murrumbidgee, it is particularly gratifying to me that
the schemes which I proposed five years ago, when the information at my disposal
was meagre and fragmentary, have been proved to be practicable in almost every
detail. At that period also, I drew attention to the case of the Macquarie River
district as a place where the facilities for distributing the river waters to the
utmost advantage at a moderate outlay appeared exceptionally great. The annexed
plan, showing the result of surveys through a large portion of that district, illustrates
how fully anticipations have been realised. It is necessary, however, to indicate
what conclusions have been arrived at in regard to each river which has yet been
dealt with.
J
(a) River Murray.

, , When inspecting the River Murray, nearly six years ago, with a view of ascer
taining what could be done towards utilising the waters of that river in the district
lying between it and the Billabong Creek, I came to the conclusion that there is only
one favourable place for a canal off-take, and that this is at the common boundary of
the counties of Goulbum and Hume, and at a distance of about 7 miles from
Albury. On the publication of my report regarding this matter it was arranged by
the then Chief Secretary of Victoria, the Honorable Alfred Deakin, that two leading
members of the Water Commission of Victoria should visit the proposed site, chiefly
with a view to ascertain whether if as suitable for the requirements of New South
Wales, as had been reported, it could also he utilised for the head of a canal on the
southern side of the Murray also. Tho result of this inspection was entirely to con
firm the conclusion at which I had arrived, but tbe site was not deemed suitable for
the head of a canal which would serve a portion of the northern plains of Victoria.
I had anticipated the latter conclusion, the only effect of which, is that the latter
colony cannot be expected to share the cost of constructing the necessary weir.
The mean height of the bed of the River Murray at the proposed site above
sea-level is 475 feet, while that of the low land on the Victorian side of the river is
about 490 feet. This land is subject to inundation during periods of exceptionally
bigh floods. Under these circumslances it will be necessaiy when constructing a
weir to avoid raising the flood level, and this can be done by the adoption of a
movable weir. Taking 480 as the reduced level of the canal bed at the head, and
a fall of 6 inches per mile for the first 10 miles, the line will skirt tho common
boundary of high lands and the river flats, and will avoid deep cuttings except for a
length of about 40 chains near the Bungowaunak homestead. From the 10th to the
20th mile the cutting will vary from 9 feet to 15 feet. Beyond the 20th mile the
cutting will diminish, and after the 24th mile is passed, the channel will be
partially in embankment. At 26 miles the Tocumwal Branch will strike off,
and from that neighbourhood, flooding by gravitation will begin. Beyond this place,
practically the whole district ivestward to Moulamein, mid northward to the Billabong
Creek,
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Creek, can be irrigated by gravitation. The area thus commanded may be taken,
roughly as 2,000,000 acres. If we assume that 1 cubic foot per second will irrigate
150 acres of crop, which is probably not over the duty which would ultimately
be attained in practice, the total area which could be irrigated in one season
would be 300,000 acres, or about one-seventh of the irrigable area.
With the exception of the weir on the River Murray, there will be no work of
a heavy or unusual character. It will he necessary to provide an escape outlet near
Howlong, and a viaduct will be required to carry the Culcaim-Corowa Railway over
the canal, and these, with the regulators at the heads of the branch canals, will he
the only important works besides the weir. The head of the Tocumwal Branch may
he regarded as the point from which flow irrigation can be conducted. I estimate
the cost of works to this place as follows :—■
Headworks'.,.
...
...
...
...
£29,000
Canal excavation ...
...
...
203,000
Escape head, bridges, culverts, &c.............
22,000
Total...................................
£314,000
This amounts to only £157 for every cubic foot per second of the full supply.
Interest on £314,000 at 4 per cent, is £12,500 per annum, and if tho annual cost of
maintenance of this portion of the works be taken at £1,440, we have a gross annual
charge of £14,000 to be met, or £7 on every cubic foot per second. In other words,
if the Government constructed the works as far as this point, and decided to allow
the distribution of water to be arranged for and managed by a Trust, it would give
a fair direct return on the out lay if the Trust were to pay £14,000 per annum to the
Government for this right. In order to ascertain to what extent this arrangement
would he profitable to the land-holders, it is necessary to determine the cost of
distribution of the water. In regard to this, I estimate that the cost of the main,
canal and branches, from the end of the 26th mile, will be £300,000, the cost of the’
land required being excluded in both this case and that of the first length. The
total cost of this system of canals would thus he £614,000, exclusive of: land, surveys,
management of construction, and contingencies. Omitting the land, and allowing
£36,000 for the other items mentioned, we have, on a reasonable estimate, a gross
amount of £650,000. This is considerably less than the rough estimate which I
submitted before the surveys were commenced, the difference being due chiefly to
tlie quantity of deep excavation being less than I anticipated, and to the rates now
assumed being less than those originally adopted. In the present estimate I have
taken the rate for the first 26 miles at Is. per cubic yard, and the rate beyond that
at 9d. per cubic yard.
'
Erom the information I have obtained, I believe that from the outset the
minimum amount of irrigation of fodder and grain crops might be taken at 10,000
acres of lucerne, 10,000 acres of wheat, oats, and barley, and 10,000 acres of maize
and sorghum.
'
The area thus under constant irrigation would amount to about 100 acres to
every 10,000 acres, included within the hounds of the irrigable district. Taking 10s.
per acre for the lucerne, and 5s. for any of the other crops, the total revenue from this
Source would he £10,000 per annum. This would not require more than about 300
cubic feet per second of the supply, so that the balance would be available for.
flooding pasture land. The information which I have been able to obtain, is
sufficient to show that irrigation of pasture land will not be resorted to on any con
siderable scale, except in very dry seasons, but that then the demand will bo universal.
It is, therefore, a point of the utmost importance to determine vdiat the canals could
do in a period of drought. If w-c assume that on an average for the whole canal
the losses due to absorption, percolation, and evaporation before the water reaches
the land where it is to he used, amounts to one-third of the supply, ive find that the
net amount available is 1,334 cubic feet per second in the spring and early summer
months, and 1,000 cubic feet per second during the great part of the remainder of
the year. Allowing 300 cubic feet per second as already described for the irrigation
of crops, vrc have in round numbers 1,000 cubic feet per second available for four
months and 700 cubic feet per second for four other months. This supply, in
reckoning which allowance for loss in channel has already been made, vrould
theoretically give a 3-incb flooding to about 1,645,000 acres. Bearing in mind that
in the case assumed there would he a demand for water throughout, the district, and
that
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that therefore every effort would naturally he made to lose none, it is improbable
that the area actually watered would be less than 1,400,000 acres. It may be here
remarked parenthetically that in many cases the same land would be flooded more
than once, but each complete flooding would be paid for, and the area would in every
case be reckoned. The return from 1,400,000 acres at sixpence per acre would be
£36,000, to which is to be added £10,000 for crops, making a total £45,000 as the
return under existing circumstances in a dry year. I have been careful in this
estimate to keep within the limits indicated by the information and opinions which I
have received from those who have had practical experience of irrigation from our
western rivers, but I may here remark that 10s. per acre is a very low rate for
the irrigation of lucerne, which would require water more or less throughout the
year, while 5s. per acre is certainly not a high rate for other crops. In regard to
the rate for flooding grass land, it is perfectly well known that in a period of drought
a rate much higher than 6d. per acre for a 3-inch flooding would be gladly paid.
On the whole it might fairly he expected that the users of canals would, in addition
to paying the rates mentioned, contribute a sufficient sum to keep the canals in repair.
An important feature in connection with the Murray Canal is the water
power which will he made available. At the head of the Daysdale Branch there
will be a fall of 6 feet and 2 miles further on a fall of 8 feet. It is a question to be
determined by further survey whether it would bo advisable to combine these in one
fall of 14 feet; but in either case a drop of that amount has to be made in the bed of
the can al. Even taking tl ic minimum discharge of the canal—that is 500 cubic feet per
second—we have nearly 800 horse-power available, and except about three months
annually the power to be obtained will be from double to four times this amount.
It is extremely improbable that such power available iu tbe midst of a first-class agri
cultural district would long be allowed to go to waste, especially as tho increased culti
vation induced by the canal would necessarily lead to increased railway communication.
In the United States, water-power is supplied by companies, who let it out on lease
for such periods as may be agreed on. In the case of the power derived from the
lower falls of the Genessee Biver, the amount charged for 15 horse-power is 700 dollars,
or say, £140 per annum ; for 10 horse-power, 475 dollars, or say, £95 per annum,
and for smaller power higher rates proportionally. The former rate gives slightly over
£9 per horse-power per annum. In this case, iu addition to the two falls mentioned,
there will be two other falls of 6 feet each, so that it will he considerably within tbe
mark to state that 1,000 horse-power will be available throughout the year, and
more than double that amount for eight months annually. Judging from the figures
given, it is clear that once the utilisation of the available horse-power is taken up it
should, on a very moderate estimate, be the means of bringing in a revenue of £5,000
per annum to the credit of the canal. The interest on £650,000, at 4 per cent.,
amounts to £26,000. In a year of drought, without reckoning on any return from
the water power available, the returns would pay interest on the cost and leave a
balance of £19,000. If tbe succeeding year proved one until good rainfall, and no
grass lands were irrigated, and only tho extent of crops mentioned, there would still
at the end of that year be a credit of £3,000. If tbe third year prove also very
favourable and only the same area of crops is irrigated, there will at the end of that
year be a deficiency of £13,000. But will anyone acquainted with the circumstances
of the district, between the Billabong Creek on the north, and the Murray and Edward
Rivers on the south, believe that a constaut supply of water available at moderate rates
for all kinds of irrigation will be allowed to flow to waste for two years in successions
The effect of such works m increasing the value of the land is so marked that if all
the land affected in this case were under one owner, and that owner had authority to
construct, I do not -think there can be the slightest doubt that the works would
very quickly he constructed. As only a comparatively small proportion of the land
directly affected by the proposed works remains unalienated, the increase in the value
of the land near the lines of the canal would chiefly benefit private landowners. Still
it proves that the extent of Crown land within 5 miles of the proposed lines of the
canal is about 204,000 acres. Land similarly circumstanced in Victoria has in
many cases been doubled, and in some trebled, or oven quadrupled in value, through
the construction of works of tho same class as those contemplated, and these great
increases occurred before tbe works causing them bad been brought into full
working order. It will be well within tbe mark to assume that the 204,000 acres of
Crown land referred to will increase in value by an average of £1 per acre, so that
in
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in tins way alone, nearly a third of the entire outlay would he recouped to the
Government. Tlie fact that the increase in value of the whole land affected would
repay the outlay several times over, would alone decide the question of the construc
tion of the works, if there were no complications as to the authority for the works,
and the incidence of their cost.
(b)

Rive a Mubjuimbiugee.

On the first occasion on which T inspected the Murrumbidgee River, with a
view to determining the best means of utilising its waters, I arrived at tlie conclusion
that the best site for withdrawing supplies for fhe lands on both sides of the river, is
at Pomingalarna, about G miles by road from Wagga Wagga. As in the case of the
Murray, the information then available was extremely meagre, and it proved in one
case of some importance to be actually incorrect. The best maps available, as well
as tbe testimony of those who were reckoned the best authorities, were very clear as
to the existence of a depression through which the flood-waters of the Mumimhidgee
had reached Brookong Plain. After a laborious investigation, I proved conclusively
that no such depression exists; but on the contrary even, the most favourable route
for conducting the waters of the Murrumbidgee to tbe Brookong Plain, is crossed by
a ridge which reaches an elevation of 620 feet above sea-level, or more than 50 feet
above tbo offtake at Pomingalarna. This ridge is a very serious obstacle, but it is
tbe only one to be encountered between tlie proposed site for headworks and tbe
Brookong Plain.
This discovery led to the investigation of the question whether some better
position for tapping the Murrumbidgee could not be obtained. This question has
been most satisfactorily solved, so far as provision for tilling Lake Urana, and for
supplying water throughout the Old Mian Plain are concerned. 'I ho levels which
have been taken show conclusively that without the construction of a weir across
the Murrumbidgee, a supply can be drawn from the south side of that river near
Narrandera, and that the conditions for supplying water from this place for the
district lying westward to beyond Hay, and southward to tlie Billabong Creek, are
most favourable.
_
Tbe surveys farther show that for the supply of water to the plains lying
north of the Murrumbidgee, as well as for tlie supply to Brookong Plain and its
neighbourhood, the best, if not the only practical site for head works, is that originally
selected at Pomingalarna.
In connection with tho question of the available supply, 1 have already pointed
out that so far as that is concerned the conditions arc such as to warrant the con
struction of a canal near Narrandera, capable of carrying 2,000 cubic feet per second,
as well as of a canal on the north side of the river from Pomingalarna to carry 1,000
cubic feet per second, and one on the south side from the same place to carry 500
cubic feet per second. The full supply is available on an average three months in
tbe year, during which time Lakes Tirana and Cullivel on the south side, and Lakes
Mejum and Coolacumpama on the north side would he filled.
As regards position, Pomingalarna, on the Murrumbidgee, corresponds
closely with Bungowannah on the Murray, the differences which exist being in
favour of the latter as a site for a weir. The range of surface level of the Murrumbidgee at Pomingalarna is much greater than that of the Murray at Bungowannah,
so that works of a more massive character will be necessary. During bigh floods
the fall of the surface of the river from "Wagga Wagga to Pomingalarna is 11 feet,
and it is scarcely necessary to state that tbe flood-level at the former place must on
no account be raised. I propose to have tbe bed level of both canals at about
568 feet above sea-level, and tlie level of full supply in each, as well as tbe crest
of tbe weir at about 575. The reduced level of zero oC tbe gauge at Wagga
Wagga is 561'22. So that when tbe canals are running full tho height on that
gauge will not be less than 13'78. To avoid raising the flood-level it will be
necessary to make a considerable portion of the weir movable, and also to cut away
a portion of the ridge which runs down to the river’s edge on the right side at the
proposed weir site. The end of this ridge plays an important part in impeding the
flow of flood-waters, and it ‘would not be by any means a difficult or costly work to
clear away sufficient to reduce tlie flood-level at Wagga Wagga below its present
maximum.
21—D
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Upper Murrejibid&ee Southern Canal.

■

In the case of the Southern Canal from Pomingalarna there is no difficulty
of any importance from the Head to the Boree Creek llidge—a distance of 40 miles.
Prom the place at 'which the channel would enter deep cutting on the northern side
of the ridge to the place at which deep cutting would end on the southern side is a
distance of 4 miles. The nature of the material to he passed through has not been
tested, hut as this ridge may be regarded as a spur from the Galore, it is not unlikely
that rock of a character similar to that found in this hill will be met with
at no great depth. If so, the least costly arrangement to meet the difficulty will be
to have a tunnel 2 miles in length, and about a mile of deep cutting at each end.
As the level land north of this ridge is fully 100 feet higher than the Brookong
Plain which lies to the south-west of it, the tunnel can have a rapid fall, and there
fore a small section. I estimate the approximate cost of this canal as follows :—
Excavation of channel
...
............
£32,000
2 miles of tunnel ........................
...
42,000
Half cost of weir and head works ...
...
30,000
Bridges, culverts, &c.
...
.............
16,000
£170,000
Pour per cent, on this amount is £6,800 per annum, and if maintenance and
management be taken to increase the annual charge to £9,000 per annum, and it be
assumed that the quantity of water used or lost between the Head and the ridge
amount to 100 cubic feet per second, the cost of the available supply at the southern
side of the ridge will be £22 10s. per cubic foot per second. Under the favourable
circumstances for distribution of tire water which here exist, every cubic foot per
second should irrigate 100 acres, making a total of 40,000 acres annually. This is
equal to a charge of only 4s. 6d. per acre, but to this is to be added the charge due
to the cost of the works for distributing the water after the Boree Creek Badge is
passed. The land through which the canal would pass or which can be irrigated
from it is of a highly productive character throughout. As in the case of the
Murray Canal and its branches, a great proportion of this land has been alienated,
but there are still 48,000 acres belonging to the Government situated within 5 miles
of the proposed line of canal. .
(6 2)

Mtjrrumbidgee Northern Canal.

On this canal the only heavy works from the head to Lake Mejum will he a
flume of half a. mile in length, in the 13th mile another flume 3 miles in length
at the Long Plain Creek, near the Grong Grong Station, on the South Western Kail
way, and a viaduct to cairy that railway over the canal in the 49th mile. By making
detours the lengths of these flumes can he reduced. Detail surveys at the places
mentioned have yet to he made to determine whether long flumes or a greater length
of canals with short flumes will he most advantageous.
The great feature of this canal is the splendid natural storage reservoir
furnished by Lakes Mejum and Coolacumpama. The capacity of the latter lake alone
is over 5,000 millions of cubic feet, all the water thus stored can be drawn off by
gravitation to afford a steady supply of water through the country extending to the
One Tree Plain. Lake M ejum, reckoning hack as far as the existing dam at the natural
inlet to the lake, lias an approximate capacity of eighteen hundred millions of cubic
feet. The arrangement which I propose is to construct a canal capable of carrying
1000 cubic feet per second as far as these lakes, to keep up the supply to these lakes
as long as it is available from the Murrumbidgec, and to draw olf the supply by a
canal capable of carrying 600 cubic feet per second. The extent of the storage
reservoirs available would warrant the construction of a larger supply canal than that
mentioned, as would also the discharge of the Murrumbidgec in wet years. In times
of flood the entire supply proposed to be taken from the Murrumbidgec for the three
systems of canals now proposed—that is 3,500 cubic feet per second—is only a small
fraction of the total discharge of the river. When the height of the river at Wagga
Wagga reaches 22 feet on the gauge, which is not by any means an unusual occurrence
in winter or early spring, the discharge reaches 26,000 cubic feet per second. Un
fortunately floods in the Murrumbidgec are generally of short duration, so that the
construction
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construction of large works which, would he operative only during high floods would
not be warranted, and the point to be decided in the designing of canals is the
maximum carrying capacity which the requirements of the immediate future demand,
and which the extent of the available supply would justify.
It has been mentioned that the storage capacity of Lake Coolacumpama is
over 5,000 millions of cubic feet. The inlet to this lake from Lake Mejum is
narrow, and can be banked across at no great expense so that the former can, if
desired, be used without the latter. Lake Mejum is divided into two parts by a narrow
neck in the valley, and a dam has already been constructed across this neck by the
owner of the adjoining lands. The combined storage capacity of the part below
the dam and that of Lake Coolacumpama, is about 6,900 millions of cubic feet. If the
lower part of Lake Mejum be used in conjunction with Lake Coolacumpama as a
storage reservoir it will be necessary to increase the height of the existing dam, and
to provide for tire surplus water from the upper part of Lake Mejum. But the whole
of the latter lake can be utilised, and this would give a total storage capacity of over
9,000 millions of cubic feet. In the latter case, however, the amount of compensa
tion which would he required on account of the submergence of valuable laud, and
tbc necessity for removing the Lake Mojum homestead, would add materially to the
cost of the works. The best course to adopt will he decided by the detail survey
which has yet to be made. The demand for water particularly in the first few years
after the construction of the proposed works might be expected to fluctuate greatly.
The experience of irrigators in Western America, lias taught them that with an
uncertain climate such as that in the district extending from Lake Coolacumpama to
the Liver Lachlan, it is best to lease the right to a certain quantity of water yearly.
Considering that in dry seasons the demand for water in this case will greatly exceed
the supply, it is more than probable that land owners will soon conclude that it will
he to their interest to follow a similar course. Taking Lake Coolacumpama and the
lower part of Lake Mejum as the storage reservoir, wc have a capacity of 6,900
millions of cubic feet, which is equal to a stream of 600 cubic feet per second for 183
days, or a stream of 1,000 cubic feet per second for 80 days. During the winter
months when the Murrumbidgce is high, and little or no demand exists for water,
the supply canal would be kept running at its full capacity into the storage reservoir.
As the spring advances, the river falls and the demand for water increases, so that
the discharge in the supply canal would gradually diminish, while the quantity of
water sent down the distributing canal would be increased. Tbc figures given above
show that the quantity of water stored, would be sufficient to keep this running full
for four months after the supply channel had ceased delivering into the reservoir.
It is not too much to conclude that the security thus affored to the district extending
along the north side of the Murrumbidgec to the One Tree Plain, would afford the
means of tiding over bad seasons, as well as of introducing a better system of
utilising the great natural productiveness of the land.
The necessarily great length of the supply canal before the storage reservoir
is reached is a disadvantage, and naturally has an important effect in raising the cost
of the project, Nevertheless, I estimate that including the half cost of the weir
and headworks on the Murrumbidgce, but excluding the cost of land, the canal, as
far as the storage reservoir, can be constructed at a total cost of £363,000. The
main distributing canal and the brandies shown in the plan can he constructed at a
further cost of £146,000, making the gross cost of the project exclusive of land
£509,000.
■
_
In estimating the returns to cover interest on this sum, as well as the main
tenance of the rvorks, it must be assumed that little irrigation will he done above
the reservoir, that is, in the narrorv strip of land betAveen the supply canal and the
Liver Murrumbidgec. BeloAvthe reservoir the area commanded by the distributing
channel may be taken at 1,500,000 acres, while vitkin 5 miles of the proposed Avorks
there is still nearly 200,000 acres of Crown land. The cost of scheme as estimated
is thus equal to about 6s. 9d. for every acre of irrigable land, and considering that
by providing the moans of tiding over had seasons, the value of the Avhole irrigable
area Avill be increased in all probability by at least £1 per acre, the project will un
questionably be a repi'oductrve work. This estimate of the increase, which may be
expected in the value of land, is a very moderate one Avhen judged in the light of
American and Victorian experience. As already mentioned, the value of land in
the immediate neighbourhood of canals in Victoria has in many cases doubled or

trebled
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trebled in value, and there is more reason for such an increase in this case.
A report recently presented to the Senate of the United States by the Select
Committee on irrigation bears forcible testimony on this point. As an instance, the
following remarks on irrigation in the valley of the Eio G-rande in New Mexico may
be quoted:—
“ The ditch system partly completed, and now in process of construction, can
supply water for 175,000 acres, and with a proper storage system will furnish enough
to reclaim 400,000 acres. Your Committee mentions this system, because, 'with the
exception of one other in the northern part of the Territory, upon the Maxwell Grant,
it is the only one of modern character within the limits of New Mexico. Two years
since there was not a house on the town site of lloswell, now there are 1,500 to
2,000 inhabitants. Land that had really no market value is selling at from 25 to
75 dollars an acre.”
The direct revenue from the Northern Murrumbidgce Canal may be expected
to be derived chiefly from the irrigation of grain and fodder crops, the whole
irrigable district being dotted over with irrigated patches of land. If 50,000
acres w'ere thus irrigated at an average charge of 10s. per acre, the direct revenue
thus obtained would cover interest on the outlay as well as the cost of maintenance
and management. This is equal to one acre for 30 acres of irrigable land, or, in
other words, the holder of 900 acres would insure his live stock by irrigating 30
acres; while the holder of 90,000 acres would irrigate 3,000 acres. The general
effect of works such as are proposed is to encourage the subdivision of large estates,
and it is generally found that on small holdings a much larger proportion of land
is irrigated. Hence while on the larger estates the proportion of irrigated land
might be much less than has been stated, it would be much greater on small
holdings, and these in the natural course of events would rapidly increase in number
when it became apparent that it would he more profitable to subdivide and sell
large estates than to retain them for purely pastoral purposes.
(53)

Lower Murivumbidgee Southern Canal.

It has been explained that in the course of the surveys which I have con
ducted, it proved that the land lying between the Mumunhidgee River and the
Billabong Creek can, with the exception of Brookong and Emu Plains, be best
served by a canal taken from the Murrambidgee near Narrandera. The surveys
have shown that tbc conditions for such a canal are remarkably favourable; no
weir being required across the Murrumbidgee, and no great length of deep cutting
being involved. The only large works required near the head of the canal will be
a flood-gate and regulator at the place wheie the canal will reach the high bank of
the Murrumbidgee, and a second flood-gate and regulator at the place where it wrill
leave the Goonerah Lagoon.
At the proposed off-take, which is in the parish of Gilbenbah and slightly
over a mile down stream from the railway bridge, there is a shallow lagoon, the
channel of which can be utilised so as to diminish the depth of cutting. At the
place where the canal will leave the river flats and cross to the Goonerah Lagoon,
there will be a cutting averaging about 20 feet deep for a distance of 2 miles. Beyond
this the channel will gradually run into the Goonerah Lagoon, where little or no
cutting will be required for a distance of a mile and a half. Beyond this lagoon,
for a distance of 4 miles, the cutting will vary from 12 to 15 feet in depth, and
further on the depth will diminish till at 13 J miles from the head, where it is proposed
to take off the Urana Branch, flooding by gravitation can begin. In this respect,
this point corresponds to mile 26 on the Murray Canal, so that in this case, without
the intervention of a weir at the head, the circumstances are as favourable for
irrigation at 13 2 miles as they are in the case of the Murray Canal, with the assistance
of a weir at 2fS miles.
As an outline of the character and objects of this canal system, it is necessary
to explain that I propose to make the first 13^ miles capable of carrying 2,000 cubic
feet per second, and beyond that, to have the Main Canal turning towards the
west, and the Tirana Branch continuing sonth, each capable of discharging slightly
over half that quantity. The Urana Branch would he run to its full capacity only
when the Murrumbidgee is high, that is on an average of three months annually.
The Main Canal, running westward through the Old Man Plain, and the Branches
from
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from it, would have a full supply during the months of August, September, and
October, occasionally a full supply and always a partial supply in November, a
partial supply in December, and a supply more or less interrupted during a greater
part of the remaining months. The result of the discharge observations, as applied
to the records of river gauges, show clearly what would have been the position of the
proposed canals as regards supply from 1879 till 1890 inclusive. As already explained,
it is proposed to draw a supply of 1,500 cubic feet per second from tbe Murrum
bidgee, at Pomingalarna, 500 cubic feet per second on the south side of the river
and 1,000 cubic feet per second on the north side. In regard to the latter, the
storage furnished by Lakes Mejum ane Coolacumpama is such that if the full supply
to them be maintained for only three months annually, and a supply of half or even
less be delivered during two or three other months a steady supply could be kept up
in the distribution channels of the Northern Canal System during the months of
greatest demand. So also in regard to the Lower Southern Canal, the full supply of
2,000 cubic feet per second would not be required for more than three months
annually, as in that time the Urana Branch would completely fill Urana Lake. In
short, what is aimed at is to fill Lakes Urana, Mejum, and Coolacumpama annually,
and to have a supply of water during the spring and early summer months for the
One Tree, Old Man, Brookong, and Linu Plains.
Comparing the available supply with the requirements stated, it is shown,
that from 1879 till 1883 inclusive, the storage reservoirs could have been kept full,
and the canals could have been worked througbout the spring and part of the
summer every year. In 1884 the reservoirs would have received about half their
usual supply, and the quantity available for direct distribution ■would have been
from a half to two-thirds of that provided for. In 1885, the reservoirs would have
been two-thirds filled while the direct distribution canals would have carried their
full supply during only two months, though they would have had a partial supply
during two other months. In 1886 the reservoirs would have been filled, and there
would have been a supply for direct distribution during the last five months of the
year. The year 1887 was an exceptional ly wet one, and there would havebeen little
demand for water, which was available in abundance. 1888 was an exceptionally
dry year, yet the storage reservoirs could have been filled, and in addition the canals
directly distributing water could have had a full supply during the greater part of
January, the greater part of August, September, and October, and the last half of
December. It will thus be seen that even during the severest droughts a large
supply of water is available. Heavy losses were occasioned by drought in 1886, and
during that time a most valuable supply of water was going to waste. If 2,000
cubic feet per second had been used for flooding the native grasses, as might have
been if canals and distributaries had been in existence, a million and a half of acres
could have been flooded to a depth of three inches. In fact the losses which would
have been averted if the proposed canal system had been in existence would have
been equivalent to a recoupment of a very large proportion of the cost of the works
in that one season.
The storage reservoir in connection with this great system of canals, south of
the Murrumbidgee, is in one important feature inferior to Lake Coalacumpama. The
former is not well adapted for irrigation by natural flow, and it may be assumed that
the greater part of the water stored wrill be used by pumping. The cost of the water
is so low that this will not by any means be a serious drawback, and tbe height of the
lift will not average more than about twelve feet. Tbc cost of the storage of water
in Lake Urana is arrived at as follows :—
Half-cost of Main Canal from head to Urana Branch ...£103,000
Excavation of Urana Branch........................................... 59,000
Headworks, bridges, &c.................................................... 18,000
Total, exclusive of land.............£180,000
Taking interest on this at 4 per cent., the annual charge is £7,200 and if
£1,800 be allowed for maintenance and management, which seems ample under
such circumstances, the total annual charge is £9,000. The capacity of Lake
Urana is nine thousand millions of cubic feet, and this can be replenished
annually. Allowing that one third of this will be lost by evaporation, absorption, and
percolation, we have a supply of 6,000 millions of cubic feet at a cost of £9,000,
*
or
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or over 33,000 cubic feet for one shilling. This is sufficient to give three waterings
of three inches each to an acre of land. As Lake Tirana is situated in
the midst of a large and fertile district which under existing conditions has
no large supply of permanent water, there can be no doubt that crops requiring
a steady supply of water would soon be irrigated on a considerable scale in
the neighbourhood of the Lake. With the use of large pumping plant the cost of
pumping should not exceed the cost of the water as already stated, so that the rate
at which the water would actually he available for flooding the land would be about
16,500 cubic feet for Is. This quantity of water would cover au acre to the depth
ol
inches. To illustrate the lowness of this rate, it is sufficient to mention that
in Northern Victoria 2d. to Is. an acre, according to circumstances, is reckoned a
fair rate for every inch in depth of water. Hence, even if the latter Victorian rate
was adopted, there would be a fair return on the outlay if only one-fourth of the
available supply were used.
*
In regard to the natural facilities for distributing the water delivered in Lake
Hrana it should he mentioned that a constant supply will he available in Urana
Creek to above the township of Urana, and that more than half the supply can he
rim oft by gravitation through the Cocketgedong Creek. In short, both the quantity
of water available, and the means of distributing it, are such as would warrant the
erection of pumping appliances at convenient places on the Urana, Cocketgedong,
and Billabong Creeks, as well as oh a portion of Colombo Creek.
In estimating the cost ol the water discharged into Urana Lake no accountlias been taken of the irrigation which can be carried on by gravitation from the
Urana Branch. The primary object of that Branch is Ihc filling of Lake Urana;
hut flooding by gravitation can be carried on tli rough out its entire length, and as the
adjacent lands are ot a fertile description, and as a large proportion of their area is
well adapted for irrigation, there is no doubt that there will be a considerable demand
for water from the outset.
The Main Canal from the head of the Urana Branch, and the other Branches
shown on the plan will be used for direct irrigation, and should receive preference
over Urana Lake during the spring and early summer months whenever the avail
able supply from the river is less than 2,000 cubic feet per second. I estimate that
the total cost of this western part of the system, exclusive of land, will bo as
follows:—
Excavation
............................................................£155,000
Regulators, Drops, Bridges, and Plumes
............ 110,000
Half-cost of first 13-^ miles
................................... 103,000
Total
................................... £368,000
Interest on this sum at 4 per cent, amounts to £14,720. It may be assumed
that the cost of maintenance and management would bring up the annual charge to
£18,000. To afford this return it would be necessary to irrigate 60,000 acres of crop
at Gs. per acre. As this is less than 180 acres for every mile of canal and
branch, that is less than 90 acres for every mile of canal frontage, it is not by any
means a high estimate. The system of canals should, with fairly good management,
irrigate 100,000 acres of croji during the spring and early summer months besides
flooding a large area of grass land during freshets, and irrigating a considerable area
of summer crops. In regard to the flooding of grass-land, it is admitted by the best
authorities that in a dry season the demand would be much greater than the full
supply of water would meet. The water carried by the canals would be sufficient
to cover nearly 8,000 acres per day to a depth of 3 inches, and those who are best
acquainted with the magnitude of the losses sustained by pastoralists in a drought
should be able to realise what tbe effect of such a supply of water would he.
It may be explained that the system of branch canals shown is that which
the levels and the known fertility of the land suggest, but in a case such as this,
where there is a choice of lines, &c., and the supply of water is limited, it would be
necessary to he guided largely by the extent of the demand in particular localities
when deciding on the exact position of the branch canals.
The extent of Crown land, situated within 5 miles of the lower system of
canals from the Murrumbidgee, is nearly 270,000 acres. As already stated, the cost
of this system of canals, including the Urana branch, is estimated at £548,000,
exclusive of land, which is slightly over £2 per acre on the Crown land affected.
Judging
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_ Judging from the experience of Victoria, it may he reckoned that the value
of this Crown land will he raised on an average by £1 per acre through the con
struction of the works. In other words, half the cost of the works would he
returned directly to the Crown, while the revenue arising from increased railway
traffic and other sources, would in a large measure cover the interest on the other
half of the outlay. But in a district such as that lying between Hay and Jerilderie,
where the seasons are very uncertain, and the means of insuring against loss are
available, there can he no doubt that such system of insurance will not be neglected.
This means practically that the land-ovmers vhll lease the right to a certain supply
of water yearly. The experience elsewhere has been that land-own ers wall adopt this
system especially when they know' that during a d-rought many applications for
water will have to bo refused. It is, therefore, quite probable that, from the outset,
the direct revenue from the sale of "water will be sufficient to pav interest on-the
outlay.
The most equitable system, however, would be to have, as in Upper India,
two sources of revenue, one from the owners of land which is increased in value by
the canals, and the other from the users of the waiter. On a low estimate the increase
in the value of the land affected by this lower system of canals on the south side of the
Murrum.bidgee, will be a million and a half sterling. One per cent, on this increase
would give £15,000 annually, so that it is clear that if this system of rating were
adopted the charges made for the use of the water could he fixed at a very low
figure. It is clear from these considerations that the proposed works "would be
highly remunerative, if carried out and managed so that fair rates would bo paid by
those who benefited directly or indirectly by the works.
‘
(6 4) Compensation Weius.

In my first report on irrigation from the Murrumbidgee River I pointed out
that if large supplies of water were diverted from ‘ the river near Narrandera or
Wagga Wagga it would be necessary, by the way of compensation, to construct weirs at
several places between Hay and the junction of the Murrumbidgee with the Murray.
This part of the question has not been overlooked, but tbe levels and surveys
required in connection with it have not yet been completed. There is no doubt,
however, that a. system of weirs, which will give the land-holders the benefit of every
considerable rise in the river, will place them in a much better position than they
are qt present. The low-lying lands along the lower part of the Murrumbidgee are
benefited to an important degree by inundation during high floods. But the
occurrence of these floods is very irregular, and a moderate rise in the river is of
little or no service. The construction of the proposed weirs will make a large
supply of water available for flooding the,land during the spring months, and
occasionally at other periods throughout the year.
(6 5) Works Undertaken.

_
The only work yet carried out in connection with the Murrumbidgee River,
is the improvement of Yanko Creek. The question of dealing with this creek was
made over to the late Water Commission, and, as engineer to that Commission, I
was directed to report on the matter. In my report I recommended that a new
outlet should be cut to the creek from the river, that the course of the creek should
be straightened at a number of places, and that it should he dressed to a certain
minimum cross-section. My report was adopted by the Commission and forwarded
to the Works Department with a recommendation that it should he acted on. The
work was put in band by the Department of Harbours and Rivers, and considerable
progress had been made when it was transferred to the Water Conservation Depart
ment. _ Under the supervision of Mr. Wade, Assistant Engineer, this work, after
being interrupted by a series of floods, is now practically complete. In regard
to the importance of this work, it may he mentioned that the sum spent originally
by the land-owners themselves in an endeavour to improve Yanko Creek, far
exceeded what has recently been expended by Government. Erom the Murrum
bidgee River to the head of Colombo Creek the length of Yanko Creek is about 30
miles. At that point its waters divide, about two-thirds continuing in Yanko Creek
channel, and about one-third flowing in the Colombo. The course of the latter is
probably not less than 80 miles, while that of the former is little, if anything, under
140
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140 miles. These channels run through land of the most fertile description, and in
years of short rainfall they are of great value to the land holders. The Yanko Creek
in its natural state carried off a portion of the waters of the Murrumbidgee during
high floods. The object of the works now complete is to enable the creek to carry
off a portion of the waters of the Murrumbidgee during every moderate rise in the
river. The attainment of this object in a season like the present, when water is
abundant, is much less appreciated than it would be in a drought, or even in an
average season.
(c) River Lachlan.

In the case of the River Lachlan, the surveys and investigations relating to
the quantity of water available, and the best means of distributing and utilising it,
are less advanced than in the case of either the Murrumbidgee or the Murray. On
the other hand, on the River Lachlan an important, though not relatively a costly
work, is almost completed: this is a weir at the head of the Willandra Billabong.
Before any surveys were started, the importance of the “Willandra Billabong as a natural
distributary was so obvious, and the immense value of a weir was so manifest, that
sanction for the construction of a weir was granted, and the work was put in hand
in June, 1890. The weir, which was so designed as not to interfere with the
ordinary summer flow of the river, was specified to be constructed of cribwork, the
materials for which were obtainable in the neighbourhood, and the amount for the
contract was £4,560. The site selected was such that freshets in the river, or even
an ordinary flood, would not necessarily stop the work. In an average season the
work could have gone on from start to finish without interruption; but, in Jone,
1890, almost immediately after the contract was let, the river rose rapidly'till the
discharge exceeded 3,000 cubic feet per second, and within a few weeks afterwards
the discharge exceeded the carrying capacity of the channel, and consequently the
low lands on the left side were flooded. The surface level reached a height of 2 feet
6 inches above that of any flood which had taken place for nearly ten years.
This had the effect of stopping the work, and since then, although the height of the
floods has not been remarkable, their duration has been unprecedented since the
district of tbe Lower Lachlan was settled. The latest report shows that the weir is
complete, and it only remains to turn the waters of the Lachlan over it—a very
simple task in an ordinary season. But once more it is announced that a high flood
has come down, and that the contractor has lost his life in it.
The Willandra Billabong, into which the weir will divert a portion of the
waters of the Lachlan during every moderate rise, is a great natural effluent, which,
under existing conditions, is affected only by high floods. Luring the early days of
settlement, the land-holders near the Willandra Billabong combined, under the
leadership of Mr. Desailly, and expended a large sum of money—according to some
accounts,as much as £20,000—-in constructing a rough dam of logs, and improving
the channel of the Billabong. Subsequently the dam was cut by residents on the
lower part of tbe Lachlan, but the improvements which are made along the creek
itself are still beneficial to an important degree. These facts show the great importance
attached to the Willandra Billabong—au importance easily understood when it is
considered that it conveys the flood waters of the Lachlan to a distance of over 100
miles in a direct line, or probably 250 miles as the channel runs, through a highly
fertile district, in which the rainfall is uncertain, and averages only from 101 to 15
inches. A large proportion of the land along the Willandra Billabong has been
alienated, hut there still remain over 80,000 acres of Crown land within 3 miles of
its channel. The total area of rich alluvial land whose value is affected in an
important degree by the Willandra Billabong is not less than 500,000 acres.
In regard to the general question of utilising the waters of the River
Lachlan, it is necessary to state that the supply, especially in the lower part of the
river, is very uncertain, and that largo irrigation works, which would be justified in
the case of the Murray and the Murrumbidgee, would not he warranted. The
effective catchment of the Lachlan is abont 20,000 square miles ; but this, as a rule,
is not effective in a high degree. Owing to the general absence of precipitous
mountains, to the absorbent nature of the soil, and to the presence of wide valleys
and extensive flats within the bounds of the hilly district, a moderate rainfall has
very little effect on the river. Here, too, there are no heavy snows such as occur on
the Upper Murrumbidgec and the Murrav. From a point between Cowra and
"
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Forbes the channel of the Fiver Lachlan is, as a rule, incapable of carrying off a
high flood, so that the waters spread over the alluvial deposits on both sides. A ■
large proportion of the waters is thus lost to the lower part of the river; and as the
channel in this part is gradually diminishing in section, the amount of this loss is
increasing. At th c Willandra Weir the channel of the river is not capable of carrying
more than 4,600 cubic feet per second, so that above this discharge the waters spread
over the flats. The inspections and surveys which have been made indicate that the
methods of utilising the waters of the Fiver Lachlan to the greatest advantage will
not require any heavy or costly works. Lake Cowal and Lake Cudgellico are
natural storage reservoirs of great extent which can be easily kept permanently
filled with flood water. The large natural depressions near the Willandra Billabong
and the Lower Lachlan are being surveyed with a view to testing how far they are
suitable for storage reservoirs, and already it is known that several of them can thus
be utilised. The construction of a flood-gate on Lake Creek to retain the flood water
in Lake Cudgellico is about to be started, and the construction of a Aveir on the
Fiver Lachlan near Ilillston would have been in hand had it not been for the long
continuance of the floods. The surreys from the Lachlan have been connected with
those from the Lower Darling, and it has been found that water can be taken at a
moderate cost through the centre of the dry country between these rivers. In my
next Feport I hope to furnish plans showing this in detail.
(d) Macquarie Fiver.

The effective catchment area of the Macquarie Fiver may be taken at about
9,800 square miles, and the mean rainfall throughout this area at about 24 inches. On
the other hand, the mean rainfall throughout the great alluvial plains which
constitute the delta land of the Macquarie is scarcely 16 inches. As the accompanying
diagrams show clearly, the flow of tire river is irregular, great floods being
quickly followed by periods during which the discharge falls very low*, or the
flow ceases altogether. The valley of the Macquarie ceases to have any defined
limits beyond Narromino, and the plains on both sides from that place are more
or less subject to inundation. The land thus subject to inundation has a
length of about 140 miles and a width varying up to as much as 40 miles. The
effect of the irregularity of the rainfall and of the discharge of the river is that
while in one season from 2,000 to 3,000 square miles of land may be flooded for
weeks and a considerable portion of that area for months, the river in the succeeding
season may cease to flow and the plains be reduced to the condition of a desert.
What is wanted to bring about more equable conditions is, in the first place, some
means of conserving and distributing the available supply of water, and, in the
second place, means for carrying off the surplus.
The surveys to determine the methods of attaining these objects are still
incomplete, but the progress made up to February of the present year is shown on
the map appended to this Feport. It is clear that remarkable natural facilities
exist for the distribution of the waters of the Macquarie, the numerous creeks which
flow in a north-westerly direction being natural distributaries, which require com
paratively little in the way of remodelling or improvement, while the Fiver Bogan
takes the place of an outflow for surplus water, as the Billabong Crock does in the
case of the Murrumbidgce. For the purpose of utilising the available supply of
water carried by the Macquarie Fiver, it is only necessary to construct a series of
weirs, and to improve the existing channels.
Three weirs are proposed in the first instance—one in the parish of Wentworth
and county of Xarromine, the second near Bugaboo Point, in the parish of Buddah
and the county of Narromine, and the third near Warren, in the county of Oxley.
In regard to the first-mentioned place, a detailed survey is required to determine
whether a high Avoir AArith a cutting of about 11 mile in length, or a weir of moderate
height and a cutting of about 5 miles in length, Avill be preferable. In either case,
the principle will be the same, the objects of the weir being, in the first place, to
divert a portion of the Avatcrs of the Macquarie into the Boggy Cowal, Avhich would
then be utilised as a distributary, as shoAvn on the plan ; and, in the second place,
to hold back a supply in the river channel Avkich Avould be available for irrigation
purposes by pumping. If a weir of 30 feet in height he constructed, I estimate
that the quantity of water held back Avould be sufficient to flood 4,700 acres to a
depth of 1 foot. As the supply in the river above the weir Avould be kept up by the
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flow, except in severe droughts, the area which could he irrigated under average
circumstances would greatly exceed that stated. The weir will have a rock founda
tion, and as stone of suitable quality is obtainable in the immediate neighbourhood,
concrete can be largely used in its construction. The cost of the weir, together with
the channel leading to Boggy Cowal, should not exceed £20,000.
The second weir is proposed to he constructed near Bungaboo Point, where
there is a natural outflow to Buddah Lake. The Reduced Level of the left hank of
the river at this place is slightly over 750, while the level of the water in the river,
when the depth on the gauge at Dubbo is 2 feet, is 708'6-i. During floods the
river overflows at this place, first through a shallow depression, the bottom of which
is at 749'35; so that a rise of over 40 feet is required in order to cause an overflow
under existing circumstances. The distance to Buddah Lake is slightly over Si
miles, and the surface level in it, when full, is 724. There is thus a fall of 20 feet
in 52 miles, so that there is considerable choice as to height of weir and depth of
cutting which should he adopted. The object of the works here, as at other places
on this river, are—(1) To retain a supply of water in the river channel, which will he
available for pumping; (2) to divert a portion of the waters of the river for the
purpose of flooding by gravitation ; and (3) to divert sufficient water to keep a good
permanent supply in the existing creeks between the Macquarie and the Bogan.
The preliminary surveys which have been carried out show clearly the practicability
of attaining these objects, and they prove that, for the diversion of part of the waters
of the Macquarie into Buddah Lake, as in the case of the provision of a supply for
storage in and distribution through Boggy Cowal, the only works of a heavy or
costly nature are the weir on the river, and the cutting for a comparatively short
distance from it.
Buddah Lake bears the appearance of having been a wide and deep reach in
a river channel, and, like the principal effluents from the Macquarie, its direction is
from south-east to north-west. The lake is not much over 1,000 feet in width in its
widest part, while its extreme length is about 2 miles. The country surrounding the
lake consists of uniform plains of a most fertile description, and well suited for
irrigation. At the time of my inspection, the water in the lake was from 2-| to 3
feet below the level of the adjoining land, hut the flood-marks showed that the
water had on some occasions been 18 inches higher; hut at this level the water must
have been flowing off at the north-west end of the lake. In existing circumstances,
the height of the Macquarie on the gauge at Dubbo has to be about 38 feet before
there is any overflow towards Buddah Lake; so that, on account of the comparatively
small storage capacity of the lake, it is of little or no use towards affording a supply
for irrigation purposes. By the construction of a weir, and the frequent replenish
ment of the supply in the lake, this state of affairs will he altered, and sufficient
water for the irrigation of a considerable area will be assured.
In the construction of a weir at this place, the question of the practicability
of diverting a portion of the waters of the Macquarie from the right hank as well
as from the left, will have to be taken into account. As already indicated, it will he
necessary to have a detailed survey before deciding on the height of the weir, and
the depth of the cutting at Bugaboo Point; but in any case, the water in the river
channel will be held hack to Narromine.
The third weir which can advantageously fulfil the same functions as those
already referred to, will ho near the common boundary of the parishes of Egelabra
and Warren, in the county of Oxley. This weir will afford the means of utilising
Gunningbar Creek, Duck Creek, and Crooked Creek as distributaries. It is necessary
to explain that, although these and other creeks on the west side of the Macquarie
are shallow and ill-defined in some places, they yet have in many places larger
.channels than the river itself. The storage afforded by deep reaches in these
creeks is therefore very considerable, and would iu a number of places warrant the
erection of pumping plant for the irrigation of plots of land as a security against
drought. The great fertility of the district, and the uncertainty of the seasons,
give special value to such iusurance. In illustration of this, I may explain that
my first inspection of the district of the Macquarie was made during a severe
drought, when the country was a complete desert, and no live stock were to bo
seen. My second visit was made in the succeeding year, after an abundant rain
had fallen, and the grass was from 2 to 3 feet in height. There were still no live
stock to he seen, the reason assigned being that the cost of store sheep, delivered
in the district, was such that it would not pay to stock the land. A very moderate
*
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area of irrigation in small plots at suitable places througbout the district, would
have averted, an important portion of the losses thus sustained. The great benefit
derived from such irrigated plots has already been exemplified in some eases in the
Macquarie district, and there is no doubt that if a more regular and more abundant
supply of water were available, this method of providing against bad seasons would
be largely availed of.
It has been mentioned that when the height of the Macquarie at Dubbo
reaches 38 feet on the gauge, an overflow to Buddah Lake begins. As the distance
from Dubbo increases, the cross section of the river diminishes; so that while a
height of 38 feet on the gauge at Dubbo is required to cause an overflow at Bugaboo
Point, a height of from 14 feet to 18 feet will cause air overflow at Warren. When
the river reaches 18 feet in height at Dubbo, the country around Warren becomes
flooded; above that height the overflow extends up the channel; so that in the highest
floods the river banks below Narromine become like almost continuous weirs, over
which tbe water flows, inundating almost the entire district northward to the Diver
Darling, and westward to the Bogan. This immense spread of flood-waters has the
effect of preventing any great rise at Warren and its neighbourhood, the surface,
level at that place, being comparatively little affected after tbc height of 18 feet is
reached on the Dnhbo gauge. The defined channel of the Macquarie continues to
diminish in section below Warren, till it is finally lost in the reed-bods in the parish
of Willie, county of Gregory. In short, under existing circumstances, when the
height of the Macquarie on the Dubbo gauge is under 14 feet, the water is lost in
the reed-beds, and when the height exceeds 18 feet the district is converted into a
lake, through which communications become interrupted to a very serious extent.
What is required to remedy this state of affairs is the construction of works which
will bring the water under control, and utilise it to the best advantage.
In previous reports I have pointed out that, in several important particulars,
there is a resemblance between the natural conditions of tbe Wimmera district in
Victoria, and those of tbe Macquarie district in New South Wales. In both cases
the soil is rich alluvium; in both eases the rivers which deposited the soil gradually
diminish in discharging capacity, till the defined channels disappear altogether; in
both cases the seasons arc very uncertain and the rainfall light; and in both cases
there are natural effluents from the rivers which can be utilised as distributaries for
the water. The case of the Wimmera has already been dealt with by the construc
tion of a series of weirs, the utilisation of natural creeks and depressions, and the
construction of artificial channels wherever necessary. At the time of my visit, it
was stated by those best qualified to judge that the expenditure of £100,000 had
raised the value of the land in the district by at least £1,000,000, Considering tbe
comparatively small supply of water available, the change produced has been most
remarkable. The Macquarie has a much larger effective catchment area than the
Wimmera, and a much greater discharge, commands a more extensive area, and has
far better natural facilities for the distribution of water. Under these circumstances,
it is unnecessary to state more, as to the great development of the Macquarie district
which is easily attainable. The survey, as already stated, is not sufficiently advanced
to enable me to furnish any detailed estimate; hut from the evidence obtained, I
believe that the construction of the three weirs proposed, together with channels
connecting with Boggy Cowal, Beleringar Creek, and Gunningbar Creek, can he
done at a total cost of less than £60,000.
(c) River Darling.

The question as to how the waters of tbe River Darling can be utilised to tbe
best advantage of the country is one of tbe greatest importance. Throughout the
whole of its length of about 1,200 miles from Walgett to Wentworth, the country
adjacent to the river consists, as a general rule, of fertile alluvial plains. The rain
fall varies from an average of about 11 inches at Wentworth to about 18 inches at
Walgett. Throughout the whole of this distance the rainfall is too small and too
uncertain in its occurrence to make agriculture or horticulture practicable. In no
case in New South Wales is the opinion of the late Mr. W. C. Bennett, Chief
Engineer for Roads and Bridges, more applicable—that the chief function of our
western rivers is not so much the carrying of produce as the production of something
to carry.
'
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A large amount of work lias been done, and a heavy expenditure been made
by the Department of Harbours and Rivers in improving the navigation of the River
Darling. In addition to this, much information has in recent years been compiled
by the same Department, on the subject of further improving the navigation of that
river, by the construction of weirs and locks. The results of these investigations
have recently been summarised and dealt with in a very important and instructive
report by Mr. C. W. Darley, the Chief Engineer of that Department. This report,
which deals with the whole length of the river from Bourke to Wentworth, fully
bears out the conclusion arrived at some years ago in a report by Mr. George Gordon,
M.I.C.E., on that portion of the Darling from Wilcannia to Wentworth. The
conclusion arived at in regard to the construction of weirs and locks to provide for
permanent navigation is, that “ no immediate direct return for the expenditure can
be counted upon1 ’—in fact, on examination of the papers connected with Mr. Darley1 s
report, it appears quite doubtful whether the return from navigation would pay
working expenses.
Under these circumstances, the question arises, whether any expenditure
should be incurred in the interests of navigation. In answer to this, I believe that
the general opinion of all who are acquainted with the fertility of the soil, and the
necessity for irrigation in the Darling River District, is that, looking to the develop
ment of the resources of the country, the interests of irrigation greatly exceed those
of navigation, hut that if both can be provided for by the same weirs, such provision
should be made. That this can be done there seems no reason to doubt, hut the
most advantageous sites for weirs, so far as irrigation is concerned, have yet to be
decided on, the surveys to determine this point being now in progress. The methods
by which the waters of the Darling can he made available for irrigation may be
classed under three heads:—Eirst, by storage in the channel of the river, and in the
lagoons and ana-branches connected with it; secondly, by the diversion of water from
the river and the direct flooding of the land; and thirdly, by the diversion of portions
of the surplus waters into lakes and large natural depressions through natural or
artificial channels. The first method necessitates the construction of avoirs of con
siderable height, in order to provide the maximum amount of storage, consistent avitli
economy and with the safety of the works. The second and third methods require
the judicious selection of avoir-sites, so as to utilise storage basins and existing
channels to the greatest advantage, and, as a rule, these methods also avill he best
served by high aveirs. These considerations make clear that the height of tho weir
proposed by Mr. Darley, namely, 10 feet, avould, as a rule, he much too low for the
requirements of irrigation. The increased height of the'aveirs necessary for this
purpose avould have the effect of diminishing the number of them, which avould bo
required. On the other hand, as sites best suited for irrigation purposes would haare
to be adopted, in’espectiare of their necessity for navigation, there would he a ten
dency to increase the total number of aareirs beyond that required for navigation
alone. On the whole, however, I have no doubt that a material diminution in the
number of weirs could ho made by increasing their height to meet the requirements
of irrigation. Bearing in mind that in a river like the Darling the foundations of a
weir will generally be the most costly part of the work, it may bo expected that the
cost of the diminished number of high weirs avill not differ much from that involved
by the proposed low woirs.
Regarding the nature of the avoirs, I observe that Mr. Darley proposes to
haare fixed weirs only. While these would, no doubt, he suitable for navigation,
they could not he adopted of sufficient height for the requirements of irrigation,
though weirs partly fixed and partly movable might be adopted, which would meet
both purposes. A very serious objection to the use of fixed aveirs on the Darling
lies in the fact that in some places at least they are likely to cause silting up to near
the crest-level of the weir. This would increase the overflow' in times of flood, and
would tend to gradually divert the main current from the present channel. I have
not yet obtained definite results as to the rate of silting up which might be expected
in the river Darling at various places between Bourke and Wentworth, hut I have this
information regarding the same river at Walgett. In the last six years the depth of
silt which has collected around the gauge on one of the piles of Dan gar Bridge, at
that place, amounts to no less than 5 feet 6 inches. It may safely he assumed that
the quantity of silt carried in suspension diminishes as the river passes on to Bourke
and Wentworth, hut if the deposit takes place at only one-third of the rate found at
‘
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Walgett, the question of dealing with it would he a very large one. ]?or some years
past great strides have been made in the construction of movable weirs. Until
lately such weirs, though long used and highly appreciated in Prance, and adopted
with great advantage in India and the United States, were scarcely known in the
United Kingdom. This state of affairs is now entirely altered; not only have mov
able weirs been constructed in several places in England and Ireland, but there is
little doubt that a distinct advance has been made beyond Continental practice.
This advance has been due chiefly to the attention drawn to Prench and Indian
practice, and to the improved designs recently introduced; the main feature in one
of the most important of these designs consisting in the use of movable weirs on free
rollers, an arrangement which has been tried with success, not only in the United
Kingdom, but in India and South America. Among recent important works in
which these weirs have been adopted is the Manchester Ship Canal, where some of
the sluices used are 30 feet wide by 26 feet high, and can be worked by one man.
As already indicated, I am not yet in a position to furnish details regarding the best
sites for weirs for the purposes of water conservation and irrigation; but I consider it
highly probable that when tins is decided it will be found that some system of movable
weim or sluices embodying recent improvements will be found the most useful.
Mr. Parley estimates that the cost of the works-required to secure permanent
navigation from Wentworth to Bourke will be £1,080,000, and he shows clearly that
it is hopeless to look to navigation alone for anything like a reasonable return on
this outlay. The position of the question is, however, entirely different, if provision
for regular irrigation be regarded as the first object to be attained, while the main
tenance of continuous navigation takes the second place in importance. Keeping in
view tho objects for which works for water conservation on the river Darling are
proposed, the following would be legitimate sources of revenue on account of these
works :—(1) Eights to pump water for irrigation from the river Darling, and the
lagoons connected with it; (2) rights to pump from lakes or other natural depressions
into which the waters of the river would be diverted; (3) irrigation by direct flow
through natural or artificial channels from the river; (4) increase in the value of
land due to the works; (5) navigation tolls.
In regard to the first of these sources of revenue, it maybe reckoned that, on a
moderate estimate, the quantity of ivater held back by a suitable system of weirs
between Wentworth and Bourke would amount to ten thousand millions of cubic
feet. As a general rule, this supply would be maintained by the flow of the river;
but in very dry seasons only this quantity ivould be available for irrigation. If only
this supply be reckoned, we should have sufficient to irrigate 200,000 acres of land,
or over 220 acres to every mile of river frontage. A pumping license equivalent to
5s. per acre would be a very reasonable one in such a district, and this alone Avould
give a revenue of £50,000 per annum. Considering that the growth of cereals and
fodder along the course of the Darling would afford complete insurance against
drought throughout a district in which enormous losses arc sustained under existing
circumstances, and that in an average year a much larger area than that stated
could be irrigated, this estimate is, I believe, Avithin the mark.
The second source of revenue is one Avhich Avould be steadier, though probably
much less extensive than the first; but as the amount of storage available at a
distance from the river has not yet been examined, no estimate can be made. There
is no doubt, however, that the revenue from this source Avill be considerable.
The third source of revenue Avill he an important one only in seasons AArhen
there is a high river and lack of pasturage. At such times the water Avould be
available for flooding large areas of the natural grasses, and as the water could be
supplied at a very low rate, there is no doubt that it would be largely availed of.
On this point also it is impossible to form an estimate of the probable revenue, as the
surveys are only now in progress which Avill show the extent of land which can be
flooded.

The fourth source of revenue should be the most important one. The
production of an ample supply of cereals and fodder along the course of the
Darling, added to the facilities for Avater carriage, Avill have an effect on the Avhole
of the Western District. Beckoning, however, only the land Avithin 3 miles of
the river Darling, or of the channels or lakes Avliiok Avill be affected by the proposed
Avorks, and judging from the experience of both America and Victoria, it is safe to
conclude that on a low estimate the amount of the increase in the value of the land
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thus directly affected will be more than double the amount of Mr. Darley’s estimate
of the outlay required for navigation purposes. I have pointed out that the
adaptation of the works to the purposes of water conservation and irrigation is not
likely to add much to that estimate. In other words, therefore, the outlay will be
recouped twofold by the increase in the value of the land, and as a large proportion
of the land still belongs to the Crown, it is clearly on this ground alone to the
interest of the Government to undertake the works.
On the whole, if the third source of revenue be omitted altogether, I believe
that the three remaining will afford a fair direct return on tho outlay after paying
working expenses. I trust to be in a position to furnish in my next Deport details
which will establish this point. The navigation dues will constitute a fifth source
of revenue, and they will probably he sufficient to influence to sonic extent the rate
at which wratcr can be supplied for irrigation.
In regard to the surveys in progress, it is necessary to add that one survey
party is at work on the Lowrer Darling, and one on the Upper Darling. The survey
of the latter has been connected with that of the Namoi at Walgett, and with that
of the Macquarie and Castlercagh at Coonamble. The survey embraces connections
with the Cato and Tarrion Creeks, with Lake 1ST an'an, and with the Bokhara, Bine,
and Culgoa rivers. The survey on the Lower Darling which commenced from
Wilcannia, has been connected with that of the Lachlan on the Willandra Billabong,
and will be connected with that of tbe Murrumbidgee at Paika Lake and Balranald.
Tire Lowrer Darling survey includes connections with the systems of lakes on
both sides of the river, and with the natural channels which assist in carrying off
flood-waiters. These surveys ivcre delayed by floods, but are no w progressing
satisfactorily.
(/) Namoi and

Gwydiu Divers.

Although tbe Namoi Diver has an effective catchment of about 9,500 square
miles, and the Gwydir 4,800 square miles, these rivers, like the Macquarie and
Lachlan, are very uncertain iu their flow. The stox’age of water in time of flood to
maintain the flow in periods of drought is, therefore, a very important question to be
dealt with. The surveys, which -were greatly delayed by floods, are now making
good progress; hut I am not yet in a position to give any details as to the results
obtained.
(7) GENEDAL DEMADDS AND CONCLUSIONS.
As the subject of the construction and management of largo works for w-ater
conservation and irrigation in this Colony is still iu au initiatory stage, it is necessary
to add some remarks regarding the methods which are adopted elsewhere for carrying
out such works. These met hods differ widely in different countries, and under different
conditions, and important lessons may he drawrn even from examination of systems
which could not he adopted here. In regard to the general question of manage
ment of the water supply, I append a reprint of a paper on this subject, which I had
the honor to read before the Doyal Society of New Sonth Wales some four years ago.
The information contained in it applies still, and the paper contains a brief summary
of the practice of other countries in regard to water conservation. It is necessary
now to refer to only two countries in which the conditions are analogous to those
existing in New Sonth Wales. These countries are the Western States of America
and the neighbouring Colony of Victoria.
_
The system followed in America is, briefly, to leave everything to private
enterprise, to go largely on the principle of granting unalienated water-rights to
applicants as long as such rights are left available, and to have no State interference
or assistance in carrying out works. This system has stimulated the construction
of irrigation works to a remarkable degree; and if proper provision had been made
for the equitable granting of such rights, and for the definition of their extent,
there would have been considerable ground for the adoption of such a system.
Legislation providing for the administration of the rivers has been recommended
by a Select Committee of tbe Senate, and tho necessity for recognition of
State ownership of the waters urged; but there is no tendency shown towards the
limiting of private and local enterprise in the construction of works. On tho con
trary, while the necessity for irrigation is forcibly stated, and its encouragement by
every
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every reasonable means recommended, it is expressly stated that the Government
should not construct the works. It appears, however, to be settled that the prelim
inary surveys should be carried out by the Central Government, and considerable
progress has already been made with them.
In Victoria, the larger "works, or those which can be termed the “ National
Works,” are carried out by the Government, while works of less importance are
constructed by Trusts, with money raised by Government loans. Tire only important
exception to this rule is the Mildura Irrigation Colony, which is managed after
American models, by Messrs. Chaffey Brothers. The educational effect of this colony,
managed as it is by experts in the different branches of the work, is, undoubtedly,
valuable, while the work done and the progress made are unexampled in these
Colonies. Still, it is necessary to bear in mind that irrigation is in its infancy in
Victoria, and that both systems are still on their trial. Doubts have been raised
as to the success of the management of works by Trusts, but judging from the
undoubted increase in the value of land due to the works which have been carried
out, or arc in progress, it would appear that if the system of rating property,
according to the benefits received, be fully and fairly carried out, there should be no
difficulty in obtaining a fair return on the outlay.
The progress made under the American system has certainly been remarkable.
During last year the number of acres actually under irrigation in the Western States
was reported as over seven and a half millions. The Deport already mentioned,
which was prepared by a Select Committee of the Senate of the United States,
referring to this irrigation, and to the value of the land before and after the irriga
tion works wore constructed, made the following statement:—“ Not an acre of land
in the arid region was worth over 5 dollars; 97 per cent, of it would not have brought
the pre-emptive price of public land, a dollar and a quarter per acre. Its average
price per acre now is not less than 30 dollars.”
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APPENDIX No. 1.
Notes on the Experience of oilier Countries in the Adminstration of their
Water Supply.
By H. G-. McKixney, M.E., M. Issr. C.E.

\_Read before the Royal Society of Rf.S.W., G Jaly, 1SS7.J
Now, whilst the importance of the question of water conservation in New South "Wales is beginning to
be understood, and the necessity for legislation regarding it is generally admitted, a concise statement of
the lessons in administration which may be learned from the experience of other countries appears
opportune. It may be suggested by some that in dealing with such a question I am trespassing on ground
which properly belongs to gentlemen of the legal profession ; but this is an opinion which I cannot agree
to. I maintain that no one is more entitled to be heard on the general principles of administration of
the water supply of a country than an engineer who has had practical experience both of the value
of good laws and the mischief caused by bad ones. Legal technicalities and questions of legal detail do
not, in fact, come within the bounds of an inquiry into the general principles with which I now propose
to deal.
The countries from which the most usefuMessons in water administration can he obtained are
Spain, Italy, India, Eranee, and the Colony of Victoria; while America and England furnish striking
instances of mistakes which wo should do onr utmost to avoid. There are other countries from which
some useful hints can be obtained and which will be incidentally referred to ; but those enumerated will
supply nearly all the information now brought forward.
The scanty rainfall and high temperature in Spain early led to the introduction of irrigation in
that country, while the smallness of the available supply of water necessitated the framing of regulations
for its use. Hence, we find that during the occupation of Spain by the Moors irrigation was widely
practiced, works for this purpose having been constructed then which even now occupy an important
position both from an engineering and from a utilitarian point of view. The value of the customs nud
laws under which irrigation works were managed by the Moors was fully recognized by their conquerors.
An excellent instance of this occurred, early in the thirteenth century, when the King of Arragon, by
whom the Moors had been expelled, issued a decree that the customs observed by them in regard to the
utilization of water should he adopted and adhered to. In short, the Spaniards were indebted to the
Moors, not only for their irrigation work, but for their system of administration and their sound and
' practical methods of dealing with water rights. The Spanish Law of "Waters, which was passed in
18GG, and which is probably the most comprehensive Act of its kind in existence, is little more than a
codification of previously existing laws and a legalisation of established customs, G-cnerally speaking,
every irrigation work in Spain has a code of rules for its management, and the administration of these
rules is in the hands of the irrigators. The Law oE Water deals with the general question of the rights
of the State and of individuals to water, and is aulficiently wide in its scope to provide as well for the
most ancient irrigation work in the laud as for those recently carried out by English Companies. This
Law consists of 300 Articles or Clauses; hut the first twenty-nine of these relate to the waters of the sea,
and deal with coastal works and with the bolt of sea throughout which Spanish jurisdiction extends. In tho
remaining 271 clauses, the subject of rights to rain-water, and to rivers, lakes, and subterranean supplies
is treated exhaustively. The basis of this Law, briefly stated, is that all large natural supplies of water
arc public property. Article 31 declares that “ There pertains to the public property the rain-water
which flows through torrents or watercourses, the channels of which belong to the same public property,”
Article 33 proclaims thatl! There pertain ta the public or public property—
(1) The waters which spring perennially or intermittently within the public lands.
(2) Those of the rivers.
(3) Those, whether perennial or intermittent, which flow through their natural channels.”
Article 44, dealing with the stagnant water, declares that “ There pertain to the public property the lakes
and marshes formed by nature, covering public land and fed by public streams.” In the case of subter
ranean waters, these belong to the owner of the land under which they are obtained. Article 45 on this
subject states—“ There pertain to the owner of an estate in full possessian the subterranean waters which
have been obtained in it by means of ordinary wells, whatever may be the apparatus employed to
draw it.”
'
Among the numerous points provided for in the Spanish Law of Waters, one of the most important
is tho power to obtain a right-of-way for water for irrigation purposes. It is at once obvious that in a
case where extensive irrigation works are constructed, it is absolutely necessary that all persons own'ng
property within a reasonable distance of the works, and to whom it is desirable that a supply of water
should be afforded, should have aright to construct the necessary channels on payment of fair compensation
to the owners of the land through which these channels have to be taken. Another very important
subject dealt with is the provision of regulations under which concessions can be granted to companies or
to individuals for the construction of works for irrigation or for water supply to towns. As an instance
of the terms on which concessions have been granted, the ease of the Iberian Irrigation Company may be
quoted. The principal conditions under which the concession was granted to this Company wore that it
would, at it own cost and risk, construct canals for irrigation purposes, that it wouldnot have authority (o
charge at a higher rate than 28s. per aero of land watered, and that after 99 years the canals would
become the property of the State, to which they should be made over in good working order. The
following remarks of MoncriefE on this concession are suggestive:—“In return for all this, what the
G-ovemment give is the use of a river running to waste, and which they themselves could not employ ;
and this use is in order to benefit their own country, increasing the general prosperity of the district, and
directly swelling the revenue, by enabling them to impose on the watered lands a heavier assessment.”
Legislation on the subject of water rights in the various States which are now combined in
Northern Italy, dates back in some instances as far as the tenth century. The laws and customs of these
States have been altered and improved on as occasion required; but the general basis of the enactments
in
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in force is that the State is the owner of the rivers and of all their tributaries of any importance. This
point is enunciated in the Code of Victor Emanuel, which was passed on the union of the Italian States,
and which proclaims that the rivers and torrents form part of the public domain. Starting with this
position, most complete regulations are laid down in regard to the utilization of tho national supply of
water. All owners and occupiers of land are bound to obtain sanction from the authorities before any
works can be constructed by them for this purpose. The works must he carried out and the water used
in the manner sanctioned, and no alteration of existing works can be made without first obtaining
approval. The owners or users of canals arc bound to maintain them in good working order, and have to
provide for the escape of all surplus water, which, if not required for use by other irrigators, has to ho
allowed to flow to the river from which it originally came.
The portion of tho Civil Code of Italy which treats of water-rights is very comprehensive, and holds
a corresponding position there to that occupied by the Laws of Water in Spain. Tho conditions existing
in these two countries differ materially, and the legislation to provide for these conditions naturally exhibits
a corresponding difference. In Italy the rainfall is much higher, and the supply of water in the rivers
more abundant and more regular. Hence the necessity for drainage works in connection with
irrigation in Northern Italy is felt in a degree unknown in Spain. On this account, the subject of drainage
is dealt with more exhaustively in the Italian enactments. Among points relating to drainage provided
for in these, the most important are—(l) the right-of-way for drainage water, (2) the obligation to keep
drainage works in repair, and (3) the right of an owner or occupier of land to enter the lands of others in
order to repair any drainage work, from the condition of which he has reason to apprehend danger or loss.
Under the Italian laws no man has a right to waste water. When a supply of water is granted to any
person for the irrigation of a certin plot of land, the surplus left after that land is watered belongs to the
person or autbority from whom the supply was obtained.
The same reasons which in Italy called for special provisions regarding drainage also necessitated
comprehensive regulations in regard to right-of-way for water.
Not only is a right-of-way for water
through public or private lands, and over or under canals provided for, but even cases in which it may he
desirable to conduct water into and for a certain distance through a canal or channel already in operation
has not been overlooked.
The canals of Italy having been constructed under a great variety of conditions, and, in most cases,
many centuries ago, there is considerable diversity in the nature of their ownership. Hence wo find that
some of these works are the property of Government, others of corporations or of associations of irrigators,
and others of private individuals or companies. Since the union of Italian States, the principle of having
irrigation and drainage works constructed and managed by the persons interested has been fostered and
encouraged. Still the only great irrigation work constructed within a comparatively recent period—
namely the Cavour Canal—was carried out by an English company under a special concession from tho
Government; but the system of management by associations, which corresponds closely with what we
should term “ Irrigation Trusts,” is in full operation and works very satisfactorily, as might be expected.
The Italian Civil Code not only sanctions voluntary associations for the management of irrigation and
drainage works, and prescribes regulations for their guidance, but it provides for tbe compulsory forma
tion of associations of this description for the public benefit, when a majority of the land-holders of a
district so desires. It is necessary to add that, in cases of the latter description, an association can be
formed only when the majority of the land-holders who are in favour of it represents more than half of
the total interests involved.
The procedure laid down for cases in which a supply of water from a river or lake is required is,
in the main, similar to that adopted in France, as will presently bo explained. Applications for such
supplies have to be made to the Government through the local authorities, and every application must
state the nature and extent of the concession asked for, explain the objects in view and show their utility,
and must be accompanied by plans and sections in explanation and support of the claims advanced. To
deal with such proposals and with the management of the water supply generally, there is a staff of
highly trained hydraulic engineers in the service of the Government. Projects for the diversion of water
from the rivers, or for drainage, or for the alteration of existing works for irrigation or drainage purposes,
are referred to those engineers who have to inquire into not only the engineering aspect of the proposed
works, but also as to the benefits likely to arise from them, and the actual or possible objections to their
construction. Tire local authorities are also called on to furnish their opinions. The information and
opinions thus obtained are considered by the Government, and if it be decided to grant the concession
asked for, the terms on which it can be allowed are arranged in detail.
The .Cavour Canal, which has already been referred to, being a national work in importance, mag
nitude, and cost, was to have been constructed by Government, but owing to the state of the public
finances, an advantageous offer made by a Company, composed chiefly of Englishmen, to carry out the
works was gladly accepted. The terms of the concession were so favourable to the Government that, as
has been tersely stated by Moncrieff, the canal has proved a source of wealth and prosperity to all con
nected with it except the shareholders. The principal points in the agreement were that the Company
should, within a given period, carryout a project, the main features of which had already been determined
on, for the construction of a canal from the Biver Po ; that this canal should be capable of discharging a
stated quantity of water ; and that its main object should be to augment the supply in several existing
canals. The Company was to manage and maintain the works, and to receive the revenue from them for
fifty years, after which period it was to hand them over in good repair to the Government. The charges
for water made by the Company were not to exceed rates which had obtained tbe approval of the Govern
ment ; but the latter guaranteed a return of 6 per cent, on what it recognised as the capital of the
Company. It is manifest that an agreement of this description carries with it a certain advantage free
from risk to the Government which makes it, and to the land-holders on whose behalf it is made, while
the risk all falls on the Company which undertakes to construct and maintain the works.
In France, questions relating to irrigation and navigation have to be considered together when
dealing with tho rivers. The system of inland navigation in that country has long been one of the most
important in the world, and holds a very prominent position in promoting trade by reducing the cost of
carriage. Tbe extent to which the value of the rivers and canals of France are appreciated may be judged
from the fact that not many years ago the sum of forty millions sterling was voted for their improvement
and development.
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Although irrigation is practiced in almost all parts of France and over extensive areas, and although
its general effect is to raise the value of land by 50 per cent,, still it is not of such vital importance as in
Spain, nor is it even so much of a necessity as in Italy. Hence it is not surprising that the laws of
France relating to water supply, having to deal with all tho requirements of both navigation and irrigation,
are more complicated than those of Spain or Italy ; hut the principle of the State right to streams is
made sufficiently clear, and the rights of the public are so defined as to prevent the obstruction of useful
works. The Code of Napoleon declares that rivers and streams which will carry iloats or rafts are con
sidered as dependencies on the public domain, and a subsequent enactment specifies the streams and parts
of streams which were to be deemed navigable or raftable. In cases where rights to supplies of water
had been acquired, previous to the passing of these enactments, compensation was allowed to the owners
of these rights. Subject to such conditions, the Government also reserves to itself the right to declare
streams, or parts of streams, navigable or raftable in addition to those already proclaimed.
When any private individuals or syndicates propose to obtain a supply of water from a river, the
matter has to be referred to the Prefect of the district in which the supply is required. Investigations
are made by him into the circumstances of the proposal, and tbe subject is then made over to the engineer
of the Department, who reports ou the merits of the project from an engineering standpoint. As in
Italy, applications for water privileges must be accompanied by plans and sections, and also as in that
country, the engineer to whom they are made over for report is a highly trained Government officer.
Having investigated the application, the engineer returns it with his report to the Prefect who adds any
remarks be may consider necessary, and then forwards all the papers to the Central Government where
they are considered by the Council of State. If the application be granted, the proposed works must be
carried out under terms prescribed by Government, and subject to the supervision and approval of the
Government engineers, [The foregoing is the procedure in the case of large works or claims, but for
water privileges of minor importance the Prefect has discretionary powers to grant claims which aro
recommended by tho engineer.]
_
The fact that the State does not lay claim to rivers and streams which aro not navigable, has led
indirectly to difficulties in the way of irrigation enterprise. Another causo of injury to irrigation
prospects has been the difficulty and expense attendant on obtaining a right-of-way for water, and a right
to abut a dam on the property of others. These difficulties have in a great measure been surmounted by
the system of having works constructed and managed by syndicates or associations composed of the
persons directly interested in them. Two kinds of such syndicates arc recognised by tho Laws—the oue
termed “free,” because its members in all cases join it voluntarily and are at liberty to leave it if they
desire, the other termed “ authorised,” because it is empowered by the State to exercise certain rights, and
among others to acquire any land which may be necessary for its purposes. On the whole, a free syndicate
hears to an authorised syndicate nearly the same relation as a Progress Committee in this Colony bears
to a Municipal Council. The main principle of either kind of syndicate is purely that of local governmeut, the construction and management oE irrigation or other kindred works being in the responsible
charge of a body elected by those directly interested.
In Upper India, the Canal Act of 187:i deals in a concise, as well as comprehensive manner with
the question of water conservation and supply. This Act is the outcome of two excellent reports, which
were furnished to tho Indian Government at different times by two engineers, who wore specially
deputed to visit irrigation works in the South of Europe, and to report on their character and adminis
tration. The countries drawn on for information and experience were Italy, Spain, and France, and there
can be no doubt that these were the countries which could furnish the most valuable suggestions and
present examples most worthy of imitation.
The Northern India Canal and Drainage Act commences with the announcement of the right of
the State i: to use and control for public purposes the water of all rivers and streams flowing in natural
channels, and of all lakes and other natural collections of still water.” Part I of this A.ct is of a
preliminary nature, and furnishes a statement of the territories to which it applies, specifies the previous
Acts which it supersedes, and defines the application of tho terms used in it. Part II, relating to the
application of water for public purposes, describes the procedure to be adopted when a supply is proposed
to be utilised, and states the powers of canal officers, the conditions under which compensation may or
may not be awarded, and the method of inquiry into claims. Part HI, dealing with the construction and
maintenance of works, gives to canal officers the power of entry on private lands, and describes tho
procedure followed when granting supplies of water from a canal and tbe responsibilities of the persons
to whom such supplies are granted. Part IV, on the Supply of Water, describes the eases under which
a supply may be stopped, forbids the subletting of such supply, and ordains that any contract for water
between the Government and a land-holder shall be transferable with tho land. Part V, dealing with
water rates, distinguishes between the occupier’s rate and the owner's rate, and describes the mode of
treatment of each. The remaining six parts into which tho Act is divided deal respectively with Canal
Navigation, Drainage, Obtaining Labour for Canal and Drainage Works, Jurisdiction, Offences and
Penalties, and Subsidiary Jtuies.
It is well to call attention here to the title of this Act, which shows that it applies only to
Northern India. Madras, which has a Governor and Government of its own, is much behind the northern
provinces in regard to such legislation, and, and in this respect, at least, justifies the name of “the
Benighted Presidency,” which is frequently applied, to it.
For the administration of the Act described, the engineers in charge of canals in full
operation are required to pass a qualifying examination to show that they have acquired the requisite
proficiency in knowledge of Canal Law and of the Code of Criminal Procedure. On passing this
examination they are gazetted as Canal Magistrates, with powers to try and to pass judgment on offences
against the Canal Act. Appeal can bo made in such cases to the District Magistrate ; but this is very
seldom resorted to. Tho position of canal engineer is thus one of very considerable responsibility, as he
has not only to sec that the main canals and distributaries are in thorough working order, but he has to
supply the water without fail to the cultivators according to an appointed rotation, to punish any attempt
to interfere with this rotation, to decide regarding applications for non supplies or for the transfer of the
position of outlets, and to prevent any kind of waste. The canal engineers, whether they bo Hoyal
Engineers or civilians are the outcome of ihe competitive system, the only exceptions to this rule being
furnished in the cases of a few civilians and Staff Corps Officers of long service. For many years past
the
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the first step towards tho attainment of an appointment in the Department of Public Works in India,
whether the candidate proposes to enter the service as a Hoyal Engineer or as a civilian, is the passing of
an open competitive examination. The course of training necessarily differs, as the curriculum for
civilians includes only civil and mechanical engineering, and subjects bearing on these, while that of tho
military cadet, though involving these subjects to an important extent, embraces also the studies necessary
to qualify for the higher scientific branch of the military service.
The canals and other great irrigation works in India arc in all cases constructed by Government
and managed in the manner described. The success of the system of canal administration in Upper India
is beyond question, though the attempt to engraft the principle of local government on it proved a
failure. The management of branch canals and distributaries will probably in tbe course of time be
placed with satisfactory results in the charge of local associations of landholders. It does not, however,
seem surprising that a nation which has been the victim of successive conquests from time immemorial,
and which has never hitherto been permitted to have a voice iu the administration of its own affairs,
should he slow to develop a talent for governing itself. The present system is undoubtedly that best
suited to the conditions of the people, though it is not altogether in accordance with the spirit of the
present tendency of European nations. Hence,while we can learn useful lessons from the principles of
Indian Canal Law, there are many points in its administration which we are not likely to imitate. The
great principle which lies at the root of the legislation in Northern India, as well as in Spain, Italy, and
Eranee, is that all great natural supplies of water belong to Government, and that it is the duty of the
Government to deal with them in the manner most advantageous to the public. This is the principle on
which was based the Draft Bill given in the Eirst lieport of tho late Hoyal Commission on the Conser
vation of Water iu this Colony; it is the principle adopted (avowedly from that Draft Bill) in recent
legislation in Victoria; and, so far as can he judged from the experience of other countries, it ia the only
sound basis on which the natural water supply of a country can be administered.
Spain, Italy, Eranee, and India take the leading positions in regard to administration of rivers and
other sources of water supply, and furnish the best examples for our information and guidance ; hut
there are other nations which afford corroborative evidence of the soundness of the systems which they
follow. Eor instance, in Prussia, Bavaria, and Saxony, the Government claims absolute ownership of the
rivers, and will not permit even the tributary streams to be interfered with until sanction lias been
granted. The general principles adopted in the management of the rivers in these countries hear much
resemblance to those acted on in Eranee, and the result is equally satisfactory.
In America tho various states arc permitted to deal with the rivers and lakes within their boun
daries; but, as a general rule, tho British Law of Biparian Bights is still recognised. One exception to
■ this rule is furnished by Colorado, in which a law was passed regarding the rivers, which might he
summed up in the familiar expression "first come first served/’ 'Ihc immediate efiect of this law was
that a rush was made by speculators to secure the right to every important river. In this way individuals
and companies obtained rights which placed them in a position to utilise the waters or not as they pleased,
■ to prevent others from making use of the waters, and to make their own terms with those who required
supplies. It is not surprising that under these conditions Colorado soon became an unrivalled field for
the irrigation lawyer, and that irrigation enterprise was checked and even threatened with extinction. In
California the operation of the Briiish Law of Riparian Eights has been at least as mischievous in its
effects as the attempt at legislation as Colorado, With reference to this point, the following quotation
from Mr. Deakin’s very instructive report places the question in a clear light:—“ According to the last
message of the Governor of California to its Legislature, ‘rights to use water under the Civil Code are
undefined and unproven claims, tho extent and dates of which are known only to their holders or claimants,’
a state of affairs which necessarily involves all parties interested in doubt and loss. How serious the
loss is, owing to this unsatisfactory condition of legislation, may be better judged when it is recollected
that almost the whole of the 15U,C00 people who inhabit Southern California are directly or indirectly
dependent upon irrigation for their support. The value of tho property in irrigated lands and in works
threatened in this State is publicly stated at £40,000,000. The injurious results of the uncertainty as
to the position of appropriators are discovering themselves on every hand. The splendid fruits of irriga
tion upon desert lands have all sprung from schemes commenced before this issne was raised. From
that hour all projects for new works, or the enlargement of works in existence have been paralysed.
Canals which have a capacity for supplying 40,000 acres, with but little addition, continue to supply only
20,000 acres, as they did when tho doubt was first raised. Only under most exceptional circumstances or
on the smallest scale are any new projects being carried out in California. Where, as at Ontario or
Redlands, extensive expenditure is being incurred, it is because the question of riparian rights cannot bo
raised. The proprietors of existing canals are, many of them, involved in a web of litigation; the legal
expenses on one canal alone, which is not a special subject of contention, having added £4,000 a year to
its cost of maintenance,” Since these words of Mr. Deakin wore written, the public of California has
been thoroughly aroused to the pilch of exasperation by a decision of the highest legal tribunal of that
State. This decision, which considerably aggravated the state of uncertainty so lucidly described by Mr.
Deakin, resulted in the establishment anti-riparian leagues, the members of which were pledged to use
their best exertions to have the Law of Riparian Rights repealed, and something more reasonable substituted
for it.
When we turned to England for information on the subject of water conservancy we were con
fronted by a state of affairs which, on this point at least, justifies the statement that the English laws are
the best iu the world for the lawyers. A concise statement of the British Law of Riparian Rights
appeared some time ago in the columns of the Syincy Morning Herald, under the well known initials of
Mr, Oliver, the Parliamentary Draftsman, who has made a special study of this subject. According to
this law, a riparian proprietor has a right only to what one authority terms the “ ordinary use," and what
another terms the “reasonable use ” of the water. All authorities seem to agree that no person has a
right to take so much of the water of a river as will injuriously affect the supply lower down; and some
appear to lay down the general rule that every riparian owner who makes use of the water of a, river is
hound to return the water undiminished in quantity, and unaltered in quality. One high authority is of
opinion that a person has a right to put a dam across a stream in his own property, and another equally
high authority has ruled that no person has any right to obstruct the flow of a stream. Where large
interests are involved, the question as to the exact meaning of the terms “ordinary ” and “reasonable”
as
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as applied to the use of water, would afford a wide held for legal hair-splitting. Then the question as to
what quantity of water, if any, could he taken out of a stream without injuriously affecting interests
lower down, would present another series of difficulties.
Take, for instance, tho case of such a
river as the Macquarie, which is frequently dry at Warren when there is a good supply flowing past
Dnhbo. On such occasions the stream beyond the latter place gradually diminishes till it disappears
altogether. It will be easily understood that under those circumstances the abstraction of a very moderate
supply at Dubbo would reduce by miles the distance traversed by the stream. Such considerations as
these show that wherever tho British Law of lliparian Bights is in force, the opportunities for raising
difficulties in the way of making any use whatever of the water of rivers are practically endless. It is
particularly interesting to note that a person who wishes to construct a dam has a high legal authority in
support of his right to do so, while his neighbour, who is determined to prevent the construction of any
dam, has an equally high authority to rely on. It is, on the whole, a matter for regret, that when Charles
Dickens was in therein for writing such asketchas thaton the “Circumlocntion Office” and “How Not to Do
It,” he was not brought into collision withthisremarkable jumble of vague and discordant opinions, known
as the British Law of Biparian Eights. But it may be urged that while this so called Law is unsuitable
to the requirements of countries which have a hot elimntc'aud a scanty rainfall, it may be sufficient to
meet the requirements of the country in which it originated, and where these conditions are, in a great
measure, reversed. . It would be well for the credit of English administration if this were so. hut the facts
are far different. In Spain, Italy, and Northern India the rights of the State and of individuals are
clearly defined, so that the initiation of works for water conservancy, or tho development of existing
works, presents no legal difficulties, and affords no ground for heavy preliminary expenses or for
unreasonable delay. In England, on the other hand, it is imposaible to interfere in the slightest degree
with a stream, lake, or marsh, without first setting in motion the whole cumbrous machinery of the
legislature, and stirring up afresh the muddy waters of riparian rights. I have not been able to obtain a
statement of the number of English enactments relating solely to water conservation, but I have ascertained,
on good authority, that the number of public and private Acts of Parliament which deal with rivers,
canals, harbours, and docks is little, if anything, short of 4,000. The confusion, uncertainty, and loss
necessarily arising from such multiplicity of laws aro greatly increased by tbc number and variety of the
Boards which have been created to administer them. Tbe chief objects of river conservancy in England
are (1) protection against floods ; (2) facilitating navigation ; (3) reclamation of swamps; (4) industrial
purposes; and (5) fish breeding. Such a list of objects has resulted in much piecemeal legislation and
called into existence a great variety of Boards or Commissions whose interests are widely divergent. Very
little consideration is required to show that the interests of residents on one part of a river frequently
differ entirely from those of residents on another part. Eor instance, persons residing on the higher
part of a river in England, naturally desire to afford every facility for the rapid discharge of flood water,
while those on the lower land near the mouth of the river view with apprehension any steps taken with
this object, as the violence of floods on the lower part of the river would be thereby increased. Divergent
interests such as these afford a wide field for disagreement between different Boards, and it is, therefore,
not surprising that when one Board or Commission desires to carry out works for water conservancy or
for river improvements of any kind, it generally finds several other Boards standing in tbe way to oppose
it. As an instance of the result of this state of affairs, tbc feuds between the different Boards on the
little Biver Nene have, during the last fifty years, cost £100,000. In the case of the Ouse, the amount
expended merely in obtaining parliamentary powers for carrying out necessary improvements have been
£150,000. Nearly the whole of these sums can be put down as direct loss or waste, and there can be no
doubt that the indirect loss due to the retardation of enterprise, and the delay in carrying out useful
improvements must have been much greater.
The extent to which responsibility in regard to river conservancy in England bas been divided is
almost incredible. In the case of the little river William there are seventeen separate authorities which
have more or less jurisdiction over its banks and main tributaries, and these do not include the Drainage
Commissioners in the fen lands near the river’s mouth. These, if added, would make altogether forty
different Boards possessed of jurisdiction over the William and its tributaries. Another notable instance
of divided authority is that furnished by the Biver None. In the length of 30 miles between Peterborough
and the sea, that river is under the charge of fourteen Boards of Commissioners. Three of these Boards
have jurisdiction over the river channel, five over the north bank, and six over the south bank. It would
be easy to furnish numerous instances of the pernicious effects of multiplying administrative Boards in
this haphazard manner, and dealing piecemeal with the great question of river conservancy; but a few
will suffice to illustrate the manner in which such effects make themselves felt. In one case, necessary
improvements at the mouth of a river were carried out only after the question had remained in dispute
for eighty years. In another, a sum of £150,000 was expended in improving a portion of a river, but as the
authorities possessed of jurisdiction on other parts of the river refused to make corresponding improve
ments, no benefit whatever was derived from this expenditure. In a third case a disastrous inundation
was prevented by persons acting on their own responsibility, while the authorities directly interested in
preventing the inundation bad no jurisdiction over the river banks.
The engineers who have had tbe most extensive experience in connection with water conservation
and supply in England, are fully alive to the glaring defects of the administration in regard to these
matters, and are unanimous in the opinion that sweeping reforms are necessary. Two eminent engineers,
who were appointed as a Royal Commission to inquire into and report on this subject, gave the opinion
that all the river should be under one jurisdiction, with a central office in London, and a Cabinet Minister
at its head; but the difficulties in tbe way of carrying out useful legislation have prevented any such
measure from being passed. Besides, in a country like England, where numerous and complicated rights
to water have been acquired, the difficulties to be encountered and overcome in passing such laws as
would place the question of water conservation on a sound basis, would be very great. In anew country,
where settlement is incomplete and the development of the natural resources lias only commenced, the
obstacles in the way of passing suitable laws dealing exhaustively with the general principles of water
conservation and supply arc comparatively trifling. But delay in this matter is dangerous, and the cases
of England and America show the nature of the danger and the fate of Ihe water supply when enterprise
is fettered by the British Law of Biparian Bights—the law which is still in force in New South Wales,
as some of our most enterprising pastoralists know to their cost.
APPENDIX
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APPENDIX No. 1.
Mean Annual Bainfall for Coastal Basins in New South Wales.
Catchment wre* of River,

Mean annual
rainfall.

Square miles.

Product,

7067
65-81
3929
24-69
27-03
61'92
4319
27*41
34-33
46'26
42'21
33-68

430
2,660
8,340
4,200
2,840
2,000
3,100
6,300
8,400
1,700
3,500
4,800

30,388-10
143,454-60
327,678-60
103,698-00
76,765-20
123,840-00
133,889-00
227,50300
288,792-00
78,642-00
147,735-00
161,664-00

60,270

1,849,049-60

■

Queensland to Manning ...................................

Remarks

> Minor Coast Basins.
Mean average—36’78.

APPENDIX No.
Mean

1a.

Annual Bainfall in the Minor Coastal Basins in New South Wales.

Station.

Number of years
Mean
for Mean,
annual rainfall,

Number of years
Mean
for Mean.
annual rainfal

Station.

Qu EE 6EL AND TO Mank ING ElVBB.
94 | Kempsey (West)...............
90 Grafton..................................

7
17

45-51
36-33

74
98

1

Clarence Heads ............. [
Lismoro .............................

12
6

Mean average.................I.........................

52-68
50-72
46-26

ITannino Eivbe to Shoaihatsn.
113
164
122
72
110

Port Stephens .....................
Taree....*................................
Svdnev...................................
Campbelltown.....................
Newcastle...............................

14
0
31
7
23

60-58
43 02
49*23
24 90
4693

90
96
134
114
106

8
4

IS
23
17
Mean average...............

4337
47'86
39-21
37-75
39-22
42-21

Shoalhaven to Boedee (Victobia).
112
72
100

Nowra ...................................
Cape St. George .................
Moruva Heads..,.................

5
23
13

3370
60 19
3479

142
82
142

S

21 2L

20

3501
27-19

13

3368

APPENDIX No. 2.
Details

Eegarding Biver Gauges.

Reduced
Level of
Zero of
Gauges.

River.

Albury ..............................
Tocumwal...........................
Murray

Euston ..............................
Wentworth ....................
Gundagai......................... .
Murrumbidgce.

Narrandera ................. .

Lachlan

Balranald...........................
Willandra Weir ...............
Bubbo ..............................

Macquarie

481-63
348-44
275-42
88 50
685-85
661-22
45300
274-50
191-83

Barling and
Barwon ............

Menindie ...........................
Wentworth ......................
Gn-ydir ........... .
Edward ............
Namoi................. |

(2) The old gauges are being gradually replaced by new ones of
enamelled iron.

404-00
300'47
196-66
8850
267-04

Narrahri .......................
Walgett ..........................

Nepean .............|

Penrith........................... ..

21—G

(1) In many cases the gauges were placed too high, so that the
new marts were frequently above tbc river surface. On
this account a number of changes have been made, and
others are yet to be made. Tho levels given ore those of
the gauges os they now stand. The following changes have
been made:—
(a) Albury, gauge lowered 8 feet in March, 1885.
(A) Tocumwal, gauge lowered 3 feet in August, 1886,
(e) Moama, gauge lowered 6 feet on 2nd April, 1890,
(d) Euaton, gauge lowered 5 feet on 24th April, 1890.
(e) Balranald, gauge lowered 1J foot in May, 1886.

81300
613T5

f Mungundi....................
Walpett ..........................
Bourke.............................

Bcmarka

415-24
89 69
42-72

(3) In many cases the old gauges were of a very rough descrip
tion. When the present gauges were fixed at Euston and
Tocumwal there were really no gauges at those places, the
old ones having been washed away by floods.
(4) In addition to the gauges mentioned in the list, others are
being established at all places where records are required.
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Plana and Diagrama accompanying this Report.
Flan No. 1.—Drainage area ot tlie River Murray.
„
2.—District of the Murray, Mnmimbirlgee, and Lachlan Rivers.
„
3.—
„
Macquarie and Bogan Rivers.
„
4.—Lake Urana.
Diagram No, L—Discharge of the River Murray at Albury.

3—
4—

f>.—

at Moama.
at Euston.
River Murrumbidgee at Wagga Wagga.
River Darling at Bourke.

C.—

River Macquarie at Dubbo,

2.—
n

7.—Deposit of silt in River Murray at Euston.
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Sydney: George Stephen Chapman, Acting Government Printer.—1891,
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XEW SOUTH WALES.

WATER CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT.
(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Ijegnlative Assembly to be printed, 13 October, I SOL

j /.md upon the liable of the House in answer to Question JSo. 1 oj 2£<i September, 1891.]

Questions.
(i.) V atkr.

Conservation Detaiitjiisnt :—Mr. OormIjV asked

The

Secretary

eor

Mines,—■

(1.) How long has the Department of Water Conservation been established ?
(2.) What has been the entire cost of maintaining the Department: and what has been the result
of the outlay incurred ?

Answers.
Water Conservation.
(1.) Since April, 1889.
(2.)

Salaries.

Caretaker’s Wages.

Inspectors’ Travelling
-c.. Expense a

Ineid'ental.

i
■

£

s,

d.

£

s.

d.

£

s.

d.

£

S.

d.

From April, 1889
... 2,939 10 0
1890
....................... 5,170 1 7
1891
....................... 4,596 19 4

0,322 10 0
8,350 11 11
5,675 1 11

243 10 0
585 IS 8
156 14 9

999 4 6
1,639 0 9
1,231 4 4

12,700 10 11

20,348 3 10

986 3 5

2,869 9 7

Cost of administration since April, 1889, £30,910 7b. 9d.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
<>.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
1.
■2.
3.
4.
5.

Works for Water Supply completed—.14.
Name of Work,
Road.
The Hock Tank ...
...
...
..
Wagga to Aibury.
Grong Grong Tank
..
..
Southern Line.
Willandra Weir ....
...
...
..
Lachlan River,
Yanko Creek Improvement
...
Nymagoe Additional Works
...
..
Nymagee.
Stockinbingal Dam
...
...
..
Cootamundra to Temora
Dolo Tank
...
...
..
Wilcannia to Silverton,
Little Topar Tank
...
...
..
do
Myala
...
...
...
...
..
do
Emmaville Tank............................
..
Emmaville Tin Field.
Peak Hill Tank ...
...
...
..
Peak Hill.
Milparinka Dam ...
...
...
,.
Milparinka Gold-field.
Hobby’s Yard Dam
...
...
..
Newbridge to Goulburnk
Bulla Bulla Tank Appliances ...
..
Cobar to Wilcannia.
Miscellaneous Contracts completed—5.
Buckled Plate Service Tanks.
Steel Trough in?.
Wrought-iron Inlet Pipes.
Buoys, Valves, &c.
Evaporation Gauges and Covers.

425-

"Works in progress—12.

1

Road.

Name of Work.
.

3.
4>.
5.
G.

7.

8.
9.
10

.

11.
12.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Hillgrove Water Supply...
................
l)o
do
Pipe-laying ...
Do
do
Supply o£ Pipes
Sunny Corner Water Supply ...
...
Do
do
Supply of Pipes
Clay pan Tank Appliances
...
...
Scrope’s Range Tank
W ormingil Tank ...
18-mile Well
J.K. Tank................
Waddell Tank ...
Little Bumble Tank
Tycannah Tank ...
Urana Dam
...
Old Ounbar Tank

Hillgrove.
do
do
Sunny Corner.
do
_
Milparinka to Wanaaring.
Wilcannia to Silverton.
' do
' do
Wilcannia to Tibbooburra.
Bourke to Byerock.
bfarrabri to Moree.
do
'
Urana.
Carratbool to Hillston.

Tenders invited or about
Byerock Tank
...
...
...
...
Coolabab Tank ...
...
...
...
Stuart Town Tank
............................
Mount McDonald Dam............................
Dolo Tank Appliances, Fencing, &c. ...
Little Topar Tank
do
................
Myala Tank
do
...
...
Tlmddungara Tank
...
...
...

to be invited—S.
Byerock.
Coolabab.
Stuart Town.
Mount McDonald,
Wilcannia to Silverton.
'
do
do
Young to Morangarell.

Large Repairs in progress and completed.
1. Boonoona Tank ...
...
...
...
Cleaning out.^
_
2. Polygonum Hut Well ...
...
...
Renewal of Mindmill.
3. Kerrigundi Tank,..
...
...
**■
Senswfllof Troughing, &ci.,1ivn.siitjiia>w3iy uy nood,
Hote.—Over 100 applications for water supplies have been received, dealt with, and are in various
stages of progress.
A'rt’fhtav "RrvmwUS.

Contracts
1. Bourke Trucking Yards Bore ...
...
2. Three Bores, Bourke to Barringun
...
Three Bores, Bourke to Hungerford ...
3. One Bore at Nyngan ...
...
...
One Bore at Coonamble...
...
...
4. Two Bores, Collarendabri to Angledool..,
5. Two Bores, Moree to Boggabrilla
...
6. Five Bores; Ivanhoe to MenindieRoad...
9, One Bore, Box Creek to Arumpo
...
Four Bores, Euston to Poonearie
...
10. Five Bores, Milparinka to Wanaaring...
11. Five Bores, Silverton to Lake Cobbam...
12. Four Bores in existing Wells ................
13. Two Bores, Loutb to Wanaaring
...
14. Completion of two Bores, Milparinka to
Wanaaring ...
...
...
...

let.
Contractors, Fetrolia Boring Company,
do
do
do
do
Contractor, William Watkins,
do
Contractor, C. E. Mayes,
do
Contractor, J. H. Stubbs,
do
do
Contractor, Wm. Pickering.
Contractors, Petrolia Boring Company.
do
do
Contractor, Wm. Pickering.

.

do

1. Supply of Artesian Well Tubing in sucb quantities as may be required. Contractors, A. and
,1. Stewart and Clydesdale, Glasgow (by tbeir Attorney, Mr. T. J. MacWilliam.)
Bores completed.
1. Bourke Trucking Yards, 1,475 feet; no supply.
_
2. Native Dog Bore, Bourke to Barringun Road, depth 475 feet; 2,000,000 gallons per diem.
3. Youngerrina Bore, depth 1G6 feet; supply, 250,000 gallons per diem.
Total Bores let—41.
Barringun
,,,
...
Yantabulla
...
...
Nyngan
...
...
Moongulla.............. .
No. 1 Bore ...
...
121-mile Bore
...
26-mtle Bore...
...
Note.—Plants for Contracts

Bores in progress.
...
...
Bourke to Barringun Road.
...
...
Bourke to Hungerford Road.
............................
At Nyngan.
...
...
...
Collarendabri to Angledool.
...
...
...
Ivanhoe to Menindie.
............................
Milparinka to Wanaaring.
...
....
...
Louth to Wanaaring.
recently let not yet on the ground.

Contract Surveys

^ _

In various parts of the Colony, with a view to the ultimate laying down of Canals, Meirs, Storage,
Reservoirs.
*
Miles surveyed and levelled—S,9G0.
In addition to these matters, the Department is charged with administration of Public Watering
Places, of which there are now upwards of 200; supervision of tenants and caretakers ; protection of
reserves and works; notifications of Public Watering Places; repairs and alterations; records of gauge
readings, rainfall, evaporation, state of pasture at each Public Watering Place; gaugings of the rivers;
artesian boring records, &c., &c.
[3i.]

Sydney: George Stephen Chapin an, Acting Government Printer.—iSfll
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NE>V SOUTH WALES.

WATER CONSERVATION.
(RESUMPTION OF LAND AT PATERSON FOR.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 October, 1891.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
. South Wales, dated 29th September, 1891, That there be laid upon the Table
of this House,—
f< Copies of all papers, &c., in connection with resumption of land at
“ Paterson last October for the purpose of water conservation.”
(Mr, O'Sullivan, for Mr. Oarvan.)

Mr. H. H. Brown to The Under Secretary for Mines.
yirj

Reform Club, Sydney, 3 March, 1890.
I enclose description of a property of mine situated in the town boundary of Paterson, which
I am willing to sell, and to be dedicated as a public watering-place, for the convenience of travelling stock
and residents of Paterson township. The property is on the high road to Maitland, and is the only place
where travelling stock passing through to the Maitland Sale-yards is very considerable. The large
lagoon in the driest season always has an abundant supply of water when other places fail. The surveyed
line of railway passes close to the land, and the water would also be useful for railway purposes. The
Northern Coast railway line is the one I refer to. I am willing to sell the property in question for £4'50^
and as a watering-place the price I ask is considerably below value. The Clerk of Petty Sessions of
Paterson will point out the property to any one you may send to inspect,
I have, &c.,
______
H. H. BROWN.
The back road going through the town, used by travelling stock, is on the boundary of the top end
of the lagoon. Mr. Maynard attach litho.—J.W.B., 7/3/90.
[Enclosure.]

DrscEimoN.
Ain that niece or parcel of land situated in the town of Paterson, county of Durham, Colony of Now South Wales, and
marked on the map or plans of the lands exhibited at the time of sale “ Reserve of ten allotments.” Bounded on the south
by ft line running west from High-street of about 9 chains; on the west by Wilson’s allotment by ft line running north at
about 5 chains; on the north partly by Lake-street by a line running east of about 4 chains to the lagoon ; then by a line
through the lagoon still running east till it comes to Ward’s allotments at the north-east corner of said lagoon, and after that
taking a course south-easterly partly by a line running east from the said lagoon, and dividing it from Wilson’s allotments
3 chains 15 links, and on the east by ft line running south along High-street 2 chains 24 links to the commencement point (
together with all buildings and erections thereon, rights, members, and appurtenances thereunto belonging or usually held,
occupied, enjoyed therewith ; and all the estate, right, title, and interest, benefit, claim, and demand, both at law and m
equity, of him, the said William Morris, in or to the said land, hereditaments, and every part thereof.

T. Cooper, Esq., and others, to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Paterson, — April, 1890.
the township of Paterson,
known as the Lagoon. Such being the case, we respectfully suggest that the same should be resumed
and dedicated for public watering purposes, being situated on the main stock route to the Maitland
markets, and is also invaluable for watering stock belonging to the residents in the township.
In

We understand that Mr. Brown is disposed to sell his property in
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In ordinary dry seasons the iagoon contains the only water for travelling stock to Maitland.
“We have, &c.,
TheovhiitjS Cooper, J.P., G-ostwyck, Paterson.
E. W. EoyU'i, J.P,, Clevedon, Gresfbrd,
.Tahks La ki gait, Llatlan, Gresford.
Geosge Gret, Grosford.
"W". Peynu[.ns, J.P. (grazier), Gresford.
AV^iLirAM ICeppie (auctioneer), Paterson.
Jomr Kepj'ie (wheelwright), Paterson.
John Brootcer (hutchcr), Paterson.
Wr. B. Houtee (manager C.B.C.), Paterson.
'
S. BeynoeOS (grazier), Eumnold.
TJ Tinki.tn (grazier), Paterson.
.

The Chief Inspector of Stock for report as to the need for this lagoon for stock purposes,Tf.W , 1G/4/90.
Mr. Scaly for inquiry and report—A.B., B.C., 17/di/90.

Mr. Acting-Inspector Sealy to The Chief Inspector of Stock.
Sir,

Stock Office, "West Maitland, 1 May, 1890.
I have the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions of 17th April, 1 proceeded
to the township of Paterson, on the 25th ultimo, and made an examination of Mr, H. H. Brown’s land, and
and the adjacent roads, &c. The land consists of about 3i acres, within the surveyed township, fronting
on the main high road-from Dungog to Maitland, and includes nearly the whole of the lagoon, which is
a sheet of water about !■£ acres in extent, with a depth of 8 or 10 feet in the centre, lying on abed of
stiff clay.
I made inquiries, and find that the lagoon has never been known to dry up, even in the driest
seasons, and it is the drinking-place of all the cattle and horses in the neighbourhood, being the only
water available in dry weather.
.
,
The main stock route from Gloucester, Bawdon Vale, and the Epper Manning country to Maitland
passes along this road,-and there is large stockr eserve, T.S.B. Ko. 70, situated a short distance to the
north of it.
.
i
The Biver Paterson runs between steep high hanks, and is inaccessible to stock ; consequently the
lagoon has the only available water for travelling stock in dry seasons, is of great value, and I would
humbly recommend that the Government should secure the same if possible,
1 enclose a sketch plan of the lagoon block and the surrounding streets, and sections by Mr.
White, who has recently re-pegged the boundary.
I would also suggest the advisability of the Government purchasing section marked 6 on the plan,
so as to secure direct access from main "street" to Lake"-street, as travelling stock are generally driven over
the hill along main street to avoid the business part of Hie town, which is in- Princess-street, and eastward
of that street.
I have, Ac.,
H. J. SEALT,
"
Acting Inspector of Stock.

f

Mr. Acting-Inspector Sealy to The Chief Inspector of Stock.
Sir.

Stock Office, West Maitland, 9 May, 1890.
In reply to your memo., I have the honor to report that I have made careful inquiries from
all the stock and station agents here, and find the average annual number of stock passing the township
of Paterson is as follows, viz:—■
To Maitland ..
... 6,500 fat stock.
Erom Maitland ...
... 4,500 stores.
Total ...

... 11,000 cattle and about 1,000 horses both ways.
1 have, &c..
H. J. SEALY,
Acting Inspector of Stock.

Minute Paper.
SubjectH. H. Brown, M.P., offering to sell piece of land at Paterson, including permanent Lagoon.

0

Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 13 May, 1890.
A petition is herewith from the residents of the Paterson, praying the Government to purchase a piece
of land in the township of Paterson, and at present owned by Mr. H. H. Brown, and containing a lagoon
of permanent water. The petitioners state that it is required as a watering-place for stock coming to the
Maitland markets, as well as for the stock belonging to the townspeople.
Mr. Inspector Sealy reports the main stock route from Gloucester, Bawdon Vale, and all the
Upper Manning country to Maitland, along which there is an annual traffic of 11,000 cattle and 1,000
horses pass the lagoon, and as the banks of the Paterson Elver' arc steep and inaccessible to stock, the
lagoon is the main watering-place, and in dry seasons of great value to travelling stock.
The matter might, perhaps, be referred to the Officer-in-charge of Water Conservation.
ALEX. BEUCE,
The Under Secretary for Minos.
Chief Inspector of Stock.
The Officer-in-charge of Water Conservation.—H.W., 14(5/90.
a valuation of the land. Ask him to do so by wire.—J.W.B., 14/5/90.
valuation is £400 : telegram herewith.

Mr. Sealy has omitted to give
Asked.—S.K., 15/5/90. The"

Telegram
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Telegram from Mr. Inspector Sealy to Mr. J. W. Boultliee,
Stock Office, "West Maitland, 16 May, 1890.
In reply to your telegram, my Taluation is £100.
J. SEALT.

■

Minute Paper.

Subject:—Lagoon at Paterson.
IV a tor Conservation, Department of Mines, Sydney, 20 May, 1890.
The statement of this case prepared by the Chief Inspector of Stock places the matter very clearly.
Prom the report of the Inspector of Stock, the watering-place is of great value, and if sold by Mr. Brown,
would possibly necessitate the construction of a work at this place. It is submitted for consideration as
to whether it may not be advisable to resume the portion in the interests of the town and travelling
stock.
.The Under Secretary.
J.W.B.
Submitted.—H.W., 20/5/90.
B.C., 7/6/90.

Mr, Low may be asked to report.—S. Smith.

Inspector Low.—

Mr. Inspector Low to The Officer-in-Charge, Water Conservation.
Lagoon at Paterson.
Department of Mines, "Water Conservation, Sydney, 14 June, 1890.
Beferring to B.C. documents, 7,690, re the above herewith returned, J have the honor to
report that I inspected this upon the 10th instant, when I found that the lagoon contained a lam-e sheet
of water about 10 feet deep, that it is accessible to travelling stock, and that it has for the last twentyseven years never been known to be dry. Were it to be fenced in by the present owner (Mr. H. H.
Brown), much and serious inconvenience would be experienced by largo numbers of travelling stock, as
well as by stock belonging to the inhabitants of the township of Paterson,
'
Were this land enclosed so as stock would not have access to it, stock travelling from Gresford to
Maitland would often require to travel in lanes 28 miles without water, and in nearly all seasons 16
miles, as, with the exception of this lagoon, there is no permanent water from Yacy (4 miles beyond
Paterson from Maitland where, although there is a good river, owing to its steep banks it is'[almost
impossible for stock to water at it) to Maitland.
’1'
Either of the above distances I consider much too great for stock travelling, when at the end of
the journey there is every probability of them being in the market for at least twenty-four hours
without water.
I would, therefore, recommend that, for the above reasons, this land he resumed and nroclaimed
T. S. and C. R.
_
With reference to the value I met several land owners and old residents in the district, who
informed me that land in the vicinity of this was worth from £80 to £100 per acre, and that they
considered this land was well worth £500. As no further outlay will be required in enlarging its
conservancy capacity, I have no hesitation in recommending that Mr. Inspector of Stock Sealy’s valuation,
vis., £400, be offered for the ground, area 3 acres 2 roods.
Further referring to Mr. Inspector of Stock Sealy’s recommendation to resume portion 6 between
main and George Streets, from inquiry 1 find that this belongs to a minor, and not likely to ho sold for
many years, and further that there is little probability of it being fenced off.
‘
I have, &c.,
JOHN LOW,
Inspector, P. W. Places.
Sir,

. Submitted.—Mr. Low’s report appears to confirm that of the local Stock Inspector as to the
advisability of the resumption of this land. The necessary action may perhaps be taken to that end —
J.W.B., 16/6/90. The Under Secretary.
Submitted,—H.W., 16/6/90.
The land may be resumed.—S. Smith, 20/6/90.

Minute Paper.
' Suljcet; Itesumption of Land at Paterson.
Water Conservation, Department of Mines, Sydney, 30 June 1890
It is not proposed to carry out any work at this place; the resumption of the land, which embraces a
permanent lagoon, is required simply in the interests of travelling stock, and for the purpose of providing
an accessible and permanent supply of water for them upon the Gresford to Maitland Road The
resumption must consequently, I think, be carried out under the “Lands for Public Purposes Acquisi
tion Act.” The papers, which contain a description and sketch of the land, may perhaps be forwarded to
theUnder Secretary for Public Works with that object.
JAMES W BOULTBEE
The Under Secretary.
Officer-in-Charge.
.

Submitted—H.W., 30/6/90.
Public Works.—H.W., B.C, 1/7/90.

Approved.—S. Smith, 30/6/90.

The Under Secretary for

Minute
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Minute Paper.
Water Conservation, Department of Mines, Sydney, 10 July, 1891.

Subject:—Loan Vote, 53 Vic. No. 23—£75,600.
I find that it is necessary to state from what votes money required for the resumption of land by this
Branch for water conservation purposes at Hillgrove and Paterson will be paid. The gross amount will
probably be about £2,500. The only vote at our disposal from which such could bo paid would bo the
Loan Vote for Water Conservation. The Colonial Treasurer may perhaps be ashed to say if the vote
referred to is available for the purpose indicated, and if not would he be good enough to make arrange
ments for the payments.
t
.
JAMES W. BOULTBEE,
The tinder Secretary for Mines.
Officer-in-Charge.
Submitted.—H.W., 10/7/91.
Approved.—S. Smith, 14/7/91,
The Tinder Secretary for
Finance and Trade.—H.W., B.C., 17/7/91.
The Examiner.—F.K., for U.S., 22/7/91.
I am doubtful whether the loan vote referred to could be used for the “resumption of land,” but
before submitting the matter for the consideration of the Treasurer it would be well to obtain the opinion
of the Auditor-General.—J.C., Examiner’s Branch, 25/7/90,
Will the Auditor-G eneral favor me with his views on this matter ?—F.E., for IJ.S., 25/7/91. The
Auditor-General. B.C.
The Loan Vote 58 Vic No. 23, of £75,600, contains no provision for the cost of land to be resumed
for tbe purposes specified in it. It seemed very doubtful, moreover, whether in the case the provisions of
the Act 44 Vic. No. 16 could be applied. The papers showing how the amount of the vote was arrived at
may throw some light on the matter.—E.A.K., 25/7/91, The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, B.C.
The Examiner,—E.K., for U.S., 28/7/91.
_
The sum of £400 is required for the resumption of land at Paterson. The Under Secretary for
Finance and Trade may perhaps be asked whether any arrangement is possible whereby the funds can be
provided at once for this.—J.W.B., 2/8/90. Tbe Under Secretary.
.
Submitted.—H.W., 2/8/90.
Approved.—S. Smith.
The sum of £400 will be paid from
the Treasurer’s Advance Account.—G-.E., 5/9/90, The Under Secretary for Mines.
Inform the Under Secretary for Public Works, in reply to bis inquiry of the 7th July, 1890, as to
what vote the money for the resumption of this land is to be paid, that the Colonial Treasurer has
sanctioned the payment of £400 for the purpose indicated from the Treasurer’s Advance Account, and
request that the necessary action may be taken. Papers herewith.—J.W.B., 5/9/90.
’
Informed.—T.H.S., 8/9/90.

The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

Water Conservation, Department of Mines, Sydney, 8 September, 1891,
_ In reply to vour communication of the 7th July last, as to what vote the money for the
resumption of the land requirod for water conservation purposes at the Paterson is to be paid, I have
the honor to.inform you that the Hon. the Colonial Treasurer has sanctioned the payment of £400 for
the purpose indicated from the Treasurer’s Advance Account, and to request that tbe necessary action
may be taken. I beg to forward herewith papers in connection with the case.
I have, &c.,
HAREIE WOOD,
--------Under Secretary.
Mr. Thompson.—J.B., 16/9/90.
Mr. Eae, please check description herewith.—A.B. (pro Land
Valuer), 18/9/90.
To enable mo to check the description supplied, it is necessary to have a plan, showing by lengths
and hearings the boundaries of the land to be resumed, Tbe land edged red on the accompanying
rough sketch does not agree with the land described.—E. S. Eae, 18/9/90.
U.S, Works—A.B. (pro Land Valuer), 18/9/90.
The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.B., B.C.,
19/9/90.
Information asked for was obtained from H. H. Brown. Draft notification and minute
for Executive Council herewith.—A.B., pro Land Valuer, 25/9/90.
Submitted.—J.B., 25/9/90.
Appd.

Minute for the Executive Council.
Subject .-—Resumption of land in connection with tbe conservation of water at Paterson.
,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 26 September, 1890.
I have the honor to submit, for the approval of His Excellency fhe Governor and the Executive
Council, draft notification of the resumption, in terms of the Act 44 Victoria No. 16, of certain land
in the town of Paterson, county of Durham, required in the carrying out of certain works for and in.
connection with the conservation of water at Paterson.
■--------BEUCE SMITH.
The Executive Council advise that the land herein referred to he resumed for the purposes
specified, in terms of the said Act.—A. C. Budge, Clerk of the Council.
Min. 90/41, 30/9/90.
Confirmed, 7/10/90.
Approved.—A.S., 30/9/90,
Forwarded for the signat,ure of His Excellency
the Governor and the Great Seal of the Colony.—D.C.M’L. (pro U.S.), B.O., 8/10/90. 5he Principal
Under Secretary.
Sealed and submitted for His Excellency’s signature. The Private Secretary —
C.W., P.U.S., B.C., 9 Oct., 1890.
The Under Secretary for Public Works.—C.W., P.U.S., B.C.,
13th Oct,, 1890.
Oasette, 13/10/90.
Draft notification herewith for Minister's authority for
insertion in the Government Gazette.—(J.Works, A.B. (pro Land Valuer), 14/10/90.
Government
Gazette No. 593, page 8038, dated 17/10/90 ; Maitland Mercury, 23/10/90.

[Enclosures.]
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[Enclosures.'}
NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER U VICTORIA No. 16.
New South Wales, j By Eis Excellency The Right Honorable Charles Robert, Baron Carrington, a Member of
to wit.
j Her Majesty’s Most Honorable Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
<l,s.) Carrington,
Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New
Governor. South Wales and its Dependencies.
Whereas I, the Govemor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanctioned
the carrying out of certain^works for and in connection with the conservation of water at Paterson, for and towards
the completion of which said works public funds are available; and whereas the land hereinafter described is required for
the construction of the said works: Now I, the Govemor of the said Colony, with the advice of the Executive Council of
tho said Colony, in pursuance of the powers in this behalf given to or vested in me by the “Lands for Public Purposes
Acquisition Act,-’ do, by this notification published in the Gazette, and in a newspaper, that is to say, in the Maitland
Mercury, circulated in tho Police District wherein the said land is situated, declare that the land hereinafter described
has been resumed for the public purposes hereinafter mentioned, that is to say, for and in connection with the conservation
of water, to the intent that upon the publioation of this notification in the Gazette, the (legal estate in the said land shall
forthwith be vested in the Minister for Public Works and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes of the
said last-mentioned Act, for an estate of inheritance in fee-simple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts,
obligations, estate, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other easements whatsoever; and to the intent,
further, that the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident thereto or conferred by the said Act, shall be vested
in tbe said Minister as a trustee, with the powers stated in the said last-mentioned Act: And I declare that the following
is the description of the land hereinbefore referred to, that is to say :—
Ail that piece or parcel of land situate in the town of Paterson, county of Durham, and Colony of New South Wales,
and marked on the map or plan of the lands exhibited at tbe time of sale “ reserve of ten allotments’’; bounded on the south
by a line running west from High-street of about 9 chains; on the west by Wilson’s allotments by a line running north of
about o chains ; on the north partly by Ixike-street by a line running cast of about 4 chains to the Lagoon, and then by a
line through the Lagoon still running east till it conics to Ward’s allotments at the north-east comer of said Lagoon, and
after that taking a course south-easterly, partly by a line running east from the said Lagoon, and dividing it from Wilson’s
allotments, 3 chains 15 links; and on tho east by a line running south along High-street 2 chains 24 links to the com
mencing point,—and said to be in the possession of Herbert H. Brown.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand, and caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto affixed, at
Government House, Sydney, this thirteenth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and ninety, and in the fifty-fourth year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, 44 Vic. No. 1C.—First Schedule.—Notice of Claim and Abstract.
To the Minister for Public Works,—
In pursuance of the “Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” and of tbe enactments therewith incorporated, I hereby
give you notice that I claim compensation in respect of the land hereunder described, which has been resumed under
(.he said Act. The amount of such claim, and other the particulars required by tbe said Act, are stated in the subioined
abstract,
J

Names and Descriptions
of Parties claiming- and
Nature of their Interests
whether tenants for life,
in tail, or otherwise.

Names of Occupiers,
distinfruishing
Situation and Description whether tunanta-atof lJropert3*.
wiU or under lease,
rent reserved,
terms, &c.

Names Of Persons
having the custody of
Particulars of Claim,
Documentsand
place
specifying separately
Dales and other short
the amount claimed particulars of Documents or places where the
same may bo
for value of property
of Title.
inspected, and name
and for compensation.
of Claimonta' Solicitor
or Agent.

Herbert Harrington Reserve of ten allot Unoccupied ....... Four
hundred 23rd December, 1881. H. H. Brown.
Brown, owner in fee
ments, known as the
pounds (£400)
Owner, Wm. Morris,
Lagoon, as described
in full.
to H, H. Brown,
in Gazette, of 17th
and four statutory
October, 1890.
declarations evidenc
ing a possessory
title.
H. H. BROWN,
20th October, 1S90.
________
Reform Club, Sydney,
This land has been valued at £400 by Mr. H. J, Sealy, Inspector of Stock, and by Mr. Low, Inspector of Public
Watering Places, and for the reasons given by those gentlemen 1 beg to recommend payment of that amount as being fair
compensation for this resumption.—21/10/90.
U. S. Works. List.—W.P., 22/10/90.
Approved by Minister. Order No. 3,249.—D.C.M'L, 24 October, 90, V.T.
Crown Solicitor.—A.B., pro Land Valuer, 27/10/90.

Land Valuer.—Y.P.

B.C., 21/10/90.

Lauds for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, 44 Vic. No. 16—First Schedule—Notice of Claim and Abstract.
To the Crown Solicitor,—
In pursuance of the il Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” and of the enactments therewith incorporated, I hereby
give you notice that I claim compensation in respect of the land hereunder described, which has been resumed under the
said Act. The amount of such claim, and other the particulars required by the said Act, arc stated in the Bubiomcd
Abstract.
Names and Descriptions
of Parties Claiming and
Nature of their Interests, Situation and Description
of Property.
whether tenants for life,
in tail, or otherwise.

Names of Occupiers,
distinguishing
whether tcnanls-at*
will or under lease,
rent reserved,
terms, &c.

Names of Persons
Particulars of Claim,
having the custody of
specifying separately
Documents, and place
Dates
and
other
short
the amount claimrd
or places where the
for value of property particulars of Documents
same may be
of Title.
and for
inspected, and name
compensation.
of Claimants' Solicitor
or Agent.

Herbert Harrington Reserve of ten allot Unoccupied ....... £400 in full ......
Brown, owner in fee
ments known as the
Lagoon, town of
Paterson, as described
in QazHte of 17th
Oct., 1890.
20th October, 1890.

____________________________________ _

23 Dec., 1881. Owner, H. H. Brown.
Wm, Morris, toH.H.
Brawn, and four
statutory
declara
tions, evidencing a
possessory title.
-*

' "BJReform Club, Sydney.

The
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The Crown Solicitor to The Tinder Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

Land at Paterson—Claim of Herbert H. Brown.
,
'Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 27 October, 1890.
I have tbe honor to forward herewith notice of claim and abstract of Mr. H. H. Brown in
respect of land at Paterson resumed for conservation of water purposes.
The claim is made in respect of a reserve of ten allotments known as the Lagoon, as described in
the ‘Gazette of 17 October, 1890.
The claimant has produced to me a conveyance of date the 23 December, 1881, registered number
S2B, Book 236, from William Morris to him, of a piece of land in the town of Paterson, marked on the
plan of sale as “ Eeserve of 10 Allotments.'’ This deed contains a covenant to produce an indenture
dated the 8th day of Juno, 1854, registered number 665, Book 32, from Charles Douglas Haylock to
William Morris of {inter alia) the same allotments.
'
The claimant has also produced several statutory declarations evidencing a possessory title to the
land from the year 1854 to date of resumption.
I have ascertained by search at the Eegistrar-General’s Department that the title consists of a
grant to James Phillips, dated 30 June, 1828, of 2,090 acres in county of Durham, townships of
Wolfingham and Middlethorpe.
Portion of this land, containing 62 acres, as described in an indenture, dated 20 September, 1843,.
registered number 206, Book 6, was conveyed by James Phillips to Francis Henry Fortunate Phillips,
who afterwards, by deeds dated 9 March, 1844, registered Number 430, Book 6, and 1 June, 1849,
registered number 738, Book 17, conveyed the lands therein described to Charles Kerr, who subsequently
conveyed the same land to C. D. Baylock.
The abstract of title is compiled from the deeds registered at the office of tbe Eegistrar-Gcneral,
the original deeds not being accessible, and is forwarded herewith, together with search paper, for reference
to a surveyor who should certify whether the dealings queried thereon affect the lands resumed or not.
I am unable to say whether the lands comprised in the deeds abstracted embrace the allotments
resumed, that being a matter for a surveyor to determine ; but assuming such to be the ease, and that the
dealings referred to do not affect, I think that Mr. H. H. Brown may be dealt with as to the amount
of compensation to he paid.
I return the papers in the matter received by me to-day.
I have, &c,,
D. M. WILLIAMS,
Crown Solicitor.
Land Valuer.—D.A.M'L. {pro IJ.S.). B.C. 28/10/90.
Mr. Eae for certificate.—A.B. {pro Land
Valuer), 28/10/90.
Herewith.—F.S.E,., 29/10/90.
Crown Solicitor.—A.B. (pro Land Valuer),
29/10/90.
_
From the search paper it appears that the deed, 1 June. 1854, reg. 419-32, C. D. Haylock to John
Ward (which is registered before the conveyance from Haylock to Wm. Morris, through which
Mr. Brown glaims) conveys a portion of the land resumed and in respect of which the claim is made.
Assuming that Mr. Brown is unable to adduce a satisfactory title to the portion referred to, it should be
stated whether it will affect the amount of compensation offered to Mr. Brown or not. Mr. Brown
states that ho has been in possession of the whole of the land described in his deed since 1881, and that
the person from whom he purchased was in possession from 1854 to that time.—John Williams, Crown
Solicitor, B.C., 31 October, 1890.
The amount of compensation would not be affected. The object of tbe resumption being to secure
the lagoon for public use, this .will not be affected in any way by any doubt as to the title of the portion
referred to.—J.B.T., 31/10/90. Crown Solicitor.

Office Memo.
Kequisition for papers.
District Survey Office, Maitland, — October, 1890.
It is requested that tbe papers (in connection with the plan) specified below be forwarded to this office.
J. J. CALLACHOE,
--------(For District Surveyor.)
■
Being the papers in connection with that piece or parcel of land situated in the town of Paterson,
county of Durham, resumed for public purposes, vi?,., for the conservation of water at Paterson, by
Gazette notice of the 17th October, 1890, folio 8,038. This was notified by the Public Works Depart
ment.—D.M.C.B.B., 3/11/90.
Ask Works for papera by memo,—J.E., 3/11/90. Mr. Stephenson,—
IJ.S. Works asked by memo. 5/11/90, end of November.—F.S. {per J.O.W.) Lands Misc., 90-10,642.

The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Water Conservation at Paterson—H. H. Brown to the Queen.
Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 4 November, 1890.
I have tbe honor to inform you that this matter has been completed, and to return herewith
the papers herein.
I have, Ac.,
JOHN WILLIAMS,
--------Crown Solicitor.
Sir,

Land Valuer,—D.A.M'L. (for U.S.B.C.), 4/11/91.
Office
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Office Memorandum.

Kegistered Number of Papers—Misc. 90-16,642.
Department of Lands, 5 November, 1890.
Remah irs.—Resumption of certain land in the to™ of Paterson, county of Durham, for the conservation
of water at Paterson, by notice in Gazette of 17th October, 1890, folio 8,038. As the above was notified
by the Department of Public Works, will the "Under Secretary for Public Works be good enough to cause
tho papers to be forwarded to the office, as they are urgently required by the District Surveyor ?
"The Under Secretary for Public Works.
J.R. {pro U.S.)
Land Valuer.—D.A.M'L. (for U.S.), B.C,, 7/11 /90.
Papers are with Mines Department.—A.B.
(yiro Land Valuer), 12/11/90. Under Secretary for Public Works.
Will the Under Secretary for
Mines kindly return these papers ?—J.W.H. (for U.S.), B.C., 13/11/90.
The whole of the papers in this case are enclosed. They should, perhaps, be forwarded to the
Lands Department as requested, with a view of the area being proclaimed a Travelling Stock and Camping
Eeserve, to be ultimately established as a Public Watering-place. The District Surveyor should be asked
to have a survey made of the land, and to furnish this Department with a certified copy of the plan as
early as possible. To be numbered Public Watering-place 202.—E.H.M., 21/11/90. The Officer-in-charge,
Misc. 91-8,421 Dep.
The Under Secretary for Lands,—H.W , B.C., 21/11/90.
The District Surveyor, Maitland, as
requested.—J.E. (for U.S.), B.C., 28/11/90.
To be returned, Mr. Surveyor Poster for measurement
accordingly. No. 90-91, Doc. 20.—J. W, Annwoimi {par J.M. by direction), 19/12/90.
Dealt with
by survey letter No. 91-71, dated 27th August.—W. II. Fosieb, Surveyor.

[One plan.]

Sydney . George Stephen Chapman, Acting Government Printer.— ISM,
[Od.]
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(second session.)
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

WATEB CONSERVATION BILL.
{MESSAGE No. 7.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 5 August, 1891.

Message 2fo. 7.

JERSEY,

Governor.
In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making pro
vision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to define and declare the respective rights
of the Crown, and of private persons to flowing water and other sources of water supply in New South
Wales; to provide for the establishment of trusts, and, in certain eases to enable the Government to carry
out works of water conservation and utilization, and of drainage ; to empower such trusts to raise loans,
to be granted or guaranteed by the Government in certain cases and under certain conditions; to
authorise the imposition of rates and charges for the purposes of such trusts; to provide for the leasing
of Crown lands subject to drought and flood; for the acquisition of lands and water rights in certain
cases ; for the disposal thereof by sale or lease for tbe licensing of works for water conservation or
utilization ; for granting water rights to private persons, subject to certain conditions and reservations;
and for conferring powers and making provision generally for giving due effect to and carrying out the
purposes aforesaid.

Government Souse,
Sydney, 3(WA July, 1891.

[3d.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

BAUMEDMAN TANK
(RATES RELATING TO.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 30 July, 1391.

Department of Mines, 'Wator Conservation, Sydney, 16 June, 1891.
Hes Excellency the Governor, with tho advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of
the following rates being levied by the Trustees of the Barmedman Tank, viz.:—

Horses, per head ...
'

...

-|d,

Cattle, goats, and pigs, per head........................... .
...
Sheep, per 100, or portion of 100.........................................

...

...

...

...

id.
Gd.

When water is required for domestic purposes or in bulk, the same will be supplied at the rate of
6d. per 100 gallons.
■

31]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

GOVERNMENT TANKS.
(CANCELLATION OE AMENDED REGULATIONS, AND SUBSTITUTION OF EKESH REGULATIONS IN
CONNECTION WITH CHARGES EOR WATER AT.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to he printed, 30 July, 1891.

Department of Mines, Public Watering Places,
Sydney, 2 December, 1890.
PUBLIC WATERING PLACES ACT, 1884.
IDs Excellency tbe Lieutenant-Governor, with tbe advice of tbe Executive Council, has been pleased to
cancel No. 9 of the Amended Regulations of the 31st May, 1887, issued uuder the above-named Act, and
to substitute the following in lieu thereof :—
9. The charges for water which the tenant or caretaker shall collect are as follows :—
_
s. d.
Dorses, per head ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 0 2
Cattle, per head
................................................................................................ 0 1
Sheep, per hundred or portion of hundred
......................................... 10
Goats and pigs, per head....................................................................................0 Oi
When water is required for domestic purposes or in bulk, the same shall be supplied at the rate
of one shilling per 100 gallons, or at any lower rate that the Minister may in any special case approve.
Any other animals according to agreement between tenant and caretaker and the owner or drover.
'
SYDNEY SMITH.

rsrf.!
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WALLENBBEEN TANK.
(BATES RELATING TO.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 30 July, 1891.

Department of Mines, Water Conservation, Sydney, 29 December, 1890.
His Excellency the Lieutenant-G-overnor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
approve of the following rates being levied by the Trustees of the Wallendbeen Tank, from the 30th May,
1890, viz.:—
s. d.
0 1
Horses of residents within 4 miles of the Tank, at per head
0 1
Cattle of residents within 4 miles of the Tank, at per head
10 0
Sheep per 1,000
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 Of
Goats and Pigs
...
...
...
...
..
,.
Any other animal according to agreement with Trustees.
0 6
Water for domestic purposes, per 100 gallons ...
...
The charges for travelling stock are to he as set forlh in the Peculations under the Public Watering
Places Act of 1884.
SYDNEY SMITH.

13d.J
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(CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING.)

Ordered by ihc Legislative, Assembly to be printed, 17 December, 1801.

H. G. McKinney, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Department of Mines, "Water Conservation, Sydney, 8 SeptemBcr, 1801,
Broken Hill and District "Water Supply.—Lake Speculation Scheme.
The Act authorising this scheme was assented to on 1st October, 18S0. On 11th March, 1800, the
company addressed a petition to the Governor, asking permission “ to put in force the several powers
contained in part 8” of the Act “ with respect to the acquisition of lands otherwise than by agreement.”
On March I2tli, 1890, the company forwarded that petition, together with a covering letter, to the
Principal Under Secretary, but neither the letter nor the petition contained any reference to arrange
ments made or proposed for carrying out the works contemplated in the scheme.
After examination of the petition and the letter accompanying it, the Minister considered it
necessary to send the petition to the Crown Solicitor for his opinion regarding, and this was done on
22nd April, 1890. On 2nd May, 1890, the papers were returned by the Crown Solicitor, together with
an opinion from the Attorney-General. In this opinion a serious defect of the Act was pointed out, the
consequence of which was that the intention of the Act was not clear. It was also pointed out that the
mode of proceeding by petition was inapplicable to this case.
The next action taken by the company was that indicated by their letter of 25lh September, 1S9D,
addressed to the Minister for Works. Accompanying this letter was an opinion from Counsel (Mr, I?.
E. O’Connor), and also an outline of the scheme and a copy of the Act. In another letter addressed to
the Under Secretary for Public Works, and dated 10th October, 1890, the company inquired whether,
as bad been verbally arranged, the papers had again been referred to the Attorney-General. In regard
to this, the Minister for Works, in a minute dated 17th October, 1890, directed that the papers should
be forwarded to the Minister for Mines and Agriculture. On 11th November, 1890, the papers were
submitted to the Minister for Mines and Agriculture, who on that date directed that they should be sent
to the Attorney-General for his opinion. On the 24th November, 1890, the papers were returned by
the Crown Solicitor with a further opinion from the Attorney-Gen oral. In this opinion it was hud down
that certain words in the Act might be treated as surplusage, but that the Governor’s approval of the
scheme was necessary, and also of the subsequent taking of Ike land. In view of tins opinion the
Minister for Mines and Agriculture, in a minute dated 27th November, 1890, directed Mr. McKinney to
report on the scheme.
About the middle of December, 1890, an agent of Messrs. Laurence and McLacblan called on
Mr. McKinney, and inquired whether he was dealing with the question. The agent was informed that
the matter would be dealt with as soon as possible, but that the plans of the scheme would bo required
from the company. These he promised to send, but as no plans had arrived on 3Gth December, when
Mr. McKinney was preparing to leave Sydney on a tour of inspection, he wrote a letter to the Under
Secretary asking that a letter should be sent by a special messenger to Messrs. Lauioncc and McLacblan.
In response to this urgent request Messrs. Laurerce and McLacblan, on Diet December, sent portfolio of
plans showing the result of the levels and survey of the proposed scheme, and requested that the pirns
should be returned. The information given in these plans was meagre and defective as regards both the
line and levels, and contained nothing of a definite nature either as to the land proposed to bo taken up
or the nature of the works to be constructed. The line was, however, entered on the maps in the Hoad
Office, and a personal inspection of the lino and the sources of the supply was made without delay by
Air. McKinney.
.
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On 4th February of the present year, Mr. McKinney presented his report on the scheme. In
this report it was pointed out that the information as to the permanence of the supply was not only
meagre and unsatisfactory, hut that it was also in important particulars contradictory, and that the same
description applied to the statements regarding the character and ertent of the proposed works.
This report was considered by the Minister, who called upon Mr. McKinney for a brief statement
of the further information required. The Minister’s request was complied with on 19th February, and a
letter conveying his decision on the matter was forwarded to the company on 23rd February. The
company did not reply to this letfer; but one of the provisional directors calle*d at the Mines Department
about ten days later, and asked for a full copy of Mr. McKinney’s report. This was sent on 7th March.
The company, instead of supplying the information asked for, requested to be heard by deputation. This
request was acceded to, and the deputation waited on the Minister on 17th March. On 19tli March, the
solicitors to the company, in a letter addressed to the Under Secretary, alleged that all the details required
“ were gone into, and are made most clearly to appear in the evidence taken before the Committee.” The
letter of the solicitors to the Committee further stated, ” that there are no inaccuracies or differences
whatever” in the information supplied about the scheme, and it concluded by complaining of the delay
on the part of the Government in not sanctioning the scheme. This letter was practically a refusal to
supply plans or definite information, and the Minister, in his minute on it, wrote, “ I have already asked
the company to submit all particulars with respect to the scheme. Two shareholders called on me a few
days since, and promised to forward the information required without delay. I decline to sanction the
scheme until my request has been acceded to.”
_ On 26th March, the company sent in a plan purporting to be on a scale of 2 miles to an inch, and
with it a memorandum by the engineer to the company, reviewing Mr. McKinney’s report. The plan
thus supplied was incorrect and misleading as to the position and extent of the land proposed to ho taken
up, and in any case if it had been correctly drawn it could not have given satisfactory information on
such a scale. No plan uhatever relating to the proposed works was supplied, and the memorandum of
the engineer to the company was merely of a controversial nature.
On 6th April, a letter was addressed by the company’s secretary to the Under Secretary for Mines
reiterating the request for sanction of the scheme, and reasserting that all information had boon sup
plied “that was possible to demand.”
On 9th April, Mr. McKinney pointed out that the memorandum of the engineer to the company,
and the letter of the secretary did not advance the question in the slightest degree. The former instead
of supplying satisfactory plans and information, introduced controversy and furnished assertion where
facts and proofs were wanted. The secretary to the company after stating that the papers supplied
“contained every piece of information that was possible to demand ” remarked “I would remind you
that any further figures, information, or corroboration can be ascertained from the various Govern
ment Departments.” In other words if the information was insufficient or unsatisfactoiy the duty of
completing that information was left to the Government.
In a minute dated 24th April, the Minister stated that, in view of the great powers conferred by the
Act, and the extensive interests involved, it was absolutely necessary that the company should submit more
definite information, accompanied by plans, before he could sanction the scheme.' On 19th May the
secretary to the company wrote to the Under Secretary, stating that the plan which was forwarded with
the memorandum from the company’s engineer showed the blocks of land proposed to ho taken up. With
regard to the permanence of the scheme the letter stated that that subject had been “ threshed out by the
Select Comm it tec.” The secretary then inquired what plans were wanted by the Minister. On 1st June
the Minister, in reply to the letter of the secretary to the company, mentioned that ho required a proper
plan of the land to be taken up, and a general plan and description of the works proposed. On 18th
August the secretary to the company addressed a letter to the Under Secretary, and forwarded with it a
plan on a scale of 2 miles to an inch, showing the land proposed to be taken. The letter added that as
the plan was an original one its return was requested. No general plan of the works proposed nor any
description of them was submitted.
On 2_7th August Mr. McKinney pointed out that the Minister’s request had been complied with on
only one point, and that even in regard to this the company had been very sparing of information.
Summary. '
_
The Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act was assented to on 1st October, 1889. For nearly
live and a half months after that date the company took no action, and even then it simply submitted a
petition asking permission to put in force the part of the Act relating to the acquisition of the land. A
further delay of nearly six months occurred through questions arising from the faulty drafting of the
Act, as well as through the dilaloriness of the company in dealing with the matter. Thus nearly a year
elapsed between the date of assent to tho Act and Hie date on which the company submitted an outline
of the sclicme and a statement of its position in regard to the faulty drafting of the Act. No plans
accompanied that statement of the scheme and tho outline given was meagre and unsatisfactory.
During the eleven months which have elapsed since the company supplied its short outline of the
scheme, the Minister has repeatedly pointed out that before he can sanction such an important work it is
absolutely necessary that the scheme should be fully described and proper plans submitted regarding it.
Up till the present time no plans have been submitted to stow the character of the work proposed, and
no definite information regarding these works has been supplied. Even in regard to the land required, it
was not till 18th ultimo that the company despatched a plan on the scale of 2 miles to an inch,
showing the land proposed to be taken, and even this was not accompanied by a description, which would
make it possible to identify the land.
The Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company is granted concessions of a most important
description by the Act. Tho area of land proposed to be taken up by the company is 12,000 acres, and
the company has the right to pump water from the River Darling and from Menindic and Speculation
Lakes. The Act gives the company tho right to charge for this water up to a maximum rate of fifteen
shillings (15s.) per thousand gallons. The company estimates that the works will cost £200,000! It is
abundantly evident from tho importance of fho concessions granted that the Government should bo
fully advised as to bow the concessions are to be used. It has already been shown that from first to last
the company has neglected to supply such information as is always considered necessary in conned ion
with
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with any important scheme. Under any circumstances full and satisfactory information would he
necessary before the idea of sanctioning the scheme could be entertained, but there are features in
connection with this scheme which render such information doubly important. In one of the commu
nications received from the company it is admitted that the scheme as now adopted is “ entirely different”
from that laid before and sanctioned by the Select Committee. This admission alone is sufficient to show
that great care is required in ascertaining what the scheme really is. Again, in the prospectus of the
company, under the heading" Proposed Tramway,” the following words are to be foundIt will be
seen that amongst the magnificent land concessions under the company’s special Act of Parliament,
as given on page 8, is a strip of land, 3 chains in width, extending over the whole length
of the scheme from Broken Hill to the River Darling, a distance of about 6(5 miles, upon which
it is the ultimate intention of the company to construct a tramway of a substantial and permanent
character, which will he available for goods and passenger traffic.” No such tramway was provided for
in tho Act, nor was the question brought in any way before the Select Committee which inquired into
the scheme.^ In short what the company practically asks is that the Minister should give his sanction to
a scheme of which not only the details but some of the most important features arc withheld from him,
mid to the granting of important concessions without being supplied with definite information as to how
these concessions are to he used.
h. g. McKinney,
Chief Engineer, Water Conservation.
Note.—After the motion of Mr. Copeland, M.P., to lay the papers in connection with this ease
had been approved, in order to render the papers complete the solicitors for the company wore asked for
the loan of the plan which had been returned to them. A large plan was furnished which was not that
previously received in the Department, and which the chief engineer states he never saw before; he
furnished an additional report on this and other matters, which embraces an examination of the plan now
submitted to him for the first time.
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BROKEN HILL AND DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY
COMPANY.
(CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING.)

Ordered ly the Lcyislaticc Assembly to be printed, 21 December, 1891.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 23rd September, 1891, That there be laid upon the Table of
this House,—
i: Copies of all correspondence between the Government and the Broken
“ Hill and District Water Supply Company with reference to tho conces" sions granted by Act of Parliament.'1
(Mr. Copeland)

Messrs. Laurence and M‘Lachlan, Solicitors, to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

]2, Spring-street, Sydney, 12 March, 1890.
YVe have the honor to enclose, for presentation to His Excellency the G-ovemor, the petition
of our clients, tho Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited), under seal of the
Company, praying that the Company may bo at liberty to put in force the provisions of their private Act
as to the resumption of lands in the Act named, after such local inquiry has been held as may be directed
by His Excellency under the provisions of section 2 of the Company’s Act.
We also send with this petition the following documents :—
(«) Copy of the Company’s Act.
(b) Government Gazette containing notice of this application.
(c) Copies of three consecutive weekly Broken Hill newspapers, with same notices.
We apprehend that in a purely formal matter like this no further evidence will be eaUed for by
His Excellency, but we are prepared to furnish any should such be required. As the time for the
Company to commence operations is limited, wo have to ask that this matter may be expedited as much as
possible.
LAURENCE and M‘LACHLAN,
--------Solicitors for the Company.
The Secretary for Mines.—LLP,, 14/3/90.
The Under Secretary for Mines,—C.W., B.C.,
14/3/90.
The Chief Engineer.—.T.W.B., B.C., 18/3/90.

[Enclosures.']
To His Excellency tlie Bight Honorable Charles Robert Baron Carrington, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable
Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies.
The humble petition of the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limitid), of Sydney, in the Colony
of New Soutli Wales,—
Humbly Showeth :—

1. That your petitioners arc desirous of taking for the purposes of the Company, and the execution and con
struction of the works for the supply of water for Broken Hill and district, pursuant to the statute intituled “ The Broken
Hill
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Hill and Diatrict IVater Supply Act of 18S8,” to wit, for a reservoir in connection with and as part of the undertaking in
the said Act mentioned, and for other purposes as authorised by the said Act in connection with the said undertaking the
following lands :—
All that portion of land situate and being about 5 miles fiom Broken Hill, containing about 1,500 acres, being part of
certain lands held underlease from the Crown by Herbert JJristoive Hughes, being Ho. 244 on the Government
plans of rciumed and leasehold areas, and being a poition of the Kincliega run ; audlbouuded generally on the
north-east 1 y the said lease to Herbert Bristowe Hughes, along which it extends about 128 chains ; generally on the
south-east by the said lease to Herbert Bristowe Hughes, along which it extends about 04 chains ; generally on the
south-west by the said lease to Herbert Bristowe Hughes, along which it extends about 161^ chains ; generally on
the north-west by the said lease to Herbert Bristowe Hughes, along which it extends about 39i chains ; on the
north partly by fho said lease to Herbert Bristowe Hughes for a distance of about 2 chains, and partly by the
leasehold property of Mr. Aldridge, along which it extends about 52 chains ; and generally on the north-west by
the said lease to Herbert Bristowe Hughes, along which it extends about 33 chains.
2. Tho said Herbert Bristowe Hughes is the lessee from the Crown and occupier of the said lands, and he having
been duly notified by your petitioners, in accordance with the provisions of section 2 of the said A et (and subsection
thereof) of this application of your petitioners, has in writing stated that he is neutral as to the said application.
Your petitioners have, as required by subsection 1 of section 2 of the said Act, published once in three consecutive
weeks in local newspapers circulating in the town and district of Broken Hill a notice describing shortly the nature of the
undertaking in respect of which it is proposed to take the said land alienated as aforesaid from the Crown, and therein a
central place in Broken Hill was named—to wit, tho ‘1 Grand Hotel ” Hill aforesaid—where a plan of the proposed under
taking might be seen at all reasonable hours, and stating the quantity of such land so required—to wit, the land in the first
paragraph of this petition mentioned—and such plan has been so deposited by your petitioners as aforesaid at tho said
.'‘Grant! Hotel” in the town of Broken Hill.
.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that they may be allowed to put in force the several powers contamed in
Part 3 of the said “Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act of 1SS8,” with respect to the acquisition of lands
otherwise than by agreement, and for that purpose that your Excellency will direct all such inquiries, and make and issue
such orders, as are provided for and required by the said statute.
And your petitioners will ever pray, &c.
The common seal of the Broken Hill and District Whiter Supply \
Company (Limited) was hereto affixed on 11th day of March, f
in the year of our Lord 1890, by the authority of a Board of (
Directors of the said Company, in the presence of Joseph )
Marshall, Frederick Tidawcll, and Henry Wcstcott,—
JOSEPH MAKSHALL,
FREDERICK: ITUS WELL,
■H. WESTCOTT,
.
Directors of the said Company ; and of
FRED. FULLAVOOD,
Secretary and Legal Manager to Company.
________ _
(Seal.]
New South Wales.

[Coat of Arms.]
Anko QinxqirAOESiMO Tertio.

VICTORIA!) RECINjE.
An Act to enable the “ Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited)” to construct works, and use the
waters of the Speculation and Mcnmdie Lakes and the Darling River for the purpose of supplying Broken Hill and
District with fresh water, and to give power to purchase land. [Assented to, 1st October, 1SS9.J
Whereas it is expedient and for the public benefit that the town and district of Broken Hill, in the Colony of Hew South
Preamble.
Wales, should be provided with a supply of fresh water. Aud whereas a Company ha£ been formed, called the “ Broken
Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited),” for the purpose of supplying the said town and district with fresh
water. And whereas the said Company desire to establish and carry out works for such purpose and other pnrposes
incidental thereto in the said town and district. Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and
with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Hew South W ales in 1 arhament
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows ;—
1. This Act may be cited as the “Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act of 1SS8.” Its provisions arc arranged
Arrangement,
and
into Four Parts, embracing the following subjects:—
interpretation.
PART I.—Poire)'* and duties of the Company as to Water Sirppiy.
PART II.—Special provisions as to Waier Supply.
PART III.—The acquisition and occupation by the Company of lands for tlte purpose of tcaler supply—ascertainment
of compensation in respect thereof.
PART IV.—Miscellaneous provisions—Lcyal procedure.
And in the construction of this Act the following words and expressions in inverted commas, unless there shall
ho something in the context repugnant thereto or inconsistent therewith, shall bear the meanings and include the persons
or things hereby respectively set against such words and expressions, that is to say :—
“Governor”—The Oovemor with the advice of the Executive Council.
,
“ Conduit ”—The canals, tunnels, aqueducts, cuttings, or pipes, by means of which the main stream of water is
supplied to the water district.
' “ Justice ”—Any Justice of the Peace for the Colony of Hew South Wales.
“ Street”—Any square, court,alley, highway, railway, tramway, lane, road, thoroughfare or other passage, foot
path, or place, whether public or private, within the limits of the water district.
.
“ Owner”—Any person who is in the receipt of the rents and profits of any house, manufactory, or building of
whatsoever kind, or of any land.
.
.
“ Water District ”—The area within which water is authorized to be supplied to the inhabitants of the said town
and district.
...
.
.
.
“ Company ”—The said “Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited),” or their assigns, owners for
the time being of the Broken Hill Waterworks.
Part I.
Powers and duties of the Company as to Wetter Supply.
2. Before the Company shall put into force any of the provisions contained in this Part with respect to the acquisition
Condttieio pnoi
to acquisition of of land otherwise than by agreement, the following conditions and provisions shall he observed :—
land.
(l) The Company shall publish once at least in each of three consecutive weeks in some local newspaper circulating
in the town and district of Broken Hill, a notice describing shortly the nature of the undertaking in respect of
which it is proposed to take any land that has been alienated from the Crown, naming some central place at
Broken Hill where a plan of the proposed undertaking may he seen at all reasonable hours, and stating the
quantity of such land required.
(n) The Company shall serve a notice on every owner or reputed owner, or reputed lessee or occupier of such land,
defining in each case the particular lands intended to be taken, and requiring an answer, stating whether the
person so Served dissents, or is neutral, in respect of taking such lands.
(m)
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(m) On compliancp with the provisions of this section with respect to notices the Company may, if they think fit,
present a petition to the Governor under their Common Seal, and such petition shall state the lands as aforesaid
intended to he taken, and the pnrposes for which they are required, and the names of the owners, lessees, and
occupiers of lands who have assented, dissented, or are neutral, in respect of the taking of such lands, or who
liave returned no answer to the notice. And it shall pray that the Company may, with reference to such lands,
he allowed to put in force the powers contained in Part III of this Act with respect to the acquisition of such
lands otherwise than by agreement, and such prayer shall be supported by such evidence as the Governor may
require.
(iv) On receipt of such petition, and on due proof of the proper notices having been published and served, the Governor
shall take such petition into consideration, and may either dismiss the same or direct a local inquiry as to the
propriety of assenting to the prayer of such petition, but until such inquiry has been made no provisional order
shall be made affecting any such lands without the consent of the owners, lessees, and occupiers thereof.
(v) After the completion of such inquiry the Governor may, by provisional order, empower the Company to put in
force with reference to tlie lands referred to in such order, the powers of the said Part, with respect to the
acquisition of lands, otherwise than by agreement or any of them, and either absolutely or with such conditions
and modifications as tlie Governor may think fit; and it shall he the duty of the Company to serve a copy of any
order so made in the manner and on the persons in which aud on whom notices in respect of such lands are
required to he served.

■

Part II.
Special Provisions as to Water Supply.
3, Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Company may exercise any of the powers in this Part contained for the rowere of the
construction of waterworks for the supply of water from the Speculation and Menimlie Lakes and Palling River to the CompanyMunicipal District of Broken Hill, including therein the district between tlie town of Broken Hill and the said lakes and
river, more particularly described in tlie Third Schedule to this Act, and for tlie purpose of carrying out the provisions of
this Act the Company may
(i) Enter upon any lands and take levels of the same, and set out such parts thereof as they shall think necessary.
(II) Enter ujton, take, and hold sueh land as they may from time to time deem necessary for the construction and
maintenance of any of the works authorised by this Act, or for obtaining or eniarging the supply of water, or for
improving tho quality thereof for tho purpose of this Act.
(hi) Enter upon any Crown or private lands, or streets, and lay or place therein any pipes, and may repair, alter or
out off, or remove the same, and may enter upon any such lands, or streets, for the purpose of repairing any
watercourses, or other works being their property or under their control.
(iv) Take water from the lakes and river aforesaid. Provided that not more than seven hundred thousand gallons of
water daily shall be taken by the Company from the said lakes or river, and the supply at any time drawn shall
be such as not to interfere with the navigation of tlie said river; and the Company shall, if required by the
Government, erect and maintain, to the satisfaction of tlie Minister for Mines, a meter or gauge for the purpose of
ascertaining the quantity' of water drawn daily from tho said lakes or river, and the measurement of water shown
by such meter or gauge to have been drawn shall be taken as correct for the purposes of this Act.
Provided always that in the exercise of any of the powers hereby conferred the Company shall inflict as little damage as
may be, and, in all cases where it can be done, shall provide other watering-places, drains, and channels, for tlie use of
adjoining lands in place of any taken away or interrupted by them, and shall make full compensation to all parlies
interested for all damage sustained by them through the exercise of such powers. Provided nevertheless that the Company
shall not be liable to make compensation in respect of any damage sustained by reason of the taking of water from the said
river or lakes or either of them.
_
4, Any person who shall wilfully obstruct any person acting under the authority of the Company in setting out the Penalty for
line of any works undertaken under the authority of this Part, or pull up or remove any poles or stakes driven into the obstructing
ground for the purpose of setting out the line of such works, or destroy or injure any works so undertaken as aforesaid,
°f
shall incur a penalty not exceeding five pounds for every such offence.
’
o. If any person unlawfully and maliciously destroy Or damage, or attempt to destroy or damage, any reservoir, Penalty for
dam, tank, tunnel, watercourse, sluice, main, pipe, aqueduct, bridge, roadway, or engine, or other part whatever of the 'h^troyin;;
works of the Company, every such offender shall be guilty of felony, aud shall bo liable to be imprisoned for any term not " ^
exceeding ton years.
,
6. The Company may open and break up the soil and pavement of the several streets and bridges within the limits Power to open
of its water district, and make, open, and break up any sewers, drains, or tunnels within or under such streets, and lay
4cdown and place within tlie same limits, pipes, conduits, service-pipes, aud other works and engines, and from time to time
repair, alter, or remove the same, and for the purposes aforesaid remove and use all earth and materials in aud under such
streets and bridges, and do all other acts which the Company shall from time to time deem necessary for supply in o water to
the inhabitants of the district in tlie fourth section of this Act described and hereafter referred to as the 11 IVater^District.
7. When the Company shall open or break up the road or pavement of any street or bridge, or any sewer, drain, or Reinstatement
tunnel, they shall with all convenient speed complete the work for which the same shall be broken up, and fill in the of strcets'i,cgi’Ouud and reinstate and makegood the road or pavement, or the sewer, drain, or tunnel so opened or broken up, and
carry away tlie rubbish occasioned thereby. And shall at all times whilst any such pavement or road shall be so open or
broken up cause the same to be fenced and guarded, aud shall cause light sufficient for the warning of passengers tone set
up and kept there for every night during which such road or pavement shall he continued open or broken up.
S, The Company shall not he liable (in the absence of express stipulation under any agreement ■ for the supply of t-ompauy not
water) to any penalty or damages for not supplying such water if the want of such supply arises from unusual drought or liable for acciother unavoidable cause or accident.
6
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9. The Company may supply any person with water for domestic or other purposes, by measure or otherwise atT1'5**1 'V**
such rates to be declared, fixed, and published by them (subject to the provisions hereinafter contained), upon such terms CTimWwaSr
and subject to such conditions as may be agreed upon by the Company and the person requiring to be supplied.
'
10. I be Company may let for hire to any consumer of water supplied by measure any meter or instrument for Company may
measuring tlie quantity of water supplied and consumed, and any pipes and apparatus for the conveyance, reception, or li;t metersstorage of the water, for such remuneration in money as may be agreed iqion between tlie Company and the consumer,
which shall be recoverable in the same manner as rates due to the Company for water.
11. Such meters, instruments, pipes, and apparatus shall not he subject to distress for rent of the premises whore Meters of
the same are used, or to he attached or taken in execution under any process of any Court of Law,,or %uity, or trader or SteSL™*
m pursuance of any sequestration or order m bankruptcy or other legal proceedings against or affecting the consumer of the ‘llstrafn,“,1,-■
water, or the occupier of the premises, or other the person in whose possession the meters, pipes, instruments, andapparatus may be12. Every person who shall have agreed with the Company for a supply of water by measure shall, at his own Metere to be
expense, unless he hire a meter from the Company, provide a meter, and keep and maintain the same in good working suP.t,IiL‘ii arHi
condition to the satisfaction of such officer as may he appointed by the Company; and in the event of any repairs being ““mmer*1 by
required, notice m writing shall he immediately given by such person to the Company, and a registration of the quantity of
'
water used shall be taken before such repairs are effected.
J
13. Every person requiring to remove or alter tho position of any meter shall leave six days’ notice in writing to that Notice of
effect at the registered or local otEoo of tlie Company, hereinafter mentioned, and a registration of the quantity of water r®mova1'*c,>
shall be taken before such removal or alteration is made.
meter.
_ 14. If any person shall neglect or delay to have such meter properly repaired and put in correct working order, after Water may be
having been required by any officer of the Company so to do, the Company may shut off tlie supply of water from the cl,t if meter
premises of such person, either by cutting the service pipe or otherwise, until such meter shall have been properly repaired 110t«ln order’
and certified by some officer of the Company as being in proper working order.
15. If any plumber or other person fix or refix any meter upon any premises supplied with water by the Company Penalty for
without having first obtained a certificate from tho Company that the said meter has Lbeen examined and found in correct
ulleerworking order, he shall for such offence forfeit a sum not exceeding ten pounds.
tifi™ moter*
10.

1.04
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For removing- or
16. Jf any person remove or alter the position of or in any way interfere with any meter without giving such notice
»!bering mebor as aforesaid, he shall, for such offence, foifeit a sum not exceeding twenty pounds. .Provided that the Company shall
without notice.

always have an office in the district of Broken Hill, and shall register the same at the Council Chambers of the Municipal
Council at Broken Hill.

Power of officers
17. The officers of the Company may enter any house, building, or lauds, to, through, or into which water is
of Company to supplied by the Company by measure, in order to inspect the meters, instruments, pipes, and apparatus for the measuring,
inspect meter.

conveyance, reception, or storage of water, or for the purpose of ascertaining the quantity of water supplied or consumed ;
and may from time to time enter any house, buildings, or lauds for the purpose o£ removing any meter, instrument, pipe,
or apparatus tlie property of the Company ; and it any person hinders any such officer from entering or making such
inspection or effecting such removal, he shall for each such oflence be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds, but
except with the consent of a Justice a power of entry shall he exercised only between tho hours of ten in tho forenoon and
four in tlie afternoon,
Supply of water
IS. In all the pipes to which any fire-plug is fixed the Company shall provide and keep,constantly laid on for use.
for public
unless prevented by unusual drought or other unavoidable accident, or during necessary repairs, a sufficient supply of water
purposes.
for the following purposes (that is to say}, for cleansing the sewers and drains, for cleansing and watering the streets, and
for supplying any public hospitals or charitable institutions, or any public pumps, baths, and wash-houses that may be
established for the use of the inhabitants, aud paid for out of any municipal rates; aud such supply shall be provided at
such rates and charges and upon such terms and conditions as may be agreed on by the said Municipal Council and the
Company, or, in case of disagreement, as shall lie settled by arbitration in the manner provided by the Arbitration Act.
Company to
19. The Company, at the reijuest of the said Municipal Council, shall fix proper fire-plugs in the main and other
place public fire" pipes belonging to them at such convenient distances and at such places as they may consider proper and convenient for the
plugs in main.
supply of water for extinguishiug any fire that may break out within the said district, and shall from time to time renew
and keep in effective order every sueh fire-plug ; and shall put up a public notice on some conspicuous place in each street
on which such fire-plug is situated, showing its situation, aud such notice may be put up on any house or building in such
street; and as soon as such fire-plug is completed they shall deposit a key thereof in each place where any public fire-engine
is kept. The cost of such fire-plugs and the expense of fixing, placing, and maintaining the same in repair, and of supplying
such keys as aforesaid shall be defrayed by the said Municipal Council.
Fire-plugs for
20. The Company shall, at the request and expense of the owner or occupier of any manufactory or works situated in
manufactories! or near any street or road in which or within two hundred yards of which there shall be a pipe of the Company, place and
&c.
maintain a fire-plug (to be used only for extinguishing fires) as near as conveniently may be to such manufactory or works,
Pipes to be kept
21. The Company shall at all times keep charged with water all their pipes to which fire-plugs are fixed unless
charged, and
water taken for prevented by drought or other unavoidable cause or accident or during necessary repairs, and shall allow all persons at all
fires.
times to take and use such water for the purpose only of extinguishing fire without making compensation for the same,
22. If, except when prevented as aforesaid, the Company neglect or refuse to fix or repair such fire-plug, or to
Penalty for
refusal to fix,
furnish to the said Municipal Council a. sufficient supply of water for1 the public purposes aforesaid, on such terms as shall
&c., fire-plutror have l>een agreed or settled as aforesaid, or if, except as aforesaid, they neglect to keep the pipes charged as aforesaid, or
failure to supply
neglect or refuse to furnish any owner or occupier liable to be rated under this Aet during any part of the time for which
water.
such rates have been paid or tendered, thev shall be liable to a penalty of twenty pounds, and shall also forfeit to tlie said
Municipal Commit, or to every person having paid or tendered the rate, the sum of twenty shillings for every day during
nilich sueh refusal shall continue after noticein writing shall have been given to the Company of the want of supply.
Pipes laid by
23. Any owner or occupier of any dwellmg-liousc, or part of a dwelting-house. situate within the watci district who
owners or occu
piers. Power shall wish tn have water from the water-works of the Company brought on to his premises, and who shall have paid or
to inhabitant* tendered to the Company the poition of water rate or charge in respect of such premises by tins Aet directed to be paid in
to lay service
advance, may open the ground between the pipes of the Company and his premises, having first obtained tlie consent of
pipes.
the owners ami occupiers of such ground, and lay any pipes from such premises to communicate with tho pipes of the
Company.
Notice to Com
24. Such pipes shall be of a strength and material approved of by some officer of tlie Company, and every such owner
pany of laying1
or occupier shall, before lie begins to lay any such pipe, give to tho Company two days' notice of Ins intention so to do.
pipes.
Communication
23. Before any pipe is made to communicate with the pipes of the Company the person intending to lay such pipes
v. ith pipes of
shall give two days'notice to the Company of the day aud hour when such pipe is intended to be made to communicate
Company to be
with the pipes of tlie Company, and every such pipe shall ho so made to communicate under the superintendence and
made under
superintendence according to the directions of the surveyor, engineer, or other officer appointed fur that purpose by the Company, and tho
of surveyor,
bore of such pipe shall not exceed uhree-quarters of an inch, except with rhe consent of the Company.
Bore of service
20. Any person who shall have laid down any pipe or other works, or who shall have become the proprietor thereof,
pipes.
may remove the same after having first given six days' notice to the Company* of his intention so to do and of the time of
Sendee pipes
may be removed such proposed removal, aud every such person shall make compensation to the Company for any injury or damage to their
after gh ing
pipes or works which may be caused by such removal.
,
notice.
27. Any such oivner or occupier may open or break up so much of the pavement of any street as shall be between tho
Power to break
up pavements. pipes of the Company and his house, building, or premises, and any sewer or drain therein for any such purposes as aforesaid
(doing as little damage as may be and making compensation for any damage done in the execution of such work). Provided
always that every* such owner or occupier desiring to break up the pavement of any street, or any sewer, or drain therein,
shall be subject to the same necessity of giving previous notice, and shall be subject to the same control, restrictions, and
obligations in, and during the time of breaking up the same, and also reinstating the same, and to the same penalties for
any delay in regard thereto as the Company are subject to under the prolusions of this Act.
In case of any
29. If auy person supplied with water by the Company wrongfully does, or causes or permits to he done, anything
broach of this
part of the Act in contravention of any of tho provisions of this Part, or wrongfully fails to do anything which under any of these pro
visions ought to be done for the prevention of the waste, misuse, undue consumption, or contamination of the water of
svatcr may be
cut off.
the Company*, the Company may (without prejudice to any remedy* against him in respect thereof) cut off any of the
pipes by or through which water is supplied to him or lor his use, and may cease to supply him with water so long as the
cause of injury remains or is not remedied.
29. If any person supplied with water by the Company wilfully or negligently causes or suffers any pipe, valve, cook,
Penalty for
\uiste of water. cistern, hath, soil-pan, water-closet, or other apparatus or receptacle to be out of repair, or to lie so closed or contrived that
the water supplied to him by the Company is or is likely to be wasted, misused, unduly consumed or contaminated, or so
as to occasion or allow the return of foul air or other noisome or impure matter into any pipe belonging to or connected
with the pipes of the Company, he shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
30. If any person having from the Company a snpply of water use sueh water for any purpose other than that for
Penalty for
misapplication which he is entitled to use the same he shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding forty shillings with
of water.
out prejudice to the right of the Company to recover from him the value of the water misused.
_
31. It shall not be lawful for the owner or occupier of any premises supplied with iv ater by the Company, or any
No pipe to be
consumer of the water of the Company, or any other person, to affix, or cause or permit to be affixed, any pipe or
fixed to con
sumer's pipe
apparatus to a pipe belonging to or used by such owner, occupier, or consumer, or any other person, or to make any alter
without per
mission of Com ation in any such communication or service pipe, or in auy apparatus connected therewith, without tlie consent in every
such ease of the Company ; and if any person acts in any respect in contravention of the provisions of the present section,
pany.
lie shall, for every such offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds, without prejudice to the right of the
Company to recover damages from him m respect of any injury done to their pioperty, and without prejudice to their
right to recover from him the value of any water wasted, misused, or unduly consumed.
32. ff any person, not being supplied with water by the Company, wrongfully takes or uses any water from any
Penalty for
unlawfully
reservoir, watercourse, conduit, or pipe belonging to tho Company, or from any pipe leading to or from any such reservoir,
taking water
watercourse, conduit, or pipe, or from any cistern or other like place containing water belonging to the Company, or
supplied by them for the use of any consumer of the water of the Company, he shall for every such offence be liable to a
penalty not exceeding live pounds.
■
33. The surveyor, engineer, or other person appointed for that purpose by the Company, may, between tho hours of
Inspection of
■water
ten o’clock in the forenoon and four o'clock in the afternoon, enter into any house or premises supplied with water by the
Company, in order to examine if there be any waste or misuse of such water ; and if such surveyor, engineer, or other
person,
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person, at any sucii time be refused admittance into such lionsc or premises for the purpose aforesaid, or be prevented from
making such examination as aforesaid, the Company may turn off the water supplied by them from such house or premises.
34. If any person bathe in any channel, reservoir, or other waterworks belonging to the Company, or wash, throw’, Polluting the
or cause to enter therein, auy dog or other animal, ho shall for every such offence forfeit a sum not exceeding five pounds. water.
Penalty for
33. If any person throw or convey, or permit or cause to be thrown or conveyed, any rubbish, dirt, filth, or other bathing.
noisome thing, into any such channel, reservoir, aqueduct, or other water-works as aforesaid, or wash or cleanse therein any Penalty for
cloth, wool, leather, or skin of any animal, or any elotiics or other tiling, he shall for each offence forfeit a sum not throwing dirt
therein.
exceeding ten pounds.
36. If any person cause the water of any sink, sewer, or drain, steam-engine, boiler, or other filthy water belonging Penalty for
to him or under his control to he run or to be brought into any channel, reservoir, aqueduct, or other water-works belonging letting foul
flow there*
to tho Company, or shall do any other act whereby the water of the Company shall he fouled, he shall for each offence water
into.
forfeit a sum not exceeding twenty pounds, aud a further sum of twenty shillings for each day (if more than one) that
such offence continues.
37. Any person making or supplying gas within the limits of the water district who shall at auy time cause or Penalty for per*
sub
suffer to be brought to the water of the Company, or into any drain communicating therewith, any substance which shall Jnitting
stances pro
he produced in the making or supplying gas, or who shall wilfully do any act connected with the making or supplying of duced in mating
gas, whereby the water in any sueh reservoir, aqueduct, or other water-works shall be fouled, or the pipes or conduits gas to flow into
thereof injured, shall forfeit to the Company a sum not exceeding twenty pounds, to be recovered with full costs of suit the water.
for each day during which such substance shall ho brought or shall flow as aforesaid, or during which the act shall continue
by which such water is fouled, after the expiration in either case of twenty-four hours from the time when the notice of
the offence has been served on such person by the Company,
35. Whenever the water supplied by the Company shall be fouled by the gas of any person making or supplying Penalty on gas*
gas within the water district, such person shall forfeit to the Company for every sueh offence a sum not exceeding twenty makersca'usingto l*o
pounds, and a further sum not exceeding ten pounds for each day during which the offence shall continue after the expira water
fouled.
tion of twenty-four hours from tho sen ice of notice of such offence.
30, If or the purpose of ascertaining whether the water of the Company be fouled by the gas of any person making Power to
or supplying gas within the water district, the Company may dig up the ground and examine the pipes, conduits, and examine gaspipes to ascer
works ol the person making or supplying gas. Provided that before proceeding so to dig and examine tho Company shall tain cause of
give twenty-four hours' notice in writing to the person so making or supplying gas of the time at wiiich such digging water being
and examining is intended to take place, aud shall give the like notice to the person having the control or management fouled.
of the pavement or place where such digging shall take place, and shall bo subject to tlie like obligation of reinstating
the road and pavement, and to tho same penalties for delay or any nonfeasance or misfeasance therein, as hereinafter pro
vided, with respect to toads and pavements broken up by the Company for laying their pipes : and if upon such examina
tion it appears that such water has been fouled by any gas belonging to such person tho expenses of digging, examination,
and repairs of the street, or place disturbed in any such examination, shall he paid by the person making or supplying gas ;
but if upon sueh examination it appears that the water has not been fouled by tlie gas of sueh person then the Company
shall pay all the expenses of the examination and repair, and also make good "to the said person any injury w hich may be
occasioned to his works by such examination.
40. The following provisions shall take effect for the purpose of protecting the water in the mains or other pipes of Provisions as to
connection of
the Company from all impurities from closets and other receptacles of fiscal matter or urine :—
and other
(i) It shall not be lawful for any person to connect with the main any pipe delivering water directly into the closet-pan closet
pipes with
or other receptacle for frecal matter or urine without the intervention of a cistern, into which the water from the mains, and os to
mam shall fiist be received, and any person so offending shall forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds. cisterns,
closet pipes
(u) The Company may employ any artificers or workmen to cut off or otherwise disconnect from the main any pipe No
hereafter to con*
directly discharging the water into a closet without tho intervention of a cistern (hereinafter termed “ directly neet directly
connected”), and which in the opinion of the Company may endanger the purity of the water by the absorption with the main.
of noxious gases or suction of liecal matter or urine into such pipe, or into the main or otherwise. For the Company may
pipes
purpose of effecting such disconnection the Company's artificers and workmen may enter into and upon the disconnect
in ccrUin eusOJ.
premises of any person or corporation whatsoever, to do, or cause to be done, anything in his opinion requisite or
necessary in relation thereto.
(in) Whenever the Company shall have caused any pipe to be cut off or disconnected, or other work to be done in Tho expense
relation thereto, they shall forthwith sen e tho owner or occupier of the premises with a notice in writing requiring incurred by any
disconnection to
him to pay the actual cost or expense incurred. And such owner or occupier shall pay tho amount to the Company, bo paid by the
mid if the amount be paid by an occupier only he may deduct the same from the rent owing or accruing. Upon tenant and
such owner or occupier making default in any such payment after the delivery of such notice as aforesaid, the deducted from
his rent.
Company may sue for and recover the same with full costs of suit.
(iv) The owner of every dwelling-house or premises which shall have therein or thereon any closet with a pipe or Owners of pre
shall flx
branch pipe directly connected with the main shall be required to fix and erect a cistern or cisterns for the mises
closet cisterns,
reception of tho water intended to be used for the closet, and every cistern shall he made of such materials and or be liable tu a
dimensions, and of such model or plan of construction, and with such hall-cock, stop-cocks, waste-pipes, and penalt>.
other appliances as shall he deemed requisite and have been approved by the officers of the Company for securing
the water from pollution through any noxious gases or matter evolved or derived from such closets, or otherwise
every owner neglecting to comply with the provisions of this subsection shall forfeit and pay a penalty not
exceeding five pounds.'
(v) Whenever any owner shall have neglected to fix and erect a cistern, with its appliances, as in the last preceding Upon neglect of
tenant,
subsection provided for, the tenant or occupier is hereby authorized and required, after receiving a written notice owner,
or occupier,
thereof from the Company on that behalf, to fix and erect such cistern, with its appliances before mentioned, after fourteen
within fourteen days after the receipt of such notice ; and tho said tenant or occupier shall, upon payment by dajs’ notice to
cistern and
him of the charges and expenses of such fixing and erection, he entitled to deduct tlie amount so paid from the fix
deduct the
rent then due or accruing, or, at his option, to sue for and recover the same, with full costs of suit, from the expenses from
owner as for money paid to his uses.
the rent.
(vi) Any person who shall, without tile authority of the Company, re-establish any such connection which may Any ])ersoji
re-establishing
have been cut off, removed, or severed by him, or who shall in any manner wilfully injure or tamper with any any
connection
connection-pipe, cistern, ball-cock, stop-cock, or waste-pipe, which may have been approved by the Company, so with the main,
as to destroy, diminish, or endanger its efficiency, may be summoned for such an offence before tw’o Justices, nnd unless autho
rised, or wilfully
on conviction thereof shall he adjudged to pay the amount of the charges and expenses which the Company may injuring
any
have incurred (and which they are hereby authorised to incur) in repairing or restoring the same to a state of pipe, fiic r liable
efficiency. Every such offender shall forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding ten pounds, and the amount of to a penalty.
charges and expenses aud penalty respectively shall, when recovered, be paid over to the Company.
41. Where several houses or parts of houses in the separate occupation of several persons are supplied by one common Where several
supplied
pipe, or where water is supplied to courts, alleys, and right-of-ways by stand-pipes, the several owners or occupiers of houses
by one pipe,
Mich houses or parts of houses, or of the several houses or parts of houses in every such court, alley, or right-of-w-ay, shall each to pay.
he liable to the payment of the same rates or charges for the supply of w-atcr as they would have been liable to if each of
sueh several houses or parts of houses had beeu supplied with water from the works of the Company by a separate pipe.
42. The rates and charges for water and all sums due to the Company under this part shall be paid by, and be Water rates to
recoverable
recoverable from, the person agreeing with the Company for the supply of w'.ater, and all rates and charges shall he payable be
from either
inadvancehy equal payments on the first day of January, the first day of April, tho first day of July, and the first day of landlord ot
October in each year; and the first payment shall be made at the time when such persons shall become liable to pay such tenant.
rates and charges.
i 43. The charge to be made by the Company for tlie supply of water by meter shall not exceed the sum of one ftating powers.
shilling and sixpence per one hundred gallons, and no rate to lie made by the Company shall exceed in amount the sum of
two shillings in the pound on the value of lands or tenements within the water district, as assessed for rating purposes by
the said Municipal Council.
"
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Part III.
The acquisition and occupation ly the Company of lands for the purposes of water snpply—ascertainment of compensation in
respect thereof.
Lands required
44.
After
the
notification
in
the
Gazette,
as
hereinbefore
provided, of the approval of the Governor of a scheme for
for Tvutcrsupply,
the supply of water to the said town and district, but not before tlie Company shall be empowered to acquire or occupy
how acquired.
lands for the purposes of such water supply in manner hereinafter provided ; aud compensation for every such acquisition
or occupation of lands shall be ascertained and carried out as hereinafter provided.
How and when
4fl, It shall lie lawful for the Company, by notification to be published in the Gazette aud in ono or more newspapers
lands can bo
published or circulated in the said town aud district, to declare that the land described in such notification is required for
taken.
tho purposes therein expressed.
Vesting, &a, Of
46. Upon the publication of the notification to he in the Gazette declaring that the lauds therein described are so
lands.
required, such lands shall, upon compliance with the requirements and provisions hereinafter contained, be vested in the
Company for the purposes ot this Act for an estate of inheritance in fee-simple m possession, freed and discharged from
all trusts, obligations, estates, terms of years, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights of way, or other easements what
soever, nnd to the intent that the legal estate therein, together with nil powers incident thereto or conferred by this Act,
shall, subject to the provisions thereof, be vested in the Company.
47. Where the land required is Crown Land at the date of such publication, or is vested in any corporation or
Effect of publi
cation upon
person on behalf of Her Majesty, or for public purposes by virtue of any statute, or is within tlie limits with reference to
Crown Lands.
centres of population prescribed by the Act next hereinafter cited, the effect of such publication shall be to withdraw the
said land (to the extent required) from any lease or license or promise thereof, and to cancel to the like extent any dedica
tion or reservation of the said land made under the authority of the “ Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1801,'’ or any Act
or Acts amending the same, aud to vest the said land in the Company for a term not exceeding twenty-one years, at a
rental to be determined by the Minister of Lands after appraisement by the Local Land Board in the manner prescribed
by the “ Crown Lands Act of 1SS 4” for the purposes mentioned. Provided, however, that nothing in this section con
tained shall have any effect or operation unless the approval of the Governor shall first have been obtained with respect to
the land so required.
48. Where the land described in auy such notification consists wholly or partly of land alienated by or not the
Compensation
for private
property of the Grown, or is not Crown Land as defined by this Aet, the owners, tenants, and lawful occupiers thereof shall
lands.
be entitled to receive such sum of money by way of compensation for the land so described as shall be agreed upon or
otherwise ascertained under the provisions hereinafter contained.
Conversion of
49. The estate, term, and interest of every person entitled to lands required under this Act, or any portion thereof,
estate of pro
and whether to the legal or equitable estate therein, shall upon duo payment of the amount of compensation tendered by
prietor of
the Company, or assessed by the jury us hereinafter provided, be deemed to have been as fully and effectually conveyed to
resumed land
tho Company as if the same had been conveyed by the persons legally or equitably entitled thereto by means of the most
into a claim.
perfect assurances in the law. And cveiy person shall upon asserting his claim, as hereinafter provided, and making out
his title in respect of any portion of the said resumed lands, be entitled to compensation on account of suck resumption
in manucr hereinafter provided.
Notice uf claim
oO. Bveiy person claiming compensation in respect of any land so required, or in respect of any work or other
for compensa
matter done under the authority of this Act, shall, within ninety days from the publication of such notification or at any
tion,
time afterwards within sueh extended time as a Judge of the Supreme Court shall, upon the application, and at the cost
of the claimant, appoint in that behalf, serve a notice in writing upon the Company, by leaving tlle game at the office of
the Company, -which notice shall set forth tlie nature of the estate or interest of the claimant in such land, together with
an abstract of his title, and if he claims, in respect of damage, the nature of the damage which he has sustained or will
sustain by reason of the taking of his land or of such work or matter as aforesaid, and sueh notice may be m the form of
the First Schedule hereto, but with any modifications required by the nature of the claim.
'
51. Within sixty days after the receipt of every such notice of claim the Company shall cause a valuation of the
Claim and report
thereon.
land or of the estate or interest of the claimant therein to be made in accordance with the provisions of this Act, and
shall inform the claimant as soon as practicable of the amount of such valuation by notice in the form of the Second
Schedule hereto.
Compensation
52. If within ninety days after tho service of notice of claim the claimant and the Company shall not agree as to
by action in
Supreme Court. the amount of compensation, tho claimant shall he at liberty to institute proceedings in the Supreme Court in the form of
an action for compensation against the Company. And any such action may be tried before a Judge of the said Court or
in any Circuit Court and a special jury of four persons. Provided always that, upon proper application either of the Com
pany or of the claimant, a special jury of twelve may lie summoned for the trial of each action. Provided also with tlie
consent in writing of the Company aud the claimant, auy such action may bo so tried at any time (to be mentioned in such
consent! before the expiration of ninety days from service of the notice of claim for compensation, but not within fourteen
days from service of the notice of valuation on such claimant.
Issue in action
53. The issue to be tried in any Such action shall he whether the claimant is entitled to a larger sum by way of com
of compensa
pensation than the amount of the valuation so made by the Company and notified to the claimant aa aforesaid, and if so,
tion verdict aud to what sum. And if upon the trial of the said action the verdict shall be for a greater sum than tlie amount of the said
costs.
valuation then the costs of the action shall be bnruc by the Company, but if the verdict shall be for a sum equal to or
less than such valuation then the costs shall be borne by the claimant.
As to payment
54. All moneys payable under this Act by way of compensation to any claimant, whether under the verdict of a jury
of compensation. or otherwise, shall be paid, together with costs (if any) and interest at the rate of six pounds per centum, reckoned from the
date of the notifieatious aforesaid,-within one month after the determination of such compensation to the person lawfully
entitled thereto, or to his agent duly authorised in that behalf in writing, but the claimant shall he bound to make out his
title to the estate or interest claimed by him in all cases whore the claim is in respect of the deprivation of some estate or
interest in land. Provided that in the case of land under the surface taken for the purpose of constrneting a subterranean
tunnel for water supply, no compensation shall be allowed or awarded unless the surface of the overlying soil be disturbed,
or tlie support to such surface be destroyed or injuriously affected by tbe construction of such tunnel, or unless any mines or
underground workings in or adjacent to such land be thereby rendered unworkable or be so affected as aforesaid.
55. A District Court shall, notwithstanding anything contained in the "District Courts Aet of 1S5S,'’have juris
Where claim
may be prose- diction to try any sueh action of compensation at the nearest District Court in any case where the whole amount of the
mtedin District
claim in respect of such land served in pursuance of the fifty-first section of rhis Act docs not exceed two hundred pounds,
Court,
or if exceeding thatamount in any casewhere the Company and the claimant by a memorandum signed by the Secretary
of the said Company and such claimant or by the respective attorneys of the Company and the claimant agree thereto.
For the purposes of this section, the provisions of the said District Courts Acts and of any Act amending the same,
together with all rules made or to be made thereunder, shall ho deemed to apply to all proceedings taken in the said District
Court hereunder.
50. In esti mati ng or assessing the compensation to be paid under th is Act, regard shall be had by the valuators and by
Compensation
how to be,
the jury (on any issue) not only to the value of the land taken by the Company, but also to the damage (if any) to be sustained
estimated.
by the claimant by reason of tlie severing of the land taken from other lands, or other injuries suffered by him by reason of
the exercise of the powers expressed or incorporated in this Act, and they shall assess the same according to what they
shall find to have been the value of such lands, estate, or interest at the time of the resumption thereof, or the extent of
the damage or injury sustained,
_
57. Subject to the provisions of this Act, it shall he lawful for the Company and for any officer duly authorised in
General power
of entr>.
that behalf, and for all persons employed in the carrying out of any authorised works, and for any person authorised by the
Company, to enter upon the lands of any person whomsoever which the Company may require to purchase or take, and to
take possession and appropriate the same for the purposes of this Aet, or of the execution of any such authorised works.
5S. Notwithstanding anything hereinbefore contained, it shall be lawful for the Company, if they think fit, to
Power to pur
chase lands by agree with tho owners of any lands, the acquisition of which is authorised by this Act, and with all parties having any
agreement.
estate or interest in such lands, or by this Act enabled to sell and convey the same, for the absolute purchase, for a consi
deration in money, of any such lands, or parts thereof as shall be thought proper, and of all estates and interests in sueh
lands of what kind soever.
59.

107
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f®- It shall bo lawful for all parties being seized, possessed ofj or ontitled to any such lands, or any estate, term, or Parties under
interest therein, to sell and convey or release tho same to the Company, and to enter into all necessary agreements for that disability
enabled to sell
purpose, and particularly it shall be lawful for all or any of the following parties so seized, possessed, or entitled as afore and convey and
said, so to sell, convey, or release, that is to say, all corporations, tenants in tail or for any term, or for life, married exercise other
women seized in their own right or entitled to dower, guardians, committees of lunatics and idiots, trustees, or feotfees, in powers.
trust for charitable or other purposes, executors, and administrators, and alt parties for the time being entitled to the
receipt of the rents and profit of any such lauds in possession or subject to any estate in dower, or to any lease for life or
for lives aud years, or any less interest, and the power so to sell and convey, or lease as aforesaid, may lawfully be
exercised by all such parties other than married women entitled to dower, or lessees for life or for lives and years, or for
years, or for any less interest, not only on behalf of themselves and their respective heirs, executors, administrators, and
, successors, but also for and on behalf of every person entitled in reversion, remainder, or expectancy after them, or in
defeasance of the estates of such parties, and as to such married women, whether they be of full age or not, as if they were.
sole and of full age, and as to such guardians on behalf of their wards, and as to such committees on behalf of the lunatics
and idiots, of whom they are the committees respectively, and that to tho same extent as such wives, wards, lunatics, and
idiots respectively could have exercised the same power uuder the authority of this Act if they had respectively been under
no disability, and as to sueh trustees, executors, or administrators, on behalf of their cestui jue trusts whether infants,
issue unborn, lunatics, feme covert, or other persons, and that to the same extent as such cestui que trusts respectively could
have exercised the same powers under the authority of this Act if they had respectively beeu under no disability, and the
power hereinafter given to release lands from any rent, charge, or encumbrance, and to agree to the apportionment of any
such rent, charge, or encumbrance, shall extend to, and may lawfully be exercised by every party hereinbefore enabled to
sell and convey, or release lands to the Company.
60. The several sections of the Government Kailways Act twenty-second Victoria number nineteen hereinafter Incorporation ol
specified, together with the respective power, authorities, duties, liabilities, obligations, and the other the provisions therein provisions of
contained, notwithstanding the repeal of the said Aet, are hereby declared to lie incorporated with and embodied in this Government
Act to the intent that the same may be applied as fully and effectually to the lands taken under the authority of this Act Railways Act.
as if the said sections had been specifically enacted herein. And that wheresoever in a section so incorporated the word
“ Commissioner” occurs, there shall for the purposes of this Act be substituted in lieu of such word the expression “the
Company," and whenever the word “Railway,” or words implying works connected with a railway occur, there shall be
substituted such words respectively as denote the nature of the work, undertaking, or purpose, in respect of which the
land in question has been appropriated or resumed, Tbe following are the sections so declared to be incorporated with
tllis Act:—
(i) As to the deposit of compensation money in certain cases with the Master in Equity, and the application and invest
ment thereof. As to payment of sueh moneys in certain eases to trustees, or the parties themselves, and the
exoneration of the Company in respect thereof after payment. Sections forty-seven to fifty-two, both inclusive.
(n) As to the deposit and application of compensation money on refusal of the owner to accept the same, or on his
failing to make out a satisfactory title, and as to presumption of ownership. Sections fifty-throe to fifty-six, both
inclusive.
.
(in) As to the procedure by the Company in case the owner or occupier of any lands resumed under this Act shall
refuse to give up possession thereof, or hinder the Company from entering upon or taking possession of the same.
.
Section sixty-one.
(iv) As to the purchase or redemption of the interests of mortgagees, and the deposit of principal and interest due on
mortgages with the Master in Equity, the procedure to be observed when the mortgaged lands are of less value
than the mortgage debt, and where part only of lands in mortgage arc taken. Sections sixty-five to seventy, both
inclusive.
(v) As to the release of lands from rent, charges, and other encumbrances and procedure thereon. Sections seventyone to seventy-four botli inclusive.
(vi) As to the apportionment of rent where lands taken are under lease, and as to compensation to tenants. Sections
seventy-five to seventy-eight, both inclusive.
(vn) As to the entry upon or temporary occupation of lands, the crossing of roads and other highways, the making of
bridges, and other works of accommodation, and the provisions consequent thereon. Section ten and sections
eighty-four to ninety-seven, both inclusive. Provided that compensation shall in all respects be ascertained in
accordance with this Act.
61. It shall bo lawful for tlie Company and all persons by them authorised to enter upon any lands not being a Power to take
garden, orchard, or plantation, attached or belonging to a house, nor a park, planted walk, avenue, or ground ornamentally temporary
planted, and not being nearer to the mansion-house of the owner of any such lands than one hundred yards therefrom, and possession of
to occupy the said lands so long aa may be necessary for the construction or repair of auy works authorised by this Aet, land.
or of the accommodation works connected therewith, hereinafter mentioned, and to use the same for any of the following
purposes, that is to say,—
'
Por the purpose of taking earth or soil by side-cuttings therefrom ;
For the purpose of depositing soil thereon ;
For the purpose of obtaining materials therefrom for the construction or repair of waterworks or such accommodation
works as aforesaid ; or
'
For tlie purpose of forming roads thereon, to, or from, or by tho side of the said works.
'
And in exercise of such powers, it shall be lawful for tbe Company and all other persons employed by them to deposit and
also to manufacture and work upon such lands materials of every kind used in constructing the said works, and also to
take from any such lauds any timber, and also to dig and take from out thereof any clay, stone, gravel, sand, or other
things that may be found therein useful or proper for constructing the said works or any such roads as aforesaid, and for
the purposes aforesaid erect thereon workshops, sheds, and other buildings of a temporary nature. Provided always that
nothing in this Act contained shall exempt the Company from an action for nuisauco, or other injury (if any) done in the
oxereise of the powers hereby conferred to the lands or habitations of any party other than the party whose lands shall be
so taken or used for any of the purposes aforesaid. Provided also that no stone or slate quarry, brickfield, or other like
place which at the time of the passing of this Act shall be commonly worked or used for getting materials therefrom for
the purpose of selling or disposing of the same shall he taken or used by the Company either wholly or in part for any of
the purposes lastly hereinbefore mentioned.
62. If any such lands shall be used for any of the purposes aforesaid tlie Company shall, if required so to do by the Company to
owner or occupier thereof, separate the same by a sufficient fence from the lands adjoining thereto, with sueh gates as may separate'tlie
be necessary for the convenient occupation of such lands, and in case of any difference between the owners or occupiers of lands before
using them.
such lauds and the Company as to the necessity of such fence and gates, then with such fences and gates as the Governor
shall deem necessary for the purposes aforesaid.
63. In any of the_cases aforesaid where the Company ahull take temporary possession of lands by virtue of tlie Compensation to
powers herein granted, it shall be incumbent on them within one month after their entry upon such lands, upon being be made for
required to do so, to pay to the occupier of the said lauds the value of any crop or dressing that may be thereon, as well as temporary
full compensation for any other damage of a temporary nature which he may sustain by reason of the Company so taking occupation.
possession of his lands.
64. If in the exercise of the powers hereby granted it be found necessary to cross-cut through, raise, sink, or use Before roads
any part of any road, whether carriage-road, horse-road, or tram-road, or railway, either public or private, so as to render interfered with
it impassable for, or dangerous, or more than usually inconvenient to passengers or carriages, or to tlie persons entitled to others to be
the use thereof, tho Company shall before the commencement of auy sucii operations cause a sufficient road to be made substituted.
instead of the road to he interfered with, and shall at their oira expense maintain such substituted road in a state as con
venient for passengers and carriages as the road so interfered with, or as nearly so as may be.
66- If the road so interfered with can he restored compatibly with the duo completion of any works authorised under Period for
this Act the same shall be restored to as good a condition as it was in at tlie time when the same was first interfered with restoration of
interfered
by the Company or as near thereto as may be, and if such road cannot be so restored, the Company shall cause the new or roads
with.
substituted road or some other sufficient substituted road to be put into a permanently substantial condition equally con
venient as the former road or as near tiiereto as circumstances will allow, and the former road shall be restored or the
substituted road put into such condition as aforesaid as the case may be with all reasonable expedition,

66.
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66. If the conduit filtall cross any highway other tlmu a public carriage-way on the level the Company shall make
and at all times maintain convenient approaches with hand-railg or other fences, and shall if such highway be a bridle-way
erect and at all times maintain good and sufficient gates or stiles on each side of such conduit where the highway shall
communicate therewith.
4
,
67. The Company shall make and at all times thereafter maintain the following works for the accommodation of the
owners and occupiers of lands adjoining any works authorised under this Act, that is to say—■
^
^
Such and so many convenient gates, bridges, arches, culverts, and passages, over, under, or by the side of or leading
to or from such works as shall be necessary for the purpose of making good any interruptions caused thereby to tlie
use of the lands through which the same shall be made, and such works shall be made forthwith after the part of
the conduit passing os'er such lands shall have been laid out or formed or during the formation thereof.
Also sufficient posts, rails, hedges, ditches, mounds or other fences, for separating the land taken for the use of such
Fences, «c.
works from the adjoining lands not taken, and protecting such lands from trespass, or the cattle of the owners or
occupiers thereof from straying thereout by reason thereof, together with all necessary gates made to open towards
such adjoining lands, and not towards the said works ; and all necessary stiles, and such posts, rails, and other
fences shall be made forthwith after the taking of any such lands if the owners thereof shall so require, and the said
other works as soon as conveniently may be.
^
Also all necessary arches, tunnels, culverts, drains, other passages, either over or under or by the side of such work, and
Drains.
of such dimensions as will be sufficient at all times to convey the water from the lands lying near or affected
thereby.
t
.
Provided ahvajs that the Company shall not be required to make such accommodation works in such a manner as would
prevent or obstruct the using of any works for water supply, nor to make any accommodation works in such a manner as
would prevent or obstruct the using of any works for any water supply, nor to make any accommodation works with respect
to which the owners and occupiers of the lands shall have agreed to receive and shall have been paid compensation, _
OS. If any difference arise respecting the kind or number of any such accommodation works, or the dimensions or
Differences as to
accommodation sufficiency thereof, or respecting the maintaining thereof, the same shall be determined by the Oovemor, who shall also
works to be
appoint the tune within which such works shall be commenced and executed.
^
ecttled by
69. IE any of the owners or occupiers of land affected by such conduit shall consider the accommodation ivories made
Governor,
Power to owners by the Company, or directed by the Governor to bo made by the Company, insufficient for the commodious use of thenof lands to make respective lands, it shall be lawful for any such owner or occupier, at any time, at his own expense, to make such further
additional
works for that purpose as he shall think necessary, and as shall be agreed to by the Company,
accommodation
70. If the Company go desire, all such last-mentioned accommodation works shall be constructed under the
works
Such works tobe superintendence of the Company’s engineer, and according to plans and specifications to be submitted to and approved by
the Company. But the Company shall not be entitled to require either that plans shall be adopted which will involve a
constructed
under the
greater expense than that incurred in tlie execution of similar works by the Company, or that the plans selected should l>c
su]>ermt end enoc
of thcPromoU-r's executed in a more expensive manner than that adopted in similar cases by tlie Company.
71. If any person omit to shut aud fasten any gate set up for the accommodation of the owners or occupiers of tho
engineer.
adjoining lands as soon as lie and the carriages, cattle, or other animals under his care have passed through the same, ho
Penalty on
persons
shall forfeit for every such offence any sum not exceeding ten pounds.
Company to
make sufficient
approaches and
fences to bridle
ways and foot
paths crossingron
tho line.
Works for benefit
of owners,
Gates, bridges,
&c.

omitting to
fasten gates.
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72. Where any distress is made for any sum of money to bo levied under this Act, the distress itself shall not be
unlawful nor tlie persons making the same be deemed trespassers on accountof any defect or want of form in the information,
summons, conviction, warrant of distress, or other proceedings relating thereto, nor shall tho persons distraining be deemed
trespasser s on account of any irregularity that shall be aftei wards done by the persons distraining, but the persons aggrieved
by such irregularities may recover satisfaction for the special damage in an action on the case.
_
73 If it shall be proved to the satisfaction of any Stipendiary or Police Magistrate that the Company or any of their
Penalty for
default not
officers have been guilty of any default under this Act not otherwise provided for, they slialt be liable for each aud every
otherwise pro such default to a penalty not exceeding five pounds, to be recovered in a summary way.
vided for.
74. Every penalty, forfeiture, charge, or sum of money imposed by or made j)ayable under this Act, the recovery of
Penalties, &c»
to be summarily which is not otherwise provided for, maybe reenvered by summary proceedings before any Stipendiary or Police Magistrate,
recovered before under the provisions of tlie Act or Acis in force for the time being, regulating summary proceedings before Justices. ^
Stipendiary or
75. If any party shall feel aggrieved by any determination or adjudication of any Stipendiary or Police Magistrate
Police
with respect to any penalty or forfeiture under the provisions of this Act, such party may appeal to the next Court of
Magistrate.
General Quarter Seasons, holden at or nearest to the place of sueh determination or adjudication, but no such appeal sliall be
Parties allowed entertained unless within ten days after such determination oi* adjudication notice m writing of such appeal, stating the
to appeal to
Quarter Sessions nature and grounds thereof, be given to the party in whose favour such determination or adjudication shall have been
on giving
made, nor unless the appellant forthwith after such notice enter into recognizances with two sufficient sureties before it
bCeurity.
Justice, conditioned duly to prosecute such appeal and to abide tlie order of the Court thereon. At the General Quarter
Court to make Sessions for which such notice shall be given, the Court shall proceed to hear and determine the appeal in a summary way,
such order aa or they may, if they think fit, adjourn to the following Sessions, and upon the hearing of such appeal the Court may, if
theythinK
they think fit, mitigate any penalty or forfeiture, or they may confirm or quash the adjudication, aud order any money
reasonable.
paid by the appellant or levied by distress upon his goods to be returned to him, and also may order such further
satisfaction to be made to the party injured as they may judge reasonable; and they may make such order concerning the
costs, both of the adjudication and of the appeal, as they may reasonably think fit.
Damage to Iw
76. If through any act, neglect, or default, on account whereof any person shall have incurred any penalty imposed
made good in
by this Act, auy damage to any conduit, main, pipe, sewer, or other property of the Company, used in connection fchercaddition to
Mith, shall have been committed by such person, he shall be liable to make good such damage,'os well as to pay such
penalty.
penalty, and the amount of such damages shall, in case of dispute, be determined by the Stipendiary or Police Magistrate
by whom the party incurring such penalty shall have been convicted, and on non-payment of such damages on demand the
same shall be levied by distress, and such Magistrate shall issue warrants accordingly.
77. Any notice required by this Act to be served on or given to any owner or occupier of any building, laud, or
Notices.
premises, or on or to any person, maybe in writing, or partly in writing aud partly printed, or may be wholly printed. And
it shall he sufficient for all purposes of this Act. unless the said Act in any case prescribes a different course tu be pursued,
if any sueh notice is sent by post to the owner by registered letter addressed to his last-known place of abode or of business,
or is served on the owner or occupier of such building, land, or premises, or left with some inmate apparently over the age
of fourteen years living at the place of .abode of such owner or occupier, or if there be no occupier if such notice bo posted
on some conspicuous part of such building or laud. And auy notice required to be given or served in respect of any public
street, road, or lane, may be served on or sent by post as aforesaid, to tlie Council Clerk of the municipal district wherein
sueh street, road, or lane, or a portion thereof, affected by the notice is situated.
78. In the event of the wrongful exercise of any powers given by this Act, nothing in this Act contained shall be
Indictment for
nuisances.
construed to prevent any person from proceeding against the Company for nuisance or otherwise in respect of the work or
means used or employed by the Company in the exercise of the privileges hereby conferred on the Company, or to prevent
the Company or any person recovering any stun of money, or otherwise proceeding in any Court of competent jurisdiction ;
but the Company or any person to whom any penalty or sum of money may, by the provisions of this Act, be awarded,
may elect cither to proceed in manner in this Act provided, or to proceed for and recover damages or otherwise, in auy
Court of competent jurisdiction.
Limitation of
79. The Company shall not be entitled to any of the rights and privileges conferred upon them by this Aet unless y
time for erection they shall have commenced the projected works within the period of six months and completed the same within the period
of works.
of two years from the passing of this Act.
SO. It shall be lawful for the Minister for Mines on behalf of Her Majesty at anytime after ten years from the
Power for
Minister to
passing of this Act, by giving six months’ notice in writing, to require the Company to sell, and thereupon the Company
purchase.
shall sell to tho Minister for Mines on behalf of Her Majesty the Company's property and rights, upon tho terms of paying
the then value (exclusive of any allowance for past or future profits of the said property and rights, or any compensation
for compulsory sale or other consideration whatsoever) of the said propeity and rights, and all lands, buildings,
works,
Distress not
unlawful for
■want of form.

9
worka, materials, and plant of tho Company suitable to and used by the Company, such value, in case of difference, to be
ascertained by arbitration in the manner provided by the 4‘Arbitration Ac,'1 thirty-one Victoria number fifteen ; andivhcu
any snch sale shall have been made to the said Minister for Mines on behalf of Her Majesty, the Company's property
lands, buildings, works, materials, plant, and premises shall vest in the Minister for Mines, on behalf of Her Majesty’
who shall have all the rights, powers, and authorities of the Company in respect to the said property, works, and rights

FIRST SCHEDULE.
Katies of Claim and Abstract.
*
To tlie Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited).
In pursuance of the “ Broken Hill Water Supply Act of 1888," I (or we) hereby give you notice that I (or we) claim
compensation in land hereunder described which has been resumed under the said Act. The amount of such claim and
other the particulars required by the said Act are stated in the subjoined Abstract.
Abstract.
Names and descriptions
of parties claiming,
;u»d nature of their
Interests, whethci
tenants for life,
in tail, or otherwise.

Particular.; of claim,
Of occupiers,
specifying
Quit rent* pa} able Names
Dates and
distln^uUhiiiff
separately the
Situation and if leasehold, name of
other short
tonants-nt- amount claimed
description
landlord, term of whether
particulars of
Mill
or
under
lease,
for
of property.
Tease, and rent
documents
and rent reserved, value of properly,
reserved.
of title.
terms, &c
and for
compensation,

Names of persons
hating tho custody of
documents,
and place or places
where the saino may he
inspected, and name
of the claimant’s
solicitor or agent.

(Signature)

SECOND SCHEDULE.
KoUce of Valuation.
To A.B., claimant in respect of land hereunder described, resumed under the “ Broken Hill Water Supply Act of 1888.’
Tai;h notice that tlie land hereunder described, being that in respect of the resumption whereof under the
aforesaid Act your claim for compensation hasjicen lodged, has been valued at the sum of £

W

authority of the

A.B.
Manager of the Company,

Description of land in rcrpcci of wAich claim Aa$ heat mide.
All that piece or parcel of land, &c., &c., &e.

THIRD SCHEDULE.
The following is a description of the line of route of the proposed water-works and of the district to be supplied : —
J- The Lakes Menindic and Speculation and the intervening country, being a strip of land about half-a-milc in
wirltli, sitimtcd in the Llcctoml District of W cntwortli.
2 The river Darling at a point about half-a-mile above the town of Mcnindie, and thence to Lake Speculation and
the country intervening, being a distance of about sixteen miles in length, in the Electoral District of Wentworth
*1
■ 1 w * 'jfTr;0“n?’17 ’flT'00"
Speculation and the town of Broken Hill, being about fifty miles in length, in
the said Electoral District of M entworth, of a width along the whole route of three chains or thereabouts except at the
pumping-stations and reservoir,
’
F
4- ,Th® following area of land at the reservoir, near the town of Broken Hill, viz., one thousand five hundred acres
or thercabouta.
1 5AJTii!C f?1!Tyijlg a‘jc“ (>f {w;d at,the several pumping-stations for timber supply and other purposes, viz.
J. At the nrafc, second, third, fourth, and eigth pumping-stations, one thousand acres each or thereabouts.

2. At the fifth, sixth, ami seventh pumping-stations, five hundred acres each*or thereabouts.
*
8. At the point on Menindie Lake known as the feeder to Lake Speculation, one thousand acres or thereabouts
i. At tlie starting-peg on the bank of Lake Speculation, one thousand acres or thereabouts.
- ,
? h?,le ^.th^
above referred to are leased from the Crown, and occupied by Herbert Bristow HuhIics and
ISsjnchidcd m the Kinchega Bun, number two hundred and forty-four on the Government plans of resumed and leasehold
areas,

C. The streets and lands in the township and municipal district of Broken Hill,
[Extract from the Government Qoutle, 7th February, 1890.]
THE BROKEN HILL AND DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY CO. (Limitkii).
Darling River Scheme,

,
PUBLIC NOTICE.
JNiWtCE is hereby given m accordance with the provisions of an Aet of Parliament passed and assented to on the 1st
October, 1889, entitled “An Aet to enable the Broken Hill and District Water Supply (Mu.pany Lim^d to coi rtru
works and use the waters of the Speculation and Menindie Lakesand the Darling River for the purpose of supplying Broken
Hill and district with fresh water, and to give power to purchase land," that the abovenamed Company pimrosc to put hi
force certain provisions of the said Act by acquiring for the purposes of the construction of the said works to wit n
a",'1 f,panrt °ltll1C »^«-t^ing referred to in the said Act, and other purposes authorised by
the said Act, theland in the .Schedule hereto described being land that has been alienated from the Crown ; and the “Grand
Hotel, Broken Hil , is the place where a plan of the proposed undertaking may be seen at all reasonable hours on applica
tion to Mr. J H. Aldridge, the proprietor of tho said hotel, on which the land so proposed to be acquired is delineated
Dated this first day of February, A.p., 1800.
The Schedule above referred to.
. ‘V1
P?rtl0“ o£1 land situate and being about 5 miles from Broken Hill, containing about 1,500 acres,being part of
certain
in lands held nuder lease from the Crown by Herbert Bristow Hughes, being No. 244 on the Government plans of
resumed and leasehold areas, and being a portion of the Kinchega Run ; and bounded generally on tbe north-e'ast Yv'the
said lease to Herbert Bristow Hughes, along which it extends about 128 chains; generally on the south-east bv the said
lease to Herbert Bristow Hughes, along which it extends about 94 chains ; generally on the south-west by the said lease to
Herbert Bristow Hughes, along which it extends about K> I j chains; generally on the north-west by the said lease to
»m -y.
*
Herbert
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Herlwrt Bristow Hughes, along which it extends about 391 chains ; on the north partly by tlie said lease to Herbert'
Bristow Hughes fora distance of about 2 chains, and partly by the leasehold property of J. H. Aldridge, along which it
extends about 52 chains; and generally on the north-west by the said lease to Herbert Bristow Hughes along which it
extends about 33 chains.
,r 0 .
JOSEPH MARSHALL.
(L.s.)
H_ WESTCOtt.
The Common Seal of the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Co. (Limited) was hereto affixed by the authority of
a Board of Directors of the said Company, in presence of Joseph Marshall and Henry,Wcstcott, directors of
the said Company, and of,—
(l.s.)
FRED. PUTJWOOD,
Legal Manager to Company.
Dear Sir,
32, Pirie-street, Adelaide, 20 February, 1800,
Your letter, dated 15th February, also tracing of proposed block of land, portion of my Menindie lease, and copy
of the public notice as printed, have reached me, and in reply I beg to state that I am neutral in respect to your Company
taking such land.
HERBERT B. HUGHES.
Witness—
Harold W. Hoghhs, Manager, Menindie Run.
Secretary to the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Co. (Limited), 93, York-strcet, Sydney.

Memo, from The Chief Engineer, Water Conservation, to The Under Secretary for
Mines.
Subject:—"Water Supply at Broken Hill.
_
Sydney, 19 Marcli, 1890.
In bringing the Broken Hill and District "Water Supply Act into operation it will be necessary to exercise
great care in sanctioning the resumption of land for the purposes or the Act, as there is a rival Company
in the field, which has a Bill ready for presentation to Parliament at the commencement of next Session.
Under the Aet now' proposed to bo put in force the water is to be obtained from Menindie and Specula
tion Lakes, near the river Darling, while under the rival scheme the source of supply is Stephens Creek.
Ho complications can arise in regard to water-rights, but in tbe matter of land for service reservoirs and
other such uses in or near Broken Hill difficulties may arise, and it is especially in regard to these points
that care is required.
To provide against mistakes aud complications, I am of opinion that notices regarding land
proposed to be resumed should be made out with tbe same care as are notices descriptive of land proposed
to be resumed by the Crown. The notice, of which copies are submitted with these papers, appears to
me very defective, and I think it should be submitted to the Department of Lands for a decision as to
whether it can be recognised as a proper description in terms of the Act,
--------H. G. M'EINNET.
Submitted. It is a question whether tho prayer of the petition should be granted until the Bill of
the rival Company lias been dealt with by Parliament.

The Under Secretary for Mines to The Crown Solicitor.
Subject:—Petition, Broken Hill "Water Supply Company.
Sydney, 22 April, 1890.
The Attorney-General might bo asked to advise whether uuder the provisions of section 4-1 of Broken
Hill and District Water Supply Act of 1888 it is necessary to approve and gazette the approval of a
scheme for tho supply of water before dealing with the petition herewith, and w'hether the granting of
the prayer of such petition would authorise the Company to carry out all the conditions and provisions
in section 2 of the said Act.
’
*
J_________ _

Submitted.

Approved.—S. Smith, 22/4/90.

jj

" The Crown Solicitor.—H.'W., B.C., 22/4/90.

The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Subject:—Petition, Broken Hill Water Supph-.
Sir,

Sydney, 2 May, 1890.
I have the honor to return herewith the papers relating to tho above matter, which were
forwarded to me from your Department on the 22nd day of April, 1890, and to state that I have sub
mitted them to Mr. Attorney-General Simpson, a copy of whose advising thereon will be found upon the
other side of the letter.
1. have, Ac.,
JOHN WILLIAMS,
--------Crown Solicitor.
Submitted for directions as to the course now to be pursued. Should the petitioners be informed
of the Attorney-General's opinion.—J.W.B., G/G/90. The Under Secretary.
Ithink the propercourse
would bo to recommend the refusal of tbe prayer of the petition, but I do not think the opinion of the
Attorney-General should be made known to the petitioners.—M.W., 6/G/91. Submitted.
Mr.
Parkinson was requested to call about this matter by the Minister’s directions last week. He will call
to-morrow at 10 a.m.—J.W.B., 16/5/90. Submitted.
In view of the Attorney-General’s opinion, the
petition should be dismissed.—S. Smith, 19,5/90.
1 understand from Mr. Parkinson that he has taken tbe advice of Counsel upon this matter, and
in view of such advice proposes approaching the Honorable tbe Secretary for Public "Works, with a view
to obtaining the approval of his Department to the scheme. These papers should, perhaps, be sent on
for the Minister’s information.—J."W.B., 1/10/90. The Under Secretary.
Approved.—-H.'W., 2/10/90.
The Under Secretary for Public Works.—H.’W., B.C., 2/10/90.

[^Enclosure.].
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[Mnelo&ure,']
Copy Opisios.

It. seems to me that there is no power given to tho Governor to grant a petition presented under section 2 of the Act, He
may either dismiss the petition, or direct a local inquiry as to tlie propriety of assenting to the prayer contained in it—and
that prayer is that the Company may he allowed to put in force tho powers contained in Part 3, and the manner in which
assent is to be given is after the completion of the local inquiry, by the provisional order specified in sub-section 5 of
section 2.
On reference to section 44, I find tho words, “after the notification in the Gazette, as hereinbefore provided, of the
approval of the scheme for the supply of water to the toivn and district, but not before the Company shall be empowered
to accjuirc or occupy land for the purpose of such water supply as hereinafter provided. ” I cannot find-in the Act any
previous reference to a notification in the Gazelle, or to tlie approval by the Governor of a- scheme for the supply of water,
&e.; the Act is very incompletely drawn, and is very difficult to construe.
1 am of opinion that if the prayer of a petition is assented to, and the provisional order made, the power? of Part 3
may be put in force before the scheme is approved and gazetted, although I do not know, by reason of the omission I have
mentioned, what is really meant by the appromf of the Governor of a seheinc for the supply of water to the said town
and district.
I think an alternative mode of taking or acquiring lands was intended to be given, either by proceeding in tbe
manner pointed out in Part 3 after tbe approval and notification of a scheme, or by petition under section i, before such
approval and notification.
The mode of proceeding by petition is, in my opinion, inapplicable to the present case, inasmuch as such a proceeding
.is by the Act (section 2)—whatever may have been the intention of the Ib-q/iSmaM—limited to the taking of land which
has been alienated from the Crown, and the land proposed to be taken is land which has not been alienated from the Crown,
hut is land held under lease from the Crown by Hughes. Sec first clause of the petition, and Mr. Hughes’ letter of 20th
February. Clause 2 of the petition speaks of it as land “ alienated as aforesaid ” from the Crown, but land held under
lease from the Crown is not that I am aVare of land which has been alienated from tho Crown.
G. B. SIMPSON,
___________________________________
1st May, 1S90,

Messrs. Laurence and M'LacMan to The Secretary for Public Works.
,

Subject:—The Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act of 1888.
Sir,
12, Spring-street, Sydney, 25 September, 1890.
_
We have the honor to submit herewith the “ scheme ” of our clients, the Broken Hill and
District Water Supply Company, Limited, for the supply of water to the town aud district of Broken
Hill, in conformity with the provisions of section 44 (PartS) of the above Act.
We have to request that His Excellency the Governor may be advised to approve of this “ scheme,”
so as to enable the Company at once to enter on the Crown leasehold lands in the third schedule of their
Act, aud in this scheme referred to and described.
The Company, in the first instance, petitioned His Excellency to grant a local inquiry under section
2, Part 1, of this Act, hut the Attorney-General has advised that this part of the Act and procedure is not
applicable to land leased by the Crown.
‘
i'.itsniRf It ouly remains, therefore,'for the Company to proceed under Part 3, which clearly is applicable
to Crown leaseholds (sec sections 40 and 47).
We think it only right to call your attention to the unfortunate, and clearly erroneous, introduc
tion of the words “ as hereinbefore provided ” in section 44 of tbe Act. Peeling that some difficulty
might be raised by the advisers of His Excellency owing to these wordshaving inadvertently been allowed
to remain in the Act, we obtained a considered opinion from Mr. O’Connor, ono of the most eminent
authorities at the Bar, of which we venture to send a copy, trusting that His Excellency’s advisers may
feel able to adopt Mr, O’Connor’s views on this point of law.
The Company are only awaiting His Excellency’s approval of this scheme to wire to England
aeccplanco of certain tenders for supply of pipes, and to at once embark in a very heavy outlay of money
and push on the construction of these much-needed works, and as the Company have to complete same by
1st October, 1891, we have to ask that this matter be regarded aud dealt with as one of great urgency.
We have, &c„
.
LAURENCE akd M'LACHLAN,
Solicitors for the above Company.

The Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act of 1888.
Scheme of the Company submitted for the approval of His Excellency the Governor under suction 44
■
(Part 3) of the Act.
The Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited) propose to construct works and use the
waters of tho Speculation and Menindie Lakes and river Darling for the purpose of supplying Broken
Hill and neighbouring district with fresh water for domestic, irrigation, and other purposes, iu pursuance
of the said Act.
’
Lands required under Act.
To enable the project to be carried into effect under the Company's Act of Parliament known as
fl The Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act of 1888,” assented to 1st October, 1889, the following
lands will he required for the purposes of the said Act and carrying out the scheme of the Company, as
set forth in the third schedule of the said Act, namely:—
'
1. The lakes Menindie and Speculation and the intervening country, being a strip of land about
half-a-mile in width, situated in the Electoral District of Wentworth.
"
2. Tlie river Darling, at a point about half-a-mile above the town of Menindie, aud thence to
Lake Speculation and the country intervening, being a distance of about 16 miles in length, in the
Electoral District of Wentworth.
3. A line of country between Lake Speculation and tho town of Broken Hil], being about 50 miles
in length, in the said Electoral District of Wentworth, of a width along the whole route of 3 chains or
thereabouts, e_xcept at the pumping-stations and reservoir,
4. The following area of land at the reservoir, near the town of Broken Hill, viz., 1,500 acres or
thereabouts.
o.
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5. The following areas of land at the several pumpmg-stat'.ons for limber supply aud other
purposes, viz,:—
•
1. At the first, second, third, fourth, and eighth pumping-stations, 1,000 acres each or thereabouts.
2. At the fifth, sixth, and seventh pumping-stations, 500 acres each or thereabouts.
3. At the point on Menindie Lake, known as the feeder to Lake Speculation, 1,000 acres or thcroah outs.
4. At the starting-peg on the hank of Lake Speculation, 1,000 acres or thereabouts.
Tho whole of the lands above referred to are leased from the Crown aud occupied by Herbert
Bristow Hughes, and are included in tho Kinchega Run, Ho. 244 on tlie Government plans of
resumed and leasehold areas,
0. The streets and lands in the township and municipal district of Broken Hill.

Outline of Scheme.
The following is a general outline of the manner in which the Company propose to carry out their
said scheme (subject to sueh alterations or variations thereof or additions thereto as may be found
necessary from time to time) :—
It is proposed in the first instance to lay down pumping-engines in duplicate of 30-horse power,
each to convey about 400,000 gallons of water per day in S-ineb wrought-iron or steel pipes (laid under
ground) from Lake Speculation (which is distant from tlie town of Broken Hill about 50 miles) to the
town of Broken Hill, lifting same by easy stages of from 7 to 8 miles each to service reservoir, capable of
holding from 30,000,000 to 40,000,000 gallons near Mount Taylor, about 4 miles distant from the town,
and allowing it to gravitate from this point into the town through 10-iueh pipes. There is a fall of about
120 feet in this last-mentioned distance, which will give ample pressure for all requirements, including fire
plugs.
'
Tlie lands under the third schedule are required for the purposes of obtaining a supply of timber
for the engines, and for erecting and constructing thereon the pumping-stations, reservoirs, and dwellings,
also tanks for watering stock, &e.

Lake Speculation.
Lake Speculation, the source of the first supply, has been augmented by the late floods from the
river Darling, and tlie water has been dammed therein by the said Company at flood-level, so that at
present it is about 7$ miles in circumference, with an average depth of about 30 feet, and containing about
7,000 million gallons of good water, 'which, allowing for evaporation, would be sufficient to supply a popu
lation of 15,000 at the rate of 20 gallons per head per day for a period of about six years.

Jjake Menindie.
Lake Menindie, which is about 40 miles in circumference, a.id fed by the Darling when in flood, is
situated close to Lake Speculation, and connected thereto by a creek or cutting, which has been deepened
by the Company, and thereby the flood-waters from the river Darling have passed into Speculation, and
been stored therein for immediate use. It is the intention of the Company to avail themselves of every
flood that occurs on the river in a similar way,
"

Sujjply from river Darlimj.
Brain the close proximity of this lake to Lake Speculation it is easily accessible iu case of necessity,
but in order that the supply may be placed beyond doubt tbe Company intend to put down a qnpe to the
river Darling, at a point about half-a-mile above the town of Menindie, and pump water from a largo
waterholo in the river, which in the severest drought has contained water 70 yards wide, 12 feet deep, and
1 mile in length, into Lake Speculation, to keep up its level. Beyond the supply from tlie river Darling,
Lakes Menindie aud Speculation have a large watershed, of which tlie Company will avail themselves and
utilise.

Quality of Wafer.
_ The quality of the water from the sources mentioned is excellent, but it is proposed, as a means of
clarifying the same of any earthy matters, inconsequence of its having to be dealt with in stages, to put
down filtering-beds near to Broken Hill.

Cost of scheme.
The cost of the scheme, as set down by the competent engineers, will be about £170,000.
_
The Company propose to erect, construct, and execute all necessary works, tramways, cuttings,
drains, reservoirs, pumping-stations, filter-beds, and other works necessary or incidental to the carrying
out of the objects of the Company iu accordance with their said .Act of Parliament.

Plan.
A plan is hereto attached, showing more particularly the line of route of the proposed waterworks
and supply, and explanatory of the matters above set forth in this scheme.

Evidence before Select Committee.
_ The Company crave leave to refer to the detailed evidence given before tho Select Committee of the
Legislative Council of Hew Soutli AVales under their said Act, a printed copy of which is hereto attached,
for fuller aud more scientific details, and particulars as to the manner in which it is proposed fo execute
and carry out their works, and desire that the same may be deemed to form part of. this scheme.

[Enclosure.']
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Misl'Tes of Evidence taken before the Select Committee on the Broken Hill and Dietrich Water Supply Company Bill.
Thursday, 29 November, 1883.
Present :—
Mr. Teickett in tbe Cbair.

Mr. Dodds,
j
Mr. Moses,
Mr. Jacob,
j
Mr. Cimiixs.
John Parkinson, ]isq,, Solicitor for C. A. Laurence, Solicitor, appeared on behalf of flic promoters of tbe Bill ; F. t ulbvood,
Secretary to the Company.
Fred. Fullwood called in,sworn, and examined :—
’
K, Fullwooii]. Mr. Parkhnon.] Are you the secretary of the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited) ? 1 am.
2. Do you produce the certificate of tbe incorporation of the company under the seal of the Ecgistrar-Ceuernl, dated tho 6th
29Hov.,18S8,
October, 1838 ? Yes.
_
3. This company is formed, is it not, for tbe purpose of floating a scheme for providing a permanent water/upply for Broken
Hill? Yes.
'
4. Will von tell me the names of Ihc directors of the company ? Tho TIon. Gr. H. Cox, 11.L.C,, F. E. Rogers, Esq., Henry
Westoott, Esq., Edmund tf. Taylor, Esq., Hon. R. H. D. White, M.L.C., Joseph. Marshall, Esq., George Adams, Esq., and
Harry Stockda-lo, Esq.
_
o. These gentlemen were the promoters and are now directors and shareholders of the company ? Yes.
6. They are nil solvent people ? Yes.
'7. Is this company a bona fide nnd not a speculative concern ? Yes.
_
8. Is this document which I hand in the draft prospectus as revised and approved by the directors? les.
9. Andis it identical with the objects staled in the Bill ? Yes.
10. Do you now hand iu a copy of the memorandum of the articles of association ? Yes.
11. And prefixed to it is a, ropy of the Registrar-General’s certifienf'C ? Yes. *
_
12. Very careful inquiries hare been made by skilled scientific engineers at the expense of the company ? Yes; by Mr.
Charles O’Xoill nnd Mr. James,
13. And they have gone over the route of the proposed works personally, and surveyed if aud prepared plans ? Yes.
14. And they have uuulo calculations nml made reports to you? Yes.
13. And are those documents embodied in the prospectus I have handed in ? Yes.
Ill, At the close of the prospectus there is a short estimate of the cost of the works, and of the probable income, and so
forth ;—Is that based on actual calculations made by scientific otfieers employed by the company ? Yes; it shows a profit of
15 per cent. It shows the proposed outlay, ns well as the income and expenditure.
_
17. Arc you aware that this achenie is largely supported locally? It has it very large local support. There is a petition
hearing 2,200 signatures.
18. So far as you are aware thero is no opposition io this scheme ? Rot as far ns I am aware of.
19. Have Hie'dircctors refrained from floating the company and placing shares until after the result of this application fo
Pnrlininent ? Yes.
.
20. Is it within your knowledge that the directors and the present shareholders arc prepared to take nn active and peenuinry
interest in the company ? Yes, quite ready.
21. The registered office of the company is at Sydney, and not nt Broken Hill ? Yes.
22. Independent of tho promoters named as directors, there are three other large shareholders? Yes.
23. They live all solvent gentlemen ? Yes.
'
24. CAe/rina#.] Have you any local know lrdge of Broken Hill ? Ko.
.
23. jlfr. Jacob.] Is it expedient for the public benefit that tho town and district of Broken Hill should be provided with a
supply of fresh water, as stated in the preamble of the Bill ? Yes.
20. On what ground ? Because nt the present time there is r very inadequate supply of water there, as the papers will show ;
even the Herald of to-day shows this.
.
27. You have referred to a. petition presented to the Council;—does that petition set forth tangible grounds in favour of the
Bill? Yes.
.
28. The petitioners assert eertnin grounds why it is desirable that the town should he supplied with water;—do they approve
of this company and the Bill which has been submitted ? Yes.
Harry Stockdale called in, sworn, and examined :—
29. Mr. Parkinson,] Are you one of the promoters of this scheme ? I am.
■
h. Stoekdulc.
30. Are you intiiuntely and locally acquainted with Broken Hill ? Yes.
/—•**>_**■■*
31. How’ long have you known it ? About nineteen or twenty years;—that is, the site of Broken Hill and tlie locality.
2 Nov., 1S88
32. Since this scheme was promoted, have you been very frequently up in the neighbourhood in connection with this particular
matter? Yes; seven or eight times,
•
■
33. Have yon personally inspected the rente to he traversed by the aqueduct from the Darling to Broken Hill ? Yes, about
six times within the last year,
i
34. Is it proposed to supply Broken Hill nnd district with water conducted from Lake Sjiceulation, with a resort to Lake
Menindie if necessary ? . Yes ; nnd the river Darling.
■
35. Do you know the requirements of Broken Hill ? I do.
36. Is it necessary for them to have a water supply ? It is most essential.
37. What is their present position as to a water snpply ? They have no permanent supply. The Government dams have
been dry for the last eight months.
38. When you speak of the Government dams, do you mean a dam of which we have heard a great deal lately—the Rat-hole
tank ? No ; that is 8 miles away. I mean tho dams about 2 miles away, which were sunk purposely for the supply of Broken
Hill. They have been dry for six or eight months.
39. Do you know as a matter of fact that the town is now practically without water ? It is practically without water. They
are bringing it 18 miles by rail.
40. Have you seen a telegram in the Herald this morning ? Y'cs ; that supply has failed. In fact it was only a very limited
supp’y when they started taking it.
41. Is there in your opinion uny better way of obtaining a permanent supply than the plan provided in this Bill ? I do not
think there is.
42. Chairman.] Of what does the present sujiply consist ? Of Government tanka sunk near the town, which have been dry
for the last six or eight months. Rot only aie they dry, hut even if they were full they could hot be used, because the whole
drainage of the town runs into them, and they have been condemned. Tiiey aro the original cause of all the typhoid, aud
they would not he allowed to ho used for domestic purposes even iftbey wore full.
43. These tanks of which you speak, 2 miles from Broken Hill, are merely dependent on the rainfall, the storm waters ? Yes.
44. There is no river or creek running into them ? No ; no natural flow.
43. Are they regular tanks, or merely dams ? Regular tanks.
•
40. Cemented ? Ro ; just excavated out of the red soil, which holds exceedingly well.
47. And when there is no rain there is no water ? Ro.
48. And yon say the drainage from tlie town all runs into these tanks ? Yes.
49. Mr. Jacob.] Is it purposely made to go there ? It is on account of the position of the site of the dam. There is a large
population, and all the closets are simply cut out of the rod soil, and as they urc continually changing from one place to
another every storm percolates right through, and alt that is loft on tlie surface is washed right into these tsuks. There are
thousands camping out and prospecting, and the water becomes unfit for use.
50.
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H. Stoekdftle, 50. Chairman] And how is tho water from these tanks supplied to tho town P It is carted.
51. There are no conduit pipes? No.
291fov., 18SS. 52. So that there is no. supply by means of pipes ? No. And otcu if tho tanks were full, and thero was no soak ago or wash
of human excrement into them, they would only contain about two months’ supply,because they only hold about H million
gallons.
53. As a matter of fact there aro no means of getting water except by carting ? No.
54. Mr. Parkinson,] And what tho people are dependent on now is theEat-holo tank P Yes.
55. Which is 18 miles away ? Yes; and a telegram in this morning’s paper states that that has failed.
56. This rough plan which I produce gives a sort of bird’s-eye view of the locality, showing the river Darling, Lake Ueniudic,
Lake Speculation, and Broken Hill ? Yes ; I think it is generally accurate.
57. Mr, Jacob.] What is understood by Broken Hill—the name of the town? On the Government map tho township is
marked Willyama, hut no one calls it hy that name ; it is always called Broken Hill—the name of tho mine.
5S. And the district, is known as Broken Hill ? Yes ; Broken Hill is really tho name of the mine.
59. Chairman.] According to this map the Bat-hole tank is situated W.N.W. from Broken Hill about 18 miles, end in nn
entirely opposite direction to the proposed supply from Lake Speculation and the river Darling? Yes.
60. Mr. Parkinson.] The route along which the pipes will run passes, T believe, through land belonging to one individual?
\Tcs; until it comes to the boundary of the township.
Cl. The route of the proposed supply only affects one private owner until it comes to the boundary of the town p Yes ; it
runs the whole way through a run leased by Mr. Hughes from tho Government.
62. Is Mr. Hughes a warm supporter of the scheme? Yes.
03. Mr. Charles.] Is any part of the land freehold P No ; it is all leasehold.
64. Chairman.] The proposed route from Speculation Lake to Broken Hill is shown on this plan by dotted lines ? Yres.
65. Mr. Parkinson.] Are tlie local authorities of Broken Hill, such us they arc, in favour of this scheme P They are.
66. Has a, voluntary committee been formed, known as the Water Supply Committee p Yes.
67. Consisting of the leading inhabitants ? Yes.
68. And to your personal knowledge is that committee in favour of this scheme ? »YT«s, every member.
69. You have had direct personal communication with them? Y'es; with the chairman and secretary, and every other
member.
70. And you know of your own personal knowledge that they are supporters of the scheme? Yes; and I have printed
evidence of this in their speeches,
*
71. Will the water supply be beneficial to that part of the country lying between the lake and tho township ? Yes ; it will
open up a stock route of 70 miles, which is impracticable at the present moment.
72. And will it, therefore, very much improve all the surrounding country ? Yes ; it will improve Broken Hill on account
of the meat supplies j they have no mode of getting meat Supplies.
73. Will the scheme also be available for irrigation purposes along the route ? Yes.
74. Can you give an estimate of the population of the township of Broken Hill ? The township lias a population of between
12,000 and 15,000, and the immediate district has 3,000 or 4,000 more,
75. Chairman.] Men, women, and children ? Yes.
'
76. Mr. Parkinson.] There is a creek in the neighbourhood known as Stephens Creek;—is that a reliable source for a water
supply ? No ; there is no water iu it.
77. Is it apt to get dry ? It has been dry for the last four or five months.
78. In your opinion, is Stephens Creek a reliable source for a water supply ? It is not.
79. Iu your opinion, as a practical man, would there be any danger of a breakdown or a scarcity of water under tbe present
scheme? None whatever; we have taken every precaution. Every engine at every station is to be iu duplicate in ease of
one breaking down.
'
'
80. Do you know, of your own knowledge, that fho people of Broken Hill were so badly off for water that they recently
approached the South Australian Government with the view of getting a supply from Soutli Australia ? Thev did. I was at
Broken Hill at the timo.
'
81. And you know that the South Australian Government expressed their willingness to assist them if nothin" ciso was
done ? They did.
°
.82. This water is to ho supplied by you for domestic purposes; is it of a good character ? Of the best possible character •
the flooded waters of the Darling at its highest level.
’
83. Do you propose to have it filtered on the route before it is supplied ? Y'es; it will go through two lots of filters.
84. Is there any reliable supply to bo got from any of the mines ? None at all, from any mine ; not drinking-water or water
for human consumption. They water horses, and sometimes they die from leading or colic.
85. And even these supplies from the mines are only liuetuating? Yes; hut no supply is used from the mines for human
consumption, even in the smallest quantities.
'
86. So that you may sum up your evidence on this point by saying that at the present lime the inhabitants have to depend
entirely upon storm waters ? They have.
87. This, of course, is a large mining district ? Yes,
88. "Will this water supply he of great use to the mines in the neighbourhood ? It will.
89. Have you had any personal interviews with those who are connected with the present mining companies, and do you
know whether they will largely make use of it ? I do, I have had several conversations with Captain Piper, underground
manager for tho big mine, and he thinks it will he the making of the place,
90. Do the mining managers and mining speculators there support this scheme ? They do. The petition has over 600 mining
signatures to it,
“
91. If this water scheme were carried out, woidd it in any way conflict with any large irrigation scheme which the Govern
ment might undertake ? Not at all. It will use no water except what would otherwise be wasted aud go to the sea, because
we only tap the Darling. The supply from the Darling consists of the flood-waters, which are saved.
92. Yon do not by this Bill claim any excessive privileges or rights that would interfere with any future irrigation scheme?
None whatever.
93. Do you know what is about the quantity of available water in Like Speculation ? The present supply in Lake Specula
tion is about 4,000,000,000 gallons.
"
1
04. What is the circumference of Lake Speculation P About 4 or 5 miles.
95. And have yon any idea of the average depth? About 14 foot. The depth is 26 feet in (lie deepest part. It was
sounded by Mr. Hannah, the Government Road Superintendent. Allowing for evaporation and for the drawing from it,
without auy addition to it at ail, there is at present four years’ supply, without any fall of rain, and allowing it to evaporate
at the rate of 4 feet per year.
'
"
96. Under your scheme, are you providing the lake with fresh water ? Yes.
57. Under your scheme there will be no danger of the lake falling lower ? No; we purpose putting in two or three times
daily the quantity wo take out; that is to allow for evaporation, aud to try if possible to keep the lake at a big level, so (bat
we shall always have that supply.
98. And do you propose by your scheme to fall back upon Lake Mcnindie in tho event of a- scarcity in Lake Speculation ?
We fall hack on the Darling.
99. And how does Lake Menindie come into the scheme P Lake Menindie is a Inrge lake, 40 miles in circumference, lying
between Lake Speculation and the Darling, and divided from Lake Speculation by a strip of land from -J- to J of a mile iu
width. Of course Lake Speculation is lower than Mcnindie, and also lower than the Darling, and is filled by the natural
overflow of water,
100. Aro you taking power to utilise Menindic if you choose to do so ? Yes.
101. So as to make it available us a supplementary source? Y'es. Lake Speculation gets filled by tlie overflow from
Menindie.
102. You are connecting the two, so that if ono fails low you can fill from (he other ? Yes.
103. You have yourself been over this route many times ? I have.
101. Have YOU hart tho route carefully surveyed, and plans prepared, by Mi\ O’Xeilh the well-known civil engineer, ond
.Mr. James? ics,
’
in1*
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It. Stockdale.
105. And have you been in company mi.h tbcm, and aec you intimately acquainted with t.bcir surrey and plans P Yes.
10G. These gentlemen are both hydraulic engineers ? Yes.
29 Nov., 18SS.
107. And they are available to giro evidence before the Comnultec? Yes.
108. And were the plans on which you are basing your proposal prepared by Mr. O’Yrill in conjunction with Mr. James ? Yes.
100. Haring gone over them carefully, are you, ns a promoter and a shareholder, satisfied with those plans nnd of the feasibility
of the work proposed p Yes j I hare not only gone over the plans, but I was present during every inch of the survey. I was
nine weeks there.
110. And you approve of the plans ? I do.
111. Do you believe tho work is perfectly feasible to be conducted as proposed ? I am sure of it.
112. Ro you believe that this will be a remunerative company, and that tho work will be carried out Iona fide ? Yes.
113. You have canvassed very largely in tbe district among the inhabitants nnd influential people in the neighbourhood of
Broken Hill P Yes.
_
114. Can you tell the Committee from your own knowledge whether ihc shares in this company will he largely taken up in
the neighbourhood ? Yes.
115. Have many promises been made to you personalty ? Yes.
110. This matter was before the Jjower House on a former occasion, hut at that time I believe the company was not actually
formed ? That is correct,
117. A Bill was before the House, but the company was not formed, and the scheme was not as fully developed as it is now P
Not the company, part of it.
_
118. Do you know of your own knowledge that the promoters of this company are prepared to take an active interest in the
matter if the Bill is passed and the public take up the shares ? Yes, I am sure they are; 1 have heard them say so.
119. You have seen the calculations in the prospectus of the company ? Yes.
120. Have you checked those yourself? Yes. There is a difference of £5,000 between my calculations nnd those of
Mr. O’Neill.
‘
121. Practically, do you'agreo with (hose figures ? 1 do.
122. You aro clearly of opinion from your own personal knowledge that (his is an urgent'and important public want that you
are proposing to supply ? It is, indeed, a most urgent public want.
123. And this scheme will he a great boon to the neighbourhood ? It will, aud to the district through which it passes. It
also passes through the Bockwcll Mines.
124. Knowing the neighbourhood ns you do, is (here any other practicable scheme in your opinion for such a reliable and
permanent water supply as this one ? No.
125. Chairman,'] The route is direct from take Speculation to Broken Hill j—how is Lake Speculation supplied with water ?
By an overflow from t he Darling.
'
12G. Not from Lake Menindic ? The overflow from the Darling falls into Lake Menindic, and there is a natural channel,
what they call a feeder.
127. You draw the water first from Lake Speculation, which is an overflow from Lake Menindie, which in its turn is supplied
from an overflow of the Darling? Yes.
128. In one part of your evidence you stated that the intention was to keep a certain quantity of water in Luke Speculation ;—
how do you propose to do this P By a line of pipes from the Darling. We do not trust to any of (hem. Supposing that
there was no water even in Lake Menindie, we should pump then from the Darling, which is down hill, Tho water runs of itself.
129. Mr. Parkinson.'] How many pumping-stations do you propose to have P From four to seven.
130. Where will they he ? They wilt he at intermediate stations, 7 or 10 miles distant. There will bo one at the Darling
and one at Speculation Lake. There will not he one at Mcnindie, hut there will be pumping-stations at intermediate places
along the line, and these pumping-stations will be used as watering-places for stock. Separate tanks will be kept supplied
with water for this purpose.
131. Arc (he levels favourable ? Speculation Lake is over 700 feet lower than the township of Broken Hill, hut the inter
vening country is so uniform in its nature, and so little broken, that there is no (rouble at all except (he lifting of the water.
It is a mere matter of pumping; everything else is most favourable.
132. And from the last pumping-station, which is proposed to be about 10 miles out of Broken Hill, I believe water will run
into the township with a fall of 150 feet? Bather more than that—about 180fee(.
133. At all events, thero are no engineering obstacles in the way P None.
134. Mr. Jacob.] Then will you have to raise the water 700 feet from the lake to supply Broken Hill ? Y’es, in different
stages. In some of the stages the lift is very small, (he greatest being about 200 feet.
135. Chairman,] Thou I gather from your evidence that the scheme is a pumping scheme ? Yes ; except os to the last stage,
where the water will rim into the township hy gravitation.
13G. How far is that ? The site of the station is not yet definitely decided. Thors are two sites. If we adopt one the distance
from town wilt he 6 miles, and if we adopt the other it will be 10 miles. Both these points are considerably higher than
Broken Hill, from ICO to 250 feet, according to the point seleeled.
137. You have not told us the distance from Lake Speculation to Broken Hill ? About 50 miles.
138. And tho water will be conveyed through pipes the whole way ? Yes; wrought-trail pipes.
139. How far can you pump water ? Practically, about 15 miles at one stage ; after that you lose power. You can send
water a tremendous distance; but in a practical sense you cannot pump more than 15 miles, and under this scheme wo do not
pump at any stage more than 10 miles.
140. What quantity of water does your company propose to supply per day to Broken Hill ? We are using 8-inch pipes,
which will throw 440,000 gallons per day—that is, with an easy pressure. If necessary they will throw over 700,000 gallons.
141. I suppose that nt your last pumping-station you would have a large reservoir, capable of holding—how much ?
400,000,000 gallons.
.
142. What is the nature of the country between Lake Menindie and Broken Hill—is it undulating ? Yes, it is undulating,
hut very uniform in its character—very smooth.
143. Would the pipes be carried on viaducts ? No; all underground.
14-4. Is the country sufficiently level to force the water ? Yes; to the eye it is almost a dead level.
145. You said something about Stephens Creekwhere is that ? It is not shown on tho plan. Wo cross Stephens Creek.
14G. What is the supply at Stephens Creek? Stephens Creek starts about 30 miles from .Broken Hill. If astorm bursts
over the head of Stephens Creek it, will run very rapidly for two or throe hours.It has been known, I believe, to run for
twenty-four hours, but only on one occasion. I have myself known it when it was almost dangerous to cross it, and an hour
afterwards you could go across without wotting your feet. It is a broad sandy creek, and retains a certain amount of sonkage.
147. You think it is unfit to provide a water supply for a district like Broken Hill ? Y'es. I do not think it would be
jwssihlo to use it for a source. It has been dry for seven or eight mouths.
14S. With reference to the pumping, have you scientific evidence in regard (o it ? Yes.
149. What do you propose to charge the people per gallon for this water? From Is. Gd. to 2s. per 100 gallons. It is about
one-sixth of what tho people arc paying nt the present moment. They are now paying from 8s. to ]0s. per 100 gallons, and
at the Bockwelt mines up to 15s , and this is only 10 milee from Broken Hill, and they have been paying as high as £1.
150. Mr, 1’arkinson.] Arc you willing to limit your charge to Is. 0d, ? Yes.
151. Chairman,] That, will be the cost delivered at the houses? Yes; aud our scheme wou’d embrace even (he smallest
consumer.
152. Is there any Government, land along the route—any imalicnated or unleased Government land ? None whatever. Ono
run extends the whole way, to within 3 miles of the township.
153. Mr. Charles.] What description of power would be used—steam or wind ? Steam.
.
154. How would you provide your fuel ? There is a supply of wood—belar and boxwood.
155. Is there nn abundance of firewood in the district ? Yes. It is not what you might cull a heavily-timbered district;
but we have to a certain extent regulated our stations with a view to the supply of firewood, and this Bill asks the Govern
ment to sell the company certain areas of land for this purpose. We do not ask for any concession, but simply the right to
purchase tho land at the ruling rates. At Lake Speculation I suppose there are a million acres of denselv-timbercd country.
'
'
150.
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ll, Stockdale. iso. You
T > have
4. stated
e t, 1that
, in
! ! < “?e °f Ul® la^e rallm2' 01'fll<; wafor being roduced, you would fall bock on the Darling r Ye«.
I07 Is it nota feet that when it is not m flood the water of the Darling is salt ? No. Tho Menindic, the waterhole of tlie
3 4 ""i •?ndi11c.IcnoYledSed ns oontamuig the finest water on the whole river. It is the best and the most permanent
liole. Ihc township of Bourko is supplied from the Darling, and Mcnindie has been a township since 1860, and they have
nsed nothing else.. If the water were salt these people would ho in a very sad plight. A petition has been sent in by the
Menmdic people m luvour of our scheme, and they would not like us (o rob them of their water if (here was any dammr of a
tw^S0r0w^^“/-\^W^ntllCrlTPP-™low' Mr-Pril*, the gentleman-who wus appointed by tho Dovernment to
t Bloke,'!
0 I'ePort "’lth regard to the water supply, stated in my heaving that the water was suflicicnllv
good, and that filtration was an unnecessary expense. He said the waier could not be better. He bathed in the hole, and
tested and tried the water, I behove tiiat the water of the Darling does become brackish at Wentworth, a little lower down,
in times of severe drought; but this 13 not (he case at Menindic, where the water is of a superior quality,
1 ao mi
*1
W 13 1 '4 ?rokon ?1.11.nml1 d'stwtd incorporated ? An election of aldermen is to lake pliicc in about a week.
15J. I lien they have not favoured this scheme or otherwise? In their election speeches ten out of twelve aldermen have
,^y^0•^th^Bilr l^eStC\emCaS^^1,1’^^,SC it’
are in favour of our carrying it out; but the other two have
fen1
i1!5 P,ar
obento, hut they wish the Government to carry it out, or to borrow the money themselves,
r-”'* What 19 the distance from fliis point of the Darling to its outlet to the sea ? About 2i0 miles1
1GlVIt-ls i1 TcrJ od'cnitous river ? Yes. The Darling itself is about 1.000 miles in length bv land and about 2,000 in its
windings from its source to the sea.
"
'
•
’
i
Hill an old town ? Xo; it has ontv boon established ahoul, four years.
, , -I6. b}dlcbnSs * substantial oharactcr P Splendid; they have hotels as good as those in Sydney,
low. And it is likely to he a permanent settlement ? Yes.
"
‘
165. And the population is increasing ? Yes.
Now D^'ara'etweJl^OO^d FK*
SC,,enle U,Cre We« 5'00°
Ie thcre- T,»fc
^i, ago.

29 Nov., 1338.

nnd tlmtlistviet2between
?f^'C tel'm " l*™1™ Eil1 ond di6trict'” !'3 "sed “ ^'is Bill ? If. means Broken Hill
-leo it distllcb “ctlTcen E!0 ‘e°
and tbc source of supply. This will include Ihc Rockwell mines,
7™ 5 5 “y ^ora'Qmcllt official reported upon this scheme ? I believe Mr. Price has ; but wo have not seen his report,
i
d'bis Bill were passed into law, when would the company he prepared! o commence operations ? Immediately
■ 'a S“'-Ir °f C0U1'SB 7°il '';ould Tai11 t!lc shares t!lken “P V We have made pretty good arrangements as far as that
1.l?011^,-nlPd; ,11n^L?1kl 0UI’ Peoldo themselves would start the scheme independently of tfint.
T.ao,™'!»-] The promoters nrc prepared to go on with the scheme at once ? Yes.
dri^WwifoBdl'Ts passed r ^s!1 ^ ^ ^ ^
5 Ter‘T ^ ,mraheV °C sll!ttre arc
to ^ taken up

F1UDAF, 30 NOVEMBER, 1888.
Present:—
Mr. Trtckett in the Chair.
Mr. Dodds.
I
Mr. Moses,
Mr, Jacon,

|

■

Hfi', Norton.

John Parkinson, Esq., for C. A. Laurence, Solicitor, appeared on behalf of the promoters of the Bill, and Mr. F. Fullwood
Secretary to tlie Company.

’

.

’

James M'Ctibe called in, sworn, and examined ;—
173. Mr. Parkinson.'] I telieve you are n civil engineer P Yes.
;lre nls0 a IarSR property-holder in tlie neighhourhoed of Broken Hill ? Ye<
SO Nov., 1383.
1/4. How long have you been at Broken Hill ? Over four years.
times'41-6 y°U <,CqUI““tcd lvith the co"!lh‘-v bd"'ocn
Broken Hill ? Yes; I have been over if three or four
J, ll'Cabe.

h hpheve you baTC beon associated more or less with the undcrlnking proposed to he sanctioned bv this Bill ? Yc=
o • , fen0W t lel'oute of ‘bo Proposed water-works ? Yes; I liave been over tho whole ground "
aS 11,1 ,':nelnR«,.,!"ld B’om yom* knowledge of the place, are there any diffieullics which would militate u<mmd,
tho successful promotion of this sclicme ? Konc wliatevor.
.
a0mii.h
179. Do you consider that there are any engineering difficulties in the way ? There arc none.
ith

7.rc 70u thoroughly acquainted with the proposals of the promoters, and know the details of the scheme p
1 HO ;0L! kn°T ve P^P05®1? pmnping-Etations, nnd you have gone over the levels and the plans 5 Ye*
ioA
7011 bfillCTU the scheme as promoted is feasible P I am sure that it is.

can he.° y°U bChCTC ^ tb°

WiU b° ,'cmuncrrttil'c ?

comply. JaCOl>^ W1‘y <l0 y0n m0nHO“ tbal; S'ra' °

Y'es

can be carried out for £170,000, which 1 believe it

'•rl'I't is ,lie ^hiiafed cost, according to tho calculation* of the

185. 3/r. Parkinson.] You have seen those estimates? Yes.
the wmrk^coiild^c^lono'for^hc^money!108^^^0119 J'°U ]UTe

^ -T0U bBlicvC thew t0 be C0’'re(:; ? Yas i 1 ^rc that

nra'Wm^ffo^^’elmmeP^^ 1110
5’0’1 1r11 the Committee whether the general public of Broken Hill
ioV w
1tJ f' cnlL‘? ^C9.>h('.T aro-m tact, they have no other.schcmo, mid want im other,
tlmn rt e°e lakes = ” Thh H I Im !ba nt'1S1‘boiirltwdV>s there, in your opinion, any belter source for a permanent waier supply
i no ti 1
v
‘ i ^ Is Ule
Pe™lanent water supply that can be got, for Broken Hill.

™
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°f St('P,lcn.91Cro''li ? It d<>« »ot run for more than a week or two week* after rain.
10T rr™ -m J 1 k r ml d,ry r°,1' all-T co"slderahle time togetlier? Yes, for months together.
194' You Wv Ih 7-Mr 117 lc'istllf0f hulela*c,-v {, 1 baTe i]10wn «■ fo he dry for over twelve months.
Jy4'. Ion Lnou that it lias been dry for a eonsKlcmble time past? Yes.
youpol”n^on ^ Tvoitlti not boa reliable source for a supply ? Tfo.
J?,
QUY bettor supply than the one proposed br this company ? No
Yes - aXtwih also be a
LSt* "in<l0pe,ldC“t'0f lbC C°MlU,,CI,i> 1V°u!d “ ’Je a PubIic benR,it 1 ,,R towil5biP ?
100 ?■; j"0"' ^'l1? t,iR Bill proposes to make ample provision for fire-plugs and so forth ?
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20C. It is pioposcd, 1 suppose, to establish reservoirs nt intervals—pnmping-starions and reservoirs a
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20S. From yonr knowledge o£ Broken Hill, are you able (,o ray that in their operations generally tho mbabitante are very J- M'Cshe
much hampered for want of a proper water supply ? Yes ; tiiat has been tho case for a long time.
209. Ever since tbe place hai grown to any size ? Yes; especially as regards the mines. I have myself had ores up there 801,ov'> lS8°
which I am certain could hayc been treated and made payable if there had been a proper water supply.
210. Then, independent of thc household and sanitary advantages, it will be a great benefit in the way of developing the
mineral resources of tlie district P Yes.
211. What means at present exist of procuring water nt Broken Hill? They ore dependent upon wells, and the soakage
from tho creeks, and tlie catchment.
212. The m,infall is very slight ? Yes ; the average for the year is 9 inches.
213. And the rain, I believe, falls at long intervals ? Yes.
214. With regard to thc views of the inhabitants, when you were there, did they hold any meetings or express public approval
in any way? No; there were no meetings when I was there, but thc general feeling was in favour of this scheme. For a
good many years it lias been spoken of as tho permanent and only reliable source of supply.
215. And from your engineering knowledge, you believe it to be a practicable and efficient pumping scheme ? 1 think so.
21C. jl.fr. JlfosCT.l How far is Stephens Creek from Broken Hill? About 12 miles.
217. And bow far from Broken Hill is the lake from which it is proposed to get the water ? About 40 miles, I think,
218. How is Stephens Creek situated—is it above or below Broken Hill, as regards altitude ? It is below.
219. Would it. bo possible to get a supply of water from Stephens Creek by damming it? It would be possible,but it would
be a very costly thing. I have seen-one or two attempts lo construct small dams at these crocks; but I havenever known
one instance of their holding out. Directly you touch the surface the water seems to cat it away.
220. You think this lake from which you propose to get the water is the best possible source ? I think it is the only perma
nent source.
221. Mr, ZlorldsJ] Is it on a main road l o Broken Hill ? Close to the road to Mcnindie.
222. There is a good deal of traffic from tho source to thc township ? Yes, on the river—shipping wool, &c.
223. Then it would he useful in other ways besides supplying the town—say for stock ? Yes,
224. 31r. .Theofi.] Are you the engineer of thc company ? No.
,
225. Wore you a witness before a Committee of the Assembly when this question was considered there ? No.
22C. You say the scheme is practicable from a scientific point of view ? Yes.
227. And do you think it likely to pay ? It will be cheaper than the present supply hy way of tanks and carting.
228. Was your attention drawn to the scheme (say) about June last ? Yes.
229. Was tbe scheme then proposed the same as Hint now proposed? Yes, tbe seme—Speculation Lake.
230. Can you ray of your own knowledge whether tho system of pumping at different stations is almost obsolete? No; I
think it is practicable.
231. Is it a similar scheme to that which was adopted at Botany to supply Sydney with water? It will be on the same
principle—a pumping scheme.
232. From your knowledge of the country, do you think that another and nearer and easier supply of water eould be
obtained? There is no permanent supply nearer.
233. In the Bill the “ town and district” are spoken of;—have yon any idea what the area of thc district would be ? There
are a good many mines about Mount Gipps, which is about S or 10 miles on tbe lake side of Broken Hill.
234. Is it proposed to supply those mines ? Yes.
235. And you think the scheme would be sufficient tn supply all tbe requirements on the route proposed to be serve'd ? Yes ;
it is onlv a matter of pumping power. They could easily duplicate.
23fi. And you feel sure that the quantity at ono of the lakes that is lost by evaporation would be returned to it as proposed ?
I do. It is on tho river, and tbe river, 1 believe, has never been known to be dried.
237. Mr, Dof/d.s.l Do you know anything about the Eat-bole supply ? That is only a small tank.
238. How far is that from Broken Hill ? About 17 miles.
239. How is the water convoyed from there ? By railway, in tanks.
’
240. CAnirmon.] What other moans of supply are there besides tho Bat-hole tank ?. Thc Government put a tank down near
the south mines, about 2 miles south of Broken Hill.
■
241. Is not that in a had state with regard to drainage ? It gets all the drainage from the Broken-Hill Soutli township.
242. Mr. jOerW-r.] And thc supply to this dam is from the ordinary rainfall ? Yes.
243. Mr. Jacob,'] Do you know what is being paid for water at Broken Hill ? 10s. per 10Q gallons.
244. Do yon know what the company proposes to charge ? Is, Gd., 1 believe,
245. Do you think tiiat a reasouablc sum ? Yes.
24G. Do you know what is tbe charge by meter in Sydney ? No.
>
Charles O’Neill, C.E., called in, sworn, and examined :—
247. Mr. Jarl^nson.] You are a civil engineer ? Yes.
C. O’Neil.
.248. May I ask what arc your qualifications ? I niu a member of the Institute of Civil Engineers, England.
249. Over what period lias your professional experience extended ? Thirty years.
30 Nov., 1883.
250. During that time, have you had experience as an hydraulic engineer ? Yes. I was Chief Assistant Engineer of Public
Works nt Glasgow. Afterwards I prepared plans for water-works at the Thames, New Zealand, and also plans for water
works at Auckland, and for reservoirs and dams on the Otago gold-fields, NeWjZeuland. I was also Enginecr-in-Chief at
Auckland, chief surveyor for tho gold-fields, and provincial engineer.
251. From personal investigation you have acquired a knowledge of the scheme now under thc consideration of the Cmnmittec ? Yes.
252. I believe you have been professionally employed fo survey thc works, check the levels, and report upon the scheme?
Yes. The plans were prepared by Mr, James, and I went over tho line and<cxninined it.
253. Is this document a plmi prepared by you showing all tbe levels and thc sections ? Yes.
254. You liave been over the ground yourself ? Yes.
255. Speaking as an engineer, do you consider that the scheme propounded by this Bill is a practicable one ? I do.
25C. And do you consider that it will be rcrminemtivo ? Yes.
257. In your opinion, is there any better scheme possible for the supply of water to Broken Hill ? I do not know of any.
258. Do you regard Lake Speculation, Lake Mcnindie, and the Darling os the natural source of supply for water to Broken
Hill? Yes.
‘
259. Thc distance from Lake Speculation to Broken Hill wo have been told is about 50 miles? Y'es; that is about the
distance.
2GG. And you propose to carry the water from thc lake to Broken Hill by pipes and pumping? Yes.
2G1. How many pumping-stations do you propose should he established ? We have not exactly fixed tlie number, but there
would be about five stations.
2G2. Do you consider that five stations will be ample? Quite ample.
,
2G3. Are there any engineering difficulties in the way of pumping water from the lakes through pipes to Broken 11:11 ? No.
2G4. What power do you think it would take lo drive the water from the Darling to Lake Speculation ? An engine of
30-horse power would be sufficient.
265. What power vi ould bo required to pump the water from Lake Speculation to Broken Hill? It would take pumping
power equal to 350-horsc power.
'
.
,
26G. This applies to the whole distance ? Yes.
267. Have you calculated what sise pipes would he required ? Yes; 8 inches for pumping.
208. It is proposed to establish a reservoir? Yes.
2G9. Where is it proposed to fix this ? Within about 6 miles of the township.
270. And how woidd the water be convoyed from this reservoir to Broken Hill ? Tty gravitation.
271. Whut quantity of water do you propose to take for the supply? About 400,000 gallons in twenty-four hours.
2“2,
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272. Wliot is tbe quality of the water ? At lake Speculation it seemed to be most excellent water, very pleasant to
A man there with whom I had a conversation, and who had been living on the lake for Tears, spoke in the Inchest
temB 0f (h,, wateri
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273. Do yon propose to filter it ? Tcs; wc propose to have filter-beds.
274. And that would, of course, clarify the water ? Yes.
27G. Supposing this Bill were passed by Parliament, in wbat time do you think these works could be established ? I believe
the work could easily be done in six months.
1 believe that you have had conversations and gono over specifications of machinery with Tangye Brothers ? Yes.
277. And these specifications have been sent Home, I believe ? Yes.
"
.
2/8. And as soon os legislative consent is given, are you prepared to cable an order Home ? Y'es.
279. Aud there would be no delay in getting the machinery out ? No,
280. Do you believe that with the stops you have taken you could get the machinery out within two months ? I think so.
281. \\ hat is thc character of the country between Lake Speculation and Broken Hill ? It is very even until you get within
.10 miles of Broken Hill, when it becomes rather rough and hilly.
282. Are there any difficulties in the configuration of the country which you could not easily overcome ? None at all.
283. Have you ascertained whether there is an adequate supply of fuel in the locality ? Yes: I saw that there was plcntv of
timber there on the Menindie side.
‘
284. Arc you aware of the present condition of Broken Hill with regard to a water supply ? When I was there in June
last they were very short of water.
"
285. There is no permanent supply? No; the Government tank was empty.
'
28S. And they were dependent upon the soakage and the catchment? Yes; they were using very muddy water, and it was
being conveyed in carts.
‘
237. Will this scheme, in your opinion, be a public benefit to the inhabitants ? lam certain it will.
288. You will observe that provision is made in the Bill for the supply of fire-plugs to thc inhabitants;—will this, in your
opinion, be an advantage in ease of fire ? Certainly.
289. In your opinion, would it be a safe and effective protection against fire ? I believe it would.
290. With reference to thc cost of the sehome.-have you gono through the figures contained in the prospectus ? Yes.
291. Do you acquiesce in those figures ? Yes; thc cost will be £170,000.
292. Do you believe that these works can he constructed for that sum ? Yea.
293. And do you believe that at that cost thc scheme will he remunerative ? I do.
294. And length of thc route is 50 miles ;—having regard to modern engineering, do you consider that a verv great distance ?
For pumping it is.
o
b
^
e
295. Do you know of any instance where the distance has been greater ? No; I cannot iust now think of any case where tho
distance for pumping liaa been longer.
‘
296. But you know that water is conveyed to various towns through long distances ? Yes.
297. Do you know the distance in any instance? The distance in the case of a pumping scheme is not of verv much conse
quence when you have intermediate pumping-stations at reasonable intervals.
"
298. lou are perfectly clear that there will be no difficulty in establishing these pumping-stations and keeping up a permanent
supply of water ? Yes.
ibi-i
™
flCVD^ of ■[ja^0 SPeculfttion becoming exhausted, can you fall back on Lake Mcnindie under your scheme ? Yes.
300. And this scheme will not only supply Broken Hill and the township, but also the mines and thc intervening country ?
r0’* prop056 10 hfc™ reservoirs for stock P Yc9; we propose to have a small reservoir at each pumping-station.
302. So that they will be of use on the stock-route ? Yes.
.
303. Perhaps you have heard that there is a scheme mooted called thc Stephens Creek scheme;—do vou know Stephens
Oreek ? I saw it, hut I am not acquainted with the particulars of the scheme.
'
,
C^rta^1™11
‘'°U ^now>
70U hfiliere that Stephens Creek would afford as good and permanent a supply as the lakes?
w' ®Pe“.liln£
engineer, is there any scheme of which you arc aware superior to this ? No; 1 am not aware of nnv.
30b. Chairman J IV hat will be the capacity of the reservoir you propose to erect 6 miles from Broken Hill P From thirty to
forty million gallons.
’
.
aoa' w'l6 daily c?nsuml)tion Heing, you think, 400,000 gallons P 440,000 gallons is thc calculation.
308. What would be the greatest length between one pumping-station and another? If we have five stations, the distance
will probably he about 9 miles.
309 Would the distance be the same in every case ? It might be a little more in some eases; but there would not be verv
much clitrerencc.
.
*
310. At each of these pumping-stations, do you put up a large reservoir ? Wc put up a reservoir; not a verv large one.
311. About ivhat capacity ? To bold a week's supply. *
v
312. That would he about three or four million gallons ? Yes, about that.
313. In your opinion ns nn hydraulic engineer, what is the greatest distance along which water could bo forced through nn
8-nich pipe by nn ordinary engine P I do not know that there is any limit to tho distance vou could force water, because
water is sueh a peculiar power.
*
314. ’ I menu having regard to pipes with joints and so on ;—I wish to know whether water can be pumped 8 or 9 miles withi f oho g ,
x bul'^ng the l«pes—what is your opinion with regard to that ? The pipes will stand a pressure of at
least 300 pounds to the inch. Tke greatest pressure—even if you took it at a lift of 200 feet—would not be more than 80
pounds to the inch, so that you will see from tills that the pressure is quite safe as far as the pipes are concerned.
' f: “ there any engineering difficulty in the way of pumping water through pipes, such as will bo used in this system, for
a distance of 9 or 10 miles? There is not the slightest difficulty.
HLO. And no risk of bursting ? None whatever, because the pipes are calculated to stand the pressure. There would not he
the shghest danger to the pipes from over-pressure.
217- Is the country between Broken Hill and Lake Speculation of an undulating character ? No ; it is very flat. It was my
iir.^ visit to what, is called the back country, and I was astonished at its flatness. As I drove along it looked just like a sea.
:
alo“S the route ? The country is wonderfully level until you approach the township.
■
319. What would be. the highest elevation to which the pipes would have io ascend—say from tho bottom of a gully to the
top of ihc next rise ? From 150 to 200 feet.
'
320. And that would not bo.auy obstacle ? Not the sliidilost.'
321. Mr Norte*,] Are you the engineer for the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company ? My adviee was sought
as cflnsultm" engineer. I am not at tbe present moment the regnlarlfannointetl eDrineer oi’ thc compam,
322. lou have simply been advising them ? Yes,
323. And you surveyed the country for that purpose? Tbe first survey was made by Mr. James, who made nplan and
Pfr°^,ana. , * lflt 1 ^ brout'‘lt ln to af,T‘E(’ on thc general work, and then to go over the ground, which I did.
324. Wbat is the size of Dake Speculation ? It is about 2 miles long and J. inilo broad.
325. And what is its depth ? I was informed when I was there that the depth was IS foot. I was told by parties who were
not interested in giving any but; truthful information that a short timo before that thc depth was 21 feet
326. And do you suppose that the lake is ever dry ? I do not know ; it may get drv.
327. When were you there ? About theend of last June.
"
.
'
328. I suppose that would be about the height of tho drought ? I think so ; (he lake is a verv fine one
329. It is proposed to take the water snpply from Luke Speculation? ■ Yes.
"
’
330. And, 1 suppose, to fallback on Lake Menindie in case Speculation fails? That is the intention ; nnd afterwards, if
necessary, to fall back upon the Darling.
331. Wliatis the length breadth, and depth of Lake Menindie ? I was told it was 40 miles round. It is like an immense
sea. I do not know the depth but it must be very considerable. The intention is, in thc event of Lake Speculation becoming
dry to put a dam over Lake Menindie, winch would only be a very short one, and by this means, in ease of necessity, supple
ment the supply in Lake Speculation. When Menindie became low it would bo necessary to fall back upon the Darling; but
1 believe that Menindic will supply un abundance of water.
1
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332. There was an abundance of water when you were here in June? Yes ; it was like tin immense sea.
333. I suppose, from the nature of the surrounding country, Menindio cannot be very deep? No; I do not think it can be
30 Nov., 1891
very deep.
*
,
334. I suppose Hint Lake Menindio is supplied really from the flood-waters of the Darling ? ^c'’335. So that if both these lakes were to fail you would still bo able to fall back upon the Darling.'1 ics.
336. Xou say that the requirements of Broken Hill will be about 400,000 gallons per day P ies.
.
,
337 Can you tell how much water goes down the river Darling at that point ordinarily ? When I was there the river was at
the lowest depth ever known. There was then a depth of about 13 feet of water in the Darling, and it was about /0 yards
wide and a mile long. It is called a water-hole.
338. Was the river running then ? Yes.
, , ,,,
, o ns
330. In case you had to resort to the Darling, I suppose it would not be necessary to tuketho whole ot the water. iho w liter
would be taken from that particular place.
, , ,,
, , a
340. Supposing Lake Speculation and Lake Monindie were to fail, would it be necessaay to foko the whole flow of the Darlin
to supply the 400,000 gallons a day, and thus deprive the lower portions of the riser of all the water . Wo would take what
wc required from that particular Wiiler-hole; it might take the whole supply ; I do not know.
. .
341. You think it possible that you might he compelled to take the whole flow of the Darling, then, to keep up tins supply
of 400,000 gallons a. day ? I do not think it would be necessary.
,
„
343 At the lower end of Hie water-hole or lagoon there is an outflow, and, of course, if you took a sufficient quantity out ot
the water-hole this out-flow would cense ? It would ; hut I fancy that the outflow is very small when the river is as low us it
is at present. I fancy that there is scarcely any water in some parts of (.he Darling when the river is so low. They say that
the Darling is dry in some places, and when that is the ease water-holes like the one at Mcnindie are left.
343. Then you propose to draw upon that reserve in the event of necessity ? Ycs.^
_
_
344. You think these lakes would be sufficient without going (o the Darling ? Quite suifleient, because it would be easily seen
when Lake Speculation was getting low, anil tbc water could be then taken from Menindie.
345. What is the difference between the height of Lake Speculation and Broken Hill ? About S00 feet. Of course the
reservoir would be higher than the township of Broken Hill.
.
346. The township is about 800 feet above the level of the source of supply, ami the reservoir would he still lugher, so that
the water would flow for 6 miles from the reservoir into the township without the necessity of pumping ? Yes j it would flow
by gravitation.
, * mr - i- i i
347. Mr. Dodds.] Are you aware whether these lakes hare at any time been dry ? I heard that a part of Monmdie had
been dry.
348. Is the country in the neighbourhood undulating ? Yes.
.
343. Are the lakes situated in a valley ? There is a small rise on each side. Both Menindie and Speculation are situated as
it wore in a basin.
v i v
,
350. And the water flows into them from the hills ? Yes j u large part of it must come from the hills. Lake bpoculatioii
has a, large watershed, which slopes a, long way back.
351. Is the water nlear and free from vegetable matter ? In Lake Speculation the water is very clear.
353. Is the country in the vicinity swampy ? No; it is hard, solid country.
...
353. Lou think there is no danger of the water running short in dry seasons ? I do not think there is^ the slightest danger.
354. Mr. Jaeoi.l How have the people of Broken Hiii and the surrounding neighbourhood been supplied with water up to the
present, time? There was a Government tank a few miles from the town which was filled by rainfall, and ibis kept them
coin*'for a certain tone. There was another tank at the Mukulka station, which is 12 miles away. The manager of the
station allows the people to take the water. Water was also obtained from the soakage at Stephens Creek; they made holes
in the sand, and the walcr percolated through. "When 1 was at Broken Hill the water used was ovv bad.
^
335. The Government, I believe, have been as far as possible taking stops to supply the inhabit unis with water? I believe
so. A great deal of water was obtained from the But-liole tank.
356.. If this company ims power to construct water-works, is it likely that the Governmeul will continue this assistance ? " hey
would continue it until this water supply was obtained.
357. And after that ? It would not bo necessary afterwards.
.
358. Then, supposing there was a failure of this scheme, would there not be a, danger to the inhabitants ? There arc so many
precautions against failure. For instance, there is tile safeguard provided by having various stations.
_
*
_
359. But all these stations arc supplied from the same source ? 'The large reservoir near the town would contain a sufficient
supply of water for, at least, half a year, so that in the event of anything going wrong there would be plenty of time to put
matters right. Besides, there will be two sets of engines at each pumping-station to provide for accidents.
360. Is it not sometimes very hot in that locality ? I believe so.
361. Is there any danger of the pipes being injured by the heat ? I do nob think so. They would be underground.
362. You think they would be sufficiently deep to be protected from atmospheric influence ? I think so, and water is always
m L'lii'ijj.

^
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363. What about the joints of the pipes, is it proposed to use indiarubber? We have not oiaetly fixed upon the particular
kind of joint. There is a new kind of joint which I believe is a very good one, and more durable than india-rubber.
364. Would there bo any danger of the joints perishing, and the water thus escaping ? 1 do not think so.
3G5. You feel confident that this scheme is likely to answer every purpose contemplated? Yes.
_ .
366. And, ns far as you arc aware, there is no opposition to it in the locality;—did you hear of any oppofil ion ? 1 heard that
there was some scheme which hud boon started in connection with Stephens Crock j but 1 do not know the parliculnm of it.
There was no water at Stephens Creek when I was there—that is to say, none on the surface ; but water was procured from
(lie holes. I hearf that the intention of the promoters of that scheme was to enclose a large space, and iake the water when
in flood.
,
367. Do you know what this company intend to charge for the water ? About Is. Gd., I believe.
•
308. J s that a moderate charge ? I believe so.
363. Do you know what the inhabitants are now paying for water ? When I was there they were paying 8s. per hundred
gallons, but. I believe that the price has since risen.
370. Mr. Dodds.] You spoke of Glasgow just now ;—what distance is (ho source of water supply there—Lake Kafrino—from
the citv ? Between 30 or 40 miles.
_
371. lines Lake Xntriiio bear any similarity to Lake Speculation ? Lake Speculation looks as wide in some places as Lake
Katrine. I might mention that when that water scheme was first proposed all sorts of objeelions were taken to if. A chemist
assorted that as the water would flow through leaden pipes it would become poisonous ; but he forgot that after being allowed
to run in the pipes for a time n coating is formed in the pipes, and the water becomes perfectly pure.
,

John William James, C.E.,called in, sworn, and examined:—
372. Mr. Parkinson.] Are you a. civil engineer? I am.
373. What experience have you had in your profession ? I have had a great many years’ experience in different parts of the
TVOfltl.
374. Have you been accustomed to deal professionally with hydraulic schemes ? I have, for years.
375. I believe you hold a certificate from the Institute of Civil Hnginenrs? I do.
'
376. And you ware brought up under Mr. George Eobert Stevenson ? I was.
377. You have also, I believe, had a geological training ? 1 have.
378. Have you been employed professionally on behalf of the promoters of this scheme; and did yon prepare the original
plans, lake levels, and report; generally on the scheme ? Yes.
■
379. And ynu have been personally over the ground proposed to be traversed ? I have chained every foot of it, and levelled
every foot of it.
380. And you have prepared it very elaborate set of plans for the company? Yes; I prepared their long sectional plan.

J. W. James.
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381 ■ And in consequence of something that happened, did you afterwards check these plans? Ics.
382. And you have no doubt ns to the correctness of your levels and your plans ? No.
3»ifov.,i3S8. ;jS3_
an engineering point of view, is this scheme a feasible and a practicable one?, Quito feasible, and quite a
practicable one.
884. Is the source, in your opinion, a aafe one to be depended upon for a permanent supply of walor to Broken Hill ? In
my opinion it is a supply that can be depended upon, particularly from the river to the lakes. 'The only item of distrust
that might exist would be the casual bursting of a joint,
385. From your knowledge of the neighbourhood, is there any better scheme than this for the permanent water supply? No.
386. Ho you know Stephens Creek ? I do.
387. Is Stephens Creek capable of supplying Broken Hill with a permanent water supply ? In my opinion, no.
388. Nor what reason ? It is confined within a certain area, with clay banks on cither side. The depth of sinking in the
sand-drift that exists between these clay banks is too confined an area to contain water to supply a largo population.
389. You would not be prepared to recommend that as a permanent source of supply? No.
390. I believe it is frequently dry for a long period ? It was perfectly dry when I was there.
391. It is proposed to supply Broken Hill from Lake Speculation by a pumping power ? Yes.
392. Are there any engineering difficulties in the way? None until you reach what is termed the Makulku ranges, and then
there is some little rough country to he got through.
393. But is there anything more than can be easily cncouutcred ? Not at all.
394. Yon propose to have about five pumping-stations ? Five or six.
393. And you propose to establish a large reservoir about 8 or 10 miles from Broken Hill ? Yes.
■
396. What supply would that reservoir always contain available for Broken Hill if it were kept filled ? They ought to make
it carry 3,000,000 gallons.
397. In the evoub of any breakdown inthe machinery or in the pipes, would that bo sufficient to supply the town until the
injury could be repaired ? Calculating the consumption at 20 gallons per head for 10,000 people, it would be quite sufiieicnt
to enable repairs to be cfl’cetod.
398. Ho you happen 1o know approximately what is the population of Broken Hill ? It was estimated at about 10,000 when
I was there.
399. Mr. Jacob.'] WHsat is the population that would be supplied under this scheme, apart from the township? I do not
suppose that it would exceed another thousand.
400. Mr. Parkinson.] Will this supply benefit the mines on the route ? Certainly ; and particularly the Makulka ranges,
■where there is very little water.
401. Will it be available for the various mines ? Certainly.
402. Is it also proposed to utilise the water for stock purposes on the route ? Yes.
403. And will it he available, if necessary, for irrigation ? Yes.
404. It is also proposed, I believe, to make provision for a supply of fire-plugs to the township, to be used in case of necessity ?
Yes.
.
403. Ho you consider that this supply would he a boon to the inhabitants of Broken Hill and the neighbourhood ? Yes • I
think it will be a great blessing not only to Broken Hill, but to the country along the route.
406. Ho you know- of what the present water supply at Broken Hill consists ? When I was there it was a very indifferent
supply, being obtained from a few tanks and the catchment.
407. And also from the Bat-hole tank, which is some 18 miles off ? Yes.
408. And from which the water has to be carried ? Yes.
409. With regard I o the quality of the water at Lake Speculation and Menindie. did you sample the water ? Yes; I tested
the water to see if it left any sediment, and I observed noise. In my opmiorrit is most wholesome w ater.
410. Is there any vegetable or other offensive substance in it calculated to injure health? 'There is nothing in it, in my
opinion, to endanger health. The water in Luke .Speculation is particularly good.
411. Is it proposed to hare filter-beds ? Yes.
■
412. So that the water will filter before it reaches the consumer ? Yes.
413. h’rom an engineering point of view, do you see any practical difficulty in the way of pumping water a distance of 50
miles, as proposed ? I see no difficulty whatever.
"
414. HA e you formed any estimate of the cost ? I estimated the cost at £145,000.
415. You have seen certain figures in t.ho prospectus showing an estimate of the cost amounting to £170,000;—do you
consider that an outside figuredo you consider that, the work can be carried out, for that amount P I do,
‘
416. Within wliat time do you consider these works could ha carried out if Parliamentary sanction were obtained? Under
good and acute management, now that the railway is through to Broken Hill, and provided the Barling is navigable, I
should say in about ten mouths. I have the proofs here showing that I did nearly the same amount of work—went to
.
England to have the machinery constructed, brought it out here, took it 700 miles inland, and completed the work in one year
<
and one day.
417. But suppose you have your engiues already ordered, and ready to ho shipped from England, and to be here in about two
months, within what time do you suppose the work could be completed ? Under good management and proper organisation,
from eight to ten months ought to finish it altogether, or even less time. The transport is the principal difficulty, and with
good management that could be overcome.
"
418. Ho you think that there is any danger of the source of sujqdy at the two lakes failing? None whatever, unless the
dams in the lakes burst, of which there is very little chance.
419. You propose to tap the Barling in ease of necessity;—do you believe, from what yoiii have seen, that you will be likely
to resort to that necessity ? No; I do not think so.
'
"
420. Ho you know the area of tho water-hole in the Barling ? It; is about 8 miles long.
421. You do not consider it likely that under ordinary circumstances you would have to resort to the Barling? No; not
very likely,
422. And you consider this scheme likely to be remunerative, and also beneficial to tho public ? It will be remunerative if it
is properly managed; and as to being beneficial to the country, it will settle a largo tract of country which is now practically
in the hands of one man.
1
423. Ho you know Mr. Hughes ? I do.
424.^ Can you tell the Committee from your own knowledge whether he is favourable to this scheme ? From my knowledge
of his managers I can. 1 know that he will only be too glad to see it go through.
425. Chairman.] When were you at Broken Hill last ? Last March.
426. Were you there for some time ? About eight days on the last occasion.
427. Was the water supply unsatisfactory then ? Yery.
428. How is the water supplied to the inhabitants ? By carts.
429. That is the only means of procuring it ? Yes.
*
430. As far as you could gather when you were there, did the people generally approve of this Barling scheme ? They did.
431. With regard to pumping water from Lake Speculation to Broken Hill, do you see any possibility of the pipes bursting
if ordinary precaution is used? None whatever.
332‘ Will you tell us as briefly as possible how the water is to bo brought from Luke Speculation to Broken Hill? In relays
of pumping. That is, you pump from A into a reservoir at B, and n pump takes it away again from B to C, so that the
friction is ended. At C there is another reservoir, and the water is again pumped on to H, ami so on until it reaches the
ultimate reservoir about 6 miles from Broken Hill, and it will gravitete from there into the township.
433. With regard to tho pumping, is there any difficulty in conveying tho water over any of the intervening ridges between
Luke Speculation and Broken Hill ? No.
434.. At the time you were there, had not the people been complaining of tha want of water for seme time? Yes; there
were complaints everywhere.
435. And what was the state of Lake Speculation then ? If. was full.
■
436. And Lake Menindio the same ? Yes. The water is beautiful water for household purposes—making tea, and so forth.
It could not be better.
■
U-u not think that to necessitate a resort, to the Darling the drought would have to be extraordinarily severe ? Yes;
still I would recommend that a couueetion should be made.
'
438.
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438. Mr. Dodds.'] You think it better to be on the safe side ? Quito so.
439. Mr. NorionT] Hbtc you resided in the neighbourhood of Broken iiilJ. Only during my professional visits there ; but 30 Nov., 1858
off and on I have resided for a long time on the Darling.
440. In this neighbourhood ? Yes.
441. Can you tell me whether or not lake Speculation is a permanent lake i It was not always; but it is now dammed up.
Tho outlet is dammed up.
'
442. And is Lake Mcnindie also dammed ? Yes.
, ,,
,, „ ,T
443. Is Lake Menindio higher in level than Lake Speculation—I mean would tho water flow from one to the other? Mo.
444-. Lake Speculation is the higher of the two, but very little ? You say that.
415. It was made permanent by being dammed ? Yes.
440. Who placed tho dam over Lake Speculation ? Tho settlers.
447. Not the Government? No; one settler alone.
448. Is it on his run ? No; it is on Government land.
„ ,
,
,
s n j
449. So that you will have a right to use it? Certainly. I have driven across Menindio when it has been perfectly dry.
450. Is there a dam across Lake Menindio ? There is.
431. So that if these dams were removed the waters of tho two lakes would mainly disappear ? Yes; they would not disappear
exactly ; they would become very much less.
432. Swamps perhaps? Yes.
453. And disappear entirely in drought ? Quite so.
454. And if the supply fails you still have the Darling Diver 1o iall hack upon ? Yes.
455. Do you know if the Darling River is flowing now ? I believe it is.
,
.
n
456. Wo have been told that the supply of water necessary for Broken Hill at the present time is about 409,000 gallons per
duv. Bo you think that that amount of water is now passing domi the Darling? Oh, yes, and more too.
457. The Darling is flowing then still, so that if yon had to take 400,000 gallons per day out of the river it would still con
tinue to flow? i’ott .would not notice it. I can give you an illustration of a similar case at Rockhampton. About two
years ago they had no water whatever, and I undertook to provide them with a supply, and I gnvo them a flow of 416,000
gallons per day. The water in the lagoons had sunk below the suction of the pump* I carried the water through 4 nines
of piping, und’providcd a supply of 416,000 per day from the Fitzroy River, and it was never noticed.
45S. Do you know Stephens Creek ? I do.
.
439. I understand that that has now failed as a source of water supply ? I believe it has.
4GO. So that it would be absurd to rely upon that as a source ? Quito absurd.
461. And any way it would not bo comparable with this proposed source ? Not at all. The route from the proposed source
crosses Stephens Creek.
.
462. Stephens Creek is about half-way between Menindie and Broken Hill ? It is little more than half way from Menindio
towards Broken Bill.
.
463. So that you do not think it advisable to roly upon Stephens Creek, but that the better course is to go to the permanent
source at once ? Yes.
464. Mr. Dodds.] Is the country in the neighbourhood pastoral country ? Yes.
465. Are you aware whether these lakes have ever been bottomed ? Yes.
466. What is tho nature of the bottom ? Cloy.
467. Not alluvial deposit ? It is a dark greasy clay.
468. It will retain water? Oh, yes.
.
469. Mr. Jacob.] Are the Government doing anything more now to provide a further supply of water for Broken Hill ? T
cannot say.
,
470. Then the district may be in a deplorable state during the interval of ten months that may elapse between the passing of
(his Bill and the construction of the works ? They would have to (.rust to the rainfall, ns they are doing now.
471. What about fuel for the supply of tho pumping-stations? There is any amount of fuel. There is a lot of stunted
mimosa, and any quantity of fuel scattered about, though it is vather hal’d to chop.
472. But there is plenty of it? Plenty.
473. There is no danger of running short ? No.
474. What about reservoirs, will they be excavated ? Yes; simply excavated tanks.
475. 1 suppose they will retain the water ? Yes.
476., I understand that there will be a sufficient supply of water in the reservoir to last during any repairs to the pipes ? Yes.
477. What about the joints of tho pipe;—is there any danger of their perishing ? No; no more than there is in tho ease of
the pipes in this city.
478. Would an S-inch pipe be suflicient? Yos; an S-inch pipe supplies Rockhampton,,with a population of 12,000 at the
present moment.
_
_
479. Mr. .Jacob.] Is it proposed to start from Menindie with a big pipe, and afterwards to reduce the diameter of tho pipe ?
No; it is proposed to run the main thing right through.
480. In your judgment the scheme proposed is not an obsolete one? No.
481. In your estimate vou include the cost of getting tho machinery on to the ground? We estimated the cost of carriage at
D-4 a ton.
433. And this is included in the estimate of £170,000 ? Y'es,
George William Townsend, M.I.C.E., called in, sworn, and examined:—
483. Mr. Parkinson.] I believe you arc a civil engineer? Yes.
484. And you have been for a long time in the employment of tho Government ? About thirteen years.
485. Do you know the Menindio district ? Yes.
486. Have you met Mr. O’Neill and Mr. James, and conferred with them, and gone over their plans ? I have not met with
them or conferred with them, but I have gone over their plans.
487. Have you, at the request of the directors of this company, made yourself acquainted with this scheme ? Yes ; I have
seen the sections and the plans.
48S. Do you believe that this is a feasible and a practicable scheme ? I am confident that it is a thoroughly practicable
scheme—that is, as fur as pumping from Lake Speculation.
489. Do you believe that it is a scheme that will prove remunerative ? I am sure of it,
490. Do'you believe that it will afford a safe and permanent supply of water to the people of Broken Hill ? I have no
hesitation in saying it will.
491. Will the water in your opinion be good and wholesome water ? Tn travelling during tho very dry seasons I have known
the lakes when very low to be brackish ; but if they are kept up to a good level there is not the slightest doubt that the water
will always be fit for use.
,
492. Do you believe that (here is any engineering difficulty in the way of carrying out this scheme ? No.
493. In speaking as ft civil engineer, do you believe that this scheme will be for tho benefit of the public, and also for tho
benefit of (ho promoters? Yes, thoroughly.
494. Do you consider the system of pumping from station to station that is proposed to be adopted is an obsolete method ?
No. If your height is so great that you cannot do the pumping in one stage you must do it in two or more stages.
435. Do you see any difficulty in the way of pumping from station to station, ns proposed in this scheme? I do not quite
agree with (he whole of the scheme proposed; but there is no difficulty in doing it os proposed ; but it could be done morn
economically on a slight modification of this scheme.
496. At all events, it can be done quite easily ? There is not the slightest doubt that it can he done.
497. In speaking as engineer you are hero to justify your approval of the plan ? Yes.
498. CAairmatt.] Do you know this locality ? I know Menindie and the lakes; but I have never been further in the direction
of Broken Hill.
499.

G. W.
Townsend:
30 Nov,, ISSS.
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Townsend.

haVC no intimat.e loeal knowledge ?, No ; not of the country between Lake Speculation and Broken Hill.
S00. Evidence has been given that. Broken Hill is at an altitude of about S00 feet above Lake Speculation ;—in your opinion
30 Nov., 1888.
tk°1'c all7 tlifllculty in the way of pumping water by means of intermediate stations from the source to the reservoir near
Broken Hill P Kb ; not the slighjest.
C01. It has also boon given in evidence that tbc greatest rise between one pumping-station and another over which the pipes
would pass is 200 feet j—could water be pumped that height ? I can answer that best by saying that I am now engaged in
putting up a little plant for Sir. Cow which is to plump 200 feet.
°
602. 1'hcn there is no difficulty ? Not the slightest. We now have much better pipes than we formerly had. With cast-iron
pipes I should say from 200 to 240 foot would be tho very outside pressure ; hut with the wrougkt-iron and steel pipes that
wc can procure now I do not think there would be any danger hi putting un a pressure of 700 feet.
503. And for a daily supply of about half a million gallons of water, would an S-inch pipe bo sufficient for pumping ? Ample.
An S-inch pipe would allow for a very considerable extension of the scheme as at present proposed.
n
'
504. Having carcfidly considered the scheme as explained by Mr. O’Neill and Mr. James, and from what you know of tho
locality, you are of opinion that it is perfectly feasible ? Perfectly feasible, and from having seen the plan and section, which
is of more moment to me than seeing the locality,
505. Mr. Dodds.'] You used the word brackish in speaking of the water ? That is only in very dry seasons, indeed,
50G. That would have the ell'eet of damaging the water? I said that provided the lakes were kept up lo a fair level tho
water would bo good ; but that if they were allowed to get very low tho water would become impregnated with earthy
sulphate of lime. But this is only when it gets far lower than it would be allowed to get under this scheme. I believe that the
irrigation branch of the Mines Department intend to keep up the level of these lakes, apart from anything done by this
company.
6
J
507. Is there a connection between the Darling and these lakes? Yes ; of about half a foot.
508. A water-course ? Yos; a channel.

Opinion.
Ex parte Tho Broken Hill Writer Supply Company, Limited.
Ihe acquisition of lands by the Company, and the vesting of such lauds when acquired is accomplished
by the provisions^of Bart 3. This part applies equally to Crown lands under lease, and to Crown lands
that have been alienated. Until that part can be brought into operation, there is no way by which the
Company can acquire lands of any kind. By section 44, Part 3, cannot come into operation as regards
the acquisition of lands until “ after the notification in tho Gazette as hereinbej'ore provided, of tho
approval of the Governor, of a scheme for the supply of water to the said town and district, but not
before.”
There is no provision whatever in the Act to which the words i! as hereinbefore provided” can.
apply. Kb doubt for the mode of submitting a scheme some provision was intended, but it has been
omitted. If the words “ as hereinbefore provided” were omitted, it is quite clear that tho 44th soctionin
itself would impliedly give power to the Governor to approve and notity his approval in the Gazette of
the scheme referred to. The question now is, does the occurrence in the section of tho phrase “as
hereinbefore provided” in any way deprive the Governor of tho power which the rest of the section
impliedly gives him. In my opinion it does not. I think the phrase in question is, under tho circum
stances, superfluous and meaningless, and that the section must be read as if the phrase were not there.
That being so, the Governor, in my opinion, has power to consider, approve, and notify approval of a
scheme such as is contemplated by the section. If he notifies the approval of the scheme as provided by
that section, then the work of resumption and acquisition can go on as provided by the other sections of
Part 3.
I have carefully considered the provisions of Part I, and I cannot see that they have any bearing on
the question of the.procedure to be adopted in the acquisition of Crown lands under lease. The petition,
inquiry, and provisional order there mentioned refer solely to questions as to the putting into force the
powers of acquisition in respect of the class of lands referred to in that part, i.c., alienated lands. The
Gazette notification mentioned in section 44 has no reference whatever to any order, or notice, or pro
cedure under Part 1. In other words, if the Gazette notice of approval of the scheme under section 44
wore published, the Company might acquire.all the Crown lands along the route without invoking the aid
of Part 1. It is only when they come to alienate lands that they would require to follow the provisions
of that part. Even then they would be stopped by the necessity of the Government Gazette notice of
approval under section 44. 'The whole matter may be summed up in one sentence,—until the Gazette
notice of approval of the scheme has been published the powers of the Company in regard to tho
acquisition of lands of any kind do not come into existence. My advice is to at once prepare a statement
of the scheme under section 44, and get the Governor, which means the Governor and Executive Council,
which is really the Ministry, to approve of it. There should be no difficulty in their giving their approval’
as the general scope of the work has been already approved by Parliament in the Bill itself. The Minister
for Public Works would, no doubt, be the Minister to deal with tho matter, and he would explain what
particulars he would require under section 44. If the Govornmcut, that is the “ Governor” within the
meaning of the Act, refuse to approve of the scheme there is no way of dealing with such refusal. There
is no remedy without tin amendment of the Act. The only course then would be to apply to Parliament
for an amending Act, dispensing with tho necessity for the Governor’s approval of the scheme. It is a
very great power to put in the hands of the Government, and I think that if the details of the scheme
were laid before Parliament in a schedule to the amending Act, Parliament would approve of anv
reasonable scheme without any difficulty. I need hardly say that the definite refusal of the Government
to approve of a particular scheme would place the Company in a difficulty in the event of that scheme
being afterwards submitted to Parliament. Care must be taken to ascertain the opinion of the Govern
ment unofficially before submitting a scheme for definite approval. It would, I think, be a most arbitrary
exercise of their power under the Act if the Government were to refuse approval of a reasonable scheme.
And I have no doubt that the Government will approve of a reasonable scheme when submitted. If thev
do so they will, I think, be easily convinced that under section 44 the power exists to notify sueli approval
in the Gazette. If this is done the difficulty is at an end. If it is not done the only remedy is the hands
of the Legislature.
Chambers, Ifith Heptember, 1890.
1^ E. O’CONNOE.

Messrs.
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Messrs. Laurence and M'Lacldan to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Subject;—Broken Hill "Water Supply Bill.
'
12, Spring-street. Sydney, 10 October, 1890.
Referring to our application on behalf of the Broken Hill and District 'Water Supply Limited
for the approval of His Excellency the Governor to the scheme submitted on behalf of our clients, and to
tho interview we had at the Legislative Assembly with the Minister and yourself, we should be glad _ to
know whether, as then arranged, these papers have been referred to the Attorney-G-encral, and his opinion
on the legal point mentioned in the opinion of Mr. O’Connor and in our letter has been obtained. This
course, we understood from the Minister, would be adopted without delay. _
_
We have already called your attention to the fact that the Company is tied down by its Act to
complete the works within a very short date, and to the further fact that the directors are only waiting
this official approval to their scheme to accept large contracts in England, and we venture to urge on you
that this matter should he expedited as much as possible, seeing the grave importance to the public and to
the Company of the works contemplated by this Act being forthwith constructed.
_ _
We shall deem it a favour if you will advise us when we may expect to receive the decision of tho
Minister in this most pressing matter.
We have, &c',
'
LAURENCE axd M'LACHLAN.
Sir,

The Under Secretary for Public Works.—.T.R. (pro. U.S.)
B.C. Lands, 14/10/90.
I cannot sec any way to interfere in this matter, which really belongs to, and has already been dealt
with by my hon. colleague the Minister for Mines.—B.S., 17/10/90. _ Inform, then to Under
Secretary for Mines.—J.B., 17/10/90.
Messrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan informed, 20/10/90.

The Under Secretary for Public Works to Messrs. Laurence and M£Lachlan.
Gentlemen,
Sydney, 20 October, 1890. ■
With reference to your letters of the 25th ultimo and 10th instant, in which you ask that the
approval of the G-overnment may be given to a scheme of Water Supply for Broken Hill, proposed by tho
Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company, I am directed to inform you that the Secretary for
Public Works regrets that he cannot see his way to interfere in this matter, which really belongs to the
Department of, and has already been dealt with by, tbc Minister for Mines.
I have, <fcc.,
J. BARLING,
•
Under Secretary.

The Officer-in-charge, Water Conservation, to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Subject—Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act.
.

Sydney, 11 November, 1890.

The Broken Hill Water Supply Company presented a petition to the Colonial Secretary, praying that it

might be at liberty to put in force tho provisions of the ahovenamed Act in regard to the resumption of
land, after such local inquiry as may be directed by His Excellency under Part 1 section 2 of the Act.
The papers in the case were forwarded to the Secretary for Mines, who requested an opinion from
the hon. the Attorney-General, as to whether, under the provisions of section 44 of the Act, it is neces
sary to approve and gazette the approval of the scheme before dealing with the petition, and whether the
granting of such petition would authorise tho Company to carry out all the conditions and provisions of
section 2 of the said Act.
The hon. the Attorney-General advised the Minister, and acting upon such advice, which in effect
pointed out that, owing to its being so incompletely drawn, the A.ct was practically unworkable, the
Minister decided that in view of the opinion the petition should be dismissed.
Upon this the solicitors for the Company obtained a legal opinion from Mr. R. E. O’Connor,
barrister-at-law, which is at variance with the opinion expressed by the hon. the Attorney-General, and
which, inter alia, advises that the hon. the Secretary for Public Works is the proper authority to whom
to apply, and in consequence of such advice an application was made to him requesting that his [Excel
lency may be advised to approve of the scheme then submitted, and pointing out that as the hon. the
Attorney-General advised that the petition to grant a local inquiry under section 2, Parti, of the Act was
not applicable to lands leased by the Crown, it only remained for the Company to proceed under Part 3,
which.it is claimed is clearly applicable to Crown leasehold (sections 40 and 47). The hon. the Secretary
for Works having declined to interfere in the matter, the papers have been resubmitted to the hon. the
Secretary for Mines. They may, perhaps, he again submitted to the hon. the Attorney-General;for. a
further opinion upon the legal points mentioned in Mr. O’Connor’s opinion, and as to whether the Com
pany can proceed under Part 3, as suggested.
'
'
JAMES W. BOULTBEE,
--------Officer-in-charge.
Submitted.—H.W., 11/11/90.
Approved.—S. Shith, ll/ri/90.
The Crown Solicitor.—
G.E.H., B.C., 11/11/90.

The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Subject:—Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act of 1888.

.
Sydney, 24 November, 1890.
I have the honor to return herewith the papers relating to the above matter, which were
originally forwarded to me from your Department on the 22nd day of April, 1890, and to state that I
have submitted them to Mr. Attorney-General Simpson, a copy of whose further advising thereon will
be found upon the other side of this letter.
’'
Sir,

JOHN WILLIAMS,
---------

Crown Solicitor.
In
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0Pllli011110w gi^en, it appears to mo that the nest step to he taken is a eonsidcrafon ot the scheme submitted, the approval of which and notification in the Gazette is necessary before
the Company can take any steps towards tailing any laud, tho approval of which is also required.
—2G/11/90. The Under Secretary.
It would probably be necessary to have a report from an engineer before approving the scheme.—
H.W., 26/11/90. Submitted.
Mr. M'Kinney may be directed to report.—S. Smith, 27/11/90.
Copy of Opinion ot tlic iUtorney-Oencral.
i
22 November, 1890.
1 Have rend my opinion of the 1st May, 1890, in this rase, which has been resubmitted to me with an opinion of Mr.

t

0 Connor, ba metev-at-Jaw.

fchcOfFieer-m-chnrs'eof Mic Water Conservation Branch of tlic Mines Deportment, dated 11th November,
states, ■(lifer aha, that the A.-Q-. advised, in etEeefc, that owing to its being so incompletely drawn the Act was practically
unworkable, and that Mr. 0 Connor's opinion was at variance with my opinion. Neither of these statements is correct. I
1 'd uoyadvise, m orfect, that the Act was practically nnworkablo, and I cannot see that Mr. O'Connor’s opinion is at variance
watn mine.
It seems to me and I have had a conference with Mr. O’Connor on the matter—that we practically agree. Tlic only
question submitted to me now, as I understand it, is whether, notwitlistanding the words of section 44, "after the notification
in the Gazette, as hereinbefore provided, no provisions have been made, there can now be a not ideal ion in the Gazette of the
approval of tlic Governor of a scheme for tlic supply of water to the said town and district, and wjicther, under ihe circum
stances, the words “ as hereinbefore provided ” may be treated as surplusage, and meaningless.
I am of opinion that they may bo so treated, and if the Governor approves of (he scheme the notification of such
approval may at once be made in the Gazette.
It must bo remembered that section 47 of the Act provides that nothing (herein contained "shall have any effect or
operation unless tho approval of the Governor shall first have been obtained with respect to the land to required.”
Ihe Governor s approval of tlie scheme is requisite, and the notification of such upproval in the Gazette, and his
subsequent approval of (lie taking of the land, is also required, Whether either approval will be given is not a matter of
Jaw, and with it I huve nothing to do,
G. B. SIMPSON,
______________ ___ _________________
Attorney-General.

The Chief Engineer for Water Conservation to The Under Secretary for Mines.
.

Broken Hill Water Supply.
.
Sydney, 30 December, 1890.
With regard to the accompanying papers relating to the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act of
1888,1 beg to point out that no plana accompany the petition except a small sketch on a scale of 16 miles
to an inch. Nearly a fortnight ago ;up agent of Messrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan, solicitors, called to
inquire whether J was dealing with the inquiry into the scheme, and I informed him that as I intended
to proceed with the inquiry immediately after the end of this year I should be glad to have, in the mean
time, any plans or any further information ivhich the Company could supply. Dp to date I have received
no such plans, and I now wish to suggest that a messenger should he sent to the office of Messrs.
Laurence and M'Lachlan with a written inquiry as to whether anv plans or furlher information can he
obtained.
_
.
. .
.
--------H. Or. M'KINNET.
Two inquiries have been made in regard to this matter. I understand that plans are available and
will be forwarded on Monday next.—2/1/91. The Chief Engineer.
„

The Officer-in-charge, Water Conservation, to Messrs. Laurence and
M'Lachlan, Solicitors.
Gentlemen,
Sydney, 30 December, 1891.
Deferring to previous correspondence relating to the Broken Hill and District Water Supply
Act of 1888,1 am requested to point out that no plans accompany7 the petition presented bv vou, except
a small sketch on a scale of 16 miles to an inch. As tho Chief Engineer for Water Conservation is about
proceeding to tho district, with a view of an examination of the scheme proposed, I shall be glad to have
any plans or further information the Company can supply furnished for his use.
I have, &c,,
JAMES W. BODLTBEE,
______________________
Ofiicer-in-charge,

Messrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan, Solicitors, to The Officcr-iu-charge,
Water Conservation.
Sir’

,
12, Spring-street, Sydney, 31 December, 1890.
Deferring to your favour of yesterday’s date (W.C. 90-11,017), we have the honor to forward
herewith a portfolio of tracings of the plans and sections for tho Broken Hill and District Water Supply
Company’s scheme, which we think the Chief Engineer will find sufficient for his purpose. As, however,
tho tracings have been placed in our charge we can only lend them on the understanding that they are to
be returned to us or to our order, and we will ask the favour of an acknowledgment that they are held
in terms of this letter.
We have, &c.,
--------LAURENCE and M'LACHLAN.
Acknowledge receipt with thanks, and say the tracings will he returned.—J.W.B., 6/1/91.
Acknowledged.—T.H.S., 7/1/91.

The Officer-in-charge, Water Conservation, to Messrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan,
Solicitors.
°irs>

_
. Sydney, 7 January, 1891.
I have the honor to acknowledge, with thanks, the receipt of your communication of the 31st
ultimo, together with a portfolio of tracings of the plans and sections for the Broken Hill and District
Water Supply Company’s scheme, and to inform you that the tracings will he returned.
■
I have, <£c.,
JAMES W. BODLTBEE,
_______________________________
Officer-in-eharge.

The
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Tho Chief Engineer. Water Conservation, to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Subject:—Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act.
Sir,

Sydney, 4 February, 1891.
I have the honor to report that, in accordance with the Minister’s minute of 27th November
last, I took the earliest opportunity available of inquiring into the work contemplated iu the Broken Hill
and District Water Supply Act of 1S3S.
Before leaving Sydney to inspect the sites of the proposed works, I examined the papers which
were supplied to me in regard to this Act aud to the work proposed, and found that no plans accompanied
the papers except one small lithograph, on tho scale of 16 miles to an inch. As stated in my letter of 30th
December, I had an opportunity of pointing this out to an agent of the solicitors to the Company in charge
of the Act. Eventually, in response to that letter, I received a number of sections and plans, showing
the result of what appears to have been a preliminary survey, and containing the following:—
(n) Section from river Darling, at Menindie, to Lake Speculation; length of section, 164- miles, and
level noted at every mite.
■
(J) Section from Speculation Lake to Broken Hill: length of section, 51 miles 70 chains; level noted
at every mile, and in addition at Mount Taylor.
(c) Plan of line from the river Darling to Lake Speculation.
(d) Plan, of line from Lake Speculation to the town of Willyamn.
The information given in these sections and plans is meagre, even regarding them as the result of
a purely preliminary survey, but I have had the lines marked on tlic county maps as nearly as can be done,
and have inspected the district in which they are situated.
As X understand the matter, tho question I have to deal with is whether 1 can recommend the
Minister to sanction the scheme contemplated in the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act. To
■
arrive at a conclusion on this point, it was necessary that in the first place I should have definite informa
tion as to the main features of the scheme. From what has been already stated, it will be seen that Iwas
confronted at tho outset with the difficulty occasioned by the want of plans, aud that the plans supplied
to me were only such as might be expected in connection with a hurried preliminary examination of the
scheme. These plans vvere the only ones obtainable from the Company in response to my letter of the
30th December last. Under these circumstances it was necessary for me to fall back on the only definite
information authoritatively given regarding the main features or the scheme, namely, the statements of
the professional gentlemen who have been the advisers of the Company. From the evidence given before
the Select Committee, it appears that under the scheme proposed a supply of water for the town of
Willyama would be pumped from Lake Speculation to Mount Taylor, where a reservoir would he con
structed, and that from this reservoir the supply would be delivered by gravitation in Willyama.
The section supplied by the solicitors of the Company shows that the height of Mount Taylor above
the surface of the water in Speculation Lake is 996'26 feet, and that the corresponding distance is 45
miles 70 chains; thus there remains a distance of 6 miles from Mount Taylor to Willyama. The evidence
of the Company’s engineers shows that Lake Speculation is filled by overflow from Menindio Lake, and
that this in turn depends for its supply on the overflow of the river Darling. Hence the scheme contem'
plates the construction and maintenance of dams to retain the flood-water in Menindie and Speculation jig
Lakes, and it also provides for falling back on the river Darling for the supply, in case the lakes fail.
and ass! ’
From the outline of the scheme here given it is at once evident that the project is one of great
magnitude, which would demand the most careful consideration. Before I could feel in a position to
recommend such a scheme it would be absolutely necessary to feel assured that such consideration had
been given to its main features and vital points.
The first question which should have been made clear is that the source of supply' is permanent, or
can be made so, and the method by which this permanence can be secured should have been stated.
It is surprising to find that on this most important point the evidence is not only incomplete but
unsatisfactory. Under question 299 one of the professional advisers of the Company stated that in case
Lake Speculation failed lie would fall back on Lake Mcnindie, and under question 335 the same gentle
man stated that if both lakes failed he would fall back on the river Darling. Ho further stated that the hole
in the river Darling from which the water would be pumped as a last resource is a mile in length. The
other professional adviser to the Company stated that this water-hole is about 8 miles in length (see
question 420). The only conclusion which can be arrived at on this point is that the question as to seeniso
reliability of what both these gentlemen admitted to be the last resource in time of extreme drought has J£'^onii340
not received such consideration as its importance demanded.
Lake Menindie, which forms the connecting link between the river Darling and Lake Speculation,
is described as the first resource in ease Lake Speculation were to fail (see question 22§). This assumes
that a permanent supply will be held up in Lake Menindie by dams, and it also assumes that this supply
will be lit for use. Tbe same assumptions are made in the answer to question 418, where it is stated that
there was very little chance of the existing dams bursting. As a matter of fact, one of these dams has
since been carried away, and at the time of my visit the water was running out of Lake Menindie in a
stream about 120 feet wide. The surface of tbe lake was dotted over with the branches of polygonum
which grows in very large quantities in the lake bed. Yet with the extensive vegetable growth iu this
lake, I find nothing in the papers to show that due consideration has been given to the question of the
quality of the water in Lake Menindie during a period of protracted drought. On tho whole, as in the
case of tho reservoir supply m the river Darling, whatever value Lake Menindie may have as a source of
supply in case of need, this value not only has not been demonstrated in the papers, but has been left in
the position of a doubtful question.
The immediate source of supply under this scheme is Lake Speculation, and in this case also the
information is very defective, and even iu some measure contradictory. One of tbe engineers who
’
prepared the scheme states that a large part of the water in this lake must conic from the hills, meaning
apparently hills in its immediateneighbourhood. 1. have been unable to find, cither in the evidence, elsewhere,
or in the course of my inspection of the ground, anything to support this statement. Yet, it is scarcely
necessary to point out, the statement is one of a very important nature. Again, in regard to the reliability
of the supply in Lake Speculation, I find no information of a definite or satisfactory character. At the
time of my recent visit and inspection the surface of the water in ihe river Darling was several feet
597—D
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lower than that in Lake Menindie, while that in Lake Menindie was at least from 4-1 to 5 feet below the
surface level in Lake Speculation. Tet the river Darling was unusually high for this period of the year.
It will bo readily understood from consideration of the state of affairs here described that Lake Specula
tion can be filled to its present level only during exceptionally high floods. The papers do uot show that
the question as to how often such floods occur lias been dealt with in the thorough manner required by its
importance.
While the want of sufficient consideration of the value of the sources of supply has left this allimportant portion of the scheme in an unsettled state, the question of the character of tho works necessary
to the carrying out of the project is in even a less advanced stage. The pipe line which is shown in the
sketch accompanying the official papers as perfectly straight is shown in the large plan as having a
considerable detour to the south of the straight line. No reason for this detour is apparent, and no
explanation is furnished with tho papers.
Tho capacity of the reservoir on Taylor’s Hill ia a very important matter, and this point isnotonlr
unsettled, but the evidence regarding it, as given by the professional gentlemen employed hy the Company,
is conflicting. One of these gentlemen states that the capacity proposed is 80,000,000 to 40,000,000
gallons (see question 306). The same engineer afterwards stated (question 359) that this reservoir
should contain at least half a year’s supply—that is, 80,000,000 of gallons. The other professional
adviser of the Company gave the opinion that the capacity of this reservoir should bo 3,000,000 of
gallons (see question 396).
To force the water up to the reservoir on Taylor’s Hill it is proposed to have a number of pumpingstations (questions 261, 262, and 394). It appears that not only are the sites of these pumping-stations
not decided on, but even the number of such stations is not settled. I was also unable to find any
evidence that the pumping-stations at Lake Speculation and on the river Darling have been finally fixed.
As already pointed out, one of the professional advisers of the Company assumed that the dams
which were constructed some years ago solved tho question of retaining the flood-water in Lake Menindie
(question 418). The other engineer to tho Company stated that in the event of the failure of the supply
in Lake Speculation it was the intention “ to put a dam over Lake Menindie.” The groundless character
of the assumption that the storage of flood-water iu Menindie lake has been provided for has already been
pointed out. In regard to the statement that it is intended to put a dam over Lake Menindie, it is at
once obvious that tins is a very loose method of dealing with an important question, in regard to which
information of a definite nature should have been supplied. It might he inferred from the answer to
question 331 that dealing with the storage of water in Lake Menindie is a simple and inexpensive
matter, whereas it is well known that a large amount'of money has been spent in the construction and
maintenance of dams for this purpose, and that the question is no nearer solution than it was at the start.
My inspection of tho ground convinced me that the construction and maintenance of dams for the storage
of water in Lake Menindie is not by any means a simple matter, or one easily dealt with.
In the foregoing I have been under the necessity of falling back on the evidence of the engineers to
the Company, as given before the Select Committee of the Legislative Council. This source of information
is, however, specially recommended in the statement of tho scheme supplied hy the solicitors to the
Company, I may here point out that this statement of tho scheme, which is not more definite or more
satisfactory than the evidence of the engineers, gives the average depth of Lake Speculation as about 30
feet, whereas the evidence given before the Select Committee shows that it is very doubtful whether the
average depth exceeds half that figure.
On consideration of the whole case it appears to me that what the Company asks is that the
Government should sanction a scheme for water supply in connection with which the permanence of the
supply has not been fully inquired into, and the nature and extent of the necessary works have not been
properly considered. Under these circumstances it is impossible for me to recommend that the scheme
should receive sanction.
I have, &c.,
H. G. M'KINNET,
--------Chief Engineer.
‘
Boll of sections and plans received from the solicitors to the Broken Hill and District Water
Supply Company are herewith returned,—H.G.M'K., 9/2/91. .
In view of this report it is not expedient
that the scheme be approved of.—H.W., 9/2/91. Submitted.
The Company may be asked to give further
information with respect to the questions raised by the Chief Engineer.—S. Smith, 16/2/91.
Will the
Chief Engineer be good enough to supply the questions necessary to elicit the information required.—
H.W., 17/2/91. The Chief Engineer.

The Chief Engineer, Water Conservation, to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Subject:—Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act.
Sydney, 19 February, 1891,
Iff compliance with the Minister’s note of 16th instant, I can only point out that, as is shown in detail
in my report of 4th instant, the scheme for supplying water to Broken Hill is incomplete in two most
important points. In the first place no details are given to show how the permanence of the supply is to
be maintained, and in the second place no' details are given as to tbe character and number of works ■which
tho scheme would involve. Details are required as to these two matters, and explanations are required as
regards the discrepancies between the statements of the two engineers who were the responsible
professional advisers of the promoters of the scheme.
H. G-. M'KINNEY,
Chief Engineer,
--------Water Conservation Department.
Submitted.—J.W.B., 19/2/91.
' The Under Secretary.
to Messrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan.—T.H.S., 23/2/91,

Inform.—H.W., 19/2/91.

Letter

The
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The Under Secretary for Mines to Messrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan.
Gentlemen,
Sydney, 23 February, 1891.
With reference to your communication of the 25th September last, addressed to the Hon.
the Minister for Public "Works, asking that the Government approve of the scheme submitted to you for
Ihe supply of water to the town and district of liroken Hill. ] have (he honor to inform you that before
complying with your request the Hon. the Minister for Mines and A griculture desires further information
on the following points:—
In the first place no details are given as to how the permanence of the supply is to he maintained,
and in the second place no details arc given as to the character and number of works which tho scheme
would involve ; explanations are also required as regards the discrepancies between the statements made
before the Select Committee by the two engineers who were the professional advisers of the promoters of
the scheme.
I harm, &c.,
HAHBIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

The Officer-in-charge, Water Conservation, to The Chief Engineer, Water
Conservation.
The Honorable G. H. Cox called and saw the Minister in reference to this matter, and made a request
that a copy of your report should be furnished to the Company. The Minister has approved of extracts
being forwarded bearing upon the questions raised herein. Will yon kindly mark those paragraphs of
vour report which you consider it desirable to furnish ?

------- _

J.W.B., 4/3/91.

I have carefully re-read my report of the 4th ultimo, aud conclude that the best course will be
to send a complete copy of it. There is nothing in the report which does not bear directly on the Darling
Eiver scheme, and nothing which appears necessary to hold back.—H.G.M'K., 4/3/91. The Under
Secretary.
Submitted.—J.W.B., 4/3/91.
The copy may be supplied.—H.W., 5/3/91.
Copy sent to tho
Honorable G. II. Cox, 7/3/91.
Inform that the Minister will receive the deputation on Tuesday
morning at 11 o’clock.—II.W., 13/3/91.
The Secretary of Company informed, 13/3/91.

The Under Secretary for Mines to The Honorable GK H. Cox, Esq., M.L.C.
Sir,

Water Conservation, Department of Mines, Sydney, 7 March, 1891,
In accordance with your request, I have the honor to forward herewith, for your information,
copy of the report of the Chief Engineer for Water Conservation on the scheme for the supply of Broken
Hill with water, embodied in the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act of 1883.
*
I have, &c.,
HAKHIE WOOD,
_______
Under Secretary.

The Under Secretary for Mines to Tito Secretary of the Broken Hill and District
Water Supply Company (Limited),
Sir,

Water Conservation, Department of Mines. Sydney, 13 March, 1891.
1 have the honor to inform you that the Honorable the Minister for Mines and Agriculture
has agreed 1 o receive the deputation from the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company at 11
o’clock on Tuesday, the 37th instant.
I have, &c.,
HABBTE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

' The Secretary of the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited)
to The Chief Engineer, Water Conservation.
Dear Sir,
^
Sydney, 16 March, 1891.
Will you kindly hand to the bearer the book of plans of our scheme, sent onto you by Messrs.
Laurence and M'Lachlan ?
1 have, <fcc.,
FEED. FULL WOOD,
--------Secretary.
Deceived roll of plans and sections from Offieer-in-charge, Water Conservation Department, in
connection with the Broken Hill and district water supply.—For Broken Hill and District Water Supply
Co., E. Lamalestiss.
"

Messrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan to The Under Secretary for Mines.
_
Sydney, 19 March, 1893,
_
Your letter of the 23rd of February (received by us on the 27th), referring to the Broken
Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited), Lake Speculation and Darling Eiver scheme, was,
immediately on receipt thereof, duly submitted by us to tbe Secretary of that Company, and wc now beg
to enclose you a copy of that officer’s reply to us in answer to your said letter.
_
All the details that you referred to were gone into, and are made most clearly to appear in the
evidence taken before the Committee, and arc records quite accessible to your Department, or that of the
Water Conservation, and to which we would again refer you.
^ We would ask you to point out to us, at your earliest possible convenience, the various differences
and inaccuracies which you say exist “between the statements made before the Select Committee by the
two engineers who were professional advisers to the promoters of tho scheme,” as the whole matter was
thoroughly ventilated before the Committee, and it is impossible for us or the Company to ascertain what
the Honorable the Minister refers to unless our attention is pointedly drawn thereto. As the matter
stands at present the Company’s engineers and officers are quite confident that there are no inaccuracies
or differences whatever.
In
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In conclusion, wc would point out that the whole operations of this Company are being retarded
and blocked through the delay in your Department in giving the necessary authority to proceed -with the
works and take possession of the lands, and as a consequence the Company is sustaining a most serious
loss, and the objects for which it was formed are being absolutely defeated,
"We have, Ac,
LAURENCE am M'LACHLAN.
_
The Chief Engineer states that the scheme is not submitted in such a definite form as can be dealt
with. It is, I think, the duty of tho Company to submit the scheme in such a definite and complete form
that the Minister may know precisely what it is be is asked to sanction, and he should not he expected to
search for information from any other source to supplement the scheme.—ILW., 20/3/91. Submitted,
I have already asked the Company to submit full particulars with respect to the scheme. Two
shareholders called on me a few days since and promised to forward the information required without
delay. I decline to sanction the scheme until my request has been acceded to.—S.S,, 1/3/91.

[Enclosure^]
Tlic Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited) Lake Speculation and Darling River scheme.
Dear Sira,
_
263, Ceorge-street, Sydney, 14 March, 1891.
1 duly received your letter of the 27th February, enclosing copy of a letter from Sir. HarrieWood, Under
Secretary^for Mines, dated 23rd February (just then received), drawing attention to various alleged discrepancies which
Mr. M'Kinney states exist in the evidence of the engineers on behalf of the Company before the Select Committee.
I am not aware that any differences worthy of consideration exist, and it seems very strange indeed to me that these
alleged discrepancies were not specifically pointed out by him. I shall be glad if yon will kindly ask Mr. M'Kinney to
state what they are, as I feel (and pardon me for saying it) that the only object in not naming them was to cause delay to
our obtaining possession of the lands under our Act of Parliament.
I am, fee.,
FRED, FULLWOOD,
Messrs. Laurence and M‘Lachlan.
Secretory.

Tlie Secretary of tlie Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited)
to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sh,
^
_
Sydney, 26 March, 1891.
_
Enclosed I have pleasure in handing you copy of our engineer's report (Mr. Chris. O’Neill)
iu reply to the report of Mr. H. G-. M'Kinney in reference to our scheme,
J. have, Ac.,
—--------------FRED. FULLWOOD,
[Enclosure,]
Secretary,

v

■

Engineer’s Report.
ri
Sydney, 24 March, 1891.
In' reply to Mr. H. G, M'Kinncy’s report, dated 4th February last, which you have referred to me for reply, I now have
tlie honor to report as follows
The information given in the sections and plans is in my opinion all that is necessary in a scheme of this description,
as the sections show tlie levels all along the line of the scheme, aud the plan gives the position with bearings, &c., of tlie
proposed pipe-track, but to meet the suggestions of the Honorable the Minister for Minos, 1 have shown on tbe smaller
scale plan (a copy of avhieh is hereto attached) tbe proposed areas of land for pumping-stations, &e., given in the third
Sehedule of the Act of Parliament. The large scale, survey plan, and section is not, as Mr. M'Kinney suggests, “ such as
might bs expected in connection with a hurried preliminary examination of the scheme.'’ This survey was made by Mr.
J. \Y. James, who personally took the levels, Ac., from end to end of the line, and considerable time was spent thereon,
and trouble and expense gone to, in order to arrive at the result. 1 have since gone over the line myself personally, and
found it correct, and I now consider tlie said plans aud sections as sufficient generally for carrying out the proposed works.
Mr. M'Kinney lays particular stress on the permanency of the source of the supply, aud states that “the method by which
this permauenee can be secured should have been stated.” The permanence of the supply in this scheme is its leading
feature. It has already been stated in the scheme attached to the petition to His Excellency the Governor that the imme
diate supply is from Lake Speculation, which contains about 7,000,000,009 gallons of water, or sufficient quantity to supply
a population of 15,000 people at tho rate of 20 gallons per head per day for a period of six years, even allowing for evapo
ration. It is also shown that Lake Menindio, a vast sheet of water of about 40 miles in circumference, is in close proximity,
and can be used if necessity occasions it, and that at Hood time this lake is invaluable to tbe scheme for conveying the
rising waters into Lake .Speculation for storage; and further, that the river .Darling (tho finest river in Australia) is to be
tapped at a point about half-a-mile above the town of Menindie and water is to bo obtained therefrom, and bo pumped into
Lake Speculation to keep up its level. During the severest periods of drought the river at this point always contains a
large supply of running water. ’These facts being set out, I fail to see what more is necessary. Docs Mr, M'Kinney
question the supply iu the river Darlinf, which lias a watershed of many thousands of miles, extending as far north as
Queensland ?
~
v
>
o
According to the first report of the Royal Commission on the conservation of water, page 72, “The portion of the
catchment area of tlie Darling lying within tlie Colony of Queensland is 103,050 square miles. In New South Wales tho
area of the basin as far as the junction of the Namoi at Walgett is nearly 20,000 square miles ; whilst that part of the
river above Walgett, mcluding the Namoi, may he taken as 15,000 square miles. Total, 138,650 square miles. Bearing
iu mind that below Walgett tlie river flows a distance of 2,315 miles before it reaches the ocean, its importance can he
better appreciated when it is considered that the above-mentioned catchment area at Walgett is nearly seven times the
entire basin of the Thames,”
It is quite certain that this is the very best supply obtainable for this important town, and would be the last in
existence ; all other supplies would have failed long before it. Mr. M'Kinney, at an interview which Mr. Stoekdalo, tbe
secretary, and myself had with him, stated that he required figures as to the supply, but if these were furnished they
would have to be obtained from his Department, and it seems strange for him to ask for facts which are already in his
possession. Mr. M'Kinney stated that at the time of his visit there was “ abundance of water,” but in his opinion tbe
supply had not been proved.
.
I do not, as Mr. M'Kiuney assumes, rely on tbe dams in Lake Menindie for keeping up the supply, for at one time,
but for the timely bursting of one of those dams through the extreme height of the flood, it was even thought of presenting
a petition to the Minister to be allowed to either make a breach in one of these dams, or make a cutting around the same,
so as to be able to avail of the flood-waters from tbe river Darling, which were being kept back thereby. It is not antici
pated that tlie waters of Menindie would be required for any other purpose than as a means of conveying the flood-water
into Lake Speculation, but the additional supply, when necessary, will be obtained by pipe direct from the river Darling,
From the official records floods occur pretty often (at least once a year).
_
The following is tho record of flood on the river Darling, from the report of Mr. Russell, Astronomer-General :—
1879, March 1st, rose slowly', lasted nine months; 1880, February 10tb, rose suddenly 26 feet) lasted four months;
.1881, January 25th, rose slowly 8 feet, lasted six mouths; 1882, February 4th, rose very suddenly 26 feet, lasted two
months ; 1883, February 24tk, rose slowly 15 feet, lasted six months; 1884, February 19th, rose suddenly 8 feet, lasted
two
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two months ; 1S85, January 2'2!nl, rose suddenly to 28 feet at Wilcanuia, lasted four weeks; 18SC, June yth, rose rapidly
to 28 feet by June 28th, lasted to end of year; 1S87, June 30th, rose rapidly to 31 feet by March iOth, lasted to June
17th; 1SS8, February 10th, rose rapidly to 26 foot hy March 20th, lasted to April 16th ; 1889, April 9th, rose rapidly to
C feet, hut was down again by May 20th.
It is quite true that Lake Speculation and in fact Lake Menindie have a watershed extending over a considerable
area; both lakes arc in a basin, and drain the whole of the slopes.
Though at the time of Mr. JI‘Kinney's visit there was a difference of several feet between tho level of the river
Darling aud Lake Menindie, and Lake Speculation was some few feet higher than Lake Menindie, according to Ids own
statement there was “ abundance of water.” Tlie higher level of Lake Speculation is accounted for hy dams which have
been erected by the Company at the feeder between the lakes, such dams having been erected at great expense aud trouble
while the recent flood was at its height.
As to the difference in the proposed line of pipe as shown on the plans, I do not think it is fair for Mr. M'Kinney to
compare the two plans, one of which {the large survey) ia drawn to a scale of 4 inches to 1 mile, while the small litho,
plan is only 1 inch to 1C miles, and is only a sketch plan, and shows the lino perfectly straight. A slight bend in tlie line
will be made, but it was not thought necessary to show this on so small a scale sketch-plan, besides which no limit of
deviation is imposed under the Act, aud the line will he laid down iu the most suitable way for the successful working of
the scheme.
°
Mr. M'Kinney is wrong in assuming that tho pumping-stations have not been decided upon. Tho sites for these
have been pegged out on the laud ; the plan hereto attached shows them, Mr. M'Kinney stated that being under the
impression that Mr. James was the engineer to the scheme, and that X was merely called in as a consulting engineer, lie
had placed more importance on Mr, James' evidence, but I told him that Mr. James merely prepared'thc survey plan and
sections, and that I had acted as engineer to the scheme over since.
The scheme as now set forth is entirely different to the one laid down hy him, his being a scheme for raising the
water in sonic of the stages to the tops of towers, and allowing it to gravitate ahead, with direct pumping in other stages
until the highest point is reached, and then allowing the water to gravitate therefrom into the town, whereas my scheme
is a direct pumping scheme to the highest point, and gravity from thence to tlie town of Broken Hill.
,
M'Kiuney seeined to have been very exacting in his scrutiny of the professional evidence, having drawn par
ticular attention to any differences, however slight, in the quantities, &e., given by the engineers. I take it that the
eiddcnce taken before the Select Committee was only for the purpose of testing the principles of the scheme, and though
the solicitors have coupled such evidence to the scheme, in point of being a true outline of the proposed works, the scheme
itself takes precedence over the evidence. The object of supplementing tlie evidence was because it contains questions
and replies on some minor points of detail which are not and could not well he furnished in the scheme itself. Mr,
M'Kinney draws attention to the evidence as to the depth of T.ake Speculation, and I would here point out that though
there is a difference in the deptii given, yet no doubt each witness gave his answer from his own personal knowledge at
some special date (extending over a period of four years). During this time to my knowledge the lake has varied, but it
I have, &c.,
is now, as stated, 30 feet deep.
CHARLES O’NEILL, M.l.C.E.

The Secretary of the Broken Hill ami District Water Supply Company (Limited)
to Tlie Under Secretary for Mines.
*
^11’j

,
Sydney, G April, 1891.
Inferring to your letter of the 23rd. February last, addressed to Messrs. Laurence and
ArLachlau, the solicitors for the Broken Hill and Distinct AVAter Supply Company, Limited (Lake
Speculation and Darling River scheme), and to their reply to you of the 19th March last, 1 would draw
your attention to the fact that in your said letter of the 23rd February you did not in any way set out or
enclose a copy of Mr. M'Kinney's report, although such document was of record in your office. After
some considerable trouble our Chairman (Hon. G-, H, Cox, M.L.C.) succeeded in obtaining a copy of
eueh report, and immediately forwarded tbe same to inc. I, as tbc secretary of the Company, thought that
the best way of ascertaining what really was wanted would be to cause a meeting between Mr, M'Kinney
and tbe Company’s engineer (Mr. Charles O’Jveill), and accordingly they met on the 11th March, and
thoroughly discussed the matter. Mr. M,‘.Kiimey expressed his surprise at being called upon to report at
all upon the matter, and was decidedly of opinion that the question of the permanence of the water was
beyond all doubt. I was present at such interview, but iu addition the Company’s engineer reported to
me, as secretary, not only the result of such interview, but his perusal and consideration of Mr. M'Kinnev’s
report, and on the 26th March I forwarded to you a copy of Mr. O’Keill’s report, which contained every
piece of information that was possible to demand.
You will recollect that you arranged for a deputation from our Company to wait upon the Minister
for Mines on the 17th March, and accordingly on that date, I, in company with Mr. Stoekdalo (promoter
of scheme) and Mr. O’jNeill (the Company’s engineer), discussed the matter with the Honorable the
Minister, but the only thing that the Minister appeared to require was that the sites of the pumpingstations should he definitely fixed upon the plan. This was done, and sent in to you on the 2Gth March,
hut up to the present date I have heard nothing further upon the matter.
.
1 would again draw your attention to the fact that the delay in this matter is sapping the very
^ theComPaT1yi fhat the time within which operations are to he completed is limited by the Act
of Parliament, that until the Government give the necessary sanction, or, in other words, Gazette notice
of approval of the scheme, which has been sent in as far back as the month of September last, my
Company is unable to sign the contract for the engines or pipes, or, in other words, proceed with the
works, or in any way deal with the lands, or the rights for which they paid so much, and fought so hard,
and obtained the Act of Parliament known as “53 Victoria, Broken Hill and District Water Sunniv
Act, 1888.”
*
J
In ^conclusion, I would remind you that any further figures, information, or corroboration can all
he ascertained from tho various Government Departments, and a re-perusal of tlie evidence taken before
the Select Committee should at once convince the Honorable tho Minister that every inquiry was made,
and precaution taken, and all possible information elicited by the Committee before they sent in their
report approving of the scheme, and on the faith and basis of which the Bill passed into an Act of
Parliament.
■ v w T^ing that you will give this matter your immediate attention, if only out of regard to the
inhabitants of Broken Hill, who are so badly in want of water, quite apart from the pecuniary and serious
loss this Company is sustaining.
J have. <tc.,
FRED. FULLWOOD,
-------*
Secretary.
How does this matter now stand ?—-H.W., 7/4/91,
Further report herewith.—H.G.M'K., 8/4/91.
The
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The Chief Engineer, Water Conservation, to The Under Secretary for Wines.
Broken Hill and Bintricfc Supply Scheme,
Sydney, 0 April, ISO!,
"With reference to the accompanying remarks, dated 21th ultimo, on my report of 4th February,

regarding the Broken Hill and XJistrict Water Supply Scheme, I. beg to point out that what X ob jected to
in connection with the scheme was the absence of proper plans and of definite information. It should
not be necessary to state that this void cannot be satisfactorily tilled by bold assertions or by discussions
of the questions. The document dated 24th ultimo leaves the subject in the same position as before, but
as it raises a number of objections to my report it is perhaps necessary to deal with these objections.
In the first place exception is taken to my statement that the plan and section supplied to mo was
such as might lie expected in connection uith a hurried preliminary examination of the scheme. This
statement is simply met by a denial. As tlie Minister has seen the plan and section, and knows how
meagre is the information they convey, I need not dwell on this point, but may add that the style of the
jdau and section would have warranted a much more uncomplimentary description than that given in my
report. My statement that satisfactory informal ion as to the permauenee of the supply had not been
furnished is met with the assertion thattbe permanence of tho supply in this scheme is its leading
feature.” The engineer to the Broken Hill and District "Water Supply Company supports this statement
by another equally daring assertion that “ during the severest drought the river at this point always
contains a large supply of running water.” "Unsupported statements such as these are calculated to
damage seriously the cause which they are intended to serve. Before making such statements authorita
tive evidence to Ihe contrary should have been dealt with. For instance, the published statements of
Mr. J. B. Donkin, L.S., and Mr. F. B. G-ipps, C.B., members of the laic Water Commission, that “the
absence of a constant stream in the Darling 1ms been very prejudicial to the interests of the settlers in
the western part of tbe Colony, “should certainly have been dealt with and refuted. Another published
statement which should have been dealt with is,that of Mr. W. ,T. Hamm, formerly Hoad Superinten
dent of the Western District, to the effect that, he has scon the river Darling “when it was a chain of
waterholes.” Again, the statement of Mr. J. C. Tully. Inspector of Stock, that he had known the
river Darling to be dry for several months, should also have received full consideration. If would be easy
for mo to mention another testimony of the same kind, but enough has hcen stated to bear out my
contention that tho question of permanence of the supply has not received the consideration it demands.
Not only is the information as to the permanence of the supply incomplete, but it is inconsistent and
contradictory. For instance, in the letter under reply it is stated that when the supply in Lake Specula
tion runs short it is not intended to take a supply from Cake Menindie, but to draw it direct from the
river Darling, yet the gentleman who makes this statement informed the Select Committee that if Lake
Speculation failed it was intended to fall back on Lake Menindie, and afterwards, if necessary, on the
river Darling. The engineer to the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company remarks that I
appear to be very exacting in my scrutiny of the professional evidence, having drawn particular attention
to any differences, however slight, in the quantities, &c., given by tbe engineer. Now, in regard to this,
and referring to my report of 4th February, I wish to call attention to some of these differences described
as “slight.” The nature and capacity of the reservoir on the top of Taylor’s Hill are important points
in connection with tbc scheme, and in regard to it such differences as exist between 3.000,000 gallons, as
stated by one of the engineers to the Company, and 30,000,000 to 40,000,000 gallons, as stated by tbe
present engineer to the Company, surely cannot be considered slight. Again, in the same case, the present
engineer to the Company stated ir. one part of his evidence that the capacity of ihe reservoir would be
30,000,000 to 40,000,000 gallons ; and in another that it would bq at least half a year’s supply, which, with
the data furnished, may be taken n$ 80,000,000 gallon}. This also cannot be described as only a slight
difference. Again, the small plan supplied with the statement of the scheme showed the pipe line as
straight, and the evidence of Mr. Stoekdalo described it ns being straight, while the surveyed line when
plotted on the maps, as nearly as it can be with the very defective information supplied, deviates by
several miles from the straight line. This difference also cannot be described as slight. Such a devia
tion may be necessary, but the evidence not only discloses no reason for such deviation, but tends to show
that no reason existed.
With regard to the “storage capaeily” of Lake Speculation, Mr, Stockdale,whg knows that neighbour
hood intimately, stated in his evidence that the average depth was about 14 feet; Mr. O’Neill, then
consulting engineer to the Company, stated the depth of the lake to be 18 feet; and, lastly, the official
statement of the scheme described the average depth as 30 feet. These are surely not “ slight ” differ
ences when such important issues are involved. Among minor points raised in the remarks of the
engineer to the Company is the fact that at the time of my visit I found abundance of water in Lake
Speculation. Considering my visit was made shortly after the occurrence of high floods, I fail to see that
this proves anything except that during and immediately after high flood large quantities of water are
available.
The statement is repeated that Lake Speculation and Lake Menindie “ have a watershed extending
over a considerable area,” and that “both lakes are in a basin, aud drain the whole of the slopes.” This
description is certainly misleading. The best reply is that furnished hy the gentleman who makes the
statement, and is to be found in his evidence before the Select Committee, when, in speaking of the
country near Lake Menindie, and between that place and Broken Hill, he mentioned that he was
11 astonished at its flatness,” and that “ it looked just like a sea.”
It appears from the document under reply', and from the tracing attached to it, that the number
of pumping-stations is now derided upon, and is fixed at eight. In tho evidence of tbc engineer who
now furnishes this information it was distinctly stated that five pumping-stations would be ample. I
think the Minister has a right to know the ground for important changes such as this, which involve
corresponding changes as to the land required. Exception is taken to my assumption that Mr. James
was the engineer who prepared the scheme, and that Mr. O’Neill was called in as consulting engineer to
advise as to its feasibility, &c. This conclusion was based entirely on tbe evidence of these gentlemen, ■
and particularly on that of Air. O'Neill, who stated distinctly when the scheme was being considered by
the Select Committee that he was not the engineer to the Company, but that his advice was sought as
consulting engineer. It appears that the scheme as it now stands is entirely different to that investigated
and recommended by the Select Committee,
"Whether
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Whether tliis tiffeds the validity of tho Act ia a question beyond my province, hut the state of
affairs indicated is alone sufficient to show the absolute necessity for obtaining definite information as
to what are really tlie intentions of tbe Company.
,
.
Whilst writing tbc foregoing, a letter from the secretary to the Company, dated the Gth instant,
has been handed tome. There are only two points iu that letter which require notice froin me. The
first is a complaint as to the delay in sanctioning the scheme. This delay, as is abundantly evident from
tbc correspondence, is entirely due to tlie neglect of the Company to furnish proper plans and definite
information.' The second point calling for remark is the statement that I gave tho opinion that there is
no question as to the permanence of the supply. 1 need scarcely state that this is a complete misap
prehension. Any statement of opinion from inc under such circumstances would entirely he out of
place. Tbe officers of tbe Company appear to have failed fo see that such a question as the permanence
of tlie supply should not be left as a mere matter of opinion, but should be so established by facte aud
figures as to be a matter of practical certainty, and this, I consider, has not been done.
_
The Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act confers large powers, and grants important
concessions, amongst the latter being the right to acquire extensive areas of land.
_
The tracing supplied with the letter of the Company’s engineer, dated 24th ultimo, shows that in
the immediate neighbourhood of Menindio the land required will have a frontage to the river Darling of
considerably over a mile in a direct line, this being equivalent to more than 2 miles of actual river
frontage. Altogether, 10,000 acres of land in large blocks, in addition to the intervening strips of land
required for the pipe line, are shown as necessary. In addition to these great concessions in regard to
land, there are the important concessions and powers as to water supply, and I observe that iu tho
prospectus of tho Company it is stated to bo the intention to construct a tramway for goods aud
passenger traffic.
_ .
• Even independent of the statement of the engineer to the Company already referred to, it is clear
that the scheme as it now stands is “ entirely different” to that inquired into by the Select Committee.
The Minister is asked by the Company to sanction this great scheme, supported, as it is, chiefly by
assertions without proof, evidence wanting in consistency, and meagre outline plans, which not only
convey very little information, but in important points are not even drawn to scale. On the whole I see
no reason for altering the conclusion previously arrived at, that tin's scheme has not been placed before
the Minister in such a manner to warrant its sanction.
■
H. &. M'KINNEY,
_
Chief Engineer for Water Conservation.

Statement bv The Honorable tbc Minister for Mines and Agriculture.
Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act.
Sydney, 24j April, 1891.
I 1IA.YE again examined the papers on this subject, and find that there are several important matters which
have not been made sufficiently clear.
_
In the first place, considering that the Act confers great power on the Company in regard to the
resumption of land, it appears to me that tbe Company should supply mo with definite information as to
the position of the land proposed to betaken. Kot only has this not been done, but in the latest plan
furnished to mo by the Company the portions of land required extend only approximately, and are not
drawn to scale.
_
a _
Again, as the scheme involves a large expenditure of money, as well as great public interests, it is
most important that the permanence of tho water supply, on which the whole scheme depends, should be
made clear in the papers. It appears to me that it is incumbent on tlie Company io afford conclusive
evidence as to tho soundness of the scheme in this.particular ; and this, in my opinion, has not yet been
done.
_
No plans of the work proposed to he carried out by the Company have been submitted to me, and
as the information supplied in regard to these works is wanting in consistency, I am in no position to
decide as to the suitability of the arrangements proposed.
_
_
Consideriug, as I do, that the Company has failed to supply me with definite and detailed infer*
mation, such as the importance of the case demanded, I cannot see my way to approve of the scheme.
-------S. SMITH.
For the information of the Chief Engineer, before informing tbe Company in the terms of tho
Minister’s minute.—.J.W.B., 28/4/91.
Seen.—H.G-.M’K., 28/4/91.
Letter sent.—T.IE.S., 2S/4/91.

The Under Secretary for Mines to Tlie Secretary, Broken Hill and District Water
Supply Company (Limited).
Sir,

Water Conservation, Department of Mines, Sydney, 28 April, 1891.
I am directed by the Honorable tbe Secretary for Mines and Agriculture to acknowledge the
receipt of your communication of the Gth instant, urging that approval may be given to the Darling Elver
scheme of the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited) for the supply of water to
Broken Hill, and in reply to inform you that, considering that tbe Act confers great piower on the Company
in regard to the resumption of land, it appears to him that the Company should supply him with definite
information as to the position of the land to be taken. I am therefore directed to point out that not only
has this not been done, but in tho latest plan furnished him by the Company the extent of the portions of
land required is only approximately shown, and the portions are uot drawn to scale.
lam directed to state that Mr. Secretary Smith is of opinion that as the scheme involves a large
expenditure of money, as well as great public interests, it is most important that tho permanence of the
water supply on which the whole scheme depends should be made clear,'and that it is incumbeut on the
Company to afford conclusive evidence as io the soundness of the scheme in this particular, and that this
has not yet been done
I am to add that no plans of tho work proposed to be carried out by the Company have been sub
mitted to him, and that as the information supplied in regard to these works is wanting in consistency, he
is
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is m no position to decide as to the suitability of the arrangements proposed, and considering, as he does,
that the Company has failed to supply him with definite and detailed information, siicli as the importance
of the ease demands, he cannot see his way to approve of the scheme.
I have, &c.,
HAJtKIE WOOD,
_____________________________
Under Secretary.

The Secretary of tlie Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited) to
The Under Secretary for Mines.
S’r!

Sydney, 19 May, 1891.
I have the honor to acknowledge tho receipt of your letter of the 28th ultimo, setting forth
the reason why tlie Honorable tbe Minister for Mines and Agriculture cannot see his way at present to
approve the scheme of the Eroken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited) under the Broken
Hill and District Water Supply Act of 1888, and in reply would point out that the plan which accom
panied the engineer’s report of 24th March, 1891, showed the positions of the lands required to bo taken
by the Company under the third schedule of the above-mentioned Act. and I am informed by the engineer
that although the dimensions of each proposed site were not set ont on the plan, yet such plan (although
small) was drawn to a scale of 2 miles to an inch. 1 may say that several of the sites of the proposed
lands have been set out, namely, twro blocks of land of 1,000 acres each, adjoining Lake Menindie and
Speculation, while the 1,500-acre block of land near to the town of Broken Hill has not only been set out
but gazetted, in compliance with Part 1, section No. 2, sub-sections Nos. 1 and 2, of the said ActLTor your
information, 1 enclose herewith a copy of the Government Gaz/ilc containing such notice, on page 1158.
This notice appeared for three consecutive weeks in the Government Gazette, namely, on 7th February,
1890, 14th Pcbruary, 1890, and 21st February, 1890, and also in the Barrier Miner, a local paper, on the
same dates. As to the permanency of the supply, the engineer in his report went into the matter fully,
but I might say that this, as well as other points of detail of the scheme, had been previously threshed out
by the Select Committee.
,
I shall be glad to be informed as early as possible what plan it is that the Honorable the Minister
wishes, as it is difficult to understand the third paragraph of your letter on this point. Is it a ivorking
plan of the scheme that is ^required? Tho hook of plans furnished through Messrs. Laurence and
M'Lachlan showed a plan of the whole scheme, vrith the pipe-track proposed to he laid down marked
thereon, together with the hearings, and also a complete section of tho country proposed to he traversed
by the scheme. At an interview a deputation from my Company had with the Honorable the Minister,
when I was present, wc were led to believe that all that was required was that the positions of the various
blocks of laud should he shown upon the plan, and Ibis request has been complied with.
I have, <fcc.,
PEED. FULLWOOD,
-------Secretarv.
The Chief Engineer.—H.ML, 20/5/91.
.
'

The Chief Engineer, Water Conservation, to The Under Secretary for Mines.
, _
_
Sydney, 28 May, 1891.
lAicrNG seriatim tbc statements contained in tho accompanying letter, dated 19th instant, there is first the
statement that the “plan which accompanied the engineer’s report of 24th March, 1891, showed the
positions of the lands required to be taken hy the Company.” With reference to this, it is sufficient to
explain that the map referred to shows one block noted as 1,500 acres, six which are each noted as L,000
acres, and three which are each noted as 500 acres. The first of these areas is marked with a fair degree
of correctness as to area, but is out of position on the plan. The areas intended as 1,000 acres each vary
in reality from oGO to 910 acres, that on the bank of the river Darlmcr, close to the town of Menindie,
being most inaccurate of all, and the areas of 500 acres each vary ou tlie plan from 3GO acres up to 450
acres. It is scarcely necessary to add that a plan which is inaccurate to such a degree as this, especially
in view of the fact that the land involved includes important river frontage, and the commanding position
between the Menindie and the Speculation Lakes, is simply valueless as a guide in determining the pro
priety of conferring such important powers as are claimed under the Act.
The difficulty as to proving the permanence of the water supply is lightly passed over, with the
remark that that subject has been fully dealt with hy the Company’s engineer in his report, and that it was
“threshed out by the Select Committee.” I have already pointed out that in regard to the permanence
of the supply^the Company’s engineer has supplied hold assertions instead of substantial proofs, and that
the evidence furnished to the Select Committee was neither complete nor satisfactory. Not only so, but
this question was “threshed out" in a very different manner by the late Water Commission, as has already
been shown, the result of that inquiry being iu fact in direct opposition to the statements made on behalf
of the Company.
In reply to the question as to what plans are required, it is sufficient to state that plans showing
the position as well ns the area of tlie land required should he submitted, and that general plans and a
description of the works should also he supplied. As matters stand, it is impossible for this Department
to locate the land proposed to be acquired hy the Company, or to form any clear conception of the nature
or extent of the works proposed. The engineer to the Company stales that the project is entirely different
to that placed before the Select Committee, and the prospectus refers to a tramway for passengers and
goods traffic as an important feature in tho scheme, though such a work was not even mentioned to the
Select Committee. This fact alone shows the .necessity for obtaining full information as to what the
scheme really is before granting sanction to carry it out.
H. C-, M’KINNEY,
r
_
----- -—
Chief Engineer.
Submitted.—G.E.H., Assistant U.S., 26/5/91.
The Company should be asked to supply a proper
plan, showing the land required, aud a general plan and description of the work proposed.—S. Smith,
28/5/91.
Asked.—W.J.L., l/C/91.
The
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The Under Secretary for Mines to The Secretary of the Broken Bill and District
Water Supply Company (Limited).
Sir,
(
Sydney, 1 June, 1801.
_
'With reference to your communication of the 19th ultimo, I am directed by the Hon. the
Minister for Mines and Agriculture to request that you will be good enough to supply a proper plan
showing the land required, also a general plan and description of the wrorks proposed in connection with
the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited).
I have, &c.,
HABBIE WOOD,
■
Under Secretary.

Mr. Bred. Eullwood, Secretary, The Broken. Hill and District Water Supply
Company (Limited), to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir,
Sydney, 18 August, 1891.
_
In response to the request of the Honorable the Minister for Mines and" Agriculture, aud his
engineer Mr. M'Kinney, at interviews held a few weeks ago, the plan herewith has been prepared, showing
the fullest information obtainable in connection with the holdings on the land through which the scheme
of my Company passes, and I am requested to ask that you will kindly bring tho matter before the
Honorable the Minister forthwith, and ask him to grant his approval to the scheme.
To save time the original plan is forwarded, but I am requested to ask you to ho good enough to
return the same to me on application.
] have, &c ,
HIED. DULL WOOD,
-------Secretary.
The papers and plan now submitted may perhaps be forwarded to the Chief Engineer for report.—
J.W.B., 22/8/91. The Undersecretary.
Approved.—H.W., 24/8/91.
Keport herewith.—H.G.M'K.,
27/8/91.

Tlie Chief Engineer, Water Conservation, to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sydney, 27 August, 1891.
Wirn reference to the accompanying letter, dated 18th instant, from the Secretary of the Broken Hill and
District Water Supply Company, I beg to point out that the Minister's requests, as conveyed in the
Under Secretary’s letter of 1st Juno last, have hcen complied with on only one point. The plan now
supplied shows on a scale of 2 miles to an inch the land required bv the Company, and also shows the
position of the proposed pipe line. I may mention that this plan differs very materially from that of tho
land and pipe line already received from this Company, although the Company’s letter of 19th May
asserted that the position of the various blocks of land required were properly shown on the first map
forwarded. The descriptions of the proposed works and the general plan of them, which were called for
in the Under Secretary’s letter of 1st June, arc not even referred to in the letter now received from the
Company. I have already pointed out the unreasonableness of the Company’s request that Use Minister
should sanction a most important scheme of which not only the details but the plans and descriptions of
tho main features are persistently withheld from him. Prom the outset no serious attempt lias been
made to prove the permanence of the supply. As an instance of the defective manner in which information
regarding the scheme is supplied I may mention that since the date of my last letter on this subject I
have had a line of soundings taken along the centre of Lake Speculation from end to end, and found that
the general depth was 20 feet 3 inches, Tho prospectus of the Company gives the depth as 30 feet.
On the whole the Company should certainly furnish a clear description of the scheme, showing hy
facts and figures how the scheme is to ho rendered permanent, and it should also supply a general plan
showing the works, and particularly the reservoir,from which the water will flowbv gravitation to Broken
Hill.
II. G. M'KIHNET,
.
Chief Engineer.

Memo, from The Chief Engineer, Water Conservation, to The Under Secretary for
Mines.
Broken Hill and District Water Supply, Lake Speculation scheme.
7 September, 1891.
The Act authorising this scheme was assented to on 1st October, 1889, On 11th March, 1890, the
Company addressed a petition to tho Governor asking permission “ to put in force the several powers
contained in Part III of the Act with respect to the acquisition of lands otherwise than by agreement.”
On 12th March, 1890, the Company forwarded that petition, together with a covering letter, to the
Principal Under Secretary, but neither the letter nor tho petition contained any reference to arrange
ments made or proposed for carrying out the works contemplated in the scheme.
After examination of the petition and tho letter accompanying it, the Minister considered it
necessary to send the petition to the Crown Solicitor for his opinion regarding it, and this was done on
22nd April, 1890. On 2nd May, 1890, the papers were returned by the Crown Solicitor, together with
an opinion from the Attorney-General. In this opinion a serious defect in tho Act was pointed out, the
consequence of which was that the intention of the Act was not clear. It was also pointed out that the
mode of proceeding by petition was inapplicable to this case.
The next action taken by tho Company was that indicated by their letter of 25th September, 1890,
addressed to the Minister for Public Works, Accompanying this letter was an opinion from counsel
(Mr, II. E.O'Connor), and also an outline of the scheme and a copy of the Act. In another letter
addressed to the Under Secretary for Public Works, and dated 10th October, 1890, the Company
inquired whether, as had been verbally arranged, tbe papers had again been referred to the AttorneyGeneral. In regard to this the Minister for Public Works, in a minute dated 17lh October, 1890,
directed that the papers should be forwarded to the Minister for Mines and Agriculture. On 11th
November, 1890, the papers were submitted to the Minister for Mines and Agriculture, who on that date
597—E
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directed that they should again be sent to the Attorney-G-enoral for his opinion. On the 24th November,
1890, the papers were returned by the Crown Solicitor with a further opinion from the Attorney-General.
In this opinion it was laid down that certain words in the A.ct might he treated as surplusage, but that
the Governor’s approval of the scheme was necessary, and also of the subsequent taking of the land. In
view of this opinion the Minister for Mines and Agriculture, in a minute dated 27th November, 1890,
directed Mr, M'Kinney to report on the scheme.
About the. middle of December, 1890, an agent of Messrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan called on
Mr. M'Kinney and inquired whether he was dealing with the question. The agent was informed that tho
matter would be dealt with as soon as possible, but that plans of tho scheme would be required from the
Company. These he promised to send, but as no plans had arrived on 30th December, when Mr. M'Kinney
was preparing to leave Sydney on a tour of inspection, he wrote a letter to the Under Secretary asking
that a letter should be sent by a special messenger to Messrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan. In response to
this urgent request Messrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan, ou 31st December, sent a portfolio of plans,
showing the result of the levels and survey of the proposed scheme, and requested that tlic plans should
bo returned. The information given in these plans was meagre and defective as regards both the line
and levels, and contained nothing of a definite nature either as to the land proposed to be taken up or the
nature of the works to he constructed. The line was, however, entered on tho maps in the head office,
and a personal inspection of the line and the sources of the supply was made without delay by Mr.
M'Kinney.
On 4th February of the present year Mr. M'Kinney presented Ins report on the scheme. In this
report it was pointed out that the information as to the permanence of the supply "was not only meagre
and unsatisfactory, hut that it was also in important particulars contradictory, and that the same
description applied to the statements regarding the character and extent of the proposed works.
This report was considered hy the Minister, who called upon Mr. M'Kiuney for a brief statement
of the further information required. Tlic Minister’s request was complied with on the I9th February,
and a letter, conveying his decision on the matter, was forwarded to the Company on 23rd February.
The Company did not replylto this letter, hut one of the provisional directors called at the Mines Depart
ment about ten days later, and asked for a full copy of Mr. MTvinucy’s report. This was sent on 7th March,
The Company, instead of supplying the information asked for, requested to bo beard by deputation. This
request was acceded to, and the deputation waited upon the Minister on 17th March On 19th March
the solicitors to the Company, in a letter addressed to the Under Secretary, alleged that all the details
required “ were gone into, and are made most clearly to appear in the evidence taken before the
Committee.”
The letter of the solicitors to the Committee further stated “that there are no inaccuracies or
differences whatever” iu the information supplied about tbe scheme, and it concluded hy complaining of
the delay on the part of the Government in not sanctioning the scheme, This letter was practically a
refusal to supply plans or definite information, and the Minister in his minute on it wrote,tf I have
already asked the Company to submit all particulars with respect to the scheme. Two shareholders called
on me a few days since, and promised to forward the information required without delay, I decline to
sanction the scheme until my request has been acceded to.”
On 26th March the Company sent in a plan purporting to he on a scale of two miles to an inch,
and with it a memorandum hy tho engineer to tho Company, reviewing Mr. M'Kinney’s report. The plan
thus supplied was incorrect and misleading as to the position and extent of the land proposed to be taken,
up, and in any case if it had been correctly drawn it could not have given satisfactory information on such a
scale. No plan whatever relating to the proposed works was supplied, and the memorandum of the
engineer to the Company was merely of a controversial nature.
On Gth April a letter was addressed by the Company’s secretary to the Under Secretary for Mines,
reiterating the request for sanction of the scheme, and re-asserting that all information had been
supplied “ that was possible to demand.”
On 9th April, Mr. M'Kinney pointed ont that the memorandum of the engineer to the Company
and,the letter of tho secretary did not advance the question in the slightest degree. The former, instead
of supplying satisfactory plans and information, introduced controversy, and furnished assertions wffierc
facts and proofs were wanted. The secretary to the Company, after stating that the papers supplied
“ contained every piece of information that was possible to demand,” remarked, “ I would remind you
that any further figures, information, or corroboration can be ascertained from tbe various Government
Departments.” In other words, if tbe information was insufficient or unsatisfactory, the duty of com
pleting that information was left to the Government.
In a minute dated 24th April the Minister stated that in view of the great powers conferred by
the Act and the extensive interests involved it was absolutely necessary that the Company should submit
more definite information, accompanied by plans, before he could sanction the scheme. On 19th May the
secretary to the Company wrote to the Under Secretary stating that the plan which was forwarded with
the memorandum from the Company’s engineer showed tho blocks of land proposed to be taken up.
With regard to the permanence of the scheme, the letter stated that that subject had been. “ threshed out
by tbe Select Committee.” The secretary then inquired what plans were wanted by the Minister. On
1st June the Minister, in reply to the letter of the secretary to the Company, mentioned that he required
a proper plan of the land to be taken up, and a general plan and description of the works proposed. On
18th August the secretary to the Company addressed a letter to the Under Secretary, and forwarded with
it a plan on a scale of 2 miles to an inch showing tbc land proposed to be taken. The letter added that
as the plan was an original one its return was requested. No general plan of the works proposed nor
any description of them was submitted.
On 27th August, Mr. M.‘Kinney pointed out that the Minister’s request had been complied
with on only one point, and that even in regard to this the Company had been very sparing of information.
SuiIMAET.

.

The Broken Hill and District Water Supply A.ct was assented to on 1st October, 1889. For
nearly five and a half months after that date the Company took no action, aud even then it simply
submitted a petition asking permission to put in force the part of the Act relating to the acquisition of
the land. A further delay of nearly six months occurred through questions arising from the faulty
drafting
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drafting of the Act, aa well ass through the dilatoriness of the Company in dealing with the matter. Thus
nearly a year elapsed between the date of assent to the Act and the date on which the Company sub
mitted aii outline of the scheme and a statement of its position in regard to the faulty drafting of the
Act. No plans accompanied that statement of the scheme, and the outline given was meagre and
unsatisfactory.
_
_
...
During tho eleven months which have elapsed since the Company supplied its short outline of the
scheme, the Minister has repeatedly pointed out that before he can sanction such an important work it
is absolutely necessary that the scheme should be fully described, and proper plans submitted regarding
it. Up till the present time no plans have been submitted to show the character of the wort proposed,
and no definite information regarding these works has been supplied. Eren in regard to the land required
it was not till 18th ultimo that the Company despatched a plan on tho scale of 2 miles to an inch, showing
the land proposed to be taken, and even this was not accompanied by a description, which would make it
possible to identify the land.
The Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company is granted concessions of a most important
description by the Act. The area of land proposed to be taken up by the Company is 12,000 acres, and
the Company has the right to pump water from the river Darling and from Menindie and Speculation
Lakes. The Act gives the Company the right to charge for this water up to a maximum rate of 15s. per
1,000 gallons. The Company estimates that the works will cost £200,000. Tt is abundantly evident from
the importance of the concessions granted that the Government should be fully advised as to how the
concessions are to be used.
It has already been shown that from first to last the Company has neglected to supply such infor
mation as is always considered necessary in connection with any important scheme. Under any circum
stances full and satisfactory information would be necessary before the idea of sanct.oning the scheme
could be entertained, but there are features in connection with this scheme which render such information
doubly imporlant. In one of the communications received from tbe Company it is admitted that the
scheme as non adopted is “ entirely different'’ from that laid before and sanctioned by the Select Committe. This admission alone is sufficient to show that great care is required in ascertaining what the scheme
really is. Again, in the prospectus of the Company, under the heading “ Proposed Tramway,” the
following words arc to he found:—“ It will be seen that amongst the magnificent hind concessions under
the Company’s special Act of Parliament, as given on page 8, is a strip of land, 3 chains in width, extending
over the whole length of the scheme from Broken Hill to the river Darling, ft distance of about G6 miles,
upon which it is the ultimate intention of the Company to construct a tramway of a substantial and per
manent character, which will be available for goods and passenger traffic.” No such tramway was pro
vided for in the Act, nor was the question brought in any way before the Select Committee which inquired
into the scheme.
i i
...
In short, what the Company practically asks is that tho Minister should give his sanction to a scheme
of which not only the details but some of the most imporlant features are withhold from him, and to the
granting of important concessions without being supplied with definite information as to how these con
cessions are to be used.
H. G. M'KINNEY,
_
-------Chief Engineer.
Submitted for tho information of tho Minister—J.W.B., 10/d/Ol. The Under Secretary.
Sub
mitted.—HAY., 11/5/91.
Seen.—S. Smith, 12/9/91.

Messrs. Laurence, M'Lachlan, and W illiams, Solicitors, to The Honorable the
Minister for Mines.
gjrj

Sydney, 29 September, 1891.
Observing tlmt tbe papers in connection with this matter are to be laid upon tho Table of the
Legislative Assembly, we have the honor to point out, under instructions from our clients, the Broken
Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited), that the large plan of the scheme which was produced
to tho Select Committee on Broken Hill and District Water Supply Bill, on 3rd May, 1888, and 30th
November, 1888, is in our hands, and we would ask that we may be informed whether such plan will he
required for reference, in which case it can be produced whenever required.
Ilequcsting the favour of an early reply.
’
We have, Ac.
LAURENCE, M'LACHLAN, on WILLIAMS.
iwmn: Submitted as to whether tracings of the plan referred to accompanying the papers in the case now
being prepared for laying on the Table of the House.—J.W.B., 7/10/91. I he Under Secretary,
If
the plan is referred to in .the papers required a tracing will have to. be prepared. G.E.H. (for U.S.),
7/10/91.
Ask the Company for loan of this plan.—J.W.B., 20/10/91.

Messrs. Laurence, M'Lachlan, and Williams, Solicitors, to The Honorable the
Minister for Mines and Agriculture.
Sir

Mutual Life Buildings, George and Wynyard Streets, Sydney15 October.
We have the honor to inform you that the Select Committee of the Legislative Council on
the Broken Hill aud District Water Supply Amendment Bill will sit at 2'30 to-morrow (Thursday), in
No. 1 Committee-room, to hear evidence.
.
_
We give you notice, as solicitors for the promoters of the Bilk in order that you may attend or be
represented, if vou so desire.
e have, Ac.,
-.t-tt T t * urn
1
'
LAURENCE, M'LACHLAN, and WILLIAMS.
Place with papers re this, the Chief Engineer having attended and given evidence.
Mr.
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Mr. I). M'Mordie, for Chief Engineer, Water Conservation, to The Officer-in-charge,
Water Conservation.
Select Committee Proceedings, Broken Hill Water Supply Extension Bill.
_
Sydney, 16 October, 1S91.
I attended the meeting of the Select Committee yesterday afternoon in accordance with the Minister's
instructions. The Secretary to the Company (Mr. Fullwood), Mr. O’Neill, and Mr. Cox, M.L.C., were
examined. It was stated in evidence that the Mines Department had, without sufficient reason, prevented
the Company proceeding with their scheme. Tlie Committee adjourned till next Thursday to take Mr.
M'Kjnney’s evidence.
■
I beg to suggest for tho consideration of the Minister the advisability of having the correspondence
with the Company and official reports printed or type-written iu time for the next meeting of Committee,
as such correspondence, &c,, would probably be of more service in giving full information to the Committee
than the verbal evidence obtained.
D. M'MOHDIE,
(Eor Chief Engineer),

Messrs. Laurence, M'Lachlan, and Williams, Solicitors, to The Officer-in-charge,
.
Water Conservation.
Broken Hill and District "Water Supply Act.
Mutual Life Buildings, George aud Wynyard Streets, Sydney, 21 October, 1891.
We have the honor to forward herewith (1) largo plan of scheme, which was produced to Select
Committee on Bill; (2) smaller plan of scheme, produced by your officer to the Select Committee sitting
on the Amendment Bill on Thursday last.
We understand that these are required in order that they may be laid on tho Table of the Legis
lative Assembly, with other papers in your Department, to-night.
The large plan, it must be understood, is to be returned to us, as solicitors for Company, as it
has been placed in our custodv.
We have, &c.,
'
LADEENCE, M'LACHLAN, and WILLIAMS.
Sir,

A plan has been received purporting to be tho plan submitted previously to this Department.
The receipt of a plan may be acknowledged, aud Messrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan informed that the plau
is not the one previously submitted, and they may he asked to forward tbe other without delav.—J.W.B.,
21/10/91, The Under Secretary.
v
Approved.—H.W., 22/L0/9L.
Letter sent—T.H.S., 22/10/91.
-

The Officcr-in-cliarge, Water Conservation, to Messrs. Laurence, M'Lachlan, and
Williams, Solicitors, Sydney.
Sirs.

Sydney, 22 October, 1891.
1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a plan received, from you in connection with
the Broken Hill and District Water .Supply Company’s scheme; aud to inform you that it is not the
same as previously submitted, nor the one asked for. I have the honor to request, therefore, that you
will be good enough to forward the other without delay.
I have, Ac.,
JAMES W. BODLTBEE,
' „ _ . . __ „
Officer-in-charsre.
__
_______ _
_
.
G

Messrs. Laurence. M'Lachlan, and Williams, Solicitors, to The Officer in Charge,
Water Conservation.
Sir,

Sydney, 22 October, 1891.
Wo have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yours of even date, and in reply to point
out that the large plan you referred to has been in your Department on two or three occasions.
The portfolio of tracings, which we presume is what you desire, is not now in our possession, but
we are informed that the tracings were exact copies from the large plan now in your hands.
We have, &c.,
LAURENCE, M'LACHLAN, and WILLIAMS.
Tho large plau now submitted has never been in my hands before, and the Chief Engineer states
that ho never saw it before. Messrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan may, perhaps, be asked to specify tbe date
when, aud by whom, and to whom, the plan was submitted upon the several occasions referred to. Tho
tracings previously submitted were not exact copies of this plan.—J.W.B., 22/10/91.
The Under Secretarv.
Approved,—H.W., 22/10/91.
Inform, 22/10/91.
Letter sent.—
T.H.S., 23/10/91.
'

The Officer-in-charge, Water Conservation, to Messrs. Laurence, M'Lachlan, and
Williams, Solicitors, Sydney.
Sirs,
Sydney, 23 October, 1891.
_
Referring to your communication of yesterday’s date, stating that the large plan in connection
with the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Scheme, submitted by you a few days back, has been in
this Department on two or three occasions, J have the honor to inform you that this plan has never been
in my hands before, neither has the Chief Engineer previously seen it.
I shall be obliged, therefore, if you will be good enough to specify the date when, by whom, and to
whom the plan was submitted upon the several occasions referred to.
I have, &c.,
JAMES W. BOULTBEE,
_______________________________
Officer-in-Charge.
'
Messrs.
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Messrs. Laurence, M'Lachlan, and Williams, Solicitors, to The Ofiicer-in-charge,
Water Conservation.
Six-j

Sydney-, 2G October, 1891.
AVe have tie honor to acknowledge receipt of your favour of 23rd instant, in reference to the
large plan in connection with the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Scheme, and in reply beg to say
that, according to our instructions, the plau in question was produced to the Chief Engineer by tho secre
tary of the Company, at his office, at interviews which took place on the 11th March, 1891, and 27th June,
1891, and also to the Hon. the Minister for Mines, at an interview which took place on the 30th June,

iSOL

_

.

.

f

We might add that on the 29th ultimo we wrote to the then Minister, pointing out (in view of the
motion made in the Assembly that all papers be laid on the Table of tho House) that the large plan was
iu our hands and available for production if required, to which letter wo ore, so far, without an acknow
ledgment.
LAURENCE, M'LACHLAN, asd WILLIAMS.
The Chief Engineer, 29/10/91.

Memorandum from tlie Chief Engineer, Water Conservation, to The Under
Secretarv for Mines.
V

Broken Hill and District Water Supply.
28 October, 1891.

With reference to a large plan and section of the proposed pipe line from Menindie to Broken Hill,
I beg to add the following remarks to my memorandum of the 8th ultimo :—
The large plan aud section bearing the signature of Mr. James, who took the levels for the Broken
Hill and District Water Supply Company, was shown to me for the first time on 22nd instant, and was
made over to me for examination on 24th instant. The section is on a horizontal scale of 10 chains to an
inch, and a vertical scale of 40 feet to an inch. The plan is on a scale of 20 chains to an inch, and bears
date March 22nd, 1888.
<
On the section figures arc given apparently indicating the ground level at every 10 chains, and
levels are also given at a few intermediate points. The datum of these levels is given as 20 feet below a
bench mark on tho bank of the river Darling, but I have been unable to find any trace of this bench
mark. Tbe result of a search which I have had made is that no peg or bench mark in connection with
this survey could be found within G miles of Menindio. So far as the levels are concerned this would
not he of any consequence if the levels were connected with any permanent building or mark of any
kind at Menindie, but the section contains no evidence of any such connection. The levels end at the
town of Willyama, or Broken Hill, but there, also, there is no evidence that the levels were connected
with those of the Broken Hill tramway or with any permanent building. The only clue by winch an
approximate connection can he made with known levels is that afforded by a pencil note at the beginning
of the section. This pencil note gives flood level as 22 71, and “ summer level ” as 8'66> this being equi
valent to a variation of 14‘03 feet in the surface level of the Darling at Menindie. I may here remark
that the levels which were taken by the Department of Harbours and Rivers in connection with the
navigation of the river Darling gave29'7l feet as the range of surface level of the Darling at Menindie;
so that the pencil note referred to seems of doubtful value.
_
In the plan accompanying the section the areas of land proposed to be taken up for pumpingstations are roughly sketched on in pencil. Erom these pencil sketches it would appear that eight
pumping-stations were contemplated, and that tbe last was to be at about 4G miles from Lake Speculation,
while the reservoir site was proposed to be at about 47 miles, that is about a mile and a quarter nearer to
Broken Hill than tbe summit of Mount Taylor. As it has been repeatedly stated in the papers that tbe
reservoir is to bo at the summit of Mount Taylor, it wmuld appear that the pencil notes cannot he
depended on.
Another point worthy of remark in regard to the plan is that the distances are not marked along
the pipe line, but along straight lines, so that the total length of pipe line is quite different to that which
would at first sight be inferred from the plau and section.
_
On the whole, while the original plan and section of the line of works as now supplied contain
considerably more information than those furnished at ihe end of last year, even these are very defective,
and can he regarded only as the result of a preliminary survey. This preliminary character of the sur
vey is clearly seen from two points alone—firstly, that pumping-stations are marked in pencil on what is
termed an “ alternative line,,: which does not appear to have been surveyed or levelled ; and secondly,that
in the hilly country near Mount Taylor the pipe line is merely sketched on so far as can he judged by the
plan, and there is no evidence that levels have been taken along it.
--------H. G. M'KINNEY.
Messrs. Lauraucc and M'Lachlan may be informed in reference to their letter of 26th October
that they have apparently been misinformed, and that the plan now under reference was not produced
by the secretary to tbe Company to the Chief Engineer on the occasions referred to. They may also be
asked to expedite delivery of the large tracing, as we are not able to lay tbe papers in reference to the
case upon tho Table of the House without the tracing referred to.—J.AV.B., 31/10/91. The Under
Secretary.
Approved,—H.AY., 31/10/91.
Inform.—31/L0/9L.
Informed.—T.H.S., 3/11/91.

The Under Secretary for Mines to Messrs. Laurence, M'Lachlan, and 'Williams.
.Sirs,

Department of Mines, "Water Conservation, Sydney, 3 November, 1891.
With reference to your communication of the 26th ultimo, relative to the large plan in
connection with the Broken Hill and District "Water Supply Scheme, I have the honor to inform you
that you have apparently been misinformed, and that the plan now under reference was not produced by
the secretary to the Company to the Chief Engineer on tho occasions referred to.

, ^
further to request that you will be good enough to expedite the delivery of the large
tracing, as we are not able to lay the papers in reference (o this cnse'upon the Table of tbe House without
the said tracing.
j have, Ac.,
H AERIE WOOD,
______________ _______ _
Under Secretary.

The Officer-in-charge of Water Conservation to The Under Secretary for Mines.
1 December, 1891.
As we have been unable to obtain the tracing originally forwarded to this Department showing the scheme,
and which was returned to the Company, tho paper may perhaps be laid upon the Table of the House
without it.
--------J.W.B.
The Under Secretary. If the tracing formed no part of the papers when the order was made this
may be done.—H.W., 2/12/91.
Submitted.
Approved.—T.M.S., 5/12/91.
The tracing has been
received to-day; copy should perhaps be made by contract.—J.W.B.. 7/12/91.
Place copy with the
papers.—H.W., 8/12,91.

Messrs. Laurence, M*Lachlan, and Williams to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir,
We have tbe honor to acknowledge yours of 3rd ultimo (No. W.C. 91-9,240) with reference
to the plans of the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Scheme.
With regard to tbe large plan now in your Department, we can only say that it appeal's from notes
made hy the secretary of tho Company ou the occasions referred to in ours of the 2(ith October, that it
was as a matter of fact produced at tlie interview's.
The portfolios of tracings have now come to band, and we have the honor to forward them herewith.
We presume there is now nothing to prevent the papers in connection with this case being laid
upon the Table of the House.
We have, &e,
LAURENCE, M'LACHLAN,’ and WILLIAMS.

Pnospectus of the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited), Darling Eiver and Lake
Speculation Scheme.
Registered under the Companies Act of 1874, on the Gth day of October. 1888, and entitled by Act of
Parliament, 1st October, 1889.
Capital, £250,000, in 250,000 shares of £1 each, but with power to increase.
Provisional Directors:
Hon. a. H. Cox, M.L C„
Hon. E. H. D. Wh’te, M.L.C.,
G-eorge Adams, Esq., Sydney,
P. Tidswell, Esq., Sydney,
Joseph Marshall, Esq., Sydney,
Harry Stockdale. Esq., Sydney,
Henry Westcott. Esq., J.P., Sydney
(formerly Engineer, Sydney W.W., Botany).
Solicitors:
Laurence and M'Lachlan, 12, Spring-street, Sydney.
Engineer:
Bankers:
Chas, O’Neill, M.I.C.E., Sydney.
Bank of New South Wales, Sydney.

'

Secretary:
Pred. Pull wood (Christie and Pullwood), 203, Goorge-street, Sydney.
Capital, £250,000, iu 250,000 shares of £1 each.
Of these, 190,000 are contributing, and the balance (60,000) are to be issued as fully paid-up to
the promoters in payment and satisfaction for their interest.
The 190,000 contributing shares are offered to the public as follows:—2s. Od. per share on appli
cation ; 2s. 6d. per share ou allotment; and the balance by calls not exceeding 2s. 6d. per share at intervals
of not less than one month,
The whole of. the amount subscribed, less brokerage and expenses incurred by the promoters and
Company nowT standing to the Company’s debit, will be placed to the credit of the Company, and as soon
as 100,000 of the contributing shares are applied for the Company will be considered and treated as
floated.
"
.
Ab a guarantee of the lonaftdes of this Company all moneys received for applications will be paid
into a Trust Account at tho Bank of New South Wales, to the credit of Joseph Marshall, Esq., and
Henry Westcott, Esq., to remain there until the 100,000 contributing shares have been applied for/
[Sketch of Lake Speculation omitted]

This Company is formed for the purpose of taking over from the present proprietors, amongst whom are
the Provisional Directors, the following scheme to supply Broken Hill and the district with pure fresh
water for domestic, irrigation, and other purposes, tho present supply being quite inadequate for the
requirements of this important centre, of an inferior quality, and very expensive to the consumers, retard
ing the progress of the place, and causing the spread of typhoid fever and other diseases—in fact, the
scarcity of water has paralysed commercial industry, and prevented capitalists and others investing in
necessary buildings and machinery.
Tlie sources from which it is proqtosed to obtain the water are Lake Speculation and the Darling
Eiver. Inserted herein are illustrations showing Lake Speculation and the Darling Rher from the points
at which the water will be taken.
1
Lake

Lake Speculation is now about 6 miles in circumference, with a depth of about 30 feet (thirty feet),
and contains over 0,000,000,000 gallons of water, which would give a daily supply to the township with
its present population, estimated at 18,000 (eighteen thousand), of an average of 40 gallons each, for a
period of about 15 years; but, taking into consideration the evaporation that will take place in such a
large expanse of water, it is estimated that the supply is equal to at least six years’ consumption. Should
severe droughts affect the reservoir, it is proposed to pump into Lake Speculation about 2,000,000
gallons per day from the Darling Kive.r, so as to render the supply beyond all doubt. The supply will
enable the Company to allow tbc consumers to use tbc water freely for irrigation, watering stock, washing
ore, and other purposes.
As a further source of supply, should necessity in any way occasion it, Lake Menindie is situated
close to Lake Speculation, and is connected thereto by a small creek, which has been deepened by the
Company, and the flood-water from Menindie Lake made to flow into Lake Speculation for use. Lake
Menindie, which from its magnitude may be termed an inland sea, is about 40 miles in circumference, and
is fed by the Darling River when in flood. An illustration showing this lake will also be found within
these pages.
From tbc sources above mentioned it will at once be seen that there is more than sufficient water
to supply a population equal to the whole of the inhabitants of New South "Wales for a period within all
reasonable requirements, aud si ill leave a large surplus.
It is proposed to pump the water from Lake Speculation over a distance of about 46 miles, in 8-inch
wroughtUVon pipes, with several stations titted with duplicate pumping engines on the line of route, to
a large reserve reservoir (capable of holding about 40,000,000 gallons), on tbe summit of the Rockwell Hills,
about 4 miles distant from tbe town of Broken Hill, and! beyond the smoke from the smelters, which will
be of incalculable benefit to all the mines in that neighbourhood. This point is about 100 feet above the
highest point of the town, and the water will therefore, at this gradient, have sufficient force to supply
the various consumers,
"
It is calculated that the 8-inch pipe will convey about 440,000 gallons per day; but should this
quantity be found insufficient, a duplicate pipe can easily be laid down.
Along the route it is proposed to have supply tanks, which will be for the purpose of watering
stock and for irrigating tbe country, thereby considerably benefiting the pastoral industry.
The Company will guarantee the quality of the water, which is very good, but as a safeguard they
propose to lay down a series of filtering-beds, composed of stone, gravel, and sand, for it to pass through’,
in order to further purify if.
The promoters have had surveys made of the whole route and surrounding country, and estimates
and plans have been prepared by Mr. John William James, O.B., and Mr. Charles O’Neill, M. Inst. C.E.
(who are eminent water engineers), in conjunction with Mr. Harry Stockdale, which have also been
submitted to and approved by Mr. G-, Vf. Townsend, C.E, and Mr. Jas. MacCabe, M.T.C.E A.t foot of
this prospectus will be found.a precis of (heir reports.
The cost of carrying out the water scheme is estimated at £170,000 (one hundred and seventy
thousand pounds), aud when tlie engines and pipes arc delivered on the ground the whole can be fixed
in a very short space of time.
In consequence of the continual increase of tho population of Broken Hill, ami the large demands
for water by the mines, it has been decided to raise the size of the pipes, so that 1,500,000 gallons per
day can be delivered. This will increase the cost of the scheme to £200,000, but the increased revenue
will handsomely reward for the additional expenditure of £30,000.
[View of Lake Menindie omitted.]
The maximum price of the water to the consumers will be very reasonable, namely, Is. Gd, per 100
gallons, being under one-sixth of the price until recently paid, which was 10s. per 100 gallons.
The promoters have been in communication with the Mayor of Wilcannia as to the water supply
from the river Darling to the Municipality of Wilcannia, and have received a reply from the municipal
engineer to the effect that the water is at all times excellent for domestic use, that the town has been
supplied for upwards of five years with water from the Darling, and that no complaints have hcen received
as to its quality. There is no corrosion in or on the pipes either from the water or tbe soil in which they
are laid, beyond tbe usual v^ear and tear there is to any other town’s water supply. The engineer further
states that tho boilers at tbe waterworks have been in use for more than five years generating steam, and
are not corroded.
"
As further evidence of the quality of the water from the river Darling the following reports have
been received :—■
Mr. ’J'. Byrnes, Mayor of Wilcannia, writes :—
Have lived many years on the Darling ; never knew the river to fail or be saline.
Mr. S. M'Kenzic, of Menindio, writes :—
■
Lived here nine years ; never knew river Darling to fail or be saline.
Mr. Willie Maiden, of Menindie, writes :—
Have lived on river Darling since ISfiO, and never knew the river at Menindie to be bad or fail in
supply. It conld supply tbe whole of New South Wales.

Tlie proposed line of pipes will open up a stock-route for over 60 miles.
The promoters arc pleased to state that after two years hard struggling they have succeeded in
passing their Bill Ihrough Parliament, having surmounted many obstacles.
As some slight evidence of tbe promoters’ bonajlde belief in tbe venture, it will be observed that
they take no cash whatever from the moneys to be subscribed by the public, beyond that spent by them
in advancing the scheme to its present state, and contending against the almost insuperable obstacles
thrown in their way by opposing interests.
Tbe

The following is a description of the concessions of land secured under the Act of Parliament:—
1. The Lakes Menindie and Speculation and the intervening country, being a strip of'
land about half-a-mile in width, situated in the electoral district of "Wentworth.
Strip of
2. The river Darling at a point about half-a-mile above the town of Menindie, and thence land 3
to Lake Speculation and the country intervening, being a distance of about 16 miles in length, chains
. wide,
in the electoral district of Wentworth.
about
_ 3. A line of country between Lake Speculation aud the town of Broken Hill, being about (acres.)
50 miles in length, in the said electoral district of Wentworth, of a width along the whole route
2,000
of 3 chains or thereabouts, except at the pumping-stations and reservoir.
1,500
4, The following area of land at the reservoir near the town of Broken Hill, viz., 1,500
acres or thereabouts.
5. The following areas of land at the several pumping-stations for timber supply and other
purposes, viz. :—
1. At the first, second, third, fourth, and eighth pumping-stations, 1,000 acres each or thereabouts.
2. At the fifth, sixth, aud seventh pumping-statioua, 500 acres each or thereabouts.
3. At the point on Menindie Lake known as tlie feeder to Lake Speculation, 1,000 acres or thereabouts,
4. At the starting-peg ou tlie bank of Lake Speculation 1,000 acres or thereabouts.
(The whole of the lands above referred to are leased from the Crown, and occupied by Herbert Bristow
Hughes, and arc included hi the Kinehega Ttun, number 244 on the Government plans of resumed and
leasehold areas.)
Total

acbus...

...

...

5.000
1,500

1.000
1,000

12,000

[A View of river Darling omitted.]

LAKD FOE lERIGATlON,
_
With the substantial concessions of land before mentioned, the promoters believe that a very large
income will he derived in addition to the water scheme, as it is their intention to irrigate a good portion
of this land and let it on lease for farming purposes, cereal, fruit, and vegetable growing; and the tenants
or lessees of this land will have tho advantage of so important a centre as Broken Hill for the disposal of
their produce. Irrigation is now receiving great attention in this country, and is proved to be the only
means of properly utilising the country districts to good advantage, and where it can be adopted land is
eagerly sought for, and realises a high premium.
TIMBER.
The Company has a large concession iu the shape of timber, of which there arc vast quantities near
the two lakes, and the land selected hy the promoters is so heavily wooded that the working expenses of
the scheme will be materially lessened by having this stock to use*under the boilers when the scheme is
laid down and in full swing.
Petitions to the Upper and Lower Houses have been signed by considerably over 2,000 residents
of Broken Hill, including some of tbe most influential people, and praying :—
That as far as your Petitioners are aware and believe, the nearest and best supply of good water that can be obtained
is from the Darling River and Lakes Speculation and Menindie ; that Parliamentary power be given to the pro
moters of this scheme For its being carried out.

_
Other schemes have been put before the public, but on comparison this scheme at once commends
itself to the foremost consideration, as the water is good, and the sources from which it will he obtained
have never failed; in fact, this is the only scheme which can be looked upon with any degree of certainty,
being the only source of permanent supply at present available for this important mining centre.
The Provisional Directorate and their professional advisers are of opinion that this is a highly
remunerative undertaking for the shareholders, and place it before the public with every confidence.
So much has been said and written with regard to this subject that it is almost needless to point
out the great necessity there is for the speedy completion of this scheme.
The only contracts, as the Directors are advised, which affect the Company are the following:—
1st November, 18SS.—Contract made between Joseph Marshall and others of the one part, and
_
the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company, Limited, of the other part.
This has been duly registered.
*
8th January, 1891,—Agreement between the Company and Stockdale and others.
Copies of the Memorandum and Articles of Association of the Company and of the said contract,
may be inspected at any time at the office of the Company’s solicitors, Messrs, Laurence and MT.nchlan,
12, Spring-street, Sydney; or at the Company’s offices, 263, Goorge-street, Sydney.
Applications to be addressed to tbe Secretary, at 263, George-street, Sydney.
Sydney, 12 th January, 1891.
•
Precis of Report of John Wm. James, C.E., Engineer to Water Scheme, from River Yaal to Kimberley
Diamond-fields, South Africa, and numerous Inland Towns of New South Wales.
Having gone over ground and made careful surveys, I report as follows:—
].
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Scheme quite practicable and water good,
Abundant supply of water in Lakes Speculation and Menindie and the Darling River.
Plenty of stone for bnilding in boilers, &c., and clay for making bricks found on the route,
Plenty of firewood for use under boilers.
Cost of scheme, £146,000, without engine and dwelling-houses,
Pumps, suitable for pumping water, should be duplex-geared, and set in pairs, all duplicate parts to be interchange
able. Engines to be compound condensing engines, with suitable boiler power—that is, two boilers to each pair.
(Signed)
John W. Jamv.s, C.E.

Precis

Precin of Eeport of Charles O’Neill, M. Inst. C.E., late Engineer-in-Chicf, and Chief Surveyor,
Gold-fields, Auckland, New Zealand.
Having made a carful survey of the line of route of proposed scheme, I report as follows: —
1. Scheme is a good and practicable one, and can with facility be enlarged at any time.
2. Lake Speculation, the proposed sourceof supply, is a natural reservoir, containing at the present time about 4,000,000,000
gallons of water; being fed from Lake Mcnindie aud the rainfall of a considerable watershed, together with having
facilities for obtaining a further supply from the Darling, is abundant for supplying Broken HiU with water.
3. The water of Lake Speculation ia good, being refreshing and pleasant to taste.
4. The water will be conveyed in 8-inch iron pipes from Lake Speculation to the reservoir on Stockwell Hills, being
pumped from station to station, and from thence to Broken Hill, in 10-inch pipes by gravitation. Bach station
will be provided with two duplex pumping-engines, and a tank capable of holding a week’s supply, Tho duplex
’ engines will prevent the risk of stoppage by any accident happening to the machinery, and will be used alternately.
With this provision a constant and sure supply can be guaranteed. The pipes, it is estimated, will convey about
440,000 gallons per day, being equal to nearly 37 gallons per head per day, with a population estimated at 12,000,
Triple filtering-beds are to be laid down, having compartments of broken stone, gravel, and sand.
5. Estimated cost of works is £170,000, and when the machinery and pipes are on the ground the laying and fixing
can be accomplished, if necessary, in a few' weeks.
6. Scheme calculated to be of immense advantage to the district generally, as along the line of route life and vegeta
tion can be generously supplied. Tho tanks at pumping-stations may be made centres of power for J ist ributing
moisture over the arid but rich soils, thereby creating marvellous fertility,
7. At time of visit Broken Hill was badly off for water ; Government tanks were dry, and water was being obtained
from soakage of Stephens Creek and other places. The cry was lond for good water. The price, on account of
general scarcity and long cartage, was 8s. to 10s. per 100 gallons delivered at Broken Hill; and if the dry season
continues, it is painful to contemplate what may happen.
(Signed)
Charles O’Neill, M. Inst. C.E.

Extract from the Eeport of G. W. Townsend, C.E.
Having carefully considered the reports which have been furnished to you on tbe above scheme, and the estimates
given therein, I have no hesitation in stating that the scheme is perfectly practicable as regards the supplying of
plant for pumping the quantity of water mentioned in tbe reports to the distance and height required, at a cost
certainly not exceeding the estimates given by Messrs. James and O’Neill.
(Signed)
Geo. Wm. Towhsenh, C.E.

Estimates were prepared prior to the passing of the Parliamentary Bill, after consultation with
competent engineers, of the probable profit to be derived from the water scheme, with the result that a
minimum profit of about 15 per cent, might bo expected, as appears from the following figures:—
Estimated cost of waterworks............................................................................................................
£170,000
Quantity of water proposed to be delivered.....................................................................440,000 galls, per day
Income—
Per day. Per annum,
20 galls, per head per day for 15,000 people=300,000 galls., atIs. per 100galls.. £150
£54,750
Expenditure—
Per day.
Firewood, 30 tons at 10s. per ton, engines working16hours per day..................
£15
Wages ...........................................................................................................................
20
Repairs, renewals, offices, &c.............................................................. .......................
30
Contingencies ...............................................................................................................
15

Per annum.
£5,475
7,300
10,950
5,475

£80
70

£29,200
25,550

£150

£54,750

Profit of 15 per cent, on £170,000 ................................... ...................... .................

Since the Bill has been passed, the following estimate has been prepared to meet the altered
circumstances:—
Income—
440,000 galls, daily, at Is. fid. per 100 galls.........................................................
(The maximum price under the Act of Parliament.)
Expenditure—
Firewood, 30 tons at 5s. per ton, engines working 16 hours per day .............
Wages ......................................................................................................................
Repairs, renewals, offices, Ac...................................................................................
Contingencies ..........................................................................................................
Profit, over 55 per cent, on £170,000

Per day.
£330
£7
20
30
15

10
0
0
0

£72 10
257 10

Per annum.
£120,450
£2,737
7,300
10,950
5,475

10
0
0
0

£26,462 10
93,987 10

£330 0 £120,450 0

Besides the above-mentioned profit, the proposed irrigation colonies under this scheme promise to
be remunerative, and the promoters feel the greatest confidence in recommending this as a very lucrative
speculation.
Water schemes have always been profitably undertaken, and the distance over which the water in
this instance has to be conveyed is nothing to bo compared to some of the water supplies to towns and
cities in Great Britain.
To the Directors of the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company, Limited, 263, Georgestreet, Sydney.
Gentlemen,
'
Please allot me
shares in the above Company, in terms of the Company’s
prospectus, dated the 12th day of January, 1891, for which I hand you herewith £
; aud I
hereby agree to accept such shares (or any less number that may be allotted to me), and to pay the sum
of 2s. 6d. per share on allotment, as provided by the said prospectus, and to hold such shares subject to
597-—E
'
the

¥

142
42
the provisions of tlie Memorandum and Articles of Association, and I authorise you to register me as the
holder of the said shares, and I waive any fuller compliance with the sixty-ninth section of the Companies
Act than that effected by the said prospectus, and I desire the allotment to be made on that footing.

Tours faithfully,
Name in full
Occupation
^Residence
Date
Signature

,

.

PROPOSED TRAMWAY.

It will be seen that amongst the magnificent land concessions under the Company’s Special Act of
Parliament, as given on page 8, is a strip of land 3 chains in width, extending over the whole length of the
scheme from Broken Hill to the river Darling, a distance of about 66 miles,"upon which it is the ultimate
intention of the Company to construct a tramway of a substantial and permanent character, which will bo
available for goods and passenger traffic, by increasing their capital or floating a separate Company after
wards, or to selling or leasing the land granted to them, in order that such Tramway may be laid down.
They believe that the income derivable from this source would be as great as from the water scheme, as
the distance from Broken Hill to the seaboard by this route would he more accessible than the ordinary
railway route. The Tramway would therefore be greatly patronised for sending the Broken Hill ore to
the river Darling and thence to the coast, and by this means freights from Adelaide to Broken Hill would
be reduced more than half, still leaving a very handsome return to the Company. Also that, in addition
to a large passenger traffic, a subsidy might be obtained from the Government for carrying mails. Tho
present tramway from Broken Hill to Silverton is paying large dividends.

[Nineteen Plans.]

O-]

Sydney Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1S92.
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1893.
(second session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BROKEN HILL AND DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY.
(KETURN-BEING ME. SYDNEY SMITH'S QUESTION AND THE ANSWER THERETO—RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 17 December, 1891.

Question.
Mr. Sydney Syijth asked Tub MrsisTcn for AIjnys

and AoRicui.-TurtE,—
(1.) Is it not a fact that the )ato Minister for Alines and Agriculture (Mr. Sydney Smith) gave
instructions more than two months ago for an exhaustive report on the then state of the water supply
at Broken Hill, to show the state of the existing supply, the probable consumption and supply available
for future use, and as to the best means of procuring additional supply in case of a drought?
(2.) YVhat steps have been taken upon that report?
(3.) Is it not a fact that Mr. Geological Surveyor Anderson was instructed by the late Minister for
Alines to visit Broken Hill with a view of ascertaining whether artesian or sub-artesian water could
not be obtained at a distance from Broken HiD sufficiently near to be of service as a town supply ?
(4.) Has that report been received,—if so, when ? AYhat action has been taken upon it?

Answer.
UO ^”ca-

In October, 1891, Mr. Sydney Smith gave instructions that Mr. Barnes should submit

Yvithout delay a full report with reference to the quantity of water at present available, and bow long it

wni last without being replenished by a fall of rain. Also, a report with respect to Stephen’s Creek
scheme, when water Irom that source is likely to be available, and what arrangements can be made for
supplying the people of Broken Hill with water.
vtT j. c? ) Communication was made to the Broken Hill Proprietary Company and to the Broken Hill
Water Supply (Limited). The former advised on 2-lth November, 1891, that the water from the Acacia
Basm was unfit for consumption, and that as an unlimited supply could be obtained from the S. A. water
works at Beetaloo at a less rate than is paid at present, and that the Directors do not think fears of a
water famine need exist. The latter wired that they could supply 5,000 gallons daily for three months,
steps, however, were at once taken to reserve entirely the Bat Hole and Tara Government tanks. Supply,
tanks have been loaned by this and the Public W orks Department for the service of water. Supply tanks,
pumping engines, and a supply of piping have been forwarded from Sydney for the supply of water from
the Bat Hole Tank, which will be handed over to the Municipal Council when absolutely necessary.
• n n ^ arU I-) Mr- Geological Surveyor Anderson was instructed by the late Alinister for Mines to
visit Broken Hill and report upon the probability of the occurrence of artesian or sub-artesian water in
lUUlfx*' Uie report was received on 9th instant. -A summary of the report has been furnished to
the M.l. tor the district and Alunieipal Council. The report, a lengthy oue, is nowr receiving consideration.
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1891.
(second session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BROKEN HILL AND DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY ACT
BILL.
{PETITION FROM THE BROKEN HILL PROPRIETARY COMPANY (LIMITED), AND SEVERAL OTHER
MINING COMPANIES AT BROKEN HiLL, AGAINSI’ THE PASSING OF TOE.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 9 December, 1891.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the Broken Hill Proprietary Company (Limited), and the several
other mining companies whose common seals are hereunto attached showetb as follows:—■
_ Whereas a Bill has beeu presented to your Honor ib'e House during the present session of Parlia
ment intituled " A Bill to extend the time for completing the Broken Hill and District Water Supply
Company a (Limited) Works, and to amend the Broken Hill and District WatO" Supply Act, 1888 ”
And whereas great difficulties have long been experienced by your Petitioners in obtaining an
adequate supply of water for the use of their mines at or in the neighbourhood of Broken Hill.
And whereas the said Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act of 1888 received the Royal
Assent on the first day of October, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and the time for com
pleting the works thereby authorised expired on the first day of October, oue thousand eight hundred
and ninety-one, and the said Bill has boen presented for the purpose of getting an extension of the said
time for the period of two years from the passing of the said Bill.
And whereas the promoters of the said Act and the said Bill have never taken any steps whatever
to commence the undertakings authorised by the said Act, aud your Petitioners are convinced that they
have no present intention of commencing the same.
And whereas in consequence of the delay of the said promoters of the said Act other plants have
been formed for supplying the mines with water at a much lower price than that of one shilling and
sixpence per one hundred gallons authorised to be charged by the said Act, which said price your
Petitioners consider excessive.
J
_ And rvhcrcas under the circumstances aforesaid your Petitioners submit that the only effect of
passing the said Bill into law would be to frustrate ihe execution of other plans which have been formed
for supplying the mines at Broken Hill with water as aforesaid, and which said other plans your
Petitioners believe will be vigorously prosecuted if opportunity is given therefor.
_
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will not pass the said Bill
into law.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.

\Sere follow 18 signatured]
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RETOKT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE
OS THE

BROKEN HILL WATER SUPPLY ACT AMENDMENT BILL
TOQETHEB TYIT1I THE

PROCEEDINGS OP THE COMMITTEE

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

*

okdbseb by the legislative assembly to be feinted,

17

SYDNEY;

E**- !W.j

February,

CHARLES POTTER, GOVERNMENT PRINTER,

1S92.
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EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE
LEG ISLATIVE A SSEMBLY.

Votes

No. 77.

Monday, 1 Pebbtjaht, 1892.

‘

2. Bboken Hrn "Wateb Supply Aot Amendment Bill (Formal Afo/ion') :—Mr. Cann moved, pur
suant to Notice,—
{1.) That the Broken Hill Water Supply Act Amendment Bill he referred to a Select Committee,
with power to send for persons and papers, for consideration and report.
(2.) That such Committee consist of .Mr. Slattery, Mr. Lvno, Mr. Want, Mr. Waddell, Mr. Dickens
Mr. McCourt, Mr. O’Sullivan, Mr. Langweil, and the Mover,
'
Question put aud passed.
Hill Wateb Supply Act Amendment Bill:—Mr. Cann (Jy covxmt) moved, without
Notice, That Mt. Sydney Smith be added to the Select Committee on the Broken Hill Water
Supply Act Amendment Bill. '
Question put aud passed.

6. Beoken

Votes No, 79.

Wednesday, 3 Debbuary, 1S92.

3. Bboken Hill Wateb Supply Act Amendment Brim:—

'

***########*

(2.) Mr. Parkcs then presented another Belitiou from the Broken Hill and Dislri<-t Water Supply
Company (Limited), of Sydney, praving for leave to appear in person, or by Solicitor or Counsel,
before the Select Committee imw considering the Broken Hill Water Supply Act Amendment Bill,
and if necessary to adduce such evidence and send for such per-ous and papers as the Petitioners *
may be advised, and to examine and cross-examine witnesses called before the said Committee.
Petition received.
Mr. Parlies {by con seal) moved, without Notice, That the prayer of the Petitioners be granted.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 84.

Thursday, 11 February, 1892.

Cann (bi/ consent) moved, without
Notice, That the Select Committee now diting on the Broken Hill Water Supply Act Amendment
BiU have leave to sit during any adjournment of this House, for the purpose of completing the
inquiry.
°
Question put and passed.

8. Broken Hill Water Supply Act Amendment Bill:—Mr.

Votes No.

12.

87.

Wednesday, 17

February,

1892.

Biil ■—Mr. Cann, as Chairman, brought up the
Beport from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before
the Select Committee for whose consideration and Beport this Bill wasretened on 1st February,
1892, together with a copy of the Bill as amended and agreed to by the Committee,
On motion of Mr. Want, the Beport was read by the Clerk, by direction of Mr. Speaker.
Ordered to be printed.
,

Broken Hill Water Supply Act Amendment
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1891-2. .

BROKEN HILL WATER SUPPLY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

EEPOET.

The

of the Legislative Assembly, for whose consideration and
report was referred on 1st February, 1892, “ The Broken Bill Water Supply
Act Ameniment Bill” and to whom was granted on 11th February, 1892,
leave to sit daring any adjournment,—beg to report to your Honorable House.—Select Couhittee

That they have examined the witnesses named in the List* (whose *866 List> p-1
evidence will be found appended hereto), and the Preamble as amended having been
satisfactorily proved to your Committee, they proceeded to consider the several
clauses aud the schedule of tire Bril, in which it was deemed necessary to make .
certain amendments.
'
That after the appointment of your Committee permission was granted to
the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited), of Sydney, to
appear in person, or by Solicitor or Counsel, and to adduce such evidence and send
for such persons and papers as the Petitioners may be advised, and to examine and
cross-examine witnesses called before the said Committee.
That in pursuance of such permission the Company appeared by Solicitor^
and examined and cross-examined witnesses respecting the Broken Hill Water
Supply Bill, as well as the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company
(Limited) of Sydney, being the matters in issue between the persons conducting and
opposing the Bill.
That after hearing evidence your Committee decided that the Broken Hill
and District Water Supply Company (Limited), of Sydney, failed to take proper
steps within the time mentioned in their Act to comply with its provisions.
That your Committee are perfectly satisfied that the said Company did not at
any time supply proper information to enable the Governor to give approval of their
scheme, and the small amount expended in works, and the great delay in furnishing
what, after all, was only a very imperfect and incomplete plan, justifies your
Committee in coming to the conclusion that the said Company was merely a
speculative one, and therefore not entitled to any further favourable consideration.
Your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House the Bill as
amended by them, with an amended Preamble.
J. H. CANN,
Chairman.
No.

1

Committee Boom,
Sydney, Vlih February,

1892.
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.
TUESDAY, 2 FEBRUARY, 1892.
Meuhers Present :—

Mr. C;mn,
Mr. Lvne.
Mr. O'Sullivan.

Mr. Lan^wcll.
Mr. Me Court,
Mr. Slattery,

Mr. ’Want.
Mr. Catm called to the Chair.
Entries from otes and Proceedings appointing the Committee, and adding the name ot Mr. Sydney
Smith to the Committee, read by the Clerk,
*
'
Printed copies of the Bill referred, together with original Petition to introduce same before the
Committee.
Present;—Charles Cecil Bead, Esq. {Solicitor for the Bill) ; Henry Henderson Drysdnlo {one of
the Directors of the, Qom^anf) ; Christopher Jobson {Engineer for the Company).
Charles Cecil Bead sworn and examined.
AVituess produced plans of proposed pipe track.
Christopher .Tobson sworn and examined,
.
Henry Henderson Erysdale sworn and examined.
[Adjourned till to-morrow at Tieo o’clock sharp.]

WEDNESDAY, 3 EEBRUARY, 1892.
Members Present :—-

■

‘

Mr. Cann in the Chair.
Mr. O’Sullivan,
j
Mir. MeCourt,
Mr. Lang well,
I
Mr. Sydney Smith,
Mr. Slattery.

Present:—C. C. Bead. Esq. {Soliciterr for the Bill.)
Henry Henderson Urysdale iccalled and further examined.
"William Bobert Wilson sworn and examined.
Henry Henderson Drysdalc recalled and further examined.
James William Boultbee, Officer-in-charge of the Water Conservation Branch of the Mine*
Hapartment, sworn and examined.
[Adjourned till Wednesday next at Ttco o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 10 EEBRUABY, 1892.
Members Present :—

Mr. Cann in the Chair.
Mr, Dickons,
Mr. Slattery,
Mr. Lang well.
Mr. Sydney Smith,
Mr. O’Sullivan,
Mr, Waddell,
Mr. Want,
PresentHenry Emanuel Cohen, Esq., instructed by Charles Cecil Bead, Esq. {Solicitor for the
Bill) ; Henry Henderson Erysdale {one of the Thrcctoi's -of the Company) ; John Charles MeLachlan, Esq.,
of the firm of Lawrence, MeLachlan, and Williams {Solicitors for the Brolcen Dill and District Whiter
Supply Company {JAmitei), of Sydney, Fedifioncrs against the Bill).
John Penrose {Mayor of Silverton) called in, sworn, and examined by Mr. Cohen.
Cross-examined by Mr. MeLachlan.
.
Witness withdrew.
Thomas Harry Houghton, C.E., called in, sworn, and examined by Mr. Cohen.
Cross-examined by Mr, MeLachlan.
Witness withdrew.
Thomas Coombe, (ex-Nayor and Alderman of the Municipal District of Broken Hill) called in,
sworn, and examined by Mr. Cohen.
Cross-examined by Mr. MeLachlan.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till To-morrow, at Ten o’clock.]

THURSDAY,
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THURSDAY, 11 FEBRUARY, 1S92.
Mem BKGs Presksx :—

Mr. Cann in the Chair.
Mr. Dickens,
Mr. Laogwell,

Mr. O'Sullivan,
Mr. Slattery,

Mr. Sydney Smith.
Present::—Henry Hmnmiel Cohen, Esq., instructed by Charles Cecil Head, Esq. (S-AidUr for llte
TUU); Henry Henderson Drysdalc {one of the Directors of the Qompany) ; John Charles MeLachlan,
Esc]., of the firm of Laurenc-c, MoLachlaii, and Williams {Solicitors fur the Broken Hill and District

lUater Supply Company {JJmitod), of Sydney, Petitioners against the Bill).
Denis Crecdon {Alderman of the Municipal District of Broken Hill) called in, sworn, and examined
by Mr. Cohen.
'
Cross-examined by Mr. MeLachlan, and the Solicitor for the Petitioners desiring to hand in, ns an
appendix, tho report of a meeting held at Broken Hill, on Wednesday, 10th February, 1802. appearing
in the Sydney Morning Herald of 11th February, 1802,—
Room cleared.
Committee deliberated, and decided not to append the report.
Parties called in and informed.
Denis Crecdon recalled, and further examined.
Witness withdrew.
Henry Henderson Drysdalc recalled and further examined by Mr. Cohen.
■
Cross-examined by Mr, MeLachlan.
’
Witness withdrew.
'
'
Hugh Giffin MtKiuncy {Chief Engineer for Water Conservation, Mines De/wr/men/), called in,
s-worn, and examined by Mir. MeLachlan.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till a quarter after Ta-o o’clock this day.]
The Committee re-assembled at the hour named.
MExntEtts Phesest :—

Mr. Cann in the Chair.
Mr. Dickens,
Mr. Langwcll,

Mr. O'Sullivan,
Mr. Sydney Smith,

Mr. Slattery.
Present
Henry Emanuel Cohen, Esq., instructed by Charles Cecil Read, Esq. {Solicitor for the
Bill); Henry Henderson Erysdale {one of the Directors of the Company); John Charles MeLachlan, Esq.,
of the firm of Laurence, MeLachlan, and Williams {Solicitors for the Broken Hill and District Water

Supply Company {Limitoil) of Sydney, Petitioners against the Bill).
Hugh Giffin MTimney recalled and further examined.
Witness withdrew,
,
Resolved,—That the Chairman obtain leave of the House for the Committee to sit during any
adjournment for the purpose of completing the inquiry.
'
•

[Adjourned till to-morrow at Ten o'clock.]

FRIDAY, 12 FEBRUARY, 1892.
Membehs Pbesext:—

Mr, Cann in the Chair.
Mir. Dickens,
Mr. ORullivan,
Mr. Lang well,
Air. Sydney Smith.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings granting leave to the Committee to sit during any adjourn
ment. for the purpose of completing the inquiry, read by the Clerk.
"
Present:—Henry Emanuel Cohen. Esq , instructed by Charles Cecil Head, Esq. (Solicitor for the
Bill); Henry Henderson Drysdalc (one of the Directors of the Company); John Charles MeLachlan, Esq.,
of the firm of Laurence, MeLachlan, amt Williams (Solicitors for the Broken Hill and District Water

Supply Company (Limited) of Sydney, Petitioners against the Bill).
Hugh Giffin M‘Kinney recalled and further examined by Mr. MeLachlan, and the Solicitor for
the Petitioners desiring to bring fresh evidence before the Committee,—
Hoorn cleared.
Committee deliberated and decided to adjourn till Monday morning, in order to have a full .
Committee.
’
[Adjourned till Monday next, at Ten o'clock.]

MORDAY, 15 FEBRUARY, 1892.

,

Memjiehs Present :—

Mr. Dickens,
Mr. O'Sullivan,

Mr. Cann in the Chair.
f
Mr. Sydney Smith,
|
Mr. Slattery.
‘
Mr. "Waddell.
"

.
.
Committee deliberated.
Parties called in and informed.
T,nr ^feRent'—UCQry Emanuel Cohen, Esq., instructed by Charles Cecil Head, Esq. (Solicitor for the
rj, 0 ’ Menry Henderson Drysdalc (one of the Directors of the Company) ; John Charles MeLachlan,
Esq., of the firm of Laurence, MeLachlan, and Williams (Solicitors for the Broken Hilt and District
n a ter Supply Company (Limited) of Sydney, Petitioners against the Bill).
Henry
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'

Henry Henderson Drysdalc called in, and further examined by Mr. MeLachlan.
Cross-examined by Mr. Head.
Witness withdrew.
Frederick Bowdler Gripps {Civil Engineer, AL.I'.C.E.) called in, sworn, and examined by Mr.
MeLachlan.
■
Cross-examined by Mr. Head.
Witness withdrew,
‘
John William dames {Civil Engineer, M.I.C.E.) called in, sworn, and examined by Mr. MeLachlan,
Cross-examined by Mr. Head.
W tness withdrew.
[Adjourned till a quarter after Two o’clock this day.]
The Committee re-assembled at the hour named.
Membehs Pheses-t :—

Mr. Cann in the Chair.
Mr. O’Sullixan,
Mr, Sydney Smith,
Mr. Slattery,
Mr. Waddell.
Present:—Henry Emanuel Cohen, Esq., instructed by Charles Cecil Head, Esq. {Solicitor for the
Bill) ; Henry Henderson Drysdale {one <f the Directors of the Company); John Cnarles MeLachlan, Esq.,
of the firm o£ Laurence, MeLachlan. and Williams {Bolicitors for the Broken mil and District FFater

Supply Company {Limited), of Sydney, Petitioners against the Bill).
1
Charles OWeill {Civil Engineer, M.I.C.E,), called in, sworn, and examined by Mr. MeLachlan.
■
Cross-examined by Mr. Cohen.
Witness withdrew.
Frederick Bowdler Gipps, Esq. {Civil Engineer, M.I.C.E.), recalled, and further examined by Mr.
MeLachlan.
,
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till To-morrow, at Ten o’clock.]
'

TUESDAY, 16 EEBRUABY, 1802.
Mem hers

■

Present :—

Mr. Cann in the Chair.
Mr. Langwcll,
1
Mr, Sydney Smith,
Mr, O’Sullivan,
j
Mr. Waddell.

Present:—Henry Emanuel Cohen, Esq., instructed by Charles Cecil Head, Esq, {Solicitor for the
Bill) ; Henry Henderson Drysdale {one of the Directors of the Company) ; John Charles MeLachlan, Esq.,
of the firm of Laurence, MeLachlan, and Williams {Solicitors for the Broken Mill and District Water
Supply Company {Limited), of Sydney, Petitioners against the Bill.)
Ered. Eullwood, Secretary of the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited), of
Sydney, called in, sworn, and examined by Mr, MeLachlan.
Cross-examined by Mr. Cohen.
AYitnoss withdrew.
Harry Stockdale called in, sworn, and examined by Mr. MeLachlan.
'
Cross-examined by Mr. Cohen.
Witness withdrew.
.
_
[Adjourned till half-past Two o’clock this day.]
The Committee rc-asscmbled at the hour named.
.

Membehs Present :—

Mr. Cann in the Chair.
j
Mr. O’Sullivan,
Mr. Sydney Smith.
Present:—Henry Emanuel Cohen, Esq., instructed by Charles Cecil Head,
{Solicitor for the
Bill) ; Henry Henderson Drysdalc {one of the Directors of the Company); John Charles McLacblau, Esq.,
of the firm of Laurence, MeLachlan, and Williams {Solicitors for the Broken- Rill and District Water
Mr. Dickens,

Supply Company {Limited) of Sydney, Petitioners against the Bill).
.

Mr. MeLachlan addressed the Committee.
Mr. Cohen addressed tho Committee.
[Adjourned till to-morrow at Ten o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 17 FEBRUARY, 1892.
Members Present :—
Mr. Cann in the Chair.
Mr. Dickens,
Mr. Slattery,
Mr. O’Sullivan.
Mr. Sydney Smith,
Mr. Waddell.
Present:—Charles Cecil Head, Esq. {Solicitorfor the Bill),
Preamble considered.
Question,—That the Preamble as amended stand part of the Bill,—put and passed.
Clauses 1 and 2 read and agreed to.
Clause d read, amended, and agreed to.
Clause 1 read and negatived.
Clause
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Clause 5 read add agreed to.
Clause 6 read, amended, and agreed to.
Schedule read and omitted.
'
New Schedule to stand as Schedule of the Bill, read and agreed to.
Title read and agreed to.
Chairman to report the Bill with amendments to the House, and an amended Preamble.

SCHEDULE OP AMENDMENTS.
Page 2, Preamble, line 2.
„ 2, clause 3, line 20.

»

2,

„

3, „ 21.

„

2,

,,

5,

„
j)

2,
2,

„
,,

5, „ 51.
5, ,, 51.

2,

n,

CO CQ CO CO CO

5,
5)

„ 50,

54.
59.
1.

2.
5,
4.
5,
5.
Omit “ Schedule

After “ and" omit “ the lakes in the vicinity” insert “ Lake Speculation”
After “ take’’ insert “ and conduct water from the Darling River mentioned in
the Schedule to this Act to the Company’s reservoir and works at
Stephens Creek and shall also subject to the same approval have the
right to take and conduct water from Lake Speculation mentioned in the
Schedule to this Act to the Company’s reservoir and works at Stephens
Creek and to take”
After 11 Act” insert with power to deviate subject to such approval as afore
said”
Omit “a matter of its bona-lides” insert 11 a guarantee of its bona-fide
intention”
After “ within” omit “ one month" insert “ three months”
After “on” insert “then it shall be lawful for the Governor in Council to
order such £10,<'00 to he forfeited and that all rights, &e., under this
amended Act shall cease, and upon such order being made the said sum
of £10.000 shall, from the date of such order, be forfeited, and such rights,
&c., shall cease.
After “ou” omit “ the said sum of ten thousand pounds to be forfeited and go
to the Consolidated Revenue of the Colony of New South Wales ”
After “ deposited ” omit “ to ” insert “ shall ”
After “ of ” 07nit “ eight ” insert “ four ”
After “ within ” omit “ twelve ” insert " eighteen ”
Omit “ accruing ”
Omit “and of the original Act”
” insert “New Schedule ”

.

LIST OF WITNESSES.

Bead, C. C.......................................................................................
Jobson, C.........................................................................................
Drysdale, H. H..............................................................................
Wilson, W. R.................................................................................
Boultbee, J. W....................... ■.................................................
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES,

MINUTES OP EYIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON

TUB

BROKEN HILL WATER SUPPLY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

TUESDAY, 2 EEBRUARY, 1S02.

present:—
Mit. CANAL
Mr, LANG-WELL,

Mr. LYNE,

Mh. McCOUHT.
Mr. O'M'LLIVAX,
Mr. SLATTERY.

Mr. WANT.
J. H. CANN, Esq., in the Chaik.

Charles Cecil Read, Esq., appeared as solicitor for the Eill.
Charles Cecil Read sworn and examined:—
•
1. Chairman.'] You arc the solicitor for the Bill? I am.
C. C. Road,
2. Hare all the notices, &c., been given in compliance with the law? Yes. all the requisite notices have
Esq.
been given.
'
B. Is this a- plan of tho, scheme? Yes; it is a plan showing tho area comprised in the Amending Bill 2
18:*2'
[ELfe Appendix A.] On going through the Bill it was considered advisable to make a few amendments
and there is also a new clause with regard to arbitration. It was thought expedient to put in another
clause -with reference to arbitration, because the arbitration in the parent Act might not cover all that is
required by tho Amending Bill.
4. Mr. O’Sullivan A Have you submitted a plan of the proposed area over which the company1 von
represent desire to acquire rights ? Yes.
r j ^
5. What is the width of the area, taking it anywhere from about the pumping station to the other side ■
I think the engineer will be better able to answer that question,
6 Well, I will ask you a question bearing on that point; as solicitor for the Bill, and knowing exactly
what the company intend, what is the exact interpretation that yon desire to have placed upon these
yvords m clause 3, “From and after the passing of this Act the"company registered as ‘Broken Hill
Water Supply (Limited)’ shall, subject to tho approval of the Governor, he at liberty to take land within
the area described in the schedule to this Act, and to use the said land or any part thereof for a pipe
track or pipe tracks and other works necessary or expedient for the better supply of water bv the said
company within the said district of Broken Hill and Silverton.” That might imply that the" company
could take the whole of the land if necessary ? Yes ; but what the company want really is authority to
use all the land that is necessary for tho purpose of laying down their pipe tracks. They do not want
the land itself.
•"
7. Then the interpretation which you put upon the clause is that the company shall have the right to
'
take within that area so much land which they may require for their pipe tracks, plant, and machinery ?
A 09 *
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But the ivords used might be taken to imply that tbe whole of the laud was to be taken; instead of
the words “ said land ” ought not the words to be “as much of the said land”? Even then tho pipes
would be placed so far down in the ground that they would not be seen above the surface, and therefore
2 Feb., 1892.
the surface would not be required except when it was necessary to open the land again.
.
S). Mr. McComt?^ You say that you would require the land described only for the purpose of laying
your pipes ? Yes, and for other necessary works.
10. Will you look at the latter part of clause 3, where it says “And all Ihc provisions of the 1 Broken
Hill Water Supply Act,’ except the 101th section thereof, shall. Mufat/s
apply to the land
described in the schedule hereto.” You say that all the provisions of the principal Act will apply to the
land taken under this Bill; is that not so ? Yes.
11. Will you look at section 42 of the principal Act, under which tho company can take possession of all
the land in question and use it for their own purposes for twenty-eight years to tho exclusion of every
one else; all the sections of the principal Act apjily to this Bill; is that not so? Yes; section 42 of
the principal Act says—“And to divest the estate of such corporation or person, and to vest the said
land in the said company for the purposes of this A.ct for a lease of twenty-eight years, at such rent
as may be determined by the local Land Board.”
12. If this Bill were passed in its present form, you would have sole control over all the land mentioned
in the schedule of this Bill? Yes, as regards the land within that area. I suppose that would be so.
13. Well, you do not want that ? I would ask you to examine Mr. Urysdale on that point.
14i. But you do not want that ? I believe not—only to take so much as will be necessary for the laying
down of the pipes and for the erection of any works that may bo necessary or expedient for the purpose
of getting water from these lakes and the Darling Liver,
13. Then the company do not want to exclude any other people from using that water ? I do not think
so. I believe they do not desire to exclude others.
Id. One section of the Act says that the work is to he completed within three years; hut that period
was afterwards altered to one year ? Yes. But you will find that there is a request for a little longer
time to be allowed, for a year is not considered sufficient. It was found that the work could not possibly
he done in that time.
17. Do you know whether the people of Broken Hill, represented by the Municipal Council, are in favour
of this Bill or not? That I cannot say.
IS. Mr. Langwcll?! Do you know what area of land is included ? The plan speaks for itself.
10. It would embrace all on this side of the lakes up io the Stephen's Creek scheme. That would be a
straight tract of country G miles in width, would it not? I think it would, but on that point the
engineer would be able to give evidence.
20. Do you understand that in dealing with clause 3 we are not dealing xvith this Bill, but with the
original Bill? Ho; I think we are dealing with this Bill, and not with the principal Bill at all.
21. Toil do not take it that the reading of this Bill includes all the provisions made in the principal Bill
concerning the land ? I think it docs.
22. In dealing with this clause \vc arc dealing with this and the principal Bill ? Yes, both.
23. Mr. Lyne?\ What is tho necessity for having this G miles widld of land ? That I cannot tell you.
24. And this large area of land around the lakes ? There must be some area round the lakes to show
what is included in the schedule.
25. Gould you not do with a much less area of land than is embraced in the schedule ? That I cannot say.
2G. Mr. Slattery.] Do you know how much has already been expended by the company ? I think, about
£170,000.
'
27. Do I understand that what you require is to have rights only over the land for the purpose of laying
down a pipe track, or pipe tracks, or other works necessary for tho purpose of carrying the water supply
to Broken Hill ? Yes, I believe so.
28. I suppose you know the old line of pipes from the Botany water-works to the city of Sydney ? Yes.
29. Should I be justified in saying that as far as your instructions are concerned all your company ask is
to he put in the same position as the water supply from the Botany waterworks to Sydney, that is, having
the pipes underground, and having reservoirs at various places ? There must be certain land taken for
two or three pumping stations. The land, I believe, is not required for any other purpose than that of
supplying water for Broken Hill.
30. So the greater part of the surface of the land would be useless to the company ? Yes.
.
Christopher Jobson called in, sworn, and examined:—
81. Chairman.] You are the engineer for the Stephen’s Creek Water Supply Company, I believe ? Yes.
'C. Jobson. 32. Have you supervised the company’s works at Broken Hill? Yes ; up till now.
«
_ 33. Are those works nearly completed ? The reservoir is completed, and all the other works will be
2 Feb., 189?, completed within two weeks from now ; in fact tho works are practically completed.
34. That is, the laying of the main and reticulating the town ? Yes; the reticulation of the town is in
hand now. The supply main is being landed at Port Adtlaide at present, and in about two months from now
its laying will bo completed.
35. 1 suppose that you have had some experience in this kind of work ? Yes j I have been at it all
my life.
.
3G. Have yon ever supervised any water-works of the same kind before ? Yes ; I constructed the Mount
Gambier water-works, and also water-works at Gawler, Beetelboo, which cost £600.000, Crystal Brook, and
Port Germain, all in South Australia. I was also sent for by the Geelong Council to report on a water
works scheme for Geelong last year.
37. You have had considerable experience in works of this kind ? Yes.
38. Do you think that the reservoir at Stephen’s Creek will hold water? Yes; undoubtedly. "Wo have
the water there now, but not sufficient of it.
39. Have you been up the river Darling ? Yes.
40. Have you been over tho lakes which ibis company propose io iap? Yes; and all the adjoining
country also.
41. Do you think that (hero is an adequate supply of water in those lakes to supply the township of
Broken Hill ? Undoubtedly ; with proper provision made for the purpose of retaining it in the lakes.
Mr.
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412, Is there any weed or anything else growing in the lakes that will make the water uuGt foi^ human

Mr. .
consumption? In some of them—yes; but in others the water is specially good. The water is really
rain water, and is changed whenever the river comes down. In the lake which we propose to use first, 2
jg^
Lake Speculation, the water is specially good, and so far as I can judge is certainly at present free from
'
any weed, and, from all tho information 1 can gather, it is free from weed at any time, unless it gets
very lowr.
43. It gets low every year, I suppose ? Yes ; it would get low every year if it were allowed to run back.
•
The river overflows its banks and it flows into Lake Mcnindie, and then into Lake Speculation. As the
river rises so the lakes fill, as the river falls so the lakes empty. That applies to all these lakes. The
works that it is proposed to construct will retain the water in those of the lakes which we require by
means of sluice-gates and so on,
44. You propose to construct some works at the other end of the lakes, between the river and tho lakes,
in order to conserve the water in the lakes ? Exactly.
■
45. "What extent of works do yon propose to construct there ? That will altogether depend on how much
the demand increases. At present we purpose retaining the supply in Lake Speculation. _As the demand
at Broken Hill increases through consumption required for the mines and other purposes, we would
retain tho water in Lake Cawndilla for instance.
46. Are there any works at present between Lake Menindie and the Darling ? Yes; the Government
have constructed two dams, but they arc broken down at present, I am speaking from what I have heard,
hut I understand that some four years ago, when there was an unemployed agitation at Sydney, the
Government sent up some unemployed men, and they put two dams across the entrance to the lake—
between the river and Lake Menindie. There has been a hurst since, and the work has been washed away.
47. Have any other parties done any works there to your knowledge ? Yes ; we have constructed a dam
on the creek, between Lake Speculation and Lake Meimidie, conserving the water at present in Lake
Speculation. We have prevented tho water from flowing back.
'
48. It is the Stephen's Creek Company that have done that ? Yes.
49. Are you aware that the Darling Elver Company claim to have constructed that dam ? I saw so in
the papers. That is the only thing I know. I know there was au old dam there, hut it had burst before
I took the matter in hand.
50. Yon think that there had boon works made by other people? Yes; but to a very small extent—
probably £20 or £30 would have paid for all the works done there. There was a small dam put across
the inlet creek to do what we have done, but the dam was not strong enough, and when the water in the
lakes got at different levels, the dam burst. Then I put a dam across the creek.
51. That is, on behalf of this company? Yes.
52. Of what extent is the dam that you made ? Taking it altogether, its cost would come to about £100
or £150. What wc were anxious to do was to hold the water that was there.
53. Fou have been over the whole of tho pipe track, ] believe ? Yes.
54. Have you any doubt about the feasibleness of this scheme ? None whatever.
■
55. You think that it is a thoroughly practicable scheme ? Yes, certainly.
56. Can you give the Committee any idea of what the cost of this work will he? That will depend to a
great extent on the quantity of water which wo design the scheme to send in, and that again depends on
the quantity required by the mines—whether tho mines will put up works for the treatment of sulphide
ores, or any large works like those ; but taking it at about 1,000,000 gallons per day, tho cost would ho
approximately about £200,000.
•
57. I believe you have already decided what size main you will lay down? That of course also depends
on the question of consumption.
58. Then, I understand that it is not yet decided what size main you will put down ? Not actually
decided. I can give you the size of the main required for fho 1,250,000 gallons scheme. That would be an
average 16 inches main. Some portions of the main would bo smaller and some larger, the idea being
that they arc nested into one another for importation. That of course depends on the scheme which
is adopted—a larger scheme would require a larger pipe,
59. Do you propose to put the pipes underground ? At present, yes,
60. To sink them underground ? At present, yes.
■
'
61. What tract of country would you require just for a pipe track ? Three chains wide.
62. Yon would not require any more than that ? No, not for a pipe track.
.
63. You would not require any land in addition to that anywhere except for your pumping stations ? Wo
would require additional land at the pumping station and just round the lake where wo tap it, and wo
require authority, of course, to protect Lake Speculation from pollution by stock, through pigs and
cattle and sheep going into the water.
64. You want to preserve the purity of the water ? Yes. That is all the land we require.
65. Then this other boundary marked out for the purposes of the company is, 1 suppose, only to give
you the right to take this water if you require it hereafter ? Yes : as Broken Hill or the requirements of
the population at that cad would require it. It might he necessary to tap) first one lake and then the
other, so as to keep* a supply always in reserve. It might never he required. I am of opinion that it
will not.
66. I suppose that you have not had much experience in watching the river Darling ? No personal
experience.
67. You cannot tell how often it is dry or is running a banker? No, except from what I hear and from
the records of the Government. During the last three years or two and a half years it has been running
a banker. Any evidence that I could give would only bo hearsay evidence, obtained from people there.
I spent a long time collecting evidence of that sort to base the scheme upon.
68. From the evidence you have collected, how frequently would you say the river runs very high at
present? The bulk of the evidence goes to prove that it would rise sufficiently to put water across this
channel into Lake Menindie at least once every year, hut it would not rise in flood that could he depended
upon more than once in two years.
69. Afr, Whnt.] Supposing the Stephen’s Creek works as at present constructed for water supply wore
constantly full and the supply of water was regular, there would be no necessity for this extension at all ?

No.
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suflicient water in that lake tins would be quite an unnecessary expenditure?
’’
' Yos,
72. This is undertaken to provide against accident? To provide against a four years’ drought again,
73. It does not follow that this would be constantly used, but it is a safeguard against running short at
Stephen’s Creek ? That is it.
74. What did you say the amount of money to be expended to do that would be? It would depend
altogether on the size of the scheme, the mines requirements, &c., but I should say about £200,000,
approximately.
75. Is it a fact that the mines themselves have undertaken verbally to spend a certain amount of capital
in doing this ? That is out of my department.
76. You say that there is a certain amount of land marked on the plan—I believe you sail that by the
scale it shows about 6 miles ? Yes.
77. Is there any necessity for the whole of that 6 miles to be included in the schedule ? The reason is
that we must have some limit fixed so as to keep our service within that boundary.
78. What I mean is this: Could you manage to tap anyone of those three lakes with a smaller quantity
of land than is marked on the plan. You say you want a width of 3 chains to lay your pipes. Suppose
you laid them to Lake Speculation, would you then take your pipes from Lake Speculation to another
lake ; would you take them into Lake Speculation and run on to another lake ? Either by pipe or by
channel, as the case might be.
79. What I mean is this—all you would want is a track 3 chains wide (say) to Lake Speculation, and
then another track to another lake ? That is it.
,
80. You would want the right to go on and lay your pipes to another lake? That is it. All we want
this land for is so as to have the right to take pipes from Lake Speculation to some other lake.
81. The company do not want the land vested in them except for the purpose of water supply? OpIy
for that purpose.
"
82. Mr. O'Sullivan.] You said just now that you would only want a pipe track 3 chains wide ? Yes.
83. Yet your company are asking for rights to cover a width of 6 miles, according to the plan, to lay
down a pipe track? Yes.
>
«
r >
j
84. Have you not already decided to tap Lake Speculation and also to go to the river Darliug as a source
of supply ? Yes.
*
85. Then why do you want the 6 miles width with a remote prospect of tappiug the other lakes? We
want 6 miles wide, so as to be allowed to deviate the pipe track according to the lay of the country.
86. When once your pipes are down on this pipe track, and your pumping-station and evervthing else
necessary are erected, you have no further use for the surface of the land ? Hone at all. But we must
have the right to go on to it to eifect repairs.
87. You spoke just now to the effect that after tapping Lake Speculation you intended to tap Lake
Cawndilla ? Yes.
‘
88. Why do you intend to tap that lake in preference to Lake Menindie? It is near Lake Speculation.
It is a much deeper lake, and has much better water.
89. All these lakes are supplied from the Barling ? Yes.
90. Then if you can go to the Barling itself with your pipes, why do you want to govern the whole of the
three lakes ? There is no storage in the Barling—tho Barling runs Ary when the floods are down.
91. Would not Lake Cawndilla or Lake Menindie supply storage enough for you? Tos; but it is
probable that we might want neither. Lake Speculation is an easier lake to manipulate as far as
machinery is concerned. Hie banks of Lake Cawndilla are very high, and it is not easy to erect pumping
machinery there such as would be required to send the water "to Broken Hill. There are engineering
reasons in favour of what we propose.
°
°
92. Would Lake Cawndilla or Lake Menindie hold enough water to keep you supplied for two years if
they were full? Oh, yes, Lake Cawndilla would. Lake Menindie is shallow, and I would not like to
trust to it.
93. If that is so, why do you want to govern tho whole three lakes as reservoirs, and at the same time
tap the Barling as you propose ? WA do not know where the consumption is going to stop.
94. You are preparing for an extraordinary consumption in the future which you canuotforesee now ? Yes.
95. Iho fact of your obtaining rights to get water from those lakes will not shut out any who want to
carry out irrigation works around the lakes, or prevent any one from using the waters of the Barling,
for as you are aware that is likely to be made a place for the growth of vegetables and fruit to be
supplied to the market at Broken Hill ? I do not think that you will ever grow vegetables there for
Broken Hill; they will be grown near Broken Hill.
°
96. You do not think that Lake Menindie is likely to become a centre, where produce of several kinds is
likely to be grown for the supply of Broken Hill ? I do not think so.
97. Supposing, however, that that should be the case, it is quite possible that some one will start irrigation
works there ? They could do so.
°
98. If they did, there is nothing in your rights to prevent them from doing it? So far as I can under
stand there will not be ; but the solicitor might be able to tell you better about that.
99. You will still have to raise the water 900 feet, will you not? We have a total lift into Broken Hill
of 903 feet from Lake Speculation.
100. This work of lifting the water you can easily achieve with modern pumping machinery ? Yes; I
may mention that at present my company have only to lift it from Lake Speculation into their reservoir
at Stephen’s Creek. Our present works are already constructed to lift it from Stephen’s Creek to
Broken Hill; so that reduces the lift from Lake Speculation to Broken Hill from 903 to 540 feet,
Stephen’s Creek being about half the height.
1
101. Mr. Langwcll.'] Von said that no weeds [grow [in these lakes except when they are very low ? In
some they do. Some of them have no weeds except when they are low, but in Lake Menindie there is a
certain quantity of weeds.
102. Have you seen Lake Menindie when the water has been very low ? Xo.
103. Nor any of the other lakes ? Ho; they have all been full.
10k Was the water pure at that time ? Yes.
105.
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105. Have you heard that sometimos the water of these laho? is hardly fit for human consumption? I
C. Jobson.
have heard so.
1ireC~i892'
10S. Have you ever visited Oobham Lake? Xu.
107. Nor Lake Bancaunia ? No.
103. You have heard that the water gets bad in Lake Menindie ? Yes.
109. Is Lake Mcnindie connected with Lake Cawndilla? Yes.
110. Is it your intention to ran the water out of Lake Menindie into Lake Cawndilla? Yes ; but only
in the flood times.
•
111. Your main supply is from Lake Speculation ? Yes; at present.
112. In reply to the Chairman you said that it was your intention to preserve the water in Lake Specula
tion from pollution by pigs, sheep, and cattle ? Yes.
113. How do you intend to do that ? Yre shall have io fence it in.
lid. In fencing in Lake Speculation would it not be necessary to fence in all the others where the supply
comes from ? No ; no more than it would be necessary to fence in the watershed of the Darling.
115. But there is a great difference between the Darling and tho lakes, because one is running and the
other is stationary ? Not exactly j for the water that comes down the Darling fills Lake Menindie whilst
the Darling is in flood, and the lake is kept supplied so long as the water is pouring in, and then falls
into Lake Speculation. So Lake Speculation is really filled by the flowing water of the Darling. As
soon as Lake Speculation is filled it is cut off from tho others.
116. But you said that it was your intention to connect Lake Speculation and Lake Cawndilla? That
is at some future time.
117. Then I take it that you consider there will be a sufficient supply when Lake Speculation gets full to
supply Broken Hill ? At present. I would not like to say the number of years, but certainly for a
considerable number of years.
118. Does your company want to reserve for their solo use Lake Speculation ? l\7e want to reserve it
so far as to enable us to take the water from it.
119. You say that you intend
fence it in ? We shall have to fence it in.
120. Do you want the exclusive right to use it ? There is nothing to prevent other companies from
coming there.
121. But would you allow the travelling public to go there? So long as they did not pollute the water.
122. But you would be the sole judges as to whether they were polluting it or only using it ? I do not
think it would do at all to allow the water supply for a city to have a mob of cattle or sheep driven into
it. That stands to reason.
123. But you are doing the same when you draw your supply from the other lakes ? No, because they
are cut off, and you do not send their water in.
124!. IE you consider that there will be no occasion to draw a supply from the other lakes into Lake
Speculation why do you require a right to all the land surrounding those lakes ? It is only for the future.
125. But you have it for the present ? Yes, but we do not take anything from those lakes at present.
By-and-bye the necessities of Broken Hill may increase, and it may be necessary to tap those lakes, and
we might have to carry pipes to them or to the river.
126. The stock running on the still ion adjoining is at the present time watered at Lake Speculation ?
Some of it,
127. You have said that you would not prevent any one from starting an irrigation farm near, or using
the water of Lake Speculation? Mr. Drysdale would be better able to answer that question. That depends
on the powers granted under the Bill. 1 njn only dealing with the engineering portion of the matter.
128. You say tiiat the total cost of convoying water from Lake Speculation to Stephen's Creek reservoir
would be about £100,009 ? Approximately, but that depends upon the size of the scheme,
129. Would it make any difference to the company, would they have to alter the pumping-power or the
size of the mains;—in going on with this scheme would anything that might crop up cause them to alter
the size of the main, or have they already decided what engines they will have, and what size main they
will lay down? There is nothing absolutely decided. That will depend upon the consumption.
130. Mr. Lyne!\ Do you think that one pumping-station between Lake Speculation and Stephen's Creek
is enough ? Certainly.
131. You think that you can raise water 250 feet and drive it 30 miles with one pumping-station ? Yes,
I have no doubt about it.
■
132. I have heard some engineers say that it is an impossibility? No, it is not. One of tho most
eminent engineers in England purposed lifting it the whole length and height wilh one station fixed at
Lake Speculation.
133. Do you not think that the water in tho Darling would be purer than the water iu Lake Speculation,
on the whole? No, I do not,
131. Do you not think that standing water in a hot climate like that does not improve? It does not
deteriorate, unless there is some organic matter in it to cause it to do so.
135. Are yon aware that Lake Menindie gets salt ? Only when very low.
136. And that the water of Lake Speculation might get unfit for human consumption ? if 2 or 3 inches
from the bottom. It will be to our interest io prevent it.
137. How could you prevent that ? By adopting means to keep a small rise in the river, or an open
channel, or pipes, as may be decided on later on, from the Darling Eiver and through the narrow neck
between Lake Speculation and Lake Menindie, and then lift the water into Lake Speculation by means
of pumping, if that be necessary.
138. You propose to lay pipes from Lake Speculation to the Darling with a view of subsidising Lake
Speculation when the water there gets low ? Exactly.
139. Is not that an acknowledgment that the water of the Darling is purer than Lake Speculation ;—if
there were a weir across the Darliug below the off take from the Darling into tho Jake would it not give a
permanent supply to the river which would be more satisfaotory than Lake Speculation ? I do not
think so.
140. What depth of water would it give in the river? Only 15 feet in the river, unless you flooded
the bank.
141. Are you aware that it will give over 30 feel ? It cannot give more-than 32 feet without flooding
the banks.
112.
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rtore ivill give 30 feet, at any rate, in the river? Yep,
Would you consider that an absolutely permanent supply? No; because the water you get
2 Feb. 1892. ^
river overflowing its banks is very shallow and dries up very fast, and von would have to fall back
‘ on the lakes.
‘
'
"
14t. "With Lake Speculation as a reservoir, and with your pines laid to tho Darling, and with a weir put
below the off-take to those pipes, do you not think that that would be more suitable than storing the.
water in these shallow lakes ? I do not; unless it were carried out as a national scheme you would not
nave enough water there.
■ '
145. lou do not think that that would he better than filling those other lakes ? J think it is a proper
thing to convert Lake Speculation into a reservoir and pump) the water from there up to Stephen’s Creek.
14G. T ask whether it is better to reserve these lakes—to give you power over these lakes, or give you
■ power to go to the river and get a fresh supply from the river? We have both here.
147. I know you have, but you will find great difficulty in getting rights over these lakes ;—are you
aware that after every flood the water runs hack out of Lake Mcnindie and it ultimately becomes abso
lutely dry ? Yes.
148, Are you aware that a dam was made at the outlet of Lake Mcnindie some four years ago, and that
tho lessees who have the land round Lake Menindie protested against the lake being filled with water ? I
am not aware.
•
140. Are you aware that Lake Menindie and Lake Pamamaroo are shallow lakes, which are used by the
lessees as irrigated squattages? I know they are shallow lakes, and I know they are grased over when
they are dry.
'
150. Are you aware that after the water has been on, and has been allowed to go off the land, having
been irrigated, becomes a great source of food supply for stock ? Yes.
151. Do you know whether any portion of the foreshores of either of these lakes has been sold? To the
best of my knowledge it has not.
152. How long will Lalre Speculation act as a reservoir in a dry season for supplying the present rate of
consumption? Three years.
,
153. Do you think it necessary to have more than three years suppdy ? I am sure it is.
154. What supply have you in Stephen’s Creek ? Three years.
'
165. When rain comes, what quantity of rain will fill it ? It altogether depends on how much rain comes.
15G. Once it is filled it will last three years ? Yes,
157. As a matter of fact, when you have Stephen’s Creek and Lake Speculation full you will have six
years’ supply ? No ; only three years in each.
158. But you do not want Io use both together ? No ; hut evaporation goes on.
159. Mr. TF'ant.'] Lake Speculation would dry up in three years? In about four and a half rears
Evaporation vvould be more than consumption.
’
“
.
1G0. Mr. Slnf/rri/,'] Did I understand you to say that what you depended on for the supply of the lakes
was the rainfall ? No ; flood wafer.
.
161. Hiat would come, of course, from the Darling? Yes? I did not mean the local rainfall.
1G2. Erom the Darling in consequence of the rain ? Yes.
1G3. Do you know the extent of Lake Speculation ? As near ns possible 2 square mites.
164. And Lake Mcnindie ? About 39,000 acres.
1G5. It is over and_over again, you say, dry ? I have never seen it dip.
166, What extent is Lake Cawndilla? I could not say. It is scaled on the map 7miles by 5.
1G7. From what you have been told, do you know whether that is dry at any time ? Only a portion.
ICS. Not dry to the same extent as Lake Mcnindie ? No.
169. What extent, about, is Lake Pamamaroo ? It scales on the map 5 miles by 6.
170. Jroin what you have heard about that, does that become dry ? Yes; tho same as Lake Menindie.
1/1. And Lake Buhabilla ? That is a lagoon.
With regard to tho works that have been done by the Broken Hill Water Supply Company
(Limifcd) Mr. Head, the solicitor, slated that about £170.000 had been expended already by that com
pany for the purpose of producing this water supply for Broken Hill ; 1 supipose that that is about right ?
Yes ; I should say that that is about right. The accountant could toll you, but I know from my own know
ledge of what has been expended on the wmrks that tho amount must be something like that.
173. Have you inspected the main works that have been constructed by the company at Stephen’s Creek ?
I constructed them.
174. Have they been constructed in what you would term a substantial manner ? Yes ; undoubtedly,
1/5. Is it a fact that you are now only awaiting a rainfall of a few inches to have a suppfly which, under
ordinary circumstances, might be looked upon as permanent for tho needs of the population? Yes.
Supposing wc had a good fall of rain we would have enough water in Stephen's Creek to supply Broken
Hill with water at the present time.
176. Have you laid the main from the reservoir to the town ? Not yet. The main pipes are being
landed now at Port Adelaide.
H What is the reason for the delay ? The man who had the contract failed.
1/8. "Where was he? At Glasgow, Scotland, Mr. Drysdale will give yon more information about that,
for that contract was let before I was appointed engineer. I may mention that the contract time expired
m November last.
^rac
^ou
70tI could lay the pflpes from Stephen’s Creek to Broken Hill ?
Within two months from this time.
180. Have you a service tank at Broken Hill ? Yes, a concrete reservoir covered in.
181. H ow many gallons will that hold ? 1,250,000 gallons.
182. You say that that is completed ? It is practically completed—we are just putting the roof on. It
is ready for putting waiter iu. It is being roofed in to keep dust and smoke out.
183. Have you laid down tho service main* for the reticulation of the town ? We have half of it finished
and the contractor is proceeding with the balance. A contract is let for tho whole of it, and the con
Tractor nae about half-finished. All the big mains are laid,
*
■
184. Then if you got authority now to bring the water from Lake Speculation and various other lakes I
suppose you would be able to meet the demand ? We should be able to meet the demand at once.
185.
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185. There are some other compacics—I do not know how many, but I think throe or four who have
got authority to construct water supply schemes ; do you know how much money those companies have
expended? I could not say.
_
18(’. Well, as far as you could judge P X only know of one work—tho dam at Speculation Crock.
187. Is that all the work you know about tbe place there? So far as my own knowledge goes.
188. Given an outside limit, what would you estimate as the amount expended there ? £25 or £30. X
will take as many as you like at the price.
,
_
189. Have you seen any place between any of these lakes and Stephen's Creek or Broken Hill where £500
or £G00 have been expended ? Ko.
190. Nothing like it? No.
.
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Henry Henderson Drysdale called in, sworn, and examined :—
191. Chairman.! I believe you are secretary to the Stephen’s Creek Water Supply Company ? No; I Mr. HU.
am one of the directors.
, ,
.
192. Tour company was formed for the purpose of bringing water from Stephen’s Creek into Broken 2
Hill for a town supply P Yes.
’
193. What was the amount of the capital of the company at the time it was formed ? I was not ou the
Board at its inception and there was some alteration made.
191. AYell, what is its present capital? £200,000.
195. Bor the purpose of securing a permanent supply of water for Broken Hill, I Lelievo, is the reason
why you are asking for this Bill to be passed ; you wish to go on to Lake Speculation ? Yes, that is the
reason.
.
UJfj. You also wish to have the water rights of these other lakes and tho river Darling ? Yes, it would
be better to have the rights of the other lakes.
_
197. X suppose that is only for the purpose of making the supply more secure; you do not wish to tap
all these lakes at present ? No, certainly not.
198. Is it proposed to go ou to the river Darling at present ? Not at present.
199. Only to Lake Speculation ? Only to Inke Speculation at present.
200. Can you tell us what is the estimated costof carrying out this work ? The scheme we have proposed
will cost from £150,000 to £200,000 ; but I chink we had better say Ihe larger sum.
201. That will actually mean that the company’s undertaking will involve capital to the extent of
£400,000? Yes ; we should have to call our shareholders together to get the present capital increased.
202. The company at present, I understand, has not sufficient capital to carry out this work and com
plete it? No.
^
203. You propose to make a fresh issue of shares to carry out tho work ? Yes.
204. Have you any doubt as to whether the company will bo able to do it? The company could not do
it by themselves without the assistance of the mines.
205. That is, the company could not doit without floating a fresh lot of shares? No; and 1 do not
know whether the shareholders would take up that quantity of shares, for many of them are salisflcd with
I,he present scheme, and are waiting until the rainfall. But the mines have come forward and say they
will subscribe half the capital.
200. That is, £100,000? Yes.
*
207. Mr. Want.] That means that they will take up half the shares ? Yes, practically.
208. Chairman.} If you got the powers provided in the Bill, how long do you think it would be before you
would be able to supply water to the people of Broken Hill ? If there were no strikes and no wrecks of
vessels in bringing the pipes out from the old country, we could do it in nine months, but we must have
some time allowed beyond that. "We might be getting the machinery from home, and some of it might
go down because of the wreck of the ship, and it might take four or five months to duplicate it. We ask
for fifteen months.
209. I understand that it is to the interest of your company to get it done as soon as possible ? Certainly.
210. The quicker yon can supply water the better for the company? Yes ; and for the public.
211. I suppose that you are aware that the maximum price which you can charge the public is stipulated
in your Bill ? Yes.
212. Have you any knowledge as to whether you can bring water from the Darling at that price ? We
know wc cannot.
213. That is to say, you could not supply the people of Broken Hill at 5s. per 1,000 gallons ? If we get
a rainfall we will take the risk, but if we have to pump the whole time it is impossible.
214. Mr. Lyne.} It is only by working the two schemes ? Yes.
215. Mr. Want.} Your company has no idea of selling its concession to English capitalists ? No.
216. This is a perfectly bona-fide undertaking ou your part ? Yes.
217. You have no idea of selling the concession in the English market? No. We ourselves and tho
mines intend to proride the capital jointly.
218. Do you consider that tho month mentioned in the Bill would he sufficient time to call your share
holders together ? I think the Postmaster-General spoke about a month at first, and before I had time
to object to it two of the directors of the mines agreed that it should be done. I told them afterwards
that they ought not to have consented to so short a time, in which the company should deposit £10,000,
for I knew that our shareholders could not subscribe £L0,0U0 in a month. WTe should have to wait until
the Bill was passed to know whether it was a cerlainty before we asked our shareholders. I said to the
directors of the mines that as they had taken upon themselves to promise £10,000 should be paid they
ought in the meantime to take tho risk of finding the money. In reference to that the following telegram
,
from the solicitors representing the mines has been received. It is addressed to Messrs. Stephen, Jaques,
and Stephen, and is from Messrs. Blake and Biggall, solicitors, in Melbourne. It is as follows:—
Broken Hill Water Amendment Bill. Most important that the time allowed to deposit £10,000 bo
increased to two months at very least. See Head as to this at once. Have necessary amendment made
by Select Committee. Company lias to call meeting increase its capital to proridc money for deposit.
Impossible get resolutions passed aud confirmed under one month. One of your firm or Head had better
give evidence that legally impossible increase Capital of water company inside one month, and that time
must
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must be inciTascd or Kill useless.” We bave to give twenty-oue days’ notice to our shareholders, and
Dry n o. af(-ei.
|]lere must be a confirmatory meeting, of which fourteen days’ notice must be given, and it would
2 Feb 1892
t1 month or so to collect the money.
‘ 219. If you had the money in tho bank you could not use it for this purpose ? Not until we got the
consent of the shareholders. I should like to ask for three months time. I was present at a deputation
to the Government before, and I took a note that I was going to ask for three months, but unfortunately
I was anticipated by the mines representatives.
220. I understand that the month mentioned is too short a period to enable you to carry this thing out?
Yes, unless the directors of one of the rich mines like to take the money out of their own pocket.
221. You say you want three months? Yes.
222. Mr. O'SvUivan.'] Has a Melbourne contractor offered your company to construct these works
within six months? I am not aware of it, it has not come before me.
223. Do you know that a Sydney contractor has volunteered to do it in eight months ? "Wc could do it
ourselves in three months; that is, if machinery aud everything else required were on the ground. I
think wc could do it within three mouths of the time of the arrival of the machinery and pipes by putting
an immense number of men to work. Tbe actual work of laying pipes and putting up machinery could
be done iu that time.
224. You said that your company wanted water rights to tho lakes—I suppose you meant the right to
take water from the lakes ? Yes, exactly,
225. Mr. McCourt,~\ You say that your company are prepared to carry out the work ? We think wo
are. If the mines will give us the £100,000 no doubt we could find the other.
220. You have no money subscribed at the present time? No.
227. You have to take your chance of getting that if the Hill pass ? The mines have guaranteed to find
£100,000 at once.
228. If the company are prepared to carry out the work at once, how is it that in the amending Hill you
.
strike out all limit as to the time in which the work shall bo done. In the Bill introduced into the House,
clause 4 provides that the whole of the work is to be carried out within three years of the passing of the
Act? Yes.
229. But in this amending Bill yon have taken that out? I was not aware of that.
230. In the Bill introduced into the House in clause 4, it is said that the work shall be carried out within
three years ? Yes.
231. You have now put before us an amending Bill in which no limit provided as to the time in which the
works shaU be completed ? I was not aware of that. I see by this amending Bill it is, but not in tho
original amending Bill.
232. Mr. SlnHcrt/.'] Hie last clause cf the Bill now before us says;—"That within four months of the
Bill becoming law, the said company shall commence and carry on Ihe work, aud continue to do so until
the completion thereof; and as a nmltcr of its bona-fidcs so to do within one month of the passing hereof
to pay to the Honorable the Colonial Treasurer as Trust Bunds the sum of ten thousand pounds, to be so
held ; aud in the event of the works not being so commenced and carried ou, the said sum of ten thousand
pounds to be forfeited and go to the Consolidated Hevemte of the Colony of New South "Wales, But
after the expenditure of the sum of twenty-five thousand pounds on the work of the said Company to tbe
approval of an ollieer to be appointed by the Govern ment the said sum of ten thousand pounds so deposited
to be returned to the said company with interest after the rate of eight per centum per annum. Further
if the said works are not finally completed and in working order within twelve months from the date of
•passing this Act, then such ten thousand pounds shall be forfeited, and all rights and privileges accruing
under this amended Act and of the origiua! Act shall cease.” It is proposed to take out the limit of time?
No.
_ _
233. I am speaking of the three years mentioned in clause 4—is it proposed to take that out ? Appa
rently that is so. The first amendment was to make it; eighteen months, The Premier made the altera
tion that it should be twelve months, but I told him that the work could not be completed in twelve
months. I went to the Premier and told him that it would be impossible. I explained to him that a
ship might be wrecked, and that we might be a month or two months over the time, and that wo must
have eighteen months, and he agreed. Now this has been put in, I understand. I did not know that
eighteen months had been taken out; but the taking out of tho clause simply means that we have a. year
and ten months, because we had throe years under the old Act, aud wc shall only have a year and ten
months from the present date.
234. Mr. IVhvt.'] There is no objection to have that clause in, providing that the work shall he done in'
three years ? Tbe Select Committee might object.
T
*
235. Bnt you have no objection ? No. To strike out all that clause means that under this now Bill we
have only a year and ten months from now.
230. Mr.McCouri.^ The company will be willing to have a clause inserted providing that within eighteen
months from the passing of tho Act they will complete the works or forfeit £10,000 ? Yes.
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Henry Henderson Drysdale recalled and further examined.
237. Mr. MvCourt.'] There are two Bills here—one introduced by Mr. Cann in the House, aud the other
a, Bjl] that has been placed before the Committee ;—which is the Bill that you want to adopt? The one
introduced bv Mr. Cann, with ainendmenls.
'
238.
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238. What are the amendments yon propose to make in the Bill? In clause 3 we propose to make an Mr. H.H.
amendment in line 20 by inserting after the words “be at KbcHv ” tile words “to take and conduct water DryMlsile,
from the Darling River and the lakes mentioned in the schedule to this Act to the companv’s reservoir
and works at Stephen’s Creek and.”
"
®
I89i«
239. In any other respect do you wish to amend that clause ? No.
240. It has been stated in evidence that you do not want exclusive rights over the water in these lakes or
over the land that you have marked on the map—that you will allow anyone else to take the water ? I
am afraid that wc shall have to ask for exclusive rights over Lake Speculation. If we have one lake, it is
enough.
241. TV ith the exception of Lake Speculation, you do not want exclusive rights to the water or to the
land adjacent thereto ? Certainly not.
242. You will allow other people to use or take it? Yes.
243. If that be so, will you look at the words in clause 3,—“ and all tbe provisions of the Broken Hill
Water Supply Act excepting the 104th section thereof shall, mutatis mutandis, applv to the laud ” ; and
are yon aware that the 47th section of the principal Act gives you exclusive power over all tho land and
water in question ? Oh no, I think not.
244. But it is so ? It only gives us that right for one specific purpose—for laying a pipe track.
245. bio, it does not it says : ‘‘ W hero the land required is Crown land at tbe date of such publication,
or is tested iu any corporation, or iu any person on behalf of Her Majesty, or for any public purposes by
virtue of any statute^ or is within the limits with reference to centres of population prescribed by the
‘ Crown Lauds Act of LS84 ’ or any Acts amending the same, the effect of such publication shall be to
withdraw the said land (to the extent required) from any lease or license or promise thereof, and to
cancel to the like extent any dedication or reservation of the said land however made, and to divest the
estate of such corporation or person, and to vest the said land in the said company for the purposes of
this Act for a lease of twenty-eight years at such rent as may be determined by the Local Land Board
under the provisions of the ‘ Crown Lands Act of 1884’ and'the Acts amending the same. Provided,
however, that nothing in this section contained shall have any effect or operation unless the approval of
the Governor shall first have been obtained with respect to the land so required, and the said Company
shall have made such compensation and payments as the Local Land Board may determine, subject to the
provision of the ‘ Crown Lands Act of 1884 1 and any amendments of the same.” All the land you have
power over at Stephen’s Creek is taken under that section, is it not ? Yes.
249. And you have an exclusive right to this land for twenty-eight years ? Yes, subject to tbe approval
of the Governor-in-Council.
247. It has been approved of by the Governor-in-Council ? No ; some of it is still in dispute.
248. A ou have a considerable quantity ot land approved of by the Governor-in-Council for use bv the
Stephen’s Creek Company ? Yes.
“
249. Well, if this clause is passed in its present form you will have exclusive right over any land which
the Governor may approve of ? Yes, apparently from that.
250. Would it then be necessary to amend this clause so as not to give you exclusive right,—are you
willing to do that ? Certainly: we do not want exclusive right to the land, bnt only for a pipe track.
251. You are willing that the clause shall be amended? Yes, to this extent. We want a certain
distance for deviation.
252. That is the pipe track, but I am speaking of the lakes aud the land around them as shown on the
plan; do you know the area of land marked on the map ? No.
253. Are there any other amendments that yon wish to make in the Bill? I think tho one yon spoke of
in clause 3, where it says, “ except the 104th section thereof,” in line 27, only refers to tbe' dam, and 1
think it would be better to excise that, and also to excise clause* 4.
254. Why ? That would give us only a year and ten months to complete the works from the present
time, because our Act will expire, and that will allow the provisions of the old Act to come in force.
255. The 104th section would then apply ? Yes, if you excise that.
’
256. The 101th clause provides:—“The Company shall not be entitled to any of the rights and privileges
conferred upon it by this Act unless it shall have completed, to the satisfaction of the Central Authority,
the works necessary for carrying out the purposes of this Act within a period of three years from the
date of the passing of this Act ” ? Yes ; we would come under the provisions of that Act.
257,. When ‘'va8
Act passed? In December, 1890; practically about a year and ten months would
be given us from the date of tho passing of the Bill; you could let those two clauses stand and insert
another giving us eighteen months; but I think that you might as well leave it under the old Act and
give us a year and ten months.

258. You will be satisfied with eighteen months, and if the work were not completed, you are willing that
the £10,000 should be forfeited ? Yes, if tbe clause says with the consent of the Governor-in-Councilwe think it would be rather hard if a ship were wrecked and we had to forfeit in that case.
’
259. Is there any other amendment that you propose to make ? If clause 4 be excised we propose in
clause 6, line 50, to strike out the wools “ a matter of its bona ft dc.s so to do,” and to insert instead “ a
guarantee of its Iona fide intention so to do”; and in line 54, after the words “.in the event of the works
not being so commenced and carried out” we propose to strike out tbe words “ the said sum of £10,000
to be forfeited and go to the Consolidated Revenue of the Colony of New South Wales,” and to insert
instead the words, "Then it shall be lawful for the Governor-in-Council to order such £10,000 to be
forfeited, and that all rights accruing under this amended Act shall cease, and upon such order bein<*
made the said sum of £10,000 shall from the date of such order be forfeited and such rights shall cease.”
The reason for that is this. You will see at the end of the clause that the concluding words are, “ And
all rights and privileges accruing under this amended Act and of the original Act shall cease.” That was
no part of the bargain at all. At our deputation we never suggested such a thing. That was put in in
error, and I pointed that out to the Premier. We therefore propose to strike out the concluding sentence
in the clause. We do not want to forfeit our rights under the parent Act.
260. Are there any other amendments that you propose ? No; those are the whole.
261. Why do you want to wait four months before you make a commencement with the work ? Because,
as I explained yesterday, different meetings of our* shareholders will have to be held and also of the
associated mines, and this would take a considerable time. I do not know what notices the mines have to
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.Mr.'H. H. <;ivc, but outs are three weeks, and you could not get all the meetings held on the same day. There are
.Biysdab. f]ve or
different mines whose shareholders would have to be colled together by proper legal notices, and
after that has been done they will have to have an extraordinary meeting of confirmation to decide finally
tUba,,
8‘as to whether they will consent to the directors advancing the £100,000 which they have agreed to
advance to the water company.
■
202. What about the people of Broken Hill ? The people are not suffering now. .As a matter of fact we
are not doing this for our own benefit at, all—we are doubling our capital for no’benefit to ourselves at all.
Every gallon of water that we pump from the Darling will be a loss to us. So we thinly under the
circumstances, that we should not be asked for £10,001) or anything else.
263. If the Bill become law, is there an absolute certainty that you will be able to raise the money and
carry out the works, or wilt there be a delay ? 1 do not think so.
_
264. Have you any absolute certainty at the present time that you can raise the money ? Tbe certainty
we have is the assurance of the directors of the Alines Association that they can persuade their share
holders to subscribe this money, and 1 think myself that if the shareholders object tbe directors them
selves will come forward with the money.
,
265. Supposing the money is not obtained? Then we forfeit the rights iu three months.
266. And all this time might he wasted ? It is possible, but not at all probable.
26/. How long have you had this Bill under consideration ? I should say a month or six weeks, roughly
speaking.
_
268. "Was not that a sufficient time to have ail arrangements made for the capital of the company? Oh,
no. There was no certainty that wc should get the Bill passed. 'We cannot make the final arrangements
until we get the Bill.
___
2C9, Did you not tell the Premier that you were absolutely certain of getting the capital? No.
270. Ton arc not absolutely certain about getting tbe money? As far as any one can bo.
271. But you are not absolutely certain? No; but it is one of the greatest probabilities that could
possibly be. It is almost a certainty.
_
272. There is no way of compelling the shareholders of the Broken Hill companies to take up these
shares ? Oh, no.
273. And it is optional with the directors as to whether they will think it good enough to go into the
matter ? You heard what Air. Clarke, one of the leading financiers, said.—that he would have no hesi
tation in making one of a syndicate to underwrite the scheme, and J. think that if tho mines object he and
his friends will complete it.
274. As a matter of fact, there is an element of speculation about tbe Bill ? A very small one.
275. But there is some ? In what way?
.
276. Speculation as to whether you will get the money or not. ? There is no speculation about making
'
money out of it—it, will be a loss to us.
■
277. I mean as to getting the capital ? AY ell, it is very, very slight, indeed.
278. With regard to the people of Broken Hill, can you give us any evidence that they, as represented
by the Municipal Council, are in' favour of your company getting these concessions ? As far as ] am
aware, I believe we are.
279. In what way are you made so aware—have public meetings been called ? I saw in the paper that
there was a public meeting, and a large requisition was being signed for presentation to the Government
or Parliament asking them to pass the Bill.
280. This particular Bill ? The amending Bill.
281. Eor the Stephen’s Creek Company ? Yes.
_
282. Have the Municipal Council passed any resolution or considered it in any way ? I am not aware of
that. I believe they have.
‘
283. Have they had a copy of the Bill ? I think not.
_
284. They know the facts merely from hearsay ? Simply that the Bill gives power to get the water from
the river Darling to the reservoir at Stephen’s Creek, I suppose they do not know what the clauses of
the Bill are.
,
285. Do you think it would be more advantageous to the people of Broken Hill to have the work carried
out by the Government instead of by a private company ? It is impossible to say, If it is carried out
I can say this ;—it will he very disadvantageous to the people of Broken Kiil if it is carried out by tbe
G-overnment to bring in the water solely from the Darliug, for it will cost at least ]0s. per 1,000 gallons,
and therefore will cost the people double what it would by our scheme. If they pumped the water merely
from the Darling into Broken Hill, it would never pay,
286. You believe that the people of Broken Hill as a body are in favour of this Bill of yours being passed
into law ? ] believe so, but I have no personal knowledge.
287. jlfr. Lanywcll.'] With an average rainfall, how long do you estimate the supply in the reservoir at
Stephen’s Creek would last at the present rate of consumption ? Once it is full, and even with double or
treble tbe present rate of consumption', it would last for quite three years without any other rainfall at all.
288. Do you think that you could depend on (he supply of rain for throe years to fill the reservoir at
Stephen’s Creek ? I certainly think so. I feel very sure of it for this reason. Dor the past twelve years
- the average rainfall has been 10| inches, and if we get one-fourth part of that in an ordinary time, say
in two or three hours, that would be sufficient lo fill our dam and give us a three years' supply.
289. Then, on the average rainfall for the last twelve years, you will have no occasion whatever to draw on
the supply from the river or from Lake Speculation ? None whatever, if that average is kept up. _
290. It is not a very large average, is it? It is very small, but wc require only one-fourth of that
average to fill the dam.
291. In the natural course of events, you should have a sufficient rainfall fo fill the dam before you could
get this work completed ? Yes, in the natural course of events—certainly.
292. Consequently you would not require to use the work to be authorised by this Bill ? Not unless the
demand were far greater than went it is likely to be for some time.
293. You have alreadv said that if the demand were three times as great as it is at present the supply
would last three Years ? Yes ; but at the present we have no demand from the mines, because we cannot
. supply it. We cannot tell what that might he. That might be very greatly ii'crcosed.
’
, 294. You also said ■iii answer to Mr. MeCourt that you were not doing this for your own good ? Not for
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the present—certainly not. We are looking a number of years ahead. It may be to our good in tho Mr. H. Ha
future, but it certainly is not at present.
Drysdalc '
295. On every gallon of water that you would bring in from the river Darling you would have a direct
loss? Yes.
"
29(3. If you can get a three years’ supply of water in the reservoir by rainfall, aud that is sufficient, even
allowing lor a demand three times as great as it is at present, why do you require this additional power?
1 am speaking of the domestic supply only. We anticipate that tbe mines will require a great deal more
waier, and after the people have become accustomed to it, we think that their demand also may increase.
We think that the town will improve by leaps and bounds when mice they get the water, and we are
looking; some years ahead.
297. You^ do not expect to construct these works and supply Broken Hill at a loss to the company, do
you i IV e may have to do it for a period. Suppose there were a period of drought, we would have to
do it. We are not allowed by our Act to charge more thau 5s. per thousand gallons, aud if there were a
long period of drought we would supply at a loss, no doubt.
298. You have said that you desire to make an. amendment in clause 3, line 20, by the insertion of certain
words ? Yes.
299. As this is an amending Bill, and as you have already stated that you do not require any exclusive
right to the land or to the water, do you think that you could strike out in clause 3 the words “all the
provisions of tho Broken 11 ill Water Sujiply Act, except the 10-kh section,” and that this Bill should
deal vyith and state specifically what you do require ? Certainly; simply a pipe track and sufficient land
to build depots for pumping-stations.
'
300. A ou would be quite agreeable to that alteration? Yes; that that should be struck out.
301. So that tbe Comrnitteo and the House shall understand exactly what you do require? Yes ; simply
tho line of the pipe track.
rJ
302. Mr. McOour!.\ Aou say that the people of Broken Hill are in favour of this scheme of yours?
I believe so, as far as I am aware.
30-i. Has the Mayor ot Broken Hill or any member of the Broken Hill Municipal .Council been asked
to give evidence before this Committee in regard to that? I think not.
’
304.^ Do you not think that it would be a proper thing for the Mayor of Broken Hill to be called upon
to give evidence as to the views of the people of Broken Hill? I believe that to our engineer he has
expressed his approval of the scheme.
1
30,). Do you not think that it is necessary that he should give his evidence here as representing the
people of Broken Hill? I hardly think so.
306. It would be ou oath ? It would delay the passing of the Bill this Session.
307. But that is not the question ;—do you think it is right for the people of Broken Hill to be repre
sented bv their Mayor stating their views on the question ? They have been represented so far.
3u8. BeforC' tins Committee 1 am speaking of ? I do not see what purpose it would serve. I have seen
a number of letters and articles in the local papers of Broken Hill, and the matter has been before the
public of Broken Hill for a considerable time, aud if they objected they would have said so.
309. I was at a puidic meeting at Broken Hill, when the Mayor was in the chair, which absolutely
,
refused to have it unless the Government would do it; and I ask if you do not think it is necessary that
the Mayor ot Broken fltll should he called before this Committee iu order to, give evidence as to the
views of the people there on this matter? They have had tho whole thing before them, aud could
have given evidence it they had wished, and they have not done so.
310. A.re you aware that this t ill has been so recently introduced that the people of Broken Hill could
hardly know its provisions, or even that it has been introduced, except by wire? They know. I have
^
seen leaders iu tho Silver Age saying that it ought to be done.
311. That is a patter ? A\ ell, it represents the people to some extent, I suppose.
312. You do not think that the Mayor ought to be called ? If it could be done without jeopardising
the Bill going through this Session, I think you might call him out of courtesy only. I think there is
no need to do so.
*
‘
313. Do you not think that it would facilitate the passing of the Bill if the Mayor said that he was in
favour of it? I think it would. You can ask our engineer what the Mayor has told him. I myself
know that the Municipal Council and the Mayor are in favour of it.
3 L4. Then why did yon not call him ? Because the Government has thought that, as a matter o£ urgency
the Bill should g > through this Session.
*
315. But if you knew that the Mayor was in favour of the Bill, why did you not caB him yourself? I never
thought it necessary. The Mayor gave evidence befi>re the Select Committee in favour of our old Act.
316. Mr. S
Before it was passed, was the Act under which you are working at the present time,
and whicn gives you certain rights, submitted for the consideration o‘f the Municipal Council of Broken
Hill, and were they asked to express any opinion upon it ? Yes, they were.
317. What opinion did the Council express on thut occasion? They were altogether in favour of tho
Bill, and expressed a very strong wish that it should be passed ; in fact the Mavor and a number of the '
councillors came to Sydney and interviewed the Premier, and the late Minister"for Works, I think, and
asked the Government to use their influence in gettimr the Bill passed. They felt that it was the’ one
Bill which should receive their approval and co-operation.
318. On that occasion 1 presume that the comp my sub nitted. the Bill to the Municipal Council, did they
not ? 'That 1 cannot vouch.for individually, but I believe they did.
319. fu view of what was done in that case, do you not think that it would be advisable also to submit
this Bill to the Municipal Council for consideration, in order to elicit from them an opinion as to whether
the concessions asked for should he granted to the company ? They have expressed such a wish already,
and in a leader in the Silver .iqe — i think it was in the Silver Age—it was stated that the Municipal
Council were in favour of ihe Bill. It seems (o me that it will be unnecessary, because if they objected
they would certainly have sent some communi-ation either to this Committee or to the House, hut I know
they are absolutely in favour of the Bill, and strongly recommend that the rights asked for should be
given to this company.
”
320. It has been stated to this Committee that, at a public meeting held at Broken Hill not long ago it was
decided to oppose the granting of the eoneessions now asked for; have you any knowledge of that? I.
have (.his knowledge—that it has never been done. They have-not-taken any action to do so, and 1
hardly think that that could have been a representative meeting.
321.
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Mr. n. H. 321. You have no evidence directly from the Council to bring forward to show that they are in favour of
Drysdale.
granting of the concessions asked for? Onlv negative evidence—that the thing has been so ostentaPiously before the public that they would certainly have objected if they had not been agreeable to it,
,'1 ' *" and the Council have allowed expressions of opinion to appear in the local paper, and if they had not
agreed they would have supplied evidence to that effect, either to the House or to this Committee. That
is what I may'call negative evidence in favour of the Bill. 1 may say that the people of Broken Hill are
strongly in favour of our getting these rights.
_
322. How long is it since this Bill was first introduced in Parliament ? I think only about ten days or a
fortnight ago,
_ ,
~ 323. Would it be possible in that time for this Bill to have reached Broken Hill, and for the Municipal
Council to have expressed any opinion with regard to its provisions ? Oh, yes ; in fact, the provisions of
the Bill were printed in the papers there. A full copy of this Bill was printed in the Silver Age.
324. With the amendments you now suggest ? Yes,
325. Then you have every reason to believe that the Municipal Council are fully aware of tho provisions
of this Bill, and also the amendments that you have proposed before the Committee to-day ? There is no
doubt about that. The whole of the provisions were printed in the paper, and they must have seen them.
326. Have you completed the works which you have permission to construct under the present Act?
iNbt absolutely completed them. The dam is completed, and the engine is in course of erection, but the
steel pipes of the main connecting the reservoir with the town arc being landed at Port Adelaide now ;
the reticulation is being proceeded with now ; it will all be completed iu about two months.
327. Have any doubts been expressed, now the dam is completed, as to whether, if we bad a good fall of
rain, the dam would hold the water ? Many doubts have been so expressed, hut by people who have not
much knowledge of the works. There can be no doubt.
328. Are you aware that engineers have expressed that opinion ? All engineers that I am aware of who
have seen it have said that there can be no possibility of.doubt as to its holding water.
323. Have yon bad tbe matter thoroughly investigated ? Certainly. We would not have gone to such au
expense without being thoroughly convinced about that.
^
330. There is no reason to.fear any danger of the water going to waste? Kono whatever. One of the
most eminent engineers in the old country has expressed his opinion strongly that there is no doubt
about the dam holding water.
331. Mr. Slattery.^ You were asked by Mr. MeCourt about the company raising a sufficient amount of
money to carry out these works. If I remember rightly, when the deputation waited on Mr. Dibbs there
was some correspondence from the various cOTnpanies, binding themselves as far as they could bind
themselves by correspondence? Yes; that is so.
332. Of course they were not able to bind themselves legally by having these various documents under
the seal of the companies without calling their shareholders together ? That is so.
_
333. What I understand now is that the companies intend, immediately the Bill is passed, to call their
shareholders together for the purpose of having what they have informally agreed to carried out by the
votes of the shareholders ? That is so. Steps are now being taken for that purpose.
_
334. Jls far as the companies themselves can bind themselves at present, the directors have done so in
writing? Yes.
_
.
335. Although they cannot bind tbo shareholders unless they have meetings properly called under their
articles of association ? Yes; that is so.
.
336. Have you beard of any objection on the part of the Mayor and aldermen of Broken Hill to this
Bill ? None whatever. So' far as we know they are all with us—strongly in favour of the Bill. _
337. Supposing you want to call the Mayor of Broken Hill as a witness before us, how long will it take
the Mayor to reach Sydney. Hirst of all, he will have to be summoned by the Committee, and then
reach here. How long would that take ? If you did it in the ordinary course it would take four or
five davs. I should think that a general reply by telegram would be sufficient.
338. Mr. O'Sullivan] I understand that you want this Bill passed through the Legislature before you
appeal to the shareholders to raise the extra money ? Yes.
_
_
_
339. You have to give them some guarantee that you have something solid for them to contribute their
money to ? Exactly.
_
_
340. I. do not see any powers of resumption anywhere in the Bill. Is it proposed at all to give the
Government power at any future time to resume the work if necessary, after giving due notice and
paying fair compensation ? We are content to let that remain under the section of the parent Act
which actually compels us to relinquish the whole of the works after twenty-eight years from now.
341. Mr. Slattery] The 103rd section of your present Act provides :—“ All the works of the company,
together with all the rights, powers, and authorities conveyed by this Act, with all their hereditaments and
appurtenances, shall at the expiration of twenty-eight years from the date of this A.ct become and remain
the absolute property of tbe Government, freed and discharged from all claims and liabilities what
soever? But 1. think we ought not to allow that, but ought to put in a new clause in the amending
Bill, I do not think that that provision applies to these works, for there is a possibility that the rainfall
may be sufficient to do for ever, and if we find, after a number of years, that it is sufficient, tbe engines
and pipes will be lying idle, and I think that we ought to have power to sell ihem ourselves. J. do not
think they should be left there to rot for twenty-eight years ; and, if the Committee were favourable, I
would like to insert a clause providing that we shall have all the extra works ourselves.
342. Mr. O'Sullivan] But you know that you got these very extensive rights on the understanding that
when you have recouped yourselves the work shall go to the Government, if necessary ? That is the old
works.
_
343. I see these words, “ and all the provisions of the Broken Hill Water Supply Act”—that is all the
■
connection that I can see between that resumption clause of the Act and this Bill? Exactly.
344,. Therefore, we must not strike that portion out? That can he struck out, hut a new clause can be
put in allowing ns, if the works are not required, to sell the engines and pipes. 1 think that would be
equitable. You see we are doubling our capital now without really any advantage to ourselves, except,
perhaps, in years to come, unless the demand greatly increases. If the mines take a large quantity of
water from us it may pay very well. I think that it would he only equitable that the ownership of the.
new works should remain witli us, and that we ought not to hand them over to the Government.
William
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"William Eobert Wilson called in, sworn, and examined:—
S+fi. Chairman^] I tbink you are acting cliairman of tbe Broken Hill Proprietary Company at present? ^
I am chairman.
34(i. Are you in any way connected with any of the other mines ou the Hill ? Tes ; I ain a director of 3
several of them—the British and Block 10.
347. I think that you have an organisation amongst the mines—a Mines Association;—have you not ? Tes.
348. Are you in any way connected with that ? lam chairman of that.
_
349. Do you know if the consumption of the water at the mines will he large in the future ? I think
that it undoubtedly will. I am prompted to say so more to-day than I was yesterday by reason of the
fact that I have just received reports of the Lubrig process of concentration—a process in use in
Germany which has been extraordinary successful there, so much so that the Victorian Government
instructed Mr. Cosmo Newbury, the Superintendent of the Technological Museum, who was in England,
to go to Germany and see a test made there. I got a copy of his report yesterday, and it affords evidence
that Herr Luhrig is treating sulphide ores very successfully by his process. This process requires water.
Without that evidence I should be able to say that an enormous quantity of water would bo required by
the mines ; in fact, the work there cannot go on without it. But having his report 1 am hotter able to
say so—not only Mr, Newbury's report, but Herr Lubrig’s report also,
350. Can you give tbo Committee any idea as to wbat quantity of water the mines would use daily ? I
think it is quite safe to say that if water were available within a year from now—it would take a con
siderable time to get tbe faces all open and everything ready—I think that 500,000 gallons would be
within the mark—that is for the mines alone. No one can form any estimate at all. ]f the problem of
treating tbe sulphide ores can be solved, then I do not think any one could tell accurately what quantity
would be wanted. It might well be 1,000,000 gallons, for the process will he entirely a process requiring
enormous quantities of water. In addition to that, as you are aware, Mr. Chairman, we have been treat
ing all the ore until now by fire, except occasionally, and the concentrating mill is now idle- for want of
water. This mill, which has only sixty stampers, will he followed, as Mr, Howell has stated in his report,
by at least 200 head more stampers. That process requires water, and cannot be worked w-ithout it.
This mill is nearing completion, and will be completed in a month but it will have to stand idle until we
get water. Its cost complete will be £00,000. AVe are now idle at the leaching works, and the
concentrating works both at the British and the Proprietary are idle for want of water, and the furnaces
at some of the other mines, I think at the Central, at all events, are not running full time, and the
Proprietary arc doing so at enormous cost, because they are buying water. At all the little mines they
are bringing it in. They have great difficulty at the present time in keeping the furnaces going.
351. Can you give the Committee an idea as to what quantity of water is consumed by the whole of the
mines at present, or can you give them separately ? I could not give them separately, but I think the
total quantity is between 90,000 and 100,000 gallons a day, which is largely coming from the Acacia dam.
The Proprietary Company, and the otherCompanies have brought water in from there for about eight months,
and have had little hopes of its holding out, hut it has turned out a wonderful supply. No one can give
a proper theory as to where the water comes from. As soon as we pump it out it comes again. We are
taking 70,000 gallons from it daily now. It is in a limestone formation, and it is only at a depth of 20
feet where wc arc getting it. We have put pumps there and the water is being pumped to the hill from
there. If it were not for that God send, as I may call it, the works must have been idle, certainly twothirds of the plant for the last four months.
352. Providing that the works proposed under this Bill were carried out, would the mines draw from that
source exclusively ? No ; they would retain their right under an agreement with the Broken Hill Water
Supply Company to use their own water.
353. 1 understand that that is an agreement that you have got between the two companies? Tes. Tou
know that the mines also had a Bill, or intended to introduce one iu the House for this, and that would
have made three Bills. The mines have come to au agreement with this company under which they with
draw their Bill, and endeavour to assist this company to get this Bill passed, on certain conditions. The
conditions are regarded as favourable to the mines, and the situation is such that it would be better for
them to do that, because they will only have to convey the water up to a certain height, and it is only 42
miles to bring it to tho Hill. Their plant will then take it on from their present reservoir, and their
reticulation pipes will be employed for the work. They have the engineering staff and plant and every
thing there, and Mr. Jobson has dompleted the survey, and it was thought after very much consideration
had been given to the matter by the Associated Mines, that it was better to do this in order to hasten the
matter, and if possible get it over this Session,
354. Have tho Associated Mines entered into any agroement to guarantee any portion of the capital
required to carry out this work ? They were not in a position to guarantee it, hut they have undertaken
to induce their shareholders to subscribe £100,000, and I know the people so well that I have no hesita
tion in saying that that will be done. The shareholders will see that if they do not do it water cannot
he obtained and their dividends will be seriously interfered with. The position that the mines have taken
up is this : They are to find £100,000 of the money required, and you are aware, sir, that at a deputation
which waited on the Premier a little while ago 1 particularly wished a clause inserted in the Bill providing
that in the event of this Water Company not going on with the work in four months the Bill should then
become the property of the mines, because if they do not do the work I know the mines would do it, and
we do not want to be tied up another two years, as was the ease with the Darling Eiver Water Supply
Company. That is the sole reason why this matter has not been taken in hand before—we could do
nothing until after the two years was up. The moment that time was up we started to endeavour to do
something. Had it not been for that company having that concession I have no hesitation in saying that
the water would have been in Broken Hill now, if we could have got power from the House to do it.
355. In reference to the £10,000 guarantee, are the Associated Mines prepared to guarantee that that
money shall be put down ? No. Tou see they cannot guarantee anything until they have meetings of
their shareholders and place this thing before them, and also have confirmatory meetings. That £10,000
has not to be put up by the mines, but to be deposited by the Water Comuany, as an earnest of their
intention to go on. That is how it was understood by Mr. Dibbs when the deputation waited upon him,
Prom tho knowledge that I have of the shareholders of the Water Company, and also of the share
holders of the Associated Mines, 1 do not think there is any doubt about the money being subscribed,
because
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ftTe all fully aliYe to tte importance of the subject; and I think it may be looked upon as
' done. It is a good deal of money to get in times like these, bnt still the question is so important, and
3'Teb., 1892. fl16! lCIl0'v it, that I think the money will be forthcoming.
35G. I believe that you already have means of conserving water locally—have yon not ? We have
■
several tanks.
357. What is the capacity of those tanks ? I think about 3,000,000 gallons.
358. About what quantity does the Acacia sidings soakage give you per day ? It is giving us now 70,000
gallons. The tanks of course cannot be relied upon, as they are only filled when the rain comes, and we'
can only use water from them as long as it will lasf. There is a good deal of evaporation.
350. Supposing that a shower of rain fills them how long does that last as a rule ? With the Acacia water tohelp it, it will last a considerable time, for the Acacia is now giving us from 65,00(J to 70,000 gallons a day,,
and altogether the supply would last a considerable time. I cannot say how long—it would depend greatly
,
upon how long the Acacia holds out. We have been dreading that the supply would become less during
the last two months but it is holding out in a wonderful manner.
360. Have you been up to the Eiver Darling? Tes.
361. Tou have some knowledge of the Eiver Darling ? Tes.
362. Do you think there is any guarantee of a permanent supply from that source? I think there isundoubtedly, because although the Darling occasionally goes dry in patches, by sinking 2 or 3 feet you
always get a big stream. There are bars of gravel between the waterholes which become dry, but still
there is a stream steadily flowing.
363. Do you know the lakes ? Tes.
361. Do you think that the water conserved in those lakes would be fit for human consumption ? Tes,
undoubtedly ; until they got very low.
365. Are they free from vegetable matter ? There is very little in the bed of the lakes. When the river
is in flood the body of water coming down is very enormous, and it backs up to the lakes, aud is then
impounded by them, and it could not be otherwise than fresh—-fairly good. It would be much better
than tho water that we have had to drink since the beginning of Broken Hill.
306. I suppose these lakes empty themselves again as the river goes down ? Tfiey would if the water
were not impounded, but the proposition is to impound it, and by means of flood-gates to keep the
water in the lakes.
367. I believe that it is proposed by the company that is seeking the passing of the Bill to tap the whole
of those lakes? I am not quite sure. I have not studied their Bill sufficiently. I know that Lake
Speculation is their main source of supply.
,
368. Ton dp not know what provision the company require as to pipe lines and the area of liinc^ outside?
Ho, except in a general way. I suppose they would want room for their pumping stations and pipe line.
369. To your knowledge, there is no object in acquiring the land except to draw water from that source
of supply? Ho; 1 do not know what other purpose they would want it for. The)7 would want a fair
amount of room, of course, at the lakes, and if they are going to tap the river they would want room for
their plant, and probably a paddock for horses to bring in firewood and other fuel. I do not know what
land they would want out there.
370. Mr. Langwcll^] Do you think that a better supply of water could be obtained by running pipes into
the river and by erecting a loch and weir on the river ? I could not quite say. Lake Speculation is so
vast that if yon spent £2,000,000 or £3,000,000 you could not make a better reservoir than it is. Its
natural features are so wonderful that 1 think it would be ample.
371. Tou know that it is still the intention of tho company to extend their pipes to the river? Tes;
that is in ease the lake might get dry. It has been dry.
372. Do you not think that if a loch and weir were erected below where the company intend to put their
pipes in the river a more permanent supply of running water could be obtained than could be obtained
from the lakes ? Certainly; it would back up the water, but I fear that the river would overflow its
banks, tho Darling is so very flat, At Menindie it is only 200 feet above the sea level.
373. But that could be provided for ;—you could allow the river to run and obtain what you require ?
The Darling Eiver water would not be so pure as the water in the lake, for when it gets low the water is
so scarce that stock go into it and it becomes practically putrid. It gets very bad with filth from sheep
and cattle and that sort of thing. I should say that the water in the lake would be a great deal purer
than that in the Darling, except at flood-time.
374. You maintain that tho stagnant water in the lakes is purer than the running river water? Undoubtedly.
375. Were you in that part of the country in the years 1886 and 1837 ? Tes.
376. Were you anywhere near the lakes ? Tes; I went across the lakes.
377. Did you hear or know of your own personal knowledge that tho water in those lakes was bad during
those years ? Ho ; I cannot say that.
373. When they were nearly filled up ? I could not say of my own knowledge. I think it was in 1886
_
that I crossed over Lake Speculation. Instead of going round we went across the bed of it, I have been
across it dry two or three times, but I never drank water from it.
379. You have heard, have you not, that the water in the lakes and all the creeks occasionally gets so bad
that it is impossible to drink it? I have heard that when the lakes are very low the water is somewhat
salt, but I cannot say of my own knowledge. I do not think that the water in the lakes gets bad.
380. When tbe lakes have been full they have contained a large quantity of some sort of decayed vegeta
tion ? I am not aware of that.
381. Mr. S. Smith.’] When the Broken Hill Water Supply Bill was passed, were representations made to
the Government of the day that if the scheme were carried out there would be ample water for the
requirements of Broken Hill? I think that was so.
382. I understood you to say just now that you would have carried out the Darling Eiver scheme long
ago had not the Darling Eiver Company certain rights ? I think undoubtedly it would have been started.
383. When did you first have any doubts as to the permanency of the Stephen’s Creek scheme ? 1 have
not an atom of doubt about it now. The only thing I have any doubt about is this: The requirements are
so vast compared with what they used to be—for we know that the mines have been proved to a large extent,
and we are sure that tbe new concentrating process will require a great deal of water—that (.hero is a doubt
about the Stephen’s Creek scheme being ample for the town and the mines as well. I think the Stephen’s
Creek
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Creek works as constructed will undoubtedly bo a success ; and my authority for that is a statement of Mr.
Oswald Brown, one of tbe most eminent engineers in England,who was paid a fee of 4,000 guineas by 1 he wYRWmdii.
South Australian' Gorernment to report on their water scheme. He was brought out specially to do it.
Mr. Brown went upon these works. Mr. Jobson was not then the engineer in charge oi them, and mis**
’
takes had been made in the construction of the dam. These mistakes, Mr. Brown pointed out,and on his
recommendation the work was done over again—] am sure at very large cost; that is to say, they dug
out a trench, I think 14 feet wide, and went, down to the bed-rock, and puddled it from top to bottom.
Mr. Brown himself told me that if that work were carried out he thought the scheme was a good one. I
do not think that any better authority could be quoted. He is regarded in England, I know', as one of
tbe very highest authorities. The dam has been completed, but not a drop of water has come down the
creek. Mr. G-eorgc M’Culloch, the manager of Mount Gipps station, who for fifteen years lived within
view of the creek, had no doubt whatever about the supply of water, but was only afraid of the water
getting away through the sides. But Mr. Jobson -will tell you that since the dam was put in, and after
seeing the rock that had to be cut away in order to do that, no danger is apprehended. The great diffi
culty is evaporation, and the dam not being very deep I think it would he absolutely necessary now to
get the Darling Diver water brought in. With the Darling Diver in addition to Stephen’s Creek, I am
certain that I am within the mark in saying that there will be work provided at Broken Hill for at least
3,000 more men than are employed there at present. At the present time, Mr. Howell, our general
manager, has a large quantity of ore that ought to go to the concentrating plant, but we have not sufficient
water and cannot work it. There is a great deal of ore ready to go to the smelters, and a, greater deal of
lower grade ore to be concentrated, but we have nowhere to put it. The place is so cramped that opera
tions are immensely hampered at the present time.
.
384. 1 understand then that you were perfectly satisfied at the time of the passing of the Bill that ample
provision would be made to provide both the mines and the township with water 1 Tes,
365. On that occasion did the Municipal Council express any opinion witli regard to the Bill? Tes;
Mr. Coombe, the then mayor, and one or two councillors urged the Government to pass it. They did all
they could to assist on the matter. There was opposition there at the time, hut it was on behalf of the
opposition company, and not legitimate opposition from the people.
380. ’Then I understand that both the Municipal Council and the people were in favour of the Stephen’s
Creek scheme, and felt that it was ample for all the requirements of the place, and that there was no
necessity to make any other provision ? At that time, yes.
387. Mr. O' Sullivan.'] Can you give us an idea as to the continuance of Broken Hill as a mining centre?
I do not think you can gauge it at all. If the sulphide ore can be treated, T think that we are safe in
counting up to the end of the term of the Bill.' 1 think you might well say twenty-five years.
388. The recent process that you refer to—the Luhrig process, is for treating sulphide ores ? Tes.
389. If that proves successful ? It will have an immense effect upon the whole place, and double tbe
population there within three years.
390. I remember taking evidence at Broken Hill from gentlemen who were confident about tbe place
lasting forty years? 1 have seen a few mining fields in America as big as ours, but twenty-five years
afterwards they were very small.
391. Mr. MeCourt^] Are yon aware that Mr. Drysdalc in his evidence stated that this company did not
want the exclusive right to the water in the lakes or to the land around them ? No I was not aware of that.
392. If that is so, would you, as one of the directors of the associated mines be agreeable to that ? Tou
see we have nothing to do with the water company.
393. But supposing we pass a Bill providing that this company shall not have the exclusive right to take
the water out of the lakes or to the land around them, would your directors subscribe the money asked .
for by this company ? I am afraid not.
394. Dnless you got the exclusive right to the waters of the lakes and the land around them ? I would
not say the exclusive right, but I. would say the right to take the quantity we require. We would have '
no objection to anybody taking the balance. We want the prior right to take the quantity provided for
in the Bill,
395. Then you want almost exclusive rights before your directors will join in subscribing tbe capital?
That would he my own feeling in the matter ; I have not consulted the other representatives of the com
panies and I would not like to say definitely, hut my own feeling would be that. When an amount of
money like this is to be spent and the whole of the works are to revert to the Government in twenty-six
years it would be only fair to get some guarantee that the water up to that point would he at the disposal
of the company.
396. If Mr. Drysdale has said that he is willing that other people should take the water out of the lakes
and use the land around them, you do not agree to that? I would not like to speak on behalf of the
others, but 1 think there should bo a guarantee that we have the first right to the quantify of water we
require.
*
397. Tou, personally, would not subscribe money on those conditions ? Not if they had the first right,
I think we ought to have the first .right.
398. Mr. O'SuUivan^ What do you mean when you say “ exclusive right”—mIo you mean the right to shut
out all competitors or the right to obtain all the waiter you require for these works? In the Darling River
Water Supply -Bill there is a stipulation, I think, of 500,000 gallons a day and the amending Bill provides
for 750,000 gallons a day, and I thought there was such a clause in this Bill. I think that this company,
who have spent their money, should have the first right, and that others should be able to take the water
after them,
399. Mr. MeCourt.'] Supposing the water were to run short—this company, you say, should have a right
to it, but that is the time when the people would want it? The people must always have it.
400. But supposing the people of Menindie should want water from these lakes, if tho water were
running short you would not allow them to have it? The people must alwTays have it before the mines.
■401. Supposing the people of Broken Hill wanted the water, you would not let the people of Menindie
take it ? I think that the people of Broken Hill should have the first right to it.
402. If the Bill be passed iu its present form, not giving this Company an exclusive right of preference to
the water or the land, you do not think-that the money would be subscribed ? I do not say that,
403. We want to be clear about that? I will answer the question as far as I can. I think there would
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no g^^at difficulty about it. I feel that this company will spend the money, and if they once make a
8*ar^ ^
no^ tkink another company will. I do not think that a second company will start when
3 Feb ' 1892
8ee
company is going ahead in a bona fide manner to complete the work, but I would not
■’
' like to commit others.
404. Mr. langwcll?\ In the event of another company starting, do you think that the Stephen’s Creek
Water Supply Company should have a prior right f 1 think so, because they have shown more wish to
honestly deal with tlie work than any one else has. They have spent a large amount of money already,
and the men connected with the company are men, who. I am sure, will go on with the work. They are
not desirous of getting rights conceded to them and then not to proceed with the work.
405. Mr. MeCourt.~\ We wish to protect the rights of others, including the owners of travelling stock ?
Travelling stock would always have to go in—there is no doubt about that.
406. But if the water were running short, you would not allow any one to take it? The people of
Broken Hill, I think, should have the first right to it, but I do not think that the mines should have it
before travelling stock.
407. Unless that condition were embodied in the Bill, you, personally, would not be prepared to
subscribe any money towards carrying out these works? Ho, I think not. I think that if this company
spend a large amount of money, they ought to have the first right to the water, but. not for a moment to
block people residing in the neighbourhood, for, of course, they should not be asked to go without water
whilst people 40 miles away had it.
408. You have a good knowledge of the people of Broken Hill? I know them intimately.
409. Do you know whether they are in favour of this scheme being authorised? Yes. undoubtedly 99
per cent, are in favour of the passing of the Bill, 1 know this from letters I have received from there.
410. Do you not think that the Mayor of Broken Hill, as representing the people and the Municipal
Council there, should give evidence to that effect to this Committee? He has already been down here.
411. Hot on this Bill ? No; but in connection with the water, and I know from my own knowledge that
he is in favour of this Bill.
412. You think that it is advisable that he should give evidence before this Committee? He could not
easily be got down to do it, but you could telegraph to him. I am sure if you telegraphed to the Muni
cipal Council, and asked them to give an opinion on the Bill, their opinion would be unanimously in
favour of it.
413. But do you not think that the Mayor ought to be eiamined before this Committee on behalf of the
people ? I think there is no necessity for it, because they have not taken any steps to oppose it, and I
know from my own knowledge that they are entirely in favour of it. I do not think that they have any
particular feeling in favour of any company. If the other company had gone to work the same as this
company have I think they would have favoured that company.
414. Are you aware that meetings have been held at Broken Hill to prevail on the Government to carry
out this scheme ? I believe a memorandum was prepared some three weeks ago, but I have heard no
more about it.
415. Have any public meetings been held to ask the Government to do it ? Not to my knowledge.
When the present Stephen’s Creek Bill was before the House there was a great deal of opposition to it.
416. I mean with regard to any particular scheme ? No ; I do not know of any opposition.

'Henry Henderson Drysdale recalled and further examined :—
Mr. H. H. 417. Mr. Langwcll.'] In the event of this Bill not passing through the House, do you think there is any
Drysuale. ,possible chance of the Government buying the rights that have been given to the Stephen’s Creek Com■: v'vTTw’ Pany—that is, the present work that is being carried out ? That I could hardly say, I do not think the
' e ■’
Government would.
418. Would your company sell their rights to the Government, if the Government would buy them ? I
think so; but we would not be anxious to sell.
419. If the Government would carry out works from the Lake to Stephen’s Creek, would you be willing
to sell your works to them ? Yes; I do not think there would be any difficulty in tho matter.
420. Mr. MeCourt.] You have heard the evidence of Mr. Wilson with regard to an exclusive use of the
water? Yes.
,
421. WTiat have you to say after hearing his evidence? Well, he did not hear mine. I excepted Lake
Speculation, and if he had known that I had excepted Lake Speculation, I do not think he would have
said what be did. I do not think there would be any difficulty. We would be satisfied at present with.
Lake Speculation, and if we found at any time there was not sufficient water, we might ask Parliament
to give ns a right to another lake. I do not think the mines would have much objection if they knew that
we had the sole right to Lake Speculation, with a right to carry our pipes through the Menindie Lake to
the Darling. We do not mind any other company getting the right to take water into Broken Hill. We
know that they cannot do it at the price, as long as they are restricted to the same rate as we are to
chargej.
422. Mr. O'Sullivan.] But there is this standing out behind that matter:—Ten years ago, no one imagined
that you would have a large place like Broken Hill where it is, and five years hence, we might have
another place like Broken Hill in a different direction, to be served by the lakes ? That is possible.
423. If so, would there be anything to stop another company from serving that population ? No; we
should be quite satisfied with one lake.
424. Mr. Sydney Smith,] I presume that in supplying water, the company understand that they should
first consider the people of Broken Hill—that is, supply them with water for domestic use ? Certainly.
425. The company would not think of allowing the people to go short for the sake of the mines ? No ;
certainly not.
426. Would you have any objection to a clause being inserted in the Bill making provision for the people
to be supplied in the first instance ? Not at all.

James
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James "William Boultbee sworn and examined :—
4-27. Chairman.] What is your position in the Mines Department ? lam Officer-in-charge of the Water Mr. J. W.
Conservation Branch of the Mines Department.
Boultbee.
428. Have you "been up to the river Darling? Yes. 1 lived on the other side of the Darling for nearly
fifteen years.
3 Fob., 1892.
429. You have seen the company’s Bill which they are trying to get passed by Parliament ? Yes.
430. You know the lakes in question? It is fifteen years since I saw them,
431. But you are familiar with those lakes ? Yes ; 1 know them.
432. Do you think that that source of supply would guarantee sufficient water for the population of a
place like Broken Hill? I would not like to express an opinion about that. I think that is a matter
about which you ought to have a professional opinion.
433. Having lived there, you are familiar with the waters in those lakes ? I know the water in Menindie,
Cobham, Bulliabullia, Bancannia, and other lakes in the district.
434. Is there any vegetation in them ? I know that the northern lakes of those which I have mentioned
get very bad from vegetation, and tbe water becomes undrinkable.
435. Do yon know whether those lakes are dry at any time ? Oh, yes.
436. Are they frequently dry ? That I could not exactly say. I have heard of their being dry on several
occasions.
’
437. They are only filled by the flood-wraters ? Yes. The others that I mentioned are only filled by local
rainfall, and they dry up as well—I mean the ones farther north, which have nothing to do with Lake
Speculation or Lake Menindie.
■
438. Have you had much experience of wfi'er-works of this character ? No.
439. Not in the carrying out of water-works ? No.
410. But from a departmental point of view, would you consider this a feasible scheme to supply tho
town of Broken Hill with water ? I think Mr. M‘Kinney might express an opinion on that.
411. You do not know the Stephen’s Creek at all, do you? Yes, I do.
•
412. Is there any doubt as to whether that will hold water ? I should not think there is. There are very
large soakages in the creek, which were available all through the last drought for Broken Hill. Evidently
there is a good clay bottom.
413. Have you read the schedule of the Bill? Yes.
441. Is this schedule similar to that of the Darling Eiver Company’s Bill? No; I do not think
that it is.
'
445. It does not ask for an exclusive right to the land, the same as the other Bill did? A.s I read the
Bill I fancied that it did ask for an exclusive right subject to the approval of the Glovernor-in-Council.
416. Do yon mean the schedule of the other Bill, or of this amending Bill? This amending Bill. I
thought the company asked for the laud exactly under the same conditions as provided for in tho
Stephen’s Creek Water Supply Bill.
417. I believe there has been some object ion in the Department to the granting of the land for that
purpose to the Darling Eiver Company—that is, they could not, they say, get their concessions from
the Department ? As I understand the matter, they did not furnish sufficient information to enable the
Minister to come to a decision and to express his approval or otherwise of the scheme.
418. You think that is the reason why they did not get the concessions ? Dndoubtedly.
419. If this company were to give tho necessary information, you see no reason why there should bo
a block in tbe way of this company exercising their powers under tbe Bill ? If the company give the
full information required by the Department, and the engineering reports are favourable to the scheme,
I see no reason why consent should not be given.
450. Mr. MeCourt.] Are you aware of the area of land included in the schedule'’ No.
451. Are you aware what river frontage it will embrace? I think about 17 miles.
452. Is there any likelihood of this water ever being required for irrigation purposes? That I could not
say. I have no idea what schemes Mr. McKinney is having surveyed or has in progress in connection with
these lakes. The policy of the Department all along has been to protest against the alienation of any
frontages either to rivers or to lakes, and that ought to be considered, I think, in connection with Mr.
Dyne’s statement yesterday that he intended to lock tbe Darling. 1 have no idea how far these lakes
might enter into that.
45ik In view of the water being required for irrigation purposes, do you think it would be right to give
this company an exclusive right to the water ? 1 should not think bo.
451. Do you know that there is a Bill before Parliament known as Stockdale’s Bill ? Yes.
455. Have the rights under their Act lapsed ? Yes; their Act only had a currency of two years. The
Act has lapsed, and they are asking for an amending Bill.
456. But not having given notice of the amending Bill before the Act lapsed, wall they have any legal
rights under that Act ? I could not say.
457. Mr. Lanfftocll.] I think yon saw the plans submitted here yesterday ? Yes.
458. You say that, according to the plan, the company require somethiug like 17 miles of river frontage ?
I could not say for certain that that is the case, but that is my impression, looking at the distance
marked on the plan. It is only a guess on my part, hut I could have that verified.
459. You think that, according to the wording of the schedule, they are asking for exactly the same
privileges and rights regarding the land as under the parent Bill? Yes, I think so. They are asking to
put the provisions for the taking of land in the first Bill into force with regard to the schedule of this
Bill, so that they can take and use whatever land they require within this area,
460. That, in your opinion,, would give them exclusive right to the water and all the land within the red
line marked on the plan submitted yesterday ? It is a question whether it would give them an exclusive
' right.
461. Is it your opinion that it would ?I fancy it would, but I do not know.
462. So far as you are aware, the Department is not favourable to granting exclusive rights to water for
any water conservation scheme ? No ; I do not think so.
,
463. Chairman.] I understand that you wish to make a correction in your evidence ? Yes; in reference
693—D
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Mr. J. W. to the question as to whether the Bill gives an exclusive right to the area shown on the plan, subject to
Boultbee. the approval of the Governor.
.
3^eb^l892
’s tf|e correctiOT1
y°u wish to make? I see that the 8th section of the parent Act
■ ’’
' provides:—‘Tor the purposes of this Act, and subject to the approval aforesaid, the company may
construct weirs and dams in any creek or watercourse .... Provided always that such works shall
■
not interfere with any existing rights, nor with the construction hereafter by any person of other necessary
works approved by the Governor for providing water supply for domestic use, or for live stock, or for
mining or manufacturing, or other purposes."
465. You think that that corrects the idea about their having the exclusive right? Yes.

WJSDNESDA J, 10 FEBRUARY, 1892.

Jlreecnt:—
Mr. CANN,
'
Mr. DICKENS,
Mr. LANGWELL,
Mr. O’SULLIVAN.

Ms. SLATTERY,
Mb. SYDNEY SMITH,
Mr. WADDELL,
Mb. WANT.

J. H. CANN, Esq,, in the Chair,
H, E. Cohen, Esq. (instructed by Mr. C. C. Read), appeared as Counsel for the Bill.
J. C. M‘Lachlan, Esq., appeared as Solicitor for the Broken Hill District Water Supply Company.
John Penrose sworn and examined :—
Mr,
406. Qhaivman7\ Where do you reside? In Silverton and Broken Hill. I am Mayor of Silverton.
J. Penrose. 4{j7_ Most of your business is in Broken Hill ? Yes.
■
468. You are well acquainted with the district of Broken Hill ? Yes.
10Peb„ 1892.
j suppose you are aware that the Stephen’s-Creek Water Supply Company is applying for an
amending Bill for the purpose of bringing in water to Broken Hill ? Yes.
AIQ. Are you familiar with tho Stephen’s Creek scheme ? Yes.
471. I believe the works are almost completed, as far as Stephen’s Creek is concerned? Yes.
472. Do you know the river Darling at all ? I do.
473. Do you know the lakes near the' river Darling? No ; I have not been as low down as tbe lakes,
but I lived in Wileannia for a number of years.
474. You do not know the lakes at all ? No, not at all.
475. Tbe main thing that we want to examine you on is as to how the people of llroken Hill feel towards
the Bill;—do you know if the people of Broken Hill are desirous that this Bill should pass? Yes; I
feel sure they are. I have heard it expressed very often.
476. Is there any feeling in Broken Hill on the part of the people that the Government should carry
out this work? There is such a feeling; hut if the Government does not curry out the work they
would like the next best scheme, which they consider is the Stephen’s Creek scheme.
477. We are to understand by that that they would prefer the Government to carry out the work ? Yes,
if practicable
478. Railing the Government carrying it out, they prefer this company to carry it out? Yes.
479. What do you suppose would be the water consumption of Broken Hill ? It is a very hard matter
to say. It depends whether the mines would take it.
480. But for domestic purposes ? I think 70,000 or 100.000 gallons a day.
4S1. You do not know what the mines would consume? No; 1 do not suppose they would use this
water if they had their own tanks full—not until they ran short again.
‘
482. You mean their own tanks near the mines? Yes ; that is, the Proprietary Mine.
483. Mr. O'Sullivan] Why have the Municipal Council of Broken Hill not taken stops to carry out
this work and apply for powers to do so? That I could not say. I think it was the amount of capital
required which debarred them from carrying it out.
484. Are the rates sufficiently utilised in making the improvements in the town ? Yos, I. think so, and
in paying interest on borrowed money too.
485. Broken Hill is a very rich municipality now, is it not? Yes, very rich. But it was in a very
rough state when first, formed into a municipality, and there has been a great sum of money spent in
making it anything like ship-shape.
486. Has this matter ever been entertained by tbe Municipal Council of Broken Hill—1 mean the
Stephen’s Creek scheme ? Not that I am aware of; I am not a member of that Council.
487. Has the matter come before the Silverton Municipal Council ? No.
488. Silverton will be out of the way of this work, will it not ? Yes ; hut n great many residents of
Silverton will benefit from it who have businesses in Broken Hill. I shall benefit from it to a
considerable extent.
■
489. Has Silverton a local water supply ? Yes.
,
490. That supply is sufficient for the town of Silverton ? Yes.
491. Therefore the people of Silverton arc not directly interested in the carrying out of tins work? A
great number of them are.
492. As, residents of Silverton ? No, but as having businesses in Broken Hill.
■
493. You are under the impression that their idea is that the Government should carry out. the work, but
failing the action of the Government, they would be willing to see tins company do the work ? They
would prefer to have the water there as soon as possible, and if tbe Government do not intend to carry
out the work, they would like the Stephen’s Creek Company to do so.
’
494. Mr. Langioell] Have any public meetings been held in Broken Hill concerning this water supply
scheme ? 1 believe there was one public meeting held.
495. Do you know whether any resolutions were passed at that meeting in favour of the Government
carrying out this water supply scheme ? No, I do not know anything about that. A meeting was called
some time ago by a few people ; I do not think they were representative people. I think it was purely
opposition from the other scheme.
496.
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Mr.
496. Mr. MlLachlan^ "Which other scheme ? The Broken Hill Water Supply scheme. I think that a
J. PeDrone.
few shares would have settled that, it' they had been offered to them.
497. Mr. Langwcll.'] Have you read the proposed amending Bill? No, I have not.
_
_
lOFeClM*49S. Tou are not aware of the time that the company are asking for to carry out this work ? Two
years, 1 think, hut I am not sure.
...
499. Not two years, but eighteen months. In answer to the Chairman, you said you were familiar with
the Stephen’s Creek scheme ? Tes.
4
500. With the average rainfall, do you think it would be necessary to take any water from tho Darling
.River or from Lake Speculation to supply the domestic requirements of Broken Hill ? Tes, 1 think it
would be quite necessary. We have been three years with a rainfall of a little over 4 inches. I have
some statistics in my pocket which were obtained from a Government official stationed at Mount Gipps at
one time,
_ .
501. Chairman.'] Whom is this paper from ? Mr. Lichfield, an Inspector of Stock, who wras stationed at
Mount Gipps in 1875, 1876, and 1877.
.
.
502. Where is he now? I think he is manager of Moorara Station.
503. He is away in the west ? Tes ; near the Darling.
504. ilfr. Langwell.] Tou think that the average rainfall at Broken Hill is not sufficient for the con
sumption—that is, with the provision that is made at Stephen’s Creek ? No, I do not think it is.
505. Tou think that it will be necessary to take water from the river Darling ? I think it would be
necessary.
_
,506. From your knowledge of the country, do you tbink it would be possible to carry out tbe work in less
time than that asked for by the company, namely, eighteen months ? Certainly, if they had the pipes
here, but I do not know what provision they have made with reference to having the pipes in the country.
507. Until this work is carried out, Broken Hill will necessarily have to depend on the rainfall and on
tho Stephen’s Creek scheme? Unfortunately we have to depend now on South Australia.
_
508. Tes, hut in the event of its not raining they will have to depend either on South Australia or on
Stephen’s Creek ? Tes, on Stephen’s Creek and the tanks already constructed by the Government,
_
509. The general opinion of the residents of Broken Hill is that the Government should carry out this
work ? Tes, that is the general opinion.
_
, _
510. Mr. Slattery.'] Have tho Mayor and Aldermen in tbe Silverton Municipal Council considered this
question ? No; it does not affect Silverton.
511. But I understand that you stated that tbe people of Silverton were in favour of this scheme ? Tes.
512. That is, if tbe Government would not carry out the work ? Tes.
513. Of course, naturally enough, if the Government would carry it out they would rather see them do
it than any other body ? Oh, yes.
514. If some water supply were provided for Broken Hill, whether by the Government or by any com
pany, you do not think that that would be a benefit, to the Silverton people ? Tes.
515. They could be supplied from Broken Hill ? Oh, no; not supplied from Broken Hill. We have our
own water supply, but a number of tbe residents at Silverton are interested in business at Broken Hill.
516. Therefore this matter does not affect Silverton in any way ? It does not affect Silverton town
at all,
517. X may then ask your opinion as au ordinary witness: Supposing that the Government will not carry
out a matter of this kind, in your judgment should assistance be given to the present proposal of the
Stephen’s Creek Company ? Tes, 1 think assistance ought to be given to them, for Broken Hill has very
nearly been reticulated with pipes by them, and I think they would be the company that would be most
expeditious in carrying out tbe works.
518. I understand that you are speaking as an independent witness ? ' Tes.
519. Silverton has nothing to do with this ? No.
520. Tou, knowing the whole case, say as an independent witness that in your judgment Parliament should
give favourable consideration to the present proposal ? Certainly. I think they ought to place no
obstacle in the way.
521. Do you know there are other suggestions or proposals by other companies ? Tes.
522. What do you say about those other companies ? I do not think that any other company should he
entertained at all. They have had a Bill and have allowed it to lapse, as far as I understand. I under
stand that their scheme was for 15s. a thousand, and this scheme is for much less.
523. Are you interested at all in tbe company promoting this Bill ? Not at all. I have not a share in
it, and never had. 524. Tou have no interest whatever in it? No.
■
525. In the present Bill you have no interest either directly or indirectly ? No.
526. Being the Mayor of Silverton, aud not interested at all in this scheme, you having your own water
supply, do you say from your knowledge of tbe district that it would be the most conducive to the public
■interest there if this Bill were passed into law? Certainly, 1 do.
527. I put this question so as to act perfectly fairly towards other companies—you know there are other
companies that have made suggestions, and you say, as you did in reply just now, that you think they are
not entitled lo consideration, they having had time to carry out their works, but not having done so ?
Tes. I think that if it had not been for that company we should have had water there before now.
Some other company would have carried out the work.
_
528. Mr. Cbftim.j Are you aware that the average rainfall for the past ten years has been 10J inches ? I
did not know that.
529. Assuming tbe average rainfall to be 10| inches, can you say whether or not one-third of that rain
fall would be sufficient to fill the reservoir at Stephen’s Creek, and give a three years’ supply P I really
could not answer that question. I do not know whether it would give a three years’ supply, the
evaporation is so great, and 1 think they have underestimated the evaporation a great deal. 1 have been
in the back country for a number of years, and I will speak of a lake that I was on for some time.
Bulka Lake was 16 miles around when I went there, but it afterwards dried up.
530. AY as that, a deep or a shallow lake ? In the deepest places it was about 7 feet.
531. Can you state whether there was a large area of the lake which would be covered by water 7 feet
deep ? Oh, no—only in the deepest places.
532. Was it a lake that you might characterise as a shallow lake ? Tes.

533.
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533. Assumiug that the cost of pumping water in periods of drought from the Darling Hirer and tho
‘ enr05e' lakes to Broken Hill would be 10s. per 1,000 gallons, do you think that the people of Broken Hill and
loTctTlSOS district would willingly, in time of drought, pay 10s, per 1,000 gallons for water supply ? I think they
' would be only too pleased to pay it, or even dJl.
534. Do you now pay a very large amount for water supply at Broken Hill P Tes. ’Waiter for the
purpose of making crated waters, which I send from Silverton, has cost me £185 15s. per month.
Another company, the Simpson Brewing Company, paid £130 per month; and the South Australian
Brewing Company paid the South Australian Government £154 for water last month.
535. Merely for business purposes P Tes, merely for brewing purposes.
536. I understood you to say that the feeling of the district was iu favour of this scheme and of this Bill ?
Tes, most certainly.
637. Is it a correct inference to draw that the people of Iho district are iu favour of the company which
is promoting this Bill having power to carry out this scheme ? Tes.
588. Mr. M‘ZacJi2aTi,] Do you think that Lake Speculation and the river Darling would furnish a per
manent supply ? Tes, I do.
539. Then if any Government official has expressed an opinion that it would not, I suppose you think
that that would probably be absurd ? Tes, 1 should, really.
510. Quite absurd? Tor.
541. It would unquestionably furnish a sufficient supply ? Tes, I have been acquaiuted witli the river
Darling something like fourteen years, and I feel certain that the water coming from the river Darling
would, if conserved in the lakes, I never saw the Darling stopped running. It is always a fair stream.
I have seen it very low, but never stopped running.
542. What are the relative distances of carrying the water for these two companies that you speak of ?
Which two companies ?
543. Tou have spoken of two companies? The Darling Diver Company and the Broken Hill Water
Company, I could not say what is the relative distance of carrying the water.
544. Can you not say how far one company would have to carry it, and howr far tho other would ? Ho.
545. How could you form an opinion, then, as to tho feasability of the two schemes ? 1 did not form
such an opinion.
546. Tou said that one was better than the other ? Ho ; I said that one had lapsed, and did not deserve
consideration. 1 did not say that I preferred one to the other.
547. Tou do not know what either of the companies might have lo do to complete their scheme ? Ho ;
I know the Stephen's Creek Water Supply Scheme as far as Stephen’s Creek.
548. Cannot you give tho approximate distance which the Stephen’s Creek people would have to carry
their water, and also tho Darling Diver Company ? Ho ; but I think about GO miles.
549. Which is about GO miles? Dither of them. I do not know whether one is farther than the other
or not.
550. Is there not a difference of 8 or 10 miles ? I do not know ; 1 know nothing about the Darling
Diver scheme.
551. Supposing it could be shown that they were delayed in their operations through no fault of their
own, would that make any difference in your opinion about them, tor you have simply put it on ilie
ground of delay, without knowing anything about the causes of tho delay ? I could not say anything
about the causes of delay, hut when they got a Bill passed to allow them to carry water iu for 15s. per
1,000 gallons, I think there should not have been any delay at all.
552. Do you know that it requires the sanction of the Governor ? I did not know that.
553. Do you know that the sanction of the Governor has never been given yet? I do not.
554. Would that make auy difference, iu your opinion, as to the delay ? Perhaps it was the company's
owu fault.
555. But you do not know ? Ho.
556. Do you not know that the principal ground of delay was that il was said that tho Darling Company
bad not shown a sufficiently permanent supply ? Ho, I do not.
557. Prom your knowledge of the country, if they had carried it out, was there not a sufficient supply ?
Prom my knowledge of the country I should say there would he a perfectly sufficient supply for Broken
Hill.
558. How might that knowledge have been obtained by any other person,—could a person visiting the
district ascertain!!? Tes.
559. An engineer—a qualified man—could easily have ascertained that? Tes.
560. By what means—just by looking at the lake ? Tea; and estimating the quantity and getting the
height of the river for a number of years back.
661. How long do you think it would take a perfectly qualified engineer to go lo Broken Hill and
aseertain what you already know as a practical man—that is, that there would be a perfectly sufficient
supply? As I am not an engineer, 1 cannot say.
562. But in your opinion ? Well, I suppose a couple of months, perhaps.
563. How long have you lived there ? Fourteen years.
564. Do you think it would take an engineer two months to ascertain that ? I could not say ; I am not
an engineer,
565. But is that your opinion ? He could get a lot of information in two months.
566. Do you think it would take two mouths for a qualified engineer to ascertain that? Well, it would
take some time for him to get the information ; of course it depends on circumstances. Engineers who
come there generally spend a lot of time in the Town.
567. But I am not assuming that a man is drinking about the town, but that he is doing his duty ? But
engineers I see about generally do more drinking than engineering.
568. When you say that the people are anxious that this scheme should pass, 1 presume it is that the
people are anxious 1 hat (hey should have some water supply ? Tes,
.
569. That is all their anxiety ? That is their anxiety.
570. Do you really think that Ihc people of the district have studied the two schemes ? Ho, 1 do not
think they have ; but one scheme lias made some show, and the other has not.
571. Tour opinion is that the people as a body have not studied the relative schemes, but that their great
desire is to have water ? Tes ; some one to bring it in.
572.
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5/2. You say that as regards the body of the people all their idea is that they want water ? Yes.
j pMr'
573. The reason why you think they would favour this scheme is that, in your opinion, they would get the
water? Yes. They have, unfortunately, been deceived by the other scheme, and they think that this 10
jg^
scheme shows them something tangible.
’’
'
574. How long do you think it would take to perfect this proposed scheme from the Darling to Stephen’s
Creek, and from Stephen’s Creek to the town ? That all depends. If they had the pipes in the country,
I think they could do it, in twelve months, or perhaps ten months or so.
575. Have you any knowledge as to whether they could get the pipes in the country ? I have not.
57(5. Supposing they had to import ihe pipes, how long would it take ? 1 could not say.
577. As you have expressed your opinions about what the people think, do you and they think that the
Darling Company ought to have started their works without getting the sanction of the Governor;—
would you, as a man of business, think it would be reasonable to expect them to incur very large expendi
ture without first getting the sanction of the Governor ? Oh, no.
578. You think it would he reasonable to wait until you got the sanction of the Governor? Yes; but it
depends on the way in which the company went about it.
579. I admit it is reasonable that they should take the necessary steps;—if they, however, did that, but
did not get sanction from the Governor, you do not think they would he to blame ? They of course
could not spend their shareholders’ money without getting proper authority to proceed with the works.
580. If you wore a director of the company you would not proceed with the work without having the
sanctiou of the Governor ? No.
581. If they did take reasonable steps, and yet did not get the sanction of the Governor, you think they
are not to blame ?. Yes.
582. I suppose you are of opinion that the Stephen’s Creek alone would ho an utter failure without the
connection of Lake Speculation with the Darling Kiver—that Broken Hill could not be supplied from
Stephen’s Creek alone ? Not unless we had a fair rainfall.
583. It could not be depended upon ? No, it could not.
.
584. It would not he at all safe for the people of Broken Hill to trust to Stephen’s Creek ? No, it
would not.
585. Then, whoever the promoters of the Stephen’s Creek scheme were, they made that mistake as an
engineering matter, did they not;—I suppose you know that their opinion was that Stephen’s Creek
would he sufficient? Yes, I know that.
5S(i. So far they have made that grave mistake—they thought that Stephen’s Creek would be sufficient,
and they now want to take the scheme of other people;—do you know'that Stephen’s Creek silts up
considerably ? I do not know that.
587. Do you know that it silts up at all ? I never saw a dam across it.
588. You have not seen it since the dam was put across it ? 1 have not seen it silted up. This is the
first dam that I know of that has been put across it.
589. Has there been any rain since the dam was put there? Very little, not worth speaking about.
590. Do you know the height of the dam ? No. I could not say.
591. Do you remember Mr, M‘Kinney visited that neighbourhood earlyjast year, about twelve months
ago? No.
‘
592. Do you know that about two months ago Lake Speculation was very full ? No; I had only just
returned from a visit to England,
~
593. Do you know that at about that lime Lake Speculation was about as full as it ever has been within
the memory of man ? I do not know that it was as full then as it ever had been.
594. Was it known to be very full then ? I could not say—I know nothing about it.
595. Mr. Cohen,'] You said that you did not think that the people of Broken Hill have studied this
particular scheme ? I do not know that they have studied it particularly.
590, I suppose you mean from a strictly engineering point of view ? That is what I moan.
597. Yon cannot tell what amount of time various people may have devoted to the scheme ? I cannot tell.
598. I believe that yon have no engineering knowledge whatever ? No, I have not.
599. Mr. Dickens.] Supposing rain fell quickly, how much do you think would fill the dam at Stephen’s
Creek ? Two or three inches at the outside would fill it right up,
600. Do you often get rains of that description in that district in the summer months—heavy thunder
storms ? Yes. We had it about a fortnight ago, when sufficient water came down Stephen’s Creek to
fill the dam twice over.
601. If yon had rain like that, and the Stephen's Creek reservoir were filled, how long would that water
last as a supply for Broken Hill ? That is a question I could not answer. It depends on whether
the mines or only the inhabitants were using it.
602. Say the inhabitants only ? I think it would last about: twelve months.
603. I suppose that you know the people of the Broken Hill district pretty well ? Yes, intimately—
almost every man, woman, and child.604. Have they generally got confidence that if this Bill be passed the promoters of the Bill would be
able to carry out the work satisfactorily? Yes ; they appear to have every confidence in the Company.
605. More so than in any other scheme that has been broached so far? They look on the other scheme
as being dead. You never hear anything being said about it.
,
600. You spoke some time ago about Bulka Lake being a shallow lake which dries up quickly
has Bulka
Lake any connection with the river Darling? No, none at all.
607. How is it filled ? By the rainfall of the district.
60S. Simply by rain-water ? Yes.
609, From your knowledge of the Darling River, on an average, in how many years would there be
sufficient water to flood Luke Speculation, Lake Menindie, and the other lakes—that is, an average flood
that passes^down, say, by Wiitannia? I could hardly say. I do not suppose that an average
flood would fill them more than once in two years.
GLO. Supposing that these lakes were filled once in two years, and the waiters were conserved, that is, not
allowed to run back to the river, would you reckon on them as being permanent? Yes, I think so; they
would give a fair amount of water, anyway.
61!. Would you consider the water fit for human consumption? That I could not say. I believe that ■
the water does get brackish when the lakes get low. I have heard it said so.
612.
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Mr. • 612. At the end of two years, do you think that ihe water would net brackish ? That is a thing I could
J. Penrose,
g^y.
^ou have no practical knowledge of it? No, 1 have no practical knowledge of the lakes.
. e ■’
* 614. Mr. Slattery.] You have given some evidence about breweries and aerated-water factories—how
many breweries are there in the Broken Hill district? Four breweries.
615. How many aerated-water factories? I think there are about six.
616. I was going to ask you a question as to how many years’ residence yon have had in the district, but
Mr. M'Lachlan put that question, .and I believe you stated that you have resided in the district fourteen
years ? Yes.
617. During that time, has it ever been known that the Darling has stopped running at Menindie ? 1
could not say about Menindie, but at Wilcannia it has never stopped running since I can remember. It
has always been a stream at Wilcannia,
618. Have you ever known or heard of its having stopped running at Menindie? No, I have not.
619. May 1 ask you, in consequence of a question asked by Mr. M‘Lachlan, is there the slightest feeling,
as far as yon know, in Broken Hill or Silverton, in favour of one company or another, except that you
want a water supply ? We want a water supply.
620. There is no feeling for one company or another ? The other company you never hear spoken of;
it is dead to the world.
621. Therefore, you say that the feeling is in favour of this ? For the Government to bring in the water,
or for the Stephen’s Creek Company to do' so.

Thomas Harry Houghton sworn and examined :—
Mr. T. H. 622. Mr. Cohen.] I believe you are a member of tbe firm of Simpson and Houghton, engineers, Sydney ?
Houghton. Yes.
i
®23. How long have you been in your profession? About seventeen years.
10 Feb., 1802. 024, A]} that time in Sydney ? No; I came out from Home two years ago.
■ 625. Do you know anything at all about hydraulic engineering? Yes; 1 have been in it all my time—
since 1 have served my time.
.
626. Have you been engaged in any large hydraulic engineering works? Yes. I put up the machinery
for the Sydney Waterworks. I came out for the Government to do that.
627. Had you any similar work on your own account before you came here ? Tea. I was with the biggest
hydraulic engineering people at Home.
628. Who are they ? Simpson A Co.
629. Where do they carry on their business ? Pimlico, London.
630. Yon have not been up in the Broken Hill District? No, I have not.
_
631. Have you made yourself acquainted, from documents and other information, with the details of the
proposed scheme for pumping water from the Darling Kiver and Lakes there to Stephen’s Creek ? Yes,
I have. For two years, ever since 1 have been out here, it has been one thing that I have been interested
in. I have been conversant with it ever since Mr. Morton brought out the scheme.
632. He is an hydraulic engineer in Yietoria? Yes; he was previously engineer to the Stephen’s Creek
Company.
633. Have you made an estimate of the total cost of this scheme ? I have.
634. What do you estimate the total cost will be ? About £220,000 to bring the water from the Darling
to the reservoir at Stephen’s Creek.
_
635. Have you made an estimate of the cost of pumping 1.000 gallons of water from the Darling Kiver
or tbe lakes into Broken Hill, say, on tbe basis of tbe consumption of 100,000 gallons per day ? Yes, I
have ; I prepared it just before I came here. I make it 8s. 8d, per 1,000 gallons. That is the cost of
labour, fuel, &c.
636. Does that allow for wear and tear and depreciation of plant ? Yes, it does.
637. Have you made a similar calculation on the basis of a daily consumption of 150,000 gallons ? Yes ;
I make that come to 6s. per 1,000 gallons.
638. Have you made a calculation as to what price would have to be charged to return say 10 per cent.,
in each case, on the capital invested ? For 100,000 gallons per day you would want to charge £111s. 3d,
per 1,000 gallons, and for 150,000 gallons per day, £1 Is. 2d. per 1,000,
639. Mr. M'-Laehhn^] I understood you to say that it would cost £220,000 to take tbe water from the
Darling to Stephen’s Creek ? Yes.
640. You said nothing about tbe works between Stephen’s Creek and Broken Hill? No,
641. Do you know what they have cost? About £190,000,1 understand.
642. Those two items would make £410,000? Yes.
643. You estimate what it would cost for pumping to Broken Hill through Stephen’s Creek—bow many
pumping stations would there be? One at the lake, one half-way, and the present one at Stephen’s
Creek.
'
4
644. You have said that jn order to give a dividend of 10 per cent., which would be little enough, I
suppose, for any company of this sort, it would cost 31s. 3d. per 1.000 gallons ? Yes.
645. So that to make this scheme feasible, the people will have to pay 31s. 3d. per 1,000 gallons for water ?
For such a small quantity of water as that, but I think they have taken a very low estimate,
616. Do you know that this company, in order to get this Bill passed, have undertaken to supply the
people at 5s. per 1,000 gallons ? I have not seen a copy of the Bill.
647. It would be utterly absurd to attempt to make the thing a success, and it is not possible to supply
water at 5s. per 1,000 gallons with such a capital ? I do not think that that is an engineering question.
It is only supplementary in case there is not sufficient water in the creek.
648. Have you made an estimate of the probable consumption ? I have no means of doing so.
649. You have heard of the population ? Yes, 29,000 people, '
650. What do you think would be a fair estimate of the consumption? I hardly know what would be
required for tbe mines.
651. You have taken a basis hero for two questions—first as to 100,000 gallons, and then as to 150,000,
and have put the cost of pumping at Ss. 8d. and 6s. per 1,000 gallons
but whatis your own opinion as to
tbe
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the cost and consumption ? They probably might use 750,000 gallons, but I am not in a position to say.
750,000 might or might not be required. *
652. lou have spoken of forming an opinion from documents? TTes.
653. H hat documents ? 1 hare had the levels and the distances given me.
654. Prepared by whom ? Prepared by the engineers.
655. You mean the engineers for the company ? Yes.
656. Not the Grovernment engineers? Not the Government engineers.
657. Only the engineers for the company ? Yes.
658. Where did you get the plans and levels ? Prom the company’s engineer.
659. You do not know whether they were correct or not ? No, but they agreed closely with information
that I received from Adelaide and other sources.
*
660. What information did you get at Adelaide ? From an engineer there.
Have you any objection to producing those plans ? I have not got them, and I have not had them.
G62, l ou say that yon formed your opinion upon them? I saw the sketch plans, but I have not seen
the big plans, which I suppose are deposited with the Bill.
663. Do you know the relative distances that the companies would have to carry the water? Fortyseven miles to Stephen’s Creek, and 101 miles from Stephen’s Creek to Broken Hill.
664. That would be 57J miles for this company ? Yes.
Jj®®- What would be the distance that the Darling River Company propose to take it? Fifty-two or 54 miles.
666. What would be the longest pumping distance that you propose ? About 24 miles.
667. As an engineer, do you think it is practicable to pump 24 miles ? We have pumped 110 miles
through one mam.
G6S. Up hill? Yes.
669. What grade ? That does not affect it.
670. Can you pump as easily perpendicularly as horizontally ? Yes; it makes no difference.
671. You can pump 24. miles as easily perpendicularly as horizontally ? Yes. You must not go 24miles
perpendicularly. So long1 aa you have-----*
672. Can you tell me what friction? 2,000 1b.
673. Resisting power ? It was a Worthington engine.
■
674. I mean as to the friction on the pipe—resisting power? Heame to about 2,000 lb. There are many
mains at Home pumping 14 or 15 miles,
675. A G-inch pipe, you say, with 2,000 lb. pressure to the square inch ? Yes.
6/6. As to distance, where do you start to measure from—you said 57?,-miles—where would your startingpoint be ? That is from Lake Speculation.
‘
677. The nearest point of Lake Speculation ? It may be.
678. Jfr. Wcmf.~\ I understood you to tell Mr. M'Lacblan that the cost would be 31s. per 1,000
gallons . Yes; to pay 10 per cent, on tbe capita), supposing there were a comsumption of 100,000 gallons
6/9. Are you calculating that they would be pumping all the time from Lake Speculation? No : only a
certain number of hours.
"
the supply would be coming from Lake Speculation ? Yes; from Lake Speculation only.
Ubl. Ion do not make any allowance for Stephen’s Creek containing enough for two or three years, and
the company having to pump only two or three months? No; 1 have not made any allowance for
Stephen s Creek at all.
’
/*qo /oiU'aTe trfatil,g ^ as ^ ^ie 'vater were taken from Lake Speculation only to Broken Hill ? Yes.
683. Chairman.\ I suppose you have not made am* estimate for a greater quantity of water being con
sumed ? Yes, l have.
1
*
6
684. You mentioned just now about 750,000 being used ;—what would it cost per 1,000 gallons, supposing
tiie consumption to be at that? It would probably cost including everything, about 7s 6d, roughly
speaking.
“
°
T^fr' ®0]ie’1^
to reWm 10 per cent ? Yes; that is only an .approximate estimate from notes
that 1 have here, and if they were pumping the whole way from the lake.
686. Mr. 0 Sullivan,'] To emphasise your statement that water has been pumped 110 miles through one
main, would you state where that lias been done? On the Standard oil pipe-line in Pennsylvania—
pumping the petroleum from the wells into the refineries. There arc stalions every 30 miles apart. They
have pumped there the 110 miles several times. The usual pumping is 30 miles apart.
687. I suppose there is little or no^ difference between pumping oil and pumping water ? Not the least—
the only difference is that the specific gravity of oil is a great deal lighter. It does not make any differ
ence whether you are pumping water or oil.
688. Mr. Slattery.] Is your estimate of the price that you mentioned to Mr. M‘Lachlan, based on the
supposition that all the water is pumped from Lake Speculation and the Darling ? Yes.
689. But supposing that you had an ample supply of water to fill the reservoir at Stephen’s Creek, would
that price then prevail? The cost, of course, would be less.
690. When you mentioned the price to Mr. M'Lachlan.did you put it in that way—that it would have to
be pumped from Lake Speculation to the Darling? Pumped from Lake Speculation.
G91, Constant pumping? Yes,
1
692. Mr. Dickens^] I suppose that if the Stephen’s Creek dam were full it would not be necessary to
pump at all ? No, it would not.
Mr. M)Lachlan^ It does not gravitate from Stephen’s Creek? No; you pump from Stephen’s

JT,nean tl,at

694. Mr. Cohen.] How far is Stephen’s Creek from Broken Hill ? Ten and a half miles.
695. Mr. MtLachlan.] Can you tell me what amount of water per hour would go through a G-inch pipe
24 miles, up hill ? I hat is rather a wrong way to ask it. What pressure will vou have at the bottom.
696. Any pressure you like ? 1 could not tell you.
'
697. "Well, with the greatest pressure you put on ?. What velocity will you fake through the main ?
698. Any you like ? Well, 1 will take 5 feet a second—500.000 gallons a dav ; but I would not advise
you to pump it through that size pipe,
' '
699. Could you force a full stream of water through pipes 24 miles ? Yes.
Thomas '

Mr. T. H.
Houghton.
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Thomas Coombe sworn and examined :—

700. Mr. Cohen-.-] I believe you are a resident of Broken Hill? I am.
Six years; but I have been connected with
Broken Hill and Silverton nine years.
10 Feb., 1892.
y0ll 0CCUpy the position of Mayor of Broken Hill ? _Yes ; last year.
_
703. Bor how many years were you connected with the Municipal Council of Broken Hill ? Three.
704. Was that from its inception ? Ho ; about six or nine months after.
_
_
705. During your mayoralty, did the Municipal Council of Broken Hill consider a scheme for bringing
in a water supply from the Darling River and Lakes? Ho ; they did not consider it from any particular
point, but merely tbe question of water supply.
706. Did they come to any resolution upon it ? Yes.
^
_
707. When was it ? It was considered on two or three occasions. On the first occasion we wrote to the
Guvernment, We got no favourable reply from the Government. The Parkes Government then gave
us to understand that they would not take any action in the matter, saying it was a matter for private
enterprise. Thev never encouraged us to go on with the agitation in any way whatever.
(
708. What followed that, from the Council ? Some time elapsed, and then the present Stephen’s Creek
Company came to us and asked for our support. Failing to get any satisfaction from the Government,
and having confidence in these men, we promised them our support, and have given it consistently
ever since.
,
709. Was there a resolution of the Council passed to that effect? There was; just after I had taken
the position of Mayor.
_
710. Have you a. copy of the resolution ? I have not a copy of that resolution.
_ _
711. What is the document which you have in your hand ? This is a document authorising me to appear
here as a representative of the Council. The document is as follows :—
'
At a duly convened meeting of the Municipal District Council of Broken Hill, at which there were
nine members present, His Worship the Mayor stited that the Council had been convened to
consider telegrams from Mr. Cann, M.L.A., respecting progress being made with the Barrier
Ranges and Broken Hill Water Supply Company Amendment Bill now before Parliament^ and
to consider and make order on sending delegates to Sydney to give evidence in support of the
measure.
,
,
,,
Telegrams from Mr, Cann read stating that the Parliamentary Committee to consider the Bill would
meet on Wednesday next at 2 o’clock p.m.
Resolved:—“That this Council appoint Aldermen Coombe and Crcedon as delegates to proceed to
Sydney, and lay before the Parliamentary Committee the earnest desire of this Council, and the
people of this town, to have Ihe amended Bill now before Parliament passed into law uilh the
greatest possible expedition.”
Motion carried unanimously.
•k Mono an,
■'
Mayor.
Mr.

T. Coombe. 701. Hor how many years have you been a resident there ?

712. Mr. Slattery^] Is nine the full number of members of the Municipal Council ? Ho; twelve.
713. That document is under the Common Seal of the Council? Yes; the seal of the Council is
attached to it.
714. Mr. Cohen.] Do you think that in time^ of scarcity of water or drought the people of Brolien Hill
would be willing to pay 10s. per 1,000 gallons for water to come from the Darling River or the Lakes?
They would like to have it as cheap as they can,
715. Would they be willing to pay 10s. per 1,000 gallons? Yes, if they could not get it more cheaply.
I do not think they understand what it will cost to bring it in. If they understood tliat it could not he
brought in for less than that, 1 do not think they would object to that.
716. Mr. Want.] What is it costing them now ? £3 per t,000 gallons,
717. Mr. Cohen.] That is the water supplied by the South Australian Govermnont ? Yes. Until the
Council took the matter in their own hands and paid the carters, it was costing £7, £S, or £10, but £3 is
the price at which the Council deliver the water all over the town.
718. Is it good water at that price? Yes, very good—from Mangary, South Australia.
_
719. Do you know the average rainfall of the district? Only from published reports trom Mount Gipps,
which I understand give an average of about 10 inches for ten years. But during the last twelve months
I understand the rainfall has not been more than 4 inches.
720. Would a rainfall of 10 inches fill Stephen’s Creek? If it came all in one rain, but unfortunately it
falls about half an inch at a time,
.
i
,
721. Mr, M‘Lachlan.] I suppose that the people, and even yourself, have not studied ihe relative
schemes—what the Companies have to do ? We have to a certain extent. I have.
722. When you speak of a want of water, it is simply a desire to get water ? The people do not care who
brings it so long as they get it. The cheapest scheme will please them the best.
723. Do you know Lake Speculation ? Hot personally. I have not been there.
724. You know the locality ? I know there is such a lake.
725. Do you know that a direct line from Lake Speculation to Broken Hill would be much nearer than
round by Stephen’s Creek ? I do not know that it would. Taking a straight line, I think Stephen s Creek
is slightly nearer.
'
. , .
726. Have you ever seen any plans ? Yes, I have, hut have not criticised them.
727. Where have you seen them ? Up at the Hill.
,
728. Supposing that water could be carried more cheaply direct from Lake Speculation than through
Stephen’s Creek, would the people of Broken Hill then prefer that scheme? The people would prefer
the scheme that could be brought into operation in the quickest possible time. The town is suffering a
good deal from the want of water. People have left it by hundreds and hundreds, and the quickest
possible scheme that could be brought into operation, consistent with a fair price, is what they want.
729. If a direct line from Lake Speculation to Broken Hill would he nearer than round by Stephen’s
Creek, I suppose it follows that water could be taken in more quickly direct from Lake Speculation ?
Stephen’s Creek is nearer than Lake Speculation, and taking it round by Stephen’s Creek would not he
further.
,
730. Would it not have to go down hill to get to Stephen’s Creek, and be pumped up hill from Stephen s
Creek ? It would not.
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731. Is it not up hill from Stephen’s Creek to Broken Hill? Yes ; I think the water has to he pumped
Mr.
^
up 300 feet; but Lake Speculation is 000 feet lower than Stephen’s Creek.
^ Coombe. *
732. Do you not know that the Darling Company’s scheme runs down hill ? I do not know much about
their scheme. I did not know that there was a scheme. I thought it was a matter in the air.
e
733. As a matter of fact, jmu do not know which is the most feasible ? I do not hear anything about the
other, I have no confidence in that.
734. You do uot know that it is a very feasible scheme, supposing it be carried out? I do not.
.
735. Mr. Want.] Supposing tbe Stephen’s Creek clam were actually started now and filled, would it bo
safe for tbe township to rely on that alone without having any stand-by scheme ? I do not think it
would be actually safe, though I have a much better opinion of that scheme than have many people, who
put it down as a. failure. I do not think it is a failure.
c36. But do you think it would be safe to depend on that ? I think it would be much safer to have con
nection witlythe Darling in case of drought; it would be absolutely safe then.
737. You think it would not be absolutely safe without that ? No ; it would not.
738, Chairman,] Do you know whether the people of Broken Hill prefer to have the Government, or a
private company, to carry it out ? bethink the people would prefer the Government if they would carry
it out quickly, but this company if they would carry it-out more quickly. I do not think there is any
strong feeling in the matter.
730. Is it true that there has been a large petition to the Government asking them to carry it out? I
believe there has been.
■
740, Do you know wbat number of signatures were obtained? I could not say. There is a feeling
among a large section that they would rather the Government did it, but failing the Government I think
they would prefer this company.
'
.
74'1. Mr. Dtckens.] The people of Broken Hill consider that this company is a bo?ia fide concern? This
company have shown their Iona fides and the other company have shown nothing.
742. Do the people of Broken Hill believe that if this company are empowered to carry out the work
they will do so ? They have the greatest confidence in this company—more than in any other company
that has projected a scheme, and next to the Government they would prefer this company to be supported.
We want water, and we want it quickly.
7-13. Have you formed any idea as to how long the Stephen’s Creek supply would last if the reservoir
.
were filled? Only from what I have heard. Sonic say it would last three years. I daresay it would
last eighteen months or two years. If we bad an average rainfall, I do not think we should have to drawon the Darling but very seldom, once we get the reservoir full
744. The Lake Speculation scheme would be supplementary to the Stephen’s Creek ? Yes; and perhaps
it would be idle lor several years.
'
745. Mr. O'Sullivan] How long have you been a member of the Council ? Three years.
746. How is it that the Council have not applied to the Government for powers to carry out this work ?
They have applied—some three years ago.
747. To carry it out under the existing law ? No ; we studied the existing law, and saw that that would
not meet our wants at all It would only give us £25,000 at five years’ rates—we should require a
'
special A ct.
/4'8. I want to know from you why it is that the Council itself did not apply to the Government for
powers to enable the Council to carry it out? I say that there is no existing Act under which we could
carry it out. "\Ve did apply to the late Government; but they never favoured our application in anyway ;
in fact, Sir Henry Parkes, when at Broken Hill, stated that in his opinion it was a matter for private
enterprise and not for the Government.
/4!). Is it not a fact that under the Town and Country Water Supply Act vou could obtain powers to
carry out a water scheme ? It would be absurd. It would only give us power to borrow about £25.000.
No scheme worth a button could be carried out for less than £200,000.
/oO. You mean you could uot have obtained powers to carry out a scheme? Not unless a special Act
were passed.
7.51. Are any of the members of your Council connected with this company as shareholders? Not that
I know of.
.
752. Directly or indirectly, you arc not aware that they have auy interest jn promoting this scheme ? No.
753. They simply recommend this for the good of the town ? Yes.
754. I ailing the Government, they think that this company should have the right to carry out the work,
because they have given evidence of their bonafdes? Yes; that is the recommendation of the Council.
ioo. Mr. Xinn^ficcll.] During the time that you filled the position of Mayor of Broken Hill, were any
public meetings called and resolutions handed to you, as Mayor, to forward to the Government? No.
Public meetings were called, but no resolutions were banded to me.
.
756. When the Mayor and aldermen elected delegates to come here and give evidence had they seen a
copy of the Bill now before the Committee ? Yes ; we had a copy of it in the Council.
/5/. Did your Council understand tbe powers that this company were asking for in tbe amending Bill ?
I can speak only for myself. I do not know what the other aldermen thought.
1
W®
'T
credentials which you banded in to the Chairman, it is stated, I think, that tliey advocate
th ILli^
Passc<l immediately ? Yes; but I could not say what particular knowledge they had of
759. Were they aware of the powers being asked for ? I suppose they were, hut I canuot say that they were.
7GO. Mr, Dickens,] Personally, you yourself were aware ? Yes.
7G1. Mr. Langwell] Do you know the powers that are being asked for under the Bill? I cannot say
hurriedly. I could not quote exactly the clauses.
/G2. You are aware of the time that the company are asking for before starting the work after the Bill
becomes law? I understood that they were asking for eighteen mouths to complete the work.
763. But they are asking for four months after the passing of the Bill before they start work at all ? We
do not think that unreasonable.
764. I think it states in the Bill that £10,000 have to be deposited within one month ? Yes.
765. And that the work has to be completed in eighteen mouths ? Yes.
/GG. Prom your knowledge of the reservoir at Stephen’s Creek, do you think that, with an average rainfall
of 10/.-inches, which they have had for the past twelve years, it would be necossarv to draw any w-atcr
from Lake Speculation? Only in case of drought.
“
7G7,
693—E
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767, But with au average rainfall of lO-.V inches ?

T. Coombe. it wonld not ru]?.

.

G

‘

It depends how that falls; if it falls in half-inch rains
'

IDFeb'lstiS!
any^*nD
the rain generally falling there in storms P Jn an average season there would he
’’
' no necessity to draw on it at all.
769. You think that the provision made at Stephen's Creek would provide an ample supply for Broken
Hill ? Yes ; in ordinary seasons. This is an exceedingly dry season.
770. Mr. Dickens.] The mines and the population ? Yes ; the mines conserve a large local supply of
some millions—10,000,000 or 15,000.000, J. think, they conserve themselves.
771. What has been your experience of rainfall during the last twelve months ;—has it fallen in good
showers ? Not very heavy showers—very good for getting water off the roofs, but not for surface dams.
772. Is that exceptional for Broken Hill, or is it the usual way in which the rain falls? Sometimes we
get a heavy thunderstorm and 2 or 3 inches right off.
773. And then you may be a long time without any rain? Yes ; no two years have been alike since I
have been there.
774. It would not be safe to trust to Stephen’s Creek ? No; but this would make it absolutely safe, or as
safe as it could be made, I think,
'
775. Mr. Sydney Small.] When did your Council first come to a decision in regard to the Stephen’s Creek
scheme ? About two years ago.
776. What did the Council do on that occasion ? They met by appointment the gentlemen representing
the Stephen’s Creek Company, and, after hearing wbat they had to say, they promised them their support.
777. Was any resolution passed at the Council meeting? Yes.
■
778. What was the nature of that resolution ? I could not give you the exact words, but the tenor was
that they should have the support of the Council,' who had faith in their ability to carry out the works.
779. Was a letter to that effect seut to the G-overnment of the day ? That I could not say.
780. At that time did the Council believe that the company would carry out their undertaking in a
perfectly Iona fide way ? They did.
781. And that the scheme would he a success? They did.
782. Hid they think that they would be able to conserve sufficient water to meet the whole of the require
ments of Broken Hill ? Yes.
783. They did not anticipate that any other scheme would be necessary ? v\ i that lime, we did not.
784. Are you aware that, in the first instance, the amount per 100 gallons was greater than was after
wards decided upon ? Yes ; it was reduced.
■
,
785. But notwithstanding the high price-then fixed the Council expressed an opinion in favour of
it ? Yes.
786. Subsequently, when the Bill was before Parliament, you are aware they had to reduce the amount
to 6d. per 100 gallons ? Yes.
787. From 15s. to 5s. per 1,000 ? Yes ; wm supported that amendment.
788. Was any petition presented to Parliament or to the Government, either from the Broken Hill
people or from the Municipal Council, against the Stephen’s Creek scheme ? I believe there was from a
meeting held apart from the Council.
789. Was the member for the district requested to give his support to the Bill of the Stephen’s Creek
Company ? Yes ; and he did all through.
790. In dealing with this question and in favouring this company carrying it out in preference to tho
Government was he acting on behalf of the Council or tho people of Broken Hill ? He was acting in
the best interests of the people of Broken Hill.
.
791. Was any petition presented to the Government of the day subsequent to that decision about two
years ago, asking them to make any other provision for a water supply for Broken Hill ? I do not
remember.
'
792. Are you aware that any communication was sent from the Council or the people through tho Council
to the Government of the day asking the Government to provide an additional supply of water ? There
was only the occasion I referred to before this.
■
793. That was prior to two years ago ? Yes.
•
794. I think the time you refer to was January, 1890 ? Somewhere about ihen.
795. Have any meetings been held subsequently against the Stephen’s Creek scheme? There was the
meeting that I have referred to when a motion was carried antagonistic to the scheme and calling on the
Government to provide a scheme.
796. Was any petition presented to the Council by the people ? No.
797. Or were the Council asked to send any communication to the Government in regard to that ? No ;
they .acted independently of the Council.
798. Therefore, in point of fact, since the decision arrived at in January, 1890, the Council have not, so
far as yon are aware, addressed any communication to the Government asking for an additional supply
to be granted to the people of Broken Hill ? No.
799. I presume that as a Council you think it really part of your duty to see that the people of Broken
Hill have a good supply of water? Yes. I consider that it is a very important part of our functions to
look after that.
.
800. Ho you consider that the responsibility of making representations in regard to water supply rests
solely with the Council for the time being ? I think the Council should take the lead. We cannot, how
ever, prevent independent people from doing it.
801. You would not expect the Government to take action until the Council moved in the matter ? But
we did move in the matter.
■
802. How long ago? Three years aco. We asked then, and Sir Henry Parkes plainly told us that liis
Government did not favour enterprises of that character being carried out by the Government, but
thought that it was a fair matter for public enterprise. He told us that plainly, either at Stephen's Creek
or at tho Coffee Palace. He gave us no encouragement to appeal to the Government.
803. On the occasion of Sir Henry Parkes’ visit J. understand that tho Council came to a resolution in
favour of Stephen’s Creek ? Yes.
'
804. Mr. Col/en.] You referred to a meeting that was held in Broken Hill; was that what you call a
representative meeting ? I do not think it was.
”
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H. E. Cohen, Esq. (instructed by Mr. C. C. Read), appeared as counsel for tho Bill.
J. C. M'Lachlan, Esq., appeared as solicitor for the Broken Hill and District Water Supply
Company (Limited), of Sydney.
Donis Creedon sworn and examined.
805. Mr. Cohen.'] Are you a resident of Broken Hill? Yes.
'
Mr.
806. How long have you been a resident there ? About six years regularly.
D. Creedon,
807. Have you held any public positions there ? Yes.
llFcCl892.
SOS. What were they ? I have been an alderman of the municipality ever since it was incorporated.
809. Have you ever filled the Mayoral chair ? No, sir.
810. Are you acquainted with the feeling of the people of Broken Hill with reference to the scheme pro
posed by the Bill now under consideration—the Stephen's Creek Company’s Bill? Yes, I am very well
acquainted with the feeling of the people.
811. What is the feeling of the people with reference to it? They seem to be unanimously in favour of
the Stephen’s Creek Company’s Amending Bill.
812. Were you present at a recent meeting of the Municipal Council when a resolution was passed in
favour of tins present Bill ? Yes. There was more than one motion passed in the Council in favour of
this Bill,—there were two motions.
813. Assuming that the actual cost of pumping water from the River Darling to Broken Hill would be
10s. per 1,000 gallons, do you think that the people of Broken Hill would object to pay that price for it,
say, during times of drought? No, I do not think they would during times of drought. Of course they
are paying £3 per 1,000 gallons for water now, and it is not the best of water either.
814. Do you know anything at all about the average rainfall at Broken Hill—say in the course of some
years ? I have not a gauge, but I think the average has been about 10 inches for the last six years.
815. Do you think that 4 inches or 3J inches would bo sufficient to fill the Stephen’s Creek reservoir?
It all depends on how the rain falls.
816. If it fell I suppose in heavy showers it would fill the reservoir ? Yes.
817. And being filled what would the reservoir hold—a one, two, or three years’ supply ? That greatly
depends on the quantity of water consumed by the inhabitants.
8L8. Take the present consumption? That is not a standard to go by, for the water is so dear that they
do not use much.
'
819. Supposing they had a full supply of water, and taking an average consumption, for what period do
you think the Stephen’s Creek reservoir, having been filled, would afford a supply ? I expect about two
years.
■
820. Do you know Alderman Chappie, of Broken Hill? Yes.
821. Has he been long resident there ? To my knowledge he has been theresix years.
822. Has he been connected with the Municipal Council as long as you have? Justthe same—he and I
arc the two oldest members of the Council now.
823. Do you know Mr. Morgan ? Yes.
824. Is he Mayor of Broken Hill ? I do not think he is to-day. There was an election of Mayor last
night.
825. "Was he Mayor last year? Yes.
_
826. Has he been long connected with the Council? Ever since it was incorporated.
827. Do you know Mr. Sleafh, district secretary of the A.M.A. ? Yes.
828. Has he been long resident in Broken Hill? Yes; five or six years.
829. Do you know Mr. W. J. T. Giddings ? Yes.
830. Has he been long resident in Broken Hill ? About three years.
831. Do you know Mr. R. Sayers? Yes.
832. Has he been long resident there ? About four years.
833. Do you think that they would be likely to know the feeling of the people of Broken Hill with regard
to water supply? Tliey are in a position to know the feeling with regard to the water question.
'
834. And to form an opinion themselves ? Yes.
835. Mr. MlLachlan.] Do you know Stephen’s Creek pretty well ? Yes, part of it; I do not know the
whole of the creek,
836. Do you know the dam that has been made? Yes.
837., Hate you seen it pretty often ? Yes.
838, Is it silted up freely ? I have never seen any.
839. You never saw any sift in it ? No.
84-0. You have given answers as to a lot of names, are those people here, available as witnesses ? I do
not know.
'
84L. Are any of those persons whom Mr. Cohen asked you about in Sydney ? I do not think they would
he, hut they may be here for aught I know,
842. Have you lived in the district some years ? About six years.
'
t
843. After there have been heavy rainfalls, has there been any silt in the Creek;—does it not silt very
freely ? I should like to know what you mean by silt in the Greek.
844. How long has this dam been made—you have had rain since the dam was made, have vou not ?
No rain to fill the dam.
*
845. Mr. O'Sullivan.] How long have yon been a member of the Municipal Council of Broken Hill?
Ever since it was incorporated, about three years and three months.
846.
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Mr.
S4G. "What; reason do you assign for the inaction of tho Council in regard to this water supply ? Because
D. Creedon. Ullc|cr t}le Municipalities’ Act they could not raise the money. It appears to me that there is no A.ct in
ex’st0nce
the present time that would enable them to raise the money. The only way it can be done
e
‘is for the Government to pass a special Bill and lend the Council money, or for the Government to
construct the works and hand them over to the Council. The Council has approached the Government
on various occasions in every possible way, and tried to get the works done on a national basis, hut we
did not succeed.
84-7. You said just now that you had endeavoured to get the Government to carry out the works P Yes.
848. What answer did they give you? Sir Henry Parkes informed us, about two years ago, I think—
I forget the exact date—hut when he came to Broken Hill he told us that the Government did not see _
their way clear to assist the Council to carry out waterworks on a national basis. Ho gave us to under
stand that it was a work for private enterprise.
849. The Government refused on that ground, I suppose ? Yes.
■
■
850. Have you read the report of that meeting held at Broken Hill yesterday ? lies, in this morning’s
paper.
851. Do you consider that the men who spoke at that meeting are representative of the population ? Yes.
852. Do you think that the attitude which they have taken up is one which will be indorsed by tho
•
people at large? Cortaiuly.
'
....
853. Do you know of any members of your Council who are interested in this Bill ? 1 do not. As
far as I am concerned I never had a share in the Stephen’s Creek scheme, nor any interest whatever in it.
854. You think that the action of the Council has been prompted solely by a desire to benefit the
public ? Yes, certainly.
855. ilfr. Dickens.In the account of the meeting held a.t Broken Hill last night it is stated that the
town hall was filled to its'utmost capacity;—did you read that ? I did not read it very carefully ; I
had not time to do so this morning.
856. Supposing the town hall at Broken Hill was packed to its utmost capacity, do you know about how
many people it would hold ? If packed it would hold 2,500 people.
857. Supposing that those 2,500 people were unanimous, could they fairly he considered to represent the
public feeling'at Broken Hill ? Oh, yes; I know that the feeling at present is that they want water
in the quickest way they can get it.
. _
_
858. Mr. Sydney Smith.'] You mentioned in the first part of your evidence that two resolutions wore
.
passed by the Council with respect to the Stephen’s Creek scheme;—can you inform the Committee the
dates on which that decision was arrived at ? I have not tlie dates.
859. Are you aware whether the Council, about two years ago, passed a resolution in favour of tho
Stephen’s Creek scheme ? Yes.
.
800. You mentioned just now that Sir Henry Parkes informed you that he thought that this was a matter
that should be undertaken by private enterprise? Tes.
801. How long was that ago ? On the occasion of his visit to Broken Hill.
802. Are you aware whether at that time arrangements were being made by the Stephen’s Creek Company
to commence operations at Stephen’s Creek ? I am not aware that arrangements were made to commence
operations, but to commence making the dam,
_
803. I think that they laid the foundation stone, or something of that kind, for the dam? Sir Henry
Parlies went up there and turned the first sod.
804*. During the time of Sir Henry Parkes’ visit was the matter brought under the notice of the Council?
About that time. 1 do not know whether it was actually when he was in Broken Hill.
865. What was the decision arrived at by the Council? Tho Council agreed to support the Stephen’s
Creek Bill after being informed by the Government that they could not carry out the work themselves.
Stoekdalc’s scheme was not being carried out and they saw no chance of getting water from that source.
The Government would not do the work and we had no option but to support this company.
866. Was the Council of opinion that the arrangements made by the Stephen’s Creek Company would
be sufficient to meet all the requirements of the place ? Wo thought so at that time.
867. You were under the impression that tho works proposed to be undertaken by the Stephen's Creek
Company would supply all the water requisite for Broken Hill? Wc thought so at that time.
868. At the time the Council came to that decision, are yon aware that the price asked by the Stephen’s
Creek Company was Is. (Id. per 100 gallons? No ; Gd.
869. At all events, you supported the Stephen’s Creek Company in their proposal as originally submitted?
Do you mean tbe Council ?
870. Yes ? I could not answer that question now.
871. Have the Council made any representations to the Government since their decision in January,
1890—I think it was about that time—with respect to a water supply for'Broken Hill since they came
to a decision with reference to the Stephen’s Creek Scheme;—did the Council apply to the Government
again last year ? I could not tell you the date exactly. It would be about five or six months ago, I
think.
.
872. Did you see the letter that was sent? I did not know. It was passed by the Council, and seut in
the ordinary wav.
873. Up to that time no communication was forwarded to the Government with respect to the water
supply for Broken Hill? National supply ?
874. Yes, or in any way representing to the Government that the Stephen’s Creek Scheme would uot be
sufficient to meet the requirements of the place ? Not by tho Council.
875. Do you think that the principal duty of the Council is to see that a proper water supply is provided?
I think so. That is a special feature of their business.
876. If they saw auy danger and required any assistance, you think it would be their duty to make
representations to the Government ? Certainly,
877. Mr. Cohen.] Is that a report of the mooting held at Broken Hill last night, to which you referred
just now ? Yes.

Henry
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Henry Henderson Dryadalc recalled and further examined:—•
878. Mr. Colien.~\ Can you give us any certain information with regard to the average rainfall at Broken Mr. H. H.
. Drysdftlo.
Hill ? Yes; we have the official record taken for the last ten years, and that record shows about IO3inehes. It was taken by the manager of Mount Gipps station.
11 ^
879. Chairman^] Have you any oflicialdocument that you could hand in to the Committee? We have it,
'
hut unfortunately not here. Mr. Jobson had it at the first meeting of the Committee, hut unfortunately
he was not asked about it.
880. Mr. Cohen.'] Assuming a rainfall of
inches, would that he sufficient to fill the reservoir? If it
'
fell in two or three hours, 2 inches would he more than sufficient to fill it.
SSI, Being filled, for what period would the reservoir contain a supply ? Bor quite two years, allowing
83 per cent, for evaporation.
S82, I believe that your company is proposing this Darling scheme as supplementary to your Stephen’s
Creek source ? Yes, simply. ~We have no doubt whatever about the Stephen’s Creek being sufficient
for the requirements with an average rainfall; but we are proposing the other scheme in case there should
he a period of drought.
883. The Stephen’s Creek at present is not affording a supply to Broken Hill? Yot in the ordinary way.
Carters are going out and getting water there, but we are not pumping it.
88-t. Is that by reason of the drought? Yes. We pump into the tanks which the carters carry out, and
w'e do it at a nominal cost.
885. Have you, in conjunction with Mr. Houghton, gone through the figures as to the cost of pumping ?
No, not with Mr. Houghton.
88G. With whom ? I have gone through them with our own engineer, Mr. Jobson, He has pointed out
that if a long period of drought ensue we shall he pumping water at a very heavy loss, I nave myself
gone into these figures and worked them out.
•
887. And you satisfied yourself as to the correctness of Mr. Jobson’s figures? Yes. I have worked
independently. Those figures show that for a supply of 208,000 gallons daily consumption the cost will
be a little over 10s. per 1,000 gallons—that is, to pump the water the whole way.
888. Do you wish to suggest any amendment with regard to the cost of water which is pumped in from
the Darling ? Yes ; I think it is only a fair thing to ask that we should got somewhere about the cost of
that—only for the water we pump, that is, during times of drought. Wc could hardly he expected to
supply it at a loss, and for all the water that wo pump from the Darling right into the hill we propose
that we should get 10s. per 1,000 gallons, but, as soon as we get the dam filled from rainfall, we should
revert at once to 5s. We believe that that will not be for more than one month iu the year, hut there is
a possibility tliat there may be a year’s drought, or even more, and we think it would be very unfair that
we should be expected to pump that water at a serious loss to ourselves.
889. Has your company laid down a reticulation service in Broken Hill? Wo have been doing that for
some time past, and it is nearly completed; a week or two will complete it.
89D. M.r. MlLachlan.] How long do you estimate it will take from the present time to get this scheme
ready for the use of the public ? If we have no strikes, and no accidents from shipwreck, wo can do it in
nino months.
891. How long do you require;—what time do yon wish to ask for ? Wc have asked for eighteen mouths.
892. Under your Bill ?

Yes, under the Bill.

893. Tliat is the time which you think it is necessary to take ? Yes.
89k Is that from the passing of the Bill, or from the present date? From the passing of tho Bill.
895. You say you wish now to have the Bill amended, and ask for an allowance of 10s. per 1,000 gallons
for water pumped from the Darling or Lake Speculation ? Yes.
890. How do you propose to regulate that, and to distinguish it from the water that is collected in tho
dam at Stephen’s Creek ;—you have not two dams there ? We will have.
897. Two separate dams—one for Stephen’s Creek water? Yes.
898. And one for Lake Speculation water ? It will be a service reservoir.
899. It will enable the two waters to be kept perfectly distinct ? Yes.
.
900. What is the object of that? To prevent a rush of water against our dam, and to keep it clear,
901. That is the present dam ? Yes.
902. Tiie two dams will communicate, of course ? Not necessarily.
903. How will you fill the one from the other? How do you mean?
904. There will be no connection between the two dams ? That is a question for the engineer. I rcallv
cannot tell.
"
905. It will be a question for the public if they are going to pay 10s. for one lot of water and 5s. for
another ? That can bo regulated by having a meter at the dam or at Lake Speculation, so as to see what
water passes through.
90G. Then, as far as this scheme is concerned, you require 10s. per 1,090 gallons of water? Yes.
907. Do you happen to know that the Premier mentioned to a recent deputation that tho only reason for
encouraging your Bill was that you were going to do it for 5s. ? I happen to know that it was not.
90S. Do you happen to know that the Premier said that if you did not do it at 5s. you would get no Bill ?
No ; ho did not say so.
909. As a man who has studied this question, and supposing that you had no interest whatever iu
Stephen’s Creek, would you consider that water from Lake Speculation, Lake Menindie, and tho Darling
could be taken more cheaply to Broken Hill directly than by passing through Stephen’s Creek ? I very
much doubt it.
'
’
910. You doubt it? Yes,
911. Whether a company taking water directly from Lake Speculation and Lake Mouindie could take it
more cheaply than you could through Stephen's Creek? Jt is possible that it might make a little
difference.
912. You are not cerium ? No.
913. I oil only go the length of saying that it is possible ? Yes.
914. Which is the shorter distance ?

1 cannot tell; I have not surveyed it myself.

915. You cannot tell without surveying it ? I believe they are about the same.
910. You have seen plans ? Yes.
.
917. Do they show they are the same ? Yes.
f
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918. Have you any plans to show us that they are the same distance—do you mean to say that the
distances are the same ? That is my recollection.
11F b 3892
^ou ^ave frequently seen plans ? 1 do not know that I have frequently, hut I have seen them. It
e ■’
£' has not been necessary to refer to them very frequently.
-920. What plans have you seen ? Government plans, and plans from our own engineer.
921. There are Government plans, then, are there ? Yes, certainly.
922. Where have you seen them ? Government maps.
923. You mean simply parish maps ? Yes.
924. Showing routes of water schemes ? Not at all—simply showing the country and the relative
positions.
926. Do they lay down any survey of this pipe line, or anything of that sort ? No.
926. You have not seen any plans showing any water scheme ? Yes, I have; hut I do not Jtnow whether
that is correct.
927. Where ? Laid out on our own plans.
928. Do you know by whom ? I cannot tell. J suppose some of our surveyors.
929. You are one of the directors of the company ? Yes.
930. And have had to consider these things P Yes.
931. Have you had any plans prepared for the company showing your scheme? Certainly,
932. Surveys and levels P Yes.
933. Who made them? Some of our surveyors. We had a number of surveyors.
934. What are their names ? I cannot tell yon their names.
_
935. Not one of them? Not even one of them. Our chief engineer attended to our business there.
We did not bother about surveyors, or their names either.
936. Who are the engineers? Mr. Jobson; he would produce plans to ns made by surveyors and
draftsman.
937. Are they signed by any engineer or surveyor ? That I cannot tell.
938. Have you any objection to producing them ? We have not got them here—it would cause delay.
939. Where are they ? They are in Melbourne.
940. Have they ever been seen by the Government officials? One plan was.
941. That is in Melbourne ? No; it was seen here by this Select Committee, but I am not aware whether
that shows the two routes.
942. You do not consider that they are of so much importance then to the Committee that they should
see them ? They have seen a plan
943. One of them you say—not the plans ? All that is necessary, I think. If the Committee wish for
any more we shall be only too glad to provide them. [Plan produced^
_
_
944. Is this a perfectly straight line, or apparently so? Apparently there it is, certainly, but the track
will not he.
945. Is this tho line you propose by your notice? No ; wc ask for a deviation line. Wc ask for tho
land between those two points.
946. Three chains? No; three miles each side, 1 think.
_
_
947. But for your pipe line, what do you ask ? We lay the pipes anywhere between those deviation lines.
948. You want 6 miles for the pipe line ? No ; for the purpose of laying it wo want 6 miles.
949. Who is Mr. P. V. Tuson ? I believe he is a surveyor under the Act in Victoria.
950. This plan is said to be compiled from Government plans—you do not know how they were com
piled? No, I do not.
951. Is this man in the Government Service now? He was the surveyor in charge at Broken Hill.
952. Do you know anything about the correctness of this plan ? Not personally.
953. Do you know if the Government have ever made any plans ? I am not aware.
_
954. Are you not aware whether the Government have ever made any surveys for the purpose of this
company, or showing any part of this scheme ? I am not aware of it.
955. So far as you know, has there ever been an actual survey of the route? Yes, there has.
956. By whom ? By our engineer and assistants.
957. What is his name? Mr. Jobson.
958. Where is that survey ? I suppose he has possession of that.
959. Do yon propose to produce it ? We do not propose to do so.
960. You do not propose to produce it? Not unless the Committee ask for it. We do not wish to
prolong this inquiry.
961. Is there a tendency to silt up very much in the dam at Stephen's Creek ? I do not think so at all.
962. What about the soakage—is there any great soakage ? The soakage will be one soakage completed
and finished the same as with a sponge. It will take up a certain quantity, and will not afterwards take
up any more.
963. Mr, Slattery.'] In regard to this plan, do I understand that it is merely a preliminary plan for the
information of the Committee and tho Assembly ? Certainly.
964. This is not a final plan for the works ? Of course not.
965. One clause in your Bill provides that if you get the concession, the plan 1o ho used for the purpose
of carrying out the work will have to be approved by the Governor-in-Council before you can go on with
the work ? Certainly.
.
966. Mr. Dickens,] You said just now that jrou were supplying a certain quantity of water to Broken
Hill;—is that water on the surface, or do you get it from going through the drift ? It is on the surface ;
'
it is soakage water, hut it canhot get away, and it remains near the dam.
Mr. H. H.
Dry-dale.

'
Hugh Giffen M*Kinney sworn and examined:—■
Mr. H. Gt. i967. Chairman.] What is your position in the Public Service? I am Chief Engineer for Water
M'Kinney.' Conservation. ,
"
’
ggg. How long have you been in the Water-Conservation Department? The Department was formed
11 Feb., 1892, onjy at
beginning of 1899, butyl had been engaged in exactly the same class of work before. The
Department was formally‘authorised then.
' *
969.
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369. I presume that you have had some experience in water consercation ? During the last twenty-two MrO'*
years the whole of my experience has been in connection with water conservation, irrigation, and M'K*11110?*
drainage.
-~\
970. Have you been on the river Darling ;—have you been where the proposed works under this Bill will11 Fcb''1892,
be P Yes.
971. Do you know tho lakes which it is proposed to tap? Yes; I have seen them.
972. Do you, as an engineer, think that a water supply for a township like Broken Hill can be obtained
■from that source ? From Lake Speculation. I think that is the pdace tho company intends to pump
from.
■
‘
973. And also from the river, I think, according to the Bill? It is a good source of supply, for there is
a considerable storage to fall hack upon—that is io say, if the reservoir at Stephen’s Creek should fall
very low the storage they have in Lake Speculation will be very valuable in supplementing it.
974. I understand from your answer, then, that there would have to be some work done at Lake Specula
tion before it would afford a permanent supply—that is, dams or flood-gates, or something of that kind?
There has been a small dam constructed already by tho lessees of the run.
975. Do you think that that is sufficient to conserve a sufficient body of water to give a permanent supply ?
Not by itself, but I think that, together with the storage at Stephen’s Creek, that would be sufficient. I
understand that the large storage reservoir has been completed at Stephen’s Creek, but I have not been
there since it was completed. I knew the original proposal of the Stephen’s Creek Company, and I
understand that one reservoir has been constructed, and that it is larger than the reservoir originally
intended. If that is so, that reservoir, together with Cake Speculation, will, I think, provide a permanent
supply.
976. Have you been over the proposed pipe route? I went over the pipe line of the Broken Hill and
District Water Supply Company.
■
977. From an expert’s point of view, how long would you consider it would lake to carry out this work ?
I should fancy that it should be done within twelve months, at all events. I think it could be done within
twelve months, and possibly in considerably less time. 1 think it could be done within twelve months, in
going about the matter in a fairly energetic way,
978. 1 suppose you know the population of Broken Hill ? I have been informed that it is now something
like 25,000.
979. From your experience, can you give us any idea what, approximately, would bo the consumption of
water by a population of that number ? Well, as the water must necessarily he more expensive than in
towns situated under ordinary favourable circumstances, I do not think the supply there would average
more than 20 gallons per head per day. That would be 500,000 gallons. That is assuming that the
whole town would take ihe water, of which I am not very sure. The town is a good deal scattered, and
I question very much whether the whole town will make full use of the supply.
980. Do you think that that would be a fair estimate to base it on—500,000 gallons a day? I think
that such arrangements should be made as would provide that supply, independently of the requirements
of the mines.
98]., I suppose you can give the Committee no information as to what quantity the mines would require ?
No ; I have no information about that,
982. Did you inspect the reservoir at Stephen’s Creek ? I inspected the dam site tho first time 1 went
up, and the second time one of the dams was in course of construction, and 3 inspected that then, but it
had not progressed very far I have not seen tho works since it was finished.
983. Do you think that the dam, if properly constructed, would hold water ? I think so.
984. There is no doubt about that? I do not think there is.
985. In answering my question just now in reference to the time it would require to carry out the work,
were you meaning that to apply to the pumping of the water to Stephen’s Creek? The supply and
erection of the pumping machinery and the laying of tho pipe line.
986. To Stephen's Creek? Yes, to Stephen’s Creek.
987. 1 suppose you kuow the distance from the river to Stephen's Creek? I know that from Lake
Speculation, along the lines which were adopted by tbe other company, the distance was 51 miles to
Broken Hill, and I should say that the distance would be 42 or 43 miles from Lake Speculation to the
Stephen’s Creek reservoir.
■
gSLlfi-nqi
988. Do you think that the works to Stephen’s Creek could be carried out more quickly than works
direct to Broken Hill could he carried out? Oh, yes, I should certainly say so.
989. Do you think that they could supply water from Lake Speculation more quickly by pumping it'into
Stephen’s Creek than by pumping it straight to Broken Hill ? I think so decidedly, because in connection
with tho scheme for pumping water from Lake Speculation to Broken Hill direct there are a number of
reservoirs, some of which would take a large amount of time, it being a more tedious work than the
laying of the pipe lines.
990. How many pumping-stations do you think would be required to pump the water to Stephen’s
Creek ? It is rather difficult to answer that question, because I think it is quite a question whether the
water cannot be forced the whole way by one pumping-station. But I do not know that tliat would be
an economical arrangement or a safe one. It is a matter of choice whether there should be two, three, or
four. I should say, at the very least, two.
991. Do you think it is quite a feasible scheme to pump water from the lakes and the river? Oh, yes,
certainly,
992. There is no engineering difficulty in tiie way of carrying out such a class of work ? None whatever.
993. Mr. O'SitUivan.'] You have had along correspondence, at least,your bepartment has, with one of
these companies ? Fes ; a considerable number of letters have been exchanged on the gubject,
994. What was the nature of that correspondence ? The first letter of importance, so far as the Mines
Department is concerned, was the report which was given in about this scheme on the 4th February of
last year. The subsequent correspondence grew out of that. A report was given in relating to the
scheme of the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company.
‘
'
t
995. What are 1,he points at issue between your Department and fKo Broken Hill and. District AVater
Supply Company ? Put briefly, it is simply this : We never had a definite scheme at all. i
996. Are you satisfied that you have a definite scheme from tlje other-opmpany-,? Yes, decidedly,
997. Have you made a thorough examination of their proposals and plans ?. Yes- r
998.
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H. G. 998. And you are satisfied that they will meet the requirements of the place ? Yes, I quite believe so.
M'Kinney. gqg Have you anything to lead you to doubt tho bona fides of the Stephen's Creek Company ? Hone
1‘>

e

what*™1’-

&. joOO. What work have they been doing at Lake Speculation ?

'

.

.

There is a small piece of cutting that has
been made between Lake Speculation and Lake Menindie. It runs from 8 or 4 feet up to 7 feet in
bottom width, and there are two small dams. These works, I may say, the station manager informed me
had been done by the station, I see that Mr. James, who was engineer to that company, mentioned the
same thing in his evidence before the Select Committee, but I. notice that it is said now that they were
made by the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company.
.
1001. And the other company also claim to have done it? I do not know whether the other company
has done anything or not. The other company has taken no action about Lake Speculation until within
the last two months, I understand.
1002. How could they get authority to interfere with a public lake at all ? In regard to that, the lake
comes within a squatter’s run—the Kinchega run—and it is possible that they may have made some
arrangement with the lessee of the run.
,
_
1003. Would you allow even the lessee of a run to interfere with the water-rights of an important lake
like this ? There is no law in this country which deals in a definite way with water-rights.
1004. You mean in a lake—there is nothing to define high-water mark ? Ho.
1005. You heard a remark made yesterday by one witness that more drinking than work was done by
engineers sent out—do you think that that was a proper remark to make? 1 certainly do not.
1006. Do you not think that was reflecting on the officers sent out there ? I do not know whom it could
refer to, and it was certainly a very improper remark, and made, as far as I am aware, without any
foundation at all.
.
,,
1007. As head of that Department, you know nothing of your own knowledge to justify sucli a remark
being made ? Certainly not.
,
1008 Chairman.'] Has your Department sent any engineers out there? There has been one assistant
engineer out at Lake Speculation and Lake Menindie, and there has been an engineering surveyor. They
were the only ones, besides myself, that went out there.
_
t
1009. Those are all the Government officials that have been sent ? Of course there are the inspectors of
tanks and wells for travelling stock. They have been out there too.
1010. But I mean surveyors and engineers ? Not in connection with my work.
■
1011. Mr. Slattery.] You stated iu reply to Mr, O’Sullivan just now that a great deal of correspondence
has taken place between the Department and the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company
(Limited) ? Yes.
1012. I want to know if it is a fact that that company could not get specific information from the
Department in regard to the matter ? Ho there is no foundation at all for that statement.
1013. None whatever ? Hot the slightest foundation.
_
1014. Were you and the Department always prepared to give every possible information to assist them in
this matter? Certainly, and from the outset wo pointed out different tilings in which the information
supplied by them was seriously defective.
_
...
1015. Is it a fact that you told Mr. Stockdalc, or any one ciso, at Menindie tliat you were satisfied with
their scheme ? Certainly not. I never informed anyone that I was satisfied with their scheme.
1016. Neither Mr. Stockdalc nor auy one else ? Ho. As a. matter of fact, when I saw Mr. Stockdalo at
.Menindie I had not commenced to examine the scheme. I had tho papers in my possession, but, 1 had not
begun my inspection. The idea that I could tell him tliat I was satisfied with a scheme I had seen nothing
of is sufficient to speak for itself.
_
1017. Did you, at Menindie, or anywhere else, make a statement to that etlbct ? Certainly not. I never
made such a statement.
i
_
1018. When you saw Mr. Stockdalc at Menindie, had you at that time visited Lake Speculation ? Ho ; I
had never seen it.
....
-r1019. Did Mr. Stockdalo at that time know that you were only just beginning your inspection , Yes;
in fact, I informed him that I was going to inquire into the scheme.
^
1020. Did he at any time ask any question as to whether you were satisfied or not ? No, he never asked
me such a question. I need scarcely say that I should not have answered it if it had been asked.
_
1021. And you say you would not have been in a position to do so, not having visited Lake Speculation ?
I would not have been in a position to give an answer.
1022. Did you ever, at any time, have a conversation with the Hon. George Henry Cox about this scheme.
I never had any conversation with him about the scheme. I never spoke half a dozen words to him in
my life. I was introduced to him one day at this House.
.
_
1023. But in regard to this Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company’s Bill, did you ever have a
conversation with him about it at all ? Hover a word.
_ _
1024. Had you, or have you, any feeling whatever against this Broken Hill and District Water Supply
Company ? Not the slightest.
1025. None whatever ? Certainly not,
1026. Did they produce proper plans to you? Ho; I was never able to get proper plans. _ I may
mention in particular there is one point to which I called attention time after time in connection with,
their scheme—that is, the reservoir proposed to he erected on the top of Taylor’s Hill. That is one of the
most important features of the scheme. This reservoir was to he about 5 miles or so from Broken Hill.
We never got any details about that, and the information that we had was so contradictory that one
authority, speaking on behalf of the company, said that 3,000,000 gallons storage would be enough to
provide, whilst another said 30,000,000 or 40,000,000, and the same one afterwards gave information
which was equivalent to saying that about 80,000.000 would be required. We never got anything more
definite than that about the reservoir, and the site for it was very vaguely described, and that was one of
the main features of the scheme.
_
_
_
,
.
1027. Did the company put you in possession of information to justify you in recommending the Minister
to get the approval of the Governor-in-Council ? Certainly not.^
_
1028. The Minister, then, was never placed in that position ?' Ho, certainly not.
_
1029. Were yon anxious to sec any kind of scheme carried out for the purpose of having the people of
Broken
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Broken Hill supplied with water ? Oh, yes; certainly. X should have been only too glad to see the ^tr. H. G-.
difficulty got over.
'
M'Kinney.
1030. And have assisted auy company ? Yes.
YJ
1031. Have you any interest in any other company at all? 1. have not now and never had any interest ^
'
in any company for supplying water to Broken Hill.
■
1032._ Did you at any time assert that the supply of water under tho scheme of the Broken Hill and
District Water Supply Company was not likely to he permanent? I pointed out that the duty of tho
company was to show that their supply would he permanent, and that they had entirely failed to do so.
In fact, the hulk of the evidence that we had went to show that their scheme would not provide a
permanent supply.
1033. Did you or the Department, to your knowledge, at any time make any frivolous or any other kind
of objection to this company getting the approval of the G 5vernor-in-Council ? Cortaiuly not. Every
objection that was made was based on the want of information which the company should have supplied.
1.034. And you say now, being examined here as a witness, that that information was never supplied to
you ? It never was supplied.
1035. Mr. MLachlan.] Do you think it necessary to have more than one pumping-station to pump water
from Lake Speculation to Broken Hill or Stephen’s Creek P Yes, I do.
103G. How many do you think is necessary ? It is necessary to have at least two pumping stations to
■
force the water to Stephen’s Creek.
'
"
'
1037. "Would that be sufficient, do yon think? I think two would be sufficient, but I should certainly
say that there should be at least two. I think that should be tbe minimum.
103S. Two in your opinion would be sufficient either to Broken Hill or to Stephen’s Creek ? No ; I do
not say to Broken Hill. There is a very material difference—a difference, I understand, of 300 or 400
feet between the two. I do not think two would he sufficient from Lake Speculation direct to Broken
Hill,
1039. How many ought there to be? Three or four would be sufficient, I fancy.
1040. Can you not give a more definite opinion than that; you think two would be sufficient from Lake
Speculation to Stephen’s Creek and you say three or four to Broken Hill ? I say two would he sufficient
as a minimum.
'

s

1041. You say two would be a proper number, in your opinion, to Stephen’s Creek ? Xb ; I do not.
1042. What did you think two would he sufficient for ? I said, at least.
1043. You said two would bo the proper number, in your opinion ? No, I did not.1044. What did yon say two would be sufficient for? 1 did not say two would be sufficient for anything.
1045. W hat did you say about two pumping-stations ? I said that two pumping-stations, if taken as'a
minimum, would do to supply water to Stephen’s Creek.
1016. Did I not ask you what, in your opinion, would he the right number of pumping-stations to have,
and didn’t you say two ? I do not think so.
1017. Wbat do you consider now would be the proper number from Lake Speculation to Stephen’s
Creek ? That is a question I could not answer off-hand.
1048. Well, what is your opinion? I would decline to give an opinion off-hand about a thing like that.
It has, in the first place, to be gone into whether the pipes to be used ivould be cast or wrought iron,
and also the question what pressure they would stand. I know that noth two stations it could be done—
the water being forced twice from Lake Speculation to Stephen’s Creek.
10-49. If you had the control of tho works, what number would you construct? I would not "ivc an
opinion off-hand as to what number I should have. That is a matter for calculation.
&
1050. "Well, about wbat number ? I may tell you, to begin with, that an opinion giveii in tliat way is not
of jtny value whatever as a. definite matter, but I should say probably three or four.
‘,
1051. To Stephen’s Creek from Lake Speculation ? Probably three.
.
1052. What difference would you make from Lake Speculation to Broken Hill ? One pumpirm-station
is sufficient at Stephen’s Creek.
L °
1053. I am not talking about Stephen’s Creek, hut between Lake Speculation and Broken Hill direct, if
there were such a scheme? About one more than tho other.
’
1054. One more pumping-station, you think ? Yes : probably. I may repeat that information which
involves considerable calculations given in this way is of no value whatever. You ask me “ about,” and
.1 may toll you about three or five, or two or four, but I do not say it is of any value.
’
1055. Is there not a-good deal of it down hill from Lake Speculation to Broken Hill? Xo - there is
very little down hill.
'
’
1056. Is it up hill much ? On the line taken by the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company
there is a piece shown as down hill from Mount Taylor. They propose to supply the water by gravitation
from Mount Taylor.
'
'
1057. Do you say it is down hill or up hill ? It is up hill; there is a tremendous rise.
1058. What is the rise ? Something like 900 feet from Lake Speculation to Broken Hill.
1059 What is, roughly, the rise from Lake Speculation to Stephen’s Creek ? I think it is 300 feet from
Stephen’s Creek. This would give about 600 feet from Lake Speculation, roughly.
'
1060. Have you formed any opinion as to whether Lake Speculation and the lliver Darliim would give a
permanent supply ? Yes; I may say that I have.
D
&
1061. And Lake Menindie ? 'Yes. '
1062. That is Lake Speculation, Lake Menindie, and the "River Darling ; have you formed any opinion as
to whether that would give a permanent supply? Yes ; 1 have.
1063. What is that opinion? The information goes to show that it would not be reliable. Lake
Speculation has been known to be dry for long periods. We have it on first class authority that the
Darling there has been known to bo dry for montbs, and Lake Menindie is worse still.
1064. But the whole three together? Well, Lake Speculation is as good as the whole three together, for
it has the largest storage.
°
106o. A part cannot be equal to the whole, can it ? Well, it cannot; but Lake Speculation is tho only
place there where there is really a good storage. Lake Menindie is very shallow, and as a matter of fact,
there are grave doubts as to whether tho water there would he wholesome. The supply in Lake
Speculation comes in at very irregular intervals, and depends on high floods in the Darling and none

1
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Mr. H. G-. comes in unless there arc high floods; therefore, in a long period of drought the chances are that Lake
M'-Kinney. Speculation would be dry, and there would be very little water in the Darling, too, for several months.
ItlflG. In your opinion do those three sources, Lake Speculation, Lake Menindie, and the -Kiver Darling,
-- e
'at Menindie, form a permanent supply P I would not like to state positively, but the whole bulk of the
evidence goes to show that they do not form a permanent supply.
1067. In your opinion they do not form a permanent supply, those three sources ? In my opinion the
hulk of the evidence goes to show they do not form a permanent supply.
1068. In your opinion they do not ? In my opinion the hulk of the evidence goes to show they do not
form a permanent supply.
.
. ,
,
1068. But you have seen the place, and I ask you your opinion ? But I never come to an opinion with
out sufficient evidence.
.
1070. The opinion you have formed is that those three sources are not sufficient ? I say that the hulk
of the evidence sjiows that.
3071. That is your opinion—that they do not form a permanent supply ? I have uot an opinion,
1072. Then why express one P I have told you repeatedly that I have not an opinion. I tell you what
the facts of the case are.

1073. Then you have never formed an opinion ? I have told you what my opinion is—that the bulk of
the evidence goes to show that they do not form a permanent supply.
1074. Do you think that Lake Speculation aud Stephen's Creek would form a permanent supply P Tes,
1 think they would.
1075. Why P Because as a matter of fact the reservoir at Stephen’s Creek will really hold considerably
more water than Lake Speculation, and it will be an easy matter when the waterfalls low in the reservoir
at Stephen’s Creek to pump up from Lake Speculation. It is a very improbable contingency that there
would be low water in Stephen’s Creek and in tho Darling for a long period concurrently. I think tho
chances are so small that such a thing would happen that Stephen's Creek Keservoir and Lake Specula
tion conjointly may bo regarded as a permanent source of supply.
1076. And a better supply than those other three sources together? Tes.
1077. More abundant and more certain ? A better supply.
1078. More permanent ? Tes.
1079. That is your opinion; that these two—Lake Speculation and Stephen’s Creek—would be more
permanent than Lake Speculation, Lake Menindie, and the Darling at Menindie ? Tes, more reliable.
1080. Jtfr. LangKcll.^ Are you—in speaking of Lake Speculation—including Lake Menindie ? 1 am
including the fact that a connection will exist between the two, hut that Lake Speculation will be looked
upon as the main storage.
1081. But drawing a supply from Lake Menindie ? Tes, I am looking to a maintenance of the connection
between the two.
1082. Chairman.] Do you mean the river as well?
been known to go dry for several months.

Tes, I mean the river, which has in times of drought

1083. I understand that your answer to Mr. M'Lachlan's questions was that the supply from Lake
Speculation, Lake Menindie, and the River Darling, together with Stephen’s Creek, you consider better
than without Stephen’s Creek ? Q.uite so.
1084. Mr. M'Lachlan.'] My question was this—whether Lake Speculation and Stephen’s Creek would bo
more permanent than Lake Speculation, Lake Menindie, and the Darling at Menindie ? There is really
nothing in the point, because Lake Speculation depends on the Kiver Darling, and the flow goes through
Lake Menindie.
1085. 3 will put it this way: "Would Lake Speculation, Lake Menindie, and Stephen's Creek give a
more permanent supply than Lake Speculation, Lake Menindie, and the Kiver Darling. What is your
opinion of that? There is really no meaning in the question.
1086. There is no meaning iu the question, you think ? Jt is certainly uot an engineering question.
_
1087. I will put two schemes to you, one being Stephen’s Creek, Lake Speculation and Lake Menindie,
and the other Lake Speculation, Lake Menindie and the Kiver Darling. Which do you consider would
be the more permanent supply—you do not think it is intelligible ? To ; it is a mere quibble.
1088. Have you ever heard of the Kiver Darling at Menindie having failed? I have.
1089. You have not known it of your own knowledge ? To, 1 have not.
1090. Do you know from whom you heard that it ever failed ? I got it from the evidence taken before
the Water Commission.
1091. Whose evidence was that? The evidence of Mr. Tally, Inspector of Stock, and Mr, W. J. Hanna,
Koad Superintendent, and Messrs. Donkin and Gipps’ report on the Darling Kiver.
1092. Don’t you remember putting the matter in a very prejudiced way in reference to that report—
picking out one part and not the other? To ; J certainly do not remember doing anything of the kind.
1093. Tou do not remember quoting one part of tho report given by Messrs. Donkin and Gipps, Members
of the Water Commission, as authorities to show what you are now saying, namely, that the river is not
reliable—quoting one part of the report against the Darling Kiver Company, but saying nothing about
tho other part, which put it the opposite way ? I do not see tliat anything would overturn facts like those.
1094. 1 suppose you know that this report, dated April 9, 3891, was not available to my clients until
this return was called for—it was merely in the Department, and was not communicated to the Darling
Kiver Company ? 1 am not aware of it, but 1 am not aware there was any necessity for it.
1093. In the ordinary course it would not he sent—it is merely from the Chief Engineer, that is yourself,
to the Under Secretary for Mines ? Tes.
1096. Do you notice that in that report to your superior officer you make this remark amongst many
arguments against the Darling Kiver Company’s scheme:—*’ My statement that satisfactory information
as to the'permanence of the supply had not been furnished is met with the assertion that the permanence
of the supply in this scheme is its leading feature.” The Engineer to the Broken Hill and District Water
Supply Company supports this statement by another equally daring assertion, that “ during the severest
drought the river at this point always contains a large supply of running water.” Unsupported state
ments such as these aro calculated to damage seriously the cause "which they are iniended. to serve.
Before making such statements authoritative evidence to the contrary should have been dealt with. Eor
instance, the published statements of Mr. J. B. Donkin, L.S., and Mr. F. B. Gipps, C.E., members of the
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late Water Commission, tlmt “the absence of a constant stream in the Darling has been Tory prejudicial ^l1'’^
to the interests of the settlers in the western part of the colonv:” ahoukl certainly have been dealt with
innay
and refuted. Another published stafement which should have been dealt with is that of Mr. W. J. n peb_ yggj,
Hanna, formerly Road ^Superintendent of the western, district, to the effect that he has seen the River
’’
‘
Darling “ when it was a chain of waterholes.’- I presume that was clearly intended to show that Messrs,
Donkin and Gipps were of opinion that that supply was not reliable—1 suppose it was your intention to
convey that idea ? Yes.
'
1097. You therefore quoted from that part of the report. Will you look on the other page of the same
report by Messrs. Donkin and Gipps ; ihe words “ the absence of a constant stream in the Darling has
been very prejudicial to tho interests of the settlers in the western part of the the colony,” are, if is true,
quoted by you; but you do not quote tbe words on the previous page—“tbe time at our disposal being
limited, wc were unable to make a thorough inspection of ihe lake system along the course of the river,
but we succeeded in visiting some of the more important lakes near Menindie. Instrumental examination
will, how-ever, be necessary to determine accurately the value of .these lakes as reservoirs ; but the evidence
placed before us justifies our expressing the opinion that very large bodies of water can be permanently
conserved in these depressions at a comparatively small expenditure It is estimated by the Road
Superintendent of the district., Mr. W. J. Hanna, C.lS., that the wafer in Menindie Lake and Cawndilla
Lake, which covers an area of over 150,000 acres, could be retained at a cost of about £700.” That part
of the report is very much in favour of a permanent supply, is it not ? Yes.
10p8. Why not, in fairness, have quoted both those extracts in your report to the Under Secretary for
Mines ? There is a very good reason for that.

1099. What is it? There was an attempt made to carry out the conserving of water in Lake Menindie,
and it proved a complete failure.
1100. Then their opinion was wrong? Yes, on that point it was certainly w'rong,
1101. You quof ed their opinion as very valuable, but according to you now it is not valuable ? Not at all.

1102. A valuable opinion against us ? Nothing of the kind.
1103. As to Lake Speculation failing, the dam that was made two years ago is standing now is it not? I
do not think it would stand continuously for two vears.
1101, Was it not made tivo years ago ? There was a dam made two years ago, I believe.
110;j. Is it not still standing ? Yes, J believe there is a dam still standing ; it is a very small affair.
1100. Did you not visit it ? Yes, I did.
110a Did you ndt see it standing ? Yes, it was standing when I visited it.
1108. Roughly speaking, what was about the quantity of water in tho lake then ?
perhaps, 2,000,000,000 gallons.

1109. Have you any idea of the depth ?
1110. But I mean at that time ?

Ill]. Was it full ?

There may have been,
'

Yes ; I have had soundings taken since.

1 fancy that the maximum depth then came to a little over 17 or 18 feet.

\\ ell, it was not so full as it was afterwards.

1112. Was it nearly full ?

Yes.

1113. ^ And only had a maximum depth of 17 feet; I suppose you do not know■ that it was fuller then
than it had ever been within the memory of man ? I know it has been, fuller since.
1
1114. But at that time ?

It may or may not have been.

1115. There have been floods since? 1 was there at the beginning of last year.
1110. I mean at the time of the Bourke flood ? But irom the fact of a flood being the highest on record
at Bourke it would not necessarily follow that it was the highest on record at Lake Speculation.
1117. Was it not the highest at Menindie ? I could not say exactly whether it was the highest or not—
it may have been or not.
*
1118. Lt was very high at all events ?

Yes.

1119. Can the lake have been higher after that, do you think?

Yes. 1 think so,

1120. IV hat would cause it, after that ? I got information that there was a high flood since then.
1121. About when ? I cannot state from memory, but I can get details if you like.

1122. Have you not. from the very commencement—it may have been for some very good valid reason,
but at all events, rightly or wrongly, have you not from the commencement, from almost the first line
that you wrote about this, shown an opposition to the Darling River Company when they hud not been
guilty of any delay, or auy worth talking about, at all events? No, certainly not.
n23. Will you look at page 10 of this return—that is the first letter, I believe, you wrote on the subject?
Yes; 1 think it is.
J

1124. The Bill was passed in October, 1889?

Yes.

1125. Do you remember writing this on the 19th March. 1890.

Ix bringing .the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act into operation it will be necessary to exercise great care in
sanctioning the resumption of land for the purposes of tbe Act, as there is a rival company, in the field, which has a Bill
ready for presentation to Parliament at the eommencemont of next Session. Under the Act now proposed to be put in
loicc the water is to bo obtained from Menindie and Speculation Lakes, near the river Darling, while under the rival
scheme the source of supply is Stephen s Creek. No complications cun arise in regard to water-rights, but in tbe matter of
land for service reservoirs and other such uses in or near Broken Hill difficulties may arise, and it is especially in regard to
these points that care is required.
,
.
v
>
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1° provide against mistakes and complications, I am of opinion that notices regarding land proposed to be resumed
should be made out with the same care as are notices descriptive of land proposed to be resinned by tbe Crown. The
notice, of which copies are submitted witii these papers, appears to me very defective, and I think it should be submitted
to the Department of Lands for a decision as to "whether it can be recognised as a proper description in terms of the Act,

Yes.
1126. That was tbe first letter that you ever wrote about tbe matter—that ns, in March, 1890?

Yes.

1127. It is a memo, from yourself to the Under Secretary for Mines, and not a letter to the company ?
1128. You have written several lefters and memos, in connection with this matter?

Yes.

1129. That was the first ? Yes.
1130. Have you not shown an aversion to the carrying out of the Darling River scheme all through—that
is by arguments, and so on? Most decidedly not. But I wish to explain that this was prompted by tho
very loose way in which the description of the land was got out. Even at that early stage the looseness
of the way in which the business was done attracted my attention.
‘

1131.
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1131. Have you ever had any better information from this present company, who are applying for a bill,
than you had from the Darling River Company, or anything like equal to it P Yes; I have had very
11 Feb 1892 muc^ better information.
’
’ 1132. Wbat had you ? When the scheme was inquired into first I got full details in regard to it.
1133. Where .are they ? I presume they are on record in the office.
■
1134. Ohairman.] Do you mean this to apply to the Stephen’s Creek scheme? Yes; when I went to
Broken Hi)] first to make my first inspection I went to inquire into water supply generally.
■
1135. Mr. M‘Lachlan.'] I am talking about the present bill? In regard to this line from Lake Specula
tion to Stephen’s Creek of course I have seen nothing except this preliminary plan.
113G. You do not know anything about the correctness of that ? Certainly not.
1137. Have the Government ever compiled any plans showing any route or water scheme ? Ho.
1138. Then there is an incorrect statement on the plan, is there not; it says “ compiled from Government
plan ” ? No, I see no reason to suppose that that is incorrect.
1133. Although the scheme is charted on that? It may he from plans of the Lands Department,
1140. Mr. Slattery^] What you say is that there were no plans prepared in the Water Conservation
Department relating to this ? No plans prepared by the Water Conservation Department.
1141. Mr. M'Lachlan.] Nor as far as you know have any plans of this water supply scheme heen pre
pared by the Government at all. 1 do not care whether by the Lands Department or any other Depart
ment ? No, not of this water supply scheme.
’
1142. Was any plan prepared giving the information contained in that plan—are you aware of any
Government plan whatever? I should think it not at all unlikely that there are plans of that district.
1143. But are you aware of any ? No I am not.
1144. Are you aware of any plan at all having been prepared by tbe Government showing any water
scheme for this Stephen’s Creek Company? No.
1145. When you say that that description which is amongst these papers was not sufficient I suppose
you had referred to the Act;’ of course, you could not form an opiniou without looking at the Act ? Yes.
114G. This is what we were required to give and which you say w'e did not give; section 2 sub-section 1
of the Darling Company’s Act provides, " The company shall publish once at least in each of three con
secutive weeks in some local newspaper circulatiug iu the town and district of Broken Hill, a notice
describing shortly the nature of the undertaking in respect of winch it is proposed to take any land that
has been alienated from the Crown naming some central place at Broken H.fil where apian of the proposed
undertaking may be seen at all reasonable hours, and stating the quantity of such land required.”
1147, The quantity was stated, was it not? I believe it was, but I know that I referred the description
to some licensed surveyors and they said the land could not ho identified by that,
11.4S, On page 10 of this return, there is a letter from Mr. Herbert D, Hughes, of 32 Pirie-street,
Adelaide, and dated 20th February, 1890, addressed to the Secretary of the Broken Hill aud District
Water Supply Company, Limited, as follows:—“Your letter, dated 15th February, also tracing of pro
posed block of land, portion of my Menindie lease, and copy of the public notices as printed have reached
me, aud in reply, I beg to state that I am neutral in respect to your company taking such land.
1149. That being tho provision in the Act we gave the quantity of the land, did we not, and did we not
also give shortly a description of the land; I ask you to refer to tho bottom of page 9 and the top of page
10, in which we describe the land ; this is what you say was not in compliance with the Act; that notice
was duly given, I believe? Yes.
The description given is as follows:—All that portion of land situate
and being about five miles from Broken Hill, containing about 1,500 acres, being part of certain lands
held under lease from the Crown by Herbert Bristow Hughes, being No. 244 on the Government plans
of resumed and leasehold areas, and being a portion of the Kinchega run; and bounded generally on the ,
north-east by the said lease to Herbert Bristow Hughes, along which it extends about 128 chains;
generally on the south-east by the said lease to Herbert Bristow Hughes, along which it extends about
94 chains; generally on the south-ivest by the said lease to Herbert Bristow Hughes, along which it
extends about IGlf- chains; generally on the north-west by the said lease to Herbert Bristow Hughes,
along which it extends about 39^ chains; on the north partly by the said lease to Herbert Bristow
Hughes for a distance of about 2 chains, and partly by the leasehold property of J. H. Aldridge, along
which it extends about 52 chains ; and generally on the north-west by tbe said lease to Herbert Bristow
Hughes, along which it extends about 33 chains. .Joseph. Makshahl, H. "Westcott.
1150. That is what you say is not in compliance with these words, “ describing shortly the nature of the
undertaking iu respect of which it is proposed to take any land that has been alienated from the Crown,
naming some central place at Broken Hill, where a plan of the proposed undertaking may be seen at all
reasonable hours, and stating the quantity of such land required ” ? I found, on going into that, that we
could not fix the position of that land on the map.
1151. The Act does not require it to be fixed, does it? It does not state that it shall not be fixed.
1152. It says “ stating shortly” ? But that must mean an intelligible description.
1153. Do you mean to say, seeing that a plan was given to you showing a line from Lake Speculation to
Broken Hill, that that was not sufficient to enable you to go and examine tbe country and see ifyou
could report either in favour or against the scheme ? But there is not the slighest comparison. Thisis
merely a preliminary plan, hut that was supposed to be a plan of the land to be taken up.
1154. It comes to this : that you rest your obstruction upon saying that that was not a compliance—in
other words, that we did not shortly describe the land and did not state the quantity—I suppose the
whole of your obstruction afterwards was justified by that? I object to the word “obstruction”
altogether.
■
1155. 'Well, opposition? In regard to this particular letter, I took the only course possible—that is, I
called attention to the defective description and recommended that it should be referred to the Lands
Department.
•
115G. Although the legislature sanctioned a more general and shorter description? The legislature did
not say that an unintelligible description would be permitted.
1157. At all events it comes to this ; That you considered that by giving that notice, which is mentioned
on pages 9 and 10 of the return, we had uot complied with section 2 of the Darling Company's Act? I
thought it was a very loose description, hut that was by no means one of the main points of objection to
the scheme.
1158.
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1!5S. "What other? That is a minor point altogether. 1 did raise that point, and recoinmeded that it
should ho referred 1o the I.ands Department.
115!). What other dilliculties were there about giving us permission (o go on ? I never could got aiiy ^ jfeb 1892
particulars about the reservoir on Taylor's Hill.
’
'
11(50. "What other particulars did you want ? "We wanted to know if it was to he of d,000,000,30,000,000,
or 80,000,000 gallons capacity, and what was to he the nature of the work, and we could get nothing what
ever about it. That was one of the main features of the scheme. The information we got was most
contradiciory.
11(51. Did not the scheme state the specific quantity ? I believe it did, hut wo got three or four different
statements, all given authoritatively, to which we were referred.
One was 3,000,000 gallons, another
30,000,000 or 40,000,000 gallons, aud the third, if I recollect rightly, six months’ supply. Some state
ment like that, which, when calculated out, amounted to about 80,000,000 gallons. One of the professional
advisers said the capacity should be from 30,000,000 to 40,000,000 gallons. The same engineer stated
afterwards that this reservoir should contain at least half a year’s supply, and that was 80,000,000 gallons
according to his estimate, and the other authority said the capacity should be 3,000,000 gallons.
11(52. But we having furnished a scheme for a water supply, all you had to do was to approve of it or
not ? My idea was that the scheme was being made to look plausible, and it certainly did not. The
information given to ns did not make the scheme look plausible.
1163. "Will you look at page 26 of this return, where it says :—“Boll of sections and plans received from
the solicitors to the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company are herewith returned.—H.G-.MTC,
9/2/91.
In View of this report, it is not expedient that the scheme he approved of.—Ef.W,, 9/2/91.
Submitted. The Company may be asked to give further information with respect to the questions raised
by the Chief Engineer.—S. Smith. 16/2/91.
Will the Chief Engineer he good enough to supply the
questions necessary to elicit the information required.—&.W., 17/2/91.” You saw that at the time?
Yes.
_
_
_
1161. Did you furnish those questions? They arc not put in the form of questions, hut I complied with
that instruction.
1165. It says, “ Will the Chief Engineer be good enough to supply the questions necessary to elicit the
information required ”? I did not think that the Minister meant me to take the statement literally and
to snpplyquestions.
1166. How do you think you carried out the Ministers directions ? In the next letter. That is as
follows :—“ In compliance with the Minister’s note of 16th instant, I can only point out that, as is’showu
in detail in my report-of 4th instant, the scheme for supplying water to Broken Hill is incomplete in two
most important points. In the first place no details are given to show how the permanence of the supply
is to be maintained, and in the second place no details are given as to the character and number of works
which the scheme would involve. Details are required as to these two matters, and explanations are
•
required as regards the discrepancies between the statements of the two engineers who were the
responsible professional advisers of the promoters of the scheme.” Do you mean to say that that was
putting the questions that you wanted to have answered ? Yes, I do.
1107-8. I am looking at tho evidence given by you on the 28th October, 1891, before the Select Committee
of the Upper House on the Darling Biver Company’s Amendment Bill—do yon remember being asked
this question, and giving this answer: 11 205. Have you detailed to the Committee exactly what you want
to make that plan complete, giving the particulars which the department require ? .1 have not giveu
details with regard to what is wanted in that plan, but I can easily make out a statement of what is
wanted”? I believe there was such a question and answer. I think it is very probable that that is
correct; hut, if I did not give details, I gave a general statement.
1JG9. Had we not all along been pressing you to give details so that we'might comply with what you
wauted ? I know that all along you have been trying to get me to work out the scheme for you, and I
decidedly object. In fact, I was told broadly at one time that, if I was not satisfied with the information,
I could get it from the Government officers.
1170. "Whatinformation? The information we required in support of your scheme.
1171. But in your evidence you said “ I have not given details with regard to what is wanted in that plan,
but I can easily make out a statement of what is wanted.” "Why did you not send it out ? I gave a
general statement. Supposing I had made out a list of information I required about the quautity of water
the reservoir was to contain, the dimensions and form of it, and things of .that sort—I do not think that
is necessary when you have a general statement of wbat is wauted.
1172. Hr. Slattery.'] .According to the printed papers, the lion. George Henry Cox, called on. the 4th
March, 1881, for the purpose of getting a copy of your report for the company ? Yes.
1173. A.nd a copy of your report was furnished to Mr. Cox, on the 7th March—three days afterwards ?
Yes.
1174. Mr. Sydney Smith'] The Minister directed that the extracts should be supplied? Yes.
1175. Mr. MLachlan.] Is it not a fact that we asked for details of what you required over and over
again, which you say you could easily furnish ? Ho. I over and over again gave information to the
company as to what we required, and my letter of tho 19th Eebruary, 1891, show's clearly what we did
wane. Up to the present time we have never got any information in compliance with the points that are
raised in that letter.
1176. This is one of tho difficulties which you make in the report of the 4th Pebruary ; you said to-day,
first of all, that twTo pumping stations would be enough ? Excuse me, I did not.
1177. You afterwards said that you did uot say it? I know' there was a great deal of quibbling to make
mo admit that I said that, but I did not, I told you that that was a matter for calculation.
1178 Do you know' that the Act provided for eight pumping stations? I had forgotten that point, but
I know that we got contradictory information about the number of pumpiug stations that were wanted,
and that I referred !o iu one of my letters. The information we got on that point was most contradictory.
1179 Mr. Cohen.] Information from whom? Prom the different authorities to whom we were referred,
first of all, there wore tbe examinations of two engineers of the Broken Hill and District Water Supply
Company, and the information given by those two engineers was very contradictory. Then we got an
official statement which was also contradictory of their information in several points, aud then we referred
to the information before the Select Committee, if we were not satisfied with those three contradictory
items of information.
1180.
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Tou make complaint about the pumping stations not being definitely stated ? 1
The main reason for that was that, there was a considerable area of land wanted for them, and
11 Feb. 1892. ^le|,c^ore if 'va-s necessary to have definite i it formation a,s to what land was required
118L With regard to these pumping stations and your evidence to-day, would you be surprised to hear
of a qualified man saying that there would be no difficulty in pumping water 1:10 miles? 1 think it is
quite possible. I would not be surprised at all.
1182. He said it wmuld make no difference to pump it either perpendicularly or horizontally ? I do not
think any qualified man would say that.
1183. You do not agree with that? I certainly do not.
1184. Would there be any difference between pumping oil aud pumping water? That simply is a matter
depending on tho specific gravity of the two. The one is slightly different in weight from the other.
1185. _ You do not think there is any material difference ? No, but there might be a little difference in
the friction of the pipes.
1186. Y on agree with him to this extent, that there would be no difficulty in having one pumping station
to pump 120 miles ? X do not think there would. It depends to a great extent on the elevation of the
two ends of the pipe.
1187. In 900 feet would there be any difficulty? Yes, I think there would. It could be done, but tbe
cost of pipes would be enormous for a thing like that. The pressure on the pipes would be enormous.
llS8., You think that gentleman’s evidence not at all reliable in which he says there is no difficultv in
pumping 120 miles ? I do not think anything of tho kind.
“
1189. As easily perpendicularly as horizontally—you do not agree with that at all ? I am not aware
that he said anything of that kind. If it is Mr. Houghton, I think it is very improbable that he did say
anything of tho kind.
.
1190. What quantity of water would you consider would be a permanent supply for Broken Hill, mines
and all ? Do you mean what quantity of water daily ?
1191. No—in bulk in the reservoir, what quantity would form a safe and permanent supply ? I cannot
say that, I have any information as to what the mines would want.
. 1192. Well, without reference to the mines, and only for the population ? I think it would he advisable
for the storage connected with Broken Hill to have a three years’ supply sufficient for 25,000 people.
1193. That is what you think ought to be? Yes.
~
1191. That you would consider permanent, estijnating tbe people at 25,000? That amount of storage
should be provided,
1195. That you think, as representing the G-overnment ? Tes.
1196. That you would look upon as sufficient for a permanent supply ? There should he storage for at
least three years’ supply.
1197. How much do you consider was in Lake Speculation when you were there ? When 1 was there I
fancy there was probably about 2,000,000,000 of gallons.
119S. Dor how many years’ would that be a supply, according to your figures ? That would be over ten
years’ supply.
'
1199. What you saw there in your opinion would be over ten years’ supply for Broken Hill ? Yes, hut
that does not signify anything for a large portion of the lake is very shallow and it is questionable whether
the lake in its natural circumstances would last for more than two or three years; the evidence anther
goes to show that it would not.
1200. Mr. Dickvits.] Does that include evaporation and soakage? No.
1201. Simply if the water stopped there all the time? Yes, aud, as I say, it is no signification at all.
1202. Do you know that from 1886 to 1890, and with no rain, there was a depth of 10 feet? I would
lilec to have pretty strong evidence of that.
1203. You do not know that aud never hoard of it ? I do not.
1201. If it were reliably proved that from 1886 to 1890, with the dam you saw there, and at the end of
that period, there were ten feet of water there, what would your opinion be about that supply then ? I
simply would not believe it.
If by any chance it were proved, you would be perfectly satisfied with that supply—supposing it
wore proved by your own engineer, Mr. Hanna P I should like to have definite proof about it.
1206. .But supposing it were proved to your satisfaction ? It would take a great deal to make me believe
that the evaporation would be only a little over two feet per annum,
1207. But supposing it were proved, would that be a permanent supply? No,' I do not think it would.
I 208. Not even then? No, not even then, for there is definite evidence that Lake Speculation has been
M\K^"
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1209. Then, if what I have suggested were proved, you would not believe that to be a permanent supply ?
No ; because I have definite information of a different nature.
1210. That means you do not believe it ? It seems to be perfectly clear it has not been proved.
12LI. If the fact were that it was ? But I think it has been sufficiently established that it has not been
tiie fact. I would not believe anyone who told me that the evaporation in Lake Speculation was only
about 2 feet per annum.
1212. That is allowing 4 feet per annum ? That would make out that there were 26 feet of water in it
at, the beginning of that period.
1213. At one time when you were there there were 23 ft. 4 in.;—you made it about 23 feet, did you
not? No; on the contrary I have had soundings made right across the lake in what was supposed to
he the deepest part, and the deepest sounding was about 21 feet.
1214. "When was that? That was about live or six mouths ago.
J2L5. That was the maximum depth ? Twenty-one feet.
1216. "What was the minimum ? It went off to nothing—in fact a large portion of it.
121 7. What would the average be? Not more than 10 feet or 12 feet, if so much.
1218. That is six months ago? Yes ; 1 am only speaking roughly as 1o the time.
1219. I refer to your report of August 2711i, 1891, which is about six months ago, iu which you report
this to the Under Secretary for Mines : “ As an instance of the defective manner in which information
regarding the scheme is supplied, I may mention that since tho date of my last letter on this subject I
have had a line of soundings taken along the centre of Lake Speculation from end to end, .and found that
thfe general depth was 20 feet 3 inches " ? That is a mistake; that is a misprint.
1220.
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1220. "Would you like to produce your original report—this is a misprint, is it? Tes, it is.
Mr. H. d.
1221. That is your own letter ? Yes; but that is a misprint.
1222. Would you hare any objection to producing the original letter, and let us see if it is a misprint? M'Kinney.
]STot at all.
'
lll^K^892.
122:3. This must be a misprint you say ? Tes : I have the section that that is taken from.
1224. Tho letter is what 1 would like to see—have you it here? Kb. J have not. Soundings across Lake
Speculation begin at nothing: then 7 ft. (J in. to 1(3 feel; and then run up to the maximum 20 ft. 3 in.
122d, How long was that after your visit to the Lake ? I see this was taken on Hay 11, 1S91.
1226. Those soundings ? Tes.
1227. This report or letter was.written on the 27th of August, 1S9L ? Tes. I fancy the book was not
sent in to me for some time afterwards.
1228. Why does the mistake occuris it a slip made by you or a misprint by the printer ? J
cannot say as to that. Anyone may make a slip, but 1 think it is a mistake of the printer. However,
I would not bo certain.
1229. Mr. Stfdnn/ Smith.~\ Arc you satisfied that that information is correct ? Yes, there is no doubt
about that. This is the information on which my report is based.
1230. Mr. JUS Lachlan^ When did you visit those lakes ? About this timo last year.
1231. About February, 189L ? About January, 1891.
1232. Hid you make any inquiries at Menindie about the local supply for that towmship ? Yes, 1 did.
1233. There is a watorhole at Menindie, is there not ? Tes.
1231. J)id you make any inquiries about that ? Yes, and could get no definite information about it.
1235. What did you get? I bad information from two engineers of the company, one to the effect that
it was 8 miles and ihe other to the effect that it was 1 mile.
1236. Mr. Slatteri/.", Do you produce now your original report daled August 27th, 1S91 ? Tes. It
slates : 111 have had a hue of soundings taken along the centre of Lake Speculation from end to end. and
found that the greatest depth was 20 ft. 3 in. The prospectus of the company gives the depth as 30 feet.
1237. So the clerk in copying it put fhe word t: general” instead of the word greatest"’ ? Tes.
1238. Mr. M:Lachlan^} Tou know that the depth was given by the company just after sounding it after
a high flood ? I got various statements from the company.
1239. Well of course it would vary; you object toil because it varies; our soundings would have to
vary ; your objection to the scheme is that it -would vary? But we got all these statements together;
at the same Select Committee the depths were given differently.
1210. Did you make any inquiries of the residents as to the local supply—as to the permanence of the
waterhole at Menindie? Tes ; I did make inquiry of them.
1241. What was the result ? They told me that the township never had been in wrant of water.
1242. It in a small township, I suppose ? 1 suppose about sixty or 100 houses altogether, if so many.
1243. From whom did you get that information ? F rom the bank manager and the storekeeper there.
1244. Mr. M'Kenzie the storekeeper P Tes.
1245. il’hoy aro respectable residents of the place ? Tes.
1246. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] In the early part of your evidence you said that there were reasons for believing
that tbe water in Lake Menindie was unwholesome ? Yes, it is very shallow, and polygonum and other
scrub grows in it.
1247. If that water is let into Lake Speculation will it not render that water unwholesome, too? Kot
necessarily, for tho water flows into Lake Speculation during high floods when there is a good flow in
the river, and the time -when the water in Lake Menindie would lie likely to be unwholesome would be
when it had been standing for some time.
1248. 1 mean when the two are connected by a channel ? It is a doubtful point whether the Lake
Speculation water would not be rendered more or less unwholesome if that channel were deepened so that
the river would flow in at a lower level.
1249. Do you think it safe to run that risk? It is just a point. I was told by people there that the
water in Lake Menindie did got unpleasant. I am not sure that I was actually told that it got unwhole
some, but I was certainly led to believe that, and I kuow that 1 saw polygonum and other scrub in large
uaulities growing in it.
250. Mr. M‘Lachlan.] Can you tell me how much water can be pumped in 16 hours through pipes of
8 inches, with the fullest pressure, the pipes being first-class wrought iron pipes ? That is a matter that
depends altogether on the power of the engine and the velocity of the water.
1251. But 1 say the greatest pressure the pipes would stand? That is a thing I could not answer off
hand, but 1 could easily work it out for you.
1252, Could you nor, as an engineer, in a minute or so give an opinion on that ? I would not trust my
memory with the details of that.
1253. "Would you have any objection to calculating it and stating it later on ?
1 will do so.
1234. In a letter of yours dated 30th December, to the Under Secretary for Mines, you said that an agent
called from tho Darling Company's solicitors, Messrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan; L" do not quite under
stand that ? I used the word 11 agent,” but T meant that someone called on behalf of the firm.
1253. That is a matter I know nothing about; can you tell mo who it was ? I cannot. Some one called
and asked mo if 1. was dealing with the matter, but I do not know who it was. The gentleman who did
call said ho came from Messrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan, and I depended on bis statement. lie said he
was instructed by Messrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan 1o inquire.
1236. Tou see there is a letter in pursuance of your memo, calling attention to that. Mr, Boultbee
writes. “As the Chief Engineer for water conservation is about proceeding to the district with a view of
an examination of the scheme proposed, I shall be glad to have any plans or further information the
company can supply furnished for his use r” lies.
1237. We wrote on the 31st December. “ Heferring to your favour of yesterday’s date, we have the
honour to forward herewith a portfolio of tracings of the plans and sections for the Broken Hill and
District Water Supply Company’s scheme, which we think the chief engineer will find sufficient for his
purpose. Do you notice those words ? Yes, I do.
1238.I presume that letter would be referred to you? Tea. The letter says, “ Which we think the
Chief

J
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Chief Engineer will find stiflicient for his purpose. As, however, the tracings have been placed in our
c^aTSc 'VG can
len(l them on the understanding that they are to be returned to us or to our order.
1 Feb 1892 arl^ wc
!ls^ ^le ^avour
^ aclmowledgement that they are held in terms of this letter.
‘ 125S)-fi(\ Younotethatretnark“wluehwethinktheChief Engineer will find sullicient for hispurpose? ” Yes.
1261. Yrou never wrote to us after that saying that they were not sufficient for your purpose ‘r1 Yes, most
undoubtedly.
'
'
1262. When ? When I made my first report.
1263. But I mean after that? 1 took these tracings ou to the ground. I did not go through them till I
got on the ground.
1264. Your first report is in February ? Yes, but in the meantime I had-gone over the works.
1265. Did you go over the works or along the road ? In saying over the works I know it was an incorrectterm, for there were no works, but I followed tbe line as nearly as I could.
1266. Simply followed the line as nearly as you could ? Yes,
1267. You did not go on the road ? I went on the road the latter part of the distance ; when going over
the hills there is no other way of going cscopt by the road; but I understand that the line followed
the road pretty nearly right through.
'
1268. Wbll you swear positively that you did not go the whole way along the road ? I did not go by the
road the whole way—certainly not.
1269. Except at Speculation Lake where there is a deviation, where you went to look at the dam—with
that exception did you not go by the road the whole way? Speaking generally, there is no road to be
seen there.
'
1270. Is^there not a track there—a mail track ? I believe there is a track.
1271. What did you mean then by saying that there was no road?I meant to say that just
as the
coaches went it would vary a quarter or half a mile in any direction.
1272. Is there one well-beaten track ? There is, on the upper part of the distance ; but T do not remember
a well-beaten track on the lower part of the distance.
1273. You say there is no distinct track? I do not say that.
1274. Is there a distinct track ? "When I started, I told the driver, who knew the country well, to take
me^as near as he could 1o what was supposed to be Mr. James’ line.
1275. Did you go by the mail coach ? Ko, I did not, but had a buggy specially. I went to the Kinchega
Bun. and made inquiries as io how far I had been following the line, and they gave me information as to
winch direction the line went, and also information as to the big bend in tbe line called attention to in mv
Irtter, for which bend there seems to bo no substantial reason.
1270, 'Were you more on the road than on the line, or vies versa ? I was more on the road on the part
towards Broken Hill, because it was hilly country, and I had to follow tbe road.
1277. How many pegs did you see, or did you see any ? I saw very few. I made a great search for pegs
about Lake Menindie, and was not able to find one there. Since then I have had an assistant engineer
searching, and he was not able to find one there. I afterwards did get information of one peg being
found near Lake Speculation.
1278. Then you were noton the line at all ? That does not follow.
1279. Is it a fact? I must have been on the line.
1280. “W ill you swear positively that you were on the line ? I must have been.
1281. Followed it ? 1 cannot say bow far 1, followed it. The man knew the country very well.
1282. Are not the pegs labelled and marked at every mile ? I do not think so.
1283. Would you swear that they were not? Ko.
1284. Are you prepared to say they were not marked at every mile ? I had the minutest search made
for 16 miles, but could not get information that there was one peg to be seen.
1285. W ho gave you tbe intormation ? The assistant engineer,
1286. What was his name ? Eigato.
1287. When was lie there ? Two or three months ago.
1288. Kot when you were there? Ko.
'
1289. How long did it take you to do the distance of 60 miles ? I went over the pipe line in two days.
1290. That would be 30 miles a day ? Yes.
1291. You could not look much for pegs in that way ? Ho ; but in a bare country like that it is not very
difficult to find pegs if they are about.
'
*
1292. You mention in a memo, from yourself to the Under Secretary for Mines, dated October 28,1891,
“a large plan and section bearing the signature of Mr. James ?” This memo, refers to a plan made over
to me after the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company’s Bill had lapsed. You say in that
memo. “ On the section figures are given apparently indicating the ground level at every 10 chains, and
levels are also given at a few intermediate points. The datum of these levels is given as 20 feet below a
bench-mark on the bank of the river Darling.” What bench-mark is that to which you refer? That is
what I should like to know. Mr. James said it was 20 feet below, but I never could find any.
1293. Was that given on this plan? Yes, it is marked on the plan.
1291. Mr. Qohnn.~\ Who is Mr. James, to whom you refer? Ho was the engineer who made the original
survey for the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company.
1295. Mr. M'Lachlan.] But in the previous paragraph you say “With reference to a large plan and
section of the proposed pipe-line from Menindie to Broken Hill, I beg to add tbe following remarks to my
memorandum of the Sth ultimo :—The large plan, and section hearing the signature of Mr. James, who
took the levels for the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company was shown to me for the first
time on the 22nd instant and was made over to me for examination on 24th instant. The section is on
a horizontal scale of 10 chains to an inch and a vertical scale of 40 feet to an inch. The plan is on a scale
of 20 chains to an inch, and bears date March 22nd, 1888.” You say you had seen that plan only a few
days before you wrote this memo? Yes.
"
1296. You wrote this memo on the 28th October? "ics.
1297. You said although that is contradicted, that that had never been seen by you until tbe 22nd ?
Yes.
1298. And you still say so? Yes.
1299. Is the bench-mark shown on that plan you speak of lower down ? Ko; there is no information at
all
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all given aljoufc the hench-marlc. As far as I recollect) it states on the plan iust briefly “ datum 20 feet 'Mr. H. G.
below hench-marlc.”
'M'Kinaey,
1300. The object of this memo, is apparently to show to thetJndor Secretary for Mines that yon had not seen
that plan before the 22nd—six days before the writing of this memois that bench-mark shown on that 1
1892,
point alone is enough to stamp the work as being done in a very careless sort of way.
iJnere are very many buildings in Menindie, and tbe least thing tlmt a competent surveyor should do
would be to connect with some permanent mark, and we can find no connection whatever. “
1301. Vou refer to a bench-mark—I take it that that bench-mark was shown on that plan which you had
only a few days before seen for the first time F No, it was not.
*
1302. "Where was it shown ? It was mentioned on the plan that it was shown,
1303. Had you ever heard the bench-mark referred to before seeing it on the plan ? I do not recollect.
1301. Try and remember ; you make reference to it in this memo ; you say “ on the section”;—is that a
section on the plan, or with the plan P Tes, I believe so.
'
130p. Tou say, “ On tbe section figures are giveu apparently indicating the ground level at every 10
chains, and levels are also given at a few intermediate points. The datum of these levels is given as 20
feet below a bench-mark.” Vou moan, is given on that plan, I suppose ? Tes.
130G. Tou say “a bench-mark” was that bench-mark ever brought under your notice before that—the
bench-mark you there refer to ? I do not think so. When I was there I tried to find some sort of per
manent mark, and inquired if there was any, but could get no definite information about it.
1307. Did you over hear of the bench-mark before seeing it on that very plan? I could not say whether
I had heard of it or not.
•
1308. I suppose you know Mr. b'ullwood says that he did show you that bench-mark ?
I can imagine
that he would say that.
'
"
1309. Ton know he has said it ? No, I do not.
1310. How do you account for this: “ But I have been unable to find any trace of this bench-mark.”
Having only seen the plan on tho 22nd, do not you wish to convey tho idea that yon had been looking for
it between the 22nd and the 28th October, you being in Sydney on the 28th? I need not necessarily
have been looking for that particular bench-mark.
'
'
‘
1311. But you say you had ? I say nothing of the kind.
1812. .Do you not imply it? I do not know what you mean by imply. I made a search when at Meniudie for bench-marks, and fixed nothing at all that would throw light, on the scheme.
1313. But you could not have been looking for that bench-mark, as you had not seen the plan ? I was
looking for a bench-mark.
.
1314. But that particular bench-mark ? A proper survey should start from some particular bench-mark
or peg, and when at Menindie I made inquiries and searched about, but I could find no trace, of any bench
mark or peg.
*
I3L5. I sunpose there would be dozens of bench-marks ? J. did not see a sign of any.
1310. Well, several ? I did not see one.
*
1317. Will you swear there were none ? No; hut I have had another search made since without effect.
1318. Why did you not ask Mr. Stockdale while you were there ;—did you send for him ? No.
1319. Did you send Mr. Morton, the landlord of the hotel where you were staying, to ask Mr. Stockdale
to come and see you ? No, I did not.
1320. In support of your statement that you had not seen this plan, you say that you never saw it before
the 22nd; on tbe 28th yon wroic, fi The datum of these levels is given as 20 feet below a bench-mark on
the bank of the river Darling, but 1 have been unable to find any trace of this bench-mark.” Does this
not imply that in consequence of seeing it on the 22nd you made a'search for that bench-mark and never
found it;—did you make a search ? 1 did make a search.
1321. Between the 22nd and 28th October ? Certainly not. That refers to the search which J had made
by tho assistant engineer.
1322. I suppose you were not out of Sydney within the previous six months ? No.
1323. Tou never made tho search, at all events ? No ; X never suggested that I did.
1324. Well, this suggests it ? Not necessarily.
1325. Will you undertake to say that the bench-marks are not there ? To which bench-marks do you
refer ?
J
1326..To that bench-mark you refer to there ? There may have been bench-marks about there that were
ingeniously concealed from the people of Menindie.
’
1327. Do you say that they must have been “ingeniously concealed”? AU I can say is, that no one
about Menindie could give me any information about them.
1328. ^Ir. Stockdale was at Menindie, and you could have asked liim—you knew he was there ? Tes • I
saw him, I believe.
'
’
1329. Did you have a talk with him from 11 till 2 o’clock one night ? I do not think so, but I remember
his telling me something about his explorations.
1330. Do you remember a conversation, Mr. Murray being present ? Tes ; Mr. Murray was present.
1331. Had you a conversation for many hours ? I had a conversation with Mr. Murray.
1332. But with Mr, Stockdale; was Mr. Stockdale present ? He was during a part of the ovcniim at all
events.
1333. Tou three were there ? I am under the impression that others were present too; I am not sure
about that, though.
1334. Tou are positive that you did not send the landlord of your hotel, or anv person from your hotel
for Mr. Stockdale? Tes, I am quite sure about that,
*
■
*
>
1335. Nobody—neither the landlord nor anybody else ? No, I did not. The first X knew was that Mr.
Stockdale was at the hotel I was in. Someone told me that Mr. Stockdale bad arrived.
1330. In the course of your various oppositions, or whatever you like to call them—I perhaps improperly
called them obstructions, but (say) opposition, if you like, for you certainly opposed it—you make one
objection, namely, that a tramway is mentioned in the prospectus ? I call attention to it.
1337. Is that in the scheme at all;—how could that be an objection to the scheme ? A printed prospectus
was banded to us as showing a part of the scheme.
r r
1338. Tou sent for a prospectus, did you not ? If I recollect rightly, it was handed over to me.
1339.
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3rou swear that it was given to you as part of the scheme ? I think a prospectus was sent as
• _ a1"6^’ iudicating the nature of the scheme,
ll^Feb 1899
page 11 of this return the scheme is very plainly put in a letter from Messrs. Laurence and
•
■’
" M'Lachlan, dated 25th September, 1890, accompanying the scheme, which is tiie nest document setting
it out, and accompanying the scheme is the evidence taken before the Select Committee ? Yes.
1341. Was anything else sent with that letter besides the scheme and the evidence ? I do not think the
prospectus Mas sent at that time ; hut I think it was sent subsequently.
1342. We wind up the letter in these words:—“The company are only awaiting his Excellency’s
approval of this scheme to wire to England acceptance of certain tenders for supply of pipes, and to at
once embark in a very heavy outlay of money and push on the construction of these much-needed works,
and-as the company have to complete same by 1st October, 1891, we have to ask that this matter be
regarded and dealt with as one of great urgency.” That was in the letter, was it not? Yes. I see that
that letter is dated 25th September, 1890, about a year after the passing of the Bill.
1343. But there u'ere several letters before that ? But that is the time at which the Government got the
description of the scheme.
1344. In pursuance of your further demands, trying to satisfy you, of course ? Wc should have had that
eleven months sooner, at all events.
.
1345. Seeing that the tramway urns not part of the scheme, why do you take it to assist you in your
opposition to the measure. In your report of the 7th September, 1891, which was read before the Select
Committee of the Upper House on tho Uarling Company’s Bill, do you remember urging the tramway
as an objection ? Yes, I remember referring to tbe tramway,
1346. But supposing you had approved of the scheme, you would not have approved of tbe tramway?
Wo could get no definite information about anything, and were referred to every source of information,
at one time being told to go to the report of tbe Select Committee, and at another time that suffieent
information was given by the engineers of tho company: and this prospectus was originally given us io
enlighten us as to the scheme.
’
1347. At your request—will you swear you did not send for it? Iain not positive about that. lam
positive that it was offered to us. I do not know whether I sent for it afterwards, but I am quite positive
that it was offered.
1348. Will you swear that you did not send for it, and that is how you came to have it officially ? It is
possible that I may have sent for it in response to its having been promised to us.
1349. Who promised it to you ? Some of those who spoke on behalf of tho company'. I really cannot
say now.
1350. In a report dated 7th September, 1891, you are good enough to quote some words from the pros
pectus, but also to leave out a few words following—I do not know if that was intentional or accidental—
you quote these words from the propectus. Again, in tho prospectus of the company, under the heading
“ Proposed Tramway,” the following words are to be found :—“ It will be seen that amongst the mag
nificent land concessions under the company’s special Act of Parliament, as given on page 8, is a strip of
land, 3 chains in width, extending over tho whole length of the scheme from Broken Hill to the river
Darling, a distance of about 06 miles, upon which it is the ultimalo intention of tbe company to
construct a tramway of a substantial and permanent character, which will be available for goods and
passenger traffic.” There yon stop; you quote correctly as far as you go, hut why not follow on with
these other words which are also in the prospectus—“ by increasing their capital orfloating a separate com
pany afterwards, or by selling or leasing the land granted to them, in order that such tramway may be laid
down,” We would have had to get fhc sanction of the Governor to that, aud it might have been refused,
but you do not add those words ? Well, 1 simply gave as much of it as was sufficient to throw light on
the intentions of the company.
1351. Or to damage the position of tho Darling Company ? Nothing of tho kind.
1352. It would have been well to have added their particular mode of dealing with the tramway? If I
had thought that it would be more satisfactory I would have been willing to quote the whole of the pros
pectus, but I did not think that was necessary.
1353. But you have quoted that as an objection, although it was no part of tho scheme at all—you
quoted as an objection to allowing us to go on that wc had mentioned that in the prospectus, but you did
not quote tho words “ by increasing their capital,” &c. ? If it is no part of the scheme, why should it ho
in tho prospectus ?
‘
1354. Do you not know, as a matter of fact, that we could not have constructed tho tramway without a
further Act?. I do not know. 1 think that in all probability you could not, but I do not know positively,
1355. Why did it constitute an objection to our scheme of water supply? Because there was nothing
definite given to us; the whole scheme was visionary ; [there were tramways and all sorts of things, but
nothing of a definite nature supplied to us.
135G. But you would not ho approving of the tramway by approving of our scheme ; therefore, why
should you mention it as an objection to tbe sanctioning of our scheme? I fancy tlmt if the Minister were
to give his sanction to a particular scheme, and if a great'number of things were done afterwards that no
body anticipated, the company would endeavour to get out of their responsibility of action in tbe matter.
1357. Do you remember saying to a deputation that you were surprised at the Minister asking you to go
through tbe scheme at all;—do you remember a deputation waiting on you, consisting of Mr. Stockdalo,
Mr. Eullwood, and Mr. O’Neill, one of tho engineers ? I remember being worried several times by depu
tations of that kind.
1358. You remember one, at all events? Yes, two or three of them.
1359. By these same people ? I remember they came on one occasion.
1360. Did you not then say that you were surprised at the Minister asking yon to go over the scheme, as
there was an Act of Parliament, and you thought that that was all that was”necessary ? I do not think I
could have said that.
1361. Will you swear that you did not say it ? 1 am sure I did not stale that.
:i362. Are you sure you did not say something like that? I really cannot say. I said nothing resem
bling that in meaning.
'
1363. What did you say ? I really do not remember what I said. I cannot tell everything. I know
there was a great deal of discursive conversation. The deputations when they came to me were ready to
talk over matters at any length, but I could not get any solid facts or figures from them.
136-4.
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]3(!k I may mention tliat these words were taken down by a shorthand writer; is this correct. “Mr. Mr. H. G.
M'Kinney stated that in point of fact he was astonished at his instructions to prepare a report on my M'Khmey.
company’s sohome, as ho was under the impression that an Act of Parliament was quite sufficient to j,CrT,^^12
enahic a company to proceed—do you swear that you did not say that or anything like that ? I will not
e ''
*
swear that I did not say something like that. I may have said that I did not expect to go, or something
of that kind. I may hare stated thatit was a surprise for me to be sent on this mission, or something of that
kind, but as to anything more, I certainly canuot have gone into such details as are inferred from that,
because I know that after 1 got instructions to go, I got very good advice as to the action with regard
to matters of that kind.
13G5. Is it correct that you stated this, “He (meaning you) saw the Minister for Mines, Mr. Sydney
Smith, and asked for more definite instructions, when he was told that he was to get all the papers
relating to the scheme and go minutely into them, as on him would rest the onus as to the scheme being
proven" ? I do not recollect saying that, but something of that kind may have been said. I was not
aware at the time that these deputations waited on me for the purpose of entrapping me to make
admissions as to things which they thought I should not say.
13GG. You did not say that ? Something like that may have passed between us. I was instructed by
the Minister to go carefully into tho matter.
13G7. If that were so, or anything like it, how do you account for not invoking Mr. Stoekdale’s
assistance, ho being at Menindie, and proving whether he was tolling the truth or otherwise P I am not
awaro now, nor was I then, that he was the engineer of tho scheme.
13G8, Kor had auy knowledge of the scheme? I knew he had some knowledge, but I wanted facts and
figures such as the engineers of the company could give, or ought to be iu a position to give.
■
1 <!(>!). Don’t you know that Mr. Stockdale was the original promoter, and had mure to do with it than
anybody else? I know lie had a great deal to do with it.
1370. Laid out the scheme ? I would not say that. Mr, James certainly did the layiug-out part.
1371. Didn’t Mr. Stockdalc do it ? No.
1372. HD-. James merely made the survey? I understood that it was simply the idea that originated
with Mr. Stockdalc, hut as to details, I understood that the whole was the work of Mr. James.
1373. Didn’t you know that it was Mr. Stockdalo who did tho whole of tho work, merely having the
assistance of Mr. James and others? I do not think that is a correct description.
1374. Did Mr. Stockdale not offer to show yon every peg ? I do not recollect such an offer.
1375. Will you swear that he did not; when you started from Menindie that morning did he not offer to
show you every peg ? I have no recollection of any such offer.
1370. Will you swear that he did not? I do not believe any such offer was made. Mr. Stockdale is a
gentleman who has a good deal to say, and he speaks pretty quickly, and 1 really should not like to be
responsible for recollecting, after the lapse of thirteen mouths, all that ho said.
1377. You had to get a man to drive you ? Yes.
1378. I suppose that was because you did not know the way ? Well, It was a convenience in every way,
1379. Will you look at page 33 of this return, in which you refer to a plan sent by iny firm, and you
make comments upon it in your memo, of the 27th August. Yes ; 1 sec.
”
1380. Hut that was not communicated to the Darling Company or their solicitors, and they had no
means of knowing you had those difficulties;—up to tho present moment, except by reading this return
recently obtained, had we any means of knowing that you had those difficulties ? 1 do not know.
1381. That you had not nil the information you required ; you mention certain difficulties, but were they
communicated to the Darling Company or any person connected with them? 1 cannot say as to Unit.
That is, of course, beyond my province.
1382. It would he right that the company should be informed iu some way or other; whoso province
would it be ? Perhaps Mi-. Boultbee might he able to give you information about that. It is my business
to address the letter to the Under Secretary, hut it is a question whether the letter should he sent on or uot.
1383. On the 11th August, 1891, we sent you a plan ? Yes.
1384. Has the department ever communicated to us any objections to that plan since then ? I do not know,
1385. Not that you are aware of? No ; I do hot know anything about it.
13SG. Was it not your business to let us know that objections were made as to its inefficiency P No ; it
was not my business.
1387. How were wo to know that you were not satisfied ; did ihe Government ever communicate those
objections to the company, or their solicitors ? 1 cannot say as to that.
■
1388. As far as yon know; I had not charge of the correspondence.
1389. Had you not something to do with preparing that Ilctiim P No ; except as to furnishing the
■
letters. Under any circumstances you would not have got a letter from me.
1390. Is it a fact that they were not communicated to ns by the department ? I do not see a trace of it'herc.
.1391. Did you ever visit the site of the reservoir at Taylor’s Hill P I did not go over the site.
1392. Did you ever visit it? I passed by.
1393. Within sight of it? Yes; I believe so.
1391. How far from it; I could not say exactly.
1393. About how far? A few miles distance.
139G. There are big hills between are there ? There aro hills between, but we got no definite plan either
of the ground, or of the work, or anything connected with it.
1397. Did you ever visit the site of the reservoir at Taylor’s Hill ? No ; I did not.
1398. Why not ? I fancy it would have been a- very difficult matter to find a site which oven yet does
not seem to have been fixed on.
1399. Is that the only reason ? The only reason for what?
1400. Why you did not go to visit the site ? I did not think it necessary to go on a wild-goose chase for
something not properly marked out.
1101. Any other reason? I think I have given enough reasons about it.
.
1402. Have you any other reason ? I have no other reason at all. Tho fact is that all the way from
Kinchega to Broken Hill I made inquiry about Taylor’s Hill, I looked at maps and tried to get informa
tion. The information was defective, and I did not think it was worth while to go on a wild-goose chase
after a site not definitely fixed, and in regard to which no definite information had been got out.
1403. How do you know you were near it ? That is just a point,
1404,
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1404. How do you know you were near it? The inaccuracy of the plan was such tliat I may have been
father away from it than I thought X was.
1405. But you swore you were near it? So I believe.
140fJ_ How do you p ‘judging from the plan that the company supplied to me, but, I admit that it was
a very bad guide. In my report to tbe Under Secretary for Clines, dated 28th October, 189], it is stated :
“ In the plan accompanying tbe section tbe areas of land proposed to be taken up for pumping-stations arc
roughly sketched on in pencil. From these pencil sketches it would appear that eight pumping-stations
were contemplated and that the last was to he at about 46 miles irom Lake Speculation, while the
reservoir site was proposed to be at about 47 miles, that is about a mile and a quarter nearer to Broken
Hill than the summit of Mount Taylor. As it has been repeatedly stated in the papers that the reservoir
is to be at the summit of Mount Tavlor, it would appear that the pencil notes cannot he depended on.
1407. One of your reasons was that you thought it would be a wild-goose chase—in other words, I
suppose you did not think you could iind if; was not Mr. Stockdale staying at the same hotel as you
were? Yes; Mr. Stockdale came to that hotel, if J recollect rightly, the night before I left.
.
]408. You have said it would have been a wild-goose chase to go out looking for it; was it of no import
ance for you to sec it if you could ? Yes : it was an interesting point in connection with the scheme. ^ ^
1409. I)id you make any effort to find it; did you ask Mr. Stockdale or anybody else how to find itr
Ho ; but 1 did not know when 1 left Mr. Stockdale that the plan was so vague and untrustworthy.
1410. Did you tell him so ? 1 could not toll him so if I did not know.
f
1411. Then that could not have been your reason ? How could it uot have been my reason ? I could
not tell him the plans were incorrect and unsatisfactory when 1 had not examined them.
1412. But you said that the reason why you did not go was because it would have been a wild-goose
chase—in other words, you could not find it ? I asked about Mount Taylor, and found it was a great
question as to where it was.
. .
1413. Why did you not ask Mr. Stockdale; he could have told }'Ou? I thought from the description
given by him that there would he no difficulty in finding it, hut that it was a prominent hill. When I
saw him I did not know how badly the scheme had been prepared.
.
1414. You thought then it could easily he found? Yes.
_
.
,
1415. And you did not take tiie trouble to inquire; you thought it would be easily found ? les.
1416. Chairman^] Where did you see Mr. Stockdale? At Menindie, before I commenced my inspection
of the line.
,
1417. Was it when you saw him that you thought it would he a wild-goose chase, or when you were
coming hack ? Oh, no. When I saw him I had not seen the plans. I went into them on the route.
As 1 went along I kept the plans opened before me, and I found out where the bend occurred.
_
1418. After you left Mr. Stockdale you thought it would he awild-goose chase from the bend? Yes,
seeing how vague and apparently incorrect everything was.
_ _
,
1419. Mr. M'LachJan.] Where is the bend yon speak of? Hot far from Kinchega station. It was
sfated, and, 3. think, Mr. Stockdale said, it was intended lo run a bee-line, hut there is a great loop on tho
line.
1420. Did you see that in the plan ? I found out where the loop was.
1421. Didn’t you say vou couldn’t find tho line ? No, I did not.
1422. Could not find the pegs ? I was shown the position by the people at Kinchega station, who saw
Mr. James on it when he was surveying.
3423. What were the names of flic people ? 3 think Mr. Phillips was one. ft was Ihe then manager.,
3 think Mr. Phillips, and there were some others—I think, sons at the station.
1424. Did not Mr. Stockdalc follow you all along the lino ? 1 believe he did. ^
_
1425. You remember his seeing you going lo your hathafter your journey r Ibelieve Isaw him at
Broken Hill,
_
,
*
1426. If you bad any difficulties, did you mention them to him thou ? No, I did not.
1427. You had found difficulties when going over the line ? Yes.
1428. Why didn’t you mention them to liim ? I did not see that that would he any good.
1429. You did not mention them to him ? No ; I did not think that would he the slightest use.
1430. You did not ask him to show you the reservoir or anything?
No, 3 knew it was not Mr.
fitockdale who surveyed fhc line, and it did not follow that he’would know anything about it. ,
1431. You know that the evidence shows that Mr. Stockdale went over the line with the surveyor ? I
do not think he "was over all the line with Mr. James. '
■
^
,
1432. Do you not know that iu the evidence it is so stated ? J do not recollect that he accompanied Mr:
James on his jouimey. I knew Mr. Stockdale had been over tiie line. ^
1433. Then why did you-net ask him if you met with all those difficulties ; why did you not say, ‘‘ 1 am
surprised you'kaid Jins, {hat, and the other, 1 cannot find anything’ ? 3. did not see that there was
really any necessity.
■ ■
.
i
,
.
■
1434. You can give no reason, except tliat you did not think it was necessary ? If Mr. James had been
there I should have asked him. He'is the engineer who surveyed the lino.
1435. Were you not sent up to examine and report on the scheme? Decidedly.
1436. Were you not desirous of getting all fhe information you could^? Yes.
1437. Whenfou were so desirous, why did you not ask a man who you knew must have some knowledge
about it ? My experience of asking non-professional men for information on professional matters is not
sucli as would lead me to repeat that experiment very often.
'
.
1438. Would it take a professional man to show were a peg was ? It would most decidedly. If there
were many pegs about, the chances are that a non-professional man would mislead instead of giving
valuable information.
_ ,
1439. You know very well that there are very few men in the Colony who are better bushmen than Mr.
Stockdale ? Being a good bushman is very different from being a good engineering surveyor.
1440. You have been to Lake Speculation only once, 3 think ? Yes.
.
1441. That was about January last? Yres.
.
.
1442. When you stood looking at the lake, did you consider then that there was a permanent supply ?
No, I cannot say that I did. At that time I had not the soundings taken, and did not know much about
the lake, but from my inquiries I learnt that a large proportion of the area contained very shallow water.
1443. Did you ask any person there as to {he permanency of the lake ? Yes.
1444.
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1444. Wliom did you :isk ? Tltere were very low people at out ttiere to ask. I saw one or two, but 1
also asked one or two in Menindie.
/—
1445. Whom did you ask at all ? 1 recollect asking at Kinchega station.
11 Feb., 1892.
1446. That is, Mr. Phillips ? Yes.
.
1447. What did he say ? 1 cannot tell you from memory what he said, hut the information that I got
was to the effect that Lake Speculation had been known to bo dry.
_
IMS. Never since it was dammed though ? X do not recollect that point, besides the dam is such a small
affair that it would not make a great difference.
1440. But it held the water? It does hold a few feet additional.
1450. Did any of them tell you how long that lake had lasted from the Hood of 1SS6 ? 1 do not recollect
that they did.
1
1451. Have you a record in your department how' long the 18SG flood lasted at Lake Speculation. I am
not sure that there is, but there may possibly be iu the reports of the Water Commission.
1452. Can you get it ? I will look it up and see if there is.
_
_
1453. Mr.Slatleri/.'] Has everything that you have done from start to finish with regard to this Broken
‘
Hill and District Water Supplv Company been done in tho performance of your public duty ? Certainly.
1454. Have you had any ill-feeling or quarrel at all with the gentlemen connected with that company Not the slightest.
_
1455. Or any misunderstanding with them ? Not the slightest.
1455|-. No dispute of any kind? Not the slightest,
1456. After tho Bill was passed and became an Act ofPavliament, what was the first plan that was supplied
-to you? Tho first I recollect seeing was a little one in the prospectus of the Broken Hill aud District
Water Supply Company, Limiled.
1457. In the prospectus at the end of which there is something said about the proposed tramway ? los.
1458. In your report of the 7th September, 1891. you then brought the question of the tramway under
the notice of the Minister ? Yes.
1459. Or rather the Under Secretary ? Yes.
_
•1460. You point out some portion and state, “ No such tramway was provided for in the Act, nor was the
question brought in any way before the Select Committee which inquired into the scheme"? Yes,
quite so.
.
_
1461. Did you mention that in the ordinary oflicial way, this being included in the book put before you ?
Nothing more.
.
1462. You mentioned it lo the Under Secretary in order that it should be brought under the notice of
the Minister ? Yes.
.
1463. In that same report of the 7th September, 1891, you state r “ 3 n short, what the company practically
asks is that the Minister should give his sanction to a scheme of which not only the details but some of
the most important features are withheld from him, and to the granting of important concessions, without
being supplied with definite information as to how these concessions are to be used ’? _ Yes.
■ 1464. Is tLat a correct statement of what existed up to tliat particular date ? Yes, it is.
1465, And, being here examined on your oath, you state that some of the most important features were
■ withheld from the Minister, who was asked to sanction “ the granting of important concessions without
being supplied with definite information as to how these concessions aro to ho used
Yes.
1466. You say that they have never been supplied to him ? They have not.
_
.1467. Will you look at a memo, of yours dated 2Stb October. 1891, where you state in the second para
graph “the largo plan and section hearing the signature of Mr. James, who took the levels for the Broken
Hill and District Water Supply Company ; was shown to me for tho first time on the 22nd inst.” ? Yes.
- 1468. That was just six days before this report? Yes.
1469. “ And was made over to me for examination bn 24th inst. ; the section is on a hori’/.onial. scale of
10 chains to an inch and a vertical scale of 40 feet to an iuch: the plan is on a scale of 20 chains to an
inch, and hears date 22nd March, 1888 ” ? Yes.
1470. Am I correct in stating that although this plan bears date 22nd March, 1888, it was never brought
-under your notice at all until 22nd October, 1891 ? No, it was not.1471. And then was handed over to you for examination on 24th October, 1891 ? _ Yes.
1472. In the last paragraph of your memo, you say “on the whole while the original plan and section of
the line of works as now supplied contain considerably more information than those furnished at the end
■ of last year, even these are very defective and can bo regarded only as the result of a preliminary survey"
■ —is that correct? Yes, quite so.
_
^
1473. “ This preliminary character of tbe survey is clearly seen from tw o points alone—firstly, that pump
ing stations arc marked in pencil on what is termed ap ‘ alternative line ’ 'which does not appear to have
been surveyed or levelled —is tliat correct ? Yes.
_
'
,
■ 1474. You say so now? Yes, tbero is no evidence that an alternative line was surveyed.
• 1475. You could produce that plan ? I believe we have it still.in Ihe office.
’
• 1476. “iind, secondly, that in the hilly country near Mount,Taylqrthe pipe line is merely sketched on so
far as can be judged by the plan, and there is no evidence that lei el’s have been taken along il—do you
say so now ? Yes, quite so.
.
_
■ 1477. The plan now produced isHlie original plan, produced before the Select Uoinmit,teo-on the 30th
November, 1888 ? Yes; and these are the plans I. bad with me at Broken Hill.
1478. There are copies of those plans annexed to the return which was laid on the Table of the House?
- Yes.
1479. Beyond those plans, and the plan which 1 understand has been referred to the company, or the
solicitors of ihe company, you had no other plan? No, except one of the land. I’irsfc of all there was
a little plan given in of the land, hut it was not drawn to scale and was very rough. When I scaled off
‘
the different blocks 1 found they differed 30 or 35 per cent- from the areas they were supposed to
• represent. I wrote about that, and we obtained a subsequent, plan of the land, I think about August or
September, 1891. The letter forwarding a plan of the land—a plan drawn to scale—was sent by Mr.
full wood, the secretary of the company, on the 18th August, 1891.
1480. I notice that there is a letter from the Under Secretary, dated 1st June, 1891. and written to the
secretary of tbe Broken Hill aud District Water Supply Company, asking to be supplied with “ a proper
.
'
■
plan,
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showing tho land required, also a general plan and description of tlio works proposed in connection
witli the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company (Limited)Yes.
11 Feb., 1892. ^
^■'ou SIW
^CVC1’ supplied ? In response to that letter, there was a plan forwarded by the
'
' company on the ISth August.
14S2. But you say there never wag a perfect plan ? I\rell, it was defective in this way, that it was on
very much too small a scale to show the land properly. I say in my memo, of the 27th August, “I may
mention that this plan differs very materially from that of the land and pipe line already received from
this company, although the company’s letter of IQth May asserted that the position of the various
blocks of land required were properly shown on the first map forwarded,”
1183. Jffr. Zanj/ive/f.] In the first memo, that you sent to the Under Secretary concerning the scheme of
the Broken Hill and District "Water Supply Company you said, "It will be necessary to exercise great
care in sanctioning the resumption of land for the purposes of the Act” ? Yes.
1484. Do you think it would bo necessary to exorcise the same caution with regard to the resumption of
land askod for under this Amending Bill ? Yes.
■
1
You saw a plan which h as been submitted to the Committee P Yes; that is really only a preliminary
iVKin'ncv

1450. Do you understand the area of land that is asked for under the Bill ? I have not seen the whole
statement-of it.
*
1487. You see the straight lines represent 3 miles on each side of the pipe line according to the scale of
the map ? Yes.
1488. And there is a total length, I think, of 14 or 1G miles of river frontage
you think it would he
necessary to exercise a good deal of care before ihc Government gave to the present company an
exclusive right to that land ? Most decidedly.
1489. I think you mentioned also that the dam to conserve the water in Lake Men indie had proved a
failure? Yes.
1490. In what way ? 1 here were dams constructed there, and one dam at least broke away, and in
another case the water worked round the ends of the dam. .1. found while 1 was there that to conserve
fhc_ water in Lake Menindie would be a very much more troublesome and expensive work than was
anticipated by those who first thought of it.
1491. Do you think that the manner in which the dams were constructed caused the breakaway ? I
cannot say that it was.. As far as I saw, the actual construction of the dams was good; hut there is a
wide area of land that is flooded, and the dams were outflanked in both directions,
1492. You also stated that you had been informed—Ido not know whether you said at the time you
usited Lake Menindie that the water in the hike was not good? I was told that at times it is not
good.
.1493. You know that Lake Menindie is connected with Lake Speculation, and that it is the intention of
the Broken Hill ’Water Supply Company to run the supply from Lake Speculation ? Yes.
1494. lou^ilso slated that you did not think that (hose two lakes, without being connected with the
Stephen s Creek scheme, would afford a permanent water supply? INo; there is something wanted in
addition. I do not think that Lake Speculation itself can be regarded as a permanent supply.
1495. Well, Lake Speculation and Lake Menindie ? Yes, but Lake Menindie becomes dry before Lako
Speculation.
•
1496. You do not think that it would be possible to conserve the water in Lako Menindie? It would
be possible, but to be possible is one thing, and to he practicable is another. I think it is doubtful;
certainly not in tbo way it was undertaken.
1.497. You arc aware that the dam erected across Lako Menindie in 1SS0 was done by the unemployed
sent from 8ydney ? Yes, but in addition to that there was a good deal of patching up of the dam
afterwards.
Lou n°k think that a company or the Government,if they went in for a scheme to supply Broken
Hill with water, would erect a dam that would conserve water in the lake ? I think it possible they might
erect a dam in the river itself to conserve the water but as far as I can seo it is not practicable to conserve
the water m Lake Monindie at any reasonable expense by putting a dam across the outflow from the
river to the lake.
1499. You also saw the dam that was made across the mouth of Lake Speculation ? Yes.
1500. That has been erected by the lessee of Kincbcga E-un, has it not?
So I was informed.
^^,ClLl
Lake Speculation was dry in 188(5 ? "Well, I was not sure of the year. I was
tend that it had been dry, but I do not know exactly in what year.
1502 Do you think that the erection of a- weir and lock on the Darling River, below where it empties
into Lake Menindie, would be the best means of supplying Broken llill with a permanent water supply51
Jt would certainly make matters still more secure.
1503 You think, aa an engineer, that it would bo a better sebemo than drawing the supply from the
Jakes . It would sUIl be the least expensive way, 1 think, to draw the water direct from Lake 8peculaiioii for it means a long distance, from a dam if it is not taken from Lake Speculation. The situation
ot the lalcc is advantageous in the way in which it largely diminishes the pine hue.
1504. As a reservoir ? Yes.
* 1
1505. But would it not necessitate the building of a, very high weir to throw the water in. there
occasionally when it ran out? Yes, I think it would. The bottom ofLake Speculation at the deepest
part where the soundings were taken is about 2 feet 10 inches above the bottom of the gauge on the
i Iciiiudie 1 , er. -^!e bottom of Lake Speculation is 2 feet 10 inches above the-zero of the Menindie
gauge. So it requires a pretty high flood to till Lake Speculation.
1506. Don t you think that it.would be a better plan to carry the lino right through to the river—what
i P.0^13 , lk
Speculation is apt to run out at any time in a long drought? Yes; but I do not
thmk that there is any likelihood of Lako Speculation and the Stephen’s Creek reservoir running out at
the same time. I think that the chance of that is so very remote that it- might almost be looked upon
as an impossibility.
1
1
1507. The local rainfall supplies Stephen’s Creek ? Yes.
1508. "Whereas the river depends principally on the New England Kange and Queensland? Yes ; quite
- S0‘ J ,c
capacity originally intended to be provided iu the Stephen’s Creek reservoir—and I
]t;
been increased—was very mucb greater than the storage capacity of Lako Speculation,
tout. Itien you thiuk the storage capacity of Stephen’s Creek and Lako Speculation would be sufficient
. lor the supply of Broken Hill ? I think so.
1510
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1510. Without touching the river ? Tes ; excepting to maintain the connection with Lake Speculation ilr. H, ft,
and Lake Menindie, of course, so as to allow Lake Speculation to get full whenever a flood came.
-M/Kinney.
1511. If you were carrying out the work would you he in favour of running the water from Lake 1Or*“!TLj
Menindie into Lake Speculation for the supply of the town, knowing, as you hear, that tho water there ** ^e“‘’ *®92‘
occasionally goes bad f The water cannot How into Lake Speculation until it is in high flood, and in high
flood I do not think there is any chance of impurity, I do not think there would he such a chance of
impurity in the water that it would be worth while taking any special precautions to provide against it.
1512. But you are aware, are you not, that it is the intention of the company to connect the two lakes ?
Quite so ; but that connection would have no effect when the supply in Lake Menindie is low, for the
water would then be higher in Lake Speculation than in Lake Menindie, and be held bade by the dam.
1513. It would be necessary then to pump water out of Lake Menindie into Lake Speculation? Well,
not necessarily. The rise of the floods would have to be looked to, and the dam iu Lake Speculation
would have to bo opened in time to allow the high flood to go in and fill it up, and then be closed again
before the water had time to fall.

FRIDAY, 12 FEBRUARY, 1802.

,
Me. DICKENS.
Me. LAN DWELL,

$rrsent:—
]
|

Me. O’SULLIVAN,
Mb. SYDNEY SMITH.

J. II. CANN, Esq., in tiie Chaiu.
IT. E. Cohen, Esq, (instructed by Mr. C. C. licad). appeared as counsel for the Bill.
J. C. M'Lnehlan, Esq., appeared as solicitor for the Broken Hill ami District Water Supply Company.
Hugh OifEen M'Kinney recalled and further examined:—
1514. Mr. M'Lachlan^\ The prospectus in which the tramway was referred to was not handed in as part jjw H. G.
of the scheme or at about the same time when the sebemo was sent in ? It was handed in to throw light M'Kirmoy,
on the scheme.
1515. How long after the scheme was sent in ? There was a paper sent in purporting to be a description 12 Feb., 1S92.
of the scheme. That was sent in about December, 1S90, As far as I recollect, at least, it came to tho
Mines Department about December, 1890.
1510. 1 think that you will find that the letter accompanying the scheme is dated September, 1890?
Yes, that letter was dated September, 1890. I' see this was sent in error to the Secretary for Public
Works. That was, no doubt, the cause of its not coming to the Mines Department then.
J517. That was the scheme, at nil events, submitted in September, 1890 ? Yes.
1518. If you look at the prospectus in which the tramway is mentioned, you will see that it is dated
1891, and that that did not therefore come with tho scheme ? It is dated January, 1891. That is about,
the time I went up for my inspection.
1519. So you sec the prospectus could not have formed a portion of the scheme submitted in September,
1890? Blit we were referred to numbers of things. This statement came in purporting to refer to the
scheme, and I know the prospectus was forwarded to throw some additional light on it.
1520. Do you say you never saw that big plan—of course you know the plan we refer to ? I may have
seen a man carrying it along the street, or something of that kind.
■
■
1521. You never saw it open ? It never came before me oflicially.
'
1522. And you never had to consider it? I never had to consider it,
1523. Will you swear that it was not produced before tho Select Committee that inquired into the
Darling Bivcr scheme, in 1888, before the Bill was passed ? It may have been produced, for all I know.
1524. Did you not give evidence with reference to that plan, which you say you never saw till October,
1891 ? It is possible that I may have seen it then.
'
1525. Will you turn to your evidence given before the Select Committee on the 13th June, 1888:—
Question 157 is “ Having seen the plan, have you any reason to change the opinion you have just given” ?
and jour answer is “ I think not” ? It is quite possible I may have seen the plan lying on the table.
1526. It is possible now? It is possible. I said I may have seen it carried down a street, and I may
have seen it lying on tho table.
1527. But you could not answer a question of that kind from seeing it lying on the table ? You aslt me
■
if I saw a plan. I might seo hundreds of plans, but that would be very different from examining them. I
never saw it to examine it.
1528. Do you say you never saw it ? That is only a quibble.
1529. Mr. Langwell.'] You mean seeing it oflicially ? Yes.
1530. Mr. M‘Lachlan.'] But would it not be officially when you give evidence upon it? Certainly not.
■
I may see a plan for five seconds, but you would not expect me to give a definite opinion upon it.
1531. Will you swear this is not the plan referred to in question 157—that plan which you say you did
not see ? It is quite possible it may have been.
■
1532. Can yon think of any other plan that was referred to in that question ? It may have been a sheet
of tracings that was supplied at the time of the inquiry.
1533. Was any other plan but that used at the time of the inquiry? I do not know. There may have
been a dozen others, or there may not have been one. T understand that a tracing was exhibited 'before
tlie'Select Committee, and it may have been a tracing that was handed to me.
1534. Will you swear that it was a tracing ? No, I will not. Ido not remember which it was. If I
saw a plan lying for a few seconds on the table I could not remember, after years, what plan it was.
1535. This is a remarkable thing, that ought not to be forgotten by a man knowing Ms duty ? I have
not seen any remarkable plan except for the meagre information it contained.
1536. Is it not a remarkable thing that you can remember that small tracing you speak of, which was
'
not a remarkable-looking document? To tell you the truth, that was the most remarkable of the whole
of
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The idea of a filing like tkat being given in in support of a sebemo that was to cost a quarter
-1 Kinney. 0£ a Tnppon 0l, more v-as vel.y remarkable.
12 Fei), isga
[Plan pmlttcrd.'] Tin's plan is 42 feet long. This is elaborate, is it not? Yes; elaborate in a sense.
’ 153S. 3Tou said it was remarkable for its meagreness ? Yes; but you cannot judge a plan by its weight,
1-539. Having looked at it—42 feet long;—do you admit that to be the plan you refer to in question 157 ?
It is possible.
‘
1540. You say that tracings may have been produced, but I think you will alter that answer when you
look at this; seeing that they were only produced in November, 1888, you will see that they could not
have been produced then;—do you see that? I will take your word for it, but it depends on what tracing
is meant. Other tracings may have been produced.
1541. You choose to say that that could be the plan you referred to in question 157 ? It is quite possible.
I may have seen dozens of plans lying about at the time.
1542. You have never seen any plan anything like that, for either of these companies ? I do not
recollect. I would not like to say positively that I have not I have a tracing here with a note on it,
that it was exhibited before a Select Committee of the Legislative Council on 30th November, 1888.
1543; Do I understand you io say that the scheme for taking water from Lake Speculation and the
Darling to Broken Hill is a practicable scheme, cither by way of Stephen’s Creek or direct ? It is quite
possible io take the uater.
1544. Is it practicable? I thiuk that that is what your company should have shown. "We could never
get any information to show whether it was or not. *
1545. Do you consider that it is practicable to take water from Lake Speculation and the Darling to
Broken Hill—for if it is not practicable it is not much use to pass this Bill ? I think such a scheme
could be carried out.
154(1, Is it practicable ? I do not say your company's scheme is practicable, but it is practicable to take
vater from Lake Speculation and tho Darling to Broken Hill.
1547. Have you always thought so ? 1 never could see any difficulty in the way of doing it.
1548. I call your attention to question 149 in the same examination—“Do you consider, then, from your
general knowledge of these matters, that a scheme is practicable to convey water from the Darling to
■Speculation Lake, and from that place to Broken Hill; It is possible; but I should scarcely call it
practicable. I mean that it is a very much bolder proposal than I have ever heard of for the supply of
.
water to any town.” You said that, did you not ? It is very likely that I did.
1548J. You are of the same opinion now ? Yes ; I think the scheme, as it was put forward then, showed
‘ very little sign of being practicable.
1549. That is not the way tho question ia put to you; I wilt read it again ;—that does not speak of any
particular scheme—of any mode of doing it ? A scheme which is perfectly practicable as applied to a
large population may not be looked upon as practicable if applied to a small one. Practicable, as applied
in that way, means that the scheme could be carried out, certain to be a financial success, at a reasonable
cost, as compared with the requirements.
1550. You did not qualify it in that way ? No. It is very likely that if I had entered into extensive
explanations there 1 should have been interrupted.
1551. Mr. Dickens.'] At the time you gave that answer how mauy schemes were there to take water from
Lake Speculation and the Darling to Broken Hill ? There was only one scheme at that time to take
water from Lake Speculation to Broken Hill.
1552. Did you allude to that ono scheme, or were you speaking generally ? I meant principally in
reference to that scheme, for it has been put before us in a very vague way. and certainly did not hear
the mark of being practicable.
'
1553. Mr. M'Lachlan.] Do you know if tho Government have ever approved of the Stephen’s Creek
scheme;—have they, as far ns you know ? Not to my personal knowledge.
1554. You have not heard of their having done so ? ’l have heard so.
.
1555. When did you hear that? I saw some announcement in some of the newspapers lately.
1550. How long ago ? Probably five or six weeks,
1557. Yon have heard it simply, but never officially P No.
1558. Of course, as part of the scheme, you remember that this evidence taken in support of it was sub
mitted. A copy of that was sent with the scheme, and it was your duly to consider that evidence? I
probably have road that evidence.
1559. That was sent with it as part of the scheme ? At all events, I did see that evidence.
1560. Will you look at question 253, in Mr, O’Neill’s evidence—“ Is this document a plan prepared by
you, showing all the levels and the sections ? Yes.” I want to show you that you ought to have known
that that big plan was in existence and available to you. Will you also look at "questions 379 and 380 in
Mr. James’evidence—“ And you have been personally over the ground proposed to be traversed? I
have chained every foot of it, and levelled every foot of it.” “ And you have prepared a very elaborate
set of plans for the company ? Ves; I prepared their long sectional plans.” It was your duty to have
read this ? So I did.
*
*
1561. Did you ever take the trouble to inquire where the plans referred to iu this question were ? I did
not see that it was my business to run after the company to inquire about plans. 1 never did make
such inquiry. 1 sent for plans, and after a great deal of trouble and two years’ delay we got that one.
, 1562, Mr. Sydney Shtith.] 1 understand that you gave evidence before tho .Select Committee of the Legis
lative Assembly on the 13th of June, 1888 ? I did.
1563. Are you aware whether that Committee made any report to the Legislative Assembly? I have
not seen the report—at least, I do not recollect it. It certainly was not on this evidence that the Bill
was entered on. By the second Committee that was appointed 1 was not called as a witness.
1564. You were examined before the first Committee, that is, the Legislative Assembly Committee, but
you were not examined by the Committee appointed by the Legislative Council? Not the Committee
that passed the Bill on to tho Assembly. I think there have been three Select Committees about
this, if I recollect rightly. There was this first one, and then a second one about October or
November, 1888.
.1565. Have you seen a copy of this report? 1 have seen a report of 1he evidence, and I was aware of
the fact that the Bill was not proceeded with on the evidence that was then obtained.

1566.
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156G. Arc you aware what decision the Committee arrived at on that occasion ? Yes; I see from the Mr. H. G.
paper itself that the decision arrived at was that tlie Committee, having examined tho witnesses named M‘Kinney,
in the list of questions put from the Chair “That this preamble stand part of the Bill” -was negatived.
1567. That is tlie occasion on which you were examined ? Yes.
12 Beb., 1892.
1563. lYore you examined before the Select Committee when the first Bill was passed in 1838 ? Kh.
1560, You were examined on the amending Bill? Yes ; that is, the recent one.
1570. X understood, from your eyideneo yesterday, that a number of gentlemen waited on you with
respect to this scheme—a deputation it was called. Is if usual for officers in your position to receive
deputations ? _ No, certainly not; it is quite outside iny province. I regard that as a matter for the
Minister; or if he chooses to deputo it to the Under Secretary, it is a matter for him ; but I am not in a
position to receive any deputation officially.
”
1571. Bo you remember what took place at that interview ? The first deputation that came took me by
surprise^ My clerk came in and told me that three gentlemen wanted to see me, and were standing out
side. Not suspecting anything, 1 told him to show them in, although they had not given their names
nor stated their business. I found that the three gentlemen were Mr. Stockdale, Mr. O’Neill, and, I
think, Mr. Fullwod, the Secretary of the Broken Hill and District "Water Supply Company. They
commenced to discuss matters connected with their scheme. I heard the statement for the first time
yesterday that shorthand notes of that interview were taken. I need hardly say that if I had suspected
that the object of the deputation was to entrap me into making admissions that were to he taken down in
shorthand 1 would certainly have terminated tho interview quickly. The shorthand notes must have been
taken very smartly, for 1 certainly did not notice anything of the kind going on. I might explain that at
that interview I tried to impress on the gentlemen who came that we wanted facts and figures, and not
arguments and discussions.
_
1572. I understood that you expressed surprise at the Minister asking you to visit the Darling and to
thoroughly examine the proposed scheme;—is that so? If I did it was in some way that I do not
remember particulars of. It must have been m a very casual way. I may have said that I did not enjoy
my last trip to Broken Hill, and was rather surprised to hear that I was to go again ; but as the conversa
tion was simply an ordinary one, I did not make a statement beyond that—that my last visit was not a
'
pleasant ono, and I was surprised that 1 had to go back again. ”
Lj73. Have you read the provisions of the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act ? Yes.
1574. Are you aware that although Parliament passed that Act the responsibility of approving or rejecting
that scheme rested with the (rovernor or tho Minister in charge of the department? I had not gone
into that matter carefully until after I got instructions to go and inquire into it. Then I went into the
matter, and found that the sanction of the Minister was required, I was not aware of it until I received
my instructions.
1575. You noticed in the Act that it is part of the duty of the Minister to make full inquiry into the scheme,
through his officers, and that the Minister has also power to refuse sanction or modify the scheme in any
way which may be thought desirable ? ] noticed that on my examination of the Bill after I received
instructions.
1576. In view of those provisions, do you not think that it was perfectly within the power of the Minister
to see that full inquiries were made with regard to this matter before be gave assent to it ? Yes,
certainly; in fact, I do not see that anything less could have been done than make full inquirv under the
terms of the Bill.
* J
157/. You were directed to visit the place, and make full inquirv, and submit a full report regarding the
scheme ? Yes, I was.
"
1578. Was^that large plan, to which reference has been made, submitted to you when vou wrere asked to
report ? No, it was not. 1 might explain that I applied for plans then, and the plan that was furnished
to me was this one. That is a tracing. I described that minutely in the report which I sent in, and
mentioned the information which that showed.
1571). If such a plan was produced before the Select Committee, it was prior to the passing of the Broken
Hill and District Water Supply Act ? Yes.
1330.^ As you said just nowr, the Committee of the Assembly, who examined into this scheme previously,
even if that plan was produced before them, did not at all events report upon it ? I do not quite under
stand the question.
1581. Tho Committee appointed in 1888, as you said, did not make a report ? No.
1582. And you stated that possibly that plan may have been submitted for consideration to that Committee ?
Very likely that plan wras submitted to that Committee. That large plan may have been submitted to the
Committee.
1583. But as far as you are aware it was not submitted subsequently to you ? It was never submitted to
me until within the last fen' months.
”
1584. Mr. M}Lachlan^ But tracings of it were ? I received tracings, which gave very meagre information.
1585; Mr. Sydney Smith.) If a plan was submitted to a Committee which never reported, and which had
nothing to do with the passing of the Bill, would you consider it your duty to take that as evidence in
favour of the scheme ? Certainly not. On the contrary, I should be inclined to think it was a point
against the scheme. It looked as though the plan had not been approved of by tbo previous Committee.
1586. When the Stephen’s Creek Company made application for the approval of the Grovemor for their
1
scheme, was not full inquiry made in respect to the scheme proposed ? Oh, yes.
1587. Were yon not directed to take the same course with respect to their schemeas with respect to the
Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company’s scheme ? Yes; I was.
1588. Was not approval deferred owing to some particulars which you considered necessary not having
been supplied ? Yes ; it was deferred twice on that account. Mr. M'Lachlan asked me yesterday what
was the maximum quantity of water that could be pumped through an S-inch pipe in sixteen hours.
1589. Mr. M‘Lachlan.) .With the fullest pressure and the best pipes ? That is a question.
1590. That is what I said yesterday ? This is a difficult question to answer. It is similar to asking wbat
is tho greatest velocity which can be given to a projectile from a cannon. If you increase the power of
your explosive, and tho thickness of your cannon it is difficult to say what particular limit would bo
reached, and so by increasing the strength of pipes and pumping power, it is difficult to say when the
limit ot the quantity of water discharged would be reached. If you assume a 3-footvelocity in the
pipe----------‘
1591.
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Mr. H. G, 1591, J have said a first-class pipe of ordinary wrought-iron,—-the best pipe that is made ? The common
M'Kmney. ve]oc;tv por water in a pipe of that description would be 3 feet per second, and with that the discharge m
laTVEnW!
hours would be about 377,000 gallons, I may add that with a velocity of 5 feet per second e
11
' discharge would be 630,000 gallons.
.
,
1592. Would distance make any difference—any difference between 10, 20, or 30 miles . Distance ina tes
a difference. You have to put on extra power for a longer distance.
_
.
1593. But with the necessary power they can get tho same supply as you have mentioned
1 ia is
taking a main velocity of that in the pipe. There was another question asked by Mr. hi Lachlan, u ,
unfortunately, X found that my note about it was defective. It was about the duration of the drougn o
1386,1 think.
.
.
, .
1594. Yes ? In the short time I have had sinee then at my disposal, I have found various items about
the drought on the Darling, but have got nothing of such a definite nature that would make it worthwhile
to lay it before the Committee.
. ,
1595. From 1886 to 1890,1 asked ? Yes, but I have not received anything of a definite nature about it.

MONDAY, 15 FEBRUAItT, 1892.
Pttijstni:—

Me. WADDELL,
Ma. DICKENS,

'

'

Mb. O’SITLLiVAIN,
Me. SYDNEY SMITH,
Me. SLATTERY.

J. H. GANN, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Cohen (instructed by Mr. Read), appeared for the promoters, and Mr. M'Lachlan appeared for the
petitioners against the Bill.
.
Henry Henderson Drysdale recalled and further examined:
1596. Mr. M‘Iachlan.1 You are a director of the Broken Hill Water Supply Company? I am.
Mr. H. H. 1597. When did you become a director ? I could not say from recollection.
Dryedalc. 1598. About? Twelve or eighteen months ago.
^ 1599. You said your company had speut how much on the Stephen’s Creek scheme? I do not think 1
I5_Feb., 1892. mentioned the amount.
1600. Do you know the amount? I do not exactly.
1601. Tell us about the amount ? I think about £170,000,
1602. Actually expended ? It may he £10,000.
1603. You say that that amount has beenactually spent upon the work ? Yes; I think actually expended.
There may be items to be included. For instance, the other day there was a sum of £5,000 which I do
not think is included.
1604. What was that for ? Pipes coming out.
.
1605. How much of the £170,000 has been expended in the last six months? Seven shillings and six
pence a share on 190,000 shares would be about £70,000.
_
JG06. That amount has been actually expended during the last six months? Calls have been made for
the purpose.
.
1607. Do you know that the balance-sheet of yonr company to the 30th dune, 1891, exhibits a total
expenditure of £65,000 ? I am not aware of it. I was out of the Colony when the half-yearly meeting
was held.
]60S. Have you a balance-sheet here ? No; I have not.
1609. Here is a balance-sheet, which shows that the total expenditure to the 30th June, 1891. was
£65,000? This balance-sheet apparently only deals with the expenditure for six moijths.
1610. Do you see from that balance-sheet that the total expenditure up to date was £65,000. les;
that is so.
1611. Then, if about £10,000 has been spent since, that would be about £120,000? £/0,000has been
spent and there is another 2s. call due at present to pay liabilities, and there is a large Bank overdraft in
addition. The present outstanding liabilities arc very considerable.
1612. Can you give those liabililies roughly ? There is another 2s, call still due.
- no
1613. Can you tell by the balance-sheet what the liabilities were which were not paid out of the £65,000 .
No. 1 think the total amount is rather over £70,000. A portion of that has not been paid but there is
another 2s. call which will bring in £20,000. That has not been paid in yet.
1614. At that time there were 10,000 shares as paid up to £1 ? Yes.
1615. And 16,000 as paid up to Gs. ? I cannot say. There were some paid up to 6s. and some to 5s.
1616. "Were there 124,000 shares paid up to 0s. ? I do not know; probably somewhere about that, but I
do not know the exact number.
.
.
1617. Have you no report or return that would enable you to answer that ? Not with me.
.
1618. Do you know that there were about 10,000 shares paid up to £ L ? Yes, that is correct.
1619. Do you know that there were 16,000 paid up to 6s. ? That I cannot say- Some were paid up to
6s. and some to 5s., but I do not know the exact number.
1620. Were there about 16,000 paid up to Gs. ? I could not say. There were some.
1621. "Were there about 16,000 ? I could not tell.
1622. Were there 12-4,000 shares as paid up to 5s.? I do not know the respective numbers at all. They
were soon afterwards made all alike by making Is. call.
1623. Do you know, that at that date it showed a written up capital of £45,800? I do not.
11624. So that consequently there was only £20,000 actually expended r I do not know that.
'1625. Will you undertake to swear that there was more than £20,000 absolutely expended up to June,
S1891 ? I will swear nothing that I am not certain of.
1626. Will you undertake Io swear that there was more than £20,000 aetually expended up to June,
1891 ? I should imagine that there was more, but I could not swear that there was more.
1627. You said the constitution of the company was how many shares? 200,000 shares.
1628. There are only 150,000 issued, are there not ? There are 190,000 issued.
1629.
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Mr. H. H.
1629. How many haYo been issued within the last six months ? I could not tell you.
Drysdale,
1630. About? I really could not tell you.
_
1631. Have there been about 40,000 shares issued within the last six months ? I thiuk more than that. 15Feb*Tl892.
1632. About how many ? Tes, perhaps 40,000 or 50,000,
^
1633. Although notwithstanding that your company was incorporated in 1’ebruary, 1S90 ? That I am not
sure about.
1634. This book which I have in my hand is your own I believe ? Tes, that is correct.
1635. Will you look to the last paragraph but one of tbo report ? Tes, It says that 30,000 shares
have been issued.
'
1636. Is it a fact that since the 30th June last, 30,000 shares have been issued to the shareholders of the
Broken Hill Water Works Company (Limited), Sydney ? Tes, more than that.
1637. How many ? Something over 40,000 I think, probably between 40,000 and 00,000.
1633. To the Broken Hill Water Works Company (Limited), Sydney? Tes.
1639. What did they pay for them? I think they paid about 10s. 6d.—I am not sure.
1640. Were they not issued as paid up to 5s. ? Tes, but they had to pay the 5s., and the other calls
upon them.
1641. Had they to pay the whole 10s. 6d. ? Tes.
_
1642. Are you sure they were not merely written up as paid to 5s. ? I am almost certain they were not.
1643. Are you quite certain? I was not a director at the inception of the company.
1644. Are you certain ? I am almost certain. I believe that the whole 5a. was collected.
1645. And actually paid ? That is my belief.
1646. But you are not sure of it ? No, 1 am not certain, but I am almost certain. I have always under
stood so.
1647. What consideration did your company receive for those shares? They received the money.
1648. No interest in the works ? No, I think not.
1649 Had the Broken Hill Water Works Company anything to sell? That I cannot say.
_
1650. Anything that you know of ? Thatisalegalquestion. They claimed that they had something to sell.
1651. Did they profess to have anything to sell? I believe they did.
1652. What ? Certain rights.
1653. What rights ? Bights to construct dams and reservoirs at Stephen’s Creek, the same as ourselves.
1654. Do you know where they obtained those rights or where they alleged they obtained them from ?
Tes ; from a man named Inglis, and he has a suit pending against that company now.
1655. Are you aware that the Broken Hill Water Supply Company have a capital of £150,000, but only
575 shares taken up? I know nothing about that.
1656. Is your December balance-sheet out? I have not seen it.
1657. Is it not out yet ? As far as I know it is not.
1658. Are you aware that many of the registered shareholders on your company’s register are in dummy
names ? 1 am not aware of that at all.
1659. Ton are not? No; Ido not thiuk there are any as far as we know of, because we refused to
transfer some shares some time ago, because we had an idea that the man whose name was mentioned was
a dummy.
1660. How many shares were represented ? Only 2,000 or 3,000.
1661. Tou refused to transfer the shares believing them to be only dummies ? Tes.
1662. As a shareholder in Stephen’s Creek, is it not to your interest to see the Stephen’s Creek scheme and
the lake and river scheme carried out rather than the direct route to Broken Hill ? I do not think it is
at all. Do you mean as against another company ?
1663. I will repeat it. As a shareholder in the Stephen’s Creek, is it not to your interest to see the Stephen’s
Creek and the lake and river scheme carried out rather than the direct route to Broken Hill? I do not
think so. The mining proprietors are going to take the water by the direct route themselves, and I told
them we had not the slightest objection.
1664. Would it be to your detriment—somebody said the other day that it would be a loss to the
company every gallon that was pumped from tlie lake? 1 say so still.
1665. Then it is mere patriotism, and your company arc going to lose money. Not at all. The matter
would be very greatly affected by the attitude of the mines, We wish to do what we can for the people; but
we also think there is a possibility of a three or four years’ drought, and we are simply guarding against
that possibility.
,
3 666. Is this not a scheme more for tlie benefit of the mining proprietors than for the population of
Broken Hill? Certainly not.
_
1667. Was it tlie mining proprietors who approached you or did you approach the mining proprietors ?
I believe that our chairman first spoke to some one connected with the mines.
1668. What is his name ? Mr. Grant. I am not sure that he did.
1669. So that really the overtures came frum you ? That I do not know. Mr. Grant mentioned in con
versation that it would be a good idea to try to get the mine-owners to find the whole of the capital.
1670. Is it not a fact that the chairman of the Proprietary Company, the secretary and several of the
directors of that and other mines are the principal shareholders in the Stephen’s Creek scheme ? No; it
is not a fact. I doubt whether the Proprietary people have any shares in it at all.
1671. Was he net registered as a heavy shareholder since the 1st February ? I think not. It is news
to me if ho is. I always understood that he had sold the whole of his interest.
1672. Qhairman.1 Are you referring to Mr. Wilson or Mr. M‘Gregor ? They are alluding to Mr. Wilson.
16/3. Mr. M‘Lachlan^] Is lie not the holder of 4,817 shares ? I very much doubt it. His name may be
on tbe register, but it does not follow that he bolds the shares.
1674. Would he be on after that date ? Yes, I suppose so.
1675. Are you satisfied that the time the list was prepared Mr. Wilson was not tlie holder of 4,817 shares, ?
No ; his name no doubt appeared on the register.
1676. A.nd did not Mr. Gregory hold 6,800 shares ? Tes, I believe he holds a large interest.
1677. Tou believe he still holds those shares ? 1. believe so.
1678 Mr. M‘Grcgor has been a director of the Proprietary and several other mines, has he not ? He
as just been elected a director of the Proprietary Mine.
1679 And several others ? I cannot say.
1680.
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Of some others ? I am not at ail sure. He has been out of the Colony for the last twelve months.
16S1. There is the name of Mr. Bowes Terry on the list and also of Mr. Knox ? Mr. Bowes Terry—yes;
15 Feb., 1892.
is on ^list- .
.
,
1682. His name is on the register for 6,187 shares, and he is also a director of the Proprietary Mine, is
he not ? Tes; I believe he is.
1683. Will you look at the name of Mr. Knox, secretary of the Proprietary Mine ? His name
appears for 581 shares, but I do not believe that he holds any.
1684. But they stood in his name on the first of this month ? Tes, his name is on the register,
1685. Then if he does not hold them he is a dummy? Surely not a dummy, a dummy is a man from
whom you can get nothing.
1686. Of course you know, as a business man, that good business men, snob as all these are, in a no
liability company would take care to have their names off? I know tho opposite. I have tried in many
oases to do so, but could not get my name off.
1687. If a man has his name down for 6,000 shares will be not take care to have his name taken off?
No, ho docs not trouble. We have had shares advertised for forfeiture in well-known names and they
have sent to say that they were not their shares. In many instances, people have not taken tlie trouble
to get their names off the register.
1688. Were not the plans of yonr works, as progress was made, submitted for the approval of the depart
ment ? That I could not say.
*
1683. Tou do not know whether it was or not? No ; that would be a matter for tbe engineer.
1690. Mr. Bead.'] In reference to this question of the amount already expended, will you fall the Com
mittee how much has been expended or is contracted for—how much you are indebted, and the amount
that you have paid ? The works which have been contracted for, and tbe money for which is about
falling due, will amount altogether to about £188,000 or £192,000. Por work actually done and being
contracted for at the present time there is about £20,000 for pipes still coming out, and the cost of laying
them. . £6,000 or £7,000 is still due on account of excavations and dams. Fencing is a very large item
which is being contracted for, and that is not complete yet.
Frederick Eowdler Gipps called in. sworn, and examined : —
1691. Mr. MlLachlan.] What is your profession ? I am a civil engineer.
1692. Have you had any extensive acquaintance with water works ? I have in India, in California, and
15 Feb., 1892. :'n
Colony.
1693. For how many years ? Fifteen years in this Colony.
1693|. And for how many years altogether? Wince 1858 or 1859—about thirty-throe years. Including
fifteen years actual practice in this Colony.
1C94. What actual practice have you had in this Colony ? I have been engaged by the Harbours and
.Rivers Department to assist in laying out the Sydney Water Supply Works, and in surveying water
supply works for Forbes, Mudgee, Hill End, and Gulgong ; also iu hydraulic works on the Turon Itiver,
and hydraulic work's at Kiandra—both design and construction. I also surveyed the proposed main
water supply of Sydney. I have also had to do with tho Wingeocaribbeo Eake andTamworlb, dunce, and
other waterworks in my private practice.
1695. Were you a member of the Koval Commission on Water Conservation? I was.
1696. And did you examine and take evidence on the Darling Fiver ? I did, in 1886, at Menindie.
1697. What was the state of the river at Menindie when you took evidence there? It was in high fiood,
about 26 feet, as far as I remember.
1698. Did you examine the Menindie Lake and the channel leading into it ? I did. I found tho Menin
die Lake was a very shallow depression; and from soundings which I made, I do not think that it
would give an average depth of 4 feet all over.
1699. Did you consider, from your examination, that that lake would be a good basin for conserving
water for the Broken Hill supply ? No ; I should 2iot think it would be a good basin in its present con
dition for conserving water for anjr purpose. My proposal for treating ibis lako was to dredge out a
certain portion to a depth of IS or 20 feet, and reclaim the foreshore on which I proposed to settle a
large population for irrigation. I think the lake would be a good silting-bed for water passing through
it into Lake Speculation.
WOO. The two together would work well? Tho two together would work well. It would allow all the
silt with which fiood waters are charged to settle before the waters passed into the lake.
J701, Could the flow of water from the Fiver Darling into the Menindie Lake be improved ? Un
doubtedly. That is one of the things that I suggested, to improve' all those channels. At present there
are bars to the entrance to the lake, and I propose that a grade should be run from the deepest point in
the lake to the river bed, so as to allow the floods in tho Darling Fiver to run into the lake much earlier
than they do at present.
p

1702. Avould that improve the capacity of the lake?
those lakes.
"

That would improve the storing capacity of all
^
“

1703. Do you consider that Lake Speculation is essential for storing a reliable water supply for Broken
Hill ? I think water could bo stored there undoubtedly,
1704. According to the evidence that you took, what is the longest period during which the Darling
Fiver has been known to be unnavigable for steamci’s ? Two years up to Menindie, but that docs not
mean that it was two years a dry bed,—it means that they could only make stages between Wentworth
and Menindie.
*
'
'
1705. Still there was a good supply of water ? Eos.
1706. What depth of water is required for the navigation of the river? 3 feet 0 inches to 4 feet over the bars.
1707. Can you estimate what quantity of water would have to be thrown into Lake Speculation to preserve
it at a constant level, that is lo provide for evaporation and a daily supply of ] ,000,000 gallons of water ?
That would depend upon the area of the lake.
1708. Estimating the area at 2,000 acres ? That would take about 10,000,000 gallons of water.
1709. Is 2,000 acres a fair estimate ? J should think so—it may be a little over tbo mark from what ]
have heard. Itwould take about 10,000,000 gallons a day to provide for an evaporation of 60 inches in a year.

‘

1710.
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1710. "Would you suggest that that quantity of water should ho supplied ? By continuous pumping from g*rg; s
the Darling Bivcr till the late gets up to a certain level. It is necessary to heep the late at a normal level, ' ' s
in order to tide over at least six months dry weather, and we must discharge that quantity of water into it. jg
jggg^
1711. Did you take any evidence in proof of the exact number of days that the river has been known to
’
run dry at one time ? Yes.
1712. What was it? I think about a month, or a little over; perhaps six weeks. Mr. Mackay gave
evidence of his experience from 1S5S to 188G, as far as I recollect.
1713. You think that a storage of water in Lake Sjmculation to provide for evaporation and water supply,
and six months’ storage of 2,000,000,000 gallons, should be 10,000,000 gallons a day ? Yes.
1714. What area and depth of water would be required for such a storage ? About 1,000 acres, with an
average depth of about 8 feet.
1715. Have you seen the large and elaborate plan that has been prepared, about 4-2 feet long ? I have.
1716. Do you recognise the plan produced? Yes.
1717. I would ask if, in your opinion, that plan and ihc sections of the proposed scheme of the Darling
Company for the supply of Broken Hill are sufficient to demonstrate to you or any qualified engineer
that the scheme.is practicable from an engineering point of view? Undoubtedly, it is sufficient to show
mo that the scheme is practicable, and to allow me to base my estimate.
1718. And if you were a C overnmeut official, would you have any difficulty iu reporting upon that cither
with or without modifications ? No.
1719. You would have no difficulty whatever ? Not the slightest,
1720. Do you consider the plan a workmanlike production and sufficient to base an estimate on ? It
shows sufficient for mo to base my estimate upon,
1721. And you would feel no doubt whatever in reporting upon it as a practicable scheme? No. I
might make some modification perhaps with regard to pumping-stations, but they would represent simply
my opinion, that is all.
1722. Then would you have any difficulty ingoing from one end of the scheme lo the other, and reporting
to the Minister upon it ? Not the slightest.
1723. Have you seen the tracings produced ? I have not seen them before.
1724. Is that large plan sufficient to prove to you, as an engineer, that you can obtain an even grade,
without tho slightest difficulty, from one end of the line to tlie other, and to enable you to divide the lifts
so that the scheme can be carried out with the greatest advantage and economy ? Not an even grade. I
could get a regular hydraulic grade. It shows what hydraulic grades I could get, and how I could best
design the work so as to equalise the lifts.
1725. It is sufficient for that? Yes.
1720. Is it sufficient to allow you to make au estimate of the cost of the scheme, with the exception,
perhaps, of the reservoir at Boekwell Hills ? Yes, it would enable me to divide my heads into four different
pumping-stations, and to bring the pumping-station which had the greatest lift close to the Boekwell Hills
reservoir.
1727. How far is Boekwell Hills from Broken Hill ? Six miles.
1728. Would the wafer go from there by gravitation ? I believe so.
1729. Do you know the water-hole at Menindie ? Yes. from evidence.
'
1730. Do you know its normal level—its width and depth ? I believe it runs about a mile up the river,
from tho entrance of the creek to the lake.
1731. What is tho width ? It is GO or 70 yards wide, and about 12 feet deep. The Biver Darliug, when
it is dry, runs into a scries of water-holes, and in the small water-holes the water is unfit for drinking,
because too much saline matter gets into it. In the bigger water-holes, according to the evidence taken,
the water is of better quality. Tbe water-bole at Winbar supplies the locality with perfectly fresh water,
almost an unlimited supply. They have pumped water from it for irrigation, but they did not seem to
lower the level of the hole at all. If it was left to me, I would not depend upon the water-hole at Menindie—that is why I said it -would be necessary to supply 10,000,000 gallons a day, to keep the Speculation
Lake up to its normal level.
1732. How often has the Darling Biver been in flood siuce 1868, when the navigation was first opened?
A1 most every other year—sometimes twro years, sometimes three years. The Water Commission took
evidence on the point.
1733. What is the length of Lake Speculation ? Brom what I can learn a little over 2 miles.
1734. -And tho average width ? Over one mile.
1735. As an engineer, having had the experience that you have, do you consider this a bold scheme?
Not in comparison with sundry works which I have examined. lii California I.should call it a very mild
scheme. At Virginia city the gold water supply crosses a depression of 1,700 feet in 18-in. pipes.
1736. You consider it a scheme which can quite easily he carried out ? Yes, quite easily.
1737. The scheme is shown by the plan to be perfectly easy p Yes, as I could lay it out by that plan.
1738. Now that you have had a cursory look at those sections, do thoy appear to you to be tracings of
that big plan ? I have not been able to coni pare them, hut they appear to me to he similar.
1739. If they are so, they would be sufficient to enable you to report ? Yes.
1740. IV hat is the horse-power required to pump 10,000,000 gallous into Lake Speculation ? That would
depend upon the lift. Assuming the lift to he 30 feet, it would require to be about 150-horse power.
1741. What difference would it make if it were 20 feet, for I am told it is between 20 feet and 30 feet?
That would require 100-horse power, you may say, approximately.
1742. Do you consider that it would ho cheaper and more advantageous to bring water direct from Lake
Speculation to Broken Hill, 50 or 52 miles, than to take it to Stephen’s Creek, 48 miles, and then repump
it 10 miles fo Broken Tlili, having regard to loss by the silting, evaporation, and soakage which would
result from tho latter scheme ? Jt would be far more economical to take it from Lake Speculation direct,
with different pumping-stations of course.
1743. The consequence would he that the people would get the water at a cheaper rate ? They ought to do so.
1744. Mr. O' Sullivan.] Tou have made an examination of Lake Menindie and the surrounding lakes in
connection with one of these proposals, have you not ? Not in connection with Broken Hill—simply as
a member of the Royal Commission on Water Conservation.
1745. You said that Menindie Lake had only an average depth of 4 feet? That is all.

1746,
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Mr.
1746. Is the water wholesome in Menindie Lako? I do not know whether it is or not, but I should think
Gipps- that it would be, simply on account of the lar^c ([uantity of silt iu tho liver—that is to say, if the water
were drawn when the rivor was flowing into it, it would undoubtedly be unwholesome then.
6
1747. If the water of Menindie Lako is let into Lako Speculation by means of a channel, will it not
deteriorate the water in Lake Speculation ? Not if they allow it to flow all through Menindie Lako.
Lake Menindie would then act as a silting-bed. Most of the water would have deposited its siit before
it reached the inlet into Speculation Lake.
1748. Ton think that the water would leave the deleterious matter behind? Undoubtedly,
1749. You do not apprehend any danger of the water of Lake Speculation being made unwholesome by
this r No.
_
1750. Do you think it .right that this or auy other company should have the right to take water from
Lake Menindie, Lake Cawndilla, Lake Pamamaroo, and Lake Speculation at one time? I do not think
.it right that any company should have a right to lake water from these lakes. I think they should be
reserved for public purposes, and that there should be a reclamation of the foreshores. Many people
might be attracted by cheap land and settle around the lakes, and we might get a large population there.
I think that the water of Menindie Lake should not be used except, as I say, when flowing in. During
tbe high floods, when there would be material difference, the ■water would either flow down the Darling or
into the lake, and I do not see any reason why Lake Speculation should not be filled.
1751. Have you examined the country between the lakes and Broken Dill ? No.
_
1752. Do you know anything about that country? Only from the evidence we took on our Commission.
1753. Have you ever been over this proposed scheme? No.
1754. Do you think it is right that any company should claim a pipe-track 6 miles wide between Lako
Speculation and Broken Hill ? Undoubtedly not.
_
1755. What do you think is their object in claiming that width ? I cannot understand it at all,
1756. What do you think would be a fair width for a pipe-track ? A chain wide, with extra land for
pumping-stations here and there.
1757. With a right to deviate where they please? Tes, with rights of deviation. But when once it is
laid down they would not want to deviate. I do not see auy necessity from what I see from these plans
to deviate at all.
1758. Mr. M:LacMan.] Tou mean our plans ? Tes.
1759. Mr. O'Sullivan.} Do you think that if 3 chains were given that would be ample for all contin
gencies ? Perfectly ample. T think that the companies ought to be allowed a certain area in connection
with tbe pumping-stations, so as to enable them to grow fuel, which will be a great expense in connection
with the pumping-station; but that would only mean extra area at each of tbe pumping-stations.
1760. Chairman/] Wbat would you consider tbe proper area for each pumping-station ? About 1,000
acres would be quite sufficient.
_
,
1761. Tou say that yon examined the long plan ? I did.
_
1762. And you see no difficulty in laying out a scheme from that plan ? None whatever.
1763. As the plan stands at present? Yes.
1764. I understood you to say that you could lay it out by that plan, by making certain alterations ?
That would be according to my own opinion.
_
_
1765. Do yon think there would have to be alterations to make a practicable scheme out of it ? Not to
make a practicable scheme, but to make it the most economical scheme.
1766. Do you maintain that tho pumping-stations and other works are fully laid out on that plan ?
According, I suppose, to the proposals of tho company.
1767. Do you think they are laid out sufficiently to indicate the accuracy of tho workiug scheme ? They
could work the scheme with the pumping-stations—yes. _
...
1768. I suppose you have been in tbe Government service a while ? 1 have. I assisted inlaying out
the Sydney Water Supply Works.
1769. Has it been your duty, in the department you have been in, to have plans submitted to you for
approval or otherwise ? Not during my departmental experience.
_
1770. In having plans submitted to you, is it usual to alter them, or do you leave it to the people to
submit another plan, or do you do it yourself? Certainly we can. Dor instance, in connection with the
Sydney Water Supply Works, I altered the line completely. 1 deviated the line of canal from one side
of the range to the other after all the plans had been submitted to the Commissioners and to Mr. Clarke.
I took it from the Campbelltown side of tbo range to the Appin side.
1771. Were you acting as engineer for the works then ? As assisting engineer.
1772. But would you consider that you were right, if you were only approving of the scheme, to have
shifted the pipe-track in that way? Oh, yes. I Ihinkso. In the Tamworth water supply works, for
instance, I have drawn up all my specifications at schedule rates, in order to allow me to modify the scheme
whichever way I like ; perhaps introducing fluming instead of canals marked now, and doing away with
tunnelling, to give me general powers to modify the scheme.
^
1773. Do you think it would be right for the Government officer to undertake all that work ? They do
it in Victoria, so I do not see why they should not do it here. They accept contracts at schedule rates, so
as to allow of modifications.
1774. Supposing they were not allowed to charge schedule rates ? Of course if they did not charge
schedule rates, you let the contracts on definite plans.
_
1775. Mr. Sydney Smith.} I understand that you were a member of the late Royal Commission on Water
Conservation ? I was.
1776. And during that time you made au inspection of the river Darling ? I did.
_
1777. Did you as a result of that inspection report that tbe great drawback to the river Darling was the
want of permanence of the supply of water ? I did.
_
_
1778. When you prepare a scheme for water supply works of importance, do you not consider it
necessary to make a careful inquiry into the permanence of the supply ? Undoubtedly—that is my first
inquiry.
_
_
1779. If you find that several competent engineers and surveyors have made statements calling iu ques
tion the permanence of a supply which you contemplate depending on, do you not consider it necessary
to make a careful and independent inquiry into the accuracy of their statements ? Undoubtedly.
1780. When you prepare a scheme for water supply, do you not consider it necessary to have plans
prepared showing all the’main features of your scheme? Undoubtedly.
1781.
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1781. Supposing that you ivere engineer for a large water supply scheme which involved the laying of a
great length of jiipes and the construction of an important reservoir, would you consider yonr scheme
complete if you had not marked out and measured the whole of the pipe-line and made a plan
fl10 ,
reservoir? If it showed me the position of the pipe-line—gave me a true section of the pipe-line, and
showed the position of the reservoir, i should consider that quite sufficient.
1782. Do you know the nature of the report which the engineer for water supply was called upon to give
in regard to this scheme ? Ho, I do not.
1783. Have you read tho Act of Parliament ? Ko, I have not.
1784'. Are you aware that the company was to have large powers for resumption of land, &c., if the
scheme were carried out ? I had some idea that they were to have powers of resumption, but what powers
of resumption I do not know.
’
1785. If you were a Gnu ernment officer, and the Government were called upon to approve a certain scheme,
would you not, as a Grovernment Officer, insist upon full information being given to you as regards the
nature of the scheme—the reservoir, and all other particulars in regard to the scheme ? Undoubtedly.
1786 IVould you consider that any scheme would be complete unless all that detailed information were
given to you to enable you to report to rhe Minister? 1 should not want all those details.
I should
leave itto the company. If they chose to lose their money by taking any false action they would be the losers.
1787. But supposing they were to have certain powers to carry out the works, and also largo concessions
on the approval of the Governor being given to their scheme—would vou not, in reporting to the Minister,
think it necessary to be supplied with that information to show yon ■whether the scheme was feasible or
not? To show the scheme was feasible, undoubtedly.
1788. And whether the works could be carried out ? One would be tantamount to the other.
1789. Ot course, in regard to the works to which you referred just now, I conclude they were works
carried out by the Government— the Sydney "Water Supply "Works ? Yes.
1790. You were engineer to the Government ? Yes, in the Harbours and Rivers Department.
1791. There wore no large concessions to be given to any company with regard to land? No.
1792. They were not to have a right to chargea certain amount lor water? No.
1793. Nor take a large water frontage? No.
1794. Would you consider that, in reporting upon a private scheme, you would be required to be more
particular before asking the Government to approve than in reporting on a sort of scheme like that? I
should require to be very particular.
1795. I understand that you have not been over this scheme? No.
179C. Are you aware what land the company propose to resume ? No ; I do not know anything about it.
179/. In connection with the Sydney' water supply, had you authority to change the line in any degree ?
Yes, we were certainly allowed.
"
”
1798. [mean yourself? Yes.
1799. "Without reference to anybody ? Only to report it to head-quarters immediately. Of course it
was only until drawing the definite plans. Thoy were not in.
1800. I understand that you have not examined the Act of Parliament referred to ? No.
1801. And aro not acquainted with the nature of the report which it would be necessary for the officer
to give in order to enable the Minister to say whether the scheme should be approved of or not ? No, I am not.
1802. Ilqw long, in your opinion, is the Darling not navigable ? I should sav from four to six months,
judging from the evidence given to us by Captain Johnstone, that is to say, when there was actually no
water. As far as 1 recollect, I think it took him eighteen months to go from Wentworth to Bourke.
1803. What height would the,river have to be to make it navigable ? Three feet above the bars.
1804. What height would the water have to he running in the river before it would go into Lake
Menindie ? I believe it would go iuto the lower creek at 8 feet, and into the higher creek at 15 feet or
10 feet.
1805. If a proper plan of tlie land, and if a proper plan of the works and reservoirs have not been
submitted to the officer for consideration, do you think he would bo justified, in view of the Act of
Parliament, in reporting m favour of theschemc? Well, 1 donocknowaboutreportiuginfavour of the scheme.
1806. Well, reporting on the scheme as to whether the Minister should approve of it or not? I consider
that those plans and sections that 1 have seen are perfectly sufficient to report on the scheme.
1807. As to whether the Minister should approve of it or not ? I suppose he would examine it before he
would give au opinion.
1808. An engineer, 1 think, would be the proper person to examine a plan of that kind? Yes, I mean
the engineer; but, as J said, it would he quite sufficient for him to traverse the country and examine it
for himself, and 1 should not think of reporting unless I had examined it myself.
1809. Do you think it would he sufficient to justify him in saying to the Minister, “ I think this scheme
should be approved of” ? Yes, certainly, after examining the country himself.
1810. But supposing that the evidence was not clear in regard to tho land, and that a proper plan of the
reservoir, &c., had not been given, do you think that the officer, in view of the concessions to be given
under the Act, would be justified in saying, 111 think this scheme should he approved ” ? I think he
ought to examine the line from end to end.
1811. Supposing be did that, and supposing that full particulars were not given as to the quantity of land
to be resumed, and supposing that the reservoir was not properly shown, do you think he would be
justified in saying to the Minister, “I think this scheme should be approved”? He might suggest his
idea of ihe land to he given. Tho two main points in that scheme are undoubtedly the pipe-line and the
supply from Lake Speculation—whether the supply could be kept permanent and pure, and whether the
country to be traversed by tho pipe-line was of such a character as to allow the scheme to be carried out
as proposed.
1812. Mr. MLachlan^ I notice that you said that providing fuel for the pumping-stations is an important
matter, and requires a good deal of land. That being so, if tho company chose to construct a
tramway, it would really be a benefit, inasmuch as they could carry fuel to the pumping-stations ?
Undoubtedly.
1813. So far from being a detriment, it would really be an advantage to the scheme ? Undoubtedly.
1814. Mr. Sydney Smith.'] Are you aware whether the plans just produced show the actual length of the
pipe-line? I. know nothing of the country, 1 take them as they are handed to me. Of course I have
never seen thbse section before.
■
1815.
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1815. Mr. MlLaehlan^] Supposing you were the officer deputed to examine into the matter, would you
consider you could do justice to the thing in going over GO miles of pipe-line in two days in order to
esa™ne ^
^nh: so, I should only want to see the features of the country if I had those plans and
sections. I should simply take the base line straight through.
1816. But you would follow the pipe-line, and not go along the main road ? Undoubtedly, I should follow
the line all through.
1817. Chairman.'] Tou said just know that you would take the base lino—would it be auy detriment to
your judgment of the scheme if you never found the base line ? I mean the base lino of tho section,
which is the pipe-line. That is the basis of the whole scheme.

John 'William James called in, sworn, and examined
Mr.
1818. Mr. MLachlan.] "What are you ? I am a civil engineer-.
J. W. James. 1819. What experience have you had as a civil engineer ? Considerably over twenty years.
-'—“'-"'n 1820. Have you credentials from the Heads of Departments in this Colony ? Yes, I have.
15 Feb., 1892.1S21. Which? From the Harbours and Hi vers Department. I have also credentials dating a long way
back, from the first office in England—the Crown Agent’s Department, in Downing-stroet. I have also
my certificate here from thclnstituto of Civil Engineers, under date 1876 ; and also a receipt of tiic G-eologjcal Society, of which I have had the honor to hold a Fellowship since 1876. My certificate is signed
by George Robert Stephenson, the President.
1822. In addition to those credentials, a gentleman in a high position in this Colony, Mr. Moriarty, Engi
neer-in-Chief, in a document that I hold in my hand, speaks of your having been in the employ of
that Department for six years, and as your having been engaged in most important work in connection
with water supply ? I have.
1823. He also says that your duties have taken you over a large part of the Colony, and that you have
had peculiar facilities for becoming acquainted with tho country and its requirements ? Yes.
1824. And that you served the department with energy and ability, and showed great tact in dealing
with the public in the discharge of your duties ? Yes.
■
1825. Do you know this large plan ? Yes ; this plan was made entirely by myself.
1826. Will you describe to the Committee what that plan is ? That is the survey of a pipe-line from tlie
Darling River, touching Lake Menindie and Lake Speculation, right to Broken Hill, with the view of
supplying Broken Hill with water—to determine whether it is feasible that such a thing could be done.;
and no engineer could do it without a plan like that. When requested to go there, I said I must make
my traverse line and my sections with the proper instruments, and that is the result of my labours.
1827. What did you do r I surveyed the line and levelled every part of it. I used the very best of
theodolites—that is, a G-inch Trouton and Sims, with a perfect adjustment a 20-inch Fallant level,
, and a 5-chain measure in smooth country, and a 2-chain measure in rough country. First I traversed my
section with the theodolite; then I came back and ran tlie section with the level over tho chain,
punctuating at every point whore necessary, which is shown on the plan, checking my work in the level
country to ascertain if any errors had crept in. When I got into a flat piece of country where I could
■
get back quickly to check my peg work, 1 threw my men hack from the peg farthest on for perhaps 2
miles, I worked that out, and if my error went over 2 inches T would make an alteration ; but 1 found I
had made very few errors.
1828. What about pegs? I marked out every mile with a stake standing from 2 feet to 4 feet high,
some square at the top with a tin plate on each, and the number of miles stamped with a nail in the tin,
abd .a little red flag on the top of that. The half-miles were marked, and also properly trenched. In
passing through the roughest country—the only little bit of rough country was in the Makulpa Ranges—
1 supported the pegs with stones around them. Many of these pegs had paint put on them, hut my paint
.supply ran short; however, we put a tin and a flag on each peg. Every peg was marked clearly and
distinctly, so much so that with a theodolite you could see one peg after another for a distance of 2 or 3
miles.
1829. Would any ordinary surveyor or ordinary bushmanhavo any difficulty in finding those pegs ? Not
if he got one to start from.
1830. He would have no difficulty in getting one to start from ? No.
1831. Would any surveyor have any difficulty in finding those pegs ? I should think not, unless the fires
burnt them down.
1832. I suppose you know that Mr. Stockdale could easily have found them ? Yes, Mr. Stockdale
could find them easily enough. I myself could find them easily enough. Where it starts from Lake
Speculation, the road goes to the left, and the pipe-line stands to the right.
1833. Did Mr. Stockdale accompany you ? The whole of the way.
1834. All through the scheme ? Yes.
1835. Ly the pipe-line in a great many instances a good distance from the road ? Yes; in some places
4 or 5 miles.
1836. It cannot be seen from the road in many places ? The plan will show where tlie road passes near
it, but there are many wild-horse tracks.
1837. But is there not a main track ? There is, but it is a very crooked main track indeed.
1838. Do you know the bench-mark on the river ? I do well.
1839. At the foot of a tree ? I do ; I cut it,
1840. Was that carefully marked ? Yes.
1841. Very distinctly ? Yes.
1842. Do you know how many bench-marks are on that ? There are a considerable number.
1843. About how many would there be ? Fifteen or twenty bench-marks. I always left a bench-mark
in a high place, where I could find it again.
1844. 1 am speaking of bench-marks on the river ? Oh, only one on the river.
1845.
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1845. As some montioii has been made of the tramway and fuel this morning, how would fuel for the
hlr.
pumping-stations be got ordinarily ? There is plenty of fuel all through the country.
^ 'JaTnC3'
1846. There is at present, but if considerable settlement takes place there might be considerable difficulty t r/ETn*'"iR<w
in getting it? I do not consider there would be any difficulty at all—there is plenty of fuel for years to J e
‘
come; and then there is the riyer, by which to bring coal if you want it, and the railway is at the other
end.
1847. When did you prepare that big plan ? In 1888,1 think. The date is under the heading of it.
1848. Tou have given the levels all along? Tea; everything is worked out complete.
■
1849. It was prepared sometime in 1888 ? Early in 1888.
1850. Do you know that the plan was produced before the Select Committee ? Tes; I was there at tho
time.
1851. Which Select Committee? On the 3rd May, 1888.
,
1852. Do you kuow if Mr. M;Kinney gave evidence before that Select Committee ? I cannot tell you,
hut 1 believe he did give evidence. I only heard so.
1853. At all events, that plan was produced before that Committee? Tes; it was produced in this room.
1854. And you were examined on the plan ? "Tes.
1855. As an engineer, having had the experience you have told us of, do you say that that plan is sufficient
to enable a Government official—an engineer—to report to his Minister as to whether the scheme should
or should not be sanctioned ? X think that is quite sufficient to enable him to report favourably on the
matter, that water supply works could be constructed on those lines, but asking for detail of cross-sections
where the pumping-stations would be.
1856. Almost any scheme that you could produce would leave open very many matters of inquiry ? Tes;
if you are going to build a house, you want details.
185/. But you say that that plan would be abundant for the Minister or his officer to say whether that
should be approved or disapproved, especially where tho areas of land have afterwards to be approved
by a second approval, as in this case ? Tes.
1858. In any case, there would be no difficulty in locating tbe land asked for? None whatever.
1859. And in saying whether it should be granted or not ? I should have no difficulty.
I860 Would you have any difficulty in determining the position of a piece of laud and estimating its
value ? Once I saw pegs there giving number and position, I could estimate it very quickly.
1861. Supposing you had nothing to do with the preparation of that plan, but simply by going along tbe
line you would know what land should be taken for pumping-stations and so on ? If tbe mileage were
pointed out to me.
°
1862. At any peg you could say what was wanted ? Tes.
1803. And report to the Minister whether it should bo granted or not ? I could.
.
1864. Whatever might be tbe importance of the concessions, whether large or small, you would be able
to ascertain whether they should be granted or not ? True; I have had to do similar class of work in
other countries on similar lines.
1865. Winch do you consider would be the cheaper way of getting water to Broken Hill township—this
scheme proposed by the Darling Company, or the scheme proposed bv the Stephen’s Creek Company in
this present Bill, going round by Stephen’s Creek ? I should go direct.
1866. AVouht there he a considerable difference in the cost, and ought not the water to he delivered much
cheaper . Tou have only to make a connection between one place and the other at Stephen’s Creek.
1867. Do you consider it would be cheaper and more advantageous to bring water direct from Lake
Speculation to Broken Hill, 52 miles, than to take it by Stephen’s Creek, 48 miles, and then repump it
10 miles to Broken Hill, having regard to the loss by the silting, evaporation, and soakage which would
result from the latter scheme ? I like everything, like an engine, direct-acting, and would take every
thing direct-acting straight through.
'
18GS. It is palpable that it would he very much cheaper ? OF course it is, because the position of the
Stephen s Creek works is further up the. creek.
1869. In the evidence given before the Select Committee on the Darling Companv’s original Bill is there
a misprint in the evidence given by you
it is printed in the evidence that 3,000',000 is the capacity for
the service reservoir—I think that should read “ 30,000,000 ” ? Calculating 20 gallons per head per dav
tor a certain number of people would make it 3,000,000, but that would he only for one day, and there
should be a supply of 30,000,000 or 40,000,000 gallons.
HI®y°u ltn^v Stephen’s Creek and the present dam there ? I do not know where tho present dam is.
l i'/I11
t
13
Pr°bable silting and soakage ? As an engineer, and having lived in the
ni *;or. yearSj
say that that is one of the most difficult creeks to deal with—it ia a complete
bed of silting sand.
r
18/2. What would he the effect of that dam ? Tou would have to go to a terrific expense to keep your
dam tight, or tho water would go underneath it.
1 J
1873. Would it silt up the dam? Certainly ; it is bound to silt up.
1874. Does your opinion go so far as to say that that dam as a source of supply ia almost'impracticable
because or the silt would the scheme to supply water from Stephen’s Creek be almost impracticable ?
INo ; i should divert the water as it came to storm-dams. That is the only cure for it At all events I
should not thmk of taking it into the creek itself.
’
1875. Do you know the dam as it is at present? No.
1876. Can you say anything about tlie probable soakage ? At the time we wore there we had to go a
long way down to get a drink of water.
1877. Must not any dam across that creek be subject to very considerable silting ? Tes; because of the
i
C0UI1.1tLv’ -^te confined area between its mud-hanks would show it instantly.
18/8. Do you know anything about the effect of the water of the catchment area of that creek—is it at
all poisonous ? I could not say at the present moment. I did not follow any of the catchment area
above.
1879. Would the evaporation at Stephen’s Creek he very considerable ? I do not think the water would
stop there long enough to evaporate much.
1.880. Mr. Head.] How long is it since you were at Stephen’s Creek ? When I did this survey
1881. That was m 1888? Tes.
693—1
1882.
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^
1882. At tliat time was any dam, or any provision, or anything else made there—was a dam made at all
w. James. at gtgphen’g Creek ? Hot that X know of. 1 did not go to the Stephen’s Creek Company’s place at all,
Tc-pi t 1fin2 but only travelled over the scheme where this line crosses.
’’
1883. Would that be above or below ? Above.
,
1884. Tou did not go up as far as that ? No ; I did not.
.1885. Tou cannot speak as to the efficacy of this work—of the dam or anything else? I cannot say. I
have never been there, I only speak of where I crossed Stephen’s Creek.
1886. Really you know nothing about this dam ? No ; nothing whatever.
1887. The water that is in the dam at Stephen’s Cfeek, you say, would not stop there? I would take it
for granted, nnless the foot of the dam were put very low down in the creek,
1S88. Mr. S/atfert/.] When did you make that plan? About February, 1888.
1889. Would you call that a preliminary or a final plan ? I should call it final for going through a plain
country ; there is no necessity to spend any more money there, but simply to traverse from point to point.
1890. Could you work from that plan ? Certainly I could.
1891. Could anybody else ? Certainly ; to save too much departmental expenditure.
1892. Is that the only plan that was laid before the department? 1 believe that is the only one—that
is the only one I did.
1893. After you did this survey was any gentleman put on to do another survey ? I do not know about
that. I finished this work and handed it in.
1894. Was Mr. O’Neill engaged with you at 'the time ? I believe that Mr. O’Neill was afterwards
connected with the matter, but I went away altogether from the district.
.
1895. Mr. O’Neill was not at work before you ? No.
1896. And must bare been after, if at all ? 1 was the first man who went through it.
1897. Do you really look upon that as a final permanent plan? I look upon it as a plan on which I
could construct a water supply, asking for cross-sections to place the reservoirs afterwards.
. 1898. If that is a correct plan that could be worked from by auy engineer, there would be no necessity for
another plan to be made? The position of the pumping-gear, that is all.
1899. If that is a perfect plan any other engineer could work from it, would there be any necessity to
' have another plan prepared ? It might please anybody, if he liked to spend money in trying another
route.
•
1900. But 1 aslt would there be any necessity ? Not for that route.
1901. Have you marked on that plan the number of miles of proposed deviation ? I do not understand
the words “ proposed deviation.”
1902. Look at it and see if there is not “ proposed deviation ” marked ? I see a dotted line here, but
I do not kuow tlie meaning of it at all.
'
1903. That is uot your dotted line ? No.
1904. There arc some alterations made on that plan not made by you ? Tes—“ alternative line.” That
is not made by me.
1905. The alternative line was not made by you ? No.
1906. I suppose you knew nothing about it until I called your attention to it ? No.
■
1907. Tou have not seen the plan since you sent it iu ? Only on the table.
■
1908. Not so as to know that these alterations have.been made? No.
1909. O/iairman.] Are not pumping-stations marked on the plan in pencil ? That 1 could not tell you
until 1 have looked at it. []?hm jn'odiwed-.]
■
1910. Are those the pumping-stations ? That 1 could not tell you.
1911. Did you mark any pumpiug-stations ? Tes ; according to the position of what the contour of the
country gave me, with a suggestion to use a stand-pipe in lieu of a second pipe if necessary.
1912. A.re they marked there ? I do not see that they arc now.
1913. Did you yourself mark any pumping-stations on that plau ? No: 1 do not see them here. I
marked pumping-stations here simply to give my opinion of wbat should be done.
1914. But I mean on that plan as it is now ? ]. did not mark these pumping-stations.
.1915, "Where did you mark pumping-stations—arc they shown on the plan ? Ido not see them bore.
1916. Haviug looked at the plan, you say that there are no pumping-stations marked on it, do you ?
There were some marked on it, but I do not see any on the plan now.
1917. What did you mark them with? With pencil and light ink.
1918. You did not mark in pencil pumping-stations on the alternative line? No. Any person who
suggested that straight line would have great difficulty iu passing at the junction at the 30 miles peg,
because that is in the centre of a saddle.
1919. Mr. Slattery.'] I suppose you do not know who put ou the alternative route? No.
1920. Would you look and see if there are levels along that route? I do not see any levels
marked there.
1921. Taking that alternative route, would you say that any engineer could work from that? No; he
could not unless he had a section like mine.
1922. Did you yourself take any levels along that alternative route ? No ; I took a series of flying
observations coming down from Broken Hill to Menindjc to guide me iu my position, where I was going
to, and where I was coming from.
1923. Did you prepare any plans of the proposed reservoir at Mount Taylor ? Merely a slight sketch
plan to argue with the gentlemen who were with me. Mount Taylor is a magnificent position.
1924. Wbat capacity did you think: that reservoir should Lave ? You could make it almost any size you
like. It would depend on how much money you spent. You could impound an immense quantity of
water there, or only 1,000 gallons if you like.
1925. Can you say more definitely what would bo the utmost capacity, iu your opinion ? I think you
could impound 40,000,000 or 50,000,000 gallons there if you had plenty of dam harrier in front.
1926. ]n view of the importance of that reservoir in the scheme, do you not think that a plan of it was
necessary before the scheme could be considered complete? That is an after detail. I think that a
small section showing the exact amount you are going to impound and the height of the dam would be
necessary.
1927. In asking the sanction of the Governor-in-Council for this scheme, do you not think it is necessary
that
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that each an important work as that should be clearly shown for the guidance of the Minister and the
htr.
officers of the department ? I should take a broader view of the matter than that. I should simply ask
JameE>
if it was feasible to suppose it could be done.
15ivib'"i892
1928. Do you not think it ought to be clearly shown? It is clearly shown that it could be made there
''
‘
the same as works from Botany to Waverley—the one is straight and the other is zig-zag, that is all.
The reservoir to be built is, I should say, governed a great deal by the money lo" bo spent upon it. It
could be raised 10 feet afterwards if you wished to impound a larger area.
1929. Do you think it is sufficiently shown on that plan for the guidance of any other engineer ? The
position of the reservoir is sufficiently shown, but the detail of cross-scetion and giving an exact minute
detail of how much is going to be impounded with that area of dam of such-and-such a height is not
given ; hut that is an after detail which, if I were an officer in charge of a Government department, I
should ask for when the construction came on. When the dam is put up I should ask for those plans.
1930. Surely you would not construct first and ask for information afterwards ? If the site of the
reservoir were shown I should say let it be constructed.
1931. Tou have had considerable experience in this work? Yes j I have been connected with waterworks
all my life.
1932. In preparing large waterworks of this kind would you think it necessary that a complete plan
should be prepared of the whole of tho work ? The question I should determine would be, “ Is it possible
that such a thing can be done."’
1933. Could the works be carried out from that plan ? The whole of the pipe line ?
1934. The whole of the works? The details as to engine-house, pumping-stations, and reservoir are
after-considerations.
1935. Do you call those details P Yes.
1936. Do you call pumping-stations details ? Yes.
.1937, And reservoir? Yes: certainly I do. The main object of a plan is to determine where I am going
to place that.
1938. Do you show1 on the plan all those things ? Simply the contour of the country.
1939. That is for merely taking water through the pipes ? It is not to take water through the pipes, but
to show whether it is a high or low position, according to the given straight line on which we suppose
_
water will run.
1940. Dor the construction of all these works would that plan be sufficient, supposing you were to call
for tenders ? No : atender question is a very different thing.
1941. Would that be sufficient for the purpose of tendering ? No.
’
1942. Then, if it is not sufficient for that, J ask you how it could bo sufficient for asking tho sanction of
the Governor and Executive Council to it ■ if that would not suit for the purposes of tendering, how' can
you say that it ought to suit the Governor and Executive Council in giving authority for these works to
be constructed ? I think the Governor would be out of place in asking for it. The primary point Would
be, “ Is it possible to carry the thing through
and tbe pipe line, as laidout by myself, shows it is
possible that it could be done, and the quantities given in the reduced levels on thedatum line show a
position where you could obtain sites for pumping-station and reservoir.
1943. The question of possibility does not come in ? I think it does.
1944. The question of possibility does not comein after the Bill has been passed and become law;—the
possibility was admitted, because, unless it bad been possible, the Act would not have been passed ; but
iu the Act it is provided that the Governor and Executive Council should approve of the scheme;—what
1 want to know is how any officer could approve of the scheme, or any Minister or the Governor and
Executive Council approve of it, unless all these things which yon call details, were placed before him ?
He could not possibly if the whole thing were laid out at once and tendered for through the department.
It would be an utter impossibility. I should consider that he did very wrong in doing so. lie would
have to call for details to enable the contractors to know what they were going to do.
1945. Would you think of calling for tenders for the proposed work before settling on the capacity and
plan of the reservoir at Mount Taylor ? To make plans for a large reservoir, or for dams, would, I think,
take any good man, if be had a section of the country, three days. And as to the pipes, tho company
would only have to telegraph to England for them. I had to go to England once to construct everything
under special plans, and it took me some time to do it, but iu this ease you have only to cable for your
pipes and engines, and they will be scut out.
”
1946. Is the Mount Taylor reservoir one on which Broken Hill would have to depend for a rising supply
in case of accident or drought? If that is permitted I would have a supplementary one. If the high
service reservoir was there, any man with an ordinary bump of caution would have a service reservoir at a
lower level,
1947. Do you say that tho Broken Hill people would have to depend upon the Mount Taylor reservoir
for a supply ? When the complete scheme was laid out the engineer, if a man of experience, would have
a supplementary reservoir on a lower level, to give immediate relief if required.
1948. Would you look upon that as a vital part of the scheme ? Yes ; one of the vital parts of that end
of the scheme.
.
1949. Would you call that a detail? It is an after detail.
1950. Was any information given to the department in regard te tho size, cost, or style of construction
of the Mount Taylor reservoir ? Simply that a reservoir could he constructed there.
1951. Was any information given to the department as to the size, cost, or style of construction ? Yes ;
that a reservoir site could be obtained there.
’
1952. But about the size ? As I have said, you could make it any size you liked.
1953. What is the use of fencing the question? I am not fencing,
1954. Did you give any information to the department as to the size ? I told them they could make it
any size they wished,
1955. Did you give auy information about the amount of cost? That of course is a different thing,
1956. Did you give them that information ? I gave the approximate cost to the company.
1957. I am talking about the department ? I gave the approximate cost
1958. And as to the style of construction ? I would not say I gave the actual cost and style of con
struction. I did not give it, for I reckoned that that was a secondary matter that could be reckoned at
any time. An engineer’s junior clerk could do that.
1959.
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,1J)59, If that could so easily be done, why was it not done on the plan, and the information given to the
department ? I do not know. Ho instructions were given to me to do it.
1960. Mr. Mead.'] Tou said you thought the Stephen’s Creek reservoir would not hold water, yet you
admit that you know nothing about the construction of the dam ? I gave you to understand that I had
not been up to the Stephen’s Creek works, but that around Stephen s Creek, where my survey line crossed
a- reservoir, there would be a difficult thing to maintain.
1961. Tou were askod whether the Stephen’s Creek dam would hold water, and you said that it would all
run away, and that the dam would silt up? I said that the water in the dam in Stephen s Creek would
all run away at the place to which I referred.
1962. Tou were asked if a dam could be made at the works? That I do not know anything about. I
have never been there. I meant to say a dam.
1963. Hot at the point where our dam is ? I do not know where your dam is.
i
196d. Tou were asked about tho dam at Stephen’s Creek, and you said that a dam there iwould he of no
use whatever? I say so now. A dam at Stephen’s Creek, where my survey is, would be of no use what
ever. I should think it is similar country all the way up.
_
_
1965. "What difference would it make if the silt were taken out of one part and put up against the dam ?
I could surmise that it would silt up again. I should only use the dam at Stephen s Creek as an inter
cepting power.
.
sot
n
j
1966. How could you say it would silt up again—where wouldit silt up from r It would come down
from the neighbouring country.
_
,
1967. What do you think would be a fair estimate of tbe quantity of silt per annum that would be brought
in bv the Creeks from outside the average area and deposited within that area? That would be a difficult
question. It would be governed by the rainfall, by tbe fall of tbe country, and by the nature of the soil.
1968. Tou just said that you had no doubt that it would silt up ? I have not the slightest doubt of it.
1969. What quantity would it take to silt it up ? That would depend upon the rainfall and other things.
1970. How much would the rainfall have to be before you estimate that it would silt up ? That would
be governed, to a great extent, by local circumstances.
_
,
1971. Then, how can you have an opinion npon the matter without local information.
Trom the
information that I gathered when. I was there—from seeing the ground at Stephen’s Creek.
1972. Tou have not seen where the reservoir is ? 1 have not seen that.
_
1973. Your evidence as regards the silting up is of no value, because you have no information ? I should
say that a dam at Stephen’s Creek, at the place I saw —■—
1971'. Where is that ? That is where my surveyed line is.
.
_
1975. To the opposition company? Yes. My opinion is that it would be almost money lost trying to
conserve water in Stephen’s Creek.
_
....
' .
1976. Why would it be of no value ;—would Stephen's Creek silt up ? I think it is likely to silt up,
unless there is a proper catchment for it.
1977. Have you seen the catchment area of Stephen's Creek ? I know what the meaning of a catchment
area is.
_
1978. Have you seen this catchment area ? Ho.
1979. Tou do not know what the soil is like, or anything about it? It cannot be changed in that distance
from my surveyed line.
, .
19S0. If you cannot form an estimate of what silt would come down, you cannot say what silting there
will be;—how can you say that it will silt up—I suppose it is only a surmise? Hrom observations of
my own in the district, aud from previous experience of Australia for years, and from seeing similar
country in South Africa.
^
,
1981. Can you not form an estimate of what silting will come in ? Ho; but you must be assured that it
would come in.
19S2. Tou cannot form any estimate ? 1 cannot,
i
1983. If well-known professional men have estimated tlie quantity at 1,000 tons per annum, would you
contradict them that that silting power would be that amount ? I should be governed entirely by my
observations—the catchment area, the rainfall, and other matters.
_
_
1984. Can you say that it would be more than that? I cannot. It is impossible for me to say. It is
not a fair question.
■
,
1985. Allowing that the quantity will be 1,000 tons per annum, what difference would that make m the
storage capacity of the dam in twenty years ? That would he a simple rule of three sum.
1986. Supposing you were told that they would be only 1 per cent, iu twenty years of tho storage
capacity? I should accept it without seeing it.
_
1987. And you would not be surprised if that is what it would be ? I should not be surprised at all—it
might or might not be.

Charles O’Heill called in, sworn, and examined:—
1988. Mr. M'Lachlan.'] What are you ? A member of the Institute of Civil Engineers.
1989. How many years’ experience have you had ? About 40 years’ experience.
1990. Do you know anything of the scheme proposed and the plans submitted by the Darling River
15 Feb., 189 2
Company ? I do.
1991. Have you been over the ground ? Tes.
1992. Carefully or casually ? 1 made a flying visit to the ground.
_
1998. About how mauy days did you put in there ? About a week. I went up with Mr. Stockdale.
1994. Do you know the plan which has been referred to here as the big plan ? I do.
1995. From your experience as a civil engineer, would you consider that that plan would afford you
sufficient information of a scheme to enable a Government officer to report on it as to whether the scheme
should he approved or disapproved? Yes, I believe so.
1996. If you had been a Government officer appointed to report, would you feel any difficulty in under
standing exactly what the scheme was that was proposed? Certainly not.
1997. And you would have no trouble in reporting upon it ? Ho.
1998. Of course, you would have to go over the line to check it ? Yes.
Mr.
0. O’Neill.
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1999. Does it give the information that could reasonably be expected ?
2000. As a scheme?

Tes, for a general plan.

uiJ

q_

o^Ncill.

Tes.

2001. Of course, it is not a perfect plan, with specifications and details ? No. _

_
15 Feb., 1892.
2002. I suppose, in a large scheme like that, having to carry water 50 or 60 miles, it would be almost
impossible to let the whole contract in one tender? Anyone accustomed to large contracts might take
it up.
_
...
—.
2003. I suppose the most practicable way would he to let it in different parts ? Tes.
2004. Have you been professionally employed to survey, take levels, and report on tho scheme.
I was
consulted and requested to report on tlie scheme, which I did, with Mr. Stockdale.
2005. Did yon go and examine it when Mr. James had prepared his plan ? It was after the plans had
been prepared.
2006. Do you know these tracings that have been produced to-day ? Tes.
2007. Are they tracings from the large plan ? Tes.
200S. Do these tracings supply tho same information as tho big plan
Tes.
2009. Do you know when they were prepared ? They were prepared in November, 1888.
2010. Tou have seen them frequently sinee then ? Tes. I know them quite well.
2011. "Without reference to the big plan, do you say that these tracings would aflord a Government
official sufficient information to report upon the scheme ? Tes.
2012. And say whether it should be improved or modified ? Tes.
...
2013. Haviug been over the scheme, do yon see any reason for any serious modification of it from a
Government point of view ? No.
.
.
2014. As affecting tho Government and the public interest, you do not see any occasion for any serious
modification of tbe plan ? I do not.
,
2015. Could you suggest auy way in which the Government would be affected—how it would affect their
interest to alter auy part of the scheme ? I cannot say that it would affect their interest,
2016. The supply of water, having reference to tlie consumers and the Government, you do not see any
necessity for modifying the plan ? No.
_
2017. I suppose you might see some details in which the company might have economised ? Tes.
2018. But that would only affect the company ? Exactly.
_
2019. In your opinion, could there be any better scheme for tlie supply of water to Broken _JIill than
that shown by the tracings ? No. It seems to me a very sure scheme.
2020. Do you consider that the company adopting this scheme could supply water more cheaply than
the company adopting the proposed Stephen’s Creek scheme ? I do not know that scheme.
2021. I understand it is to take water from Lake Speculation to Stephen’s Creek, where they have a dam,
and to supply Broken Hill from there ? Stephen’s Creek is 12 miles from Broken Hill.
2022. Assuming what I believe is a fact, that the distance is 6 miles further one way^ than the other,
which would he the cheaper way to pump) tho water up to Stephen’s Creek, and bring it from there to
Broken Hill, or to bring it in the way shown by the plan and tlie tracing ? That would depend very
much upon the expenditure in connection with the other lake.
2023. Suppose only the necessary expenditure in either ease to be incurred ? Taking.the other lake? ^
2024. Leaving the other hike out of tho question ? Tou see that in one case tlie distance is 6 miles
shorter than in the other.
2025. Then it would, depend on the levels aud the pumping up of the water from Stephen's Creek ? Tes,
and other things. I do uot know what the expenditure would be."’ It is a question that I could scarcely
answer. It would have to include the expenditure on Stephen’s Creek. I have examined the route from
Lake Speculation to Broken Hill, and, in my opinion, that is the best scheme.
_
2026. Do you regard Lake Speculation, Menindie, and the Darling as the natural sources from whicli to
supply a largo population like that at Broken Hill ? Tos.
2027. Do you consider the pumping-stations proposed are ample? Quite ample.
2028. Are there any engineering difficulties in the way of pumping water from the lako in pipes to
Broken Hill ? No.
_
2029. Is the practicability of the scheme palpable to any observer ? It is a very level country from Lake
Speculation to Broken Hill.
_
2030. Anyone can see that the scheme is quite practicable ? Tes.
2031. It is an easy country ? Tes ; until you come to the hills.
2032. Is there any great extent of those ? No.
_
2033. Did you lay out the 1,500 acres mentioned in the plan for a reservoir? Tes; near Broken Hill.
2034. Did you make a correct survey of it? Yes.
2035. "Was that land clearly laid out so that no one would have any difficulty in ascertaining every inch
of it? Tes.
_
2036. Anyone could see exactly what you were proposing to take ? Tes; it is thoroughly well marked.
2037. And is it fully described^? It is. It is a piece abutting on a property of Mr. Aldridge.
_
2038. Does that furnish a very good landmark? Yes; Mr. Aldridge's property was being fenced in at
the time.
_
2039. So that there could be no difficulty in getting a starting-point if anyone wanted to make a survey
for themselves ? No.
...
2040. IVe have heard something in the examination of another witness about a deviation about which
you knowr something ? Tea ; it, was a suggestion of mine.
'
2041. It is on the big map ? Tes; it was put in a dotted line.
2042. That was a suggestion of your own ? 1 think Mr. Stockdale suggested it.
2043. Did you approve of it ? Yes ; it seemed to shorten the line.
2044. Could that deviation affect'the interests of the Government or the public in any way ? No.
2045. Can you conceive any way in which the public interest could be affected by that deviation ? No.
2046. I suppose it would affect the company to some extent;—what was the object, to cheapen the line?
That was tbe idea.
_
2017. But there is nothing in connection with it that would affect the Government or the public ? No.
2048. It could not make the water either cheaper or dearer ? No.
2049. Do you know the reason why the blocks were shown in pencil for -pumping-stations ou the big
map ? .lust so that they could bo traced on some other plan ; they were not put in ink.
2050.

.

,,
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2050. "Would the Land Board haTO to make any invcstifration about it ? That depends on the toms of
the Act.
isEEiaciQ 2051. Afr. Ooheni] Tou have been asked whether these plans were sufficient to enable the G-ovemment
e
' officers to report on the scheme ? if os.
2052. Of course they could report up to a certain point, no matter how imperfect the plans were ;—is
there anything in these plans to show any officer who might have to report on the scheme whether the
supply of water is permanent ? Kothing ; you would not expect to show it on the plan ; the lakes and
river are shown.
2053. Tes, hut there is nothing to show that the supply of water would be permanent ? No.
2054. Suppose that for two months in tbo year you required to pump water from Lake Speculation and
the Darling, and for the other ten months you could draw a supply from Stephen’s Creek, do you not think
.
the Stephen’s Creek scheme, connecting with the Darling Biver and tlie lake in case of emergency, would
he preferable to a supply that was always to be drawn from the Darling ? You may not make it safe.
2055. Do you think that a scheme depending in the main on Stephen’s Crook, and having only to resort
to the Darling Biver and the lakes in case of emergency, would not he hotter than a scheme depending
entirely on the Darling, taking the average rainfall for a series of years ? It would he, as far as I could
understand, hut you would have to bring water from the Darling to Stephen’s Creek.
2050. In that case, do you not think the Stephen's Creek scheme would be cheaper and more safe ? I
do not think it would he any cheaper.
2057. If for ten months of the year you could draw your supply from Stephen’s Creek, and if for only
two or three months you had to resort to the Darling, would not that be cheaper than taking the whole
year’s supply from the Darling ? I daresay it would be.
205S. ChairmanIn submitting these plans to a G-ovcrnment officer to be reported upon, do you not
think they should be clearly defined? Yes; I think these plans arc pretty well defined.
2059. Do you not think that an alternative line marked on the plan would bo misleading? That alterna
tive line would have to be gone over before it could be approved of.
2060. Tell me, as a professional man, if plans were submitted to you with two proposals on them, would
you think that a definite proposal? I should inquire into the two different lines, but I do not attach the
slightest importance to the alternative line m the plan. It might save a mile or two, but that is nothing
in a big scheme.
■
2061. Do you not think it conveys the idea that tho company, in submitting the plan, were not very
decided as to which way they were going? That might be taken as an alternative line.
2062. I suppose there was to be a certain pipe line allowed whichever way they went ? Yes.
2063. And if the pipe line is altered a different patch of land would be required ? Tes.
2064. Mr. Slaitery.^ I understand that yon went there after Mr. James had completed his survey ? Yes.
2065. And the alternative route is yours ? No ; it was done in town here.
_
2066. By you ? Yes ; on a plan, hut at the instigation, I believe, of Mr. StockdUle.
2067. Did you survey for that? No; hut I was told that it would save 2 or 3 miles of piping; that
was all.
2068. If you had to advise the Minister, he having to recommend the line to the Governor and the Eiecutive Council, would you feel justified, in that position, in saying that that was a scheme that you could
conscientiously recommend ? Well, I would score out the alternative line to make myself safe and keep
to the main line.
2069. Have you looked at the plan of the main line carefully ? Yes.
2070. Do you know whether any arrangements are made there for pumping-stations ? No ; they are not
shown, because the exact positions of the pumping-stations had not been quile fixed.
2071. Would you not say, as a scienlific man, that they should be shown in a proposal of that kind for the
information of the Governor and tho Executive Council ? It would be better to have them shown.
2072. As a matter of fact, should they not he shown ; if you had to report would you not insist that they
should be shown ? It depends on circumstances. That is a wild country.
2073. Would yon not say, “Before I can recommend this to the Minister I must have this or that
pumping-station shown," supposing you were dealing with a Government work? Yes.
2074. In regard then to the reservoirs should they not be shown, and distinctly shown? That reservoir is a
part of the 1,500 acres.
2075. Do you, or do you not think, that a plan of that kind for the purpose of supplying Broken Hill
with water, and which was to receive the approval of the Governor in Council should not show every
detail of that kind ? I do not think it should show every detail.
2076. Every detail that you could foresee? Well,.it was stated that there would be a reservoir there.
2077. Should not that and all such matters be shown on the plan ? All the pumping-stations ?
2078. Pumping-stations, reservoirs, and everything ? I do not think it would be quite necessary.
2079. You think it could be done without ? Yes.
'
2080. Another engineer may take a different view ? Yes.
'
2081. You did not prepare any original plans yourself ? No; except of that 1,500 acres. I made the
, tracings.
2082. Do the tracings show anything like the information of the large plan ? I do not think they show
this pumping-station. These tracings were prepared before it was laid down.
2083. Do you notice that in the tracings the levels are shown only at every mile, whilst on the large plan
they are shown at every 10 chains ? I believe so.
2084. Then the tracing is not a copy of the large plan ? It is a perfect copy of the surveyed line.
2085. So that the whole of the survey was done by Mr. James? Yes ; I was consulted.
2086. Did you inspect Lake Speculation and Lake Menindie ? Yes.
2087. And the part of the Biver Darling at Menindie? I did.
2088. Did you inspect Mount Taylor where it was proposed to have a reservoir? Yes.
2089. Did you carefully inspect it or pass it by with a view of giving an opinion on it ? Close to Mount
Taylor is where the proposed resevoir is to he. I saw that laid off by Mr. Stockdale, but I do not attach
much importance to that big reservoir. H we were going on with the xvorks, I would have put a reservoir
at the top of Mount Taylor that would have held a week’s supply, and I would have done away with the
big one altogether.
"
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2090. Did you inspect tlie town of Broken Hill to form rm opinion as to the cost of reticulation P No.
2091. As regards your inspection, I think that from the time you went there until you finished, a week c-0Ne,1‘elapsed ? _ I was up there two or three times. The first time I was up there with Mr, Stockdale-going
over the line, and wc were there about a, week. I was afterwards there for about a fortnight. I was
’’'
then engaged chiefly in laying off that 1,500 acre block, where that large reservoir was to be placed.
2092. Did you prepare a design for a reservoir at Mount Taylor ? No.
2093. ’When preparing a large engineering scheme, do you not as a rule make out designs of all the main
works required ? Yes ; generally.
"
2094. Would yon say now that the design required for all the main works required in this water supply
scheme for Broken Hill was supplied? Certainly not. This plan is just to give an idea of the scheme.
Just as in England they prepare a Parliamentary plan for a railway.
2095. What difficulty would there have been on the part of the company to show the main works required
on the plan ? No difficulty at all.
‘
2096. It wTas only a question of eipense and time ? That is all. Of course you must bear in mind that
this scheme is quite in the back blocks. You would feel that if you deviated 2 or 3 or even 10 miles it
would make very little difference.
'
2097. Mr. S. Smiih^] I understand that you have been engineer for the company two years ? I think
they appointed me about two years ago, but before that they consulted me.
2098. Have you done all the wTork of the company P They have consulted me all along whenever
required,
2099. You were the engineer who prepared this plan, T understand? Yes, this tracing.
'
2100. Prepared by you from the original plan prepared bv Mr. James ? Yes.
2101. Do I understand you to say that this deviation was made by you, and that you thought it was better
than the line originally surveyed ? 1 did not say it was better. ’ '
'
2102. Did you prepare a plan of the pumping-stations, and also of the proposed reservoir at Taylor’s Hill ?
I prepared a plan showing the position of the pumping-stations and the reservoir.
’
2103. Did you also prepare a plan of the land required ? Yes, a plan of 1,500 acres, near Broken Hill.
2104. Have jou read the provisions of the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act with respect to
the power ot the Governor to either approve or modify the proposed scheme ? I do not know whether I
have or not, hut I believe there is power tb that effect.
2105. As an engineer in large practice, do you think that in submitting a plan for approval full informa
tion should he given with respect to the scheme? All the general information is there—such informa
tion as would he given for a railway in England—just as much as would be shown on a railway plan.
210G. But are yon aware that in this case the Government were to give certain concessions to the com
pany—that on condition that they carried out this water schcmethey were to have certain water frontages,
the control of certain lakes, and a certain quantity of land and power to charge a certain rate? Yes.
2107. In view of those facts, do you not think that it was due to the engineer, who was to report on the
scheme, that he should ho supplied with all the information necessary to enable him to report to the
Minister, so that the Minister could form an opinion as to whether sanction should bo given to the pro
posed scheme ? If every detail were required it might he given.
2108. Do you not think if large concessions were to be given that the engineer had a right, on behalf of
the Government, to espcct that information should be given to him as'regards this scheme ? Yes, he
ought to get ns much information as possible.
’
2109. Yon think he ought to be supplied with full information ? Yes.
2110. Mr. McLacklan.y You have said that you consider this is full information ? Yes.
2111. Mr. Slattery. | Did yon go so far as that in reply to me.Would you say that is full information ?
I have said that these plans seem to me to be sufficient information.
"
'
2112. In carrying out large engineering works of any kind whatever—whether for water supply or for
any other purpose—would you say that those plans would be full information for the purpose’of any
one coming to a decision on tho proposal ? They might not be full enough in that way.
2113. Mr. McLachlan.'] Would they be full enough for you if you were the Government official ? I
believe they would. It I wanted to bring the water to a place where it was terribly wanted I would go to
work without apian at all. It is proposed in the first instance to lay down pumping-engines in duplicate
of 30-horsc power, each to convey about 400,000 gallons of water per day in 8-inch wrought-iron or steel
pipes (laid under ground! from Lake Speculation (which is distant from the town of Broken Hill about
50 miles) to the town of Broken Hill, lifting same by easy stages of from 7 to 8 miles each to service
reservoir, capable of bolding from 30,000,000 to 40,000,000 gallons near Mount Taylor, about 4 miles
distant from the town, and allowing it to gravitate from this point into the town through 10-inch pipes.
There is a fall of about 120 feet in this last-mentioned distance, which will give ample pressure for all
requirements, including fire-plugs. The lands under the third schedule are required for the purposes of
obtaining a supply of timber for tho engines, and for erecting and constructing thereon the pumpingstations, reservoirs, and dwellings, also tanks for watering stock, &c.
2114. You remember seeing the scheme of which that is a part? Yes. Schedule 3 of tho Act is as
follows:—
1
'
The following is a description of the line of route of tho proposed water-works aud of tho district to he

supplied:—
1. The Lakes Menindie and Speculation and the intervening country, being a strip of land
about half a mile in width, situated in the Electoral District of "Wentworth'
2. The river Darling at a point about half a mile above the town of Menindie, and thence to
Lake Speculation and the country intervening, being a distance of about 10 miles in length in the
Electoral District of Wentworth,
’
_ 3. A lino of country between Lake Speculation and the town of Broken Hill, being about 50
miles in length, in tho said Electoral District of Wentworth, of a width along the whole route of
3 chains or thereabouts, except at the pumping-stations and reservoir.
4. The following area of land at the reservoir near the town of Broken Hill, viz., 1,500 acres
or thereabouts.
’’ ’
5.
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5. The following areas of land at the several pumping-stations for timber supply and other
purposes, viz.:—
1. At the first, second, third, fourth, and eighth pumping-stations, one thousand acres each or
thereabouts.
,
2. At the fifth, sixth, and seventh pumping-stations, five hundred acres each or thereabouts.
3. At the point on Menindie Lake, known as the feeder to Lake Speculation, one thousand acres
or thereabouts.
4. At the starting-peg on the bank of Lake Speculation, one thousand acres or thereabouts.
The whole of the lands above referred to are leased from the Crown, and occupied by Herbert
Bristow Hughes, and is included in the KinchegaKun, number two hundred and forty-four on tbe
Government plans of resumed and leasehold areas.
_
6. The streets and lands in the township and municipal district of Broken Hill.
2115. All that information, as you know, is given by the Act of Parliament? Tes.
2116. That did not require to be repeated in the Barling Company’s scheme ? Xo.
2117. You would assume that the Government official and the Minister would know that ? Tes.
2118. Beading that third schedule of the Act of Parliament in conjunction with the scheme and these
tracings, would you not say, if you were a Government official, that that was abundant information to
enable you to report on the scheme? I should.
2119. You say, taking all those facts together, you would have abundant information on which to
report ? Tes.
2120. "Would your report have been in favour of or against the scheme, if you had been a Government
official ? In favour of it.
2121. At all events, there is sufficient information to enable you to do that? Tes.
2122. As for the water supply, you were asked, I think, by Mr. Cohen, whether there was anything to
indicate tlie permanence of the water supply;—those plans show the-lakes? They do.
2123. And I suppose you would assume that the’Government knew, or might easily know, what thoce
lakes were capable of? Yes, they know quite well.
2124. You would not expect to have an underground survey of the lake, I suppose ? Certainly not.
2125. You would assume that the Government, or their officers, knew the extent of that lake and its
capabilities ? Yes.
2126. Would you say that the permanence of the water is sufficiently indicated ? I would say so.
2127. The Government have from time to time investigated the capabilities of these lakes, have they
not—taken evidence about their capacity ? I believe Mr. M'Einney was there once.'
2128. Did not the Boyal Commission on Water Conservation take evidence on the capabilities of these
lakes, tbe river, and so on ? I do not know.
2129. Chairman,] If you had lo build a pumping-station, would you consider it sufficient evidence if it
were stated to you in written instructions “ about a certain distance"’;—would you consider that sufficieut
to distinguish where tho station had to bo ;—taking tbo wording of the Schedule of the Act, which has
been shown you, and which says about so many miles, would you consider that sufficient to enable you
to build the station? Xo ; J would like to have it pointed out where the station was to be exactly.
2130. You have seen those tracings ;—are any pumping-stations marked on those tracings ? Not on this
tracing.
2131. Is there any pumping-station marked on the big map ? In pencil on tbe big map.
2132. But that is on the alternative route, is it not? Xo ; on tho general plan.
2133. But I thought Mr. James, who made tho survey, said they were not mi the main line, but on the
alternative route;—you see the pumping-stations are on the alternative route ? (^Looking at plan.) Yes,
2134. Has that alternative route ever been surveyed ? I think J said not that I know of.
2135. You put those pumping-stations on. did you not ? Yes. I do not know that thoy were actually
surveyed, but I do not think that that makes much difference.
2136. Do you consider that “ on or about,” or ” about ” phrases giving definite information? A mile or
two in that country is a mere nothiug.
2137. Do not consider the country, but say if you consider whether “ on or about is definite information” ?
Definite information would have to be exact to au inch.
2138. Do you think itwould do to construct waterworks by to say “ on or about —taking the wording
of the schedule, do yon consider that that would be definite enough information for the purposes of con
struction ? Xo ; this would not be definite.
2139. Not if accompanied by these plans ? This would not be definite enough, but that plan is definite
enough.
2140. But you said just now that this alternative route had never been surveyed ? It was never surveyed
that I am aware of.
2141. Mr. S. Smith.] And yet the pumping-stations are shown on that line? Yes; the country is so
level that I believe that alternative line would make very little difference.
2142. Mr. if'Lachlan.'] I suppose that there is very little difference in any part of that country ? Aery
little difference.
2143. Mr. S. Smith.] You really think there is no difference between laying the pipes on the alternative
line or on the other? I do not think so.
2144. You see no difficulty iu the way ? I see uo difficulty iu the way.
2145. Though you have not surveyed it? Xo ; I have not surveyed it.
2146. Did I understand you to say that you have really never prepared a proper plan showing the
capacity of the reservoir at Mount Taylor ? I have not.
2147. Do you not think a proper plan should bo supplied in submitting a scheme for the consideration
and approval of the Governor ? 'The size ought to be given before it be approved of by the Governor;
but the position will make very little difference. I do not know whether it would be advisable to have
the reservoir or not,
2148. Did you uot consider that as part of the scheme ? Oh, yes ; it was taken as part of the scheme.
2149. "Well, you say you never gave full information to tlie Government regarding it? Xo, I did not.
2150. Do you not think that a reservoir is a very important part of a water scheme? Yes, but I did uot"
think the Government would really wish for that. 1 thought they would be inclined to be pleased to see
a
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Mr.
a strong company spending a lot of money there to bring the water as quichly as possible to Broken Hill.
2151. Why did yon propose a reservoir at all ? This was really proposed before the matter came into C. O'Xeill.
my hands. It would catch a lot of the rain-water, and. would always be useful to have.
15 Feb., 1S92.
2f52. As a stand-by? Trom an economical point of view. Tou should hare a supply in the service
reservoir sufficient to supply the town for a week. I know that some people pooh pooh the idea of
having pumping-stations at this and tho other distances; bat in America it is shown that they can pump
70 miles.
2153. A gentleman examined hero the other day said they pumped 120 miles in one case in America?
Tlie longest I have known is 70 miles.

Frederick Bowdler Gipps recalled and further examined:—
2154. Mr. M‘Lachlan] Tou have already given evidence as to your opinion as to the sufficiency of these
plans for the purpose? Tes.
2155. Tou have had experience in reporting on similar matters ? Tes.
2156. As a rule, has not the information generally been much more meagre than that furnished here ?
Undoubtedly, as a preliminary report.
2157. Can you give me an instance ? Here is a report of the .Tunee waterworks, which shows the plan
of the proposed pipe-lioe—Mr. Price’s lino of pipes and mine.
2158. The same officer, Mr. M'Xinney, reported on that, did he not? Ho; Mr. Price, who was the
inspector.
2159. That was all the information given in that case ? Tes.
.
2160. Aud that was considered sufficient ? Tes.
2161. Do you know if Mr. Price, in reporting on that, said, “ By constructing a reservoir a short distance
off the line, where it crosses the ridge about 2 miles from Junee, sufficient elevation can bo got to command
this”? Tes.
2162. Was the water scheme carried out? No; it is still in abeyance; it has to go before the Public
Works Committee.
2163. But it was not rejected on the ground of insufficient information ? No; it was taken as sufficient,
and reported on. Mr. Darley took it as quite sufficient.
2164. Chairman] Did I understand you to say that that work has not been carried out? It has not
been carried out, but lias to be brought before the Public Works Committee.
2165. Mr. M'Lachlan] But it was sufficient to report upon? Tes, so far.
2106. Chairman] I understand that that scheme has been reported upon? Tes; here is Mr. Price’s
report npon it, and Mr. Darley recommends it to bo carried out on- ilr. Price’s report and on these
elevations.
2167. 1. understand that you produce these to show that it is feasible enough to carry out a scheme
though there is very little information given upon it, the same as in this case? 'Exactly; hut of course
ttiat is authentic information.
2168. Do you think this would be sufficient information if there were eight or ten pumping-stations,
nnd the Government had to give a large grant of land to carry out a scheme of this kind? Not that in
itself, but it would if each pumping-station were shown.
2169. Mr. Slalterji] I think I understood yon to say that this little plan that you produced to-day and
the report of Mr. Price were really preliminary ?
Well, you sec that Mr. Darley recommends that that
sclieme should be carried out.
'
2170. That was preliminary ? I should call it preliminary.
21.71. Not final? But you see there is Mr. Darby’s recommendation to carry it out.
2172. The question had to be submitted to the Public Works Committee ? It was so ordered afterwards,
because tlie Council wanted my scheme to be carried out, and therefore the Minister of Works allowed
the matter to go before the Public Works Committee; but that is a final report of Mr. Darby’s on that
scheme as far as he is concerned.
2173. But do you notice that Mr. Darley, in his first paragraph, states this : “ From Mr. Price’s report
herewith, it is quite clear that all notions of carrying out Mr. G-ipps’s scheme of placing a xvcir across tho
Murrumbidgee Biver, at Wantabadgery, and pumping water from there to Junee with pumps driven by a
turbine, must be abandoned as impracticable? Tes.
217-1. At all events, that was preliminary, but not final? It is final, so far.
2175. Well, as far as that scheme is concerned ? Tes, in order to make his own scheme final. He goes
on to say that.
2176. lie says they will have to fall back on another scheme? Tes; and he has taken the Bomen Lagoon
scheme.

Mr.
B. Gipps.

TUESDAY, 16 FEBRUAUY, 1892.

33ve3^tt: —

Mu. O’SULLIVAN,
Mu. S. SMITH,

j
Mu. L AN GW ELL,
|
Mm WADDELL,
Mn. DICKENS.

J. H. CANN, Esq., in the Chair.
H. E. Cohen, Esq., instructed by Mr. Bead, appeared for the promoters of the Bill. J. C. M’Lachlan,
Esq., appeared for the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company, wrho petitioned against
the Bill.'
‘ ---------‘
Ered. Eullwood called in, sworn, and examined:—
Mr.
2177. Mr. M' Lachlan] Tou are secretary of the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company
F. Fullwood.
(Limited) ? I am.
2178. Aud you have been ever sinee the inception of the company ? Tes.
16 Feb., 1892.
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2] 70. What was done on behalf of your company immediately on the passing of the Bill in October,
Mr.
F. Fullwood. 1880 ? IVe went on with several works.
_
, , n ^ n
16 Feb., 1892.

2180. Did you do anything in October in the shape of advertising ? In October we advertised, the 1,-jUUacre block.
218!. Have yon got copies of the advertisements ? Yes.
2182. 'What‘is the date? I have one here dated 1st February, 1890. _
2183. I n.m asking what was done in October ;—when were the advertisements for Lenders put in , Jn
2184. That was for the construction of the reservoir on the 1,-lOO-acre block ? Tes ; on the 26th October,
the advertisement appeared in the Sydney d/emny-HernM.
i
,
2185. In October, 1889, you inserted advertisements in the papers calling for tenders for the construction
of the reserve reservoir on the 1,500 acres ? Yes.
,
. „ „
2186. Hid you, on or about January, 1890, send a surveyor to the site of the reserve reservoir. les; we
sent Mr. O'Neill.
2187. To prepare the plan? Yes : he prepared to plan.
2188. Is that tbe large plan ? No, it is not.
2189. What plan was it ? ]t was the plan of the land itself—tho 1,500-acre block.
2190. He prepared a full plan? Yes.
2191. Have you got it here ? I think I have a copy of it.
2192. At all'events it is a perfect plan and description of the 1,500 acres? Yes.
2193. Was that deposited in the terms of the Act of Parliament at the “ Grand Hotel, Broken Hill ? les.
2194. Were the advertisements in tlie terms of the Act of Parliament inserted in the Government Gazette
of the 7th, 11th, and 21sfc February, 1890 ? Yes, and in tbe local papers.
2195. And in the
Afiner? Yes; of the same date.
_
. .
2196, Was a notice of the company’s intention to take the land as set out in the third schedule^ ot the
Act, namely the 1,500-acre block, served on Mr. Hughes by post on the 15th February, 1890? Yes.
2197, Hid he reply? Yes.
,
2193. On the 12th March, 1890, you forwarded a petition to the Government? Yes ; retheljOOO-acre blocfc.
2199. Between February and August, 1890, was anything done? We constructed two dams on the
feeders between the two lakes.
j • t i
2200. What was the object of that? To impound the flood-waters which had accumulated m Lake
Speculation.
.
2201. What was the period for which they would supply Broken Hill? At the lowest estimate it was
equal to six weeks’ supply.
,
2202. Mr. Cohen.How do you know fhat ? From Ihe reports that were put in.
_
2203. A/r. ill‘iac/Pmi.] It is your estimate for what it is worth? It is my company’s estimate.
2201. Between February and August, 1890, what was done with reference to the two proposed blocks
of land sanctioned in tho third schedule? Two of these proposed blocks were pegged out on the land,
2205. Mr. Gohen.'] You ore speaking from hearsay ? J am speaking from the reports that were put in.
2206. Mr. M'Lachlan.] Ho you remember that any technical difficulty was raised by the department.
Yes. In tho 44th clause of the Act the words “ hereinbefore’’should read as “hereinafter.”
2207- It ivfts ft defect in the drafting of tlie Bill ? It was a defect caused by the alteration of the Bill
as it passed through Committee. The clause which it referred to had been struck out, and these words
had not been altered.
2208. Mr. MTCinney said, in giving evidence, that there were certain words which counsel and the
Attorney-General agreed to regard as surplusage. That caused a delay of something like four or five
months ? Yes ; that is quite right.
2209. 'Was there not a considerable amount of correspondence about that error? Ihere was.
2210. When was the large plau submitted to Mr. M’Kinney ? On two or three occasions. _
2211. Can vou remember the first occasion ? I think the first occasion was when we interviewed him on
the lllh March, 1891.
_
,
2212. Jn what way was it submitted ? It was just casually shown to him.
2213. Where? In his own office.
2214. Did he look at it ? He did not make a close scrutiny.
2215. That was on the 11th March, 1891 ? Yes.
2216. You are quite certain of that? Yes.
_
2217. When was it again submitted? At a subsequent interview on the 27th June.
,
2218. Of the same year ? Yes.
,
2219. Under what circumstances then? He saw it then, and said that he had the plan m book form,
and did not wish to ace the large plan. Wo pointed out that the hook was a copy of the large plan.
2220. Meaning the tracings? Yes.
_
2221. What did yon ask Mr. M'Einney to do with the large plan that caused_ him to say he had already
got it? We asked him to see it. We had seen the Minister, I think, jllsl prior to that.
2222. On the same day ? I believe it was on the same day.
_
_
2223. You thiuk that it was on the same day ? No ; it was afterwards that we saw tho Minister ; it was
on the 30th June.
.
2224. On the 27th you saw Mr. M'Einney ? Yes. Perhaps I had better refresh my memory from
notes which I took tit the time. The question of delay witli the department was dwelt upon by ilr.
Hancock. When Mr. M'Kinnoy had the papers brought in Mir. Hancock drew special attention to Mr.
hr Kinney’s report dated the 4th February being only received by the company on the 10th _ March.
Sir. M*Kinney had his second report of 9th April turned up, but did not read it, a copy of which had
not been forwarded to the company, and at which Mr. M'Kinnoy expressed his surprise.
2225. Have you ever had that report of the 9th April ? No,
2226. Tlie first time you saw it was in the printed papers ? Yes.
2227. It has never been furnished to you ? No.
2228. The first you saw of it was in the printed papers called for in December, 1891 ? Yes. The object
of this interview with Mr. M'Einney arose out of an interview Mr. Hancock had with the Minister on
the previous day. Mr. Hancock stated at the interview that he had seen tho Minister the day before.
2229. Had you the large plan with you ? Yes.
2230.
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2230. "What was said about it? Mr. Hancock pointed out that tho plans supplied, namely, copy of plan
and sections in book form, and also similar plans with sites and land-marks thereon, were plans on which '
the company would undertake to carry out the scheme, and were looked upon by tho company as sufficient for the purpose. Mr. M'Kinney stated that in his opinion the supply available had not been proved,
and that the evidence and the various papers showed great differences. Then I pointed out to Mr.
M'Kinney that the whole matter had been dealt with in Mr. O'Heill’s report of the 21th March, ISM,
and I also drew attention to the fact that Mr. M'Kinney had said that he had no doubt that the scheme
could be successfully carried out, that the differences occurring in the evidence were in tho main accounted
for by different engineers giving particulars of what they saw at the dates on which ibey made their
inspection of tlie different parts of the scheme.
2231. What did Mr. M'Kinney say with reference to the large plan ? We pointed out that wo con
sidered the information supplied was adequate to enable tbe department! o grasp the principles of the scheme,
and asked Mr. M'Kinney to point out what further was required if in his opinion it was deficient. Mr.
M'Kinney declined to do so. lie said it was not for him to formulate the company's scheme. The
book Mr. M'Kinney looked upon as being a copy of the large plan.
_
2232. I want to know what you said when Mr. M'Kinney asked about the large plan? He said he was
satisfied, aud ns he had the plan in book form he did not require to see the large qfian from which it was
copied.
2233. Mr. S. Smith.] Was Mr. Boultbee at the interview on the 27th June when that conversation took
place? Yes.
■
223h. Hfr. M‘Lachlan.] Then that is what took place on the 27th June? Yes.
2235. Do you remember a deputation on tbe 11th March, 1891 ? Yes, that was to Mr. M'Kinney.
223G. Who were the deputation ? Mr. Charles O’Heill, Mr. Stockdale, and myself.
2237. Have you mentioned its business ? I have stated that we called upon Mr. M'Kinney with reference
to his report of the 4th "February, and that Mr. O’Keill was there with the object of discussing the points
of it.
_
2238. You heard Mr. M‘Kinney’s version of that deputation—was that correct? No; Mr. M'Kinney
spoke from memory. I am speaking from shorthand notes which I took at the time.
2239. Was it your invariable practice, as secretary, to lake these shorthand notes? I always do every
where. I always take shorthand notes.
*
2240. Mr. S. Smith.] Were these shorthand notes taken whilst tbe interview was proceeding ? They were.
2241. Mr. Langwell.] Was Mr. M'Kinney aware that you were taking shorthand notes ? 1. do not know.
I did not hide the fact. I took notes on my knee as I always do. I did not take notes in a book, but on
a slip of paper.
_
2242. jlir. M‘Lachlan.] What did Mr. M'Kinney say as io his report? He said he was astonished at his
instructions to prepare a report on this scheme, as he was under the impression that an Act of Parliament
was quite sufficient to enable the company to proceed. He said he saw tho Minister, and asked for more
definite instructions, when he was told that he was to get, all the papers relating to the scheme, and to go
minutely into them, as on him would rest the onus as to the scheme being approved. With regard io the
report, he drew attention to the fact that he had not expressed an opinion in any way as to whether the
scheme was good or bad, but simply that the details furnished were very meagre, aud that, in his opinion,
the permanence of the supply had not been proved. Mr. Stockdale drew his attention to the evidence
taken before the Select Committee on our Bill, and also (o the testimony of residents on the river who
had lived there for upwards of twenty-nine years that the water-hole at Menindie had not been known to
fail, Mr. M'Kinney said that he saw Lake Speculation and Lake Menindie and the river Darling when
he was on the ground, and that there was abundance of water there, and be had not the slightest doubt
that the scheme could be successfully carried out. Then Mr. M'Kinney said he was under the impres
sion that the scheme originated with Mr. James, Mr. O’Neill acting as consulting engineer for several of
the promoters. He, therefore, placed more importance on Mr. James’s evidence. He suggested that it
would be well to interview tbe Minister for Minos on the matter. We immediately proceeded to tbe
Minister’s office, but the Minister was away. We saw the Under Secretary, and arranged to see the
Minister in the morning on the 1.2th March, 1891. Wc called upon the Minister on the 12th, but were
unable to see him. We received a letter on the 13th appointing 11 o’clock on the 17th for the interview
of the Minister with the deputation. That is all iu connection with the matter.
2243. Is there anything else that you wish to mention ? I can give the details of .the interview with the
Minister on the 17th March, 1891. The interview took place at 11 a.m. The Secretary introduced the
deputation aud explained its object. Present, Mr. O’Neill, Mr. Stockdale, and myself. Mr. S. Smith
stated in reply that there were several points deficient in the scheme submitted for the approval of the
Government. The pipe-track on one of the plans was shown as a straight line, whereas on the larger
plan it was shown with a decided angle in it. We explained that the plan that was shown with the
straight line was to a very small scale, aud was only an approximate plan. The large scale plan of course
took precedence of it. Then the Minister stated that a number of pumping-stations were not shown,
and that as the petition asked him to sanction various blocks of land it would be necessary to have those
marked on. We pointed out that several of the sites of tbe pumping-stations bad been set out on the
land, and that if it was absolutely necessary before approval to the scheme could be given they could and
should be shown on the plan at once. Then Mr. Smith drew attention to several small amendments in
the scheme which we stated had been introduced with the view of improving the scheme. As to the per
manence of the supply, another point raised, we pointed out that this was our strongest point, aud that,
though Mr. M'Kinney had written in his report that the permanence of the supply had not been proved,
stating further at the interview that it required figures, and that he had stated himself that there was
abundance of water at the time when he was on tbe ground, we pointed out that Mr. Stockdale met
Mr. M'Kinney on the ground, and had a very long interview with him, and was willing to give Mr.
M'Kinney any information that he might require. Mr. O’Neill pointed out that he had read the Act
to moan that the Governor only required to see that tbe scheme for lifting the water from Lake Specu
lation, on the river Darling, to Broken Hill, vTas a feasible one, without knowing all the details down to
every nail, He required to know that there was a good supply of wafer obtainable, leaving the company
and their engineers to carry out tbo scheme.. It was arranged that the sites of land should be shown on
the plan. That plan, I may say, was sent in on the 26tb June; accompanying the report of Mr. O'Neill,
dated the 24th June.
2244,
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Mr.
2214!. Doing what waa suggested ? Tes; we sketched it on the large jdnn.
F. Fullwood. 2245. Then Mr. M'Kinney wrote his report on tlie 9th April, which was never conveyed to your company ?

That is so.

1C Feb., 1892. 2246. Was that report on that plan and letter ?

Tes; it was in reply to that.
_
2217. Making several objections to your plan, which were not brought to your notice ? They were not.
224S. And thoy wore not published until your Bill had expired? They were not. We had another
interview with the Minister on the 30th June. Mr. Hancock stated that he saw Air. M'Kinney on
Saturday—this would be on the 27th June, 1891; but Air. M'Kinney informed bim that he had received
no instructions in reference to reporting on the feasibility of the scheme. The Alinister stated that the
information supplied was not sufficient to warrant him in giving his approval of tlie scheme. Mr. Hancock
asked where the information was deficient. The Alinister replied that Mr. M'Kinney had pointed this
out, or would do so. Air. Hancock stated that Mr. A1‘Kinney had declined to point out why the infor
mation was wanted. The Minister pointed out that he had not given his approval to tho other scheme,
because the information was not complete, though he had tried to give his approval to that scheme, lie
said there was a great difference in the way the information with reference to the two schemes had been
put before him—that the Stephen’s Creek people had given a great deal more than he required. What he
wanted was the thing complete in the way in which it would be carried out, together with particulars of
the work. Mr. O’Neill pointed out that the information supplied was quite adequate, more particularly
so as the whole of the scheme traverses but one man’s holding, mid passes through land where it is of
small consequence whether the pipes arc laid in one position or in another, as it is all land of a similar
nature, like a sea or a wilderness. Afr. Hancock expressed to the Alinister his willingness to sign the
plan and carry out the scheme on it, but tbe Alinister declined to give his consent to this. Iliat is
about all.
,
2240. As regards tlie correctness of your notes, what experience have you hact as a shorthand-writer . i
have been a shorthand-writer ever since 1874—about eighteen years.
2250. Air. Cohcn.~\ Tour company were asserting that the information they had was sufficient, and the
Department said that it was not sufficient ? Tes ; that is what it came to._
2251. Air. O’Neill seems to have gone to Broken Hill and gone over the lino ? ^ Acs, he did,
2252. Tou are not aware whether at that time he made any personal investigation as to the permanence
of the supply of water ? He did. His report was mainly for that object.
2253. Tou cannot eay whether on the visit out of which that report arose he made any investigation as to
Ihe permanence of the supply ? Not in connection with that report.
2254. That is the only report wc have sent in in answer to the requirements of the Department that tho
permanence of the supply would be substantiated ? I think so, speaking from memory.
^
2255. Tou have told ns about yonr interviews with the Department on the 11th March and the 2/th
June ? Tes.
.
2250. Is it not a fact that on the 23rd February, 1891, a letter was written from the Under Secretary to
Alessrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan, containing this paragraph :—“In the first place no details are given as
io how the permanence pf the supply is to he maintained, and in the second place no details are given as
Io ihe character and number of works which the scheme would involve; explanations are also required
as regards the discrepancies between the statements made before the Select Committee by the two
engineers who were the professional advisers of the promoters of the scheme ”? I believe that such a
letter was written.
2257. It was written to your company ? Tes.
2258. And arc not the points referred to in tlie letter really the points that were involved, tho ugh set out
in a more amplified form in Mr. Af'Kinney's report of tho 4th February, 1891 ? I believe that is so;
but the letter is not sufficiently definite, aud wo did not understand it.
i
2259. Of course the company know what information you had given previously both upon the particular
points referred to in tbe letter of 23rd February, 1891 ? Of course we knew wbat information we bad
22G0. So you were asked for further information?

Tes, but we never could find out exactly what was

required.
__
2261. Tou cannot say exactly what was required ? No.
_
_
.
2262. In other words, Afr. APKinney did not put to you the exact form in which the information should
he given ? That is it.
, .
2263. Tou have not expressed any opinion yourselves as to the feasibility of tbe scheme expressed by
your company ? No ; I have no cngiuecring knowledge.
2264. Is it true that up to October last year your company bad only spent £1,500 altogether in the pro
secution of their scheme ? No; it is more like £5,000.
2265. Afay I cMl your attention to your evidence before the Select Committee of the Council, in October,
1891, question 8
the question is, “ Have you spent any money in attempting to carry out the previsions
of the Act ? ” That was only in connection with the Act. AVe have spent £2,000 or £3,000 up to tins
stride,
.
2266. In connection with the Act?
No, outside the Act.
It is information that we were working
up at the time when we had to get the Act. It would be information vhat would be very useful to the
company in connection with the Act.
2207, Tell me for what purposes mainly this expenditure of £2,000 or £3,000 took place , The survey,
I suppose, cost us very nearly £1,000 to start with.
_
- 2268. As to that, I would call your atlention to your answer to tho question I have referred to ;—your
answer is, “ Tes ; we have spent upwards of £1,500 in survey work ” ;—you say now that you spent a
large sum in surveys outside that amount? We have done surveys besides the original survey. Wc
have set out several blocks and surveyed a 1,500-acrc block,
_
__
2269. And that is outside the survey work referred to in question No. 8 ? Exactly.
2270. The £1,500 is for survey work, erecting dams, advertising, and other matters ? Tes.
2271. Tou have spent £2,000 or £3,000 in addition to that ? Yes.
2272. Tou say that there were four persons present at the interview on the 27th Juno. 1891—who were
they? Air. M'Kinney, Air. Boultbee, Air. Hancock, and myself.
2273. Chairman.] You said when you first commenced your evidence that the company had called for
tenders for various works ;—what tenders were they ? Tenders for the reservoir.
2275,
2274. The big reservoir ? Tes.
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2275. I think you said further on that you had had surveys made of this reservoir ? That is so.
2276. And a plan made of tho reservoir ? No ; 1 have not said that. "\Ve have had a plan made ofthe F. Fulhvooil.
site of the 1,500-acre block, but not of tbe reservoir.
]6FeKA892.
2277. Tou did not get a plan of the reservoir ? We have had a sketch plan made, that is all.
2278. Had you not specifications and plans for the contractor to go by, who would tender for the work P
No; it was tendered for at so much a yard.
2279. Then you had no plans or specifications for the making of the reservoir? Wo only stipulated so
much for tho ordinary digging and so much for rocks. We asked for several prices.
2280. Am I to understand that you did not know what sized reservoir you were going to make when you
started? No; we did know what sized reservoir we were going to make.
2281. But if yon had no plans or specifications, how could you know what form the work was to take?
] do not see that it is necessary to have plans and specifications if yon have in mind that you are going to
construct a reservoir of a certain size.
2282. If you had had plans and specifications it would have been an easy matter to submit them to the
Minister to get his approval of the scheme ? There were plans and specifications of a kind.
2288. Tou do not think that they were sufficient to induce the G-ovcrnment to consent to the work. ?
They were stepping-stones to such plans and specifications as would have been sufficient.
2284. But you do not think that they would do to get the consent of the Government to the work ?
They could be put into proper shape and form.
2285. How much of the work did you do ? We did not do any of the work in connection with the
reservoir. We could not go on the land until we got consent. We called for tenders, prior to attempting to
get consent as to the land. We could not get consent as to the land, and stopped the work in consequence,
2286. Tou referred also to plans submitted to the Minister. Will yon tell us what the scale of that plan
was—I do not mean the one referred to on Ilth March, but the one referred to prior to that date ? I do
not remember having said anything about a plau. There was a plan of the 1,500 acres that was surveyed,
but I cannot tell from memory what was the scale of it. It has been sent into the Department with a
petition.
2287. Tou cannot tell whether or not it was a correct plan? I am not a surveyor.
2288. Tou do not know whether it was correct ? Wo believe it is correct.
2289. In answer to a question as to the faulty drafting of the Bill, you said that it was not the drafting
of the Bill, but a clause had been struck out after the Bill bad passed through Committee ? That is right.
2290. Tou were aware that a clause had been struck out after tbe Bill bad passed through Committee?
A portion of a clause.
2291. Have you got that portion that was struck out ? Not here.
2292. Could you supply the Committee with the portion that is missing from tho Act ? I think I could.
2293. Are yon aware that there is no power to strike out the whole or part of a clause after it lias gone
through Committee in the House ? I am not well up in Parliamentary practice. I meant to say that it
was left out when the Bill went through Committee and the House as a whole.
229t, Mr. M'Laddan.'] Tou mean in Committee? When the clauses of the Bill were being discussed.
2295. Chairman.] In Committee ? Tes.
2296. And it was struck out by a Committee of the whole House ? Yes.
2297. That is very different? I meant one Committee, and you meant another. I simply said Committee.
2298. You say that the large plan was submitted to Mr. M'Kinney on the 11th March, 1891 ? Yes.
2299. Was it not submitted to Mr. M'Kinney before that ? Not to my knowledge.
2300. Do you consider that to bo the only plan you have made which contains the information you
require? That contains the detailed information; but that is more a question for an engineer than
for me.
2301. Did you not state that that was the plan that contained ihe most detailed information of your
scheme ? Tes, so far.
2302. What was the date that you got your Bill through? It received the Governor’s assent on tlie
Isi October, 1889.
2303. And yet you say that you did not supply that detailed information until 11th March, 1891 ? To
speak candidly, we looked upon the consent of the Government as simply a matter of form, and that we
should have no difficulty in getting it.
2301. You sayr that you sketched the pumping-stations on the plan ? Yes. Wc could not lay them down
definitely until we had got the land properly given to us by the Land Board. They might not allow us
to have the land in ihe shape in which we put it down,
2305. Did you sketch according to tho scale of the map before you ? Yes, approximately.
2306. Did you put an alternative pipe-line on the big plan? j did not. Mr O’Neill put it on after
some discussion with the board of directors. It was thought that by adopting that line we should save a
few thousand pounds, and it would shorten the distance.
2307. T suppose that, that was only a sketch done in the office ? That was all.
2308. Did you float, a company ? No.
2309. Then I understand that it was only a syndicate that got the Bill ? My company is a company in
syndicate form. No scrip has been issued up to the present time.
2310. Wbat is the capital of tlie syndicate ? Of course lliey are liable to the extent of their holdings.
2311. Mr. M'Laehhn.] It is a registered company, is it not ? Tes.
2312. Chairman.] What do you moan by liable to the extent of their holdings ” ? Tor any shares that
they may contribute for they are liable to any extent that they like to go.
2313. Is it true that your company tried to sell the scheme in England ? No ; they did not try to sell
it—they tried to float it on the London market, and were successful.
2314. Is it true that you wanted to sell it ? If one system had not worked wc should have adopted the
other ; but it did work. I hold a telegram stating that the capital was available in London subject to an
extension of time, and the Governor’s approval being obtained.
2315. An extension of time ? Tea.
2316. What was the dnto of the telegram ? December, 1890.
2317. Then I understand that you have really never floated a company—it has only been the promoters
of the scheme who formed a syndicate ? They have endeavoured to form a company in the Colony.
'
2318. Have they succeeded ? No.
* 2319.
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2319. Then it is really the promoters of tbo sclieme wlio formed a syndicate ? Tes.
^
F. Fullwood. 2320. Could you tell us how many promoters’ shares there are in. this syndicate ? Fourteen promoters
shares
16Feb., 1892, 2321. Do these promoters contribute anything towards the carrying out of the scheme ? They would do
when the scheme was to be carried out. They would take up shares largely. Wo should be able to
obtain the capital in London as soon as we were in a position to go on with tho work, TTe hare a
gentleman in London now who was empowered to let contracts for pipes and engines on receiving a
UiiiHegram.

2322.
2323.
2324.
itself

.

-i r -tL g

Mr. MlLachlan,'] Is your company prepared to lodge £10,000 as a guarantee orj'ood laitxi r
Chairman.] Did yon say that the scheme could bo carried out for £1/0,000? ^es-

v

les.

Ia your company prepared to spend that amount of money ? I do not know. Ihe syndicate
would. There would be no diificully in raising the capital if we could get the consent of the

Government to the scheme.
i q
2325. Then I understand that you have not really had-the capital to carry out the work t

-nt
t
JNo; so tar

232G. Mr. Cohen.] Do I understand you to say that the cable that you received from ^ London to the
effect that capital would be provided'if you got au extension of time and the Governor’s approval, was
dated December, 1890? That is right.
...
,
.
.
2327. In December, 1890, you did not require an extension of time ? \Ve required an extension ol time
for carrying out the work. ‘ There are certain conditions to bo complied with within two years, hut before
they would lay down their money the capitalists wanted to see definitely that the thing would not slip
through their fingers before the work could be completed.
_
2328. In December, 1890, you had made no application for an extension of time? No.
_
_
2329 IThen did yon first apply for an extension of time? ’We did not make any application for an
extension of time, because at that time the Broken Hill water supply question was giving the House a
lot of trouble. That was about the time when Mr. Crick made certain charges m the House, and we
were advised not to go for an extension of time then,
2330. Although you had an assurance that you would get the necessary capital, you were advised not_ to
apply to Parliament for an extension of time ? Tes ; because the Broken Hill water supply question
was giving the House a lot of trouble, and we thought wo might he met uith a negative.
2331 Since vou received the cable in December, 1890, have you had any other cable messages or letters
to the effect that capital would ho provided if you could get the present Bill passed? Not recently
2332. Tell mo the most recent date you got any information from England ? I cannot speak from
2333. Have you had any such message during the last twelve months ? Tes ; I think we have.
2331. Have you during the last nine months ? I cannot remember to a month or two.
2335. Tou say that your company is registered as a limited liability company ? It is.
2336. What is its nominal capital ? £250,000 in £1 shares.
,
,
2337. How many persons have subscribed to the Memorandum of Association ? The requisite number.
2338. That would be seveu ? Tes.
2339. Can you tell me how many contributing shares in all those seven members havo subscribed tor
As I explained, it is a company in syndicate form.
2310. I cannot understand how it can be in syndicate form if it is a registered company. Will you teli
me the number of contributing shares those seven members have subscribed for ? It is not on that basis
at all.
2341. They must have subscribed for some? Yes.
2312. Can you tell me the number ? I think it is one each.
2343. Are they the only shares subscribed for in the limited company ?

2311. Have yon the articles of association ?

Tes.

Tes, J have them here.

2315 Mr M‘Lachlan.] Have the company paid all the calls that have been made upon them? les.
2346. Mr. S. Smith.] When was tho Broken Hill District Water Supply Bill assented to ? On the 1st
2347. When did you call for tenders for the construction of the reservoir ? On 26th October, 1889.
2318. Who prepared the plans? Mr. O’Neill and Mr. Stockdale.
2319. Arc you sure that Mr. O’Neill prepared a proper set of plans? ^ot a proper set of plans, but a
2350. Such a plan as would be required by any contractors to carry out the work ? 1 think they would
be sufficient, giving the size of the reservoir, and the slope of the hanks. It was to be partly excavation
and partly of earthwork dug out, and a wall was to be formed round the reservoir—a sort of dam.
2351. Would you be surprised to learn that Mr. O’Neill has stated that he made merely a slight sketch
plan to argue with the gentlemen who were with him ? 1 say it is not merely a sketch plan. It is a
sketch plan of a nature that would enable the contractor to form an idea as to what is required.
2352. But I presume you would act upon Mr. O’Neill’s opinion? Exactly.
2353. He was engineer for the company ? He was.
.
,
2354. I presumo he would have a better idea than you whether such a plan was necessary in order to
enable the contractors to tender ? I suppose he would.
2355. You say that on the 26th October you invited tenders? Tes.
2356. How many did you receive? We received nine tenders.
2357. What action did you take upon them ? I interviewed several of the tenderers, but we could not go
on with the work because we could not get possession of the land.
2358. When did you first apply for tho Governor’s approval of the scheme? I believe it was on the
25th September, ] 890.
.
,
2359, ’Will you refresh your memory as io the application that was made , I find that it was on the
]2thMarch, 1890; I made a mistake.
2360. Notwithstanding that your Bill was assented to on the 1st October, and that you called tor tenders
for the construction of the reservoir on the 26th, you made no attempt to obtaiu the approval of the
Governor until March, 1890 ? That is the fact.
...
‘J361. You are aware of the provisions of the Broken Hill District Water Supply Act? \es.

2362.
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2362. You understand from the provisions of that Act that tlie Minister is supposed to make full inquiries
^rinto the scheme, and to approve of it as proposed or to modify it as he thinks fit? Well, we have under_ A w_ '
stood all along that it would be a formal matter.
16 S^b 1802
2363. 1 suppose you have read the provisions of the Act? Perhaps my reading of it and other people’s
’’
‘
may be two different things. Sub-section 4 of clause 2 says :—“ On receipt of such petition, and on due
proof of the proper notices having been published and served, the Governor shall take such petition into
consideration, and may either dismiss the same or direct a local inquiry as to the propriety of assenting to
the prayer of such petition, but until such inquiry has been made no provisional order shall he made
affecting any such lands without the consent of the owners, lessees, and occupiers thereof.”
23G4. Do you think that is a formal matter? T acted on legal opinion,
•
2365. But you are aware that a large concession was to be made to this company, in the shape of land
and water frontages to the river and the lakes on condition that they carried out a certain scheme ? We did
not know which department to take.
2366. You were aware that you were to get certain concessions, such as laud and water rights ? We
'
were to get a lease for twenty-one years of the land.
2367. And a right to the waters of the lake and parts of the River Darling ? Yes.
2368. These concessions were to be given to you provided that you carried out a certain scheme to supply
Broken Dill with water ? Yes.
2369. Would you consider giving such large concessions merely a formal matter ? We looked upon it
as such. We did not consider that we should have any difficulty in getting approval of the scheme, Ac.
2370. You state that there was some delay after the petition was lodged on the 12th March ? Yes.
2371. With respect to the wording of the Act? Well, I did not say in connection with the 12th March,
I said it was some time in October or November of the same^year. That was when it came under my
notice.
2372. October or November of 1S89 ? No.
2373. I am referring to the 12th March, 1890? T am referring to October and November, 1890. That
was when I know anything about it.
2374. That was the first time that you knew of any difficulty in the way of the Minister dealing with the
matter? That was the first time that I knew. The solicitors were dealing with the matter as well.
2375. You did not know it of your own knowledge ? Not of my own knowledge.
2376. You have had to deal with all the correspondence on this subject? Yes; I have, and enough
of it, too.
2377. X understood you to say that you were not aware of the nature of Mr. M'Kinuey’s report of the
9th April, 1891 ? That is so, absolutely.
2378. Do you remember a letter being sent to you by the Dnder Secretary on the 28th April, 1891 ? X
cannot say so.
2379. Would you kindly refresh your memory by reference to the paper that has been laid on the Table,
page 31 ? 1 saw that letter, and replied to it.
2330. You have since read Mr. MlKinney’s report of the 9th April ? X have.
•
2381. Is not that letter in terms of Mr. M'Kinlicy’s report—a decision of the Minister in regard to the
question ? Yes ; but it leaves out several vital points.
2382. What vital points does it leave out? Xt refers to Messrs. Gipps and Donkin having said certain
things; but when we compare Messrs. Gipps and Donkin’s report, we find that there are certain things
which Mr, MTCinney might have mentioned in favour of our scheme. He picks out the parts against our
scheme, but leaves out those in favour of it.
^
2383. Anything else ? That is one—there are several, in point of fact. I do not think he mentions
anything about the difference in the figures of the engineers. No ; he does not.
2384. Jn that letter you were asked for definite and detailed information in regard to the plan and scheme,
were you not ? Yes.
2385. That letter was subsequent to the date of Mr. M'Kinney’s report to which reference has been
made ? Yes. That letter only deals with the matter generally. It does not take note of the figures or
definite points, hut deals only with the matter generally.
"
2386. Do you notice on page 24 of the correspondence referred to a letter that was addressed by Mr.
Boultbee to the solicitors for the company ? Yes,
2387. Was that letter brought under your notice at all ? No, it was not.
2388. Did you, as secretary to the company, take any steps to comply with the request contained in the
letter referred to ? I was telephoned to, now I come to think of it, and the plans asked for were
furnished by the solicitors.
2389. On what date ? On the nest day, 31st December.
2390. What plans did you send on that occasion ? That roll of tracings.
2391. Did you send a largo plan prepared by Mr. James? Not on that occasion. The department had
seen that already.
2392. Aon know of course why this information was asked for? X must say that'I did not personally.
2393. This was on the 31st December, 1890 ? Yes.
2394. Mr. M’Kinney’s interview with you, when you allege that he made certain statements with regard
to the large plan not being necessary, did not take place until March, 1891? That was after he made
this report.
2395. Mr. M‘Kinney's interview was subsequent to the date of this letter ? Yes.
2396. You arc aware that Mr. M’Kinuey visited Broken Hill and the site of the proposed scheme? I
am not absolutely aware, but I have been told so several times. I do not know whether he did or not.
2397. You are aware that he submitted a report on the 4th February. 1891 ? Yes.
2398. Are you aware that at that time the large plan to which reference has been made was not sub
mitted to him for cousideration ? Well, as far as I know, I could not say one way or the other—if it had
or had not been.
2399. Although that was the plan prepared by Mr. James, as far as you know, you are not aware that
that was submitted to Mr. M1 Kinney when be was asked to report upon the scheme ? Perhaps not a
definite plan, but a tracing of the maiu points which would give him as much information as be would
require.
2400.
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2400. Are the piim])iii'c-staLions shown on that F No ; tliey were not shown on the other at that time.
F. Fullwood. 940^ j)0 y0U not think that that would be necessary ? We had not fixed the lands.
------------- 2t02. Yoii had not fixed the pumping-stations ? Xes ; hut we had not fixed the lands, because we
30 ^’l892, could not get the Land Board’s authority.
_ <
2403. J£ you thought that tlie smaller plan was quite sufficient, how is it that you malce such a strong
point about the large plan? AVell, you sec, when we waited on Mr. M1 Kinney, wc had this plan with ns
to refer to. That was Ihe only object in taking it—to show it to Mr. M‘Kinney, and to relcr to it.
2401. What was your object in submitting this large plan if Mr. M‘Kinney had, in your opinion, all the
t
requisite information before he was asked to report ? We did not know whether he would have that
’
available. We had all our information together, so as to save two or three interviews. ^
2405, I presume you are aware of the letter of December 80th, and the plan to which reference has
been made, which was supplied by Messrs. Laurence and M'Lachlan on December 3Lst ? Yes; I know
it now.
,
,
2406. What do you call that plan ? We call it the book of tracings.
2107. Mr. M'Kiuney submitted a report on 4th February, 1891 ? Yes; which we got on the 10th of
March, under cover of a letter of the 7th of March, It took three days to get to us.
2408. A full copy of that letter was sent to your company to reply to ? .It was. On the 11th of March
we interviewed Mr. M'Einney, and on the 24th of March we replied to it.
_
2409. I think you said you arc aware that au alternative scheme is shown both in the tracings and on the
large plan ? An alternative line.
'
_
.
.. 0
24'10. Are you aware whether the pumping-stations were shown on the main or on the alternative line .
1 behexe they are on the alternative line at that point.
_
_
2411. Arc you aware whether any surveys or levels were taken of the alternative line? I am aware that
the country is of a similar nature.
_
'
2412. Mr. James was acting for you, was he not? Not at that time.
_ _
2413. He prepared the plan that you were relying on to get the consent of the Minister ? He prepared

.

'

the original survey.
t
2414. You say that, in )rour opinion, there was no difference between the alternative and the other line .
' There is a difference, of conrsc.
_
_
,
2115. You do not think that there is any material difference? Not very material, either one way or the
other. The country is of a similar nature as regards levels, &c.
_
t
2116. Would you he surprised to learn that Mr. James, the engineer, who prepared this plan, in reply to
a certain question, stated this : he was asked—“ You did not mark in pencil pumping-stations on the alter
native line ?”, and he replied “No ; any person who suggested that straight line would have great diffi
culty in passing at the junction at the 30-mile peg, because that is in the centre of a saddle’ ? I have
never been on the ground, and so I cannot say, hut by those who have been on the ground I am informed
that it is of a very similar nature.
_
2417. Supposing that a plan were submitted with two pipe-lines, would you think that a definite plan to
go by ?' It is not definite ; but if the one is not carried out the other is.
2418. Supposing that there arc great difficulties in the way of the one, hut not of the other ? Then you
lake Ihe one that is easy.
,
21L9. Who would submit that for consideration—do you not think that it would be the company’s place to
show the one that should he adopted ? I do not think that it is proved that the other onejs difficult.
2420. You depended on the plan submitted by your engineer in the first place ? Mr. James is, of course,
speaking from his knowledge of the country, but lie may not remember exactly the nature of the country
at this special point.
_
_
2421. You relied entirely on Mr. James’s report and plan in the first instance? Yes, of course; but wo
know that he did not definitely survey the line right; he went too far to the left.
2122. 1 le did not survey the line right ? Not as was intended. It does not make the scheme any the
worse, hut, nevertheless, it would have been better if ithad been straight.
_
_
'
2123. I understood you to say in answer to a question asked by Mr. Cohen, that it was in December that
you received the first intimation that money was available to carry out this work ? Well, we exchanged
a lot of cablegrams, hut that was the definite date when we got the money available in London. A lot of
cablegrams passed hetiveen London and here.
242 k What money had you available (say) by November, 1890 ? How could I remember that ?
2425. Can you find out from your books ? 1 have not the books here. I could fiud out, I daresay.
2126. What money do you think ? A. few thousands. .
2427. Hew many thousands, roughly speaking ? It is not what we have available, but what the gentlemen
will subscribe.
2428. Were yon prepared in November, 1S90, with the money at your command to carry out the scheme
without any assistance from England ? Not without assistance from England.
2429, You were not in a position to do it ? Not without assistance from England.
2-13 D. Were you in a position to carryout the work at Mount Taylor when you called for tenders?
Yes—that is to say. if we got possession of the land.
2131. Had you money available ? Yes.
>
2432. 11 ow much ? As I say. some few thousands,
2433. Mr. M‘ Lachlan] Isuppose you do not know what Mr. Cox, Mr. Adams, and the other gentlemen
are worth ? No, but 1 know that some of them are wealthy.
2134. Mr. 8. Smith] What would probably be the cost of the reservoir at Mount Taylor ? That I could
not tell you.
_
2 135. Has any estimate been obtained as to the probable cost of that ? I think that I did make a calcu
lation at so much per foot.
2436. You made a calculation yourself ? Knowing the quantity and the price, it is a very easy matter to
make a calculation.
'
_
2137. Was any estimate made by your engineer as to the probable cost of that work ?
I believe there
was, but 1 could not say definitely from memory.
'
2135. Do not you think that in a case like that a company calling for tenders ought to know the actual
cost? Of course they could estimate the cost.
2440.
2139. I mean the estimated cost ? Yes. 1 bclieye that if was made out.
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2440. TiVaa any plan ever sent to the Mines Department o'E this reservoir at Mount Taylor ? Not of the
Mrreservoir. AVhen we found out that we could not proceed with it we did not proceed with it,
_
^222^ '
2441. You, of course, admit that this is a very important part of the scheme, do you not? It is
jggj
important part of the scheme, no doubt.
’
'
2442. A very important part, would you not call it ? 'Well, it is a service reservoir. I suppose that it is
an important part; it is not absolutely essential, though.
2443. Did you ever send a proper plan of the reservoir at Mount Taylor? Not of the reservoir. We
have of the block of land.
2444. Only of the block of land ? Yes, and we showed the position where the reservoir would be.
2445. Will you refer to page 11 of this return—a letter sent by Messieurs Laurence and MlLachlan to
the Secretary for Public Works, which says, “The company are only awaiting His Eseellency’s approval
of this scheme to wire to England acceptance of certain tenders for supply of pipes, and to at once embark
on a very heavy outlay of money, and push on the construction of these much-needed works; and as the
company have to complete same by 1st October, 1S91, we have to ask that this matter be regarded and
dealt with as one of urgency”? Yes.
■
2446. Were you in a position -at that time to carry out the works indicated in that letter ? I have no
reason to believe otherwise. We have a very strong syndicate.
2447. I understand that in December, 1890—that was about three months later than that—you received
the first intimation that you could get the money to carry out this work ? No; as I say, cablegrams were
passing. We had every reason to believe that wo should get the money.
2448. Eut you never got intimation until December, .1890? Not definitely.
2449. If you could carry out the scheme without the assistance of an English syndicate, whv did you
communicate with them on the matter ? I suppose the company would [rather have imported capital than
invest their own.
2450. When did you issue a prospectus of the scheme ? I believe on the 12th .January 1891.
2451. Did you issue two prospectuses ? No, we never issued two. I have had it in draft fora long
time. It has been altered from time to time to suit the altered circumstances, as times and circumstances
have altered.
Lioety.st
2452. Did you ever make any attempt before the passing of the A.ct to float the undertaking into a com
pany—did you hold out any inducement to anybody to take any shares before the Act was passed in
1
October, 1889 ? 1. cannot definitely say. I eaunot call my mind hack to definitely give you a proper
reply to that question. The thing has been on hand a long time in one way and another—four years in
fact, since the tail-end of 1887.
2453. You gave evidence before the Select Committee in 1SSS ? No, I did not. I had only been con
nected with the thing a few months then,
2454. You were not secretary to the company at that time ? Nol when that evidence was given.
2-155. Mr. Cohen.' I understood you to say that you were secretary for the company from its inception ?
It was only in its infancy at ilio time Mr. Smith speaks of.
2456. Mr. S. Smiih.] Did you have any interview with Mr. Gardiner with respect to raising capital ? No,
I did not.
2457. Did any member of the company? I believe they did.
2458. Do you know the nature of the negotiations? I could not tell you from memory.
2459. Was it to try to secure sufficient capital to carryout the works? No. He was [to assist in
co-operating in the flotation of the company.
2460. What date was that? I could not tell you the date from memory.
<j
2461. How long ago do you think ? Well, it might be eighteen months perhaps from now.
2462. Was that subsequent or prior to negotiating with the firm at Home? Just prior.
2463. What is the price that you were to receive per 100 gallons under your old Act ? Is. Gd.
2464. Did you consider at the time that that was a fair price to charge? Yes, considering that the people
at Broken Hill had been paying as much as 10s. and 12s.
2-165. Were representations made at the time that it would not pay to carry out the scheme if a lower
rate were charged ? Well, the estimates that we had prepared showed that that would return a very
decent; profit.
24-66. What percentage do you think it would return ? Well, assuming that the whole of the water was
used that we proposed to put into the town, I suppose it would give about 50 per cent, profit. Wc put in
t he prospectus 55 per cent.
2467. Did you not make a calculation in the first place that this would not return more than 10 or 15 per
cent. ? Yes, but I say that this is on the assumption that the whole of the water would he used, and also it is
giving the maximum price under the Act. We are not compelled to charge Is. Gd., hut we cannot charge
higher than that.
2468. Are you aware that in the first prospectus you said you thought one shilling would be sufficient?
We made a calculation at one shilling, but when we had obtained an A.ct of Parliament wo prepared a
second estimate showing the undertaking on its best behaviour, as it were.
2469. You stated, did you not, that Is. 6d. was the maximum ? Yes.
2470. Did you intend to charge that on all occasions ? Not necessarily.
2471. Did you not issue a prospectus ? We have issueda prospectus.
2472. What amount did you calculate upon ? We calculated on 440,000 gallons a day at Is. Cd. por 10Q
gallons—the maximum price under the Act.
2473. When you prepared the first estimate vou calculated that the firewood would possibly cost
£5,475? Yes.
'
2474. I notice in a subsequent estimate, when submitting the prospectus for consideration, it was reduced
to £2,737 10s, ? Yes. '
'
2475. Had you any reason for making that reduction? I had,
2476. Will you tell the Committee? It is because our laud which we have secured around the lakes has
timber on it, so 1 am told. Mr, Stockdale selected the sites, and it is owing to their having timber
accessible that the price was reduced.
2477. Mr. M‘Lachlan.'] With reference to the estimate, will you look at these three pages and see if an
estimate
693—L
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estimate of the cost was not made out by Hr. James and Mr. O’K’eill and confirmed by Mr. Townsend,

F. Fulhvood. civil engineer ?

Yes.
i
.
t ^ tt
■ i j
lGFeb!7l302. 2478. Were different estimates made by Mr. James and Mr. O’ifcill and confirmed . Yes, one includes
fho engine house and the oilier does not.
■
.
2470. In answer to Mr. Smifh I thought you said that you did not remember any estimate being made?
1 understood Mr. Smith to mean estimates in connection with the reservoir.
24SO. I thought Mr. Smith was speaking of the whole scheme? iS7o.
2481. Mr. Lanijivsll.'] In the early part of your evidence, in reply to Mr. M'Lachlan, you stated that
about 4 or 5 months time was lost owing to the wording ot the. Act? Qhat is so.
,
2482. And it was stated that the then Attoriiey-G-cueral, Mr. Simpson, had given an opinion that it was
surplusage? Yes.
.
v .
2483. You said a great deal of correspondence took place over this mistake . Through the solicitors.^
2184. "What T want to know is this;—did the Attorney-General and the present Minister forJustice,
Mr. it. E. O’Connor, give their opinion prior to all this correspondence taking place? No; It was
working up to that.
2485. Their opinion was only given after that? Yes; after that.
_
That
2486. So the time would not have been wasted had their opinion been obtained in the firstplace.
2487. You also stated that the amount of money laid out by your company was something like £5,000 ?
That is it.
,
,
2488. And that there were only seven shareholders at the present time ? I did not say that. Ihere are
twelve shareholders and fourteen shares.
’
2489. Each holding one share? Air, Cohen’s question to me was “How many subscribed to the
Memorandum and Articles of Association,” and I said, ‘‘Seven with one share each.
That was simply to
form the basis of a registered company
m
2490. 'What I want to find out is. have these twelve shareholders subscribed the whole of the £o,000
that has been expended ? They have.
m i o
2491. You have also stated that no plans have been drawn of the reservoir to be sunk at Mount Taylor?
A sketch plan. I said.
...
2492. Air. At'Lachlan said this was a matter of no consequence, but I think it is. "When calling for
tenders for the sinking of this service reservoir, what amount of earth did you state you required to have
moved ? I cannot say from memory. It is ■lO.OOO.OdO.OW) gallons of water which it is required to hold.
2493. But it docs notfsay how much earth it is necessary to remove to hold that? No, it docs not.
2494. I understood you to say that there was a natural catch there ? So there is.
_
2495. And it would not require so much earth to be removed if there is a natural catch,as it would
anywhere else ? Just so.
2496. Yon do not know the number of yards of earth you want to have removed ? I cannot say just now.
It is given on the rough sketch plan.
_
t
2497. Yon also stated that vou had received nine tenders for the work ? Yes.
2498. "Will you kindly tell the Committee what was the lowest tender for the constructionof the reser\'oir ? Is: 3d.
‘
,
2499. Is. 3d. a yard ; but you surely have the total ? I should have to calculate it myself.
2500. It is not customary in calliug'Yer tenders to say they shall have so much a yard ? _ It is.
2501. But they want to know ho quantity—that would make a difference in tendering ? They know
the quantity.
.
2502. "Well, having the quantity, do you not know the total of what it would cost? I suppose it would
cost about £15,000.
'
2503. You only suppose that? Yes.
_
2504. It is not in any of your tenders ? No ; I have roughly calculated it in my mind.
_
2505. But iu receiving tenders have you not the total amount of any of those tenders ? Simply at so
much a yard.
2506. You have not stated, in calling for tenders, how much earth you want to have removed . Yes.
2507. You have stated that ? Yes,
1
_
2508. Well, what is the number of yards ? I think about 240,000 cubic yards.
2509. Do you think that the answer which you gave in the first place was correct namely, that the
reservoir was estimated, to hold 50,000,000.000 gallons of water ? Understand that is simply an_excava
tion to act as a catchment for the silt. A.s I have said, there is a natural catchment ou this position, and
it is .proposed fo erect a dam on this excavation site to prevent silting.
__
2510. Do you think that the dam that would be erected there would hold 50,000,000,000 gallons of
water ? No : 40,000,000 gallons. I misread it.
2511. Do vou say you have not tho total amount tendered by any of the tenderers? £15,000, you
may say.
_
,
2512. But you say you ouly reckon that ? That is my calculation.
2513. It is not tho calculation of tho tenderers ? No; because they bad to quote a price at so much a yard,
2514. Is there any difference made between rock and earth? Of: course there is.
2515. But you give the tender as Is. 3d. ? You ask me for the lowest tender, and I quote the lowest
tender at Is. 3d.
2516. Is that for earth or rock
is it Is. 3d. right through? Yes; Is. 3d. right through. That is
taking the thing just as it is.
_
2517. Making no allowance for rock or anything else? No. Wc made trial holes, understand, sir.
_
2518. I understand this natural catch is called Mount Taylor? No ; I did uot say the natural catch is
called Mount Taylor.
_ _
_
2519. But where this reservoir is fo bo built and this dam is to be sunk, is it not called Mount Taylor in
that district? Mount Taylor in close by.
2520. Is Mount Taylor shown on what you call the big plan ? It is.
2521. And is a plan of the reservoir shown with it ? I believe it is.
2022. Is it shown on the top of Mount Taylor ? No.
2523. Is it at the foot of what is called Mount Tavlor? Yes,
"
2524.
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2i>24>. Do you know if thoro is ;i Mount Tuylor at (ill ? I have neier been tliere, so I cannot say.
Mr.
2o25. Still you can say that this is not on t'be lop, but at tho foot of the mount, but you hare never been ™ Fh11"'00<Ithere, and do not know anything about it? I could not say.
lG^cb~1892
2520. Eut you have ? I could not say that it is at the top of the mount or at the foot of it, but so far
c
*
as I know from the plans which I haie seen it would be at the foot of the mount—at the side of the
mount.
2527. Were your company prepared, or had they sufficient money to carry out the formation of this
reservoir at the time you called for tenders for it? They had not sufficient money in the bank
2528. It would have been necessary to have made a call ? They could have done it by means of making
a call.
2529. Or would they have bad to go outside their directorate ? My directors are alt gentlemen of wealth.
2530. Ton know they are? I know they are.
2531. Mr. M:Lachlan? Ton are satisfied they are able to carry it out ? Yes ; six of them.
2532. Mr. Lant;wfill.'\ ]Lou are satisfied that the company had not that much in hand as a company ?
They had not £15,000 in hand.
’
2533. Do you know that these twelve gentlemen nho comprise your syndicate were willing to find the
£15,000 to construct the reservoir? We could not. because it fell through on account of the laud
falling through.
2534. Mr. M1,Lachlan?] Ton have no doubt they would haie found it if tho land had been granted, and
the scheme adopted ? Yea ; they would.
2535. Mr. Smith?] notwithstanding that yon did not apply for the land until six months afterwards?
When we found by Act of Parliament wo could not get the land it fell through.
2536. JITr. Cohen?] Is there any agreement between these gemlemen comprising tho syndicate binding
them to the expenditure of any particular sum on this scheme ? 2s o.
2537. Will you tell me whether yon have got any undertaking or guarantee from capitalists at home
which would justify you in saying that if you got this Dili passed you could now get the capital from
London ? Well, I think I can reasonably expect.
2538. Have you any guarantee at all amongst your papers? Yota definite guarantee. On account of
complications I could not think of going for it.
2539. Will you tell me whether these gentlemen comprising your syndicate have all paid up equally bo
far as the present expenditure is concerned ? Yes ; well, when I say equally, I mean according to their
interests.
2540. Mr. MlT,achlan?] At all events, you say that your company are prepared to prove their bona-fides
by lodging £10,000 in cash ? They are.
2541. Chairman?] You said you sank trial holes in the reservoir ? Yes.
234'2. Who sank those trial boles?' They were sunk under the supervision of Mr. Stockdale. I do
not know what men he got to do it.
2543. That was not done by contract ? I believe Mr Stockdale sank tho trial holes by contract—so
much a hole.
*
2544. Lour contention is that you were trespassing on the ground while you were sinking the trial
holes ? We were; we were liable for damages for trespass.
*
2545. I understood you to answer me just : ow that you did not do this work on account of not being
able to get the land ? That is so.
2546. 3 understood you to say that you did not sink the trial holes because you could not get the land ?
ISo, 3 did not. 3 say we did sink the trial Imlcs, but were trespassing, Wc liad gone beyond our proper
legal right.
,
”
■ 2547, Mr. M~Lachlan?] Then yon bad no reason to suppose that you would be obstructed? 2so.
2548. Ton thought that the getting of tho Minister's approval was a matter of form, but you afterwards
,
found that it was a matter of difficulty ? Wc found ourselves blocked right and left, like lighting against
a stono wall.
'

Mr. Harry Stockdale called in, sworn, and examined :—
*

Mr

2549. Afr. M'Tjachlan?] What is your experience in bush and pioneering? I have had a very large II. Stockdale.
experience. I am a btishman and explorer.
^
2550. Having a thorough knowledge of the whole of Australia? Yes; I have been across the whole 16 Feb., 1892.
of it.
2551. Do you know the Stephen's Creek? 3 do, well.
2552. And the dam that has been erected tliere ? 1 do.
2553. M hat do you say as to the tendency to silt, and so on ? I think it is almost impossible to prevent
it by anv engineering power in the world. My experience tends that way. J might tell you briefly that
tlie sand is carried in the water, and I presume a dam is made to catch water ; but while it is catching
water it is catching quite one-quarter sand. The water rushes quickly and tho sand is carried with it, so
much sd that if you dip a pannikin into Stephen’s Creek when there is a big rush of water a quarter of
what you take up will be sand.
2554. Why is that so in Stephen's Crock as distinguished from any other creek? It is the sandiest creek
I ever saw ; its bed is sand and stone.
*
■
2555. What do yon say about sonkuge ? Stephen’s Creek is a noted place for soaking awav fast,rfrom
one end to the other. It is never a permanent holding ground.
'
*
2556. It is noted for having great soakage? Yes.
2557. You have known it in all sorts of seasons ? Yes, since 1808.
2558. It has always been sandy all along its length ? Yes.
2559. Would there be great difficulty in conserving water there? Yes, it is very shallow water.
2560. How would evaporation affect it r In a mouth it would be gone, and the soakage would tako away
a tremendous lot too.
■ 2561. Can you give any estimate of what the soakage would be? I should think that soakage and
evaporation together would be quite one half in that particular locality. I am positive in my own mind.
25G2. Is there anything which would tend to the contamination of the supply there? Yes. it is liable to
have
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the^town tlirovm into it by any sudden lie,avy rain. There are houses about there,
‘
^ ~ and^also a camp, the drainage of which would bo taken into the creek by rain.
1G Peb., 18923^^'?' ^nLl ^nea!1 within the catchment area? Yes, and quite close to the creek, and there ia also con
tamination from mines. Prom some of tho mines there, at present, very bad water indeed rushes right
into it, or did when I was there. I think it was the Eaglebawk Mine.
2564. What is tho nature of that contamination? Mineral water.
‘
2565. What deposits will that give ? I could not tell. 1 know it is water no one would think of drinking,
and no stock would care for it.
2566. How about fumes fro'm the mines? X think it is too far away from the mines to be affected by
fumes.
2567. Does the drainage of the town affect it? Yes; it being about 400 feet or more below the town, no
doubt it gets the whole of its drainage.
2568. A considerable part of the drainage of the town of Broken Hill would come within the catchment ?
Yes, the whole of it must.
2569. And seriously pollute the water ? Yes, it has already been polluted during tho years that Broken
Hill has been there.
2570. Is it at all brackish ? No ; but on tho particular site of tho Stephen’s Creek Company’s dam, and
also of their trial holes sunk there, and in other parts of tlie creek I could take up handful Is of salt and
soda. I brought a lot to Sydney, which 1 got from tho identical holes they have sunk for trial holes.
2571. Would that be injurious ? Yes; I feci satisfied that the water would go brackish when kept there,
the same as in river holes with salt springs on the banks.
2572. Are these matters on which considerable evidence could have been brought from the locality ?
Yes, better evidence than has been given.
25/3. By persons having actual knowledge of it? Some of the persons we wished to bring have known
Stephen’s Creek longer than has any man in the Colony.
2574. Mr. Ooken.~\ Broken Hill people have been drinking this water for years ? Yes; hut vou may sink
one hole here and another there a few yards away, and the water in one would not be lit to drink, whilst
in tlie other the water would be fair. *
’
2575. Mr, M'Lachlan.~\ As to the relative cost of the two schemes, the scheme proposed by the Stephen’s
Creek Company and that proposed by tho Darling Company, what, if anything, would be the difference ?
I think £200,000 in favour of the Darling scheme—quite that.
■
2576. It is au easy and direct scheme, and could be carried out for £200,000 less ? I am sure of it.
2577. And all things being fairly conducted, the people would have to pay interest on the difference?
There is no doubt about it.
2578. That is to say, you could get a given profit by your scheme at a very much lower price than could
be done by the other scheme ? Our scheme will cost less than what they have alreadv claimed for their
works at the present moment without any water.
’
2579. You are the originator of the Darling scheme ? I am.
2580. Did you lay out or assist in laying out tho whole scheme ? 1 did every bit of it, and every bit that
has been done since I have been present at.
*
”
2581. Did you accompany Mr. James the whole time he was taking the levels and surveys ? I did.
2582. Do you consider you are better acquainted with the route and Hue of pegs than anybody else ?
I do.
"
'
2583. Did you mention that in your evidence before the Select Committee ? I did.
2584. At which Mr. M‘Kinney was also examined ? I did.
2385. Do you know that the evidence that you gave was laid before Mr. JTKinuey as part of tho deheine ?
I am sure, in my own mind, that Mr. M‘Kinney did give evidence there—to tho first Committee.
2586. Did you tell that to Mr. M'Kinney at Menindie ? I did.
2587. Did you make any offer to him ? I did,
2588. XVhat was it ? 1 offered to show him the whole route—to accompany him over it and show him
everything he desired to know.
'
2389. Anything about the pegs ? Yes; show' him everything.
2590. What did he say ? He said it was not necessary as he wms satisfied,
2591. When was that ? I cannot tell you—it was just after a flood which partly washed away Bourke.
2592. Was it at Menindie ? . Yes; the only time that I ever saw Mr. M'Kinney was at Menindie.
2593. He went to Broken Hill on the same occasion ? Yes ; it was two or three days before he arrived
at Broken Hill.
'
2594. You heard him in giving evidence here say that it was in January, 1891 ? Yes.
2595. Are you sure he said that it was not necessary as he was satisfied ? I swear it distinctly.
2596. Did he express any kind of dissent from the scheme ? None whatever.
259/. Or any dissatisfaction at the particulars furnished? None whatever,
2598. Did ho give you the slightest hint that ho required any further information ? None whatever.
2599. Or details of the slightest kind ? None whatever. I think we spoke of tho matter for over two
hours. Mr. Gordon, the keeper of the hotel where Mr. M'Kinney was staying, brought a message to me
at Faust’s, the storekeeper’s, in consequence of which I went from Faust’s store to sec Mr. M'Kinney.
2600. What did you say to him—did you say anything about what Mr. Gordon had said ? No, I did not;
I took it for granted that it was correct.
'
2601. Did Mr, M'Kinney make any inquiries of you at Menindie as to the scheme? No, thouch wo
talked of it the whole time.
2602. How long were you with him at Menindie? Perhaps two hours—from half-past 11 till half-past 1
or 2 in the morning.
2603. You heard Mr. M'Kinney say lie did not send for you ? I did.
2604. Did you afterwards see Mr. M'Kinney at Broken‘Hill ? I did. I saw him at Aldridge’s Hotel
going to his bath.
, 2605. Did you have any conversation with him there ? No.
2606. Did you speak to him? I hade him good-day, that is all. We had no conversation with reference
to the water.
2607. Did he make any complaint then ? No, nor any inquiries either.
2C0S.
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200S. Ho had then come from one point to the other at all events ? Yes, and nearly all along thef^rciad.
H. Stockdale.
2009. Yon say that in going from Meniudic to Broken Hill he came nearly all along the road ? Yes.
2010. How do yon know ? lly tho track of his buggy.
' 16 Feb., 1892.
2011. Hid you follow him then ? ] did.
2012. You knew by his track that he came nearly the whole way along the road?. Yes.
_
_ _
20.13, What kind of road is that;—w'e have been told there is really no track at all? There is as distinct
a road as this table is a distinct table. There is hardly a better bush road in Australia. 1 do not know
a better.
,
2014. Is there one plain distinct main track? There is one distinct decided main track, and very few
turns off it either.
2015. And did he keep to that? He did.
*
2010. As you know by following his tracks ? Yes. He may have left it here and there a little. I could
sec his track for miles ; it is all open country.
2017. From the track he took, could he have had an opportunity of seeing Ihe pipe-line? I know he did
not see the pipedino; nobody could see it from where he went; it was not sufficiently near to see it.
2018. Could he have gone 00 miles in two days along the pipe-track ? He could not have gone GO miles
along the pipe-track in two days, for ho would have been blocked off by wire fencing and would havei had
to go round by different gates, and that would have made the distance 100 miles at least.
2019. Do you know a water-hole, known as Menindie water-hole, in the Darling ? I do,
2620. What do you know' of it ? . I know that it is the best hole in the Darling River, and lasts longer in
time of drought than any other hole in the Darling, We have never known it to fail.
2021. Have you any other reliable authority for that statement? Yos, I have three or four, the very
gentlemen I wish to bring here.
2022. Do you know' Lake Speculation ? I do.
2023. Did you make a dam there ? 1 made two.
2024-. When? Just before Mr. M'Kinney was there—daring the flood of 1890, which partly washed
away Bourke, and wrhcn the water wras at its very highest. Lakes Menindie and Speculation were then
really one lake. There was a- very broad neck, 200 yards. That is the time I dammed it.
2025. Is that dam still standing?' 1 believe so ; it was when 1 left there.
2026. When did you last sec it ? Six'months ago, l think.
2627. It was still standing? The two dams wmre.
2628. Were they both standing as you left thorn previously? They w'erc. I saw the manager of tho
station a little while ago in Adelaide, and he told me that the dams were right when he came down—that
was Mr. Phillips.
2629. Are those waters still impounded by that dam ? T believe they are.
2030. Flow long were you up tliere on that occasion ? Nine or ten weeks, I suppose.
2631. Can you swear positively that Lake Speculation was filled by the flood of 1880 ? I can.
2032. Was it then dammed by anybody? It was partly filled; it was not at its fullest, not as full by 6
or 8 feet as it was this last time in 1S90.
2033. Was it dammed by anybody then ? It was.
2034. By whom ? By Mr. Pedroga for the station.
2635- Was that for Mr. Hughes ? Yes; Pedroga lives on the bank of the lake, and Mr. Hughes took
his advantage of his proximity to do it cheaply.
2636. Do you know that the lake held a good and pure supply until 1890 ? 1 do. When the floods
started running in 1890 there were from S to 0 feet in Lake Speculation. I tried to bottom it with my
oars in rowing about tho lake and I could not do so,
.
2637. Do you know how much water was in it in depth after those four years ? About 9 feet for about
2 miles or li in circumference.
2638. Are yon quite positive that at the time of Mr, M'Kinney’s visit you had formed a dam to save the
flood water at Lake Speculation ? I had formed two dams.
2639. And that they saved the water ? They did,
2640. And that the Darling flood of that time was higher than it had ever been known at Menindie—
you know that of your own knowledge ? Yes; I am quite sure of that.
2641. For whom were those dams constructed by you ? For the Darling River and District Water
Supply Company.
“
2642. Do you know a family of tho name of Pedroga living at tho lake at the time of Mr. M'Kinney’s
visit? Yes; I always stayed there.
,
"
2043. How long had they lived there without intermission ? From either 1884 or 1885.
2044. Do you know if Mr. M'Kinney could have got information from that family? He could ; they
have lived there ever since the water went in, without leaving,
2045. Do you know that that was the only water they had for four years ? I do.
2040. Do you know at what depth it had kept at during that time? At the expiration of tho four vears
there was about 9 feet of water,
"
2047. Did Mr. _M‘Kinncy show any desire to see tho different pumping-stations P He did not.
2048. Did he give the slightest expression of a desire to know where they were or anything about them ?
I offered to show him, but he would not accept my offer.
*
2049. You proffered that ? Yes; to show him everything connected with the scheme, pegs, route, and
reservoir.
'
2050, Did he make any complaint to you as to his inability to find the pegs and pumping-stations ?
Hover. •
2651. Was there, at the time of his visit, any difficulty in getting information with regard to Mr. James’
bench mark ? None whatever. It was within a 100 yards of where he was sitting, and I believe it is
tliere now.2052, You heard Mr. M'Kinney state in giving evidence that he had not seen or found any pegs ? I did.
2653. Could any ordinary surveyor or bushman who looked for them have failed to find them ? No
ordinary man at all could help seeing them. Lots of them are near the road. There is a very large peg
standing this day at the gate coming out from Menindie, and marked “ 3 miles.” It has a large^vhite
top a foot long.
2054.
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Ton could hit that wi1,h a coach-whip as you went;
through. All the drivers about there know it. and I believe that the driver who drove Mr. JrKinney
knew it too.
'
2655. How many pegs were put in ? About 210—between that number and 300. What I mean is we
put in a large peg after'every mile, and cut a Irench, We also trenched and pegged at every half-mile,
and put in a peg at every quarter of a mile, and where the country was thick they were put in even only
100 yards apart.
'
"
20o6. Could you or could you not obtain considerable evidence in favor of this scheme, and in opposition
to the Stephen s Creek scheme, if you had an opportunity ? 1 could.
2657. 1 roan the locality ? Yes, and from reliable people too—prominent men.
265S. Afr. Cohen.'] IVhat locality do you mean? Alenindie and Broken Hill.
2659. Mr. MiLachlnn,] Erom people at hot,h ends of the scheme? Yes.
2660. I do not know if there is anything else you would like to state ? I should like to state that I take
exception to Mr. M‘Kinney’s report, in which he says he could not got details, for I distinctly swear that
I proffered him every assistance, and as the original promoter of the scheme 1 was more competent to do
it than anybody else.
'
2661. And interested in it too ? Yes. More than that, the directors of the company met previously
to my going up, and requested me if I should meet- Mr. M‘Kinney or any one else who wanted to know
anything about it to afford them every facility to do so. It was mooted at one director’s meeting that we
should accompany anybody over the scheme, but I did not do it because I thought that it might be
thought that I tried to influence them.
.
2662. But you followed Mr. M‘Kinney to sec what lie was doing? Yes.
2663. Could you have any interest in withholding information. None whatever. I am sure that the
scheme will stand all flic ventilation in the world.
2661.^ilfr. Cohen..] With reference to your statement that the drainage from Broken Hill would flow
into Stephen s Creek, is it not a fact that tho drainage flows the other way—from Stephen’s Creek and not
towards it? IVo ; 1 am sure that it is not a fact.
2605. You said that the Eagtehawk mine used to send its water into the creek ? Yes, there is no doubt
about it—it is right on the creek.
2606. Is it working now ? I do not know.
2667. How tong is it since you were at -Broken Hill ? About S months, or it may be 9 months.
2668. Is it not a fnet that the Broken Hill people have been continually using the water from Stephen’s
Creek ? Some of it.
■
1
2660. Some portion they used and some portion they did not use ? Yes.
267(1. Have you yourself dug any holes to try it ? No, but I have seen the holes dug bv your company,
I visited them not once, but 20 times.
’
Whereabout* were they ? Eight across the creek. I suppose there were perhaps twenty holes.
2672. lhat, was not in the crock at all was it? L swear positively it was in the creek—right across the
creek Horn one side to the other.
'011 r‘°^ ^n(iw
Stephen's Creek Company have a. large hole in Stephen’s Creek, from
winch they are supplying the people of Broken Hill with water at the present time ? .1 do not know that.
26/4. lou are not prepared to deny that? No ; I do not think there is any doubt about it, if you state
it. But when you say supplying Broken Hill, you mean that water is carted to tho township from the
creek.
'
2675. ^ Chairman.] Are you aware that 20,000 gallons a day are being drawn from that creek at tho present
time ? 1. am not.
2676. You would not be prepared to deny that that quantity is being drawn from the creek ? I should
be prepared to doubt it.
‘
‘
2(>77. If J told you that it is a fact that 20,000 gallons arc being drawn from one hole? I could not
doubt facts.
26/8. Mr. Cohen.] I suppose if one hole supplies wafer to the extent of 20,000 gallons a day, that water
hemg apparently free from objection, other holes could be found in the creek to give a similar supply?
Yes, m the creek, it is a long creek, but not at the site of your reservoir and catchment. The water
would not flow into your works if it were intercepted, there is only a certain quantity of water in the
creek; and if you take only one quart of course it will take a long time 1o draw' it all off, but if you
take more it will very soon be all gone.
‘
2679. There is a large soakage into the creek ? Yes.
2680. Are you a professional engineer at all? No, I am not in any way.
m
known professional men have estimated that the quantity of sand deposited in the creek
would be 1,000 tons a year, would you be prepared to contradict that? I would against all the pro
fessional evidence that you could bring, I would back my experience in tho matter of the silting of
creeks against any professional engineer that T have seen here for a good while.
2682 Have you ever made the Stephen’s Creek much of a sfudv ? 1 have made it a particular study. I
have been very much interested in it I assure you.
'
2683. Since when ? The last five years anyhow.
^ceest in it been more than ordinary acute since the passing of these two Companies’
:i i r ' ^ here is not.the slightest doubt about that. It was my duty to do it. I am saying honestly what
I believe as regards the silting, I could quote many examples—one verv prominent one in Adelaide, but
that would take,up time.
‘
^
2685. Call you estimate in tons the quantity of silt that would be deposited at Stephen’s Creek in a year?
Ao, nor do I think any one else could. But if you tell me what tonnage of water you expect to get there
I will tell you comparatively what tonnage of sand you will ^ct.
2686. That is all you could give me ? Acs. "WKatcvcr water flows against that bank will carry up one
fourth of sand.
J L
268/. Have you tried it ? No ; but there is a dam in the creek, and I have taken water out of the creek
u hen it was running, and I state distinctly on oath that there will be a great deal of sand in the water
when it is flowing fast.
2G8S. Ho you really mean to say that when the water is running strongly if you took a quart of water
one
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one fourth of what you obtain would be sand? Pretty nearly one fourth—well, a jjreat quantity. It
must be remembered that your dam will bo there all day, and the water may be running the whole twentyfour hours.
IGPeb 1892
2GS9. Ton told the Oommitlec with a great deal of certainty that there would be at least one-fourth of
’’
’
sand? About one-fourth. 1 did not swear it exactly.
2G90. And three-quarters of water ? I say so stilL
2(i9.L Mr. Langwell.~\ Tho height of tho water iu tho dam depends entirely on the sort of rainfall ? Mr.
Cohen would not allow me to put it as I wanted. So that there should be no misunderstanding what 1
mean is that if the creek runs rapidly it carries a lot of sand.
2692, But you did not put in any proviso at ail when Mr. Cohen asked you if 1,000 tons annually would
be carried ? I think a great many tons—I think 1,000,000 tons would go against the dam.
2693. Mr. Cohen.^ In what time? You did not ask me in what time. The crock might not run a year,
but only some months. If you let the creek run against the dam for a week I am' prepared to swoar
that there will be nothing but sand in your dam. As a man of experience 1 say this.
2691. Mr. Lang well ^ Do you say that 1,000,000 tons of sand would be carried in in a week ? If the
creek ran like a river, or rather with its force I believe it would fill tho whole place with sand.
2695. It runs remarkably fast ? Tes. about four times as fast as a river.
'
2696. Mr. Cohen.'] Are you prepared to swear that Mr. M'Kinney never we.nt on the.pipe-line at all ? I
am prepared to swear that ho did not.
2697. Did you follow him? I. did.
2698. "Wore you immediately behind him? Not immediately behind him but I saw his tracks.
■
2099. Was be within sight of you ? No, not at all.
2700. Did you see him iu Monindie? I did. I hade him good-bye.
2701. How long after lie left Meuindie did you leave Menindie ? I could not say. I. do not know
.
whether I left the same .morning or the next morning,
2702. Mr. M'Kinney has sworn that he did go along the pipe-line ? He swore he did not, he swore he
did not seera peg at all.
2703. I know he said he did not see a peg, hut I understood him to say that he saw the pipe-line ?
Whatever he swore, I will swear that he did not see the pipe-line.
2701. Although you did not see him go along? Tes, I still swear that. There was no one clse’a track.
I made all sorts of inquiries on that point.
2705. On that very day ? Not on that very day. Ton meet few people going along there, and some
times nobody at all.
2706. How do you know that nobody but he went along that track ? Because there was one distinct track
and that was Mr. M'Kinncy’s track.
2707. How did you go ? 1 went by coach.
2703, Did you have a box scat or an inside seat ? A box scat.
2709. Mr, Smithi] Did the coach follow Mr. M'Kinnev's buggy track? Yes. There is only the one
road to go along the whole way.
'
2710. Mr. Cohcn^] You had no reason at that time to suppose that Mr. M'Kinney was doing anything
but properly examining the line ? Yes, I had.
2711. Did you mention anything about it t6 Mr. M'Kinney ? No, I did not. I bad nothing to do with
mentioning it to him.
2712. Did you suppose so from the fact that Mr. Mi'Kinney did not accept your proffered assistance?
That was exactly it. I knew he could not find the pipe-lino, and I know that; he cannot find it now.
2713. Was that tho first time .that you had' any communication with Mr. M'Kinney about this scheme?
I do not know'.
■
2714. You were per fee t]3r friendly at that time, were you not? Yes. We could not he other than
friendly sitting there talking for two hours together. I have never had any falling out in any way with him.
2715. Did you suspect him at that time of any probable unfairness towards your company? Yes, 1 did.
I will tell you why. I Ihought it was a very remarkable thing that when I was there to show' him all
over the place, knowing he could not find the pipe-line, yet he would not accept my offer. That was my
reason for thinking he was unfair.
2716. Did he tell you that he could not find it? I knew that no one could unless he took out instru
ments and went along the pipe-line, and that would take more than two days.
2717. Had he not a plan ? Yes.
2718. Before he started, you did not know’ that lie would not take more than two days going over? No
I did not.
'
2719. But before he started you say you had reason for suspicion ? Yes, 1 had, because I offered to
show him and he would not accept my assistance.
2720. You say you knew he could not find it ? I am positive he cannot find it now.
2721. And yet there arc pegs along the whololine ? Yes, and some in sight of the road—almost touching it.
2722. Why could he not go along the line if he followed the pegs ? If ho found certain pegs he could
.
not take his trap that way, for he would have to go across wire fences. He could not take his trap across
Ihein, but would have to go sonic way round to gates, and that would make the distance 100 or 150 miles.
2723. Does not that mean taking a longer time than two days to examine the pipe-line P YAs. To do
that it would take a week or longer.'
2724. 1 ou say there would bo these difficulties about going over tbs pipe-line ? Yes.
2725. Although there are difficulties in going over the pipe-line properly there would be no difficulty in
finding the pegs ? Oh ! yes there was.
2/20. Did you not say that any ordinary man could see them as he went along ? 1 said that some of tho
pegs are close to the road and anybody could sec them, hut I understood Mr. M'Kinney to say that he
never saw a peg at all. One ds an enormously large peg at the 3-mile peg. It is marked “ 3 miles,’1 and
it was standing five or six months ago. Everybody in the district knew it.
2727. Chairmen.] Did not yon swear justnow that any ordinary man could find the pegs ? Yes, find those
in sight of the road.
2728. But did you not swear that any man could find any of the pegs ? No, I did not mean to imply any
such thing.
"
2729.
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2729. Did you not "ive sucli an answer to a question put by Mr. M'Lacblan ? No ; I do not think so.
9730. Mr. CoAcn.] Mr. M'Kinney having the plans at any rate, and tho pipe-line being pegged out, do
vou
there would be any difKculty in a professional man tracking the pegs ? If driving hi a buggy,
“cei.J;]lirilyi you seem to forget that I knew all about the arrangements made by Mr. M'Kinney with a
man to drive him there in a certain time for a certain allowance.
Ton seem to think that I knew
nothing about what he was going about. If ou are imputing to me a motive for suspecting Mr. M'Kinney
when I did not know, but X did know what he was going to do, and I did know about the time he was
going to take.
'
.
2731. And you told me that you did suspect him ? I did—most distinctly I did.
2732. JIfir. Smith.] hiow many paddocks are there between Menindie and Broken Hill ? "Well, I suppose
they run from 5-to 10-milc paddocks, and it is about 70 miles by the eoaeh-line, or 60 odd by our surveyed
line.
.
2733. There are a number of paddocks ? Yes, a great many. There are some paddocks you da not go
through at all if following the road, but which yon would have to go through if following our pipe-line.
But there are cross-fences that go off in all sorts of ways. It is rather a complicated thing to go along
the pipe-line. You could not possibly go alon" it with a buggy,
2734. 'Mr. Cohan.] If you knew that Mr. M'Kinney bad arranged to go over this line in two days in a
buggy, and that it was impracticable or impossible for him to properly inspect this line, why did not you
mention it to him before he started ? I offered to show' him everything, and I thought that I had done
quite as much as could be expected from me. He refused that, and what further offer could I make to him.
2735. You did not suggest to him, “ Mr. M'Kinney, you have arranged for a buggy to take you to inspect
the pipe-line in two days, but it is impossible for you to do it” ? No. I did not.
_
2736. All you said was, “ I am prepared to go and show you the line” ? I impressed him with the fact
that I would be only too glad to do it.
2737. You did not tell him the difficulty of going over it in two days ? No. But he must have known
of that when he met me iu Broken Hill after trying it himself ; and he must have known the fact also
that he did not sec it either.
■
i
2738. Mr. O'Sullivan.] You said in your evidence just now that you would back your experience with
regard to silting against any man you knew ? I would.
2739. And that you had known Stephen’s Creek since IS6S ? That is the time when I knew it first.
2740. If that is so, what better witness could we have than yourself with regard to the silt iu Stephen’s
Creek ? I do not understand you.
2741. You appeared to imply that we ought to wait for your witnesses from that district with regard to
the silting of the creek ? That is one part of the evidence. Another point that I should like to bring
evidence upon is this : I should like to bring corroborative evidence as to what I asked Mr M'Kinney with
regard to the scheme, and show that never in the memory of man had there been the least doubt abouttbe
permanency of Lake Menindie, and that Lake Speculation at the time I dammed it held seven years’ sup
ply, and .1 should like to bring people to prove that, it actually did last till ISftO, whereas Mr. M'Kinney
said that he would not believe anybody on the point.
_
2742. But have we not your own'evidence on the point ? But T want to bring forward people to show
that what I am saying is correct in every detail. I should like to bring evidence to prove what I am
stating about Mr. M'Kinney and the pipe-line.
2743. Mr. Smith.] Hid you'bring that evidence before the Select Committee on your Bill ? No ; we did
not anticipate the difficulties which we have met uith.
■
2744. Chairman.] Have you not had a Select Committee since the dispute—when you asked for an exten
sion of time? 1 ha\e been away in the north, and any Committee that was held was hold in my absence.
2745. Hid vou not give evidence before that Select Committee ? No.
2746. I mean a Select Committee of the Legislative Council, held in October ? J could not have given
evidence then.
2747. In support of the amending Bill which is now before the Legislative Assembly ? I went away in
July, and did not return until November, so f could not have done it.
2748. lias your company at any time brought forward the evidence that you wish to bring forward now?
No ; but I have made tho statement that we never had Mr. M'Kiuucy’s contradiction, which bo gave tiie
other day when he said that he would not believe in the permanency of the lake. He said he would not
believe the statements from his own department, or anyone else,thatfc hat lake would last four years; and
that is not a matter of belief, hut of actual fact.
2749. Did you not know that Air. M'Kinney doubled the permanence of that supply when you had that
Select Committee ? Yes.
2750. Yet you did not bring that evidence before the Select Committee ? The Select Committee stopped
the inquiry because they were quite satisfied. IVc did not think that Mr. M'Kinney would say that lie
believed nobody, not even fbe officers in bis own department.
i
2751. You say you constructed two dams? 1 did.
2752. How many men did you employ on that work ? Seven or eight.
2753. How long did it take you to do it ? AYe were there nine weeks altogether. AVe cut a trench near
the old dam that I have been speaking of. which was made by Pedroga. We did this to let the water in,
because that would have kept the water out, and we deepened the whole cutting for a mile, right into
the lake.
2754. "What was the composition of the stuff you made tho dam of ? Bags of sand and wool-bales of sand—
wool-hales at the bottom, and hags afterwards, and then loose earth thrown in and rammed on the face.
2755. Are you aware that it has been sworn on oath that that has washed away since ? I have not heard
such evidence.
■
2756. If I told you that it has been sworn on oath Hint that has been washed away, would you believe it ?
I would not. 1 am not aware of any flood that could have washed it away,'
v
2757. Mr. Langwell^] You said you constructed two dams across the channel, between the two lakes ?
I did.
■
275S. That was in 1SS6, was it not ? No, in 1S90. There was one made in 1S8G, hut-that was made by
Pedroga, for the station.
■
2759. Do you know if Lake Speculation ivas dry previous to the construction of the dam in 1886? Yes.
2760. Perfectly dry ? Yes.
,»
■
2761.
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2761. Pedroga built that dam for Kinchega Station ? For Mr. Hughes, of Kinchcga.
Mr.
2762. You stated that if one dam was to break away the other would hold the water? It would. It was H" Stockdale.
almost impossible for the second dam to give way, for it was partly constructed by the wash of the waves ''fT"'
of Lake Menindie towards this cutting. It brought sand like Stephen’s Creek would do, and lodged it for 16
1892over 50 yards, and made a natural impediment gradually, aud we had very little to do with it. There
was only a foot to put on the top of it when I left, and since that the water has fallen by evaporation
and there could he no water to run over it.
’
2763. "Which was the larger one of the two? The one we constructed.
2761. Next Lake Speculation ? Yes.
2765. Do you know that if two dams are erected across a channel and the first breaks away there is much
more pressure upon the second ? Yes, but there would be no pressure of water if it was dead level
between the two.
2766. If there is sufficient force of water on the face of the first dam, which you say is the stronger dam,
coming from Lake Speculation, to break it away, do you not think the force of water would carry away
the second dam ? I mean the higher dam, not the stronger. The wash of the waves had made a natural
hank as it were.
2767. Do you not think that if there was sufficient force of water to carry away the first dam, the pres
sure would be more on the second dam, and would break that away too—one being high and steep, and
the other made by the wash of the waves ? But look at the natural bank that was there before the cutting
was made. The wash of the waves has really made the bank. It was impossible almost to break it awav:
and there was no water to go over it.
'
2/68. Have you got the amount of the cost of the erection of those two dams ? I sent it down to our
people.
2769. You do not know what the cost of the erection of the two dams was ? I do not know from memory
I know it went into a good round- sum.
^’
2770. There is a good main road between Menindie and Broken Hill ? There is.
2771. A good deal of traffic on it ? No, very little traffic. It was really a station-road.
2772. There has been a considerable amount of traffic ever since Broken Hill was opened out ? No. One
road went by Mt. G-ipps, and the coach and nearly all the traffic went that wav, as it was the recognised
road, and Mr. Hughes objected to their going to his tanks, and this road is not' a regular traffic-road but
a station-road.
2773. There is a considerable amount of traffic on the road ? It is getting bigger every day as the coach
has been taken that way lately.
J
’
2774. You saw Mr. M’.Kinney leaving Menindie ? I did.
2775. You are not certain whether you left the same day or not ? I would not like to swear that.
2776. ion saw hiai in Broken Hill? I did.
2777. The journey would only take yon half a day, or a little more ? It takes about fourteen hours.
2/78. You have already sworn that you saw tho tracks of the buggy that Mr. M’Kinney was in all tho
way aloug tho road P I did not say all the way, I said he may have left it in places2779. Are you prepared to swear that no other vehicle had crossed that track during the time 9 I would
not think of doing that.
2780. Still you swear that you followed the track of Mr. M‘Kinney’s huggv ? I am positive
When you get. the track of a certain buggy and look ont sharply, you can tell if there has been another
buggy. Mr. M Kinney’s conveyance was more like a waggonette.
2781. You are not prepared to swear that another buggy had not crossed the track, and there is no chance
or your being mistaken P I would not swear that, but there is not much chance of my being mistaken
i would not swear that nobody else crossed the track iu any part of the road.
’
2782. What is the distance of the pipe-line from the main road at the farthest point ? Perhaps 4 or 5
miles. It is a good way from the road nearly the whole distance, hut sometimes you can find a peg rmht
at the road. There are several places where a peg stands close to the road.
2783. In giving evidence about the Stephen’s Creek reservoir you said that you thought the evaporation
and soakage would he equal to half? I think so in that particular place.
2784. You also say that the whole of the drainage at Broken Hill runs into Stephen’s Creek ? I think it
does. There are a few people living near the railway station, and their drainage would go the other way
but the hulk goes mto the crock.
‘’
2785. Into the reservoir ? Yes.
2/86. "You are quite certain that the drainage is running into the creek, and not running tlie other wav ‘
I reel satisfied or that. _ I. know it is down hill, and drainage usually goes down hill.
'
2787. You know that it is easy to mistake the wav in which water runs in the back countrv9 1 knov
that the fall is that way.
- *
2/88. I here is no fall the other way ? There maybe a slight fall the other way in certain places bu
I am sure the tall is the way I have said.
2789. Even allowing that the drainage of Broken Hill is running into Stephen’s Creek above the presen
reservoir could it not be easily diverted to go below where the reservoir is ? I think it is possible bu
not at all an easy matter.
1
’
2790. You have seen the dam in Stephen’s Creek since it has been completed? I have.
279V oi t;hl“k
if the creck were t0 nm for a week there would be 1,000.000 tons of silt iu th<
creek? I think the whole creek would be silted. When I said 1,000,000 tons I meant an enormoui
quantity which you could not struggle against. I feel satisfied that there would ho nothius but sand
except the soakage water.
2792. You stated that you knew tho creek thoroughly well ? I do,
2793. You know where it runs out? I have not been on the spot, but I have looked over it. I knov
the big plain or cotton-bush.
2791. TV ill you tell the Committee where it is ? It is not on Mr. Hughes’ run, hut on Nettalie' I know
it is a big spread of cotton-bush aud nice grazing country, hut it is lost as regards water. I think there
is a big reservoir or something made by the statioii, if 1 remember rightly, to catch the water when it is
there, so as to impouDcI a big supply to last three, four, or five years,
2705, That is at the very outlet of ’Stephen’s Creek ? Tes,
'
093—M
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2/06. Can you tell the Committee what becomes of this enormous quantity of silt—is all this silt deposited
,H. Stockdale. a£ (-]le outlet of the creek ? No, it is not. If it were, there would be no silt to run in the reservoir,
2797. You say you have seen Stephen’s Creek at flood time P Yes._
_
16 ieb., 1802. oygg, You know it runs at a very rapid rate? Yes, but this plain is really a silt plain. lam only
speaking from my belief. I have not watched the actual running of the water there and tested it, but it
is all new made ground, and the grass grows there in great luxuriance. If there had not been a filling
up there, there would be a natural lake there. I think there has been the basin of a lake, and this large
plain or flat has been produced by silting, and every flood carries silt there.
2709. "What do you think would be about the distance in a straight line from Broken Hill to where the
Stephen’s Creek empties itself on Nettalie ? I could not form any idea—perhaps dO or 60 miles.
2800. Or less ? It may be less. It is a very inconsiderable distance.
.
.
2801. You can form an idea on your own evidence of the amount of silt that must be deposited in tbe
creek ? Between Broken Hill and that part there must be a tremendous lot. All the way up the creek
in places you can see great barriers of sand.
_
2802. Ho you not find that in all that country wherever there is a creek running P More or less you do,
but no creek that I ever sawr was as bad. as Stephen’s Creek.
_
,
2803. But of all the creeks in that part of the country Stephen’s Creek is the most rapid whenever there
is water running in it ? Yes.
2804. You have seen dams erected ou other creeks in that part of the country ? I have, I dare say, but
not to observe them particularly.
.
2805. Have you ever known dams silt up in one year P No. I do not know definitely of any other
dams in that part of the country. I know there are more tanks.
_
2806. Ho you know the tanks are all in the natural water-courses ? They silt terribly.
2807. To the same extent ? Silt catchments have to be built and they fill up. I was present when people
were trying patents to clear out the silt not long ago, the same as was shown at the agricultural show here,
and they could not get the silt out with them,
2808. By a silting catchment, do you mean a small receiving tank in front? Yes. One good rain will
sometimes fill them.
_
.
_
2809. Sometimes they last two or three years before they are filled ? Yes, but sometimes with a violent
sudden rain they will fill in one season.
_
_
2810. M.r. Smith.] You accompanied Mr. James on his survey ? I did.
_ .
2811. Ho you know why it was not taken direct from Broken Hill to Lake Speculation ? I do.
2812. Was not an error of direction made which was put right by the manager of Kinchega run P No, I
swear that—it was an error that was put right by me.
2813. Mr. James, your engineer, did make a mistake ? Yes. He mistook some smoke for the smoke of
the stacks at Broken Hill. It was rather a bad day, and he went a little on one side. That made a slight
bend. We discussed the matter. Afterwards, the manager for Mr. Hughes showed me what I said was
the real smoke, but the work had been done then.
_
_
2814. How far where you from Broken Hill when you first discovered the mistake ? At Makulka Station,
which is, I suppose, 23 or 24 miles from Broken Hill. It is only a slight error—going a little to one side
or the other.
_
_
2815. Mr. M?Lachlan.] Only the company could be affected? Only they, I do not think it made a
difference of 5 feet in the levels.
_
2816. Mr. Smith!] Ho you know the cost of the dams constructed by the company ? I think they ran
into about £400, speaking roughly.
2817. Mr. MlLachlan.] About Mr. Jobson saying that these dams were washed away. I see he merely
said he heard it ? The company or myself had a telegram from the manager of Mr. Hughes’ station
saying that the dam that I made burst. That took me back again. I found that was a mistake ; the dam
had not burst, but was standing when I went back. The telegram is on record here.
2818. Mr. Smith.] At what time did yon leave Menindie to go to Broken Hill? About 4 or 5 o’clock
in the morning. The coach leaves very early.
2819. Was it not a little after 3 ? Sometimes it leaves as early as that.
2820. Was it daylight when you left ? Yes, I remember it quite well.

Sidney: Charles Potter, Goiemment Printer.—1802.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

BROKEN HILL WATER SUPPLY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
(PETITION FROM THE BROKEN HILL AND DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY COMPANY (LIMITED) OF
SYDNEY, AGAINST.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 3 February, 1892.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales in
Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the Broken Hill and District "Water Supply Company (Limited) of
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,—
EnsrKoxi'uLi.v a.\d Huitblv Showeth,—

'

_ 1. That a Bill has been introduced into this Honorable House, in pursuance of leave in that
behalf given, intituled, “A Bill to amend the Broken Hill Water Supply Act, and to make better provision
for the supply of water within the District of Broken Hill aud Silverton,” and such Bill has been referred
to a Select Committee for consideration and a report.
2, That your Petitioners are the promoters of the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act of
1888, which said Act provided for a permanent water supply for the township of Broken Hill and District
from Lakes Speculation and Menindie, with recourse to the river Darling in ease of necessity.
8. That your Petitioners lately introduced into the Legislative Council a Bill to extend the time
for completing the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Company's (Limited) works, and to amend
the Broken Hill and District Water Supply Act of 1888, which said Bill has passed through the Legis
lative Council, after being referred to and favourably reported on by tbe Select Committee appointed to
consider and report on the same, and is now set down for second reading in your Honorable House.
4. That since the passing of the said Act your Petitioners have incurred expenses in conserving
water in Lake Speculation, and as a result of their so doing there is now a large quantity of good fresh
water conserved in such lake.
•
5. That your Petitioners have incurred largo expense in and about the promotion of their Bill now
before your Honorable House and in arrangements to cany on the works proposed by their said Act,
and that the Bill of (he said Broken Hill Water Supply (Limited) will injuriouslv affect and prejudice
your Petitioners.
*
'
_
_ 6. That the price which the said Broken Hill Water Supply (Limited) are entitled to charge the '
inhabitants of Broken Hill for water under their Act is excessive, and very much higher than the rate
which your Petitioners are empowered under their Act to levy on the townspeople, and your Petitioners
respectfully claim that the Bill referred to in the first paragraph hereof will be prejudicial to tbe interests
of tbe residents in tbe township and district of Broken Hill.
'
Tour Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will be pleased not to pass the
Broken Hill Water Supply Act Amendment Bill mto law.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.

[ILcrt follow 3 signatures.']

[s<0
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BROKEN HILL WATER SUPPLY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
(PETITION FROM THE BROKEN HILL AND DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY COMPANY (LIMITED) OF
SYDNEY, PRAYING FOR LEAVE TO APPEAR IN PERSON, OR BY SOLICITOR OR COUNSEL,
BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 3 February, 1892.

To the Houorable the Speaker nncl Members of the Legislative 'Assembly of New South "Wales in
Parliament assembled.
The humble P’etition of the Broken Hill aud District Water Supply Company (Limited) of
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,—
liESl’l-CT.ru LLT A If]) HUMUT.T SlIOWETII TO TOUIt HONORA BLK "HOUS I!

1. That a Bill has been introduced into your Honorable House, iu pursuance of leave in that
behalf given, intituled, “ A Bill to amend tho Broken Hill Water Supply Act, and to make better
provision for tbe supply of water within the district of Broken Hill and Silverton.”
2. That such Bill has been referred to a Select Committee appointed by your Honorable Houre
for consideration and report.
__
3. That your Petitioners being largely interested in tbe questions to be considered by such Select
Committee, your Petitioners are advised that it is desirable that they should be represented before such
Select Committee.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will be pleased to grant
them permission to appear before the said Select Committee, in person, or by solicitor or counsel, and,
if necessary, to adduce such evidence and send for such persons and papers as your Petitioners may be
advised, together with power to examine and cross-examine witnesses called before the said Committee.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.,
[Here follow 3 signatures.']

[3<L]
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ARTESIAN BORING.
(REPORT BY Mb. J. W. BOELTBEE, OFFICER IV CHARGli EOR WATER CONSERVATION RESPECTING.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to he printed, Ls£ Lalruary, 1S92.

The Officer-in-CIiarge, Water Conservation, to The Under Secretary for Mines and
Agriculture.
Water Conservation, Department of Mines,
r _
Sydney, 23 November, 1891.
Memo.—This report was commenced by tho direction of the late Minister, and was
submitted to him in an incomplete form before lie left office. He directed that it
should be printed. I beg now to submit it for the information of the Minister, As
I think the matter is of great public interest, perhaps tbe Minister would consent
to lay it upon the Table of the House:—J.W.B., 23/11/91.
Submitted—H.W., 23/1I/91.

Approved.—T.M.S., 25/11/91.

Roiiisa for artesian water has only within a recent period become an industry in this Colony, and it is
now attracting some attention not only from scientific but also from economie'points of view.”
So little eoncornintr it is known generally that it may perhaps he of interest to give briefly a
general idea of what has been effected in other countries before distinctly referring to the efforts made iu
this direction in our own colony.

Antiquity of ’Boring,
.Roring for artesian water is an industry that can be traced to remote periods, and the modern
method may be said to he an application of steam power to the means used for ages by the Chinese, and
which were first known and used in Europe in tho province.of Artois, “ intle drrivaturf tlie word artesian.
There are evidences of artesian borings of great age in Asia Minor, Persia. Egypt. China. Algeria,
and the Great Sahara Desert. At Aire, in the province of Artois, Prance, there is a well that has nowbeen flywing for upwards of a century to a height of 11 feet above the curb, and another dating from the
12th Century in the Carthusian Monastery, at Hallers, which has been flowing ever since it was sunk. It
was not, however, until the celebrated wells at Crenelle and Passy, near Paris, were undertaken that
attention was fully directed to the question, and many improvements, both in the tools and svstem of
working, introduced.
'

Notable Bores.

*

4

.
The Grenelle well is a remarkable example of the patience and skill required to cope with the
difficulties and risks incidental to boring operations.' It was commenced at the Abattoirs by an engineer
named Mulct in, 1832, and it was not until 1
after ten years of incessant work, that artesian water
was tapped, at a depth of 1,799 feet, and rose above the curb.' When a depth of 1.254 feet was reached
an accident oecurrdd, which had nearly the effect of causing the abandonment of the work; over 200 feet
of the rods broke and fell to the bottom of the hole, and it was not until fifteen months had been
expended in “fishing and other devices that they were recovered. The Proncli Government was so
discouraged that when the depth of 1,000 feet was reached the abandonment of the bore was again mooted;
but, in deference to strongly-expressed scientific advice, it was continued, until, at the depth stated, the rods
suddenly dropped, and the water rose at the rate of S(i4,000 gallons per diem, from an 8-inch bore;
previously im boro for artesian water had exceeded 1,000 feet. Subsequent to this efforts were made in the
Rhenish provinces, by German engineers, who introduced many improvements in the tools, more notably
that now known as tho “jars,'1 with a view to tapping the sources of their numerous brine springs, the
most remarkable of this class,_ perhaps, being the Salt Well at Kissengcu. in Bavaria, from which the
water rises from a depth of 1,878 feet to a height of 58 feet above the curb. It is alleged that this is due
rather to carbonic acid gaa generated at the junction of the limestone and gypsum formations than ta
hydrostatic pressure.
'
. Ini SGOthe Municipality of Paris let a contract for an artesian well at Passy to the German
engineer, Kind, who commenced operations with n hole of nearly 4 feet diameter, using ail trepan,’1 or
bit of special construction. A depth of over 1,700 feet was readied, when tbe upper portion of the boring
collapsed, filling up the hole. Operations wrcre resumed, and the bore was contracted to a diameter of
2 feet 4.inches, and at a depth of 1,004 feel a supply, which quickly increased to 5,500,000 gallons per
diem, was struck ; this enormous supply is thrown'to a height of 54’feet above the surface. The cost of
this well, which was commenced in 1855, and completed in 1861, amounted to nearly £40,000,
In
addition, two other wells arc worthy of mention: That at La Clmppcllc, 5 feet 7 inches iu diameter,
abandoned at a depth of 1,745 feet; and that at the Butte aux Cailles, G feet in diameter, the details of
which I have been unable to obtain. These, together with numerous other wells, varying from 300 to
400 feet deep, are sunk in what is known as the Paris Basin. The equal temperature of these waters,
nearly SO. degrees, would tend to-show their common source. A section of the wells at Passy and
Grenelle is furnished. [See A.pgiendices 1 aud 2.]
457—A
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Deepest Bore in the World.
To Prussia belongs the credit of the deepest bore in the world, namely, 4,315 feet, at Schladcbaek,
near Kotschau, on the Lcipsic-Corbetha Hallway, commenced at a diameter of 11 inches, and contracted
to ] -SS inches : it was sunk with a view of testing for coal. The strata pierced wore as follows
Alluvial,
1G feet; clay, GG feet; sandstone, 459 feet; anhydrite, 59 feet; magnesium limestone, 144 feet; gypsum,
30 feet ■ anhydrite, 295 feet; marl slate, 3 feet; sandstone, 3,435 feet.

Other Deep Bores.
Other deep bores may be enumerated—Uomnitz, nearWcttin, 3,287 feet: Probot Jesar, near IVlecklenburg, 3,957 feet ; Spercuberg, near Berlin, 4,173 feet; Umsenberg, near Strassl'urt, 4,242 feet; Leith,
Elmshorn. in Holstein. 4.390 feet. That at Sperenberg was sunk for the purpose of obtaining a supply
of rock salt, and its extraordinary depth was reached without passing through the stratum of rock salt,
which proved to be of the wonderful thickness of 3,900 feet. Hone of the artesian wells m England or
America eau approach these depths, in England few exceed 1,000 foet; and. it is more particularly in
London aud its environs that success has been attained.

English Bores.
A formation of mesozoic chalk underlies London, forming what is known as tho London Basin ;
aud this has been, practically speaking, riddled with borings, ft may not be generally known, but the
sources of the Hew Bivcr, which is one of the feeders of the London Water Supply, derive their origin
from artesian wells at Am well and Chatfield, yielding some 4,500,000 gallons per diem, The Bank of
England, the fountains in Trafalgar Square, and the House of Commons are all supplied by artesian
wells, and several of the'prisons arc supplied from the same source. At Sion House there is a well
G5i) feet deep, the water rising 4 feet over the curb. Several breweries and the Kentish Town Waterworks
derive their supplies from artesian wells—the latter having a well 900 feet deep. The London Jute Company
have a notable well at Ponders End, yielding also a large artesian supply. At many places on the southern
mid eastern coasts artesian wells exist, extending as far north as Bourne, in Lincolnshire, ^ hero a ^cll
95 feet deep yields a supply under sufficient pressure to reach the tallest houses; these are known as
“ Blow TV ells’1 in the locality. The well at Bourne was bored through Oolitic strata to a depth of 95 feet,
with a hole of the diameter of 4 inches. Below the alluvial a limestone formation 32 feet thick was met
with, and continued until a stratum of hard rock was met with, G feet thick, upon passing through which
tbe tool suddenly dropped 2 feet., and a supply yielding 5(17,000 gallons per diem rose to a height of 40 feet
above the curb. It, is a notable fact that the great number of wells m the London Basin have had the
effect of reducing the flow to such an extent that wells which were flowing a few years since have now to
be pumped

Algerian Bores.

In Algeria, and the Sahara boring has been practised from time immemorial, and of late years
immense strides have been made by the French engineers, by whom a very large number of wells have
been put down, with tbe effect of rapidly fertilising and populating portions of this and region. Artesian
wells have, as 1 have said, existed for ages in this huge ocean of sand, but sunk by tbe primitive means
available to Hie Arabs rmd cased witb hollowed palm loga. they have not been lasting, and in time have
caved in the flow has ceased, all vegetation has perished from the lack of water, and some of the oases
have disappeared in toto. As far back as 1856, the French engineer, M. Bus, first commenced operations
in Oned Biz a district of the Sahara, in the province of Constantine, and obtained a well yielding the
enormous supply of 1,278,000 gallons daily. This well is cal led by the Arabs ‘’The Pounl am of Peace. The
energy of M. Bus and the military nuihorities have been untiring, and it is reported on 1st October,
ISSot that there were in existence 114 artesian wells belonging to the French military authorities and
492 belonging to the Arabs, yielding the enormous aggregate supply of 80,975,000 gallons daily. I he
oases' are again fertile. The wealth of the Oned Biz has increased five-fold since the first well was drilled,
and the production of dates is enormous. In seven years three villages and oases have sprung into
existence at Oum, in the north of the Oned Biz, at Sidi Tallin, and Ayata watered by nine flowing
veils yieldin'1, a supply of 8,477,000 gallons per diem, and it may be stated that 50 miles of ditches are
formed for the utilisation of these supplies'. The transformation produced by artesian water upon the
sandhills of A Igeria is described by tbe distinguished French engineer, M. Touruel. as amazing. In Austria,
Boumania, and Galicia boring has been carried on to a very large extent, and many of the practical drillers
now in tho Colony have gained some of their experience in those countries. The conditions are, I understand,
widelv different, and the borings for the most part undertaken in search of oil.

American Bores.
In America the petroleum industry speedily brought boring to the front, and directed attention to the
vast supplies of Phreatic waters available (</v>e«p—a well) ; the importance of the results attained have been
fully recognised, the information regarding tbe wells has been carefully collated by the department dealing
with it and a wonderful fund of knowledge has t Hereby been made available. Artesian w'ells are reckoned
in America by thousands, extending from Montana and BorthDakota to the southern port ions oi Texas. Jn
Horth and South Dakota, TTvoming, Nebraska," Colorado, Kansas, Idaho, California, Nevada, New'
Mexico, and Texas, and the Llano Estacado their numbers are incredible. From a recent map 1 see there
are about 2,000 artesian wells alone in the San Luis Talley; in .a small area surrounding Denver about 32o
are charted ; aud from the Bio Grande to the Brazos Kiver tho country is dotted with them.

Notable American Bores.
.
So far as I can ascertain, great depths are rare, and tho most notable wells are those at Louisville
Kentucky, depth 2,086 feet, with a supply of nearly 1,000,000 gallons daily ; that at Chicago, oyer 1,000
feet deep, yielding 800,000 gallons daily ; that at St. Louis, Missouri, the bore of which was carried down
nearly three-quarters of a mile in depth, but only reaching brine, was abandoned that at Charleston
was sunk 1,250 feet; yielding but a limited supply; that at Lampasas,in NTcwMexico,yielamg the enormous
supply of 4,000,000 gallons daily.
.
In the great basin embracing the Utah Territory the Mormon authorities report 1,<94 flowing
wells, and that an area of 1,193 acres is entirely irrigated by this moans.
In the San Joacquin Valley, California, there are some 3,000.
Ia
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In Deseret there are 2,0fl0 wells, with an area of 8,000 acres irrigated solely from this source.
In Korn County, California, Isa remarkable group of wells within a well-defined area of 18 by Idmiles, yielding the aggregate simply of 61,000,000 gallons per diem.
.
To the discovery of artesian water the rapid settlement and reclamation of the Great American
Desert, comprising the U.donido, Mojave, Death’s Valley, Antelope Valley, and Armagosa Deserts and the
Puramint "Waste is to a very large extent due.
In the Mojave District, the average rainfall of which is from 2 to 6 inches per annum, the South
Pacific liailroad Company bored an artesian well and obtained a good supply. From this start many
wells were bored, tbe land cultivated and improved, aud “ from this section of the Mojave District, whose
aridity has been so notorious, the wheat was harvested iu the summer of 1890 that took the prize at the
Countv Pair over the competition of all Southern California.”
'in the A.ntAopc Valiev, since 1889, 7,000 acres have been brought under cultivation, irrigated by
five artesian wells, with a flow from .each ranging from 50,000 to 200,000 gallons per diem. It is slated that
fifty years ago the border of this desert district was nearly 1,000 miles eastward of its present boundary,
and many hundred miles to the north.
....
j
i i
' Tbe reclamation of this and the Algerian deserts is a striking instance of what can be done by the
aid of artesian wells, and distincly encourages us to perseverance in our inceptive efforts, and opens out a
vista of possibilities for our north-western districts, where the enormous Cretaceous area is known to exist.
Jin Utah artesian water is to some extent used for the irrigation of grass lands and *Alfalfa crops,
but such use is considered justifiable only under conditions of large and deep-seated supplies, since it is more
to special crops and the intense cultivation of orchards, &c., or limited areas, that it is really applied.
Irrigation from this source is not general in Utah in its application, the supplies obtained in many
instances being only sufficient to irrigate from 2 to :J acres, or for domestic use.
To7/in Supplies.
Artesian wafer is, further, an important factor in the provision of water supplies for the American
country towns, 2G per cent, of them deriving tlieir supplies from artesian and underground sources, the
most notable of which is Boise, Idaho, where five wells are sunk in close proximity to each other, discharg
ing into a reservoir, situated above the town, 200 feet by 50 feet by 8 feet, holding 550,000 gallons, and
which can he filled by the united flow of the five wells in about twelve hours. The pressure will throw
water through an inch nozzle to a height of S3 feet. Tho population of the town is 5,000.
Collection of Information.
Ilccognising its importance, therefore, great pains have been taken to define the areas of artesian
basins, and to collect information of a character of value to science, respecting the temperature, volume
or flow, chemical character, hydrostatic pressure, and the strata bored, through. The collation of this
information is dealt with by a department in "Washington, in a special branch, by tbe Artesian Underflow
and Irrigation Investigation Agent, with a staff of engineers, geologists, field agents, draftsmen, compilers,
&c. In addition to this, the control and construction is considered to be of sufficient importance and
moment to be the subject of legislation by more than one of the States.
.
1
Legislation.
Jn Dakota an Act was passed in 1839 ‘‘to provide for the sinking of artesian wells and the
construction of watercourses therefrom’’; and by it the Probate Judge of each county is made Artesian
Well Commissioner. The provisions are briefly :—Upon application from ten freeholders for the sinking
of a public well, and upon deposit of a description of the laud to be benefited, the Commissioner
appoints three viewers, who inspect the site, and after examination report. If the report is favourable to
the well any claims for damage, &c., that may be put forward, are paid out of the County Treasury. The
report accepted, survey and levels are taken by tbe county surveyor, and the Commissioner advertises for
" tenders to contract for the work. A Board of assessment composed of certain local officials is appointed,
who, after estimating the cost of construction, levy an assessment, which is limited, upon_ ratable property,
known as the Artesian "Well Fund. The State subsidizes the fund by a contribution of one-tenth of the
cost, of the well and channels. The proportion of the cost to be borne by the various towns to be benefited
is assessed, the amounts to be paid by any town not to exceed a quarter of the cost. Assessments may
be raised or lowered according to requirements. The balance of the provisions relates to the safeguards
for collection and disbursement of funds.
In South Dakota an Act was-passed in 1S90 to “encourage the construction of artesian wells,”
whereby landowners or leaseholders or corporations are empowered to sink artesian wells upon such
land as'may be held by them for the purpose of power or agricultural purposes, and for any purpose for
which such wafer can be used. Right to survey and construct channels is given, which may not bebrought within 15 rods of any dwelling without consent, aud such channels may be on the shortest and
most\lirect route obtainable, and may cross "public roads. Claims for damage are settled by a jury of
appeal. The site of the well, route selected, and surveyed for the channels, is registered. Owners of
land through which the water flows may use the same on payment of rental to "be flxed by the County
Commissioner. 'Water-rights arc sold with the land. Water flowing over a road* is reserved for the use
of the public under the same terms required in the use of surplus water flowing across private land.Proposed Legislation,
In the draft of the proposed Colorado Irrigation Code, Article 12, is defined “ .Subterranean and
Artesian Wells.” It declares that water'channels and courses with flow in them, found beneath the surface
not already appropriated, are public property, and are dedicated to tbe use of the people of the State.
Records are to be supplied to the County Clerk of the sinking and character of all artesian wells, of the
stratum passed, volume of water, &c., and all details of importance. Bored wells are to be properly
cased to prevent escape of water; proper appliances to be used to' arrest or regulate tbe flow. Every
person complying with these provisions, and using the water for beneficial uses, shall be deemed to have
appropriated them to the extent to which the same shall be so applied. ATo person controlling an
artesian well shall suffer tbe water to flow to waste. This last proposed enactment .appears very much to
the point, and the provisions are absolutely necessary.
•
Queensland
Note.—Alfalfa is one of the most prolific and fattening of fodder plants.
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Queensland Government Bores.

.

In Queensland the success of the operations under the Hydraulic Engineer andhy priraic firms has
been marked, and wells have been bored yielding enormous supplies, the more notable ones being:—
Barcaldine, G91 feet deep, yields 175,000 gallons per diem ; temperature, 102 degrees. Cost, £1,340.
Saltern, 97S feet deep, yields 17.200 gallons per diem; temperature, 115 degrees. Cost. £1,459.
Blaekall, 1,663 feet deep, yields 300,000 gallons per diem ; temperature, 119 degrees. Cost, £5,074.
Tambo, 1,002 feet deep, yields 200.000 gallons per diem ; temperature, 9S degrees. Cost, £1.544.
Cunnamulla, 1,402 feet deep, yields 540,000 gallons per diem : temperature 106 degrees. Cost,£2,316.
Buck Creek, ISO 1'cct deep, yields 72.000 gallons per diem : temperature, 70 degrees.
Charleville,! ,370 feet deep, yields 3,000,000 gallons per diem; temperature, 106 degrees. Cost, £1,641.
Bogantungun, small fiow.
'
Bacccourse, 1,7S1 feet deep, yields 8.228 gallons per diem ;. temperature, SS degrees.
Mucliadilia, 3,262 feet deep, yields 23,000 gallons per diem ; temperature, 124 degrees.
Mackinlay, 1,002 fccc, yields 350.000 gallons per diem.
Queensland Private Bores.
Name of Bore.

Pressure
per diem Tempera
per square
Depth infect* Yield
ture
in Gallons.
inch at
Fahrenheit. surface.
lb.

o

4S)G

Remarks.

p

o

and whether overflowing not stated.
Albilbah...... ..................................
Aiioe
............................ .
Aramac, Ho. 1 .............................
Do
No. 2 ............................
Bowen Downs, No. ) .................
Do
No. 2 .................
Do
No. 3 ..................
Tinvenda .....................................
"tiuiranbiUa, . ...............................
Caiwarra.........................................
Corcena ........................................
J)o
Do
Do

........................................
.......................................
.........................................

Do
........................................
Dalzell’s Bore, Newaib tilock,
Coreena.
Darr Hirer Downs, No. 1 .........
Do
No. 2........
Do
No. 3..........
Do
No. 4.........
Nvora.............................................
Purser's selection bore, 7 miles
northerly from Barcaldine.
l^rascL' and McLachlati’s bore,
JJarcaldiue.
Home Creek .................................
TCungic Lake.................................
Llanrheidol ................................
Lansdowno.....................................
Malvern Hills ..............................
Manfred Downs No. 1 .................
Do
No. 2................
Do
No. 3.................
Do
No. 4..................
Do
No. o..................
Do
No. fi..................
Do
No. 7..................
Do
No. S................
Do
No, 9..............
Do
No. 10 ..............
Murweli.........................................
Nooiama, No, 1..............................
Do No. 2.............................
Do No. 3..................................
Northampton Downs .................
Richmond Downs, No. 1..............
Do
' No. 2..............
Saltern Cl cek, No. 1...................
Do
No. 2....................
Do
No. 3.........................
Tara, Cudmorc’s selection, about
20 miles westerly from Barealdine.
'Itiurulgoona, No. 1......................
Do
No. 2.........................
Do '
No. 3.....................

2,145
050
1.011
970
1,374
1,112
1,000
1,811
1.S10
300

i 06,000
2,000,000
1,750,000
493,600
1,500.000
SG-L00Q
Good supply.
4,000,000
10,080
25,000

285
450
750

Small snnnly.

Xo particulars to hand.
Overflowing.
do
do
do
do

25
39
70

SL
09
90
103

Water rises to within CO feet of surface.
1*24
do
Water rises to within 4 feet of surface ;
supply pumped.
Not overfloiving.

40,000

004
1,350
1,100

i rion^m
350.000
150,000

2,007

20,000

1,007
2,700
800
2,030
1,175

40,000
50,000
4,800
43,000
600,000

700

200,000

1,700
1,255

100,000
500,000

1
i

Originally water rose to within 40 feet of
surface ; now it stands 12 feet from the
suiface: supply pumped.
Go
do
Supply pumped ; water brackish; rose to
70 feet from surface*
Supply pumped.
Overflowing.
Pumping.
Overflow hiCf,
do
.

107

no

do
do
Ovoiflowing, about 45 miles S.W. from
Cumiamulla,

no

2,485
177
128
80
210
200
ns
078
700
707
733
1,230
1,502
1,650
1.032
1,334
4S0
1,130
1,005
1,070
2,003

22,000
12,000
14,000
10.000
20,000
i elooo
50,000
525 i 000
200,000
250.000
140,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
3,456,000
25,000
LCOO.OOO
i|2oo|ooo
175,000
220,000
600,000
250,000

1,270
1*440
1,610

177,000
30 000
200,' 000

'

Overflowing.
do
do
do

-

Overflowing.
10G
no
102
IIS
OS
112

200

110

200

90
02
108
113
J2S

112
102
.103

do
do

31

49

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Overflowing,

Xote*—From the Queensland Hydraulic Engineers Kcport for 1891.
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Queensland Private Pores—continued.
Name oi Bore.

’

Do

Do
Uandfi,
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

No. S.....................
NTo. 0......................
No. 1............................
Xo. 2 .............................
No. 3
.........................
No.
No.
No
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No
No.
No.

5.............................
(S ...........................
7
........................
8..............................
!1..............................
10 ............................
11 ............................
12 .............................
13.............................
14 ...........................
15............................
10..............................

Do
Do
Do
Do No. 18...........................
Warenda., Xo, 2 .........................
Do
No. 4 ........................
No. 5 .........................
Do
Wcelzunurra ...................... ...........

prr diem
Depth n feet. Yield
in Gallons.

718
331
1,520
334V
362
248
307
280
2961
99.11
slOSH
513
525
GOG
(>50
380

36,000

8,000
1,500,000

100,000
100,000

00,000
120,000
100,000
120,000
30.000

■»

Overflowing slightly ; supply mitnped.
Overflowing when first tapped, but water
since receded ; salt water.
Overflowing.
do
do
do
Water rises to within 23 feet of surface.
Overflowing.
W ater rises to within 3*") feet of surface.
Overflowing.
do.

108

00
90
90

Itomarks.

lb.

40,000

30
Water rises to within 30 feet of surface.

150,000

200,000

250
184
511
715
1,5S0

70,000
150,000
750AOO
150,000

200

102

40,000

60(000
50,000
70.000

360

Pressure
Tempera per
square
ture
inch at
Fahrenheit. surface.

90,
90
SO
SO

1131

150

Particulars not to hand.
Overfloiving.
do
do
do

Note —From the Queensland Hydraulic Engineer's Ro]>ort for 1S91,

JVt> Legislation in Queensland.
As in our own colony, the work in Queensland is yot comparatively in ils infancy. There is no
legislation dealing with these works in existence. Although the necessity aud importance of it has been
recognised, and a short hill introduced in which there were,clauses dealing with the regulation of the flow
from arlesiim bores, it was thrown out by tbe Upper House after some debate on these very clauses. The
•Gfovcrnment artesian wells being used for tho purposes of watering stock, the question of irrigation from
them has apparently not been considered. Hegulating-valvcs are used at the (xovermnent bores, but J am
not aware of any legislation compelling their use by private individuals, nor am 1 aware if such are used.
/ 'ieioria.
In Viet oria. boring for artesian water appears to have been carried out wi th more or less success, the
oldest and most known of these works being the artesian well at Sale, The first bore bore was put down
in 1880 1o a depth of 234 feet at a cost of £180, tbe casing used being 100 feet of 4 inch, and 234 feet of
2-1- inch, the flow from the 2J- easing rising Hi feet above the curb yielded a supply from 1,200 to 1,500
gallons per hour. Tho water was unsuited for domestic purposes, and although used by the railway depart
ment for some time for locomotive purposes its use. was eventually discontinued. The water, essentially
saline and containing 40 grains of salt to the gallon, exercised such an effect upon the casing that it
became necessary to recasc tbe bore. This was done, but within eigbieen months if again became necessary
to insert fresh piping which lasted about two years. The boro is now abandoned, and I understand has
choked ami ceased to flow. The strata pierced was clay and sand in alternate bands, and when thewater
was first struck leaves and pieces of wood or lignite were thrown up for several days. It is very curious '
to note the effect of this water upon the casing, which was rapidly destroyed, the ordinary wrought-iron
lasting longer fhan the galvauiscd, yet the tanks (ordinary 4tt0 gallon tanks) above ground into which
the supply discharged have not given way. An instance, I think of what has already been proved in
America., namely, that artesian water invariably improves by exposure and aeration. The Government of
that colony have further spent since the year ISSti a sum of £42,700 in experimental borings, and have
put down a scries of them with a view of testing their Mallee countrv for artesian water, but they have
so far been unsuccessful. Upon the line of bores running north from Kin 11 to the Hurray Kiver six bores
have been put down, two of which are in progress ; the deepest of the series, at Netherby, reached a depth
of 2,200 feet, piercing tho bed-rock to a considerable distance, when it was abandoned. The result of the
two bores in progress will be looked for with interest. Purther to the eastward another lino of bores is
in progress, from Donald to tho river Murray, the deepest of which reached a depth of 809 feet without
the desired result. One bore of the series is still unfinished. Artesian water has been also struck at
Mordialloc, tho water fresh, but tbe flow limited ; but under the pump the water can be raised at the rate
of 2,700 gallons per hour. The work is carried out partly by contract and partly by the plants belonging
to the Government.
South Australia.
In South Australia, owing to the large extent of territory, the borings are much scattered, the earliest
of tbe bore^ attempted being at Wilmington, which resulted in a sub-artesian supply, i.e., not flowing,
being tapped at 350 feet. Subsequently, borings were commenced at Tarkannina, about 00 miles north of
Karina, and at a depth of 1,220 feet a flow rising 20feot over the curb was tapped. Bores were snbsequently
undertaken, and artesian water in large quantities obtained near Hergott, Coward and Strangways, and
Mulligan Springs, all situated within short distances of mound springs. Following these an essay was
made on the Great Australian Bight, and on the IS ullabor Plain a bore ivas sunk 777 feet, which resulted
in a sub-ar(esian supply of 68,000 gallons per diem, 1 einperafure 81 deg. Pahr., of good water. Following
upon this a bore was tried at Tintinarra. in the 00-Mile DeSert, and at 240 feet a supply was struck of
48,000 gallons per diem, rising to the surface. A geological examination of the country has shown that ;v
very
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very extensive area, of country may be said to embrace a wide Cretaceous basin, extending from tbe New
South Wales and Queensland ’Borders tp outcrop of bed-rock near Farina ; the limits on the north and
west being as yet undefined, but so far as can be ascertained it embraces an area of nearly 1(jO,000 square
miles. The most successful bores are those named at Hergott, Coward, Strangways. and ilungamurtce,
and at the respective depths of 3i2, 308, 3(io, and 237 feet, corresponding supplies of 100,000, 1,200,000,
1,200,000, and 52,000 gallons in each case, at a temperature of SG and 90 degrees, were struck. Nothing
has yet been done, so far as I am aware, to utilize these supplies for irrigation.
flew South Wales.
Tn our own colony the question has been for years before the Department, attention being in the
first instance drawn to it by a successful artesian well sunk on Kallafa Station,by David Brown, Esq,, in
1879. A section of this bore is shown in appendix 42. This well was sunk in proximity to a mud-spring,
and at a depth of 140 feot artesian water was tapped that rose 26 feet above the curb, and has been flowing
without intermission ever since. The first essay made by the Department for artesian water was in 1884,
although artesian water had been previously tapped in a bore for coal near Lake Macquarie, and under tbe
dircotfons of a former Superintendent of Drills (Mr. Henderson) a bore was put down at Gooncry, an outstation of Tooralc linn, on the Bourkc-Wanaaring Hoad. 51 miles from Bourke. to a depth of 89 feet, at
which depth water was struck, which rose 8 feet above the curb at a rate of 1,090 gallons per hour. [Sefl
Appendix 15.] Other bores sunk in tbe same locality proved successful, so far as reaching artesian water
was concerned, but so impregnated with saline matter as to be useless.
In 1885 and 1880 the present Superintendent of Drills (Mr. Slee) sunk a boro at tbe 75-Mile Peg,
now the Tinchclooka bore, upon tbe same road, to a depth of 909 feet, in the face of great difficulties, due
to the drought, &c., the water from which rose to a height of 20 feet above the curb at the rate of 33,000
gallons per diem, the quality being not first-class.
In 1885, in a bore for coal at Ballimore, near Dubbo, artesian water of a mineral character was
struck at a depth of 550 feet, rising at the rate of 1,000 gallons per hour to a height of 30 feet above the
curb. [See Appendices A and 1*3.]
In 1SS7, at 101^ miles from Bourke, a bore (the Cuttaburra bore) was sunk a depth of 965 feet,
at which depth water was tapped aud rose to a height of 8 feet above the curb, yielding 22,464 gallons per
diem, the water being of an inferior quality, due, it is supposed, to the salt water struck near the surface
not being sufficiently shut off. (For analysis, see Appendix £.') These bores were all sunk in pursuance
of a recommendation made to the G-overnment in 1880, after tbe successful effort made by Mr. David
Brown, at Kallara, by Mr. "Williinson, tbe late G-overnment G-eologist, in conjunction with the Chief
Inspector of Public Watering Places, Mr. Gilliat, and tbo Chief Inspector of Stock, Mr. Brace, to put
down a series of bores for artesian water, witb a view of opening up a new road and well-watered stockroute from the Mount Browne Gold-field to Bourke, to lead tbe northern traffic to tbe railway terminus
' at Bourke. During the progress of thiswbrk, Mr. G-eological-Surveyor Brown was engaged iu examining
the extensive water-bearing country iu tlie Albert and Warrego districts ; and this work has been con
tinued by Mr. Geological-Surveyor Anderson, who has so far been able to determine very largely the
probable^southern limits of the Cretaceous or artesian water-bearing formations. The inadequate appli
ances, viz., Tiffin and Wright and Edwards’ augers, at the command of the Superintendent of Drills
prevented rapid progress in the work. The success in Queensland drew attention to the contract system
of carrying out this work, and. acting upon the advice of Mr. Slee, the then Secretary for Mines,
Mr. Abigail, issued instructions for tho calling of tenders for the bulk amount of 30,000 feet of boring.
Tenders for Boring.
'
The first series of these tenders was opened in February, 1889, and resulted in nine tenders, as
follows:—
_
1. Austral American Boring Company; 2. William Watkins; 3. A. D. Carmichael; 4. Artesian
Well and Mineral Boring Company; 5. Federal Arlesian Well and Mineral Boring Company;
.
6. George Proudfoot; 7. Colonial Mineral and Water Boring Company; 8. T. S. Parrott;
9. Mooy Brothers.
Funds, however, had not at the time been voted by Parliament, but the tender, No. 5, of the Federal
Australian 'Well and Mineral Boring Company was accepted by the Hon. W. J. Lyne, who was at that time
administering the business in connection with Public ’Watering Places and Water Conservation, subject
to tlie money being voted by Parliament, but the tenderers withdrew. The second series was opened in
September, 1889, with the result that only one tender was received, from Andrew Murray and Company,
and was declined.
.
Previously to the third series it became apparent that the magnitude of the works proposed was
beyond the power of any one to take in hand single-handed, and with a view to affording persons of
limited capital an opportunity of tendering, the 30,099 feet of boring was divided by the lute Minister,
the Hon. Sydney' Smith, into Are contracts ; and upon tenders being opened in October, 1889, five tenders
were received, as follows :—
1. A. D. Carmichael; 2. Tlie Australian Well and Mineral Boring Company ; 3. Australian Water
and Mineral Boring Company ; 4. William Watkins ; 5. G. A, Greatrex,
Tender No. 2, of tho Australian Well and Mineral Boring Company, was accepted for two contracts,
comprising nineteen bores at the following rates :—
Surface to 1,000 feet, 24s. 9d. per foot; 1,000 to 1,500 feet, 27s. Gd. per foot; 1,500 to 2,000 feet,
30s. per foot—exclusive of casing.
Owing, however, to the collapse of this boring Company, operations were not commenced, aud
after a delay of many months, waiting in tho expectation of the re-forming of tbo Company, steps were
eventually taken to estreat their bond and cancel tbe contract.
The fourth series, consisting of the bores then unlet, again subdivided into smaller contracts, was
opened in November, 1889, and resulted in three tenders, as follows :—
1. William Watkins ; 2. Petrolia Boring Company; 3. D, C. Carmichael.
Of which tenders No. 2, of the Petrolia Boring Company, at the following rates :—
Surface to 1,000 feet, 24s. Gd, per foot; 1,000 to 1,500 feet, 29s. Gd. per foot; 1,500 to 2,000 feet,
34s. Gd. per foot—exclusive of casing.—was accepted for seven bores, as follows :—
’
Bourke to Barringun, 3 bores ; Bourke to Hungerford, 3 bores ; Bourke Trucking Yards, 1 bore.
Tlie
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The fifth series, inviting tenders for the unlet hores, was opened in March, J.S90, and resulted in.
five tenders, as follows :—
1. Thos. Potts; 2. 'William Watkins j 3. M. Perguson: 4. Chas. Mayes ; 5. Griffiths and Shnsonsen.
Of which tenders. K"o. u was accepted for four bores (two Collarcndabri to Angledool. and two Morec to
Poggahrilla).
_

Before signing the bond, however, in this ease, the contractors confessed their inability to carry on,
and forfeited tbeir preliminary deposit of £40.
The sixth series was opened 31st March, 1890, resulting in two tenders:—
1. Charles Mayes ; 2. William Watkins.
And in view of the high rates neither was accepted.

The seventh series was opened on 16th Juno, 1890, and resulted in only one tender, from Chas.
Mayes, which was accepted for four bores (two on the Collarcndabri to Angledool Hoad, and two on the
Moree to Boggabrilla lioad), comprising contracts Nos. 4 and G, at the following rates, respectively : —
Suriace to 1,000 feet. 24s. per foot; 1,000 to 1,500 feet, 28s. per foot; 1,300 to 2,000 feet, 32s. per
foot;—and Surface to 1,000 feet, 27s. per foot; 1,000 to 1,500 feet, 31a. per foot; 1,500 to 2,000
fret, 35s. per foot—casing extra at schedule rates.
_

Before fresh advertisements, however, could be inserted, inviting tenders for tlie bores still unlet,
Mr. William Watkins submitled an offer to undertake the two bores at hsyngau and Coonamble, contract
Kb. 3, at the following rates;—
Surface to 1.000 feet, 25s. per foot; 1,000 to 1,500 feet, 32s. fid. per foot; 1,500 to 2,000 feet, 35s.
per foot;—casing at schedule rates extra, which was accepted in June, 1890.
At this period it became apparent that the Australian Water and Mineral Boring Company would
be unable to re-form their Company to complete its contracts : steps were therefore taken to cancel them
and estreat tho bonds, and again advertise the nineteen bores lhat bad been let lo them. Before this was
done, however, steps were taken to modify the specifications and conditions, representations having been
made that Ihe stringent nature of them pressed harshly upon contractors, and that if this action was taken,
more tenders would be received. The terms, therefore, were modified, taking all the risks into considera
tion, so far as was consistent with safety, and the eighth series of tenders, comprising in all twenty-eight
bores, was advertised on 3lst October, IS90. Upon the 1st December following, the* date upon which
tenders closed, it was found, to our disappointment, that none were received. The delay and want of
success in obtaining suitable tenders, more especially when the publicity given lo tho matter by adver
tising in each of the Colonics is considered, was very discouraging, and serious attention was given to the
question of purchasing plants and carrying the work out under the Department’s own officers. Tenders
were therefore invited for the supply of two pole-rig boring plants complete, but 1 am thankful to say
that the acceptance of any of the tenders was considered unnecessary, since in the ninth series tenders
were invited for the whole of tho unlet boros, in nine contracts, under the modified specifications,^ and
witb the material alteration that the Department should provide the casing, as has been the invariable
custom in Queensland, with the result that tenders were received from Messrs. Pickering for contracts
10 and 13, five bores, Milparinka to Wananring Bead, and two bores, Louth to Wauaaring Koad, and
from Mr. J. 11. Stubbs for contracts Nos. 6 and 9, five bores, Ivanhoc to Menindie Boad ; one bore, Box
Creek to Arumpo Knad; four bores, Euston to Pooncaric Boad, being a portion of the cancelled contract
of the Australian Water and Mineral Boring Company, comprising in all seventeen bores.
The rates for contract 10 being :—
Surface to 1,000 feet, 27s. pier foot; 1,000 to 1,500 feet, 35s. per foot; 1,500 to 2,000 feet, 40s.
per foot.
Por contract 13 :—
Surface to 1,000 feet, 24s. Gd. per foot; 1,000 to 1,500 feet, 29s. Gd. per foot; 1,500 to 2,000
feet, 34s. Gd. per foot.
For contracts 6 and 9:—
Surface to 1,000 feet, 28s. per foot; 1,000 to 1,500 feet, 33s. per foot; 1,500 to 2,000 feet, 38s.
pier foot.
Offers were subsequently submitted by tbe Federal Artesian Well and Mineral Boring Company and
the Petrolia Boring Compiany to take up the unlet contracts,but in view of tbe rates asked by tbe former
the offers were declined, and fresh tenders (the tenth series) were invited for the four contracts
embracing the still unlet bores, which resulted in only one tender being received, from the Petrolia Boring
Company, which was ultimately accepted for two contracts, Nos. 11 and 12, embracing ten bores, leaving
two bores only out of those appiroved of still unlet.
The rates being for contract No, 11;—
Surface to 1,000 feet, 27s. per foot; 1,000 to 1,500 feet, 35s, per foot; 1,500 to 2,000 feet, 40s
per foot.
Bor contract No. 12 :—
Surface to .1,000 feet, 27s. per foot; 1,000 to 1,500 feet, 35s. per foot ; 1,500 to 2,000 feet, 40s.
per foot.
Boren let.
The following is a statement of the contracts let up to the piresent date, the number of bores
embraced, and the progress made;—

Contract No. 1.—Bourke Trucking Yards, 1 bore completed; depth, 1,4/5 feet; no water. [See
Appendix 5.] Contractors—Petrolia Boring Company.
_
Contract No. 2.—Bourke to Barringun Boad, 3 bores. One bore at Native Dog, complete, 475 feet
dee]>; supply, 2,000,000 gallons per diem. [See Appendices 10 and 12.] Three bores. Bourke to
, Hungerford Boad. Two bores, Youngcrrina, complete, 1G6 feet deep; supply, 120.000 gallons
per diem. [See Appendix 9.] Yantabulla, ISO feet deep; supply, 100,000 gallons. [See
Appendix 11.] Contractors—Petrolia Boring Company.
Contract No. 3.—One bore, Nyngan, now 700 feet deep), not complete. [See Appendix 7.] One bore,
Coonamble. Not yet commenced. Contractor—‘William Watkins.
Contract No. 4.—Two bores, Collarendabri to Angledool. No. 1 bore now 2,000 feet deep. Not
complete. [See Appendix 6.] Contractor—C. E. Mayes.
Contract

*
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Contractor—C. E. Mayes.
Contract No. G.—Five bores, Ivanlioe to Menindie. Erection of machinery in progress. Contractor
—J. IT. Stubbs.
‘
Contract No. 7.—One bore, Balran&ld to Waliool. Still unlet.
Contract No. S.—One bore, Moatna to Deuiliquin. Still unict.
■
Contract No. 9.—One bore, Bos Creek to Arumpo, and four bores. Euston to Pooncarie. Plant
now m mute. Contractors—Messrs. .1. H. Scubbs,
Contract No. 11.—Five, bores, Silverton to Lake Cobham. Contractors—Petrolia Boring Company.
Contract No. 12.—Five bores in existing wells. Contractors—Petrolia Boring Company.
Contract No. 13.—Two bores, Louth to Wanaaring. No. 1 bore, 810 feet deep. [Srn Appendix 8.1
Contractors—Messrs. Pickering,
Eleven contracts let in all, embracing thirty-nine bores Two contracts at present only remain unlet,
Nos. 7 and 8, for one bore each.
Upon the acceptance of the tenders nnder the ninth series, the Superintendent of Brills drew
attention again to the inadequate appliances at his command, and, fearing accident from them, suggested
that, as the two bores upon the Milparinka to Wanaaring Koad, at the 106 and 121 mile pegs, being
carried on under his directions were now of great depth, they should be completed by contract, to which
the Minister assented, and after some negotiation they were satisfactorily lot under contract No. 14 to
Messrs. Pickering, contractors for contract 10. For sections of these bores see Appendices 3 and 4
respectively.
Nature of Contracts.—Casing.
The nature of tbe present contracts entered into is briefly as follows :—
The Contractor provides all necessary plant, tools, power, wood, water, and labour, for tbe sinking
of tbe bores to a depth of from the surface to such depth as may he required, not exceeding 2,000 feet;
the Government providing and carting all the necessary casing to the bore site, Jn the earlier contracts
provision was made for the Conlractor to supply everything, including casing, and as experience showed
that the large initial outlay for casing, in addition to plant, was to a certain extent the cause of the
paucity of the tenders, and as it was found that the Hydraulic Engineer, Brisbane, has been supplying
his contractors with easing from the inception of his operations, the Minister approved of the adoption of
that system, which I have reason to believe will prove the more economical. The whole of the later
contracts from Nos. 6 to 14, are therefore let under it, and were quickly taken up upon tho change
becoming known. It consequently became necessary to make provision for a supply of casing, and a
contract was entered into with Mr. T. .1, McWilliam, sole Australian Agent for Messrs. A. and J. Stewart
and Clydesdale, Glasgow, for the supply of casing at satisfactory rates, for the ensuing twelve months, in
such quantities as might be required of the 11 Kussian Brand’- swelled and collar joint casing, the same
kind as is largely used in Boumania, Italy. Austria, Bussia, and in the Caspian oil wells. Tenders were
publicly invited and six were received, but it was not until exhaustive inquiry had been made from private
sources aud from the Governments of Queensland (where Stewart’s casing is used exclusively), South
Australia, and Victoria, that tho. Minister decided to accept Mr. McWilliam’s tender. Although not the
lowest, it was considered that the class of easing to be supplied would be more suitable, and, from its
world wide reputation and the experience of the Department, give tho most satisfaction. In this a right
step has, I venture to think, been taken, since the whole success of a bore depends upon its casing; grave
and costly accidents, sometimes irreparable, have occurred, causing the total loss of a bore from defective
casing. The choice I may odd has given the profbimdest satisfaction to our contractors, who have equally
recognised the importance of being supplied with the best obtainable.
Tiourlce Bore.
So far as these wells have been completed, the cost, including tbe necessary casing, has averaged
3us. per foot, while the average cost of tho more important of the Queensland bores appears to be about 37s.
per foot. I see no reason why our average cost should be very materially increased, and when the out
lay necessary to place a complete plant upon ihe ground that must in the first; instance be incurred, the
cost of the plant, &c., probably more than £2,00i>, before any return can be made, and the risks of the
work, which fall upon the Contractor, and the isolated and outlying positions of most of our bores are
taken into consideration, the rates appear to bo reasonable. As instancing the risk attendant upon this
class of work, the case of tho Bourke Bore may be cited where the Contractor sunk five bores, losing both
tools and casing in them, before ho successfully got through the large beds of drifts ; and as he was only
paid for the actual depth of the last bore, his loss over this one operation must have been quite £1,000.
This (Bourke) boro was sunk near the Trucking Yards, with the understanding that the Bailway
Commissioners would bear half the expense if successful. The greatest difficulty was experienced in
piercing the heavy drift-beds, and, as before stated, no less than five boles were commenced, one of which
reached a depth of GOO feet before the difficulties wore overcome aud a settled formation reached. This,
however, soon merged into a formation, which was pronounced by the Government Geologist to be bed
rock, in which it was considered hopeless to persevere. However, in deference to the expressed local
opinion the Minister directed the boring to proceed with a view to placing the matter beyond all doubt,
until 1,4G7 feet was reached at which depth the bore was stopped and the bulk of the casing withdrawn.
[See Appendix 5.]
Moongulla Bore.
The M.oongulla Bore, on the Collarendabri-Angledool Boad, is an iniercsting bore, now down 2,000'
feet in depth, and if successful will be most encouraging Some miles to the westward the proprietors of
Dunumbral Station put down a bore 2,042 feet and tapped artesian water, which just flows over the curb
200 gallons per diem ; the boro at this point had to be abandoned owing to the rotten caving nature of
the strata and the impossibility to get the easing down, otherwise it was intended to proceed to a greater
depth with a view of a large supply. The Government bore, it is trusted, will, if possible, solve this
question, and prove whether a large deep-seated supply exists in this north-east district of the Colony.
[Bee Appendix 6.]
Nyngan Bore.
Contract No. u.—Two bore?. Moree to Boggabrilla, not yet commenced

■ The bore at Nyngan is another interesting bore, situated without or upon the verge of the supposed
Cretaceous formation ; the operations arc keenly watched since if successful an entirely new field will

.

be
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be opened up. _ The depth is now over 700 feet and the enormous difficulty in piercing the drift-beds
has been experienced here as at Bourke. The Contractor was compelled to abandon the first hole at a
depth ol nearly oOfi feet. His perseverance in a most disheartening contract for a poor man is deserving
of recognition. Ho is now out of his difficulty, aud is in a more settled formation. In this boro it is
extremely interesting to note that a thin coal seam lias been struck, and that the formation underlymg the band is closely allied to the formation of the Clarence scries, and the Leigh Creek Coal
Measure of faouth Australia. The sample of the stratum submitted to the Palaeontologist of tho
Department, Mr It Ltberidge, contained fossil leaves of a rare description (1 mniopieris, a tern
wnich have as yet only been found in the formations referred to. [Sec Appendix 7 and Appendix (7.1
Selection of Sites.
,
Great care was exercised in the*selection of the boring sites ; the Government Geologist and tho
Unct Inspector of Stock were consulted with the double object of not only placing the bores where they
would have the effect, if successful, of watering certain arid stock routes, but also of testing definitely
the geological formations of a very largo area of hitherto imexploited country. They enclose, so to sneak
a very large tract of country, which ill be properly tested, since it is fair to assume that if one bore
strikes tlie Cretaceous or Tertiary formation upon the eastern line, and another strikes tho same formation
cm tho northern and western line, the formation, of the intervening country will be the same, and if water
is struck will afford encouragement and definite information for private individuals to proceed.
'Reservations.
The bores are not confined to any stated district, but are in districts widely apart and different,
and each succeeding bore, therefore, that is completed is a step nearer the important end of defining the
boundaries of the extent and depth of tho Cretaceous or artesian water-bearing formation or basins.
Esteps were at once taken when the sites were chosen and marked to secure a sufficient reservation of laud
tor tlie protection of the bores, and to serve as public watering-place areas upon completion.
Ihe stock routes chosen, in their present condition, arc almost impassable in a drought, and the
actual average annual stock traffic and the prospective increase due to the watering of tbe roads was in
the first instance carefully considered. [&* Appendix JJ.J 11 will he both instructive and interesting to
walcli the developments of the bores m the south-weslern and north-eastern districts, which are to the
present day practically unexplored geologically. The immense plains may, for ought we know, cover as
yet unknown basins of the Cretaceous formation or vast mesozoic or Tertiary drifts that will yield enormous
supphes of water The importance of this exploration will be seen on reference to the Superintendent of
Grills, hydrographical map of ]\cw South Wales, where it is evident that the wells in the districts referred
to arc tew and tar between, and with few exceptions do not exceed 200 feet in depth; and when we
consider again the limited nature and extent of tbe natural supplies of water iu those districts, inadequate
mdeed tor oven domestic and stock purposes, let alone irrigation. Those portions of the districts to be
tested by artesian boring are in addition almost entirely out of reach of any scheme for water conserva
tion and irrigation, and if the latter is ever brought to them, if will he solely by the means of artesian wells.
Necessity for Records of Rores.
,
h11.6 mau7
for information generally made by the public upon the Department
charged mth this xvork, and for specific information regarding the strata, &e., in existing bores in the
different localities, it became at once apparent, that tbe information at its disposal was gravely inadequate.
6tens were therefore taken, with tlie Minister’s sanction, to initiate as complete an artesian well record as
could bo made and to that end the different boring companies and private firms, who had undertaken
work ol this class, were communicated with, with a view of obtaining a record of tbo positions, numbers
details and sections of the various artesian wells sunk by them in the Colony. This was in most cases
cordially responded to and the information (approximate, however, in some'cases) was given, while iu
others no reply has been received, the public importance and great utility of such record being probably
not recognised. The record obtained is given in the appendices, and sections of each bore have been
prepared, so tar as the information afforded permits, and the positions accurately shown on the artesian well
map attached. 1 lie nucleus of a permanent record that will in each year increase in value and import
ance is now established, and will he of the utmost service in guiding future operations, whether public or
private. The importance of tlie collation of this class of information does not appear to have been at
m recognised in .America, nor was it commenced with the earlier boring operations, the eollecti on there
fore of the arrears has caused infinite trouble and expense. Hero it is trusted the compilation of this
important record will proceedwith the work as its scope becomes enlarged. As the matter at
present stands wc are now entirely dependent upon the courtesy of those who have undertaken such
works for the requisite information. It seems to me, therefore, in view of the fact that our request has
not m all cases been responded to, that some action is required, whereby those who undertake such work
u’i;
um,s!l l!lc Government with the fullest information, as regards strata, depth, &c.,
and that samples of each stratum pierced and Ihe water struck should be afforded for examination and
analysis How this can best be dealt with is a matter for further consideration, whether by regulation
under the Crown Lands Act or by a few comprehensive clauses in the proposed "Water Conservation Bill.
Analysis of Artesian Wafer.
The analysis of the waters is anolher important question, and in America is dealt with accordingly
Here we have as yet, done nothing beyond tbe analysis of a few samples of water of palpably low quality
from the Government bores and wells. [See Appendix fi.]
i i J
1
M is, however, intended to obtain samples from every bore if possible for analysis, in order to
determine their chemical character m regard to suitability for irrigation, a phase in the “question that 1ms
not yet apparently attracted public attention, since the analyses hitherto made have only been with a view
of determining the suitability or otherwise of the water for stock purposes, and then only from the wells
and bores yielding a low-class quaoty, and m few instances has the water of a potable quality been tested
Ihe object m view in tbe future will be to test all artesian waters of all qualities by analyses, as io their
chemical character and suitability for irrigation. This branch of the subject is dealt with most compre
hensively ami exhaustively in Americii. aud should receive the same treatment hero as its importance
demands. >, Appends F.'l
Regulation
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Regulation of Flow.
The Department has recognised the importance of the regulation of the flow from artesian bores
ami by the direction of the Minister a special regulating-valve was designed and made for use at all the
Government bores, to which attention was generally directed in the public press, in the hopes that the
owners of flowing artesian wells would recognise the importance of the subject, which is very great, and
the necessity for some provision for preventing the waste of the most precious commodity in the arid
portions of the Colony. This regulating-valve is doubly necessary in cases were tho occurrence of artesian
water is at comparatively shallow depths and where the artesian basin is supplied by the local rainfall
soaking into them. “ In which case,” Mr. C. S. Wilkinson, the late Government Geologist states, “the
artesian supply may gradually diminish if largely drawn upon and it will of course vary with the depth
and distance of the bore from the outcrop of the bed; in other words, according as the bore may have a
greater or less extent of water-bearing formation to drain. Here then will be seen the wisdom of
preventing the outflow from going to waste by regulating it by a valve or mechanical means such as is being
constructed under the direction of the Minister.” The lesson of the diminution of the artesian supply in
the London Basiu before referred to, and our owrn immediate experience in the shallow Gooncry Bore,
where the flow has decreased in five years from 1,000 gallons to 260 gallons per hour, confirms amply this
opinion, and the’ fact that the question lias been deemed sufficiently important to legislate upon in
America, all points "out the great necessity for legislation upon the subject in this Colony, where, I believe,
I am'not beyond the mark in saying 16,000.000 gallons of artesian water is daily flowing to waste, and
that in southern Queensland, upon our own border, extending ns far as Charleville, the water flowing
to waste fully equals 15,000,000 gallons daily.
Mr. "Wilkinson continues:—“ But where the supply is of deep-seated origin its source is so distant
and wide spread that in my opinion it is practically unlimited, and cannot possibly be exhausted by the
numerous bores that may be put down throughout the extensive area, so that such supply may be unspar
ingly used for irrigation purposes.” In corroboration of this, the experience of the Mormon authorities
in Utah, where such use, that is, irrigation, is considered justifiable only under conditions of large and
deep-seated supplies, perhaps confirms this view, but for all that the outflow is regulated, and no waste
permitted, and so it should he in this country. As yet we have no legislation dealing with the question,
but in the draft Bill for the conservation and utilisation of water, provisions are inserted dealing with it.
Some few owners of artesian bores have regulating-valves in position, but the majority I believe
have not. Neither do I think the value or importance of them is fully recognised. In addition to this
tho bulk of the wells are not sufficiently cased to admit of this being done. Prom economical motives
most of tho easing is withdrawn, and if the outlet is suddenly closed, I fear in many instances the water
would find its way out behind tho casing, and probably destroy the bore -or lose the flow in the previous strata
that necessitate the use of the easing. Such has happened and is, I believe, within the experience of the
South Australian Government in respect of the Hergott Springs Bore. The State ol Colorado has recognised
the importance of use of proper and sufficient casing, and deals with this in Article 12 of the proposed
irrigation code. In San Bernardino County, California, this question is also dealt with by public regulation.

Irrigation from Artesian Bores.
Artesian water is, as a rule, suitable for irrigation purposes, and it is only tllose heavily charged with
salt or alkaline matters that are not; and as I can see no reason why this industry, growing daily in
importance, should not he an element of immense value, deserving the utmost consideration in developing
that north-western portion of the colony, where the fertility and recuperative powers of the soil arc so
wonderfully illustrated by the growth of feed after rainfall at the proper season. The average quantity
of water required for the irrigation of grain crops, based upon the experience of other countries, may be
roughly estimated at 72,600 cubic feet or 543,485 gallons per acre. One inch of rain would equal 3,630
cubic feet or 22,622 gallons per acre. A rainfall of 20 inches would therefore yield 72,600 cubic feet or
543,485 gallons per acre, 640 acres would consequently require 46,464,000 cubic feet or 347,830,400
gallons upon them as an equivalent to 20 inches of rain. When it is considered that the flow per diem from
the Native Dog Artesian Bore, 45 miles from Bourke, is approximately 2,000,000 gallons per diem, or
730,000,000 gallons per year, it will he seen that upon the foregoing basis a supply of water equal to a
rainfall of 40 inches per annum, per 640 acres is available, or that an area of considerably over 1,280 acres
can be supplied with water equalling a rainfall of 20 inches per annum.
The cost of the Native Dog Bore has been £1,000 4s. Gd. This amount added on to the value of
1,280 acres of land, renders its cost so disproportionate to its value furnished with a water supply, it may
he said for ever equalling 20 inches of rain per annum, that it seems to me there is a wide opening for tire
encouragement generally of artesian boring to the great benefit of the colony, and particularly to the
north-western portion of it, where the supposed Cretaceous area embraces a territory of 45,000 square
miles, or over 28,000,000 acres. There is a great opening, too, for any enterprise that can devise a
means for boring for artesian water at a cost that will place it within roach of all classes, as it stands
the expense which may he roughly averaged from 80s. to 35s. per foot, limits the operations to the few.
The cost in America, which averages somewhere about 8s. per foot, has an important bearing upon the
progress and development of this work there. The same appliances are mostly used, and the small cost
compared with that in our own colonies is, I understand, attributable to a very large extent to the fact
that the strata arc known and are more settled in America than in our own country, and to keen competi
tion. 1 was informed by a practical driller, with a life’s experience of boring in Europeand America, that
he had never met such difficult ground to deal with as here; and the discouraging difficulties our own
drillers have met with tends to confirm this statement. Further, so little is known of the strata likely to
be met with that the price is one to cover all risks.

'

Legislation Required.

From the foregoing statement in regard to the boring in other lands, I venture to think that
legislation is required in this Colony, based somewhat upon the proposals contained in Article 12 of the
proposed Colorado code, embodying the latest suggestions from a country where artesian boring is perhaps
the most extensive in the world; that accurate records should be kept of the strata, positions, &c,; that
analysis of the waters should in all eases be made, and all particulars required should be furnished by
private persons, who undertake this work ; and that all wells should bo properly cased.
As
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As the theory of the occurrence of artesian water has never so far as I know been clearly and
succinctly placed before us, I venture to add the following interesting remarks upon tho subject prepared
by T. W. E. David, Esq., Professor of Geology at the Sydney University, and late Geological Surveyor to
tbo Department.

Nofe on ilw Origin of Artesian Water in Nmo South Wales.
With reference to the origin of the artesian water of Kow South 'Wales, the geological map of the
country shows that the area within which the artesian water lies is shut in the south-east by the great
impervious barrier of the Palaeozoic rocks, which constitute the Main Dividing Eange, but to the north
and west communicates and forms part of the artesian water formations of Queensland and South
Australia, possibly on the south-west the artesian basin is hemmed in by a low ridgo of impervious
Palaeozoic rocks, extending from near Dubbo by way of Nymagee and Cobar to the Parrier .Ranges,
Possibly, however, a narrow outlet may exist in this sunken ridge, approximately underlying the present
channel of the Darling River, and allowing the water in the artesian beds to escape underneath tho
Tertiary deposits of the Rivorina district to the ocean at the Coorong coast, near the mouth of the Murray 1
River. Traced northwards into Queensland the artesian basin is still bounded on the east by the same
Main Dividing Range and its various offshoots as far north ns tho Gulf of Carpentaria.
In northern Queensland the artesian basin is bounded on the west by the Palmozoic rocks of
Gloneurry, and possibly this ridge of rocks is more or less continuous in a southerly direction to the Grey
Ranges and Mount Browne. It is possible, however, that an outlet for the artesian water to the ocean
may exist through some of the deep depressions in the western sunken ridge of impervious rock. The
artesian water basin has a length extending from Nevertire to the Gulf of Carpentaria, and a width
extending probably from near Warren to across the South Australian border that portion of it which lies
in Now South Wales, having an area of about 40,000 square miles, according to the estimates of tho late
Government Geologist, Mr. C. S. Wilkinson, F.G.S. The artesian basin is obviously completely closed
along its eastern margin, hut may discharge its waters into the ocean either in a northerly direction at
the Gulf of Carpentaria or westerly ; and then south-westerly by way of Lake Eyre into the Australian
Bight or directed south-westerly, following approximately the course of the river Darling into the ocean
near the Coorong coast. There is a strong probability that the artesian waters of the Cretaceous basin
are subject to a slow hut constant underflow, which enables the water to circulate and eventually discharge'
its saline matter into the ocean, for it is on this property of circulation that the freshness of it chiefly
depends.
^
It is a well known fact that rain water which has percolated into the Tertiary formations, which
overlie large areas of the Cretaceous formation of our western plains, rapidly becomes salt in those areas
where it remains stagnant, but in localities where water-bearing beds of the same formation overlie the
porous beds of the Cretaceous formation, the water found in the former is fresh owing to its being able to
circulate. The source of the water in our portion of the artesian basin is obviously the rainfall of the
upper portion of tho Darling Catchment, and particularly that which drains into those portions of tho
Dumarcsq, Gwydir, Namoi, Castlercagh, Bogan, and M.acquarie Rivers, which overlie impervious hod
rock. Mr. II. C. Russell. C.M.G.. F.R.S., has estimated that the average rainfall over this area for the
ten years preceding 1889 was 22‘14! inches, and that out of this only 1J- per cent, was actually discharged
by the river Darling at Bourke. Assuming that out of this total rainfall 48-5 per cent, is evaporated,
half the total rainfall must percolate and should be recoverable by means of wells and bores. The great
extent of this percolation is proved by the fact that floods in the Macquarie River, unless exceptionally
high, are scarcely appreciable at Warren, the river for the intermediate distance having flowed over the
porous bods of tho Tcrtiarics, which allow its water to percolate into the still deeper porous beds of the
Cretaceous formation.
.
Mr. J. W. Boulthee, Ofiicer-in-eharge of Water Conservation, in the accompanying report states
that for irrigation purposes an amount of water supply is needed equal to about 20 inches of rain
annually. Assuming that tho area of land, off which the percolated rainfall drains into the Cretaceous
beds, is equal only to one-third of the total area of the Cretaceous, or about 13,000 square miles (a
minimum estimate), and that of the 22 inches of rain which falls on this third, one-half percolates, it
should be possible to irrigate at least one-sixth of the whole Cretaceous basin, or about 0,500 square miles
by means of water obtained from artesian wells or bores, provided the water prove suitable for irrigation
purposes. The latter question has not yet been definitely settled, and with a view to its solution it is of
great importance that as many analyses as possible should be made by the Government of such artesian
water. It is gratifying, however, to note that recent analyses by Mr. .1. C. II. Min gay e, E.C.S., Analyst to
the Department of Mines, proves that the artesian water from the Youngcrrina.and Native Dog Bores is
well suited for irrigating purposes. In cases where the water may prove un suited for irrigation, as has
been the experience at the Bareaklinc and Blackball Bores in Queensland, it is possible that by a judicious
preliminary aeration of the water by exposing it in shallow tanks to the influence of the atmosphere, its
quality may be so far improved as to render it suited for supporting plant life. This aeration of artesian
water before using it for irrigation, has been attended with considerable success in the United States of
America. As regards the cause of the water in the bores rising to the surface, and in most cases over
flowing, this phenomenon is, in my opinion, due simply to hydraulic pressure, brought about partly by the
resistance of the sand beds of the Cretaceous formation to the rapid escape of the water percolating
through them, and partly to the pressure of the ocean waters at the Gulf of Carpentaria or along
the southern coast of South Australia. In exceptional cases the natural generation of certain gases may
assist in forcing the artesian water to the surface, as has been observed at the Kissengen Salt Well in
Germany. At this well, which is 1,878 feet deep, the water rises 58 feet above the surface of tho ground,
the pressure being attributed to the generation of carbon dioxide through the interaction of sulphate of
lime and limestone, a considerable thickness of which has been passed through in the boro. Some of the
artesian wells sunk on tho eastern side of the Sierra Nevada are considered to owe part of their pressure
to gas. (Progress Report on Irrigation in the United States, Part I, page 203.)
_
Between Hungerford and Thargomindah, in Queensland, near the New South Wales border, there
are a number of mud springs, as I am informed by Mr. J. E. Carno, F.G.S., some of which give off ,gas as
well as mud and water. In this case, also, therefore gaseous pressure may assist in forcing the artesian
water to tho surface. The relative altitudes, however, of the sites of overflowing wells and bores in New
South
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South Wales, a-S compared with the altitudes at which rain water has its lowest points of egress into the
artesian water-bearing beds of the Cretaceous formation, show that hydraulic pressure alone will fully
.account for the rise of water to the surface at artesian bores, such as the Native Dog Bore, and the
Cuttabmra Bore. The altitude of these hores may be assumed to be between 400 and 450 feet above the
sea level, whereas the level of the Paheozoic rocks, in tho neighbourhood of Byrock and Coolabah, where
percolation of rain water probably takes place, is from 500 to 700 feet above sea level, and the level where
this water enters the Cretaceous beds in this neighbourhood may be from 100 to 200 feet lower. Between
Dubbo and Warren a large amount of water percolates into the Cretaceous beds from the Macquarie, and
the lowest point of intake into this portion of the basin may be as much as 000 feet above sea level.
This would give a difference in level of about 150 feet between the point of inflow between Dubbo and
Warren and the point of outflow at Wanaaring. Besides, the Macquarie, the Bogan, the Castlercagh,
the Namoi, the Gwydir, and the Barwon or Dumaresq Rivers obviously supply large quantities of water,
by percolation to the Cretaceous bods. The supply of percolated rainfall from the Mount Browne and
Milparinka District must also be taken into account; hut as far as I am aware little is known as to tho
level of this latter district of the intake into the Cretaceous bods, but it would probably bo sufficiently
high to afford hydraulic pressure competent to raise water to the surface at Wanaaring. The bottom
of the Cuttaburra Bore is probably nearly 500 feet below sea level, and the bottom of the Charleville
artesian bore, in Queensland, is 395 feet below sea level. In such cases tho pressure of the ocean water
along the coasts of Northern and Southern Australia must obviously assist the resisting action of the
water-hearing sands of the Cretaceous, and so help to raise the general level of the hydraulic grade. The
high temperature of the water flowing from some of the deeper artesian hores can be explained by the
known laws of the downward increment in temperature of the earth’s crust, which averages about I deg.
Tahr., for every 63 feet of descent after the superficial zone of constant temperature is past. Owing,
however, to the different heat conductivities of different rocks, considerable latitude must be allowed in
employing the above formula. Tor example, at the Muekadilla Bore, Queensland, which is 3,262 feet
deep, the water has a temperature of 124i degrees Fa hr., while the water from the Buranoilla Bore, in the
same colony, has temperature also of 124; degrees Fahr., whereas its depth is only 1,811 feet. The mean
surface temperature at these two bores being assumed to be 80 degrees Fahr., the temperature of the
Muekadilla water, theoretically, should be 130 degrees Fahr., whereas it is actually 124 degrees Fahr.,
and that of the Buranbilla water about 100 degrees Fahr., whereas its actual temperature is°124! degrees
Fahr. Obviously it is unnecessary to refer the origin of these high temperatures to volcanic agency,
when they are capable of being explained by tbc above simple law.
_ Mr. David has in his memorandum touched upon an important point, which Iliad not brought into
prominence, and which should be emphasised, in connection with the consideration of the permanence of
the artesian sources. lie states that while half of the rainfall can he accounted for by evaporation and
the natural flow to tho ocean, there still remains a half that percolates into the pervious strata, and
replenishes to an enormous extent tho existing artesian supplies which have not been taken into consideration
by him in his estimate. This is amply confirmed by the experience gained in America. In conclusion, I
can only reiterate that much maybe done in the North-western portion of the Colony, in settling a
desirable population on the land, provided legislation is brought to bear to foster and encourage the
development of this work, and provided that rail freights are so arranged as to allow the producers to '
compete with the importers, as its stands the cost of transit of wheat from Bourke to Sydney, a distance
of 505 miles, is 7d. per bushel. This is alieavy tax. In America the transit of wheat from San Francisco
to New York a distance of 3,325 miles by the Southern Pacific Road is 5.|d- per bushel and fast'freight is
guaranteed. I have been informed by a local resident at Bourke that 7 or 8 tons of grapes, bananas, &c.,
grown within a few miles of Bourke on irrigated land, was last season thrown to waste because it would
not pay to forward to the metropolitan market. This district is sparsely populated by the Crown tenants,
and a nomadic unsettled population of shearers, rouseabouts, boundary riders, carriers, &e., and is at
present given over almost entirely to the pastoral industry. It is not, I think, unreasonable to forecast
that with tbc conditions suggested fulfilled that a population of prosperous yeomanry will in time spread
over this district, which is now, as I have said before, sparsely populated and devoted to carrying at its best
a sheep to about 4 acres, and thus materially add to the prosperity and progress of the Colony. If our
operations in other portions of the Colony meet with the hoped for success, it is difficult to estimate the
progress and prosperity that must naturally eusue.
JAMES IV. BOULT BEE,
------------------ Officor-in-eharge, Water Conservation.
List

of

Artesian Wells

in

New South Wales.

Government Wells (complete or in progress).
NO. ;

011 i
Map.]
*
7
3

1

12
13
10
5
6
15
11

43
4
2
9
45
46
47
3

Kuinc.

Parish,

County,

Road,

Depth [ Supply per
‘

Feet.

121 Mile ..........
106 Mile ..........
Bourke...... .......
Moongulln, ......
Nyngan ..........
Louth ..............
Youngerina......
Native Dog......
Yantabulla ......
Barringim..........
Batlimore..........
Cuttaburra ......
Goonery ..........
91 Mile..............
TibooburraNo. 1
do
No. 2
Milparinka .....
Tiuchelooka.....

Contractor.

uiem in

Gallons.
Approx

Ularara..........
do ..........
East Bourke... Cowpcr..........
Bukkulla ...
Finch..............
Nyngan......
Oxley ..........
Landsborough
Youngerina .. Irrara............
Leila............. Guuderhooka
Muerusa ..... Irrara.............
Barnugun.... Culgoa ..........
Murrunguudie Lincoln ..........
Baron..........
Irrara...........
Goonery ..
Barrona.........
Ularara..........
Tongowoko ..
do
.....
Evelyn.........
Wanga .
Barrona.........

Milparinka to Wanaaring

do
......
At Bonrko ..........
CbUarindabn toAnglcclool

At Nyngan..............
Louth-Wanaaring...
Bourke-Hungerford
Bourke-Barringun..
Bonrke-Hungerford,
Bon rke-Barringun...
Near Dubbo ..........
Bourke-Wanaaring..
Wannarinfr-MLlparinka ..

At Tibooburra ......
"? do
..........
At'Milparinka ......
Bourke-Wanaariug

1,304
1,209
1,467 Nil..
2,000
700
810
165
175.000
475 2,000,000
210
100.000
S15
5614
24,000
22,464
965ft
24,000
89e
72 Nil..........
28S Not flowuift,
63
99£
33,000

do ...
..[ 350
I n progress
do
do
82° 450
92'
92'

Win. Pickering
Wm. Pickering
Petrolia Co.
Chas. Mayes
Wm, Watkins
Wm. Pickering
Petrolia Co.

450
Put down by
the Superin
tendent of
Drills.

Government
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Government Bores (Let).
No, on
Map.

Name,

Parish. •

County.

Hoad.

14
Coonamble.......................... Morambilla...... Leichhardt ......
Warroo .............................. Waroo ............
16
Engonia.............................. Enoonia ..........
17
Louth (No. 2) ..................
18
19 ' 77 M. ..................................
20
41 M. ..................................
21
25 M.....................................
22
10 M.....................................
23
No. 1 ..................................
24
No. 2 .................................
do 6
25
No. 3 ..................................
26
No. 4 .................................
No. 5 ..................................
27
28
174M...................................
29
151 M................................... HttCO.. a.............
30
130 M................................... Tolarno.............
31
HIM................................... Linbec ..............
32
21 M..................................... Casey ..............
do
..........
33
77 M..................................... Pulpa ..............
34
Anumpo.............................. Buraguy ..........
35
38 M....................................
30
19 M..................................... Pringle.............. do ................
37
33 M.....................................
do .......... . .
38
Willnndra Well .............. Whitnmibah ,., Mauara .....__
3!)
Dohnoreve Well .............. Cubarla..............
do
..........
40
Holy Box Well.................. Pittenweem...... Moasgiel ..........
41
Polygonum Hut .............. Annan .............. Waljeers ..........
42
Jumping Sandhill Well ... Yarto ..............
do
..........
43
Hay......................................
44
Angledool .......................... Mimdoo ..........
51
No. 1 .................................. Tallootia ..........
52
No. 2 ..............................
Illingrimindi ...

Contractor.

i

do

T W SflrKIte
do

do

do

Government Bores (Approved, but not let).
No, of
Mop.
50
49

Name.

Parish.

County.

Road,

Remarks.

Wakool .............. Wombah .............. Caira..................
Y ellow Watorh oles Kama..................... Cnddcll............. Dcnilitjuin to Moama ..........

Private Bores, New South Wales.
Station.

Parish,

County,

Supply in
Depth in Feet. Artesian
Gallons per diem,

Buckanbc ............................ ................... Wygilla
Bankin......................
Marra, No, 1...........................
Balara ...
Killaiu......................
No No. 2........................................
Do ......................
Nunumbral..............................................
Finch .....................
Dunlop, No, 1 ........................................ Sargorimba .
Barrona .....................
Do No. 2......................................... Gooigumbla
Landsbrough............
Do No. 3........................................ Coonong.......
Do
..........
Do No, 4.........................................
Do ......
Do
............
Do No. 5.................. ....................... Tweandah ...
Do
............
Nocoleche, No. 1......................
Barrona .....................
Do
No. 2...............................
Ularara ....................
Do
No. 3.....................................
Barrona.....................
Bclalic, No. 1 .........................................
Culgoa......................
Do No. 2..........................
Irrara.........................
Do No. 3........................................ j
Do .........................
Yanda, No. 1 .........................................
Cowper.,...................
Do No. 1 ................. .......................
Db ......................
Salisbury Downs, No, 1 ............
Yantara.....................
Do
No. 2 .......................
Do .............. ......
Kerribree, No. 1....................................
Barrona.....................
t Do
No. 2.................................... Moseta ,
Do .....................
"VVangamana-...........................
Do .....................
Pirilfic.........................................
Irrara ......................
Kallara, No. 1...... .................................. Mulyce .....
Kallara......................
Do No. 2.......................................... Undelearra
Do ......................
Do
No. 3 (Kingswcll bore).......... Dinpooker
Kallara.....................
Do No. 4 (Toonburra bore).......... Parkin.......
Fitzgerald.................
Do No. 5 (Moonooloo boro).......... Moonooloo
Kallara.....................
Do No. 6 (Box bore) ..................
Do ......................
Do No. 7 (Nefeonyah bore).......... Tutly ...........
Do ......................
Do No. 8 (Paradise bore) .......... Calpacaira ...
Do ......................
Do No. 10 Gum Lake bore) ...... Paroo ..........
Do ......................
Do
No, 11 (Tonga bore).............. Mullawoolka
Do .....................
_ Do No. 12 (Mungundi Lake bore)
Do ......................
Yancannia, No. 1 ........
Coekulby
Yanbara ..................
Do
No. 2.......................
Bingiwilpa
Do
..................
Fort Bourke.............................................
Gundcrbooka ..........
Weibnoringle, No. 1..............................
Culgoa ......................
Do
No. 2..............................
Do ......................
Pirillie, No. 2.........................................
Momba, No. 1......................................... Charlton
Jbitzgcrald ..............
Do No. 2......................................... Parking!
Ynngunlgra..............
Particulars not to hand of Corolla, Nos. 1 and 2, and Lissington, Nos. 1, 2, and

725
Nil
.
1,482
Nil
'895
Nd ............
2,070
300
620
43
940
576,000
SG0
600,000
750
500,000
1,200
15,000
'
916
140,000
1,500
Nil . ,
L227
700,000
1,693
600,000
1,160
In progress ...
1,600
do
...
750
Nil
.. .
1,008
Nil .. .
L365
200
1,568
9,000
1,073
350,000
1,340
1,750,000
1,600
224,000
613
No information
46
9,000
140
4,000
600
10,000
820
1,000
900
1,500
1,411
2,000
540
500,000
931
60,000
676
50,000
700
7,000
760
In progress ...
268
203
480,000
1,284
Nil
...............
2,005
28,000
1,590
1,728,000
803
60
1,505
Nil
..............
.1,261
Nil
...............
3, and Brtndipgabba bores,

Ref. No.
on Map.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
49
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
25
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
43
44
45
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APPENDIX A.
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from
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of the

Department

oe

Mines

foe

188G.

The Boring for coal at Baltimore, about 23 miles from Dubbo, is also of great importance. _At
the depth of 540 feet the drill passed through a seam of coal 5 ft. 2 iu. in thickness, and while boring
for a second scam of coal, 10 feet below the first seam artesian, mineral water commenced to flow to tho
surface, and is how flowing at the rate of 1,000 gallons per hour, and will flow through tubing 30 feet
above the surface, and higher if required. The water when coming up out of the bore-hole_ contains a
great deal of gas, and has a taste very similar to the German seltzer watch I believe that this is the first
artesian mineral water discovered at such a depth in Now South Wales ; it is, therefore, of great import
ance, and may become very valuable to the colony. Mr. Sloe brought two quart bottles full of water with
him to Sydney for a rough analysis, but owing to the cork coming out the gas escaped, and the analysis is
not as satisfactory as it would have been had he been able to obtain Winchester quart bottles on the
place. Nevertheless, the rough analysis obtained proves it to be a- valuable mineral water, as the
following certificate of analysis will show:—
Sjn

Department of Mines, Assay Dranch, Sydney.
’
I have the honor to report as follows respecting the sample of water received from you, and numbered.
Total fised residue 220'GQ grains per gallon, consisting of
14‘00 grains per gallon.
Carbonate of lime
• 12-05
Chloride of magnesium
>>
1 02
Oxide of iron
...
trace
Alumina
..............
-21
Silica
...
...
j]
109-38
Alkaline carbonates
it will he
Note.—The quantity of water received was ton small for a jthorough
„ analysis;
.
. if such a one ia required
_
•necessary to supply 2 gallons of the water in clear, stoppered Winchester quart bottles, also two samples in soilawator
bottles, securely corked, for the estimation of tho free carbonic acid. The water has all the properties of a mineral water,
and is highly charged ivltli carbonic acid.
I have, &c.,
.
. ....
JOHN C. H. MINGAYK.

APPENDIX B.
Deport on Analysis of Water from Cuttaburra Bore.
I have the honor to report as follows, respecting a sample of water forwarded by you for analysis and
report on tho 2nd insfant. The water yielded on evaporation a total fixed residue of 396'872 grains per
gallon, consisting of:—
1-590 grains per gallon
Silica............................
T12
„
Protoxide of Iron
...
Trace
Alumina
. ...
...
G'GGdi
Carbonate of Lime ...
■330
Carbonate of Magnesia
349-040
Chloride of Sodium
Trace
Chloride of Potassium
27-530
Chloride of Calcium ...
4-190
Chloride of Magnesium
■G42
Chloride of Ammonium
Alkaline Carbonates, Organic matter, strong traces of
Bromide, trace of Iodine and Lithi, Nitrates, Ac.
G"712
„
,
1
30G-872
No poisonous metals detected. Water clear in colour, free from odour. ^ On lasting had a sirong
saline taste due to the chloride of sodium (common salt) present. On perusing the various papers
forwarded with the sample I find that it is proposed to conserve the water for watering stock. As regards
its use for that purpose I am of opinion that it is a fairly_ suitable water, tho magnesia salts being
present only in a small quantity, and the proportion of chloride of sodium not oxccssivc.
In Foreman CarmiehaeFs report to Inspector Sloe he points out the luxurious growth of vegetation
where the water has been in contact with the soil. This is what would bo expected with this class of
water, but for a time only, as when the soil became saturated with a large quantity of the water, the saline
matter deposited on evaporation would tend It) kill vegetation. On referring to the analysis it will bo
seen that a strong trace of bromine and a minute trace of iodine wore detected., I , am pot aware that
bromine has previously been found in any of the waters of this Colony, though it is sometimes present in
some of the mineral watfefs 6f South America. Mr. Hamlet informs me that he detected iodine in a
mineral wafer found in this Colony.
I have, &e., .
„
„ ■
JO FIN C. II. MINGAYE, E.C.S.,
The Geological Surveyor-in-Charge.
Analyst and Assaycr.
APPENDIX C.
Strata from the Nyngan Bore.
The plant fragments distributed throughout the strata from the Nyngan Boro arc portions of the
fronds of ictiitopteris, a fern, characteristic in Australia, of the lower mesor.oie coal measure; and iu New
South Wales particularly of that section known as the Clarence series. The latter is, probably, the
equivalent of some part of the Ipswich coal measures, in Queensland, where the fern also occurs. It is
likewise found in the typical Clarence District, and in the “ carbonaceous ” coal measure of Victoria. _
I may point out that the occurrence of this imniopieris shale in the Nyngan Boro is a mattbfi of
Very considerable importance, because, in the absence of any negative evidence, it appears to indicate the
presence of an additional mesozoic area in Central New South Wales, which might prove coal-bearing.
The nearest other mesozoic area is that of tho Baltimore series, near Dubbo.
iQ/o/qT
D. ETHERIDGE, Palaeontologist.
Memo.
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APPENDIX D.
Estimated Traffic on the under-mentioned Hoads upon which it is proposed j;o Bore.
Bonrko to Barringun.—Sheep, 197,116 ; horses, B79 ; cattle, 130,762.
"Wanaaring to Tibooburra.—Hoad, impassable until watered, it is required to provide access from
and to Mount Brown Diggings and Hail way at Bourke, and would catch considerable stock as it is tho last
turn off from the Adelaide Hoad for Sydney or Queensland stock. Traffic may be estimated at:—Sheep,
60,000 ; horses, 500; cattle, 20,000.
Bourke to Hungerford.—Sheep, 115,000; horses, 600; cattle, 90,000. If permanently watered,
traffic would largely increase ; the numbers do not include teamsters’ stock.
Moree to Boggabrilla,—Sheep, 150,000; horses, 500 ; cattle, 50,000. Traffic likely to increase;
main route from Queensland to the heart of this Colony.
'
'
'
'
Angledool to Collarendabri.—Sheep, 50,000; horses, 100; cattle, 500. Traffic is likely to increase
considerably, as it draws from the Culgoa and Ballone Rivers Districts, in Queensland.
!
Coonamble.—Sheep, 331,014!; horses, 912; cattle, 18,511.
Nyngan.—Town supply.
1
Silverton to Lake Cobham.—Sheep, 64,000; horses, 2,500; cattle, 10,760. The number of cattle
is considered under the mark.
'
'
'
Hay to Ivanhoe.—Sheep, 284,204; horses, 575 ; cattle, 4,271. The estimate of cattle and horses is
considered very much under the mark.
'
Menindie to Ivanhoe.—Road impassable until watered.
Estimated trafficSheep, 80,000 ;
horses, 300; cattle, 5,000.
'
r
Ivanhoe to Balranald.—Sheep, 7,000; horses, 1,050 ; cattle, 1,000,
Carrathool to llillston.—Sheep, 206,272; cattle, 5,557.
Balranald to Wakool.—Sheep, 275,601; horses, 206; cattle, 2,288.
Dcniiiquin to Moama.—Sheep, 860,738 ; horses, 568 ; cattle, 6,893.
Huston to Arumpo.—Sheep, 18,100 ; horses, 70; cattle, 6,200.
Bos Creek to Pooneario.—Sheep, 50,000; horses, 200; cattle, 10,000.

APPENDIX E.
Analysis of Water from Native Dog and Youugerrina Bores.
I have tho honor to report ns follows resjrecting two samples of Artesian Water received from you for
analyses and report on ihc 3rd instant:—
’
No. "3716"..

Water from Youugerrina Bore, depth 168 ft. Temperature 82° E.
Graine per gal,

Parts per 1,000.

Total solid residue
...
.
32-984
0-4712
Soluble saline matter ...
31-892
•4556
Insoluble mineral matter
1092
0156
Chlorine...
...
...
5100
0728
8-404
Equal to Chloride of sodium ,
•1200
Remarks:—The water was clear and colourless, free from odour and matters in suspension. On
evaporation gave a strong alkaline reaction ; before evaporation a slight alkaline reaction.
The soluble saline matter consists largely of alkaline carbonates, chloride of sodium (common
salt), silica and strong traces of lime, Magnesia, Sulphuric eid, &c. The insoluble matter consists
almost entirely of silica with traces of Carbonates of Lime and Magnesia.
J ‘
No. "3717".

Water from Native Dog Bore, depth 475 ft., temperature 92° P.
Grains per gal.

Parts per 1,000.

Total solid residue
...
45-108
...
0644
Soluble saline matter ...
..
44-044
...
•6292
Insoluble mineral matter
..
1064
...
0152
Chlorine...
...........................
4500
...
•0642
Equal to chloride of sodium ..
7-415
...
T059
_ Remarks:—The water was clear and colourless and free from odour. On evaporation gave a strong
alkaline reaction ; before evaporation a slight alkaline reaction.
The soluble saline matter consists chiefly of alkaline carbonates, chloride of sodium (common salt),
silica, and strong traces of lime, Magnesia and Sulphuric Acid. Tho quantities of both tho samples received
were rather small for analysis.
'
The alkaline carbonates when present in a large quantity are known to excite a strong corrosive
action upon the roots of plants, their action being to a great extent remedied by the addition of gypsum to
tho soil. The amount present in these waters, however, is small, and they may be classed as of a good
description for irrigation purposes and suitable for all domestic purposes.

1 ^JOIIN C. MINGAYE, E.GhS.,
The Geological Survcyor-in-charge.

Analyst and Assayer.

APPENDIX P.
Memo.
Be the Effects of Saline Waters on Stock.
Eon the information of tho Chief Inspector of Watering places, I have the honor to report having ascer
tained from the analyses of some of the wells in the Western District, contained in the Departmental
reports, that tho salts most frequently found are magnesia and soda, combined with sulphuric acid or
chlorine.
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As these salines are used in veterinary medicine, their effects are well known when administered in
definite medicinal quantities. Magnesia salts, in doses of about X lb., act as a purgative for cattle, and
1 lb. is a purge for sheep or swine, It is not suitable for horses, as it excites too much irritation of
the bowels, and causes inflammation. Prom 2 to 4 ounces repeated daily to cattle, or a proportionate
quantity to sheep, would set up indigestion, dissolve the fibrinc in the blood, cause loss of flesh, attended
by irritation of the bowels, semi-fluid feces, with excited action of the kidneys, gradually reducing the
animal strength and vitality. Such water being nauseous and bitter to taste, would prevent stock from
drinking it, unless they are pressed by thirst. Soda salts are also used, but much less frequently, in
purgative doses for stock. Cattle will take about 1 lb., and sheep about 3 or 4 ounces. It is too violent
and uncertain in its action to be used for horses.
Common salt (chloride of sodium) is an essential article of food, aiding digestion. It assists in tho
formation of the gastric juice and bile, and generally assists nutrition in quantities of 1 to 3 ounces daily
for cattle, half that quantity for horses, and 1 or 2 drams for sheep.
Large and repeated doses of salt in drinking-water causes i her eased thirst, and excites the action of
the kidneys. ‘ They excrete an excessive quantity of pale urine and impoverish the blood of its chemical
constituents, leading to loss of condition and general debility.
There is no doubt that many animals located on a station can and do accommodate themselves to
' saline water, while others less robust in condition will waste away and die.
It is easy to understand that starving, or even thirsty, travelling stock may suffer disastrously from
drinking at once a large quantity of water containing a high percentage of saline material. Horses and
cattle will drink from 5 to 12 gallons a day, sheep from 1 to 2 gallons a day. Drovers should be cautioned
at saline drinking-places of the danger- of permitting stock to drink too freely, until they had become
accustomed to tho medicinal properties of the water,
EDWARD ST A H LEY,
'
Government Veterinarian.
APPENDIX G.
Artesian Well Boring Tools and Plant Complete.

Machinery for Itiy.
1 crank shaft, 31 in. diameter, with w.-i., crank, pin, and collar : 1 draw spool, all \v.-i,,arid 1 sand,
line spool, w.-i., with brakes ; 2 belt-tighteners, all w.-i.; 1 wrought-iron driving-whocl, 6'0 in. diameter ;
2 wrought-iron draw-wheels, 4'6 in. diameter ; 2 spool chains and swivels ; 1 wrought-iron con. rod and
brasses; 1 cast-iron spring pole-jacket; L saddle and stirrups for beam; 1 noddle pin and bolts; 1
slipper-out, complete (steel wheel); 1 set braces for slipper-out; 3 rope-sheaves (turned) ; I stirrup and
king bolt for spring-pole; 2 hydraulic jacks.

Derrick Tools.
2 knock wrenches; 2 catch wrenches; 1 pair heavy tool wrenches, 1 bit lever and chains, 1 extra
large iron wreucli board and stool; 1 pole-holder ; 1 joint clamp.
.
Pole-fittings.
GO sets pole joints and centre straps ; 2 pole swivels; 2 drill swivels: 1 drill chain and swivel; 1
cowsucker and shackles.
■

Drilling Tools.
1 sinker-bar, 2% in. diameter, 30 ft. long, joint in centre; 1 sinker-bar, 3 in. diameter, 30 ft. long
joint in centre; 1 sinker-bar, 31-in, diameter, 30 ft. long, joint in centre; 1 sinker-bar, 4 in. diameter
30 ft. long, joint in centre ; 1 pair drilling-jars, 1 (in., legs all steel; 1 pair drilling-jars, 1J in,, legs all
steel: 1 pair drilling-jars,
in., legs all steel; 1 pair drilling-jars, 1 in., legs all steel ; 2 dutehmen, 1 top
and 1 bottom; 1 ball or improved under-runner for 6-in. and 8-in, casing; 2 6-in. bits; 2 8-in. bits; 2 10-in.
bits; 2 5-in. bits.

Sand-pnnips.
1 sand-pump, 4in. diameter, brass valve and seat; 1 sand-pump, 5-in. diameter, brass valve and
seat; 1 sand-pump, 61-in. diameter, brass valve and seat; I sand-pump, hanger, and chain.

Pishing Tools.
1 pair spring grabs ; 1 spud, 8 ft. long; 21 two-legged socket; 21 one-legged socket; 1 half
turn hook.

Casing Tools,
1 set casing dogs, 5-in., G-in., and 8-in.; 3 sets clamp bolts, nuts, and washers; 3 steel,
casing shoes, 5-in., 6-in. and 8-in,; 1 casing chain, ring, and hook; 51 pairs iron casing
clamps and bolts.

Boring Tools.
_ 1 surface auger, 12-in.; 100 ft. boring-stems and connections; I stone-hook ; 1 mud-pump, 10 iu.
1 boring-chain; 2,000 ft. 2J in. best drill-poles.
Engine and boiler complete with all mountings; cylinder 10 in. x 12 in. (equal to 25 h.p.;
American Catalogue). Engine fitted with pump and feed-heater, and cylinder lagged with non-conducting
composition.
Boiler entirely of steel, and tested for a working pressure of 60 lb. per square inch. All pipes,
valves, and connections fitted and supplied, and engine mounted on substantial bed and governor specially
designed for well-boring purposes, fitted on slide valve jacket.
Wrought-iron rig and derriclc complete with all foundation timbers, bolts, &c., &c., and all bearing
and holding-down-bolts for saddle, crank, shaft, spools, tighteners, and snatch-post; also hardwood
walking, beam and spring pole, with all mountings fitted, the whole being erected in place before
despatch,
*
x
One improved new design automatic casing clamp fitted with alternate dogs for G-in. and 8-in.
casing complete.
■
Tools,
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Tools, Stores, and Sundries for Artesian Boring Outfit.
2 engineers' hand-hammers, 1 ratchet brace, 1 monkey ■wrench, 2 yards best insertion, 3 saw files,
1 blacksmith’s anvil, 6 pairs blacksmiths’ tongs, .1 large fuller, 1 hot chisel, 1 set swedges -J-in. to H in.,
2 engineers’ hand-chisels, 6 assorted drills, 6 assorted files, 6 assorted hammer-handles, 1 blacksmith s
bellows, 1 "Wilkinson's vycc 5 in., 1 large flatter, 1 forge complete, 1 cold chisel, 2 handsaws, 1 cross-cut
saw and handles, 1 draw knife, 2 gouges, 1 claw hammer, 1 wood rasp, 1 chalk line, 2 2-ft. four-fold rules,
1 carpenter’s brace and bits, 25 ft. best $-in. chain, 2 treble iron blocks, 10-in., 2 single iron blocks, 6-in.,
2 single iron blocks, 4-in., 2 dozen lampwieks, 1 adze and handle, .5 assorted chisels, 4 augurs (assorted),
1 hatchet, 1 square, 1 60-ft. Chestcrman’s tape, 1 Eabone level, 3 stool sledge hammers, 25-ft. best -jj-ebain,
4 lb. hemp packing, 3 hurricane lanterns, 1 12-in. engine-room lamp and reflector, 2 dozen lamp
chimneys, 70 ft. best 12-in. leather belting for draw belts, 45 ft. best 12-in. Indiarubber belting for
driving-belts, 2,000 ft. Bullivant's steel-wire rope for sand line, 3 draw ropes, each 110 ft. long, complete,
with thimbles spliced in ends, &c. (steel wire).

[64 Sections of Bores and 1 Map,!

457—C
Sydney : Chai-les Potter, Government Printer.—1892.
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EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Votes No. 57.

Tuesday, December 1,1891.

4. Goulbubk 'Water Suppi.y Charges Bill :—Dr. Hollis moved, pursuant to Notice,'—

(1.) That the Gou 1 burn Water Supply Charges Bill be referred to a Select Committee, with power
to send for persons and papers, for consideration and report.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Dibbs, Mr. E. M. Clark, Mr. Colls, Mr. Cullen, Mr.
Holhorow, Mr. Jtose, Mr. Scott, Mr. Edden, and the Mover.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 04.

Tuesday, December 15,1891.

12. Goulburn Water Supply Charges Bill :—Dr. Hollis, as Chairman, brought up the Eeport from,
and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select
Committee for whose consideration and report this Bill wras referred on 1st December, 1891;
together with Appendices and a copy of the Bill as amended and agreed to by the Committee.
Ordered to be printed.
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1891.
(second

session.)

GOULBURN WATER SUPPLY CHARGES BILL.

REPOET.
»

of the Legislative Assembly, for whose consideration and
report was referred, on 1st December, 1891, the " Goulbum Water Supply
Charges Bill"—beg to report to your Honorable House:—

The Select Committee

That they have examined the witnesses named in the List* (whose *SoeList,p,
evidence will be found appended hereto), and the Preamble having been satisfac
torily proved to your Committee, they proceeded to consider the several clauses of
the Bill, in which it was deemed necessary to make certain amendments.
Your Committee now bog to lay before your Honorable House the Bill as
amended by them.
.
LESLIE HOLLIS,
Chairman.
No. 1 Committee Boom,
Sydney, '7ih December, 1891.
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.
THURSDAY, 3 DECEMBER, 1891.
Members Present :—>

Mr, Cullen,
Mr. Colls,
Mr. Holborow,
Mr. Edden,
Mr. Eose.
Dr. Hollis,
Dr. Hollis called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee read by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Bill referred, together with original Petition to introduce same, before the
Committee.
Committee deliberated.
[Adjourned till Tuesday next, at half-past Ten o’clock,]

TUESDAY, 8 DECEMBER, 1891.
Members Present:—

Dr, Hollis in the Chair.
Mr. E. M. Clark,
|
Mr. Holborow,
Mr. Eose.
Present:—A. M. Betts, Esquire (Solicitor for the Bill).
Eichard Thomas Ball (Mayor of Goulbum) sworn and examined.
Augustine Matthew Betts sworn and examined.
_
i_ i.
' i. *
Witness handed in copies of Government Gazette^ containing By-laws made by the Borough of
Goulburn, and dated 24?th October, 1887, and amended By-laws, dated 25th January, 1889, [Agpendifi
Solomon Meyer sworn and examined.
, ,
Witness handed in, copy of Evening Star and Argyll: Farmers’ Advocate newspaper, containing a
letter written by Mr. A. M. Betts, City Solicitor, in reply to a letter from the Council with reference to
the Water Hates Act. (Appendix B.]
Edward Joseph Ball, sworn, and examined.
Eichard Thomas Ball, further examined.
Eoom cleared.
Committee deliberated.
[Adjourned till half-past Two o’clock this day.]
The Committee reassembled at the hour named.
Members Present :—

* SJee Schfltlulc

of Amendments.

Dr. Hollis in the Chair.
Mr. E. M. Clark,
Mr. Colls,
Mr. Holborow,
■
Mr. Eose.
Preamble considered.
Question,—“ That this Preamble stand part of the Bill,”—put.
Committee divided.
_
Ayes.
Ho.
Dr. Hollis,
Mr. Eose.
Mr. Holborow,
Mr. E. M. Clark,
Mr. Colls.
.
Aud so it was resolved in the affirmative.
Clause 1 read, and agreed to.
Clause 2 read, amended,* and agreed to.
Clause 3 read, amended,* and agreed to.
Clause 4 read, and agreed to.
Title read and agreed to.
Chairman to report the Bill with amendments to the House.
SCHEDULE OF AMENDMENTS.
Page 1, clause 2, lines 20 and 21. Omit “ twenty-fourth day of October, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-seven,” insert “first day or January, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight."
„ 1, clause 3, lines 37, 38, and 39. Omit “ as from the said twenty-fourth day of October, one
'
’
thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, aud at any time
hereafter."
LIST OF WITNESSES.
PAGE.

Bull, E. J.
Ball, R. T.
Betts, A. M.
Meyer, S.

12

5,14
8
10
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1891. (second

session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OE EYIDENCE
taken

befohe

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE

GOULBURN WATER SUPPLY CHARGES BILL.

TUESDAY, S DECEMBER, 1B01.
_

Me. E. M. CLAEK,
Dr,

present:—

|
Ma. HOLBOROW,
Me. ROSE.

HOLLIS

in the

Chair.

Mr. A. M. Betts appeared as Solicitor for the Bill.
Mr. Richard Thomas Ball called in, sworn, and examined.:—
Mr. It. T. Ball.
]. Chairman.] Arc you Mayor of Goulbum ? Yes.
_
8Dectl89L
2. Are you acquainted with the circumstances to which the preamble of the Bill refers ? Yes.
3. Mr. Betts.] How long have you been an alderman ? Between seven and eight years.
4! How many years have you held the office of Mayor ? This is the second year.
_
5. Are you aware that there has been considerable difficulty in collecting the water rates in the borough
of Goulburn ? Yes.
■
^ ^
6. Have some cases been brought before the magistrates to recover the rates ? Yes, _
7. Have doubts been expressed as to the power of the Council to recover rates in certain cases ? Yes.
8. In respect of what lands and premises have difficulties occurred ? In respect of premises where the
water has not been actually laid on from the main, and in the case of vacant lands, also where we have
tried to recover rates under our by-laws which were made under the Municipalities Act, instead of the
Water and Sewerage Act. There is another difficulty as to the time which we can go back as we have to
go into the Magistrates’ Court,
_
9. Was the money which was expended in the erection of water works supplied by the Government?
Yes.
*
_
10. Are the Council liable to the Government for certain interest charges in respect of the moneys so
advanced? Yes.
11. What was the cost of the work P Close on £60,000.
^
12. Is there some question,as to the extent of the liability of the Council? Yes, the cost has greatly
exceeded the estimate.
13. Are the Council certainly liable for some large amount ? Yes.
_
_
14. Was the question of proceeding with Ibis Bill brought before a full meeting of the Council? Yes,
there was a duly constituted meeting.
15. Was the decision to apply for this Bill unanimously approved of by the aldermen present ? Yes.
16. Is it your recollection that there was no vote against the proposal ? I do not recollect any dissent.
17. Dissent might have been expressed by one of the speakers, but there was no dissentient vote as far as
j'ou remember? Yes, there was a requisition signed by an alderman for a public meeting; but the alderman
who signed the requisition spoke in favour of the Bill at the public meeting
■
,
„
IS. How much money is there outstanding to which this Bill would apply ? The total amount is £2,177
16s. 9d.
■ 19-
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MINUTES 01? evidence taken beeoee the select committee

Mr.B.T.B&ll, 19. How is tliat matLe up ? The amount due on vacant lands is £491 17s. 6d., on the premises where the
water is not laid on, £627 9s. Id.; and on other premises, £1,078 10s. 2d.; making a total of £2,177 16s.
8 Dec., 1891 9d. That is up to tho 31st December, 1890, to which this Bill applies.
20. Have a large number of the ratepayers paid their rates without question P Yes, fully one half of them.
21. Mr. HoseThis preamble ttates: “ "Whereas doubts have been expressed.’’ What proof have you
that doubts have been expressed ? Only by the proceedings in the Police Court.
_
22. Would not such proceedings remove doubts instead of expressing them ? In this case it was not so.
23. How was that ? The case was dismissed, and when it was dismissed the Court gave no reason. We
were not told why the case was dismissed.
_
_
24. Why was not the case tested again ? I understand it would have necessitated the Council taking the
case to the Supreme Court.
25. Do you not think that the fact of a magistrate deciding a case proved that there was no doubt at all ?
If the magistrate had decided the other way the ratepayer could have appealed to a District Court Judge,
hut the Council could not. They have to appeal to the Supreme Court. Then, I think, other doubts
were expressed, which were thought advisable should be set at rest by a short Act, which would save tho
expense of going to the Supreme Court.
_
26. Was a verdict given against the Council ? The case was dismissed.
_
_
27. Is not that tantamount to a verdict being given against the Council ? I am not up in the law in that
respect, and I cannot say,
_
28. In what year did the G-ovemment advance the money for building the waterworks? In no particular
year; the works have been in course of construction for two or three years.
29. The preamble sets forth that tho Municipal Council are responsible for a share of that money; has
the Municipal Council paid any of it yet ? Iso.
30. How is that ? I do not think the Government have made any application for it,
_
31. At that rate it is hardly right to say that you are responsible for paying anything o2 ? According to
the Act, and according to the conditions under which the money was lent, we are responsible ; but it is
questionable whether the Government will enforce their claim.
32. The fact of the matter is that you have paid nothing ? Yes.
33. The preamble says :
And whereas the construction and completion of the works in connection with the said water supply for the city of
Goulburn entailed a large expenditure of money advanced by the Government of New South Wales, and the said borough
is liable to pay to the Crown certain annual sums of money for interest upon the moneys so advanced as aforesaid.

•

In your evidence you almost take up the position of denying that you are responsible to the Government
for interest on the whole of the amount expended ? It is our intention to try and resist payment of the
full amount. But whether we shall be able to get off is another question,
_ _
34. But this preamble sets forth that you are responsible for this money without specifying any per
centage of the amount? We are not in a position to do that.
35. According to the wording of this preamble, you must mean that you have to pay the whole amount ?
According to the present rates which we are receiving, if we had to pay the interest on the whole expen
diture and the working expenses we could not possibly meet it.
36. Mr. Jlolhorow.'] Is it not a fact that the cost of constructing these waterworks has far exceeded tho
amount which the Government stated they would cost ? Yes, fully 50 per cent, more,
37. Is the reason why you have not paid anything to the Government that yon are disputing the amount
and trying to get it reduced to the estimate which the Government stated it would cost when they took
it in hand ? We have not actually refused to pay.
38. Have you not been corresponding with the Government in order to get a reduction of the amount?
Not on that particular point. At one time a deputation to the Minister mentioned tho fact that the
works had cost too much, and intimated that we did not think the works were worth the amount with
which we were debited. Wc got a gentle reminder at the time that we were expected to pay up, hut
that ah extension of time might be given.
39. Oh airman.Are you at the present time liable to the Government for the whole amount expended
on these waterworks ? Yes ; I think we are.
40. With regard to the doubt expressed, did the case which was brought before the Police Court cover
the whole range of tho doubts that have been expressed with regard to the power of the Council to
collect rates ? No.
■
41. Were the doubts covered only in certain particulars ? Yes; the particular point which it was
expected would be decided was as to land where the water was not laid on.
42. You did not consider the decision of that Court final on the point? No.
_
43. Was there any reason why you did not get that one point settled in a higher Court? I believe a
difiEculty occurs, because we cannot go to a higher Court without first going to the Magistrates’ Court
according to the Act.
44. Is there any reason why you do not go to a higher Court now to settle the point ? Other difficulties
have cropped up which we thought it would be better to settle apart from the point as to whether water
,is or is not laid on.
45. Mr. Olark.~\ Are there cases where the magistrates would have no jurisdiction, by reason of the lapse
of time? Yes. I understand that a case canuot he brought into a Magistrate’s Court where the arrears
are for a longer period than six months,
•
46. Mr. Hose.'] Does not that remove all doubts straight away ? I do not understand that.
47. This Bill asks for power to recover rates from the 24th October, 1887;—are you going to recover
from those persons who had the use of the water in 1887 ? Most decidedly.
.
48. In a great many cases the tenants will have used the water ? Yes, in the majority of cases.
49. Supposing that tenants of 1887 have left Goulburn, will you come ou the new tenants? No; I
presume we will come on the owners.
50. Can you give a definite answer on that point? It is not for me to say. It will be whatever the Act
provides.
51. What does the Act provide ? The Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act provides for recovering
from the owner.
52. Is it not a fact that in a great many eases that by the tenant stipulating to pay water he gets premises
at a lower rent, so that tho landlord virtually pays the water rates ? I dare say that is the case.
53.
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53. Therefore in those circumstances there may he a great many cases where the landlord lias really paid
the water rates by charging a lower rent to tho tenant ? Yes.
.
54 In such cases would it not be a great hardship to make a landlord in 1891 pay the water rates again? 8 J3t0‘i 1881
I dare say hardships will occur all round.
66.
OforA.] I suppose that most of the amounts were under £1.0, and arc, therefore, recoverable in
the Police Court? The arrears in a great many cases are more than that.
56. Have you taken any of those larger amounts to the higher Court ? According to the Act we have
to go to the Magistrate’s Court.
5/, Gliairman.'l "What do you estimate will he the loss to the Goulburn Municipal Council if some
provision is not made such as is contained in this Bill ? The arrears up to tho end of December, 1890, are
£2,177 16s. 9d. The points which will be in dispute this year will possibly bo whether the water has
been laid on to the premises from the main.
58. Does the amount you have named represent the water actually supplied to persons? No. It
represents where the water has not been supplied, but where the main is within the prescribed distance
according to the "Water and Sewerage Act.
59. Under that Act the ratepayers would be liable ? Yes.
60. Apart from that, are there any rates due to the Council by persons who have actually had the use of
the water ? Yes.
J
01 Are those rates recoverable at the present time, without this Bill ? Not in all cases. There are cases
where the water has been laid on last year, where there has been accumulated arrears of rates, owing to
the mam having been within the prescribed distance previously. Of course we cannot get any one to
pay the amount until we can give a clear receipt, and we are not prepared to give a clear receipt in such
C&S6S.

62. Are there cases in which persons have been actually using water, and they have not paid tho rates?
I do not think there are a large number of those cases, because a little while ago I took the only course
open to me at the time, of threatening to cut ofE the water from those who are using the water and not
paying the rates. The consequence was that the majority of the rates were then paid.
63. So that the sum of over £2,000, which you wish to collect under the provisions of this Bill, represents
money considered to be owing to the Council, under the provisions of the Water and Sewerage Act, but
by persons who have not really been using the water ? Yes, in the majority of cases.
64.. Mr. Boso] Is the meaning of the word “supplied,” used in this Bill, the same as the meaning of the
word “ supplied” in the Validating Bill ? T do not know. If the word is used in the same sense it must
have the same meaning.
65. Why were those people who did not pay sued at the time? There was a difficulty in the way. Last
year we tried' to get pur by-laws passed by the Government, imposing a reduced rate. We wished to '
charge only 9d. in fhe'£, but the Government would not sanction our by-laws unless we fixed the rate at Is,
m the £, At the last moment we were compelled to accept Is. in the £, and twelve months were lost
over this matter. The by-laws were gazetted on the 31st December last year.
66. ^ You have already had one Bill to validate your by-laws, and are you asking now for another Bill to
validate that Validating Bill ? No. That particular Bill cited one set of by-laws, while, as a matter of
fact, we had two sets of by-laws. In giving the City Solicitor the by-laws to prepare the Bill, the Town
Clerk, unfortunately, did not give him tho two seta, and he only cited the one set of by-laws.
67. So that the Goulburn by-laws have been so faulty that you find it necessary to have two Vali
dating Bills ? I presume they are like most municipal by-laws—there are a great many faults in them,
68. Chairman.'] Bor what reason did yon come to Parliament to validate the former by-laws? Because
we charged for the water under the old Act, and the Water and Sewerage Act docs away with the old
Aet._ Under the Municipalities Active charged so much per room, whereas tho Water aud Sewerage Act
specifics that you must charge on the assessment.
69. Mr, liolboroic.] Is the most part of the £2,177 IGs. 9d. owing ferrates on property which has never
taken advantage of the water supply in any way ? Yes ; half of it.
70. What is the other half for ? For premises where the water is now actually laid on and in use.
71. Yet you cannot recover the rates for that half ? We can for this year.
72. Why not for the last year, and the previous year? There is a difficulty with regard to the areas
before the water was laid on. Tho water was not'supplied to those properties until last year, but there
were previous arrears of rates.
73. Then, in those cases the water has not been used until this year? The water has been laid on the
premises this year, and possibly it will be laid on this year in premises where it was not laid on before.
74 Mr. Bose.] Then the Bill really asks for power to collect rates on premises where.the water has not
been used? Yes; even where water is laid on, the only remedy I have now is to cut off the water. We .
prefer to have another remedy, hut the reason of that is, because we have only cited one set of by-laws in
the previous Act.
75. Chairman.] The difficulty is that you cannot now recover rates even where people are using the water,
because your by-laws were made under the wrong A.ct ? Yes; previous to this year.
.
76. And those by-laws have not been validated under the previous Act? Not the second set.
77. Bor what reason did the case brought; before the magistrates fall through ? I am not in a position to
say. All I know is that the case was dismissed. There were three magistrates on the Bench two of
them were for dismissal and I believe the third was not.
78. Mr. Holhorow.] What objection was raised by the rate-payers ? The main objection was that the
water was not supplied although the main was within the prescribed distance.
79. Mr. Bose.] Was there any public meeting held in connection with the collection of those arrears and
asking you to prepare this Bill ? I have had no requisition asking me to collect the rates. I look
upon that as a public duty which I have to perform.
80. Has there been any public meeting protesting against this Bill ? Yes, and there are two gentlemen
present here to-day in consequence of that meeting.
81. Do yon think that all those wdio attended that meeting were defaulters? Some were—I cannot say
that all were.
.
82. Chairman.] 4 re the present aldermen unanimous in their desire to have this Bill ? I am not in a
position to say—the majority of them are.
83. Mr. Bose.] How many of the present aldermen were aldermen in 1887, when these evils first arose?
I think about one-half of them.
84

*
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Mr.E.T.Ball. 84, Are you sure ? I believe that a majority of new members are now in the Council.
85. Are you sure that any one of the present aldermen were there in 1887 ? Yes ; X was there myself,
8 Dec., 1891. an(j j remember three others.
,
86. Chairman.'] Still those who were not aldermen when this difficulty began wore then residents of the
city ? I think so, with the exception of Aldermen Johnston and Cowbum.
■
87. Have you collected any rates for premises that have not been using the water ? Yes, about half.
88. What amount of rates have you received from persons who have not really had the use of the water .
I cannot state the amount; but I am safe in saying that about one half have paid the rates.
89. I am not referring to those who use the water, but those who own vacant allotments, or whose houses
are not connected with the mains ; have you received much rates from those ? If I gave an estimate it
would only be a guess ; I should think £627 have been paid by those persons.
_
.90. Is it a provision of the Water and Sewerage Act that the Municipal Council may impose rates upon
lands not connected with the mains ? Yes, if the main runs within a certain distance of the land.
91. Under that Act you thought you were making your by-law's ? Yes. X think the impression was that
under the Act we had power to enforce the rates.
92. Under which Act ? The Water and Sewerage Act.
_
93. Under which Act were the by-laws actually made which you seek to validate? Under the old Act.
We made them in accordance with the Municipalities Act instead of the Water and Sewerage Act. _
94. Does the Municipalities Act empower you to collect rates upon unimproved lands not connected with
the main? I do not know. I think the rate has to be imposed per room.
_ _ _
95. So that you went even beyond the old Municipalities Act in making the provision in your by-laws ?
I cannot say that.
_
96. The Municipalities Act requires you to charge per room, but you have been charging for vacant land?
We have a provision in the by-laws for charging the vacant land, but the question comes in whether we
have the power to charge it, because the water is not actually laid on.
_
97. Were you not really making by-laws under two different Acts at one time, one of which superseded
the other? Ho; in fact we copied the He wcastle by-laws, and as they were wrong, of course we were
wrong also.
_
98. Does the old Act empower you to impose a rate for laud that has no premises upon it? I cannot say.
Mr. Augustine Matthew Betts called in, sworn, and examined :—
Mr.
99. Chairman.] Are you a solicitor of the Supreme Court, practising in G-oulburn? Yes. _ I am also a
A. M. Bette solicitor for the Borough Council of Goulburn, and I appear in support of this Bill. The original difficulty
arose in consequence of the first by-laws being made principally under the Municipalities Act, and partly
8 Dec., 1891. un(jerthe Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act. The Municipalities Act provides for an assessment at so
much per room. That was the assessment set out in the bj^laws as regards to occupied premises or buildings.
But under the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Aeb, it is stated that the assessment must-be a rate
upon the value of the property in respect of which tho water rate is claimed. When the first \ alidating
Act was framed, the by-laws passed in 1887, and those passed in 1889, were all hound up together in
pamphlet form as if they had been passed on the same date, that is October, 1887. We subsequently
discovered that part of the by-laws, relating specially to water-supply, were passed in 1889, That is one
reason why we had to come for tho present Bill. When the Council sought to recover the rates a number
of objections were taken, and no one can tell on what ground the magistrates gave their decision, because
they did not give any reason. The Police Magistrate was in favour of the Council, but two justices on the
Bench decided that the case should he dismissed. Besides the questions raised in that case, a number of
other questions have been raised by some ratepayers, and objections made to the recovery of the rates.
After fully considering the matter, the Council thought, after conferring with me, that it would be wiser
to come to Parliament for a new Bill, because we might have a case in Court upon one set o( circum
stances, and, even if that case were decided on appeal, the case would be decided upon the points arising
in that ease only, which would leave all the other eases undetermined. In the long run, we thought that
the expenses entailed in coming to Parliament would be less.
100. Mr. Hose.] After the defeat of the Council in Goulburn, was it not the intention of the Council to
apply to the higher Court, and did you take advice from counsel in Sydney whether you should go to the
higher Court ? Ho ; I conferred with Mr. W. H, Pigott.
101. After that conference did you decide not to go to the higher Court ? Yes.
102. Should not that have settled the doubts about the question ? Ho, because that was only upon one
point. If we appealed in that case and upset the magistrates' decision, we should still have to come again
with other decisions.
103. In your opinion, is the Council responsible for the whole amount advanced by the Government for
the construction of waterworks, or is it responsible for only a portion ? Legally, I am bound to say that
I am afraid the Council is responsible for the whole amount, but morally and equitably they are not.
104. In reality does not the preamble set forth that the Council is responsible for the whole amount ? I
do not think so. The preamble is specially worded so as not to mention any amount. It says “large
expenditure of money.”
.
105. But it does not say “ a portion of the large expenditure of money ?’’ Ho ; but I think it is fairly
open to the interpretation I place upon it. That was the intention.
106. The intention was not to bind yourselves to the whole amount ? Yes.
_
107. Mr. Holborow.] Did I understand you to say that the reason why you ask for the present Bill is that
you and the Council thought that in the first Bill provision was made for collecting the rates as far back
as 1887, hut afterwards you found it only went as far hack as 1889 ? That is partly the reason.
108. Is that principally the reason why you are asking for this new Bill ? That is the main reason.
109. To get over a defect in the first Bill? Yes.
110. Chairman.] The by-laws which you thought were validated by the last Act were really two sets of
by-laws fused into one ? Yes, and purporting to have been made on the same date by the Council, but
they were really made at different times.
111. Mr. Rose^] Do you think there has been extravagant expenditure of money on the waterworks?
Yes, I think there has been a great waste of money. The works might have been constructed for onehalf or two-thirds the cost, and they would have been done better if they had been in the hands of the
Council.
*
.
*
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112. "What lias been tbe cipenditnre in waterworks tliero in comparison with the cipeusc o£ waterworks

Mr.
A. M. Belts.

in other parts of the Colony? I have no personal knowledge of the subject, hut T believe that tho
expense of the Goulburn waterworks has been proportionately much larger than in other places.
8 Dec., 1831.
113. Mr. Jlolborow.~\ Has the extra expense been the fault of the Municipal Council ? Ko ; the Council
had no control, and the whole thing was in the hands of the Government.
1M. Mr. Rose.'] Did the Council authorise tho Government to expend more than a certain amount? jS'o ;
the Government submitted to the Council two estimates of what the work would probably cost, one by
Mr. Clark, the celebrated water engineer, aud the other by the Engineer-in-CLief for Harbours and Jtivers.
115. And the Government exceeded those estimates to the extent of thousands of pounds ? Yes; to the
extent of 50 per cent.
11G. Mr. Holborow.] Is ihe water supply satisfactory to the rate-payers ? 1 think that under all the
circumstances the water supply is as good as it can well be.
117. Mr. Rose.] If the Government exceeded their estimate by 50 per cent, is it not a question legally
whether the ratepayers arc liable? Jso, because the Government have made the Council sign an under
taking that they would pay the cost whatever it might be. That is always done.
118. "Without limiting tho amount? Yes, I believe the money they have expended would have brought
the water into Goulburn by gravitation without any pumping whatever.
119-20. Chairman.] It is stated in the preamble of the Bill:—“And whereas it is desirable that such
doubts should be removed and tliat the said borough should have full power to recover all rates and charges
made payable by the said by-laws.” Does that refer to all by-laws made since 1SS7 ? Yes.
121. As a matter of fact is it possible at this present time, or during the next twelve months, for the
Municipal Council to recover the rates payable under these by-laws from the persons against whom they
were first intended to be charged ? Only in very few cases. In some cases it is possible. Of course in
every case where the owners remain the same they can be proceeded against.
122. You say that it is desirable that the Council should have power to recover the rates and charges
made payable by certain by-laws passed between 1887 and the present time. Do yon think it is possible
for the Council if it had this Bill to recover those rates from the persons against whom they were first
intended to be recovered by the by-laws ? It is possible in a large number of cases.
123. Would the provision in this Bill by which it is intended to give the Council power to prosecute under
the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act, 1880, give the Council power to prosecute any one else
other than those first intended to be made liable? Certainly not. Por instance, the present occupiers
could not be proceeded against for water supplied prior to their tenancy; but the owners could. The
owners arc specially made liable by the Act at all times.
124. If a tenant came in 1889, could you, under the powers sought for in this Bill, prosecute that tenant
for rates due in 1SS7 before he became a tenant? Most certainly not.
J25. Whom would you then prosecute for tboso rates? If the Council wished to proceed against the
tenant they would have to go against, the person wlio was the tenant for (he time being? Wc can do that.
126. Supposing he has left the town? If be has means and bis whereabouts are known we might still
proceed against him,
127. It he had no means whom wmuld you prosecute ? Wo would then have to go to tho owner of the
property.
128. Mr. JT.olborow.] Could you not come upon the present tenant for arrears of rates? Certainly not.
129. Mr. Rose.] Since 1887 has not a large amount of property changed bands in Goulburn ? Yes.
130. Assuming that you could not. come upon the tenant would you come upon the new landlord ? Yes,
because the rates arc made a charge upon the premises, or yon might come upon the person who was the
owner at the time.
'
131. Can you state definitely whether you would come upon the individual who bought the property say
this year? I believe wc could. It is part of the solicitors duty when property is sold to see that the
rates are paid.
132. There are doubts existiug here, and might not the buyer on account of those doubts think it not
worth while to look into tho matter ? If be chose to run that risk, he would only have himself to blame.
133. A now landlord would he responsible if you could not get the rates from the original tenant ? Yes.
134. Do you not think that that would be a hardship? I do not think so. The case is exactly tho same
with regard to ordinary rates. That is the case in the city of Sydney, and in every other municipality.
135. But tho difference is this: Is it not the case that these arrears are legally not owing up to tho
present time ? I1 hey are legally owing, hut there is a difficult,y on technical grounds in recovering them.
136. If they are legally owing, why do you want this Bill ? Because there are technical objections.
137. Then ilo not the technical objections upset tho legality ? No, they present obstacles in the way of
recovering the rates.
138. Do you not think that the mere fact of asking ns to pass a Bill to legalise these rates sets at rest
the question that until this Bill becomes law the rates are not legally owing ? I should put it in this way.
They are legally owing, but they are not legally recoverable owing to technical difficulties.
139. Mr. Clark.] You do not know whether they are legally recoverable? No, and wo do not want to
have a dozen appeals to the Supreme Court.
140. Chairman.] Have you a copy of the by-laws which were made, and which you wish to validate?
Yes, I hand them in. [See Appendix A.] ’
.111. Which by-laws in particular do you wish to have validated ? First of all the by-laws published in
Ihe Government Gazette. 24th October, 1887, and the amended "Water Bate By-laws published in the
Gazette on the 25 th January, 1SS9. Those only relating to the water rate are those to which we refer to.
342. In the third clause of tho Bill will yon define what is meant by the term “ supplied” ? What is
meant, there is the interpretation given by the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act, viz,, the con
veying of a main within 150 feet of the premises in question.
.143. Was that extended meaning of tho word “ supplied” intended to he conveyed by the by-laws of
1887 ? Yes, because those by-laws had to bo read in connection with the Act itself.
144. So that in giving that meaning to the term “ supplied,” now you are not extending the meaning of
those by-laws beyond what was intended at the time ? No.
145. You are not in that way creating a new tax upon the ratepayers ? Certainly not, because the Act
under which the by-laws were made, clearly contemplates such a charge as is made in those by-laws as
validated and extended by this Ad,
146,
564—B
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14G. When the by-laws -vvoro first put in operation in 1887, were tiie rates charged according to this
extended meaning of the word “ supplied ’’ ? Tes, they were charged and paid from the very first making
of tho by-laws.
14*7; Mr.
Is it usual for tho municipalities of New South Wales to charge for the water supplied
even when it is not used ? Yes.
'

Mr. Solomon Meyer called in. sworn, and examined:—
Mr. S. Meyer. 148. Chainttait.'] Are. you a ratepayer of G-oullmrn ? Yes.
—'■ 149. Would you be liable under this Bill ? Yes.
S Dec., 1691. p50 Were you appointed by several of the citizens of Croulburn to appear before this Committee and give
evidence on their behalf P Yes.
151. Will you state what facts you wish to bring before the Committee ? With reference to the state
ment of Mr. Betts, that if water went past a property it would be a supply, I wish to call your attention
to clause 60 of the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act, which is as follows :—
The rates and charges for water, and all sums due to the Council under this part, shall be paid by and be recoverable
from the owner of the premises or the occupier or person requiring, receiving, or using the supply of water.

It will bo seen that the word “receiving1' is used there. There are two parties to the contract—the Council
' supplies and the other party receives. Consequently, the fact of a main being carried past a property
would not be a supply under the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act. There must ho a person
who receives it. The clause goes on to say that a certain charge shall be made in respect of “ any
. premises situate within 150 feet from tho alignment of any street or public highway, along which a main
water-pipe belonging to the Council is laid, although such premises are not actually supplied with water
from such main.” That section gives the Council the power, where the water is supplied and received,
of making a charge which is mandatory ; but the second part gives them the option of charging or not, as
they think fit. Then the Mayor of G-oulburn and Mr. Betts have given evidence as to the 61st section of
the Act, and as to the owner being liable. I would point out that such is not the law. Clause 61 is as
follows:—
If any person refuse or neglect to pay on demand to the Council any rate, charge, or sum due to the Council under
this part, the Council may recover the same with costs, or the Mayor may issue his warrant in the form contained in the
third schedule hereto to some constable or other person named therein to levy such rate, charge, or sum by distress and
' sale of the goods and chattels of the person occupying the premises in respect of which such rate, charge, or sum is duo at
the time when the warrant of distress is executed ; and in case no sufficient goods and chattels of such occupier be found
on the premises to satisfy such distress, the owner <5f the premises, or, if he Ire absent from the Colony, his agent, shall be
liable for such rate, charge, or sum, and the same may be recovered from him.

■

’

This is the reason, why I have been requested to give evidence, and point out the hardships which may
arise. This will apply to any arrears which have accumulated since 1887. On the rate-papers that are
presented to the tenants at the present time all arrears are charged every half-year. If 1 have promises
which were occupied by three different persons previously, all their arrears arc charged on my paper.
Consequently it is made a charge against me as the person in possession. I may point out that the Bull
Court lias decided, as a matter of law, that you cannot claim from any landlord until you have exhausted
the tenant.
152. Chairman.] That is to say, for arrears as well as for present rates ? Yes; that is the law.
153. Even if those arrears were duo by the previous tenant r1 Yes; you must exhaust the tenant, jf
you can find none of tho tenants to satisfy tho execution, you can then come upon a landlord.
154. Does that decision of the Court refer to general rates F All rates owing to the municipality.
155. Can you give us the case in which that was decided? I do not remember the exact case; but!
produce a letter by Mr. Betts upon that point. [Sea Appendix B.] That shows clearly that under the
Country Towns "Water and Sewerage Act the Council is hound to make by-laws, not only under the
Municipalities Act, but under the Country Towns "Water and Sewerage Act of 1880. Although (hey
recover the rates to a certain extent under the Municipalities Act, still they are bound to make the
by-laws under the Country Towns Water and Sewerage A.ct. Therefore I want to point out the injustice
.that would bo done if this is tbe mode of recovery for 'those payments. Of course, if the Parliament
validate these by-laws, the. Council will have the power, and most clearly will have to exercise it, under
the 61st section of the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act, of coming upon the unfortunate man in
possession,
156. Bo you think it advisable to have a proviso in tho Bill which would clearly show that in any case
where the Council proceeds to recover rates from a tenant who has ectne into a house where arrears were
due that he should not be liable for rates due before he became the tenant ? That would remedy one
injustice. This Bill is a Bill to enable the Council to recover certain rates and charges respecting which
doubts have been expressed as to the power of the Council to recover. Tho Bill goes on to ask Parlia
ment to allow the Council to make fresh by-laws to enable them to recover those amounts. 'Therefore
power is really asked to go beyond validating that which already exists. That was the point in contention
in the case tried in Court. My contention was that the by-laws of 1887 until last year never contained
a provision that anybody should pay rates because the pipes were laid within 150 feet of his land. That
case was a friendly one between myself and tho Council to test the question. The case was dismissed,
and tho Council entered into recognizances of £25 to prosecute tho case in the Supreme Court: but oil
the very last day J. got notice of discontinuance. The by-laws only stipulated for a charge where the
water was supplied. The Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act contains the word‘‘supplied.” A
supply is a receiving, and consequently it was never supplied. I am not here to argue for those who
receive the water and wlio will not pay for it. I have always paid for the water 1 have received. J.
never paid for this because the by-laws never provided that we should pay for it. In .1890 an Act was
passed to enable the borough of G-oulburn to recover rates and charges for wafer supplied. It was not
until after that Act became law that my case came on. 'Therefore the Council had all the powcr.< Unit
that Act, gave them, but they could not recover because tho Act gives them power to validate the by-laws
of 1887. It could not validate that which never existed. This Bill is a new law. 'The borough want
Parliament to pass a now law to enable them to recover these rates. Jf there was no technical objection
to those by-laws it would be all right. In the municipality there is a Coniniittoc of Ways and Means,
and they estimate what will he a, proper rate to pay the charges for the water supply. Last year they
■ fixed the amount at 9d. for those who received the water, and 6d. for those who do not receive it.
157;

1

Oi' THE GOTjr/nURX WATER SUPPLY CHAR OK 9 BILL.
157. Mr. Glar]c.~\ Is that committee called a linance committee ? Yes. The G-overnmcnt, however,
-would not allow the charge to ho less than Is. Therefore, as they are to got Is., the municipality will
exacting from the ratepayers an amount over and above what they themselves considered was a just thing.
They will therefore have a surplus which ought to ho sufficient to pay tho deficiency of £2,000, which
arises through these arrears from 1887. By making this charge of Is. in the £, they will receive 100 per
cent, more in some cases and 33-V per cent, more in other cases than they said was necessary to meet the
charges. That ought to be quite sufficient without exacting from the ratepayers this large sum of over
£2,000, which they now seek lo obtain by means of this Bill.
.
158. Is it not a fact that the Council have never attempted to exact it, and that they have shown an
anxiety7 to reduce the rates? Yes.
150. They arc driven to exact this high rate by the Public IVorks Department ? Yes. The mayor has
told tho Committee that tho Council in 1887 and ] 888 consisted of nine aldermen, and that it now consists
of twelve aldermen. The minute-book of the Council shows that the by-laws were proposed by Mr.
Clifford, seconded by Mr. ’Wombey, and carried by the Council. Those gentlemen arc not in the Council
at tho present time, and, although some of the aldermen who might have been there in 1887 are now in
the Council, they are not there by virtue of the election which placed them there in 1887. Now’ they are
asking this Committee to pass a Bill to undo what was done in the local legislature of 1887. The tax is
now sought to be recovered whenever put on in 1887. Now there is another set of circumstances in the
Council; there is a different set of aldermen, and they want to construe the intention of the aldermen of
1887, so as to exact a sum of money from people who did not get thenvatcr. They have no right to do
that
“
‘
100. Do you contend that every alderman should follow in the footsteps of his predecessor ? No, but what
I mean is this: the action now being taken would be the same as if the present Parliament of 1891 found
that the consolidated revenue was short of w hat it was estimated to be in 1890, and that tlicy then claimed
the right fo go bade and tax tbe people who were liable in 1890 for taxes to make up tbe defieiency.
There is nothing to show that the Council in 1887 intended to charge the ratepayers who were not supplied
with water. In a municipality consisting of 10,000 or 12,000 people there are hundreds of needy people
who, if two or three years’ rates are placed upon them, would have to submit to be sold off, which would
be a very harsh thing.
1G1. I suppose a very large number of poor and needy people have already paid some portion of these
rates ? No. "When this tost ease came on in January last year, and when it was decided in my favour,
no man would put bis band in bis pocket to pay those rates afterwards. T have no doubt that the
Council, in mauy cases, got the rates from ignorant people when they sent in their claims. But ns a
matter of justice, I think that the Council ought to return the rates that have been paid under such
circumstances.
102. Mr. IfolbormcJ] Do you contend that although a main might pass in front of a man’s land or pre
mises there is no occasion to pay rates for it unless the owner of the same is supplied with water ? Yes ;
it is optional with the Council to charge or otherwise.
1G3. Then speaking later on did I understand you to sjiy that the Council would only lose what had gone
by; but for tho future they would get tho rates ? Yes ; they made by-laws last year for 1891, and they
are legal, so that they will get all the money now.
IGl'. Although the tenant or owner docs not receive water? Yes.
1G5. Is that the result of the Act which has been passed ? No ; that is under their by-laws. To show
that I am not adverse to the Council I would point out that I went to the mayor and explained to him the
necessity of putting that provision in the by-laws so that they could recover this year.
16G. Are you only contending against the rates being collected for the years that have gone by ? Yes.
167. Mr. Clark.'j Do you think that in cases where people have paid those rates for years past the money
should be refunded? Yes. I think that would be only fair and equitable.
1G8. Chairman?* You contend that a new lax is sought to be imposed upon the people by this Bill for the
last three or four years. "What is that new lax ? "Whenever the Council has sent in a claim for rates,
whatever the rate might he—£3 or £20—they have continually claimed that it is due for past years since.
1887; although there was no provision made for such alas where the. water was not supplied. There
never was provision made in cases where people did not get tho water.
16!). Mr. llolboroic.'] Have not some of the ratepayers, who have received water, refused to pay for it in
past years ? There has always been a provision in tho by-laws for parties who have received the water
having to pay. If the Bill went no farther than that there would he no injustice.
170. Chairman.'] Do you claim that the by-laws made in 1887 did not give tho Council power to collect
rates for houses or laud which were not connected with the mains? Clearly so.
171. Do you claim now that in giving that meaning to the by-laws at this date tho Bill seeks to impose
a tax for those years that was never intended ? Just so.
172. Is it a fact that the Council in the years 1887 and 1S8S issued rate, notices charging for lands and
houses which were not connected with the mains during those years ? Yes ; eontinuouslv.
173. So that the Council themselves understood that the by-laws which they made in 1887 were intended
to impose rates on such lands and houses ? 1 cannot tel!. The notices are issued by the clerks of the
Department.
3 74. ’Then it uppers as if that was meant by the by-laws because tbev did not lose any time in issuing
rate notices to collect such rates ? I cannot tell what took place in 1887,
175. You arc a ratepayer. Have you any vacant lands or houses with respect to which you received such
notices ? Yes, 1 have received notices, hut when they were first given or delivered I cannot sav. ■
3 7G. That is certainly some years ago ? Yes; no doubt they wore issued.
377. Mr. Clark.] IVas provision made for appeal on your notice papers? I think one point was that the
Council neglected to give legal notices within tho time.
■
3.78. Has that been the case every year ? No,
179. Did you appeal against the assessment at any time? YTc had no power to appeal under the
Country Towns Water and (Sewerage. Act. The appeal is from a general rate under the Municipalities
Act, and this law provides that the minimum slinll he Od. and the maximum 3s. upon the assessment rate
of the property.
380. Mr. hose.] You spoke of the validating of certain by-laws last year. "What was the object- of
validating them ? The Council contended that they could recover those past claims, and hence it was
that this friendly test case was brought into Court.
181.

H
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Mr. S. Merer. |gj After all the Act did not validate? Yes. They wanted to validate the by-laws, but my contention
was that there was nothing to validate.
8 Dor., issn. yg2. If there were no grounds for validation you contend that there is no ground for validation now?
My contention is that there is nothing to validate.
183. So that actually this is a new Bill ? Yes, and the Bill recites itself as a new Bill. It asks for
power from Parliament to enable them to make by-laws. The Bill says:—
Water shall be deemed to have been supplied to, and all rates imposed under any of the said bylaws, or by virtue
of tbe provisions of this Act may Ijo enforced and recovered as from tbe said 24th day of October, one thousand eight
hundred and eiglity-seven.

They simply ask that the water shall be deemed to have been supplied. They do not say that it was
supplied within the meaning of the Act, and that through some technicality they cannot recover the rates.
But they say that that which was never done shall he deemed to have been done.
181. "What about this surplus which you say there will be supposing the Council arc called upon to pay
interest on £G0,000 ? The Government have never called upon them to pay that.
ISe. Do you think the Government never will call upon them to pay that ? 1 do notthink they will call
npon them to pay the full amount.
180. Do you think that the Government will make the Council a present of £00,000? No ; hut 1 think
they will come to terms with the rate-payers and charge them a fair thing. In fact the Council
ought never to have accepted the works at such a cost. They ought to have called upon the Govern
ment to collect the money. There is power to do so under the Municipalities Act. If that were done,
and the Government had to appoint three Commissioners, the Government ■would have come to terms.
.187. On the other hand, if the Council have to pay interest on £30,000, that is half the amount, will the
Council be able to pay that on the present raling ? Yes. The reason for trying to get this additional
amount is that the Council very injudiciously and illegally lent a building society £2,800. They look
upon that as a loss, and this is why they are coming back upon the ratepayers to make up for what they
have done.
13.3. Who authorised the Council to do that? I do not know.
189. Had not the Council the right to lend £2,800 ? Certainly not. Bach alderman is responsible for
that amount.
J
190. Chairman^] "Was not this Bill really printed before that building society collapsed ? Yes.

Mr. Edward Joseph Ball called in, sworn,-and examined
Mr. K.J.Ball. 191, Chairman.'] Are you a ratepayer of Goulburn? Yes.
/——''-'“n 192. "Were you appointed in conjunction with Mr. Meyer, to represent some of the ratepayers before this
S Dec., 1891. Committee? Yes; the resolutions authorising us to come hero and give evidence, were passed at a
meeting of the citizens of Goulburn, called to protest against the present Bill. There was what I con
sidered a very representative meeting, notwithstanding the inclemency of the weather, on the night on
which the meeting was called. The whole of those present, with tho exception of one dissentient, were
in favour of opposing this Bill. They looked on it as most unjust and severe, in many instances, on the
citizens. There were nearly 200 rate-payers present. 1. took the chair, because the mayor declined to
take the position, as he had to defend the action of the Council. I happened to he an alderman of Goulbnrn when the question of supplying Goulburn with water, and of applying to the Government for tho
purpose, was first brought before the Council. Two estimates were given as to the probable cost, and the
estimate for carrying it out by machinery was from £20,000 to £25.000. To carry out the work by
gravitation was estimated at something like £50,000. The Council then entered into an engagement with
1 he Government, and the result was that the work has been carried out, it was supposed, on the cheapest
estimate, but it has now cost as much as the gravitation scheme was estimated to cost. Therefore it is
unfair to ask the people to pay an enormous tax upon the money which was laid out contrary to what the
Council anticipated. The Council would have been satistied with rates of (id. and 9d., whereas the
Government insist upon charging the extreme amount. I wish to make a few remarks with regard to the
word “ supplied”. I contend that when that word 11 supplied” was used, the aldermen intended that the
water was lo be supplied before it was charged for, "When this was first instituted, it was intended fo
carry out the water scheme under the Municipalities Acf, which states that the charge shall he made per
room, and nothing whatever is said about charging for land. That was the lan- under which the Council
at the time decided to apply to the Government for money to carry out this work, and they believed that
it would he carried out under the Municipalities Act. Unlil the whole of the works were completed, wo
heard nothing about making the charges under the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act. All these
tilings show clearly that it is a most unfair thing, in asking to pass this Bill, to go hack now for four or
five years, and compel people to pay rates for water which they never had. The Supreme Court has
decided that beyond doubt. The Chief Justice decided the point, tlien an appeal was made against his
decision, and the Bull Court decided 1hat the Chief Justice was correct. With reference to tho test case,
Mr. Betls and the mayor have stated that there were certain reasons why they did not take that ease to
tho Supreme Court, What were the facts ? This case was tried by f hree magistrates, of whom I happened
to be one. The case was dismissed, and then we had notice from Mr. Betts, the city solicitor, to state a
case, so that it might he taken to the Supreme Court. We were put to a lot of trouble in stating a case,
but then they would not take it to the Supreme Court, which would have been the easiest thing to do.
As Mr. Betts has said he had some communication with a gentleman in Sydney, and the advice was not
to proceed with the case. All that shows that the Council have no power to claim those rales, under the
test case. It is unfair now to come forward and ask for an Act of Barliament to compel those people to
pa}-. It is legislation of a retrospective character. It is most unwarrantable to go back after an Act was
passed in 1890.
193. Mr. Aose.] Did you vote for that Bill in Barliament? No, I opposed it and I. was the only one who
did do so. 1 opposed its retrospective action on principle.
194. Mr. Clark.'] What was the name ofjthe other justice on the Bench when that case was tried ? Mr.
Oliver. The city solicitor objected to our sitting because we were ratepayers.
195. Do you not think that that was a wise objection ? It would have been if 1 owed anything. I always
pay my rates or what I consider to be legitimate rates.
1
’
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196. Have you paid tout water rates? I say ] liad paid ail my water rates according to wliat I con- Mr.TC.J.Ball,
sidered to tie the by-laws of tbe Council, and they had no right to claim any more. They were then test
ing the case, and if Mr. Betts thought we were so wrong, why did he advise the Council to drop the case.
tc->
■
By his not taking the case to the Supreme Co'nrt he showed that Mr. Oliver and myself were right, and
ihat the Police Magistrate was wrong. lie said that ho would pay his rates, hut he had not paid Ins rates
any more than I had.
197. dir. Hose.'] Do you state that the Police Magistrate had not paid his rates? They said so.
198. And an objection was brought against you as a ratepayer for not paying the rates? Tes.
199. Did the same gentleman object to tbe Police Magistrate ? No, we were singled out.
200. Did the books show that there were any charges against the Police Magistrate? I cannot answer
that question.
201. Do you say that to the best of your knowledge the Police Magistrate bad not paid his rates? From
what was said afterwards. That did not crop up until wo had been challenged and objected to. "When
we came outside of the Court I heard that the Police Magistrate had not paid his rates. 1 do not know
whether they were paid or not.
202. Mr. Clark.'] The Police Magistrate for all that was of opinion that he was liable for those rates
whether he paid them or not? j do not know what he thought.
_
203. He sided with the Council in his decision? I do not know, lie made no definite point in the
matter at all.
201. Mr. Hose.] Is it necessary for magistrates who adjudicate on the Bench to have paid everybody.
Do they not often owe money when they adjudicate ? That is very often the case.
205. Would that cause a magistrate's judgment to be controverted? I have always paid rates that I
considered to be just.
•
■
_
_
206. Mr. Solborow^] Do I understand you to say that when you were in the Council and it was first
contemplated to have a water supply for Goulburn, it was proposed that it should be carried out under
the Municipalities Act? Pcs.
207. Then, I understand that a different plan was adopted and the Government afterwards carried out
the works under the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act? The municipality applied to tho
G-ovcrnment for the loan of money to- carry out the work and the Government refused to do so.
20S. Then the Government took the matter in band and carried it out ? Yes.
209. Is that really tbe reason why the alteration had been made and the rates are now collected under
the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act? 'Ihat Act was not in existence when the proposal was
first mooted in the Council.
210. Chairman.] Have you received some rate nofices for certain lands not connected with the mains?
Yes ; and I have also received notices for property outside the required distance.
211. With regard to those which you claim arc not supplied with water, when did you first receive rate
notices ? I cannot say.
212. Do you think it was as far hack as the year 1SS7 ? 1 cannot tell—it might have been.
213. So that this intimation from the Council that you are liable to pay rates for this land not connected
with the main did not come upon you suddenly within the last year or two ? It has come upon me by
way of receiving notices.
2L4. You do not recollect when you first received tbe notice? I do not remember, but I have always
objected to paying them on principle. 1 always contended that I did not owe the money according to
their own by-laws. There was another inconsistency. They put a minimum amount of 10s. a year on
every allotment of ground, and for that 10s. a year they would not give you anything. If you got the
water laid on they would charge you £2 a year.
215. Do you know when the Borough Council's water by-laws were first made ? No.
216. You cannot remember when you were first charged for water ? No.
217. You do not know whether yon rcceiYed with your first water-rate notices any charges for the land
not connected with the main? I got some, but I cannot say when. In some cases where I was charged
10s., I found that when the notices were delivered next year I was only charged 5s.
218. Did you object to that ? No, but it shows that there was some irregular way of doing business.
219. Can you inform the Committee whether the Municipal Council have been charging rates upon land
not connected with the mains from the very first ? No.
220. Yet yon have been in possession of such lands from tbe first ? Yes. There was one thing mentioned
about landlords and tenants. 1 make this arrangement with my tenants : Whenever I pay the waterrates I want so much a week more for rent, but if the tenants pay the water-rates they get the house so
much per week less. That has been done four years ago. and is it just now to come upon mo after I have
actually paid tbe water rates ?
221. Mr. Hose] Have you paid tbe water rates in all those cases ? Yes.
222. Mr. Clark^ Your only objection to the Bill is from 1887 to 1891, but you are now quite willing to
pay rates on unimproved land and unoccupied bouses ? Certainly : if they make the law accordingly, and
I think that is fair ; hut I see no reason why they should go back four years.
223-4. You think it was an unjust charge four years ago, but that it is not unjust now ? No ; if their
by-laws had been passed four years ago, that would justify them in claiming the money, and 1 would make
no objection.
225. Mr. Hose.] You arc willing to conform to the law in both cases. If you did not pay in the past you
conformed to the law, and if you pay in future you will conform to the law ? That is all. I am not here
representing myself, I am here representing the resolutions which were passed at the public meeting.
22G. Mr. Betts.] Prior to the case comiug on in which you adjudicated had you not received water-rate
notices with respect to unimproved lands r Yes.
227. Had von not declined to pay for them ? Certainly. But for every place where the water was laid
on I paid my rates.
228. Chairman!] That is to say there were cases similar to the one in dispute before tbe Court ? Yes.
229. Mr. Betts.] Was not that the ground of my objection that you and Mr. Oliver were deciding your
own cases ? You did not state it in those words. You objected to those sitting on the Bench being
interested parties.
Mr.
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Mr. Eichard Thomas Ball recalled and further examined:—
8 Bee., 1891.

230. Chairman^] Bo you wish to make any further explanation to the Committee? Mr. Meyer stated
that a water rate had been struck at 9d. and 6d. When we did so, we calculated upon what we would
require to pay on a certain expenditure. That calculation was based upon the asumption that the
(xOTernment would accept £35,000 as the value of the water-works. If, however, they insist on £60,000,
even the Is. rate will not pay interest on working expenses. That is under the terms of the present Act.
The 9d. and 6d. rates were calculated on the basis that wo were going to resist the responsibility of any
further sum than £35,000.
231. Docs that refer to the by-laws to be validated by this Bill? I wish to make this explanation,
because Mr. Meyer said that if we collected a rate of Is., we could do without the arrears since 1887.
Mr. Meyer said that these arrears would come very heavily upon poor people. I think it is only my duty
to mention that my experience is that it is the poorer people who have paid the rates, whereas it is the
land owners who resist them. With regard to the water being supplied, of course there is a difference of
opinion as to whether the word “ supplied” means whether the main is carried in front of a man’s door at
a certain distance. Tho Act provides that a notice is to be published in the papers when a main has been
laid notifying the fact, so that property oivners can connect with the main. Such advertisements were
published in the local newspaper, so that we complied with the Act in that respect.
232. Mr. Molbomc^] Would that so far as the Council is concerned be supplying the water? Tes, the
people have to lay the water on themselves from the mains to the bouses.
233. Mr. Jfose.] Bo you think that is the correct interpretation of the Act? My interpretation is that
the water is supplied directly the main is laid and the water in it.
234. Bid not the Court decide against that ? No.
235. Mr. Meyer] What is meant by “ receiving” ? It is a question of interpretation, and I have given
my interpretation. We have to give the people notice, and then they are liable.
23G. Chairman] Can you tell us, if from tho very first, when the Council charged for water they issued
rate notices to those who held land and houses not connected with the mains ? It was done some six
months afterwards.
237. Would the owners of houses and land not connected with the mains, have received notices from the
Council ever since the year 1887, that they were liable? I would not like to say that they received
notices ever since 1887, because there were some little irregularities in issuing notices for some little time
about that period, because I recollect that two or three half years were included in one notice, but still
they have all received notices.
238. Then the first notices issued lo rate-payers, on account of water, did not include any charge for lands
unconnected with the mains ? They have always charged for lands within the prescribed distance.
’From the first they have issued notices.
239. Then your first by-laws must have included a provision for charging persons who owned vacant land ?
I presume they did, because the notices went out from the very first.
240. You cannot say for a certainty that the first by-laws contained any provision of that kind? T
cannot say so.
‘
241. Have you a copy of tho very first by-laws issued? Tes. They provide for a minimum sum of 10sfor land as well as premises. Those arc the by-laws of 1887.
242. I understand from you that tbe Council so interpreted the word “supplied” in 1887 as meaning
wherever a main went past the premises ? Tes.
243. So they are not now givinga new meaning to tho word “ supplied ” in 1889 ? Not as we understood it.
241i, Because you really issued rate notices charging as you propose to charge now ? Tes.
245. So that it is really no new tax ? No, I cannot see where the new tax comes in.
246. Mr. Rose] If there is no new tax, 3 would like to ask this question: I understand that acertain
number of ratepayers, as far bad;; as 1887, refused to pay these rates on the grounds that the water was
not supplied, and you never sought to legally recover these rates in 1887, 1SS8, and 18S9 ? A great
number of the rates came in. Tho difficulty only arose later on.
247. Why did you allow so long an interval to pass without attempting to recover them bylaw? I wamld
point out that until last year, when Mr. Meyer raised the question, the majority of the rates were paid,
but after he raised the question and the thing was decided, we experienced a difficulty.
Hence the
necessity for this Bill.
^
248. Still you let the minority off for four years, and does not that imply that you have no legal hold ? No.
249. Then why did you not try to recover legally ? I have explained previously that we were under
another difficulty. We could not get our by-laws lo work for fully twelve months.
250. Chairmei7i] Has there been any failure to servo notices on those whom you now consider are liable?
Certainly not for two years. Since I have been in office they have had notices regularly every half-year
251. But you think there have been cases in which persons have received notices in 1888 that they were
1 iablc in 18S7 ? Tes. Possibly there are some who have not received notices yet, becanse we could not find
them.
252. Mr. Clark] Ton have the same difficulty with regard to ordinary ratepayers ? Tes.
253. Mr. Bette] Wore you present at the public meeting which has been referred to ? Tes.
254. How- many persons were present ? I should say there were not 100. The newspapers gave a pretty
correct estimate.
255. Mr. Clark] Were you the person who voted in opposition to the resolution ? No ; I did not vote,
as I considered it my duty not to do so, but I spoke at the meeting.
25G. Mr. Rose] What sort of a night was it ? I do not think it was a very propitious night.
257. Was there not very heavy rain at the commencement of the meeting ?' I do not recollect.
258. Mr. Betts] Bid you know that at the time Mr, Oliver adjudicated in the ease, that he was interested
in respect of rates on unimproved land ? Tes, he repudiated them to me before he adjudicated.
259. His rales were of the same class as those which were involved in the case ? Tes.
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[To Evidence of Mr. A. M. Eei/s, Sth December, 1891.]
(Sujtplement io iheNem Smith Wales Government Gazelle, Monday, ‘24 Odder, ]SS7.)
BOROUGH OF GOULBURN—BY-LAWS.

#****###
Water Supply.
143. Uio following rate shall take effect from the first (lay of Jauuavy and the first iliiy of July in each year, upon
all lands and tenements within the area on any water district within which water is authorised to he supplied ;—
00 Tho rates and charges hereinafter specified are those which the owners and occupiers of lands and tenements shall
pay in respect of water supplied otherwise than by meter for domestic purposes.
(•2.) On every house, tenement, or land there shall be paid to the Council the annual minimum sum of ten shillings,
and in no case shall water be supplied at loss than that sum.
(.1.) On every house or tenement there shall he paid the rate of five shillings per room for each and every room in such
tenement, all out-houses to be included except -water-closets, in all stables every two stalls to bo rated as one
room.
'
(4.) The charges for water supplied by meter for steam-boiler purposes shall be at the rate of two shillings per
thousand gallons, the minimum quantity to be charged for water supplied to any such boiler shall be five thousand
gallons per month,
(3.) The charge for water supplied by meter for manufacturing and other purposes, unless otherwise specified shall be
at the rate of two shillings per thousand gallons ; the minimum quantity to Ire charged for water supplied shall
he five thousand gallons per month.
(6.) The charge for water supplied by meter to charitable institutions (hospitals excepted), for all domestic purposes
shall be at the rate of two shillings per thousand gallons ; the minimum quantity to be charged for water supplied
shall be five thousand gallons per month.
(7.) The charge for water supplied by meter to cricket and bowling clubs, and all other pleasure or show grounds
whatsoever, shall be at the rate of two shillings per thousand gallons ; the minimum quantity to be charged for
shall be two thousand gallons per month.

(,S.) I he charge for lyater supplied by meter for irrigation, gardens, nurseries, and private fountains, shall be at the
rate of two shillings per thousand gallons ; the minimum quantity to be charged for shall be at the rate of two
thousand gallons per month.
'
(!l.) J ho charge for a temporary supply of water during the erection of now buildings shall be ten shillings per centum
on the amount of contract for stone work, brickwork and plastering, or tbe Council may require the meter to be
fixed, and the charge shall be two shillings per thousand gallons.
(Id.) The charge for warehouses and wholesale stores not being domiciles shall be four shillings per thousand gallons :
the minimum quantity to be charged for water supplied shall be two thousand gallons per month.
ch&rgc for water supplied for motive power, public baths, and troughs in streets, shall he at the rate of two
shillings per thousand gallons ; the minimum to be charged for shall be two thousand gallons per month.
(12.) All accounts for water supplied under special agreement or by meter shall be paid monthly.
(13.) Upon receiving a petition signed by two-thirds of the rate-payers in any public way in the said city, or in any
part of such way, the Council may cause the same to be watered : or they may in their discretion cause any public
way to he watered, and may impose on the tenants or owners of buildings in such public way a uniform rate
sufficient to cover tbe expense, which rate shall bo assessed upon and according to the amount for which such
buildings are assessed for the purposes of the city rate, in addition to every other rate hereby authorised and
made payable ; and every such rate may be made, levied, enforced, and recovered in like manner as any citv
rate.
J
J
144. Regulations for the guidance of licensed plumbers in supplying water to houses in the Borough of Goulburn
and suburbs :—
(I.) Before any person shall affix any service-pipe to any pipe of the said Council, or alter, repair, or in any manner
interfere with any pipe of the said Council, or any service-pipe, cock, or fitting connected with the pi]>os of the
said Council, he shall obtain from the said Council a license in that behalf to execute such works ; and any un
licensed person affixing, altering, repairing, or in any manner interfering with such pipe, scrvice-pipo, cook, or
fitting as aforesaid, shall bo liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
'

(2.) Before any such license shall be granted by the said Council, the person applying for the same shall satisfy tho
said Council that he is a competent plumber,
■
(3.) Notice of intention to connect service-pipes or water-meters to the mains or to any other service-pipe in each case
■ to be lodged with the Town Clerk, and for the correct information in such notice the plumber wiil he strictly
responsible. The premises will then lie inspected, and when the agreement is signed and rate (laid, the plumber
wdl receive a printed authority to proceed with the work. The ground is not to be opened or pipe connected
until he has such authority. Printed forms of the notice to be obtained from the Town Clerk.
(4.) In all cases where it is intended to connect a service-pipe to the sci-vicc-pipc of any other premises, a written per
mission from the owner or occupier of such premises must he sent to the Town Clerk Iwforc the authority to
connect will he granted.
(3.) In every case of repairs to service-pipe, or where it may be wished to transfer service-pipes from one main to
another, or to connect with other service-pipes, or where any change or alteration to them may he required in mix'
way, notice of such repair or alteration, &c., must be given in writing to tbe Town Clerk at least twenty-four
hours before any such work shall he commenced, except in eases of great waste of water, when immediate steps
must be taken to stop the leak, and notice given to the Town Clerk of the same forthwith.
(0.) All servire-pipcs must be laid IS inches below tire surface of roadway and gutters and meters, where required,
fixed tn accordance with the direction of the Town Clerk or other authorised officer of the Municipal Council:
and on each service-pipe connected with tho mains must be fixed two stop-cocks, one at the junction of the main,
and the other on the footpath, ] ft. (i in. from the building lines, enclosed in an iron box with proper lid. All
service-pipes, taps, slop-cocks, ball-cocks, valve, fte., shall be equal in quality to samples kept in the Town
Clerk s office, or be approved of by the Town Clerk or other authorised officer of the Municipal Council
(7.) All sevviee-pipea connected with the water mains are to have a length of at least 2 ft. of i'-in. lead pipe, woighitm
9 lb., pier lineal yard, or where a, I-in. service is authorised, the lead pipe to weigh 12 lb. jier lineal yard, between
the stop-cock in tho main and the galvanized iron service-pipe : and where the service-pipes are entirely of lead,
flic weights for respective sizes are to be as folloivs, viz.A-in., 4 1b.; j-in., !) lb.; 1-in., 12 lb.; all joints
throughout tho service arc to be of the kind known as wiped joints. The lead pipe above referred'to is'to be
joined to the stop-cock at the main, ami to tbe galvanized iron service-pipe by means of a barrel union, similar
to that on view in tho Town Clerk’s office, or other approved fittings.
(S.) No service-pipe will he allowed to communicate with any cistern, tank, or vessel intended or used for the rccentiou of rain-witter.
1
.

'

■

(9.)
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f9.) AU water motors to be enclosed in a strong wooden box ; all keys of both meters and boxes to bekdged at the
Town Clerks office, immediately after tho meters are fixed. The ilnmcrpal Council reserves the right of affixing
their own locks to the meters and boxes ; twenty-four hours notice to be given of the day on winch it is intended
to connect meters, in order that the proper officer may attend and see them fixed correctly. On no account arc
plumbers or other persons to take oft' alter, or otherwise interfere with meters or pipes connecting the same,
unless by permission of the Town Clerk, and in the presence of an authorised officer of the Corporation.
(10.) The officers connected with the water service are strictly enjoined io report every case of inlringement of these
Regulations, and the plumber offending against any of them will have to show cause why Ins license should not
be suspended or cancelled, as maybe thought proper in the circumstances of the case, besides being held
responsible for anv damages occasioned by bis so transgressing any of the Regulations.
(11.) All licensed plumbers to attend at the Town Cleric’s office, on or before the 10th January in each year, to have
their names and licenses registered, and the latter endorsed. Only such plumbers as comply with tins Regulation
wil be deemed "Incensed Humbers,” and allowed to work as such.
.
,
,
(Ij; ) In each ward certain days in each week will be set apart upon which connections with the mams may be made.
Upon those davs the Council’s officers wiU belli attendance in those districts, m order to attend plumbers, and
plumbers must, in all cases, give two days’ notice at the Town Clerk’s office of their intontion to make connections,
and indicate on the wall or kerb, by a temporary mark (W), where they propose to cross the footpath.
(13.) The Council’s workmen are to open the trench, bore the mains, and insert the »top-coek within the city
boundaries, the stop-cock being of the kind, a sample of which is on view at tho Town Clerk s office, the sujno
being left at the Town Clerk's office along with tho notice to connect.
,
, , ,
■
, ,
(14.) By the time these operations are completed, the plumber who has been employed to lay on the service must have
taken all his measurements, prepared all tho pipes to the exact length complete, with the lead connections of
approved length and weight per yard, properly jointed to cap linings, barrel union, itu., ready for attachment to
the stop-cock, so as to avert any delay in the refilling of the trench.
, ., .
,
, „
,
(15.) In tho event of the articles above named not being ready for fixing at the period named, the trench may be tilted
in again by the Council's workmen, and the reopening and filling of tiic same shall be paid for by the plumber, in
addition to whatever other payments which may accrue under these Regulations.
,
.
(16.) All expenses of labour in drilling, inserting stop-eock, opening and hlling trenobes, shall be borne by the
plumber, the account forthe same to be delivered without delay, and paid by him to the Town Clerk immediately
on receipt of the account. Failing due attention to the latter directions, the Council may forfeit the license of
the said plumber.
,
-r r i i
i,„ n ;„„i,
(17.) All service-pipes within the city boundaries axe to be 1 j nidi galvamaed iron pipes, or, if of lead, may be r, inch
from the end of the lead connection to the building line, but the stop-cocks are to be 3 inch.
A printed copy of the above Regulations will be given to each licensed plumber.
,
An annual fee bf twenty shillings will be charged for each license ; but for every quarter of a year that elapses a
rebate of five shillings will be allowed.

[Svppkmcnt, lo the Non Smith Wakr Government Gaxtte, Frida’/, 2d Januari/, ISSffi)
OOUJJBURIf MUKICJl’AUTV—AMENDED BY-LAWS UNDER COUNTRY TOD NS DA LEI! AND
SEWERAGE ACT'.
Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 25 January, 1SSI1.
The accompanying amended By-laws made by the Council of the Borough of Goulburn, under the “Country Towns Water
and Sewerage Act of 1SS0," having been confirmed by bis excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, are published in accordance with the requirements of the above-cited Act.
CFORCE P DIEBS

Amesdeu By-laws

of the

Borough or Coulburx.

year upon all
The following rale shall take effect from the first day of January and the first da.V of July in each yi
lauds and tenements within the area of any water district within which water is authorised to be supplied :
.1. The rates and charges herinnfter specified are those which the owners and occupiers of lands and tenements shall
pay
orp]ot 0f unimproved land there shall be paid
t'ic Coun®1! f or
'
otherwise than by meter and for domestic purposes only, the annual minimum sum of ten shillings, and in no case shall w atci
be supplied^ toss

te™meut ffir water supplied otherwise than by ™tcr and for

in such tenement, all outhouses to be included
shall be paid the rate of five shillings per room for each ami every room
except vvater-olosets, in all stables every two stalls to be, rated as one room
i •u- „„„„ ti,„„nn„n
1 4. The charges for water supplied by meter for steam-boiler purposes shall be at the rate of one shilling per thousand
gallons, tbe minimum quantity to be charged for water supplied to any such boiler shall be five thousand gallons I)®’’'n0I?t ■
5. The cliargo for water supplied by meter for manufacturing and other purposes unless othciuvisc specihed, shall
bo at the rate of one shilling per thousand gallons ; the min imam quantity to be charged for water supplied shall bo three
thousand gallonsjer

st]pplied by lnctei. to charitable institutions (hospitals excepted) for all domestic purposes

shall be at tbe rate of two shillings per thousand gallons, the minimum quantity to be charged for water supplied shall he
five th®usri,he ®harge for Tn-ater supplied by meter to cricket and bowling clubs, and all other pleasure and show gromids
whatsoever shall be at the rate of two shilling per thousand gallons ; the minimum quantity to be charged tor shall be two
thousand

Bupp!ied y,y ]neter for irrigation, gardens, nurseries, and private fountains shall be at the

rate of two shillings per thousand gallons ; the minimum quantity to be charged for shall lie at the rate oi two thousand
gallon s^pcimontl.^ a temporary supply of water during the erection of now buildings and required for building
purposes shall bo at the rate of ten shillings per centum on the amount of contract for stonework, brickwork, and plastering,
or tbe Council may require u meter to be fixed, and the charge shall be two shilling per thousand gallons.
.
_ ,
10. The charge for warehouses and stores not being domiciles, shall be two shillings iier thousand gallons, the
minimum quantity to be charged for water supplied shall be two thousand gallons per month.
, ,,
,,
.,
J1, Tbe charge for water supplied for motive power, public baths, and troughs in streets, shall be at tbe rate of .vv o
sliilliiigs per thousand gallons ; the minimum to lie ehoi-gcA for shall be two thousand gallons per month.
127 Tho Council may in any case in Which it thinks fit where water is being need by any person for any purpo.e
other than domestic purposes compel such person to use u meter, and such person shall either hire a meter from toe UouncH,
or purchase one at his own expense; and any person using water for such purpose as aforesaid , after being'cautioned by tb
Council, or any of its duly authorised officers, not to do so until a meter shall lie fixed, shall be liable at the discretion of
the Council to have any of the pipes by or through which water is supplied to such person or for his or her own use cut oil
until a meter shall be provided and fixed for such person.
.
.
,
, ,, „„„ . ,v v_f
13. In case of a meter being hired from the Council by any consumer of water, such person shall pay for the hire ot
same in the following manner, viz.
For three-quarter inch meter at the rate of five shillings per year, for one-inch metci
at the rate of seven shillings and sixpence per year, and for one and a quarter inch meter at the rate of ton sliming per yeal.

14. All accounts for water supplied under special agreement or by meter shall be paid monthly.
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15. Upon receiving a petition signed by two-thirds of the ratepayers in any public way, m the said city or any
part of such way, the Council may cause the same to be watered, or they may in their discretion cause any public way to
be watered, and may impose on the tenants or owners of buildings in such public way a uniform rate sufficient to c0™
the expense, which late shall be assessed upon, and according to the amount for which such buildings are assessed for the
purposes of the city rate, in addition to every other rate hereby authorised and made payable, and every such late may be
made, levied, enforced, and received in like manner as any city rate.
Amended by-law in substitution of existing by-law 143 and sub-section 1 to 13, adopted by the Municipality of the
Borough of Goulburn, this twenty-ninth day of November, 1888.
H S GANNON

J. B. Salmon, Town Clerk.

-----------------------

B.

\To JEvidence of Mr. Solomon Meyer,

December, 1891.]

Copy of a letter written to the Borough Council of Goulburn, by A. M. Betts, City Solicitor, in reply to a letter with
reference to the Water Bates Act.
[Qoulburn Evening Star and Argyh Farmers' Advocate, Satxiriay, 29 November, 1891.]
M. Betts, City Solicitor in reply to the Council’s letter of a recent date with reference to the Water Rates Act.
He begged to say that the alterations of the date from which the recovery of tbe rates was to be enforced to 1st January,
1888, was at instance of Mr. Christie, and such alteration was necessary on account of the Water Supply By-law not
having been gazetted until 21st October, 1887. These by-laws could not have a retrospective effect, and the hrst rates
recoverable under them would commence from the 1st January, 1888. It had been already decided in the Supreme Gourt
that no water rates could be recovered until by-laws bad been duly made and gazetted. Under the circumstances above stated
they would see that no other course was open than to make the rates recoverable as from the 1st January, 1888 Keceiv .

From A.

Sydney : Charles Potter, Coieminent Printer,—1891.
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Legislative Assembly..

NEW SOUTH WALES.

HUNTER DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE RILL.
(MESSAGE No. 47.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 23 February, 1892.

Message No. 47.

JERSEY,

Governor.
la accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Jjegislativo Assembly tbe expediency of making
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to establish a Board of "Water Supply
and Sewerage far the district of the Lower Hunter ; to transfer certain portions of land and works for
water supply constructed by the Government within such district and vest the same in the said Board ;
to transfer to the said Boai'd certain reticulation works in connection with water supply, and certain
works for sewerage, constructed by certain Municipal Councils; to provide for the licensing and
certificating of persons to perform work in connection with water supply and sewerage ; to confer on such
Board all requisite powers for the administration of all matters relating to the water supply and sewerage
of such district, and in certain cases of places outside such district; to provide for the repayment of cost
of works for water supply and sewerage for the said district, and of certain loans made to the Council of
the Borough of Newcastle ; to confer certain powers and impose certain duties in respect to the con
struction of works for water supply and sewerage within such district on the Minister ; to provide for
the acquisition and occupation of lands required for purposes of water supply or sewerage and for the
payment of compensation in respect of such lands, and for the sale and lease of superfluous lands;. and
to make other provisions incidental to such purposes.
Government Souse,

Sydney, \§th February, 1892.

[a*]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PEOPOSED SCHEME FOR SEWERAGE OF PARRAMATTA.
{REPORT BY MR. STANLEY ALEXANDER, EXAMINER OF PUBLIC WORKS PROPOSALS, ON THE.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 29 July, 1891,

Mt. S. Alexander to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
:r!lrmarV°

thi? 8cIlRmn0’th? fon°wiQg Retailed investigation of tho^ata^on tTich
Sh0lt,ld bf based 13 s“bmittedinformation liaa been obtained from original sources,
and the deductions therefrom are such as are considered reasonable.
2. The total acreage of the borough is 1,800 acres. This is distributed as follows
Area.
Area provided for by the scheme................................................................
929 acres
Area^left for future connection, but provided for in the dimensions of
the outfall sewer only ...
...
...
_ _
4^
Total area laid out for building purposes
Area of parks, reserves, and cemetery
Area of waste lands, &c.
...

1,383
281 acres.
136 „
417

Total area of borough

1,800

, ir 3\The s-Tst™ V1 forc® fo5 removal of nightsoil is that known as “tho pan.” Ther
There915
are 1,890 Nuisance
dwelhng-houses m the borough, of which only 975 are served by this system, so it seems that
•- - - - -house
’
prevention.
holders prefer to make their own arrangements. There are vory few cesspits in the town proner but
100 t0 150 m the outlymg parts. The total oxpeuditure for this service durmg 1890
£315 if tod
,6^ n3' 6d->
iu favour of the Borough of

ot tta
JL"r_8UP1,li°d bj

S'

^^ *»«•
*«* C,erk- *-»- »• P««i® * fc «««.

L

fr0mc,tb° ,Gao1’ Lunatic Asylum, and Girl’s Industrial School, south-east
through the King s School grounds to Parramatta River, a distance of 1 mile.
’
‘ ThAl £r°m
north-easterly through private property to Parramatta River
■!S,ui qUane
pollce]Statl°Qs! and Public School, all discharge into this drain by
a dram runnmg down the lane known as Barrack Lane, distance about -J- mile.
^
d. A drain from Barbers property in Georgc-street running across George-street down Church8^re?t northerly to Parramatta River near Lennos Bridge, about 400 yards
5 A dmin dmvr Tr7y f Pr°Per,tIpdow11 Church-street to Parramatta River about 300 yards.
400 yards
C,iarios-atreet from Macquane-street northerly to Parramatta River, about
M*r'd“-tre'!‘ ta r™att. u™,

the fr.sh.

? di8Cll7-'ge ^ Parramatta River. With the exception of the drain No. 1 from tho nublic
eonstructicm111 Thev aro
^ jdo-of tie 77’ they are a11 of o]d date and of very imperfect
777
e
1 -7
us,cd.for surface drainage and slops only, but the saturation of the soil and the
fhmieV,Uent unsanitar{ conddK»ns produced by them in the town itself, irrespective of the less permanent
though more apparent nuisance created by them in the river, can hardly be over-estimated.
P
5. The figures supplied by the Government Statistician for the population of tho Borough are- r,plt,ation.
Population in 1871......................................................

6 103

Inc^caf'(, 1,1 Docade-

”
iqqi'....................................... ..
8>432
38 per cent.
.
. ”
1891....................................................... 11,680
38
„
been Vin3SUJera!.iSinar V°£i ?T77enli inatit7i0D3- Between 1871 and 1891 the increase has therefore
beep 9138 per cent. Calculated at the same rate, the population at the end of the next twentv vears or
in the year 1911, will be 22,353, and it will not attain to the total of 32,515 {provided for in th/srlipmo
under review) until about the year 1923, thirfcy-two years hence.
U
t0r in the Bcheme

4—■

6,
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TVatcr supply.

rinancca o!
torough.

6. The total quantity of water supplied to the town during 1S£)0 was 84,136,400 gallons. This
amounted to a consumption of 20 gallons per head of the whole population daily. But, out. of a total
number of 1,800 dwelling houses in the borough, only l,7b7 were supplied with water; the remainder
made use of their own wells, 'The difference is under 6 per cent, of the whole, so that tho actual con
sumption per head of the populatiou supplied was under 22 gallons per diem. This average being for
the whole year will not be high enough for the summer season only.
7. The total ratable value of all property iu tho borough upon which rates were struck in the year
1SS0 was £33,024. In 1833 this had risen to £67,562, and in 1890 to £75,112, and for the current year
the amount is reported to be £76,160. The ratable value has thus seen to have been doubled during the
last decade, but during tbe five years between 1885 and 1800 the increase has been 11'32 per cent. only.
Taking 10 per cent, for the increase every five years, the amount will be in the nest twenty years, that is
in 10 LI, £111,506, on which date the population may (paragraph 5) have increased to 22,353. Tho
ratable value of property, which is now about £6 10s. per head of tho population, will in 1913, according
to this estimate, be £5 per head.
8. The total receipts of the borough during 1890, exclusive of loans, were £12,883 15s., and the
total expenditure, inclusive of interest on loans, was £16,796 12s. Gd. The rates struck for the current
year are Is., 9d., and 3d. in the £, and these are calculated to produce—G-cneral, £3,8.17 10s. 4d.;
lighting. £954 6s.; Water, £2,500 9s. lid. The amount of outstanding loans is £56,600, and the
liabilities at date of last balancing £6,977 4s. lid.
9. Turning to the details of the scheme itself, it is found that the population on the area proposed for
treatment, viz., 929 acres, has been estimated at thirty-five persons to the acre, amounting to 32,515 persons,
and it is anticipated “ that in the course of tho next twenty or thirty years this prospective population will
be realised.” This is for about two-thirds only of tho whole habitable area. Tbe remaining 454 acres is
expected to carry in addition a population of 15,890 in about the same time. But it has been shown in
paragraph 5 that, according to past experience, the population of the whole area null in twenty years
be only 22,353, and in thirty-1 wo years 32.515. There is nothing in the conditions (the manufactures are
comprised by three cordial factories and one brewery) to indicate any greater rate of increase in the
future than in the past. A reduction in the time of railway transit lo and from Sydney from forty to
twenty minutes, that may result from the qundruplication of the railway, may bring into Parramatta a
resident suburban population ; if so, it will be distributed over the country, beyoud the reach of such a
system of sewerage. Tbe probabilities are altogether adverse to the anticipated excessive crowding
implied by a residence of an average of thirty-five persons to the acre over the whole area. There is,
aga:n, some extent of land within the borough, north of the river, in Gore Ward, which is, and will
remain, unsuitable for habitation until all other suitable spots are fully occupied.
10. The figures of population aro in all such schemes tho main basis upon which tho whole super
structure is built up. They are She prime factors npon which the magnitude of the works depends. As
tho system of sewerage by water carriage necessitates adoption of works that are for the most part sunk
deej) under the surface of frequented roadways, and do not admit of being altered or supplemented as
need may arise, they are necessarily designed to accommodate the maximum number of people that may
be in occupation ot the area at the end of a certain number of years. On the expiration of this term an
■addition to or partial reconstruction of the works must be contemplated ; but as a considerable part of
tbe capita] will by that time have been repaid, and the burden on each ratepayer will have been sensibly
lightened by reason of inereasc in their number, this expenditure may very fairly be relegated to the rate
payers of that day, and should not be imposed upon those of the present day, who will derive absolutely
no advantage at all from the excess.
_
11. To indicate the direct control exercised by the mmlcr ofpersons per acre over the size of the
works the assumed data for the calculations should be pointed out. 'Jhc consumption of water is taken
at 40 gallonsyw head, and the catchment area of rain-water is taken at 2C0 superficial feet per head.
These combined comprise the whole discharge of the sewers. If tho rate per acre be reduced from
thirty-five to twenty-four persons, in accordance with the estimate of population in paragraph 5, it is
obvious that a very large reduction in the size of the sewers will follow. Tins would make provision for a
population of 22,353 persons—assumed to be realised in the year 1911—on the area now more or less
covered with buildings, amounting to 929 acres.
_ _
12. Bor the balance of the habitable area of the borough, viz., 454 acres, the only provision made
in the scheme is in the size of the outfall sewer which, from tbe point at which it would receive the
discharge from this area, when sewered and connected, is proposed to be built of larger dimensions for a
length of 898 yards. It must be admitted that the omission of this portion of the borough in the provision
for sewerage has been very rightly decided on, and it may further be safely assumed that the conditions
of the settlement will not call for the application of such an expensive measure as sewerage on this
portion until the end of the term for which provision is now proposed to be made, viz., until the year 1911.
It therefore follows in accordance with the argument used in para. 10, that all consideration of the matter
may rightly be deferred and that the extra cost of the large sewer may be saved.
13. This mavbe done very efficiently and in a way to reduce the ultimate cost to a minimum by
moving the pumping station from the proposed site on the north bank of Clay Cliff Creek to a position
somewhere near the intersection of Harris and George Streets and substituting cast-iron piping, estimated
at £3 5s. per lineal yard fora concrete sewer estimated at from £6 to £7 per lineal yard for a length of
898 yards or something less.
_
_
14. It is necessary in this place to explain that]the details of the pumping station and of the iron
delivery main thence to the sewage farm, all being susceptible of expansion by duplication at any future
time, have been very properly designed to provide for the existing population only viz., 12,000 persons,
and that the excess of storm waters that may be brought down by the sewers to the pumping station over
and above the capacity of the pumps is proposed to be treated as overflow. This can be done as well,
though at a little more cost, at the proposed new site as at Clay Cliff Creek. The objection to this
proposed site lor the pumping station is its proximity to the town, but if a similar location has not
been found to produce any nuisance or reduce the value of adjoining property in other places this cannot
fairly be urged against its adoption here.
15. With regard to the financial aspect of the matter, the report by the Sewerage Branch loses
sight of the fact that no premises at a greater distance than 150 feet from the sewer can bo held by the
Act as liable to contribute to the cost or maintenance of sewerage works. This being so, it is seen that
■
the
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tlie area upon which rates can be levied is blit two-thirds of the whole area of the habitable portion of
the borough. This certainly represents the bulk of the ratable property, but the fact adds emphasis to
the necessity for keeping down the first cost of the works, and for caution in estimating the probable
expansion of the ratable values in years to come. As there is no way of arriving at the ratable value
of the properties on the area to be treated only, the investigation must be made on the basis of the figures
available for the whole borough.
16. The estimated cost of the works, including reticulation, is...
£56,193
The ratable value of property on probable date of completion of works in
1893, say
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
80,009
Interest at 4 per cent.......................................................................
£2,484
Working expenses
...
,,,
...
...
1,230
Total annual charge, 11-J-d. per £

............................

3,714

Interest at G per cent.......................................................................
Working expenses
...................................................................
Total annual charge, Is. 2d. per £............................
The ratable value of property in 1911...
Interest at 4 per cent, ...
...
...
Working expenses
...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

Total annual charge, Sd. per £

...

...

...

...
..,

...
...

...
...

Interest at G per cent,
AVorking expenses

...
...

...

...
...

£3,372
1,230
...

...

4,G02
111,506

£2,484
1,230
3,714
£3,372
1,230

Total annual charge, lOd. per £
...
...
*•4
...
4,602
According to the existing Act the yearly contribution must bo at the rate of 6 per cent, on the cost of the
works, but as a proposal has been made to extend tho time for repayment, a calculation at 4 per cent, is
also given for comparison.
17. It is only necessary to point out iu this place that the borough has already a burden of debt
amounting to £5G,600 at 6 per cent, interest, entailing an annual payment of £3,39(5; that the system of
nuisance prevention in force is actually bringing in some hundreds of pounds sterling revenue annually,
whereas the proposed system will impose in its place an additional burden of several thousands of pounds
annually on the ratepayers.
18. In conclusion I would remark that the urgent need for some system of sewerage that will do
away with the pollution of the river and tho saturation of the soil, and the consequent pollution of the
water in the numerous wells in the town, is one that is yearly, with the inereasiug population, gathering
more force, but that as these evils are in operation over the comparatively limited most thickly populated
parts of the town, so the cure should bo applied to these parts only. As 1 understand the case, there is no
more need over a large part of Parramatta than in any other town in the colony for a comprehensive
underground sewerage system extended to the remote borders of the borough in substitution of tho
ordinary plans in force for removal of night soil and disposal of slops. However desirable such perfect
arrangements may be, the question of cost must be held to govern their application. The position of the
town on the banks of a deep channel and the slopes of the surface lend themselves to an efficient discharge
of rain-water into the natural drains such as is not attainable in many less favoured localities, where
consequently provision has to be made in the sewers for a large discharge of rain-water. Adoption of
systems for calculating the dimensions of sewers for country towns, in conformity with rules that have
been formulated for populous suburbs, such as those surrounding Sydney, will, if persisted in, have the
effect of denying the benefits of sewerage for generations to come to numerous places in the colony.
STAjN'LIjT ALEXANDER,

Sydney : George Stephen Clmpman, Acting Gevcrnmcct Printer.—1891.
£3*]
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NEW SOUTH

WALES.

WESTERN SUBURBS SEWERAGE.
(RETURN' RESPECTING CLAIMS EOR LAND RESUMED AT ARNCLIEFE IN CONNECTION WITH.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 8 February, 1892.

[Laid upon the Table of the House in answer to Question Ho. 18, o/2 February, 1892.1

Question.
13, CijAtm pok Land Resumed at AitNCLiFTE iiy connection vith Western Suburus Sewerage :—
Mr. Alfred Allen (for Mr. Lonsdale) asked The Secretary for Public Works,—
(1.) What claims (if any) for land resumed at Aracliffe for the purposes of the Western Suburbs
sewer are still unsettled ?
(2.) What amount of compensation has been claimed in such cases ?
(3.) What is the amount of the Government valuations, and of the offers made by the Government ?
(4.) Is there any intention to increase the offers on behalf of the Governmentand, if so, why ?
(5.) In eases of claims already settled, has the Government refused to pay more than the amount
of the Government valuations?

Answer.
(1.) Those of E. Godfrey, J. H. Newman, Burwood Land, Building, and Investment Company, and
H. A. Sheridan.
(2.) E. Godfrey, £2,145 ; J. II. Newman, £2/2 14s. 2d.; Burwood Land, Building, and Invest
ment Company, £1,000 ; and H. A. Sheridan, £3,000.
.
(3.) E. Godfrey, £G06 2s. valuation and offer ; ,T. H. Newman, £178 4s. valuation, offer not yet
made; Burwood Land, Building, and Investment Company, £453 15s. valuation and offer;
H. A. Sheridan, £411 3s. valuation and offer.
'
(4.) No.
(5.) Yes, in all cases.

[3d.]
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________________________________

^vcscntfli io ILu-linmmt, pmrsiwnt to

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE PUBLIC ’WORKS ACT OF 1888, 15 VICTORIA
No. 37
New Son™ Wales,

to wit.

(L.S.)
Jeesey,

Govtrmr,

Proclamation by His Excellency The
Plight Honourable Victor Albert
Georoe, Earl of Jersey, a Member
of Her Majesty's Most Honourable
Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross
of the Most Distingiushed Order of
Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor and Coinmander-m-Cbief of
the Colony of New South Wales and
its Dependencies.

Whereas by an Act of the Parliament of the said Colony,

53 Victoria No. 15, intituled the “ Western Suburbs of
Sydney Drainage Act of 1889,” it is enacted that the Public
Wort more particularly described in the Schedule thereto
should be carried out by the Secretary for Public Works or the
Member of the Executive Council for the time being charged
with the duties of the said Minister, and such Minister or
Member should, for the purposes of that Act and the “ Public
Works Act of 1888,” bo deemed and taken to bo the
Constructing Authority authorised to enter into contracts,
and to exercise all powers, do all acts and things, and ha
responsible in respect of all obligations and liabilities which
could bo done or incurred by a Constructing Authority under or
pursuant to that Act, or the said Public Works Act, so far
as might be necessary for the carrying out of the work thereby
sanctioned: And whereas the lands described in the Schedule
hereto arc required for tho purpose of carrying out and con
structing the Public Work authorised to be carried out under
the said Act 53 Victoria No. 15, that is to say, the Northern
Main Sewer, 'Western Suburbs Sewerage : Now, therefore, I,
Victor Albert George, Earl of Jersey, the Governor
aforesaid, with tho advice of the Executive Council, in pursuance
of the provisions of the ” Public Works Act of 1888,” do hereby
direct that the lands described in the Schedule hereto, which
are in my opinion required for the said authorised work, shall
be acquired by taking the same under the “ Lands for Public
Purposes Acquisition Act" ns adopted by the “ Public Works
Act of 1888” : And I do declare by this notification, to bs
published in tho Government Gnzetle and in one or more news
papers published or circulating in the Police District wherein
tho said lands are situated, that the Crown Land comprised
within tho descriptions set forth in tho Schedule hereto has
been appropriated, and tho private property within such
descriptions has beenresumed, for the public purpose aforesaid,
to tho intent that upon tho publication of this notification in
the Gazette, the said lands described in tho said Schedule hereto
shall forthwith be vested in the said Constructing Authority as
a corporation sole on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes
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of [the slid 11 Public Works Act of 1888,” for an estate in fee
simple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts,
obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-ofway, or other casements whatsoever; and to the further intent
that tho legal estate Lhorein, together with all powers incident
thereto or conferred by tho sold Inst-mentioned Act, shall be
vested in such Constructing Authority as a Trustee; and I
declare that the following is the Schedule of the lands herein
before referred to :—
Schedule,

1. All that piece or parcel of land situate in tho parish of
Petersham, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of a grant of 165 acres to
Piper : Com
mencing at the junction of tho western boundary of Whitestreet with the southern boundary of Piper-street; and
bounded thence on the north by that boundary of Piper-street
beariog north-westerly 3 chains OS-jV links; on the west by a
line bearing south 17 degress west 1 chain 52t“j links; on the
south by a line bearing south 67 degrees 10 minutes 24 seconds
east 3 chains 97vu links; and on the cast by the aforesaid
western boundary of White-street bearing north-easterly 1
chain 93t*(T links, to tho point of commencement,—containing
2 roods 29 perches or thereabouts, and said to bo in the
possession and occupation of W. H. Paling.
2. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Petersham, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of a grant of 165 acres to
Piper:
Commencing at the junction of the southern boundary of
Pipcr-strcct with the eastern boundary of White-street; and
bounded thence on the west by that boundary of’While-street
bearing south-westerly 1 chain 86-j'g links ; on the south by a
line bearing south 68 degrees 55 minutes 44 seconds cast 5 chains
4^0 links to the left bank of White’s Creek ; on tho east by
that bank downwards to the aforesaid southern boundary of
Piper-street; and on the north by that boundary healing north
westerly 4 chains £9 links, to the point of commencement,—
containing 3 roods 33 perches or thereabouts, and said to be in
the possession and occupation of W. H. Paling.
3. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Petersham, county of Cumberland, and Colony of Now South
Wales, being allotment 12a and put of allotments 10, 10a, 11,
llA, and 12 of section 53 on deposited plan 1,935: Com
mencing at the junction of the south-western boundary of
Pipcr-strcct with the north-western boundary of a lane, being
the north-eastern corner of allotment I2a aforesaid; and
bounded thence on the north-east by the aforesaid boundary
of Piper-street bearing north-wcEterly 10 feet Cindies; outlie
north-west by part of the soutli-eastern boundary of allotment
12 aforesaid bearing south-westerly 04 feet 3 inches; again on
tho north-east by parts of a'lotments 10, 10a, 11, llA, and 12
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by a line bearing north-we&terly 67 feet and ; an inch
to tho western boundary of allotment 10 aforesaid j on the
west by jmrt of that boundary and by tho western boundary of
allotment 10A aforesaid, being a line bearing southerly S3 feet
10i inches, to the north-eastern boundary of a lane, being the
south-western boundary of allotments 10a, 11, 11a, 12, and 12a
aforesaid ; on the south-west by that boundary bearing south
easterly 63 feet 6 inches to the north-western boundary of the
tlref-mentioned lane ; and on the south-east by that boundary
bearing north-easterly 07 feet 3 inches, to the point of com
mencement,—containing 13yjj perches or thereabouts, and said
to be in the possession and occupation of the Sjduoy Freehold
Land, Building, and Investment Co, (Limited).
4. All that piece or parcel of land situate in tho parish of
Fetordliam, county of Cumberland, and Colony of Now Sonth
Wales, being allotment 8a, section 53, on a plan deporited in
the Land Titles Office, Sydney, numbered 1,935,—containing
5J perches or thereabouts, and said to be in the possession and
occupation of the Sydney Freehold Land, Building, and
Investment Co. (Limited).
5. All that piece or parcel of land situate in tho parish of
Petersham, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being allo',ment3, section 53, on a plan deposited in the
Land Titles Office, Sydney, numbered 1,577,—containing 12T’ff
perches or thereabouts, and said to bo in the possession and
occupation of James Paint.
_
6. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parith of
Petersham, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being allotment 3, section 16, on a plan deposited in
the Land Titles Office, Sydney, numbered 1,577,—containing
12-jA, perches or thereabouts, and said to bo in the possession
and occupation of Richard Bray.
7. All that piece or parcel of land situate in tlie_parish of
Petersham, county of Cumberland, and Colony of Now South
Wales, being allotments 12, 12a, and 13, section 16, on a plan
deposited in the Land Titles Office, Sydney, numbered 1,935,—
containing 33J perches or thereabouts, aud said to be in the
possession and occupation of the Sydney F'recbold Land,
Building, and Investment Co. (Limited).
8. All that piece or pared of land situate in the pnrirh of
Petersham, county of Cumberland.'and Colony of New South
Wales, being allotments 83, 3t, 85, SO, 87, and 83, section II,
on a pl-m deposited in the Land TitlesOffiee, Sydney, numbered
1,474,--containing 3o perches or thereabouts, arid said to be
iu ibe possession and occupation of Justin Joseph Bren nan.
9. Ail that piece or parcel of laud si nate in the parish of
Petersham, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being allotment 1 of section 15 on a plan deposited in
the Land Titles Office, Sydney, numbered 1.865,—containing
7) perches or thereabouts, and' said to be in the possession and
occupation of the Sydney Freehold Land, Building, and
Investment Co. (Limited).
_
_
10. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Pctcrshmi, eounly of Cumberland, and Colony of Now South
Wales, being part of a grant of 435 acres to the Trustees of
Church and School lands and of land reclaimed below highwater mark in that grant i Commencing on the north-western
boundary of Crescent-lane at a point healing north 9 degrees
44 minutes east 1 chain
links from the westernmost corner .
of allotmint 14 of section 4 of Ailcn’s subdivision { and
bounded thenoc on the south-west by a lino bearing north 69
degrees 5 minutes west 9 chains 26
lint s to Johnston's Creek ;
on the west by that creek bearing northerly 83 links; on the
nor! b-east by a line hearing south GO degrees 5 minutes cast 9
chains 65 links to the aforesaid north-western boundary of

[3d.]

Crescent-lane; and on tlie south-east by that boundary bearing
south 24 dogrees 22 minutes west 75^; links, to tho point of
commencement,—be the s iid several dimensions a little more
or less, containing 2 roods 33-^; perches or thereabouts, and
said to be in the possession and occupation of the Trustees of
O. W. Allen and the Crown.
11. All that piece or parcel of land situate in tho parish of
Petersham, county of Cumberland, and Colony of Now South
Wales, being part of a right-of-way 6 feet wide; Commencing
at tho northernmost corner of allotment 11 of section 4 of
Allen’s subdivision; and bounded thence on tho south-east by
the north-western boundary of allotments 10 and 9 and part of
the north-western boundary of allotment 8 of section 4 afore
said, being a line bearing north 24 degrees 22 minutes east
75-£; links; on the north-east by a line bearing north 69
degrees 5 minutes west 9:'5 links j on the north-west by the
south-eastern boundary of Crescent-lane bearing south 24
degrees 22 minutes west 73-,'b links; and on the south-west by
a line bearing south 69 degrees 5 minutes oast SyV links, to the
point of commencement,—containing 1 perch and yj of a
perch, owner and occupier unknown.
12. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Petersham, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being allotments 9 and 10 of section 1 of the Cook
Estate : Commencing on the north-eastern boundary of Cookstreet at a point bearing north-westerly and distant 246 feet
from the junction of that boundary of that street with the
north-western boundary of Brockley-street; and bounded
thence on the south-west by Cook-street aforesaid bearing
north-westerly 60 feet to the south-eastern boundary of allot
ment 11 of section 1 aforesaid ; on the north-west by that
boundary bearing north-easterly 86 feet to the south-western
boundary of Denison-streot; on the north-cast by that boundary
bearing south-easterly GO feet to the'north-western boundary
of allotment 8; and on the south-east by that boundary
bearing south-westerly 86 feet, to the point of commencement,—
containing 19 perches or thereabouts, and said to be in the
possession and occupation of Alfred Hancock,
13. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Petersham, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, bfing part of Lloyd’s grant of 60 acres: Commencing
on the northern boundary cf Brennan-strcet at a point bearing
westerly and distant 4 chains 44-,'1lT links from its junction with
the wrstirn boundary of a road 30 links wide; and bounded
thence on the east by lines bearing norlh 25 degrees 5 minutes
25 secauds west 2 chains 7-j7,, links and north 3 degrees 51
minutes 37 seconds wo t 4 chains 63^ links; on the norlh by
aline bearing soulb 86 degrees 8 minutes 23eeconls west 1
chain ; on the west by a line tearing south 3 degrees 61 minutes
37 seconds east 6 chains 66^ links to the aforesaid northern
boundary of Brennan-strcet; and on the south by that boundary
bearing north 84 degrees 36 miuiites east 1 chain 75 links, to
the point of commencement,— containing 2 roods 38^,, perches
or thereabouts, and said to be in the possession and occupation
of A. W. Stephen.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this ninth
day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-one, and in the fifly-fiftb
jeer of Her Jlajestj’a Reign,
.
By His Excellency’s Command,
J. U. YOUNG.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN!

Sydney : f'liiirlfS Totter, Gom'inimit TriuW.—
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•fjrcaentct) to ^adirtmnif, jrarsmmt to

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1883,” 51 VICT0R1A No. 87.
New South Wales, ) Proclamation by His Excellency The

to wit.
(us.)
JlRSF,y,

Governor,

) Right

Honourable Victor Albert
Georoe, Eabl ok Jersey, a Member

of Her Majesty’s Most Honourable
Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross
of the Moat Distinguished Order of
Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of New South Wales and
its Dependencies'.

Whereas by an Act of the Parliament of the said Colony
53 Victoria No. 15, intituled the ‘‘ Western Suburbs of
Sydney Drainage Act of 1889,” it is enacted that the public
wort more particularly'described in tho Schedule thereto should
be carried out by the Secretary for Public WTorks or the Member
of the Executive Council for the time being, charged with tho
duties of the said Minister, and such Minister or Member
should for the purposes of that Act and the “ Public Works Act
of T8S8” be deemed and taken to be the constructing iiuthority
authorised to enter into contracts and to exercise all powers, do
all acts and things, and be responsible in respect of all obliga
tions and liabilities which conkl bo done or incurred by a
constructing authority under or pursuant to that Act or the said
Public Worts Act, so far as might be necessary for the carrying
out of the work thereby sanotioned ; and whereas the land
described in the Schedule heroic is required for the purpose
of carrying out and constructing the Public Work authorised
to bo carried out udder the said Act 53 Victoria No. 15, that
is to say, the Camperdown Branch Sewer Contract No. G3,
Western Suburbs Sewerage: Now, therefore, 1, Yioioi:
Albert George, Earl of Jersey, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, iu pursuance
of the provisions of the “ Public Works Act of 1888,”
do hereby direct that the land described in the Schedule
hereto, which is in my opinion required for the said author
ised work, shall be acquired and taken under the “ Lands for
Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” as adopted by the “Public
Works Act of 1888”: and I do declare by this notification,
to bo published in the Government Gazette and in one or
more newspapers published or circulated in tile Police District
wherein the said land is situated, that the Crown Lands com
prised within the description set forth in tho Schedule hereto
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has been appropriated, and the private properly within such
description has been resumed, for tho public purpose aforesaid,
to the intent (hat upon (he publication of tins notification in
the Gazette, the said land described in the said Schedule hereto
shall forthwith he vested in the said Constructing Authority us
a corporation sole en behalf of Her Majesty tor the purposes of
the said “Public Works Act of 1888," for on estale in fee
simple in possession freed and discharged from all trusts,
obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rightsof-way, or other easements whatsoever; ond to the fnrtlnr
intent that the legal estate therein together with all powers
incident thereto or eonfcrred’by the said last-mentioned Act,
shall he vested in such Constructing Authority' as a Trustee ;
and I declare that the following is the scholule of land
hereinbefore referred to .—
Schedule.

All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Petersham,county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales: Commencing at the junction of the north-eastern
boundary of Bedford-street with the north-western boundary
of Pierce-street; and bounded thence on the south-west by (ho
said boundary of Bedford-etreet bearing north G8 degrees 4
minutes west, 1 chain 52,*5 links; on tho north-west by a line
bearing north 32 degrees 11 minutes east 2 chains 9,"^ links to
tho south-western boundary of Rai 1 wav-avenue; on the north
east by that boundary bearing south 82 degrees 12 minutes cast
1 chain 15is,, lints; and on the south-east by the aforesaid north
western boundary of Picrcc-strcet bearing sonth 21 degrees 15
minutes west 2 chains JA,'1,, lioks, to tho point of commence
ment, be the said several diiumsiens a little more or less, con
taining 1 rood 6^ perches or thereabouts, and said to be in the
possession and occupation el the trustees of the late James
Smith.
1

In witness whereof, 1 have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twelfth
day of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, and in the
fifty-fifth year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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JiteAenRI) to Jlarlimiuut, pursuant to JUt 51 Dir. Jto. 37.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE “ PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888,” 51 VICTORIA
No. 37.
New South Wales,

Proclamation by ITis Excellency The
Right Honourable Vhtou Alblet
Gf.okoe, Eacij of JrnSEY, a Member
of Her Majesty's Most Honourable
(L.S.)
Privy Council, Knight Grand Cioss
of the Most Distinguished Order of
Jersey,
Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor. Governor and Commaiulcr-iu-Chief of
the Colony of New South Wales and
its Dependencies,
Whereas the Minister for Public Worts of the said
Colony is desirous of acquiring tho lands described iu the
Schedule at the foot hereof, for the purpose of a certain
Public Work, that is to say, the construction of Guy Cliff
Greet Storm-water Channel, Parramatta, in the said Colony :
And whereas it is estimated that the cost of completing sneh
wort will not exceed the sum of twenty thousand pounds : And
whereas the lands described in the said Schedule are in my
opinion required for carrying out the said wort: Now, therefore,
I, Yictoe Albert Gforoe, Eabl of Jersey, the Go vornor a foresaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, in pursuance of
the " Public Worts Act of 1888,” do hereby direct that the said
wort shall be carried out under the " Public Works Act of I8S8,”
by the Minister forPublicWorks aforesaid, who, in respect of tho
said wort, shall be deemed to be the Constructing Authority .
And in further pursuance of thesaid Act, Ido hereby direct (hat
the lands described in the Schedule hereto shall be acquired and
taken for the purpose aforesaid, under the “ Lands for Public
Purposes Acquisition Act,” and 1 do declare by this notification,
to be published in the Government Gazette and in one or more
newspapers published or circulated in the Police District
wherein arc situated the said lands, that the said lands described
in the said Schedule have been resumed for the public purpose
hereinbefore expressed, that is to say, for and in connection
with the construction of Clay Cliff Greet Storm-wrater Channel,
Parramatta, in the said Colony, to the intent that upon the
publication of this notification in the Gazette, the said lands
describet in'the said Schedule hereto ahall forthwiih bo vested
in the said Constructing Authority, on behalf of Her Majesty,
for the purposes of the said “Public Works Act of 1888,” for an
estate in fee simple in posseision, freed and discharged from all
to wit.
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trusts, obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates
rights-of-way, or other easements whatsoever; and to the intent
that the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident
thereto or conferred by that Act, shall be vested in auch
Authority as a trustee : And I declare that the following is the
Schedule of lands hereinbefore referred to :—
Schedule.

1st. All that piece or parcel of land situate at Parramatta,
parish of St. John, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New
South Wales, being allotment 21 of section 2 of the Harris
Park subdivision,—containing 26% perches, and said to be in
the possession of the trustees of Sir George Wigram Allen.
2nd. All that piece or parcel of land situate at Parramatta,
parish of St John, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New
South Wales, being part of allotment 20 of section 2 of the
Harris Park subdivision: Commencing on the south-western
boundary of that allotment at a point distant 3 chains 6-,% links
north-westerly from its southernmost corner, measured along
the said south-western boundary ; and bounded thence by that
boundary bearing north 3-1 degrees 40 minutes 31 seconds west
1 chain
links to the right bant of Clay Cliff Creek ; thence
by that boundary downwards 1 chain 2L links to the north
eastern boundary of the aforesaid allotment; thence by that
boundary boaring south 34 degrees 40 minutes 31 seconds east
39 links; thenec by a line bearing south 57 degrees 9 minutes
31 seconds west 1 chain, to the point of commencement, be tho
said several dimensions a little more or less,— containing Hi
perches or thereabouts, and said to be in the possession of G.
H. Curtis.
Note.—All bearings ore taken from the trigonometrical
meridian.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of tho Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twentyseventh day of May, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, and in the
fifty-fourth year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
BBUCK SMITH.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN!
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JJrcsrntcb to- ^arltiimcnf, intrsiumt to JUt 51 Tlu. Jjlo, 3/.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1883,” 51 VICTORIA
No. Zl.
NEwSouraWAoES^Prockmation by His Excellency The
J Right Honourable Victor. AIjieiit
Geouge, JSaiu, ok Jeksey, a ilember
of Her Majesty’s Most Honourable
(L,s.)
U]VX Council, Knight Grand Cross
of the Most Distinguishecl Order of
Jeksey,
Saint Michael and Saiiit George,
Governor. Governor and Commamler-m-Chief^of
Uie Colony of New South IVales aud
its Dependencies.
Whereas I, Victor Albert Georoe, Eari.

of

Jersey,

the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, have directed that certain public wort, that is to say,
an Approach from the Parramatta River to the Parramatta
Sewage Farm, in tho said Colony, for which public funds arc
lawfully available, the estimated cost of which does not exceed
twenty thousand pounds, shall bo carried out under tho
provisions of the “ Public Works Act of 1888,” us an authorised
work by the Minister for Public Works us Constructing
Authority, and that tho land described in the Schedule hereto,
which is in my opinion required for carrying out the said work,
shall be acquired by taking the same under the “Lands for
Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” as adopted by the *• Public
Works Act of 1888 Now, therefore, I, the said Governor, with
the advice aforesaid, in pursuance of the “ Public Works Act of
3898,” do declare by this notification, to bo published in the
Government Gazette and in one or more newspapers published
or circulated in the Police District wherein the said land is
situated, that the Crown Land comprised within tho description
set forth in the Schedule hereto has been appropriated, and the
private property within such description bus beenresumed, for
the public purpese aforesaid, to the intent that upon tho
publication of this notification in tho Gazette, tho said land
described in the said Schedule hereto shall forthwith be vested
in the said Constructing Authority as a corporation sole on
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behalf of Her Majesty,(for tho purposes of the said “Public
Works Act of 3888,” for an estate in fee simple iu possession,
freed ond discharged from all trusts, obligations, estates,
interests, contracts, chargee, rates, rights-of-way, or other
easements whatsoever ; and to the further intent that the legal
estate therein, together with all powers incident thereto or
conferred by the said last-mentioned Act, shell be vested in
such Constructing Authority us a trustee; and I declare that
the following is the Schedule of the land hereinbefore referred
to : —
Schedule.

All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of St.
John, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South Wales,
being part of the land comprised in Certificate of Title, regis
tered volume 704, folio 227 : Commencing on the left bank of
Duck River, at the south-eastern corner of the. Tramway Com
pany’s lease, being the north-eastern corner of 6! acres 1 rood
nnd 13J-perches resumed for the Parramatta Bewago Farm;
and bounded thence on the south-west by the north-eastern
boundary of land resumed as aforesaid bearing north 53 degrees
2 minutes west 20 links; on the north-west by other part of
the aforesaid lease by a line beating north 2fi degrees 37
minutes east 3 chains 16 links to the right bank of the Parra
matta River; thence by that bank downwards and the left bank
of Duck River upwards, in all about 3 chains 27 links, to the
point, of commencement,—bo tho srid several dimensions a little
'"ore or less, containing 8-,— perches or thereabouts, and said to
he in the possession of Septimus A. btephen, and occupation of
tho Parramatta Tramway Company.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twentysecond day of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and mnety-one, and in tho
fifty-fifth year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
J. H. YOUNG.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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THE POSTMASTER-GENE ML TO HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR,

ANNUAL KEPORT NOR THE YEAH 1890, ON THE TOST OEEICE,
HONEY ORDER OEEICE, GOVERNMENT SAVINGS RANK, AND
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.

My Lori*,

I have the honor to transmit to your Excellency the Annual Report lor
the year 1890 on the Departments under the Ministerial control of the PostmasterGeneral.
Combined Revenue and Expenditure.

Revenue.
Post Oibuo
.................................................. .
...............
Electric Telegraph .Dmnirtnicul
...
...
...
...
Money Order Oifieo and Govornment Savings Bank—
’ Commission on Money Orders
...........................
Interest on Investments
..........................
...

1SS9.
£395.583 12 10
186,861 15 11
15,947 IS
67,206 3

6
7

1890.
£127,329 17
193,700 14

1
5

16.938 16 0
69,444 0 11

£605,599 10 10

£707,419

8

0

Pont Office
............................................................................
Electric Telegraph Department
...
...
...
Money Order Office and Government Savings Bank—
Salaries and Contingencies.......................................
Interest added to Depositors’ Accounts
...............

£427,851 0
178,931 18

8
0

£470,424 15
194,324 8

2
1

12,065 18
61,871 13

7
0

12,466
03,225

Total

£680,723 10

3

£740,440 11

Total

.......................................

Expenditure.

.......................................

0
7

r
9 J
9
9

The above are the particulars of expenditure out of the votes of Parliament
directly at my disposal, except in the ease of the Government Savings Rank item of
“ Interest added to Depositors1 Accounts,” which is specially provided for out of the
interest accruing from investment of funds on the same account.
The following arc the items of expenditure paid from votes under the control
of other Ministers:—
Stores and stRUoncry ...
■■■
•••
-■
Repairs and arldilions to Buildings
...
...
...
..
Eurniturc (including carriage)...................................................
Printing, bookbinding, Gazette advertisements. Gazettes, &c.
Printing postage stiimps...
...
...
...
...
Municipal and oilier rates
....................................................
Postage ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Advertising in newspapers
......................................
..
1’ucl and bgbt .............. .
..
........................................
Total

1889.
£4.510 4
13.929 8
S57 1(5
9.345 1(5
5.915 2
2,119 17
1,823 2
673 0
2,988 13
£42,172

1

2
4
7
5
2
3
0
9
6
2

1890.
£5,555 19 10
13,438 12 5
557 2 1
9,510 1 S
7,479 0 9
1,570 18 10
1,465 13 4
861 14 3
3,982 6 11
£44,421 10

1

The
-These itonii, lie nnb ini'lmh thu iirepoi tious OuL-jjnvIili’ nsanist the Elcclrie Tricki-art' Drpaitincnt ami Minify Order Office and Cm ernmont
Savniirr Bank uf tho salaries ef officials in charge "f cmnlmiod I'nst and Tclekrupli Oflit.es, the full amount of which salaries aic included above in the
eviunuliUiTC of the Pust Office hc|>artim;iil A|iport.... .. the ecr-t uf salaries, the lilcctnc Telepmph c\iieiuhture would he DiJiyto Us. Id., tho
Money i.irder ami Uoicrnniciit Kirilins Hank rariiemhOuc, £111,71* ilo. Ttl, (rxchisnc of inlerrst .iddel lu (lc]Kisilort urmunts), and the CArcndituro
ef pic Post Office Derailment, £4hG,h0117s. Id.

’
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Tlie interest on the cost of construction of Electric Telegraph Lines is estimated
at £29,748, and the interest on the cost of buildings owned by the Government, and
used as Post and Telegraph Offices in various parts of the Colony, is estimated at
£26,810, which will make the total expenditure of the Departments under my
control £811,420 Is. lOd.
Postal

asd

Telegraphic Conference.

Although the information properly appertains to the year 1891, it may be
desirable to mention in this Report that a Postal and Telegraphic Conference was
held in Sydney in the months of Eebruary and March last, at which the whole of
the Australasian Colonies were represented. As the report of the proceedings of this
Conference has already been laid before Parliament, it is unnecessary for me to
allude in detail to the matters dealt with; but I may state that amongst the principal
resolutions agreed to were those relating to the representation of the Colonies at the
Postal Congress which is shortly to meet in Vienna, and the agreement with tire
Eastern Extension Telegraph Company for the reduction of the cable rates between
Australia and other parts of the world, which reduction was brought into operation
on the 1st May, 1891.
I.—POST OEEICE DEPARTMENT.
Inland Service.

The new postal routes opened during the year 1890, as shown in the annexed return,
amounted to 1,475 miles, vin.:—
Postal Line,

No. of
times i>er
week.

I
1
1
6
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
G
3

In the Southern Country.

From Barmadmau to Wallandry ........................
Bcga to Mcrimbula, via Jellnt Jell at , . .
Boambola to Ledgerton.............................
Bombala to Pericoc ..................................
Buetley’s Crossing Placo to Boloko..............
Bungendove to Ingledoiv ..........................
Colinton to Ware's.......................................
Coolnmftn to Shannon's..............................
Cootamundra to Morangarell ....................
Corowa to Lower Corowa .............................
Darlington Point to L. LanderP .................
Dry River to Verona ..................................
Helensburgh to Darke’s Forest................
Junction of Craigio with Bombala and Dele
gate Road to Po=t Office, Craigio......
Kiama-Geri'ingong mail line to Rose Valley
Linnett's Junction to Pan Ban.....................
Liverpool to Iloxton Park.........................
Miohelago to Burra .....................................
Milton to Bateman’s Bay, via Benandra......
Moama-Perrieootu mail line to Tataila.........
Mount Qipps to Albion Town.....................
Munyabla to Pleasant Hills........................
Nelhgen to Buckenbour Creek ....................
Nimitybolle to Bobundarah .........................
Nowra to Yalwal...... ...................................
Pambula to Yowaka ...................................
Pericoc to Wog Wog...................................
Taralga to Wombcyan Caves ...................
Temora to Morangnrell............... ................
Tullimbar to Tongarra ................................

No. of
times pur
woek

In the Southern Country—continued.

In the Western, Country.

From Bclar Croi'k to Yarragreen Station ............
Brawarrina to Bowru (Diemimga) ...
Cargo to Cnnangles .. ...................................
Carson Siding to Cullen Bullen ............
Coudobotin to Trundle Lagoon...................
Coppabannia to Brown’s yards.................
Cudgegong to Gulgamree............................
Dubbo to Tenandra
..............................
Gcnanngie to Hurra Burra Station ..............
Lincoln to Mitchell’s Creek..........................
Penrith to Llnndilo ................
..........
Richmond to Agues Bants .........................
Springwood to North Springwood ..............

Postal Line.

1
1
1
1
2
3

G
2
2
6
2
2
2
1
G
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
3

From Tumut to Lacmalac .........
Wandella to Vowrio ......
Wyndham to Towamba....
Ynndarlo to Bootra.........
Yarrara to Lankcy’s Creek

2
2
1
X
2

In the Northern Country.

From Belford to Lower Belford ............................
Bellingen to Upper South Arm ..................
Buggy Flat to The Eulga ..........................
Booroolong to Sobraon ...............................
Bungwall Flat to Forster .....................
Casino to The Risk ......................................
Cooney Creek to Hillgrovc West.................
Dalmorton to Cbandler’s Creek .................
Deepwater to Castlerag.................................
Dungog to Alison ......................................
Fernmount to Upper South Arm.................
Glen limes to Shannon Vale .....................
Guyra to Bear Hill .....................................
Hawko's Nest to The Fens.............................
Liddell Railway Slat.on to Post Office ......
Lismoro to Jiggi............................................
Lismore to Rosebauk ...................................
Maclean to Shark’s Creek ..........................
Palmer’s Island to Tnloumbi .....................
Sherwood to Glen Rock...............................
Turramurra Railway Station to Post Office
Underbank to Salisbury
..........................
Ural la to Arding...........................................
Waleha. to Niangalu ...................................
Walgett to New Crynn ...............................
Wullon to Gil Gil .
............................
West Miutlaud to Gosfort'i .........................
W lute Swamp to Eillarncy .........................
William Town to Salt Ash .........................
Willson's Downfall to Rivcrtroe ..................

3

1
3

2
1
1
3

2
3
3
1

2
1
1

G
1
1

2
2
1
6
3

2
2
1

1
3
1

2
1

In the Suburbs of the Metropolis.

From Gordon Railway Station lo Post Office ...... I
North Sydney Railway Station to Post Office
Ryde to Dundns............................................
J’horalcigb to Pennant Hills........................
Wahroonga Railway Platform to Post Ollier,
Hornsby ............................................

G
(>
12
G

6

The postal routes abolished, amounting to 599 miles, are shewn in the
following return:—
No. of
times per
week.

Postal Line.

No. of
times per
week.

Postal Line.

Southern Hoads—continued.

Western Hoads.

Between Ben B alien and Cullen Sullen.................
Caper! ee and Tho Crown .........................
Kueowra and Qalwary ............................
Forbes and Mare’s Waterholc..................
Ucmvaagic and WalLan Btllan ................
Glen Alice and The Crown .....................
Mangal and Myall PJaius.........* .............
I'arhcs and Condobolin............................
Parramatta and Pennant Hills..................
Peak Hill and Ten-mile Reefs .......... ..
Timbriebungie and Tenandra ...............
Trunkey <Jrcck and Brown's lards.........
Trunkey Creek and Long Swamp............

2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
C
v>
2
1
1

Mimosa West and Shannon’s..................
Morangnrell and Temora.......................
Mount Gippa and Albion Town..............
Northern Hoads.

Dalmorton and Little Dora.....................
Fernmount and Upper South Arm ......
Goolmangar and Jiggi.............................
Werkworth and the Bulga.....................
White Swamp and Acneia Creek ..........

Southern Hoads.

Between Austinuicr Bail way Platform and Post]
Office ................................................
Broken Hill and Albion Town ................
Coolamimdra and West Temora ..............

2
(1
2
1
2

IS
2
2

x
1
1
2
i
x
3
1

Suburban Road.

Steamer’s Wharf and Post Office, Emiington......

6

Increased communication on existing lines was afforded as follows:—
No. of times per week.

No, of times per week.

Postal Line,

Postal Line.
From

To

From

To

3

Southern Hoads—continued.
Between Rye Park and Bnrrowa.............
2 j
Tnnborv Range and Bombala ...
1
1 1
Yerong Creek and Munyabla ...

3
2
2

Western Hoads.

"Between Blftyney and King s Plains ......
Bourke and Hungerford........... .
Dubbo and Peak Jlill .................
Dural and Gulaton .....................
Eauabaloni: and Lake Cudgellico
Forbes and" Dandaloo .................
flenanagic and Wallan Billan ...
Kurrajong and Comleroy Hoad ..
Mudgce and CYissilis.....................
Parkes and Peak Hill.................
Rocklcy and Swallow’s Nest.....
’VVilberTorce and Sackvillc licach

Between Betlmngra and Ironhong .........
Booligal and Ivanhoe (restored)...
Braidwood and Nerriga............
Bull Plain and Savernake ........
Rungonia and Windellama..........
Carrathool and Hillston ..............
Crookwell and Pejar ................
Kiatna and Nowra ...................:
Kiama Railway Station and Post
Office ..................................

(>

i
o
3
2
i
1
0
2

3
fi
3
2
2
4
3
3
3
2
9
0

9

o
1
1
3

1

2

2
1
1
o
i

3

2
2
3

6

2
3
12

C

12

9

Northern Roads.

Between Belmont and Swansea ..............
Bendolba and Underbank..........
Bingara and Inverell.................
Chines and Brunswick ..............
Cooney Creek and Hillgrovc
AVcst ....................................
Deepwater and Nine-mile..........
Dingo Creek and Wherrol Flat...
Drake and Lismore...................
Dungog and Bandon Grove ......

3
3
2
1

G
4
3
2

3
2
2

6

3
3
3

6
4

Glennie's Creek and Goorangoola
Harwood Island and Woodhurn
Hexham and Raymond Terrace

2
2
7
o
1

3
13
3

Karrabri aud Dun mores ..........
Sedgefield and Mitchell's Flat...
Singleton and Glendon Brook ..
Tintenbar and Brunsw ick .........

i

i
2
I

3

3
6
3

2
2
2
3
2

The communication existing on the following lines was decreased:—
No. of times per vs eek.

No. of times per week

Postal Line

Postal Line.
From

To

3
G

9

Southern Roads.

Between Booligal and Wileannia .............
Robertson and Pheasant Ground..

From

To

3

2
3

Northern. Hoads.

3

Between Drake arid Red Rook
Merriwa and Cassilis.................

4

The extent of postal route traversed in the Colony on the 31st December,
1890, ivas 29,594; miles, as compared Avith 28,718 miles traversed in 1889 ;—
On horseback
By coach, &c.
By railway ...
By tramway

»k4
•■V

1889.
11,541 miles
14,914 „
2,245 „
18 ,,

...
...
...

1890.
11,547 miles.
15,774 „
2,255
„
18
„
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The extension of mail route by railway during 1890 was as follows:—
St. Leonards to Hornsby
...
...
... 10 miles.
The number of miles travelled in the year 1890 was 7,403,000, being an
increase of 168,600 on the mileage of tho previous year.
The number of Post Offices established was 80, viz.:—Alison, Arding,
Argent’s Hill, Balderodgery, Balmoral, Bellinger Heads, Boloko, Bungawalbin,
Carlton, Castlerag, Chandler’s Creek, Coif’s Harbour, Come-by-chance, Comleroy
Hoad, Coorabell Creek, Corrimal, Coutts’ Crossing, Cowlong, ."Darke’s Porest,
Dudauman, East Balmain, East Carlingford, Erskincville, Exeter, G-alston, Gosforth,
Gouldsville, Guildford Bailway Station, Gum Plat, Hazelgrovc, Heatlrcote, Hillgrovc
West, Jackson’s Waterholes, Judd’s Creek, Kadina, Keiravillc, Kialla, Kilgin,
Kingstown, Liddell, Limestone, Little Plain, Llandilo, Llangothlin, Llangothlin
Bailway Station, Long Creek, Lower klangrove, klorongla Creek, Mount Browne,
Mount Ida, Newport, Niangala, Nine-mile, North Botany, North Pimlico, North
Springwood, Oaklands, Picton Lakes, Pleasant Hills, Pymble, Bock Plat, Bose
Valley, Bous Mill, St. John’s Park, St. Leonard’s Creek, Salt Ash, Savernake,
Shellharbour Bailway Station, Stony Crossing, Sussex-strect, Sutton, Tataila,
Tongarra, Turramurra, Upper Lansdown, Upper Orara, Upper Bolland’s Plains,
Wentworthville, Wyee, and Yalpunga.
The number of Post Offices re-established was 5, viz.:—Concord, Hoxton
Park, Mosman’s Bay, Tallewang, and Ultimo.
The number of Post Offices discontinued vras 8, viz.:—Botany Boad, Clive,
Gore Hill, Hermitage Plains, Mingelo, Moonbi, Newpark, and Bed Bock.
It was found desirable to change the designations of the following Post
Offices, viz.:—Angledool to New Angledool, Bingera to Bingara, Boat Harbour to
Bellingen, Pield of Mars to Dundas, Jercelderic to Jerildcrie, Narrabri Bailway
Station to Narrabri West, Bedbank to Pampoolah, St. Leonards to North Sydney,
Shellharbour Bailway Station to Dunmore, Springs to Dripstone, Ten-mile Beefs to
Mingelo, and subsequently to Tomingley.
Append!* A.
In the Appendix will be found a list of the 1,338 Post Offices in the Colony
on the 31st December, 1890.
219 changes of Postmasters occurred during the year.
Beceiving Offices were established at the following places, viz.:—Adjungbilly, Agnes Banks, Baldcrogery, Beecroft, Benandarah, Buckenbour Creek, Bugaldi,
Burra, Burringbar, Canangles, Cherry Tree Hill, Cooney Creek, Cowan’s, Cuttabri,
Diemunga, Eastern Boad, Lord’s Bridge, Girvan, Glonreagh, Glen Bock, Gobondry,
Greig’s Plat, Gulgamree, Half--way Creek, Ingledow, Junction Point, Kelly’s Creek,
Kundibakh, Lacmalac, Lankcy’s Creek, Ledgerton, Lode Hill, Long Plat, Lower
Belford, Lower Corowa, Mehi, Mitchell’s Creek, Moonbi, Mountain Top, Mount
Allen, Now Italy, Ollera, Osborn, Pampira, Pheasant Ground, Pretty Pine, Bivcrtree, Salisbury, Shark’s Creek, Sobraon, Spring Bulge, Talmalmo, Taloumbi,
Taradale, The Pens, The Bisk, Tomanbil, Trickctt, Umaralla, Upper South Arm,
Verona, "Wallandry, Wallon, Ware’s, Wog Wog, Wollondilly, Wombcyan Caves,
Woodlawn, Yantahulla, Yowaka, and Yowrie.
The names of the Beceiving Offices at Bloomsdale, Gobondry, Mehi, and
Osborn, were changed to Suntop, Bullock Creek, Angledool, and Llangothlin
Bailvay Station, respectively.
The Beceiving Offices at the following places 'were converted into Post
Offices, viz.:—Argent’s Hill, Balderodgery, Balmoral, Bungawalbin, Coif’s Harbour,
Cowlong, Dudauman, Eastern Boad (Turramurra), Galston, Guildford Bailway
Station, Gum Elat, Heathcote, Jackson’s Waterholes, .1 udd’s Creek, Kadina, Kilgin,
Kingstown, Little Plain, Llangothlin, Llangothlin Bailway Station, Long Creek,
Lower Mangrove, Morongla Creek, Mount Browne, Mount Ida, Newport, Ninemile, North Pimlico, Oaklands, Bock Plat, St. John’s Park, St. Leonard’s Creek,
Savernake, Slippery Creek (Hazelgrove), Stony Crossing, Sutton, Upper Lansdown,
Upper Orara, Upper Bolland’s Plains, and Wyee.
The Beceiving Offices at the following places wore discontinued, viz.:—
Albion Town, Bulyeroi, Galwary, Jamberoo Mountain, Little Dora, Long Swamp,
Mare’s Waterholc, Mimosa East, Myall Palls, Myall Plains, and Bossitcrville.
Appendis B.
In the Appendix will be found a list of the Beceiving Offices hi existence at
the close of the vear, showing the number to be 325.
‘
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In the information contained in Appendix A is given a return of buildings Append A,
for the transaction of the Postal, Honey Order, Savings Bank, and Telegraph business
possessed bv the Government, as well as of the places where premises are rented, or
otherwise provided for the purpose. Government buildi ngs at the following places were
completed and occupied during 1$90, viz.Ashfield, Coraki, Crookwell, and Eden.
At Sunny Comer premises purchased by the Government were fitted up for
Postal and Telegraphic purposes, and at Blaekheath and Yerong Creek premises
were erected by tho Bailway Department for similar purposes.
During the year 1S90, 1 newspaper pillar and 27 pillar letter-receivers were
erected in different parts of the Colony, 4 pillar letter-receivers were removed to
different sites, and 4 were withdrawn. One hundred and one small iron letterreceivers were placed, 10 were removed lo new sites, and 1 was withdrawn. Of
other kinds of receivers 1 was placed and 1 withdrawn.
On the 31st December the number of letter-receivers erected in the Colony
(both large and small) was 839, and the number of newspaper receivers 19.
Allusion was made in my last Report to the introduction of an improved
postal pillar.
Up to the 31st December 24 of these pillars had been erected in
different parts of the city and suburbs, chiefly in substitution of receivers of the old
type, which are being utilised in the more distant and thinly-populated parts of the
suburbs and in country towns. It is expected that the balance of the 100 new
pillars, which the contractor undertook to supply, will shortly be in position.
The number of licenses for the sale of postage stamps issued in 1890 to persons
other than postmasters or receiving-office keepers was 106; the number transferred,
54, and the number cancelled, 20.
In the Appendix is given a list of the persons holding these licenses through- Appendii c.
out the Colony.
On the 31st December the number of locked private letter-boxes let at the
General Post Office was 1,310, besides 02 allotted to Public Departments, for which
no fees are paid. The system is now in operation at the following offices, viz.:—
Adolong, Albury, Avmidale, Ballina, Balramld, Bathurst, Bcga, Bombala, Bourke,
Bowral, Braidwood, Broken Kill, Casino, Cobar, Condobolin, Coonamble, Cootamuudra, Coraki, Deniliquin, Dubbo, Emmaville, Eorbes, George-strect North, Glen
Lines, Goulburn, Grafton, Gulgong, Gunnedali, Hay, Hay-market, Hillgrovc, Hillston, Inverell, Jerilderie, Junce Junction, Kiama, King-street, Lismore, Manly,
]\force, Moruya, Moss Yale, Mount Victoria, Mudgee, Muswellbrook, Narrabri,
Narrandcra, Newcastle, Newtown, North Sydney, Nymagee, Orange, Park-street,
Parramatta, Queanbcyan, Silverton, Singleton, Tamworth, Tarec, Temora, Tenterfield, Ur alia, Wagga Wagga, Walgctt, Wentworth, West Maitland, Wileannia,
Wollongong, and Young.
Twelve additional letter-carriers were appointed during the year 1890, and
seven were transferred from the temporary to the permanent staff. There were, at
the end of the year, 220 letter-carriers, distributed throughout the Colony as fol
lows:—154 Sydney and Suburbs, 3 Albury, 1 Armidale, 2 Bathurst, 1 Bourke, 1
Bowral, 4 Broken Hill, 1 Campbelltown, 1 Carrington, 1 Corowa, 1 Deniliquin,
1 Dubbo, 2 East Maitland, 1 Eorbes, 1 Glen Imies, 4 Goulburn, 2 Grafton, 1
Granville, 1 Hamilton, 2 Hay, 1 Inverell, 1 Lambton, 1 Liverpool, 1 Morpeth,
1 Moruya, 1 Mudgee, 1 Narrabri, 1 Narrandera, 3 Newcastle, 1 Orange, 6 Parra- matta, 1 Singleton, 2 Tamworth, 3 Wagga Wagga, 2 Wall send, 1 Waratah, 2 West
Maitland, 1 Wickham, 1 "Wileannia, 1 Windsor, 1 Wollongong, 1 Yass, 1 Young.
Under special arrangements a house-to-house delivery of correspondence is
also afforded in the following localities, viz.:—Adamstown, Ballina, Bega, Berry,
Bingara, Blaekheath, Blayney, Braidwood, Bungendore, Camden, Casino, Cobar,
Cooma, Coonamble, Cootamundra, Cowra, Dungog, Gosford, Grenfell, Greta.,
Gundagai, Gunnedah, Hill End, Hillgrove, Hillston, Islington, Junee Junction,
Katoomba, Kempscy, Kiama, Kogarah, Lawrence, Lismore, Lithgow, Maclean,
Meiwcther, Merrylands, Mimni, Mittagoug, Moama, Molong, Morec, Moss Vale,
Muswellbrook, New Lambton, Nowra, Nyngan, Parkes, Penrith, Picton, Port
Macquarie, Queanbeyan, Quirindi, Raymond Terrace, Richmond, St. Mary’s, Scone,
Silverton, South Grafton, Springwood, Stockton, Sunny Corner, Tarec, Tenterfield,
Teralba, Tumut, Uralla, Wellington, ‘Wentworth, West Tamworth, and Wingham.
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The number of persons employed in connection with the Postal Department
for the year 1890 was as follows:—1 Postmaster-G-encral, 1 Secretary, 1 Assistant
Secretary, 1 Superintendent, Mail Branch, 1 Accountant, 1 Cashier, 1 Postal
Inspector for Missing Letters and Irregularity Branch, 3 Postal Inspectors, 1
Assistant-Superintendent, Mail Branch, 5 senior clerks, 96 clerks, 13 temporary
clerks, 3 probationers, 1 special inquiry officer for Missing Letter Branch, 36 mail
guards, 38 letter-sorters, 49 stampers and sorters, 220 letter-carriers, 44 mail-boys,
50 messengers, mail-cart drivers, porters, female servants, &c., 1 detective, 1,338
postmasters, 2 relieving officers, 144 postal assistants, 213 temporary postal assistants,
8 temporfiiy sorters, 40 temporary receiver-clearers, 165 temporary letter-carriers,
59 mail-carriers, 325 receiving office-keepers, 690 mail contractors; total, 3,551.
263 of the above also hold the position of station-master, operator, messenger or pro
bationer in the Electric Telegraph Department, and are included in the return of
employes under that Department given on page 19. Of the remainder, 327 hold
the dual appointment of official Post and Telegraph Master.
The following officers retired under the provisions of the Civil Service Act,
1884, viz.:—
T. H. Stone, postmaster, Albury;
T. Pinnington, mail guard; and
G-. Smith, letter-carrier.
Eight deaths occurred, viz. :—Gf. M. White, postmaster, Park-street; P. W.
O’Brien, postmaster, Gerringong; A. Q. Ilenriques, postal assistant, Park-street;
and J. Reardon and 11. Byrnes, letter-carriers, all of whom were attached to the
permanent staif. The remainder (three) were persons temporarily employed.
Thirty-eight resignations took place, and the services of one official, being no
longer required, were dispensed with.
The removals from the service numbered nine. Of these, two—a letter-sorter
and a letter-carrier—each received a sentence of eighteen months’ imprisonment
for stealing letters; and two others—a letter-carrier and a receiver-clearer—were
each sentenced to two terms of eighteen months’ imprisonment upon similar charges.
The remainder were dismissed for the following offences :—
A mail guard, for drunkenness and other disreputable conduct.
A stamper and sorter, and three letter-carriers, for absence without leave.
The Postal Inspectors travelled a distance of 28,636 miles, and inspected the
postal route appertaining thereto, visiting 468 post-offices, 120 of which were visited
more than once.
It was observed in my Report for the year 1889 that a proposal was under
consideration for allowing the suburban letter-earners a weekly half-holiday without
occasioning any public irritation through the detention of correspondence, which
was frequently manifested both when the indulgence was given on Saturday and
after the day was changed to Wednesday. The arrangement proposed by some of
the principal officers of the Department was that deliveries of correspondence should
be effected on all week-days alike, and that the letter-carriers should be allowed a
whole holiday once a fortnight—a staif of relieving carriers being employed to take
their places when so absent. This plan was inaugurated in July, and has been
found to give general satisfaction.
Owing to the large number of letters irregularly posted in the Travelling
Post Office letter-boxes without the usual late fee of 2d. in addition to the ordinary
postage, it was, in August, deemed advisable, with a view to check the practice, to
impose a double late fee of 4d. each on delivery of all such letters.
Eokeigx Sekvice.

The contract between this Colony and the Union Steamship Company of
New Zealand for the conveyance of mails between Sydney and San Francisco, via
Auckland aud Honolulu, expired in November, 1890, and, as the service as a mail
line to Europe bad ceased to be of any great use to this Colony, and had for some
time been carried on at a considerable loss, it was determined, after careful con
sideration, not to contribute any direct subsidy towards a renewal of the contract.
The New Zealand Government, however, entered into arrangements with the Union
Steamship Company for a continuance of the service for another year, from
November, 1890, this Colony undertaking to pay New Zealand the usual poundage
rates on mails despatched by the Company’s vessels.
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The following are the returns of the Mail Service performed by the Orient
Steam Navigation Company during the year 1890 :—
Received,

Name of Steamer.

Date Of departure Date of aim al
of Mails
of Malls
from England. '
at Sydney.
1
1889.

Lusitania

Oroja. ..........
Orizaba..........
Liguria..........
Ormuz ..........
Iberia ..........
Austral.........
Cuzco ...........

Orient............
Lusitania.......
Oroya ..........
Orizaba..........

No. of days
occupied in
Date of departure
transit of Mails Name of Steamer. [
of Mails
between London
from England.
and Sydney,
|
1

1890.
G January.,

November.
December.1 If
1890. "] 31

„
„

38
35
35

...

January

22

JJ

May.........

Liguria..........

........

5 June........

I

21

30 May.....
13 June ....
27 „ ...
11 July.....
25 „ ...
8 August..
| Oroya ........... 22 „
.
Orizaba.....
o September,
Orient ......
19
„
Ormuz ......
3 October
Orotava ,.,
17
„
Austral......
si
..
Oruba .......
14 November,

39
35
3G
36
35
35
38
34
34
30

18 February,
28
„
.
February 15 March ....
. ..
JT
• • ’ 29 „
March...... 11 April.......
25 ...............
JJ
...........
April ...... 12 May........
JJ

........

1390.

Ormuz.......
Orotava ...
Austral......
Orubn ......
Cuzco ......
Lusitania ...

Date of arrival
of Mails
at Sydney.

No. of days
occupied in
transit of Mails
between London
and Sydney.

1890.
3 July . .

15 „ ...
1 August
12
„
29
„
15 September
20
„
9 October.
24 „ •
7 November
21
„
4 December
19
„

34
32
35
32
35
38
35
34
35
35
35
34
30

Despatched.

No. of days |
Date of despatch
Date of
occupied in
Date of despatch
Name of Steamer. of Mails from
arrival of Mails transit of Mails 1 Name of Steamer. of Mails from
Sydney,
in England,
between Sydney!
Sydney,
and London.
i
1890.
2 January...
16
„ ' ...
30
„
..
13 February
27
„
13 March ...
27
„
..
10 .April......
28 '..........

1890.
8 February .
22
„
10 March......
20 „
.....
3 April ......
20
...
3 May ........
18 ..............

37
37
39
35
35
38
37
38

8 ...............
Orient........... 10
... 24 „ ......
Lusitania ....
2 Juno . ... 8 July..........
Oroya ......... 1C
„ ... 20 „ .....
Orizaba.......... 30
„ ..
4 August......

31
36
30
34
35

Cuzco ..........
Orient ...........
Lusitania......
Oroya ..........
Orizaba..........
Ijieuria.........
Ormuz
.....
Iberia.............
Austral..........

1890.

Date of
arrUal of Mails
in England,

1890.

Onnuz ......
28
........ 31
......
Orotava ...... 11 August.... 14 September 4.
Austral......... 25 „
... 29 „ .....
Lusitania......

22
jj
27 „
.
6 October . . 14 November ..
23
20
17

„

No of day^s
occupied in
transit of Mails
between Sydney
and London*

...

1801

Ormuz ......... 1 December. 3 January.....
Orotava ...... 16
„ ... 18
„ ......
Austral.......... 29
„ ... 2 February...

35
34
34
35
33
35
39
34

3d,
3G

,

33
34
35

Average time occupied in the conveyance of mails to and from Sydney and
London:—
‘
London, to Sydney
Sydney to London

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

35W days.
35f
„

The Mail Service performed by the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation
Company during the year 1890 was as follows:—
Received.

Name of Steamer.

Date of departure
of .Mails
from London,

Date of arrival
nf Mails
at Sjdney.

1889.
1890.
Ballaarat ......
6 iJecDinber..
„ ‘ .
„
... 25
Parramatta ... 20
1890.
Shannon ....
3 January ... 8 February ...
Oceana......
17
„
.. 18
„
.......
Arcadia ......... 31
„
.
5 .March ... .
Coromandel ... 14 February .. 22
...........
iinfannia 4.
28
„
... 1 Anvil . . ,
Carthago .. . 14 March ... 19 „
.. .
Victoria.......... 28
............. 29 „
.
Vulel.la.....
11 April . . 1G May........

Bflllflarat.,..... 23 „ ..... 30 „ ........
Parramatta
9 Mav........ 14 June......
Oceana ........ 23 „ ....... 24 „ ........

No. of davs 1
occupied ii> 1
Date of departure
transit of Mails ] Name of Steamer.
of Mails
between London'
from London.
and Sjdney. J
1890.
38
36
SG
32
33
36

32
36
32
35
35
36
32

Arcadia ......
Britannia ...
Coromandel...
Cartboge......
Victoria ......
Valeria ......
Ballaarat ...
Parrniuaria .
Ocean ft .....

Borne .......
Britannia ,
Massilia

... ,

Date of arrival
, of Mails
at Sydney.

No. of days
occupied in
transit of Malla
between Jxmdon
and Sjdnej

1890.

20 ............... 23 ................
6 August...
4 July .........
18 „ ........ 23 „
....
1 August.....
C September..
15 „
. ... 18
„
..
29
„
......
3 October . .

12 September.. 17
„
...
26
.
1 November..
10 October ,. 12
„
...
„
...
21
„
... 29
7 November.. 10 JJeecniber ,,
21
;j
27
„
.

36
33
33
36
36
34
35

35
36
33
36
33
36
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Despatched,

Date of despatch
of Mails from
Sydney.

Name of Steamer.

mo.
Victoria......... 10 January
23
„
...
7 February ..
Ballaarut......
.............
Parramatta ... 20
Ocontm..........
G March . ...
Shannon . . . 20 ...............
Arcadia.........
3 April ......
21
„
....
Carthage ...... 12 May..........
Victoria.......... 26 „ ..........

No. of days
Date of despatch
occupied in
Date of
arrival of Mails transit of Mails Name of Steamer. of Mails from
Sidney.
in England.
between
and London.
1890,
15 February
17 „
....
30 „
......
12 April .....
28
„
......
30 May.........
24 „ ..........

18 June..........
1 July..........
1G „
29 ;;

..........
.........

Ballaarat......... 23 „ ......
Parramatta ... 7 July.......... 13 August...,

i
3G
39
38
38
37
39
37
33
37

j
j
,
|

1

3G
37
3G
37

1890.
Oceana ...... 21 July ........
4 August .. ..
...
Arcadia .. . 18 „
1 September..
Britannia ..
Coromandel .. 15
„
..
Carthago ...... 29
„
- ■
Victoria
13 October .
Valelta ..... 27
„
..
Ballaarat . .. 10 NoTcmbcr..
„
...
Parramatta .. 24

NO. of days
occupied in
transit of Mails
between Sydney
and TiOndon.

Date of
arrival of Mails
nt England.

25
9
21
5
21
3

16

1890.
August.....
September.
„
■
October .
„
..
^November.
„
.

3 December
„
„ ...

l
i
!
1
|

35
36
34
34
3G
35
34
37
35

. I
. f
.

35

1891.
Oceana .... 8 December .. 11 January ..
„
... 27
„
.. 1
Rome .......... 22

36

15
29

34

Average time occupied in the conveyance of Mails to and from Sydney aud
London:—
London to Sydney.....................................................................................34^ days.
Sydney to London.....................................................................................3Ci.-V „

The following returns show the dates of arrival and departure at and from
Sydney and London of the Mails per Union Steamship Company’s steamers via
San Trartcisco during the year 1890 :—
Deceived.

Date of departure
of Malls
Name Of Steamer.
from England.
:
Zouluudui. ....
Alameda ......
Mariposa......
Zcalandia.....
Alameda ......
Mariposa ......

l
No. of dais
Date of departure
Date of arm al
tiRoupiod in j
of Mails
of Matlb
transit of Mails Name of Steamer.
from EnjrJmid.
between London
at Sydney.
and b.\diiL\.

1889.
!
1891.
30 Rovcmber.. 8 Jnmiaiy ..
28 December. . 9 February ..
*
1890
25 January . ' G M<irt;h ....,
22 February ... 3 .April ....
2 May ......
22 March ....
19 April .
28 „ ..........

i
39
43
40
40
41
39

1800
Zcalandia...... 17 May..........
Alumeda ...... 14 J une .......
12 July , ...
Mariposa ...
9 August. ...
■ Zcalandia ..
Alameda .. .. 6 September,.
4. October ..
| Mitripnsa,...
Zcalandia...... 1 5m ember.

Despatched.

Dutc of
Name of Steamer. departure of Mails
from Sydney,

Date of arrii.il
of Muds

No, of davs
Dale of arrival
occupied m
Of Mails
tiansit of Mailg
at Sjdncv.
totween London
iincl Sydney,
1890.
26 June.........
24 July .........
2L August ...
19 September..
17 October .
13 November..
15 December...

40
40
40
41
41
40

-

No. of davs 1
Diile of
occupied in
transit of Mails i Nnincof Steamer departure of Mails
from SSvdncv.
between kvdiiei
and London. l1

Date of arrival
of Mails
in England.

No, of days
occupied in
traiiMt of Mails
betwoon Sidney
and London,

i

Zcalandia......
Alumodit ......
Mariposa,......
Zcalandia......
Alameda
Maiiposa ......
Zcalandia.......

1800.
23 January....
19 February . .
19 March . .
16 April .....
14 May ....
11 June ........
9 July..........

4
31
27
26
23
21
17

1890.
March......
„
.
April
May..........
Juno.......
July.........
August ..

41

40
39
40
40

40
39

1890.
Alameda........ G August .. .. 14 September..
3 September.. 14 October . .
Mariposa ...
1 October , 13 November...
Zcalandia .. .
Alameda . . 29
8 December...
„
..
1891.
Mariposa
.. 20 Foveinber .. 4 .Tunuury ...
1 February,.
, Monowai . ... 24 December .
;
f
1
,
|

39
41
43
40

39
30

Average time occupied in the conveyance of mails to and from Sydney and
London, via San Urancisco :—
London io Sydney
Sydney to London

... 40A days.
,,.40
„

The amount paid by each contributing Colony, on the basis of population,
towards the cost of the Federal Ocean Mail Service, for tlie year 1890, was as
follows, viz.:—
Kew South "Wales
Victoria
...
Queensland
,..
South Australia
Tasmania
...
"Western Australia

£
s. d.
26,03$ 13 2
26,542 11 11
0,634 18 9
7,580 4 6
3567 4 6
1,030 7 2

The contribution from the United Kingdom is =€95,000 per annum.
The
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The following return shows the number of letters, packets, and newspapers
despatched and received by the various ocean mail routes during the year 1891), as
compared with similar information for the year 1889 :—
Despatched,
Year.

Route.

Intercolonial.

Received.
1

Foreign.

Intercolonial.

Foreign.

News Letters. Packets Ncws- ! Letters. Packets. News
Letters. Packets. papers,
IKipers.
papers,

Packets and
Letters, j Newspapers.

16891 Fcr Peninsular and Oriental (
S. N. Co.’s packets, iift-J
Colombo and Uri ml isl .... L
18D0J

8,353

2,803

019

6,649

522,279

2,300

14,159 315,392 49,407 277,830
1M13 327,212 47,991) 310,931

7,017

9,091

10,390

905

8,153

520,917

470,330

16891 Per Orient Stoam Navigation f
Co.’s packets, ti'a Suez antw
1690 J
Naples .......................... L

0,970

5,633

12,205 320,09" 45,643 303,770

8,453

500

5,970

497,830

409,573

9,428

2,402

21,136 325,209 48,331 325,394

9,371

705

7,908

497,095

423,011

18891 Per Union Steamship Co.'s f 22,460
isoof1 jackets, a £a San brancisco; 20,149

10,613

90,150 16,363

11,554

1,149

11,433

70,490

247,603

9,643

72,00!)

340,034
044

11,513

22,047
33,936

79,473 17,041

96,275
87,835

10,932

1,181

403, GIT

18391 Per Queensland Royal Mail (
steamers, ria Torres Straits 1
ISM j
18801 VorOompa^nicdcsMcs^agerins s
Maritmics’ packets, cio-J
1890 J
Marseilles.......................(.

1,073

251

691

718

1,174

415

633

C35

529

6,319

1,075

2,027

5,509

7,930

4,109

0,220

18801 Per Nord-Deutsclter Lloyd's f
packets, via Brindisi ......1
1890 J

ztm

1,237
745

0,391
0,313

1,739

12,074

0,680

2,363

344

1,779

13,079

9,263

....

194

51

137

The number of letters despatched to the United Kingdom during the year
by the long sea route was 21,300 and the number received by the same route from
the United Kingdom, 40,280.
The following statements for the year 1890 show the approximate net cost
' to the Colony of the San Urancisco and Suez Mail Services:—
San Francisco Service.

Statement showing the approximate net cost to the Colony of the San
IVancisco Mail Service for the portion of the year 1890 to termination of contract
on loth November, between New South Wales and the Union Steamship Company
of New Zealand (Limited):—
Dr.
To payments to the Union Steamship Company, for the
carriage of mails (in excess of hiew SoulhAValesshare,
£3,066 13s. 4d , of United States contribution) ...
Demurrage for detention of'vessels at San Francisco
beyond contract time, awaiting arrival of mails from
Great Britain, and land transit of mail-matter from
San Francisco to New York ...
...
...
...

Or.
By share of postage from the United Kingdom . ...
...
Contributions Jrom non-contracting Colonics................
Estimated postages collected in and retained by the
Colony ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Estimated net cost to the Colony for period

£

s.

d.

19,712

3

0

831

3

3

£

s. d.

20,543

6

3

13,027

0

G

£7,516

5

9

£ b. d.
26 5 11
9,750 14 7
3,250
...

0

0

...

Statement showing the approximate net cost to the Colony of the San
Francisco Mail Service for the portion of the year 1890, from the commencement
of contract on 16th November, between Newr Zealand and the Union Steamship
Company of New Zealand (Limited):—
Dr.
£ s. d.
To poundage to New Zealand for the carriage of mails ...
633 11 5
Land transit of mail-matter from San Erancisco to New
York................................................................................
90 8 2
----------------------

£

s. d.

723 19

7

Or.
By estimated postages collected in and retained by the
Colony ............................................................................
Estimated net cost to the Colony for period.............................

630 0 0
£93 19
Sues

101—B

7
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Siiez Service.

Statement showing the approximate net cost to the Colony, for the year
1890, of the Mail Service per the vessels of the Orient and Peninsular and Oriental
Steam Navigation Companies:—
Dr.

£

To New South "Wales proportion of Colonial share of sub
sidy for carriage of mails
...
...
...
...
Overland transit of mail-matter through European
countries
...
...
...
...
...
...
Overlaud transit of mail-matter through Australian
Colonies, and special trains.........................................
.

s. d.

2G,638 13

£

s.

d.

33,038 13

2

33,075

0

0

£503 13

2

2

4.500

0

0

2.500

0

0

Gr-

By estimated share of contributions from non-contracting
Colonies, &c. ...
...
...
...
...
...
Estimated share of transit rates on mail-matter from
European Countries, &c.
...
...
,,,
...
Estimated postages collected in and retained by tbe
Colony..................................................................
...

225

0

0

1,250

0

0

31,000

0

0

Estimated not cost to the Colony............................

...

The estimated net cost for 1889 was

...

...

...

£2,599

3 10

The Government subsidy of £1,200 a year to the Australasian United Steam
Navigation Company for the lino of steam communication provided by its vessels
once every four weeks to and from Sydney, New Caledonia, New Hebrides
(Aneityum), and Piji, having been continued throughout the year 1890, the Depart
ment was enabled to maintain regular mail communication with those important
Islands.
A monthly service, in connection with the above, is also provided by the same
Company between the Islands of the New Hebrides,—Tanna, Eromanga, Sandwich,
Api, MallicolOjand Espiritu-Santo. Eor this service a subsidy of £1,000 has been voted.
It may he mentioned that the regular communication thus afforded has
largely encouraged the growth of correspondence between Now South Wales and
the Islands mentioned.
The rates of postage on correspondence for the New Hebrides were, in
January, reduced to the following amounts, viz.:—
Letters
.............
........................ 2d. per i oz.
Newspapers
........................
... Id. each.
Packets .............................................. Id. per 2 oz.
Books
...
...
...
...
... Id. per4oz.
Similar rates were, in March, brought into operation in connection with
correspondence forwarded (by British vessels only) to all the South Sea Islands this
side of and excluding the Sandwich Islands.
An uniform rate of postage of Id. per oz., or fraction thereof, was, in April,
imposed on packets for Europe, and all countries for which the postage was the same
as to Europe, in lieu of the rates previously charged, namely, Id. for the first ounce,
2d. for two ounces, and 2d. for each additional 2 ounces, or portion thereof.
In pursuance of arrangements entered into with the Imperial Government,
a revised table of rates of postage on mail matter, sent from this Colony by way of
the United Kingdom to various British Colonies mid Foreign countries, was issued
in August.
In the same month an exchange of post-cards, at the rate of 3d. each, with
France was introduced.
Foreign Parcel Post.

The Parcel Post System, which was inaugurated between this Colony and the
United Kingdom, in August, 1886, and subsequently extended to certain other
countries, was, during the year 1890, extended to tho following places, through the
medium of the United Kingdom, subject to special rates of postage, prohibitions,
and limitations as to size and weight, viz. :—Bermuda, Mexico, Morocco, Diego
Suarez, Mainterano, Majunga, Morotsongava, Morundava, Nossi Be, Stc. Marie, and
Tamatave.
In May arrangements were made for a direct exchange of parcel mails with
Egypt.
A
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A Convention for tlie exchange of parcel mails with Hong Kong has been APP°Ddil Dentered into, but as it was necessary to obtain the approval of the Imperial Govern
ment before the same could be brought into operation, it was not given effect to until
the 1st April of this year. The text of this Convention is given in the Appendix.
At the Conference held in Sydney, in February, 1890, between the permanent
heads of the Postal Departments of this and the neighbouring Colonies, a letter was
produced from the London to the Adelaide Post Office, dated tho 18th April, 1889,
saying that if the Colonies would agree to the following inland rates on parcels for
Germany and other countries of Europe, namely, not exceeding 2 lb., 9d., exceeding
2, but not exceeding 7 lb., 2s. 3d., exceeding 7, but not exceeding 11 lb., 3s. 9d.,
the London Post Office would he prepared to make a considerable reduction in the
sea transit rates on parcels sent via the United Kingdom for such countries. This
proposal having been agreed to, so far as this Colony is concerned, the reduced rates
were brought into operation in July.
_ In Hay the rates of postage on parcels for Finland wore reduced, and in the
following month a reduction was made in the rates to Cyprus. Amended rates on
parcels for Greece, ^Heligoland, and Natal were introduced in December.
. The following return shows the number and declared value of parcels
received and despatched from and to the United Kingdom and British Colonies
and Foreign Countries, via the United Kingdom, and the amount of postage
paid thereon during the years 1889 and 1890:—
Received.
Year.

Number
of Parcels.

Despatched.

Declared Value.
£

B.

Number
Of Parcels.

Amount otPostage.

d.

1889..................................

14,259

6?,566

1890..................................

16,036

91,940 14 10

5 6

£

Declared Value.

s. d.

1,995 2

£

B. d.

|a mount of Postage.

£

s. d.

1

4,766

9,835 3

8

592 14 7

2,340 17 0

5,094

18,350 8

4

619 11 1

Particulars of the parcel mails exchanged direct with Germany by the North
German Lloyd steamers are given below
Received.
Year.

Number
of Parcels.

Despatched.

Declared Value.

Number
of Parcels.

Am ou n t of Postage.

£ b. d.

£

b,

Declared Value.

d.

£ fj. d.

£ a. d.
9

1S89..............................

104

295 14 0

87 8 0

26

76 19

1890...............................

IvO

1,679 IS 10

62 13 O

25

76 7 0

Letters, Newspapers, Packets,

Post-cares
Colony.

and

posted

Amount of Postage.

0

3

1

9 8 0

throughout

the

The following is a return of the estimated number of Letters, Newspapers,
Packets, and Post-cards posted in tho Colony during 1890, as compared with the
number posted in the preceding year:—
1889.

1S90.

47,624,000
2,366,700
786,200

40,598,600
3,972,400
814.400

Total.............................................
NEWSPArEES.
Posted for deliTcry within the Colony......................... . ...
,
„
Australian Colonies and New Zealand..........
.......
.......
„
Foreign despatch..................................................................

60,777,500

54,385,400

30,931,800
2,758,100
722,600

33,647.300
3,916,800
805,200

Total..............................................
Packets,
.
Posted for delivery within the Colony.....................
..
„
Australian Colonies find New Zealand...................................................
„
Foreign despatch ................ .....................................................................

34,412,500

33,369,300

6,564,400
914,900
127,300

6,725,300
1,854,600
124,000

Total..............................................

7,606,600

8,703,900

Total number of Post-cards posted ..............................................

630,100

677,40T

Letters.
Posted for delivery‘within the Colonv .........
.
,,
Australian Colonies and New Zealand...........................,
ii
Foreign despatch ...................................................
.

..

.

BOB
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Dead Letter. Branch.
Number oi Number of letters returned to the following
places as unclaimed.
letters un
Number of registered
but
registered
letters conlaining
returned articles of Austral*
value
United
Other
as
asian Kingdom
unclaimed. returned Colonies.
Countries. Total.
as
unclaimed.

Kmnbor of letters (except those containing articles of \alue)
returned to the writers as unclaimed.

Year.

Originally
addressed
to places
within the
Colony.

1889 ... 324,906
1890 ... 346,217
Increase.

21,311

Originally Originally
addressed addressed Originally
to the
to the addressed
Australto other
United Countries.
ns.an Kingdom.
Colonies.

Total.

33,114
72,234

2,022
2,714

1,048
1,157

361,090
422,322

39,120

692

109

61,232

1,133
1,065

3,636
3,053

25,224
26,086

.......

Decrease

9,945
7,481

39,620
36,949

36,200
54,719
18,519

863

68

683

4,451
3,382

Number of
letters
returned
as
unstamped
or inBLJfTlcicntlv
addressed

1,069

2,464

2,671

Of the registered letters mentioned in the above return 2,580 originated in
Now South Wales, and on being opened previous to return to the senders, were found
to contain, besides correspondence and valuable enclosures, such as watches, gold
rings, and jewellery, £1,679 14s. in coin, notes, and cheques. The remaining 473
were from places beyond the Colony, and returned unopened, as follows:—275 to
London, 169 to other Colonies, and 29 to other countries. In 1,065 unregistered
letters were found valuable enclosures, representing £8,640 7s. 5d.
Out of 30,000 packets and letters passed on to tlie Dead Letter Office
imperfectly addressed, the addresses of two-thirds were rectified and the letters
forwarded. The remainder were returned to the writers. In addition to th e foregoing
1,730 Chinese letters imperfectly addressed were forwarded to the intended addressees
-through the medium of the Chinese Interpreter employed by the Department.
Of 221 packets containing articles of clothing, merchandise, &c., received
with the addresses torn off, postage refused, &c., 9 only were applied for and
delivered. Of the unstamped letters 2,866, which could not be returned to the
writers through not being signed and insufficient address, were delivered to the
addressees, who were specially communicated with by the Department. 150 letters
posted without addresses, 10 of which contained valuable enclosures, were returned
to tlie writers; 92 letters and 48 packets bearing obscene addresses were destroyed.
About '859 per cent, of the total number of letters posted in the Colony
during 1890 were unclaimed.
Delivery

by

Letter-carriers.

Tho number of letters, &c., delivered by the letter-carriers attached to the
head office during the years 1889 and 1890 was as follows:—
1SS9.

1890.

...
...

9,035,022
195.418

9.528,533
318,068

.......................................

1,336,674

1,223,346

Unregistered letters...
Registered letters
...
Books

...

......................................................

Newspapers

10Si537

104.921

The decrease in some of tlie figures for 1890, as compared with those for the
preceding year, is mainly due to the transfer from the Head Office to the local
offices of letter-carriers serving the districts of North Sydney, Red fern, and
Woollahra.
Registration Branch.

The number of registered letters which passed through the General Post Office
in 1890 was 780,202 against 646,151, in 1889, giving an increase of 134,051.
Number

oe

Mails

received

and

despatched.

The following return shows tlie number of Mails received at, and despatched
from, the General Post Office during tlie years 1889 and 1890:—
Received.

Despatched.

Inland.

Foreign.

Inland.

Foreign.

Total
number of Mails
which passed
through the office.

159,296
173,160

21,177
22,035

357,235
168,376

11,256
10,810

348,964
374,381

858

11,141

Year.

1SS9................................................................
1S90................................................................
Increase ...................................

13,804

25,417
446

307
13
Record Brancd.

Tlie number of written communications received from tbe public during 1890,
intimating changes of address, or requesting letters, &c., to bo forwarded, was 22,911,
against 2i,832 in 1889.
_
Tho number of communications addressed to the Department, relating to the
extension and improvement of the Service, to irregularities connected with the
performance of mail contracts, and to the transit of letters, &c., through the post
and recorded in the year 1890, was 45,385 against 42,771, in 1889.
Revenue

and

Expenditure.

The following statement shows the Revenue and Expenditure for the year 1890.
Expexdituke,

Revenue,
£
s. d.
Sale of postage stamps ............... 4sn mo s n
Fees for pm ate boxes ..............
3,453 10 11
Postage on unpaid and insuffi
ciently prepaid correspondence
3,975 5 2
Share of contributions from noncontractingColonies on account
San Francisco mail sendee.
Federal Ocean ,,
,, ..
Miscellaneous receipts ..............

Less amount chargeable to Electrie Telegraph Department, as
per foot-note ..........................
Less amount chargeable to Mon ey
Order Branch, as per foot-note

10,070 7 0
940 10 11
2,033 18 1
431,329 17

Less amnnnt transferred to Stamp
Dutiesasthe approximate value
of postage-stamps used as duty
stamps during the year ..

Total,

s.

d.

27,781

6

3

24,000

1

0

0

427,329 1 7

1

8,005

0

0

435,394 17

1

£
s. d.
190,991 10 10

7,248 11 10

Contingencies + ............................
Conveyance of Mails :—
120,444 11 4
Per horse, coach, &c...............
„ Government Railways and
50,995 16 10
Tramways .......................
5,925 3 3
,, steam and sailing vessels..
,, Federal Ocean mail sen ! cc 33,336 1 8 8
20,704 7 9
, | San Francisco mai 1 service

,

.............................. J(

£

a. il.

£

35,029 IS

1

155,901 12
47,966 0

9
6

231,460 17 10

Total ...................... ..............................£ 435,394 17

1

* L'mlcr regulations made iti 1SS5, iu conformity with section 7 of the Cm! Service Act, the Post Office Department pays the full salaries of officers in charge
of amalgamated Post and Telegraph Offices, who were previously remunerated, partly by sahiies from the Post Ofhce and Teleffraph Departments, onti ivirtly l)4\
oommissiong on the sale of postage-sUmps and for tlie transaction of Money Order and Government Savings Rank business. These commissions were,
however, discontinued lo the officers mentioned, ami their salaries were so increased ns tc coiu])ensate them for the loss thereof. It was then arrangert that when an
nmaljyaiiiatod ollicc transacted Money Order ami Savings Rank business, the Money Order Branch should be debited with one ninth nnd the 1 ost and J e leg rap h
Departments with four-ninths each of the salary of the officer iu charge of such office, and also, that when an amalgamated ofiu-c did not transact Money Omci
and Savings* flank business, the Telegraph Department should be debited with four-ninths, and the 1’ost Office with five-ninths of the salary of tlie atticer m
cliarge of such office.
rtr.M
n ni
i
The amounts to be debited to the Telegraph Department and to the Money Order Branch, under the arrangement referred to, are
Gs 3d. and
£7,2-18 lls. ll)d rcsficctivcly, leaving a sum of £155,00112s 0J. to be charged to tho Post Office Department, under the heading of Salaries for the jear ISvO.
t Comprising the cost of fuel, light, rent, furniture, repairs, forage, livery, farriery, carts, horses, overtime—sorting British and foieign mail*- and newsjxipers, unifonus, postal inspection, stamps and seals, letter and newspaper rcceivcr&} extra clerical aid, travelling and relieving expenses, servants wages, salaries
of temporary letter-carriers and receiver-clearers, and incidental expenses.

Tbe following return shows tbe number, description, and value of Postagestamps issued at tbe General Post Office during the years 1889 and 1890 :—
Decrease in issue for
1890.

Increase in

Value.

Number.
Description.
1S39.

iSflO.

32,067.280 35,094,040 Penny .........................................
195,251
148,030 Penny impressed on envelopes received fioin the public.
26,248,580 28,017,600 Two-penny...................................
66,055
98,550 Two-pennv impressed on envelopes
received from the public.
03,230
100,820 Thrce-pcnnv ...........................
420,150
504,900 Four-penny ................................
13,0:10
10,GG0 FUc-penny................................
3,008,680 1,100,780 Six-penny ...................................
33,410
41,295 Eight pci in v................................
704
1,160 Nine-penny ................................
S52
1,080 Ten-penny..................................
173,270
106,300 Shilling1 ...................................
7,473
7,715 J'lve-BhilUng................................
S2B Ten-shilling.............................
606
317 Twcntv-Bhilling..........................
291
43,843 Twopcnuc-hulfpemiv (See note) ...
12,572
14,44$ Newspaper wrappers ..................
214,750
373.250 Envelopes—one-pennv.................
19,500 Envelopes—two-penny ...............
20,500
005,930
670,440 Ifost'cards—one-penny.................
3,060
2,460 Reply post-cards ........................
8^20

31,440

3,200 Posfc-eards—threepence..............
30,870 Registered-letter envelopes—fouipence.

Number.

isfla

1888.

Number.

Value,

£ s d.
133,013 13 4
bid 10 11

£ 8. d.
146,225 3 4
620 10 10

3,026,700

£ s. d
12,611 10 0

218,788 3 4
555 9 2

233,480 0 0
S21 5 0

1,709,020
31,895

14,741 16 8
2G5 16 10

853
7,002
284
20,592
1,113

10 0
10 0
1 8
0 0

13 4

20 8 0

35
8,913
1,503
303
291

10
10
5
0
0

0
0

56
9(Kj
218
2,524
25
79

2

0

0

0
0

7 0
10

0

IS 4
10 0
0 0

100 10 0

624 0 0

1,330
8,410
«09
27,609
1,376
43
45
9,815
1,923
414
317
45G
04
779
175
2,793

S
10
11
10
10
10
0
0
15
10
0
15
10
12
10
10

0
0
S
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0

20

43,348
],S76

481
1.414
125
1,077
262
17
9
901
60
311
26
450
8

15
0
10
10
16
2
10
10
10
10
0
16
7

0
0

e

04,460

20$ 11 8

8,430

140 10 0
£32,981 0 4
582 5 1
£32,398 15 3

Note. —Stamps, value twopence half-penny, were first issued on 22nd December, 1890.

46,321

£ s. d.
iorTo”!

41.500
7,000

186 15 0
03 0 0

' * ’ oco
8.100
6,320

5 0 0
OS 0 0
CG L0 0

0

20 10 0
11 0 0

40 0 0
(X54 10 0

Value.

0
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0

6

£405,525 3 1 £437,92$ 13 4
Total amount of increase .

8S,fi'0
84,840
6,024
43,100
7,885
456
238
18,030
242
223

\

£5S2 5

1

H08
14

The following return shows the number, description, and value of Postagestamps purchased from the public for cash, less usual discount during the year
Ynluo.

Number.
212,220
520,122
240
],494
31
10,543
21
15
7
1,254
24
5
4

Description.
.One-penny
Two-penny
Three-penny
Pour-penny
Five-penny
Six-penny
Fight-penny
JNme-pennv
Ten-penny
One-shilling
Five-shilling
Ten-shilling
Twenty-shilling

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

£

■
»»•

m
.

...

...
.<,

»«.
4 ■.

•.»
• »<

4

IP*

* 1

»

* »1

,,

»»«

«.»

»■*

...

...

,,
»

..

884
4,334
3
24
0
263
0
0
0
62
6
2
4

B. d.
5 6
7 0
O 0
IS 0
12 11
11 6
14 0
11 3
5 10
14 0
0 0
10 0
0 0

Total
.. £5,587 10
Less 5 per cent...............
279 7
£5,308
3,168 spoiled hut unused Id. envelopes, value ...
5,256
„
„
2d. envelopes
,,
2,160
„
„
Id. Post-cards „ ...
120
„
„
Reply Post-cards
...
Less 10 per cent.

...

0
6

2

6

£13 4
43 16
0 0
1 0

0
0
0
0

£67 6
6 14

0
0

£60

0

C

.
A new postage stamp of the value of 2^d. was issued in December for use in
connection with the reduced rate of postage, viz., 2-Id. per -|oz,, which was brought
into operation between this Colony and the United Kingdom on the 1st January,
1891.
The following is a description of the new stamp:—A female figure, repre
senting New South Wales, holding a banner with the motto “ Advance Australia,”
stands on a globe with an ocean and a mail steamship in the distance, indicating the
use of the stamp for ocean postage, the introduction of the motto being appropriate
to the act of the Colonies in unitedly adopting the 2 kl. rate. In the two upper
corners are wings denoting speed. In the two lower corners are shields bearing the
figures “ 2-1-” and between them the word “Pence,” the space at the top and sides
containing the words “New South Wales Postage.” The colour of the stamp is
deep blue.
k
.
Inland Mail Conveyance.

Appendix

e.

In the year 1890 the average cost per mile of the Inland Mail Conveyance
was about 5M. against oyb-d., the price per mile paid in tho year 1889. The
particulars as to the Mail Contracts for the Conveyance of Inland Mails will be
found in the Appendix.
The following statement shows the cost of Mail Contracts expiring in 1890,
as compared with the cost of the new contracts entered into for 1891:—
Cost in 1890.

Cast in 1S91,

Services in which no change has been made ..............................................................................
Services discontinued and those reduced in frequency.............................................................
New services and those increased in frequency or improved in other respects ...............

21,154
1,1%
2,471

fl.
0 0
0 0
0 0

£
s. d.
20,102 0 0
635 0 0
3,423 0 0

Total...................................................................................................£

24,821

0

24,215

£

B.

0

0

0

II.—MONET ODDER OEEICE.
Money Order Offices were established during the year 1890 at the following
places, viz.Alicktown, Alstonville, Beachport, Bondi, Byron Bay, Carlton,
Catherine Hill Bay, dunes, Collarenebri, Coolangatta, Drummoyne, East Balmain,
Erskineville,

309
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Erskineville, Eire Dock, Glencoe, Hillgrove West, Eookabookra, Largs, LyndInirst, Menangle, Mosman’s Bay, Mungindi, North Botany, Dons Mill, Dye Park,
Stewart’s Brook, Sussex-street, Tkirlmere, Tilba Tilba, Tintenbar, Tomerong, Ultimo
(re-opened), and Walbundrie.
The offices at Carlton, Moonbi, and Potts’ Hill were abolished.
The number of Money Order Offices in the Colony on 31st December, 1890,
was 548.
The number of Money Orders issued during the year was 442,425, and the
value, £1,252,305, against 400,487 of the value of £1,188,227 in 1889, the difference
showing an increase of 41,938 in the number, and £64,078 in the amount.
. Tlie number of Money Orders paid was 441,845 and the value, £1,193,954,
against 388,389 of the value of £1,108,098 in 1889, being an increase of 53,456 in
the number and £85,856 in the amount.
The amount of revenue received as commission on Money Orders issued was
£16,938 16s., being £90 17s. 6d. in excess of the amount collected in 1889.
,
^ comparative return, showing the various countries where the Money Orders Appendix f.
issued in New South Wales were made payable, and also tbe Money Order issues of
other countries payable in New South Wales, will be found in the Appendix.
In the information contained in Appendix A will be found a detailed state- Appendix a..
ment of the business transacted and revenue collected at each office in the Colony.
An amendment of the regulations regarding the transmission of Money Orders
by telegraph was made in September, so as to admit of several Money Orders being
sent from the same remitter to the same payee, for the telegraphic charge for a
message of ten words in addition to the usual Money Order commission, the prac
tice formerly being to charge the telegraph rate on each order.
III.—GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
_
The following Branches were opened during the year 1890, viz.: Albion Park,
Alicktown, Beachport, Bondi, Collarenebri, Concord, Coolangatta, Drummoyne, East
Balmain, Erskineville, Pive Dock, Hurstville, Kurrajong, Michelago, Moonan Brook,
Mosman’s Bay, North Botany, Rockdale, Stuart Town, Sussex-street, Tilba Tilba,
Tomer on g} lumberamba, Ultimo (re-opened), Wallcrawangj and West Balmain*
During tire year 32,372 new accounts were opened, and 25,348 accounts were
closed. ^ The number of accounts remaining open at the close of the year was 83,312.
The number of deposits received was 223,428, andtheamount£l,198,293 I7s.6d.
being an increase of 15,254 in the number and £82,430 13s. 5d. in the amount on the
business of the previous year. The interest added to depositors’ accounts was
£63,225 7s. 9d.
_
The number of withdrawals was 109,940, and the amount £1,115,505 6s. 0d.,
bemg an increase of 5,418 in the number and a decrease of £70,042 10s. 3d. in the
amount on the business of the previous year.
The balance at the credit of depositors at the close of the year was £1,875,904
14s. 7d., being an increase of £146,013 19s. 3d. on the previous year.
The average amount of each deposit was £5 7s. 3£d., and of each withdrawal
£10 2s. ll-^d.
The average balance at tbe credit of each depositor at tbe close of tbe year
was £22 10s. 4d.
J
. The following return will show the annual progress of the Government
havings Bank system, from 1st January, 1881, to 31st December, 1890
Year,

1881....................
1882....................
1883 .................
1884...................

18S5..................
1886....................
1887....................
1888....................
1883 .................
1890....................

Number of
Deposits.

Interest added to
Depositors’ Accounts.
,

98,270

121,868
147,627
156,578
170,700
107,161
172,823
196,120
208,174
223,428

1
|
1
I

£

27,511
39,063
40,334
43.198
49,193
52.356
50,717
58,483
61,871
63,225

s. d.

1
18
14
2
6
11
4
7
13
7

5
4
6
6
8
6
10
9
0
9

Amount of Deposits.

£
833,191
891,199
922,803
1,033,701
1,152,583
1,071,609
1,026,269
1,219,000
1,115.863
1,198,293

s.
2
12
14
3
0
19
15
12
4
17

d.
2
7
5
5

8
5
7
5

1
G

Number of
Withdrawals.

Amount of
Withdrawals.
£

35,159
48,443
59,475
71,532
75,600
87.169
84,110
89,961
104,522
109,940

475,696
743,310
938,073
969,487
1,020,813
1,172,555
908,838
1,041,233
1,185,547
1,115,505

Balance at Credit
of Depositors.

s. d. i
19 9
14 5
8 6
3 O
12 1
5 4
13 8
19 11
16 3
6 0

[
i

|
,
1
I

£
971,501
1,158,454
1,183,519
1,290,931
1,471,894
1,423,305
1,501,453
1,737,703
1,729,890
1,873,904

s.
6
3
3
6
1
7
14
14
15
14

d.
10
4
9
8
11
6
3
C
4
7

310
16

The following return will show the business of the G-ovcrnment Savings

Year.

Number of
Government
Savings'
Banks in
the Colony,

Number
of
Accounts
opened.

Number
of
Accounts
closed.

Number
of Accounts
remaining open
on 31st Dec.

Total Deposits,
including interest.

Amount.

Number,

Amount.

Number.

Balance
at credit of
Depositors on
31st Dec.

Total ’Withdrawals.

s. a,

1889 ......

370

30,433

25,410

76,288

£
£
B. d.
£
e. d.
208,1/4 1,177,734 17 1 104,522 1,185,547 16 3 1,720,890 15 4

1890 ......

396

32,372

25,348

83,312

223,423 1,261,519

Increase...

26

1,939

Appendix CL

83,781 8 2

7,024

6

0 1,875,904 14 T
140,013 19

5,418
70,042 10

62

Decrease...

Appendix A.

5 3 109,940 1,115,505

3

...................

3

In the information contained in Appendix A is given a detailed statement
showing the business transacted at each branch in the Colony. A statement of the
Liabilities and Assets, with the Auditor-General’s certificate thereon, will be found
in Appendix G.
, c •
-n i
The revenue of the Money Order Office and Government Savings ±>anK
shows a profit for the year 1890 of £3,412 16s. Id. over the expenditure, as indicated
in the following table :—
£
s. d.
Dr.
To Revenue received on Money Orders issued 10,938 16 0
,, Interest received on Savings Bank invest
ments ....................................................... 60,444 0 11

Cii.
,
By Interest allowed to Depositors, 3Jet
December, 1S90 ..................................
„ Staff salaries, Chief Office..............
Contingencies—
_ .
Salaries of temporary clerks, commissions
to Postmasters, foreign commission,
proportion of wages for cleaning chief
office and branch offices, &c., &c. ...
Proportion of salaries of official Post
masters chargeable to M. 0. and S. B.
Balance of revenue .........................................

£

s. d.

63,22.1 7 !>
10,497 0 1

1,969

0 8

7,248 11 10
3,442 16 7
86,382 16 II

86,382 16 11

The number of persons employed at the chief office in connection with the
Money Order Office and Government Savings Bank was as follows
1
1
2
4
1

3
5
8
24

Superintendent.
Cliief Clerk and Examiner.
Examiners.
Assistant Examiners.
Teller.

Assistant Tollers.
Money Order Ledger-keepers.
Savings Bank Ledger-keepers,
Clerks.

Total

8 Probationers.
1 Storekeeper.
5 Messengers.

.

“
................................................. 63

Two resignations from the permanent stall took place, viz., P. C. Curwood
and A. J. Christie.
IY.—ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.
The following return shows the extent of the Electric Telegraph Lines and
the number of Stations in the Colony on the 31st December, 1890; also the revenue
and expenditure of tbe Department (including receipts and expenditure on
account of tbe Telephone system) for the year 1890, as compared with similar
Year-

|

Number
Extent of
of
electric telegraph wire
stations.
in actual use.

Messages
transmitted during
the) ear.

} Expenditure {excliG
sivc of interest on
cost of constructionof lines).

Revenue.

£

Miles chns.

s. d.

£

s. d.

1889 ..................................................

22,606 41

485

3,433,562

186,861 15 11

178,931 18 0*

1890 ..................................................

23,598

S

628

3,592,519

193,706 14 5

194,324

991

47

143

158,957

6,844 18 6

include p"™ oSncfe/ M

and

(F& cxpiUbn

on

8 If

15,392 10 1

IS.)

The

811
17
The following return shows the lines of Electric Telegraph constructed,
as well as the lines dismantled, also the cost of construction, during the year
1890:—
Dismantled.

Constructed.
Cost of
Construction,

Line.
Line,

Additional
Wire

m, chs.

m. chs.

Kiandra-Tiunut to YarrangcTbilly Caves .................................

Morpeth to Hinton.........................................................................

TSrcwongle to 0’Connell...............................................................................................

Gloucester to Taree .....................................................................
Coopevnook to Moorland ..........................................................
Kowra to Yalwul

4 60

4 60

............................... ..............................

Molting to Wellington and Cumnock..........................................
Murwilhunbah line to Byangum ............................................
Swansea to Catherine Hill Bay ................................................
Cobbora to Denison Town.............................................................
Arakoou to Spencer’s Creek .......................................................
Deepwater to Castle Rag and Nine Mile ..................................

10
80
15
165
34

chs.
0
0
13
68
19

2
2
1
67
2
7
5
1
2
3

58
16
48
10
48
38
10
30
40
1

m,

3
5
7
0
9
1
12
16
45
6
9
3
2
16
2
10
2
0
6

67
40
32
60
20
22
19
0
0
43
16
71
0
40
20
26
45
41
0

8 0
17 15

Parramatta to Ryde and North Ryde ......................................
City and other Extensions (Telegraph aud Telephone)..........
10 0
45 0
0 40
27 0
1 0
Line dismantled ................................................................

Line.

Additional
Wire.

chs.
1 16
1 0
5 35

m.

108 16
8 76
0 64
22 0
0 40

l 38
25 0

S3

268
86
163
327
29
3i0
65
345
374
2,961
106
314
149
86
398
69
326
149
25
168
55
235
4,878

9 20
4 18
1 0
83 40
7
2
5
0
2
0

£
290
2,923
501
9,836
1,145
925
226
62
44
1,736
82
160
195
32
52

32
35
0
13
0
29

0 41
8 0
1 0
229 33

8, d.
10 2
2 3
8 5
2 2
8 10
1 2
1 7
6 7
17 9
15 10
16 11
11 3
2

6

12 6
9 3
12 2
12 5
11 2
9 1
15 7
0 0
n 6
18 8
4 4
11 5
4 11
11 9
19 9
6 11
4 0
0 9
17 7
15 9
1 4
2 4
19 7
7 1
12 6
12 10

3 40
27 0
1 0

88 20

Wire dismantled................................................................

30 20
i

587 21
528 6fi
587 21

Additional wire erected ........
,,
Hue (wire) erected

1,116 7
124 40

Total wire erected during the year
Less dismantled (line and wire) . .

eei 47

Increase ........................

£ 30,034 13

Cost of construction for the year

7

The total cost of the whole extent of Telegraphic communication in the
Colony on the 31st December, 1890—23,598 miles 8 chains—was £743,697 14s. lOd.
The number and value of Telegrams transmitted from New South Wales and
the places to which they were sent, also the number and value of Telegrams issued
and the places from whence they came, also, the proportion due to New South
Wales on each class of business, are shown in the following Return:—
Telegrams TRARSiriTiiri) rroji .New South Wales.

Number......

New South
Wales

Foreign.

3,033,215

10.31G

a d
£ s. d.
Value......... m.oTfl 10 o 47,877 15 7
S,

101—C

New Zealand,

Victoria.

0,922

235,743

£ s. d.
£ s. d.
6,483 14 2 2-2,729 4 0

Tasmania,

South
Australia.

0,783
a. d.
£ s. d
1,540 17 0 10,179 0 0
L

Western
Australia.

Queensland.

Total.

3,592,519
93,374
£ h. d.
£ 8. d
s. d.
562 2 7 11,254 17 11 222,300 11 fl
2,444

&

312
18
Teltsobahs

J New South
Wales.
Number......

3,055,215

Foreign.
S,fl54

£ s. d.
£ 8. >1.
Value'__.... 121,670 10 0 30,056 15 5

issued

Now Zealand-

Victoria.

8,608

278,073

is

£ s. d
£ s. d.
6,853 fl G 24,801 IS 10

Heiv South Wales.

Tasmania,

j

6,471
100,620
£ s. d. f £ s. d
1,619 8 10 10,510 13 10

Western
Australia.

Queensland.

Total

3,024
3,662,145
100,603
£ s. d.
£ s. d.
£ a. d.
G3S 13 7 14,601 19 5 220,392 18 6

£
s. d.
New South Wales Receipts :—
On local and Intercolonial (exclusive of New’ Zealand)
business ...
...
...
...
...
... 174,521 5 10
On New Zealand business ...
...
...
...
1,692 12 2
On International business ...
...
...
...
3,808 5 11

£180,022 3 11
Total
Stations wTere opened during the year at Melong Crossing, Alstonvillc,
AdamstowTi (R.), Baan Baa (R.), Badgery’s Siding (R.), Balmain East, Balmain
West, Balmoral (R.), Barber’s Creek (R,), Bell (R.), Ben Lomond (R.), Berridalc,
Black Mountain (R.), Bondi, Breadalbanc (R), Bringagee (11.), Byangum, Camden
Haven Heads, Carlingford (R.), Carroll, Catherine Hill Bay, Charlestown, Clarence
Siding (R.), Clunes, Cockle Crock (R.)} Colo \ale (R.), Como (R.), Concord, Coolabah
(R.), Ciwdy Head, CudgenScrub, Cudgen Wharf, Curlewds (R.), Currabubula (R.),
Demondrille (R.), Denison Town, Doughboy Hollow (R.), Dripstone (R-), Drum
moyne, Dumaresq (R.), Ermington, Erskineville, Eshbank (R.), Exeter (R,), Eairficld (1L), Earley (R.) Eingal lleads, Galong (R.), Geurie (R.), Glenbrook (R.),
Glencoe (R.), Gosford Railway (R.), Grong Grong (R.), Gundurimba, Harefield (R.),
Ileathcote (R.), Helensburgh, Hillgrove West, Hilltop (R.), Hornsby (R.), Hungerford, Ilford (R.), Illabo (R.), Ingleburn (R.), Irvington, denolan Caves, Jerrawa (R.),
Kentucky (R.), Kerr's Creek (R.), Kinehela Creek, Koorawratba (R.), Linden (R.),
Locksley (R.), Loftus (R.), Lue (R.), Lyndhurst (R.), Merrylands, Military Road,
Milpcrinka, Moorland, Morisset (II.), Mount Druitt (R.), Mulgravc (R.), Mullengudgery (R.), Mumbil (R.), M.urrumbidgorie (R.), Murundah (R.), Narooma,
Narraminc (R.), North Botany, North Ryde, North Yanco (R.), Oatley (R.),
O’Connell, Old Junee (R.), Otford (R.), Ourimbah (R.), Peak Hill, Penrith Railway
(R.), Pertli (R.), Piper's Elat (R.); Picton Lakes (R.), Raglan (R.), Ravensw^orth
(R.), Rous Mill, Ry dal mere, Sandy Creek (R.), South Clifton (R,), Southgate,
Spencer’s Creek, Stock Exchange, Store Creek (R.) Sussex-street, Sutherland (R.),
Swan Bay, Tliirlmere (R.), Tibooburra, Tigbe’s Hill, Tinl.enbai', Tooma. Towwang
(R.), Tweed Heads Pilot Station, Ultimo, Unanderra, Upper Coldstream, Upper
Manilla", Wallangarra (R.), "Warne (R.),Waterfall (R.), Wentw’orth Palls (R.),
Wentworthville (R.), Wimbledon (R.), IVingello (R.), Wollondilly (R.), Woodstock
(R.), Woodville, Moolgoolga, Wyong (R.), Yahval, Yamhla (R.), Yarrangobilly
Caves, Yarra (R.), and Zig Zag (R.)
Those marked (U.) arc Kailn-aj' TVlrgraph Stations.

The telegraph lines in course of construction hut not completed during the
year 1890, and the estimated length thereof, are showm in the following return :—
Estimated Distance.

New Line.

Lino

Miles.
10
Narooma to Punkplla
...............................................................................................................................................................
Mungimh to Lioondiwindi .......................................................................................................................................................

Chain':.

Additional Wire.

Miles.

Chains.

it -

4

no
120

Balranald to Wentworth .......................................................................................................................................................
Lawrcnce-Casino to Mvrtle Creek..................................................................................................................................
Memudie to Broken Hill .........................................................................................................................................................

$O

£-1

io

131
10
80

200

230

The staff attached to the Electric 'Telegraph Department for the year 1890
w7as as follows, viz.:—1 superintendent, I assistant superintendent, 1 accountant, I
manager, 3 assistant managers, 1 cable clerk, 1 ledger-keeper, 1 cashier, 1 telegraph
instructor,
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instractoi'j 1 clerlc-iu-cliargc of correspoudencc, 1 clicclc cleric in charge of Check
Branch,. 22 clerks, 30 hooking1 clerks, 3 receiving clerks, 1 revenue clerk, 1
mechanician, 8 instrument litters, 7 inspectors, 1 inquiry clerk, 494 station-masters
and operators,* 39 line repairers, 3 messengers’ overseers, 4G9 messengers, 1
clerk-in-charge of stores, 3 clerks in store, 1 storeman, 5 "batterymen, 1 groom.
Telephones 1 manager, 1 mechanician, 6 litters, 4 maintenance men, 1 exchange
foreman, 2 monitors, 1 line overseer, 23 switch attendants, 1 messenger, 4 batterymen. Electric lights—1 engineer-in-charge, 8 engineers; total, 1,100.
One officer retired under 1 he pi’ovisions of the Civil Service Act, 1884, viz.,
Charles Biggs, assistant line-repairer.
_
Eight deaths occurred, viz. :—J. V, Dalgarno, cable clerk; M. W. .Moloney,
inspector; A. T. Black, station-master; M. J. Jones, operator; D. (j. Sutton,
switchboard attendant; and three messengers.
Sixty-four resignations took place;—8 operators, 1 switchboard attendant, 1
battery man, 1 engineer, 3 line-repairers, and 50 messengers.
The removals from the service numbered 3;—1 operator, 1 switchboard
attendant, and 1 messenger, for general neglect of duty.
Cable communication with Europe was interrupted on the 13th and 14th
May, and from the 11th to 20th July, 1890.
Bor some years past telegrams from stations on the New South Wales side of
the borders of Victoria and South Australia to all stations in those Colonies have
been transmitted at a reduction on the ordinary rates. This system was inaugurated
in March.in regard to telegrams passing between the border stations at Barringun,
Mnngindi, and Tweed lleads, and all stations in Queensland, the rate levied being
the same as for inland telegrams, namely, Is. for the first 10 words and Id. for each
additional word. In September, Murnillumhah, and in November, Yctman, were
added to the list of stations at which such reduced rates were chargeable.
During the year 1889 a proposal was made by the Eastern Extension
Australasia and China Telegraph Company to lay down a duplicate cable between
Sydney and New Zealand, conditionally upon receiving a guarantee from the
Colonies concerned that they would protect the Company from competition in regard
to cablegrams between Australia and New Zealand. This condition was, in my
opinion, such as if given effect to would have granted the Company a monopoly,
which might have proved highly prejudicial to the several colonies, and the proposal
was consequently declined. The Company then, in its own interest, decided to lay
the second cable without the stipulated guarantee, and the work was accordingly
commenced from La Perouse in this Colony, on the 26th April, and completed on
the 6th May, 1890, when the cable was landed at Cable Bay, New Zealand.
.
At the International Telegraphic Conference held in Paris, in May, 1890,
this Colony -was represented by Sir Saul Samuel, K.C.M.G-., C.B. A copy of the
International Telegraph Convention, with revision of Service Regulations and
Tariffs as agreed to at this Conference, wdll be found in the Appendix.
Appendix H.
School

ol

Tbleghapiiy.

One of the last official acts performed by His Excellency Lord Carrington,
before leaving the Colony was to open the School of Telegraphy, which at my
instance has been established in connection with the Department, the ceremony
taking place on the 31st October, 1890. Space has been provided for the purpose
on the top floor, ol the General Post Office; instruments of the most recent and
improved type have been obtained; arrangements have been made for a regular
supply of scientific periodicals and works from Europe and America; and a com
petent instructor has been engaged, under whose tuition a number of students are
now undergoing the requisite training, whilst others who have become proficient
have been appointed to positions in the Service.
Telephone Blanch.

Tire number of subscribers to the Central Exchange at the end of 1890 was
1,238. Business is steadily increasing.
^ Multiple, switchboards for 1,000 subscribers were brought into use in June,
1887, and additions made for Branch Exchanges and increase of subscribers to 1,400
in December, 1889.
Orders have just been given for further additions, which it is expected will
shortly he required.
•
Branch
* In lulditiou to the U27 who hold the dual appointment ol OIHcLal Post and Telegraph Master, and who arc included m return on page 6.
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Brandi Suburban Exchanges have been opened at Balmain, North Sydney,
Hunter’s Hill, and Newtown.
, «r . nr -xi i
Country Exchanges have been opened at Newcastle and West Maitland. _
The single wire system is in use. It was proposed to use a metallic circuit
on the lines in "connection with the Newcastle Exchange, but this proposal was not
carried out, owing to the additional cost which it would have entailed..
Improved overhead cables and telephones are being brought into use, with
satisfactory results.
The number of public offices in the country at which telegrams are trans
mitted and received by telephone is fast increasing.
4
The following statement shows the number of telephones at present m use :
'
Central Exchange.
Business firms........ .............................................................................
Government offices.......................................................................
Private bouses.......................................................................................

1,118
101

19
1,238

Bexnch Exchanges (Sunloan) connected with Central Exchange.

Balmain, North Sydney, Hunter's Rill, and Newtown.
Business firms.........................................................................................................................................
Government offices.................................................................................................................................
Private houses.............................................................................................*.........................................

46

Government Departmental Exchanges connected with their Head Offices.

Post Office, Lands, Police, Fire, and Customs Departments.
Government Departmental Exchanges .........................................................................................................
Private Lines, Sidney and Suburbs.

1

1

371

Government offices.......................................................................................... *..................................
^
Private houses................................................................................................................... *................................^
2.035

Total number Telephones, Sydney and Suburbs..................
Country Exchanges.

Newcastle and West Maitland.
68
12
2

Business firms.......
Government offices
Private houses.......
Private Lines, Country.
Business firms................................................................................ ............
Government offices....................................................................................
Public Offices, Country.
Offices transmitting and receiving public telegrams by telephone ..
Total number Country Telephones ......................................

160
37
—-

197
176
455

Electric Light Branch.

Under this Branch the Parliament House electric lights and bells tbe Post
Office electric lights, hydraulic and rope lifts, pneumatic tubes, and ventilators—and
the Circular Quay, Government House, Naval Drill Sheds, Cowper s Wharf, Pish
Markets, and Jenolan Caves electric lights are worked.
*
parliament Souse Electric Lights.

During the year many improvements have been effected in this installation.
Three large Manchester dynamos, one 20 horse-power Marshall compound engine and
boiler, countershafting, &c., have been fixed to provide for the 250 additional lights,
which were fitted during the recess. To accommodate the additional plant the old
shed has been widened 14 feet, and extended the whole length of the existing
building. The working plant is now in duplicate, so that in the event of any
accident to one engine the other would he ready at a moment’s notice. All old and
defective wires have been taken out and fresh leads run, special^ attention having
been given to the insertion of safety-fuses and joinling. Everything is m first-class
order.
Parliament
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Parliament House Electric Bells.

‘
Since these hells have Leon handed over to this Branch no complaints have
been made by any of the officers of Parliament. Nearly all the bells. and circuits
have been rearranged. The division series are now worked by relays instead of in
series, as formerly, so that any fault is localised.
Circular Quay.

A great impi’ovement has been made in the lighting of the Quay, inasmuch
as the light has been extended to the new Government boat-shed, old A.S.N. Co;’s
wharf, and the old Brush lamps have been replaced by twenty-eight 32-hour BrockicPell lamps of 2,000 candle-power each. (These lamps are the most modern and
approved type at present in use, and give general satisfaction.) Government House
grounds and the Naval Drill Sheds arc also lighted from this installation.
Cowper's Wharf.

Everything is working very satisfactorily at this installation. The Pish
Markets are lighted from this plant. The light has proved a great boon to the
municipal authorities and fish-dealers. During the last five or six years there has
been no stoppage of tbe light at either Circular Quay or Cowper’s Wharf, nor has
any complaint been made.
Post Office.
During the year the lights in this building have been rearranged. The new
Operating-room has been fitted throughout with very neat suspension lamps. The
new Instruction-room has been fitted with the light, and the Telephone Exchange
light has been rearranged and improved.
To accommodate all these lights an
additional gas-engine and dynamo were erected in April; even now the power
available is inadequate, especially when a breakdown occurs. The engines are
worked continuously 16 hours per day, and, besides running the lights, they are used
for charging accumulators, rope lifts, ventilating blast fans, and air-pumps.
Hydraulic Lifts.
These lifts, three in number, are worked by a 12-horse-power gas-engine.
They have been thoroughly overhauled during the year, and a great number of altera
tions, additions, and improvements made, and they are now in very good condition.
Pneumatic Tubes.
These are used for sending telegraphic messages between the receiving,
operating, and dispatch rooms, and are worked from two large air reservoirs which
are fed by means of a 3-throw air compressing pump, made and fitted in during the
year.
Operating-room Ventilators.
These are worked by means of two blast fans driven from a gas-engine—one
fan exhausts the foul air from the room, the other forces fresh air into the room.
The. fresh air is warmed in winter by passing through a chamber in which the gasengine exhausts, and is cooled in summer by water.
Hope Lifts.
_
These two lifts are in good order and are used exclusively and continuously
for hoisting and lowering the mails.
Magneto Generators for Telephone Exchange.

Two of these are driven from the gas-engine shaft and are used for ringing
up subscribers on Telephones, thereby dispensing with primary batteries.
Jenolan Caves.
The lights at this place were originally worked by means of a steam engine
but are now driven by a Leffel turbine. This turbine was fitted in the latter end oi
18S9, but was not completed till May, 1890. It is worked by the water flowing
from the underground river, and since the light lias been worked from this source it
has given every satisfaction and no trouble whatever.
I have the honor to be, my Lord,
Your Lordship’s most obedient servant,
General Post Offi'Ce,
Sydney, 21s# May, 1891.

DANIEL O’CONNOIt,
Postmaster-General.
APPENDIX

APPENDIX A.
EETUKN showing names of Post Ofllces and Tolegrapli Stations, Salaries paid, number of Letters posted, Telegrams transmiHod, Money Orders issued and paid, Savings’ Bank Deposits
and "Withdrawals, Kevenue received from each Office, and arrangements regarding premises during the year 1890.
1
1

Is'anie of Office

Staff anO Salaries.

Number of
TntnJ nlIowhhcm
cXrlmlK
1
r.i H^llt
Letter lllecch r
Proba
hhinvn in
Officc-cs .Assist Opera
Telegrams
Total
Letters
Messen, Line
tioners
liMt
1
m
TiunsJtotors. Carri<;i'S|Gl04.rcrs ger!,. palrora
and Salaries Lilluitll! 3'o'itcd.
Chaigrc ants.
mittoit.
others
£

Abattoirs .........

120

Abo ileen .........
Aeaci.i Creek ..
Adamitiiljy........
AdamaiiOwn (1). .
Adelong...............
Aib'lonffOossina
Place (2)
Albion Park (3)...
Albury ...............

100
11

Alexandria.........

£

£

£

£

£
52

£

£
172

100
11

170
fifj*

20

2.">0

32

190
96
328
56

40
26

50*
3S0

20
220

330

ISO
130

140
130
130

120

100

50

75

110

£

110

39
39
39

148
124
114
...
148
135
124
124

..
.

150

52
39 !

Monej Orders
ls*ued.

No.

1,261

14,20.5
2,460
2 10 14,121
39 10 22,419
4 67.500
11,217

516

112 10

50,253

Savings’ Bank
Withdrawals.

Revenue.

No.

Amount,

Amount.

No.

Tele
Amount. Postal. i Moncv
Order. graphic

.

£

£

£

£

£

£
40

12

326

S3S

47

173

13

115

10

46

10

28

728
1,144
655
692
3,013 1,051

2,109
1,704
2,648

62
131
527

206
340
1,749

43
554
424

231
51

335
2,645
1,731

20

SIS
1,950
1,008

200

234
152

23
25
32

08
32
aJ 75

2,503

...

Arrangements
as regurrih
Premises and Rent
per annum.

i

2
130
1,285
300
19,467
75 2,713 213 10 448,122 350,447 2,717

828

Amount.

£
2.514

Savings' Bank
Deposits.
| iT0.

£
3

Money Orders
Paid.

611
56
7,006 2,225

136
70
6,631 2,099

255
572
9

351
12,521

47
752

109
9,920 3,236

633
...

2,001

586

1,451

2,471

6,775

863

5,623

230

4S3

50

225

43

616

46

300

323

Government building::
Postniastei allowed£20
per annum in lieu of
quart-el's.
Govt, building.
Eeutofl at £40.
Rifintnd .i.t £26.
Govt, building.
Jj’ree of rent.

b

S

7>

111

1.622

27

102

Ken ted nt £37 10s.
Govt, building.

Rented .it £75,

00

Alicuton.............
A lick town (4) ..
Alison (5)
Allan dale ...........
AHytibmok . ..
Alston ville {(>) .
A ppm...................
Arakoon..............
Arolucn ...............
Arding (7)...........
Argent's Hill (S)..
Armiilalo . ...

13

13
IS
16
90*
CO
85
220
10
10
10
10

350

32 10+

150
120
110

AnnidalcPaibvay
Stution.
Amcliffe..............

100

Artlmrville .......
Ashiicld .. ...........

10
100

150
130

18
24

104
39

52
26
39

120
120

52

iio

>4H

•^4

150

96

278

85

192

062
274

62

151

2
88

] ,2.>2
944

579
592

5
183
46
709

lf5S4
1,220

18
239

40
62

452
461

5
30

146
425

10

6

IS
43
30

3

88

2

117
74
-218

15
16

41
16
c91
53

136

1,707

7

i2+
104
104
85

52

92§
...

214

52
39
26
*_

.-l

22,5i2 4,116

11,433 2,388

6,820

1.738

11,379

638

7,212

<)
2,652

51 10 36,363

993

137

280

108

276

145

414

60

280

101

10
837
1,026 190 10 330,240

6,960

836

2,309

983

2,642

1,391

5,594

540

4,276

1,226

is
24

2,883
5,139

At Railway Station.
Free of rent.
Rented at £32 10s.
Govt, building.

8

i,771
62

100

Attunga...............

4,374
6,591
1,017
18
7,209
16
3.933
00
9,099
60
6,918
3
85
9,171
5
252 10
17,754
10
267
10
506
10
4,506
10
1,824
1,660 254/2/0 444,477
.......
10
10

10
10

do

100

At Railway Station.

33

At Railway Station.
Postmaster allowed £15
per annum in lieu *of
quaitcrs.

11

.......

26
36

37

Govt, building.

275

:::

i

Attunga Springs I

Auburn ...............
Austinmcr...........

Avisford...............
Awtiba

.................

Baan Baa (9) __

10
75
10
14
a
19

10

‘52

52

179
10
14
11
19

Eadfery’g Siding (10)

Baerami ...........
Baker's Swam])..
Balnla.................
Balderodgery (11)
Bald Nob ...........
Balgowlah.......
Ballalaba ........
Batlina ...........
Balmain ...............

15
10
15
10
15
10
21

200
210

’so
50

75
160
75

"62§
13S
127
127
114
104

'26

39

52
52
20

44 4
39

2,400
40,800
3,741
J ,416
3.283
7,930

15
10
15
10
15
10
21
443
1,339

(i, 735
1,902
1,092
], 034
5,283
2,070
5.271
"41 5S,977
232 423, S11

”22

7,020
03,6 i S

2,519

. .
368

859

335

.......
961

404

1,217

189

SOG

...
. .

52

49
1*3
237
53
12
29
129 ____

92

At Bail way Station.
do

d

do
do
do

3

75
15
27
" "
....
....
7,082 1,303
7,482 1,500

4,425
271
4,571 2,904

49
4.985

1,903

863
396
8,080 4,322

12J0o

8 ft
1,538

781

51

1,979

*20
12
28
029
972
11,261 1,255

47
83

500
334

Government uildinjr.
do

’41
936

28

"*3
309

At K«uhvay Station.
Government liuilding.

47
48
20
105

6

61

•
Rented (it JC5’2.
At Railway Station.

64
162

117
421

is
24

*82
166

Free of rent.
Government ■building

10

At Pilot Station.

‘2«

(Mail lm>)
39

...

Balmoral (12)... .
Balranakl ...........

12
190

22
Bandon Grove ...
30
Bankstown.........
11
Bannaby............
Baradine .........
100
Barbei 'sCreekj 13)
’jo
Bargo...................
Barmedmati ....... 90 10
220
Barraba .........
Barrrtgau ...........
Barrasijouy...........
Barrengat ry .......
Barrington............
Barringun ...........

Barivang .........
Bateman’s Bay ..
Batlow ...........
Bathurst...............

10
130,1
77

"39

.

.

436 £1/12/0

22

2,394
3,270
1,572

30
11
100

75
26

20

220

183

062

201

594

...

12
114
10
140
10

583

"S
15
26

IS
400

220

200

350

100
140
130

170
140
140
130

124
114
75
52

"so

'52
39

915
89

10
90 10
321

3
7

840
13,848
27,099

12
114
16

]

2,211

1,319
2,402

209
540
809

430

15

2,267
1,867

*42
81

44

0

129
335

"37
94

’ ic7
319

S
26

SO

5$/i

17

404

91
596
11
101
18,400 2,031

533
39

37
2
1,030

331
35
12,494

11
20
99
47
210
34
120
107
4,728

1,670

54
60
21
87
5
40
00
1,294

92 L
217

9,744

20
4,377
218 59/0/0 13,113
1,980
10
7,323
14
610 241 10
5.025
44
3,046 220/12)0 592,038

3,306

510

1,052

461
133
19,036 5,032

2,204

68

119
1,533
286
28
15,545 0,972

381

20

15,819

21

249

15
4
194

56
1,516

1

10

At Pilot Station.

66

20
710

J 'rcc of rent.
Government building

e

Rented at £78.
.Rented nt ,00*
Free of i ent.
Government building

:::
...

120
75

35
12

Baulkham Hills ..
Bayview...............
Beacliport (14) ...
Bear Hill ........
Beaufort...............
Bedgcrebong .. . .
Beech wood..........
Bega ...................

15
10
12
30
310

Belarbigill..........
Belford ...............
Belgravia ...........
Bell.......................

10
14
10
21

02

i’scj
110II

os’ 10+

a Includes Sallow,

"so

"35
5.754
3,948
12
62
1,134
453
15
237
10
12
2,580
3,339
30
697 10 42 10 110,343
"jo
14
10
21

b Included in Gundogai,

"lO

...
336

23

37

305
10,106 2,0S0

5,031

7
...

736

2,009

577

2,960

1,SG0
3.444

837
1,917

c Includes Spencer's Creek.

33
& Included In Redfcrn Railway,

...
c Included m Adclou^,

121

52
9
9

...

2

At Railway Station.

Note,- For other references see page 53.
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Staff anil Salaries.
Kamo of Office.

Blake Brook .......
Blakehurst...........
Blandford ...........

Number of

uxi rnn'c
fU'iit,
Proba
shonti ld
Officers Assist Opera Letter .Reccn’r Messen- Line tioners
l.tnl
Total
Letters
Jte
Column.
Posted.
tors. Cuiricrs ■Clearer 1 gers. palrcrw. ! nud Salaries
charge. ants.
! others
£

TJen&mbi.............
Hell brook ...........
Bellingcji .........
BclUuyur Heads (15>..
iicll’s Creek .....
Behnout ..............
liehuore .............
lien BuUen.........
Bendemeer.......
Beiwlolba ..........
Ben Lomond
Ry. Station (10)
Bergalia ............
Bennagui ...........
Berridnle ()7) ...
Berrigim...............
Bernina...............
Berry...................
Uethmi^ra ...........
lieven dale ...........
Bcxhill ...............
Bexley .............
Bilibenluke .......
Bigga ...................
Big Hill...............
Biltci-oy ...............
Biloela ...............
Bimbi ................
Binalong...............
Bimla ................
Bingara ...............
Biimaway ...........
Bishop’s Bridge...
Black heath .....
Blackman’s Point
Black Mountain (18)..
Black Range......
BHck Springs ...
Blacktown .........
Blackville ...........
Blackwall ...........

Tntnl nllotvMiccn,

12
ISO
78
30
1G
61
10
20
180
29
IS
31
36
110
12
150
230
42
10
12
10
10
10
19
10
10
10
64
56
210
21
14
150
10
23
10
15
55
10
110

10
10
20
Blayne> ............ 240
Blowcring...........
11
Boambola .........
10
Bobuiidarah ....... ‘ 16
Bodalla ............... 180
Boggaluila...........
IS
Boggabri............... 210
11
Boggy Flat .......
34
Bolivia ..... -......

£

£

£

£

£

£

10

75
20

15
75

51 10

39

12
75 +56 10
5

§52

26

39§
110

75

15

75

72

30
...

ioo;i

1

...

£

Telegrams
Trans
mitted.

Money Orders
Issued

Money Orders
Paid.

Savings* Bank
Deposits.

Savings* Bank
Withdrawals.

No.

No.

No.

No.

Amount.

£

£
£
12
190 40/12/6
i
78
30
10
136
3
10
20
200
16
29
IS

12,585
2,424
4,675
4,716
3,903
11,643
2,136
5,280
7,734
4,044
6,909

31
36
110
12
o io 171 10
7
305 10
61
42
10
12
10
10
19
19
10
16
10
76
56
341 10 48 4 10
21
14
207 70 10
10
23
10
15
55
16
136
1

4,440
4,593
13,662
10,077
26,037
50,760
6,357
1,371
4,506
7,506
11,769
4,677
1,695
1,470
7,098
2,307
17,739
12,495
55,260
3,627
1,155
34,890
1,149
6,9S4
2,107
3,591
18,777
7,272
7,131

10
10
03
536 52 io
11
10
...
16
270
34
18
o io 310 10
3
11
34

234
1,056
11,277
79,419
1,743
378
1,617
16,089
6,19S
29,238
2,463
9,711

Amount.

£

383
1,643

629

1,461

161

1,144

232

472

350

1,314

512

251

590

28

90

Amount.

£

Tele
Amount. Postal. Money
Order. graphic

£

587

...

728
729

229

505

30

105

735
3,230
421

427
944
2S3

] ,045
2,037
779

202
257
48

657
746
139

ol

85
222
20

260

460
713
280

20

33

71
11

900
582
3,693

723
3S8
860

1,828
870
2,242

103
63
257

275
245
1,005

42

248

19

H3

839

40

2,409

572

1,450

215

730

139

515

Cl

94
609
744

iio
135
345
1S3

243
339
909
466

i

88
30
97

33
207
69
267

74

372

7

Revenue.

260

£
76j
43
10
47
9
89
13
74
91
28
99

53
76
. Ill
162
234
427
654
529
206
188
12
20
14
36
69
28
26
4
9
292
251
. 122
642
573
SI
11
296
458
10
122
18
30
106
88
52
87

443
3,542 1,316

3,144

701

2,024

278

1.535

129

1,695

GS4

2,597

'60

' 235

151

'"739

nr

638

1,5S6

95S

2,526

178

683

ICO

431

50

eio

176

25S

570

17

6-2

53

37

12

sio

1,042

3
9
167
882
16
2
]56
78
300
4
119

£

£

ae
i—1

Arrangements
as regards
Premises and Pont
per annum

00

At Railway Station,
Rented at £35.
Rented at £26.
At Pilot Station.

16

24
124
(a)

6

(5)64

7

29

Postmistress allowed £20
16s, as rent.
At Railway Station.
Rented nt £36.

3

At Railway Station.

7

41
42

Free of rent.
Rented at £26.

14
28
9

44
192
23

Govt, building-

do

At Railway Station,

to

21
n
27

(c)54
37
251

is

129

3
4
11
5

do
Free of rent.
Govt, building.
At Railway Station

5

do

30

do

of rent. Postmaster
45 Free
allowed £26 in lieu of
quarters.

29
188

At Railway Station.
Govt, building.

23

106

Rented at £26.

28

93

Govt, building.

7

0

40

. .

At Railway Station.

Boloko (19) ......
TJombala..............
Bomen............ .
Bondi (20)..........
Bonnyrigg........
Bonshaw..............
Boolambayte....

® Booroorban ......
Borenore.............

Bourke ..............

Bourke-st., fledfem..
Bowan Park .......
Bowenfels ...........
Bowling Alley
Point.

19
20
2G0
18
50
10
25
2R
15
200
10
28
20
30
30
52
14
390

i
1
52(

120
'521

1101

...

26
*.i

60

.

...

104
iio
no

180
170
110
100
100
75

104

T,

*39
26
26

150

Braidwood...........

96
11
310

Breadalbanc .......

160
10
45

Brewarrina .......

260

Brindabella .......
Bringa203<21) ...

r

Broadwater
Brocklehuret.......

20
10011
26

104
52

Broke...................
Broken Hill .......

icon
88 fj
39
52fl

...
*'’

...
...

120
100

...

...

52

120
120
120
120

no
110

3

127
114
114
78
...

10
10

...

27
209

8 at

• *«
...
...
...
...

£52
...

7,627

216

586

105

338
.......

98

328

17,004

429

93

179

16

47

6

25

764
463
6,753 2,308

1,110
5,109

88
862

294
2,567

40
822

188
3,795

356

893

'31

137

6,686 2,052

4,976

905

2,261

203

967

719

2,047

327

1,309

57
1,654
8,582

142
033
766

341
1,344
2,660

55
41
176

14,238
76 155,178

48
14

...
»•«

180
170
170
170
170
160
140
140

140

140

***4 36,273
212
6,054
10
20
65
6,717
16,848
54
532 48 10 109,776

z
*39g
30

25

*

2,169
1,638
28,161
10,581

96
1
12,678
n
1,230
577 69 10 100,968

*20

180

166 12

...

110

310
310

36 10

548
44
53

13

391
...
...

2)3

34
126
18
361
6
67
39
110
10
109

4,116 2,535

41
1
3

405
7
55

Government Building'.
At Railway Station,
Rented at £32 10s.

13

120

Government Building.

5

42

At Kfiilway Station.
Rented at £31 4s.

119 2,619

Government Building*

...

SO
531

39

10
10

io
24

12 10

40
10
56
19

54

27
140

37 11

66

1,011
32
88

-16
28
815
25
170

.......

110

"is
14

52

i
1 .......
1,728
2,115
3S3
1,063
201
76,518
6,091 1,315
3,559
8
6
32 !
27
2,757
118
70
63
35,343 ‘ 1,393
76
146
6
18
1,704
3,792
8,CSS
1,266
"is
1,324
215
41,805
1,913
390
1,797
9,501
12,032
'93
765
143
335
50
157
13,560
8,952
15,924
1,276
5,519 1,027
359,193 34,727 3,433 11,692 1,332

...

110
60
210

15

•m

40
10
56
19

Boiyning .............
Jiowral ...............

-10
20
432
18
188
10
2.5
26
15
370
10
28
20
36
30
156
14
1,750

150
»•*

io
24

8 10

15,579
1,692
1,170
4,023
6,060
29,136

1,278

3,427

1,548
2,742
8,469
405
110
2
4,114 1,233 17 631,707 112,515

166
1,013

418
3,480

At Railway Station.

61

3

26

25
254

544
148
2,668 1,673

13
75

24
407

Postmistress.allowed
£20 as rent.
At Itailway Station.
Govt, building.

io

*81

Rented at £26.

1,686

145

1,433

’55
18
989

61

435

Govt, building.

220

1,048

*75

1,303

"22

53

Rented at £65.

163
142

60

428

22

350

686

176

627

38

186

277
13
117
278
656

4
16
27

(rf)3
95
561

At Railway Station.
do
Govt, building.

(e)~24

At Railway Station.

892

*44
18
13
26
38
328

30
86

104
215

770

4,814

112

...
IIS
13,925

315
22
45,554 2,681
...

67
10,053 5,355
...
...
.......

38,623 1,751
...
......*
......*

lo
3
65
31,246 5,551

...
...
...

.. ...
...
.

...
(a) Included io Femmoumt.

8

173

...

...
...
...

7

44

457
463

(6) Indudee Catherine HSU Eay.
(e)Includes Galong.
Note,—For other references eec page 53,

39
18
100
100

...
...
(d) Includes Yarra.

"31
5

do

217

Rented at £31).

3
24
758 8,174
...

Rented at £25.
Govt, building.

34

...

...

’' f
(e) Includes Locksley.

/9 . S'.

wfW
CD

Number
Tottl
lownncct,
cxetusire
of Kent
Proba
phown In Letters Telegrams
Officers Assist Opera Letter Receiv’r Messen Line tioners
Total
lint
Trans
Re
in
column
Posted.
tors. Carriers Clearer? gers. pairers. and Salaries
mitted.
Charge. ants.
others.
StrvG and Salaries.

K&nie of Office.

£
Broken Hill .......

£

,,,

.. 4

Broken Hill Railway Station.
Brookfield...........
Brooklyn ...........
Broughton Village
Browillow Hill ..
Brown’s Creek ...
Brownsville .......
Brtradah Creek ...
Brushgrove .......
Brushy Hill .......
Bryan’s Gap.......
Buckley’s Crossing-place.
Budsee Budgoe...
BuSkulla ...........
Bulahdelah .......
Bulga Creek ......
Bulgandramine..
Bulk ...................
Bu Hi
Kailway
Station.
Bull Plain
...
Bundanoon...........
Bnndarra .........
Bungawalbin (22)
Bungcndorc .......
Bungonia ...........
Bungowannah ...
Bungwall Flat ..
Bunnan ...............
BumSj Fhilp, &Co
Burragorang .......
Burrawang...........
Burrendong .......
Burrowa ..............
Burrumbuttock...
Burwood ...........

£
120
120
75

£

£

£
....

£

is
17
16
150
13
12
220
...
12
220

26

75

iioii

52

52
30

5S§

110

30
...
52§
30

45 10f
u..
...

160
10011

£
...

£

114
114

...
...

...
...

15
14
27
10
10
14
12
23
10
13
136
6
160 55 10
10
10
13
50

3,726
7,344
1,038
2,007
4,806
2,826
7,839
975
1,461
1 O’248
16,362
867
402
2,472
9,819

17
10
15
235
3
10
23
25
63
402 44 14

1,425
966
2,391
15,735
897
5,706
3 6,989
25,470

10
14
15
31
292

3,870
4,749
2,061
1#; 358
21,039
3,963
165
67,743
7,848
1,173
9,150
2,139
990

52
39

...

7

10
4
268
38
14
2
100
11
8
10
110
20
13
17
16
6 io 186 10
7
13
12
347 10 45 10

...

No.

£

£

Amount.

£

Money Orders, * Savings’ Bank
Deposits.
Paid.

No.

£

No.

£

£

Amount.

£

No.

£

Revenue*

Arrangements
as regards
1
T Premises and Rent
Money
Telcper
annum.
Amount. Postal. Order. fruphlc

£

£

“73
1,216

300

575

549

1,505

84

442

25

265

,

3,890
1,447

373
344

1,027
884

51
88

190
320

51
34

245
119

7
26

47
131

1,290

516

1,419

do

176

34

335

29

533

4,747

395
637

1,047
1,330

458
68

1,338
264

200
136

1,074
1,230

130
93

1,455
1,496

9
120
17
18
16
30
42
14
10
119
155
20
15
39
77
4
30
34
190
21
15
190
200

545
1,316

3S2
595

2,597 1,018
129
893

479

961
1,900

123
72

124
68

357
240

2,183
401

279
62

743
233

159

1,193

28

96

73

415
201
704

”29
22
"47

217
289

3,540
344 235,551
......

£

£

937
......

464

14

180

9

1,773

66

320

93

887

22

399

359

770

92

236

35

187

22

485

3,114 1,031

2,278

317

127

404

65

500
5,902

42
1,889

728

9,365 1,214
...

3,227

1,193

947
........

3,409

-

1,798

6,227

725

At Railway Station

_
12
10

114
86

Rental at £36 8s.
Rented at £31 4a.

.. .
. -•»
...

16

78

17
18

ise

Rented at £40.

Postmaster allowed £30
8s. hi lieu of quarters.

...

593
83
32
95
33
3

565

65

.■.

'll
19

74
146
20
213
41
16
680

i

!

...

’77
169
98

4,519
20,562
17,610
6,135
18,483
5,241
1,161
69; 597

*

14
38

- .4

12
1,362 10

Amount.

Savina s* Bank
Withe rawala.

.......
.......
10,863

25

15
27
10
10
14
12
23
10
13
110
160
10
10
13
50l

10
14
15
31
240
15
10
170
3S
.14
100
11
10

£

.. .

25

17
10
15
160
10
23
63
240

£

Money Orders
Issued.

~29
77

At Railway Station
Go' eminunt building.

"29
4

160

Rented at £G5.

14

54

Rented at £16.

...

....
...
...

565

17
10
...

42

31

229

Government building.

'57

331

Postmaster allowed £30
in lieu of <pjartcrs.

IMf

Rented at £(25,

w
to
o

SG/10,'-t

Byangum (23) ...
Jiy“g ..................
Byron Bay (24)...
Cabram&tta .......
..................
Camberwell .......
Oambewarra .......
Camden Haven.,,
Camden Haven
Heads (£5|.
Camden Haven
Punt.
Campbclltown
Oamperdown.......
Canadian Lead
Canley Vale .......
Canoblas..............
Canowindra .......
Canterbury ........
Cape St. George
Captain’s Flat ..
Carinda ......... .
Carlingford .......
Carlton (26) ......

Carroir (27) .......

Castle Mountain
Castlercagh(28)...
Catboart.............
Catherine
Hill
Bay (29).
CedarParty Creek
Central Colo .......
Central M ‘Donald

"as
13
15
220
82
11
14
16
10
51
200
18
26

...

1

114
104
88
84
52

39
26

”20

4,959
13
15
2,517
266
17 28,143
82
2
2,652
11
2,397
3,174
14
2,070
16
10 25/18/- 3,147
1
51
1,500
357 10
15 80,184
18
7,020
26

46 §

101 g

38

38
310
220

50
noil

75

104

52
52
52

20
130
19
90
10
190
90
50
75
110
180
210
15
22

"39

non

26

78
60

20

10
13
110
17
150
82
250
200
56
ii
36
12
20
36
10
10
10
14
15
75

591 52/10/- 124,422
434 39/10/- 128,109
20
2,751
15
2,757
31',995
5
279
3,192
19
90
3
4,341
10
843
294
0 30,846
150 36/10/- 22,479
50
10,200

"62§
140
75

78

25

2
9
6
52

17,376
56,661
14,331
3,411
6,534

39

10
13
149

3

2,317
864
33,414

26

104

39

162
346
6/10/- 262 10
15
22

262
7

263

29

330
242
3,430 1,015

016
2,408

53
488

1,050
13

133

679

1,525

145
137
1,282

444

2,195

1,012

109

ICO

605

12

34

834
719

2,134
2,178

526
820

1,442
2,691

81

129

19

54

3,528

570

1,395

154

418

103

193

19

759

128

335

9

28

45

436

2,085
987
696
231
1,370
3,287
1,018

579
116
535

1,331
393
1,557

99
168
54

356
433
170

122
345

160
532

5
...
IS
98

741
1,116
671

2,351
2,986
1,742

131
709
140

477
2,246
616

94

8S3
925
127

78
77
20

2,985
4,331

327
1,894

192
45

1,532
5,027

78
843

847
4,114

138
.......
110
.144
313
816
703
246

35

(02/-

4,146
17
316 30/10/- 39,084
7,773
82
67,239
624
81

1,145
157
7,777

683
218
1,090

1,463
379
3,158

124
36
309

413
139
1,023

205
14
171

793
116
612

142
9
61

1,263
148
796

40
420
55
714

264
56

2,043

606

1,753

157

518

59

6S1

15

761

(£>) included in Laurieton,
-

...
)

.......

4

...
17
4
16
“24
35
20

227

55

17
...

201
612
198
74
43

'21

25

At Pilot Station.

Govt, building.

.174

1,764

(0

...
...
213

101

435

Rented at £25.
Govt, building.

2

728

507
1,839
765
2,523
5,625

7
32
...

38
53
306
48
98
15
285
117
138

188

10
10
10
14
90

...

Govt, building.
Rented at £156.

1,252

36

is
170

'3

167
173

426

12
20

Govt, building.
Rented at £20.
At Kailway Station.

26
33

2,981

.......

264
87

697
616

3
9
339

.......

Free of rent.

5

12

28,215
9,381
2,019
4,680
3,057
7,566
8,445

(«)

32

2

9

“27
3

.......

5

11

(a) included in MurwilJtjuib&h.
*
•

2,806
288

48
31
387
83
16
54
37
30
144
523
35

4

36

_

872
105
...
113

4,393
1,435

3,600

75

52
26
26

140

...

.......

391
148
15
50
31
68
64
5

“49
113
33
41
9
93
186
59
...
2

15

169

19
...
...
...

120
(e)

do
Rented at £40.
Free of rent.
At Railway Station.
Free of rent.
Rented at £26.
Govt, building.
do
Telegraph Office at
Railway Station,

At Railway Station;
Postmuster allowed £20
ill lieu of quarters.
24
63 Rented at £65.
10 Free of rent.
6
36 (tf)561 Govt, building.

...
...

"is

if)

...

...

...
...
_

"53

do
Free of rent.

Free of rent

35

19
1 ■

815
d)

(c> Cloacd.
Includes Ininston.
-ImotBv'—For other references aee pe^e 5&

.......

47

......
(e) Included in Parramatta.
.

IM

27

(J) Included in Belmont*

Telephone Office at
Court-house.

Number of
. owannAH,
exclucUc
of Rent
Proba
shown to
Officers Assist* Opera Letter lecclv’r Irtessctl- Lino tion
Hit
Letters Telegrams
era
Total
Trans
Re
in
and Salaries column. Posted.
mitted.
Charge. fonts. tors. Carriers fearers gors. pairers. others.
Staff and Salaries.

Xh me of Office,

1
Cliaiidler’sCk.(30)
Charlestown (31)'
Charleyong .......
(Jliatabury ...........
Chats wood...........
Chatsworthlslaiirl
Cheeseman’s Ck..1
Clarence Siding (S2) *
Clarence Town
Clarence Tnnnel..
Clavevaulx...........
Clarkson's Crossing..
OJeav Creek .....
Clifton .............

£

10
no
10
10
10
75
21
210
10
12
14
10
ICO

Clunes (33) .........
Clybucca .........
Collar ...................

05
10
330

Cobnrgo...............
Cobliarlah .........
Cobbitty..............
Cobbora .............
Cockle Creek (34)
Coclrington..........
CofFs Harbour(35)
Colaue..................
Coldstream ....
Colinton...............
Collarenebri (36)..
Collector..............
Collie ...................
Colly Blue...........
Colo Vale (37) ..
Cotnc^toy-chance (3S).
Comerong ...........
Comleroy Koad (39)..
Como (40) ............
Comobella...........
Conargo............. .
Concord (41) ........

150
28
16
130
11
15
10
10
10
10
110
20
14
11
17
10
10
10
10
10
70
100

Condobolin

.......

230

Conjola .............
Cookardinia .......
Coolabah (42).....
Coolah,,,...............
Ooolainau ...........

25
13
20
33
110
110

Coolangatta (43)..

10

£

£

£

£

£
26

26
30

26

72§

iio

iso

SC/10/f

110

39

20
...»
...
5

170

75

26
52
26

...
52
G2§

£

£
£
10 24/10/510
136
3 10,644
...
1,272
10
10
1,491
10
1,671
101 19/io/- 13,908
21
2,208
275
10
12
14
10
232

8

15

21,954
2,130
1,479
2,400
1,833
19,128

11,268
95
10
1,449
0(15/10/- 107/10/- 49,803
o/io/- 2G{Jfl0/- 9/10/-

. «

96
39

£

28
16
6/10/- 130/10/ii
15
10
10
10
10
136
26
14
11
22
10
10
10
10
10
79
261
553

3

55

..

2
73
11

35,787
4,362
2,973
9,180
8,259
3,243
1,805
1,017
834
4,401
7,521
11,331
8,640
1,881
3,786
956
1,254
2,866
1,584
1,383
14,154
7,235

Ko.

5,058

Amount.

No.

Amount.

Savings* Bank
Withdrawals.

No.

Amount.

Tele
Amount. Postal. Money
Order. graphic.

No.

570

1,435

£
84

£

£

231

251

1,762

82

839

.. ,

1,264

...
404

994

78

247

139

1,139

42

283

21
1,545

619

1,316

168

584

95

218

23

88

375

840

ArraTigeinontH
as regards
Premises and Rent
per annum.

25

137

• **

310

i95

20
«.*

£
...
26

l
w

1C

Rented at £30.

...
12

69

At Railway Station,
Govt, building.

” 1 At Railway Station,
88(a) Govt, building.
At Railway Station.

17

ioi

59
6
1,622 1,228

2

43

68

650

17

156

Govt building. Post
master allowed £50
per annum in lieu of
quarters.
Govt, building.

10

45
5

Rented at £20,
At Railway Station.

8
7

172

4

84
22

556

1,288

706

59

135

10

54

9,068 1,814

5,795

737

2,387

332

2,417

124

2,502

603

1,348

190

531
.......

107

315

36

326

734
96

345

891

34

145

26

1S6

6

80

2,395

253
224

1,007
644

28
26

103
82

32

167

5

33

ii7

308

4

9

97

£

15

1,457

1,019

6
115
16
23
IS
155
25
267
8
27
SS
9
144

iio

G69

11
Office free of rent. Postmaster allowed £40 m
lieu of quarters.
Rented at £31 4a.

132

8

44

47

110

21

99

329
77
63
183
36
38
16
15
6
50
111
63
36
15
32
12
15
52
3
15
125
67

3,399

231

S30

218

1,320

59

692

740

35

39S

Govt, building.

61

.......
621

29

528

87

551

36

395

49
3
174
100
295
588

13
6
10
21

39
23
1)4
150

29

621

Tel. OdiceatKy. Stu.
do
*■
Govt, building.
Office at Railway Station.
Postmaster allowed
in lieu of quarters.

38

656
455
1,830
2,625

Revenue.

to
£

434
• --r

Savings’ Bank '
Deposits.

Money Orders
Paid.

. L

1,239
52
417
1
1
01,110 ! 5,962 1,082

25
6,375
4,989
13
20
17,778
11,259
33
162
5
15,285
172 1 2/10/- 64,968
10

Money Orders
Issued.

383
216
319
637

1,235
549
1,033
1,65(>

21

112

41
24
64
144

147
76
249
444

... . .

66

3
1

(*)

Free of rent.

At Railway Station,

Tel. UilieeatRy. Stu.
Free of rent.
Office provided free, Post
master allowed £39
lieu of quarters.

bo
OD

Coolongolook ...
Cooma................

12
300

Ooonabarabran
Cooriamble...........

250
260

Coopernook .......
Coorabcll Creek (44), t
Cooranbong ....
Cootaimindr.T. ...

05
10
140
340

Cooytil.................
Copeland North..
Copnianhurst . .
Coraki,Richmond

11
120
150
200

140
90
78§

iso
100

iso:
130
36 S
15
30

12

"75

ioo

7Ss

GG§

10
50
13
240
10
15
10
10
32
10

Cox's River .......
Craigic .............
Cranbury ...........
Croki, Manning River
Crooklirivcn Heads.
(JrookweEL . .**.*
Croome ............
Cross Roads .......
Crowdy iiead ..
Cr03Ttlori..............

ii
16
10
160
26
220
10
12

Crudine...............
Cudal...................
Cudjrebogong Creek ,
Cadgcgong...........
Cudgen Scrub ..
Cudgen Wharf (48)
Culcairn...............
Cullenbone...........
Cullen liullen ...
Cullinga...............
Cumnock ...........
Cundletown .......
Cunningham.......
Curlewis (49).......
Currabubula (50)
Currawang...........
Curraweela ......*
Datmorton...........
Dalton...................
Dal wood......... .
Dandaloo ...........
Dapto...................
Darby’s Falls.......

19
170
10
19
100
26
44
12
42
10
13
200
26
28
27
17
15
22
21
10
110
68
11

120

(<t) Includes Seaha-ni,

820

2,333

406

2,641

L53

1,633

57
1,417

- ■
63

603

2,022
4,286

203
354

585
1,210

221
253

650
1,496

44
67

666
802

485
962

23
44

204
606

40
.
142
1,217
6,468 1,109

90

11

Free of Rent.

14
81

c
• 1
32
691

23
8
17

43
71
268

do
Rented at £28.
Govt, building.

451

do
At Railway Station.

484

Govt, building.
Assistant allowed
£30 per annum as
rent.

38,145
78,570

3,372
788
9,030 1,296
383

52
39

13,590
807
5/S/7,704
93S 133AO/- 165,807

C
10
...

10
102

150

3,294
11
156 33/10/ 10,383
191 3/10/ 8,601
18 34,161
344

"26
39

75

5,733

32S
5S1
65

49

8,798 2,011

3,132

70 12,0 130,320

25

River,

Coramba ............
Cordillera ...........
Coree .................
Corowa ..............
Corrimal (45).......
Corowong ...........
Coruiuia..............
Coutt’s Crossing (46)
Cow Flat .......
Cowlong (47) . . .

S33

150

2,442
8,106
4,161
6/10/- <105/10/ 41/10/- 212,598
5,649
10
4,899
15
1,602
10
3,864
10
2,109
32
S3
10
73/ib/183,054
622

539
485
11,169 2,545
787
1,131
4,117

10

50
13

52

iso ||
75 |l

120

135

78

52

19

11
16

12

10

6/10/ IGOAO/' 10/ib/

6/ib/-

icon

50

78
75

52§

52
39

26

1,029
4,740
1,770
8,754

326A0/'
10
12

' 6

46,950
1,041
2,049

414

09

78,888

100

1,956
30,375
612
5,592
9,135

26
44

44,607

19

222
10
19

12

6
15

7,499

893

9
239

37
3,953

73
80
45

522
298
248

17
10
35

207
431
402

20
130
130
277

ibo

1,239

25
98
17
916
37
86
14

~ls

3,005
691
1,617

201
27
124

929
177
403

145

290

84

220

664

1,727

64

333

850
22

189

8

57

" 7

1,842

4,632

122
1,728
3,570

3,455
1,643

111
4,402

692
255
536

"30
8,445

603
3,357

25
661

132
14
126
1,657

380

1,512

40

ii

42

7

679

b/iTi

541

2,798

129

“15
3
2,730 1,041

354

7

16

335

802

52

159

69

187

IS

127

"’7
38
21
52

1,280

3,695

469

1,774

238

618

64

575

371
691
141

1,207

297

885

435

791

i72

834

1,525

185

637

148

499

28

174

255

44

164

1,333

6,786
1,701
4,002
13
6/10/- 208/10/ s/ib/- 17,841
9,129
26
18,702
28
10,965
27
1,941
17
15
1,977
11,760
22
9,156
21
2,118
10
"2
35,892
110
1 21,537
68
624
U

1,415

266

738

26

66

177
454

352
1,056

*19
120

'""is

1,836

42

90 Included in Redfero Railway.

108
164

406

86

257

40

456
205

39
38

85
168

313

674

54

127

....

..............

441
257

1,692
484
.......

50
70

208
177
.......

(d) Includes Coopernook and Moorland,
(e) Included in Terara.
09 Included in Croki.
(/,) included in Cudgen Scrub.
Mote,—For other reterencos see page 53.

437
.....

, ,„

233
116

...............

2,141
811

463
25
325
16
41
7

e**
...

(■/) Includes Laggat..

do
do

Govt, building.
do

4
28
2
1
“57
4
9

dOo
e

40 /209

Rented at £2G,
At Pilot Station.
Govt, building.

to
CO

...

17
19
...

135
96

At Pilot Station.
Office at Railway Station.
Postalaster allowed £4fi
10s. in Hcu of quarters.
Govt, building.

...

4
f<95
h

888

10

603
13
12

Govt, building.

298
16
220

9

82

16
236
64
136
117
15
16
36
113
14
243
117
13

5
13

in
ii

6
3

9

Free of rent.
do
At Railway Station.

Rented at £26.
At Railway Station
do

...
...

9
16
7

i37
44

Free of reut.
do

...

(g) Includes Cudgen Wharl and Fingal Heads.

1C
CO

Staff and Salaries.

Total nl

Aloney Ordcra
Isiiued.

Number of

Money Orders
raid.

j

Savings* Rank
Deposits,

Savings’ Bank
Withdrawals.

Revenue.

liinx nPL'a,
Name Of Office,
Officers
Assistin
ants.
Charge,

J)arke'8Forest{51)
■D.vlmgton .......

£
10
150

£

ol Haul
1ft

Probnshown in
Line
Opera- Letter Rcceiv'r Messentioners Total
Re
and
tors. Carriers Ciearers gers.
Salaries column
pairers.
others.

£

£

£

130
24

Demondrille ......

10

Deniliquin ........ .

250
350

Denison Town (53J
Denman..............................
Devlin's Siting...
Dingo Creek .. ..
Doodle Cooma. ...
Dora Creek ..............

DoujjhbOy Hollow (64)
Douglas ...........................
Douglas Cap ...........
Drake......................................
Dripstone (55) ...
Druitt Town ....
Drummoyne (56)
Dry Lake ...................
Diy Plain ......................
Dry River ......................
Dubbo......................................

Dnckmfaloi......................
Dixieuman (57)..
Dulwich Hill..............
Dumaresq (5.8) ...
Dunbar’s Creek...
Dundee Railway
Station......................
Dungaree ......................
Dungog ...............................
D lingo wax
...

io

...

..4

75

26
26

£
10
326

3 80
100

220
160
130
130
130
110
110
75

114

39

52
52
39

150

6

3,181

130
24
30
10
17
16
271
156

1,506
3,153
2,ISL
6,534
39,336
19,431

2,490
2,304

1,497

13

2,381 94/2/6 251,064

13,086

6
3

No.

814
183

1,709

727

384

i'248

"35

2,132
1,834

No.

141
67

Amount,

No.

£

£

573

790
617

Amount-

2,046

1,457

3,404

Amount.

£
526

3,028

120

455
213

93

632

34

.......
597

Postal.

Money
Tele
Order- graphic.

£

£

£

29

128

Rented at £104.

194
48

*13

"Bo

Free of rent.
At Railway Station.

‘33
36
78
260
243

***
_
♦. 1
25
22

10
425

11
...

163
145
1

1,297

3.321

63G

1,891

605

3,041

19S

2,904

1,975

172

"78
202

w

IO

Rented at £26.
Post Office rented at £14;
Postmaster allowed £*JC
in lieu of quarters.
Telegraph Office at Railway Station.

64

864

Govt, building.

11

“s
58

Free of rent.
Rented at £30.

CO

20
6/10/- 243/10/- 8/10/28
35
201 49/10/10
10
is
30
1,503 127 /'2/C

13,251
37,989
6,027
1,050
6,435
798
2 262
4,092
6,045
594
29,250
5,376
6,882
12,768
3,387
D30
5,037
303.618

30
30
235
21
10
22
18

1,581
1,065
35,901
4,107
888
4,221
4^314

•

0/10/-

10

m

35

16
22
10

52
52

39

124

52
52
26

52

150

52

...
...

78+

365
164,427

2/ib/- 28,107
3,822

100
159
15
15
10
10

.. ,

75

Amount.

. .

...

340
100
75

No.

...

'4911

200
130
84

Telegrams
Trans
mitted,

£

£

10

10
36
21
10
22
18
13
23
220
15

£

52
39

Soil

10
10
17
16
170
130

ioo
130
15
15
10
10
10
16
22
10
150
28
15
110
10
10
10
370

£
•-»

,

."Darlington Point
.Darlington Railway Station..
.Davies' Creek ...
.Davis Town .......
J)ay Dream .......
.Dayadalo ...........
Deepwater (Sii)...
■Delegate...............

£

Letters
Posted.

Arrangements
as regards
Premises and Rent
per annum.

31/4/.

.. .

150
...

—

13
23
479/4/15

99

i2
36

4

. .

5,565
13,319
49,761
4,473

125
1,003

375

930

61

241

86

226

19

69
252
2,910
41

723

2,185

183

737

143

1,302

60

739

1,341

77

183

53

170

193

558

42

229

20,742

3,995

11,798

2,560

7,840

1,012

7,597

517

6,432

2,004
20

322

737

268

732

183

327

13

37

715
1,588

...............

. .

27
243
...

53

2,988

338
733

‘"e
81
18
39
59.
61
10
308
50
163
242.
11
23
7
2,272

23
». .

4
14

At Railway Station.
do

184
2

Kented at £52.
At Railway Station.

3

46

Rented at £39.

131

1,380

Govt, building.

13

73
1

"20

418
T.

.

.

4

802
......

...
171
...

.......

235
126
15
41
23

500
.......

25
102
579
74

54
...

254
.......

Free of rent.
At Railway Station,

6
8
21

25
*»,
179

do
Govt, building.

o

Dunkeld...............
Dunmore (59).......

East Balmain (GO]

12
10
10
20
10
100

East Carlinjftord (Ol)
hiastern Creek
East Kanfiffiloon
East Ketnpscy ...
East Maitland ...

10
14
15
25
280

East Raleigh.......
East Wardell.......

io
16
13
210
12
18
170

Eauabalong .......
Ebenezer............
Eccleston ..... .
Eden ...................
Edgecliff ............

170

Elderslio .............

&

...

_
a»*

t ..

Emmaviile .........
Emu Plains..........
Enfield ...............
Enngonia ........ ..
Emus ......... ......
Ermington (62)...
Erskineville (63).

Eugowra...............
Euriowie,. ...........
Eurobodalla .......
Eurundoree .......
Euston ......... .
Evans’ Plains ...
Fairfield...............
Fairy Meadow ...
Falla’ Creek ......*
Earley (G5)^.........
Fassnern ...........
Feramonnt......... .'
Fcrrier’s...............

13
14
14
240
36
40
26
no
21
10
51
140
10
26
11
120
15
10
170
30
120
18
IS
170
12
10
10
22
10
25
14
10
11
170
io

...

52

120
78

127
104

io

39

io
16
13
285
12
18
395

150

75

26

'*62
52
52

120

no

IS

325
1,113
5,037
6,360
595,932

3
131

1,206 .
3,024
6,573
20^217
1,707 1
2,193
17,868

3
63/1*2/0

61,296

52

io
26
u
172

...

. ..
,..

- •«
*i*
■--

888
10,671
1,524
14,604
2,844
1.089
2,787
6,030

15
6 10

X

130

in
...
.-a

1,626
7,221
585
03,470

52

52

10
170
150

52i!
78§

1,21S

io
876
J ,242
12
13
4 >404
14
3,363
14
2,695
376 10/10/- 47,529
3,795
36
102
9,327
12,720
26
6,099
110
45
3,549
21
1,911
10
00 46/10/- 7,356
192
8,194

39

. ..

»■*

e/io/- 478/10/- 4S/I2/G

26

10

12
10
10
20
10
152

10
14
15
25
6/10/- 704/10/*

75

JO
Ellenborough.......

•m

is
18
300
12
10
10
22
10
25
14
10
11
300

33

,, ,i,M

*■4

*----

.......

■ ■■
1,521

5,783
.......

263

103
1,088

234
2.952

‘45

6
620

147

13
1,604

445

319

1,047

"46

153

"33

3,945

596

1,876

172

” COS

66

545

3,494 1,569
46
464
95
1,775

396

254

161

1,415

186

"439

446
76
160

1,542
173
356

302

919

"23

109

14

"7

23

'

556

4,892
112
196

449

1,232

307

1,963
.

c^'ns

927

1.22

iio

.

235

'41

1,272
527

537

i'si

1,412

"Vss

91

19

"360

’"112

47

io

44

22

3 io

1,851'

480

2,118

20

"263

"40

i2

.

27
2,608

655

1,974

1,851

133

"460

I

::::::
"68 ■
365
...

.......

27
—

'
(6) Includes Bollinger Heads

Note. —For other relercncos see page 61

Govt, building.

775

289

do

do

" 8
95
18
39
643
37

...
56
1
3

239

do

do

70

15
100

9

124

224

8
81
48

6

..."(a) Free of rent.
16 Rented at £65.
At Railway Station.

1,334

2,639

30

210

49
257

361

Govt, building,

""62

" 91

3
35

252

.......
1,080

Rented nt £">2. Postmis
tress allowed £M in lieu
of quarters.

20

283

9

61

"35

38

196

...

At Railway Station.
Rented at £40.

" lie

129

r_
...
12

At Railway Stationi

»n

138

173

3,005

»»>

11

11

221

**•

"io
34
9
187
30
32
228

*'f
9,750
2,997
27,219
2,049
1,785
2,997
6,090
828
4,227
2,382
3,279
1,626
18,588

io
(o) Included in By.le.

1,078

6
17
62
24
901

. .

234

E735

"92

688

■•1
._
._

612

13
12
10
44
9
443

mm

mm

___
.......

508
.......

"27
28
12
180
14
3
70
29
12
IS
162
20
30
34
86
6
7
11
12
23
249
3

16

25

At Railway Station.
Rented at £39.

Govt. Building.

60
.

5

79
32

20

106
4

19
—

Rented at £20 16a.
Free of vent.

Govt. Building,
At Railway Station,

12

do

do

1

do
do

do
do-

175(i) Rented at £40.

...

CO

i—*

Name of Office.
Officers
Assist*
in
ants.
Charge.

£

Fig-tree ...............
Fingal Heads ...
Firefly Creek.......
Fish River Creek
Fitzgerald’s Valley ..
Five Dock (G6) ...
Five-mile Creek
Forbes...................

46
10
300

Forest Reefs ....
Forest Road.......
Forster ...............
Fox Ground ......
F rederickton.......
Freeman’s Reach.
Froemantle .......
Frogmoor ...........
Fullerton ...........
Gabo Island .......
Galley Swamp ...
Galong (67) .......
Galston ...............
Garra ...................
Gentleman's Halt
George’s Plains,
George-st. North.

30
30
130
10
150
15
10
18
11
75
10
23
10
15
10
36
210

£

£

£

£

35
13

250

German Creek ...
German’s Hill ..
Gcrmantou...........
Gorogery ...........
Gerringong.,, .....
Gerrymberryn ,..
Geurie (68) .........
Ghiimi Ghinni ...
Gilgai...................
Gilgandra ...........
Gilgunnia ...........
Gilmore ...............
Gingkin ...............
Ginuindcrra .......
Girilambone .......
Gladcsville..........
Gladstone ..........
Glanmire
Glasston...............
Glebe ..................

10
220
31
100
10
17
IS
13
120
16
12
13
110
30
78
82
24
14
160

14
10

£

£

£

Money Orders
Paid.

...

104
200
100

160
120

52§

138

•.•

26
26
52

65
.,

-a.
...

10
15011
66/10t

160
100
75

52
52
52
52

Letters
Posted,

No.

£

ol>

...

52

39§

52

20
63

iooj]

39

52
*)■£
52
39
'39

75

...
...

1

Savin gs’ Bank
With drawols.

Bovenue.

Amount.

No.

£

Amount.

No.

£

Amount.

No.

£

Amount.

Postal.

£

£

8,061

30
20
30
182
2
10
215 4/10/15
10
18
11
75
10
23
10
15
10
46
574
3
3

t

8,439
5,832
10,104
1,374
24,975
2,229
822
7,716
1,521

Money
Tele
Order. graphic.

Arrangements
as regards
Premises and Rent
per annum.

£

£

•. *
...........

639

(a)

...

...........

48

18,146 2,928

».*

21

24

69

7,806 1,085

3,559

554

77

254

550

122

426

1,630

370

905

203

1,044

1,343

209

539

39

138

303

782

i4

45

599

io

59

146

25

3,293

240

525

26

16
27
9
86
76
19
2,333 2,548

568

608

59
237
86
16
86
48
12
102
26

At Pilot Station.

33

Rented at £25.

92 1,274

Govt, building.

1

7
13

93

Free of Rent.
Govt, building.

6

77

Rented at £52.

21

At Pilot Station.

(A)

9

4,788
4,482
3,849
3,114
1,014
11,265
659,640

331
0,178

i.iio

4,013

148

638

1,U0

3,887

531

2,949

29
512

64

(fZ)18
307

do.
Rented at £250.

258,783

6,516

1,141

3,323

690

1,827

2,805

11,541

1,370

10,293

698

60

268

Rented at £15(1.

1,353
745
945

ioo

19
10

130
(e)43
76

Govt, building.
At Railway Station.
Rented at £31 4s.

4

At Railway Station.

io
2,640
1,245
10
322 11/10/- 51,795
18,058
31
139
3 17,292
1,298
]0
17
4,755
IS
1,536
1,890
13
25.1L0
6/10/- 178/10 3/10/5,184
16
12
5,364
13
2,715
130 1/10/- 10,197
14,724
39
180 38/10/- 77,400
9,432
82
8
2,970
24
2^439
14
569 21/4/- 1.172*727

207

3
46

-•*

42

6

At Railway Station.

{c)

sw
ba

53
22

2,354
740
1,408

525
302
357

46
79

246
137
217

155
72
59

596
405
308

32
16
19

332
134
212

72
1,990

524

1,814

OSS
1,382
2,421
S55

332
409
178
240

772
1,293
375
608

9,291

1,109

61

227

40

S3

1

1

91
161
408
177

30
61
179
108

170
615
266
162

is

10
52
32

146
289
228
279

12,209 1,345

7,386

...

26
31
151
57
...

2,900 2,070

5,960 3,791

47
12
363
176
220
6
SS
34
14
299
58
14
31
77
274
196
28
49
42
1,083

12

16

114

Rented at £52.

10
13
7

45
88
101
51

Free of rent.
At Railway Station.
Rented at £33 16s.
Rented at £36.

54

390

Govt, building.

7

...

14
10

1,758
.4,137

HO
to

...
...........

1,809
1,482
13
1,191
10
202 84/10/- 20,781
10
765
150 6/10/- L226A0 98/2/6 230,235

645/10

Savings’ Banks
Deposits.

*
Telegrams
Trans
mitted.

ii

10

>

Line
liepairere

Trtal nt
lowaiiff*
*TClU»IVr
of Krnt
Proba
KlmiTii m
tioners Totfll
]n!>t
Salaries Column
and
others.

35

11

George-st. West..

Glen Alice...........
Glenbrook (69) ...

£

Opera Letter Keceiv’r Messen
tors.
Carriers Ciearers gers,

Money Orders
Issued.

Number of

SUtff and Salaries.

41
46

3

At Railway Station.

Glencoe (70) .......
Glendon Brook ...

24
11
300

iio

170
140 l
jo

Glen Morrison ...
w Glennie’s Creek...
*7* Glcnquarry .......
® Glen William,....,
Gloucester...........
Golspie ...............
Gongolgon.......
Gooaooga ...........
Goolmangar .......
Goombargona ...
Goomoorah..,.......
Goonoo Goonno...
Goorangoola .......
Goran Lake ... ..

12
25
13
10
10
10
130
13
15
170
190
75
10
10
13
15
30
15
10
27
220

'52
52

148
• *

150

24
11
1,197

9,573
3.012
1S3.2/G 324,447

12
25
13

3,249
8,484
4,797
1,602
1,305
1,683
9,450
29
2,643
4,386
5,730
4
7
32,961
19,422
6,138
1,920
2,301
4,548
6,219
1,965
1,245
7,044
15
35/18/- 76,131

10

10
10

205
13
15
170
294
75
10
10
13
15
30
15
10
27
450

75

104§

a—

78§

129

30

11,543 2,235

4

2

5,S59 1,479

4'677

61

728

4.686

263

(
1,018

369

1,071

43

139

1,590
3,949
1,017

2S5
333
273

979
1,440
568

28
67
19

90
345
32

156

315

i.3

66

99
4,434 1,033

195
2,391

40
597

io

49

37

2‘j2

Gouldsville (72)...

10
400
350

12
370

180
180
160
120
100
90
60

170
140
140
130
130
75
75

127
127
124
114
80
54

130
78

180
180
160
150
140
no

135
114

.i*

GrabamstowTi ...
Graham’s Valley

10
10
15
160
75

Green Cape .....

100

Greenfield Farm..

11
20
10
10
39

Greenmantle......
Green Valley......
Greenwell Point..

...

...
...

...
_

- •t
i■•
—
114
84
90
60

150

39
39

150

12
1,530
2,066 224/2/- 379,719

19,168 2,634

7,399 1,412

4,7i»

...

Rented at £39,

"'9

i'02
279
59

do
Govt, building.
1 ree of reut.

/265

Govt., building.

8

55

206

24

"'399

73

”3

1,192

95

1,389

484

31

......

*. .

17,235 l,is6

3
14,739 5,431

418

2,451

176

14
8

5

At Rly. Stn.

'J

216 1,714

6
1,414 1,919

...

io

3,354
99
10
15
5,658
794 100,14/- 130,002

,.,
26

...
...

<n) Included in Cudgen Scrub.

oS

Govt, building.

89 tl ,434 Govt, building.

•» . ,

26

20
10
10
39

6,033

942

2,335

764

1,938

i

2,640
1,551
7,005
813
1,332
5,355

10
20
3,057
521 46/10/ 107,403
1
13,321
120

638

35
15
5,648

670

4,982

...
■11
.4*

131

n

65

ii

...

10

100

21,423 2,766

Govt, building.

03

100

50

16,318 7,942

744

Oi

IB

10
280
120

26,234 6,379

”74

». »

...

. .a
...

100
85

52
52
26
20

io
1,393
160A 3,592 270/2/6 829,776

8

290

...
108
2,004

123
193
90
34
()
21
20
86
39
10

At Railway Station

1

52
89
54
15
22
26
68
15

100(1
Gosford Hallway.
Gosforth (71)......
-Goulburn ...........

IOO
23
3,689 1,625

101

240

8

18

362

1,081

151

512

5,597 1,539
130

3,426
280

526
23

i,979
91

39 ; 242

597

'30
7

33

4

-.

8

At Railway Station.
Postmistress alloweel £52 in lieu ol
quarters.
At Pilot Station,

. 3

20

t. *
966

...

134
347
12

820
i,297
105

”35

■ a>
87
7

287

23
112

763
134

38
861
159

"ii
4

..
45
3

(SI Included in HurttviUe.
(e) Included in Bimlong.
(d) Includes Perth.
(e) Includes Yarabln.
(/) Includes Gosford Kail way, Morisset, and Ourimbah.
(A) Stamper and Sorter.
(t) Includes Southgate.
(j) Includes Merrylands and Smlthfield,
(Jt) Included In Paterson.
Noi^.—For other references see imge S3,

”53

Postmaster allowed
£13 as rent.

345
h

Govt, building.
Rented at £40.

(.-i) Included in Goiiford.

CO
to
<1

Staff and Balaries.

Nanic of Offieo.

Total *1hnnmce*f
exclusive
nr Heat
in

Shown
InM,

Proba- |
Officers
Assist
in
ants.
Charge.

Line
tl oners Total
Opera Letter leceir’r MessenRe
Salaries column
and
tors.
Carriers Jlearerel gets.
pairers,
others.

t
i

Money Orders
Issued.

Numbor ol

Letters
Posted.

Telegrams
Trans
mitted.

Ko.

Amount.

Monov Orders
Paid.

No.

Savings’ Bank
Deposits.

Amount.

No.

Amount.

Savings’ Bank
Withdrawals,

No.

Amount.

Revenue.

Postal.

Money
Order.

Tele-

£Tapldc.

Arrangements
as regards
Premises and Rent
per annum.

00

f
£

£

£

150

£
7SS

£

£

GrongGrong l^il-

way Station (73).
Grosvenor Hotel
Gnildford ...........
Ousldford Rlw>. Stu.

Gnlargamlwne ..
Gum Flat (74) ...
Gundagai .........
Gundurimba (75)

Guntawang
Hall .

.

.......
.. ..

18
10
75 j
ii
10
130
160
10
13
2r>
2S0
46
IS
18
250
100
19
21
59
J2
120

Hanpini? Rock ...
Harden ...............

16
110

Harefield (76) . .

IS
120

Han ington

.........

Hartley Vale.....
Harwood Island..
Hatfield...............

66
25
30
40
100
15
16
380

100

39

25

100

52

26

non

130
130

80

39

400

Hazelgrove (77)..

10

1,773

18
8,751
10
4,857
75
ii
2,496
20
10
2,487
130
2 17,058
299 11/16.- 52,074
10
1,554
13
1,680
25
16,132
150 6/10/- GJJ9/10/- 84/12/0 ! 126,051
3,564
46
4,824
18
3,063
18
739 72/10/- 110,682

271

290
19
21
98
12
396

39
104
75

40

5

52

16
210

1001!

6/Vo/-

130
120
7o

124

52

104

52
39
26

240
150
130

150
120
75

150

Hickey’s Creek..

43
42
10

4

914

£
2,462

352

£
962

380

£
1,775

180

£
1,530

.....

991
433
3,364 1,372

985
3,049

29
468

171
1,64)

422

i,643

80

273
6,290 1,390
239

333
3,809

40
612

147
1,708

235

1,525

92

965

9,837 1,731

4,511

701

2,013

301

2,030

101

1,476

1,985

Ttiti

1,805

299

994

231

740

72

883

”67

ioi
1,379

io
108

22
540

46

470

13

255

2,411

553

1,547

659

2,768

287

106
4/10/.

4,530
32,628

i/ib/-

4,035
2,388

133
741

2,223
35,112
10,182
15,021
19
9,477
8,346
, 2,286
542,139

610

3,814
1,831

969

2,009 1,169

i

3,003

246

841

356

948

39

158

2,368
513
2,051
1,975

79
29
94

2,510

619
248
733
049

298 2,079
141
270
381
231
582

20,237

154
2,588

471
7,421

41
1,196

dl>

142
4,159

384

1,519

96

SSI

'31
7
128
558
20
194
780
59
95
21
1,127

10
43

Rented nt £75.

16

At Railway Station.

248

Free of rent.

60
207

Rented at £40.
Govt, building.

412d
do
18
Free of rent.
680

24

117

2
18

107

2,965

475
65
16
505
53
548

35

9rJ

.7.

1,751

”57
147

2,688

579

3,223

1,817
3,490

90
71
...
6
385

1,475
677
.......
27
4,912

44
6,579

13
40

£
99

52

56
88

30
910

£
, 32

147
38

3,803

43.827
3,096
3,072
25,389
3,384
105,681

£
484

64
362
48
154
196
28
IS
2,800

35
■..

11

31
7
25
20
5
110

Govt, building.
do
At Railway Station.
Govt, building.

103

At Railway Station.
Postmaster ailo.vod
£26In lieu of quarters*

6
45

At Railway Station.

22

At Pilot Station.

Freooi rent. Postmaster
allowed £26 in lieu of
quarters.

142

Rented at £40.

1,392

Govt, building.

*.-

W6

52
39

52
52

1,460

6

io

,

10

10

Helensburgh (79

18
120/10/-

66
25
30
40
162
15
16
1,530

52§
ISO

£
84

63,378

...

SO

....

Haymarket

£
£
6/10/- 231/10--

10011

130
Haydontou ........

£

26

5
—

26
—

69
73

4,4
—

—

10

35
40

SjjdGO

1,3)9

1,617,507

35,613

1,872
1,989
17.820
7,239

43
354
318

2,847

[

---------

4,744

627
224
...

15,305

1,618
644

8,473

149
55
—

23,090

424
131

9,405

303
37

53,768 3,410

i,604
111

——

127
24
—

...

...

346

...

34,633 2,788

1,231
561

25
15
247
65
23

255

...

75
3,791

Telegraph Office at
Railway Station,
Rented at £300,

»• .

22
8

2
20
18
...

w
tc

At Railway Station
Rented at £52.
Telegraph Office a
Railway Station,

Kill Snd.............
iliUgrovc ..........

180
110 .

lTUlffro\ o ^'est (SO)..

36
260
11
81
18

Hilltop {81) .......
Hinton ...............
Hobby’s Yards .
Holt’s Flat...........
Homcbiish........ ..

7S§’
39 ■
!

...
...

i'ioi
5

208
27S

39

57 §

120

30

32.10 1 21,103 1
39 10 120,153

2,413
36
is 105.030
422
3,114
16
SI
3
17,031
18
4,827
8,385
27
510 109/10 36,588

‘fl2

11

190

52

1,515
8,473

2,501
7,011

374
382

1,333
1,600

292
937

2,254
6,0S2

142
239

2,270
2,668

32
3,302
1______
iso 1
411

1
276

20
950

124

974

"30

274

78

232

104

214

36

293

350

1,490

204

479

222

660

112

725

164

286

43

131

50

251

28

234

209

132
131

310
196

38
0

122
19

1,686

199

404

51

152

54

98
3,073

278

753

293

977

574

6,097
23
464
13,230

771
2,417
10
1)13

273
Gul

25
84

33
749
33
157
89
34
262

5/
36
5
15

52

Homo Rule .......
Hornsby...............

52
40

Hornsby Junction
Hoskins Town 14
Howe’s Valley ...
Howlong.............
irlovton lJark (82)
Hunmia..... .......
Hungerford (S3)
Hunter’s Hill.......

18
90
11
160
10
10
"fit
106

Huntingdon .......
Hurst Vi lie {81) ...

13
120

Huslsisson...........
Idaville ...............
Ilford...................
Illabo (85)...........
Huka ...................
Inglcb iii'n (SC) . .
Inrerell ...............

"io
10
46
30
23
18
210

Iron Cove Bridge
Irvington (S7) ...
Ivanhoe .............
Jackson's Waterboles (88)
Jamberoo ...........
Jamison Town ...
Jasper’s Brush ...
Jeir .....................
Jembaicumbene..
Jenolan Ca\Tes ...

35
31
200
10

JeiTaw.a (89).......
Jerrong ...............
Jerry’s Plains ...
Jiggi ...................
Jimenbuaa...........
Jindabyne ...........
Jindalee...............
Jindcra ...............
Joadja Creek.......
Judd’s Creek (90)
Jugiong ............. .
Junee Junction...j

40
901

"0
10
10
13
13
10
240
~21
11
200
10
10

52
40
...
...
20

26

75

65 §
65
39
62
26

iso
75

iio
75

124

39

18
90
11
212
10
10
76
440

52§

10
10
46
30
23
18
750

26

35
31
200
10
76
10
10
13
13
10
392

i••

ioo:i
26

"26
*i■

*21
11
252
10
10
14

52
^t

10

10

52
19

52
19

...

10

140

65

120
a Includes Adclongf Crosguig'placc.

3
10/16

183

13
250 120/10

14

28
250

1

*20

"do

...

6,459
3,756
1,701
17,589
342
3,405
23,188
67,200
3,360
05,302

1,047
1,062
7,938
9,270
0,918
5
3,693
78/10 168,582

163

1,778

195

469

289

162
59
2,871

11
63

397
173

969
477

*48
22

60
9,704

2,M7

5,859

780

1

50
12/14

13

7

91

Rented at £52.

12

S
115

Free of rent.
Rented at £95.

7

d60

Rented at £80.

Ti
5

1
3

72

3
755

Td. Office at Rail. Stn.
Govt, building,
Free of rent.
Rented at £50.

200

141

171

588

59

438

128

377

58

340

33
211

1,747

19
20
70
111
23
33
1,710

452

2,749

123

29

.......
2,044

262

775

39

98

32

312

7

44

ioo
6

10

<?
150

38,715
897
8,379
4,884
2,199
3,444
7S, 159

1,031

426

1,023

91

261

138

287

24

298

14

57

4,397

556

1,703

103

487

i'73

i,370

56

70S

238
9
44
64
15
25
737

*23

7
281

139

48
14
115

10
1

25

12,210

sejio

1,702
6,537
76,803

12
1,559

321

1,190

c Included in Htllgro\c.

55

170

*52

127

20

1
lo

101

5

25

3

at Rail. Stn.
At Railway Station.

Tel. Office

Free of rent.

Free of rent.
Govt, building.
At Railway Station.
Govt, building.

50
441

130
645

331
1,893

15
56

38
173

564
8,723

294
2,241

842
5,280

27
606

64
1,622

34
358

52
2,907

12
100

167
1,331

9
70
185
20

...

b Includes Hillgrove West,

4
4

Telegraph Office at
Railway Station.
At Railway Station.
Rented at £13.

"O

11,835
12

6,099
9S1
10,965
333
1,911
6,669
2,568
8,958

7/is

4

15

...

761 At Railway Station; Postmaster allowed £30 in
lieu of quarters.

61
36
66
54
27
213
3
41
55
275

8,439
10
3/10

10

23
601

4,080
2,380

82 Govt, building
543& Postmaster allowed iC50,
ill heu of quarters.
Free of rent.
c
4S5 Govt, building
1 At Railway Station.
21 Rented at £39.

cf Includes Forest Road.

744
...

c Included in Casino.

3,580
......

205

2,709

/Included in Oboron.

90
1,192
...

Free of rent.

24
9
70
...

33
514
...

do.
Govt, building.

Nora.—For other references see page 53.

Money Orders
Issued.

Number of

Staff and Salaries.

Total ■!

Money Orders
Paid.

Savings’ Bank
Deposits.

Savings’ Bank
Withdrawals.

Revenue..

.otvancau,

Name

of Office-

Officers
in
charge.

£

Kudina (91) .......

10
18

Kangaroo Creek
Kangaroo Valley
Kars’ Springs.......
Katoomba .........
Kayuga ...............
Keepit..................

15

KeiraviUo (02) .

Kelly’s Plains

76
10
120

Assist’
ants.

£

Proba
Line
tioners
Opera Letter iReceivh’ Messen
Re
and
Car
r
ic
rs
jCleare
rs
gers.
tors.
pairers.
others.

£

£

£

£

£

£

Konthurst.........
Kentucky (93) ...

"io
32

ICimbriki

...........
Kinehela Creek (96)..
Kingstown (97) .
King-street . ...
Knorrit Flat ...
Kookabookra (98)
Koorawatlia .......
Krawarree..........
Kunopia...............
Kurrajong (99) ...
Kurrajowj Hoiyhts..

Laggan .............
Laguna .............
Lake Albert.......
Lake Bathurst ...
Lake Cuclgellico..
Lamb ton...............
l-andsdown ......
Lang worthy’s ..

160
10
10
11
75
13
10
330
11
10
110

75

"39
26

39

599

...
"l2

150
130

150

60
52

”26

6/io
6/10

0
72/10

140

'52
39

150

...
"is

39
39

...
' 26

5^289

8,511
5,484
8,370
717
2,349
126,747

25
17
10
10
863
198
10
10

91/4
3

75

12

13
10
711

37

26

654
1.341
255 113/10 55,509
"20

22

22

26

...
"52
26

78
40
160
61
17
10
17

2
I

222

"4

453

89/10

ll

"il

20

130

26

No.

Amount.

No.

Amount.

No.

Amount.

Amount.

NO.

£

£

£

.......

140

356

13

35

455

1,012

64

208

115

249

...

Postal-

Money

Order.

326

"l7

4,581
9,519
5,277
2,073
1,971
8,163
8,526
21,957
5,670
777
9,441
20,199
82,593
- 1,275
4,434
3,807

■ .

£
3

23

164

54
28
349
39

5,092

1,405

2^907

629

1,889

414

2,076

144

1,353

. .-

935
27
16
12

1,044
8,032

361
1,311

"on
3,996

135
510

528
1,385

135
329

448
1,802

15
89

78
943

Tele
graphic

“38
170
700

£

£

...

...
4

*.,
14

16

73

,, t
41

295

...
...

...

11
43

*18
148
30
42

£7

60
535
4
1

Free of rent.
Rented at £52,

Rented at £40.
Govt, building.
At Railway Station.
do

13

7,895

2,064

4i 997

620

1,620

SOI

4,944

252

2,321

832

397

1,026

*54

285

"29

187

"io

129

84

38
1,161
"49
3
10
14
39
32

Govt, building.

66

437

12

~5ia Free of rent.

_

5

do

7

32/290

1,430

4,814

215

760

919

4,969

473

4,736

1,528

79

1,597

1,345

"k
18
319

is

88

"ii

52
15

20

8,967
93
1,125
1,671
2.820
2,712
412
941,901

i’109

10

52
15

135

76,272

32

15

"so

163
5,757
1,950
24,039
1,713
86,142
990
1,587
693
3,357
3,105
21,501

"io

11

15

170

5i/io

10
170

20

52
40
160
61
17
10
17
170
210

"l

12

ISOil

Telegrams
Trans
mitted.

£

13
10
40

Posted,

£

11

25

17
10
10
310

£
10
18
10
323

"52

"65

"86||

Letters

Arrangements
oa regwds
Premises and Rent
per annum.

o

76

12
10

Kelso ................

Total
Salaries column.

15

11
13
10
130
240

Kerr’s Creek (94)
Khancoban .......

tixetuMve
of Reotf
*hown ih

■

2,464

341

liois

"io

370

796

" 198

14

-• 72

156

"376

is

43

160

”’281

6L

194

150

' 805

601

12

1,737

44

210

2

5

'256

"55
5
51
16
23
78
70

Rented at £208.

Rented at £65.

_3
9
5
5

4+
c

Rented at £39.
Free of rent.
Govt, buildingFree of rent.

180
79

Rented at £54.
Govt, building.

b

17

iic

At Railway Station.

71
2
2; 587

632
1,729 1,184

1,662
2,609

ioo
401

444
1,302

60
363

2M
2,279

is
266

80
3,149

104
360
449

io
40

12
59
22,700

20

Government building:
Postmaster allowed £2

hi lieu of quarters-

Largs (IOO)

50
150
170

20

Lawson ...

m

49§

Lect’s Vale
Leichhardt.

10
170

Lau rioton

Law-rouce .

Leighwood .........

jLcwia Ponds.......
Liddell (101)__
Lidsdalc............

Lily Held...........
Lnuoburner’s Creek.

POO

*'
00

135
127
114
85
60
52

10
1,135

52
52

50
39

io
260

io
46
10
31
12
23
11
10
10
14

Lithgow..............

260

Little Billahong..
Little Hartley ..
Little 1’lnin (104)
Liverpool ...........

41
25
)0
250

Llandilo (105) ...
Llangothlin .......
Llangothlin Rail
way Station (106)
Locliinvar ...........

10
L5

...
120
iio
52

150
100
75

39

39
26

"52
39

5

39
39

150

...
84

52

39
r .

ID
14
10
11
10
SO

....
...
...

21

*44
120

...

...
52

546

...

a Includes Yarrangobilly Caves.

614

337

io

101

Postmaster allowed £39
in lieu of quarters.

7,055

926

0,064

485

"39

182

Govt, building.

264

1,869

106

839

3
312

29

72

'47

164

"30

'296

127
99

342
374

15
31

296

41,496

1,871

337

"739

143

523

"99

“*741

1,299
166 602,610

4,579

851

2,405 1,572

4,449 2,426

1,136

839

2,349

Ol

246

75

159

"39

176

20

io
7

30

io

636
17,139
1,840
3,393
4,077
3,267
1,623
1,784
4,828
1,833

12

Free of rent,
do
Govt, building.

...
“*

76

4,287
6,099
1,710
164,727

io
-

570
6,222
1,251

...
...

b Included in Richmond.

■’ '

143

15 12 25,476

i2

2,991

"io
16
10
14
242
380
142
11
10
14
10
11
10
80
21

1,310
3,585
429
. 1,095
4 23,157
49 10 14,652
2 21,252
1,131
034
2,835
...
2,046
1,479
1,365
7,851
...
5,223

44
226
a<•

15^480
13.425

14
...

c included in Crookwelt.

120,
32
23
33
15

Free of rent.

"'2

10
18
" "47

3

"31

103 .161,118

41
25
10
6 10 580 10

26

i2

"31

i)<i>
3S2

...

55 §

42
75
12

n

137

90
111

10,237 2,380

io
15
10

52
75

13

47
813
1,105

2,760
1,011 165 26 127,695
596

10

10
16
30
14
190
130
130

255

22
361
443

io

52

104

55
non

d IOO

22*2

■ 1
10

64

213
1,582
2,371

39

10
4(>
10
31
12
23
]1
10
10
14

Limekilns .........
Limestone(102) .
Linhimi ............
Lincoln ...............
Linden (103).......
Lionsvillo ...........
Listnoro .............

Locksley (107) ...
Loftus (108) ....
Long Creek (100).
Long Reach .....
Jjord Howe Island
TLostock ...............
Louth ...................
Lower Botany .
Lower Gundaroo
Lower Hawkesbury .
I^iwcr Mangrove (110)
Lower Portland..
Lower Yammatree ..
Lowesdalc...........
Lowther...............
Lucknow ...........
Luddenham .....
Lue.....................
Lyndhurst (111)..
Lyttleton ...........

52§

121

9,035
9,633
21,663

... I
50 I
6 10 I 136 10 0 15
...
242 64 10
... 1 ...
1
159
3

At Raihvay Station.
Govt, building.

6,935 _932

3,351

526

3,238

176

2,598

1,368

81

1,138

5,295 3, oil

7,861

1,595

4,'379 1,372

8,548

444

0,094 1,293

"98

300

do

150

298

”9

""SO

2,422 1,559

2,421

201

do

3,726 1,003

...
860

3,726

495

3,467

"24
59
19
695

"4

"34

05

’"6
80
17
642

208

501

184

636

73

407

29

343

195

35

Telegraph Office at Rail
way Station.
At Railway Station,
do

159

Govt, building.
Rented at £60.
Free of rent. Postmaster
allowed £10 In lieu of
quarters.

"38
14

2,310
1,881
752

590
115
200
1,221
.......

"is
551
400
378

2,312
1,110
962

"44
141
66

iio
356
265

"93

295

"is

73

399
391

0?
69

231
175
..*
142
308

242
598
.■*■***

67

d Includes Camden Haven Heads>-

121
459
53

.......

195
168
239

601
913
778

'17

130
14

...

......
......*
...
...

........
......

c Included in Grcwrongle.

31
4
33

129
804
426

222

21

80
140

13

68

11

47

12
12
32
28
9
16
93
59
165
62

40

Free of rent.

"7

At Railway Station,
do
Rented at £30.

12
71

.■ .
Note.—For other references See page 63.

oz
f* 1 «\

Ow

Money Ordera
Issued.

Stiiff and Salaries,

■JJaine of Office.

M acdonaldtown..

Number of
ToUit al
lowances,
eichmitr
of U^nt
Opera-1
iteCBiv’J McssenProba
■hown in
Offlcerg Assist
Line tioners
Letter
Total
Letters Telegrams
Ust
in
Re
Trans
tore. CarrierB 21carcrs| gors. pairers. and Salaries column. Posted. : knitted.
Charge. ants.
others.
£
12
15

£

iso

Maclean...............

240

Mahonga ...........
Major’s Creek

12
150

Malebo ...............
Maiiar..................
Matidalong...........
Maiulurama .
Mangrove Creek
Manly..................

10
10
10
71
12
ISO
250

March...................
Marengo...............
Marlee ...............
MaiTrmgaroo . ...
Marrickville .....

11
150
11
11
100

Marsden Park
Jlarsden’s .......
Marsha!

15
170
10

io

Marshall Mount,.
M aru lan...............

10
130

43 §

Maryland ........
Marvvale ........
Mathesou ........
Mathoura ........
.Maude ............
Mayfield .........
May's Hill........
Meadow Flat ..
Melrose .. .. ...
Mondnglc (112).
Menindie ........

23
22
10
oo
2"
10
10
28
10
40
220
30
124
10
180
14
20

M ore wether
Merigal .............
Morhnbula...........
M crind ob .........
Meroe...................

£

£

85
52

Macks ville...........

Manilla ................

.£

12
26
130 It
26 §

£

£
*

,
39

75

7S§

ioo

iior

i24
83

549

...

i24
104
88
84
52
52
39

26

52

£
12
152
257

12
163

is

26
13011

£

10
10
10
71
12
232
S37

26
52
52

ii
150
11
11
943

52
26

15
ISO
10
10
173

...
150

52
ioo

150

39
39
_

►..
_

NO.

11,847

38 12 51,453
7

1,437
26,868

2,712
3,492
891
10
41,238
2,208
6 27,483
76 153,219
3
268

5
6

37

23
22
10
55
27
10
10
28
10
40
572 SI 12 6
30
263 39 10
10
219
2
14
20

951
8,628
1,749
7U5
141,366

1,728
20,361
1,869
1,401
38,736
2,712
3,867
3,057
13,110
9,570
1,272
1.383
3,264
6,883
14,184
19.224
6,534
20,334
2,259
8,937
1,926
5,694

No.

Amount.

Savings* Bank
Deposit*!.

No.

Amount.

Savings* Bank
With urawaLs,

No.

Jtcvcnue.

Amount. Postal

Money Tele
Order. graphic

Arrangements
ae reminds
Premises and Kent
per annum.

tc>

£
3,786
ei io 36,747
3

Amount.

Money Orders
Paid.

£

£

£

iio

184

348

741

329

1,551

460

1,052

"SO

221

"39

5,887

1,126

3,377

312

860

326

£

573

ise

581

£
75
96

17

15

424

85

"is

102

2,322

i'02

564

"33

370
53

790

£

£
At Railway Station.
4

Rented at £60.

~4

564

879

1,785

87

247

264

3,082

'97

2,096

212

18

1
35
1
237
27
305
901

37

1,193
11,353

5uG
838

1,229
1,725

71
715

261
2,198

165
746

553
2,920

40
341

417
3,038

527

243

571

43

159

34

65

16

io?

4,154

643

1,756

1,411

3,880

1,453

4,359

616

4,i22

2,381

456
42

1,575
111

"28
4

" 87
10

156

"’708

30

540

959

673

i,738

271

sis

iia

363

37

395

1,106

isi

467

32

100

24

67

24

131

760
.......

191

373

19

64

247
2,439
933

34
278
247
918

53
722
585
2,062

7
36
25
246

19
164
106
773

25
24
360

ieo
114
907

9
8
231

84
124
1,503

1,252

228

576

30

S3

40

201

16

164

.......

!

...

"20
128
35
40
934

15

Government building,
Postmaster allowed £26
In lieu of quarters.

70a Rented at £50.
410 Govrt. building.

7

30

30

164

15

ios

Heated at £20.
At Railway Station,
Rented at £100.
Postmaaterollowed
£52 in lieu of
quarters.

"3

223
0
12
306
5fi
90
34
35
51
12
6
93
34
129
297
98
295
33
80
14
30

1

Rented at £36.

54

Government building.
Postmaster allowed £26
in lieu of quarters.

5

70

At Railway Station.

7

"44

do.

1
12

13
183

20

do.
Govt, building.

7

,.

35

49

Rented at £23 8s.

7

66

Rented at £40.

Mcrrilla .
Merriwa.

16
120
25
11
40
11
in
36
26

Merrygoen .......
Merry lauds (113)
Michelago (114)..
Middle Arm ......
Middled ale.........
Mid dleton-street
Military Road
(115).
Millamurra ......
Miller’s Forest ..
Miller’s Point .
Millfield..............
Millie..................
Millthorpe ........
Milperinha (116)
Milson’s Point ..
Milton.................
Minim ............
Minto................
Mitchell's Island
Mittagong .........
Mitta Mitta .....
Moama ..............
Moatefield..........
Mogilla ..............
Mogil Mogil ....
Mogo ..................
Jloira ................
Molong ..............
Molonglo ...........
Money Order
Office, Sydney.
Monga..................
Monkerai .........
Monteagle ........
Montefiores .....
Moonan Brook (117)
Moonbi Ttnilway Btn.
Moor Creek .....
Moorilda ..........
Moorland (IIS)..
Moorwatha .......
Morangarell .....
Moree........ .........
MoronglaCreek.
lUorpeth............
Morisset (119) ..
Mortdale ..........
Mortlake ........
Moruya .............

1

i. ^

...

52
a

12
11
12
27
IS
30
10
26
50
10
120
190

16
335

3 io

1,407
80,871

■. i

2,430

65§

086

2,196

141

628

78

529

JL
51

7,503
8,286
7,137
3,129
798
30,777
..............

660

698

15

256

13
389

21

145

125
52
135
12
17
197

20

ft
39

At Railway Station,
do

c

Free of rent,

1,542

138

722

51

22]

4

85

8
30

2

ti

do

..............

525
3,807

S3

Govt, building.

,_

.. a

25
50 36 10
105
11
10
36
26

a. a

39 §

167

36

(is

.. .

174
10
176
52
170
120
522
274
20
10
361 55
10
478
20
15
126
44
22
442 10
68
100

39

25
"26

52

110
59g

150

65
75

26

50

140

52§

26

26
...

130

1S0I1
40
65

19011
78§

1

..

26

66 10+

75

52

*

.....
_

39

12
11
12
27
IS
30
10
26
50
10
120
570

26

10
469

13S

o io

104

26

a) Includes Upper Manilla.

...........

34
75
10
14
16
9
1
4
1

22
30

3
40

70,485
43.569
9,264
1,392
68,994
2,421
40,266
2,379
1,884
3,759
5,253
4,986
115,236
7,578
3,732
1,458
3,204
6,210
6,051
7,941
1,059
3,027
3,432
1,614
9,030
140,295

3,301

1,173

4,191

157

540 1,339

1,303
725
1,574
3,969
2,979
874

164
456
456

387
1,035
1,688

28
212
40

138
762
268

987
789

2,108
2,295

2.37
346

3,746

562

v:.

350
48
204
294
55

51

146

Rented at £156.

5
14
18

587
260
81
12
690
20
311
20
19
67
32
18
1,097
118

28
32

93
38
126
163
177
49

Rented at £50.
At Railway Station.
Rented at £20.
Rental at £39.
Govt, building.
Rented at £45 I Os.
At Railway Station.

53

253

Rented at £65.

7

94

Govt, building.

8
4

iis
23

44
29
16
34
(is
158
110
101
50
42
47
18
129
863 1,514

4

4,226

667

4,977

136

542

33

253

679
796

141
406

337
2,546

54
353

528
5,098

1,569

637

3,159

is9

2,342

...
..............

...

4,149 1,727
247

500

138

439

91

456

48

742

237
135

893
333

35
30

161
126

38

443

is

201

4,787 1,910
33)
171
5,455

4,455
427

723
12

2,539
43

381
85

1,733
462

118
a

189

555

28

126

199
191

621
442

7
21

3,566
____________

1,630
389

.

...

1,274
112

.......
..............

444

..............

212
1,326
11,053 i.sa

...

31
90

39
78

241
238

6
14

670
4,908

n
333

26
1,3.36

253

1,375

67

2,163
45 14 80,274

10
2,430
13
5^898
10
538 10 43 10 63,756

3,769

526

1,169

345

820

224

i,3.33

iio

...

(6) Included in Granville.

...

52
16
126
200

1,497

■■
...

4,447 1,282

3,564

678

2,367

198

i,035

«

84

..a

a

882

io
510
~41
14
687

58
6

6
6

2731 Govt, building.
20 Free of rent.
351 Govt, building.

30

05

«o

At Railway Station.

...

e

6
46

82
825

15 /193
9

39

7279
i

...............

1

7,302
7j029

793

75

119

3

5

91

226

24

3 10

29,358

2,223

418

1,429

44

147

82

492

16

(?)
(e) Included in North Sydney.
td) included in Baymond Terraco.
.. Included in Croki.
(A) Includes lioruya Hernia
(i) Included in Mdruya.
Norr.i-For other rdcrenees sec page 53.

Free of rent.

Free of rent.
Govt, building,
do
do
At Railway Station.
Govt, building.

......

—

...

100

30

3 236,379
5,829
3 27,441
17,202
56 12,240

_

52
IK

170

j

*.a

1ft
10

.

...
...

100

10
240

Moray a Heads
Morven ..............
Mosniati's Bay (120) , .
Mossgiel.„

11
25
26
110
1ft
150
52
170
120
210
150
20
10
210
10
260
20
15
100
44
22
220
6S

a.a

150||
13

84

20
72

3

260

277

14

(/) Includes Woodville.

Free of rent.

28 Rented at £40; Fostmaster allowed£15,
in lieu of quarters.
Rented
at £52.
14S
(p) Included in Gosford.

£0

dumber of

Staff and Salaries.
Ifnmc of 0f5c6.

owMice?
t jitlufite
or Rent
ProbaOfficera Assist Opera Letter R.ecelv’1 Messen Line t ion era Total
i .hi
Re
in
and Salaries column
tors. Carriers Cleared gerg. pairers.
Cbarge. ants.
others.
£
190

Mount Adrah ...
Mount Browne (121)..
Mount Costigan...
Mount Dmitt (12*2) ..
Mount Elliott ...
Mount Gippa......
Mount Hope......
Mount Hunter ...
Mount Ida (123)..
Mount Keira.......
Mount Kembla...
Mount Macquarie
Mount M‘Donald
Mount Mitchell
Mount Victoria..
Mudgee ,,,,........

Mullaley...............
Mullengandra ...
Mullengudgcry (124)..
Mulhon Creek ...
Mnlloon...............
Mumbil (125).......
Mungindi (126)-..
Mungunyah .......
Murray Hut .......
Mu r ru m bate m an
Murnunbidgerle (127)
Murruinburrah ...
Mumingundy ...
Murrurnndi .......
Muswellbrook ...
Myrtleville .....
Nambucca Heads
Narellan..............
Narooma (128) ...

£
130
HOil

£

£
52
*•,

£
—

£
39

£
521

£

£

15
30
40
120
10
10
10
20
15
229
10
427
16
1,424

*

’39
ibo

120
52

150
75

52
114
75

52
26

150

...

16
11
12
ISO
3
11
14
156
2
150
9
IB
23
13
16
16
314
20
10
579 12/10/22
416
8
786 l31/2/(i
12
30
15
149 2/10/10
0
42
36

SO

95]|

150]|
150

39

200
130

84

26
52

150

39

HO
45/10/-t

2,982
9,900
6,327
9,531
3
1,371
1,634
4,560
15,720
5,289
"3
16,758
1,500
4 43,017
7 y5o /
291,711

21
22
10

26

100

£
39 10 124,20

25

...

150
110

124

Amount.

"52

150
...

No.

Amount

432

£
2,171

Savings* Bank
Withdrawals.

...

I

Revenue.
Arrangements

No.

Tele
Amount- Postal, Money
Order. graphic

Premises and Rent
per annum.

1

272 49/12,'e 26,544
10
498
10
5,625
10

...

25

No.

Savings* Bank
Deposits.

4,065 1,468

£
3,067

4^
624

£,
1,454

94

£
1,322

£
945
...

£
45

£
234

5

122

207
3
3
78

13

126
...
.. .

"38
59
143
16
42
41
144
108
218
36
332
43
1,901

3

-,-4

is
SO
40
120
10
10
10
20
15
190
10
250
16
310
300
25
21
22
10
IS
11
12
180
11
14
130
150
13
23
13
16
16
180
10
240
22
240
220
12
15
HO
10
42
10
26
280

Mcmey Orders
Paid.

4.»
52

220
10
10
10

Letters Telegrams
Tran sPosted.
mitted.

Money Orders
Issued.
1
1
No. | Amount,

8,667
4,572
4,329
4,647
2,544
4,737
1,584
22,908
4,476
3,471
15,906
3S576
2,560
6,354
4,401
4,002
6,92L
54,432
3.270
63,708
5,160
38,790
174,291
5,239
2,472
6,417
2,205
13,527
4,155

1051/10/- 134/12,0 145,344

1,919

303

1,053

38

106

27
...
...

.......
2,465

945

70

229

776

3,107

786

4,045

875
156
11,077 2,937

3
...
45

123
...
......

.......
16
135

153
...
...

1,877

36

854

...

329

2,212

115

458

”32

112

265
2,027
407
40
7,592 2,056

936
83
6,679

240

826

69

6S4

613

2,621

200

2,197

2’139

...

""' 142
242
1,630
52

418

1,200

28

89

bo

231

6

47

767
1,684

248
161

469
621

37
30

179
200

42

34

6

27

1,025

1,600 1,770
971
3,663
731
7,458 1,633
128
1,797

307

376

1,209

280

1,978

89

4,473

559

1,496

461

3,321

130

1,965
4,796
199

204
086
10

736
2,275
27

117
412

1,480
2,785

44
140

617

75

211

84

300

28

5,455

8S6

3,233

478

2,668

184
...

...

28

i?9

Rented at £52.

"24

"57

Govt, building.

25
5
92

£29

do

736

do
At Railway Station.

" 8
13

do
do

i03
3

Rented at £30,
At Railway Station.

7
6

47
124

Rented at £45.
Rented at £35,

705
15
'2,616
420
89
366
1,327
1,313
2,057
3

30

8
194

At Railway Station.
Govt, building.

65
30
176
16

9

1,818 1,55/
—

"bb

73

3,305

102
14,364 1,937

At Kailway Station.

16

...

154
3,445 1,300

ibs
45
35
12
65
64
28
273
63
16
130
108
IB
18
17
64

Rented at £100. Post
master allowed £52 in
lieu of quarters.
Govt, building.

239

56
31
54
4

do
125
59 At Railway {Station.
264a Rented at £52.
503 Govt, building.

ibs
0

928

Rented at £20.
Free of rent.
Govt, building.

Karrabri West

...

100

Narramine
Karrandera .

40
200

Narrawa..............
Nelligen ..............
Nelson’s Bay.......
Nelson’s Plains..
Nerriga ...............
Nerrigundah.......
Neurea ...............
Neutral Bay .......
Never Never.......
Nevertire ...........

10
190

New Angledool...
J^ew bridge......................
Newcastle ......................

Newcastle West
Newport (129) ...
Newton Boyd ...
Newtown ...........

-a*

160

non
52

100

no
n

180
47
400
350

120
85
150
280

"io
229
110
11
20
18
20
89
10
no

3,510
7,482
3,423
2,289
6,162
6,615
4,434
18,930
924
34,338

39

.«

...

39
...

...

. .

25
240
210
150
100

iso
170
160
130
110
100
100
75
GO

148
138
114
98
84

39

39
26
26
26
26
26

. . .
.. .

150
. .

170
180||
60

160

52
62
52
39

75
49

232
85
150
2,362

74,313
349
225 3,306,050

10
10
234
10
20
126
10
10
30
10
48
66
10

360
477
14,202
4,196
8,070
7,258
5,478
780
24,393
1,529
6,531
3,051
342

...

39

...

. .-

4

26
.^

...
...

...

110
78

170
140
„.„

•

..a

(a) Includes Byai

...

.. .

“so

...

...

...

143
143
135
124
114
114
84

1,311

76

269

68

163

-16

1,035
363
15,207 2,160

939
6,549

58
968

219
3,288

611

3,196

2U

191

13

314
1,848 1,806

11
78

279

«t RyiUray SUIIdn
438 flflicp
Portmastci allowed £26 in
lieu of quirten.
59 At Railway Station,
937 Govt, building.

...

1,008
856

440

1,157

43

227

231
203

682
667

51
55

301
289

145

356

88

246

185

274

65

252

528

1,480

106

323

56

480

23

199

3,029
604
3,309
820
360
1,082
57,401 7,509 20,509

29
358
7,604

140
49
644
23,453 4,540

686

21

242

3,599

4,710 1,867
438
590
13,951 2,562

4,416

323

6,771

4,207

643

33

838

11

173

31,360 2,029

3,708

291

11,001 10,387 33,565 4,079

45

35
96
47
15
61
98
51
54
14
340

81
250
28,463 8,115

13

Govt, building.
Free of rent.

b

Free rent.

V. .

8
7
6
17

at ItDllwav Malmn
2*i5 Offlfp
Postmaster alltmed i'UU In
lien of quarter*

24
266 Free of rent.
43 At Railway Station.
10
310 4,135 Govt, building.

557
9

63

26.585 4,585

2,157

55
47

120

270
24
4]
560

Rented at £7S.
Free of rent.
Free of rent.
Govt, building.

19

102

Govt, building.

2

10

Rented at £40.

37

Rented at £lo.
Free of rent.

...

...

...

444

—

...

a.a

4

2,891

. ..

...

60

3

9,393
26,100
396 1,130,450

52
160
148
143
127
124
104
104
104
75
52
52

5
59

ISO
72
104+ 3,558
39f+

...

.-a

295

13,965
So 319,753

...

• •a

10
10
135
10
20
100
10
10
30
10
48
36
10

40
825

39

...

..*

Niangala (130) ...
^limbin ...........................
Nimitybelle ............
Nine Mile (131)...
North Berry Jerry
Korth Botany (132).
North Forster ...
North GobarTfrlonf?..
North Parramatta
North Pimlico (133)..
North Richmond
North Ryde (134)
North Springwood (135) ~
North Sydney ,.

o | 30,373

...

104

20
IS
20
50
10
110

6/10/- lOGJlOi

39
39
39

4

„

—
52
39
39
26
26
26

...

2,009

- .*

^.*

.. . .

...

- -

...

7

i2

787 662,136

1,789
200

664

1,683

46

105

95

. . .

714

6

71

2

14

'so
.

194

14

34

240

..

.

iii
...

10,361

1,509

3,701

1,773

5,219 3,194

10,489 1,276

'"s
4
171
27
49
40
73
12
108
52
136
45
13

8,526 2,615

ic)
73

455d Govt, building.

.. .

_

(i) Included in North Sydney.

4

fc) Included in Kydc.

W'/vsfifl
(d) Includes Neutral Bay and Military Road.

...

...

I Stamper and sorter.

It Mailboy.

...

Nom—For other references see page S3.

Cn

*
Kamc ol Office.

loTrnnc«j
LLClflilvit
of Rtnt
'Proba*
khown in
Officers Assist* i Opera Letter Receiver -Mcssen* line tioners Total
Letters
lut
Re*
in
and Salaries column Posted.
tors. Oarrters Clearers
p&ircrs. others.
Charge. ante.
£

North Sydney ...

s£

te

...

North Tnmbiilyuin ..
North Willoughby ..
North Yanco......
Nowendoc...........
Nubba...................
NumbucEA...........
Numeralla...........
Nynean ...............
Ofikiunds (136) . .
Oahs ...................
Oakw'ood ...........
Ontley...................

iia
25
12
13
200
11
10
27
14
23
120
220
310
10
23
13
12
ISO
100

'son
50

10011

52

£

£

£

£

£

S4
78
65
'65
'60
52
62
50
50
39
39

Otford (13S) .......
Oxford Hotel.......
Oxford-street.......

20
22
10
100
2S0

Oxley Island.......

*2S
13

Paddington .. ..

230

170
75

19
25
12
13
447
10
27
14
23
146
396
601
10
23
13

26
26
39

52 §

26

39

Amount.

No

Amount.

TcleAmount. Postal. Money
Order. graphLO-

No.

Arrangements
as regards
Premibcs and Rent
per annum.

. £

£

£

1

£

.£

£

£

.£

a

40

52
52

150

10
.X,

4
3
37

3,294
10,980
5,604
1,395
141,972
4,218
1,074
8,388
1,491
1,128
18,138
45,117
100,407
656
13,398
3,255

...

936
2 33,819
2
4,623
11,196
9,015
441
150/13/6 430,575

"20
22
10

2':j2S
4,278
5,457

6/10/- 1

SI

'"258

73

175

263
6,269

1,379
4,761
9,120

1,762

4,320
.......

597

1,894

343

• 149

404

19

52

io

i>C /
2,070
1,883

1,588
6,783
5,841

ibo
252
758

327
806
2,415

186
378
424

290

490

20

49

1,632

1,966

154

117

"’9

80

1,218
2,943
3,003

61
103
126
...

"875
1,436
1,436

15

12
231
100
55
30
10

100
1,049

'52
52
52
39

...

2,386
538
149
137
... 16,113

873
172
273
140

2,380
427
640
315

242
18
166
34

828
76
617
114

80

' ’270

1*4

94

6

60

4,027

11,214

3,320

9,309

1,304

6,803

515

'g|s57

34

355

26
97
53
36
980
46
20
45
...
23
234
644
723
19
78
13
12
473
4o

ns

90
11
2,959

"4

"io
"53

At Hail way Station.

356& Oovt. Building.
At Railway Station.

4
"is
69
63

91
294
557

Rented at £52.
Uovt. biuiding.
do

...
1

At Railway Station.

26
5
8
4

147c
35

Govt, building.
Rented at £25.
Free of rent.
At Kailway Station.

131

988

Govt, building.

"3

At Railway Station,
do

9

8

...

"52
52
52
39

495,399

""54
11,589
21,435

"il
119
20

...

2,625

7,313

3,503
...

8,769

8,850

31,065

3,607

26,148

d

ijibs

136

227
9

...

513
936

Free of rent.
Rented at £290.

620

Govt, building.

.......

39

160
75

6

28
13

14,067
1,323

660

~3 156,183

.......
13,138

1,386

'3,'6 44 3,338

8,313

.......

.......

3,527

13,575

...

.......

1,307

9,417

1,426

64

...
.«

—

...

/3 . ^
wO
OS

'

i'50
140

fc-*

No.

Revenue.

.......

65 §

114
'96

Amount.

Bavin js* Bank
With ar&vrols.

...

25

190
130
120
75

No.

Savings* Bank *
Bcposits.

...

—

210
90

TelegnUns
Trans
mitted.

Money Orders .
Paid.

....

O'Connell (137)..so
10
370

£

"ii

150
100

Money Orders
Issued.

Number of

Staff and Salaries.

...

...

.......

*•*

...

**

Pallainallowa..... |
10
Palmer's island,.
180
Palmer’s Oafcey.
11
Pamlnila..............
170
Para Meadow ,..
10
Parkea .............
250
Park-street ......
290
1
Parliament House
Parramatta ......

Pampoolah

......

Peak Hill (130)..
Pearcc’a Creek ..
Peel
Pennant Hills ..
Penrith ...............
Penrith Railway.,

Petersham..... ..

Picton............. ...
Picton Lakes (140)
Pinnacles ......
Piper’s Flat .......
Pleasant Hills (HI)..

14
240
370

13
1G0
150
10
10
40
18
30
20
250
io
12
32
230

200
10
ISO
ID
25
21
23
10
26
ID

1
78 §

...
52

20
ISO!
190
110

230
160
130

52
52
62

39
75

200
150

143
138
135
114
104
104
52

50

120

150!!

52
52
39
39

T4240
2,262
„. ,

Port Macquarie
Pilot Station.
Pott’s Hill..
Prospect ..... ....
Prospect Reservoir ..
Punkalta ...........

170
270
"26
10
18
15
20

155

469

94

740

21

194

647

2,070

139

509

121

749

38

579

2,220
3,639

6,288
9,992

629
1,590

2,260
3,776

2,960
14,603

158
933

2,948
8,337

389
2,786

385

1,134,240

28
110
13
269
3
1,180
1,299

is

70

Rented at £30.

21

233

Rented at £30.

72
486 Govt, building.
160 1,476 Rented at £400. Postmaster allowed A>7*>
...
in lieu of quarters.

45

4,275
3,327
19,631

2,982

7,100

3,547

9,905

2,907

li.534

1,073

10,206

2,574

iis

161 Govt, building.
do
7Ble

...

.........

:::
33
1,326
280 8/10/ 23,403
251
8 48,018
10
3,162
10
942
40
6,699
18
10,941
10
621
20
12
4,386
542 40/10/- 1
9

26

60

52

2,555
5,565

5,543

253
1,545

729
4,300

85
544

296
2,278

231

689

65

206

1,930

4,285

1,090

3,103

201
215

1,036

569
3,126

5,059

376

16
251
453
458
2,658
71
12
65
92
4
40
3,672 1,234

529

29
12
169
3,865 1,194

58
195

’"s
46

do
157/
348 Rented at £65,

7
...
CO

3105 Govt, building.
'ii.

75

'78::

159
124
114
114
104
84
60
52
39
36/10/-t

26

CO

io
12
32
1,625

52
52
52
39
39
26

2,373
1,842
7,677
219 304,377

9,165

944

2,787

1,607

4,601

1,328

4,244

43

At Railway Station.

i
do
367 At Railway Station.
Postmistress
allowed £30 in lieu
of quarters.
...

...
<„
3ii/ioyii 92,280
10
204
232 9/10/- 19,350
10
858
9,978
25
31
20
5,289
23
6,703
10
750
7,329
26
15
7,152
10
11
2,100
5,796
170 49/12/6
607/10/25 89,130

26

io

non
65§
30

. .a.
1,190

I

...

u

Port Macquarie...

451

...

75||

130||
50

10
4,365 1 .......
1,453
258 19/10/7,617
11
930
242 3/10/- 22,890
3,915
10
4,011
521 41/10/- 119,220
8,303
769
10 l,I07,De5 32,937

.
..

32/10/-)

3,069 1,281
25
488
1,676

3,060

536

1,658

793

3,499

193

2,094

1,984

71

270

24

153

6

96

620

2,358

16

67
.......

27
96
165
1,093
6,780 1,097

539
2,863

3
6
329

io
29
1,176

25

202

—

...

1,012

3

78

ii
1,724

.....

‘26

*•*

42

"39

"ie

174
1
106
. ..

Ken ted at £60.
At Railway Station.
Govt, building.

2

At Railway Station.

37

• *1

• 1
...

3

...

.. -

_
0
33

96 Govt, building.
394j Govt, building.

...

...

- •

218

698
3
188
20
83
07
56
13
17
22
21
84
531

■

10
18
15
20

3,306
4,926
6,312
5,025

47
.......

334

122
702

27
80

""95
231

307
.a.

i,594

1

*-

"■

161

.
1,545

if-

.* ...

10
35
84
37

At Pilot Station.

1
...

10

...

(^Includes Neutral Bay and Military Road*
ib) Includes Tomeroner*
(c) lacludoa Jenolaa Caves.
(d) Included in Gosford*
(«) Includes Castle Hill and Wentworthvillc*
if) Includes Gresford and Vooey*
(g) Includes Penrith Railway Station,
(ft) Included in Penrith,
(i) Included in George's Plains,
(J) Includes Port Macquarie Pilot station and Tacluog Point,
(A*) Included iu Port Mociiuaric.
Note,—For other refcroncca see page 53.

Staff and Salaries.
Uame of Office.

Proba*
Officers Assist- Opera* Letter Rceelv'r Meeseu- Line ti oners
He'
and
Clearers
gers.
Carriers
ante.
tors.
pairers. others.
Charge.

Putty...................
Pyruble (142) ...
Pyrce ...................
Pyrmont...............

£
200
30
11
10
19
210

Quamhonc...........
Queanbeyan .......
Quipolly.............
Quipolly Creek ,..
Quirinch...............
Raglan (143) .......
Rainbow Reach..
.Randwick ...........

"21
310
20
17
240
31
11
170

Pumamoota .......

Rankin’s Springs.
ftavenswortta (144) -.
Rawden Vale ...
Rawdon Island ..
Raymond Terrace
Redfern ...............

35
22
11
10
250
320

£

£

£

Red Range.........
Reidsdale ...........
Reid’s Flat...........
Richmond...........

15
12
19
240

£

l6o:l

78

120

75

130

75

...
52
126 10-1
50

16011

Riverstone .........
Rix’s Creek .......
Robbinsville
Robertson ........
Rob Roy.............
Rockdale (145) ..

10
150
12
110

10
05S

12

25

52
52

...

12011

50
120 32/lOt
10

200
10
23
10

£
...

...

75
120
110

Redfern Railway

Roekley.............
Rockwell ..........
Rocky Glen ......
Rocky Hall .....

Total »1litn nneps
of a«ot
shown in
l*-«t
enlymn.

7o

26
'39

100
725
52
52
39
26

72§
160
143
135
127
127
124
96
78
60
52
...

ioo

39
26

£

Letters Telegrams
Trans
Posted.
mitted.

6,111

"ii
10
19
486

5

2,880
2,955
4,989
220,053

"21
12,648
514 27/5/- 110,421
1,182
20
12
2,481
17
474 64/10/- 138.459
4,023
31
11
753
781 67/14/- 1,892,043

Savings’ Bank
Withdrawal*.

Revenue.

No. | Ammmtu
No.

Amount.

No.

Amount.

£
.......

£

£

£

230

Savings Rank
Dejxtfits.

Money Orders
Ptid,

1,415

No.

Tele
Amount. Postal. Money
Order. graphic

£

£

£

£

101
:

32

255

Rented at £90.

145
907
4

n.
66

285

Govt, building.

45

322
2

Govt, building.
At Railway Station.

30

303

Rented at £90.

1,546

873

4,264 2,240

5,436

763

2,146

257

2,165

102

1,545

4,734 1,542
29

3,215

711

2,113

4i6

1,647

117

1,402

7,432

2,421

981

2,465

679

2,120

.r*
216

i,773

940
48
11
281

1,036
10,033

"(il
62
14
34
498
3,559

715

4,704

Free of rent.

...

629

5,329
......

842

7,584
7,182
1,461
2,301
0/10/. ■155,ao/- 44/16/- 82,713
2,U4 10 159 516,615
35
22
11
10

...
At Railway Station.

5

52
39
39

52
52
52

52
52

'■26

104
1,794
15
12
2,280
19
3,159
591 75/10/- 140,664
152/10/ 6 '
10

52

"'39

28,050
696

10
4,767
212 10/10/- 36,741
12
1,479
316 I3ft'l0/ 67,368

12

225
10
23

10

2

3,402
23,316
1,011
3,495
3,315

60
749
2,741
9,335 2,512

373
) ,492
6,961 3,205

230
1,095
9,639 5,139

94
803
18,765 2,247

30,387

’5

4,966

781

1,736

500

1,449

443

1,686

iii

1,218

*36
12
37
670

1,542

601

1,387

261

603

312

783

~89

526

190
12

1,093

415

861

73

269

69

251

'26

233

374

1,667

509

'90

500

124
262
11
344

2,511
1,070

520

1,194

440

iis

948
569

298
76

302

23

7 ST

~1
257
10
i2

4
...
22
119

At Railway Station.

147ft Govt, building.
400 Govt, building.

1,453b At Railway Stat ion.

23

CO

00

"24
18
39
427

......
.4....
2,467 1,874

5,675

£
91

Arrangements
as regards
Premises and Rent
per annum.

...

...

52
50

£

Money Orders
Issued.

dumber of

283c Govt, building.

Is

"si

is

63

Govt, building.

15

88

At railway station, Post,
master allowed jtlli in
llou of quarters.

16

61

Govt, building.

At railway station, Post
master allowed £20 in
lieu of quorters.

IU»cky Plain
Jiocky Kiver ......
Kolland’s Plains..
Rookwood ..........

10
19
41
150

Rooty Hill..........
Rose Rank.........
Rosedalc.............
Rose Valley (146)
Rosewood .........
Rothbury ...........
Kouchell brook...
Round Hill.........
Rous .................
Rouse Rill..........
Rous Mill (147) ..
“ Royal Hotel”...
Rydal......... .. ......
Rydalmere (14$)^
Ryde .................

29
10
10
10
16
12
12
30
20
22
36
160
75
38
50
160
IS
170
16
42
11
10
10
10
130
160

Rye Park (149)...
Rylatone.............
Sackville Reach. .
Alban’s .......
St. Clair...............
St. Ives .............
St John's Park (150'
St. Leotiaid's Ck.(151)
St. Mary’s .........
St. Peters ...... .

...

Singleton ....... ..

7
65§

52§
114
75

1003

G2
G2

85|
50

14
45
52
10
10
1
26
1
10
78
14
10
10
. 10
240

40
160
84

Singleton Rail waj Nil.
Skillion Flat.....
10
61
Smitlifield ........
180
Smith Town .....
Sofala ................. . 180
(a) Includes Miller’s Forest.

15
40

160
140
140
100

29,484
1,041
1,611
480
6,410
4,269
3,966
5,997
5,961
5,187
1,964

75

18,690
5,157
77,103

"is
7,350
s 53,394
6/10/- 241110/16
4,371
42
4,077
981
11
15
2,007
10
882
10 18/10/50
10
10
182 26/11/- 50,193
39,228
553

I
273
1,489

2ie

501

403

1,234

820

120

205

140

488

524

1,924

306 |

56

147

4

21

454

ljo23

131

403

113

810

37

617

3,515

369

" 913

304

934

533

1,363

174

1,052

2,087

379
676

1,310

123
337

'"ill
] ,042

217

289

808

"23

122

1,650
1,694

703
429

1,243
1,126

297
462

878
] ,188

839

131

431
834

924

1,548
2,342

45

141
329

380

736

75

192

82§

8,849 1,422

4,473

455

1,676

259

1,722

80

lie 274,158

8,089 3,029

7^)03

1,767

5,490

1,069

6,513

348

"52
52

26
(t) Includes Badgery’s Siding and Como.

1,142

Nil.
10
18
61
221 11/10/
220
3

1,668
13,596
19,302
16,209

432

812
1,702

18
34
96
228

...
...
...

I
8

is
53

75
6
21
9
37
59
14
58
72
77
33

4

46

234
45
249

is

105
520
72
59
11
31
12
6
444
176

112

3,9i3

1,279

3,302

505

1,507

189

1,289

91

1,000

39
15
12
921

735

12
14
43
30
186
39
18
3
17
879

'5,502

1,933

284
799

1,247
2,511
714

(c> Includes Kcrrajong Heirrlits.
fjt\ TnrlurlpH in firam iIIr.

148
371
487

262

144

1,087
1,195

62
154

(d) Included in Hyde

366
286
358

101

348

-33

141

98

1,059

28

725

12
251
146
189

(e) Includes Ennington, North Ryde, and Rydalmere

Office rented at £20.
Postmaster allcnved
£25 in lieu of quarters

At Railway Station.

is

37
250
48
d
146 e

Free of rent,
do
At Railway Station.
Free of rent.
Rented at £35.

'll
19

iie

Govt, building.

8

12

Free of rent.

20
19

86
64

Govt, building.
Rented at £65.

2

O*

41

14
48
75

Free of rent.

...

15
17

14
3,207
6,621
45
52
i,821
10
14
10
1,617
8,808
26
1,644
10
78 47/16/- 17,514
5,028
14
1,524
10
11,
936
10
1,332
10
701
83 74,097

124
120

1,965

486
4,518
857

52§

39

' 1
.......

"25
3,420
10
1,769
10
Nil.
3,402
13
2,616
17
1,551
10
322 47/10/- 82,026

...

1
!
,
i

310

52

29 :
10 !
10
10
16
12
12
30
20
22
36
160
85
38
389

io

St. Thomas’ ....... "kT
Salt Ash (152) ..
10
Sandy Creek (153; Na.
Sandy Flat...........
13
Sandy Hill...........
17
Savernake ........... 1
10
Scone ................. 1 135
Scott's Flat .....
Seaham ..............
Seal Rooks.........
Sebastopol.........
Sedgetield .........
Seven Hills .....
Shaw ......... . .
Shellharbour.. .
Shepard's Town.
Sherbrooke..........
Sherwood .........
Shooter's Hill ..
Sdverton .........

39

1,653
10 | ...
3,294
19 .
41
5,076
267 [38/10/- 50,193

"V

At Railway Station,
do

246

Govt, building.

/
4

Free of rent.
At Pilot Station.

ie

At Railway Station.

ii
...

38

Free of rent. -

72

558

Rented at £101.

"92

533

Govt, building.

*65
...

At Railway Station.

141
41

Free of rent.
Rented at £39.
Govt, building.

4
12
15

(/) Included in Clarence Town.

*, *.
^0

Staff and Salaries,

Name of Office,

Tolftt al
lots nnefs
tJCClUllVfl
af flenl
Proba
Offireis
fthown in
tioners Total
last
Assist* Opera- letter lecciv’r/Messen* Line
in
Re
colmnn.
tore. Catriera Olearers gers. pairers. and Salaries
Charge. ants.
others.

Somerton ...........
South Bowenfele
South Broken Hill
South Clif ton( 154)
Southgate (155)...
Soutli Grafton ...
3outhGiindagai ..
South Head
South Woodkurn
Spencer’s Creek (150)
Spicer’s Creek ...
►Spring Hill .......
Spriiigside.........
Springs ood .......
Stanhorough.......
Ktanmore Hoad,..

Stewart’s 13rook (157)
Stock Exchange (158)
►Stockton ...........
Stockyard Creek.
Stonehenge .....
Stony Creek .. ..
btony Crossing (15&)
►Store Creek ......
StrathCeld..........
Stroud

........ .

£
26
26
■25
Nil.
36
ISO
33
110
180
36
11
30
16
55
22
170
~io
10
16
200
140
10
10
12
10

£

£

52

72§

iooii

Stuart Town (160)
Summer Hill.......

36
110

Summer Island...
Sunny Corner ...
Hurry Hills .......

20
170
170

.Sussex-street (101) ..

260

Sutherland (162)
►Sutton (163)
H utton Forest ...
Swallows’Nest ..
Swan Bay (L64)...
Swansea .............
Suan Vale.........
Tabulam...............
Tacking Point ..
Tallewang(165)..,
Tambaroora .......

17
10
160
13
45
57
20
20
160
26
10
65

Xambar Springs I

25

£

'26

£

,,,
39
..4
39

5
5

C5§
52

<•»
52
30§

60

iio
210

£

62

52

72§
26
ioo

20
140||

52
39
39

65§
52
>5

75

25

«•«

143
124
49

26

1

52

£

£

£
£
26
23
25
Nil.
36
360
47
33
110
319 27/5/36
11
36
16
125 31/4/22
274
*40
1
10
16
252
239 4/10/10
10
20
12
10

Money Orders
leaned.

Number of

I.etteTa
Posted.

Telegrams
Trans
mitted.

5,562
6,066
12,114

No.

191
153

Amount.
£
418
308

79
2,865
55,434
5,667
24,156
2,061
2,658
8,607
894
21,033
912
59,040
2,718
*858
7,353
44,451
843
3,867
2,241
220

Money Orders
Paid.

No.

13
13

133

585

52

509

732

2,129

iss

604

93

325

38
. »

409

178

132

375

49

134

48

35

is

41

1,753

436

1,234

119

468

ii9

363

370

4,380

543

1,477

553

1,447

1,138

3,642

54
...
522

268
29
20
81
14
402

3,219

139

*75

138

13

62

66

178

2

2

753

1,844

224

613

7,172
1,220

631

7379,

205

18,057
78/4/- 224,910

891
8,822

883
819

2,667
2,182

.25

97
2,345 1,507
7,627 1,247

331

1,576

191

£

Arrangements,
as regards
Premises and Rent
per ansium.

o

£
5
4
4

20

155

At Railway Station.
Free of rent
Govt, building.

22

23
158
b

At Signal Station.
Rented at £50.
Free of rent.

a

...
4

io

m

97

640

25

167

Rented at £104.

46
26
121

"2

'“s

Free of rent.

2,014

288
29
32
17
3

28

500
65

do
Rented at £39,

.. ►
.......

577

1
167

At Railway Station.
Rented at £60.
Govt, building.

At Railway Station.
do

2

184

767

"47

366

316

"is

149

215
879

ils
927
2,553 1,160

629
3,859

*29
476

415
2,779

318
830

*30
36

*55 Free of Rent.
333 At Railway Station. Postunstress allowed £20 in
]ieu of quarters.

195
4,242
331
4,628 1,666

1,086
529
4,835 2,879

3,754
169
7,947 1,172

2,605
6,786

639
381

3
50
92

142
320

Govt, building.
Rented at £170*

1,085

518 1,427

"25

591

Rented at £203. Postmaster allowed £65 in
lieu of quarters.

34
5
202
4
37
59
30
44
124

4

10

At Railway Station.

7

99

<iovt. building'.

4
21

11
53

Free of rent.
Rented at £20 16a.

5

"47
c
r- •

601

263,811

10,366

476

7 560

'40

'"i'ii

4,323
288
21,096
1,407
6,162
8,061
],J0l

175

109

243

34

121

1,690

245

614

118

332

69

152

27

123

200
956

142
560

292
2,734

24
138

114
396

101

758

32

198

766

150

368

12

31

is

85

5

85

366
7,485

isi

690

iii

231

11,574

217

531

13

32

8/931

50
363
35

897

7304

51/12/fl

24
52

£
44
49
47

199

22,014

2

£

1,712

6

40

£

Tele
Amount. Postal. Money
Order. graphic.

591

308

17
10
235
13
45
57
20
20
211
26
10
65

No,

576
2,578

6
4,482

i’s

Amount-

Revenue.

3,008

148,011

387

No.

Savings’ Bank
Withdrawals.

. *

79

20
1,161
23
255 40/10/- 41,757
e/io/- 420/10
53,958
6

Amount.
£

276

*36
731

Savings’ Bank
Deposits.

211

*83

3
87
...

...

87

...
6
7

Rented at £26.
Free of rent.
Postmaster allowed.
£20 as rent.

39
26
26

148
138
73
78

150
...

6 10 I960 10 247 12 6 331,434

360

Tangnumgaroo ...
Tania ...................
Tarago ................
Taralga ...............
Tarana ................
Tarcntta ..............
Taree ...................

19
10
25
180
45
120
230

Tarcena....................

Tataila (166) .......
Tatham ...............
Tathra..................
Tattersall’a...........
TeaGardona .......
Telegraph Point..
Temora.................

170
20
10
10
12
95
140
12
26
210

Tempe...................
Tenandra ...........
Tenterfield...........

36
20
310

Tent ffill ...........
Teralba ...............
Terara ............... .
Termeil ...............
Thackaringa .......
TheHulga ...........
The Exchange......

"n
51
130
10
120
15
210

The Junction.......
The Lagoon........
The Reefs ...........
The Rock ..........
The Valley...........
Thirlmere (1G7)...
Thornleigh...........
Thuddungra .......
Thurgoonn...........
Tihooburra (168).
Tigho’s Hill (169)

30
11
12
42
10
24
16
10
25
170
45

Tilba Tilha (170).
Tilpa ...................

46
160

46
160

Timbarra ..........
Timbery Range...
Timbilica ...........
Timbriabungie ...
Timor...................
Tingha ...............
Tinonce ...............
Tintenbar (171)...
Tintin Hull .......

15
15
13
16
11
220
170
100
10

2,703
15
12,393
15
S52
13
3,834
16
2,565
11
5 21,774
260
222 £3 10s. 12,204
6,583
100
1,035
10

Tarlo ...................
Tarro Failwaj’Station

150
non
100

200
140
120
100

Tamworth ,,

91 §
10
36
IOO
100

100,1

19011
65|

110
100

52§

52§

170
20
10
10
12
95
140
12
26
362

84

150

52

10
120

52
52
52
39

170
75

26

...

...-1
...

...

-

(a) Included in Crafton.

•A*

8,261 1,678

8,478

534-

—

i■
...

2
5
66

2,538
1,959
11,235
24,312
20,646
4,914
47,322

1/10

0,702
1,254
4,065
5,032
4,971
3,144

7

4,143
3.732
47,943

79/10/0

926
1,833
625
617
5,624

273
711
266
188
965

576
1,761
652
443
2,571

148
145
73
34
338

478
487
221
157
921

5,574 2,659

25

154

16

195

ioo

1,097

61

697

1,094
6,930
170

966

88

1,148

3,020

410

1,732

36
20
1009

9,570
2,664
133/5/0 119,406 152,094

137

317

36

98

1,488

3,809

894

2,659

17
90
194
10
1 130
15
770

5,082
839
14,133
609
2 13,596
1,128
41
14,349
1,942
5,838
3 1,493,655 94,465

392
334

1,002
61S

123
56

337
167

116

583

27

680

2,909

50

186

115

835

16

(t) Included in Arakoon.

30
10
3

25,866
933
3,090
18,078
4,145
21,171
7,059
3,999
6,546
14,310
11,883
9,030
5,241

1,512

4,667

23

356

2,886

67

877

198

472

18

68

SS

274

640

49

123

(>67
538

295
383

1,062
1,170

23
101

113
267

377
1,323

105

259

13

42
.......

133

1,139

1,085
233
92

(c) Included in Tort Macquarie.

4,111
540
165

225
46
3

871
168
5

34
55
843

65
18
2,527 1,094
Ifl
182
101
154
17
278
117
39
3,280

"63
12
16
186
3
162
38
36
74
100
341

.......

...
19

90

4

65

8
20
8
5
30

228,
90
... '

<d) Includes Crookhaven Hoads.

1,118
200
.......
.......

69
25
44*
***

939
44

53
107
33
37
432
~29

At Railway Station.
Rented at £45.
At Railway Station.
Free of Rent.
Govt, building.
do
At Railway Station.

53
303
30

Rented at £26.
Free of Rent.

359 Govt, building. Post
master allowed £30
in lieu of quarters.

5
49
14
9
34
69

535

Govt, building.

49 At Railway Station.
3Sd Rented at £50.
iii

Rented at £26.

rented at£l 00.
7,165 PostOfiice
Postmaster allowed JtfiO
in lieu of quarters. Tele
graph Office free of rent.

a<.
7

’49

7

5

do
do

12
13

59
27

3

20
104

Rented at £32 10s,
Postinaster allowed
£15 12s. ns rent.
Pree of rent.
Office free of rent. Post
master allowed £26
per annum in lieu of
quartera.

40
7
3
**«

139
54
28
...

144
104
24
49
19
23
S3
365
169
57

Govt, building.

...

...

.......

2,326
915
485

"20
9
182
286
135
184
518

102 1,558

"45
23
40
9
15
18

'334

5,635

30
11
12
42
10
34
16
10
25
170
74

10

40
52+

$,533 3,216

...
19
10
28
271
55
156
632

150

12

21,216 3,126

Note.—For other reiercncca see page 53.

At Railway Station.

Rented at £52.
Govt, building.
Free of rent.

~~

Jvame of Ofnce1

Tocumwall (172).,
Tomcrong (173)...
Tongarra (174) ...
Tooma (175) .......
Toon gabble ......
Towomba ...........
Towrang (176) ...
Trangic ...............

Trundle Lagoon..
Trunkcy Creek..
Tuena...................
Tuggranong .......
Tumberumbfii (177)
Tumbulgvmi .......
Tumut ...............
Tnrramurra (178]
3?weccl Heads.......
Tweed Heads Signal Station.
Two-mile Flat ...

Ulladulla .........
Ulmarra.............
Ultimo (179).......
Unanderra (ISO),.
Underbank .....
Ungnrie...............
Upper Bankstown.
Upper Botobolar.
Upper liurragorantr.
Upper Coldstream (181).
Upper Colo .....
Upper Gundaroo
Upper Lansdown (182

■

■■

..................... ........... ■

Etdttl and SaUricg.
.
, .
Letter iRccfiiv'r!
Proba
Officers Aesiatr Opera*
tfessen- Line
Total
in
lie- tioners
and Salaries
tors. (>rrler8|Clearers gere. poire
Charge. ante.
re. others.

£
220
17
31
56
20
10
23
14
16
10
10
10
13
21
100

17
15
230
170
11
12
170
92
220

£
20

£
100

£

£

£

£

£
.. ,

.. «
40*

20
25
9011
son
10011
19 10+

26

10
110

10
110

13
12

13
12

n
78
170
no
58
24
22
23
13

ii
78
284
187
58
24
22
23
13

8811
77§

26
...

...

Letters Telegrams
Trans
Posted.
mitted.

2
26

23,460
2,553

2,853

Money Orders
Paid.

Amount.

No.

£
1,023

352

Savings’ Hank 1
Deposits.
!

Amount.

55

No:

£
269

33

Amount.

£
35

88
15

4

6,087
6,608
' 21
5,376
3‘303
7J52
1,785
1,533
2|349
3;921
3,765
19,356

5
2/10

10
18
19

720
9,417

76
130

250
451

10

13

No.

-4

Tele
Amount. Postal. Money
Order. graphic

■

£
40

~

56
45

510

26
2,027

483

1,387

57

188

75

732

4,176
S+204
28,101
73,440
11,424
3,009
8,655
381
1,920
756
1,728

10

10

1,080

15
26
10

2,340
6,660
195

4
Revenue.

Savings’ Hank
Withdrawals.

17

149

£
330
20

-£
14

1)2

_4
4

24
3
23
41
76
14
34
40
73
16
288

737
1,213

420
582

1,358
2,111

ioo
186

472
766

98
60

810
755

45
13

707
196

87
617
326
1,478

148
1,504
1,062
3,645

7

2,469
1,020
6,086

123
57
535

31
441
229
1,694

42
76
226

512
491
977

11
31
105

73
335
1,246

35
102
216
140
15
28
520
239
1,065

1,845

276

753

44

188

78

360

S

84

7
105

468
1,245

10
10

...

No,

£

10
10

15
26
10

Money Orders
Issued,

Number of

17
5,031
IS
5,901
o 20,700
250
247 3/10 10,368
11
918
12
3,276
260 2/10 57; 120
122
4
15,288
417/10
18 113,055

52

52

£
340
J7
31
56
20
10
23
14
56
10
IO
10
13
21
100

Tot*l ml.
OTTIJttCfH,
)iclu*ive
of Rcul,
•liown in
]n*t
column

£
172

Arrangements
as regards
Premises and Rent
per annum.

Rented at £52.

5
a

do

*28

do

15

2
123

14
20

49
79

Govt, building.
Rented at £50.

o
20
15
47

151
70
386

Govt, building.
Rented at £39.
Govt, building.

io

im
C

Rented at £31 4a.
At Pilot Station.

37
132c;
92
7

At Pilot Station.
Govt, building.
Rented at £59 16s.
Free of rent.

At Railway Station.
Office at Railway
ytatiou. Postmaster allowed £26
in lieu of quarter

7
18
686
2,393
2,096
141

434
1.300
712

226
493
292

96
146
382

400
610
1,004

10
66
793
.. .

70
356
2,342

4
33
281

39
300
1,787

20
43
228
320
32
56
28

6
15
13

3
1

1i
125

9
20

...

.......
.......

32

262

17
i

32
44

56
:

-*

3

e

3

do

Upper Manilla (183). .

26

Upper M‘Donald .
Upper Myall..... .
Upper Urara {184 )
Upper Pyramid..
Upper Holland9
Plains (185).
Upper Run.........
Upper Turon.....
5 Ural la..................

10
14
10
18
10

...

10
11
240
240

110!
30'

110
52

39

I
!
1

...

26

|

4,416

10
14
10
IS
10

1

17

1,122
537
117
2,466
131

39

10
11
480

34

3,759
927
88,029

4,691

1,202

52

432

47,844

'4,360

654

5S/2/f

...

321

117

3,261
1,813

23

385

1,249

372

416

•ie

125

20
11
12

*20
11
12

2,517
7,956
1,260

Vacy ...................
Vale of Clwydd...
’Vere ...........
Vittoria...............

46
10
15
14

46
10
15
14

7,350
3,672
1.875
1,158

Wagga Wagga ...

380

240

2,627

137/2/0 517,599

300
r i

130
52

19
10
21
96

1,155
1,881
20,343
11,475

1,726

111

200

6

32

374
40
692

61,344
15,270
El/17/fl 75,048

3,436
635
10,161

1,084
253
901

2,646
559
2,889

i'si
27
278

552
67
1,143

le

18,687

382

832

"62

"211

Wagcmga ........
Wagon^a Heads,.
Wagra...................
Walbundrie (186)
Walcha Hoad.....
Walgett...............

19
10
21
21
75
220
40
250

Wallabadah .......
WaUangarra (187)
VV'allangra ,...4....
Wallarobba (188).
Walla Walla.......
Wallendbeen.......
Wallerawang: (189) ..
WaUi ..................
Wallsend ...........

15
14
11
39
210
12
260

Wamberal...........
Wanaaring...........

12
230

Wandandian .......
Wandella ...........
Wandsworth
Wanganella .......
Wangat...............
Winstead ...........
Waratah..............

14
10
17
31
10
11
160

127
124
114

io2§
78

36

25

52

_

150

39

150

124
104
...

...

39
52

~2
282

....
^.
82§
...

(a) Included In No™.

“e

15
3,168
14
4,809
11
2,670
39
13,977
345
6 67,587
12
3,387
628 121/12/0 263,310

110

7511
26

1,790

112

533

"25

y

Postmistress Hewed £5
ns rent.

Govt, building,

3

1,143

26
12
903

41

289

298

5:is

26

301

”22
44
27
94

235

10

3,927

11,340

2,349

6,965

2,065

11,488

742

8,200

At Railway Station.
Free of rent.

58
11
35
6

3

1,522

147

1881

25
5
70
41

4

115

Free of rent.

889
162
819

"34
8
32

215
36
786

Govt, building.
At Railway Station.
Govt, building.

102
25
61
15
59
261
461
81
991

"ll
2

At Railway Station.

31
.

26,612

do

g

Govt, building^

26
26
26

52
100
75

22
14
3
29
3

83

Urangeline.........
Uranquinty .....
Uriarra ..............

220
180
130
100
100
75
7*>

45

135
s!1 1(H

(i) Includes Tweed Heads Signal Station.

5

2,430
40,965

14
10
17
31
10
11
398 10 85/12

4,473
576
5,139
16,515
1,557
8,253
90,948

(e) Included in Tweed Heada

190
63
235

860
361
2,271

"67
14
68

881
542
983

26

957
1,903

302
936

790
2,242

67
295

226
786

34
119

333
621

11
14

166
214

4,413

1,660

4,112

748

2,116

808
•..

5,182

491

6,201
******

80

1,040

3,081

423

2,047

148

264
.

1,818

623

50

200

12

19

392

24
332

1,445

24
4
51
73
8
12
549

64

..

1,505

299

(d) Includes Upper Coldstream.

Nora—For other references see page 53.

773

(c)

298

1,134

Included in Ulmarra.

152

</) Included in Manilla.

10
27

59
106

do
Rented at £40.

54

220
»•*

Govt, building.

IS

245

Free of rent. Post
master allowed £o9
in lieu of quarters.

4
1■1
...
20

•i 1
-..
105

At Railway Station.
Govt, building.

(g) Included In Paterson.

w
CO

■ 11 - ■■ ••V

III 1

-

■

Stall and Safeties.
Kftme of
Officers
Assist
in
ants.
Charge.

£
Wardell............
Warkworth .......
Warne (190) .......
Warrah Ridge ,,
Warren ...............
Waterfall ...........
Waterloo ...........
Wateon’a Bay......

IfiO
220
11
23
39
15ii
10
240
io

Proba
Line
tioners Total
Opera Letter Reoci^r Messen
Re
Clearers
Salaries column.
gers.
tors. Carriers
pairera and
others.

26
26

£

£

110
110
210

150

~h

...

Wee Jasper........
Wee Waa ...........
Welcome Reefs...
Wellingrove .. ...
Wellington.............

10
10
1G0
10
21
310

Wentworth

380

...........

Wentworth Falls
WeutworUivilla (191)
Werombi ................
Werris Creek........
West Balmain (102)..

West Cainbe■warm.
West Kempsey..
West Maitland ...

West Tamworth
West Wallsend...
Wheeo

..................

11)
10
10

75

52
18011
62
150

124
124
65

...

140
100

240
400
3o0

39

26
26
52
39
26

30

26

"78§

"52

». .

150

No.

Amount.

No.

£

£
2,118
3,600

539
465

1,564
1,323

87
196

278
148

282

621

41

'6,487

i,isi

3,806

247

Antanpt.

07 §

75
14S
127
70
39
39

52
52
52
26

£

281
410

100
140

216

706
429

28
51

580
263

857

61

559
175

1,343
502

217
42

2,li2
202

*io
756
12,900
136
7
136
4 20,433
S06 27110 575,337

756
1,766
8,603

370
260
1,020

866
755
2,659

154
41
1,636

425
214
4,710

72

119

22

iii

906

5,6i9

5
78

1,050 6812 0 79,137

1,962

609

4,910 2,510
131,'268

653

1,802

58

235

33

j

226
595
28
108
148
23

1
I
1
:

22
167
97

2,177
73

1,639
738
19,155
2,208
2,274
158,907

£

12
807

688
33

io
10
212
10
21
617

Money Tela*
Order. graphic.

Postal,

483

466
118

1,897

Revenue.

£

164

773

'

£

23s
77

6,193

909

3,042

423

2,207

2,024

282

394

141

1,467

15
153
198
1,450

106

1,300

20
3
250
17
17
1,282

"49

1,162

924

'h

420

6,199

368

2,385
1,583

479
439

1,057
1,389

90
96

248
355

557 56 2 6 74,067
215 433,926
75c 2,755

2,986
21,316

733
3^676

1,922
9,744

143
4,623

485
12,151

317

19
16

132
256

S

17
10

40

434

9
2

4
58
52

ii
9
50
...

is

1,224

211
1,514

777
7,393

44
616

738
6,077

201
2,297

.......

Rented at £15 12s.
At Railway Station.

Govt, building.
At Railway Station.
Rented at £65.
Rented at £36 83.
itented at £20.
Jieuted. at £52.
Govt, building.

127

do

‘77

294

do

"31

539

do

a

264

Rented at £40.
Govt, building.

...

7

,058

]

is
21

23
125
...
...
...
...

138
62

215
1,430

At Railway Station.
do
do
Rented at £71 10s.

Govt, building.
do

:::

IS

IS

26
30
13
30

26
30
13
30

2,358
6,381
8,817
4,776
7,827

730
.......

277

428

iis

397

8

68

3
...

24

32
46
W7
29
35

a,*
4^
4^

CJT
O

146
56
■280
490
19
9

...

41
107
363

...
IS

i,450

Arrangements
as regnrdg
Premises and Rent
per annum.

£

.

20,694
637
1,971
1
32,910
36 10 93,170
1,608
789

140
203
13
10
150

Amount.

No

70
1,394
1,616

IO

150
150
140
130
110
100
52

Amount,

Savings’ Bank
Withdrawals*

1,275
3 69,840
84 10 14,073

24
10
52
26

ISO

No.

SaYinga’ Bank
Depoeita.

Money Orders
Paid.

..*

5

40
180
100
75

Telegrams
Trans
mitted.

£

io
237
253

...

Letters
Posted.

212 9 15 16,920
526 54 12 6 4S,O03
2,163
11
54
6,717
39
11,571
1,689
15
11
2,253
600
10
428
4 93,315

52
39
39

65

88

110
13
10

£

26
75

52

£

26

io

Wattle Flat .......
Wanchope......... .

£

130

110,1
62

110
110

£

MODcyOfdcva
Incd.

Rhmber ct

lowmce*
eirlo«ire
of Rent,
abown m
tut

£

£

1 ■

'

...

...

s
—

21
...
...

At Railway Station

Wherrol Flut... .
'VVhinstone Valley
Whiteman Creek
White Rock .......
Whittingham ..
Whitton..............

10
11
10
14
33
110

Wickham ...........
Wilberforce .....

180
22
310

Wild’s Meadow
Willanthry ....
Williasn-street ...

' is
13
360

William Town ..
Willow-tree .......
Witl&on's Do«Tfall -.

"20
50
19
10
20
11
15
19
340

W'iinblcdon (194)
Wtudellarma .......

Winduella.........
Wiugello (195)
Wiseman’s Creek
Wiseman’s Ferry
Wollomomlii.......
Wollondilly ......
Woliongbar ....
Wollongong .......
Wotumla .........
W ombat ...........
Woodbnm.........
Woodfordleigh ...
VVrtnd ImII
Woodhouaeloe ...
Woodlands.........
"Woodside ........
Woodville (lite:
Woolgoolga (197]
Woollahra.......

Woomargama ...

12
18
20
190
10
220
24
230
14
10
350
120
32
170
22
10
23
10
13
56
46
89
ISO

10
32
41
14
10

10
11
10
14
33
162

...
52
124

70;i
230]|
1901!
120
120
41

15011
35

iio

"52
52

127

160
150

75

150

6 10 380 10 43 10 106,419
22
6,306
1,341 122 2 6 125,052
"is
13
974

SO
39
39
26

124
58

26

65§

9111
"20
52||

15011
75

100

114
65
46§

...
.. .

iioj

—

127
114
104
49

"39
39
39

...
_

"20

...

il

'

26
11
18
42
97
402

17
54

120

1,133

549
86
1,939

”59

l/6$3

37
14,138

"l
37
1,906

"4
131

811

842

”20
227
39
6
54
34
94
38
887

-

3,268

5:2

1/53O

iis

"340

"70

795

’17

109

2,264

1,173

3,401

482

1,203

804

3,380

378

3,974

"72

13,457

4,654

453

2,157

303

2/263

129
2,091

314
0321

"io
1,539

""39
4,672

ii
4,378

" i os
20,147

305
417

"'652
2,021

"30
22

""78
32

230

681

57

177

"23
sso

"'"78
2,226

1,241

...
3,912
7,569
306,921

"20
50
19
10
20
11
15
19
808

1,533
8,670
11,307
SS8
3,342
3,852
5,511
7,671
62 10 161,017

12
18
20
346
10
240
24
282
14

2,574
3,672
12,348
63,912
7
2,379
&7 12(1 6,729
15,876
47120 13,191
8,664

i'6
900

1,560
12110 269,004

iio 2'io 18,486
32
4,941
235 100 12 C 10,272
4
22
2,670
10
1,302
6.159
23
2,025
10
3,162
13
56
11,808
46
5,976
89
4,101
39"
io
315,354
801

"26

"05§

2' io

1,425
1.21S
2.133
'969
14,061
31,020

18,226

"sio

"6
1,742

38
5358
34
470
2,037

"71
1,213

218
3,029

314 ,

761

90

oil

1,599

ii?

338

129

357

44

398

534
1S3
516

1,347
378
2,115

iis
37
118

614
128
417

"34

216

"is

""'53

li9

587

29

288

11,332

3,'322

si 020

1,443

4,is2

1,446

8,4)5

616

6,927

1,218

579
279
826

"96
26
57

"'267
101
245

37

" '62

12

~*142

865

296
137
356

218

’21

244

179

243

479

"22

"ioo

’"ioi
6,813

787

726
852
478
17

2,430 l,oi2

2,819

37

1,769

6,248

640

4,084

28
6
113
397
13
75
44
162
43
16
1,955
137
59
107
19
24
73
23
48
142
55
26
596

"’s
16
7

202

"48

2

Office
R&tlwftj SUbon,
I'OBtmnStcr ;i|Lo«*cd JCi in
lieu of quarten.
Rented at £65.
Govt, building.

do

At Railway Station,

do

"2
40

248

Govt, building.

19

"-2
26
131

At Railway Station,
do
Govt, building.

15
5
17

"43

Rental at £55.

iio

631

Govt, building.

_8
4
10

"72

Rented at £35.

51

Rented at £30.

"‘7

"io
5
14
273

"43

56
28
1

Govt, building.
Free of rent.
At Railway Station.

At Railway Station,
Free of rent,
do
Rented at £150.

...

—

(a) Included In Parramatta*

10
32
41
14
10

1,224
7,866
16,005
1,872
495

.....
......

(6) Included, in. Morpetb*

658
. .
.

1,553

c Dattcrjumn.

264

"783

377

2,235

Koth*—For other references sec page 03-

is;

si 377

25
50
216
15
13

*23
...

05
CJi

Cfi
Staff and Salaries.

Name of Ofticc.
Officers
Assist
In
ants.
Charge.

£

£

Proba
Line
tioners
Opera Letter Receiv’r McsSenTotal
Re
Carriers Clearers gers.
and
tors.
Salaries
pairers.
others.

£

£

£

£

£

£

£

Wybong..............
Wyee (19d) .......
Wyndham..........

11
10
no

.. . .

25

25

.

15

15

WyralTfth .........
Yalpunga (200)...
Yahvnl (201) .. ..

100
10
38
160

Wyong (1£)9)

Wvong Ci'eck

.

Yambla ...............
Yandarlo (202) ...
Y imkoSiding{203)
Yarra ...................
Yarramaloitg.......
Yarraman ...........
Yarrangobilly
Cavos (204).
Yarrovritch (205)
Yarrowyck ......
Yass
Railway
Station.
Yattevatah...........
Y eoval .............
Yerong Creek ...
yctliolme ...........
Yetman ...............
Young ...................
Yurrunga . ........
^ig
.............

...
...

26
<55§

6 io

11
10
no io

Totnl allownncrs
of K«>t.
■TlOnn id.
last
column.

Money Orders
Issued.

Number of

Letters
Posted.

Telegrams
Trans
mitted,

No.

£

Amount.

Money Orders
Paid,

No.

£
2

Amount.

942

280

831

39

113

11,553

446

380

842

353

5,883

120
10
10
38
225 io io

11,604
833
4,335
17,061

No,

£

1,485
2,041
7,158

24

Savings' Bank
Deposits.

Amount.

Savings1 Bank
Withdrawals.

No.

£

Amount.

£

221

702

"73

Postal.

£

Money
Tele
Order. graphic

£

£
9

56

1,604

229

11

22
40

Rented at £20.

292

30
171
7
54
82

Telegraph Office at
Runway Station.

’7

"io
102

38

62

28

15
25

15
25

7,500
7,092

48
57

a

18
10
13

is
10
13

3,807
2,028
1,740

22

b

15

15

2,424

ioo
100

io
20
17
30
20
190
310

20
150
52

ioo
75

104

26

150

io
3,825
850 1262 6 145,899
Id

143

20
26

150

20
5,955
17
5,853
2
30
21,507
20
1,614
236 4712 6 5,085
1,006 41 10 205,365
20

20
(</) Included in Gcrogcry.

3,654

2,871

free of TMit. PftlttnaBtrr
allowed fas in lieu of quat-

Free of rent.
At Pilot Station, PoHmistress allowed £>26 in
lieu of quarters.

At Railway Station.
do

4
c

10
310

Arrangements
os regards
Premises and Rent
per annum.

16
19
86

750
248
2,172

Revenue.

Free of rent.

29
6,330

1,901

4,343 1,043

2,346

sio

2,756

130

1,538

463

1,240
904
12,292 3,095

8,185 1,406

’4,138 1,143

7,679

445

14
1,474

Govt, building.

12

"26

At Railway Station.

23
25
378
32
144
5,639 2,250

72

At Railway Station

98

^74
855

Rented at £50.
Govt, building.

32

.......4

1
(*) Included in Breadalbuiie.

Notk.—For other referenoes sec pa*rc 53.

(c) Included in Kiandra.

At Railway Station,
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EXPLANATORY NOTES TO APPENDIX A.
(1) Tckjrrftph Ollicu established, 14th April.
(2) Telephone OIRce established, 13th December.
(3) OovermnentSavings’1 Bank cstablishedf 17fch Fehruarv\
(4) Money Order Ofllco and Oovernment Savings* Bank established, 15th February.
{5} Post Office established, 1st April.
(0) Telegraph Offioe established,
21 ct February; Money Order Ofllce established, 1st October.
(1) Post Office established, 1st October.
(3) Post Oihcc established, 16 July.
(fl) Telegraph Office
OftAbftbhcU, 14th April.
(10) Telegraph Office established. 14th April.
(11) Post Office established, 1st September.
(12) Telegraph Office established, 14th April.
03) *5olograph Office established, 14th April,
(14) Money Order Office and Government Savings’ Bank established, 1st October.
(15) Post Office established,
1st February.
(16) Telegraph Office established, 14th April,
(17) Telegraph Office established, 20th February.
(lb) Telegraph Office established, 14th April.
(Tf>) Post Office establisiicd, lafc May.
(20)Telegraph Office estalilbhcd, 2nd April; Money Order Office and Government Savings1 Bank established, 1st August.
(21) Telegraph Office established, 14lh April.
(22) Post Oflice established, 1st December.
(23) Telephone Office established, 13th October.
(24) Money Order
Office established, 1st August,
(25) Telephone Office established 16th September,
(26) Post and Money Order Office established, 26tli May.
(27) Telephone
Office established, 7th October.
(23) Post Office established, 20th January.
(2I>) .Money Order Office established, 17th February ; Telephone Office established,
llfh November.
(33) Post Office established, IGth October.
(31) Telegraph Office established, 10th February,
(32) Telegraph Office established, 14th April.
(3'1) Telegraph Office established, 25th February ; .Money Order Office established, 1st August.
(34) Telegraph Office established, 14th April.
(35) Post Oflico
fslablishcd, 1st August
(36) Money Order Office and Government Savings’ Hank established, 1st February. (37) Telegraph Office established, 14th April. (38) Post
(Jffiuo established, 8th September. (33) Post Office established, 15th February. (40) Telegraph Office established, 14th April. (41) Post, Telegraph, and Money Order
Office, and Government Savings’Batik established, Gth August, (42) Telegraph Office established, 14th April.
(43) Money Order Office established, 1st December ;
Government Smugs’ Bank established, 15th December. (44) Post Office established, 1st July. (46) Post Office established, 1st April. (461 Post Offico established,
16th January.
(47) Post Office established, 6th December.
(48) Telephone Office established, 2tid Maw
(49) Telegraph Office established, 14th April.
(50) Telegraph Office established, Nth April.
(51) Tost Office established, 1st August.
(52) Telegraph Office established, Nth April.
(53) Telegraph Office
established, 29th November,
(54) Telegraph Office established, 14th April.
(55) Telegraph Office established. Nth April.
(56) Telegraph Office established, 2nd
January ; Money Order Office and Government Sa1* ings1 Bank established, 6th January.
(57) Post Office established, lOtli May.
(58) Telegraph Office established,
14th April.
(59) Post Office established, 16th August.
(GO) Post, Telegraph, and Money Order Office, and Government Savings* Bank established, 1st February.
(61) Post Office established, IGth October. (02) Telephone Office established, 4th February. (63) Tost, Telegraph, and Money Order Office, and Government Savings'
Bank established, 8th ieptembor. (04) Post Office established, lat June.
(65) Telegraph Office established, 14lh April.
(66) Money Order Office and Government
mgs' Bank established, 2nd June.
(07) Telegraph Office established, nth April.
(G3) Telegraph Office established. Nth April.
(69) Telegraph Office estab
lished, Mth April.
(70) Telegraph Office established, 14th April; Money OMer office established. 1st October.
(71) Post Office established, 1st June. (72) Post
Office established, 1st March
(73) Telegraph Office established, 14th April. (74) Post Office established, 10th March
(75) Telephone Office established 1st February.
(76) Telegraph Office established. Nth April.
(77) Post Office established. 1st April. (78) Post Office established, flth Apnl; Telegraph Office established, Nth April,
(79; Telegraph Office established, 29th September. (80) Post Office established, 15th March : Money Order Office established, ist December; Telephone Office established,
22nd November
(SI) Telegraph Office established, Nth Apnl.
(3'2) Post Office re-Oftaidished, 1st October.
(S3) Telephone Oflioe established, Nth November.
(84) Governineut Savings' Bank established, 17th February. (85) Telogiaph Office established, 34th April, (S6) Telegraph Office established, 14th April.
(87) Tele
phone oflioe established, 28th July.
(88) Post Office established, 1st July. (S9) Telegraph Office eRtablL-hed, Nth April.
(90) Post Office established. 16th Jauuaiy,
(Ul) Post Office estahlUbcd, 17th November. (9.) Post Office established, Nth Julj. (93) Tclcgtuph Office established, 14th April. (94) Telegraph Office astablished,
Nth Apnl. (05) Post Office established, 1st Dcecuiber. (9(f) Telegraph Ofiice established, 10th November. (97) J’ostOffice established, 1st September. (08) Money
Oi-der Office ehtablished, 1st October.
(93) (Sovcrimunt Savings’Bank established, ITth February.
(100) Motjoj Order Office estaldished, 1st August,
001) Post
Offico established, 16th January
(102) Post Ofiice established, lat April.
(103) Telegraph Offico established. Nth April.
(104) Post Office established, 16th May.
(105) Poet Office established, 1st July. (106) Post Office established, 16th August
(107) Telegraph Ofiice established, 11th April. (108) Telegraph Office established,
Nth April
(10.)) Post, Office established, 1st August. (U0) Post Office established, 22nd September. (Ill) Money Order Officeestablishedlst August. (112) Money
Order Office established, Nt October. (113) Telephone Office established, loth June. (114) Go\ eminent Sai. Lugs’ Bank cstablisficd, 17th February. (115) Telephone
Office established, 0th Fcbrucuy.
(1U») Telegraph Office established, 27th May.
(117) Government Savings’ Bank established, 1st April.
(118) Telephone Office
otahlished, Nth September
(119) Telegraph Office established, Nth April.
(120) Port Ofiice re-established, 15th April , Money Order Office and Government
Savinirs1 Bank established, 16th Julj'.
(121) Post Office established, 1st Fcbnurv.
(122) Telegraph Offico established, Nth April.
(123) Post Office established,
10th March
(124) Telegraph Office established, Nth April.
(125) Telegraph Office established, 14th April.
(126) Moncv Order Office established, 15th February.
(127) Telegraph Office established, Nth April.
(128) Telephone Office established, 23rd July.
(129) Poit Office established, 1st December.
(130) Post Office
established, 1st December.
(131) Post Office established, 1st May.
(132) Post, Telegraph,'and Money Order Offico established, llfch August; Government Savings’
Bank CHtabiished, 1.4 September.
(133) Post Office established, IGth January
(134) Telephone Office fc-tahlibhod, 4fc]i February.
(135) Post Office established,
lyt August. (13'i) Fust Office established, 16th June (137) Telephone Office established, 2,8th June. (138) Telegraph Office established, 14th April. (139) Telegraph
Office established, tlNt Julj.
(140) Telegraph Ofiice established, Nth April; Po^fc Office established, 8th December.
(141) Post Office established, 1st March.
(142) Post Office established, Cth August.
(1431 Telegraph Office established, Nth ApriJ,
(N4) Telegraph Ofiice established, 14th April.
(145) Government
Savings’ Bank established, Ist May.
(N6) Post Office established 1st May
(147) Telephone Office established, 26th August; Post Office established, 8th September.
(Ns) Telephone Ofiice established, 4th Fobi uary.
(149) Money Order Office established, 17th February.
(150) Post Officn established, 20th June.
(151) Post
Oltico estiblished, 1st Noi ember.
(152) Posit Office established 1st February
(lfi3) Telegraph Office established, Nth April.
(154) Telegraph Office established,
3 Hh April.
(155) Telephone Office established. 19th June.
(I5U) Telephone Office established, 17th November.
(157) Money Order Office established, 2nd June.
(158) Telo-riaph Office established, Nth April. (159) Post Office established, IGth October. (ICO) Oovernment Savings’ Bank established, 17th February, (101) Po&t
and Telegraph Office established, 2nd January ; Money Ordei Office and Oovernment barings' Bank established, 6th January.
(102) Telegraph Office established,
14th April,
(163) Post Office established, 17tli November.
(101) Telephone Office established, fiOfch June.
(165) Post Office re-established, 1st October.
(160) Post Office established, 7th July
(167) Moucj Order Office established, 3rd March,
(165) Telegraph Office established, 22nd September.
(169) Telephone
Office established, 31st January(170) Monej Order Ofiice established, 2Lst A])ril: Government Savings' Bank established, 1st October.
(171) Telegraph Office
established, 19th February ; Money Older Office established, 1st August.
(172) Go\eminent Sai ings' Bank established, 1st October.
(173) Money Order Office
established, 2nd June; Oovcimucnt Savings’ Bank established, 1st Decesnl>cr
(174) Post Office established, 16th December.
(175) Telephone Office established,
3rd January.
(176) Telegraph Office established. Nth April.
(177) Government Savings’ Bank established, 17th February.
(178) Post Office established, 16th
August.
(179) Post, Telegraph, and Money Order Office, and Government Sarings’ Bank established, 6th January.
(ISO) Telephone Office established, 5th August.
(181) Telephone Office cstablbhcd, 9hh October.
(1S2) Po^Offieu established, 10th October.
(1S3) Telephone Office established, 21st November.
(134) Post Office
iNtubh-htMl, ITith November.
(135) Poat Office established, 1st November
(ISO) Money Order Office established, 17th February.
(187) Telegraph Office
crivblis'io'l, Nth April.
(DIS) Post OHke rC'C-itabllshed, 25th ^'ebmars^
(159) Oo^eriinent Savings’ Bank established, L7th February.
(190) Telegraph Offico
ctfMMiJujJ. Nth April
(19L) Post Otliue csl-ablidied, !0th October.
(102) Post, Telegraph, and Money Order Office, and Government Savings’ Bank established,
Iri February.
(iiri) Telegraph Ollico established, 14th Apnl.
(1.95) Telegraph Office established, 14th April.
(19b) Te\o]ffione Office established, 3rd May,
(197) Telegraph Offico eatabJislied, 31st October.
(198) J'Obt Olfice 0>tabhshed, 16th May.
(190) Telegraph Office established, 14th April.
(200) Post Office
established, 9th June.
(201)Telephone Office established, *24tli September.
(202) Po^t Oltico rc-cstubfisbed, 1st April,
(203) Telegraph Office established, 14th
April.
i.2i)l) Telephone Office established, JOtli June.
(*255) Pori. Offico established, 1st August.
*

hicliklos salary us Telephone Operator.

g Includes salary as Telegraph Messenger.
as Telegraph C]ierator.

t Includes salary as Telegraph Probationer,

U In eludes salary

APPENDIX B.
List of Ileceiving Offices on 3Lst December, 1890.
Abercrombie, Aberglasslyn, Atljungbilly, Agnes iianlis, Alfred Towu, Altcar, Amaroo, Augledool, Arcenton, Armidale Gully, Ashley,
Ijallanafatl, Baiber’a Creek, TJariy, Beecioft, 15enaudarah, Bendeela, Uemlick Murroll, Ben Loinoiifl, Beirellau, Bindogandra, Binglcburra, Bogan Gate, Boggy Creek, Bolaro, Bolton Vale, Bongongo, Boouoo Boonoo, Booroolong, Borambil, Boree Creek, Bow, Brcdno,
Brenda, llvockley, Riodie s Plains, Broken Bain, Bronti, Brookvale, Broomboe, Brucedalo, Bueea Bucca, BnckenbourCreek, Bugaldi,
Bullagieeu, Bullenbong, Bullock Creek, Bungarby, Burnt Yards, Burra, Burringbar, Byangura, Ganangles, Carabost, Carrawobity,
Carrow Brook, Castle Doyle, Cattia Creek, Cave Creek, Central Raleigh, Cherry Tree Hill, Cltidowla, Clareval, Cochran Creek,
Cncomingla, Collingullie, Cooba. Cooney Creek, Cooper’s Creek, Cooplacurripa, Corindi-Clarence, Countegany, Cowan’s, Cowper,
Cranebrook, Cudgen, Culparlin, Cnndlc Flat, Cimdumbul, Cui'ban, Curra Creek, Cuttabri, Deep Creek, Dieinunga, Dignam’s Creek,
Downside, Doyle's Creek, Duck Flat, Duri, Eatonsville, Edith, Eganton, Emerald Rill, Emigrant Creek, Farriugdon, Faulccnbrklge,
Ford’s Bridge, Frencli Park, Garland, Genanagre, Giant’s Creek, Gillenbah, Gingerra Station, Cirvan, Glenfield, Glendhu,
(.41enreagh, Gien Rock,'Good Hope, Gowrie, Grabben Gullen, Great Southern Colliery, Greenridge, Greenwich Park, Gregliamstown,
Gregra, Greig's Flat, Grogan, (iulgamree, Gurrundab, Halfway Creek, Halton, Hillas Creek, Hopelield, Inglodow, Inglewood,
Inveraloehy, Invcrgowrie, Ironbong, Irvington, Jerangle, Jingellic, John's River, Jump Cp, Junction Point, Kamandra,
Kangaraobie, Kangaroo Camp, Kelly's Creek, Kinh, Kildary, Kilrusb, King’s Plains, Ivingsvale, Kingswood, Kundibakh,
Kyambn, Lacmalac, Lahey's Creek, Ballarook, Laml) s Creek, Baukey’s Creek, Dirbert, Laurel Hill, Ledgerton, Linden, Little
Bombay, Lode Hill, Long Flat, Lower Belford, Lower Botobolar, Lower Cororva, Lower Mookerawa, Lower Tarcntta, Limtsvale,
JIaracket, Markdale, Marrana Creek, klai-rar, Maybole, llecrmaul, Meringlo, Merool Creek, Middle Adeloug, Milbum Creek,
Millingaudi, Mtlson’s Point, Mitcboll’a Creek, Mitchell's Flat. Moonbab, Mooubi, Mbnnee Creek, Moorebank, Morago, Morisset,
Mountain Top, Mount Allen, Mount Aubrey, Mount Druitt, Mount Pleasant, Mount M’ilson, Mulbring, Mulguthrio, Mullcnderrer,
Mulhunbimby, Mundaw'addera, Munmui ra, Jltmyabla, Mnrragang, Myalla, Myrtle Creek, Manama, Kangar, Naugits, Karrabeen,
Kemingha, Kerong, New Cryan. New Italy, Newlands, Nicholson's, Xooroug, North Rourkc, Norton, Old Goree, Oticra, Orabab,
Orundumbi, Ournic, Pampira, Parkctbonrne, Peakview, Pelican Island, Pheasant Ground, Piney Range, Porter's Retreat, Port
Hacking, Preston’s, Pretty Gully, Pretty Pine, Puddledock, Pulpit Hill, Rainoroie, Reedy Creek, Rivertree, Rosebrook, Rosemount,
Round dwamp, St. George's Basin, .Salisbury, Salisbury Plains, tally’s Flat, Sassafras, Sirark’s Creek, Sobraon, South Mount Hope,
Spring Ridge, Stanmoro Baiiway Station, Stove Kings Plain, Stoekinbingal, Store Creek, Stott’s Creek, Stuart's Point, Sunnyside,
Suntop, Tafmaimo, Talomiiiii, Tantawanglo, Taradale, Tathra Rond, Taylor's Arm, Telogben-j', Terra Bella, Teven Creek, Thalaba,
Thavwa, '1'be Fens, The Gulf, Tire Risk. Thornton, Thyia, Ticlrborne, Tomakin, 'J'omaubil, Tomboy, Trickett, Tubbul, Turce Creek,
Turlinjair, Tuekurimba, Ulan, Lmaralia, Umberumbcrku, Upper Cliicbester, Upper Gilmore, Upper Lostock, Upper North Creek,
Upper Quinburra, U])per South Arm, Upper Tumbeiumba, Verona, Wallace, Wallan Billan, IVallandry, Wallon, Wapengo, Ward’s
River, Ware's, Wargcihi, Warge Rock, Warretl Creek, West Temora, White Swamp, Widden, Wilga Vale, Williams’ Crossing,
Williamsdnle, Willy Wally, Wog Mrog, Wolloiidilly, IVombeyan Caves, IVomboo (Rogers'), Womboota (Edwards’), IVoodhall,
Woodlawn, AVood's Reef, Wriglit’s, Wunluman, YagubiejYantabnlla, Yarrara, Yurrowitcb, Yathella, Yowaka, Yowrie,
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APPENDIX 0.
List of Stamp-sellers on 31st December, 1800,
Name.

Residence.

Abigail, James.......... Denison-street, Kingston,
Newtown,
Ablong, John ......... Tram Terminus, Waterloo..
Adam, John .............. Rountree and Cameron Sts.,
Balmain.
Adam, John .............. Napier-strect, Deniliquin
Adam, W.................... 16, Johnston-street, Balmain
Adams, Eliza.............. 91, Macqnaric-street South
Adams, Henry.......... George street, Singleton ...
Addison & Walters... 627, Darling Road, Balmain
Agassiz, A, ............... Quirindi ..............................
Akhurst, W. & Co. ... 307 and 309, Kent-street ...
Albrecht, Gom-ge...... 12, Bourkc-street, Woolloomooloo,
Alexander, S.............. Abercronibie-st,, Eveleigh,,
Alexander, F.............. Parramatta Road, Leich
hardt.
AUinson, F.................. Glebe, Merewether..............
Amos, K. C................. Charlotte-street, Ashfield...
Anderson, P................ Iii3, Lower George-strcot...
Anderson & Sands...... 93, William-street, Woolloomooloo.
Andcrton, J. H......... Station-street, Waratah . .
Andrew, D. & W. ... Argent-street, Broken Hill.
Andrews, Edwin ...... Rookwood ..........................
Anglin, F. J................ Union and Harold Streets,
Ncwdiowii.
Appleton, Henry..... Bourkc & Cleveland Sti eets,
Surry Hills.
Ardill, J...................... George-street, Parramatta...
Armstrong, E. A........ Tintaldrn, Victoria ..........
Armstrong, H. C....... Circular Quay......................
Armstrong, G.............. Goulbum..............................
Ashfield...................... Railway Station-master....
Ashton, Joseph.......... Addisoii Road, Marrickville
Asser, H..................... Hunter-street, Newcastle..,
Attwell, R.................. Milson’s Point, Arcade,
North Sydney
Attwill, W. H............ Railway Road, St. Peters...
Auckett, Edward..... George-st., East Maitland. .
149, Riley-street.................
Austin, S................
Avery, H, W.............. Tram Terminus, Bondi......
Raifey, G. J................ Auburn....................... ........
Baird, J. W................ 341, Oxford-st., Paddington
Ballard, F.................... COG, George-street..............
Ballin, J. H................ 1C4, Woolloomooloo-street..
Surry
Bancroft, John.......... 339, Crown-st.,
Hills.
Barker, Francis ....... 331, Oxford-st., Paddington
Barnes, Mrs................ 78, Oxford-st., Paddington
Barnes, Mrs. K. L. ... Foster-street, Leichhardt...
Barr, H. R................. 105, Parramatta Road,
Annandale.
152, King-street..................
Barratt, Mrs. M,
Corner of Ada and Wigrain
Barton, Charles...
Streets, Harris Park, Parra
matta.
Bashford, F................. Crookwell..............................
Bassett, R.................. Nelson-street, Annandale .
Baston, B.................... 98, WaverleyRoad, Wavcrl’y
Baxter, E..................... Moms-street, Summer Hill
Beale & Co.................. 484, George-street..............
Beales, J...................... 2, Colonnade, Granville......
Beare, J. C.................. 192, William-street .........
Beer, D. L................... Bong Bong-street, Bowral. .
Bennett, Alfred ...... BveningXeivsOBice, Marketstreet.
Bennett, G, A............. Corner of North and Allan
Streets, Leichhardt.
Benson, H................... Crown-street, Wollongong.,
Beutly, R.................... 199, Glebe Point Road,
Glebe.
Benyon, Mrs, E. C, ... Tumberumba ......................
Berry, W. R. .......... 232, Harris-street, Ultimo
Bibb, S. A. ............. Tram Terminus, Marrick
ville.
Biddell, Ann.............. 308, Bourkc-st., Surry Hills
Bishop, W.................. Blue’s Point Road, North
Sydney.
Biles, George............ Railway Station, Armidale
Blaekshaw, J.............. 11, Royal Arcade .............
Blair, E........................ High-street, West Maitland
laii, Kobert............. West Maitland ..................
Blake, J. G................. ; Greta....................................
Blcakley, A. T........... Nyngan ............................
Bhnnentha.1, Mrs........ King and Nelson Streets,
Newtown.

Date of
Appointment.

Name.

29 July, 1886 Bobrowski, Miss
Amelia J.
24 April, 1888 Bond, W. H.......
20 Aug., 1888 Bouncy & Co.
IS Dec.,
18 Mar.,
3 June,
23 Sept.,
3 Oct.,
4 Jan.,
11 July,
22 Mar,,

1890
1889
1882
1890
1889
1888
1890
1880

23 Mav, 1SS3
10 April, 1SSS
25 April,
8 Sept.,
8 Sept.,
0 Dec.,

1889
1890
1882
1889

12 Sept.,
IS July,
22 Jam,
1" Nov.,

1888
1888
1886
1887

15 April, 1890
29 Got.,
G Dec.,
29 Mar.,
22 June,
17 Mar.,
28 Feb.,
7 Mar.,
23 May,

1880
1870
1886
1885
1884
1SS9
1884
1889

24 April,
2 April,
5 Jan.,
4 Mar.,
22 July,
5 June,
20 June,
10 Aug.,
2 Nov.,

1889
1889
18SS
1889
1889
1SSS
1889
1888
1880

0 Jan.,
21 Nov.,
SMay,
24 Nov.,

18S7
1887
1885
1890

14 Jan., 1878
9 May, 1SS7
18
26
15
11
17
24
23
6
29

Nov.,
Nov.,
June,
Feb.,
Sept.,
Jan.,
June,
Fob.,
Sept.,

1886
1888
1889
1885
1884
1890
ISOS
1SS0
1809

1 May, 1889
12 Nov., 1889
14 June, 1888
29 April, 1884
8 Oct., 1387
3 Feb., 1890
10 April, 1889
10 May, 1889
15 July,
28 July,
13 Jan.,
6 Dec.,
20 July,
30 Oet,
16 Aug.,

1889
1SSS
1890
1877
1880
1SSS
1S90

Residence.

Stewart-street, Bathurst

Appointiincnt*

31 May, 1881

26 Nov,, 1890
Hargraves .......................
Henderson Road, Alexan S June, 1886
dria.
Boore & Long .......... 33 & 37, Market-street...... 30 Nov., 1881
Booth, Geo. ............. 25, Oxford-street ............. 31 Cot., 1888
Booth, H. F................ Corso, Manly ...................... 13 Feb., 1888
Booth, James R........... Tram Terminus, Enmore ... 10 Dec., 1838
Bottrill, H................... George-street, Bathurst...... 3 June, 1887
Chureh-strect, Parramatta.. 9 June, 1887
Boutcher, W, E.......
Bourka, E. J............... George-street, Singleton ... 17 May, 1886
Bourne, Richard ...... West Tamworth.................. 1 June, 1888
5 April, 1888
Bowden, J. E.............. 0^, Oxford-street .............
Bowen, J. E............... Comer of Crown Road and 24 Mar., JSSS
Fig Tree-street, Ultimo.
28 May, 1883
204, Dcvonshire-street,
Bowtell, Charles ....
Surry Bills.
Bowycr, George ...... 410, Ebzalreth-street South 26 May, 1863
Boyne, W.................. 11, Erskine-strect, Sydney 21 Mar., 1887
Bracey, Miss S. M. .. Loiehhardt-st.i'eet.,Waverley 16 Oct., 1888
Bradbery, W............... Blayney .............................. 11 July, 1889
Bradney, W. II......... Kegworth and Tebbntt 29 Oct., 1887
Streets, Leichhardt.
Bray, C. B.................. 143, Ncrv South Head Road, IS June, 1SSS
Rushcntter’s Bay.
Breekenridge, Robt..,. Newcastle ....................... 14 Aug,, 1876
Breen, Johanna.......... Newtown, Wagga Wagga... 13 Oct., 1886
Brereton, R. G............ Marrickville ...................... 3 June, 1889
Brice, T. .1................. Corner of Goulbnrn and 14 Jan., 1SS9
G rafton Streets, Goulbum
Bridge, E. E............... Glenelg-street, Eastgrovc, 25 Juno, 1889
Gonlburn.
Brigden, S................... 14, Botany Road, Alexandria 2 Mar., 1887
Broctdebank, S. A. ... Tlie Strand, Cowper-sti'eet, 17 May, 1888
Waverley.
'Broomhead, R........... 134, Evans-street, West 9 Dee., 1890
Balmain.
Brown, Alexander' . 510, Elizabeth-street......... 12 Nov., 1890
Brown, Mrs............... 4, Argyle-plnce .................. 17 April, 1879
Brown, P..................... 87, Market-street .............. 21 Mar., 1884
Brown, T..................... Corner of Denham ft Glebe 6 Nov., 1883
Streets, Glebe.
Brown, W................... Hay ...................................... 22 Mar., 1889
Brunigies, W.............. Merewether, Newcastle ... 28 Feb., 1888
Bryant, George S........ Corner of Abercrombie and 11 Mar., 1884
Vine Streets, Kedfem.
Bubb, H. A................. JTanbury-strcet, Waratah.,. 26 Aug., 1889
Buist, H...................... 113, King-street ............... 13 June, 1870
8 Dec., 1885
Bulkeley, R. H., & Co. Sunny Corner ....................
Bull, Edmond .......... 708, George-street ............ 25 April, 1889
Bullard, William...... 342, George-street.............. 7 Aug., 1879
Bundock, J. W........... Harden ft Boumlaiy Streets, 11 Nov., 1890
Waverley.
Bnrling, C................... May-street, Newtown ...... 30 Oct., 1888
Burnett, S.................... 92, Queen-street, Woollahra 12 Dec., 1SS2
Bums, Mrs. E........... 124, Bathiirst-strect, Sydney 0 Sept., 1887
Burwood ................. Railway Station-master .. 17 Mar,, 1884
Bus!), W...................... Military Road, Mosmau's 14 Nov., 1SSS
Bay.
Button, J..................... Church -street, Parramatta 15 Mar., 1889
North.
Parramatta Road, 20 Sept., 1889
Button, Frederick ... 299,
Leichhardt.
Buxton, George ..... High-street, West Maitland 12 Sept., 1SS7
Byrne, Miss W........... 152, Old South Head Road 27 Jan., 1883
Byrnes, J. L................ Church-street, Parramatta., 25 July, 1890
Cabot, C...................... South Forbes ...................... 2 April, 1890
Caine, Hanna ......... Clifford-street, Goulhurn .. 22 April, 1885
Caldwell, John, junr. Gray and Queen Avenue 25 July, 1390
Streets, Kogarah.
Callaghan, Af. J.......... Mort-stveet, Balmain.......... 16 Juno, 1874
Callaghan, Owen...... North Yass........................ 11 June, 1883
Campbell, John.......... Summcr-st., East Orange... 4 Nov., 1890
Campbell, Mrs. Emma Comer of Gladstone and 27 Mar., 1SSS
Liberty Street Enmoro.
Cameron, Duncan..... Granville.............................. 9 Mar., 1888
Cameron, G. W.......... Byron-strcet, Inverell ....... 21 June, 1890
Cameron, J. A............ George-street, Bathurst ... "May, 1890
Caney ft Co................ Mount Victoria .................. 27 Get., 1SS6
Cannon, M iss J ulian E. Vick cry-street, Waverley... 8 June, 1SS3
Cantle, E..................... Auburn................................. 18 Nov., 1390
Carden, Herbert ...... Market-street, Naremburn 24 Mar., 1886
Card on, Charles ..... Homeville, Farley ............ 18 Oct, 1890
Curistino, Angelo...... fill, Oxfoid-stieet .............. 28 Mar., 1884
2 Aug., 1889
Carlton Railway Sta Ofliccr-iu-cliaige..................
tion.
4-
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Comer of Church anil Board 16 May, 1SS7 Dalton, William ...... Denison-street, Waverley... 11 April, ISSn
Dalveen, Hugh......... 315J, George-street.............. 9 Dec., 1887
Streets, Parramatta.
Tiafalgar-street. Annandale 20 Oct., 1887 Davidson, Joseph...... 45, King-street .................. 26 Nov., 1880
Carter, B. M. A. ...
2,3 Sept., 181)0 Davidson, R. B........... Alfred-street, Milaon’sPoint, 18 Aug., 1887
Peak Hill .........................
Carton, William ...
North Sydney.
206, Elizabeth-utreet.......
28 June, 1888
Cassilla, J..... .........
30 Dec., 1872 Davies, Mrs. M. A.... M'Namee’s-terrace, Raglan- 29 Aug., 1884
Caatlemaine, Mrs. B. Noumea, New Caledonia
street, Alexandria.
10 Nov., 1885
Caspersonn, Edward. Tumut ..............................
10 Feb., 1875 Davies, C. .................. Parramatta Road, Leich 2 May, 1884
Redfern Railway Station
Castner, J. L............
hardt.
42, Queen-street, Brisbane., 3 Sept., 1883
CaBtnor & Co............
17 June, 1889
Mount Browne .............
1 June, 1886 Davies, E. J............... 6, Botany-street, Surry
Chambers, T. W.....
Hills.
Chapman & Bunn, Lackey-street, Summer Hill 6 Jan., 1886
Davis, T. ................. Tcrrigal, near Wamberal ... 31 Jan., 1887
Misses.
170, William-street, Wool- 7 Feb., 1884 Davison, W................. Muswellbrook.................. . 18 June, 1888
Christie, William..
Dawes, H.................... Gooncllehah, Lismore ....... 10 July, 1886
loomooloo,
368, Cleveland-street, Surry 7 Mar., 1887 De Boos, C. E., jun... Temora.................................. 3 Feb., 1888
Christy, M.
D’Estampes, Mrs. J.,.j 12, Cross-street, Forest 6 Mar., 1888
Hills.
Lodge.
Leichhardt ...................
15 Mar., 1886
Christmas, A. G.
15 July, 1880 Dewey, Mrs, E........... 80, GienmoreRoad, Padding 26 Feb., 1887
781, George-street......
Clamp, J............ .
ton.
Ridge and Miller Streets, 19 Nov., 1890
Clark, C. T........
Dight, D. H................ Corner of Morchead and 29 Mar., 1886
North Sydney.
Redfern Streets, Redfern
Marrickville Road, Marrick 15 Nov., 1883
Clark, James.
13 Aug., 1880
Dinunoek, Thomas ... General Printing Office,
ville.
West Maitland.
79, St. John’s Road, Forest 30 Aug., 1887
Clark, Sarah
Dixson, Thomas ...... Parramatta .......................... 31 May, 1870
Lodge.
2 Aug., 1875
Clarke, G, T., & Co... Walker-st., St. Leonards . 17 Mar., 1886 Dixon, E..................... Greta.....................................
Feb., 1877
Clarke, Henry .......... Stanmoro Road, Petersham 21 Feb., 1879 Dodd, A....................... Grey-street, Glen limes...... 28
15 April, 1889
Clarke, J. W. R......... 5 & 6, Market-buildings,! 14 May, 1879 Don, Mrs..................... Steel-street, Hamilton ......
Donnelly & Campion 255, King-street, Newtown 22-April, 1890
George-street.
14 Dec., 1887
Cleary, A. W.............. Botany-street, Moore Park 3 June, 1887 Dornan & Rose.......... Dungog................................ 19 Mar., 1886
Cleary, John.............. 172, Princes-street.............. 27 Sept., 1889 Dowling, P................ Norton-street, Leichhardt...
16 May, 1890
Cleary, P..................... Potts' Hill, Rookwood....... 9 Aug., 1883 Downes, H. T............. Bay-street, Rockdale ......
3 July, 1890
Clementaon, Andrew.. Narrabn West .................. 30 Dee., 1889 Downes, H.................. 86, Globe Road, Glebe......
Clifford, Frank ......... Macquarie-street, Liverpool 2 June, 1838 Downing, R................ Burfitt-street, Leichhardt... 20 July, 1888
2 Sept., 1890
Clouten, G.................. High-street, West Mait 20 Sept., 1888 Doyle, B..................... St. Ignatius College, Riverview, Hunter’s Hill.
land.
10 Dec., 1888 Drew, T. C.................. Corner of Park and Pitt 27 April, 1887
15, Margaret-street ...
Clow, Robert.....
Streets.
27 April, 1872
60, William-street......
Coates & Tost ..
13 June, 1888 Drummond, George... 290, King-street, Newtown 9 Dec,, 1887
Cook's Hill, Newcastle
Cobb, J. & W. ..
30, St. John’s Road, Forest 4 Feb., 1887 Dngdale, T. W........... Taree.................................... 4 Jan., 1876
Cobbin, W. A. ..
14 Feb., 1889
Dummett, G................ 197, Glebe Point Road,
Lodge.
Glebe.
9 May, 1890
Durham-street, Bathurst
Cochren, James .
1 May, 1888
6, Botany-street, Woolloo- 23 April, 1890 Dunbar, Chas............. 67, Oxford-street .............
Codrington, A. ,
Duncan, J, L. ......... Katoomba .......................... 16 June, 1890
mooloo.
John-st,, South Singleton, 22 July, 1885 Dunk, D..................... 236, George-street North 21 Oct., 1887
Coffin, Henry .......
Peak Hill .......................... 21 Oct., 1890 Dunn, Mrs. S.............. Bank-street, North Sydney. 19 Nov., 1886
Cogden, J. H...........
8 July, 1880 Dunn, Miss M. M. ... Moss Vale .......................... 5 April, 1889
408, George-street............
Cohen, Sydney.......
394, George-street............ 22 Oct., 1807 Dunn, Miss Sarah .... Tram Terminus, Waverley 17 Dec., 1888
Cole, E. R.......... .
14 Jan., 1889
Castlereagh-street, near
C Feb,, 1875 Duschnitz, M..........
Enmore Road, Newtown .
Cole, J.......................
Victoria
Arcade.
20
June,
1899
33^
George-street
West
.
Cole, J. H.................
5 July, 1884 Dwyer, N. C............... Harris-street, Ultimo ..... 16 Sept., 1889
Newtown, Lismore..........
Coleman, Edmund
19
Mar., 1886 Dymock, Wm............. 142, King-street................. 19 Oct, 1888
Norton-street,
Leichhardt
Coleman, James ...
12
Oct.,
1888 Eagar, S. E................ 2, Norton-street, Leichhardt 11 April, 1888
Condei
-street,
Burwood
,
Colket, C. E..........
6 Dec., 1889 Ebbs, W...................... Liverpool and Kensington 25 Nov,, 1890
Lawrence...........................
Collins,'W. H........
Roads, Summer Hill.
I Nov., 1879
Meehan-strect, Yass...... .
Conlon, M................
443, Oxford-st., Paddington 5 Nov., 1839 Edmonds, W.............. 39, Glebe Road, Glebe ...... 5 Aug., 1887
Connelly, Thomas...
16, Enmore Road, Newtown 5 Aug., 1886 Edwards, T. E........... Port Macquarie .................. 8 July, 1887
Conyngham, Paul..
6 Feb., 1888
Cook, Sirs.,................ j 100, BuUanaming-strcet, 22 May, 1885 Edwards, W. J........... Keppel-street, Bathurst ..
Edwards, J. H........... Albion-street, Surry Hills... 4 Mar., 1889
Redfern.
25 June, 1889
Cook, Mrs. Eliza Ann Erskineville Road, Mao' 20 Aug., 1889 Egan, Treloar, & Co.. . Junee .................................. 19 July, 1886
Ehrlich, W................. Burrowa-street, Young......
donald Town,
"
New Canterbury Road, 11 Oct., 1889 Elder, J....................... 45, Gipp-street, Haymarket 6 April, 1888
Cook, E. W.............
Elkington, H. .......... Millthorpc .......................... 18 Nov., 1890
Petersham.
5 Aug., 1SS7 Ellery, J. N................ A rgfint-ntreet South, Broken 26 Aug., 1890
56, Abercrombie-street
Coombe, George ..
Hill.
55, George-street, Redfern 6 Feb., 1885
Ooombes Bros........
153, George-street West ... 29 July, 1882 Ellis, G. S................... 7, Hunter-street, Sydney... 19 Juno, 1889
Cornish, J. C.........
3, Marshall-st., Surry Hills 9 Oct., 1880 Ellis Richard.............. Catherine-st., Forest Lodge 21 Oct., 1882
Corrigan, Thomas..
Church-street, Parramatta 11 Dec., 1885 Ellis, R........................ Alfred -street, Milson’s Point 80 Jan., 1890
Cort, Jl., jun..........
Smith-street, Balmain .... 11 June, 1888 Emanuel, M. S........... Jubilee Bazaar, Bombala ... 2 May, 1887
Cox, Mrs. E...........
3 May, 1890 Emevt, William F. Mount Druitt, near Rooty 9 Feb., 1882
Bong Bong-street, Bowral..
Craig, Thomas.....
Hill.
Oolyton.
680, George-street............. 26 Aug., 1882
Craig & Aitkeu.....
Wardell Road and Pile- 25 Nov., 1889 Emmerson, H............ High-street, West Maitland 18 Oct., 1889
Cramp, A. W........
Emmerson, Thomas.. 23, King-street ................. 30 Oct., 1890
street, Marrickville.
28 June, 1888 Enemark, John.......... Queen-street and Waverley 3 May, 1887
28, Susscx-street.........
Crccdon, J.
Road, Woollahra.
4 Feb., 1886
Claireville, Pittwoter..
Crespin, A. .
90, Mansfield-st., Balmain.. 23 June, 1888 Engclen, J. B.............. Gundagai..................._.......... 15 Aug., 1881
Cristofani, E.
135, Blane-street, Newcastle 3 Nov., 1888 Engisch, George ...... 118, Oxford-st. Paddington 27 Mar., 1885
Crofts, F. G..
340, Livcrpool-street, Dar- 21 Dec., 1885 Evans, E...................... 112, Hunter-st., Newcastle 20 April, 1888
Cronin, P.......
F,ve, Jas....................... 149, King-street.................. 13 Nov., 1877
linghurst.
Railway Station-master...... 17 Mar 1884 Eveleigh...................... Porter in charge, Railway 17 Mar., 18S4
Croydon ...............
Platform.
43, Hunter-street .. .......... lS Nov., 1889
Crozder, P. K. N.
Weston-stiect, Balmain . . 29 Jan., 1889 Evcston, P................. Macqunrie-place................. 18 May, 1889
Cmickshank, R,
Post Office Chambers, Pitt- 23 Aug., 1889 Eyles, James.............. 201, George-street West ... 11 Dec., 1889
Cubitt, Arthur ...
Ezold, E...................... Lyons Road, Drummoyne... 13 Mar., 1889
strcct.
Fagg, E. H.................. 45, King-street, Newtown.. 16 Oct., 1888
1885
15
Oct.,
Urana
..................................
Culley, B. .............
Addison Road, Marrickville 4 Aug., 1882
Camming, D., and 199, Oxford-street.............. II Nov,, 1886 Fairbaim, Mrs. C. L.. Hunter and Pitt Streets ... 5 Apnl, 1864
Fairfax k Sons..........
Armstrong, W.
25 May, 1886 Falhck, Mrs. E. H. ... No. 1, Carrington Buildings, 2 May, 1887
Cushing, C. S.............. Rosedale, Croydon.
Mouara-st., Qucanbeyan.
28 Feb., 1882
Tiehborne
............
Caines, Alfred ..........

Carroll, Mrs.
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Fasher, A. S...............
Favell, Hobert.........
Fawcett, A. \V.........
Fenwick, H...............
Ferguson, T...............
Ferns, Mrs. M..........

Residence.

Date ol
Appointment;.

laehlan-street, Hay ......... 10 Sept. 1889
Main-street, Lithgow ... .. 10 Jan,, 1890
Argent-street, Broken Hill.. 28 Dec., 1889
Raymond Terrace .............. 13 Nov., 1888
Wingello .............................. 17 Oct., 1S90
Trafalgar-street and Parra- 5 May, 1890
matte Road, Annandale.
Ficldhouse, B. & W.. Campbelltown.....................
8 Aug., 1864
Fife, Mrs. F............... Crown and Keira-streets,
23 Dec., 1890
Wollongong.
Findley, M................. Lawrence-street, Alexandria 31 May, 1SS9
Finnic, Mary............. 4, Montagu
Chambers, 3 May, 1888
corner of Hunter and
Elizabeth Streets.
Fisher, J, C................ 2, Colonnade, Granville....... 6 Oct., 1883
Fisher, M. E............... Liverpool Road, Ashfield... 30 Jan., 1890
Fisher, Walter.......... Botany Road, Waterloo ... 24 Oct., 1890
Fitzgerald, Mrs. A,... Parramatta Road, Leich 22 Mar., 1889
hardt.
Flanagan, E. F........... 580, George-street.............. 28 June, 1864
Folbigg, W. J............. Maclean .............................. 8 Oct,, 1886
Fong, James.............. Broken Dam, near Temora 25 July, 1889
Ford, S.
..... ........ Chnrch-street, Parramatta.. 16 Jan., 1890
Fortier, William, jnnr 101, Macquarie-street South 19 July, 1884
Fortier, Wilham ...... 89, Sussex-street.................. 14 Nov,, 1866
Foster, H. N............... 144, William-street, Wool- 5 July, 1880
loomooloo.
Foster, Mrs_. Sarah ... 48, Stanley-street, Woolloo- 14 Nov., 1883
mooloo.
Fountain, John.......... Belmore Road, Eandwick.. 11 Mar., 1389
Fowles, Geo................. Buckland-strcct, Waterloo 27 Mar., 1876
Fox, E. J..................... West & Holtermann Streets, 22 June, 1887
North Sydney.
Foxall, William ....... 92, Oxford-street .............. 28 Feb., 1831
Foxall, W. S............. Auburn-street, Goulbum ... 24 Feb., 1890
Francis, Thomas ..... 45, Reynolds-street, Bal 5 Feb., 1889
main.
Francis, H................... 50, Oxford-street .............. 30 Mar., 1837
Franklin, H. ,T............ 5, Bond-street..................... 21 Sept., 1888
French, W................... 17, Bennett-st., Surry Hills 5 Oct., 1SS9
Fry, E. M................... West-street, North Sydney 30 May, 1SS9
Fry, T. H.................... Waverley Station, Cmdine 23 April, 1SS3
Fry, H. A.................... 120, Pitt-street .................. 7 May, 18SS
Fryer, Thomas.......... Kemp-street, Wallsend..... 19 July, 1879
Fryer, Thomas.......... Deniliquin ........................ 13 Oct., 1885
Fuller, 0. E., & Co... 375, George-street.............. 2! Sept., ISS5
Fuller, Edgar ......... 102, King-street, Newtown 11 July, 1890
Fuller, Messrs........... Walker-street,North Sydney 6 Sept., 1839
Fulton, W. k E.......... Penrith..............................
30 Aug,, 1886
Furlong, Mrs, M....... 59, Hunter street ............
J illy, 1885
Futterer, A................. GO, Union-st., Maodonald- 21 Nov.. 1SS7
town.
Gale, Arthur............. Bourke-st., South Goulbum. 26 Mar., 1SSS
Gamble, Chas............ Pirie-street, Adelaide......... 18 June, 1888
Gargiulo, A................. Elizabeth and Market Sts. 25 April, 1890
Garard, Mrs................ 28, Oxford-street .............. 24 July, 1890
Gates, Walter .......... George-street, Parramatta... 18 June, 1887
Gavin, Miss E............. Coolac ................................. 15 Oct., 1890
Gayen, Nicholas ..... Phelps and Kendall Streets 9 Apnl, 1884
Geary, Henry .......... Tram Terminus, Enmore ... 5 July, 1889
Gerdes, H. G, A........ Mansfield-street, Balmain.. 27 Nov., 1888
Gibbs, Shallard, & Co. 70, Pitt-street..................... 17 Aug., 1868
Giblett Brothers ..... 145, Devonshire-shire ...... 11 Aug., 1890
Gibson, Mrs. P........... Milson’s Point Arcade, I Dec., 1887
North Sydney.
Gillum, H. G.............. Murrumburrah .................. 13 June, 1888
Glennie, G................... Bcattie-street, Balmain...... 14 April, 1890
Goddard, John A. ... Harris Park, Parramatta ... 29 Mar., 1889
Goldman Zara .......... 56, Park-street .................
3 Feb., 1888
Goldstein, Albert...... 231, George-street.............. 14 July, 1830
Good, Edward .......... Bonrke .................................. 13 June, 1883
Goodwin, Albert....... Comer of Bondi Road and 8 Oct., 1889
Panl-strect, Waverley.
Goodwin, Peter.......... Grafton-strect, Gonlburn ... 8 Dec., 1884
Gordon & Gotch ...... 357, George-street.............. 8 April, 1865
Graham, H.................. Carrington .......................... 17 Aug., 1888
Graham, Robert ...... Belltrees, Scone .................. 6 June, 1890
Granville .................. Railway Station-master .. 17 Mar., 1884
Gray, Robert.............. Gunncdah .......................... 13 Mar., 1889
Green, James.............. Burwood Road, Burwood.,. 10 Mav. 1882
Greenberg, H.............. 104, Goulburn-street.......... 12 May, 1880
Greenfield, — ........... Katoomba .......................... 14 July, 1888
Greenstrcet, Thos....... Myrtle Creek, on the Law 31 Oct., 1883
rence and Casino Road,
Greig, J. S.................. Tram Terminus, Enmore ... 1 Feb., 1889
Greig, J. S................... George-street, Camperdown G June, 1887
Grierson, Thomas...... Elder-street, Lambton ...... 21 June, 1889
Grieve, G. J. & Co.,.. 79, King-street ................. 14 Jan., 1889

Name.

Griffin & Marsden ...
Griffiths, William,,,,.
Griffiths, A. J............
Gmuley, Peter..........
Grooock, Mrs.............. .
“Grosvenor Hotel”...

Residence.

Date of
Apixjintinent,

Croydon-avonne, Croydon... 12 Doc., 1890
32, Gipps-st., Haymarket... 12 Sept,, 1887
Liverpool.............................. 15 Oct., 1889
MilitaryRoad.North Sydney 5 Oct., 1887
85, Castlereagh-st., Redfern 16 July, 1887
Church Hill, the Telegraph 9 May, 1889
Operator at.
Guild, John .............. St. Mary’s, South Creek .,
0 Sept., 1880
Hade, W. C................. Newbridge .......................... 2 May, 1890
Hall, H. ..................... 51, George-street, North .. 14 Oct., 1885
Hall, Maggie.............. 93, Brougham-street, Globe 28 Feb., 1887
Hall, K. Ln ............... Hannell and Albert Streets, 4 Sept., 1890
'Wickham.
Hall, Wilham .......... Mudgce .............................. 24 Oct., 1879
Hail, C. A................... Stratbfield ........................
6 Api il, J 888
Hailoran, John.......... 38, Foveaux-street, Albion 5 Jan., 1881
Estate.
Hamilton, P.............. Derby-street, Walcha ...... 21 Nov., 1890
Hamilton, R. D.......... Hamilton.............................. 2 Mar., 1887
Hamilton .................. Railway Station-master ... 12 Sept., 1884
Hancock, James ...... 332, Elizabeth-street.......... 10 May, 1887
Hanlon, Ann.............. 179, Palmer-street.............
7 Jan., 3887
Hanly, James J.......... 379, Dowling-street, Moore 29 Mar., 1888
Park.
Hardcastle, A......... . 35, King-street .................. 25 Nov., 1889
Hardwick, W. B....... Katoomba ......................... 25 Oct., 1889
Hardwick, A, J.......... Jlillgrove.............................. 30 Nov., 1889
Hardy, George.......... Lambton Heights, Lambton 25 .June, 1890
Hardy, R. E................ 303, Elizabeth-street, comer 9 Mar., 1882
of Goulburn-street.
Hamev, Richard ...... 65, Elizabeth-street ......... 25 May, 1882
Harle,*J. N.................. Tram Terminus, Newcastle 19 Nov., 1890
Harper. Mary .......... 243, Ox fold-street.............. 21 July, 1890
Harper, P.................... 170, Oxford-st., Paddington 21 duly, 1888
Harper, T. J...........
373, Rourke-street, Darling- 20 Jan., 1390
burst.
'
Harrington, John...... 27, Darlington Road, Dai-' 13 April, 1889
lington.
Harris Bros................. 549, King-street, Newtown 3 Jan., 1885
Harris, James A Son,. Albert Park, Rookwood . 4 Aug., 1890
Harris, S. G.............. Town Hall Arcade, Glen 3 June, 1890
limes.
Hams, W, H.............. Corner of Darlington Road 14 dune, 1SS7
and
Codnugton-strcct,
Darlington.
Harris & Co.......
Nyngan.................................. 14 Nov., 1888
Harris, Augustus
73, Fitzroy-st, Surry Hills 29 Nov., 1888
Harrison, T..........
Comer of Landsdowue and 4 Jan., 1889
Marlborough Sts , Sum
Hills.
‘
Hart, P. W................. Kempsey............................. 23 April, 1S?S
Hart, C. L.................. Mail Contractor, Tumut and fiNov., ISoS
Kiandra Road.
Hartley, J................... 101, Dcvonshire-st., Sydney 13 Mav, 1887
Harvey, Charles ..... Rouse-street, Tenterfield .. 27 April, 1887
Harvey, Samuel .
Corner of George and Harris 7 Sept., 1886
Streets, Parramatta.
Harvey, W. R............ Darby-street, Lake Mac 27 June, 1889
quarie Road, Newcastle.
Hawkins, Mrs. J........ 0,]\ ewtown Road, Dari i ngton 25 Mar., 1884
Hayes, E. J................ 79, Elizabeth-street ..........
9 Dec., 1886
Hayes, Mrs. Bridget., Emma-street, Leichhardt... 11 Sept., 1889
Hayes, C. If................ Sec., Sydney Exchange..... 30 June, 1880
Hearle, F. A............... SOi, Princes-street.............
3 Aug., 1833
Head, N...................... 424, Elizabeth-street, Surry 5 July, 1888
Hills.
Hegerty, J. F............. 74, Oxford-st., Paddington.. 1 July, 1887
Hemze, H. C............. Corner of Elizabeth and
31 Oct., 1888
Hunter Streets,
Henderson, P. A J, ... Mount Yemon-st., Forest 8 Oct., 1883
Lodge.
Hendry, W................ Nevertire.............................. 28 May, 1883
Heness, C. W............. Wiison-street, Newtown ... 27 Nov., 1888
Hennessy, Rev. j. D, 80, Hunter-street ............. 6 Ang., 1886
Herbert, H. & Co. ... Peak Hill.............................. 16 Oct., 1890
Hewitt, \V. A............ Blane-atreet, Newcastle ... 25 April, 1884
Heyde, A.................... Forbes ................................. 10 May, 1888
Higson, W.................. Railway-terrace, Lewisham 15 Nov., 1889
Hill, George .............. 793, George-street............. 13 Feb., 1877
Hill, George.............. 131, George-street West .. 12 June, 1890
Hill, George M........... 130 William-st., Woolloo8 Aug., 1889
mooloo,
Hill, George .............. 44, Gloncester-street ......... 22 June, 1883
Hilt, J. ML .............. Windsor-street, Richmond. 24 June, 1889
Hinchcliffe, S. A........ Waterloo .............................. 2 Aug., 1875
Hinde, M. A............... 420 Oxford-st., Paddington 25 J une, 1889
Hinder, E. J............... Glebe Road.......................... 10 Oct., 1877
Hindson, Richard ... Moulamein .......................... 23 May, 1889
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Hobson, John, & Son Beaumont-street, Hamilton 24 Mar., 1SS6
Hodge, S.................... Corner of Bentinck A Piper- 4 Oct., 1SS9
Streets, Bathurst,
llodgkinsoii, James.. 242, South Head Road, Pad 15 Feb., 1882
dington.
Hofman, J. B............ Narraiu-i .........................
29 Aug., 1SS9
Hogan, Peter John .. Now Canterbury Road, Mar 2 May, 1SS4
rickville.
Hogarth, W. A.......... 60, George-street West...
21 Oct., 1887
Holiten & Matthews.. 115, Regent-street, Redfern 14 Apnl, 1890
Holland, Jane ......... Elizabeth aud Sutherland 24 Feb., 1890
Streets, Paddington.
Holt, Joseph .
George and Harris Streets, 25 Feb., 1890
Parramatta.
Homan, E. M............ West Maitland ..............
26 Nov., 1S8S
Homebush................ Railway Station-master.. .. 17 Mar., 1SS4
Hood, 11....................
Argent-street, Broken Hill
3 Aug., 1S8S
Hopfe, E.................... Bayliss-strcet, Newtown, 9 May, 1890
"Wagga Wagga.
Hordern, J. L..........
2U, Pitt-street .................. 17 Mar., 1877
“ Hotel Metropole”. The Manager ...................... 6 Jan., 1890
Howard, Charles ...
Kingsgrove, Hurstvillc ..... 7 Mav, 3889
Howell, H.................
New! ngton,Trafalgar-street, 5 Oct,, 1886
Annandale.
Hudson, A. J. ...
Paddington.......................... 21 April, 1SS7
Hudson, Martha
Corner of Botany-street and 15 July, 1887
Oatley Road, Moore Park.
Hudson, S. M........
865, George-street.............. 18 Feb., 1890
Hudson & Walker
Blackheath .......................... 18 Oct., 1888
Hughes, Jesse .....
P21, George-street West .. 28 Oct., 1889
Hughes, T. F.........
Railway Bookstall, Albury. 0 Oct., 1889
Hunt, Edward .....
Oberon................................ 17 Oct., 1887
Hunt, G..................
Corner of Water and Foster 14 Feb., 1888
Streets, Leichhardt.
Hunt, H..............
East-street, Narrandera ... 29 Oct., 1887
Hunt, Mrs. F. 11.
Victoria Road, Marrickville 14 Mar., 1SS2
Hunt, T, and 0.
Randwick .........................
7 Nov., 1889
Hunter, W. G. ...
Wagga Wagga................... . 19 July, 1869
Hunter, G............
Bean-street, Albury ......... 23 July, 1839
Hurt, J. W.........
52, Victoria Arcade, Castle
7 May, 1890
re agh-street.
Hutchinson, H. L,
71S George-st., Haymarket. 24 July, 1884
Ibbersou, G. II. ..
Crane ami Broughton
3 July, 1889
Streets, Concord.
Inglis, Thomas . ...
Skinner's-st, South Grafton IS June, 1887
Ismay, J. E...........
King and Lord Streets,
24 Jan., 1889
Newtown.
Ivcss, J...............
Bean-street, Albury ......... 28 June, 1889
Jackson, J. E, ..
229 William-street.............
1 June, 1SS5
Jaconi, Antonio
69, King-street ......... '..... 13 June, 1890
James, Mrs, A...
86, Woolloomooloo-street,. 23 Mav, 1890
James, John .....
Westmorelaud-street,
9 Sept., 3882
Forest Lodge.
James, D................
41, Oxford-street ............. 27 April, 3870
Jansen, L. ..............
Manly ................................ 24 Oct., 3SSS
Jarvey, G. il..........
Tamworth ......................... 16 Mav, 1887
Jarvis, Mrs, Mary
2 Charles-st., Forest Lodge 4 Oct'., 3889
Jansen, Sarah ......
1, Phelps-st., Surry Hills.. 20 July, 3837
Jayc & Freeman ..
Keppel-street, Bathurst .. 28 July, 3888
Jnye, James ..........
Law'son-etreet, Balmain..... 33 May, 3882
Jeater, W................
3, Bakewell’s Buildings. IS Feb., 1887
Abercroinbie-st., Eveleigh
Jefferc, E..................
550, George-street............. 17 Mar., 1890
Jeffery, W. N........... Anhurn-strect, Goulhurn .. 1G May, 1890
Jcnnett, M...............
118 Liverpool-street
12 Jan,, 1889
Jennings, R..............
129, Elizabeth-st,, Redfern 30 April, 1883
Johns, Franz ..........
Blue’s Point Road, North 21 Mar., 1881
Sydney.
Johnson, J. A........... Reynold-strcet, Nortli
14 June, 1890
Goulbnrn.
Johnson, Ralph .. ,
190, William-street, Wool 22 July, 1887
loomooloo.
Johnson, R.
Islington, Hamilton ......... 16 Mar., 1888
Johnston, D.
Corner of Phillip and Glad 14 Feb., 1887
stone Streets, Enmore.
Johnston, L............... 415, Crown-st., Surry Hills 23 April, 1890
Johnstone, E............
Cooma-street, Yass ......... 16 Nov., 1885
Johnstone, W............ Watson’s Bay.....................
9 June, 1890
Jones, Edward, jun. Catherine Hill Bay.............
7 Bee., 1888
Jones, J. 11. A. A....... Bathurst ............................. 22 April, 1SS0
Jones, W'. G.............
Ashfield ............................. 10 Aug., 1SS0
Jones, W. IT.............
3 Bee., 1883
Milton ................................
Jones, William........ 96 Bevonsbire-strcet, Surryl 26 Mar., 1889
Hills.
Jones A Wallace ...
Bong P>ong-street, Bowral. 21 Jan , 1890
Joseph, Charles......
Howiek-strcet, Bathurst ... 10 Oct, 1883
Jurlay, Mrs. E. C.
New Canterbury Road,
19 Oct., 1889
Petersham,
Katnmel, F., jun....
Liverpool.............................. 10 April, 1889

10 L—H

Name.

Kellick, James
Kennedy, Angus
Kenny, P. J........
Kerins, J.............
Kershaw, A, junr. ...
Kevin, E. A................
Kilborne, M. L...........
Killick, H. O..............
Kinane, A....................
King, E. F. ..............
King, Geo...............
King, Captain George
King, I. F..............
Kirby, Mrs. S. S...,
Kline, John ..........
Kluge, Charles ...
Knaggs A Co. ...
Knowles, E. H.
Knox, Joseph ...
Kollias, Kcmos...
Kullmer, H. W.
Kuntzc, Hubert
Lacy, Richard ..
Lambert, J. ..
Lamond, J. J.
Lang, William
Langer, Rudolph ,.
Langley, H. C......
Lassetter A Co.......
Lawrence, J...........
Lawrence, Richard
Lawrence, Richard
Lazar, Israel..........
Lee, A. S.................
Lee, John ..............
Lee, John E............
Lee, M.
Lee A Ross.............
Leggo, G. H............
Leigh, S, T., A Co.
Leighton, J..............
Le Maire, A. S. ...
Leman, E.................
Lennon, Anne ......
Leslie, W. C............
Lessels, Robert, A Son
Lester, W. IT.........
Letson, Janies ......
Leveich, F,
Levy, Mrs. ...........
Levy Brothels ......
Levy A Scott..........
Lewin, C. J.............
Lew in A Berg ......
Lewis, Mrs. Emily
Lewis, A..................
Lewis, G. E.............
Lewis, W. A...........
Lewisham .............
Ley, Bavid ...........
Little, Isaiah..........
Little, W. B............
Lloyd, H................

Loehrin, William
Locke, James ....
Lung, Edward ...
Lopes, Felix ......
Lopes, Felix .......

Residence.

Date of
Appointment.

87, King-street .................. 20 Bee., 1887
Broken Hill.......................... 7 Mar., 1887
Cooina-street, Yass .......... 20 Mar., 1890
Hill and MTCenzie Streets, 22 Aug., 1SSS
lieiclihardt.
Crookwell .......................... C Nov,, 1890
George-street, Camperdown 8 Sept., 1890
George-street, Bathurst..... 10 Jan., 1883
Rockdale.............................. 16 Oct., 1890
429, Liverpool.street.......... 29 J une, 3886
544, Bourke-street, Surry 14 July, 1880
Hills.
Alfred-street, North Sydney 16 Ang., 3888
6 June, 3890
New Hebrides................
25 April, 1889
386, George-street........
11 Oct., 1878
85, Market-street ........
Campbell’s Hill, West
23 Oct., 1886
Maitland.
7 Oct., 3880
47, William-street........
29 June, 1865
Newcastle ..................
2 Nov., 1874
209 Sussex-street .......
Hcreford-st., Forest Lodge.. 8 Bee., 3881
Victoria-st., Barlinghurst... 14 Bee., 1882
“ Huon,” near Jindcra ...
10 May, 1887
9 Feb,, 1888
Broken Hill.....................
2 Nov., 1887
No, 2, Central Arcade,
George-street.
16 Oct., 1885
Peel-street, Tamworth ..
2, Macquarie-street South... 27 May, 1882
12, Carlton-terrace, Irwin 23 June, 1881
street, off Abercrombie
street.
Newcastle .......................... 19 Feb., 1886
190, King-street................. 16 Jan., 1890
4 Oct., 1882
417, George-street.............
H erbert-street, Marrickville 16 July, 1688
25 June, 1888
Corner of Trafalgar-street
and Parramatta Road,
Leichhardt.
Paddington .......................
9 Sept., 1882
74, Oxford-st., Paddington. 22 Bee., 3885
21 Aug,, 1888
Summer-street, Orange
IS Feb., 1886
The Junction ...............
Corner of Henderson and 27 May, 1889
Kiugsclear Roads, Alex
nndna.
Bannell-strect, Smedmore, 24 Nov,, 1890
W ickham.
14 June, 1879
53, Market-street . ..
424, Oxford-st., Paddington 19 July, 1887
28, O'Conncll-street .........
1 July, 1880
22 Feb., 1888
379, Liverpool-street,
Barlinghurst.
Victoria Arcade.................. 23 Nov., 1883
Braiduood .......................... 28 Aug., 1890
23 Feb., 1884
47, Windsor-street, Pad
dington.
Bnrling Road, Balmain...... 22 Aug., 1881
Orange................................. 13 July, 18S0
Mudgec................................. 29 Jan., 1889
37, Bourke-street, Woolloo- 12 Nov., 1888
mooloo.
Caseade and Sutherland 28 Nov., 1887
Streets, Paddington.
4 Mar., 1881
47, George-street West..
30 Jan., 1882
George-street, Bathurst
8 Nov., 3886
189, Oxford-street.........
213, George-street North
23 Feb., 1886
7 Aug., 1S84
307, George-street.........
24 Nov., 3883
St. Mark’s .....................
7 July, 1886
310, George-street.........
Mitehell-streetEast, Bourke 3 April, 1890
354, George-street West..... 5 April, 1887
Railway Station-master ... 19 Nov., 1887
East Maitland..................... 9 April, 1885
47, Union-street, Newtown 26 Nov., 3889
276, Castlereagh-street...... 23 April, 1887
New South Wales Railway 7 Jan., 1582
Bookstall Company, Rail
way Stations, Redfern,
Newcastle, Parramatta,
Granville, aud Ashfield.
4 Oct., 3SS9
Nelson-street, Plattsburg..
3 Nov., 1887
Auburn-street, Goulbnrn ,
1 April, 1890
Goulbum............................
Tramway Waiting Room 25 July, 1SS9
Queen-street, Woollahra
Corner of Market aud
25 July, 1819
Elizabeth Streets.

APPENDIX

Kune.

Love, James R........
Love, John.................
Lucas, R. H...............
Luigi, Garino.............
Lumb, P........ .............
Lunt, Thomas ..........
Luscombe, Richard ...
M'Cann, Charles......
M'Carthy, James......
M'Caskie, John..........
M'Cowan, Mrs............
M'Crae, Charlotte ...
M'Crca, —..................
M'Cree, Mrs. J..........
M‘Donald A................
M‘Donald, A. D.........
M‘Donald, E..............
M'Donald, Mrs. E. ...
M‘Donald, Mrs. E. . .
M1 Donald, Mrs, Jane.
M'Donaldtown...... .
M'Dowell, John .....
M'Gee, W. E..............
M‘Glew, Mrs. E. A....
M'Glinchey, Peter ...
M‘Gregor, J................
MTutosh, P. & Co, ...
M‘Kay, P. M..............
M‘Kee John .............
M‘Knight, Mrs...........
.M‘Kune, W................
M'Lachlan, A.............
M'Lean, D...................
M‘Mahon, F. J..........
M ‘Neil, J.....................
Macalpine, Archibald.
Macdonald, W. H. ...
Macdonald, J. M........
Mackenzie Mrs...........
Mackenzie, M.............
Maclardy, W. M.......
Macleod, A..................
Macnamara, Miss E...
Maeready, Hugh......
Haddock, W...............
Mallam, H. G............
Maloney, W. M........
Manfredi, G...............
Manna!!, C. J. ..........
Manning, J. G............
Manning, Mrs.............
Manson, Mrs. Mary..
Mantle, W. J.............
Marcus, Louis .........
Marks & Ferguson ...
Maries, A. J................
Marshall, J..................
Marshall,
Marshall,
Marshall,
Marshall,

John..........
J. S...........
L. D............
R................

Martin, John.............
Martindale, W...........
Marts, A.....................
Mate, T. H. & Co,
(Limited.)
Mathicson, Peter......
Matthes, M.................
Matthews, D...............

Kesidenoa.

502, George-street..............
Walcha.................................
Stanley and Ynrong
Streets, Woolloomooloo.
Comer of Bridge & Phillip
Streets.
Railway Parade, Kogarah..
Lunt-vale, Tarcntta ..........
4S2, Bourke-st., Surry Hills
Corner of Crown and Goulburn Streets, Surry Hills.
Corner of Crown and Cleve
land Streets, Surry Hills
Crescent-street, Balmain ...
22, Newtown Road.............
49, Windsor-street, Pad
dington.
Nelson-street, Plattsburg,
Wallsend.
Liverpool and Barcom
Streets, Darlinghurst,
S5, Sussex-street.................
High-street, West Maitland
Corner' of Burwood Road,
Burwood.
Keppel-street, Bathurst . .
William-street, Bathurst...
Goulhurn............................
Railway Station-master ...
Woodville Road, Granville.
Millor-st., North Sydney
Enmore Road, Newtown ..
67. Lower George-street ...
Picton ..................................
Quirindi .............................
Codrmgton-street and Dar
lington Road, Darlington
Parramatta .........................
Lower Fort-street ..............
140, Pyrmont Bridge Road
Glenmorc Road and Gumcrstreet, Paddington.
147, Redfern-street, Redfern
23, Good Hope-street, Pad
dington.
70, Sussex-street..................
Mosman’s Bay......................
“The Store,” Mount Vin
cent.
Bathurst ..............................
Telegraph operator, Redfern Railway Station.
Deniliquin ..........................
319, George-street.............
Walker-street, North
Sydney.
Olive-street, Albury..........
King-street, Newtown......
381, George-street..............
Beardy-street, Armidale ..
Moree .................................
Rouse-street, Tenterfield ...
Carrington-street, HorsoshoeBend, West Maitland
25, Iris-street, Paddington..
S, Oxford-street ................
Elizabeth-street, Waterloo..
426, Harris-street, Ultimo..
62, Botany-street ..............
Ashfield ..............................
Old Canterbury Road,
Summer Hill.
Sydney Road, Clyde, near
Granville.
Hoxton Park ....................
124, Market-street..............
Howiek-street, Bathurst ...
Cleveland and Rose Streets,
Darlington.
563, Darling Road, Balmain
Church and Phillip Streets,
Parramatta.
Marion-atreot, Leichhardt,.
Albury ..................................

Date of
Appointment,

C-ccmtinuel
Name,

15 Mar., 1880 Matthews, W, L........
3 Jan., 1888
28 June, 1SS9 Maxwell, 0.................
Meek, W. J, & Co. ...
16 July, 1885 Merrick, Samuel
10
19
22
26

June,
Jan,,
Sept.,
Sept.,

1889
1871
1880
1883

Metcalfe, Mrs. E........
Meyer, Mrs. G. H. ...
Miller, R, P................
Mdes, Richard..........

16 Nov., 1889 Miller, Gilbert ..........
Mills, J. M..................
20 Sept., 1884
12 Nov., 1888 Mills, John...
11 Oct., 1890 Mills, John
Mitchell, A. .
21 Nov,, 1883 Mitchell, Mr.
29 April, 1889
Mitchell, Mrs..............
14 April, 1SSS
22 July, 1882 Mitchell, Mrs. J.........
28 Feb., 1883
Mitchell, T. H...........
7 July, 1890 Moat, E.......................
12 Sept., 1890
17 July, 1884 Money, A....................
17 Mar., 1SS3 Money, William W....
23 April, 1889 Monk, Catherine A. ,
9 Jan., 1890 Montgomery, John ..
10 July, 1833 Montgomery, Hugh,..
9 Sept., 1880 Montgomery, William
5 Nov,, 1890 Moon, S. G..................
28 Mar,, 1890 Mooreroft, J, B.........
S Aug., 1889 Moore, H. Byron......
Moore, J......................
20 Aug., 1889 Moorehousc, G............
23 Mar., 1SS1 Moran, A.....................
11 May, 1SSS Morcombe, John ......
16 May, 1890 Mordne, W.................
Morgan, Mrs. Francis
23 May, 1890 Morns, T. C...............
25 Feb., 1SS5 Morison & Daley ......
Morton, John ..........
20 Mar,, 1360 Moss, L., & Co...........
1 Oct., 1SS7 Moss, S. B. and Co...
S Oct., 1887 Mossop, J....................
Moulsdalo, W.............
8 Nov., 1886 Mounter, P..................
18 Feb., 1890 Mountford, Martha ..
Moxhatn, Small & Co.
24 Sept., 1888
30 J une, 1883 Mulholland, Joseph...
23 July, 1885 Mnllany, P,, and Co..
Mullens, Katie..........
19 Oct., 1888 Muller, H....................
20 July, 1880 Mulvey, G. W............
6 Aug., 1863 Mumford, Mrs. L. ..
9 Feb., 1877 Murphy, Jeremiah ..
27 May, 1889
10 Feb., 1888 Murphy, John ..........
19 Mar., 1887 Murray, Mrs. Annie
Murray John..............
10 Oet., 1887 Murray, P...................
10 Aug., 1880 Murray, George .....
10 Nov., 1880
21 Mar., 1890 Jl array & Co...............
4 Nov., 1880 Nash, F........................
29 Jan., 1884
6 Jan., 1890 Neil, F.........................
23 Mar., 1SSS Neilan, Martin..........

Nelson. Olla ..............
Nevin, Miss Annie . .
Newland, Thos...........
Newman, J. II..........
Newtown ..................
11 Mar., 1889 Nichols, James.........
24 June, 1886
Nicoll, J......................
20 June, 1890
9 Sept., 1890 Nix, George ............
Nixon, William..........
Grosvenor Crescent, Sum 14 Nov., 1S90 Noake, John..............
mer Hill,
Norris, J. W..............
SO, Redfern-street, Redfern 7 Aug., 1S90 Norris, — .................
Blayney .............................. 26 June, JSS5 Norwood, W. J..........
7
19
1
17

Get.,
June,
Nov.,
Sept.,

1890
1880
1886
1890

Rctidence.

Portinan-strect, Zetland
Estate, Waterloo.
10, Market-street ..............
12, Cobar Road, Nyngan ...
Victoria and Liverpool Sts.,
Darlinghurst.
Deniliquin ..........................
290, Oxford-st., Paddington
Wagga Wagga .................
Young and Telopea Streets,
Redfern.
93, Brougham-street, Glebe
Milsou’s
Point,
North
Sydney.
Hcrcules-street, Ashfield ...
Thornton Hill, Manly .......
104, Abererombie-strcet ...
Corner of Sydenham and
Unwin’s Bridge Road,
Marrickville.
Parramatta Road, Leich
hardt.
Sydenham Road, Marrick
ville.
Elizabeth-street. Croydon ..
Old South Head Road,
Waverley.
12S, Queeu-st, Woollahra..
North Goulbum..................
503, Crown-st., Surry Hills
149, Bathurst-strect ..........
Marnlan ............................
Cook's RiverRd., St. Peter’s
105, Regent-street, Redfern
Mount Costigan .................
Exchange, Melbourne ......
554, George-stieot.............
2, Botany Hoad, Alexandria
Union-street, Gonlburn.......
Cowpor-street, Waverley...
Homebush ..........................
Regent-street, Camperdown
River-street, Baltina ........
Tiie Corner, Wagga Wagga
Market-street, Sydney......
5, Hunter-street..................
Gray-street, North Sydney
89 Albion-street, Surry Hills
Eent-st., Milltown,Bathurst
Mounter-st., North Waratah
4 Cooper-street, Surry Hills
Walker and Blue Streets,
North -Sydney.
Kmg-street, Newtown .....
Katoomba ...........................
68 Hunter-street, Sydney...
Evans-street, Balmain ......
Blane-street. Newcastle... .
Baylis-st., Wagga Wagga...
Corner of Kent and Liver
pool Streets.
Mittagong ......................
017, Harris-street. Ultimo..
Keppel-street, Bathurst ...
Cowra .................................
Erskinevillo Road, Mac
donald town.
Burwood ..............................
Old South Head Road, Pad
dington.
Rockdale Stores, Rocky
Point Road, Rockdale.
Old Newtown Road, Dar
lington.
41, Upper William-st. North
433, King-street, Newtown
339, Elizabeth-street..........
659^, George-street .........
Railway Station-master......
Laura and Hawken Streets,
Newtown.
Auburn-street, North Goulburn.
Hillgrovc..............................
Temora..................................
320 & 446, George-street ...
Parkcs-street, Ryde ..........
412, Oxford-st., Paddington
Bathuist .............................

Date of
Appointment

ID Oct.,

1887

12 April, 1888
19 Sept., 1890
20 Aug., 1880
14
27
27
15

Mar.,
June,
Feb.,
July,

1884
1889
1890
1S90

20 Sept., 1888
5 Jan., 3887
6
19
23
16

Feb.,
Ang.,
Feb.,
May,

1838
1890
1889
1887

10 May, 1887
14 Dee., 1836
7 Mar,, 1884
11 June, 1890
25 Oct.,
4 Jan.,
31 Get.,
15 Mar.,
17 Sept,,
23 Nov.,
6 May,
17 Aug.,
3 J une,
23 July,
9 Dec.,
1 Nov.,
10 Sept.,
22 July,
16 Mar.,
30 Dec,,
6 Aug.,
24 June,
26 Mar.,
28 May,
7 Mar.,
S Feb.,
22 Jan.,
3 Aug.,
12 Dec.,

1888
1SS4
1884
1882
1867
1833
1890
1887
1881
1856
1884
1SS9
1885
1887
1877
1890
1SS7
1887
1SS5
1888
1SS7
1886
1889
1SS7
1890

11
24
5
24
12
29
20

Mar.,
Oct.,
July,
Jan.,
Dee.,
April,
April,

1884
1884
1887
1888
1887
1890
1837

27
31
30
28
20

Oct.,
May,
Jan.,
June,
Jan,,

1886
1SS7
1890
1879
1880

9 Mar., 1887
2 Feb., 1883
24 Feb., 1887
20 Mar., 1881
3
11
13
2
17
20

Sept.,
Get.,
June,
Sept.,
Mar.,
July,

1883
1890
1884
1SS2
1884
1890

15 July, 1887
7 Ang.,
14 Oct.,
14 Feb.,
26 Aug.,
23 Aug.,
13 April,

1SS9
1SS7
1872
1886
1889
1876

353
59

continued.
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Ifnmo,

Residence.

Norwood, Arthur....... Summer-street, Orange.....
Nosworthy, Mrs......... Goldsmith-street, Goulhurn
O’Brien, S........ ........... Elswick and Marion Streets,
Leichhardt.
O’Connor, William ... Lambert-street, Glen Innes
O’Connell, Ellen ....... 02 Hunter-street..................
Ode, W........................ 225, Oxford-street..............
Odm,in, W. P............. Nyngan ..............................
O’Donnell, M. A......... Gonlburn..............................
Olive, Alfred B........... South-street, Granville.....
f
Cowra ..................................
O’ljoughlin, Thomson, 41, Bayswater Road, Dar& Co.
linghurst.
O’M.ara, Thomas ....... 143 Campbell-street ..........
O’Neill, Miss.............. “Albion House,” Monarostreet, Queanlieyan.
Oram, W. H............... Goulburn-street, Crookwell
Orrell, Mrs.................. 253, Kent-street..................
Orriell, Mrs. H........... Falcon-st., North Sydney...
Osborne, Thomas....... HlawarraRoad, M arrick vill e
Osborne, A. E............ Merrigang-street, Bowral...
O’Toole, J.................... 12, Moncur-st., Woollahra..
Page, A. J. .............. Montagu-street, Goulbum..
Page, M, J. ............. 74, Redfern-street, Redfern
Palcsi, 0..................... 452, Pitt street kSonth ......
Palmer, Mrs. Henry... 104, Missendcn Road, Cam
perdown.
Palmer, James .......... Xfee
Railw ay
Parade,
Kogarah.
Pankhurst, George ... Carrington .................. .......
Parker, Mrs. Ann...... Durham-street, Bathurst,..
Parker, C. M.............. George-street, Bathurst ...
Parker, W.................. Corner of Underwood andl
William Sts., Paddington I
Parramatta ............. Railway Station-master ...|
Parsons, B. G............ Goulhurn..............................
Parsons, W, H............ 79, King-street, Newtown,..,
Pasley, H. A............... 40, Ross-st., Forest Lodge..
Paton, John B............ Chataw'ood ..........................I
Patou, J. B................. Capertee ..............................I
Patrick, Parlet.......... Station-street, Waratah ...|
Patterson, A. T. ...... 147, King-street, Newtown,
Patterson, A, T......... 225, King-street, Newtown
Paul, T. J.................... Nolso»-st., North Annandale
Pauls, Adolphe.......... 124, Bathurst-strcet ..........
Payne, John ............... Corner of Oxford and Lasswell Streets, Waverley,
Payne, Stephen........ Dan gar Village, Narrabn. .
Peacock, Mrs, A. E... 102, Darby-st., Newcastle..
Penfold, W. C., & Co.. 183, Pitt-street ...................|
Perdriau, G. A........... West and Holterman Sts.,
North Sydney.
|
Perkins F................... “ Grosvenor Hotel ”.......... i
Perrin, C..................... 155, Victoria-street North.,
Peters, J. W............... Edwin-strcet, Croydon .....
Petersham ................... Railway Station-master ..
Phillips, A................... Bridge-street ......................
Phillips, Joel.............. 04, Market-street ............... ,
Phillips, W. H.......... 182, Harris-street, Ultimo..!
Phillips, Mrs. Kebecea 28, Johnstone-street, NortlJ
Annandale.
.
Phillips, S................... 60, Hunter-street ..............
Philpot, J. I>............. Comer of Princes-st. and
Charlotte-place.
Pigott, Patrick......... Legislative Assembly,
Sydney,
Pisani, J............ .......... 99, Regent-street, Redfern,.
Pitkethly, J, T........... 56, Park-street ..................
Pitt, R. B.................... Alfred-street, North Sydney
Pittmann, Fanny..... Dean-street, Albury ..........
Plummer, George...... Dubbo ..................................
Policy, A. R............... Corner of Queen and Ocean'
Streets, Woollahra.
I
Pollitt, R.................... Milson’s
Point,
North]
Sydney.
i
Poison, W. G.............. Germanton ...........................j
Porter, Robert.......... Lec-strcet, Wellington.....
Porter William.......... Excelsior Siding, Mudgee
Railway line.
Porter, M.................... Lithgow ..............................
Ponlton, W. T............ West Maitland ................
Pov.'lson, Miss Mary 243, King-street, Newtown
Pratt, Mrs. E, 0........ 80, Glebe Point Road ......
Preston, John ........... 118, Devonshire-st., Sydneyi
Price, J. B. .............. Colonadc, Granville ........
Prince, Mrs. Elion ... 39, Weston Road, Balmain]
Protheroc, J................ Denison Road, Petersham..
Prowlcs, A.................. Enmore and Victoria Roads,
Marrickville.

on, a .............

Date of
Appointment

Name.

11 Sept., 1888 Pullen, W. T..............
10 Oct., 1890 Pullin, John.............
14 Jan., 1886 Purchase, Edward ...
Purnell, E....................
IS July, 1889 Pyke, L.......................
10 May, 1887 Pymontt, Alfred .......
9 June, 1886 Quinn, W. J. ...........
23 Oct., 1888 Rae, J. B.....................
11 Oet., 1890 Rae, Sarah..................
19 Aug., 1886 Rampa, John.........
12 April, 1887 Randall Brothers......
23 Feb., 1SS9 Rayson, Henry.........
Read, J........................
21 July, 1890
16 Feb., 1SS2 Read, John S.............
Reay, F. W.................
9 Jan., 1886 Keche N......................
20 June, 1889 Redgate, Wm.............
10 Sept., 1883 Redshaw, Thomas ...
19 Nov., 1887
11 Jan., 1888 Reed Stockdale.........
21 Feb., 1889 Rees, E.......................
2 April, 1886 Reis, C.........................
17 June, 1889 Reilly, Margaret^.......
20 July, 1S8S Rcitans, John ...........
23 Dec., 1889 Renforth, Sitvey .......
Roiiouf, Miss A. J__
11 Sept., 1886 Rcnouf, A. R..............
Rems, M.......................
S Dec., 1890
21 April, 1885 Reuben, A...................
12 May, 1890 Richmond, Thomas,
1 Feb., 1887
jnn.
Ridgen, C. I/. .........
17 Mar., 1884 Riley, W. R. ............
7 Oct,, 1887 Riordan, James..........
14 Jan,, 18S9 Riabcy, Mrs. Sarah...
2 Apiil, 1SS9 Ritchre, Mrs. Arm ...
4 June, 1SS6 Rix, William.............
27 Feb., 1890 Roberts, A. C............. j
6 Feb., 1890 Roberts, J...................
15 Nov., 1884
21 April, 1890 Roberts, Miss Mary B.
28 April, 1882 Roberts, T. F.............
20 July, 1889 Roberts, W.................
5 Dec., 1888
Robertson, Emily......
19 Sept., 1890
27 April, 1SSS Robertson, G..............
3 M ay, 1886 Robertson, G. D.........
12 Nov,, 1890
Robiuson, A. D..........
20 Sept, 1890 Robinson, F. G..........
30 Nov., 1887
10 July, 1890 Robinson, F,..............
17 Mar., 1884 Robinson, R, H..........
2-2 May, 1SSS Rodd, C. T..................
10 July, 1880 Rod well, G................
22 Aug., 1SS3 Roc, A. R....................
7 Sept., 1889 Roc, William..............
31 Dec., 1889
16 Jan., 1888 Rogers, Chalks .....
Raokwrood.................
0 April, 1887 Rosario, C..................
Rose, G, H................
5 Mar,, 1S90 Rose, Mrs. H. A........
7 July, 1890 Rosemond, J..............
30 Nov., 1889 Ross, James A............
IS June, 3887 Ross, David ..............
0 Feb., 1888 Rossitor, E. G............ '
2 Nov., 1885 Routlcy, W. A T. ...
Row'land, Mr..............
7 May, 1S84
Rowley, William.....
14 Dec., 1888 Ramsey, H. J.............
28 Feb,, 1881 Rutherford, John ....
17 Jan., 1889 Rutty, if.....................
Ryan, John .............
10 duly, 1889
30 Nov., 1881 Ryan, Miss M...........
10 Jan., 1883 Ryan, John ..............
5 July, 1SS6 Sadler, George..........
29 April, 3889 Saloti, T......................
7 July, 3890 Samson, S. L.............
21 Oct., 3890 Samuel, Lewis ........
12 April, 1887 Sandels, W. H...........
9 May, 1S90
Sands, Mrs, Eliza.......

Residence.
Cowper, near Brushgrove...
336, Castlereagh-street......
Hillgrove..............................
Parramatta Rd., Petersham
Summer-street, Orange.......
Hill End ..............................
George-street, Singleton ...
Mullens’-street, Balmain ...
62, Albion-strect, SurryHills
19, Market-street ..............
334, George-street, West...
Wollongong..........................
443, Old South Head Road,
Paddington.
Argent-street, Broken Hill
Hamilton Road, Hamilton
314, Elizabeth-street..........
292, Bourke-street..............
96, Bowling-street, Pad
dington.
103, Cloveland-st., Redfern
Cambrian House, Stockton.
Wilson-street, Albury ......
253, Elizabeth-street.........
S, Charlotte-place ..............
Sanger-street, Corowa .......
430, Oxford-st., Paddington
1934, Oxford-street ..........
Corner of Kiera and Crown
Streets, Wollongong.
John-strect, Singleton ......
648, Darling-street, Bal
main W cat.
141, Oxford-st., Waverley
Goulbum..............................
Union Club..........................
King-street, Newtown .....
Buena Vista..........................
Avondale, Bobundarah......
57, King-street .................
G ros venor Crescent. Slimmer
Hill.
Cooma-street, Yass ...........
Yass .....................................
Parramatta Road, Leich
hardt.
216, Cleveland-street, Chip
pendale.
301, George-street..............
341, Oxford-street, Pad
dington.
Hnnter-street, Newcastle.,
Tram Terminus, North
Sydney.
239, Macquarie-street Soutli
Taree....................................
19, Macquarte-placc .........
Tram Terminus, Leichhardt
Argent-street, Broken Hill
Secretary Broad Meadow
Co operative
Society,
Hamilton.
The Great Arcade, Goulbum
Railway Station-master
771, George-street..............
Vulcan-street, Mornya......
5, Glebe Road, Glebe ......
128, Oxford-st., Paddington
Dean-street, Albury ........ .
Francis-street, Rookwood...
Clyde, Granville................
22, and 24, Erskine street..
Corner of William and Bay
Streets, Double Bay.
K ing-street South, Newtown
Churcli-street, Parramatta
532, George-street..............
19, Macqnarie-place ..........
Lower George-street, Parra
matta.
38 Francis-street.................
473 Bourke-st., Surry Hills
Lachlan street, Hay ...........
Waverley Road, Waverley
Anson-street, Orango..........
Harwood Island..................
Comer of Seymour and
Lambert Sts., Bathurst.
Queen-street, Woollahra ...

Date of
Appointment

13 Oct.,
2 Aug.,
10 Aug.,
25 Jan.,
6 Sept.,
13 May,
2 Oct,,
7 Feb.,
19 Aug.,
11 Feb.,
4 Sept.,
26 Aug.,
24 Dec,,

1880
1880
1889
1SSS
1887
1889
1889
1881
1889
1884
1889
1887
1881

25 Feb.,
5 Mar,,
10 Aug.,
25 Feb.,
14 Sept.,

1888
1890
1889
1873
1885

8 Nov.,
11 May,
25 Nov.,
31 Aug,,
2 Aug.,
29 Ang.,
4 July,
17 Nov.,
9 April,

1889
1888
1889
1888
1888
1887
1890
1890
1888

6 June, 1689
20 Sept., 1889
19
27
21
31
1
13
24
21

Oct,
Nov.,
Jan.,
Aug.,
Oct.,
Aug.,
Jan.,
Mar.,

1889
1802
1879
I8S0
1887
1884
1883
1890

1 Dee., 1890
10 Mar., 1881
16 Nov., 1887
23 Jan.,

1888

13 Aug., 1878
13 Jan., 1887
24 Aug., 1888
6 Sept., 1883
16
17
3
19
9
1

Aug.,
Sept,
June,
Mar.,
April,
Oct,

1884
1880
1889
1886
1890
1887

12
17
29
8
16
8
8
4
23
28
13

Sept.,
Mar.,
Mar,,
June,
May,
Mar.,
Jan,,
July,
April,
Nov.,
Sept.,

1887
1884
1887
1889
1890
1889
1890
1890
1888
1889
1883

5
9
15
8
12

July,
May,
July,
Sept.,
Jan.,

1881
1890
1890
1890
1883

17
3
1
25
3
24

Sept.,
June,
Feb.,
July,
Mar.,
Aug.,

1883
1882
1889
1890
1890
1889
1888

26 Mar.,

16 Mar., 1885

354
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Name.

Residence.

374, George-street..............
Wellington ..........................
Muswellbrook......................
6, Park-street......................
Church-street, Parramatta..
Eve's-terrage, Cowper-at.,
Waverley.
Sehaaf, 0..................... Bathurst ............................
Schick, X. F................ Woodlark-street, Lismore
SchliesamaimBros, ... Auburn-street, Goulhurn ...
Schmidt, Mrs. C........ 9, Creek-street, Balmain ...
SchuHert, S. ............. Warren ..............................
Scott, T. A.................. 10S, Woolloomooloo-street..
Scott, T. R* ............. 316, Cleveland-street..........
Scott, J........................ 2S2, George-street..............
Scouller, J. and R. ... 3, Sydney Arcade ..............
Scrymgour & Sons ... S9, King William-street,
Adelaide.
Shannon, T................ Booth-street, Annandale ...
Sharkey, Lawrence ... Parramatta Road, Leich
hardt.
Sharpe, R. M.............. Argent-street, Broken Hill
Shaw, Alexander....... Ocean-street, Woollahra .,
Shaw, Robert T. ....... New Ballarat, Wallsend ..
Shaw, W. H., sen. .. Vale-street, Cooma..............
Sheppard, J................. 72, Cooper-st, Surry Hills..
Shipway, John.......... Railway Xerrace, Lewisham
Shoobridgc. George .. Auburn-st., South Goulbum
Siddens John.............. 133, Henderson Road,
Alexandria.
Silcock, Caroline...... Lodge and Catherine Sts.,
Forest Lodge.
Sill, Mrs. M. A......... Auburn-street, Gonlburn...
Simmons, Ban .......... 696, George-street.............
Simmons, G............... Parramatta Road, Annandale.
Simmons, H............... . Bcrrigan ............................
Simpson, A.................. Wynyard-street, Xumut ...
Simpson, James ...... Jerilderie..............................
Sinclair, W. M........... 459, King-street, Newtown
Singleton, Edward ... Oxford-street, Barlinghurst
Sippel Bros................ 520, George-street..............
Sippcll, John............. Grenfell ..............................
Slntter, R................... Comer of Evelyn & Una Sts.,
Harris Park, Parramatta.
Smith, Arthur ........... Argent-street, Broken Hill
Smith, C. H................ New Canterbury Road,
Petersham.
Smith, E. T................ Barling Road, Balmain.......
Smith, H. J................ Forbes ................................
Smith, J. F................. Gilgandra............................
Smith, Thos. L. ..... 399, George-street.............
Smith, Jamea .......... 167, George-street North
Smith. T. 0................ F.mlkincr-street, Armidale
Smith, W. E............... 23 & 30, Bridge-street ......
Smith, W. R.............. George-street, Bathurst ...
Smith, Mrs. M........... Talbragar-street, Dubbo ..
Smyth & Wells......... Hunter and Phillip Street5
Soul & Sou................. 177, Pitt-street ..................
South, X. E................. Kogarah .............................
Southwell, J.B........... 7, Wells-street West.........
Southcoll, W. H......... 6’, Cooper-street, off Elizabeth-street, Surry Hills.
, G.
John
E.......... 125, Oxford-street..............
W..............
Katoomba ..........................
t
, W. U........... Newcastle ..........................
Squire, J. H.............. 4IS, Oxford-st., Paddington
Stahlbuck, C............... 45, Pitt-street......................
Stallwood, Charles .. Corner of Forsyth and Avon
Streets, Glebe Point.
Steed, Mrs. M. A. ... Parramatta Road, Annandnle.
Steenhohm, A, M. ... 57, Fitzroy-st, Surry Hills
Steinfatt & Co............. Argent-street. Broken Hill
S teller, J. P................ Drake ................................
Stcnning, TV. A.......... Ben Boyd Road, Neutral Bay
Stephens, A................. Braidwood ..........................
Point,
North
Stevens, Joseph ....... Milson’s
Sydney.
S .evens, George ....... 1G2, Oxford-street ..............
Stevenson, Mrs. A. ... Cowra ...............................
Stevenson, A. & Co,,,. Mitchell-street, Bourke......
Stewart, C. X.............. 77, King-street ..................
Stewart, William Aus Goulhurn Club, Market
Square, Goulbnrn.
tin.
Stewart & Clarke...... 470, George-street..............
Stitz, F........................ Barker-street, Casino .....
Story, H. R................ 0, Oxford-st,, Paddington
Stove, W. J................ South Head, Wagonga......
Sands, Robert ..........
Satchell, W. E. G. ...
Sawfcins, C. E. &E. A.
Saywell, T. R. ..........
Scandritt, Samnel......
Schaumburg, John ...

S

Bate ol
Appointment,

Sept..
July,
June,
April,
Oct.,
Dec.,

1873
1SSS
1888
1863
1SS0
1885

29 Oct.,
20 Sept.,
29 Jan.,
14 Jan.,
19 Aug.,
22 Jan.,
30 Oct,,
24 Aug.,
6 June,
23 April,

1890
1890
1SS0
1889
1890
1834
1888
1888
1888
1888

25
6
4
7
19
2

24 Ang., 1S8S
1 July, 1887
19 Aug^
21 April,
10 Mar.,
12 Sept.,
17 April,
23 May,
28 Jan.,
24 J une,

1890
1890
1881
1890
1888
1890
18S4
1889

24 July. 1888
29 Mar., 1887
1 Mar., 1882
15 Jan., 1885
5 Sept.,
11 June,
12 Dee.,
6 Jan,,
21 Oct.,
7 Julv,
25 June,
7 Nov.,

1888
1890
1889
JSSS
1887
1871
1885
1885

15 April, 1890
29 Sept., 1SSG
7 April,
23 Aug.,
30 Dec.,
28 Jam,
5 July,
23 Feb.,
23 Mav,
14 Feb ,
14 Mar.,
28 Mar.,
13 Ang.,
14 Oct,
7 Sept.,
9 June,

1881
1887
1880
1879
1879
1880
1883
1SSS
1890
1859
1874
1886
1888
1887

9
27
6
29
8
23

13SO
1889
1890
1887
1889
1885

Aug.,
July,
Feb.,
Dec.,
Oet,
Nov.,

17 Jan., 1S37
29 Mar.,
13 Aug.,
31 May,
7 Bee.,
14 July,
2 Feb.,

18S7
1890
1887
1882
1888
1878

17
7
12
21
9

Oct.,
Dec.,
Mar.,
Sept.,
May,

1887
1885
1890
1388
1884

22 Jan.,
13 Aug.,
5 June,
15 June,

1835
1883
1S8S
1886

jfnixie.

Residence.

Stow, Samnel .......... Palace & Brighton Streets,
Petersham.
Stratbfield.................. Railway Station-master ...
Street and Stanton .. 129, Glebe Road, Glebe ...
Strong, A................... Elgin-street, West Maitland
Strong, H................... Rous.....................................
Strong, John.............. Balmain ..............................
Strutton, J. X............ Burwood Road, Burwood,..
Stuart, Henry .......... Ashfield ..............................
Stuuty, Miss Elizabeth 79, Elizabeth-street ..........
Sullivan, P.................. East-street, Narrandera ...
Summer Hill ........... Railway Station-master.....
Stunners, H. R.......... 115, Liverpool-st., Sydney
Sun Hing Jang & Co. 227, George-street......... .
Sutton, J. ................. Corner of Fourth and Ocean
Streets, Woollahra.
Sutton, J. C................ Comer of Walker and Red
fern Streets, Redfern.
Swanson, A. G. M. ... Ryde.....................................
Swan, Herbert.......... East Maitland......................
Swanton, Mrs. Sarah 41, Bayswater Road, Darlinghurst.
Swindles, S................. Corner of Mary Ann 'and
Jones Streets, Ultimo.
Sworn, Charles.......... HlawarraRoad, M arrick ville
Syer & Co.................... Molesworth-street, Lismore
S>er, G. C, ............... Grafton.................................
Sylvester, William ... John-street, Singleton ....
Xate, William ......... 55, Oxford-st., Paddington
Taylor, Elizabeth...... 49, Lyndhnrst-street, Glebe
Taylor, J. X................ Naremburn, North Sydney
Taylor, R.................... 106, Wells-street, Redfern
Taylor, T.................... 857, George-street.............
Taylor, William ..... 4, Darlington Road, Dar
lington.
Taylor, Thomas C. ... Armidale ...........................
Telegraph Operator .. Stock Exchange of N.S. W.,
Sydney.
Terrey, E. J.............. Melbonrne-street, East
Maitland.
Thackeray, Charles ... 97, Queen-street, Woollahra
Thomas, E................... Cooper-street, Surry Hills
Thomas, George .,. ■ 185, Glelie Point Road.....
Main-street, Cudal..............
Thomas, Mrs. T. M.
Thomson, EvaM........ 94, Gonlburn-strcct ..........
Thomson, W............. Cooma-street, Yass .........
Thompson, Mrs. W... 7, Wattle-street, Ultimo ...
Thompson, J............... 91, King-street .................
Thompson, James...... 46, Erskine-street .............
Thomson, J .............. Bed ford-street, Newtown...
Thomson, John......... 72, Pitt-street......................
Thompson, W............. Veruer street, Goulbnrn ..
Thorn ley, Joseph .. . 1, James’ Terrace, Living.
stone Road, Marrickville.
Thornton, R................ 413, Crown-st., Surry Hills
Thornton, R............... Comer of Gipps and Crown
Streets,
Thrnssell, Thomas ... Mount-street, North Sydney
Thwaites, Joseph..... 232 Oxford-st., Paddington
Tilley, Chas................ New Canterbury Road,
Petersham.
Tissi ngton, Thomas .. Roimtree-street, Balmain..
Todd, Mrs................... 167, Cicely-at.,Leichhardt
Tolley, Richard ..... Comer of Olcnmore Road &
Gurner-st., Paddington.
Tonge, William ..... Carp-street, Bega ..............
Toogood, Mrs............ 2-4, Darlington Road, Dar
lington.
Toole, Thomas .......... Manager Co-operative Store,
Stockton.
Tophnm Bros............. Auburn-street, Goulbum ..
Trctnain, R. R............ Keppel-street, Bathurst ..
Trozise, W.................. Bontinck-street, Bathurst.,
Trim, George............ Beardy-street, Armidale ...
Truss, Thomas ...... . 503, Crown-st., Surry Hills
Tszekook, L............... 54, Goulburn-street ..........
Tucker, Thomas ...... 58, Bourke-street, Woolloomooloo.
Tucker, E................... South-street, Granville.....
Tanks, George, sen.... Parramatta North..............
Turnbull, Mrs. Ellen.. Crown-street, Surry Hills .
Turner, A. W............. Auburn-street, Gonlburn ...
Turner, B................... North Broken Hill.............
Turner, Mrs............... Burwood Road, Burwood ...
16 & 18, Hunter-street ....
Turner & Henderson
Turpin &■ Brian ...... 90, Hunter-street ..............
Tweedie, C. L............. Bombala ............................
Tylce, M...................... 128, Oxford-st., Paddington
Tynan, M.................... Crown-street, Wollongong

Date of
Appointment.

27 Mar,, 1890
21 Dec.,
10 Dec.,
28 Sept.,
24 July,
13 Aug.,
2 July,
21 Feb.,
15 April,
5 Feb.,
17 Mar.,
4 Feb.,
25 Aug.,
9 July,

1887
1889
1878
1882
1887
1890
1880
1890
1890
1884
1887
1888
1883

22 May, 1889
■l.Tune, 1885
6 Aug., 1889
9 Jan., 1890
26 Nov., 1883
29 Mar.,
7 Dee.,
24 Oct,
26 Aug.,
6 Jan.,
5 Aug.,
21 Mar.,
10 Feb.,
9 Dec.,
5 Mar.,

1SS9
18S8
1882
1889
1887
1885
1800
1890
1890
1887

27 Deo, 1882
31 Mar., 1800
31 Dec., 1887
26 Sept.,
15 Dec,
21 Oct.,
21 Jam,
7 Aug.,
9 April,
11 Mar.,
6 Aug.,
6 Sept.,

1890
1888
1890
1890
1889
1890
1SS7
1SS4
1880

28 June, 1890

22 Aug., 1871
31 Dec., 1888
8 Sept., 1890
6 June, 1881
24 June, 1881
18 Mar., 1885
8 July, 1887
31 May, 1SSS
2 Feb., 1884
21 Nov., 1890
20 Oct., 1886
19 Aug,, 1890
16 Mar., 1.SS9
16 Oct.,

1890

6
9
6
25
26
20
20

April,
Aug.,
Aug.,
July,
April,
Jan.,
May,

1889
1886
1888
1888
1882
1S85
1SS4

29 April,
1 Aug.,
6 June,
11 May,
25 Sept.,
11 Jan,,
9 Dec.,
25 Mar.,
31 May,
8 Mar.,
13 Oet.,

1889
1SS2
1882
1SS5
1888
18S8
1864
1889
1880
1888
1885
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Name,

Usaher, M...................
Vanpraagh, N.............
Vaughan, T, H...........
Veness, Charles H. ...
Vermesscb, J, C.........
Veroli, E. M................
Vial, Emma ...............
Vincent, H. S., &Co.
Vivarelli, &.................
Volikers, H. A...........
Waddell, A.................
Wade, John ..............
Wainwright, B. F. ...
Walker, John ..........
Walker, M. T, C........
Wallace, Benjamin ...
Wallace, W, M..........
Walsh, A.....................
Walsh, John.............
Walsh, a.....................
Ward, F......................
Ward, Joseph ..........
Ward, Reuben ..........
Waterhouse, T............
Watsou, Edward.......
Watson, G-. ..............
Watson, R. A ..........
Watson, David. . .....
Watson, James..........
Watts, H.....................
Watt, John ..............
Waugh, W. S............
Webb, E., A Co.........
Webster, Mrs. J.......
Welch, James ..........
Welch, Mrs ..............
Wellington, Mrs, S,...
WenhoB, E. H...........

Date of
Appointment.

Residence.

M'Pherson-strect, Waverley 8 Dec.,
337, King-street, Newtown 11 Feb.,
Darling-street, Balmain ... 10 Aug.,
Tamworth ........................ 22 July,
214 & 216, King-street, 29 Sept.,
Newtown.
322, Bourke-st., Surry Hills 16 Dec.,
302, Riley-street.................. 21 Jan,,
Glen Innes .......................... 19 Aug.,
85, Regent-street, Redfern. 21 April,
Prince-street, Grafton ....... 25 Sept.,
Berry .......... ...................... 26 Oct.,
Moss Vale .......................... 11 Jam,
Cudgen Scrub...................... 11 Dee.,
Otho-street, Inverell.......... 9 Jan.,
Tramway Waiting Rooms, 30 Oct,
Phillip-street.
Bingle Rando, near Gunne- 31 Oct.,
dah.
4 Nov,,
496, George-street.............
Catlierine-strect and Parra 13 Jan.,
matta Road, Leichhardt.
Goulbum............................ 25 May,
193, Oxford-st., Darlinghurst 26 Feb.,
389, Crown-street, Surry 3 Nov.,
Hills.
Windsor .............................. 7 Mar.,
Waverley Road, Waverley 17 Sept,,
Walker-st.,North Sydney'.. 18 June,
Parling-st. West, Balmain. 25 April,
Ashfield .............................. 5 Jan.,
Alfred and Castlereagh Sts. 17 April,
Grahamstown, near Adelong 5 July,
41 8a,Oxford -st., Paddington 3 Oet.,
Chapel-street, Marrickville 1.3 April,
4 Ang.,
Belgravc-street, Central
Kempsey.
3 Dec.,
Sunny Corner.....................
George-street, Bathurst...... 16 Ang.,
Tram Terminus, North 15 Dec.,
Sydney.
Castlereagh aud Cleveland 6 June,
Streets, Redfern.
104, Fitzroy-streot, Surry 5 Nov.,
Hills.
Corner of Piper and William 28 Aug.,
Streets, Bathurst.
122, Bowling-street, Wool 12 Feb.,
loomooloo.

C—continued.

1890 West, Thomas ..........
1889 West, John ..............
1880 Westerweller, J..........■
1882 Whalan, G..................
1890 Whinton, H................
White, T. A. M..........
18S7 White, Mrs. L............
1876
1886 Whiteford G. V..........
1885 Whiteford A Berry ...
1876 Wight, W. C. & Co...|
1885 Wildman, Edmund ...
1882 Wilkinson, Bros........
1889 Wilks, J......................
1889 Wilks, J......................
1889 Williams, John.......... j
Williams. F.................
1890 Williams, N................
Williams, S. M...........
1882 Williams, W. S..........
1887 Williams, Walter W.
Willmgton, W. A. ...
1864 Willingtou, W. A. ...
1889
1888 Willis, W....................
Wilson, Charles ......
1884 Wilson, Mrs. E. ......
1SS8 Win mill, H.................
1888 Winton, E. S..............
1885 Woelluer, H................
1881 Wood, T......................
1868 Wood, F. G.................
1881 Wooderson, W, A. ..
1889 Wootley, Robert . . .
1888
1886 Woods, John, A Co.
Worboys, D. J............
1889 Wyatt, Harriet..........
1879
1890 Wykcs, E. G ............
Wynler, D. D...........
1883 Yates, John .............
Young, E, W..............
1890 Young Bros.................
Young, W. N.............
1886 Younger, H.................
Younger, R. P............
1886

Date ot
Appointment.

Residence.

Name.

Marion-street, Leichhardt..
277, Elizabeth-st., Sydney..
Gunnedah ......................
Keppel-street, Bathurst ...
121, King-street, Newtown
Crystal-street, Petersham...
Comer of Ridge and James
Streets, North Sydney
296, King-street, Newtown.
93, Castlereagh-street .......
Broken Hill..........................
263, Sussex-street .............
Maclean ..............................
32, Bank-st., Chippendale...
72, Abcrerombie-st.,Sydney
223, Oxford-street..............
153, Cleveland-st., Redfern
194, Elizabeth-street..........
47, William-street..............
149, George-street North ...
439, Crown-street ..............
537, George-street, South...
Comer of Glebe and Ferry
Roads, Glebe Point.
715, George-street, Sydney
Otho-street, Inverell .........
Burwood Road, Burwood ..
Myall Creek, Bingara ......
North Sydney .....................
62, Hunter-sti eet ...............
92, King-street, Newtown..
Leichhardt ..........................
Islington, Newcastle..........
Coruer of Booth and Nelson
Streets, Annandale.
13, Bridge-street.................
High-street, Penrith..........
341, Oxford street, Padding
ton,
61, George-street West......
435, King-street, Newtown
140, Oxford-street..............
Petersham ..........................
131, Regent-street..............
Belmore Road, Randwick,.
351, Oxford-st., Paddington
Charles-strcet and Illawarra
Road, Marrickville.

14 Mar.,
15 July,
21 June,
6 Aug ,
18 May,
12 Mar.,
4 Feb.,

1889
1889
1889
1890
1889
1889
1887

3 Feb.,
12 May,
22 Feb.,
14 April,
15 Jan.,
3 June,
14 Aug.,
18 Aug.,
14 Jan.,
6 June,
28 June,
7 June,
10 Juno,
8 Sept.,
9 Dee.,

1890
1888
1888
1886
1890
1889
1889
1886
1887
1885
1889
1SS8
1882
1887
1889

5 Aug.,
22 Feb.,
2 May,
15 Aug.,
11 Aug.,
13 Jan.,
8 Feb,,
29 Nov.,
12 June,
28 Feb.,

1887
1884
1890
1875
1870
1887
1887
1889
1885
1888

15 Jan., 1885
14 June, 1SS7
15 April, 1890
14 Mar,,
19 Oct.,
4 June,
23 May,
18 Nov.,
8 Jan.,
5 July,
11 Oct.,

APPENDIX D.
Convention for the exchange of Parcel Mails between the Colony of Nisu South Wales on the one side and the Colony
of llongkony on (he other.
1. The parties to this Convention are the colonies of New South Wales and Hongkong. The offices of exchange for
Parcel Mails shall be Sydney and Hongkong. Parcel Mails shull for the present be forwarded by the fortnightly steamers of
the P. and O Co. only.
2. The colony of New South Wales may forward parcels addressed to Hongkong, China, Macao, Siam, Corea, or
Japan ; and Hongkong may forward parcels addressed to any Post town in New South Wales to which there is conveyance by
rad or conch. Such parcels shall bo delivered without charge to the addressees, except for customs duties jfiiyahle on any
articles contuined therein.
3. It is understood that the office of Hongkong undertakes no responsibility for parcels for China beyond its agency
nearest to the port of destination, Thus in the ease of a parcel for the island of Formosa, Hongkong will be responsible as
far as Amoy, after which the parcel will he at the sender’s risk.
4. In all matters of detail connected with the exchange of parcels, the rules governing the exchange of parcels between
the colony concerned and the London office shall be followed as iar ns possible. The maximum dimensions of parcels shall
ho 3 feet 6 inches in length, or 6 feet in length and girth combined. The maximum weight of any parcel shall be 11 111.*
5. The colony of New South Wales shall communicate to the colony of Hongkong the inland rates which must be
credited to such colony on parcels despatched to it from Hongkong, as well as a statement of any special details necessary to
be observed in the exchange of parcels with such colony.
6. Each Parcel Mad shall be accompanied by a Parcel Bill similar in form to that used in exchanges with the London
office. The despatching office of Sydney will ho liable to pay to the colony of Hongkong
(0) A sea rate of 4d. per 11). on (lie net weight of parcels despatched.
(1) An inland rate of 4d. per fb. computed parcel by parcel to Hongkong.
And the colony of Hongkong will pay
(«) The above sea rate of 4d. per ib,
(b) An inland rate of 4d. per lb. computed parcel by parcel to New South Wules.
7. All accounts connected wifh the Parcel exchanges shall he kept by Hongkong, which colony shall defray the costs
of sea transist iu both directions, and shall forward quarterly to New South Wales statements of account between the two
colonics.
8. This Convention shall come into force as far as the coLmies of New South Wales and Hongkong are concerned on
1st April, 1891.
9. This Convention may bo terminated at any time after the expiration of throe months’ notice to bo given by cither
party to the other.
'
Signed in duplicate, at Sydney, this 20th dav of March, 1891.
'
DANIEL O’CONNOR,
Postmaster-General.
And at Hongkong, this 15th day of September. 1890.
ARTHUR K. TRAVERS,
Acting Postmaster-General.

“

'

'

Except in the case Of -Japan in which case the weight is limUeJ to & ib.

APPENDIX E.

1890
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1890
1884
1880
1890
1888
1889
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APPENDIX E.
pA.RTictii.AHs of Contracts entered into for the conveyance of Post Office Mails from 1st January, 1890.
Contractors'
Postal Lines.
Names.

Addresses.

WESTEUX ROADS.
1 Wiliam Walsh, jun,* Parramatta
(Transferred to
W. Walsh, sen.,
fromlstApril, ISifO.)
2 Edwin J. Black...... Castle Hill

Frequency
of
Communication-

Mode of
Couvej ance.

No nf tiroes
per v-tek.

Annual
Amount payable to
Contractors,

£ s.

Bate of
'Termination
of
Contracts,

d.

Railway Station and Post Office, Par Fine times Conveyance
ramatta,
oroftener 1 or more
daily.
horses.

88 10 0

31 Dec., 1892,

Railway Station, Parramatta, and Post Twelve ... 4-horse
Offices, Parramatta, Baulkham Hills
coach.
and Castle Hill,
Pennant
Hills
..
3 Samuel Shields f ...
Parramatta, Rydalmere, Eield of Mars, Six.
2-wheeled
Ermington, Carlingford, and Pennant
trap.
Hills.
4 Daniel P, Horwood Baulkham Hills Baulkham Hills, Kelly ville, and Rouse Six.
Coach.
(Transferred tolrain
Hill.
James, from 1st
July, 1890.)
fi Edwin J. Black ... Castle Hill
S-horsc coach.
Castle Hill and Dural...................
Six......
6 Henry Birk .......... Toongalibie
Seven Hills and Toongabbie .....
Six.....
Horseback..
7 William H, Smith Seven Hills
From Blacktown to Prospect, and Six....... Horseback..
Prospect Reservoir, via Boothtovn,
returning via Veteran Hall.
8 Richard Wall ..
Blacktown
From Prospect to Eastern Creek, Six.
Horseback...
Rooty Hill, and Blacktown, via Rootv
Hill Public School.
9 Edward Simpson
Riverstone ...
Riverstone and Rouse Hill. (Con Once a day Covered
(Transferred to
tractor to convey mails twice a day
soeiahl
Francis Duffy, from
for the sum of £100 per annum, if
1 Or 2
25th March, 1S90 )
required by the Postmaster-General
horses.
to do so.)
From Railway Station to the Post Four tunes 1
Ofiice, Windsor ; and
a day.
From the Post Office to the Railway Five times
2-wheeled
10 Matthew Thompsot Pitt Town...... ■
Station, Windsor, including the clcar-i a day.
vehicle.
ance of the letter-receiver in Bridgi Three times
street, and the conveyance of the a day.
l contents to the Post Office.
j
11 William Hawkins., Wilberforce -,. . Windsor and Freeman’s Reach ...
Six.....
Horseback..
12 Richard Rose .... Wilberforce . ., Windsot and Wilberforce..............
Six......
Light
spring-cart
Four .
Hmsohack .
13 Thomas Thompson.. Pitt Town...... . Windsor and Pitt Town ...............
Two .,
Coach.........
14 Richard Rose ..... Wilberforce...... Wilberforce, Kbenezer, and Sackvtlle Three ..
Spring-cart,
Reach.
1 horse.
15 Nathan Mitchell
Lower Portland Sackvillo Reacti and Lower Portland Three..,
Horseback..
16 Thomas Everingham Central Colo .
Lower Portland and Central Colo .... One ... Horseback
17 Thomas Thompson.. Pitt Town.......... Pitt Town and Wiscman’i Ferry ... . Two .... Buggy or other

80 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

comet mice

99

10 0

31 Dec., 18921

90 0 0

31 Dec., 1892,

50 0 0 31 Dec., 1892,
31 4 0 31 Dec., 1892.
4G 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
54 10 0

31 Dec., 1891.

60 0 0

31 Dec,, 1890.

40 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

35 0 0
34 10 0

31 Dec., 1891,
31 Dec., 1892.

35 0 0

31 Dec,, 1892.
31 Dec., 1892.

24 10 0

18 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.
24 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.
00 0 0 31 Doc., 1891.

IS John Walker......... Wiseman’s Ferry Wiseman's Ferry, Central M‘Donahl Two .... Horseback..
(Transferred to Rich.
St. Alban’s, and1 fiper M‘Donakl.
Walker, from 1st
April, 1890).
19 Stephen Du ns ton ... Richmond......... Richmond, North Richmond, and Six.
4-whceled
vehicle, 2 of
Kurrajong.

33 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

IS 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

20 Stephen Dunston .. Richmond.......... Richmond and Grose Vale .................. Six..,

34

0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

26 0 0

31 Doe., 1891.

4 horses.

4-wheeled vehi
ole, 2 hon,es.

21 Thos. Catcrson ...... Upper Colo ...... Kurrajong, Comlcroy Road, and Upper Two
Colo
22 Donald M'Leod..... Kurrajong......... Kurrajong and Kurrajong Heights
Six
Horseback..
23 Adolphus S. Ivery Upper Colo ....... Upper Colo, Putty, and Howe’s Valley One
Horseback..
St.
Mary's..........
24 George Hope, junj...
Railway Station and Post Office, St. Threetimes J
Mary’s.
Or oftener [Wheeled
.
daily.
j vehicle.
Including the clearance of the letter Twice
box at the RailwayStation.
daily.
J
( Railway Station and PostOfiice, Pen-Threetimes ] Sulky,
rdh.
oroftener
daily.
| 1 horse.
25 William G. Durbin,, Penrith..........
From Penrith to Castlereagh, via Crane- Six ....
J
brook (Mount Pleasant PublicSchool),
returning from Castlereagh to Penrith.
26 William Walsh....... Parramatta ..... Prom^ the Post Office, Penrith, to] Six....
Coach, 1, 2,
Jamison Town, Mulgoa, Wallace, and
or more
Luddenham, and from Luddenham
horses.
to Wallace, Mulgoa, Jamison Town,
Penrith Post Office, and Railway
Station.
■
“
27 William G. Durbin. Penrith.............. From Emu Plains to Emu ; and from Twelve ...!
j Horseback
Emu to Emu Plains,
Six
MonntVictoria | Railway Station and Post Office, Twifc or ofMount Victoria : and
tencr daily. j- Horseback
23 John Beaulock .....
Railway Station, Mount Victoria, and Seven ......
Post Offices, Mount Victoria, Little
Hartley, Hartley, and Hartley Irate,

35 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.
70 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
46 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.

100 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.

115 0 0 31 Dee., 1890.

55

31 Dee., 1891

115

31 Doc., 1890.

* Contract cancelled 31st December, 1890.
t Contractor allowed £30 to terminate contract on 81st October 1SB0
t Contractor allowed £15 12s. per annum extra to perform an extra journey to aud fro daily, from 23rd July, 1890. ’
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Contractors'
Postal Linos.

Karnes.

Addresses.

29 Patrick Ryan.<........ Lowther .......... Hartley, Lowther, and Upper Run ...
30 John Hal! .............. Mount Wilson... Bell and Mount Wilson. (Contractor
to convey mails once a week only,
from 1st May to 31st October.)
31 Charles Orchard ... Bowenfelis ....... Bowenfells and South Bowenfelis ......
32 Wm. Hart*.............. Cullen Bullen ... Ben Bullen Railway Station and Cullen
Bullen.
33 William Gawthome. Mudgee.............. Capertee, Round Swamp, Ilford, Cudgcgong, Apple-free Ftai, Broomhee,
and Mudgee.
34 Clarence W. Parker Ilford................. Ilford, Waverley Station, Crndino, and
Sofala.
35 George A. Holland. Rylstone .......... Railway Station and Post Office, Rylstoue.
36 Nathaniel B. Taylor) Rylstone .......... Rylstone, Glen Alieo, aud The Crown
(M‘Lean’s) via Dabee, Fernside,
Olmda, Narrango, Brymair, & Bogie.
Rylstone and Bylong, via Camboon and
Torrie Lodge.
3S James Donlon
... Upper Botolxdar Dungaree and Upper Botobolar, via
Bara Creek.
30 George Swords...... Mudgee............. Railway Station and Post Office,
Mudgee.
40 William P, Morgan Mudgee ............ Mudgee, Avisford, Hargraves, Wincleyer, Pitre Point, Campbell’s Creek,
(Transferred to G.
Lont) Creek, Upper Pyiaimil, and
Swords, from 1st
Orudine,
April, 1890.)
M udgee and Morindee. (Contractor to
41 Richard S. Bayliss Macdonald s
Creek, Mudgee, travel once a week via Piambong).
Spring Creek, Mudgee, Stony Creek, Cooyal, Wollar,
4‘2 Joseph Loy
jiarragni:.
and Barragan. (Contractor to convey
mails twice a week for the sum of
£101 per annum, if required by the
Postmaster-Oeneral to do so.)
43 William A. Piper .. Uarbry, Cassilis Mudgee, Budgee Budgee, Linbum,
Ulan, Inglewood, and Cassilis, \ia
Bobadeen.
44 John Powell .......... Gulconr* ........... Mudgee, Eurunderee, Home Rule, and
Gulgong,
45 James Clark .......... Gnlpong .......... Home Rule and Canadian Load..........
Gulgong, Lahey’s Crock, and Cobbora,
via Goodaninn’s.

Frequency
of _
Communi
cation.

Mode ot
Conveyance.

Annual
Amount pay
able to
Contractors.

Bate of
Termination
ot
Contracts.

No. of Uri«b
pfr week
Two ..... Horseback...
Six......... Horseback...

£ s> d.
42 10 0 31 Dec., 1890.
53 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.

Six.......... Horseback ..
Two ....... Horseback...

50 0 0 31 Dec,, 1891.
29 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.

Three...... 4-wheeled
coach, 2 or
3 horses.
Two ...... Horseback...

200 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

66 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Twice or ot- 1-horse
tener daily. waggonette

19 10 0 31 Dee., 1892.

Two ......

97 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.

Two ...... Horseback...

69 15 0 31 Dec., 1890.

One .....

14 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.

Once or nf. 2 or 4-iriiccIed
tciicr daily. Yehiclet 1 horse

2S 10 0

31 Deo., 1892.

Two ....... Horseback...

110 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

56 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

Three ...

Horseback ..

Three....

2-horse
coach.

Three..... 2-horsc
coach.

157

0 0 31 Dec., 1891.

184 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

90 0 0

31 Dee., 1890.

19 0 0
110 0 0

31 Dee., 1890.
31 Dec., 1890.

0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

17 10 0

31 Dec,, 1891.

240 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

115 0 0

31 Dee., 1890,

88 19 0

31 Dec., 1890,

One......... Horseback,.

10 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

One......... 1

50 0 0

31 Deo., 1890.

Two ... .

80 0 0

Contract to terimu&tc at three
months' notice
oo either side.

2 or 4 horse
coach.

119 0 0

31 Dec., 1392,

Two ...
Six......

Horseback..
Coach,2 or 3
horses.

23 17 6
125 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.
31 Deo., 1892.

Two ...
One ,,,
Three...
Two ...
One ...

1
Horseback..
/
)
> Horseback
)

75 0 0

31 Dee., 1892.

50 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Seven .... 2 or niore
horse coach.
Six.......... Horseback .
Two .. ..: Vehicle, 2
or more
horses.
iGulgong, Tnlltieavg, Denison Town, Three...... 2-1)0010
wheelcd con
and Coolah.

181

veyance.

4S Christopher
R. Gulgong .......... Gulgong and Guntawang......................
Young,
49 Crocker Brothers ... Gilgandra.......... Cobbora, Merrygoen, Mundooran, and
Gilgandra.
50 James Doyle J ....... Coonabarabran... Merrygoen, Ifinnaway, and Coonabarabran, via Caigan, Sunnyside,
Popagnndra, and Riversdalc.
51 James Doyle .......... Coonabarabran... Merrygoen, Warkton, and Coonabarabran, via Buckley’s, Myall Plain.
Warkton and Belar Creek.
52 William
James Belar Creek,
Phillips^
Warkton.
Mundooran, Merrygoen, and Coolah,
53 John Albert
Coolah
via QucciiBborough Flat, Bothero,
Digilah, and Dimikimini.
54 lidward Maguire, Beaihong, Mun Mundooran, Yarrayrccn, Bundella,
dooran.
and Bearbony.
sen.

Two ...... Horse and
buggy.
Two ...... Coach,2
horses.
Two ....... Coach and 2
horses.
Two ... | 4'whesl©d con-

55 George Montgomery Sunny Corner ... Rydal, Meadow Flat, and Sunny
Corner; and
Sunny Comer, West Mitchell, and
Yetholme, via Main Road,
56 Duncan McKinnon.. Palmer’s Oakey.. West Mitchell and Palmer’s Oakey .
57 William MTnnes ... Hockley.............. Tarana, Mutton's Falls, Slippery Creek,
and Oberon.
(Transferred to F. S.
Graham, from 15th
December, 1S90.)
53 Louis I’. Hanrahan ii Black Springs ... Oberon and Black Springs ; and Black!
Springs, Porter’sRetreat.and Jerrong.j
Oberon, Edith, and Gingkin ; and
59 Charles Dunk
Shooter's Hill,
Gingkin and Shooter's Hill; andl
Gingkin.
Shooter’s Hill and Porter’s Retreat.I
(Contractor to be paid at the rate of.
£40 per annum only, should it be
decided to start Gingkin and other
mails from Edith.)

Six......

vesyance; 2 Or

more horses.

Three...

* Service between Cullen Bullen ftinl Cirson's Siding, daily, at £45 per annum, substituted, troin 1st June, 1S90
1 Contractor ceased to travel between den Alice and Tho Crown, from 1st April, 1SD0, the subsidy beinv reduced to £72 per annum
t Contractor iiistruetod to convey a mail from Sfundoora to Merrygoen on Saturday ni^ht or Sunday morning for despatch from the latter place to Coonabarahraii at 4 a.m. on Sunday, from 19th October, I8H0.
5 Arrangements made with Contractor to extend service to and from Belar Greelr and Yarragreen Station, via McKeliar's. once a weeh on horseback, fo
the sum of £45 per annum, from 14th September, 1S90, subject to termination at throe months’ notice on either side, or on 31st December, 1691.
|| Contractor allowed £20 per annum extra to convey a third mail a v. cck between fUjcron and Black Springs, from 1st October, ISOO.
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Contractors'
Postal Lines.
Names,

Addresses.

Frequency
of
Communi
cation.

Mode of
Conveyance,

Vo. or tunes
per week.

Oberon, Fish River Creek, feDuclunaloi
Brewongle and O’Connell..................
O’Connell and Bolton Vale.............
O'Coimell, Wiseman’s Creek, and
Essington.
64 John Mooro .......... Raglan .............. Raglan and Glanmirc ......................

60 John B. Keen ......
61 James Conneley.....
62 Henry Harris, jun.
63 Robert Bellamy ...

Oberon ..............
Porter's Retreat
Bolton Vale......
O’Connell.........

Kelso................. Railway Station and Post Office, Kelso
65 Mrs. Elizabeth
Marsden.
63 George Hemsworth Trunkcy Creek,. Railway Station and Post Office,
Bathurst.
(Transferred to W.
and P. Donnelley,
from 1st July, 1890. )
Esrom ............. Bathurst and Fsrom; and Esrom,
67 Matthew Walsh..
Dunkeld, Evans’ Plains, and Fitz
gerald’s Valley.
Esrom ............ Bathurstand Freemantle, via Benjamin
6S John T. Jardine.
Bullock, senior’s, Turkey Ridge, and
(Transferred to Jas.
Rock Forest.
Arthur, from 1st
July, 1890.)
69 Wm. Moloney ..... Sofala ............. Bathurst, Peel, Wyogdon, Wattle Flat,
and Sofala.
70 Matthew Walsh ... Esrom ............. Bathurst and White Rock .................
71 George Trevitt .... Peel ...............
72 Frederick Marion ... Millamurra ....
73 Henry Theobald ... Palmer’s Oakey,
74 Chas. A. Johnson ...
75 John O’Rourke,
(Transferred to Wm.
Moloney, from 1st
July, 1890.)
76 William Willard ...
77 Edward T. Lovett *
76 Alexander M’Lean,.

Box Ridge........
Sofala..............

Tambaroora ....
Mudgee............
Roekley............

Mountain Run,
Roekley.
80 Alex. C. MacLean + Roekley............
(Transferred to M.
Cross, from 7tb
July, 1890.)
81 Christopher Hade.. Newbridge , .
79 Harry Hockey

Peel, Clear Creek, and Limekilns .....
Esrom and MillamuiTa, via Eglinton
aud Duramana Public School.
Sofala and Upper Turon, via main road
past Wilde’s.
Sofala and Box Ridge ......................
Sofala, Sally’s Flat, and Hill End

Hill End aud Tambaroora ..............
Hill End, Tambaroora, aud Hargraves
George’s Plains, Cow Flat and Rock
ley.
Cow Flat aud the Lagoon .................

Three......
Six
Two ..... Horseback.,
Two ....... Horseback..
Once or
oftener daily
Twice or
oftener daily
Twice or
2-horse Coach,
oftener daily or spring cort.

Horseback..

2 or 4 horsecoach.
Horseback..

Annual
Amount pay
able to
Contractors.

£
30
72
21
28

s.
0
0
10
0

d.
0
0
0
0

Bate of
Termination
of

Contracts.

31
31
31
31

Dec.,
Dec.,
Dec.,
Dec.,

1890.
1891.
1890.
1892.

40 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

35 0 0
69 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1892.

83 10 0

31 Dec., 1892

44 10 0

31 Dec., 1892

0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

59 10 0

31 Dec., 1S90.

177

Two ,
One

Horseback ,.

23 10 0
20 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1890.

Two

Horseback..

26 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Two
Throe,

Horseback..
Coach, 2
horses.

24 0 0
99 10 0

31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1892.

Six ...
One
Six..

Horseback
Horseback..
2-horse
coach.
Horseback..

34 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
24 10 0 31 Dec., 1892.
81 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.

Two

Roekley, Swallow’s Nest, and Barrage,
2-horse
via Sewell's and Warby’s Eagle Vale ;
coach.
and, Roekley, Judd’s Creek, and Bur
raga, per M ount Lawson Road,
2-horse
Newbridge, Moorilda, Hobby’s Yards,
coach.
Trunkey Creek, Abercrombie, Tuena,
Mount Costigan, and Cordillera.
82 Walter Kelly ........ Newbridge ... Newbridge and Caloola ................... Three....... Horseback,.
Trunkey Creek and Brown’s Yards, One ...... Horseback..
S3 James E. YonngJ. Coppahannia,
via Coppahannia.
Trunkcy Creek
1-horse
84 Alexander Ewin . Blayney............. Railway Station and Post Office, Three
times or sulky.
Blayney.
oftener
daily.
Blayney and Brown’s Creek ............
Three ... Horseback..
85 Stephen Donnellan. Blayney..........
Two ...... Horseback.,
Blayney and King’s Plains..............
86 Angus Cameron § ., King’s Plains
Blayney, Greghamstown, and Vittoria Two ...... Horseback..
Blayney..........
87 Alexander Ewin
Blayney, Norton, Barry (Five Islands) Three ...
88 Alexander Ewin .. Blayney..........
Shaw, and Mount Macquarie.
Railway Station and Post Office, Twice or 1-horse
89 Eleazar Owens ,,. . Mandurama .
coach or
oftener
Mandurama.
buggy.
daily as
required.
Mandurama, Eganton, Walli, and Two ...... Coach, 2
Maudurama ,
90 Thomas Lodge
horses.
Canowindva, via Egan’s, Cliefden,
and Belmore. (Contractor to travel
via Tenandra instead of via Belmore,
if required).
Two
Horseback..
Mandurama and Galley Swamp.....
Mandurama .
91 Thomas Lodge ...
Coach, 2
Woodstock and Canowindra, via “The Three..
Woodstock .
92 Mrs. Margaret
horses.
Islands.”
Lynch.
Woodstock .... Woodstock, Milburn Creek, and Mount Six.......... Coach, 2
93 Mrs. Margaret
horses.
M 'Donald.
Lynch.
Horseback..
Mount M 'Donald From Mount M'Donald to Darby1!. Two ..
94 Andrew Frazer ...
or buggy, if
Falls, via Jordan’s, returning via
required.
Whitty’s.
One ..
95 George Elliott ..... i if ount M ‘Donald Mount M'Donald and Reid’s Flat
Railway Station>nd Post Office, Cowra Twice or 2-horse
96 Wm. H. Boxall ...|Coura ..........
oftener
coach.
i
daily.
97 Cobb & Co.............. ; Bathurst ........... | Cowra, Goolagong, and Forbes
Three.... 2-horse
coach.

21

0 0 31 Dec., 1890.

93 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
342 14 0 31 Dec., 1890.
28 10 0 31 Dec., 1891.
20 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
32 10 0

42
25
32
65

10
0
10
10

31 Dec., 1890.

0 31 Dec., 1891.
0 31 Dec,, 1891.
0 31 Dec., 1891.
0 31 Dec., 1890,

2S 0 0

31 Dec., 1890

115 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

30 0 0
70 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1890.

118 0 0

31 Doc., 1800.

25 0 0

31 Dec., 1S90.

23 10 0 31 Dec., 1S90.
29 0 0 31 Dec., 1891,
117 10 0

31 Dec., 1891.

C) Contractor anroed to terminate contract on 31st DecemlitT, 1390
*
'
, ,
(t) Contractor allowed £11) n year, extra to comey a second mail a week to and fiom Roekley and Swallow g nest from 1st K-cptemucr, foyiA
{$) Contractor allowed £i:t per ami mu extra, to convey a third inul a week, from 10th September, 1890.
(t) Service discontinued from 1st July, 1P0O.
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Contractors’
Postal Lines,
Names,

Addresses.

Frequency
of
Communi
cation.

Mode of
Conveyance,

Annual
Amount pay*
able to
Contractors.

No. of tLmtl
ptr v.6p1,
Three ... Coach, 2 or
4 horses.
Cowra, Cocomingla, and Reid’s Fat... One ......

,08 Wm. H. Boxall

99 Alex. Dickson.
Cocomingla,
(Transferred to
Cowra.
John H. Muir, from
1st July, 1890.)
100 William Jones
Warraderry
Grenfell and Goolagong, via WarraCreek, Grenfell. derry Creek and Tin i’ot. (Contractor
to convey mails by one-horse vehicle
for a sum at the rate of £52 per
annum, if required by the FostmasterGeneral.)
101 Mark Willis .......... Millthorpe ....... Millthorpe, Guyong, and Byng..........
102 James Kelly .......... Forest Reefs...... Millthorpe and Forest Reefs; and
Forest Reefs and Cadia......................
103 Robert W. Frost ... Orange .............. Railway Station and Rost Office,
Orange,
.

One ....... Horseback.

Date of
Termination

of

Contracts

f s. (1.
135 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

35 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

37 10 0 31 Dec., 1891.

Three.......
GO 0
Three... 1
52 0
One ... (
Twice or Spring cart.
40 0
oftener
daily.
104 Robert YV< Frost
49 0
Orange .............. Orange and Lucknow .......................... Six.......... Coach, 1 or
2 horses.
105 Thomas Mobbs.
Canowindra...... Orange, German’s Hill, Cave Creek, Three...... Coach and 2 1ST 0
(Transferred to
Cargo, Canowindra, and Cowra, via
horses.
Henry
Coppock,
Belmore.
from 1st April, 1890.;
106 James Small .......... Orange .............. Orange and Lewis Bonds...................... Siy......... . 2 or 4-horse
95 0
coach.
107 John Lament.......... Orange .............. From Orange to Ophir, via Lewis Ponds, Two ..... Horseback,
46 0
Trewick’s Station, Upper Lewis
Ponds, and Singleton's, returning by
direct road.
103 John Lament
Orange .............. Orange and Springside; and Springside, Two ... ) Horseback.
59 0
(Transferred to John
Cadia, Burnt Yards, and Carcoar.
One ... (
McCann, from 1st
April, 1890.)
109 Urmrles (bowman.,, March ............... Orange and March.................................. Two ......
20 0
110 Charles F. Lance ... March .............. Orange and Canoblas............................. Two ......
20 0
Ill Cobb A Co.* .......... Bathurst .......... Railway Station, Orange, and Post Six.......... 2 or 4-horso
497 10
coach.
Offices, Borenore,Olieeseman's Creek,
Cudal, Toogong, Murga, Hangar,
Eugowra, and Forbes. (Contractors
to travel to and from Borenore,
instead of Orange, if required, at one
months’ notice.)
Cndal, Gregra, and Meranbnm .......... Two ..... Horseback,
112 William Craige...... Cudal ...........
25 10
113 Edward Hogan...... Cargo .............. Cargo, Craubury, Bowan Park, and Three...... Horseback.
48 10
Cudal.
Horseback,
27 0
llf> JamfiR Gilchrist...... Forhea .............. Forbes, Bogan Gate, Trundle Lagoon,
Waggonette, 125 0
2 horses.
Gobondry, andDandaloo, via West’s,
Todd's, Hertzog’s, Christie’s, Saw
mill, Blow-clear, Gunning Bland,
Troffa’ Homestead, Burra Burra,
Mumble Plains, Block H, Wood
land’s Homestead, and Albert Waterholes.
r Forbes and Marsden’s, via Bundaburra Two ...... 2 horse
172 10
and The Gap ; and
coach.
116 James Jenkinsf
Marsden’s.......-( Forbes and Marsden's, via Wongagong, Two ..... Horseback.
(Transferred to
Bundaburra Greek, Dog and Duck,
JamcsLconard, from
Green Hills, Boyd, and Battery,
1st September,
1890.)
117 Cobb & Co...............
Forbes, Oarrawobity, Bedgerebong, Three...... 2 or 4-horse 333 0
Mulguthrie, BoranibU, and Condo
coach.
bolin. ■ (Contractors to convey mails
twice a week for a sum at the rate
of £222 per annum, if required by
the Postmaster-General.)
118 Cobb & Co............... Bathurst............ Forbes, Waroo, Kewlands, and Condo Throe ... 2 or 4-horse
304 0
bolin, along the south batik of the
coach.
Lachlan River. (Contractors to con
vey mails twice a week for a sum at
the rate of £219 per annum, if re
quired by the Postmaster-General.)
Forbes, Tichborne, and Parkes ..........
Coach, 2
47 10
horses.
Marsden's and Waroo, via Bogie’f One ...... Horseback..
120 Henry P. Riley..... Waroo.
69 0
Island, M'Cormack's, and tliecastern
boundary of Cadow Run.
121 Stephen Byrnes..... Condobolin ....... Condobolin, Cugoiig, and Eanabalong, Two ...... Coach, 2 or 140 0
along the north side of the Lachlan
more horses.
River.
84 10
122 Robert Morton...... Condobolin ...... Condobolin and Nangeribone, via One ....... 2-horse
Melrose Station.
buggy.

}

0

31 Dec., 1899.

0

31 Dec., 1892.

0

31 Dec., 1890.

0

31 Dec., 1892.

0

31 Dec., 1899.

0

31 Dec., 1892.

0

31 Dec,, 1890.

0

31 Dec., 1890.

0
0
0

31 Dec., If92,
31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1892.

0 31 Dec., 1891.
0 31 Dec., 1891.
0
0

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1890.

0

31 Dee., 1892.

0

31 Dec., 1891.

0

31 Dec., 1891.;

0

31 Dec., 1891.

0

31 Dec., 1890.

0

31 Dec., 1890.

0

31 Dec., 1891.

1

* Contractor required to travel to and from Borenore Railway Stafon, from the 18th July, 1800.
t Conti actor being- unable to tarry out his contractj his sureties performed same from 1st August, 1890.
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Contractors’
Postal Lines.
Names.

Addresses.

Frequency
of
ComtminicatiDii-

Mode of
Conveyance.

Annual
Amount jwiyalric to
Contractors.

Cate of
Termination
of
Conducts.

Mo. of time*
per week
£ e. d.
77 o; 0 31 Dec., 1892.
■123 Patrick E. Power... Condobolin ..... Condobolin, Wardry, and Eanabalong, Two ...... 2-horse
coaeh.
along the south side of the Lachlan
River.
124 James Selby ......
Booligal .......... Eanabalong, Willanthry, HiUston, Two ...... 2 or 3-horse 400 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.
4-wheeled
Whcalbah, and Booligal.
(Con
waggon
tractor to travel from Willanthry to
ette. '
Eanabalong once a week, via the
north side of the Lachlan River, re
turning from Eanabalong to Wilanthry, via Lake Cudgellico, Cooper's,
Uabba (Cutnming’s), “Merry Abba
Hotel” (Mann’s), and Merri Merrigal (Brewer’s), on the south side of
the river; and once a week along
the south side of the river by way of
the places mentioned, returning by
the north side).
115 0 0 31 Dec,, 189).
125 Michael Hough* ... Mount Hope...... Eanabalong, South Mount Mope, and One......... 2-horse
coaeh.
Mount Hope.
126 Henry Cabot.......... Eanabalong....... Eanabalong and Nymagee, via Welsh’s, One ......... 1-horse eon- 149 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
veyancc.
Dine Dine, Eremeran, Nangribone,
Conley’s, Overflows, Rabinda, anil
Rosett’s.
127 Henry Hansen ...... Cobar ............. Nymagee and Cobar, via Rock Holes One......'I
and Limekilns ; and
2-horso coach 197 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
Nymagee and Cobar, via Priory and One ... . j
Shcarlegs,
149 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
128 JohnS.M'Comiskey Nymagee .......... Nymagee, Sandy Creek, Gilgunnia, One......... 1-horac
buggy.
and Mount Hope.
Hillston, " Mountain IFeM i/ofef," and One......... 2 or more
horse conch.
Mount Hojic ; with a branch mail to
250 0 0 31 Dee., 1890.
and from " Jkoimtfiin Ifell Hotel’’
Murrcopa, Cootnbie, Merriwa Tank, One........ Horeehack.
Merribong, Merri Merriwa, and Yathong,
90 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
130 Joseph Williamson Boomey.............. Molong, Boomey, and Wamc............. Three....... 1 -horse
buggy.
237 0 0 31 Dec., 1892,
131 Cobb & Co................ Bathurst ......... Molong, Garra, Mevanbnra,Bumberry, Six.......... 2 or 4w heeled
BindogALiilrfij Kainaiulra, nml Paikcs.
convey’nce
1 or more
horses.
moo 31 Dec., 1891.
132 Joseph Barter.. ..... Cumnock .......... Molong, Cumnock, Yulhvndry^ Yooval, Tinco... . Wagonette,
1 or 2 horses
and Ubloy, via Bndgewater and the
Gap, keeping the Main Road.
79 10 0 31 Dec., 1890.
Molong and Cundumbnl, via Carding- Two ..... Horseback
133 William White......
ton (Main Road to be travelled in
times of flood).
78 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
Parkes, Genanagie, and Bulgandra- Two ..... 2-horse coach
miiie, via Coradgery.
mon Gilchrist,
77 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.
135 Patrick E. Powert Condobolin ...... tParkes, Bogan Gate, and Condobolin. One......... Horseback..
via Watkins’ Gunning Bland Head
Station, Old Gunning Bland, and
Bnrran ang.
49 10 0 31 Dec., 1890.
136 Joseph W. Fletcher Clarinda-street, Parkes and Trundle Lagoon, via Blow- One......... Buggy
clear West, Brogan, and Cook’s
Parkes.
Myalls.
112 0 0 31 Dee., 1891.
Parkes............... gParkcs, Alicktown, Minyelo, Peak Two ...... Coach.
137 Henry W, Jones*
Hill, and Ten-mile Reefs, via Bache
lor's Reef and Kadina.
86 O 0 31 Dec,, 1890.
133 Joseph Bracken...... Genanagie, via || Genanagie (on the Parkes-Bulgandra- Two ...... Horseback
mine mail line) and Wallan Bulan (on
Parkes,
the Bnlgandramine-Dandaloo mail
line), via Wilga Vale, Curra Station,
and Warge Rock.
Dandaloo, Nyngan, and Cannonhar ... Two ....... Horseback,,. 249 0 0 31 Dec.. 1890.
139 H. T. Pratt. ...
40 0 0 31 Dee., 1890.
140 Henry J, Dean...... Mullion Creek ... Mullion Creek, Belgravia, and Kan- Two .......
garoobio
GO 0 0 31 Dec:, 1890.
141 John Sloanc .......... Stuart Town...... From Stuart Town, via Upper and Three...... Horseback...
Lower Mookcrawa, thence along the
left bank of the Macquarie River to
Mr. Schon’s, thence along the right
bank of the river to Burrendong, re
turning to Stuart Town, via Stock
yard Creek.
142 John A. Brien ...... Neurea.............. Springs and Neurea ; and Neurea and six...... ) Conveyance.
50 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.
Two ... |
Baker’s Swamp.
Spring
cart.
20 0 0 31 Dec., JS92.
Twice
or
Railway
Station
and
Post
Office,
Wei143 David White.......... Montefiores ......
oftener
lington.
daily.
75 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
144 George B. Brown ... Wellington......... Wellington, Ponto, Terra Bella, and Two ...... Horseback...
Dubho, via Willandra Bridge.
* In consequence of Contractor Hough's failure to perform service, one of his sureties (C. Eason) took up same from 27th February, 1S80.
t Arrangements made with Contractor to substitute for this service a weekly one betu een Condobolin and Trundle La-foon (10 miles), from 16th February, 1890.
J Contractor allowed £50 a year extra to convey a third mail a week to and from Parkes and Peak Hill, from 16th August, 1890.
§ Peak Hill mid Ten-mile Reefs (12 miles) portion of service discontinued from 15th March, IS90. (See No. 155.)
II Arrangements made with Contractor to substitute for this service a bi-wcekly one betuccn Genausgio and Burra Bum Station, on the Forhes-Dandaloo
mail Lino, via Wilgn Vale, Curia Station, Warge Rock, and Gobondry (l)em|iscj’s), 47 miles, for an additional sum at the rate of £16 per annum, from 1st March 1890.

ontractora’
Postal Lines.
Names.

Addresses.

Krequcncv
of
Communication.

Mode of
Conveyance.

Annual
Amount nayable to
Contractors.

Date of

Termination
of

Contracts#

No. of times
per week,

145 George B. Brown ... Wellington

146 John Ward
...... Wellington
(Transferred
to
William Madden,
from 1st April, 1890.)
147 Peter Harris.......... Wellington
)48- Peter Harris..........
(Transferred to A.
Stinson, from 1 st
April, 1890.)
149 Peter Harris.........
150 Patrick Kelly ......
151 Neil Ncilson.........

Wellington

Wellington, Lincoln, Spicer’s Creek, Two ...... 2 or 4
Goolma, Two-mile Flat, Guntawang,
wheeled
Cullenbono, and Mudgee.
vehicle, X
or more
horses.
Wellington, Yeoval, Balderodgcry, Two
2 or 4
Mount Aubrey, and Parkes,
wheeled
conveyance,
1 or more
horses.
Wellington, Montefiores, Comobella, Two ...... Vehicle, 1 or
and Murrungundy.
2 horses.
Wellington, Bloomsdalo, and Arthnr- Two ...... Horseback...
ville.

Wellington ,. .. Wellington and Curra Creek ............. One ......
Alina................. Lincoln and Alma......... ........................ One ......
Dubho............... Railway Station, and Post Office, Twice or Springcart...
Dubbo.
oftener
daily.
Dubbo, Brocklohurst, Burslan’s, Gil- Three......
162 Honry W. Bclford* Nyngan.,
gandra, Curban, Gulargambone, and
Coonamble, via Coalboggie Creek,
Talbragar Bridge, and Terramungamine.
Dubbo, Beni, Murrungundy, and Cob- Two ...... Buggy, 2
153 Robert S. Lyon...... Dubho ...
lx>ra.
horses.
(Transferred to Hy.
Rowley from 1 st
May, 1890, and to
G. Fumey, jnnr.,
from 1st Jnly, 1890,
Dubbo and Tenandra, via Broeklehurst Two ..... Conveyance
154 Henry Rowley...... Gilgandra
and Coalboggie. (Contractor to con
vey mails once a week for a sum at the
rate of £ 100 per annnm, if retjuired by
the Postmaster-General to do so.)
Dubbo and Ten-mile Reefs ; and Ten- Two ...... Coach, 2 or
more horses
155 Henry W. Jones+ Parkes
mile Reefs, Bulgandramino. Wallan Two ...... Buggy, 1 or
more horses
Billan, and Dandaloo,
Dubbo and Belarbigill ..........................
156 William Carroll .. Dubho
Dubbo and Obley, via The Meadows, Two ...... Horseback..
157 George
Fumey, Dubho
The Springs, and Wambangalang.
junior.
Obley and Ten-mile Reefs, via Wandoo One ...... Horseback,,,
158 William Cavanagh Obley,,
Waudong Station, Dilladerry, and
Gundong’s,
Gilgandra, Collie, and Merigal;
Three...... Conveyance
and
159 Henry Rowley):..... Gilgandra
Merigal and Myall Plains.
One ....... Horseback.,,
Gilgandra and Merigal, via Peter One ...... Horseback...
160 Alexander Jones ... Merigal..........
Smith's, JohnMarchant’s, E. Maher’s,
A. M'Kechnio’s, James Markey’s,
Bennington’s, Looney’s, Whiteman’s,
Hull's, Koran’s, Myall Park, Bullagreen, and New Merigal.
Gilgandra and Baradme, via Bidden, Two ...... Horseback,
161 Henry Rowley
Gilgandra
once a week;
Youlbong, Tooraweena, Tunderhrine,
conveyance, 2
Gumm Cumin, Tenandra, Panta,
horses, once a
week.
Wmdgadgcn, and Goorianawa.
162 J. M. Funck ..
Pine Ridge, near Gulargambone, Bourbah, and Quam- Two ....... Horseback...
bone.
Qnambone,
163 Charles Carter
Junction Hotel, Qnambone and Carinda, via M'Quade Two ....... Horseback...
Carinda.
and Flynn’s Stations.
164 John Barry ..
Mudgee............. Coonamble, Bui/yil, and Walgett, via Two ...... 2 or more
Yowee,Bundy, Wingadee, andNugal.
horse coach.
165 Edward Judge
Baradinc .......... Coonamble, Billeroy, Uraicilkie, and One ....... 4-whcelcd
vehicle, 2
Baradine, via Nebea, Tcrembone,
Teridgerio, Dinby, and Bimble.
horses.
Coonamble and Coonabarabran, via One ...... 4-wheeled
106 Thomas Kelly
Coonamble
Warrana, Magomodme Creek, Calga,
vehicle, 2 or
Goorianawa, and Varney’s.
more horses.
Coonamble and Carinda, via Tooloon, One ...... Coach,
2
167 William C. Smith... Coonamble
Nanway, Nelgourie, Ningy, Coonim(Transferred
to
horses.
Robert J. Smith,
bia, Pier Pier, and Gongolman.
•
from 1st Ootober,
1890.)
Narramine and Timbriebungie; and Two ....... 2-horsc
vehicle
16S Thomas C.Tanswell§ Narramine ...
Timbriebungie and Warren, travelling Two ...... Horseback
alternately on either side of the
Macquarie Riv'cr.

£ 8. d.
133 10 0 31 Dec,, 1891.

184 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

87 10 0 31 Deo., 1891,
34 15 0 31 Dec., 1892.

0 0
0 0
41 0 0
21

26

31 Deo#, 1891.
31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1890.

.549 0

p

31 Dec,, 1892.

108 0

0

31 Dec., 18pOr

0 0

31 Dec., 1892,

0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

170

1185

0 o
1890.
99 19 0 31 Dec.; 1892.
34

45 10 0

31 Dec., 1890.

> 125 0 0
f

31 Deo., 1890.

GO 0 0 31 Dec., 1890,

200 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.

169 10 0

31 -Dec., 1891.

04 0 0

31 Dec,, 1891.

249 10 0

31 Deo., 1892.

120 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

99 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

118 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

)
> 130 0 0
i

31 Dec., 1891.

* Contract cancelled from the 2ith June, 1S9Q.
•
f Contractor allowed £60 per annum extra to convey mails three times a m eek to and from Dubho, Ten-mile Reefs, and Peak Hill (43 miles), from 16th March, 1890#
J Subsidy reduced by £-6 15s. 10d. per annum from 30th September, 1590, in consequence of diucontimmnce of Merigal and Myall Plains portion ol contract.
5 Ctonfaturtor Allowed £5
o^n^tn for-travelluig* to the eastern bank of the Macquarie River, opposite J# C. Ryrie’e house, from 1st July, 1800.
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Contractors*
Postal Lines.
•

Names*

Addressed.

Frequency
of
Communi
cation,

Mode of
Conveyance.

No. of time*
per

169 A. J. Richardson... Dandaloo .......... Trangie and Dandaloo
(Transferred to H. J.
McCullough, from
1st April, 1890.)
170 Edward P. Nowland Coonamble ...... Nevertire and Warren,.,

Three..... Coach and 2
horses.
Six...

171 Henry Ellis .......... Cannonbar ....... Warren and Cannonbar
One
(Transferred to H.
C. Hughes, from 1st
October, 1890.)
J72 H. J. McCullough* Coonamble ...... Warren, Mount Harris, and Carinda... Two

173 Edward P. Nowland Coonamble ...... Warren, Tenandra, Bullagreen, Bour Two
(Transferred to H, J.
bah, and Coonamble, via Donohoe’s,
McCullough, from
on the Merri Merri, and M'Mahon’s,
1st April, 1890.)
on the west bank of the Castlereagh
River. (Contractor to convey the
mails once a week for a sum at the
rate of £60 per annum, if required.)
174 John Robertson...... Warren............. Warren and Quambone........................ Two
(Transferred to W.
O. Anderson, from
1st April, 1890.)
175 Henry T. Pratt..... Cannonbar ....... Cannonbar and Colane.......................... Ono ...
Railway Station and Post Office, Twice or
oftener daily.
Nyngan.
177 William Oldfield ... Wellington ...... Nyngan, Wiclloic, and Nymagee, by Three
surveyed road.
178 Henry W. Belfordi Nyngan.............. Nyngan, Hermitage Plains, and Cobar Three......
179 William Oldfield ... Nyngan.............. Nyngan, Monkey, and Gongolgon
(Transferred to Ed.
Field, from 1st July,
1890.)
180 John Obray ........... Cobar.................. Cobar and Louth ........................

One

181 A. Francisco.......... Cobar................. Cobar and Necarbo ................... .

One

Ono

182 John Francisco...... Oobar.................. Cobar and Gilgunnia, via Lerida, Ono
Central, Belford, Lachlan Downs,
Wirlong, Thule, and Bedooba Sta
tions.
183 Alfred Francisco ... Cobar.................. Cobar and Bulla Bulla, via No. 1 One .....
Government Tank, Wilcannia Road,
Tambna Letter-box:, “ Dominick’s
Hotel,” No. 2 Government Tank,
Baruato Station, Mulga Downs,
Gidgee Gap, Tdtagoona, Inncsowen,
and Jacob’s Well.
184 William Bolton...... Brewarrina ....... Monkey and Brewarrina, along the One
left bank of the Marra Creek,
185 Walter C, Colless... Brewarrina ...... Railway Station and Post Office, By Twice or
oftener daily
rock.
Three.....
186 Cobb t Co............... Bathurst ......... Byrock, Tareoon, and Brewarrina
(Contractors to substitute for this
(Transferred to Geo.
service a tri-weekly one between
Donnelley, from 1st
Byrock, Gongolgon, and Brewarrina,
•
April, 1890.)
for a sum at the rate of £143 per
annum, if required by the Post
master General to do so.)
Ono
Tareoon and Beemtry .................
187 Thomas Huggins ... Oakleigh,
Brewarrina
188 George Frost.......... Brewarrina ...... Brewarrina, WillawillinybaJ), and Goo- One
dooga, via Moorabilla, Bundabulla,
(Transferred to Rbt.
Wifiah, Muekerawah, Bumble, and
Clements, from 1st
April, 1890.)
Bree Police Station.
189 Arthur W. Colless.. Brewarrina ...... Brewarrina, Talawanta, Brenda, and One
Goodooga, via Bundabnlla, Liang'
,
(Transferred to
•
David Sully, from
boyde, on the Biree, Weilmoringh
Station, on the Culgoa, Tatala,
1st July, 1890.)
Guomery, and the Biree Stations.
Brewarrina and Diemunga (on the One
Culgoa River), via the “Horse and'
Jockey Hotel,” Biree River, and'
Cockellireena.
Once or
191 Wm. Toohey, seu. Bourke .............. Railway Station and Post Office, oftener
daily,
Bourkc,
as required.
J92 Cobb & Co............... Bathurst .......... Bourke, North Bourke, Mungnnyah, Two
Enngonia, and Barringun, via West
Bourke, Gedia Camp Lake, Box-holes,
Native Dog Spring, Lila, and Bclalic.
Servjfe carried on by sureties (D. Fletcher and T. P. Fagan), from 1st September, 1890.

Annual
Amount pay
able to
Contractors.

Dato of
Termination
of
Contracts.

£ s. d.
118 0 0 31 Doc., 1890.

Coach, 2 or
more horses.
Horseback...

39 9 0 31 Dec., 1891.

4-wbeeled
conveyance,
2 or more
horses.
4-wheeled
vehicle, 2 or
morehorses.

340 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.

70 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.

90 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.

99 0 0

Horseback...
1-horse
vehicle.
Coach, 2 or
more horses.
Conveyance,
2 or more
horses.
2 or 4 wheeled
conveyance,
1 or more
horses.
2-horse
coach.

2-horse
coach.

Horseback

31 Dec., 1891.

35 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.
39 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
183 10 0 31 Dec., 1891.
247 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

188 10 0 31 Dec., 1892.

170 0 0 31 Dec,, 1891.
100 0 0 Contract U) termi
nate at three
months' notice
on either side.
75 0 0 Contract to termi
nate at three
months’ notice
on either sidoi
60 0 0 31 Aug., 1890.

120 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.
65 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.

2 or 4 horse
coach.

164 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.

40 0 0 31 July, 1890.
2-horse
coach.

124 0 0 31 Dec., 1891,

2-horse
vehicle.

140 0 0

..............

Spring-cart
and
one
horse.
Coach, 2 or
more horses

31 Dec., 1892.

139 0 0 *31 Dec., 1892.

80 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

279 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.

t R. Oldfield (surety performed service from 25th November, 1890.
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Frequency
of
Communi
cation.

Contractora’
Postal Lines.
Addresses.

Xamee.

193 JohnAtithoney,jun. Enngonia ,
194 John Obray .........

Cobar.......

195 Tlios. Doyle

Wanaaring

106 Cobb & Co.

Bathurst ...

197 Cobb & Co........

Bathurst ...

198 Cobb & Co. ......

Bathurst ...

199 Donald Uutler

Wanaaring

200 Edmund Barton .. Wanaaring
Wilcannia

£01 James Burgess

Ho. of timet
per wtek.
Bourke and Enngonia, via Warra- One .....
weenah, “Culgoa Hotel,” Kinibrce,
Cockellireena, Corolla, and Lfidnapper.
Bourke, Cobar, and the Cornish, One
Scottish, and Australian Coppermines, by the new surveyed road
via “ Two Water-holes," Corolla,
Currawcena Tanks, Tindary, and
Billagoe.
_
One
Bourke and Wanaaring .................
Bourke, North Bourke, and Hungerford, via Ford’s Bridge, Yantabullabulla, and Brindingabba.
Bourke, North Bourke, and Hungerford, via Ford’s Bridge, Yantabullabulla, and Brindingabba.
Bourke, Louth, Tilpa, Tankerooka,
and Wilcannia, travelling on either
side of the Darling River.
. Wanaaring Post Office and Berawinia
Station, via Urisino, Elsinora, and
Thurloo Downs.
Wanaaring and Hungcrford ..............

One ....

Mode ol
Conveyance.

2-horse
vehicle or
horseback.
3-horse
coach.

4-horso
coach.
Coach, 2 or
more horses.

Date of
Terrmnaticn
of
Contracts.

Annual
Amount pay
able to
Contractors.

£ s. d.
143 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.
175 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

130 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

445 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.
380 0 0 31 Dee., 1891.

One

Coach, 2 or
more horses.

Two

2 or 4 horse 1,150 0 0
coach.

31 Dec., 1891.

One

Buggy,
2 horses.

75 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

One .....

2-horso
buggy.
2-horse
coach.

95 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

500 0 0

31 Dec,, 1891.

Wanaaring and Wilcannia ...... ........... One .....
SOUTHERN ROADS.
Hay, G unbar, and HiUston..................
Jerildcrie and Urana..............................
Dcnilinuiu, Conargo, Coree, and
Jerilderie.
Railway Station and Post Office,
Deniliquin.

Two ...■)
Three..,
Three...

Twice or
oftener
daily.
Moulamein, Two ...

1 A. W. Robertson &, Hay
John Wagner. *

Rookwood
2 William Allen ...
(Transferred to James
Scottfrom 8th May,
1890, and to H.
Halpin from 1st
July, 1890.)
3 Charles Marsden
Liverpool
^Liverpool

4 William Brown.

' 5”W. H. Pearce ...
6 Thos. Morehead

Liverpool .
Greendale.

7 James Waterworth Campbelltown .
8 Mrs. Mary Parker.. Campbelltown.
9 Henry Tomsett
10
,11
12
■ 13
14
15

’

... Narellan ........

Thomas Cummings
Jane T. Wasson ..
Roland Clemson .,
Mrs. Catherine Cuthel
Mrs. Sarah Jones ..
Francis Gray.........

Cobbitty ........
Brownlow Hill.
Mount Hunter.
Werombi ........
Wilton ............
Picton ............

tDeniliquin,
Morago,
Atoolpar, and Balranald.
Balranald and Swan Hill, via Poon
Boon and Murray Downs.
Balranald, Hatfield, Clare,, and Ivanhoe, viaPaika, Darling Block D, Til
Til, and Kilfera Station.
With a branch mail to and from Clare
and Manfred.
Moama and Pcrricoota; and
Perricoota, Womboota (Edwards’),
and Womboo (Rogers');
With a branch mail to and from a point
on the Moama and Pericoota line and
Altcar Receiving Office.
Rookwood and Potts' Hilt .................

Railway Station and Post Office,
Liverpool.
Liverpool, Preston’s, Denham Court
(on return by Kemp’s Creek), and
Bringelly, including the clearance of
the fetter-box at Stanfield’s, Cross
Roads.
_
Liverpool and Bonnyrigg..... ............
Bringelly and Greendale, via Greendale Public School and Greendale
House.
Railway Station and Post Office
Campbelltown.

Four ...
Two ...

4-wheeled 3,560
American
coach.

0 0 31 Dec., 1891

Two ...
Six......
Two ...
Two ...J

Six........

Horseback

Asoftenas
required.
Six ........

Six .
Six.

Horseback..
Horseback.,

Five times Conveyance
or oftener
daily.
1-horse
Campbelltown and Appin ................. Six......
buggy.
Narellan Tramway Platform and Post Fourtimes
or oftener
Office.
daily.
Horseback.,.
Six......
Narellan and Cobbitty.....................
Horseback...
Six......
Camden and Brownlow Hill .........
Three..,
Camden and Mount Hunter .........
Horseback...
Three...
Brownlow Hill and Werombi.........
Horseback...
Douglas, Cataract, and Wilton.......... Six......
or
Picton Railway Station and Post Office, Two
three times
Picton.
i daily.

34 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

39 0 0

31 Dec., 1892

98 0 0

31 Deo., 1890.

34 0 0
39 0 C

31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1892.

59 0 C

31 Dec., 1891.

SO 0 (

31 Dec., 1891.

24 0 t

31 Dec., 1890.

45
70
26
35
60
20

31
31
31
31
31
31

0
0
0
0
0
0

(
(
(
(
(
(

Dec.,
Dec.,
Dec.,
Dec.,
Dec.,
Dec.,

1890.
1892.
1892.
1890.
1890.
1891.

* ThcGimbir-Hillston portionot Hayand HiUston service discontinued from IWh April, 1800.
........,
.
t Should the Postmaster-General deem it necessary to discontinue the Balranald and Mooipor portion ol this line and make the temnnu Wakcol, the subsidy
to be reduced by a sum at the rate of £157 per annum,

.
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Contractors’
Postal Lines,
Nan C3a

Addresses.

Frequency
of
Communi*
cation.

Mode of
Conveyance.

No oftimti
ptc wMk
1G
1“
18
19

Francis Gray.........
Francis Gray.........
Mary Guerin.........
John McMahon,,,.,
(Transferred to T
M’Mahon from Is
April, ] 890.)
20 Chas. Alfred Hill..
21 James Humphries

Oaka ..........
Cox’s River

Picton and Bargo .......... .......
Picton and Oaks......................
Oaks and Burragoranc..........
Burragorang and Cox* Kiver

Six.........
Three..... Horseback,,
Three..... Horseback..

Annual
Amount pay*
able to
Contractors.

Bate of
Termination
of
Contract.

£ e d.
30
75
30
47

0
0
0
0

0 31 Dec.,
0 31 Dec.,
0 31 Dec,,
0 31 Dec.,

1891.
1891
1890
18911

Burragorang..... Burragorang and Upper Burragorang., Two .....
25 0 0 31 Dee., 1891.
JKobertson.,........ Bowral, Glenquarry, Kangaloon, East 15 ix.........
109 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.
Kangaloon, and Robertson,
.22 Maurice Hoaro ..... Moss Valft.......
Railway Station and Post Office, Moss Twenty- ( Horseback )
Vaie;
two or
) 1-horse
67 10 0 31 Dec., 1890.
) buggy ox
more
including the clearance of the Letter- Six.......... { cart.
]
receiver at the Bail way Station.
23 John D. Armfield.. Berriina............. Post Offices, Moss Vale and Berrima,,, Thirteen I’horsohufnry ot
85 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
. 24 Maurice Hoare.....
2-horse coaeh.
MossValc and Sutton Porest; and from
L-horsebupfry
or
Moss Vale to Sutton Forest,on arrival six::.:: \ on horseback.
Go 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
of the morning train from Sydney,
.25 R. T Tiiorbu n« I Nowra .............. Moss Vale, Burrawang, Eobertson, Six...... . t-whcclcd con 415
0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
veyanoc, 1 or
Jamberoo Mountain, Jamberoo, and
more
horses.
Kiama.
26 R. T. Thorbum.....
Moss Vale, Yurranga, Barrengarry, Six.......... 4-whcdcd con* 260 o 0 31 Dec., 1890.
veyance, 2 or
Kangaroo Valley, Cambcwarra, and
more horses.
Nowra.
27 John Norris .......... Sutton For®t ... Sutton Frrest and Cross Bonds .......... Four ...... Horseback...
25 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.
28 William Clarke...... Mount Keira ... Wollongong, Fig-tree, and Mount Once a day 2-horse
45 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.
KembTa.
coach.
29 Robert Gilmore...... Wollongong...... Wollongong and Mount Keira ..........
Horseback...
20 0 0 31 Dec., 1890,
30 Frances H. Jones .. Unanderra ....... Railway Station, Dapto, and Post Twice
a Horseback
60 0 0 31 Dec., 1891,
Offices, Dapto and Brownsville, dayr.
or vehicle.
{Contractor to convey mails once a
day for the sum of £30 per annum,
if required by the Postmaster-General
to do so.)
31 John Taylor .......... Marshall Mount Dapto and Marshall Mount.................. Three...... Horseback.,.
16 10 0 31 Dec., 1890.
32 William Raftery .. Albion Park...... Railway
Station and Post Office, Twice a Covered
52 0 0 31 Dec.! 1891.
Albion Park,
coach, 2 or
day.
more horses.
33 Michael Crowley ... Albion Park...... Albion Park and Croome...................... Three. .. .
20 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
31 Walter Siely........... Shollharbour .. Railway
Station and Post Office, Twice a 4-wheeled
50 0 0 31 Dec,, 1891.
Sfudltlarbour. (Contractor to convey day.
vehicle, 2
mads once a day for the sum of £20
horses.
per annum, if required by the Post
master-General.)
33 Dixon King ........... FCiama ... .
Railway
Station and Post Office, Twice a Vehicle,
1
52 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.
Kiama. (Contractor to convoy mails day.
or 2 horses.
once a day for the sum of £38 per
annum, if required by the PostmasterGeneral.)
36 R. T. Thorbum....... Nowra ......... .
Kiama, Gerringong,
“ Tum-offi ” Six......... 4-wheded
52 o o 31 Dee., 1891.
vehicle, 2 or
Broughton Village, and Berry..........
more
horses.
37 Elizabeth Bryen ... Bendeela .......... Barrengarry and Bendecla .................. Two .......
20 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
38 Root. T. Thorbum Nowra ............... KangarooValley and Berry.................. Six.......... Horseback...
00 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.
39 Edward Pearson .. Wattamolla...... Kangaroo Valley and Wattamolla..... Two .......
26 0 0 31 Dee., 1891.
Horseback...
(Transferred to S.
Ulrick, from 1 st
October, 1890.)
40 Robt. T. Thorbum Nowra .............. Berry, Jasper's Brush, and Nowra
Six.......... Coach, 2 or
74 n 0 31 Dec., 1891.
more horses,
41 Samuel Sprpule....... Berry .............. Berry and Coolangatta ...............
Six......
Horseback.,.
50 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.
(Transferrecl to T.
Hetlicriugton, from
1st October, 1890.)
42 William Walker ... WoodhiU ........... Berry and Woodhill.............................. Three......
28 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.
43 James Hitchcock ... Burner ............. Nowra and Barrier .............................. Two ....... Horseback...
27 10 0 31 Dec., 1891.
44 Robt. T. Thorbunrt Nowra .............. Nowra, Fall's Creek, Tomerong, Wan- Six.......... Coach, 2 or
225 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.
dandian, Conjola, Yattcyatak, Milton,
more horses.
and Ulladulla.
45 Wlm. M'Geo..........
Nowra, Terara, and Numba, via Green Six...... ) Horseback and
43 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
vehicle when
Hills; and
Numbfl, and Comcrong................... ..... Three... f required.
46 William M’Gee...... Terara ............. Nowm, Berrellan, Pyrec, and Green- Six.......... -horse trap
67 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.
well Point.
47 William M’Gee....... Terara .............. Nowra and Belong ............................. Six..... . Horseback...
39 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.
4S Peter and Mrs. Yalwal .............. Barrier and YYdwal ............................. Two ...... Horseback...
35 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
Jane Matson.
49 John Milton ........... Bateman's Bay... Milton, Brooman, Nelligen, and Bate One ...... Horseback,.,
65 0 0 31 Dec., 1892,
man’s Bay, via Currawang.
50 John Milton.......... Bateman’s Bay,,. Milton and Bateman’s Bay, via Ben- Ono .......
4-whceled
50 0 0 31 Dec., 1892,
andra.
coach,2 or 4
horses.
with Contractor to substitute service as follows, from 20 th Mav ISM vs? -—Tn mrl Irnm
_____
„ , .
...
a week•Armnucnients
and to and frommade
Hobertson
and Pheasant Broun i, three times a week ; and to andfromKlama' a Jd Jamhe™ ^six tLnraawSk
Robcrison’tlx
tlmta
lath
to Scenm^'^r °f £10° P°r “nU“ tQ 00nTei- “ °Itra mlU a
“0
Nowra » .fto^^ncct with this sendee, toon,

36 5
71
Frequency
of
Communi
cation*

Contractors’
Postal Lines.
Namos.

Addresses.

Mode of
Conveyance.

Mo of limes

jut werk
One .....

UHadnlla, Tcrmeil, and Kioto.,
C2 Martin Heating ... Moruya............. The place where the mails are landed
by boat or wharf, Bateman’s Bay, as
required, and Post Offices, Bateman’s
Bay, Mogo, Mullendcrree, and
Moruya.
53 George J. Veitch ... Mogo.................. Mogo and Tomakin..............................
54 Evan H. Mackinnon Marulan .......... Marukm and Bungonia, (Contractor
to convey mails three times a week
for a sum at the rate of £45 per
annum, if required by the PostmasterGeneral to do so.)
55 Charles Jones ...... Marulan .......... Marulan, Long Reach, and Big Hill...
66 Richard Ttckner*,., Bungonia .......... Bungonia and tVindeliama..................
Long Reach....... Long Reach and Greenwich Park ......
57 Mrs.
Emily
M'Mahon.
Goulburn .......... Railway Station and Post Office, Goulburn,
Goulburn ...... | GoulLiurn and Crookwell; and
59 Thomas Morant ,.
Goulburn, 'Woodhonselee, Laggan, and
Crookwell.
60 Thos. Moran......... Goulburn .......... Goulburn, Mnmmell, Woore, Cnllen,
Grabbcn Cullen, and Wheeo (in
cluding tbe con vey ance of letters, &C.,
to and from Wheeo, Wimluella, and
the Wesleyan Chapel at Wheeo).
{In times ol flood. Contractor to travel direct
beta con Mumnidl and Gullen, null to convej
a blanch mad to and from Corljct’s, near the
new bridjre over the Wollondilly and Woore.)
Goulburn,
Tarlo, Chatsbury, MyrtleWoodhouselee..
61 George Painter......
ville, and Taralga.
(Transferred to
David Parker, from
1st April, 1890.)
62 Charles Cupitt ..... Currawang ...... Goulburn and Currawang
03 John O’Neill.......... Goulburn ......... Goulburn and inveralochy
64 James MTnnes..... Middle Arm......
65 John Cartwright ... Belong, Tuena..
(Transferred to T, J.
M’Donald, from 15th
January, 1890.)
Tow it,
66 Wm. Cartwright ... Irish
Laggan.
67 Samuel Mor tinierJ Pejar...............

Goulburn and Middle Arm ....*.
Laggan, Thalaba, Peel wood,
Cordillera.

Date of
Termination
of
Contracts.

Annual
Amount pay*
able to
Contractors.
£
31

Three

4-wheeled
conveyance,
1 or more
horses.

29

Contract to ter
minate ut three
months’ notice
on cither side.
31 Dec., 1890.

Ono
Six

Horseback...
Horseback...

)7
75

31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1891.

Three
Two
Three

Horseback...
Horseback..
Horseback ..

50
31
28 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1890.

75

31 Dec., 1892.

Horseback...

Six or seven Vehicle.....
times or
offcenertlaily
Three... i Coach, 1, 2,
or 3 horses.
Three... )

218 0 0

31 Dec., 1892,

1
Three...... V ehicle,
or
more [ 165
hors 03
throe . ...

31 Dec., 1890.

4-horso
coach.

190

31 Dec., 1391.

51
73

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1892.

Six.

Three..
Six.....

Three.
and Three.,

1-horse
conveyance
Horseback .
2-horse
coach.

00
175

Two....

Horseback...

40

31 Dec., 1891.

Crookwell, Kialla, and Pejar, via Two ..
Third Creek Public School.
Three ,
Crookwell and Bmda; and

Horseback...

25

31 Dec., 1892.

Laggan and Pullerton

68 Thomas Moran g ... Goulburn ...... -J Btnda and Junction Point.................
Three..
.
1
Binds, Markdale, and Bigga, via the Three,
new Government Road.
(Transferred to
Edwd. Picker, from
1st April, 1890.)
70 Geo. L. Ridley..... Greenmantlc .. Bigga, Grcenmantle, and Lyndhurst.. One .
71 Andrew Fracer...... Mount M’Donald Bigga and Mount M'Donatd ............ One .
Two .
72 Margaret M’Sorley Wheeo ............... Wheeo and Narrawa ; and
Narvawa and Reid’s Flat................. One .
73 Jeretniah G. Web- Taralga.............. Taralga and Golspie....................... ... • Three
ster.
Taralga and Bannaby .......................... Three .....
75 Alexander Ross..... Curraweela ...... Taralga and Curraweela; and Curra- Two ... )
One ... j
weela and Jerrong.
76 Jeremiah G. Web- Taralga.............. Taralga, Wowagin, and Laggan......... One ......
ster.
77 Martin
Keating, Braidwood ....... Tarago, Boro, Manar, Braidwood, Six ,
Boll’s Creek, Aralueu, Mullenderree.
. Luke Malone, ant
and Moruya; with a branch mail to Two .
Hugh Malone.
and from Braidwood and Reidsdale.
78 Henry Morris ... . Lake Bathurst... Tarago and Lake Bathurst................. six....
79 George Phelps ..... Lake Bathurst... Lake Bathurst and Bronti ................. Three.
80 Patk. Griffin......... Boro ............... Boro and Mulloon................................. Three.
Two .
Boro .................. Boro and Mayfield...........................
Bungendore, Ooss Roach, Molonglo, Three.
82 James M'Grath . Foxlow, via
Poxlou), and Captain’s Flat.
Molonglo,
83 William Sherd anc Bungendore..... Bungendore, Cross Roads, Molonglo. Three.
Foxlow, and Captain's Flat. (Con
John B. M’Jan
tractor to convey mails three times a
nett. |1
week to and from Bungendore, Cross
Roads, Hoskins Town, Foxlovi, and
Captain’s Flat, for a sum at the
rate of £6ij per annum, if required
by the Postmaster-General to do so.)

2 horse
coach
1-horse
vehicle

(107

31 Dec., 1892.
31 Dec., 1891.

73

Horseback...
Horseback...
Horseback..
Horseback.,

40
31 Dec., 1890.
28 0 0 31 Dec., 1392.
122 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.
40 10 0 31 Dec., 1892.

Horseback..

36 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Horseback..

63 0 0
21 10 0

31 Dec., 1890.

156 6 0

31 Dec., 1892.

Vehicle, I or
more horses
Horseback..
Horseback...
Horseback.,
Horseback.,
Horseback..
4-wheeled
vehicle, 2.
horses.

30
22
34
20
80

0
10
0
0
0.

31 Dec., 1890.

0 31 Dec., 1890.
0 31 Doe., 1892.
0 31 Dec., 1890.
0 31 Dec., 1890.
0 31 Dec., 1890.

70 0 0

31 Dec., 1890,

* Contractor allowed £16 10s, per annum to convoy an extra mail a week-, from 1st October, 1831
....
t Contract for conveyance of mails direct between floulbiirn and Crookwell, transferred to Mr. J. Watman, from 1st April, 1800. Subsidy, £100 nor annum,
J Contractor allowed £12 10s. a year extra to convey a third mail a week from loth September, 1800‘
S In consideration of extra distance travelled during January and February to Mrs. dements. Junction Point, Contractor allowed 14s. 3d.
|; Contract carried out by W. Shord undone surety (J. J. M'Jannett) from 18th March, 1890, and by the latter alone from 28rd April, 1800. Contractor
travelled via Hoskins Town, from 1st Juno, 1890.

366
72

Contractors"
Postal Lines.
Names.

Addresses.

84 Michael Seery ....... Hoshing Town..
So JohnL. O'Neill...... Queanbeyan......
86 Archibald M'Donald Queanbeyan......
87 Archibald M‘Donald Queanbeyan......
88 Charles Bates ...... Williamsdale ...
89 John White .......... Tharwa..............
90 John M'Laughlin
Uriarra...........
91 John Sheedy.......... Kook Valley,
Queanbeyan.
92 James M'Teman ... Michelago.......
93 Wlm. Willis

Frequency
of
Communi
cation.

Mode of
Conveyance,

2?o.of timn
per week.
Cross Hoads and Hoskins Town ...... Three...... Horseback,.
Kailway Station and Post Office,1 Twice or 4-whccled
vehicle, 1 or
Queanbeyan.
oftener
more horses.
Queanbeyan, Bulga Creek, and Uriarra, Two ...... 1-horse
via Yarralumla and the surveyed
buggy,
road.
Queanbeyan, Bulga Creek, and Uriarra, One ....... 1-horse
via Yarralumla and the surveyed
b“ggyroad.
Queanbeyan and Williamsdale, via Two ......
“ Keeffe’a Hotel” and the old road.
Queanbeyan, Tuggranong, and Tharwa, Three...... 4* wheeled
via Lanyon.
vehicle,
1 horse.
Uriarra- and Brindabella ...................... One ....... Horseback
Tharwa, Krcshford, Booroomba, and One.......... Horseback
Rock Valley,
Michelago, Mount Allen (Crawford’s), One..........
and Burra (M'Pherson’s).

Annual

Amount pay
able to
Contractors.

Date of

Termination of
Contracts.

£ s. d.
30 0 0
16 0 0

31 Dee., 1890.
31 Dec., 1890.

74 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

37 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

50 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

44 19 0

31 Dec., 1892.

28 0 0
25 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1892.

15 0 0 Contract to ter*
minate at three
months' notice
on cither side.
60 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.

Balklaba .......... Bredbo, Jeranglo (Little Plain), and One.......... Horseback
Ballalaba, via Wangarab, and
Ancmbo.
94 John Bailey
Cooma .............. Railway Station and Post Office, Once Or
Vehicle..
20 0
Cooma,
oftener
daily.
95 Walter Goodwin ... Cooma
Cooma, Numeralla, Pcakview, Whin- One ..... Horseback,., 100 0
stone Valley, Gingerra Station, Ballanafad, and Captain’s Plat.
96 John Crowe
Adaminiby
Cooma, Berridale, and Buckley’s Cross Three..... 2-horse
140 0
ing-place, via Woolway.
waggonette.
97 W. Wales and E. Bombala and
Cooma, Kock Flat, Nimitybelle, Holt’s Four ..... Coach,2 or 3 388 0
Evans.
Cooma.
Flat, Bibbenluke, and Bombala.
horses.
98 William Wales and Bombala ........ Cooma, Rock Flat, and Nimitybelle.., Two ..... 1 or more
j
Edward Evans.
horse coach ( 60 0
99 James W.P. Shiels.. Bobundarah.... Cooma and Bobundarah; and
One ... I Horseback )
Cooma, Myalla, and Bobundarah.
One ... )
or vehicle j 75 0
Cooma, Hocklands, and Adaminiby, Two ...... 2-horse
•
along the main or Wambrook Bond;
buggy.
100 0’BryanM‘Mahon,. Adaminiby .,,
and
daring
Adaminiby and Kiandra...................... One ...... Huffpy
rummer months ■ 95 0
ti jiMSfng«r* re
quire j horseback
Shd Bnoirshoes
dnrinp remniadpr j
of year
Cooma, MiddUng Bank, and Adamiu- One ...... 2-horse
101 John Cook
Adaminiby
iby; and
buggy
during
Adaminiby, Bussell's, and Kiandra
One ...... Buggy
summer months
sspisiengErs re j- 05 0
quire and weather
permits, end by
Bcowshocs nhen
necessoty
102 Robert Williams ... Jindabyne........ Berridale and Jindabyne................... . Two ..... Coach,
47 0
1 horse.
,
103 Wlm. H.D. Avery.. Berridale ........ Berridale and Rocky Plain.................. One ..... Horseback..
27 10
104 John Wroc, jun, ... Buckley’s
Buckley’s Crossing-place and Jimen- One ..... Horseback..
33 0
Crossmg-place
buan.
105 James Barrett ...... Nimitybelle.... Nimitybelle, Lyttleton, Numbugga, Six......... 4-wheeled
j-380 0
and Bega, via Benbooka Station and
coach, 2 or
Glenbog.
3 horses
100 Chas. Taylor..... .
Holt’s Flat .... Holt’s Flat and Cathcart...................... One ..... Horseback..
35 0
Bobundarah and Timbery Range; and Two ..... Coach, 2
f113
0
Bobundarah
,.,-j
107 James W. P. Shiels
Timbery Range and Bombala, via One ...... horses, or
Gunningrah and Buckalong.
horseback
Bombala, Nicholson’s, Craigie, and Two
Delegate;
Bombala, Nicholson’s, and Delegate; One
2-horse
108 Mrs. Annie Reed... Bombala .......and
coach
Bombala, Mila, and Craigie, via Mah- One ...
ratta and Mr. George Stevenson's,
at The Bog.
109 John Kennedy...... Bombala ......... Bombala, Cathcart, Rocky Hall, Wynd- Two ...... 4-wheeled
ham, and Pambula.
conveyance, 118 0
lor2horses
110 William Sharpe ... Bega ................. Bombala, Cathcart, Tantawanglo, Can- One ....... Horseback
delo, Wolumla, and Merimbula,
or 2-horsc
95 0
coach
Ill Joseph Parkes ....... Bombala ........ Bombala and Wright’s (Tombong), via One ...... Horseback..
33 0
Bombala Station, Cambalong, and
Quidong,
112 Mrs. Hannah John- Glcnroy, via
Delegate and Corrowong...................... Three., . Horseback,.
39 0
son.
Delegate,
113 George R. Gailey'.. Lyttleton ......... Jjyttleton, Mogilla, and Candelo ...... Six.
160 0
114 Robert Twyford ... Wyndbamf ..... Candclo and Wyndham, via Myrtle One
Horseback.
19 5
Creek,
• Sureties (F. G. Flower and G. True) carried out contract from 12th November, 1890.
t Contractor allowed £18 per annum extra, from 1st January, 1600, to extend service to Towawbafll miles) from 1st March,

0

31 Dec., 1891.

0

31 Dec,, 1891.

0

31 Dec., 1891.

0

31 Dec., 1891.

O

31 Dec., 1891.

0

31 Dec., 1890.

0

31 Dec., 1891.

0

31 Dec., 1891.

0

31 Dec., 1891.

0
0

31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1890,

0
31 Dec., 1892.
0
0

31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1891.

31 Deo., 1891.

0

31 Dec., 1891.

0

31 Dec., 1890.

0

31 Dec., 1890.

0

31 Dec., 1890.

0
0

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1891.

1300.

867
73

Contractors’

Frequency

Postal Lines.
Names.

Addresses.

of
Communi
cation.

Mode of
Conveyance

No. aTlimes
per w+'fli
115 Alex. A. M'Keahmc Rosedale .
110 William Holland*.. Braidwood
117 Mark M'Grath...... Braidwood
118 Bernard M'Cawley Nelligen

Adaminiby and Rosedale..................
Braidwood, Charleyong, Tomboy, Nerriga, Sassafras, and Nowra.
Braidwood and Monga..................
Braidwood and Nelligen ..................

Two .....
One .....
Two .....
Two .....

Horseback..

Annual
Amount (my.
able to
Contractors.

£ s. d,
35 0 0
79 0 0

Date of
lermlnatlon
of
Contracts.

31 Dee., 1890.
31 Dec., 1890.

121 John Stephens .... Larhert.............. Braidwood and Larbert ......
Major’s Creek and Ballalaba
122 Thomas Stuart....... Major’s Creek

Two
Two

24 0 0
4-wheelcd
boggy, 2 - 89 0 0
horses
Horseback..
11 0 0
4-wheeled
vehicle, 1
- 40 0 0
or more
horses
Horseback..
20 0 0
Horseback..
13 10 0

123 Dennis Dempsey .. Emu Flat, Braid- Major's Creek and Krawarree.
wood.
124 Thomas Donnelly... Ncrriga............. Nerrigaand Welcome Reefs ,

One

Horseback..

24 0 0

31 Dec,, 1890.

Two

Horseback..

25 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

One

Horseback..

20 0 0

31 Dec., 1890,

One

Horseback
or vehicle.

32 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Two
Six ..

Horseback..
13 0 0
4-wheeled
vehicle, 1,
2, or more .400 0 0
horses
4-wheeled
coaeh, 1,
2, or more . 48 10 0
horses
Horseback...
70 0 0

31 Dec,, 1890.

Horseback...
4-wheeled
vehicle, 1,
2, or more
horses.
Horseback,.

19 10 0
39 10 0

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1890.

20
20
12
94

31
31
31
31

One .....
119 James Allen .......... Little Bombay, Braidwood and Little Bombay .......
Jembaieumbene,
and Three.....
120 Martin
Keating, Braidwood ...... Braidwood,
Luke Malone, and
Major’s Creek.
Hugh Malone.

125 Dennis Dempsey ... Emu Flat, Braid Ballalaba and Krawarree, via Jerrabat
wood.
Gully.
126 George Smith ....... Krawarree ...... From Ballalaba to Braidwood ; ai.d
from Braidwood to Ballalaba and
Krawarree, via Stony Creek.
Moruya and Kiora............................
127 Edmond Corrigan., Moruya.
Moruya, Bergalia, Turlinjah, Bodalla,
128 John Corrigan ..... Moruya.
Wagonga, Punkalla, Tilba Tilba,
Dignam’s Creek, Cobargo, Dry River,
Brogo, aud Bega.
Bodalla and Eurobodalla..................
129 John Corrigan
Moruya.

Seven .

130 Wlm. J. and Alfred Corunna
J. Haiper.
131 Chas. Brice ......... Eurohodalla ,
132 John Corrigan
.. Moruya........

Bodalla, Wagonga Heads, Naroonia, Two
and Corunna,
Eurobodalla aud Nerrigundah..........
Two
Eurobodalla and Nerrigundah..........
Four

133
13+
135
136

Tilba Tilba and Bermagui .............
Cobargo and Bermagui ..................
Cobargo and Wandella....................
Bega, Wolumla, Millmgandi, Pambula,
and Eden.
Bega and Candelo.............................

Two
Two .,
Two ..
Three..

Bega and Tanja.................................
The Rocks landing-place or Merimbula
Wharf, as required, and Post Offices,
Merimbula and Pambula.
Merimbula, Wolumla, and Bega; or
Tathra, Tathra Road, and Bega, on
arrival and departure of steamers.
(Contractors to con vey mails regularly
twice a week whether the steamer
runs or not.)
Eden and Towamba ..........................
Eden, Kiab, and Timbilica..............
Brcadalbane, Parkesbourue, and
Merrilla.
Breadalbane and Collector ..............

Two .,
Three.,

Brcadalbane and Gummdah ............
Railway Station aud Post Office,
Gunning,

Wlm. H. Corkhill.
David Dunsmore .
David Dunsmoref..
John R. Rixon.....

137 John CorriganJ

Tilba Tilha
Cobargo ...
Cobargo ....
Bega ..........
Moruya,

Bega .........
138 Thomas Griffin ..
139 Hermann Bollmann Merimbula
140 John and Alexr.
MThee.

Bega

Towamba ....
141 Charles Laing ...
142 John Hopkins ....... Eden............
Brcadalbane.
143 Honry Gillard ...
144 William Morton
Collector ....
(Transferred to
Thos. Morton from
1st July, 1890.)
Brcadalbane.
145 Thos. Morton.....
146 William Wales...
Gundaroo ....

147 Richard Sherrlff.... Gunning

148 William Douglass.. Dalton
149 Richard Sherriff ... Gunning

Seven..

Horseback...
Coach, 1 or
more horses.
Coach, 2
horses.
Horseback...
Horseback...

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1892.
31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1890.

31 Dec., 1891,

31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1891.

Dec.,
Dee.,
Dec.,
Dec.,

1890.
1892.
1890.
1890.

79 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

35 0 0
33 0 0

31 Dec., 1891,
31 Dec., 1891.

Two

4-horse
coach.

26 0 0

31 Dec., 1892,

Two .,
One ..
Three.,

Horseback...
Horseback..

45 0 0
50 0 0
24 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec,, 1890.

Six.....

Horseback.,

56 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

One .....
Once or
oftener

Buggy, 1
horse.

17 0 0
21 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Deo,, 1890.

233 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

52 0 0

31 Dee., 1892.

69 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Railway Station, Gunning, and Post Three... ^
Offices, Gunning, Lower Gundaroo,
Upper Gundaroo, Sutton, and Quean2-horsc
beyan.
coach or
From Railway Station, Gunning, to Three...
Post Offices, Gunning, Lower Gnnbuggy.
daroo, and Upper Gundaroo; and
from Upper Gundaroo to Lower, Four ...
Gundaroo and Gunning.
J One..... Buggy ......
Gunning and Dalton............................ \ Five,.... Horseback...
C Horseback,
Gunning and Wheeo; and
| One .. 1 or vehicle
1 when
Dalton and Wheeo ..............................
(.required.

* Contractor allowed £G5 a year extra to convej a second mail a week between Braidwood and Nerriga, from 16t!i September, 1890.
t Contractor allowed £5 to extend service to Yowrie, from 1st October, 1890.
j Sureties (Cowdroy and Brown) carried out service from 25th July, 1S9Q.
101—K
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Contractors.
Postal Lines.
Kara eg,

Addresses

Frequency
of
Communi
cation.

Nn, of time'
]>«r wet It.
One .....

31 Dec., 1892.

22 0 0
33 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1890.

21 10 0

31 Dec., 1892,

Seven or 2 or 3 horse
more.
coach.

35 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

One ,.,

29 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

52 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

129 0 0

31 Dec., 1892,

Dalton and Rye Park

151
152
.
153

Dalton and Bevendalc, via Byrneville One
Two
Rye Park and Burrowa..................

155 John Carey ....
150 Edwin A. EHiott ..
157 B. A. Nichols .....
153
’159
160
.161

James P. O'Donnell
John Carey .........
Thomas Walker ..
Wm. Wall ............

Rye Park and Five-mile Creek, via
Frost’s Farm and Digger’s Flat.
Yass Railway Station and Post Office,
Yass, including the clearance of the
Letter-receiver at North Yass.
Yass and Cavan, via “Brassel's Inn,
Wee Jasper ,
Warro, and tiie main road, crossing
the river at Bloomfield.
Lower Gundaroo Yass, Greenfield Farm, and Lower
Gundaroo,
Yass, Murrumbateman, Jew, Hall,
Yass ............. .
Ginninderra, Canberra, and Quounbeyan.
Boambola......... Y'ass and Boambola ..........................
Wcc Jasper ..... Cavan and Wee Jasper.......... .........
Manama, Yass .. Murrumbateman and Nanama ......
Limestone Creek, Bowning and Taugmangaroo ..........
Bowning.

Horseback or
sulky, il
required.
Horseback.,
Buggy, 1
home.
Horseback..

One

Horseback...

Two .
Three.,
Ono ,
Ono .
Two .
Three.,
One.....
Two.....

.162 Wlm. H. Vicq ..

Bookham ......

Bowning and Bookham

163 Michael Cassidy

Tumut

Bookham, Chidowla, Bongoiigo, and Ono
Tumut, via Smith’s, Kiley’s. Red
Hill, and Geary's, Wyanglo.

164 John Carter

2-horso
coach.

Binalong and Burrowa ; and

Six .

Burrowa, Marengo, ami Young . ...

Three.,.

Eed Hilt, Bur Burrowa, Frogmoor, and Reid's Flat, Two ...
rowa.
via Hovcli’s Creek and Phil's Creek.
(Contractor to travel via Roberts’,
Phil’s Creek, if required.)
166 George Couch ...... Burrowa .......... Burrowa, Morongla Creek, aud Cowra, Two ...
via Narellan and Breakfast Creeks,
165 John Wright........

Coach.......
Horseback ,

............. Young, Thnddungra, Morangarcli, Two ....
Williams’ Crossing, aud Marsden’a,
via Baiabala.

174 William Mather ... Young .............. Young, Tubbul, and Morangarcli, via One
Memagong, Wedallion, and Moonbucca.
From Young to Grogan, thence by
Two
cleared road to Temora ;
175 Henry Nicholson .. Temora..........
returning to Young, via West Temora

j

176 Cobh & Co............... Bathurst .......... Grenfell and Forbes .

Six ...

177 John S. Dawson ... Grenfell............. Grenfell, Piney Range, Wheoffo, and Three.
Marsden’s. (Contractor to convey
mails twice a week for a sum at the
rate of £100 per annum, if required
by the Postmaster-General to do so.)
178 Thomas Maguire ... Grenfell.............. Greufell and Bnmdah Creek .............. Two

J

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

31
31
31
31

Dec.,
Dec.,
Doc,,
Dec,,

1892.
1890.
189?.
1891.

48 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

70 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

4-wheeled
coach, 2 or
more
horses
■ 91 0 0 SI Dec,, 1892.
4-\v heeled
vehicle, 1
horse
Vehicle......
89 0 0 31 Dee., 1890.

Coaeli or
buggy,
or mure
horses
167 William J, Roberts Murrumburrah... Railway Station aud Post Office, Mur Twice or Sulky, I
rumbnrrah, including the clearance oftener
horse.
of the Letter-box at the Mnrrmn- daily.
burrah Station, when required.
168 William J. Roberts Murrumburrah.. Murrumburrah, Dcmondrifle, Wombat, Six........ 2-whceled
vehicle, 1
and Young.
or more
horses.
Two .... Horseback or
169 William Baldwin ... Barwang .......... Murrumburrah and Barwang
packhorse.
Cunningham and Marshall M'Mahon Two ....
170 Michael J. Cahill... Marshall
M'Mahon Reef Reef.
171 Jas. W. Slatyer .. Young .............. Railway Station ami Post Office, Once or
Young,
oftener
daily.
172 Cobb & Co .........
Young, Weddin, and Grenfell .......... Seven ...

35
23
25
36

Horseback,,
Horseback.,
Horseback.

.....

Binalong

Young

Date of
termination
of
Contracts.

£ s. d.
31 10 0

ISO Henry Douglass*... Dalton
Henry Alehin ,,
Dalton ,.
Martha and Arthur Burrowa
W. Randcll.t
Martin Manyon ... Five-mile, Rye
Park.
154 John Couch, jun.... Yass .................

Annual
Amount pay
able to
Contractors.

Mode of
Conveyance.

104 10 0

31 Dee., 1892.

35 0 0

31 Dee., 1890.

170 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

35 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Horseback..

35 0 0

31 Dec., IS90.

1-horse van..

30 0 0

31 Dee., 1890,

149 0 0

31 Dee., 1890.

274 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

65 0 0

31 Dec,, 1890.

150 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

290 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

140 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

4-wheeled
coach.
2 or 4
wheeled
vehicle, 1
or more
horses.
Vehicle,
1 horse.
4-wheeled
vehicle, 1
or 2 horses.
4-wlieelcd
coach.
2-horse
coach.

Horseback,.

* Contractor deceased. Sureties performed service from 1st January, 1890.
t Contractore’ offer accepted to convoy a third mail a week, from 1st Scpt-crabcr, 1590, for £12 per amniro extra

24 10 0 31 Dec., 1890.
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Controctora'

Postal Lines.
Names.

Addresses.

Frequency
of
j
Mode of
Communi* J Com eyanco.
cation.

No. of Umeii
]icr week.

170 Christopher Maguire Grenfell ........■

Two .:::! Horseback.
Grenfell and Bimbi; and
Bimbi, Morangarcli, and Barmcdman, One
or, if required, Bimbi, Morangarell,
Narraburra, West Temora, and Te
mora, via Moonburea. (Contractor
to convey mails by 2-horse buggy
for a sura at the rate of £125 per
annum, if required by the Postmaster.
General to do so.)

One ...
Two ...
Three
Fourtimes
or oftener
daily.
Cootamundra, Kilrnsh, aud Jugiong, One ...
181 John Mnllancy...... Kyron, near
via The Grove, Cullinga Creek,
Cootamundra.
Grovesend, Templemore, Cowong,
Kyron, Rathden, Jercleamby, and
Sandy Creek.
Cootamundra, Dudauman, and Te Seven ....
18o Richard Corbett and Cootamundra
mora, via Combaning.
Archibald Finlay.

180
181
182
183

Charles U eorge......
Peter J. M'Alister,.
Thomas Conlan......
Mark Solomon ......

186 Patrick Canty

Morangarell..... Bimbi and Williams' Crossing ..........
Wagga Wagga,, Marsden’s and Ungarie, viaTallebong
Cullinga............ Wallendbeen and Cullinga ..................
Cootamundra .. Railway Station and Post Office,
Cootamundra.

Cootamundra

Cootamundra, Stookmbmgal, Grofyan, and Two
Moraug&rell,
Corttmbic. (Contractor to
convey mails on horseback for a sum at the
rate of £128 per annum, or to substitute for
the above a sendee as follows:—From Cootarnundra to Stockinbinfrol and West Temora,
via Daecy’s, Geg^iidra, Grogan, Cornmbie, and
Narraburra Stations, retuniing to Coota
mundra, via North Gundibimlya!, Woodstown,
Gundil)iudyal, a ad Stockinbingal, twice a
week, on horseback at £12+, or by one-horst
trap at £145 per annum, if required by the
Postmaster-General to do so.)

Three.,

1S7 William Marshall... Barmcdman .

Temora and Barmedman..................

188 Walter James Tub Temora.......
man.
{Transferred to W.
W. Tubman, from
1st April, 1890.)
189 John W. Carberry.. North Gobarralong.
J ugiong............
190 Philip O'Mara ..

Temora and Mcrool Creek (Harman’s) Two ..

191 Joseph Speira.....

Adelong .......

192 Patrick M'Grath ... Gundagai ......
193 Dennis Dunne ..

Tumut.............

194 Joseph Speirs ..

Adelong

Horseback..
Horseback..
Horseback..
Waggonette,
1 horse.
Horseback,.

4-wheelcd
vehicle,
horses.
2-horse
buggy.

Annual
Amount pay
able to
ContmotorSi

Bate of
Termination
of
Contracts,

£ B. d,
115 0 0 31 Dee,, 1891.

43
115
48
20

10
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

31 Doe.,
31 Dee,,
31 Dec.,
31 Dec.,

1892.
1890.
1892.
1890.

64 0 0

31 Dee,, 1892^

155 0 0

31 Dec,, 1890.

140 0 0 31 Dec., 1890,

4-wheeled
coach, 2
horses.
Horseback,
or 2-wheeled
trap as
required,

Go 0 0

31 Dee., 1892.

60 0 0

31 Dec., 1892,

31 Dec., 1890. '

Coolac and North fToharralong

Two

Horseback..

50 0 0

Coolac and Jugiong ......... ........

Three..

Horseback..

45 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.

2 or 4 horse
coach.

50 0 0

31 Dee,, 1891.

Horseback..

96 0 0

31 Dee., 1890."

52 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Railway Station and Post Office, Gun Once or
oftener
dagai.
daily.
Gundagai, Nangns, Eurongilly, and Two .....
Cooba, via Kinio, Tenandra, and
Wantabadgcry.
Gundagai, Brungle, and Rosemonnt Two
(G. Clout’s),

50 0 0 31 Deo., 1891.

......

Gundagai, South Gundagai, and Ade Six..
long Crossing-place.

4-horse
coach.

195 Wm. and Patrick Tumut............
Eurell.

Gundagai, Gocup, and Tumut, via the Six..
marked-tree line.

Coach, 2 or
4 horses.

125 0 0

31 Dec,, 1892,

Adelong Crossing-place,Grahamstown, Six....
Shepard’s Town, Adelong, Gilmore,
and Tumut.
Adelong Crossing-place, Hillas Creek, Three ,
Lower Tarcutta, and Tarcutta,

Coach, 2 or
4 horses.

275 0 0

31 Dec., 1892. ■

4-wheeled
coach, 1 or
more horses,

150 0 0

31 Dec., 1891. -

Horseback.

168 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

23 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.;

1 96 Joseph Speirs

Adelong.........

197 John Brown ..

Tarcutla.........

198 Maurice Hourigan' Batlow

199 George Shimph.....

Mount Adrah ... Adelong and Mount Adrah.............

200 Henry J. Wilson .. Gilmcro

' Contiwtor aljevyj

Adelong, Middle Adelong, Batlow, One .
Laurel Hill, Upper Tumberumba, and
Tumberumba, via Hastedt's, Parrott
Hill, and M'Bowling’s, of Upper
Tumberumba; and
Adelong, Middle Adelong, Batlow, One .
Taradale, Bago Station, and Tum
berumba. (Contraetor to convey mails
once a week by coach for an additional
sum at the rate of £25 per annum, if
required by the Postmaster-General.)
One

Gilmore, Upper Gilmore, and Batlow, Two
via Windowie lPublic School, and
along theearsternsidoof Gilmore Creek
to Fern Gully Crossing.

35 0 0 31 Dec., 1890,

a year extra to com cy mails by vcbiplc once ii week from and lo Adelong aud Tumberumba, from 1st April, 1SD0,
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Contractors’
Postal Linos,
Names.

201 Charles L. Hart

Addres

Tumut ..

Tumut, Blowcring, and Kiandra.

202 Peter M'Cormick... Tarcutta.

64 0 0

31 Dec., IS90.

200 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

350 0 0

31 Dec,, 1891.

Ono ...... Horseback..

40 0 0

31 Deo., 1890,

Two ...... Horseback..

75 0 0

31 Deo., 1890.

One ...... Horseback,,,
Tuo ....... Horseback..

25 0 0
0 0
115 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.
31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1890.

Two ..... Horseback ..
One ....... Vehicle......

20 0 0
74 0 0

31 Dec,, 1890.
31 Dec., 1890.

One ....... 4-wheeled
coach,2
horses.
Wagga Wagga... Railway Station and Post Office, Fourtimes Coach, 1 or
Wagga Wagga.
or oftener more horses.
daily.
North Wagga
Wagga Wagga and Brucedale ..
Two ....... Horseback..
Wagga
Wagga Wagga... Wagga Wagga, Alfred Town, and Three....... Coach, 2 or
Tarcutta.
more horses.
Wagga Wagga... Wagga Wagga and Narrandera.......... Three....... Coach,2
horses, or
light buggy.
Wagga Wagga...
One ..... Coach, 2 oi
more horses.
Marrar, The Rocks (M’Donald’s),
Mimosa, Quandary, Mandamah, and
Walfandry.
Livingstone,
Wagga Wagga and Mangopla............. Three...... Horseback..
Wagga Wagga
Wagga Wagga .. Wagga Wagga, Yarragnndry, and Three...... Horseback..
Colhngullic.
Livingstone,
Wagga Wagga, Lake Albert, Pu___, Three..,., Horseback,,
Wagga Wagga
Station, and Upper Fullitop, viaGregado, Big Springs, and Livingstone.
Alfred Town...... Alfred Town and Hook Book ...... .
Three.....
Wagga Wagga...; The Rock, Bullenbong, Fender's, and Three..... Coach, 1,201Urana, via Broofeong.
more horses.
Narrandera ...... Bullenbong, Jackson's Waterholes, One ...... Horseback,.
Gillenbah, and Narrandera.

75 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

207 Edward G. Elms

Forest Yale,
Eurongilly.
203 Chas. S, Smithf
Bethungra..........
209 John A, Crowe ...
Eurongilly .......
210 Peter J. M'Alister.. Wagga Wagga...
211 William M'Crca ... Yathella ..........
212 George Dobbyns ... Junec Junction

217 Sobert J. Mont
gomery.
218 James Heath wood..

219 William Cox......
220 Peter J. M'Alister
221 William Cox......
222 Martin Costello......
223 Peter J. M'Alister..

£ 8. d.
80 0 o 31 Dec., 1890.

From Tarcutta to Obernc and Molloy’i > Three...... Horseback..
(9 miles above Obeme), returning vii L
Hnmula, Murraguldrie, and down tin
Umbango Creek to Tarcutta.
Little Billabong, Carabost, Rosewood, Three....... 4-wheeled
and Tumberumba.
coach, 2 or
more horses.

206 Lukins i Masters... Tooma

216 Peter J. M'Alister..

Date of
Termination
of
Contracts.

31 Dec., 1891

204 Joseph Speira.......... Adelong,
(Transferred to A.
M'Donald, from 1st
April, 1890.)
205 James Waite.......... Albury ..

215 Michael O’Donnell,.

No oftimfs
per Tieek.
One ..... Coach Or wap
gonnette, 2 or
more horses,
and horseback.
(Snowghoes to
be used when
required,)

Annual
Amount payable to
Contractors.

250 0 0

203 Thomas Roohan ... Tarcutta

214 Peter J, M'Alister.,

Mode of
Conveyance.

Three...... 4-wheeled
coach, 1 or
more horses.

ton.

213 George Dobbyns

Frequency
of
Communication.

Junes Junction..

Tumberumba, Burns, Tooma, Wehre Two ...... 4*whccled
coach, 2 or
(luiiri Station, Tintaldra (Victoria),
more horses,
WHarct/a-mjStation,Ournie, Jingcllic,
between
Maracket, Wagra, Bowna, anc
Albury and
Tintaldra; re
Albury, via Camberoona, Dora Dora,
mainder on
horseback.
Camberoona and Wagra.)*
Tooma and Khancoban, via Opossun
Point.
Bethungra, Mitta Mitta, Yammairce,
and Lower Yammatrec.
Bethungra and Ironbong.....................
Illabo Railway Station and Eurongilly
Eurongilly and Wagga Wagga, via
Oura and Eunonyharecnyha,
Hareficld and Yathella. ..................
JuneeJunctiou, The Reefs, Sebastopol,
and Temora, via " Cooney’s Inn."
Junee Junction, The Reefs, Sebastopol,
and Temora, via “Cooney’s Inn.”

224 Frcdk, J, Savage
(Transferred to
L. R. Savage, from
1st August, 1890.),.
225 Crawford & Co........ Albury .............. Urana, Overton, Daysdale, Lowesdale, Two ...... 1 or 4 horse
and Corowa.
coaeh, as
required.
226 Townsend G.
Urana .............. Urana and Mr. Guest’s selection, 3 Two ....... Vehicle or
Warren.
miles beyond Boree Creek.
horseback,
as required.
227 John Holland
■Jerildcrie .......... Railway Station and Post Office, Three..... 1-horse buggy
Jerildcrie.
223 Maurice Bush
Daysdale .......... Jerildcrie, Oakland®, and Daysdale, One ....... 1 or more horse
vehicle or
via Clear Hills, Narrow Plains, and
horseback.
Moinolong.
229 Maurice Bush
Daysdale .......... Jerilderie, Oaklands, and Daysdale, One ...... Coach, 2
via Clear Hills, Narrow Plains, and
horses, or
Momolong.
horseback
if required.

74 15 0 31 Dec., 1892.
24 0 0 31 Dec., 1890,
169 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

222 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

293 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

100 0 0

31 Dec., 1890,

74 15 0

31 Dec., 1800.

115 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

52 0 0
364 15 0

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1891,

04 10 0

31 Dec., 1892.

146 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

79 0 0

31 Dec., 1890,

24 15 0

31 Dec., 1890.

100 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

70 0 0

31 Dec., 1890,

* Whenever flooda prevent the mails from bein^ conveyed between Welarepanc and Tintildm, Contraetor is required to love the Tintaldra mail at Wei arcpan?
i? Station (Gray s) and proceed on his journey without waitinsr for the flood to subfile, and on hia return to TintaldrA, fiom cither Tooma or Uowna. brine- the
nmi]u on If it has not in the meantime been conveyed to its destination by oilier means.
b
t Contractor allowed £J3 10s. per annum extra, to eomey a second mall a week from 1st August, 1890.
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Contractora’

F reqitcnc.v
Postal Lines.

Namea.

Addrcsaca.

of

Coniitmm*
cation.

Mode of
Conveyance.

No. of times

230 John Holland

Jerilderie ..

231 James Samuelson Jerilderie
and
William'
Davidson.
2,"2 Joseph Eott .......... Jerilderie..
233 Crawford & Co........ Albury __

234 Leonard H. Lewis... Middlcdale
235 Wm. Spears .......... Corowa ....
(Transferred to W.
' J. King, from 1st
October, 1890.)

236 Martin J. Nagle*,.. Corowa .

237 Martin J. Nagle ... Corowa.............
238 Crawford & Co.......

239 John Bott ..............
(Transferred to M,
Donovan, from 1st
November, 1890.)
240 John Costignn ...... Yerong Creek ..
241 C. F. Agstf .......... Munyabk.........

t*r week.
Jerilderie, Wilson, Argoon, A Darling Two .....
ton Point, via Spring Plain, Kulki.
Coleamballi, Uri I’arit, and Waddai
Jerilderie and Broome......................
Two .....
Jerilderie and Tocuniwall, via Mr.
George Jones', Murray Hut.
Jerilderie, Berrigan, and Mulwala.
(Contractors to convey mails once a
week for the sum of £44 10s. per
annum, if requiredby the Postmaster.
General to do so.)
Lowesdale and Middledale..................
Corowa, Mulwala, and Tocumwall ....

Two .....
Two .....

Buggy, 2
horses.

Annual
Amount pay
able to
Contractors.

Dato of
Termination
of
Contracts.

£ s. d.
187 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.

Horseback

51

0 0

31 Deo., 1891.

2 or 4-horsc
coach.
Coach, 2 or
more
horses.

98 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

75 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Horseback ..
One ..
Three..... 2-horsecoach
or buggy.

Corowa, Bull Plain, and Savernake Two ...T
and
I
Savernake, Berrigan, and Murray Hut One ... }and
Bull Plain and O'Brien's, Victoria One ...J
Park. (Contractor to follow same
route and call at all roadside places
served by the contractor for the year
1889.)
Corowa, Hopefield, and Carnsdale, via One
Tyrone School and Oil-tree, or Ken
tucky Station.
Corowa and Wahgunyah .................
Twelve ... Coach, 2 or
(Contractors to provide proper means
more
for crossing the river Murray when
horses.
the bridge is flooded.)
Tocumwall and Deniliquin ..............
Two .
2 or 4-horse
coach.
Yerong Creek, Mundawaddera, Lalla- Throe
rook, and Urangeline, by the Main
Hoad,
Yerong Creek and Munyabla..........
One .

2 or more
horse
coach.
Gig, 1 horse.

Railway Station, Culcairn, and Post Six....
Offices, Morven and Germanton.
(Contractora to convey mails on either
side of the Billabong Creek in times
of flood.)
Morven ami Cookardinia..... ............
Three.,

Coach,2 or
more
horses.

42 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
160 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.

149 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

38 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

19 10 0 31 Dec., 1891.

140 0 0 31 Dee., 1891,

120 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.
20 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

25 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1891.

242 Joseph Pratt.........

Germanton .....

243 Patrick O'Brien

Cookardinia.

244 John Stewart ...
(Transferred to G.
Potts, from
1st
April, 1890.)
245 J, Lawson and J.
Bruce.
246 George E. Pritchard
(Transferred to W,
Will, from 25th
March, 1890.)
247 George Carter ...

Albury ........

Germanton, Woomargama, Mullen- Six.....
gandra, Bowna, Thurgoona, and
Albury,

Waggonette,
70 0 0
2 horses.
Coach, 2 or
215 0 0
more
horses.
i

Germanton

Germanton and Yarrara

Horseback,

55 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Gerogery ..

Gerogery, Walla Walla, and Walla Two
Walla Homestead.

Horseback
or 1-horse
vehicle.

42 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

Albury .

Railway Station and Post Office, Five times
Albury.
or oftener
a day.
Albury, Black Range, Jindera, Bur Three.....
rumbuttock, Walbundrie, and Mahonga; and
Mabonga and Urana..........................
One
Albury, Bungowannah, Howlong, and Two
Corowa.

1-horse
4-wheeled
cab.
Covered
coach, 2 or
more horses
Horseback.
Coach or
buggy, 2
horses,
1-horse
vehicle.
Horseback ..
Horseback,

25 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

159 0 0

31 Dee., 1890.

7o 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

218 Crawford A Co.+ .. Albury
249 John Kennedy...... Corowa ,
250 John J. Keighr.m.. Jindcra
251 Stephen Ryan§ ..... Walbundrie ,
252 William Smith...... Howlong ....
253 Sydney Smith ...... Howlong ....

254 Thos. J. Webster j Coolaman

Jindera, Ebenczcr, and Walla Walla
Station.
Mabonga and Urangeline..................
Howlong, Moorwatha,'and Goombargona, via the “Brocklcsby Hotel,”
Goombargona and Carnsdale ..............
Coolaman and North Berry Jerry ; and
North Berry Jerry, MimosaEast, Myall
Falls, and Broken Dam, via Witch's
C.P., Public School, and Mimosa
West, with a branch mail to and from
Mimosa West and Shannon’s, via
Wallaroobie and Yarrenjerry.

Two

One .
One .
Two .
One .
Three.
Two .

2 or more
• horse coach.

39 0 0 ! 31 Dee., 1891.
05 0 0
09 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1S90.

24 9 0

31 Dee., 1891.

ISO 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Two

* Contractor allowed £18 per annum extra, for travellinff twice a week via Sedgwick's (instead of once via Rcdland's and onoevia Sedgwick's), from 1st May 1890
f Conrraolor a offer accepted to extend service to Pleasant Hills, and perform the whole twice a week for £70 per annum, from 1st March 1890
'’
J Contractors allowed the sum of £10 for the period from 10th June, 1890, to 31st December, 1390, In consideration of the extra distance travelled through
removal of Mahonea Post OIRee.
1
*>"
§ Sureties (W, Thomas and E. Quiiui) performed sen-ire from 8th March, 1890.
‘ Contractor allowed £50 per annum extra to travel via lioardman'e instead of Myall Fal's from 16th March, 1890. Arrangements made with contractor to
convey mails to and from Ccolaman and Shannon’s diinct, ™ Veitch’s, McKinnon's, Public School, and Junction Inn, instead of via North Berry Jerrv, from 1st Julv
1810.
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Contractors*

Postal Lines.
Names*

Addresses.

Frequency
of
Communi
cation.

Mode of
Conveyance.

Annual
Amount pay
able to
Contractors.

Date of
Termination
of
Contracts.

Jfo, oftiniM

per ■week.

255 John Barnes .....

Coolaman.........

256 Wm. Macau ley.

Mimosa 'West,
Coolaman,

257 Frcdk. J. Savage... Narrandera .....
(Transferred to L.
R. Savage, from 1st
August, 1890.)
25S Marcus H. Jenkins. Narrandera .....
259 David H. Jenkins .. Narrandera .....
200 F. J. Savage .....
Narrandera .....
(Transferred to L. R.
Savage, from 1 st
August, J890.)
201 John Holland ..
Jerilderie .........
202 Crawford & Co.

Albury ............

263 George H. Stivcns.. Barellan, via
Narrandera.
t
201 Crawford & Co.,

Albury.............

20 J Fredk, Blaim ,

Mount Elliott,
via Whitton.

230 William Carey ...... Wallandry, via
Rankin’sSpriugs

267 Rowland Ingram .,. Ungarie.......... ,
268 David H. Tasker .. Condobolin ..

|
l

Coolaman, Uley, and Ariah, via Cow- Two .....
abee, Murril Creek, and Warri.
Ar'mh and Selmes, via Liutott's, Ono .....
Broken Dam, Mcrool Creek (Har
man’s), Mandamah, and Kildary.
Railway Station and Post Office, Twice or
Narrandera.
oftener
daily.
Narrandera and Murnndah, via Two .
Gillenbah, Cuddcll Township, ami
Yarrabee,
Narrandera and Mount Elliott, via Two ..
Coliuroobie and Barellan.
Narrandera and Darlington Point, via Throe.,
Gillenbah, Billenbah, Benandra, and
Tubbo, on the south side of the river
Murnndah, Old Goree, and Jerilderie, Two ..
via Bunduro Head Station aud Yanko
Station,
Widgiewa or Coonong Railway Station Throe .
as required, and Urana.
Barellan (on the road betwi-en Narran-j Two
dera aud Mount Elliott) and Yalgogriit, via Mumblcdool and North
Bolera.
Whitton, Mount Elliott, Rankin’s] Two
Springs, and Lake Cudgellico.
Mcrool Creek, and Mount Ida, near the Two
north boundary of Boncrembah Run,
via Bloomfield, Lanaghati’s, Wilgah
Plains, Johndarron, Wynangan, The!
Cliffs Homestead, Wcndourie, Lake'
View, Verandah Rock aud Sherwood!
Rankin's Springs and Waltandru, vial Two
Eurathara, Malonga, and Nariah,
J
Ungarie, and Boorabil, via Wollotv Two ■■1
cough Station, Yonngara, Monument
Flats, Bygolorie,"Gorman’s Bill West|
aud Dundoo Hills South ; and
'
I
Boorabil and Lake Cudgellico, via One -J
Gainbill Station,
j
Ungarie and Condobolin ................... One.,

269 Alfred H. Clifton ... Darlington Poinl Darlington Railway Station and
Darlington Point Post Office, near
the river.
270 Robert Donohoe ... Hay ................. Darlington Point and Hay, travelling
on the south side of the river.
271 A. W. Robertson Hay ................. Carrathool, Dry Lake. Qunbar, and
Hillston.
and J. Wagner.*
272 Patrick Townsellt Hay .................. Katin ay Station and Post Office, Hay.,

Seven.....
Three ....
One .....
Once or
oftener .
daily.
Three.....

273 Stephen Byrnes...... Condobolin ...... Hay and Booligal ................................
(Transferred to
Robertson, Wagner
& Co., from ! st July,
1S90.)
274 Robertson, Wagner, Hay ...........
Hay, Booroorban, Wanganella, and Six.
&■ Co.
Deniliquin.
275 Z. and S. Burton ... Wentworth

270 Michael Charters... Enriowie
277 John Clancy, jun ... Booligal .

278 William H. Keast. Ivardioe.,

279 Joseph Denison.

Hay .....

Hay, Mande, Oxley, and Balranald,
by direct route. (Contractors to
travel once a week when practicable,
via Gilam and Nap Nap mail-box,
which is on the north side of the
river.)
Booligal, Mossgiel, Ivanhoe, and
Wilcannia.
Booligal, Culparlin, and Oxley, via
Nicholson's,
Turner's,
Bent’s,
Honcn’s, and Moffat’s Homestead
Leases, Cnlpataro Station, and
Smith’s, M'Snelland's, Ingram’s, and
Holmes’ Homestead Leases.
Adelaide Camp (on the Booligal-Moss, gicl Mail Line) and Willandra Hut,
via Merungle Station, Walker’s
Hutchinson, and Yagg’s selections,
Yandembah Station, Hay lock’s selec
tion, Moolbong Station, and Corbett’s
selection.
Mossgiel and Paddington......................

2-horse
coach.
Horseback or
buggy.
2 Or 4
wheeled ve
hicle 1 or
more horses
Horseback...

£ s. d.
143 0 0

31 Dm., 1891.

89 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

74 10 0

31 Dec., 1892.

59 0 0

31 Dec., 1890,

Vehicle, 1 or
more horses
Horseback or
buggy and
horse if re
quired.

189 0

31 Dec., 1891.

135 0

31 Dec., 1891.

2-horse
buggy.

124 15 0

31 Dec,, 1890.

43 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

04 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

473 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Coach, 2 or
more horses

Coach, 2 or
more horses

SI

0

31 Dec., 1890.

107 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

100 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Horseback.

59 16 0

31 Dec., 1890.

4- wheeled
coach,
2'horses.
2-horse
coach.
1 or 4 horse
coach.
4-wheekd
vehicle or
can, 1 or
more horses.
2 or 4 horse
coach.

43 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.

Horseback .7

2-hmso
vehicle.

1

349 0 0

31 Dec., 1892,

138 10 0

31 Dee., 1890.

SO 0 0 31 Dec., 1692.
400 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

1,080 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

1,150 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

2 or 4 horse 1,000 0 0
coach.
4-wheeled
100 0 0
vehicle, 2
horses.

31 Dec., 1892.

One

2-horse
vehicle.

50 0 0

30 April, 1890.
Contract to '
terminate at
three months’
notice on
either side.

Ono

1 or more horse
vehicle or
horseback.

200 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Three.

Two
One

4-wheeled
American
coach.
Coach, 3
horses.

31 Dec., 1890.

' * Commuqirntion increased to, twine a week from 16th April, ISKO, but no alteration in subsidy.
tConiTr-1-"
T-1- 1800, Mr. Willumi Reed allowed 2£s. fid. per week. for
. peiforuifn?
- ,- service, from that, date to 3l6t October, 1890, when contract
t Contractor ilictj on r,AilEOjih jhily,
'Celled
'
'
*
" '
i
. t
,
vns cancelled
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!)

CoiitractorB’
Postal Lines.

Nrimcs

Addresses.

Frequency
of
Communi*
cation.

Mode of
Conveyance.

Annual
Amount payable to
Contractors.

No of limes
per week.
..... Deniliquin, Mathoura, Moira, Moama, Six or more Railway ...
aud Echuca.

.£
900
280 Deniliquin
and Deniliquin
Moama Railway
Company.
110
281 Andw. B. Mathew- Deniliquin ..... Deniliquin, Cochran Creek, and Noo- One ...... 2-horse
waggonette
rong, via Cobran and North Wakool.
son.
G42
282 Z. ft.S. Burton ... Wentworth . ... Balranald, Euston, Ool Got, and Went Three...... 4-wheeled
coach, 2 or
worth.
moreborses
2S3 Michael Charters ... Enriowie ........ Wentworth, Pooncarie, Mcniudic, and Two ...... Coach, 2 or 2,200
4 horses.
Wilcannia.
900
'284 Patrick O'Neil and Broken Hill .... Wentworth and Broken Hill, via the One ...... Coaeh, 2
horses.
Ana-branch and Mr. Cud more's
James Nicholas.
Popiltah Station.
•
(Transferred to James
Nicholas, from 1st
July, 1890.)
994
Bathurst ......... Wilcannia, "VictoriaHotel,” Tarella. Two ...... Coach,
285 Cobb & Co .........
2 dr more
Yantlarlo, Cobham, Milperinka, The
horses.
Albert, and Tibooburra, via Mena
Murtic, Kaynmnera, Morden, and
Yanderberry.
28G Michael Charters .. Enriowie ......... Wilcannia, Mount (ilpps, Round Hill, Two ...... Coaeh, 2 or 4 200
horses.
aud Broken Hill,
Four ... )
Broken Hill..... Broken Hill and Round Hill;
237 Maurice Tangney*
114
Bound Hill, Mount Cipps, and A
Two .... (
Town
Three... . 2-horso
ISO
Broken Hill. Pinnacles, Tbaeka
288 Edward A. Miller.. Broken Hill ..
Mines, and Gockburu (South Aus-]
coach*
(Transferred to John
tralia.)
Smith, from 1st
April, 1890.)
52
289 Henry Field ......... South BrokeuHill Broken Hill and South Broken Hill.. Six.......... Horseback..
Broken Hill and Menindie, via Rock' Two ...... 2 or 3-horsei 75
290 Peter M. Morrison.. Monindic,. .
coach.
avell and Mulcalca Station. (Con
tractor to convey mails once a week
for a stun at the rate of £50 per amine '
I
if required by the Postmaster-General
to do so.)
'
Silverton, Day Dream, Pumam
Two ....... Coach, 2 or
80
Bathurst .. .
291 Cobb J: Co.
more horecs,
Lady Don, and Enriowie.
289
One ..... Coach, 2
Enriowie, Poolamacca, Gnalta,
Broken Hill
292 James Nicholas...
horses.
(Transferred to Cobb
“ rktorin Ilutd.”
& Co., from 1st
April, 1890.)
70
One ...... 2 or more
29.3 Cobb & Co............
horse couch.
Fowler’s Gap, Rancsnniu
Packsaddle.
44
One ...... Vehicle, 2
294 Ernest C. Chambers Milpcrinkn ......
horses.
95
Tiboobuvra ...... Tibooburra and Whompah................... One
One ..... 4-wheeled
295 Joseph Clarkef...
carnage or
buggy.

Date of
Termination
of
Contracts.

s. d.
to ter
0 0 Contract
minate at three
months’ notice
on either side.
10 0 31 Dee., 1891,
0 0

31 Dee., 1892.

0 0

31 Dee., 1891.

0 0

31 Dee., 1891.

10 0

31 Dec., 1891,

0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

10 0

31 Dec,, 1890.

0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

0 0
0 0

31 Dec., 189?.
31 Dec., 1890.

0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

0 0

31 Dee., 1892.

0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

NORTHERN ROADS.
1 Edward Potter.....

St. Leonards,.,. St. Leonards, Goie Hill, Cnatswood, Six .
■ Gordon, and Hornsby.

2 Joseph E. Black ... Manly

3
4
5
G

1, 2, or 3 linrsJ
luigK)' or j
coach.

Manly, Brook vale, Narrabecn, New- Six
port, and Bayview; and
Hoiscback ...
Newport and Barranjoey.
(Two,.. '
(Contractor to convey mails six times,
a week between Newport and Barinnjoey, if required by the Post
master-General to do so.)
Gosford .......
Gosford, Erina, and Wamberal .......... Three.....
Alfred Webster...
Yarramalong
Allan Waters......
Wyong Creek and Yarramalong ......... Three .... Horseback..
Coach, 2
Harold Healy ...
Railway Station, Morisset, and Post Twice a
Cooranbong ..
Office, Cooranbong.
I day.
horses.
Philip Robert Cook 143, York-street, Eassifem and Toronto ........................ ' Six........ Horseback...
Sydney,

([Ifi 0

31 Mar., 1890.

............

7 Daniel Hooley .... Newcastle.......

8 William H. Wells, Newcastle.
jun.
9 William H. Wells, Newcastle . ...
jun.
.
10 Thos. Williams...... Pacific-street,
(Transferred to W. Newcastle.
Hetherington, from
1st •A.pT’b 1890, and
to J. Thomas, from
1st July, 1890.)

Newcastle, Post Office,and Railway, Sorcn tunes
SpringTerminus ; and
|"1'ilvottener
van, 1 or
more
vSteamers’Wharf and Post Office, NewOnce a
horses.
castle.
I day.
Newcastle and Stockton ......................' Twice or
j oftener
daily.
Newcastle and Carrington ...................' Six or
j more.
Horseback.
Newcastle, The Junction, Mercwethcr,; Six
and Charlestown.

100 0 0

28 0
37 0
55 0

31 Dec., 1892.

31 Dec., 1892.
31 Dee., 1892.
31 Dec., 1892.

Contract to ter
minate at three
months* notice
on either si<te.
100 0 0 31 Dec,, 1891,
11

0 0

34 0 0

31 Dee., 1891,

25 0

31 Dec., 1890.

75 0

31 Dec., 1890,

♦Subsidy reduced to £Ci 18m Id. on account of closing of Atbion Town Receiving Ofliee from Stst August, 1S90, aud consequent discontinuance of Mount
Qijjpsand Albion Town portion of service.
t
t Contractor allowed £15 a yrar extra in consequence of extra travelling occasioned by removal of the Post Office, Whompah, from 25th April*
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Contractors'

Frequency

Postal Unes.
Namos.

Addresses.

Liineburners*
Stockton and William Town
Bay, Stockton.
12 Thos. Williams...... Wickham......... Charlestown, Belmont, and Swansea.
Swansea and Catherine Hill Bay ....
13 Charles Chari wood.. Catheiine Hill
Bay.
Railway Station, Waratah, and Post
Lambton.......... j
Office, Waratah; and
14 Charles Broadhead
Wallsend ..... .

16 David Mitchell...

Wallsend..........
r

17 Chas. MTntyre*

Raymond
Terrace.

18 Edward Garner..
19 William Lynch..
20 Wm. Hough.....

Kelson’s Plains..
Raymond Terrace
Tea Gardens...

21 George Camcll...
22 Daniel Dorney ..
23 Samuel Redman..

Booral .......
Bulabdelah
Bulahdelah

24 Henry Mew .....

Bulabdelah

25 Boyle White......... Bulabdelah .....
26 George Pritchard ... Copeland North,
27 Edward J. Whit
bread.
28 Thos. Britton......
29 William Wall ...
30 Parquhar Chisholm
31 John J. Gallagher

Taree.

32 James Taylor.

Burrell Creek,
via Kimbriki.

Gloucester..
Orundumbi
Barrington
Krambach

33 George Scrivner ,,, Dingo Creek.,
34 Patrick Keogh...... Taree.............

35
36
37
38
39
40

John Northam ......
Stephen Wlii thread
Robert Moore .....
William Garlick ...
William Garlick ...
Thomas Bradley ...

Oxley Island
Taree............
Ki 11awarra ,.
Wingbam.....
Wingham.....
Knorrit Flat.,

41 Wm. M'Pherson ... Dingo Creek......

48 Patrick Kiogh...... Taree..................
49 John MTiherney... Blackman’s Point

50 Edward Morcoin ... Yarras ...............

No of limes
per v-eck.
Three.....
feix ...
Three

Horseback.
Horseback.

Fourtimes
or oftener I Coach, 2
daily.
j horses.
Warstali, Lambton, and Wallsenc Six........
Wallsend and Mimni ....................... Six ....... Coach, 2
horses.
Wallsend and Mimni .......................... Six........ 2-horse ’bus
Hexham Railway Station and Ray Seven...
Coach, 4
mond Terrace; and
horses.
Raymond Terrace, Limeburncrs' Six......
Creek, Booral, Stroud, Telcgherry,
Clareval,
Langworthy’s, Ward’s
River, and Gloucester.
Raymond Terrace and Nelson’s Plains Six ..
Raymond Terrace and Miller's Forest Six...
Horseback.
Limeburncrs’ Creek, Aliceton, Tea Two
Horseback.
Gardens, and Hawke’s Nest, via
Covey Creok.
Booral and Bulabdelah....................... Three.
Coach .......
Bulahdelah and Upper Myall River ... Two .
Horseback.
Bulahdelah, Boolambayte, and Bung- Three.
Horseback.
wall Flat,
Bulahdelah, Nerong, Tea Gardens, and One ..
Horseback..
Hawke’s Nest.
Bulabdelah and Cooloongolook ......
Two ,.
Horseback .
Gloucester, Barrington, and Copeland Six . ..
4-wheeled
North.
coach, 2
horses.
Gloucester, Krambach, Kundibakh, Six.
Coach and 4
Tinonec, and Taree.
horses.
Gloucester and Nowendoo ................. One .
Horseback..
Nowendoc, Orundumbi, and Walcha.. One .
Barrington and Rawden Vale.............. Two .
Horseback,.
Krambach, Firefly Creek, Clarkson's Three.
Horseback .
Crossing, Failford, North Foster, and
Forster.
Tinonee and Kimbriki, via Martin’s, Two .....
Latimer’s,
Monk’s,
Chapman’s,
Moore’s, Murray’s, Weatkeriey’s,
Mossman’s, and Smith’s.
Taree and Wingbam, via Woolla Six .
2-horse
Woolla.
coach.
Taree, Cundletown, Gbinni Ghinni, Six.
Coach, 4
Croki, Coopemook, Moorland, John’s
horses.
River, Camden Haven Punt, and Port
Macquarie.
Taree, GIcnthorne <md Redbauk ...
Three..... Horseback.,
Taree and Forster..............................
One ..... Horseback..
Wingham, Killawarra, and Woodsidc Three..... Horseback.,
Wingham and Cedar Party Creek...... Three .,,. Horseback.,
Wingham, Dingo Creek, and Marlee... Three....
Woodside, Cooplacnrripa, Knorrit
One ..... Horseback.,
Flat, and Nowendoc, (Contractor
to call for roadside correspondence
on bis way to Woodside, to start
with mails thence.)
Dingo Creek and Wherrol Flat. (Con-, Three..
tractor to travel via Dingo Creek
Bridge in times of flood.)
Knorrit Flat and Cundle Flat ......
One .,
Horseback.,

42 George Hoad.......... Enlong, via
Knorrit Flat.
43 William Convery ... Cundletown...... Cundletown, Landsdown, and Upper
Lansdown.
44 John Robson, sen. Cundletown...... Cundletown, Oxley Island, and Mit
chell's Island.
45 John Harris .......... Coopemook...... Coopemook and Harrington, via Cattia
Creek.
46JamesM‘Kay ...... Camden Haven.. Camden Haven Punt, Camden Haven,
and Laurieton,
47 Edward Iit'orcom ... Yarras ..............

Mode ol
Conveyance.

cation.

11 Henry Sutton

15 David Mitchell...

ot

Communi

Annual

Amount pay
able to
Contractors.

Date of
Termination
of
Contract.

£ s. d.
53 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

104 0 0
44 0 0

28 Feb., 1S90.
28 Feb., 1890.

160 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

44 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

30 0 0

31 Dec., 1890,

600 0 0

31 Dec., 1890,

26 0 0
40 0 0
79 10 6

31 Doc., 1892.
31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1891.

79 0 0
24 0 0
79 12 6

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Doc., 1891.
31 Dec., 1892.

39 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

65 0 0
72 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.
31 Dec., 1890.

616 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

68
36
40
99

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

31
31
31
31

Dec.,
Dec.,
Deo.,
Dec.,

1890.
1891.
1890.
1891.

30 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

no o o

31 Dec., 18G1.

495 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

35
40
50
22
49
43

0
0
0
0
19
19

0
0
0
0
0
0

31
31
31
31
31
31

Dec.,
Dee.,
Dec.,
Dec.,
Dec.,
Dec.,

1892.
1S90.
1890.
1891.
1890,
1891.

50 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

15 0 0

31 Dec., 1890,

Two ....... Horseback..

46 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Two ...... 1-horse
vehicle.
Two .......! Horseback..

55 0 0

31 Doc,, 1892.

20 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

77 0 0

31 Dec., 1891

104 0 0

31 Dec., 1891,

240 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

75 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

29 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Four ...... 2-wheeled
vehicle 1
horse.
Port Macquarie, Wauehope, Hunting Three..... Horseback..
don, and the junction of the Ellenborough and Hastings Rivers.
Port Macquarie, Blackman’s Point, Six.
Coach,2 or 4
Telegraph Point, East Kempsey, and
horses.
Kcmpsey.
Port Macquarie, Blackman’s Point, Three.... Horseback...
Rawdon Island, Ennis, and Beechwood (Morton’s Creek), via G, Har
riott's Punt.
Ellenborough and Yarras .................. Three.,

* Contractorallowcd £52 per annum extra for conveying an additional mail six times n week from Hexham to Raymond Twrtce from 20tli October,
Oi-Ov «L*vCOliduHrj IDcAai

1890,

to

81

Cwitnvcwra'
Addresses.

Htunes.

Kempsey, West Kempsey, Greenhill,
Warneton, and Sherwood.
Kempsey, Frederickton, Smith Town,
Gladstone, and Summer Island, via
Seven Oaks; with a branch mail to
and from Summer Island, Pelican
Island, Spencer’s Creek, and Ara
koon. (Mails to be conveyed between
Christopher Felton Kempsey......
Kempsey, Frederickton, and Glad
stone by boat in times of flood.)
(Contractor to convey mails six times
a week for a sum at the rate of £156
per annum, if required by the Post
master-General to do so.)
John Converyt..... Bellinger River, Kempsey, Frederickton, Clybucca,
via Macksville. Macksville, Deep Creek, Bellinger
Heads, Ferumount, and Boat Har
bour ; with a branch mail to and
from Macksville and Nambucca
Heads, via Thomas Davis’ Saw Mills
and the Lower Hambucca,
West Kempsey, Greenhill, Skillion
Hugh M'Uaugh ... Bellbrook
Flat, Hickey’s Creek, and Bellbrook.
Bernard M'Nally ... Rainbow Reach.. Pelican Island and Rainbow Reach ..
Macksville and Bowraville.................
Wm, Gaddes, jun... Bowraville ..,

52 Charles Bowen* ... Waraeton.

64

55
66
67

Pate ot
Termination
ot
Contracta.

£ s. d.
39 18 0

31 Dec., 1892.

Three,.,.. Horseback...

52 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Three.. ) Horseback
or
.
2-wheeled
Three.., ) vehicle.

110 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

-310 0 0

31 Dee., 1890.

Ho. of tnnei
p«
Three......

51 William Eowsell ... Telegraph Point Telegraph Point, Ballctiffara, and
Holland's Plains.

53

Annual
Amount pay
able to
Contraetors.

Frequency
of
Communi
cation.

Postal Lines.

Throe..... Horseback..
10 0

31 Dec., 1392.

18 0 0
0 0
{Two...... Horseback.. ; 28
One ..........
0 0

31 Dec, 1890.
31 Deo., 1890.

47
Two ....... Horseback..

j- 60

and Wood ville.)
East Maitland ... East Maitland, Mulbring, Buchanan, Three.....
and Mount Vincent.

64 John J. Hancock ... Qresford...........
65 Henry Fry.........

ford.
■
West Maitland. Paterson, Wallarobba, and Duni

66 William Turner..

Lostock.............

Gresford and Lostock ..............
Grcsford and Allynbrook ; and

67 Richard B. Boydell Allynbrook ..
Morpeth .....

68 Joseph Stollery..

West Maitland

69 Henry Fry..

70 Wm. Callaghan......
71 John Laurie ..........
(Transferred to J.
Crowfoot, from 1st
October, 1890.)
72 James Levey..... .
73 William Moore... .
74 Robert C. Leslie ,,
75 James Levey.........

Allynbrook, Halton, and Eccleston ...
From Morpeth to Hinton; and from
Hinton to Morpeth.
Hinton, Seaham, Glenoak, and Clarence
Town ; and
Clarence Town, Brookfield,Newpark,
and Duugog.
(If floods prevent the mails beirqpi
conveyed between Hinton and Sea'
ham, contractor must travel via Wesl
Maitland and the Belmore and Dun-

Horseback, or
vehicle when
required,

Three...... Coach, 4
horses.

58 Edmond Brandriok Warrell Creek, Macksville and Taylor s Arm.............
Macksville.
Bowraville and Argent’s Hill............. Tivo ......
66 Wm. Gaddes, jun.. Bowra ville ..
Femmount, Central Raleigh, and Easi Two .....
60 Walter Harvie ..... East Raleigh,,
Raleigh.
61 James Watson ..... East Maitland .. Railway Station and Post Office, Easi Five times
or oftener
Maitland.
daily.
Seven......
62 Henry FryJ ......... West Maitland..

63 Allan Simmons.....

Mode of
Conveyance.

31 Dec., 1890.

Horseback..
Horseback..

30 0 0
32 0 0

31 Dec,, 1890,
31 Dec., 1890.

2-horse
coach.

65 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

or more
horse
coach, ,

115 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Horseback or
light spring
cart, when re
quired,
or

65 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

2

buggy.
Six.......... 2 or 4 horse 111 0 0
Coach.
Three...... 2 or more
188 0 0
horse coach.
Three......
27 10*0
Three .... Double
buggy and
■ 103 0 0
2 horses.
Horseback..
Three......
J
Fourteen.. 1-horse
62 0 0
Seven....... buggy. (
Sift.......) Coach, 2 or
298 0 0
more horses.
Three... )

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1890.
31 Deo., 1892,

the rate of £398 per annum.)
Seaham and Eskdale........................
Seaham......... .
Glen William ... Clarence Town and Glen William ..

Throe...... Horseback..
Three...... Horseback..

20 0 0
16 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1892.

Bendolba
Monkerai
Bendolba
Bendolba

Three§ ..
One......... Horseback
Throe|| ... Horseback ..
Ono......... Horseback ..

33
14
29
24

0
0
10
0

31 Dec., 1890/
31 Dec., 1891,
31 Dec., 1800.
Contract to ter
minate at three
months’ notice
on uther side.
31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1891.

..........
.......... Dungoj and Monkerai.....
Benaol ja and Underbank
..
...........
River.)

Monkerai ........... Monkerai and Langworthy’s
76 John Monaghan
77 William Dimmock.. West Maitland,.. Railway Station, Hjgli-street,
Office, West Maitland.

t Six

or imm
times a day
as required

Horse
van.

and

0
0
0
0

14 10 0
79 0 0

* Onntractor allowed £23 a year extra to extend contract to Glen Rock once a week from 10 November, 1300.
I Contraetar'alta'wed £10 a year extra for travelling to and from West Maitland instead of East Maitland, from 1st May, 1890. Contractor allowed £20aycor In
addition for travalltnK to and from East Maitland, via West Maitland, from 21st June, 1890.
§ Contractor afiowod the additional Bum of £15 per annum for convoying on extra mail per week from let March* 1830*
| Contractor allowed the additional sum of £10 10s. per annum for conveying an extra mail per week from let Mw-eh, 1S&0.
.

3.01—L
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82

Contractors
Postal Lines,
NomeSr

Addresses.

Frequency
of
Comnraul*
Cation,

Mode of
Conveyance,

£ s. d.

Xo. of tlrnei
per week.
78 John A. Gouldsbury Cessnock ........... West Maitland, Bishop’s Bridge, Cessnock, MiMcld, and Wollombi; with
a branch mail to and from Cessnock
and Ellalong.
79 Edward Murphy .. Rutherford,West West Maitland, Aberglasslyn, EoseMaitland,
brook, Lamb’s Creek, and Elderslie,
calling at Hillsborough, Irishtown,
and Stanhope,
80 George Sternbeck, Laguna .............. Wollombi and Laguna..........................
jun.
81 Henry Crehert..... Lochinvar......... ■Railway Station and Post Office, Lochinvar.
82 Wm. E. Hughes ... Branxton ..........
83 Thomas Woodorth.. Branxton ..........
84 James Thrift* .......
85 Thos. Kccnahan ... Vere ..................
86 Richard Snelson ... Singleton ..........

| Three

135 0 0

31 Dec., 1390.

Two ...

47 0 0

31 Dec., 1801,

Three

IS 15 0

31 Dec., 1S92.

50 0 0

31 Dec., 1891,

35 0 0

31 Dec., 1802.

45 10 0

31 Dec., 1891,

18 0 0
04 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1890.

50 0 0

31 Dec., 1801.

65 10 0

31 Dec., 1892,

Two ...... ■

35 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

Two .......
Three . ...
One ....... Horseback...
One ....... Horseback...
Three . ..

50
30
32
13
15

31
31
31
31
31

Two .......

30 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

2-wheeled
cart, 1 horse

52 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

4-wheeled
coach, 2 or
more horses.

100 0 0

31 Dec., 1892,

25 0 0
23 0 0
28 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1891,

4-wheeled
coach, 2 or
more horses.
Horseback...

270 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

78 10 0

31 Dec., 1890.

60 0 0
33 0 0
149 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.
31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1892.

One .

Horseback,.
Horseback...
Coach, 2 or
more horses.
Horseback...

35 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

One
One ,

Horseback..
Horseback....

35 0 0
27 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1890.

Two

Horseback..,

134 10 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Two

Horseback..

83 0 0

31 Dec., 1890,'

One'

Horseback..

15 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Two

Horseback.,

48 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Two .....

43 0 0

31 Dec., 1891,

Twice or
oftener
daily.
Two ..... 2 or more
horse coach.
Two .....
Two ..... Horseback...

23; 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

09 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

46 00 0
49 10 0

31 Dec., 1890.
31 Dec., 1891.

Coach,,.

Twice or
oftener
daily.
96 James Cafe.............. Muswellbrook ... Muswellbrook and Denman.................. Six.........
97 Wm. Nowland ...... Wvbonc 4....
9S Geo. F. Hain......... Kayuga...............
99 Wm. Buddon, sen. Limestone Creek,
via Muswell
£
*
■ •
brook.
100 James Cafe...'.......... Muswellbrook ...

4-horse
coach.

Twice or
oftener
daily.
Railway Station and Post Office, Twice or 4-wheeled
Branxton,
oftener
coach, 1
daily.
horse,
Branxton, Rothbury, aud Pokolbin ... Three...... 1 -horse
buggy.
Branxton and Elderslie ...................... Two ...... Horseback,..
Whittiugham, Vere, and Broke.......... Six......... Horseback
and buggy
Railway Station and Post Office, Twice or 4-wheeled
Singleton (including conveyance of oftener
vehicle, !
extra mails as required).
daily.
horses.
Singleton, Boggy Flat, Warkworth, Three...... Coach, 2
and Jerry’s Plains, via Thorley’s.
horses.

87 Edward Homeryf,. Warkworth
(Transferred to G.
Honery from 1st
April, 1890.).
83 Ronald Bums ....... Sedgefield.......... Singleton, Scott’s Flat, Sedgefield,
Westbrook, and GHendou Brook.
89 George Crittenden., St. Clair .......... Singleton, Bridgeman, and St. Clair...
TO Wlm. Hayes.......... The Bulga ........ Boggy Fiat and The Bulga..................
91 Wlm. M‘Taggart ,. Howe’s Valley... The Bulga and Howe's \ alley ..........
92 Thomas O’Hara ... Doyle’s Creek ... Jerry's Plains and Doyle's Creek ......
93 Job Grainger.......... Rix’s Creek ...... Railway Platform and Post Office,
Six's Creek.
94 Charles F. Noble ... Glennie's Creek.. Glennie’s Creek and Goorangoola (in
eluding the clearance of the letter
box at Kermodc’s.)
95 James Cafe.............. Muswellbrook ... Railway Station and Post Office, Muswellbrook.

Muswellbrook and Wybong .............. Two
Muswellbrook and Kayuga................. Throe
Musw ellbrnok and Dunbar’s Creek .,. Two
Denman, Giant’s Creek, Gungal, and Six...
Merriwa.

101 Thomas Elliott...... Denman.............. Denman, Baerami, and Kcrrabeo, via
Rosemonnt, Richmond Grove, and
Belhnont.
102 JohnMcaucy.......... Wollar .............. Kerrabee, Bylong, ami Woltar .........
103 Thomas J, Purvis.. Baerami..........
Kerrabee and Widden..........................
104 John Vigers .......... Muswellbrook ... Merriwa, Bow, Willy Wally, Borambil, and Cassilis.
Wnllav ............. Merriwa and Wollar, via Kellick and
10j John Meauey,
Bow Creek.
Merriwa and Idaville, viaTcrragong...
107 Charles Bolton......
Cassilis and Turee Creek, via the sur
veyed line near Rotherwood.
108 Thomas Braggett.,. Coolah .............. Cassilis, Old T-uree, Coolah, andBinna(Transferred to
way.
John Randell, from
1st April, 1890.)
103 Wlm. J. Bolton ... Cassilis.............. Cassilis, Uavbry, and Denison Town,
via Lamb’s, 6'Malley’s, and “Piper’s
Hotel.”
110 James Lennox ....... Summer Hill,' Cassilis and Munmurra........................
Cassilis.
Ill Charles Nott.......... Bolaro ............. Denison Town, Bolaro, and Cobbora...
112 Duncan Gumming... Davies Creek ... Aberdeen, Rouehell Brook, and Davie"
Creek.
113 Thos. C. Moody ... Scono .............. Railway Station and Post Office, Scone
(including the clearance of the letterreceiver at the Railway Station.)
111 James Hardcastle... Seonc ................. Scone, Gundy, Beltire<x, and Moonan
Brook.
115 Thomas.C. Moody.. Scone.................. Scone and Bunnan...................... ..........
116 Thomas C. Moody,. Scone .............. Scone, Woodlands, and Kar’s Springs,
via Margin's and Thomthwaite.

Date of
Termination
of
Contracts,

Annual
Amount pay*
able bo
Contractors,

Three
Two
Two
Three

Horseback..

* Contractor deceased. Sureties (Thrift and Broadbcnt) paid for performance of service from 25th March, 1890.
t COntractor'allowcd £10 per annum extra to call at Gouldsvilic from 1st March, 1891),
-

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Dec.,
Dec.,
Dec.,
Dec.,
Dec.,

1891.
1892.
1890.
1891.
1890.

83

Contractors'
Postal Lines.
Karnes.

Addresses.

Frequency
of *
Communi'
cation.

No. of times
per week.
Stewart’s Brook Belltrees (on the road between Scone Two .....
and Moonan Brook) and Stewart’s
Brook. (Contractor to convey mails
once a week for a sum at the rate of
£25 per annum, if required by the
Postmaster-General to do so.)
118 MichaelM'Coy,jun, Kimdle
Moonan Brook and Hanging Bock, via One
Glenmore, Ellers ton, Tilse’s, Vine’s,
Corbett’s, Simpson's Glen Kock Shed,
Glen Bock Station, Barry Station,
and Glen Barnett Station.
119 Isaac Edmonds...... Timor
Blandford and Timor .......................... Two

.117 William Rose*

120 Henry Dean

Murrnnmdi

121 George Grace, jun... Blaekvillc.........
122 Wlm. Cropper ...... Wallabadah.....

123 Wlm. Cropper....... Wallabadah...
124 James Carpenter ... Quirindi .......
125 Patrick Mugiven ... Quirindi.
126 James Burden ....... Quipolly
127 liklward Browne ... Curlewis
128 Daniel Leary

Gunnedah

Railway Station, Mnrrurundi, and
Post Offices, Haydonton and Murrurundi.
Willow-tree, Glasston, Blaekvillc,
Yana man, Bnndclla, and Tamhar
Springs.
‘ ‘
Railway Station and Post Office,
Quirindi.
Quirindi, Castle Mountain, and Walla
badah, via Quirindi Station and Main
Road ; and
>
Wallabadah and Fairvicw ..................
Quirindi, Warrah Ridge, Pine Ridge,
and Colly Blue, via Kickerhil and
Wetland.
Quirindi, Spring Ridge, and Goran
Lake, via Ahbotslcy,
Railway Station and Post Office,
Quipolly.
From Curlewis to Wondoba, via
Digby and Etsley’s ; returning from
Wondoba to Curlewis, via Ellicott’s
Railway Station and Post Office,
Gunnedah.

Rocky Glen and Baradine, via Yamambah, Redbank, Old Yaminbab,
Sandy Holes, Dandy North, and
Whittenbiic.
135 Moses James........... Baradine .......... Coonabarabran, Baradine, and Pilliga,
via Yarragan, Corah, Kianbri, Merriwee, Erinbri, Merebene, Wangan,
and Etoo.
135 James Doyle ......... Coonabarabran,.. Coonabarabran and Tambar Springs,
via Bradley’s, at Baby Creek, Clay
Holes, and Saltwater Creek.
137 William Conway ... Boggabri ........... Railway Station and Post Office,
Boggabri.
138 Thomas O’Brian

Boggabri

139 John Porter*.......... Boggabri ...

140 Robert H. Hill...... Rocky Glen

Boggabri and Lindsay Station. (Con
tractor to travel via Grover's (The
Rock) as well as via all places on
route hitherto followed.)
Boggabri and Shaw’s, Wean, via Iron
Bridge, M ‘Gregor's, Guest’s,Grover’s,
Dedorer’s,
■ Stewart’s
Sawmill,
Eather’s, Provisional School, Dunstan’s, Shearer’s, Howard’s, Burton’s,
and Dubois’; aud
Shaw's, Wean, and Manilla, via Pcnryn and Barney Springs.
Boggabri and Rocky Glen, via Ram
say's, Gullendaddy, Donaldson's,
M ‘Lean's,
Lower
Arrowrainc,
Pebble’s, and Boro.

Date of
Termination
of
Contracts.

£ 8. d.
Horseback...

40 0 0

Contract to termi*
natc at three
months' notice
on cither side.

87 10 0 31 Dec., 1890.

31 Dec., 1890.

33 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

300 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Twelve or Horseback...
more.
Six.......j

12 0 0

31 Dec., ,1990.

Horseback...

Twice or
oftener
daily.
Three..... Horseback...

GO 0 0

31 Doc., 1890.

Two ...
Two ...

90 0 0

31 Dec., •i692.

Two

78 10 6

31 Dec., '1892.

Two

Horseback...

19 10 0

31 Dec., 1892.

Thr e.

Horseback...

GG 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Duggy

30 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

1G 0 0
2S0 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1890,

Pack-horse

95 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

2-horse
coach.
4-wheeled
conveyance,
2 horses.
Horseback...

1G3 15 0

31 Dec.,. 1S91.

One,

Coach, 2
horses.

One.
Twice or
oftener
daily.

Twice or
oftener
daily.
Gunnedah and Meermaul (Black Jackl Two __
Gunnedah, Mullaley, Rocky Glen, and Three__
Coonabarabran, via the New Govern
ment Road.

Rocky Glen

Annual
Amount pay'
able to
Contractors.

84 0 0

129 John Walker......... Coolah
130 John Barry ......... Mudgee
(Transferred to B. J.
Nowland, from 1st
July, 1890.)
131 Louisa Engstrom ... Sngarloaf Elat, Gunnedah and Mullaley, (via Stevens’, Two
Gunnedah.
Morris’, Little’s, M’Kenzio’s, Case’s,
Ingram’s, Baker’s, Beilin gton’s,
Clonan’s, Westerweller’s, Wightinan’s, Nixon’s, Jackson’s, Clemcsha’s
Goolbi, Willmott’s, and Cunning
ham's, t
132 John Walker,
Coolah ......
Mullaley, Tamhar Springs, and Two
Coolah, via Bando.
133 John Walker.
Coolah ......
Mullaley, ^ Tamhar Springs,
and One,
Coolah, via Bando.
134 James Bridge

Mode of
Conveyance,

One.

Two .. .

.....

2 or 4 horse
coach.

80

5 0

31 Dee., 1891.

0 0

31 Dec 1891.

110 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Horseback.,.

49 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Horseback,
or
doubleseated bugpy
when neces
sary.
Horseback...

24

9 0

31 Dec., 1892,

100 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

Two
Horseback.

84 0 0

31 Dec.,

Horseback...

70 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

890.

One...... J
One

* Contract terminated on 31st December 1890,
+ Arrangements made with Contraetor to travel via Sugarloaf instead of via Steven’s, Morris Little's, and M’Kenaie’s, from llth January, 1800.
t C Otitravto decen^d. A, P. M'Gregox (surety) paid for i^rfoimniice of service from 1st January, istfo. ^
‘ ^
' —
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Contractor^*

Postal tinea.
Names.

Addresses.

Frequency
of
Communi
cation.

Ko.ol limefl
per wPii.
Once
or
Bulawa Creek, Railway Station and Post Office,
HI Wlm. Billingsley
oftener
Narrabri.
Narrabri.
daily.
Narrabri, Wee Waa, Pilliga, and Three.....
142 Michael Charters ... Enriowie
Walgett.
143 Michael Charters ... Enriowie .......... Narrabri, Millie, Bumble, and Morec Six..,
144 John Blayney ..i... Narrabri .......... From Narrabri to Diinuirre’s, Mar Two
shall's, Ac., returning to Narrabri by
R. Robinson’s, E. Orman’s, Billings
ley’s, &c., as under previous contract.

Mode of
Conveyance.

Horse and
cart.

Annual
Amount pay
able to
Contractors.

Date of
Termination
of
Contracts.

£ B. d.
65 0 0 31 Dec,, 1892,

2 or 4 horse 1,100 0 0
coach.
2 or 4 horse
760 0 0
coach.
45 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dee,, 1890.
31 Dec,f 1892,

145 Robert Walker..... . Narrabri .......... Narrabri, Cryan, and New Cryan, via Two
Clay’s, Gundcmaine, Lebane’s, Cob
croft’s, Barker’s, Hardy’s, Holland’s,
Wrightman's,
Shanahan
Walls,
Shanahan Halls, Power’s, Wyatt,
Bacon, Mitchell,Pallett/fooladunnah,
Boolcarroll, J. Clarke’s, Belson’s, the
Woodland’s,
Belarbo,
Nowley,
Moore’s, Barren, Old Burren, Galara,
and Gorian (Capers).
_
146 Eli Davis .............. Terri-hi-bi, via Narrabri, Eulourie, and Bingera, via One
Killarney, Edgeroi, Single’s, Berrigal
Narrabri.
(Terri-hi-hi Out Station), Rocky
Creek, Pallal, and Derra Berra.

2-horsecoach
(or on
horseback
in wet
weather).

One

Horseback...

09 19 0 31 Dec., 1891.

Two

Horseback...

115 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.

One

Horseback..

65 0 0

31 D.c., 1890.

Two

l-horso con
veyance,

85 0 0

31 Dec., 18J2.

Two

Horseback,.

250 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Horseback,
or 2-horse
coach.

190 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

396 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

155 John A. M'Namara Walgett.............. Walgett and Goodooga, via Springs, One
Grawin, Wilby Wilby, and Muckerawa.

4-wheeled
conveyance
2 or more
horses.
Coach, 2
horses.
2 or more horse
coach or
psek-horse,
ns required,

165 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

Walgett and Carinda, via Kidgear, One
Polly Brewan, Bogewong, and War
ren Downs.

Coach, 2 Or
more
horses.

135 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

167 Walter C. Colless... Brewarrina ....... Brewarrina, Beemznj, and Bourke. Two
(Contractor to convey mails once a
week on horseback, for a sum at the
rate of £100 per annum, if required
by the Postmaster-General to do so.)

2-horsecoach

160 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

147 James Woods ...... Wee Waa.......... Wee Waa and Baradine, via Cuttabri,
Cubble, Yuligle, Cumble, Upper
Cnmble, and Gibbean,
148 James J. Burrell ... Pilliga .......... . Wcc Waa and Bugilbonc, via Nowland's, Holcombe’s, Thompson’s, Fen-:
wick’s, St. Clair's, Boo Boo, Pine
Grove, Knight's, Russell’s, Bennett’s,
Powell’s, Dempsey's, Murphy’s, and
Cupp’s, Millie,
149 John C. E. Collins.. Wee Waa ......... Wee Waa and H. Capel’s, via Kel
lagher’s, M'Phee’s, Long Point, Bel
son’s, Hutchinson's, Moore's, MTarlane's, Thompson’s, Baldwin’s, G.
Francis’, Holher’s, Bolston’s, and G.
Capel’s (Gorian),
150 Thomas F. B.
Yarraldool, Ga Pilliga, Bugilbone, and Yarraldool, via
Deenderrah aud Edenmorc.
M'Kellar.
Pilliga,
(Transferred to D.
Kelly, from 1st Sep
tember, 1890.)
151 Walter C. Colless.. Brewarrina ...... Walgett and Brewarrina .................

152 George T. Henry ... Walgett.............. Walgett, Collnrenebn, and Mogil Two
Mogil, via Knrie Enrie, Manill.
(Mercndool Homestead), and Bundabareena.
153 James C, Matthews Angledool......... Walgett, Angledool, Currawillingbi, One
Goodooga, and Brenda.
(Transferred to R.
E. Boyle, from fst
July, 1890.)
One
Walgett and Goodooga ,

166 John A. M'Namara Walgett............

158 George T. Henry .. Walgett..

GO 0 0

Collarenebri and Angledool, via Gam One ..."
blealley, Moongulla, Doyle’s, Dun-;
umbral,
Moongulla, M ‘Kcllars,
Piangobla, and Yarrambah ; and
Collarenebri and Piangobla, via Gam- One ...
biealley, Doyle's, Dunumbral, and,
I Moongulla.

159 Hugh John M'Pher' Mogll Mogil...... Mogil Mogil and Mungindi, via Gnn One
dabline, Pieton’s, Caidmurra and
son.
Wirrah.
160 James C. Matthews' Angtedool.......... Angledool and Bangatc ..................
Two
(Transferred to HJ
E. Hoyle, from 1st
July, 1890.)
I

180 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.

31 Dec., 1892,

190 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.

149 Q 0 31 Deo., 1891.

Horseback.,
Horseback,
or convey
ance.

100 0 0 31 Dee., 1891.
30 0 0

31 Dec., 1891,

85

Frequency
of
Communi*'
entlan.

Contractors’
Postal Lines.
Names.

Addresses.

161 Richard Brennan .. Moularah,
Millie.

162 James Duff.............. Millie..
163 Alfred A. Evering Moree
ham.
(Tianferred to Farlow and Bedford,
from 1 st J uly, 1890,)
164 Arthur Farlow and Moree .,
David H. Bedford.
165 Wm. Hcxman

Moree

,

Mode of
Conveyance.

Annual
Amount pay*
able to
CoiitractorB,

Date of
Termination
Of
Contracts.

Ko. Of tints
per week.
£ s. d.
Millie, Bulycroi, New Oriel, and Mogil One
Mogil, via Jew’s Lagoon, Tudors,
Murphy’s, Mulcahy’s, Small’s, Wat
son's, Shearer, sen. ’s, Dalton’s, W illalee, Munyga, Oriel, Colleytudula,1
Merriwynebone, Pockataroo, Collymungle, and Werribilli; and .
- Coach and 1 300 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.
packhorse.
Millie, Bulyeroi, New Oriel, Collarene One .,.
bri, and Mogil Mogil, via Jew’s
Lagoon, Tudor's, Murphy's, Mulcahy's, Small’s, Watson’s, Shearer,
sen.’s, Dalton’s, Willalee, Munyga,
Oriel, Colleytudula, Merriwynebone,
and Pockataroo.
_
Millie, Mcroe, Currigundi, Harden’s, One .... Horseback... 123 0 0 31 Dee., 18E2,
and M‘Donald’s.
Moree, Pallamallawa, and Warialda, Two ...... 2-horse
coaeh or
via Boolooroo, and up the north bank
waggonette
of the Big River, past Tareelari,
crossing it at Boolooroo.

165 0 0

31 Dee.

Moree, Ashley, Wallon, Garah, and Two ....... Coach, 2 or
more horses
Mungindi, via Midkin, Welbon, Cow
Vale, Beuarba, and Yarraw'a.
Moree, Meroe, and Bitrrendoon, via Two ..... Horseback...
Combadello and M‘Garry’s.

400 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

no o o

31 Dee., 1390.

Milbumdale, via Moree and Goonal, via Miiburndale
Lucksall, Barlow’s, Prairie Dale,
Moree.
Keytah, Fishmoye, Boonaldoon, and
' Frank Wilmott’s.^ _
One ......
167 Walter F. Cross .. Talmoi, Moree... Moree and Talmoi, via Williams’, J.
Cross’, W. Cross’, R. Jurd’s, Lomax’s,
John Jurd’s, Walmsley’s, and G.
James’.
_
One .......
168 Henry Holt ........... Watlon Creek, Wallon (on the Moree and Mungindi
mail line) and Gil Gil (Mr. M.
Moree.
Keniff’s).
169 A. A. E. Adams ... Welbon, Moree.. iYdbon, Boggabilla, and Goondiwindi
(Transferred to E.
Murphy, from 1st
■
April, 1890.)
170 Robert Dodd.......... Garah, Moree ... Garah and Kunopin, via M’Laughlin’s, Two ......
Christy’s, Moore’s, and Whalan New
(Transferred to C.
Station.
G. Wilde, from 1st
July, 1890.)
Knnopia
and Mungindi, via Graman. One .....
171 Daniel Reynolds ... Oak Park, Moree
Colunah, Champain’s, and Myall
Plain.
Kunopia and Goondiwindi (Queens One ......
172 Mary T. Bushell .. Goondiwtndi
land).
(Queensland).

1891.

74 10 0 31 Dec., 1890.

166 Wm. Delander

Horseback..

52 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Horseback...

35 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

100 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Horseback,..

105 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

Horseback...

90 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

73 10 0

31 Dec,, 1892.

60 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

Three or four Horse and
43 0 0
timey Of
oftener
dftilv.
4-horse
175 Alex. Robson.......... Nundle.............. Tamworth, Nemingha, Dungowau, Four .....
coach.
Wooloomin, Bowling Alley Point,
V130 0 0
and Nundle; and
_
Nundle, Mount Pleasant, and Hanging Three..... Horseback..
Rock.
175 0 0
Tamworth, Somerton, Carroll, and Three..... 2-horse
176 Wlm. J, Johnston... Tamworth....
coach.
Gunnedah.
24 0 0
Two ..... Horseback..
Tamworth and Moor Creek .....
177 Thomas J. Bridges.. Moor Creek.

31 Dec., 1892.

173 Thomas Ingall ...... Goonoo Goonoo.. Railway Platform, Duvi, Receiving
Office, Duri, aud Post Office, Goonoo
Goonoo.
174 Andrew A. Thibault Tam worth.......... Railway Station and Post Office,
Tamworth.

Six.........

J

31 Dec., 1890.

31 Dec., 1891.
31 Dec., 1890.

VI (Tf VJ Six......... Coach, 2 oi 1,775 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.
more horses
Manilla, Barraba, Cobbadah, Bingera.
and Warialda, via Barker’s, North
Bingera.
(Contractors to convey the
three times a week, if require
,
the Postmaster-General to do so, foi
the sum of £1,150 per annum.)
44 10 0 Contract to ter*
One ..... Horseback..
Wambramorrow, Nundle and Timor...................... .
179 John Ryairf ...
mmateat three
near Nundle.
months’ notice
on either side.
65 0 0 31 Dec., 1891.
One ..... Horseback..
Highland Dale, Manilla and Bendemeer, via
180 Matthew Hall
Curindi, Ukolan, Mundoway, Tin
Manilla,
Cain's, Glen Barra, Watson’s C
Tin Mines, Longford’s, Hanni
and Blair’s.
43 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
Two ..... . Horseback.. .
Somerton and Keepit .................
181 Goo. T. Woolaston Somerton

178 G. Wilkinson* ...... Tamworth.,.,

A B.IiJ TVU1 bilj ,£LbUUli£C>|

* Contractor greed to call at MoorcSdd.

t Contract terminated on 31st December, 1690.
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Frequency
of
Comnumh
cation.

Postal Lines.

Nameit.

|

Addresses,

f
Mode of
Conveyance.

!

.

Annual
Amount pay*
able to
Contractors.

No.of tim«
pei wc
182 John T. Clayton*.. . Barraba............
(Transferred to H
H. Halloran, Iron1
lat April, 1890.)

Barraba, Eulourie, and
Biirimli, Campo Santo,
Gineroi, Gravesend,
Baldwin's.

183 Walter A. Wood .. Cobbadah .......

184 Robert Griffiths.....

Bingera ...........

185 James Melville ..... Bingera .............
(Transferred to W,
E. M'Ginty, from
1st April, 1890).
188 Patrick Ryan......... Warialda .........

to do so.)
Bingera and Bnndarra, via Cc
goora, Keira, Beverley, and
It each,

31 Deo., 1892.

e,
t,
]d
ia One
s,
=y
i,

Thos. Pitman’s, T. Jones’,
Donaldson's.
Bingera, Little Plain, Gum E
Inverell.
(Contractor to

£ s. d
95 0 0

Date of
Termination
Ot
Contracts.

.....

Horseback,.

id+Two .....
ay
m
if
al

3-horsc
coach.

t- One
‘S

Horseback,.

.....

Warialda and Wallangra, via G
ama, Croppa, and Claremont,t
187 Philip Callachor ... Yetman............. Warialda, Boggabilla, and Go
i- Two .....
vindi, via Oregon. Allison's,
S'
Gunyerwarikli, New Gmiyerwa
i,
Valaroi, Tooloona, Copperm
i
billen, and tbe several selectioi
n
the Whalan watercourse, bet,™,n
Coppermarenlnlten and Boggabilla.
188 Charles M‘Gec ....... Warialda ....... Warialda and Yagohio, via Highl il One .....
Plain, East Lynne, Glcndon,
d
Gravesend.
Yetman.............
189 Philip Callachor
Wallangra, Yetman, Boggabilla,
d Two ...
Goondiwindi (Queensland).
190 Lloyd Barlow.......... Bendemeer ... . Railway Station, Moonbi, and ] t Three......
Oilices, Moonbi and Bendemeer.
191 John Smith............. Green Valley
Bendemeer, Green Valley, and l\r >- One ......
town.
192 George M. Bowden.. Walcha
........ Walcha Road and ^Valcba ..........
. Twelve ..
193 Hugh Donohoe ...... Walcha Road ..

Walcha Road and Glen Morrison, a
Surveyor’s Creek Station, A herbal*
and Inglcba.
194 Samuel Brazel.......... St. Leonards,
Walcha and Yavrowitcb, via 01 ,|
Walcha.
Europambola, Waterloo, Tiara, i h
Tia.
195 Edward Morcom ... Port Macquarie.. Yarrowitch and 'i'arras, via Celt'ss
Creek Diggings.
196 Thomas J. Everett.. Uralla .............. Railway Station and Post I
Uralla.* 1
197 James M'Kugh...... Stanborough......

..............

115 0 0 31 Dec., 1891,

1164 0 0 31 Dec., 1891,

03 10 0 31 Dec., 1892.

tl05 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Horseback..

229 0 0 31 Dee., 1891.

Horseback .

30 0 0 3] Dec., 1892,

Buggy, 2
horses,
Horseback..

208 0 0

IS Feb,, 1890.

55 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

39 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

45 10 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Two . ,

70 10 0 31 Dec,, 1890.

Two ...... Horseback.,.

80 0 0 31 Dec., 1892.

One ...... Horseback,..

67 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Twice or 2-horse coach
oftener
daily.
Throe...... 2-horsecoach

10 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

300 0 0

31 Dec,, 1892.

Two ......

20 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Three.., .*

28 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

r
John Swamp,
193 James Gfeen .......... Salisbury Court, Uralla, Salisbury Plains Station, a
Salisbury Plains Receiving Office.
Uralla.
199 Samuel Watson...... Rocky
River, Uralla and Rocky River .................
Uralla.
200 John Tobin, jun...... Dwyer’s Range,
1
Uralla
Mihi Creek.
201 John Carrollj|..... . Uralla .............. Uralla and Melrose, Postman’s Creek

One ......

69 15 0

31 Dec., 1892.

Two ...... 4 horse coach

40 0 0

202 George Carter, jun.. Balala.................. Balala and Kingstown

One

31 0 0

{Contract to ter*
ruinate at three
months’ notice
on either side.

203 James M‘Hugh ...... Stanborough...... BnndaiTa, Stanborough
and Inverell.
204 James Ford .......... Ironbark Station,
Ban-aba
205 Herbert King.......... Kingstown ...... Kingstown and Orabah

Three...... 2-horsecoach
One ......

43 0 0

31 Deo., 1890.

One

23 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

206 James M'Hugh§...... Stanborough..... Tingha and Stannifer ..

Three.....

48 0 0

(Contract to tor*
mlnatc at three
months' notice
on either side,)

207 John Egan.............. YValrim...........
208 Thomas Egan.......... Armidale .........

...... Horseback...

...... j Horseback..,
Horseback..

Railway Station anil Post Office, Twice or Buggy ......
Annidalc.
oftener
daily.
Two ....... Horseback...
via Invergowrie, Laura Station, aurf
Abington.

31 Dec., 1892

178 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.

80

O 0

31 Dec., 1891.

115 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

* Sureties (J. Booth and R. Thame) paid for performance of service from 1st October, ISODt Contractor commenced to carry out tri-wcckly service at £209 per annum from 1st February, 1890,
1 Arrangements made with Contractor to travei eta Giesicr’^, Sit^arloaf Farm, Stevenson’s‘Allandale, Stamm's West Holme, Mott's East View Husaev’s
Afiincourt, *nd Coolootsu, instead of via Claremont, for on additional sum of £10 o vear from 1st February. 1890,
*
| Contract terminated on loth Julyf iSflO, by notice from Contractor.
4
| Contract terminated on 81st December, 1890.
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Contractors’
Postal Lines.
Names.

Addresses.

Frequency
of
Communi

Cation,

Annual
Amount pay*
ablu to
Contractora.

Mode of
Conveyance.

Date of
TentunAtioft
of
Contracta.

I

214 Andrew Cochrane.. Castle Doyle.,

Jsrfl, of ti»ei
per werk,
Armidale, Donald, Armidale Gully, One
and Oban, via Guy rah, Rock Vale,
Abcrfoil, and Ward’s Mistake Head
Station; and
Armidale and Oban, viaGuyrab, Green One
Vale, Coningdale, Kilkoy, on the
Chandler, Fairvicw, Camperdown,
Lyndhurst, Aberfoil, Camdhu, and
Ward's Mistake Hoad Station.
Armidale, Evcrsteiflh, and Booroolong. Three.
Armidale, Wollomombi, Bellbrook, One .
Hickey’s Creek, Skillion Flat, Green
hill, West Kempsey, and Kempsey,
via Hillgrove, Giogla, Lung Flat
Station, thence by main road to Fiveday Creek, Towel Creek Station,
Peedrc Creek, and Toorookoo.
Armidale, Hillgrove, Station, Wol- Two
lomombi, Coutts’ Crossing, South
Grafton, aud Grafton, via Gara,
Major Parke's Stations, Hernani, and
Rushford. (Contractor to travel
alternately via Skinner's Creek, Blaxland's Flat, and Deadman’s Creek.)
Armidale and Puddledock, via J. Ono
Ryan's Pinch Flat,
Armidale and Castle Doyle.................. One

215 Thomas Smith ..... Armidale ....

Armidale and Hillgrove

210 John A. Moore and Guyra
William Mundy

Guyra, Wandsworth, Kangaroo Camp, Three.
and Tingha, via Olicra.

217 Joseph Connor ..

G uy ra

216 Joseph Connor

Guyra

Guyra and Tingha, via Sandy Creek, One
Brushy Creek, Tenterden Station,
Waverley, Pioneer Sawmills, and
New Valley.
Guyra, Brockley, and Aberfoil School One

2U9Julm 11. Fiugernki.. Armidale

210 liichanl Hiddins ., Armidale
211 John B, Fitzgerald.. Armidale

212 Chas. J. Egan

Walcha.

21.2 Richard Kidding.. , Armidale __

Six

Horseback...

16!) 0 0

31 Dec,, 1892.

Horseback...
Horseback...

6.3 0 0
136 0 0

31 Dee., 1892,
31 Dec., 1802,

Horseback..

248 0 0

31 Dec., 1891,

Horseback..

19 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

20 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

95 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

232 0 0

31 Deo., 1890.

43 10 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Horseback..

24 10 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Horseback,,

130 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

Horseback..

9 10 0

31 Deo., 1890.

4-wheeled
coaeh, 4
herses.
Coaeh twice
a week,
horseback
onceawcck

213 George Pitkin

Kangaroo Camp, Wandsworth, Elsmore, Brodic's Plains, Three.,-,,
via Tingha.
and Inverell, via Moredon, Paradise
Creek, Shadewoll Hill (Munro Bro
thers), Newstead South, aud Newstead.
220 Thomas Lynn......... Graham's Valley Glencoe aud Graham’s Valley, i
One
Simpson's, Stonehenge.
221 William Sargeant*. Mount Mitchell Glencoe, Mount Mitchell, and Lode One
Hill.
222 Alfred Newman.....

£ a. d.

Horseback...

Glen Innes ..

Railway Station and Post Office, Glen Twice or
Innes.
oftener
daily.
223 George Mcdhurst .. Inverell.........
Glen Innes, Beaufort, Clarevaulx, Two ...')
Wellingrove, Nullamanna, and In'
vcrell, via Wellingrove Station, King's
Horseback..
Plains, Apple-tree Gully, Vcver’s
Sheep Station, A. M'Jasod’a, and
Brown’s ; with a branch mail to and Two ... j
from Nullamanna and Pindari via
Nullamanna Head Station.
224 Richard Alcock__ Glen Innes ,.
Glen Innes, Beaufort, Matheson, Swan Six .
Coach,2 or
Vale, and Inverell.
4 horses,
225 Daniel Lynch........ St. Leonards, via Glen Innes, Shannon Vale, Bald Nob, Three.
2-horsecoach
Walcha.
Dalmorton, South Grafton, and
Grafton, viaShambigne, Buccarnmbi,
Broad Meadows, Newton Boyd, and
Big Hill. (The journey from Glen
Innes to Grafton to be performed in
twenty-four hours, and that from
Grafton to Glen limes in twenty-aix
hours; contractor to convey mails
twice a weelc for the sum of £675 per
annum, if required by the Post
master-General.)
226 Jolm T. Cowant
Cunglebung, via Dalmorton and Little Dora, via- One
Dahnorton.
Cunglebung.
227 George Young

228 Geo, Fraser

Dundee Railway Railway Station and Post Office,
Dundee.
|
Station,
Railway Station and Post Office,!
Deepwater; and
Emmaville
Deepwater, Tent Hill, and Emma-

i

ville.

Six..........
Twiceor'i
oftener
daily. > 2-horsecoach
Six...... \

to terminal
30 0 0 Cortrttl
ht ihrnt monlhs *
notice an eilhtr aide.
30 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

178 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

160 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

925 0 0

31 Deo., 1891.

to terminate
70 0 0 Contract
at three miinlha*
notice on either side,
60 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

75 0 0

31 Doc., 1891.

j

,
* Contractor allowed £5 a year extra in consideration of extra distance travelled throne a removal of Lode Hlli camp, from 23r l August, 1889 and for conveynijr an extra mail from Glencoe to Mount Mitchell
t Contract terminated on 15th October, 18W
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Contracfco ■s'
Postal Lines.
Kamos.

Addresses,

Frequency
of
Communi
cation.

Mode of
Conveyance.

So
per week.

Annual
Amount pay
able to
Contractors.

Date of
Termination
of
Contracta.

£ s. d.
0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

95 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

46

0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

232 John T. Carsont ... Inverell...,......... Inverell, Rob Roy, Reedy Creek, and Two ...... 2-horsecoach
Warialda, via Gragin and Myalla.
t
233 Philip Callachor ... Yetman.............. Inverell, Goomoorah, Bnkknlla, Ash Two ...... Horseback...
ford, and Bonshaw, via Byron, Arra(Transferred to J.
watta, Mcpham’s, Rye Green, Dinton
Fitzpatrick, from
Vale, Edgerton, aud Monksfadt,
1st April, 1890.)
Fraser’s Creek.
234 Philip Donohue...... Glen Innes ...... Inverell, Oakwood, Graman, and Wal Two ......
langra, via Bannockburn and Kulki.

135 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

139 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

120 0 0

18 Feb., 1890.

235 James Gallagher .. Tenterfield ...... Bonshaw, Sunnyside, and Tenterfield,
via Clifton, Mole, and Mingoola Sta
tions, and the south side of the
Severn River,
236 Philip Callachor ... Yetman,............. Bonshaw, Texas (Queensland), Glen
Dhu, and Yetman, via Hinchenbrook
Park and Glen Dod.
237 Tohn Quigley.......... Tenterfield ...... Railway Station and Post Office,
Tenterfield.
" (Transferred to P.
Hawkins from 26th
July, 1890.)
Tenterfield, Steinbrook, Timbarra,
238 Archibald M. Flet Villiers-street,
Lionsville, Copmanhurst, Whiteman
Grafton,
cher.
Creek, and Grafton, via Poverty
Point, Melara, and Yulgilbar.
Tenterfield and Bryan’s Gap..............
239 Flenry Donnelly ... Bryan's Gap,
Tenterfield.

Two ....... Horseback...

90 0 0

31 Dec., 1891,

One .......

GO 0 0

31 Dee., 1890.

Twelve or Spring-van,.
oftener.

59 0 0

31 Dee., 1890.

Two ...... Horseback...

287 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Two ...... Horseback...

18 0 0

31 Dee., 1891,

240 Michael Hawthorne Tenterfield ....... Tenterfield, Boonoo Boonoo, and
Willson’s Downfall.
(Transferred to J.
Gal lagher, from 23rd
April, 1890.)
241 Henry F. Lumley J Tenterfield .. ... Tenterfield, Sandy Hill, Eossitcruilk,
and Drake.
(Transferred to
Lillicrap &■ Brown,
from 1st July, 1890.)
242 David G. Smith..... Willson’s Down Willson’s Downfall and Acacia Creek,
via the surveyed road and Cullendore.
fall.
(Contractor to convey mails once a
fortnight for a sum at the rate oi
£26 per annum, if required by the
Postmaster-General to do so.)
243 Charles Pillcttg...... Tenterfield ...... Drake, Tabulam, and Casino. (Con
tractor to convey mads six times u
week for a sum at the rate of £39(
per annnm, if required by the Post
master General to do so.)
244 Wlm. Hooton ...... Lunatic Reefs, Drake, Lunatic Jtec/s, and Pretty Gully
Drake.
245 James Hackettll...... Snakes’ Creek, Drake and Red Rock .......................
Tenterfield.
246 James Bezanson ... Tenterfield ..... Tabulam, Murragang, and Lawrence...

Two ...... Horseback..

60 0 0

31 Dec., 1692.

229 John Pollard* ....... Torington.......... Deepwater and Torington, via Xine- Two .......
mile.
Horseback...
230 Thoa. Herbert ..... Tenterfield ...... Emmaville, Argcnton, and The Gnlf, Ono
via Webb’s Sliver-mine aud Kanga
roo Flat.
231 William Judge...... W ellingro vo....... Wellingrove and Emmaville, via Ono ...... Horseback,
or packhorse
Wellingrove Station, Strathbogie,
if required.
and Webb's Consols Silver-mine.

..... ........

0 0

31 Dec., 1S32.

One ...... Horseback...

48 0 0

31 Dec., 1891,

Throe....... Coach, 2 or
4 horses.

214 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

Horseback...

39 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Six........... Coach, 2 or
more horses

One .....

237

Two . ...

84 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.

Two ....... Horseback...

87 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

Tooloom,
Woodmlont),} Two ..... Horseback...
247 James Bezanson IT... Tenterfield ...... Tabulam,
White Swamp, Acacia Creek, and
Killarney (Queensland), via Bunalbo,;
Kangaroo Creek, Tooloom Station,
New Koreelah, Old Koreelah,!
Lamb’s Selection, Robertson’s Saw-|
mills, and Spring Creek. (Contractor
to convey mails thrice a week for a
sum at the rate of £200 per annum,1
if required by the Postmaster General
to do so.)
1
248 George Olivo.......... Myrtle Creek, Casino and Lismore. (Contraetor to One .......
convey mails four times a week for
Lawrence.
a sum at the rate of £00 per annum,'
if required by the Postmaster-General
to do so.)
1
249 George Olive.......... Myrtle Creek, Lawrence, Myrtle Creek, Casino, ant: Two ..... 4-horse coach
1
Lismore.
Lawrence.

140 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

20 0 0

31 Dee., 1890.

240 0 0

31 Dec., 1S90.

*

f
J
|
ii
•j

Contractor allowed £25 per annum extra to convey a third mail a week from Ini April, IfaflO, between Deepwater and >inc-mile.
Contractor's offer accepted to convey a third mail a week on horse ba-'k for £20 a year extra from 1st April, 1H!K).
Subsidy Increased by £52 per annum, in consequence of the increased quantity of mail matter forwarded, from 18th August, 131)0.
Contract cancelled on 80th April, ,1890.
Contractor allowed i25 to surrender contract from *276h July, 1S90.
Contractor allowed £5 per annum extra to call at Spring Creek School (Queensland), from 6th October, 1890.
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Contractors'

Krequenej
Vostul Lines.

Names.

Addresses.

of

Communi

Mode of
Conveyance.

cation,

Annual
amount pa\able to
Contractors.

Date Of

Termination
of
Contracts.

Xo of times

per week
Tooloom, Woodenbonij, White Swamp, One
Horseback.
aud Killarney (Queensland), via
Muugarragan,
Whiteman Creek and Stockyard Creek, Two ...... Horseback.,

£ a. d.
62 0 0 31 Dee., 1892.

Ocean steamers as they pass up and Two or
Wheelbar
down the Clarence Kiver and Post three, or row.
Office, Maclean ; and to convey the more.
overland mails from the river steam
ers to the Post Office, Maclean.
Clarence River Steamers and Post .......... 1
Offices, Duka and Yamha, as recjuired
to meet steamers that arrive and
depart, or that pass up and down the
river ; and
'
I Post Offices, Duka and Yainha.....
Two...

22 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.

250 Kenneth M'Lean ,

Tooloom

251 Gtcorge J. Cook.,..
252 Edmund Burgess,

Moleville,
Grufton.
Maclean....

253 John Wallace .,

Duka .

254 William Neale*

256 John Davidson ..

Harwood Island . The Wharf, Harwood Island, and Two
Post Oftices, Harwood Island, Chatsworth Island, New Italy, South
Woodbiirn, aud Woodburn.
South Woodburn Chatsworth Island, New Italy, South Four ,
Woodburn, and "Woodburn.
Coldstream ...... Brush Grove and Coldstream.............. Two

257 John A. Taylor..

Ulmarra

258 C. G. Walsh am,.

Grafton..

255 Augustus Nealo

259 James Walker ...

260 George Summers
261 IV. T. K inn tar...

262 Daniel Dixon.

20 0 0 31 Deo., 1891.

40 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

+80 0 0

31 Deo., 1891,

0 5 0

31 Dec., 1890.

30 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Two

20 19 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Steamers’ Wharf, Grafton, and Post
Office, Grafton, on arrival and depar
ture of steamers.
South Grafton.. Grafton, South Grafton, Corindi, Two
Clarence, Woolgoolga, MooneeCreek,
Coil's Harbour,Ferumount, and Boat
Harbour, v ia Small’s, Pine Creek.
South Grafton., Grafton and Southgate........ .
.
Two

28 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

208 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

26 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

179 0 0

31 Dec., 1893.

Ulmarra and Upper Coldstream

Coach, 5
horses.
Coach, 4
horses.

Coach once
week, and
horseback
once a week.

South Grafton ,. From South Grafton to Big Flat, Kan Two ...'|
garoo Creek, Upper Kangaroo Creek,
Glenreagh, Coramba, and Upper
Orara, returning from Upper Orarn
Horseback.
to South Grafton, via Coramba,
Bucca Bucca, Glenreagh, Uppei
Kangaroo Creek, Kangaroo Creek,
and Big Flat; with a branch mail to Two ...J
and from Orara Kiver crossing, near
Kangaroo Creek and Glenreagh.
South Grafton.

South Grafton, Gerrymberryn, Eatons' Two
ville, and liamornie.

263 Frederick Davis ... South Woodbuni South Woodburn, Woodburn, Swan
Bay, Bungawalbin, Coraki, Tuckurimba, Wyrallah, Gundurimba, Steve
King’s Plain, and Lismore, including
the porterage of mails to and from
those offices and the steamers.
(Contractor is allowed to carry
passengci's and cargo, provided the
punctual delivery of the mails be not
interfered with.)
264 Alex. W. Munsie ... South Woodburn South Woodburn, Woodburn, Kilgin,
(Transferred to F.
Broadwater, East Wardoll, Wardell,
German Creek, North Pimlico and
Davis, from 1st Oc
Ballina, via Green’s, including the
toher, 1890).
porterage of mails to and from these
offices and the steamers.
(Contractor is allowed to carry
passengers and cargo, provided the
punctual delivery of the mails be not
interfered with,)
265 Wm. Ross, jun. .. Woodburn
Coraki, Codiington, Tatham, Greenridge, and Casino.
266 John J. M'Grade.. Deep Creek, via Casino and Unumgar.....................
Casino.
Lismore and Dunoon ; and
Dunoon...............
267 Samuel Beardon.
Dunoon, Byangum, and Murwillumbah
268 George Jarvie ...... Climes

2G9 Christian Balzcri... Lismore.

Horseback...

Two

Steamer......

319 0 0

Two

Steamer......

300 0 0 31 Dee., 1891.

Two

Coach, 2
horses.

One
Two
One

Lismore, Bexhill, Clunes, Eureka, and Two
Brunswick, via Benny’s Creek and
Togarah Grass Main Road.
(Contractor to travel via Byron Bay
once a week, and to convey Bexhill
mails by a branch line, if necessary').
Lismore, Wollongbar, and Alstoilville Two
and Alstonvillc, Westbridgc, aud
Balliuu,
One

101—M

31 Dec., 1891.

SO 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
50 0 0 31 Dec., 1891

Horseback,..
Coach,2 or
4 horses, as
required.

Coach or
buggy.

* Contractor conveyed third mail a week from Oth Docemlier, 1S30.
t Contractor allowed a sum at the rate of £50 per annum for any additional weekly moils required.
Contractor allowed the gum of £11} for the period from let April, 1890, to 31st December, 1890, for conveying
Sydney by steamer.
X

25 0 0 31 Dee., 1892.

89 0 0 31 Dec., 1890.
180 0 0

31 Deo., 1892,

80 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

to Lismore tbe mails that

-

arrive

at BilUrta from
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Ki-oquency
of
Connnuni-

Contractors’
Pottal Lines.

270
271
272
273

cnlioii.

Addresses.

Names.

tlodo of
Co iveynucc.

I
Z?o. of limes
per \rfek.
Alex. Brown.......... Lismore.............. Lismore, Blakebrook, G oolmangar, an d One ..... Horseback,
Nimbin.
William Maher* ... Woodlawn, Lis. Bexhill, Cooper’s Creek, and Rose! One .....
Bank (Peter Williams’).
mere.
Joseph Dowling ... Wollongbar..... Wollongbar, Cowlong, and Pearce’s' One ..... Horseback,.
Creek.
One ..... Horseback..
Nathaniel Gordon-)- J'ggi................. Goolmangar and Jiggi......................

274 Edward Bruce ....... Murwillumbah... Murwillumbah, Tumbulgum, and Six.........
North Tumbulgum,
Two .....
275 James Jarvis.......... Chines ............. Murwillumbah and Brunswick ......
27S Robert W. Rcdda- Mullumbimby,
via Brunswick,
cliffe.
277 Geo. and Chas. North Tumbul
Skinner.
gum.

278 John 0. ForsterJ ...

Wardell

One ..

Brunswick and Mullumbimby

Tumbulgum,
MTntyre’s
(Stott’s Three.
Channel), Cudgen, and Tweed H eads;
with a branch mail to and from
Cudgen and Cudgen Scrub, including
the porterage of mails to and fromj
the several Post Offices and the
steamer.
Two
Wardell, Rous, and Alstonville......
Balhna, Emigrant Creek, and Tinten- Two
bar ; and

£79 Donald Wells

Newrybar, via
Tintenbar.

Tintenbar, Byron Crook (Campbell’s), §One
and Brunswick, via Hay tor’s, Byron
Bay, Boyle’s, and the Eight Settlers,
on the road to Brunswick.

280 James Ross, sen..

Upper North
Creek.

Ballina and Upper North Creek ......

Vehicle,
2 horses.
Horseback.

Annual
I
Amount ray- 1
able to
Contractors.

Date of
Temunntion
of
Contracts,

£ s. d.
39 0 0 31 Dec., 1891,
15 0 0

31 Dec., 1891

20 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

20 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

90 0 0

31 Dec., 1890,

80 0 0

31 Dec., 1891,

23 10 0 31 Dee., 1890,

Steam
launch.

150 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

Springcart, 1
horse.
4-whecled
vehicle,
2 horses.
Horseback

5G 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

■100 0 OS 31 Dec., 1890,

15 0 0

31 Dee., 1890.

1 James P. Flannery.. 128, Dowling-st., General Post Office, Sydney, and. On armal Vans ...
Woolloomooloo. Wharfs, or Wharfs and Redfem Rail
way Station and General Post Office, i^h Mailer
Sydney,and Redfern Railway Station. [
i
2 Wilson Quin,'.......... Blenheim-street, General Post Office, Sydney, and Posi Three times Light
or oftener spring-cart.
Waverley.
Office, Waverley.
daily.
3 Fredk. Anton......... ArnclifFe ......... General Post Office, Sydney, and the Twelve ... Village cart,
Post Offices, Newtown, Macdonald1 horse.
town, St. Peters, and Tempo.

150 0 0

31 Doc., 1892.

110 0 0

31 Dec., 1891.

107 0 0

31 Dee., 1891,

General Post Office, Sydney, and Post, Twice a 4-liorse
Offices, Abattoirs, West Balmain, day.
coach.
and Gladesvdle. (Contractor to con
vey mails thriee a day for the sum of
£175 per annum, and to extend ser
vice to Ryde for £20 per annum
extra, if required by the PostmasterGeneral to do so.)
Railway Station and Post Office, Ryde. Thrice or Horseback
oftener
daily,
Six........ Horseback or
Ryde and North Ryde .

150 0 0

31 Dec., 1891,

58 0 0

31 Dec., 1890.

24 0 0

Contract to termi
nate at three
months* notice
on either bide.

100 0 0

31 Dee., 1891.

85 0 0

31 Dec., 1392.

42 0 0

31 Dec., 1892.

One

Boat

SUBURBAN ROADS.

4 John E. Face

Eyde............. ..

5 George Bridge ...

Rydc.................

6 Alexander

Adams North Rydc.....

7 E, Stidworthy ...

Wagga Wagga..

8 James Slocombo ... Canterbury.....

9 Ann Milner ....

Bclmorc .........

by horse and
spring cart.

Railway Station, Kognrah, and
Offices, Kogarah, BJakehurst,
vnnia, and Port Hacking,
Womora.
From Ashfield to Canterbury ;
from Canterbury to Ashfield.
Canterburv and Bolmore.

Post Six......... Waggon
ette, 2
Syl
horses.
via
and|

Thrice a day
Twice or
thrice n d&>
as required

Six .

Horseback

Burwood, Enfield, Druitt Town. Twelve.. Waggonette, 120 0 0 31 Deo., 1890.
2 or 3
Bankstown, and Upper Bankstown.
horses.
1 Horseback, | 62
11 Wright Hampson... Grosvenor-street From Botany to Lower Botany and Six.....
> or2-horee
0 0 31 Dec., 1S92,
La Pcroiise, via Coast Hospital; and
Woollahra.
\ vehicle.
from La Perouse to Lower Botany and Six.
Botany.

10 George Vallins .

Upper Bankstown.

* Contractor's offer accepted to substitute n service between Lismore, fVoodlairn, Cooper's Creek, and Kosebanlt, for X'[0 per annum extra, from 3th July, ISOil,
f Contractor's offer accepted to convey mails to ami from Lismoro and .1 i^gi, at Sime subsidy* Erom Ifet December, 1S9Q.
j Contractor allowed iili a year extra for calling' at Rous Mill, from Stli September, 1S00.
_
g Contractor allowed £tl5 per annum eNtra to convey a second mad a week by 2-horse coach between Tintenbar and Brunswick, from 1st February, 1390.
►| Contrtctor allowed £d0 per annum extra to extend service to Bondi twice a dav, from 19th May, 1S90; contractor to call at Rost Office, Woollahra, from
lith December, im.

<r>o-
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PABTicULiUts ot C on tracts entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, subsequent to 1st January, 1890.
Dates of 1
CQUHHelltiC* J x- „
ment of
Contracts.

Names.

!

Frequency

Contractors’

*os'

i

1

Postal lines.
Addresses.

1

of

Conmumication.

Mode of
Conveyance.

No. of timM

1890.

£ s. d.

perweet.

NOKTIIEKN ItOAD.

Eininavillc ....... Dccpivatcr autl Castierag. Three.. .. Coach 2 or
(Contractor to convey mails
more
six times a tveek, for a sum
horses.
at the rate of £50 porannum,
if required by the 1’ost
master-General.)

"231

Southern Boau.

29 Jan. ... ‘'290

Michael Charters ... Euriowio .........

f282

Gosford .............

Booligal, Moasgiel, and Ivan One
hoe.

Animat
Amount
payable to
Contractors.

Coach

1S90.
38 0 0 31 Doc.

1892.
350 0 0 31 Deq.

Nobtheen RoAns.

1 Feb. ... “283 Georgo Matthewson,. Salt Ash .........
19 Fob,

.

19 Fob. ..

Railway Station and Post Three
Office, Gosford (including the times or
clearance of letter-boxes at oftener
East Gosford and Victoria daily,
and George Streets, once a
day, and the railway station
box three times a day).
Horseback
William To ATI and Salt Ash Two

‘'234 John Brodie.............. W7allangra .....

Inverell, Oajcwood, Graman, Two
and Wallangrn, via Ban
nockhurn and 'Kulki. *

'ISO

Wallangra, Yetman, Bogga- Two
billa,
and
G oondiwmdi
(Queensland}.

Philip Callachor

S-horse coach
(pack.horse
when coach
impractica
ble).

55 .0 0 31 Deo.

' 1890.
25 0 0 31 Dec.
1892.
149 0 0 31 Dec.

Horseback 140 0 0 31 Doc.

Western Roads,

1 Mar. ... ‘>202 John E. Gilchrist ... Dubbo ............. Forbes, Bogan Gate, Trundle One
Lagoon, and Dandaloo, via
West’s, Todd’s, Hertzog’s,
Christie’s, Sawmill, Blowclear, Gunning Bland, TrofFs
Homestead, Gobondry, Burra
Bun’a, Mumble Plains, Block
H, Woodlands Homestead,
and Albert Waterholcs.

Two-horse
coach.

Southern Roads.

1 Mar. ... '297
a29S
1 Mar. ... voao
n+300

Henry Filtness, jun. Moonbah .........

Jiudabync and Moonbah
Bannedman and Wallandry,
via Kiidary and Buddigower.
James W. P. Shicls Bubundarah..... ’J'imbery Range and Bombala,
via Gunnigrah and Buckalong.
Thomas McGuire...... Hav ................. From Linnctt’s “Junction
Hotel”(on theBalranakl and
Ivanhoe mail line) to Block
D, Majenta House, Wool•pagerie Out-station, Gol Gol,
Garn Pang, and Pan Ban,
returningto Linnett’s ‘ ‘Junc
tion Hotel” via Mulurulu,
Gol Gol, Woolpagerio outstation, Magenta House, and
Block H.

Two
One
One
One

Horseback
Horseback or
conveyance
if necessary

Coach,
buggy, or
horseback
Packhorses,

97 0 0 31 Dec.

1890.
26 0 0 31 Dec.
43 0 0 31 Dec,
1891.
85 0 0 31 Dec.
1892.
99 0 0 31 Dec.

Northern Roads.

VSi

Wm. Hctherington Lambton ......... Charlestown, Belmont, Swan Six.
(Transferred to
sea, and Catherine Hill Bay.
Jonah Thomas from
1 July, .1890.)
1 Mar, .. '■285 Charles F, Noble...... Glennie's Creek. Glemile’s Creek and Gooran- One
gonla (including the clear
ance of the letter-box at
Kermode’s).
1 Mar. ... “286 Thoma.3 M‘Bride......
Bung wall Flat and Forster One
(Contractor to convey mails
twice a week for a sum at
the rate of £52 per annum, if
required by the PostmasterGeneral to do so.)
1 Mar. ...

120 0 0 31 Dec.
1891.
21 O 0 31 Dec.

Horseback

1890.
25 0 0 31 Dec.

40 16 0 31 Deo.
12 0 0 Contract to

Western Roads.

1 April... *203
1 April... “205

Puivid Phillips..........
Jeremiah Murphy ... Cargo.................

Richmond and Agnes Banks.. Six.,
Cargo and Canangles............. One

Horseback

1 April..

John Buckley .......... Eauabalong .....

Eauabalong and Lake Cud- One
gellico.

Two-horsecoach.

l,206

* Contractor allowed Jill) per annum extra for callihfc' at Cherry Tree Hil! from H Any, 1SEW.

tenninate
at three
months*
notice on
cither side*

1892.
55 0 0 31 Dec.

-1 CoutraoL caucollal, 31 August, 1890.
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Date ot
commence
ment of
Contracts.

Contractors'
Nos.

Postal Lines.
Names.

1890.
1 April... "287
1 April... ‘288

Addresses.

Frequency
Annual
Date of
of '
Mode of
Amount
Termination
oi
Communi Conveyance. payable to
cation,
Contractors. Contracts.

Northern Roads.
Patrick Fitzgerald ... Dungog.............. Dmigog and Alison ..........
Three.,
David Camithers ,.. Willson’s Down- Willson’s Downfall andRiver- One .
fall.
tree. (Contractor to convey
mails twice a week for a sum
at the rate of £40 per annum,
if required by the Post
master-General to do so.)

Western Road.
1 April... *204 James Small.............. Orange ...... ....... Molong, Cumnock, and Peak Three,.
Hill.

21 April ...

Suburban Road.
' General Post Office, Sydney,
and Post Office,
St.
"12 Charles Waterhouse Milson’s Point...
Leonards; and
Post Office and Railway
Station, St. Leonards.

1 May ... •’207

1 May ... "301

1891.
14 0 0 31 Dec.
25 0 0 Contract to
terminate
at three
months’
notice on
. cither side.

2 Or 4-horrc
coach.

Twice
daily.

Horse i
’ Vehicle.
Once or
oftener daily
as required.

1892.
25 0 0 31 Dec,

Southern Road,
George S, Johnson ... Rose Valley...... A point on the Kiama-Gcrrin-! Six.
crong mail line and Rose
Valley.

1891.
26 0 0 31 Dec.

Northern Road,
Casino, Jtoseberry, and The. One.,..
ift'sl*.
1 May ... h243 John Donoghue ....... Tenterfield ...... Drake, Tabulam, and Casino Three.

1890.
38 0 0 31 Dec.

1 June ... *290

’'54

25 June ...

2 or 4 hor&c
coach.

719 0 0 31 Dee,

Southern Road,
via Yandarlo and Bootra, via One .....
Yancannia and Salisbury.

891.
100 0 0 31 May

Western Road.
Stephen Myers ....... Comleroy Road.. Kurraj ong and Comleroy Road Two .....

20 0 0 31 Dec.

•302 William H. Read ... Yancannia,
Yandario.

1 June ... *208

96 0 0 31 Dec,

Western Road.
William Hawkins ... Wilberforce...... Wilberforce, Ebenezcr, and Three,,.... Horseback
Sack ville Reach.

1 May ... "289 J. J. M‘Grade.........

1 June ...

1891.

ISO 0 0 31 Dee.

Northern Road.
Thomas M. Drinan... Gosforth .......... West Maitland and Gosforth. Three..... Horseback 37 0 0 31 Dec.
(Contractor to convey mails
twice a week for a sum at
the rate of £27 10s. per
annum, if required by the
Postmaster-General to do so.)
Kcmpsoy, Froderickton, Cly- Throe., 'i
hucca, Macksville, Deep
1890.
I Coach, 2
or 4 horses, 200 0 0 31 Dec.
Creek,Bellinger Heads,Pernmount, and Boat Harbour ;
I us required
with a branch mail to and Three... J
from Macksville and Nambucca Heads, via Thomas
Davis’ Saw-mills, and the
Lower Numbueea.

Western Road.
1892.
Dubbo .............. Dubbo, Brocklehurst, /?ur- Three..... 3 or more 890 0 0 31 Dec.
horse coach
slem's, Cilgandra, Curban,
Gulargambone, and Cooramble, via Coalbogie Creek,
Talbragar Bridge, and Terramungainine.
Horseback 20 0 0 31 Deo.
Penrith and Llandilo.............. Two
<*209 John Fyvie ............. .
J152

1 July ... •303

11 .Inly ... ‘aoi

Henry Rowley..... .

Southern Road.
Arthur J. Powning... Nimitybelle....... Nimitybelle and Bobundara., One .,

John Carroll..............

Northern Road,
Uralla and Melrose ..........

Western Road.
1 Aug. ... *210 Arthur S. Wood....... Limestone, via Cudgegnng and Gulgamree .
Cudgcgong.

Two .

William Main..........

1891.
35 0 0 31 Dec.
1892.
70 0 0 31 Dec.

Two .,

Sohthern Roads.
Temora and Morangarell, via One ,
Campbell’s, Duck Creek,
Ellis's, Eason’s,Doubleday’s,
and Narraburra Station.
1 Aug. ... *305 Patrick Flood .......... Bonrnda, Merim- Bega and Merimbula, via One .
bula.
Jellet Jcllet, Wallagoot, and
Boumda.
1 Aug. ... "306 James Makay ......... Bungendore...... Bungendore and I nglewood Three,
Forest,
1 Aug. ... ‘304

Horseback

Horseback

16 0 0 31 Dec.

Horseback

189*.
50 0 0 31 Dec.

Horseback
or buggy.

23 19

31 Dec.

Horseback
or ^wheeled
vehicle, 1
horse,
if required.

25 0

31 Dec.
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Frequency

Contractors’
Postal Lines.

Nos.
Addresses.

Names.

Contracts.

Northern Roads.

1R3{1.
1 Aug. ... ’’291
1 Aug. ... C293

of
Communication.

Annual
Amount

Date of
Termination

Contractors.

Contracts.

Mode of
Convcvnnce.

pavablc to

N'n of times
per ifpelc.

Singleton, Scott’s Flat, Sedge- One ......
field, Westbrook, and Glendon Brook.
Duncan M’lntyre ... Glen Innes ...... Glen Innes, Red Range, Koo- Two ....... 2-horse
kabookra, and Bear Hill,
coach,

1 Sept. ... rt307

Edwin J. Cummings

1 Sept. ... im

Henry Linnett.........

1 Sept. ... a.292

William M* Steveaaon,

1 Sept. ... mlS3

Alfred Francisco

Woodlands, via
Darlington
Point.

of

£ s. d. 1892.
17 10 0 31 Dec.
120 0 0

Contract

to

at three
months’
notice on
either side.

1892,
Southern Roads.
From Darlington Point Post Two ...... Horseback 29 10 0 31 Dec.
Office to Warrengesda Mission Station; tbence to the
homesteads of Cummings
(Woodlands), E. Lander,
D. Eraser, Kook & Sons, L.
Lander, and thence to Dar
lington Point Post Office.
175 0 0 31 Dec,

One.........
Hotel ” (on the Balranald
and Ivanhoe Mail Line), to
Block Dt Magenta House,
Woolpagerio Out Station,
Gol Gol, Garn Pang, and
Pan Ban ; returning to Lin
net’s "Junction Hotel,” via
Mulurulu, Gol Gol, Woolpagerie Out Station, Magenta
House, and Block D,
Northern Boa n.

Guyra, Oban, Kookahookra, One ....... Horseback
and Bear Hill, via Ward’s
Mistake Station,

1891.
60 0 0 31 Aug.

Western Road,

... Cobar

..........

Cobar and Bulla Bulla, via One...... . 2-horse
coach to
No. 1 Government Tank,
Bamato,
Wilcannia Road, Tambua
and
Letter-box,
“ Dominick’s
tbence
Hotel,'’ No. 2 Government
to Bulla
Tank, Barnato
Station,
Bulla,
Mulga Downs, Gidgce Gap,
on horseTiltagoona, Inncsowen, and
back.
Jacob’s Well,
Southern Roads.

Hoxton Park .. Liverpool and Hoxton Park... Two ...... Horseback

1 Oct. ... rtSOS
tOct. ... o309

Corowa- and Lower Corowa.. Six......... Horseback

Patrick M ‘Mahon ...

60 0 0 ill JJec.

1892.
11 19 f 31 Dec.
1891.
16 0 0 31 Dec,

Northern Roads.

1 Oct. ..

o291

James Goodwin ...... Shannon Vale .. Glen Innes and Shannon Vale Two ...... Horseback

20 0 0 31 Dec.

I Oct. ..

a295

Uralla and Arding, via Meth- Two ...... Horseback
ven.

25 0 0 31 Dec.

6 Oct. ..

ol3

Suburban Road.

General Post Office, Sydney, Three or Horseback
or vehicle.
and Post Offices, Redfern four
times a
and Alexandria.
day, as
required

Wright Hampson ..
•

Southern Road.

1 Nov. ..

;i272

1 Nov. ..

cl4

Hay .............

Railway Station and Post Once or
oftener
Office, Hay.
daily.

Cart .....

1892.
88 0 < 31 Dec.

1891.
60 0 C 31 Dec.

Suburban Roads.

] Nov. ..
1 Nov, .

Railway Station, Ryde, am Twice
Post Offices, Ermmgton am a day.
Dundas,
cl 5 Frederick Randall . Rydalinere ..... Parramatta and Rydalmere.. Twice
a day.
rl6 Charles 0. Lamb .. Parramatta .. .. Parramatta and Carlingfonl . Twice
a day.
Georgo T. Atkinson

Ermington .....

Horseback
& vehicle
Horseback
2-horse
coach.

50 0 C 31 Dec.
1892.
41 10 0 31 Dec.
25 0 C 31 Dee.

■ Newline
t Additional communication.
* New nrraiijrcment.
' In lieu of Nn. 2t4, Northern Koails, .n ffencrat hat.
-in icuot ro. iso, nortnern
Roads In trenoral list
UnlieuofNos 12 and 13, Northern Roads, in general list.
tin lieu of No. 243, Northern Roada, in general list.
' In hen of No. S4
Northern Roads, in general list.
J In lieu of No. Ifi2, Western Roads, in general list.
kIn lieu of No. 201, Northern Roads, in general list
In lieu of
No. 300, Southern Ronds, in list Of contracts commencing 1st March.
” In lien of No. 183, W’pstern Roads, in general list,
" In lieu of No, 2i2, Southern
Roads, jn general list.

QC
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APPENDIX F.
CoicpiitATiTE Pci.uru showing the Number and Amount of Money Order Transactions in Now South "Wales with various countries for the year 1890, compared with the year 1SS9 :—
UNITED KINGDOM (ixcludlvo

Year.

Issued in N.S.’VV.

No.

Amount.

Drawn on N. S.W.
No.

Amount.

30,916
32,654

107,125
114,003

7,606

27,608

7,079

Increase...
Decrease..

1,738-

6,878

527

Issued in N.S.W.

No.

Amount.

26,331

4,518
4,503

16,314
16,703

1,277

15

£
1890 ..............
1889 ................

£

No.

Amount.

Drawn on N. S W.

Amprnit.

No.

Amount

12,336
10,098

26,938
23,698

6,S72
6,329

2,238

3,210

543

£

£

No.
I

Annnnnts

Issued in N.S.W.
Ko

£

23,702 | 21,592 | 60,694
23,344

18,265

59,359

0,865
8,252

358

3,337

1,235

1,613

HONG KONG.

Drawn on N.S.W.
No

£

Amount.

Issued in N.S. W.
No.

£

236
182

1,027
887

1,081

2,607

828

1,971

Increase.

54

140

253

636

....... ..

Issued in N.S.W.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

TASMANIA.

Drawn on N.S W.

Amount.

No.

£
31,082
26,848

9.735

4,234

Issued in N.S.W.
No.

Amount.

£

| Amount.

VICTORIA.

Drawn on N.S.W.
No.

Issued In N.S.W.

Amount,

£

7,877

21,69-1.
17,495

1,866
1,354

£
6,683
5,023

4,231
2,812

1,858

4,199

512

1,660

1,419

No.

Amount.

1

Decrease,

CEYLON.

2,808

Amount,

UNITED STATES.

Brawn on if.P.W.
No.

Amount.

£
448
640

2,17S
3,575

192

1,397

Issui'd in N.S.W.

Issued In N.S.W.

No.

Amount.

Amount.

96,325
92,553

33,422
26,733

76,005

3,772

6,689

8,995

85,000

16(5
217

50

816

895

51

Amount.

£
6,089
7,177

144
101

£
694
436

43

258

1,038

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS.

Drawn on N.S.W.

Issued in N.S.W.

Issued ill N.S.W.

CATE OF GOOD HOPE.

Drawn on N.S.W,

Issued in N.S.W.

Brawn on N.S.W.

No.

Amount.

£

Issued in N.S.W,

MAURITIUS.

No,

£

1890 ................
1889 ................

88
98

374

24

421

98

45
144

Increaae.
Decrease..

10

47

74

99

Amount.

Brawn on N.S.W.

No.

£
14
13

49
82

Amount.

£
6

9

12
15

3

3

1
33

Issued in N.S.W.

No.

No.

Amount.

No.

Amount.

£

No.

Amount.

£

1,447
1,579

£
6,092
6,085

485
498

2,179
2,623

132

993

13

444

167
166

780
818

No.

£
133
137

38

47

697
739

41

Amount.

No.

8

53
43

11

5

Amount.

Issued in N.S.W. on other
countries.
No.

£
3
4

No.

£

£
188
159

89
67

402
300

29

22

102

42

7

Amount.

Issued in other countries
on N.S.W,
No.

£
89,131
85,718

8
15

3,413
1

Amount. {

TOTAL FOREIGN MONEY ORDER TRANSACTIONS.

Drawn on N.S.W,

£
19

Drawn nn N.S.W.

O

No.

£
47

Dnum on N.S.W.

CANADA.

N.S.W. INLAND ISSUES.

Ycai.

No.

£

10,748 i 31,812
8,237 29,001
2,511

Brawn on N.S.W.

389

1889 ...............

1890

Brawn on N.S.W.

£

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.

Issued in N.S.W,

QUEENSLAND.

NEW ZEALAND.

Okruaxt, Italy, &c.)

297,061
297,726

Amount,

No.

Amount.

£

GRAND TOTAL OF N.S.W,
ISSUES.

No.

Amount.

1,252,305
1,188,227

£

£

90,934
74,646

239,392
217,586

353,294
314,769

955,244
890,501

442,425
400,487

16,288

21,806

38,525

64,743

41,938

APPENDIX Gr.

ACCOUNT of all Deposits received and paid from 1st January to 31st December, 1800, together
with a statement of the total amount due to all Depositors at the close of 1890.
£ - s. d.
Balance brought forward from 1SS0 ......... 1,729,890 15 4
I’o CarIi received from Depoaitora during
1891}
................................................ 1,198,293 1-7 G
Interest added to Depositors’ Accounts
63,225 7 9

£
s. d.
By omount of Bepayments during 1390 ... 1,115,505 G 0
Balance as per Savings
Bank Ledgers..... El,871,490 8 3
Unpaid warrants.......
4,4-14 0 4
1,875,904 14 7

£ 2,991,410 0 7

* 2,991,410 0 7

Liabilities and Assets.
£
s. d.
To Balance due to all Depositors at the close
of 1890...................................................... 1,875,904 14 7

£ 1,900,322

6 10

£ 1,900,322 G 10

Profit and Loss Account.
£
s. d.
5,000 O 0
03,225 7 9

To Departmental Expenses for 1890 ..........
Interest added to Depositors’ Accounts

£

s. d.

3

24,-n 7 12

Balance (excess of Assets) ..................

£

By amount of Security in the Treasury
Chest, tiz. l—
296,466 13 11
Jfcw South Wales “Four per Cents.”...
89,200 0 0
Debentures..............................................
Treasury Bills ...................................... 1,270,000 0 0
15,703 12 2
Cash in hands of Superintendent ......
195,185 19 10
Ditto in Treasury, not invested ..........
Interest duo on balance remaining
uninvested to 31st Deeembery 1890,
3,617 7 7
computed at 4%..................................
30,148 13 4
Interest due on investments..................

.

24,417 12 3

Balance from preceding Account.................
Bv amount of Interest on Investments in
“ Four per Cents” and Treasury Bills
Interest due on balance in the Treasury,
not invested on 31st December, 1890,
at 4. %..................................................

92,643 0 0

£

A. J. Doaiv, Superintendent.
Government Savings Banh, Sydney, 27th Eebruary, 1891.

£
8. d.
23,198 19 1
65,826 13

4

3,617

7 7

92,643

0 0

DANIEL 0 CONN OK,
Postmaster-General.

I certify that the foregoing statement of all deposits received and paid from 1st January to
31st December, 1890, has been examined and found to correspond with the Boohs and Accounts of the
Government Savings Banh.
E. A., KENNJE,
Auditor-General.

APPENDIX H.
Ixtkrnatioxal TiiL'EGiurn Contextjon, 1S90.

Aar. 1.
The High Contracting Parties recognise the right ot all persons to correspond by means ot the international telegraphs

Am. 2.
They undcitsrkc to adopt all necessary measures to insure the secrecy of messages and their prompt despatch.
Art. 3.
i
They, however, declare that they aecept.no responsibility on account of the service i>£ the international telegraphs.

■

Art. I.

Each Government undertakes to devote to the international telegraph service special wires, m sufficient number to
insure a rapid transmission of telegrams.
.
.
. ,
These wires shul! be established and worked in the best manner that experience m the service has made known.
Am. S.
.
Telegrams arc classed in three categories :—
1st. Govo.rnmeut telegrams : those which emanate from the Chief of the Stale, Ministers, Commanders-in-Chief of
Land or Sea Forces, and diplomatic or consular A gents of the Contracting Governments; also the replies to such
telegrams.
, .
.
. „ .
,
2nd, Service telegrams : those which emanate from the Telegraph Administrations ot the Contracting States, and
which relate either to the services of international telegraphy, or to objects of public interest agreed upon
between the said Administrations,
3rd. Private telegrams.
In transmission, Government telegrams take precedence of other telegrams.
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Akt. 6.
Government and service telegrams may be forn'artled on all occasions in secret language.
Private telegrams in secret language may be exchanged between two States which admit that mode of correspondence.
States which do not admit private telegrams in secret language to emanate from,or terminate at, their offices, will allow
them to pass in transit, unless the service be suspended, as defined in Art. 8.
Am,
The High Contracting Parties reserve to themselves the power to slop the transmission of any private telegram which
may appear dangerous to the security of the State, or which may be contrary to the laws of the country, to public order, or
decency.
Akt, 8.
Each Government also reserves to itself the power to suspend the service of the international telegraphs for an
indefinite period, if it judges it necessary; either generally, or only upon certain lines and for certain kinds of messages, upon
condition that it immediately advises each of the other Contracting Governments.
Am, 9.
The High Contracting Parties engage to enable every sender to profit by the different arrangements agreed upon
between the Telegraph Administrations of the Contracting States, for the purpose of giving additional guarantees and facilities
for the transmission and delivery of messages.
They also undertake to enable him to profit by thc’arrangements made and notified'by any one of the other States, for
the employment of special means of transmission or delivery.
'
Am. 10.
The High Contracting Parlies declare their adoption of the following bases for the formal ion of International Tariffs:—
The charge for all messages exchanged, by the same route, between the offices of any two of the Contracting States,
shall be uniform. In applying this principle, however, a State may be subdivided in Europe into two large
territorial divisions, but not more.
The rate of charge is laid down from State to State, under agreements between the terminal Governments and the
intermediate Governments,
The charges composing the tariffs applicable to the messages exchanged between the Contracting States may, at any
time, be modified by a common agreement.
The franc is the monetary unit employed in the composition of international tariffs,
Art. II.
Telegrams relating to the international telegraph service of the Contracting States are transmitted free over all the
lines of the said States.
Abt. 12.
The High Contracting Parties reciprocally owe each other account of the charges which they respectively collect,
Abt. 13.
_ The stipulations of the present Convention are completed by Service Regulations, the provisions of which may be, at
any time, modified by common accord by the Administrations of the Contracting States.
Abt. 14.
A central office, placed under the superior authority of the chief Administration of one of the Contracting Govern
ments, designated for that purpose in the Service Regulations, is appointed to collect, arrange, and publish information of all
kinds relating to international telegraphy, to circulate requests for modifications of tariffs and Service Regulations, to give
notice of the changes adopted, and generally to study all subjects, and execute all work entrusted to it in the interest of
international telegraphy.
The expenses incurred in working this office are supported by all the Administrations of the Contracting States.
Art, 15.
The Tariffs and Service Regulations provided for by Articles 10 and 13 are annexed to the present Convention. They
possess the same value, and come into operation at the same time, as the Convention,
They will be subjected to revisions, at which all the States which have taken part in them will have the right to be
represented.
With this object, Administrative Conferences will take place periodically, each Conference fixing the time and place
of the next meeting.
Abt. 10,
These Conferences are composed of delegates representing the Administrations of the Confracting States.
In the deliberations, each Administration has a right to one vote, provided always that when there arc different
Administrations of the same Government, a request to this effect shall have been made through the diplomatic channel to the
Government of the country in which the Conference is to take place, before the date fixed for its opening, and also that each
of the different Administrations has a special and distinct representation.
The revisions resulting from tho deliberations of the Conferences can only come into operation after they have been
approved by all the Governments of the Contracting States.
■
Abt. 17.
The High Contracting Parties reserve to themselves respectively the right to make separately, among themselves,
particular arrangements of every kind in matters of service which do not interest tho generality of the States.
Abt, 18.
States which have not taken part in the present Convention will be admitted to adhere to it on their request.
_
This adhesion will be notified through the diplomatic channel to the Contracting State in which the last Conference
was held, end by that State to all the others.
It will convey, with full right, accession to all the clauses and admission to all the advantages stipulated by the present
Convention.
Abt. 19.
Telegraphic relations with non-adhering States or private Companies are regulated, in the general interest of the pro
gressive development of communication, by the Service Regulations provided for by Article 13 of the present Convention.
Abt. 20.
The present Convention will be put into execution from let January, 1876, new style, and will remain in force for nn
indefinite period, or until the lapse of one year from the date of its renunciation.
A renunciation made by any State only affects that State. The Convention remains in force for the other Contracting
Parties.
Abt. 21, and last.
The present Convention will be ratified and the ratifications exchanged at St. Petersburg with as little delay as
pcssiblc.
Hone at St. Petersburg, the
July, 1815.
Ikteekatiobal
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IjtTETtNATIONAl SERVICE REGULATIONS ANNEXED TO THE INTERNATIONAL TELEGRAPH CONVENTION OF St. PETERSBURG,—
Paris Revision, 1890.

Article 13 of tlic Convention.
The stipulations of the present Convention are completed by Service Regulations, the provisions of which may be, at
any time, modified by common accord by the Administrations of the Contracting States.
1. International System.
Article 4 of the Convention.
Each Government undertakes to devote to the international telegraph service speeial wires, in sufficient number to
insure a rapid transmission of telegrams.
These wires shall be established and worked in the best manner that experience in the service has made known.
'

J.
1. Offices between which the excluiugc of telegrams Is continuous and very active, are, ns far as possible, connected by
direct wires. These wives have a maximum electrical resistance of 12J ohms per statute mile, and offer sufficient guarantees
in respect of mechanical resistance and insulation. The service of these wires, relieved from tho work of intermediate offices,
is os a rule devoted to traffic between the two offices designated as their terminal points.
3. These wires are established in sufficient number to satisfy all requirements of the traffic exchanged between two
terminal offices. When this traffic is above 500 telegrams (about 7,009 words) per day per wire, the two Administrations
concerned provide either for tho establishment of a new conductor direct, or for working the line by a system of instruments
more rapid than the Hughes instrument.
#
3- These wires may be taken from their speeial service in case of derangement of the lines; but they should he returned
to it as soon as the derangement ceases.
"
4. The Telegraph Administrations indicate one or move intermediate offices, on each wire, which are obliged to receive
messages in transit, when direct transmission between the two terminel offices is impossible.
n.
_
1. The Administrations 'co-operate within the limits of their respective spheres of action, for the protection of the
international wires and submarine cables ; they combine their arrangements ao that the best results may be obtained from
each wire.
*
# 2. Experiments are made on Sunday mornings to ascertain tho insulation and resistance of the international wires on
main lines, by arrangement of the terminal offices. The results are recorded in registers kept for that purpose.
3. The Departmental heads of the sections worked by international wires communicate with each other direct in order
to regulate and carry out the experiments and insure the application of the arrangements agreed upon in the interest of the
common service.

in.
The service of tho international wives is provided for by tho litorse instrument between offices where the work is
moderate and by instruments of greater rapidity upon lines where the traffic is more particularly active.
.
IY.
1. Between important towns of the Contracting States, the service is, as far as possible, perman ent, day and night
without interruption.
‘
2. Ordinary offices, performing full day duty, are open to the public at least from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
3. The hours during which offices of limited duty arc kept open are fixed by the respective Administrations of the
Contracting Stales. Each State is at liberty to arrange that offices of full day duty shall perform only limited duty on
Sundays. It communicates this arrangement, to the International Office, which notifies it to the other Administrations.
4. Offices at which the duty is not permanent cannot be closed before transmitting all their international telegrams to
an office at which the duty is permanent,
o. Between two offices of different States, communicating by a direct wire, the signal for closing is given by the office
belonging to the State whose capital is situated, the most to the west.
G. This rule applies to l he division of watehes and closing of diaries in offices performing permanent duty.
7. The same time is kept by all tho offices of each State; this is generally the mean time of the capital of tho Stale.
V.
In documents used in the international service the following notations arc adopted to designate the telegraph offices;—
W. Office performing permanent duty (day and night).

1}

Office performing day duty prolonged to midnight.

0.
h.

Office performing full day duty.
Office performing limited clay duty (i.e., open during a number of hours less than the offices performing full
clay duty).
F. Railway telegraph office open for private messages.
"
P. Office of a private Company.
■
S. Semaphore station.
K. Office which forwards telegrams of all kinds, but which only receives , .
These notations
for delivery those addressed “telegraph waiting” or to bo j-^‘“i515
1’l0tfttion9 can
ca be combined with
remitted within the precincts of a railway station.
those preceding.
E. Office open during the stay.of the Court only.
B. Office open during the bathing season only.
H. Office open during the winter season only.
J

-i

Office performing full duty during tho bathing season, and limited duty during the rest of the year.

B.CJ

(
.
.
.
f Office performing full duty during the winter, and limited the rest of the year.

.

* Office closed.
2. General Traffic Arrangements.
Article 1 of the Convention,
The High Contracting Parties recognise the right of all persons to correspond by means of the international telegraphs.
Article 2 of the Convention.
They undertake to adopt all necessary measures to insure the secrecy of messages and their prompt despatch.
Article 3 of the Convention.
They, however, declare that they accept no responsibility on account of the service or the international telegraphs.
Article 5 of the Convention.
Telegrams are classed in (brec categories :—
1st. Government telegrams : those which emanate from the Chief of the State, Ministers, Commanders-in-Chief of
Land or Sea Forces, and Diplomatic or Consular Agents of the Contracting Governments; also the replies to
such telegrams,
2nd
101—N
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2nd. Semee telcgmns : tliose whicli omnnnfcc from Hid Telegraph Aclmimstratiflna of the Contracting States, nncl whidi
relate either to the service of international telegraphy, or to objects of public interest agreed upon between the said
Administrations.
3rd. Private telegrams.
In transmission, Government telegrams take precctlcnce of other telegrams.
,
Article 7 of the Convention.
The High Contracting Parties reserve to themselves the power to stop the transmission of any private telegram which
may appear dangerous to the security of the Stati, or which may ho contrary to tho laws of the country, to public order or
decency.
Article 8 of the Convention.
!Each Government also reserves to itself the power to suspend the service of tho international telegraphs for nn
indefinite period, if it judges it necessary, either generally, or only upon certain lines and for certain kinds of messages, upon
condition of its immediately advising each of the other Contracting Governments.
3. Manner qf writing and- acceptance of Telegrams.
Article S of the Convention.
Telegrams are classed in three categories
let. Government telegrams : those which, &e.
2nd. Service telegrams : those which emanate from the Telegraph Administrations of the Contracting States, &c,
3rd, Private telegrams.
lu transmission, Government telegrams take precedence of other tclegrama.
Article 6 of the Convention,
Government and service telegrams maybe forwarded on all occasions in secret language.
Private telegrams in secret language maybe exchanged between two States which admit that mode of correspondence.
States which do not admit private telegrams in secret language to emanate from, or terminate at, their ofilces, will
allow them to pass in transit, unless tho service he suspended, as defined in Article 8.
Article 11 of the Convention.
Telegrams relating to the international telegraph sendee of the Contracting States are transmitted free over nil tho
lines of the said States.
VI.
1. Telegrams may he written in
language or in secret language, tho latter being distinguished as preconcerted
language, cipher language, and language composed of letters haring a secret meaning.
2. All administrations accept, on all oeciiiions, private telegrams in plain language. They do not accept privato
telegrams, the contents of which are composed, either totally or partly, of letters hating a secret meaning. States may
decline to forward or receive prieufe telegrams in preconcerted language or in cipher language; but they are bound to let
these telegrams pass in transit, unless the serviee be suspended as defined in Article 8 of the 3t. Petersburg Convention,
3. All Administration a accept, on all occasions, Government and service telegrams composed of letters having a secret
meaning.
VII.
1. By “ telegrams in pi tin language” is understood those which offer an intelligible sense in any one of tho languages
anthorised for international telegraphic correapondnnee.
2. Each Administration designates, amongst the languages used In the territories of tho State to which it belongs, those
which it authorises for employment in international telegraphic correspondence in plain language. The use of Latin is
equally authorised.
''
VIII.
1. By “ telegrams in preconcerted language” is understood those in which words are used, which, while presenting in the
case of each an intrinsic sense, do not form intelligible phrases to the Administrations engaged in their transmission.
2. These words are extracted f ro n vocabularies admitted for international correspondence, or from an ollieial vocabulary
prepared by tbe international office of the telegraph administrations. Tho employment of the official vocabulary will become
obligatory nfter the expiration of a delay of three years following the date of its publication. For eorresponder.ee under the
extra-Eurtpean system, its employment will bo optional.
3. Words in preconcerted language cannot contain more than a maximum of ten characters, and they must be taken
from one or more of the following langaages: English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Dutch, Portuguese, and Latin.
4. Proper names cannot be employed in the composition of tbe vocabularies, except in tbe one prepared by the inter
national office of tho telegraph administrations. In telegrams in preconcerted language farmed of words taken from other
vocabularies proper names are only admitted with their meaning in plain language.
5. The original sending office can demand the production of the vocabulary, fur the purpose of controlling the execution
of the preceding regulations, nnd verifying the authenticity of tho words employed.
IX.
1. By “telegrams in cipher language ” is understood those tbe body of which is formed wholly or paitly of groups of
rories of figures having a secret meaning,
2. The cypher part of private telegrams must be composed exclusively of Arabic figures.
X.
1. The telegram to be transmitted should ba legibly written ia characters which have their equivalents in the official
table of telegraph signals, and which arc in use in the country where the telegram is presented.
2. These characters or official signals are as fallows:
Letters.
A, B, C, D, E, E, F, G, H, I, ,T, K, L, M, N, 0, P, Q, R, S, T, TJ, V, W, X, T, Z.
Figures.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0, 7, 8, 9, 0.

Signs of Punctuation, Ac.
Full stop (.}, comma (,), semicolon (;), colon (.), note of interrogation (?), note of exclamation (!), apostrophe (!),
hyphen (-), paremhesis (), inverted commas (“), bar of division (/), underline.
Official Codes.
Urgent private telegram, D ; paid serviee, ST; -telegram with reply paid, RP ; telegram with urgent reply paid, RPD;
totegram to be collated, TC; telegram with acknowledgment, of receipt, 08 ; acknowledgment of receipt, OR; telegram to
follow, FS; post paid, PP; post registered, PR ; express paid, XP ; estafctle paid, EP tebgrnm to be delivered open, RO ;
telegram to be delivered to receiver only, MP.
By the Morse Instrument only.
The letters A, A, or A, If, 0, U.
_
By the Hughes Instrument only.
The signs : cross ( ), double hyphen {—
3. Every interlineation, (ference, erasure, or altered word must b; approved by the sender or his representative.

XI
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xi.

.

1, Tho different parts forming n telegram must be written in the following order ; —
1. Any contingent instructions j
2. Address;
3. Tho body or contents of telegram;
4. Signature,
XII.
1. The sender must write on the form, immediately before the address, any contingent instructions relative to delivery
at destination, prepayment of reply, acknowledgment of receipt, to its being an urgent or collated telegram, a telegram to
follow, to bo delivered open, to be delivered to receiver only, &e.
_
2. The sender ot a multiple telegram must, according io the ease, insert these instructions before the address of each
receiver of whom they apply; but in the case of nn urgent multiple telegram or n multiple telegram to be collatod, it will
ba sufficient if the instructions precede the first address.
.
,
v. T i •
8. These instructions may bo written in the abbreviated form admitted by the Esgulations (Reg. X). In this case
they must be placed between parentheses, and thus written each instruction is counted as cue word only. When they are
expressed in ordinary language, they should be written in Frcncb, unless the Administrations concerned have arranged for tho
use of another language.
^
1. llveiy address must, in order to be admitted, contain at least two words: the first representing the address of tho
rcooiver, the second indicating tbe name of tho terminal totegraph office,
...
2. Tho address should contain all tho particulars necessary to insure the delivery of the telegram at its destination.
With tho exception of personal names, these particulars should be written in French, or in the language of the country to
which the telegram is addressed.
3. Tho address of private telegrams should be such that delivery to the receiver can be effected without difficulty or
making inquiries.
,
. , .
.
4. For large towns, it should give ths name of the street and the number j or, in default of this information, specify
the profession of the receiver, or other particulars calculated to be of use.
...
.
8, For small towns even, the name of the receiver ought, if possible, to be accompanied by information sufficient to
guide tho delivering office, in case of any alteration of the proper name.
,
6. The name of the terminal country or its territorial subdivision is essential whenever doubt is possible as to the
direction to be given to the telegram, especially in cases where there are two offices of tho same name. .
7. Telegrams containing addresses which are not in accordance with the conditions of the preceding paragraphs, must
be accepted and transmitted at the risk and peril of the senders.
8. The address may be written in a preconcerted or abbreviated form. But tho faculty accorded to a receiver to have
a telegram thus addressed delivered to him, must depend upon an arrangement made between sucli receiver and the telegraph
office which has to deliver the telegram,
‘J, In all cases, tho sender supports the consequences of insufficiency of address.
]. Each of tho contracting Administrations has (he power to accept or refuse on originating telegram without^jj but
the transit and delivery at destination of such telegrams arc obligatory upon all Administrations.
_
2. The contents of a privato telegram can only bo expressed in secret language when tho country of destination admits
the later mode of correspondence.
,
,
3. The contents of a private telegram directed to a country which admits secret correspondence may comprise passages
in plain language and in secret language,
1. The signature may be abbreviated, or omitted. When it is omitted, the telegram may be referred to in service
communications bv the name of the receiver,
,
2. The sender of a private telegram is bound to prove his identhy, when requested to do so by the sending office.
3. Ho lias, on his side, tho power of including in his telegram the legalisation of his signature, in conformity with
tho laws of tlic sending country. He may have the legalistion transmitted either as written, or by the formula :
iSigiwtttre let/altied Ity. . .
4. The office salieficsiteelf that the legalisation is genuine. Except when the signature is known to italic office cannot
regard it as authentic unless it is accompanied by the seal or stamp of the legalising authority. In all other cases, it must
refuse to accept or transmit the legalisation.
_
,
5. Tho legalisation, as transmitted, enters in the number of words charged for. It is plncod after tho signature of the
telegram.
■
4. Government Telegrams. fierricB Telegrams.
a. G-overnment Telegrams.

'

.

XVI.
1. Government telegrams should bear the seal or stamp of the authority that sends them. This formality is not
exacted when iho authenticity of the telegram can givo rise lo no doubt.
. ,
2. The right to return a reply as a Government telegram is recognised on production of the original Government
telegroru.
,
3. Telegrams from Consular Agents who arc engaged in commerce,are not considered asGovernment telegrams, except
when they are addressed to an official personage, and when they relate to ollieial affairs. Telegrams which do not fulfil the
last-named conditions are not, however, refused by the sending office, but the latter immediately reports them to the central
Administration.
,
,
4. The contents of Government telegrams in cipher language may bo composed of figures or of letters having a secret
, meaning, but a mixture of figures and letters is not. admitted.
■ •
/n
-vt
'
5. Government telegrams expressed in plain language have the right of partial obligatory repetition (Reg. XL, par 1).
6.Government telegrams expressed in secret language must be officially repeated from beginning to end by tbe
receiving office, the same ns is done in the case of collated telegrams (Reg. L1I1),
l. Service Telegrams.
Article S of the Convention.
Telegrams are classed in three categories:—
1st. Government telegrams: those which, &e.
. .... r
■ c .
j
2nd. Service telegrams : those which emanate from the Telegraph Administrations of the Contracting States, and
which relate cither to the servica of international telegraphy, or to objects of public interest agreed upon between the said
Admieist rations.
Article 11 of the Convention.
Telegrams relating to the international telegraph service of the Contracting Stales arc transmitted free all over the
liocs of the said States.
XVIT.
1. Sorviee telegrame arc divided into service telegrams properly so called, mid service advicc».
2. Tbcv are transmitted free on all occasions, cxcopt in tho eases specified in Reg. XVIII lirrcufter.
3. They arc expressed in French, unless the Administrations concerned have arranged for the uw of mother languspe.
This rule applies also to service notices accompanying (he transmission of telegrams.
4.
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_ 4, TJiey must be^limited to cases of an einorgenfc charaotor, and bo ciprcasod in the most concise manner. Telegraph
Administrations and offices adopt tbe nccessarjr measures to diminish their number and length as much as possible,
5. Information not of an omergont nature is asked for or given through the post by prepaid letters.
6. Service tclegramSj properly so called, are exchanged between the' Administrations and the functionaries who are
authorised to employ this moans of cjrrespondence; they require no signature. Tbe address of these telegrams is in tho
following form :—
.
Director General Lo Director General, Paris.
Director to Inspector, Turin, &c.

The place of origin being entered in the preamble only.
7. Service advices are eichang^d between the telegraph offices. They relate to tho service of the lines or contingencies
of transmission, and contain neittier address nor signature.
8. They are exchanged whenever the contingencies of service necessitate it, especially when the serviee instructions of
a telegram already transmitted are irregular (Reg. XXXVI, § 4), when rectifications or instructions arc necessary relating to
telegrams of a series already transmitted (Reg. XLT, §§ I and 2), when telegrams have been forwarded by post to a telegraph
office in consequence of interruption of the telegraph communication (Reg, XLIV), when -a telegram cannot be delivered to
the receiver (Reg, XLVItf.), when a ship to which a semaphonc telegram is addrossod has not arrived within the limit of 28
days (Reg. LXIII, § 4).
9. A serviee advice relating to a telegram previously transmitted should contain all the information necessary to
facilitate the search for the original telegram. This advice must ho transmitted as far as practicable through tho offices by
which the original telegram was transmitted.
J
10. If any transit office has all the necessary means to act upon a service advice, it does so, in order to avoid needless
retransmission.
XVIII.
1. Tho sender or receiver of any telegram may, within an interval of soventy-two hours following deposit or arrival of
such telegram, as the case may be, cause inquiry to be made, or instructions to be given, by telegraph, respecting a telegram in
course of transmission, or already transmitted. He may also, with the object of rectification, have a telegram ^which ho has
sent or received repeated wholly or m part, cither by the delivery or sending office or bv a transit office. Ho must deposit
the following amounts:—
'
r
1. The price of a telegram formulating the request.
2. The price of a telegram for the reply, if a reply by telegraph he required.
2. Every rectifying, completing, or annulling telegram, and every cjmniunieation respecting a telegram alrcadv
transmitted, or in course of transmission, when forwarded from office to office at the request of a sender or receiver, is a paid
service advice charged for according to the ordinary tariff.
3. These advices rank with service advices and carry the prefix ST.
4. They are written in the following form :
ST Paris from Vienna 2G (tutm&er of the paid service advice) 8 (number of words) 233 thirteenth Kriechbaum (number,
date, and name of receiver oi telegram to be partly corrected) replace third (taord of body) 20 by 2,000.
ST Calcutta from London 8G (number of the paid service advice) 9 (number of words) (RP4) (the figure 4 comprises

the number of words to be repeated, sag 3, plus one word for the name of the receictr of the telegram to be corrected)
= 439 twenty-sir Bnovrx (number, date, and receiver's name of a telegram to be partly repeated). Repeat first,
fourth, ninth (words of the body of the original telegram to be repeated) or repeat word (or , . , words) after . . .
Words to be repeated or corrected in a telegram are designated according to their position in that telegram, without
regarding the rules for charging.
°
Tlic reply to commumcationB of this class takes the following form :—
ST London from Calcutta, 41 (number of the reply sercice advice) 4 (number of icordf) Bkow.v (receicers name) alba
tross, scrutiny, commune (the three words in the original telegram the repetition of which was applied for).
When tbe originaltelcgrnin has no number, the latter indication is, if necessary, replaced by tbe date and time of
deposit.
"
’
5. Charges collected for rectifying telegrams are refunded if tho original telegram was a telegram with

and the

repetition shows that the word or words repeated were incorrectly rendered in the original. In a ease in which some of tho
words were correctly rendered in the original telegram nnd some incorrectly, the charge for the words which, in
application
service advice and reply service advice, designate the words correctly rendered in the original telegram is not refunded.
The refund of the charges for rectifying telegrams relating to non-collated telegrams is optional with the Adminis
tration which sends the applications for rectification.
7- No refund is due on account of tho original telegram which caused the request for rectification.
8. When tho words which have to be repeated are written in a doubtful manner, the office which has to repeat adds
to the repetition a notice thus expressed : “ Writing doubtful; postpone refund.”
9. Charges for rectifying telegrams and for replies to them remain entirely in tho hands of the Administration which
collected them, and are not entered in tlic international accounts.
5. Counting Words.
XIX.
1. All that the sender writes in his telegram, lo be transmitted, is included in reckoning the cost, except the indication
of route, signs of punctuation, apostrophes, fresh paragraphs, and hyphens.
2. Words, numbers, or signs forming the preamble, and inserted in the copy by the office in tho interest, of the service,
are not charged for.
' ‘
3. Tlic number of the telegram and the name of the sending office, the date, hour, and minute of deposit, which form
this preamble, are officially written on tlic copy delivered to the receiver.
4. The sender can insert these particulars, wholly or in part, in the body of his telegram ; in which case they entor in
the number of words charged for.
_ 5. The counting of the original sending office is decisive as regards the number of words, both in transmission and in
the international accounts. Nevertheless, when the telegram is expressed in the language of the delivery office and contains
combinations of words contrary to the usage of such language, the latter office has the power of recovering from t.lin receiver
the amount of insufficient charge, which remains in the hands of the final Administration. If tins power is exercised, the
telegrainis only delivered to the receiver on payment of the supplementary rate. In case of non-payment, the original office
duly advised by service, informs the sender that the refusal of payment has prevented the delivery of the telegram.
'
XX.
1. In plain language, the maximum length of a word is fixed at fifteen eharaiters, necording to the Morse alphabet;
any excess, up lo fifteen additional characters, is counted as a word. Tor traffic under the extra-European system, the maxi
mum is fixed at ten characters; any excess, up to ten additional characters, is counted as a word.
'
2. In preconcerted language under both systems, the maximum length of a word is fixed at ten characters.
Words in plain language inserted in the body of a mixed telegram composed of words io plain language and words in
preconcerted language, are counted as a word np to ten characters, any excess being counted as a word by indivisible series of
ten cnaraetere. If the mixed telegram contiins in addition a part in cipher, the parts m cipher are counted according to the
stipulations of paragraph 7 hereafter.
If the mixed telegram is composed paitly of plain language and partly of cipher language, the pans in plain language
are counted according to the stipulations of paragraph 1 of the present Regulation, and the parte in cipher language according
to the stipulations of paragraph 7 hereafter.
6
'

‘
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3. In nil languages, and under both systems, must be counted respectirely as one single word :—
a. The name of the telegraph office of delivery, the name of the country, and the name of the territorial sub-division of
destination, but in tbe address only, whatever number of words or characters be employed to express them, provided
always that these names bo written as they appear in the official nomenclature of the International office of tho
Telegraph Administrations.
b. Each separate character, each separate letter, each separate figure.
c. An underline.
rf. Parenthesis {the two signs %vltich serve to form it).
e. Inverted commas {diidinctir-e signs piece d at the commencement and end of a, single word or phrase).
4. Expressions joined by a hyphen are counted forthe number of words employed in their formation. Words separated
by an apostrophe are counted as so many separate words.
5. Nevertheless, compound words, properly so-called, admitt'.d as such in the English language and in the French
language, tho authority for which can be proved if necessary by tbe production of a dictionary, may be written as one word
only, and are counted respectively, up to the fifteen and ten character limit, for the number of words employed by tbe sender
to express them.
6. Combinations or alterations of words contrary to tho usage of the language arc not admitted. Nevertheless, proper
names of towns and countries, family names, names of places, squares, boulevards, streets, &c., names of ships, and also
numbers written at length, are counted for the number ot words employed by the sender to express them.
7. For correspondence under tbe European system, numbers expressed in figures are counted at the rate of five figures
to a word, plus one word for any excess. The same rule applies in counting groups of letters, in Government telegrams, as
also in counting groups of lettere or figures employed ciiber as trade marts or in soinnphoric telegrams (Eeg. LX1T, § 2),
For correspondence under the extra-European system, the number of words ki which a group of figures or letters corresponds
is obtained by dividing the figures or letters by throe, and adding if necessary a word for tbe remainder,
8. Decimal points and commas, used in the formation of numbers, and bars of division, are each counted as a figure.
0. Letters added lo figures to form ordinal numbers are each counted as a figure.
10. If, contrary to the prescriptions of ^Regulation IX, a privato telegram accidentally contains an unauthorised group
of letters, or a word not belonging to any of the languages admitted for international correspondence, such group of letters or
such word is counted according to the stipulations of paragraph 7 of tho present Regulation.
XXL
The following examples determine the interpretation of the rules to be followed in counting words :—

In the body.

Tn l.lie

in tho Body.

Under the
address
under ,
lioth
Extra
systems. European
system. European

[Equivalents.]
Res)»nsibility (14 characters) ,,, 1 word
Kricgsgescbichten (15 characters)
...
Inconslitutiouality (19 characters)
...
A-t-il ...............................................................
To-day ...........................................................
Today (without hyphen)..........................
That’s to say..................................................
Weston Supcr-Maro ....................... 1 word
Westonsupcrmare (15 characters) 1 .,
Newyorfc ............................................. 1 „
Ncw-York ......................................... 1 „
Frankfurt am Main .......................... 1 „
Frankfurt a/M.................................... 1 „
Frnnkfurtmaiu (13 characters) ... 1 ,,
Bio dc Janeiro ................................... 1 ,,
Biodnjaneiro (12 characters)........ 1 „
New South Wales ........................... 1 „
Newsouthwnles (13 characters),,, 1 „
Sanct Poelten ............................
1
Sanctpoelten (12 characters)....... 1
Van dc Brando .......................................
Vasidebrande (11 characters).................
Du Bois ........................................................
Dubois .........................................................
Bclgrave Square .......................................
Belgravesquarc (contrary to the
usage of the language).........................
Hyde Bark...................................................
Hydopark (contrary to the usage
of the language) ...................................
Hydcpark Square (’) ..............................
Hydeparksquare (contrary to the
usage of the language)..........................
St. James Street .......................................
Suintjamcs Street ......................................
Portland Place ............................................
New Oxford Street ...................................
Ncwoxford Street.......................................
Grund'mfii'e ................................................
G-randintrc.....................................................
Porte-monnaie ............................................
Portcmonnaie (12 characters) ............
Scrre-frein .....................................................
Serrofrein (10 characters) .....................
Emmingen, Hanover8..................... 1 wrord
Emmingen, Wurttemhcrg8............ 1 „
Rue de la Paix .............................................
Rue delapaix ............................................
Prineeofwalcs (ship) .................... . ...
444 (5 figures and signs)........................
444i (6 figures and signs) .....................

system.

2 n

2 word?
2 „
2 „

3

8

1 word
1 „
„

2 ,
1 u
4 „
3

„

1 „
1

„

2 „
1
4
3
f>•*
1

„
„
„
ft
„

2 „

2 „

3

3

„

2 „
1
3

„
„

1 „
3

„

1 „
„0“ JJ
1 „
3
1

„
„

2 „
1

,,

2 „
2

2 „
2
3
3

2
3
2
2
1

2
2

„
„

2
3
2

„
„

3

..

3

2
2
2

1
2

is
„

2
2
1
2
2
2

1

„

1

2
2

„
„

1

11

2 „

4 „
2

1 ..
1
2

„

.. .
„
,

2 „

„

2 „

...

2 „
2 „

2
2

3
2

„

2 ,,

2 „

0— ii

„

2
3
4

2
2
2
2

[Equivalents.]
444,5 (5 figures and signs) ............
444,00 (6 figures and signs) .......
10
pounds 10 shillings (or)
10s. lOd.............................................
10s. 10 ................................................
Rs. 703,8 ............................................
11 R. 10 ............................................
11, 10 ................................................
The 17 th ............................................
The 1529th .......................................
44/2........................................................
44/ ..........................................................
2% ..........................................................
2 P% .....................................................
Eight/lO................................................
5/ twelfths .........................................
5 bis..........................................................
5 ter .....................................................
5 i-58.....................................................
30th power oN ...........................
15 multiplied by 63
.....................
Deux cent trente quatre . ..
.
DeuxcenUrentcquatre (20 charac
ters) .......................................
Two hundred and thirty four
TVobundredandthirtyfour
(23
characters).............................
E....................................................
E. M...............................................
Emvthf (6 letters) ...............
Tnirlz (o letters) .
.
,,
CD23 (trade mark) ..............
ADVGMY (trade mark) , . .
AP
,
.
M
\
»
i

3

(

In the
address
umirr
both
systems.

Under the
system.

system.

1 word

2 words

4
3

4
3
3
3

2
3
1

2

0

3
3

3

1
1
1

2
2

3

3

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

3
4
4

4
4
4

1

2
5
3
1

2
2
2
2
2

)

C.H.F.45 (
„
)
The matter is urgent; lease at
once (7 words and 2 underlines1)
Have heard of you indirectly (had
accounts) telegraph direct .......
(Example of employment of pa
rentheses'1)
Have letter from Pera in which w c
read “ Attempted conversion
prevented by syndicate bankers'1
(Example of employment of in
verted commas6)
■

2
4
„

9

10 „

10

15

15

9

.,

l1) In this case, the expression “ Hydcpark” In a sinplc word is only counted as one word, because the word " park" forms an integral portion
of the name of the square.
(*) Hanover nnd t\ uittcmburg following Emmingen serve to complete the designation of two offices of the same
name belonging to the same State, and tbey thus appear in the first column of the official nomenclature of the telegraph offices.
(s) Telegraph
instruments cannot reproduce such expressions as 30«, 15 x (I, &c. Senders should be requested to substitute the mean lag at length, as “ If. multi
plied by 6," iVc.
(i) The signal for an underline is transmitted before and after each v, ord or passage to he underlined.
(A) The signal for
parentheses is transmitted before and after each sentence or u Old placed between parentheses.
(a) Tbe signal for inverted commas is trans
mitted before and after each sentence placed between inverted commas.
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6. Tariffs.
Article 10 of the Convention.
The High Contracting Parties declare their adoption of the following bases for the formation of internntiunal tariffs ;—
The charge for all messages exchanged by tho same route, between the odices of any two of the Contracting
States, shall be uniform. In applying this principle, however, a State may be subdivided in Europe into two
large territorial divisions, but not more.
'
The rate of charge is laid down from State to State, under agreement between tho terminal Governments and tho
.
intermediate Government.?!.
The charges composing the tariffs applicable to the messages exchanged between the Contracting Slates may, at
any lime, he modified by a common agreement.
The franc is the monetary unit employed iu the composition of international tariffs.
/
XXII.
The tariff for the telegraphic transmission of international traffic is composed oP:—
(a) The terminal rates of tho original and final Administrations.
(A) Tlic transit rates of intermediate countries, if any.
XXIII.
The rate is fixed per word, pure and simple ; nevertheless] for traffic under the European system, each Administration
duly observing the stipulations of -Regulations XXVIIf, may collect the rate in the form most; convenient to it, or impose a
minimum rate, which must not exceed one franc per tclegnim.
XXIY.
,
1. For traffic under the Enropsan system, one and the same elementary terminal rate only, and one and the same
elementary transit rate only, are adopted for all tlic Status.
2. The elementary terminal rate is fixed at ten centimes.
3. The elementary transit rate is fixed at eight, centimes.
4. These two elementary rates are reduced respectively to six centimes and a half and to four centimes for the following
States; Belgium, Bosnia-llorzegovina, Bulgaria, Denmark, Greece, Luxemburg, Montenegro, The Netherlands, Portugal,
Romnania, Servia, and Switzerland.
.
_ 5. Other States of the European system possess equally the power to reduce their terminal rates for all or a portion of
their traffic, within tho conditions fixed by Regulation XXVif.
6. Russia nnd Turkey, owing to the exceptional conditions which affect the establishment and maintenance of their
lines, have the power to apply higher terminal and transit rates than the elementary rates above-mentioned,
7. A special transit rate may be fixed, in each particular ease, for transmission by submarine cables.
XXY.
1. The tariff to be collected for traffic between two countries is, on all occasions and by all routes, the tariff of tho
existing route which, by tho normal application of the elementary rates, produces tho lowest figure, subject to the exceptions
which may aviso from the application of clause 7 of the preceding Regulation.
2. Table A, annexed to the present Regulations, sets forth the tariff from country to country, in accordance with tho
above stipulations and the declarations accepted by the Conference.
'

XXVI.

For traffi; uuler tin extra-European System, the tariff is fixed in conformity with Table B, also annexed to tho present
Regulations.
.
XXVII.
1. Alteration! of the rate or bases of application of the tariffs which nny be agreed upon between interested States,
by virtue of paragraph 4 of Article 10, and of Article 17 of tho Convention, should have for object and effect, not
the creation of competition in charges between existing routes, but, on fcha contrary, tho opening of as many routes as possible
to the public at equal charges j andthon5ce3sarycombinationsshouldbesoma.de that the terminal rates of the first and
final Administrations remain equal, no matter what route is followed.
2. No now charge, no modification of either a general or partial character affecting the tariffs, shall como inio
operation before the lapse of, at least, fifteen days aftor its notification by the Internatkmul Office, the date of notification nob
included.
3. The Administrations of the Contracting States undertake to avoid, as far as possible, changes of rates arising from
interruption of submarine cables,
XXVIII.
1, The charges collected under Regulations XXII to XXVI may be rounded, by an increase or decrease, cither after
application of tlic normal rates per word fixed in accordance with the tables annexed to the present Regulations, or by an
increase or decrease of those normal rates, to suit the monetary or other convenience of the original country.
2. Alterations made in execution of the preceding paragraph apply only to the charges collected by the original office,
and in no way affect the division of the rates due to the other Administrations concerned. They must be so regulated that
the difference between the rate collected for a telegram of fifteen words and the exact rate, calculated in conformity with tho
tables, by means of the equivalents in the following paragraph, shall not exceed one-fifteenth of the latter rat-q—that is to say,
of the regulation rate per word.
3. The following are the maximum amounts collected for a franc :—
In Germany, 0‘85 of u mark.
■
In the Argentine Republic, 20 centavos.
In Austria, in Hungary, and in Bosnia-Herzegovina, 50 kreuzers (Austrian value).
In Bulgaria, 1 Ibv.
In Cochin-China, 26 ccnliemes of a piaster.
■
In Hie Spanish Colonies (Cuba, the Philippines, and Porto Rico), 20 centavos of a peso.
In Denmark, 0*80 of a krone.
In Egypt, 38,575 millilnnes (3 piasters 31 paras, tariff money).
In Simin, 1 peseta.
In Great Britain, lOd,
In Greece, T20 drachma, or 1*25 new drachma.
In British India, 0'60 of a rupee.
In Italy, 1 lira.
In Japan, 0*28 eilver yen.
In Montenegro, oOkreuzers (Austrian value).
In Norway, 0*80 of e- krone.
In the Netherlands and Dutch East Indies, 0*50 of a florin.
*
'
In Persia, 30 schahis.
In Portugal, 200 reis.
In Roumania, 1 leu.
In Russia, 0*25 of a metallic rouble.
In Servia, 1 dinar.
In Siam, 2S atts.
.
In Sweden, 0*80 of a krone.
In Turkey, 4 piasters, ] /3.
.
.
.
4, Payment may bo demanded at meltdlio value.
■
XXIX.
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XXIX.
1. When n Bender, avoiling himself of the power accorded to him by Regulation XLII, indicates a circuitous route, lie
must pay the sum of the normal transit rates, calculated in accordance with Reg, XXIY, and the tables specified in Regs,
XXV and XXVI above.
„ . , . ,
.
.
2. 'll io indication of the route written by the sender is transmitted in the preamble, ns an official instruction, and is
not charged for.

7. Payment of Charges.
XXX.
1. Charges for messages are prepaid, cieept as provided for in the following cases, i.e., the supplementary charge for
messages to follow (Reg. LVI, § 7), tho charge for cipress (Reg, LX, § 1), and tho charge for semaphoric telegrams (Reg.
LXII, § 6), which are collected by the delivery office.
_
...
2. The sender of an infcernftbion&l telegram has theriglit to request & receipt for itj showing tho amoiuit paid,.
8. The sending office is entitled to charge and retain a boohing fee for this service, within the limits of a quarter of a
franc,

...
,
4. In every ease where charges have to be collected on arrival, the telegram is only given over to the addressee upon
payment of the amount due.
5. If tho charges to be collected by the delivering offiee are not recovered, the loss is borne by that office, except where
speeial agreements have been concluded in conformity with Art. 17 of the Convention, and except also in the cases provided
for by Regulations LVI mid LXII hereafter, for the retransmission of telegrams to follow and for semaphoric telegrams.
0. Telegraph Administrations take, however, us far as possible, the necessary measures in order that charges due on
delivery, which are not paid by tho addressee, be recovered from the sender. When sucli recovery is effected, the department
which effects it credits tlic department interested with the amount.
XXXT.
1. Insufficient charges collected in error, and charges or expenses not recovered from the addressee in consequence of
his refusing to pay them, or of its being impossible to Cud him, should be completed by the sender.
.
2. On the other hand, charges erroneously collected in excess arc returned. No return, however, is made on account
of an excess of stamps used by the sender unless he applies for it.

8. Syansmission of Telegrams.

'

a.

Signals.

XXXII.
The following tables show the signals employed in working the Morse and Hughes instruments : —
A. Morse Signals.
Lengtli of signals and spacing—
1. A bar is equal to 3 dots.
_
2. The space between the signals which form the same letter is equal to 1 dot.
3. The space between two letters is equal to 3 dots,
4. The space between two words is equal to 5 dots.
Letters,

ft —

fi * —• •

1 *

“

The following signals ma also be employed to express figures, but only in official repetitions:—

1 . -----

7

2 • t

8

3

9

• • * -

4 .... —
8 .....
6 —,— . * . *

------ « . .

,™,- * *
.

Harof

sion.
Punctuation and other Signs.

lull stop
T'] * • • * * •
Semicolon
[; I ~
■
Comma
’
[>] *
Colon
[:J ------—
Note of ioterrogation
ov request for the
repetition of any
thing
transmitted
which is not under
stood
[?] « • — —
Note of exclamation [!] ------ — • «

.

Apostrophe
. ---- .
■ i .
Prcsh paragraph
Hpvhen
..
[‘I ----- • • • • ----Parentheses (to pre
cede and follow the
words placed be
tween)
() — • ------ ------ • Inverted commas
C’] • ““ * *
*
Underline (to precede
and follow tho word
or sentence)
• •
Official
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Official instructions.
Government telegram
Service
„
Urgent private telegram
Non-urgent privato tele
gram
Paid service
Telegram with reply paid
Telegram with urgent
reply paid
Telegram to be collated
Telegram with acknow
ledgment of receipt
Acknowledgment of re
ceipt
Telegram to follow
Post paid
Post registered
Express paid

• • *

* •

« «

Estafetto paid
Telegram delivered open
Telegram to be delivered
to receiver only
Call signal (preliminary
of every transmission)
i
Signal
separatingthe
preamble from the
•
• ■ address, the address
from the body, and
the body from the
■ •
signature
Understood
•
•
Error
End of transmission
•
Request to transmit
•
•
Wait
------ •
Receipt finished
B.—Hughes Signals.

• t

a

*

Letters.
A, I), C, D, E, F, 0, H, I, J, K, L, H, N, 0, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, T, Z.
Figures.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 8, 9,

0.

Punctuation and other signs.
Full stop, comma, semicolon; colon: note of interrogation ? note of exclamation! apostrophe’cross +, hyphen-accented 6
bar of division /, double hyphen =, parenthesis left (, parenthesis right), and A, inverted commas
The space between two numbers is marked by two blanks. In transmitting and collating a fractional number which is
not a decimal, the whole number must be separated by a blank from the numerator of tho vulgar fraction which follows.
(Example : 1 3/4, and not 13/4.)
Words and sentences underlined are preceded and followed by two hyphens. (Example :-------------- without delay
-------------- ), and are underlined by hand by the receiving clerk.
Official Instructions :
Government telegram ............................................................
Service
„
.................................................................
Urgent private „
.................................................................
Non-urgent private telegram ...................................................
Paid service advice .................................................................
Telegram with reply paid ........................................................

Telegram with urgent reply paid

.............................

Telegram to be collated (repeated) .....................................
Telegram with acknowledgment of receipt
...................
Acknowledgment of reteipt
.......................................
Telegram to follow..................................................................
Post paid .......................................................................................
Post registered.............................................................................
Express paid...................................................................................
Estafetto paid ..............................................................
,, .
Telegram to be delivered open ...............................................
Telegram to be delivered to receiver only ........................

9.
A.

D.
P.
ST.
RP.
RPD.
TO.
CR.
OR.
FS.
PP.
PR.
XP.
EP.
RO.
MP.

To call or answer a elation : give blank and N alternately.
To adjust the synochromem and to ask with that object for a continued repetition of the same signal : give blank, I,
and T, as many times as may be necessary.
To request or facilitate the adjustment of the electro-magnet: give blank, I, N, and T, repeated as many times os
necessary.
lo give wait: give ATT, followed by the probable duration of the wait.
To indicate an error : give two or three N’s without any sign of punctuation.
To interrupt transmission : give two or three letters of any kind with sufficient space between them.
Accents upon the Ictler E arc made by hand with a pen or pencil at the end of tho words (with or without s) when
they arc essential to the sense (Ex. Ach&te, aeheti). In the latter ease, the rending clerk repeats the word after the signature,
and shows the accented E in it between two blanks, in order to impress it upon tile attention of tbe receiving office. For ii, 6,
and ii,—ac, oe, and uc are signalled.
b. Order of Transmission.
XXXIII.
1. The transmission of telegrams takes place in the following order: a. Government telegrams,
h. Sevvico
„
c. Urgent private „
d. Non-urgent private telegrams.
2. Every offiso which receives hy an international wire a telegram presented as a Government or service telegram,
retransmits it as such.
XXXIV.
1. A telegram commenced cannot be interrupted to give place to a communication of superior rank, except in case of
absolute emergency,
2. Telegrams of the same rank are transmitted by the Original sending offices in the order of their deposit by tho
senders, and by the intermediate offices in the order of thoir reception.
3. At intermediate offices, local telegrams and transit telegrams which have to be sent by the same wires are placed
together, and transmitted without distinction, according to the time received at the office,
4. Between two offices in direct communication, telegrams of tho same rank arc transmitted in alternate order.
5. This rule, and that in paragraph 1 of Regulation XXXIII., may, however, be departed from in the interest of
quickness of transmission, on lines where tbe traffic is continuous, or which are worked by special instruments.
XXXY.
1. On the Morse instrument, Govcramont telegrams, service telegrams, and urgent private telegrams are not counted in
t^s alternate order of transmission.
2, The transmission of telegrams by the Hughes instrument is effected by alternate scries. The heads of tho two
offices in communication fix the number of telegrams, of whatsoever class they may be, constituting each series. In doing
mis tney take account of the length of the telegrams and exigencies of serviee. No series may, however, comprise more than
ten telegrams. Telegrams of tho same series are considered as forming a single transmission, which must not be interrupted
unless in case of exceptional emergency. But a telegram with collation puts a stop to the series, and tho receiving clerk com
mences his series with the rapitilion of such telegram. Any telegram of 200 words or upwards is considered as forming an
entire series.
3,
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3. In tlic case provided for in paragraph 5 of tlic preceding regulation, the inode of transmission by alternate Berios
may be applied in signalling by the Morse instrument, but in this case a series must not comprise more than five telegrams,
and any telegram containing 100 words or upwards is considered as forming a scries.
4. Tho office which has transmitted a series has a right to continue if [on finishing the series] it comes upon a Govern
ment or service telegram, or an urgent private telegram, unless the office which his just received has already commenced tho
transmission of a series, or has to give the repetition of a telegram with collation.
5. By either instrument, when the transmission of a telegram or of a series is finished, the office which has received
transmits in its turn; if it has nothing to transmit, the other continues. If there is nothing further to transmit on either
side, tho two offices give each other reciprocally the signal Zero.
e. Mode of Proceeding.
XXXVI.
1, All correspondence between two offices commences hy the call signal, or the code of the office called.
3. The office called must reply immediately, giving its code [name], and if it is prevented from receiving, adding the
signal for wait, followed by a figure indicating, in minutes, the probable duration of the wait. If the probable duration
csceeds ten minutes, a reason should be given.
3. No office called has tho power of refusing to receive any telegrams offered, no matter what their destination may be.
In case, however, of obvious error, the sending office is bound to rectify it, immediately it is pointed out by a service advice
from tbe receiving office.
_
...
4, Nor must any telegram be refused or delayed on account of the official instructions, the contingent instructions, or
portions of the address or contents not being regular. It must be received, and then, if necessary, a service advice be for
warded to tho original sending office requesting the iechfication, in conformity with Regulation XVII.
XXXVII,
1. When the office which has just called receives, without further signal, the code of the office which replies, it
transmits in the following order, the official instructions constituting the preamble of the telegram:—
a. Description of telegram, by menus of one of tho letters S, A, D, ST, CR, when it is a Government telegram, a
service telegram, nn urgent private telegram, a paid serviee advice, or an acknowledgment of receipt.
J. Initial of the name of the delivery office.
...
.
,
(Tfa's initial must onltj be siffnalled when the transimthn/) ojpee is in direct communication with the delivery office.)
c. Name of the original sending office, precoded by the word from (Example : from Brvsseh.)
(The country or geographical situation of the original sending office should be added :
1st. When there is another office of the same name.
2nd. When its opening has not yet been published by the International Office.)
d. Number of the telegram.
e. Number of words.
,
(In cipher telegrams this is done as follows:—1st, the total number of words chargeable ; 2nd, tbe number of words in
plain language; 3rd, if requisite, the number of groups of figures or of letters.)
f. Time of deposit of telegram (by three numbers, date, hour, and minute, with m or s added [a.3I. or P.M.])
In signalling, the particulars m or s, as well as the date, may be omitted, when there can be no doubt respecting them.
y. Route to be followed (when the sender has specified it in writing in his telegram) (Regulation XXIX, § 2, and

XLIIi A.
§ 2)Any
I official instructions which

,

the seeder Is not bound to include in the paid portion of his telegram, such as:
duplicate, &e. (Reg. XLIV, § G) ; charges to be collected (Reg. LVI, §8) ........addresses (Reg. LVIII, § 4); semaphoric
telegram (Reg. LXII, §§ 5 and 6)
Examples of preambles :
.
1st ease. The transmitting office (Brussels) is in direct communication with the delivery office (Lille) ; L from Ghent
4317 12 3, 18, s [p.m.] Credionais Lille.
...
.
/
j
\ t
2nd ease. The transmitting office (Brussels) is not in direct communication with the delivery offiee (Bordeaux) j from
Brussels 115 29 6 4, 15 m [a.m.] Credionois Bordeaux,
_
2. After the preamble above specified, follow in succession the sender's contingent instructions, the address, the body of
tho telegram, and the signature.
_
3. In telegrams transmitted by the '.Morse instrument, the sign for separation — • • • —) is placed between the
preamble and the address, between the address and the body, and between the body and the signature The whole terminating
by the signal of “ end of transmission ”(•-—•-—•).
_
4. In telegrams transmitted by the Hughes instrument, a double hyphen (=) is employed to separate tho preamble
from the address, the address from the body, and the body from the signature—And each telegram is terminated by a cross (-J-).
5. Contingent instructions expressed in the official codes are also preceded and followed by the signal (^ • • •
on
the Morse instrument, and by the signal (=) on tho Hughes instrument, but the parentheses are not signalled.
6. If the sending clerk perceives that he has made an error, he should stop, give the signal for error, repeat the last
word sent correctly, and continue from there the corrected transmission,
_
_
7. In the same manner, if the receiving clerk receives a word ho cannot make out, ho should interrupt the sending
clerk hy tho same signal, and repeat the last word understood, followed by a note of interrogation. The sending clerk then
continues the transmission from that word, doing his utmost to render his signals as plain as possible,
8. With the exception of the cases determined upon hy tho different Administrations in concert, it is forbidden to em
ploy any abbreviation whatsoever in transmitting the coi tents of a telegram, or to modify the contents in any way whatsoever.
Every telegram should be transmitted as the sender has written it, following his copy. The transmitting office must, there'fote, reproduce the signs of punctuation, apostrophes, fresh paragraphs and hyphens, which the sender has written on his
copy. Nevertheless, on extra-European lines the transmission of these signs is not obligatory.
d. Receipt and Official Repetitions.
XXXVIII.
1. Immediately after transmission, tbe clerk who has received compires, in the case of each telegram, the number
of words it contains with the number announced, and acknowledges the receipt of the telegram, or of the telegrams consti
tuting
R> 436.

a series.
,
2. This acknowledgment of receipt is given : For one telpgrum, by R followed by tho number of the telegram received:
For a series of telegrams, R> is given followed hy the number of telegrams received and by the numbers of the first

and last of the series : R. 6 157 980.
XXXIX.
1. In case of a difference in the number of words, the receiving clerk informs the sending clerk of it. If the latter
finds ho simply made an error in the number announced, he replies right, and at the same time gives tho correct number.
(Example: 18 right.) If not, ho confirms the number announced and repeats the first letter of each word and the first
figure of each number until he reaches the incorrect passage, which is then rectified. (Example •. VIj c r 2 b, . . . . etc.)
2. When the difference does not arise from an error in transmission, the rectification of the number announced can
only bo effected by an agreement between tho original sending office and the office in correspondence with it. In the absence
of such agreement, the number of words nnnounerd by the original sending office is admitted.
XU
1. For the protection of their responsibility, signal clerks may give or demand the repetition in part or in full of
telegrams which they have forwarded or received. This repetition is obligatory for Government telegrams and telcgrammoney-orders ; it comprises all numbers, as well as proper names, and doubtful words, if any. On the Morse instrument the
official repetition is mado by tho clerk who has received, and on the Hughes instrument by the clerk who has forwarded, at the
end
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Mirt of tho telegram nr of the series. On the Morso instnimBnl., tho clerk who gives tho repetition mustj if there is any
cerrect.inn, reproancc (lie words or ntmibera eorroelcd. Jn case of omission, this second repetition is exacted bv the clerk wlio
transmitted.
J
2- Vi hen ropclilion is made of numbers followed by fractions, or of fractions whoso numerator consists of two or more
figures, the numerator must, in order to avoid confusion, he sent back nt length in the form of a word. Thus 1 -1. must in
Ilnghsh bo repeated 1 Die 16 to distinguish it from JJ ; and y* must be repeated thirteen 4 to distinguish it from l*.
8. Under no protest can this repetition ho delayed or interrupted. When the verification is completed* tho ofilco
which 1ms received gives to the sending office the signal of receipt finished, followed by the acknowledgment of receipt trananutted in the form specified in Regulation SXJfVIil § 2.
1
XLT,
1. Rectifications relative to telegrams of a series previously transmitted are effected hy servieo advices addressed lo Iho
delivering offices.
2. Requests for information relating to ft previous series arc also made hy serviee advices.
3. Should it happen, hi consequence of an interruption, or from any other cause whatsoci or, that the repetition cannot
be received, tins circumstance docs not prevent the delivery of the telegram to the receiver, subject to notifying to him tho
subsequent rectification, if necessary,
e. Routes to be followed.
XLII.
1 The different routes by which telegrams may bo transmitted arc indicated hy concise directions, agreed upon in
concert by the Administrations interested.
2. The sender who wishes (o proscribe the route to be followed must himself write tho corresponding direction in tho
margin of his copy. This direction is fransmitted in the preamble (Regulation XXIX, § 2, and XXXV11, § 1 y), but not
beyond the point where it ceases to be of use.
'
3. When the sender has prescribed the route to be followed, tho respective offices arc bound to conform to his instruc
tions, unless the route indicated be interrupted, or transmission by it would seem to involve serious delay, in which cases no
complaint can bo entertained.
'
4. If on the contrary the sender does not prescribe the route to bo followed, each of the ofitcos from which tho routes
diverge remains judge of the direction hy which to forward tho telegram.
5. If a sender requests that his telegram be forwarded by telegraph to a particular oifico which he specifics, and thence
by post to destination, tlic ofileos are required to carry out his instructions.
f. Interruption of Telegraphic Communication.

Transmission in duplicate,

XLI1I.
1. When an interruption to the regular means of telegraphic communication occurs during the transmission of a tele
gram, tile offiee beyond which the interruption exists immediately sends the telegram by post (official registered letter or by
express), or by any more rapid means of transport available, as, for example, by an indirect telegraph route (Regulation
TjAXV", Sjg 4, 5, nnd 6). The expense of re-cxpedition other than that of telegraphic transmission is supported by the oifico
which incurs tho ro-expedition. The cover containing it should have inse,ribcd on the outside the word: Telegram,
,
-A-11
which inis recourse to nil) means of despatch other than the telegraph addresses the telegram, according
to circumstance, either to the nearest telegraph office able to continue its transmission, to the delivery oifico, orto the receiver
direct, if the address is within tho limits of the State which thus sends on tho telegram. As soon as communication is
re-established, the telegram is transmitted afresh by telegraph, unless its receipt had been nrcviously acknowledged, or unless,
in consequence of exceptional pressure, its re-transmission would be manifestly injurious to tbe general traffic,
3. Telegrams for countries working under the extra-European system are not sent on by a more expensive route unless
the sender lias deposited tho corresponding charge.
XLIV.
1. Telegram j which, for any rjasonprliitover, aressntto a telegraph ofiba by post, are accompanied by a numbered
abstract. At the same time, the office which sends them gives notice of their despatch to the offiee addressed by means of a
Fervid! ndvico stating the number of telegrams sent and the time of their dep irture, provided the state of tbe lines permits of
its doing so.
1
2. Upon ths arrival of the packet, the offiee addre>sed ascertains that the number of telegrams received corresponds
with tho number announced. In which case, it acknowledges their receipt upon the abstract, aiid° immediately returns it to
the pending office. It repeats this acknowledgment, as soon as communication by telegraph is re-established, by a service
advice in the following form :—
Htceived 63 telegrams, as advised in abstract J?o....................... qfSOih March.
3. The rules in tho preceding paragraph must bo equally observed by an office which receives a number of telegrams
by post without any notice relating to them.
.
When a packet of telegrams announced does not arrive by the post indicated, the sending office must bo immediately
advised of it. Tlic latter can, according to circumstances, send afresh by any means available, or transmit the telegrams by
telegraph, provided biter telegrams are not made to suffer.
5. An offici^ which transmits'by telegraph telegrams already forwarded by post, informs the office to which they worn
dircclod, by a service advice expressed in the following form :—
Herlin from Gocrlitz. Telegrams Nos. . . . . retransmitted in duplicate.
6. This re-expedition in duplicate should be made clear bv an official instruction in tho preamble, for instance ■
Duplicate already forwarded to. .. . (name of delivery office) the
, (dale) hy post, (qt) vi&. , , ,
(or) hy wire No. ...
7. _ When, in the case provided for in Regulation XLIII, § 2, a tiiegrum is sent direct to the receiver, it is accompanied
by a notice of tho interruption of tho lines.
g. Stoppage of transmission.—Control.
XLV.
1. Any sender can, by proving his identity, stop, if in timo, the transmission of a telegram deposited by him.
2. Whoa a sender with Irawj or stops his telegram before Iransinission has bson commenced, the charges arc returned
to mm, loss a fixcl sum rtf od., the fco of tho sending office.
3. If the tolegrins ^ nlrjady trirumiUed by
of despitc'i, t't? senior's only mesm of requesting it to bo
cancelled is by a paid service advice forwarded in accordance with the provisions of Regulation XVIIL Sofaras practicable,
this service advice is transmitted in succession to tho different offices fco which tta original telegram was transmitted, until it
overtakes the latter. If the sender his also paid for a reply by telegraph, the office which cancels tha telegram advises tho
eendmg office of it. If no reply lias been paid for, it communicate! the information to the sondimj office by an unpaid letter.
Jhe sending office returns to tho sender the charges for his first telegram and the cancelling service advice, belonging lo the
distance not traversed, after deducting tlic postal charges, if any.
* D
XLVI.
I. Th? power rsservsj rniieL' At:ids 7 of the Convention o£ Btippinj the trans.mission of any private telegram which
may appear dangerous to the security of the State, or contrary to the laws of the country, to public order or decency, should
only b3 mido usj of on coniitiou of imm->Lately advising the Administration to which the original sending office belongs.
2* This control b ciwoisod by tho terminal or intermediate offijo^ subject to recourse to the Central Administration
n inch decides without appeal.
1
3. The Lr.vnjii^iy.1 of Govci-rneat telegram* tikes place by right. Telegraph offices have no control to osevcisc
over them.
9.
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9. Itdhery at Destination.
XLTII.
1. Tclegmins arc dclii'eredj accorilmj; to their ivMrc.’s, cither nt the place of residence of the receive]', or poste rcstnnto,
or telegraph restant. Tliey may be despatched to the p'acc of rtEidcncc by telephone, under conditions fired by Adminis
trations ivhich admit this mode of despatch.
‘
2. Tbey are in all eases delivered or sent to their destination in the order of their reception and of their priority.
3. Telegrams addressed to the place of residence, within tbe do'ivery limits of tho telegraph office, are at once tub on
to their address.
4. Telegrams which have to he deposited poste rcstnutc nro immediately remitted to the post olfiec by the terminal
telegraph office. If telegrams bear the instruction Post, they arc posted as prepaid letters, without charge to sender or
receiver. If they boar the instruction Post registered, or {PR), they are posted as registered letters, and they have in this
case to pay n maximum fee of 50 centimes, belonging to the original Administration,
6. Telegrams addressed to passengers of a vessel touching ut a port arc delivered, if possible, before their disem
barkation,
XLYIII.
1. A telegram taken to tire place of residence may be delivered cither to tlic receiver, the adult, members of his
family, to his employees, lodgers, or landlord, or to the porter of the hotel or house, unless the receiver bus designated in
writing a special person, or the sender has directed, by inscribing before the address the instruction To he delivered to receiver
only or (Jlf P), that delivery should only take place into tbe receiver’s own hands. The sender may also request that the
telegram be delivered open, by inscribing before the address the instruction To be delivered open or {R 0). The two latter
modes of delivery are not obligatory upon Administrations which declare their non-acceptance of them.
2. Tho two latter requests arc reproduced in the direction by tbe delivery office, which gives its messenger the neces
sary orders for their observance.
, 3- "When a telegram cannot be delivered, iho delivery office, after n.brief delay, forwards to the sending olfiec a service
advice stating the cause of non-delivery, expressed in the following form :
'
Ah?.......................of the (date and address exactly as received) receiver uvlcnoicn, refused, not arrived, left, ef'e.
4. The sending oifico verifies the correctness of the address, and if tho latter has been erroneously transimlLed, recti
fies it immediately by a serviee advice iu the folio',ring form :
A’b. . ... of (date) for (corrected address), first transmission incorrect.
If requisite, this service advice
contains instructions necessary to set rigid any errors committed, os : to follow to destination, cancel telegram, &c.
5. If the address has not boon mutilated, the sending office communicates, if practicable, tbe advice to the scudcr.
Tbe latter can only complete, rectify, or confirm the address by a paid telegram taking (he form of a paid serviee advice.
C. If it becomes possible to deliver a telegram after transmitting advice of non-delivery, tbe terminal olfiec is bound lo
issue a second service advice in the following form :
*
No. ... of
_(date) ,/br . . . (address exactly as received), dehaered. Cancel advice to contrary.
7. If, in consequence of inexactitude or insufficiency of address, of absence, or refusal of the addressee, any express
charges arc not recovered at destination, the amount of them is specified iu the advice, in order that the sender may be re
quested to pay them. If not defrayed, by the sender, the delivery office supports the loss arising from their non-payment.
8. If tho door is not opened at the address given, or if the messenger finds no one who will consent to take in the tele
gram for the receiver, notice is left at the address given, and the telegram is brought back to the office, to ba dolivered to the
receiver upon his application.
0. When a telegram is addressed post restante or telegraph rcstant, it is only delivered to the receiver, or to a person
duly appointed by him.
10. In the eases provided for by paragraphs 8 and 9 of the present Regulation, any telegram which is not claimed hy
the end of six weeks is destroyed.
■
’
10. Special Telegrams,
Article 9 of the Convention.
The High Contracting Parties engage to enable every sender to profit by tha different arrangements agreed upon
between the Telegraph Administrations of tlic Contracting States, for the purpose of giving additional guarantees and facili
ties for the transmission and delivery of messages.
They also undertake to enable him to profit by the arrangements made ami notified by any one of the other States, for
the employment of special means of transmission or delivery.
"
a. Urgent Private Telegrams.
XLTX.
1. Tho sender of a private telegram may obtain priority of transmission and delivery at destination by writing the word
Urgent or (fJ) before the address, and by-paying three times the charge for an ordinary telegram of tbe same length for tlic
same journey.
2. Urgent private telegrams have precedence of other private telegrams, and their priority amongst themselves is
regulated according to the conditions stated in paragraph 2, Regulation XXXIV.
3. The rules in the preceding paragraphs are not obligatory upon Administrations which declare their inability to
apply them, either to a portion or to the whole of the telegrams passing by their lines.
4. Administrations which only accept urgent telegrams in transit should admit them cither on wires whore transmission
is direct across their territory, or in their transmitting offices, between telegrams from the same country and for the same
destination. The transit rates due to them arc tripled as for tlic other portions of the journey.
‘
b. Prepaid Replies.

L.
I. Any sender can prepay the reply which he requests his correspondent to return; but the prepayment cannot
exceed tbe tariff of a telegram, of whatever kind it may be, of thirty words for the same journey, unless it be to obtain the
repetition of a telegram previously transmitted, in conformity with the terms of Regulation XYIIf.
_
2. When a sender prepays a reply, lie must write on tho copy, before the address, the contingent instruction Reply
paid or {Ii P), adding the number of words prepaid for tho reply, and pay tbe corresponding amount, within the limits
authorised by paragraph 1 of the present Regulation. If the sender does not specify tho number of words, tbe rate collected
is for an ordinary telegram of ten words, transmitted by the same route.
3. If a sender wishes to prepay an urgent reply, lie must write before the address tho instruction Reply paid urgent
or {RPD), and the charge made is for an urgent telegram of ten words by the same route. Tbe sender may, if be wislies,
complete his instruction by specifying the number of words prepaid for the reply, and pay tho corresponding amount within
the limit laid down in paragraph 1.
LI.
1. At the place of destination, tlic delivery office remits to the receiver a draft which entitles him to send free of
charge, within the limits of the amount prepaid, a telegram to any destination whatever.
2. When the charge for a telegram, franked by a dralt, exceeds the value of the draft, the difference must be paid in
cash. When the contrary case occurs, under the European system onlv, the difference between the value of the draft and the
amount of charge due is retained by the delivery office (Regulation LXXY-, § 2. Under tbe extra-European system, the
difference is refunded to the sender, if he applies for it.
3. The draft remains in force for six weeks only, counting from its date; after which, it is considered to have lapsed,
and the amount prepaid remains to the credit of the delivery office.
4. When the receiver does not make use of the draft, the money deposited for the reply is never refunded under the
European system, whilst it is refunded under the extra-European system. In the latter ease, the receiver must, before the
expiration of the limit of three months from date of issue, return the draft to the office which delivered it, accompanied by a
request for the amount to be refunded to tlic sender. The same course is then followed as in ordinary refunds.
5.
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5. If tho receiver refuses the draft for the reply, the delivery offiee immediately informs the sender of it by a service
advice, which takes tho place of the reply.
6. This service advice is forwarded, ns a private telegram, in the following form: —
Reply lo No.................. of.................The receiver refuse?.
'
»

4
When the telegram cannot be delivered as soon as it arrives, from circumstances jirovided'for in paragraph 3, Eegula
lion XLVIIL, a service advice is transmitted in the form prescribed by that paragraph.
_
8. If there is no rectification, and if the endeavours mado to find the receiver have proved unavailing, the official reply
is forwarded, at the end of eight days or before the lapse of that time, as a private telegram, in the following form :—■
Reply lo No. ................. of................siyneH................. Receiver unhaoics, not arrived, left,,.............. ife,

LIT.
1. Tho provisions of the two preceding Regulations are not compulsory jupon Eit-ra-European Administrations which
declare their inability to apply them.
2. In dealing with these Administrations, the money deposited for the reply is placed to the credit of the delivery
office, which adopts such means as it considers suitable to enable the receiver to avail himself of it.
Repeated.
e. Telegrams to be------------Collated.
LIII.
repeated
1. The sender of any telegram may request that it be-------------, in which case ho writes before the address tho notice
collated
Repetition or (TC).
2. Government telegrams expressed in secret language, figures or letters, are repented officiallvand gratuitously. (Reg.
xvi. § 6).
.
3. The repetition, which consists of the entire repetition of the telegram, is given on all instruments by tho receiving
offiee immediately after the transmission of the telegram to be repeated.
4. The charge for repeating is equal to a quarter of tho charge for an ordinary telegram of the same lengtli for the
same journey,
(l. Acknowledgments of Receipt.
LTV.
1. The eender of any telegram may request that a notice of the date and time at which his telegram is handed to tho
receiver bo transmitted to him by telegraph immediately after its delivery. lie inserts before the address the notice Acknow
ledgment of receipl or (Cil).
2, The charge for an acknowledge! -nt of receipt is equal to that of an ordinary telegram of ten words by the same route.
LY.
1. An acknowledgment of receipt is announced by the abbreviation {GW), and transmitted in tho following form ;
CR. Paris from Berne. No. . . . (address of receiver) deiiocred fAe . . , (date, hour, and minute.)
2. Acknowledgments of receipt have an official Xo. from the offiee which sends them. They take precedence of private
telegrams.
3. In the case provided for in paragraph 3, Regulation XljVIIE,, the acknowledgment of receipt is preceded hy the
service advice required by that paragraph. Tho acknowledgment of receipt is then despatched, either after tho delivery of
the telegram, if that lias become possible, or after a lapse of twenty-four hours, if delivery has not been cITected, and it
mentions in that case the cause of non-deliverv.
e. Telegrams tu Eollow.
LVI.
1. Any sender may request, by inserting the notice To follow or (ifr’,?! jbefora the address, that the terminal office shall
cause his telegram to follow the receiver within the limits of the countries working under tho European system.
2. The sender of a telegram To follow cannot, in any case, prepay a reply to such telegram.
3. When

a telegram

faire svivre
hears the notice-------------------- or {PS) without further instructions, the terminal office, after

lo follow
presenting it at the address given, retiansmits it immediately, if requisite, to the new address supplied at the residence of .
the receiver. This new address is inserted in the telegram after the first one.
4. If no new addres be supplied, it keepstthe telegram in the office, observing the provisions of paragraphs 3 and ? of
Reg. XLVIII. If (he telegram is retransmitted, and the second offiee cannot find tho receiver at the now address, tho
telegram is retained by that office.

faire sttivre
5. If the notice--------------------or (PS) is accompanied by successive addresses, tbe telegram is successively transmitted
lo follow
to each, until the last, if necessary ; and the last offiee treats it in accordance with the regulations of the preceding paragraph.
G. The original contents of the telegram to follow should be transmitted in full to tho successive delivery officss and
reproduced in the copy addressed to the receiver ; but, in the preamble, each office transmits, up to the final destination, the
name of the original tending station, and reproduces, as place of destination (Reg. XXXVII. § 1, letter A), only that of the
first address to which the telegram has still to be sent.
7. The international charge, to he prepaid by the sender, for telegrams to follow, is simply the charge calculated to
the first terminal office, all the addresses entering in tho number of words charged for. The supplementary charges are
obtained from the receiver. In the case provided for in paragraph 3 the charge for the new transmission is arrived at by
adding the total number of words forming the original contents of the telegram to the number contained in the new address.
8. The charges to be obtained from the receiver for additional transmissions, calculated from the first terminal office
indicated in the address, should, ot each retransmission, bo officially notified in the preamble.
9. This notification is given in tho following form:—Charges to be collected . . . s....................... d. If the extra
transmissions take place within the limits of the State to which the terminal offiee belongs, the supplementary charges to be
collected from the receiver are calculated, for each retransmission, according to the internal tariff of the State. If the retrans
missions take place beyond these limits, tho supplementary charges arc ascertained by treating each mtcrnational retransmission
as a separate telegram. The tariff for each rclrnnsmission is the tariff applicable to traffic exchange between the State which
retransmits nnd that to which tho telegram is retransmitted.
.
'
10. If the charges for retransmission are not recovered by the delivery office, the Administration to which the latter
belongs is reimbursed the amount of tho charges due to the Administrations, by a reimbursement draft.
.

Lvir.
1. In tbe European system, any person, on furnishing proof of identity, can request that telegrams which may arrive
at a telegraph office, to ba delivered to him within the delivery radius of that cilice, be retransmitted to him within tho limits
of the European system to the address which he supplies. The request is acted upon iu accordance with tlic conditions of the
preceding regulation.
2. Requests for retransmission should be made in writing.
3. Each Administration reserves to itself the power of causing to follow, in accordance with the information given at tl:r
residence of tho receiver, telegrams respecting wliieh no special instructions have been otherwise furnished.
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4. If a telegram retransmitted at the request of the receiver cannot be delivered, the Bending office is informed by a
service advice in the following form: No. , .of .. . (dale and address) retransmitted at receiver’* request to
. (new
address) undelivered, refused, receiver tishnoten, not arrived, left, fc.
_
_
5, When a delivery offiee complies with the request, given by a receiver or at the latter’s residence, to retransmit tho
original telegram beyond the limits of tho Slate to which such delivery office belongs, and the telegram in question is a
telegram with reply paid, the office which retransmits cancels the instruction ftP in the telegram which he causes to follow,
issues a draft, and applies the amount of it ton paid service advice, by which he gives to the sending office notice of tho
retransmission of the telegram.
f. Multiple Telegrams.
LVIII.
1. A multiple telegram may be addressed either lo several receivers in the same locality or in different localities, but
served by the same telegraph office, or to tho same receiver at several places of residence in the same locality, with or without
rc-oipedition by post, by espress or by estafette.
, ,
.
.
.
2. If the address of a multiple telegram contains any contingent instructions, it is written in accordance with the pre
scriptions of Bcgulation XII. § 2.
3. A multiple telegram is charged for as a single telegram; but a copying fee of 5d. per telegram, not exceeding 100 words,
is charged for each address after the first. Beyond 100 words, the copying fee is increased by 5d, for every additional, or
fractional part of, 100 words. In calculating this fee, all the words in the body of the message, the signature, and the
address arc counted, each copy being treated separately.
4. In transmitting a multiple telegram, the number of addresses must be specified in the preamble.
5. In the first case provided for hy paragraph 1 of the present Regulation, each copy of the telegram should bear only
its own address, unless the sender 1ms requested the contrary. The latter request should he included in the number of words
charged for, he inscribed before the addresses and formulated as follows: —Communicate all addresses.
g. Telegrams to places beyond the International System.
LIX.
1. Telegrams addressed to places beyond the international telegraph lines may, according to the sender’s request, be
despatched to”destination by post, express, or estafette. Their despatch by express or estafette can, however, only be
requested when they are for States which, in conformity with Article 3 of the Convention, have organised a mode of transport
for tho delivery of telegrams more rapid than the post, and have notified to the other States the arrangements made to that
effect.
_
_
_
2. The address of telegrams to be conveyed beyond the telegraph lines is written in tho following form :—Vast (or
"Express or Esiafette), HI. Muller, Johannisthal, Berlin; the name of the terminal telegraph office being written last.
LX.
1. The expense of transport beyond the telegraph offices, by quicker means Than the post, in States where such
Service is organised, is obtained from the receiver.
2. The sender, however, of a telegram requesting an acknowledgment of receipt, can prepay this transport by depo
siting a sum for the purpose, to be fixed by the sending office, subject to after adjustment. The acknowledgment of receipt
states the amount expended.
_
3. The only exception to this rule is for transport beyond terminal offices on extm-Ruropcan lines, the cost of which
has been fixed and notified by the terminal Administration. In this case, the cost is eollceted by the sending office, and
no acknowledgment of receipt or subsequent adjustment is required.
_
4. In cvcrv case provided for by the preceding paragraphs 3 and 3, the words Express pn'd or (X B), Estafette paid
or (E P), arc written before the address and charged for. Subject to the excejjtion provided for in paragraph 3, these
notices include an acknowledgment of receipt, without the necessity of adding the instruction ((7 #).
■
LXI.
1. The terminal office has a right to employ the post:
re. In the absence of directions in the telegram as to the means of transport to be employed;
_
6. When the means indicated differ from the mode adopted and notified by the terminal State, in conformity with
Article 9 of the Convention;
■
c. When there is a claim to be made for porterage against a receiver who has previously refused to pay such
charges. In the latter case the telegram may be deposited in the box, as an unpaid letter.
2. The employment of the post is obligatory upon the terminal office:
a. When a request to this effect has been expressly made either by the sender (Reg. LIX. § 1) or hy the receiver
(Reg. LVII.);
‘
l. When the terminal office has no more rapid moans at its disposal.
3. Telegrams of all kinds, which have to he sent to their destination hy post, are handed to the post-office by the
terminal office, without any charge being made to the sender, or to the receiver, except in ths cases provided for in para
graphs 1 r, 4, S, and 6 of the present Regulation.
_
_
4. Telegrams which have to be posted os registered letters arc subjected to a charge of 5d, as a maximum, which
charge remains to the credit of the original Adininsitration.
_
,
5. Telegrams which have to be despatched by sea arc subjected to a varying charge, collected hy the sending office.
Tho amount of this charge is fixed by tbe Administration which undertakes the despatch, and is notified to all the other
Administrations.

C. Telegrams transmitted to a telegraph office situated near a frontier, in order to be forwarded by post over the
neighbouring territory, are deposited in the box as unpaid letters and the postage is charged to the receiver.
_
7. If, however, there ia a serious interruption to the telegraphic communication crossing the frontier, Regulation
XLIII. is to be acted upon.
,
....
,

8. When a telegram, to be forwarded as a registered letter, cannot immediately be registered, it is, in order to take
advantage of a postal departure, first posted as an ordinary letter; and a duplicate is addressed as a registered letter as soon
os possible.
.
h, Semaphoric Telegrams.
LXII.
1. Semaphoric telegrams are telegrams exchanged with ships at sea, by the medium of semaphores established or to be
established on the coasts of any of the contracting States.
,
. .
2. They should be written either in the language of the country in which js situated the semaphore station which
has to signal them, or in signals of the universal commercial Code. In the latter case they are considered as. cipher
telegrams.
.
3. When they are for ships at sea, the address should contain, in addition to the ordinary direction, the name or
official number of the vessel and its nationality.
, ,
,
4. In the case of Q-ovemment semaphoric telegrams signalled from a ship at sea, the seal is replaced by the distinctive
sign of command. The name of the vessel should be given.
...
.
G, Rverv semaphoric telegram must contain in the preamble the official instruction Semaphonc.
C. The charge for telegrams exchanged with ships at sea, by the medium of semaphores, is fixed at ten pence per
telegram. This charge is added-to the cost of its transmission by the electric telegraph, calculated according to the ordinary
rules. The total is collected from the eender for telegrams addressed to ships at sea, and from the receiver for telegrams
signalled from ships nt sea (Regulation XXX. § 1.) In the latter case, the instruction : ... « . . . d. to be collected,
should be inserted in the preamble. If it cannot ho collected, the deliveriug Administration is paid tho umount of charges
due, by means of a reimbursement draft.
tyttt
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Lxnr.
L Tolegiwis from a sliip at sea are trammilted to their destination ia signals of the commercial Code, when the shin
requests it.
1
2. When the sliip does not request it, they are translated into ordinary language by the chief of the semaphore
station and transmitted to destination,
.
o o
j
i
•.1 •
ifc ha„9 b8ef1 imp^'We to signal from semaphore stations to the ships to wliieh they are addressed,
within thirty days of the date of thoir original deposit (dale of deposit not included), are considered as dead letters.
4. In case the ship to which a ecmaphorio telegram is addressed does not arrive within the term of twentv-eight days,
the semaphore station advises the sender of it on the morning of the twenty-ninth day. Tho sender has the power, on paving
lor an ordinary aerial telegram of (on words, to request the reteulioa of his telegram for another period of thirty days, and so
on. If this request is notiuado, the telegram is treated ns a dead letter on the thirtieth day,
i. General Provisions.

LXIV.
In applying the preceding Eegulalion?, the facilities given to the public for urgent telegrams, prepaid replies, repeated
telegrams, acknowledgment; of receipt, telegrams to follow, multiple telegrams, and telegrams to be forwarded beyond tho
lines may be combined, the prescriptions of .Regulation XXI being duly observed.
'
11. Telegram Money Orders.
Convent'^ *331le' ^jrm

■

LXV.
expressing, delivery and payment of telegram money orders arc regulated by special International

LXVI.'
The transmission of telegram money orders, between Administrations which admit such transmissim, is subject to the
paragraph T 0t ^ <Iesc,-lptio113 of
untlcl' reservation of the prescriptions constituting the object of Regulation XL,
12. Telephonic Serviee.

LXYII.
1. The Administrations of the contracting States may, as the requirements arise, provide international telephonic com
munication, cither hy establishing special wire*, or appropriating already existing wires to that service.
2. In the absence of speeial arrangements between the said Administrations, the wires are led into a central office of
each Administration, and may, by that means, be connected either with the telephone offices open to the public, or with
private houses, counting-houses, workshops, &c.
’J- The Administrations agree as to the choice of instruments and details of working; they fix, by common accord, the
rate to be deducted oti each of the telephonic lines,
4. The unit adopted, both for the collcclion of the charges and the duration of the communication, is a conversation of
three minutes,
6. The use of the telephone follows the order of the applications. Not more than two emeceutive conversations of
three minutos each can be accorded to the same speakers, except when no other application is made either before or durinc
Biich two conversations.
°
13, Records.

The originals of telegrams and documents relating to them, retained hy the Administrations are preserved during at
least six months, counting from thoir date, with all necessary precautions to secure their secrecy.
2. This period is extended to twelve months in the case of telegrams under the extra-Kuropean system.
LXIX.
., ... ^ Tbe originals or copies of telegrams can only be communicated to the sender or to Che receiver, aflcr proof of his
identity, or to the authorised representative of cither of them.
2. The sender and receiver of a telegram, or their authorised representatives, have a right to be furnished with certified
true copies of that telegram or of the copy delivered at destination, if the latter has been preserved by the terminal Admini
stration. Ibis right lapses after the expiration of tho time fixed for preserving the records.
3. A fixed charge of 5d. is made for every copy delivered in conformity with the present Regulation, if the telegram
does not exceed 100 words. Beyond 100 words, the chorgc is fid. for each hundred, or fraction of a hundred words.
“
4. iclegrtph Administrations are not obliged to produce or give copies of the telegrams above mentioned, unless tho
senders, the receivers, or their authorised representatives, furnish the necessary information to enable the telegrams lo be
found to which their requests refer,
.
b
14, Rtfumh,
LXX.
1, The Administration which received the charges makes the following refunds to the sender, after reclaiming, when
necessary, from the other Administrations
e*
v
?liTll,0,fuU cc!st of e™T tc!cgra]11 '"'Wd1
experienced serious delay, or failed to reach its destination, through the
lanit of the telegraph service j
~
i
a
6. The full cost of every collated telegram which lias manifestly been unable to fulfil its object, in consequence of
errors made m its transmission;
*
»
i
, ,
^ 1“ traffic nnder the extra-EiiTopean system, the cost of every word omitted in the transmission of an ordinary
telegram, through the fault of the telegraph service. This rule, however, is not applicable when the receiver has discovered
the omission and had it rectified under Regulation XVIII.
2- I" c“sf:
interruption of a sub-marine line, the sender of every telegram has a right to the refund of the portion
ot the charge belonging to the distance not traversed, deduction being made, if necessary, of the expense incurred in Bending
the telegram by any other mode of transport.
1
b
3 These rules do not apply to telgrams transmitted by the lines of a non-adhering Administration which would not,
on its aide, make similar refunds,
inSepI’r0ride5i^0riin t:lleJPI,ccodinS Paragraphs, the refund rules only apply to Uie tariff of the actual
telep-ams lost, delayed, or mutilated, including any supplementary charges collected, and to (he charges for telegrams specified
imitiktion ^ illey d° "0t apply 40 4 le C0Et of otbel'
necessitated or rendered useless by the loss, delay, or
JJ-iVJVI,
]. Every claim for refund should he made, under penalty of rejection, within two mouths of the date of the telegram
.Lius period ib extended to sis months for telegrams under the extra-European system*
vn
C1T"
macJe t0 ^ie onSmal- Bonding Administration and be aceompamod by documentary evidence—
■ ., n case ot nou-dclivery, by a written statement from the terminal office or addressee; and in ease of mutilation or delay,
Admin;rtPo°f 1 veugr^ actlf% delivered. The claim may however bo presented by the addressee to the terminal
Administration, which decides whether it can deal with it, or whether it should be forwarded to the sending Administration.
sending Administeatiou 18 admitted t0 be "cI1 fountletl by tlle Administrations interested, tlie refund is made by the original
tf raq^

-r ^°eS nvfc rT*?C i1>Ul° count,r>' ,v,lere he deposited his telegram for transmission, he can have his claim
U,r0“eTl thc U,edlU!U
Administration. In this ease the latter is.

5.
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5. Claims Iransfcri'ocl from Arlmiaistralioii fco Acliuinistration avs accompanied by fchc originals, copies, or extracts, of
all letters or papers which relate to them. A precis of these papers should be gLi-cn in French, when they arc not written in
that language, or in a language understood by all tho Administrations interested.
6. Except in cases of serious delay, a complaint is not transferred from Administration to Administration ; —
a. When thc matter complained of docs not constitute a claim for refund ;
b. When it refers to a telegram which, not being in accordance with tho rcglementary conditions prescribed for
observance by the public, with regard to composition, language, legible writing, address, instructions for trans
port beyond the linos &e,, has boon accepted for transmission at the risk and peril of those concerned.
LXX1T.
1. In the case of every telegram not delivered nfc its destination, the rc-imburscinont is supported by the Administra
tions on tho lines of which tho irregularities were made that prevented the telegram from reaching tho receiver.
2. If a complaint of non-delivery is rejected, thc delivery of thc telegram should be proved by a receipt, or by a
declaration from thc terminal Administration.
3. In case of delay, thc claim for reimbursement is absolute if the telegram did not reach its destination sooner than ifc
would have done by post, or when the delay exceeds forty-eight; hours for a. European telegram, or 144 hours for a telegram
proceeding beyond tho limits of Euro]Je.
4. The integral return of tho charge is effected at the expense of thc Administrations which caused tho delay, and is
supported in proportion to thc delay on the lines of each of them.
5. In ease of mutilation of a collated telegram, thc first Administration specifics the errors which prevented the tele
gram from fulfilling its object, and the contributivc shares of tho different Administrations are regulated according to tho
number of errors thus specified, a word omitted or added counting for an error.
G. Thc contributivc share for the alteration of a word mutilated successively on thc lines of several Administrations, is
supported by thc first of tho Administrations in fault.
7. Errors or omissions are chargeable :—
<i. Against the two ofileos : when words, numbers, or characters, having been omitted or added thc receiving oflleo
oellation
fails to verify tho number of words; when paid------------- is omitted or incompletely performed; when, hy
repetition
“
tire Hughes instrument, defective woriing tabes place nnd is not remedied;
i. Against thc receiving office : when it omits to act upon a rectification made to its repetition by tho sending office ;
when, in ease an official repetition is sent, ifc fails to correct the first 1 ransmission in accordance with such
repetition;
'
c. Against the sending office, in all other cases.
8. In case of a partial refund on account of a. telegram with one or more copies, tho total charge received is divided hy
the number of copies, and tlic quotient represents tho amount of refund for each copy, tho telegram itself entering in the
calculation as one copy.
9. When the office which is responsible for an error or omission cannot be ascertained, in consequence of thc absence
or insufficiency of documentary proof, the Administration which fails to furnish the proof is chargeable with the refund.
10. When a. eluim has been presented and put in circulation within thc limits of time fixed hy paragraph 1, Beg.
LXXT., and the result has not been notified within tho period fixed hy Beg. JA'VITI. for thc preservation of the records, the
Adminiatrarion which originally received thc claim refunds tho charge applied for, and the reimbursement is debited against
thc Administration which delayed Iho investignlion of Ihc chum.
11. F or traffic under the extra-European system, the reimbursement is supported by tho different Government Admin
istrations or private Companies over the lines of which the telegram was transmitted, each Administration giving up its share
of the charge.
LXX III.
1. When a telegram is stopped, under Artiules 7 and 8 of the Convention, the charge made for its transmission is
returned to the sender, if lie claims it, and the refund is supported by the Administration which slopped thc telegram.
2. If, however, that Administration has, in conformity with Article 8, given notice of its non-acceptance of a particular
description of telegrams, the refund of thc charges of any telegrams of such description which may be subsequently stopped,
should be supported by the original sending Administration, from the date the notice reached it.
15. Accounts.
Article 12 of the Convention.
The High Contracting Parties reciprocally owe each other account of the charges which they respectively collect.
LXXIV.
1. The franc is the monetary unit employed in the preparation of international accounts.
2. Each State credits thc next State with the full tariff of all tho telegrams it transmits to it, calculated from tho
frontier of thc two States lo destination,
■
3. The name rule applies to telegrams to follow, and also to semaphoric telegrams coining from tho sea. Tho charge
specified in the preamble as recoverable from thc receiver (Reg. LVI §§ 7 to 9, and LXII § (>) is at thc same time deducted
from thc total of the daily or monthly account.
4. Terminal charges may be settled direct between terminal States, after an understanding has been effected between
such Slates and the intermediate States.
5. Charges may, by common agreement, be settled according to thc number of telegrams which cross tho frontier,
without taking into account the number of words and accessory dues. In this case, the proportions of thc next State, and of
each of the following States, if any, are determined by means of averages agreed to by those concerned.
(Kcgulatiou
LXXVI, § 3).
o
s
v
6. When Bcgulation LXXXVIT is applied, the contraeteng Administration in direct relation with a non-adhering lino
is deputed to regulate thc accounts between such line and tho Contracting Administrations to which it serves as an inter
medium for transmission.
LXXV.
1. Charges for copies or transport beyond the lines belong to the State which delivered Hie copies or effected tho
transport.
.
2. The normal charges for prepaid replies and acknowledgments of receipt arc placed to tho credit of thc delivering
Administration, cither in the accounts or in tho calculation of tho averages referred to in paragraph 5 of the preceding
Bcgulation. Xeverthe'ess, when the charge deposited for a reply is refunded, in accordance with paragraphs 2 and 4 of
Beg. LI, the normal charge is deducted from the next monthly account of the sending Administralion which mado the
refund.
3. Replies and acknowledgments of receipt are treated in transmission and in the accounts as ordinary telegrams.
4. In traffic under the European system, when a telegram in coin sc of transmission quits tho route for which its
tariff was ca’culated, the charge collected for its transit is divided, from the point where the normal route was left, among
the Administrations employed in its transmission, including tho Administration which occasioned the diversion, and any
submarine lines concerned. The division is effected in tho proportion of their normal transit rates.
.
5. In thc case of telegrams between adjoining countries following a circuitous route, the original Administration pays
the normal transit rales, in the absence of special arrangements. On the other hand, the terminal rates for those same tele
grams are settled between the Administrations of the two adjoining countries, unless they arc to be retained by the original
Administrations hy virtue of special arrangements.
_
R- Under the extra-European system, when a telegram, of whatever kind, is transmitted by a. different route from that
which regulated it s cost, tlic difference of rate is borne by the Administration which diverted tho telegram, subject to recourse
to any other Administration wliieh may have caused the change of route.
LXXVI.
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LXXVI.
,
1. The charge which serves as the basis for division between the States nnd. when necessary, for the calculation of the
averages mentioned in paragraph 5 of Regulation LXXIV is that which results from the proper application of the tariffs
filed between tho interested States, without taking account of errors in charging which may have occurred.
2, But the number of words announced by tho sending oflleo serves as the basis for the application of the charge,
cicept in thc case where, owing to an error in transmission, it may have been rectified by common accord between the original
sending office and the receiving office.
3. To determine thc average rates, a complete monthly account is prepared, exhibiting each telegram separately, with
its extra charges of w-hatsoever nature (Reg. LXXV), The total of the charges, calculated for each State for the entire
month, is divided by the number of telegrams; the quotient represents the mean rate applicable to each telegram in subse
quent accounts until a revision is made. This revision, unless under exceptional circumstances, should not be made befora
the lapse of a year.
■
LXXVIL
1. Tho reciprocal adjustment of accounts tabes place at thc end of each mouth.
2. The deductions and establishment of the balance tahe place at the end of each quarter.
3. Tho balau.ee thus established is paid in actual francs of gold to thc State which is creditor, unless thc two Adminis
tmtions concerned have arranged for the use of another money.
4. Thc cost of malting the remittance is defrayed by tbe Administration ivhich has to receive it.
LXX VIII.
1. The exchange of thc monthly accounts tabes place within a quarter of a year of thc month to ivhich they relate.
2. Thc revision of the accounts takes place within six months from the date ou ivhich they arc sent. This is tho
maximum delay. Thc Administration which does not receive any correction within that time, has full right to consider tho
accounts admitted. Tliis regulation is also applicable to the observations made by one Administration on the accounts sent
in by another.
■
3. Tho monthly accounts arc admitted without revision, when the difference between the totals arrived at hy tho two
Administrations interested docs not exceed 1 per cent, of thc debit of thc Administration whose accounts are questioned.
Should a revision have been commenced, it should he stopped, if an exchange of observations between thc Administrations
interested shows that the difference which led to thc revision is within tho limits of 1 per cent.
4. Thc quarterly account should be verified and paid within a period of six weeks following the exchange of thc
accounts relating to the last month of thc quarter. This scttlomcnt is made independently of tho revision of the monthly
accounts. '
■
i
6. No claim is admitted in the accounts respecting telegrams under the European system which are more than six
months old, or respecting telegrams under the extra-European system ivhich are more than twelve months old.
‘
i

.

16, liesernaliona.

Article 17 of the Convention.
'
The High Contracting Parties reserve to themselves respectively the right to make separately, among themselves,
particular arrangements of every bind in matters of ferviee ivhich do not interest the generality of thc States.

‘

LXXIX.
The details of service to ivhich tho reservation provided for in Articls 17 of the Convention applies are especially : —

'
.

Tlie establishment of tariffs from State to State ;
.
The adjustment of accounts ;
Thc adoption of special instruments or vocabularies between certain points and in certain defined cases;
The application of tho system of telegraph stamps;
The transmission of postal money orders hy telegraph ;
"
Thc collection of charges on telegrams at destination;
,
The delivery of telegrams at destination;
...
The power of transmitting, at reduced rates, messages for the Press, at fixed hours and on specified conditions, without
injury to thc general service, or of letting for such purpose special wires on payment of rent;
•
The extension of the right of franking to service telegrams which relate to meteorology or any other objects of public
interest.
17. International Office. Heciprocal Commnnicalions.
*
Article 14 of the Convention.
.
'A central office, placed under tho superior authority of thc chief Administration of one of the Contracting Govern
ments, designated for that purpose in the Service Regulations, is appointed to collect, arrange, and publish information of all
■-------kinds, relating to international telegraphy, to circulate requests for modifications of tariffs and service regulations, to givo
notice of the changes adopted, and generally to study all subjects and execute all work entrusted to it in tho interest of
international telegraphy.
Tho expenses incurred in working this office are supported by all the Administrations of the Contracting States.
,

LXXX.
1. The central offiee, provided for by Article 14 of thc Convention, receives the title of International Office of tho
Telegraph Administrations.
_
_
2. The chief Administration of the Swiss Confederation is appointed to organise the International Office according to
tho conditions defined io thc following Regulations LXXXI. to LXXXIIL
.
LXXXI.
1. The joint expenses of thc International Office of thc Telegraph Administrations must not exceed thc sum of
£4,060 per annum, not including speeial expenses caused hy an International Conference. This sum may bo subsequently
increased by the consent of all the contracting Parties.
2. The Administration appointed, under Article 14 of (he Convention, for thc direction of tbe International Office,
supervises the expenses, makes the necessary advances, and prepares the annual accounts, which are communicated (o all the
other Administrations interested.
3. For thc division of the expenses, the contracting or adhering States arc divided into six classes, each contributing
in the proportion of a certain number of parte, i.e.:—
25 parts.
1st Class............................................
20 ii
2nd .................................................
15
3rd ,, ............................................
10 it
4th ................................................
6 J)
6th „ ...........................................
3
6th „ ...........................................
4. These oo-effieients are multiplied by the number of States of each class, and the sum of thc products thus obtained
shows thc number of parts by which the total expense is to be divided. The quotient represents the value of a part.
6. For the contribution of expenses thc Administrations of tho contracting States are divided into thc six classes
mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
1st class : Germany, Argentine Republic, Brazil, Franco, Great Britain, British India, Italy, Russia, Turkey;
2nd class : Austria, Spain, Hungary;
3rd class : Belgium, Hutch East Indies, Norway, Netherlands, Roumania, Sweden ;
4th class : South Australia, Cape of Good Hope, tho Spanish Colonics [Cuba, PHUippincs (Islands) and PorioJffeo], Denmark, Egypt, Japan, New South Wales, New Zealand, Switzerland, Tasmania, Victoria;
5th class: Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Coehin-Cliiua, Greece, Portugal, Senegal, Sen'ia, Siam, Tunisia;
.
■
6th class: Luxemberg, Montenegro, Natal, Persia, {
LXXXIT,
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Lxxxrr.
1. Tlic Admiiustratoons of the contracting States forward to each other reciprocallj1 nil documenta relating to their
internal administration, and communicate to each other every improvement which they ma,y introduce,
2. Asa general rule, the International Office serves as the medium for these communications.
3. The said Administrations send by post, by prepaid letter, to the International Office, notice of all measures relative
to the composition and alterations of tariffs, both internal nnd international; to the opening of new lines and the closing of
existing lines, so far as they affect the international service; also, to the opening and closing of offices, and to alterations
in the hours of duty. The printed or written documents on the subject issued by the Administrations are forwarded to the
International Office, either nt the date of their issue, or on tho first of the ensuing month at latest.
4. In addition to this, the said Administrations send to that Office, by telegraph, notices of all interruptions and
restorations of communication affecting international traffic.
5. They prepare, as completely os possible, and send to the International Office, at the commencement of each year,
statistical tables, showing the movement of traffic, the situation of the lines, thc number of offices, instruments, Ac. I hese
statistics arc made np in the manner indicated by the International Office, which distributes forms fully prepared for the
purpose.
fi. They send also to that Office two copies of tho different publications which they issue,
.
7, Thc International Office, moreover, receives information respecting all experiments instituted by each Adminis
tration in the different branches of the service.
LXXXIIL
1. The International Offiee arranges and publishes the tariffs. It duly communicates to the Administrations all
particulars relating to them, particularly those mentioned in paragraph 3 of the preceding Bcgulation.
When the
Communications are of an urgent nature, tha International Office transmits them by telegraph, especially in tho coses pro
vided for by paragraph 4 of the same Bcgulation. In notifications relating to changes of tariffs, it forwards its communi
cations in sucli a form as will admit of the changes being at once inserted in the columns of the tables of rates annexed to
the Convention.
2. The International Offiee prepares tables of general statistics.
3. It edits, by' tho aid of the documents placed at its disposal, a telegraph journal in tho French language.
4. It prepares, publishes, and periodically revises an official telegraph map.
6. It should, morever, beep itself at all times at thc disposal of the Administrations of the contracting States, is order
to furnish them with every kind of speeial information affecting international telegraphy which they may require.
G. The documents printed by the International Office arc distributed to the Administrations of the contracting Stales
in tho proportion of the number of their eontributive shares, as defined in Bcgulation LXXXI. Any additional documents
required by the Administrations are charged for separately at cost price. This also applies to documents applied for by
private Companies,
7. The number of copies to be thus supplied should be decided upon once for all, until further notice j and sufficient
time should be given to the International Office to arrange for printing the number of copies required.
8. The International Office circulates, when so instructed by one or more Administrations interested, requests for
modifications in the Tariffs nnd Service Begulations provided for by Articles 10 and 13 of the Convention. After obtaining
the unanimous consent of the Administrations concerned, and when necessary the concurrence of any other Administrations
interested, it duly notifies the changes adopted, It is required, moreover, to notify all changes of Tariffs end Service Regula
tions, whatever form may be followed for their adoption. Such notification will not be acted upon until after a lapse of at
least two months in tho ease of modifications in the BeguJations, and of at least fifteen days in the case of changes of Tariffs,
and in case of any dispute, not until tho point in question be settled.
0. In questions to ho resolved by the assent of the contracting Administrations, those which fail to cause their replies
to arrive within tho maximum delay of four months are considered as assenting.
10. The International Office prepares the materials for the Telegraph Conferences. It attends to tho editing, printing
and distribution of the amendments, minutes, copies, and other papers.
11. The Director of that Office assists at the fittings of tbe Conference, and takes part in the discussions, without a vote.
12. The International Office makes an annual report upon its management, which is communicated to all the
Administrations of the contracting States.
13. The management of the said Office is also submitted to the examination and approval of the Conferences provided
for by Article 15 of the Convention.

18. Conferences.

■

Article 15 of tho Convention.
The Tariffs and Service Eegulations provided for by Articles 10 and 13 are annexed to the present Convention. They
possess the same value, and come into operation at the same time as the Convention.
They will be subjected to revisions, nt which all the States which have taken part in them will have the right to be
represented.
With this object, Administrative Conferences will take place periodically ; each Conference fixing tho time end place
of tho next meeting.
Article 16 of the Convention.
These Conferences are composed of delegates representing the Administrations of the contracting States.
In the deliberations, each Administration has a right to one vote, provided always that when there are different*
Administrations of tho same Government, a request to this effect shall have been made through the diplomatic channel to tho
Government of the country in which tbe Conference is to lake place, before the date fixed for its opening, and olso that each
of tbe different Administrations has a special and distinct representation.
~
The revisions resulting from the deliberations of the Conferences can only come into operation after they have been
approved by all the Governments of the contracting States.
LX XXIV.
The period fixed for the meeting of tho Conferences provided for hy paragraph 3, Article 15 of the Convention is made
earlier, should ten at least of the contracting States request it.
.
19, Adhesions.

Relations Kith non-adhering Zines.

Article 18 of the Convention,

•

’

"

States which have not taken part in tlic present Convention will be admitted to adhere lo it oh their request.
This adhesion will be notified through the diplomatic channel to tho contracting State in which the last Conference
was held, and by that State to all the others.
It will convey, with full right, accession to all the clauses and admission to all the advantages stipulated by the present
Convention.
Article 19 of the Convention.
Telegraphic relations with'non-adhering States or private Companies are regulated, in the general interest of thc pro
gressive development of communication, by the Service Regulations provided for by Article 13 of the present Convention.
LXXXV.
1. In the case of adhesions provided for by Article 18 of the Convention, the Administrations of the contracting Staffs
may refuse the benefit of their conventional tariffs to Administrations wliieh may request to adhere, without on their own
part conforming their tariffs to those of the States interested.
2, Administrations which possess, out of Europe, lines for which they have adhered to tho Convention, declare which
of tho two systems, European or extra-European, is the one they intend to apply to them. This declaration is implied by the
jnspription in the tariff tables, or is notified subsequently through the medium of the International Office,

;ai~p

...........

«WT*’
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LXXXVI.
,
1* Private Telegraph Companies, which wort within the limits of one or more of the contracting States, and participate
in the international eerrice, are considered in relation to that service as forming on integral portion of thc telegraph system of
those States.
r J
.
2. Other private Telegraph Companies are admitted to the advantages stipulated in the Convention and prosent Service
Kegulations, on their acceding to all their obligatory elovses, and on the notification of tho State which granted them tho
concession or authority to wort. This notification takes place in conformity with tho second paragraph of Article 18 of tho
Convention.
p
3. This accession should be imposed upon Companies whose lines link two or more of the contracting States together
to the extent that they may be bound by their Articles of concession to submit themselves, in this respect, to the obligations
prescribed by thc State which granted the concession.
4. Private Telegraph Companies which may apply to any one of the contracting States for authorisation to connect
their cable with the system of such State, can only obtain it upon a formal engagement to submit the amount of their tariffs for
the approval of the State according the concesaion, and not to apply any change either in the tariffs or Serviee Eegulations
except on a notification from thc International Office, which is only operative after the expiration of time specified in
paragraph 8, Eeg. LXXXIIL This stipulation may bo departed from in favour of Companies which may find themselves
in competition with otiiers not subjected to the same formalities.
_ 5. The reservation which forms tho objectof paragraph 1 of tho preceding Eognlalion is also applicable to the abovementioned private Companies.
LXXXVII.
•
1. When telegraphic relations aro opened with non-adhering States, or with private enterprises which have not acceded
to the obligatory provisions of thc present Eegulations, these provisions arc invariably applied to their traffic in that portion
of ita transit which takes place in the territory of the contracting or adhering States.
_ 2. The Administrations interested fix tbe rate to be applied to that portion of its transit. This rate, determined
within the limits of Eegulations XXV and XXVI, is added to that of the non-participating Lines.
Thus agreed to at Paris, tho 21st June, 1890, by tho undersigned Delegates, in conformity with Articles 15 and 16 of
thc Convention of St. Petersburg, to come into force the 1st July, 1891.
For Great Britain :

J. C. LAMB, H. C. FISCIIEK, P. BENTOX.
For Germany:
HAKE, SCHEFFLEE, Le SAGE.

For Luxemburg :
MONGENAST.

For thc Argentine Republic :
SANTIAGO ALCORTA, A. GONZALEZ.

For Montenegro:
'

’ For South Australia :
FRANCIS DILLON BELL.
For Austria and Hungary :
For the Administration of the Telegraphs of Austria:
OBENTRAUT, R. NEUBAUER, De. BENE30H.
For the Administration of the Telegraphs of Hungary :
HOLLER.
For the Administration of the Telegraphs of BosniaHerzegovina:
PEYERLE.
For Belgium :
F. DE LARGE.
For Brazil:
ITA JUBA,
For Bulgaria:
.
MATTHEEFF, J. P. IVANOFP.
For the Capo of Good Hope :
J. C, LAMB, H. C. FISCHER, P. BENTON.
For Cochin-China:
.

For Japan
S. KURINO, N, IVASAKL

G. GAERIE.

.

OBENTRAUT, R. NEUBAUER., Dn. BENESOH.
For Natal:
J. C. LAMB, H. C. FISCHER, P. BENTON.
For Norway :
C. NEILSEN, F. BUGGE.
For New South Wales :
FRANCIS DILLON BELL.
For New Zealand :
FRANCIS DILLON BELL.
For Holland:
HOFSTEDE.
For Persia:
NAZARE AGA.
For Portugal :
GUILHERMINO AUGUSTO de BARROS PAUL
BENJAMIN CABRAL.
For Roumania :
MICHEL, 0. SOUTZO, S. DIMITRESCO.
For Russia:
Gemerae De BESACE, E. OUSSOW,

For the Spanish Colonies :
PRIMITIVO VIGIL.

For Senegal:
REBUFFEL.

For Denmark:

For Servia:
S. J. GVOZDITCH.

HONCKE.
For Egypt:
.
YACOUB ARTIN PASHA.
For Spain:
.
ANGEL MANSI, V. COROMINA, T. CORDERO
For France:
J. De SELVES, H. BARON, R. UNGEREB,
BBRTHOT, G. SELIGMAN-LUI.
For Greece:
'
N. P. DELYANNI, S. ANTONOPOULOS,
For the Dutch East Indies:
=-'
JOH J. PERK.
For Italy:
_
ERNEST PONZIO VAGL1A.
For British India :
H. A. MALLOCK, A. BRASHER.

‘

■

For the Kingdom of Siam :
For Sweden:
p
SAGER, HERMAN UDDENBERG,
For Switzerland:
ROTHEN.
For Tasmania :
FRANCIS DILLON BELL.
For Tunisia :
E. LORIN.
For Turkey:
MELCON YUZBACHIAN.
For Victoria :
FRANCIS DILLON SELL.
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B—Extra European System.

Hates fixed for the formation of extra-European tariffs, in execution of Art. XXVI of Sen-ice Regulations.
Tei'minal and Transit Rates per word*
Karnes of States.

Inscription of Traffic-

Terminal Transit
Rates in Rates In
francs.
francs.

Remarks.

Frs fits. Fra. Cts.

OenxAst
Egypt on the other-...
2nd. For all other messages.
3rd- Transit raU/br the di

0 20

0 15
0 20

cable:

For all messages

Afsttua
A>'D For all messages .
HysoAfir.

0 15

Terminal rate :

0 20
Transit rates:

1st. Between tho landing-place of the Trie&te-Ctorfu
cable and all frontiers of Austria for messages
exchanged between Aden, South Africa, and Egj pt,
on the one side, and on the other;
#. Algeria and Tunisia, Germany, Belgium, Bui-,
garm, Denmark, Spain, France, Gibraltar, Great
Britain, Luxemburg’, Norway, Holland, Portugal,
, Sweden,and Switzerland ................................
b, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Montenegro, and Servia ..
a. Roumania ...................................................
2nd. For all other messages......................... ...........

BrtyOtufct......... For at] messages.
Bosma - Herze For all messages .
govina.
Brazil

0
0
0
0

0 10
0 10

75
1(1
175
20 This rate is reduced to 0 075 for messages exchanged
by the Trieste cable, between Great Britain on the
one side, and India and countries beyond on the
other. The reduction does not, however, affect the
uniform tariff per word for India.
0 10
0 10

Terminal rates:

1st. From Itecifc (Pernambuco):
<*, For the North or Centre region .
&. For the South region ...............
2nd. From Belem (Para);
a. For the North region...............
fr. For the Centre Region ............
c. For the South Region................
Transit rates:

Between Jagtiamo or Uruguyana and
а. Any frontier point in the South region ......
б. Any frontier point in the Centre region ......
c. Any frontier point in the North region ......
Bgloama ..
For all messages....................................................
Cape of Gooit For all messages.....................................................
Hope.
Cuba :
Spanish Colo For all messages .
Porto-Rico :

Fof all messages.
For all messages .
BkNM iHS.

Eovpt.

FmtiLtPiNE Isles :

1st. For messages which pass by the State linos only.
2nd. For messages transmitted by the cables of the
Great Northern Telegraph Company, except the
cables with England (Ws Great Britain hero
under), but Including the State lines................

1 00
2 00
3 00
0 10
0 20

The terminal rate is shared with Natal for messages
exchanged by the Durban cable.

0 20

0 20

0 SO

0 20

0 25
0 10

0 10

0 25

0 25

Terminal Hates:

For all messages exchanged with—
1st. The first region ..........................................
2nd. The second region.........................................
3rd. The third region............... ...........................

0 2o
O 50
0 75

Transit Hates:

1st, Within the limits of the first region..
2nd, Between Suakin and other frontiers
Spain

For all messages.................. ...............

0 25
0 75
0 20

betioeen Cadiz and the
Canaries ;

0 20

The transit rate 4s reduced by the Bilbao or Vigo
route to 0'146 for messages to and from Great
Britain or transiting by Great Britain to or from
the Brazilian cable.

0 00

This transit rate is reduced to 0‘20 for messages to and
from South America. These rates arc subject to
the approval of the Spanish Government.

Transit Rate /or the cable

For all messages.................................................

Franck fmclud For all messages........................................... .
Inj^ Algeria and Between the landing-place at Brest of tho two direct
Tunisia),
- tnuufauantsccaoies (Anglo and P.Q.)andat Havre
ol the Uommereial Company’s cable, on one side,
And all the French frontfers on tho other, for
transatlantic messages of all categories.........

0 20

0 20

0 15

0 15

Jfa rscilles-A Iffiers Cable:
For all messages......... ............... *.....................
Transit of the

0 20

Terminal Rates:

Franok (CocniN' 1st. For messages exchanged with British India and
China, j
countries beyond, via Moulmcin ............... .
Slid, For messages exchanged with the Kingdom of
Slam.........................................................
3rd. For messages exchanged vid the cables.........
4th, For messages exchanged with China and countries
beyond, md the Tonquin frontier..... ...............

0 60
0 35
0 15
0 15

Transit Rates;

1st For messages exchanged with British India and
countries beyond, rid Moulmein and the cables ..
2nd. For messages with the Kingdom of Siam, wYl the
cables ...........................................................
3rd. For messages exchanged inti the frontier of China
and Tonquin ...... ..........................................
4th. For all other messpigeg.......... .......... ................

0 60
0 S5
0 20
0 15

411
117
Ifameg of State a.

Description of Traffic.

Frascb (Assam For all messages exchanged with Aimam—
AS1> T0SQU1K)
By the cable landing at. Hud........................ ....
By the Chinese frontier............... *....................
For all messages exchanged with Tonquin—
By the Chinese frontier......................................
By tho cablo landing at Haiphong.......................
For all messages exchanged—
By land-line between tho Chinese frontier and the
Cochin-China frontier............ ......................
By the cables landing at Haiphong.......................
By tho Cables landing at Hue.............................

Terminal Transit
Rates in Rates in
francs. francs.
Fra. Cts, Frs. Ctb.
0 IS
0 SO
0 15
0 15
0 30
0 20
0 20

For all messages exchanged via the cables between—
Capo St. Jacques and Hud.................................
Cape St. Jacques and Haiphong........................
Hud and Haiphong .........................................
Frakcb
W).

Remarks.

0 75
1 26
0 50
0 75*
0 10

($£3E- Rate for the cable between the Canaries and Senegal.
Bate for Senegal...... ................................... ........

(Jrrat Britain For all messages ..................................
and Ireland.
Transit rattsfor the cables:
Anglo-French .................................... .
Anglo-Belgian............ ....................... .
Anglo-Dutch,...................................... .
AngtO'Cerman ......................................
Rath fon Gibraltar,
For all messages passing over the Spanish lines

0 20

0 10

In case of Interruption of the French cables, tele
grams ate transmitted by the Extension Company's
cables from Cape St Jacques to Hongkong, and
from Hongkong to Haiphong, without change of
rate, and reciprocally.
'This rate is reduced to f. 0'S0, including the ter
minal rate for Senegal, for messages with South
America.

0 15
0
0
0
0

Tim Great Northern TuLEORAPn Company's Rates :
Between England and Denmark................................
Between England and Norway ..............................
Between England and Sweden « .............................

j In case of interruption of the land-lines telegrams arc
y transmitted by the French cable without altera
) tion of rate.

075
075
175
176

0 10
0 25
0 20
0 35

Tmn&it
Rates far
messages
wltS
Terminal counb-iM
Bates.
beyond
British
India.

A. Tim Pfrsian Gulf Cable Rates.
Great Britain 1st, From Fao to Bushlre........................................
(British India)
2nd. From Fao to the other offices of the Persian
Gulf or Baluchistan........................... . ....
3rd. Between Bushire and the other offices of the
Ionian Gulf or Baluchistan .............................

Frs. ots. Frs. cts.
0

45

0 30

1 fi05

1 39

1 456

1 09

The rate of 0*45 is also the Fao-Bushirt transit rate
for all other messages.

B. Rates tor British India,
Terminal rates:

1st. From the Bombay, Karachi, or Madras frontier to
all offices In British India ................................
2nd, From the Rangoon or Moulmein frontier to alt
offices in British India......................................
3rd. From the Bomlmy, Karachi, or Madras frontier to
all offices in Burmah ......................................
4th. From tho Rangoon of Moulmein frontier to all
offices in Bumrnh............................................1
5th. From the Bombayr Karachi, or Madras frontier toj
Ceylon.........................................................
6th From the Rangoon or Moulmein frontier to
Coy Ion............................................................
7th, From the Bombay or Karachi frontier to Burmah,
via Madras, Penang, and Rangoon ....................

0 575
0 325
0 825
0 575
0 630

Rato shm cd with Cejfon.

0 240
0 825

This rate la added to the Company's rate for the
transit of the Madras, Penang, Rangoon cables.

Transit rates:

ft. Between the frontiers of Bombay, Madras,
or Karachi ...........................*..............
b. Between the frontiers of Bombay, Karachi, or
Madras, on one side, and Rangoon, or
Moulmein on the other ..........................
C. Between Rangoon and the frontier of Siam ..

0 35
1 50
0 35
Terminal Transit
Rates
Rates in
francs, in francs.
Frs. cts. Frs. cts.
0 10
0 10

GnncB

For all messages

Italy

1st, Between Valona on one side, and the landingplaces of Otranto*Corfu and Otranto-Zante on the
other, and between tho laiiding-piaces of those
two cables .....................................................
2nd. For all other messages ..................................

Japan.

0 20

0 75
0 20

Terminal Hates:

1st. For messages to or from Europe or countries west
of Egypt ..................... .......... ....................
2nd. For messages to or from Asia, except Russia and
Turkey In Asia ...............................................

0 85

Transit Rates:
Rate for the cablo from Japan to the Com or to the
Island of Tsu-shiuta...... ..................................

2 00

LtiXEMBTHtQ,,,.. For all messages
Montenegro., .. For all messages
Natal
.. For all messages

0 10
0 10
0 201'

Norway ........
Holland .......
Holland :
(Dutch East
India).

0
0
0
0

For all messages.............................................
For all messages.....................................................
1st For messages exchanged with the island of Java..
2nd. For other islands of the Dutch-Indian Archipelago
(f.e., the islands of Madura, Sumatra, Bali, and
Celebes),

This rate extends to the Office of Fusan in the Corea.

1 00

15
10
15
80

O
0
0
0
0
0

10
10
20
15
10
15

The transit rate is shared with tho Capo of Good
Hope for traffic exchanged with the latter colony.
*No terminal rate la collected for traffic exchanged
with Durban via the cables of the Eastern and South
African Company.

419,
118
Description of Traffic,

Mamea of States.

Terminal 1 Transit
Rates in | Rates in
francs.
francs.

Remarks,

1

Terminal Hates .*

Persia ........... 1st. Kor messages exchanged with India and countries
boyond ..........................................................
2nd, For all others............................................. .

Frs. Cts. Frs. Cts,
1 55

0 CO
fThis into applies also to message* exchanged
J Fao-Rushirc-Julfa or via Fao-Bushirc Astrabnd,
"i but in those cruses the tiausit of the cable Foo(. Bitshlre, 0'45 must be added.

Transit Rate'i:

1st Between the frontiers of Turkey and Russia......

1 00

2nd, Between other frontiers for messafres:
fi. To or from India, Butinah, or Ceylon ............
ii. To or from countries beyond India ................

0 94
0 705

1st. From foil messaged exchanged with Portugal li\
the Brazilian came, which do not originate or ter
minate at Portuguese possessions .................
2nd. For alt messages passing ft om ono of tho cables of
the Eastern Company to the Brazilian cable, and
vice vcr&d.......................................................

0 15

0 1125

3rd, For all other messages.....................................

0 10

0 35

Special rates for the islands of;
ft. Madeira........................................... ...........
b. St. Vincent....................................................

0 075
0 075

.........

Roumania

For all messages...... .............................................

0 10

Pj^SStA ..

1st. For messages exchanged from tho European fron
tier? with:
o. Russia in Europe...........................................
b, Russia in the Caucasus..................................
c, Russia in Asia, West of the meridian of Werknc*
Oudingk
d, Russia in Asia, East of the meridian of VTerkneOudinsK.
2nd. From the frontiers of Persia or Turkey in Asia
for messages exchanged between India or conn
tries bejond on one side, and on the other :
a. Russia in Europe, including the Caucasus.......
b. Russia in Asia (1st and 2nd regions)...............
3rd. From the same frontiers for all other messages
exchanged with:
а. Russia m the Caucasus............ ......................
б. Russia in Europe ..........................................
r. Russia In Asia (1st region)...............................
d. Russia In Asia (2nd region).............................
4th. From Wladiwostock :
a. For Russia m Asia (1st and 2nd regions)..........
b. For Russia in Europe and Riussla in the Caucasus

Postuoal

0 075

fe rates are added to those Of the Brazilian Sub0 125 _(ThO’
{ marine Company.
0 10

Terminal Kates;

0 375
0 075
i r.o

!
0
0
1
3

30
075
00
00

I 73
2 73

j

1 f05
3 39
0 70
1
0
3
1

T'crwtinai rate:
From the Indian frontier (Moulmein).............
f>. From the Cochin-China frontier (Cambodia) ....

0 575
0 40

Transit rate;

00
80
OO
60

0 10

0 675

.................................................

BffftDES .......... For all messages.....................................................
Switzerland .. For all messages....................................................

.......

0 375

0 10

For all messages

1

1 53
2 53

Servia ........... For all messages............ .......................................
tt.

__

3 035

TVatmf rates;
1st. Between the European frontiers for all messages..
2nd. Between the Euro]»oan frontiers, on one side, and
thofrontieis of Persia or Asiatic Turkey on the
other, for messages exchanged with :
a India, Burmah, or Ce\Jon ............................
b. Countries beyond India
..........................
3rd. Between the same frontier for all other messages
4th. Between the frontier of Turkey in Asia and the
frontier of Persia for messages exchanged with
India or countries beyond ............................
5th. Between the same frontiers for other messages ,.
Cth, Between Wladiwostock and ah other fronliers
7th. Between the frontier of Bokhara and all others

Siam ..............

'The transit rate, via Bilbao or Vigo, is reduced to 0-09
| for message's to or from Great Britain or transiting,
_ via Great Britain, to oi from the Brazilian cable.

0 20
0 10

0 20
0 10

Terminit rates •

Turkey ........... 1st. From the European frontiers :
«. For Turkey in Europe ...................................
&. For Turkey in Asia, and Archipelago of Turkey
in Asia ..........................................................
2nd. From the Asiatic Turkish fronticis :
a ForTurkej in Asia........................................

0 2o
0 75

’ Includes the rate belongingto the Eastem Company,
fixed j.tO.17 for Scio, Lemnos, and Tcnedos, and
0.35 for the Island of Candin.

.......

0 75

1 00

''Includes the rate belonging to the Eastern Company,
which in this case is fixed at 0*23 for Scio, Lemnos,
and Tencdoa, and 0‘45 for the Island of Candia,
This rate is reduced to 0*25 for all messages
under the extra-European System exchanged with
European Turkey by the Scio-Tencdoa frontier, and
for messages exchanged with the Island of Rhodes
via Rhodes.

0 15

This rate is not charged lor Ottoman messages.

1
6, For Turkey in Europe and the Archipelago of
Turkey in Asia..............................................

Tripolitan idlest

From the constof Tripoli:
n. For the Tri|>o3i office ......................................
&. For the other offices .....................................

o so

Sedjaz rates:

From the Suakim coast (including the rate belonging
to the cable from Suakim to Jed da):
’
o. For Ottoman messages including Tripoli, Africa..

1 00

For messages from Hedjaz with Yemen via
Suakim-Perim ...............................................
For other messages........................................
Eats for the Island of Oandia...................................

0 50
1 60
0 15

b.

c.

Transit rates:

1st Between the European frontiers ......................
2nd. Between the frontiers of Turkey in Asia..........

.......

1

0 25
0 75

including Tripoli, Africa, sent by cable route from
Suez to Suakim.

413
119
Nftmcs of States.

TunkBY

(contd),

Description of Traffle.

3rd. Between the frontiers of Turkey in Europe,
and those of Turkey in Asia, except the eases
provided for under 4:
a. For messages to or from India, Bunnah, anti
Cc}lon......................................................
It, For messages to or from countries beyond
India............................ ...................
c. For messages exchanged srith Persia, tn'aKhanikin or liachkaleh................................
d.

Terminal Transit
Kates in Rates in
francs.
francs.

Remark?,

Frs. CtS. Frs. Cts.

1 193
1 935
0 70

For all others ...................................

1 00

4, Between the frontier of El Arich and—
a. That of Bosnia:
For messages exchanged between Alex
andria. in Egypt, and Great Britain.......
For messages exchanged between Alex
andria, in Egypt, nnd Germany............
b. That of Valona :
For merges exchanged between Alex
andria, in Egypt, on one side, and Ger
many or Great Britain on the other. ...

/ The transit rate from Constantinople (Odessa cable)
to Chesmeh is reduced to 0.125 fr, for Russo-Egyptian
messages exchanged ria Candm-Alexandrla, or (or
I messages by the above-mentioned route between
^Russia and Aden, or South Africa,

-{

0 325
0 075
9 075

Vemen liattn:

From Pcriin (including the rate belonging to the cable
from Pei’im to Sheikh-Said);
a. For Ottoman messages .......................
b For ether messages............................
Kate for the isle of Candia ..........................

0 50
0 73

........
0 075

N.B, The rate for the contingent transmission by the
Sahmica-Teyiedos-Dardanclles-Constantinoplc rabies of
the Eastern Company is fixed at 20 centimes, to lie cob
lected in addition to'the normal rates.
The Ottoman rates, on account of different landingplaces of certain cables of the Eastern Company, t.r.,
on account of Tenedos, Salonica, the Dardanelles,
Besika, and Constantinople (Tenedos cable), arc the
same as the rates applicable on account of the Asiatic
frontier of Chesmeh.

THE EASTERN TELEGRAPH COMPANY’S RATES.
The following rates include the terminal rates, belonging to the Compimj', from Gibraltar, Tangier}, Malta, Suakim,
-Aden, Perim, and the Island of Scio,
The Greek, Turkish (for Crete), and Egyptian transit, rates arc also included in the following rates i—
The rates between the coast of Egypt at Alcsandri*, for messages arriving by Lbe Mediterranean cables (except Cyprus)
of the Eastern Company, include the Egyptian terminal rate which belongs to the Company, For the other towns of Egypt,
including Port Said, the convenlionnl terminal rates must be added.
For Cairo and Suez the terminal rates belong to the Company.
Description of Traffic.

Terminal
Rates,

Transit
Kates.

Remarks.

BbtwzeS the Coast or Great Beitaia axd Frs, Cts, Frs. Cts.
The coast of Spain (Vfgo or Cadix):
]. For messages exchanged with the Brazilian Company's cables ..
0 M* * These rates include the terminal rate Of Great
2. For all other messages ...
.............................................
0 55*
Britain, but the transit rate of that country is
The coast of Portugal (Caminha, Coreavellos* or Villa Real):
not included.
1. For messages with S]>ain
...................................................
0 47b*
2. For messages exchanged with Africa, oia St. Vincent.................
0 55*
& For all other messages.............................................................
0 CO*
The coast of Gibraltar
...............................................................
0 DO
0 90*
The coast of Morocco (Tangiers) ................................................ '.
1 05*
The coast of France (Marseilles)........................................................
1 35*
The coast of Algeria (Bona).............................................................
1 125*
The island of Malta ...................................................................... 0 90
The coast of Italy (Modica or Otranto):
1. For messages with Italy...........................................................
0 90
0 90T
2. For all other messages..............................................................
1 125*
The coast of Tripoli ..."................................................ '............
1 50'
The ooafitof Austria (Tncste)...........................................................
1 175*
0 875*
The coasts of Grccie.......................................................................
0 075
0 675* Includes the terminal i at is of tho islands of Scio,
The coasts of Turkey............................................................... .
Lemnos, and Teuodos.
The coast of F.gypt (Alexandria or Fort Said), or the Island of Cyprus,
via Alexandria..........................................................................
1 90
1 90*
The coast of Egypt (Suakim)........................................................... ■3 00
$ 00*
The coast of Arabia (Aden), the island of Perim, or the coast of Obock..
4 50
4 50*
Bf.twf.ex teik Coast of Spaix (Vigo) and—
The coast of Spain (Cadiz) .....................
Betwef.v the Coast of Spain (Vioo or Cadiz) and—
The coast of Portugal (Caminha, Carcavellos, or Villa Real)
The coast of Gibraltar:
1, For messages rw Vigo............................................
2. For other messages tiirt Cadiz .................................
The coast of Morocco (Tangiers):
1. For messages via Vigo ..........................................
2. For messages tin Cadiz ..........................................
The coast of France (Marseilles).......................................
The coast of Algeria (Bona)........................................ ...
The island of Malta .....................................................
The coast of Tripoli .......................................................
The const of Italy (Modicx or Otranto);
1. For messages with Italy.........................................
2. For all other messages.............................................
The coast of Austria (Trieste)..........................................
Tho coasts of Greece......................................................
The coast* of Turkcj......................................................

0 30
0 30
0 50
0 19
9 65
0 25
0 70

o or:

The coast of Egypt (Alexandria or Fort Said) nr the island of Cyprus,
ci<i Alexandria
...
......................................................... i 1 G2u
The coast of Egypt (Suakim) ..
...............................................
2 725
Thu coast of Arabia (Aden), the island of Perim, or the coast of Obock l 4 225

0 50
0 10
0 775
0 925
1 30
0
9
0
0
0

70
92ft
975
875
675

1 025
2 725
4 225
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Dencription or Traffic.

Terminal
Rates

Transit
Rates

Remark*,

Frs. Cts. Frs. Cts.
Real) asd—
The coast of Gibraltar:
1. For messages exchanged with Africa, nut St. Vincent.
2. For ail other messages ........................................
The coast of Morocco (Ta-igiers) .
1. For messages exchanged *wth Africa, via St. Vincent,
2. For all other messages ..........................................
The coast of France (Marseilles):
1. For messages with Spain or transiting, via Spain......
2. For messages with the West Coast of Africa ............
S, For all other messages ..........................................
The coast of Algeria (Uona):
1. For messages with Spain or transiting, via Spain......
2. For all other messages ..........................................
The island of Malta:
1. For messages with Spain .......................................
2. For all other messages ..........................................
The coast of Tripoli:
L For messages with Spain .......................................
2. For all other messages ..........................................
The coast of Austria (Trieste):
1. For messages with Spain .......................................
2. For all other messages ........................................
The coasts of Greece;
1. For messages with Spain .......................................
2. For all other messages ..........................................
The coast- of Italy (Modica or Otranto);
1. For messages exchanged l>etwecn Italy and Spain, or tt
Spain..................................................................
2. For all other messages with Italy ...........................
S. For other messages with Spain....... ........................
4. For all other messages........................................
The coasts of Turkey:
1. For messages with Spain or transiting by Spain ......
2, Kor all other messages
1. For messages with Spain, or transiting by Spain .....................
2. For all other messages ..........................................................
The coast of Egypt (Suakim) :
1. For messages with Spain, or transiting by Spain .....................
2. For all other messages,........................................................
The coast of Arabia ^Aden), the island of Perim, or the coast of Obock
1, For messages with Spain, or transiting by Spain .....................
2, For ail other messages........................ ’..................................
Between the Coast of Gibraltar axd—
The coast of Morocco (Tangiere) ....................................................
The coast of France (Marseilles) ................................................
The coast of Algeria (Bona)........................... ...............................
The Island of Malta .....................................................................
' The coast of Tripoli ......................................................................
The roast of Italy (Modica or Otranto);
1. For messages with Italy..........................................................
2, For all other messages.............................................................
The coast of Austria (Trieste).......................................................
The coasts of Greece......................................................................
The coasts of Turkey......................................................................
Tho coast of Egypt (Alexandria or Port Said), or the island of Cyprus,
via Alexandria ..............................................................
The coast of Egypt (Suakim)................ .....................................
The coast of Arabia (Aden), the ibkwid of Perim, or the coast of Obock
Between the Coast of Morocco (Tanoif.rb) and ■
The coast of Fiance (Marseilles)........................
The coast of Algeria (Bona)..............................
The island of Malta .......................................

0 075
0 225

0 70
0 775
0 825
0 85
0 925
0 625
0 70
1 225
1 30
0 90
0 975
0 SOS
0 876
0
0
0
0

0 60

0 OTS

0 075

1 55
X 625

1 55
1 625

2 05
2 725

2 05
2 725

4 15
4 225

4 ir>
4 225

0
1
0
0
1

15
075
85
625
225

1
0
0
1

075
85
625
225

0
0
0
0
0

625
Sr>
90
825
60*

0
0
0
0
0

625
85
90
825
GO

1 625
o 725
225

i

Tho coast of Italy (Modica or Otranto) ......... :.
The coast of Austria (Trieste).........................
The coasts of Greece.......................................
The coasts of Turkey .....................................
Thecoast of Egypt (Alexandria or Port Said), or the island of Cyprus,
via Alexandria.......
................................................... I......
The coast of Egypt (Suakim)..........................................................
The coast of Arabia (Aden), the Island of Perim, or the coast of OI>ock

1 775
2 S75
4 375

Between* the Coast of Algeria (Bona) and—
Ttie island of Malta................................................................
The coast of Tripoli
..........................................................
The coast of Italy (Modica or Otranto) ....................................
The coast of Austria (Trieste)................................................
The coasts of Greece ............................................................
The coasts of Turkey.............................................................
The coast of Egypt (Alexandria or Port Said), or the island of Cyprus,
via Alexandria..
........................................................
The coo&t of Egypt (Suakim)...............
..
. .*.......... .......
The coast of Arabia (Aden), the island of Perim, or the coast of Obock

625
70
85
025

0 00*

1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0

Between* the Coast of France (Marseilles) and—
The coast of Algeria (Bona) for all messages....................................
The island of Malta ............................................ ......................
The coast of Tripoli............................ .........................................
The coast of Italy (Modica or Otranto) ;
1. For messages with Italy........................................................
2, For all other messages...........................................................
The coast of Austria (Trieste) ........................................................
The coasts of Greece.....................................................................
Tho coasts of Turkey....................................................................
The coast of Egypt (Alexandria or Port Said), or the island of Cyprus
1. For messages with Great Britain, Spain, Portugal, Gibraltar,
Tangier's, and Holland......................................................
2. For all other messages ...................................................
The coast of Egypt (Suakim)
1. For messages with Great Britain, Spain, Portugal, ^Gibraltar,
Tangiere, and Holland......................................................
2. For all other messages.............................. .................... - The coast of Arabia (Aden), the inland of Perim, or the coast of Obock :
1. For messages with Great Britain, Spain, Portugal, Gibraltar,'
Tangiers, and Holland............................................................
2. For all other messages.................. .........................................

0 225

0 225
0 STS

1 025
2 725
4 225

225
00
775
375
00
05
976
To*

6 425

4 375
0 20
1 025
45
675
725
40
20

6 20*

0
0
0
0
0

i 425
i 45

1 425
1 45

525
o 55

2 525
2 55

4 025
4 05

4 025
4 05

0 £25

0

20*

1 225
2 325
3 825

0
0
0
0
0

825
45
f.0
40
20

I 225
2 325
3 825

Lemnos, and Tenedos*

415
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Terminal
Rates,

rescrijition of Ti&ffiCi

Transit
Rates.

Remarks.

Frs. Ota. Frs. Cts.
Hctwrks tiik Island of Malta asp—
The coast, of Tripoli...........................
The coast of Italy (Otranto or Modica) ,
The coast of Austria (Trieste).............
The coasts of Greece:
Tto the Malta-Xante cable..............
Wa Alexandria; ^
1, For messages with Malta..........
2, For all other messages ...............
The coasts of Turkey :
Via the Malta-Zante cable.............

0 6D
0 225
0 275
0 20
I 55
0

T'ia Alexandria;
1, For messages with Malta.......

*

1 oaf
1 25f

2. For all other messages.
Alexandria................................................................
The coast of Egypt (Suakim) ..........................................• •
,
The coast of Arabia (Aden), the island of IVrim, or the coast of Obock
via

IJr/nniKS the Coaht oi’ TfttroLi an*d—
The coast of Italy (Modica or Otranto)
The coast of Austria (Trieste).............
The coasts of Greece
: ....... I - - • The coasts of Turkey......... -...........

1 30
2 40
3 00

3 90

0 875*

0
0
0
0

$25
76
80
875

1
2
4
3

60
70
20
$5

1 60
2 70
4 20

tuu Alexandria,..............
The coast of Egypt (Suakim),,
The coast of Arabia (Aden), tl
The coast of Arabia (Yemen) *
Between tub Coast of Italy (Modica) and—
The coast of Italy (Otranto).....................

Includes the terminal rates for the islands of Scio,
Lemnos, and Tenedos.

t Includes the terminal rates for the islands of Crete,
Scio, Tenedos, and Lemnos.

(This rate is reduced to 2 fr. 05 for official messages
(of the Ottoman Government.

0 175

Between run Coast op Italy (Modica or OraAA’ro) and—
The coast of Austria (Trieste).........................................
The coasts of Greece .......................*.........................
The coasts of Turkey .............................c ■ "W 7 i' ’
via

i 2i

&

0 275*

0 276
0 20
0 276

1 25
1 225

1 25
1 226

2 35
2 325

2 35
2 32b

3 85
3 825

3 85
3 8251

Alexandria:

North America, and Luxemburg......................................
2. For all other messages .................................................
Tho coast of Egypt (Suakim):
_ , .
_ *
j. For messages with France, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, llussiaj
North America, and Luxemburg............
........................
2. For all other messages ............... .
. ■■
The coast of Arabia (Aden), the island of Perim, or the coast of Obock
1. For messages with Franco, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Russia,
North America, and Luxemburg......................................
2. For all other messages...................................................
Bettvrev tub Coast of Austria (Trieste) and ■
'1 lie coasts of Greece ...................................
The coasts of Turkey...................................

L This rate is reduced to 1 fr, &0 cts. for messages
exchanged between Italy on die side and MoESOwah
or Assab on the other.

275*

20
0 275 * includes the terminal rates for the islands Of Scio,.
Lemnos, and Tenedos.

£
Alexandria :
Portugal, the Canaries, and Senegal....................................
2. For messages with France.................. ,....... j A “ ’ ...........
3. For messages with Great Britain, Bulgaria, and Servia ......
4. Kor messages with Switzerland ... .............................
For messages with Bosnia, Hcrzegoviha, and Montenegro ...
.
U. For messages with Luxemburg and Belgium ....................
.
7. For messages with Roumania ..........................................
8. For all other messages......................................................
The coast of Egypt (riuuknn)
,
.
1. For messages with Algeria, Tunisia, Spain, iangiers, Gior
*
Portugal, the Canaries, ami Senegal....................................
.
2. For messages with France.................................... ............
.
N. For messages with Great Britain, Bulgaria, and Servia .. .
,
4. For messages with Switzerland.................. ..................
.
ft. For messages with Bosnia, Herzegovina, and Montenegro ...
O. For messages with Luxemburg and Belgium.....................
.
7. For messages with Roumania .......................- -................
8. For all other messages....................... - —...........
, .
The coast of Arabia (Aden), the island of Perim, or the coast of Obock

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2ft
275
30
35
3*5
425
40
45

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

25 I
275
30
35
875
426
40
45

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

35
375
40
45
J75
625
50
55

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

35
375
40
46
475
525
50
55

*

3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4

85
875
00
05
975
025
00
05

3
3
S
3
3
4
4
4

$5
875
90
95
075
025
00
05

•• -n__ _____ ...!,u ti.T.,T.;D.rt Airtin Tnmbraltnr

2.
3.
4
6.
0.
7*

Portugal, the Canaries, andSeuegal.................................
For messr^os with France.............................................
For messages with Great Britain, Bulgaria, aud Servia ...
For messages with Switzerland ....................................
For messages with Bosnia, Herzegovina, and Montenegro .
For messages with Belgium and Luxemburg ..................
For messages with Roumania .......................................
For all other messages ................................................

Between the Coahtk of Grbbce and—
The coasts of Turkey :
1. For messages exchanged tint Larlssa-Katerma
2. For all other messages.............................. .
The Greek islands (except Pare and Kubu»):
For messages exchanged \ia Larissa-Katcrina ...
via Alexandria ............... *...........
The coast of Egypt (Suakim):
L For messages between Turkey or 1
2. For all other messages................

.
.

.
,
.
.

0 275
0 20
.

..

0 20

’

I 25t

1 225

2 Bit
3 861

2 00
2 325
3 825

.
k

Between the Coast of Turkey (Salonica) and—
Tlie coast of Turkey (Dardanelles or Chesmeh)..................

0 20

101—Q

*4

fterwREK tub Coart op Turret (Dardannllnh) and—
The coast of Turkey at Chesmeh ............ ................

O

0 20

o

Between the Coaht of Turney (Conbtantinoi’le) and—
The coast of Turkey at Salonlca, Bardauellcs, or Chesmeh .

t Includes Greek terminal rate.
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Description of Traffic.

Termina
Rates.

| Frs. Cts
Between tub Coasts op Tujikey (CoNSTAsnsoi'LB, Dap
Saw.vic\, LEiiNos, Tenroos, Scio, or Chkhurh), andThe coast of Efrypt (/Ucsaodrin or Port Said), or the island of Crpnis [
vui Alexandria......................................................
^
1 10
The coast of
(Suakim) ■
.............................
1. For messages exchanged between Turlcey and Arabia
2. 1 or all other messages............................................. ; . ,, ,
2 2fi
The coast of Arabia (Aden), the island of Perim, or the coast of Obock 3 7f)
The coast of Arabia (Yemen)
1- For messages with Turkey in Europe
For messages with Scio aud Tenedos .
Between the Coabi op Timmiy (Bijoukc) am>The coast of Egypt (Alexandria or Port Said), or the island of Cyprus
_ uia Alexandria..............................
*K •
*The coast of Egj pt (Suakim)............
...........
•The coast of Arabia (Aden), the bland of Porim, er tlie coast of Obock
■Tnc coast of Arabia (Yemen) •
1. For messages with the island of Rhodes .......
2. For messages with Turkey in Asia.....................’ ................
3. For messages with Samos aud hlitjleno __ ** ] ] ] 1]...........
Between’ the Island of Crete and—
The coast of Egypt. (Alexandria or Port Said), or the island of Cyprus,
nut Alexandria..................
r
The coast of Egypt (Suakim)
.
The coast of Arabia (Aden), the island of I’erhn, or the coast of Obock
The coast of Arabia (Yemen) ........................................................

1 O.S
2 In
3 75

Transit
Rales.

rrs. Cta.
1 15
2 00
2 25
3 75
3 005 2. These rates arc reduced by 1 fr, for tho official
3 26*
messages of the Ottoman Government

1 05
2 15
3 75
3 00*
2 25*
2 50*

I) 80
I 00
3 fiO

0
1
3
3

Betwbfx the Island oi Cyprus and—
Thecoast of Egypt (Alexandria or Port Said)...................
The coast of B^ypt (Suukim)...................................................
The coast of Arabia (Aden), the island of Perim, or the coast of Obock
Inc coast of Arabia. (Yemen)........................................
The coast of Britislilnclia.......... ..............................]...............

0
1
3
2
3

0 90
1 35
3 25

Between the Coast of Egypt (Alexandria) and*
The coast of Egypt (Port Said)..................... ,

0 25

90*
35
25
26*
76

Between the Coast of Egypt, via Suez, and—
I
The coast of Egypt (Suakim) :
,
1. For messages between Turkey and Arabia, exchanged, tirf El
Ansh..................................................................... °............ |
2. For all other messages exchanged, v a El Arbh . .
.. ,,
'l GO
8. For all other messages........................
, .........................
1 3G*
'-The coast of Arabia (Aden), the island of Perim, or the coast of oiwck .
1. For messages exchanged with Turkey in Europe and the island of
Rhodes, vut El Arish............................................................
2 75
For all other messages exchanged Pm El Arish.......
, .
3 SO
3. For all other messages ......................................................
3 2ftr
The coast of Arabia (Yemen) :
1. For messages exchanged with Turkov or Tripohtann, via El Arbh
2. For other messages exchanged via El Arish ........................
ii. For all other messages.. ■ ................................................
2 SB
The coast of British India :
1. For messages exchanged via El Arish..............................
2. For all other messages.......... ......................................
3 75*
JlETWELN TIIK CdAfiT OF EOYFT (fiUAKlM) AND—
The coast of Arabia (Aden), the island of Ferine or the coast of Obock
The coast of Arabia (Yemen) ..................................................
The coast of British India (Bombay).............................................

Remarks,

1 DO

SO
90
50
10*
; Includes the terminal rate for Egypt for all places.

3"*76
0 25

1 00*
1 GO
1 35*
2 75
3 50
3 25"
2 00* aA Hate i-educcd by one-half for official messages of
3 50
the Ottoman fiaiormncnt
2 25*
4 00
3 75

3 M

1 00
3 00*
3 00

Between rnr Island of Perim andThc coast of Arabia (Aden) .......
The coast of Obock ...... ..............

0 00
0 20

0 60
0 20

Between the Coaht of Arabia (Aden) andTbc coast of Obock ................................

0 60

Between the Coast of Arabia (Aden), the Island op Periai. or the
Coast of Obock, and—
Tfie coast of British India (Bombay) ..........................................

2 So

2 85

The Blade Sea Telegraph Ccmpowg's Kates,
D escription of Traffic,

Terminal
Rates.

Transit
Rates.

Remark?.

Bitween the Coast or Rossi.* (Odessa) *mj—
Fra. Cts. Frs. Cts,
The coast ot Turkey (Constantinople):
1- Vat messages between Ekjpt, Aden, Perim, South Africa, on one
side, and Russia on the other.. .........
0 375
2. For all other messages ...............................
0 45

The Direct Spanish Telegraph Ctwpavvs Tales,
Description of Traffic,

Terminal! TranFit
Pates. 1

Er marks.

Between the Coabp op Great Britain and—
Frs. Cta. Frs. Cts.
The coast of Spain (Bilbao) :
1. For messages exchanged with the Brazilian cables....................
0 44* * These rates include the terminal rate for Great
a For oil other messages ......... .
0 55*
Britain, hut the transit rate fpr that country is
not included.
Between tub Coast of France (Marseilles) and—The coast of Spain (Barcelona) .........................
0 30

417
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Uniform Hats for Messages between Europe and British India.
The rates for messages betweeu Europe (except Turkey and Russia) and Britisli India are fixed uniformly at the
following figures:—

a. Via Turkey
...................................................
__ _
.6 Via Russia............................................. [ .!!!!.............. 1! ”

Ilritish India.

Burmah.

Fir. Cts.
4 50
5 00
5 00

Frs. Ct-s.
4
7ft
5
2ft
5
23

, ..................

£. Via the Eastern Telegraph Companj’s route (induilijig Russia aild Turkey'i'ti Europe)

Ccy]on.
Frs
4
6
5

CK
615
115
DA

These nrtes nre divided as follows—
For messages to or from—
Countries
beyond
Bntish India,
m<2 Burmah,
Via Turkkv.

Europe
..............
.........
Turkey...........................................................!' ” ‘ ‘
I’ersian Gulf...........................................................
Eritiah India ..................................................

Countries
beyond
British India,
by cable.

Frs.
0
1
]
0

Cts.
825
395
90ft
67ft

Frs.
0
I
1
1

Cts.
825
035
39
60

4
0
1
0
1
0

50

4

75

3

00

625
505
940
455
675

0
1
0
i
1

625
ISO
705
090
500

0
1
0
1
0

525
180
705
090
350

5

00

5

00

3

85

4
0

425
,576

3
1

60
50

s
0

50
35

5

00

5

00

3

S5

Via Ri

Europe......
Russia
.
Persia ►.,,
Persian Gulf
British India
Via Tin: Easters Telegraph Company.
Europe and the Eastern Company
.................
.............
British India......................................
....................

Frs,
0
1
1
0

Cts.
825
035
39
35

.

i
• ir
Wltl1 adjoining Administrations, the European States deduct or receive the exact rates apportioned to them
i n J able B, extra-European Si stem. Tho difference more or less which may exist between the sum thus apportioned and the
■figure entered above as constituting the general rate for Europe is placed to the account of the extra-Europeah Administrations.
C. T. 1
t0> V1 iarls> 21st June, 1800, by the undersigned delegates, m eonformitv with Articles li nnd 16 of the
iSt. rctersburg Cunvcntion, to come into force the 1st of July, ISO!,
' '
(Here follow the signatures entered on page 114.)

Sydney ; Ccortrc Stephen Ciiapman, Acting Covemment Printer.—1891.
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1891.
NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

POSTAL AND TELEGRAPHIC CONFERENCE

^

1891.

REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

!

CONFERENCE

HELD IN

SYDNEY,

FEBRUARY AND MARCH, 1891.

.

REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS, MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS,

REPORTS OF PERMANENT HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS, WITH DRAFT OF AUSTRALIAN
POSTAL CONVENTION AND UNIFORM TELEGRAPH REGULATIONS,
PAPERS LAID BEFORE THE CONFERENCE, AND REPORTS OF THE DEBATES.

^resentrli to parliament lig (EommantJ.

SYDNEY: GEORGE STEPHEN CHAPMAN, ACTING GOVERNMENT PRINTER.
1801,

[2s.

3rf.]
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POSTAL AND TELEGRAPHIC
CONFERENCE, 1891.

Report of the Delegates to the Intercolonial Postal and
Telegraphic Conference, held in Sydney during February
and March, 1891.
I. The Colonies were all represented at tiro Conference.
II. The Conference sat on the 2Gth and 27th February, and on the 2nd, 4th, 6th,
7th, 9th, and 10th March.
'
The following were the principal resolutions carried, viz.:—
RELATING TO POSTAL SERVICE.
1. That tho Colonies ol Australasia should accept tho invitation to he present
at the Postal Congress at Vienna,
2., That the Governments of the various Australasian Colonics take stops to
have their respective Colonies adequately represented at the Postal Congress to ho
held at Vienna in May next.
. T Htat the Representatives of Australasia he instructed to advocate the
admission of Australasia into the Postal Union, on condition that Australasia receives
adequate representation, and that the maritime transit rates be not lowered without
the consent of the countries maintaining the sea services.
4. That, seeing the advantages to be dciived by ihe United States from a
mail service to Australasia, the United States Government he urged to substantially
subsidise any main line between San Francisco, New Zealand, and Australia.
iisystcm of dealing with letters relating to racinc sweeps and
bettmg transactions should be uniform throughout Australasia, The President
objecting.
1

0. The draft of an Australasian Postal Convention, as submitted by heads of
departments, was considered in detail, and after some alterations was adopted.
TELEGRAPH SERVICE.
1. That Intercolonial Press Telegrams relating to the proceedings of the
Australian National Convention now sitting he reduced by one half.
That the report of heads of Departments as to Telegraph Rates and
Regulations be received, and that tho Conference recommends to the various
Governments the adoption, as far as practicable, of the Rates and Regulations recom
mended therein. Queensland objecting.
DRAFT AGREEMENT WITH THE EASTERN EXTENSION TELEGRAPH
COMPANY.
r^ic Conference, after fully considering the amendments made in the said
draft agreement and the telegram from Sir John Pender, the Chairman of the
Company, approve of the draft agreement, subject to certain alterations and with the
condition that the said Company will not, during the continuance of the agreement,
directly or indirectly, in any manner howsoever, alter the rates set forth in the third
schedule to such agreement without the consent in writing of the contracting
Colonies.
Ab
41—A
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2

4. That an agreement he entered into between the Colonies of New South
Wales, Victoria, South Australia, Western Australia, and Tasmania.
1. In regard to their joint contribution to the Eastern Extension Company for
the reduction of' cable rates to Europe on the terms approved between the
Colonies and the Company.
^
2. In regard to the joint contribution of the said Colonies to the payment of
the Cable Subsidies to the Eastern Extension Company, including the Tas
manian Cable Subsidy; and
3. In regard to the joint contributions of the said Colonies to the guarantee
against loss by South Australia by reduction of rates through that terri
tory, and that the Government of South Australia be requested to act for
the other contracting Colonies in concluding the agreement with the
Eastern Extension Company, and in collecting and paying the joint
subsidies and contributions to the said Company.
Other matters were considered and withdrawn; and for such see Minutes of
Proceedings.
Appended to this Beport will be found—
x. Minutes of Proceedings.
ii. Report of Heads of Departments.
ni. Draft of Australasian Postal Convention as adopted, and Uniform
Telegraph Regulations,
iv. Papers laid before the Conference,
v. Press Reports of the principal proceedings.
Signed on behalf of New South Wales,
DANIEL O’CONNOR.
Signed on behalf of Victoria,
JOHN GAVAN DUEPY.
Signed on behalf of South Australia,
J. C. BRAY.
Signed on behalf of Queensland,
TH. UNMACK.
Signed on behalf of Tasmania,
B. STAEEORD BIRD.
Signed on behalf of New Zealand,
J. G. WARD.
Signed on behalf of Western Australia,
JOHN EORREST.
10th March, 1891.
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MINUTES OF THE PROCEEDINGS.

Executive Council Chamber, Sydney.
26 FEBRUARY, 1891.
The Conference met at 10-30 a,in., when the undermentioned gentlemen, representing the Colonies herein
named, were present, viz.:—■
'

Mw South Wales: The Hon. Daniei. O’Coxnor, M.P., Postmaster-General.
S. H. Laalbton, Esq., Secretary to the Post Office Department.
E. C. CiJACKiTjar, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs.

Victoria:

The Hon. Jons Gaya^t Du>ty, M.P., Postmaster-General.
James Smibeet, Esq., Deputy Postmaster-General.

Queensland:

The Hon. TnEOnoEE Unmack, M.P., Postmaster-General.
John M'Donnell, Esq., Under Secretary to the Post and Telegraph Department.

Tasmania:

The Hon. B. Stafeoed Bntn, M.P., Treasurer and Postmaster-General.
Bobeet Heney, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs.

The Honorable John Gayan Duffy proposed, and the Honorable B. STAFFOim Bird seconded,
the appointment of the Honorable Daniel O’Connor as President, which was unanimously agreed to.
Mr, Alex. Campbell Budge was appointed Secretary upon the nomination of the Honorable
John Gayan Duffy, seconded by the Honorable Theodokk Unmack.
The Conference then proceeded to consider the question of admitting the Press to the sittings,
when it was unanimously resolved that such permission should he granted.
The Honorable John Gayan Duffy, the Honorable B. Staffobd Bum, and the Honorable
Thkodoee Unmack, laid their Commissions on tho Table.
The Honorable B. Staffoed Bied then drew the attention of the Conference to the decease of
the Honorable David Bews, Minister of Education, South Australia, who was appointed to represent
that Colony at the Conference, and after expressing his deepest sympathy, proposed the following
resolution, which was seconded by the Hon. John Gayan Duffy, and adopted :—
“ That this Conference has heard with deep regret of the sudden and untimely death of the Hon.
D. Bews, and expresses its deep sympathy with Mrs. Bews, and with the Government and
people of South Australia, in their bereavement; and that the President of the Conference
be requested to convoy a message of sympathy to Mrs. Bews and to the Premier of South
Australia.”
The Conference having in view the fact that several of the representatives had not yet arrived,
adjourned until to-morrow at 2'30 o’clock.
Alex.

C.

Budge,

Secretary.

DANIEL O’CONNOfi,
Chairman.
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Executive Council Chamber, Sydney.
27 FEBRVABY, 1891.
Present :—

New South Wales: The Hon. Daniel O’Connor, M.P., Postmaster-Genera'j, President.
lS. H. Lamhton, Esq., Secretary to the. Post Office Department.
■ E. 0. Chacknell, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs.

Victoria:

The Hon. John Gayan Durrr, M.P., Postmaster-General.
Janies Siiireht, Esq., Deputy Postmaster-General.

South Australia:

Tlic Hon. Sir John Drat, KtC.M.G,, Chief Secretary.
Charles Todd, Esq., C.M.G-., M.A., ER.S., Postmaster-General.

Quce}island:

Tho Hon. Theodore Unmack, M.P., Postmaster-General.
John M'Donnell, Esq., Under Secretary to tho Post and Telegraph Department.

Tasmania .-

The Hon. B. Stafford Bird, M.P., Treasurer and Postmaster-General.
ItonEUT Henrv, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs.

New Zealand:

The Hon. J. G. Ward. M.P., Postmaster-General.
William Gray, Esq., Secretary to the Post Office and Telegraphs.

'

Western Australia; Tho Hon. Sir John Bray, K.C.M.G., Acting Representative.
Tho Conference having assembled at 2-30 p.m., the minutes of the proceedings of yesterday were
read and confirmed.
Tho Hon. Sir John Bray explained tho cause of his absence from tho'first meeting, and expressed
on behalf of the Government of South Australia his high appreciation of tho resolution passed by the
Conference respeciing tlie decease of his colleague, the Hon, D. Bews. Ho also congratulated the XJresident
upon his appointment, and intimated that he had received a telegram from the Hon. John Eorrest,
Premier of Western Australia, asking him to represent that Colony at the Conference until his arrival.
The Hon. J. G. Ward also congratulated the President, and, on behalf of Hew Zealand, expressed
sympathy with South Australia in the loss of Mr. Bews.
The Hon. Ihe President then laid upon the table a commission authoriKing him to represent the
Colony of New South Wales at tho Conference, also a telegram from the Premier of New' Zealand
authorizing the lion. J. G. Ward to represent that Colony.
The President proceeded to address the Conference, generally on the business to bo brought
forward, especially with reference to tho proceedings at the Adelaide Conference in May, 1890, and
submitted a list of subjects for consideration, which was ordered to be printed.
The Hon. J. Gayan Duffx also submitted a list of subjects which he considered worthy of
consideration, which was ordered to be printed.
The Hon. J, G. Duffy then moved tlie following resolutions, which, after debate, were
unanimously adopted, viz.: —
(l.) That in the opinion of this Conference the Colonies of Australasia should accept tlie invitation
to he present at the Postal Congress at Vienna.
(2.) That the Representatives of Australasia he instructed to advocate the admission of Australasia
into the Postal Union, on condition that Australasia receives adequate representation, and that
the maritime transit rates be not lowered without the consent of the countries maintaining the
sea services.
'
The lion. Sir John Bray laid upon the Table certain papers and schedules, which were ordered
to he printed.
The Hon. Theodore Unmack also laid upon the Table a paper hearing upon tho subject of
entering the Postal Union, which was ordered to he printed.
The Hon. J. Gayan Duffy gave notices of motion as follows:—
(l.) That this Conference take into consideration tho question of appointing Representatives to the
Postal Congress at Vienna,
(2.) That in the opinion of this Conference the time has arrived when a uniform rate of postage for
letters of Id. for a ^-ounce should be adopted through the whole of Australasia,
The Hon. B. Stafford Bird then moved, and the Hon. TiiEODonE Unmack seconded, the following
Resolution, which was unanimously agreed to, viz.:—
“ That the Permanent Heads of the Post and Telegraph Departments be requested to draw' up reports
and make recommendations in regard to items Nos. 5, G, 7, 8, 9, and 10 of Mr. O’Connor’s pro
gramme, and 4, 7, and 9 of Mr. Duffy’s.”
Tlie Hon. Sir John Bray proposed the following motion,—
“ That it is desirable to enter into an agreement with the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company
on tho basis of tho draft agreement laid on the Table ”
when after discussion, tho Hon. J. Gayan Duffy moved the adjournment of tho debate.—Carried.
On the mol ion of the Hon. B. Stafford Bird, seconded by tho Hon. Sir John Bray, the
Conference adjourned at 5 o'clock p.m. until io-morrow, at 10 o’clock,
Alex. C. Budge,
Secretary.

DANIEL O’CONNOR,
President.
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Executive Council Chamber, Sydney.
28 mimUAIt.Y, 1801.
Phesent :—
3.7;io Soulh Wales: The Hon. Daxikl O’Cosnou, M.P., Postmaster-General, President.
S H. Lamisxon, Esq., Secretary to tho Post Office Department,
E. C. CitACKSEij., Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs.
Victoria;
The Hon. John Gavan Durpr, M.P., Postmaster-Goneral.
dAiniS Smteert, Esq., Deputy Postmaster-General.
South Australia : The Hon. Sir Jons Bray, K.C.M.G-., Chief Secretary.
Charles Todd, Esq., C.M.G-., M.A., E.lt.S., Postmaster-General.
Queensland:
The lion. The on mu: "Unmack, M.P., Postmaster-General.
.Ions M'Donnell, Esq., Under Secretary to tho Post and Telegraph Department.
Tasmania:
The Hon. B. Staffobd Bntn, M.P., Colonial Treasurer and Postmaster-General.
Egbert Henry, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs.
New Zealand;
The Hon. J. G. Ward, M.P., Postmaster-General.
William Gray, Esq., Secretary to the Post Office and Telegraphs.
Western Australia: The Hon. Sir John Bray, K.C.M.G., Acting Eeprcsentativo.
The Conference having assembled at 10 o'clock, the debate upon Sir John Bray’s motion, on
the subject of the desirability of entering into an agreement with the Eastern Extension Company on tho
basis of the draft agreement, laid upon tlie Table, was resumed, and, after discussion, iu which the
Honorable Sir John Bray, the Honorable John Gavan Duffy, tho Honorable B. Stafford Bird, and the
Honorable Theodore Unmack tool;; part, the further consideration of tlie subject was, upon the motion of
Mr. Unmade, adjourned until the next meeting.
'
The Honorable Theodore Unmack laid before tho Conference a paper prepared by the Post
master-General of Queensland in reference to that Colony joining in the subsidy to tho Eastern Extension
and China Telegraph Company, which was ordered to he printed.
On the motion of the Honorable Sir John Brav, seconded by the Honorable John Gayan Dlffy,
tho Conference adjourned until Monday next, the 2nd proximo, at 2 30 o’clock.
Alex. C. Beikjf,
■ Secretary.

DAKIEL O’CONHOli,
President.

Executive Council Chamber, Sydney.
2 MARGIL 1891.
Present :—

Hew South Wales: Tho Hon. Daniel O’Connor, M.P., Postmaster-General, President.
Victoria :
South Australia:
Queensland :
Tasmania:
Hew Zealand:
West Australia :

S, H. Tjambton, Esq., Secretary to the Post Office Department.
PI C. Craoknell, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs,
The Hon. John Gayan Dltfy, M.P., Postmaster-General.
James Smibert, Esq., Deputy Postmaster-General.
The Hon. Sir John Bray, K.C.M.G., Chief Secretary.
Charles Todd, Esq., C.M.G., M.A.. PYR.S., Postmaster-General.
The Hon. Theodore UNxrACK, M.P., Postmaster-General.
John M‘ Donnell, Esq., Under Secretary to the Post and Telegraph Department.
The Hon. B. Stafford Bird, M.P., Treasurer and Postmaster-General.
Robert Henry, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs.
The Hon. J, G. Ward, M.P., Postmaster-General.
"William Gray, Esq., Secretary to the Post Office and Telegraphs.
The Hon. Sir John Bray, K.C.M.G., Acting Representative.

The Conference having assembled at 2‘30 o’clock, the Minutes of the Proceedings on tho 27th and
28th ultimo wore read and confirmed.
Tho Hon. Sir John Brit, with the permission of the Hon. Theodore Unmack (who had
moved the adjournment of the debate on Saturday last), moved,—
“ That the rates for Press Telegrams relating to the proceedings of the Australian National
Convention be reduced to all of the Colonies by one half.”
The Hon. Sir John Gavan Duffy seconded the motion, which was unanimously agreed to.
The Hon. Theodore Unmack resumed the debate upon Sir John Bray’s motion, on the subject of
entering into an agreement with the Eastern Extension Company.
The Hon. J. G. Ward and the Hon. the President also addressed tho Conference, when, upon
the motion of the I ton. B. Stafford Bird, the debate was adjourned until Wednesday next.
Tho lion. John G wan Duffy thou moved, and the lion. J. G. Ward seconded the motion, that
the Conference adjourn until Woduesdiy, at 11 o’clock-.
Carried.
Alex C. Bujige,
DANIEL O'CONNOR,
President.
Secretary

Executive
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Executive Council Chamber, Sydney.
4 MARCH, 1891.
Peesent:—

New South Woles; The Hon. Daniel O’Connoe, M.P., Postmaster-Greneral, President.
S. H. LAireTON, Esq., Secretary to the Post Office Department.
E. C. Chacknelij, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs.

Victoria :

The Hon. John G-avan Dufet, M.P., Postmaster-General.
Euies Sjiibebt, Esq,, Deputy Postmaster-General.
.

Soulh Australia:

The Hon. Sir John Prat, K.C.M.G., Chief Secretary.
Charles Toon, Esq., C.M.G-., M.A., F.R.S., Postmaster-General.

■ Queensland:

The Hon. Theodore Unmack, M.P., Postmaster-General.
.Tojin M'Donneil, Esq., Under Secretary to the Post and Telegraph Department.

Tasmania :

The Hon. B. Stafford Bird, M.P., Treasurer and Postmaster-General.
Eobert Henet, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs.

New Zealand :

The Hon. J. G. "Ward, M.P., Postmaster-General.
"William Gray, Esq., Secretary to the Post Office and Telegraphs.

Western Australia: The Hon. Sir John Bra y. K.C.M.G., Acting Eepresentative.
The Conference having assembled at 11 o’clock, the minutes of the proceedings of the 2nd instant
were read and confirmed.
The Honorable John Gayan Duffy gave the following notice of motion for next meeting:—
•
“ That it is advisable that the system of dealing with letters relating to racing sweeps and betting
transactions should be uniform throughout Australasia.”
The Honorable J. G. Ward then proposed the adjournment of the Conference until Friday, at
10 o’clock, in order that the Heads of Departments might bring up reports.on several matters affecting
postal and telegraphic business referred to them on the 27th ultimo.
Carried unanimously.
DANIEL O’CONNOB-,
President.

Amis. C. Bun on,
Secretary,

Executive Council Chamber, Sydney.
6 MARCH, 1891.
Present :—
The
Hon.
D
aniil
O’C
onnor, M.P., Postmaster-General, President.
New Soiifh Wales:
S. H. Lamb ton. Esq., Secretary to the Post Office Department,
E. C. Craoknell, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs.
The Hon. John Gayan Duffy, M.P., Postmaster-General.
Victoria :
James Smibert, Esq., Deputy Postmaster-General.
The Hon. Sir John Brat, K.C.M.G., Chief Secretary.
South Australia :
Charles Todd. Esq., C.M.G., M.A., F.B.S., Postmaster-General.
The Hon. Theodore Unmack, M.P., Postmaster-General.
Queensland :
Jons M'Donnell, Esq., Under Secretary to the Post and Telegraph Department.
The Hon. B. Stafford Bird, M.P., Treasurer and Postmaster-General.
Tasmania:
Bobert Henry, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs,
.
The Hon. J. G-. Ward, M.P., Postmaster-General.
New Zealand :
William Gray, Esq., Secretary to the Post Office and Telegraphs.
Western Australia : The Hon. Sir John Bray, K.C.M.G., Acting Bepresentative.
The Conference having assembled at 10 o'clock, the minutes of the proceedings on the 4th instant
were read and-confirmed.
The debate upon the subject of entering into an agreement with the Eastern Extension Telegraph
Company was resumed, and after full discussion, in which all the Bepresentatives took part, the Hon.
Sir John Bray, with the permission of the Conference, withdrew his motion, in favour of a. motion
proposed by the Honorable John G-avau Dully, to refer the Draft Agreement to a Committee con
sisting of the Bepresentatives of Now South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, and Tasmania, who agree
to become parties to the contract.
The Hon. B. Stafford Bird then read a telegram from the Premier of Tasmania, on the
subject of a representation made by Mr. Audley Coote, relating to the Telegraph cables, which was
ordered to be printed.
Mr. Lambton laid before the Conference Progress Beports of Heads of Departments on various
subjects referred to them, which was ordered to be printed.
The Hon. John Gayan Duffy moved,—
“That the Deports be taken into consideration at the next meeting.”
With the permission of the Conference the. Hon. John Gayan Duffy postponed tho consideration
of the motion, of which he had given notice, on the subject of appointing representatives to the Vienna
Congress,
ffike
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The Hon. .Tohn G-avan Di;itt then moved,—
“ That, in tlie opinion of the Conference, the time has arrived when a uniform rate of postage
for letters of Id. per -J- ox. should he adopted through the whole of Australasia.”
A.nd after discussion, in which all the representatives took part, he withdrew the motion.
The Hon. .Tome Gat an Duffi" laid before the Conference a Report upon the probable result,
to the Australasian Colonies of the adoption of a universal rate of Id. per £ ox. for inland and inter
colonial postage, which was ordered to be printed.
The Hon. Town Gat an Duffi' then proposed the motion of which he had given notice, as follows:—
“ That it is advisable that the system of dealing with letters relating to racing sweeps and
betting transactions should be uniform throughout Australasia,”—■
’
which was carried, the President dissenting.
The Conference thou went into Committee on the subject of the Draft Agreement with the Eastern
Extension Co., ivhen the same having been considered and altered in certain particulars was adopted.
The Conference having resumed,—
The Honorable Joun Gatan Dufft laid before the Conference a Memorandum of Agreement
between the Colonies contributing to the guarantee to the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company, which
was ordered to be printed.
The Report and recommendations of the Heads of Departments was then brought up, and the
further consideration thereof postponed until the next meeting.
■
The Conference adjourned until to-morrow at 10 o’clock.
Alex. C. Budge,
Secretary.

DANIEL O’CONNOR,
President.

.

Executive Council Chamber, Sydney.
7 MASOS, 1891.
Present :—

JVeto South Wales: The Hon. Daniel O’Connor, M. P., Postmaster-General, President,
S. H. Lambton, Esq., Secretary to the Post Office Department.
E. C. Chacknell, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs.

Victoria:

The Hon, John Gatan Dufft, M.P., Postmaster-General.
James Smibert, Esq., Deputy Postmaster-General.

South Australia :

The Hon. Sir John Brat, K.C.M.G., Chief Secretary.
Charles Todd, Esq., C.M.G., M.A., P.R.S., Postmaster-General.

Queensland .-

The Hon. TnEonoRE Unmack, M.P., Postmaster-Goneral.
John M'Donnell, Esq., Under Secretary to the Post and Telegraph Depart
ment.

Tasmania :

The Hon, B. Stafford Bird, M.P., Treasurer and Postmaster-General.
Robert Henry, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs.

New Zealand:

'

The Hon. J. G. Ward, M.P., Postmaster-General.
William Gray, Esq., Secretary to the Post Office.

Western Australia: The Hon. Sir John Brav, K.C.M.G., Acting Representative.
The Conference having assembled at 10 o’clock, proceeded to further consider the Report furnished
by the Heads of Departments on the subject of Uniform Telegraph Regulations, and the clauses having
been taken seriatim were amended in certain particulars and adopted,
The Conference then took into consideration tho subject of Intercolonial Telegraph Rates, asrecommended by the Heads of Departments, when the Honorable B. Stafford Bird proposed the
following resolution, which was carried (the Honorable Theodore Unmack dissenting) :—
“That the Report of the Heads of■ Departments as to Telegraph Rates and Regulations be
received, and that this Conference recommends to the various Governments tlie adoption, as
far as practicable, of the rates and regulations recommended therein.’’
The Reports of Heads of Departments on various subjects [see Appendix] was father considered,
and concurred in.
The Hon. J. G. Ward then moved the following resolution, which was agreed to, viz.:—
“ That, in the opinion of this Conference, seeing the advantages to be derived by the United
States for a mail service to Australasia, the United States Government be urged to sub
stantially subsidise any mail line between San Francisco, New Zealand, and Australia.”
The Conference then considered the Draft of the Australasian Postal Convention, which was'
amended, and adopted.
The Conference adjourned at 11‘30 o’clock until Monday at 10 o'clock.
Alex. C. Budge,

Secretary.

DANIEL O’CONNOR,
President.
Executive
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Executive Council Chamber, Sydney.
9 MARCH, 1891.

■

Present ;—

New South Wales : The lion. Daniel O’Connor, M.P., Postmaster-General, President.
R. II. Ijamjixon, Bsq., Secretarjr to the Post Office Department.
E. C. Ceacknell, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs.

Victoria :

The Hon. John Gavan Dueft, M.P., Post master-General.
James Smieert, Esq., Deputy Postmaster-General.

South Australia:

The Hon, Sir John Beat, K.C.M.G., Chief Secretary.
Charles Toed, Esq., C.M.G., M.A., E.lt.S., Postmaster-General.

Queensland :

The Hon. Theodore Unmack, M.P., Postmaster-General.
John M‘Donnell, Esq., Under Secretary to the Post and Telegraph Department,

Tasmania :

The Hon. B. Stafford Bird, M.P., Treasurer and Postmaster-General.
Bobert Henet, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs.

New Zealand;

The Hon. J. G. Ward, M.P., Postmaster-General.
William Ghat, Esq., Secretary to the Post Office and Telegraphs.

'
-

Western Australia: The Hon. John Foebest, C.M.G., M.L.A., Premier and Treasurer..
The Conference having assembled at I0'30 o’clock, the minutes of tho proceedings on the Gth and
7th instant were read and confirmed.
A communication was then read from Mr. W. Warren, Manager in Australasia of the]Eastern
Extension Australasia nnd Chiun Telegraph Company, forwarding a telegram from the Chairman of the
Company (Sir John Pender) on tho subject of certain alterations iu the draft agreement proposed to bo
entered into with the said Company.
Upon the motion of the Hon. John Gavan Dufft, the Conference resolved itself into a Committee
to consider the said telegram, and after conferring with Mr. Warren, the Conference resumed, and
accepted the proposals of the Company with amendments.
The Hon. John Gavan Dufft then moved, and the Hon. B. Stafford Bird seconded the
motion,—
“ That the Conference insert a new clause 10, but are willing to meet the ’Company in any
practicable modification thereof, that will effect the object of preventing tho rates to dis
senting Colonies being altered, without consent of contributing Colonies."
Carried,
The Hon. John Gavan Dufft then moved the motion of which notice was given on tlie 27th
instant, viz.:—
*
“That the Conference take into consideration the question of appointing representatives to the
Postal Congress, Vienna,”—
And after explaining his intention, asked leave to withdraw the motion, and substitute the following
motion, which was seconded by the Hon. B. Stafford Bird, and unanimously carried, viz. :—
“ That this Conference recommends that the Governments of the various Australasian Colonies
take steps to have their respective Colonies adequately represented at the Postal Congress,
to be held at Anemia in May next."
^
The Hon. John Gavan Dufft laid before the Conference a communication from Mr. S. V.
Winter, of the Herald office, Melbourne, on the subject of the reduction of Press Telegraphic Bates from
New South Wales to Victoria,—Ordered to be printed.
The Hon. John Gavan Dufft also referred to the necessity for accelerated speed iu the mail
service between South Australia and Victoria.
The President promised to inquire into the matter.
The President also laid before the Conference a letter from Mr. Warren, re press rates on tho
New Zealand and Tasmanian Cables in reference to the “ Federal Convention,"—Ordered to be printed.
Pacific and Canadian Mail Service.
.
The Honorable J. G. Ward moved, and the Honorable Theodore Unmack seconded, the follow
ing motion,—
r- That this Conference approves of the negotiations that are now understood to be under
consideration of the Pacific Bailway Company for undertaking a ‘ Canadiau-Australasian Mail
Service,’ ”
and after debate
Mr. Ward withdrew the motion,
ir ■! cTlie PIlES*DE!s*T rea,l a telegram from tlie Agent-General on the subject of tho proposed Canadian
Mad Service, which was ordered to bo printed.
■
■ u ,^1C Hon. John Gavan Dufft then submitted a proposed agreement by tho contracting parties
with the Eastern Extension Telegraph Co., with a view to future correspondence as to tho time, place,
and mode of payment of subsidy; whereupon
The
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The Hon. B. Stattoed Bihd moved, and the' Hon. John Gavan Duf-jt seconded, tho following
resolutions, which were unanimously carried:—
That an agreement bo entered into between the Colonies of Hew South "Wales, Yictoria, South
Australia, Western Australia, and Tasmania.
(1.) In regard to their joint contribution to the Eastern Extension Company for the reduction
of cable rates to Europe, on tho terms approved between the Colonies and the Company.
(2.) In regard to the joint contribution of the said Colonics to the payment of tho cable subsidies
to the Eastern Extension Company, including tho Tasmanian cable subsidy; and
(3.) In regard to the joint contribution of the said Colonies to the guarantee against loss by
South Australia by reduction of rates through that territory; and
(4.) That the Government of South Australia be requested to act for the other contracting
Colonies in concluding the agreement wdth the Eastern Extension Company, and in collecting
and paving the joint subsidies and contributions to the same Company.
Alex. 0. Buboe,
Secretary.

DANIEL O’CONNOK,
President,

Executive Council Chamber, Sydney.
10 MARCH:, 1891,

.

Present:—

Heiv Soulh Wales: The Hon. Daniel O'Connor, M.P., Postmaster-General, President.
S. H. Lajiiston, Esq., Secretary to the Post Office Department.
E. C. Cracknell, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs.

Victoria :

The Hon. John Gavan Dufev, M.P., Postmaster-General.
James Smibert, Esq., Deputy Postmaster-General.

South Australia :

The Hon. Sir John Brat, K.C.M.G,, Chief Secretary.
Charles Todd, Esq., C.M.G., M.A., E.B.S., Postmaster-General.

Tasmania:

The Hon. B. Stafford Bird, M.P., Treasurer aud Postmaster-Geueral.
Eobert Henrv, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs.

]STew Zealand:

The Hon. J. G. "Ward, M.P., Postmaster-General.
William Ghat, Esq., Secretary to the Post Office and Telegraphs.

Western Australia: The Hon. John Eorrest, C.M.G., M.L.A., Premier and Treasurer.
The Conference having assembled at 10 o’clock, the minutes of the proceedings on tho 9th instant
were read and confirmed.
A communication was read from Mr. W. Warren, Manager of the Eastern Extension Telegraph
Company, forwarding a telegram from the Chairman of the said Company (Sir John Pender) on the
subject of finding a better route for the Darwin Cable, which was ordered to be printed.
Sir John Brav informed tbe Conference that the Indian Post Office bad intimated, in a letter to
the Postmaster-General of South Australia, that they were unable at present to begin to exchange post
cards with the Australasian Colonies, as desired by tbe Adelaide Conference, nor were they able to
reduce tho rates of postage on letters to 2id., on account of the high sea transit rates, at present
charged by the British Post Office.
*
The Hon. Sir John Gavan Dufft then laid before tbe Conference a memorandum on tbe subject,
Ecduction o£ Press Telegrams, which was ordered to be printed.
The Secretary laid before the Conference tbe report of the proceedings, which, upon the motion of
the Hon. John Gavan Duffy, seconded by the Hon. B. Stafford Bird, was adopted.
The business being concluded, tbe Hon, Sir John Bray moved
“ A cordial vote of thanks to tbe President, for tbe ability with which he discharged the duties of his
position, and for tbe kindness and hospitality be bad shown to the Delegates.”
The Hon. B. Stafford Bird seconded the motion, and joined in hoping that in future Conferences
they would again have the pleasure of the presence of Mr. O’Connor, who had proved so able a
President.
Tbe motion was carried unanimously. {Sec Press reports.)
Tho Hon. J. G. Ward then moved,—
“ That tbe thanks of the Conference were duo to the Secretary (Mr. A. C. Budge), and to the heads
of the Departments, for the zeal and ability they bad displayed in the performance of their
functions.”
Seconded by the Hon, John Gavan Duffy, aud carried unanimously.
The Conference then adjourned sine die.
Alex. C. Bunai;,
Secretary.
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DANIEL O’CONNOE,
President.
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Is pursuance, of the instructions of tlie Honorable the Delegates assembled in Conference, we have
carefully considered the questions remitted to us. Finding that several of the matters, as well as Question
No. 7 of tho Honorable Mr. Duffy’s programme, referring to intercolonial postal regulations, were
embraced in the Australasian Convention, our draft of which wras recommended at the Adelaide Conference
for adoption by the various Governments, we have taken the opportunity of very carefully revising such
Draft.
Wo have nowr tlie honor to submit the following report and recommendations :—

Advertising on the Hack of Telegraph Envelopes.
Having considered this proposal carefully, we are unable to recommend that it be entertained.

Insurance of Parcels.
.
The London Post Office has invited attention to a system of insurance introduced between the
United Kingdom and India in 1889, and stated that the system has worked well—that the amount of
insurance fees received in London on parcels despatched was estimated at upwards of £58 during the
first six months, whilst no compensation had up to that time been paid.
We recommend that the proposal of the London Post Office to give compensation for parcels which
are lost in transit on payment of an insurance fee of Gd. for the first £5, and Gd. for every additional £5,
be agreed to; and that the London rates be charged ; but that ihe limit inland and intercolonially be
£20 ; £50 to be the limit as regards parcels exchanged with Great Britain and foreign countries. A
clause providing for this has been inserted in the revised Draft Convention.

Question of allowing senders of hooks, §e., to write fheir names and addresses on same.
We recommend that this be allowed, and submit in the Draft Convention a regulation providing
for the same.

Proposal for steps to he taken to prevent the repeated delivery of English mails in Sydney on Saturday
afternoons,
We have given this question very attentive consideration. The delivery of the English mails in
Sydney not later than Saturday morning—which appears to be what is desired—could only be effected
by employing special trains from Melbourne, where they arrive at 8'55 am., to Sydney, at a cost of about
£200. But we consider that the advantage of tho few hours earlier delivery in Sydney wonld not warrant
the large expenditure involved—although this is a matter which more particularly concerns the Sydney
office, and wo can suggest no other way by which the overland transit of these mails between Adelaide
and Sydney could be expedited.
.
■
The mails are not due in Sydney until Monday morning, but they do arrive in nine cases out of ten
before that day ; sometimes as early as Tuesday; in other cases, on Wednesday ; in others, on Thursday
or Friday. It sometimes happens that they arrive in Sydney on Saturday by the express train, which is
no doubt an inconvenience to the Sydney public, as in such cases the delivery can only be effected after
tlie close of business hours. But, as before stated, we are of opinion that this cannot be obviated in any
other way than by the employment of special trains, at tho cost already mentioned, which, it is estimated,
would be required about twelve times a year.

Proposed Seduction of Sate of Commission on Intercolonial Money Orders.

'

We consider that the system under which a fee of one shilling is charged for intercolonial money
orders for any amount up to £5 is not only inequitable, but to some extent prohibitory in regard to the
use of the money order system, and wo therefore recommend that the initial intercolonial rate be Gd., and
that the following be the scale:—
money order not exceedin
...
... 6d.
...
do
do
£5
...
... Is.
...
4««
do
do
... Is. Gd.
£7
...
do
do
£10
...
... 2s.
do
do
£12
...
... 2s. Gd.
...
do
do
£15
...
... 3s.
...
...
do
do
£17
...
... 3s. Gd.
do
do
£20
...
... 4s.
4 ■
Provision has been made for this reduction in the revised Draft Conventiou.

German Proposals.
The Gorman proposals, considered at tho Departmental Conferences, held in Melbourne iu
January, 1889, and in Sydney in March, 1890, have, with some modifications made at the instance of
Great Britain and Germany, been agreed to by tbe Postal Departments of all tbe Australasian Colonies,
except Fiji (which has not yet replied), and wc therefore recommend their early adoption.

Intercolonial
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Intercolonial Postal regulations, including laic letter fees, newspaper regulations and postage, parcels post,
weight of packets,
. We submit as Appendix A tbe draft of tbs Australasian Postal Convention, recommended for
adoption by the Adelaide Conference, which, as already stated, we have carefully and thoroughly revised,
and which deala with the various matters referred to under this heading.

Intercolonial Telegraph regulations, including Money Order Telegrams, and Meplg-paid Messages.
We submit as Appendix B a code of uniform telegraph regulations, being those drafted at tho
Adelaide Conference in May last, and now carefully revised and modified.
_
As regards telegraphic money orders, our experience is that the system is attended with very groat
rist, owing to tho facilities it offers for fraud. In view, however, of the convenience aftorded, wo aro
unwilling to recommend its discontinuance, but strongly advise that it bo made an instruction to paying
officers in all cases to obtain the receipt of tho payee on the telegram—of course, retaining tho docu
ment—and, where possible, procure identification of the payee, as is done in the case of Bank drafts.

Intercolonial Telegraph Pates.
It is recommended (1) that, with the exception of Western Australia and New Zealand, the rates
between any twro contiguous Colonies shall he Is. for fifteen words, and 1-Jd. for each additional word,
names and addresses to be paid for. Between any three Colonies the minimum charge to he Is. Gd, for
fifteen words, and 2d. for each additional word. Similar rates to apply to telegrams to and from Tasmania,
plus cable rates—Tasmania being treated as a Colony contiguous to Victoria. Telegrams to and from
Western Australia to be dealt with as follows :—
■
Between South Australia and Western Australia—Is. 6d. for the first fifteen words, including names
and addresses, and 2d. for every additional word.
Between New South Wales, Victoria, and Western Australia—2s. for the first fifteen words, includ
ing names and addresses, and 3d. for every additional word.
Between Queensland and Western Australia—2s. Gd. for the first fifteen words, including names and
addresses, and 4d. for every additional word.
.
(2) That with regard to local rates in each Colony (with the exception of New Zealand), tho
system of including names and addresses in the charge should be adopted simultaneously with the adop
tion of the intercolonial rates as recommended.
_
(3) That the system of weekly payments for telegrams by the public is undesirable, and should be
refused.

Proposed comparison of amending Post Office Sills.
On comparing the Postal Acts of the several Colonics, so far as the limited time at our disposal
would permit, we find that the existing legislation of all the Colonies would allow of tho adoption of the
Australasian Convention, except in regard to the following subjects:—
Parcel post.
Transmission of unpaid correspondence.
Definition of newspapers, as proposed in Article 10.
Extension of money order limit.
Postal note system,
Insurance of parcels.
In the cases of several of the Colonies the existing laws would permit of some of the above
measures beiug adopted under what is termed “ the mutual agreement clause of the Postal Acts”—that
is, by reciprocal arrangements with other Colonies, but preclude their adoption within their own territory.
It is however considered that it would be impolitic and inexpedient to extend measures of reform to
persons corresponding with other Colonies, which would bo denied to the same persons if corresponding
with people in their own Colony. Eor instance, it would not be proper to permit of a letter being sent
wholly unpaid from Sydney to Wodonga, whilst one to Albury would require prepayment.

Articles of calne passing through the post—consideration of London Letter.
As it appears from the London letter of 22nd May, 1880 (Appendix C), that there is no objection
to certain exceptional arrangements under which gold and silver bullion, precious stones, jewellery, aud
other precious articles may be sent to certain foreign countries and British Colonies comprised in the
Postal Union being extended to the Australasian Colonics, we recommend that such extension be
arranged for in all cases where practicable. Provision has been made accordingly in the Draft Conven
tion.

Discontinuance of special train through Prance and llalg.
Having carefully considered the London letter of the 13th Juno last (Appendix D) in reply to
resolution No. 1, Part A, of the Adelaide Conference, that the accelerated train service by which the
homeward Australian mails are carried from Brindisi to Calais be discontinued, wc recommend that this
proposal be withdrawn for the present. AVe consider, however, that when arrangements are being made
for a fresh contract it would be most desirable that the Australian mail service be made a separate and
distinct one, as was originally intended.

Charges to non-contracting Colonics for use of the San Prancisco Mail Service.
We suggest that a recommendation be made to the G overnment of New Zealand that, in connection
with any future mail contracts via San Prancisco, the charges be reduced to 12s. per lb. for letters aud
post-cards sent by such route, on the understanding that New Zealand be charged the same rates for the
conveyance of her mails by the Federal Mail Service via Suez.

Universal
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Universal Hour Zone Time.
Mr. Todd having explained the nature of Mr. Siindford Fleming’s system, as set forth iu the
memorandum enclosed in the circular despatch from the Colonial Office, dated 21st November, 1890
(Appendix E), we suggest the desirableness of adopting one uniform standard time throughout South
Australia, Victoria, New South Wales, and Queensland (those Colonics being connected by railway), and
also through Tasmania, and with that view we advise that the question he remitted to tho Heads of the
Bailway and Telegraph Departments and the Astronomers of those Colonies for consideration.
In submitting this Beport wc venture very respectfully to suggest that in those Colonies where
fresh legislation is needed in order to enable tbe Australasian Convention to be adopted such legislation
be procured as early as practicable. Our experience enables us to state that the adoption of the Con
vention will ho of very great public advantage, providing as it does for uniformity of action in all the
Colonies with regard to the rates of postage, general regulations, aud treatment of correspondence
exchanged between the Colonies—the establishment of parcel post, the postal-note system, more liberal
packet regulations, transmission of wholly unpaid letters, and other reforms. It is true that tho Con
vention provides for a halfpenny postage on newspapers exchanged between the Colonies, but it has for
long been a matter of serious complaint by those Colonies in which a postage is charged on their own
newspapers that they have to deliver tlioso received from other Colonies on which no postage has been
paid ; and it will be borne in mind that it is quite open to the Administrations of those Colonies to
decline to exchange mail matter except on equal terms of reciprocity—this being the rule which operates in
the Universal Postal Union, into which it is proposed that the Australasian Colonies shall at length enter.
In conclusion, wo take the liberty of suggesting, with reference to the resolution passed at Adelaide
providing for an annual Departmental Conference, that, the Permanent Heads having on tho present
occasion had the opportunity of conferring, a further Conference this year will be unnecessary, and that
the next might take place ot Hobart during 1892, to be convened by the Tasmanian Office. During the
interim, probably, the needful legislation will have been obtained to admit of the Australasian Convention
being carried into effect.
In connection with this report it may be desirable to mention that, although a general decision has
been arrived at in the matters discussed, there are a few points on which some of the individual Heads
are at variance, and which therefore require further consideration.
S. H. LAMBTON, Secretary, Post Office,
KT
_
w .
E. 0. CKICKNELL, Superintend™!, Telegrnphs j N<” S”"1™1”'

^

JAMES SMIBERT, Deputy Postmaster-General, Victoria.
OHABLES TODD, Postmaster-General, South Australia.
*JOHN M'DONNELL, Under Secretary, Post and Telegraph
Department, Queensland.
•j-'W. GRAY, Secretary, Post Office and Telegraphs, New Zealand.
BOBERT HENRY, Superintendent, Telegraphs, Tasmania
(Also Acting for Secretary of Post Office).

Sydney, 7th March, 1891.
A.

DRAFT OF AUSTRALASIAN POSTAL CONVENTION SUBMITTED TO
THE CONFERENCE BY HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS.
Agreement regulating the Exchange of Correspondence between the Australasian
Colonics.
Article 1.
Tore shall he an exchange of correspondence between the Australasian Colonies, ono with the other,
comprising letters, letter-cards, post-cards, newspapers, printed matter of every kind, packets, as per
definition appended to Article 11, parcels and such other postal articles as may be mutually agreed upon,
originating m any one Colony and addressed to and deliverable in another.
Article 2.
The rates of postage to he collected in each Colony on intercolonial correspondence shall be as
follow, viz.:—
Letters
...
...
...
2d. per 1 oz.
Is. 3d, per doz., face value Id.
Letter-cards............................
Id. each.
Post-cards............................
Id.
Books not exceeding 4 oz.
And for every additional 4 oz. or portion of 1 oz. (up to 3 lb.) Id.
Id.
Packets not exceeding 2 oz.
And for every
_ additional 2 oz. or fraction of 2 oz. (up to 1 lb.) Id.
Newspapers, as hereinafter defined, not exceeding lOoz. in weight, £d. each, and if over 10oz.t id.
for each additional 10 oz., or fraction thereof.
Newspapers—Bulk parcels of newspapers of the same issue, posted by the publisher or news
vendor, and which have been registered or accepted by the Postmaster-Goneral, Id. per lb.;
no parcel containing less than four newspapers to pass at hulk rates.
Registration fee, 3d. in addition to ordinary postage.
Parcel Post—For each parcel not exceeding lib.
...
... Sd.
Each additional lb., or fraction thereof ...
... (id.
But any two or more Colonies may make special arrangements amongst themselves.
Article
* Excepting the paragraphs relating to the alteration of Intercolonial Telegraph rates, and the proposal to charge
for names anti addresses.
t Signed subject to the objections made by the Hon. the Postmaster-General of Now Zealand at the Conference
Meeting of to-day.
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Article 3.
‘Wholly unpaid ami insufficiently prepaid letters may he forwarded from one Colony to another; tut
packets prepaid less than one rate, or unpaid or insufficiently prepaid newspapers, shall not ho sent.

Article 4.
Correspondence forwarded as fully prepaid from one Colony to another shall he delivered free of
all charge whatsoever, but wholly unpaid and insufficiently prepaid correspondence so forwarded shall he
charged on delivery with double the deficient postage due thereon.

Article 5.
. -No accounts shall be kept between the postal departments of the several Colonies enumerated, on
the intercolonial letters, post-cards, &c., Ac., exchanged between them, but each shall retain to its own
use the whole of the postage and fees which it may collect.

Article 6.
On correspondence despatched to places beyond Australasia the despatching Colony shall pay to
each Colony through which such correspondence shall be conveyed by rail the sum of 4d. per pound of
letters, and 4s. per cwt. of other articles.
^
^
■

Article 7.

Prepayment of postage on every description of correspondence shall he effected only by means of
postage stamps valid in the country of origin, or (in cases where the despatching postmaster is out of
stamps) by money, except where the laws or regulations of any Colony permit the payment in money of
the postage on large numbers of circulars or newspapers forwarded by one person.

Article 8.
Letters winch from any cause cannot be delivered shall be mutually returned, tied in a separate
bundle labelled “ Dead letters,” to the respective Colonies of origin, without charge, monthly, or as
frequently as the regulations of the respective Colonies will permit. But newspapers and all other
articles of printed matter, which from any cause cannot be delivered, shall bo retained at the disposition
of the receiving Colony.

Article 9.
Wholly unpaid and insufficiently prepaid correspondence shall be slumped in black ink on the
address side with the letter T, and the amount of postage chargeable under Article 4 shall also he expressed
in plain figures in black ink on the face thereof.
.

Article 10.
Tho following shall be considered as a newspaper, and bo allowed to pass as such, viz.:—■

(а) A publication consisting wholly or in great part of political or other news, or of articles
relating thereto, or to other current topics, with or without advertisements.
(б) It must bo printed and published in numbers at intervals not exceeding one month.
(c) The full title and date of publication must bo printed at the top of the first page, and the
■whole or part of the title and the date at the top of every subsequent page. This regula
tion applies also to “ Tables of Contents” and “ Indices.”
(d) A. supplement must consist wholly or in great part of matter like that of a newspaper, or of
advertisements, printed on paper stitched or unstitched ; or wholly or in part of engravings,
prints, or lithogiavphs illustrative of articles in the paper. It must in every case he pub
lished with the paper, and have its title and date printed at the top of every page : or, if it
consists of engravings, prints, or lithographs, at the top of every sheet or side. Handbills
or advertisement sheets are not supplements.
(a) Collected numbers of any publication registered as a newspaper shall not he transmitted
through the post as a single newspaper, but postage will bo charged on each number of
issue comprised therein.

if) Bvery newspaper may be sent with or without a cover, and must he open at both ends ; and
there shall not be in or upon any such newspaper or the cover thereof any communication,
character, figure, letter, or number (other than tho words “newspaper only,” or a marl; to
indicate any report, article, or paragraph therein, the printed title of such newspaper, the
printed names, occupations, and places of business of the printer, publisher, and vendor
thereof, the name, occupation, and address of the person to whom it is sent, and the name
of the person who sends the same) ; nor shall anything be enclosed in or with or accompany
such newspaper or cover, otherwise such newspaper shall not be transmitted or delivered.
-Any publication fulfilling tbe above conditions can, upon payment of a fee of 5s., be regis
tered at tho General Post Office of the several administrative parties to this Convention for circulation
as a newspaper, and also for transmission to places abroad, and unless so registered it cannot be trans
mitted as a newspaper : Provided, however, that any newspaper printed, published, and registered in any
colony party to this Convention, may ho posted as a newspaper in any of the other Colonies parties to
tho Convenlion.
‘
When, owing to a great influx of newspapers the transmission or delivery of letters would
be delayed, if the whole mail were dealt with without distinction, newspapers mav he kept back till the
next despatch or delivery,

Article
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Article 11.
The following shall be considered as books, and bo allowed to pass as such, viz.:—
.
Printed books, pamphlets, magazines and reviews, and all other periodical publications that do
not como within the definition of newspapers. Printed music (bound or loose), photo
graphs, &c., bound and published in book form.
The following shall be considered as packets, and allowed to pass as such, viz.:—
Acceptances.
Accounts receipted or unreceipted (remarks such as “ With thanks,” “A cheque will oblige,” or
printed or written communications in the nature of a letter render them chargeable as
letters).
Affidavits.
Balance-sheets and reports (printed) of public societies and companies.
Bankers’ packets, containing bank-notes, cheques, cheque-books, drafts, or orders sent by or to
any bank.
Bank passbooks may be sent from or to any bank at packet rates, provided they are enclosed in
covers with the ends sufficiently open to admit of postal officials seeing that “ passbooks ”
only are being transmitted. The packet must be indorsed “ Passbook only.”
Bills of exchange.
Bills of lading and ships’ manifests.
Bottles containing fluid, &c., very securely corked so that their contents cannot escape, and
packed in boxes sufficiently strong so as to prevent breakage of the bottles and damage to
tbe mails.
Briefs.
Cards (other than Birthday, Christmas, Easter or K"ew Tear Cards), either plain or bearing
printed matter, or pictures, or both (tho name only of tho addressee may be written on tbo
face of such cards).
Cards.—Birthday, Christmas, Easter, or Tow Tear Cards may have written on them compli
mentary, or such like, remarks, together with the names and addresses of the senders, and
of the person for whom the cards are intended, also the date of sending. (Eor example:
“ To John Smith, with best wishes, from Mary Smith. Christmas, 1891.”) But cards
having messages or other communications written on them, such as “ Hoping to see you
shortly,” “ Be sure to write soon,” will be liable to letter rate of postage.
Catalogues, printed (prices in figures may be written).
Circulars, i.c.. letters wholly printed, engraved, lithographed, chromographed, or produced by
other mccbauical process, bearing internal evidence that they are intended for transmission
in identical terms to several persons (the name of the addressee may, how'ever, be added in
writing).
Deeds, or copies thereof. Depositions. Drafts. Drawings.
Engravings.
Insurance documents, not being in tho nature of a letter.Invoices (an invoice may be receipted and may advise when or bow goods are forwarded, but may
contain no other written matter).
Legal documents, not being in tho nature of a letter.
Manuscript for printing.
Maps.
Merchandise.
Mineral specimens.
Music (written).
Notices of meetings, of subscriptions or premiums due, printed, engraved, lithographed, or pro
duced by other mechanical process (names, dates, and amounts only to be inserted in'writing).
Paintings.
Paper.
Parchments or vellum.
Passbooks or cards connected with any society.
Patterns (manufacturers’ or trade mark and prices may accompany them).
Pay-sheets.
Photographs (not on glass, except in cases of leather or other strong material).
Pictures.
Placards.
Plans.
Policies of insurance.
Powers of attorney.
Prices current, printed (prices of articles included therein may bo filled in in writing).
Printed matter.
Printers’ proofs.
Prints.
Prospectuses, printed.
Beceipts (see Accounts).
Bceoguizanccs.
Reports (printed) of societies or public companies.
Returns or periodical statements on G-ovcrnment Service, if so indorsed on the cover.
Samples (manufacturers’ or trade mark and price may accompany them).
Seri]),
Seeds.
Specifications.
Stock-sheets.
Valentines (printed),
"Way-bills.
"Wedding-cake.
Other articles similar to above can also be forwarded as packets.
Book
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Booh and Backet Regulations.

All packets containing bank-notes, coin, jewelry, or articles of higli^valne, must bo registered, or
they will be officially registered, and charged double registration fee on delivery.
_ _
None of the articles mentioned in above list will be forwarded as packets beyond the limits of the
Colony, if the law or postal regulations of the Colony or Country to which they nay be addressed prohibit
their reception into such Colony or Country as packets.
■
_
If any articles, which can only be sent if paid as letters, are posted bearing tbe packet rate
of postage they will he treated as insufficiently-paid letters, and no packet must contain anything of an
epistolary character, except as herein provided for.
_ _
Officers of the post office may examine the contents of any package for the purposes of ascertaining
whether they arc in accordance with these regulations, but such officers must securely refasten any packet
so opened.
,
- ,
Books and packets may be sent through the post without a cover (but not fastened with anything
adhesive such as gum, sealing-wax, Ac.), or in a cover entirely open at one end or side, or with the flap
left unsealed, or fastened with a binder ; if the cover be slit the opening must be to the full extent of tbe
end or side, and the contents must be easy of withdrawal. Bor the greater security of contents the
packets may bo tied with string, but in such cases postal officials are authorised to cut or untie the string,
but if they do so they must securely tie up the packets. Officers will however, if possible, satisfy them
selves as to contents without withdrawing them.
_
Samples of seeds, drugs, &c., which cannot be sent as open packets, may be enclosed in bags or
boxes (fastened so as to be easily undone and refastened) except where disallowed by the regulations of
the foreign countries.
_
_
.
.
[Xote.—If the above conditions be not complied with the packets will be regarded as insufficiently
paid letters and charged accordingly.]
_
_
_
Postal officials may refuse to receive any packet exceeding 16 oz. in weight.
_
No packet to exceed 2 feet in length, 1 foot in depth or breadth, or to be of inconvenient form.
[tulcs regarding dimensions of packets not to apply to packets “ On Her Majesty’s Service.”.
Books may have on the title page complimentary or such like remarks, as per regulation in the
case of Christmas, Easter, and New Year cards, and passages in a book to which it is desired to call
attention may be marked with a single stroke,
__
_
.
■When owing to a great influx of books and packets the transmission or delivery of letters would
be delayed if the whole mail were dealt with without distinction, books and packets may be kept back till
the next despatch or delivery.
_
_
_
_
Prints, maps, dfcc., may be either printed, written, engraved, lithographed, or plain, or a mixture of
them.
_
.
All legitimate binding, mounting, or covering of a book, &c., or of a portion thereof is allowed,
whether such binding, &e., be loose or attached, as also rollers in case of prints or maps. Markers,
whether of paper or otherwise, in tho ease of hooks, or whatever is necessary for the safe transmission of
such articles, or usually appertains thereto.
_
Articles liable to injury by stamping or being pressed in mail-bags, should not be sent through the
post, unless securely packed.
Articles not allowed to l>e sent as Backets.

Gold or silver money, jewels, or precious articles, or anything liable to Customs duty, addressed to
any country in the Postal Union, except the United Kingdom, unless specially permitted by the regula
tions of such country, in which eases they may be forwarded if paid letter rate and registered.
Glass, and perishable substances such as game, fish, flesh, fruit, vegetables, &c.
_
Anything liable to injure the person of any officer of the post office or the contents of a mail.
Photographs on glass, when not in strong cases.
.
Anything sealed or fastened against inspection.
_
i
Type-written letters or anything in the nature of a letter, unless wholly printed or lithographed, &c.
Packets bearing on the outside or containing any profane, obscene, or libellous address, signature,
picture, or thing.
Packets posted in fraud or violation of the Postal or Customs laws.
TJnjpaid Backets.
. Packets wholly unpaid to bo forwarded to the Dead Letter Office, to be returned to the senders.
In sufficiently-paid Backets.

Insufficiently-paid packets, except as mentioned below, to be returned to tbe senders through the
Dead Letter Office.
,
If addressed to United Kingdom.—Eorwarded to destination, charged with double the deficient
postage.
_
,
,
If to Australasian Colonies (if one rate he paid).—Forwarded to destination, charged with
double the deficient postage.
Transmission of Queen Bees, §c., ly Bost.

Queen bees and live but harmless entomological specimens will be transmitted by post (in bags
sufficiently perforated to allow of ventilation) to any place in the Colony to which mails are conveyed by
railway or coach, or both.
_
Conditions.—All live specimens must be secured in strong, safe, and properly ventilated boxes, or
cages of wood or metal. Specimens enclosed in cardboard or other fragile material will not be forwarded.
Size of box or cage not to exceed 12in, x Gin. x 4in. Each box or cage to bear a label, securely
attached, giving name and address of sender and particulars of contents.
_ _
Boxes, &c., posted in violation of these conditions, or addressed beyond the Colonies, or containing
poisonous or dangerous live specimens, or improperly or insecurely packed, will not be transmitted. _
'
Kate
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Rato of postage.—Every 2oz, or under, Id.
Notice to postmasters.—Supplies of bags referred to above will, when required, be sent upon
application being made for “Bee bags.”
Bee bags having contents must not bo enclosed in other bags, but must he sent separately, and care
must be exercised in handling them, also to keep them from being covered by any other mail-bags.
Article 12.
The dispatching Colony shall pay to the forwarding Colony whatever sums may be payable to
masters of vessels under the regulations of the forwarding Colony on any correspondence to he scut on to
another Colony or country by sea; it being understood that these rates shall not apply to correspondence
conveyed by mail vessels under contract with any Australasian Colony or Colonies.
Article 13.

Each mail dispatched from one Colony to another shall he accompanied by a letter-bill, on which
shall he elated the contents of the mail, and if registered correspondence be enclosed the same shall be
plainly stated. If correspondence to he forwarded on to destination by sea be sent in _closed transit
mails, the total number of letters and packets for each office of destination shall be stated in black ink on
the labels of the bags.
Article 14.
The receipt of a mail at the office of exchange in one Colony from that of another shall be
acknowledged by return mail on the prescribed form, in which shall lie pointed out any discrepancies
which may occur.
'
Article 15.
The cost of special trains employed to convey mails through any Colony shall be borne by the Colonies
for which such mails arc intended, according to and on tho basis of the respective estimated populations
each year of those Colonics ; and the Colony furnishing the special train shall credit such Colonies with
tho transit rates due by the respective offices of origin for the conveyance of such correspondence through
its territory in the same proportion as the cost of employing the special trains is borne by the respective
Colonies of destination.
Article 16.
Registered articles must hear tbe impression of a stamp reproducing conspicuously the capital letter
It in Roman typo, such impression to be placed on the address side of tho letter or packet. By each mail
containing registered correspondence shall be forwarded a registered letter-list, on which shall be entered
the following particulars respecting every such articles, viz.:—The name of tho office of origin, the name
of the addressee, and number given to the article by office of origin.
In order that registered letters, packets,'&c., may be readily distinguished from those unregistered,
, each registered letter or packet shall he marked with red or blm •pencil (in imitation of tape) in tho
following manner: —

Article 17.
Registered articles shall be made up in a separate packet from ordinary correspondence, and shall
bo suitably enclosed and sealed so as to preserve the contents. The post departments of the respective
Colonies undertake no liability with respect to any correspondence, registered or otherwise, which may ho
lost in transmission.
Article 18.
Articles containing money or other valuable enclosures must be registered, except those containing
money orders, postal-notes, crossed cheques, or non-negotiable enclosures; and where articles supposed
to contain money, &c., are observed passing through the post unregistered the same shall be officiallyregistered, and the addressee shall bo subjected to a charge equal to double the ordinary registration fee
upon delivery of such article.
Article
11-C
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Jr licit! ifl.

On every letter or peckct redirected and again forwarded from one Colony to another (except on letters
and packets addressed to commissioned officers or warrant officers whether in tho A rmy or Navy, or midship
men or mates of the Navy, or other parties actually in Her jtfajesty’s service) there shall be charged for
the postage thereof from the place at which the same shall bo redirected to tbo place of ultimate delivery
tbo same amount of postage in addition to tbo ordinary postage as would bo payable if such letter or
packet were originally posted at the place of redirection.
Article 20.
Intercolonial Parcel Post.

The following arc tbe Regulations under which parcels will bo accepted from the public:—
1. Limit of weight—lllb., except where otherwise stated in Table B of Postal Guides of the
several Colonics.
2. Limit of size—3 ft. G in. in length, or G ft. in length and girth combined, unless otherwise
specified in Table B.
3. Tbe postage must bo fully prepaid by stamps affixed to tbe parcels.
4. Parcels to be received at and delivered from parcel post-offices only.
5. The sender of any parcel to be required to sign a declaration, on a form provided for the purpose
(to be obtained free of charge at any parcel post-office), furnishing an accurate statement of its contents
and the value thereof, address of the addressee, as well as the sender’s signature and place of abode.
G. Parcels with regard to which a false declaration shall have been made may bo confiscated.
'7. A certificate of posiing may be obtained, if desired and applied for at the time, by the person
posting a parcel, on payment of a fee of 3d.
8. No parcels will be received or delivered which contain articles of an explosive, combustible,
dangerous, or offensive character, or articles likely to injure other parcels, or live animals, or articles, the
admission of which is not authorised by the Customs or other Laws and Regulations of the countries to
which such parcels may be addressed. All prohibited articles may be forthwith confiscated.
9. No parcel may contain any letter or communication of the nature of a letter; and should any
letter or communication be enclosed, such letter or communication will be treated as an unpaid letter,
and charged for accordingly.
10. No parcel may consist of or contain two or more parcels addressed to different persons at
different addresses. If such parcel be discovered each of its contents will be treated as a separate parcel
and be charged for accordingly.
•
11. In tho case of parcels from the United Kingdom, or any other country or Colony, their
contents will bo examined by the Customs officers employed in tbe post-office; and where duties are
payable, tbe same must be paid or remitted before tho parcels are delivered.
12. The necessary Customs entries will he passed free of cost to tho addressees of parcels received.
13. Moras or Djsliverv.—Parcels will be delivered, in accordance with the Inland Parcel Post
Regulations of tho several Colonies, as addressed, in the suburbs, and certain of tbe larger towns in the
Colony where letter carriers are employed. In special cases, when the ordinary duties of the letter-carriers
will prevent the prompt delivery of a parcel, notice will be given to addressee, who will have the option of
faking immediate delivery from the office, or of allowing the parcel to remain until business will admit of
its delivery. "Where there are no letter carriers employed, delivery must be taken at the post-office. In
all eases senders should advise addressee by post of despatch of parcels, so as to ensure prompt delivery.
14. In the event of any parcel being addressed to a place beyond the limits for the transmission of
parcels, the addressee, on being advised of the arrival of tbe parcel at the General Post Office, must state
to what parcel post-office he wishes the parcel to be forwarded.
13. Parcels will be retained at tbe post-office to winch they arc sent for delivery for a period of
three months, when, if unclaimed, they maybe returned, to the sender through ihe Colony or country from
which they were received, subject to surcharge specified in clause 16. Should any parcel bo refused by
tbe addressee, it may be forthwith returned to the sender, subject, however, to fresh postage and any
other charges to which it may become liable.
■
1G. Parcels addressed to a post-office “ io be called for,” after they have remained in the office
seven clear days (excluding Sundays and holidays) shall be charged demurrage at tho rate of Id. a day.
No demurrage, however, shall be charged on parcels addressed to persons on vessels to arrive.
17. If a parcel cannot be delivered from any cause, the sender will, if possible, be consulted as to
its disposal.
_
18. Parcels returned to another country at the request of the sender will ho surcharged with the
ordinary parcel postage. Such surcharge, together with any other charges to which the parcel has
become liable, will be collected on delivery, unless remitted by the sender or the addressee of the parcel.
19. At the written request of either the sender or addressee, or the authorised agent of either, a
parcel can bo redirected to another country with which arrangements have been made for the exchange
of postal parcels, but will be subject to fresh postage, and any other charges to which it may have become
liable, which must he either prepaid or collected on delivery.
20. Parcels which cannot be delivered, or redirected, or returned to tho sender, will be sent back
to the country from whence they came.
21. The contents of parcels returned to tho Colony being unclaimed or undeliverable, which
cannot be returned to the sender, will be sold or destroyed by tbe order of tho Postmaster-General.
22. The contents of parcels should be securely packed and closed in such a manner as to preserve
them from injury.
23. Parcels will only be received and forwarded at the risk of the owners. In no case will the
Postmaster-General be responsible for tbo delay, non-delivery, injury, or loss of any parcel.
24. Parcels may be insured against loss at tbe following rates :—-Gd. for tbo first £o, and Gd. for
every additional £5. The limit intercolonially to be £20, and the limit for Great Britain and Poreign
Countries to be £50.
25. No current coin or bullion shall be allowed to be sent by parcel pest,
' ' '
' ■
'
'
Article
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Article 21.

The commission chargeable on Money Orders exchanged intercolonially to be as follows:—
s. d.
Not exceeding £2
0 0
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Article 22.

IVherc one person has occasion to send more than one telegraphic Money Order to the same
person he shall only be charged for one message of advice.

B.

REPORT BY HEADS OE DEPARTMENTS ON UNIFORM TELEGRAPH
REGULATIONS.
The Heads of Departments submit the following revised Telegraph Begulations for adoption hy each of.

the Colonic'S :—
_
1. All lelcgrams should be written distinctly -with ink, on forms provided for that purpose, the
signature of the sender in each case being required in authentication of his message ; but all telegrams
whether written on the proper form or on plain paper, will bo considered as presented for transmission
under the conditions contained in the following regulations, and any infringement of this rule will be at
the sender’s risk.
2. In order to prevent errors in the transmission of telegrams, all words should be written in full
and no abbreviations will be allowed that are not in general use, and in accordance with the usage of the
language. All numbers and marks should be written in words in full. On messages hearing multiple
addresses to the same city or town, half-rates will be chargeable for the text of the messages, and fullword rates for the additional names and addresses after the first address.
3. As a general rule, all messages must be prepaid, except in the case of replies to messages on
which tho words l' reply paid” have been written, or where special arrangements have been made for
payment by receiver; but in all cases the sender will be held responsible for the cost of tho message
should payment be refused by addressee.
4. Names and addresses will be counted as forming part of tho message *
5. Messages will be delivered free within 1 mile of the office. Bor greater distances, porterage,
or, where necessary, cab or boat fiire, will be charged, and must be prepaid or guaranteed. Where a
special messenger has to be employed the Department will make tho best arrangements it can ; but the
telegram will only be so forwarded at the sender’s risk and cost, and should no messenger be procurable
the telegram will be posted, at the option of flic sender.
G. Every message in secret language, or consisting of words in any admitted language (English,
Erench, German, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, Spanish, and Latin) having no connective meaning, groups
of letters or figures, shall be regarded as a cypher message, and be subject to an additional charge of 50
pier cent.; and in a message containing one or more words in cypher every such word shall be counted as
two words, and the extra charge be added to the minimum ruite for a message, provided that such extra
charge shall not exceed 50 per cent, on the ordinary rate which would be payable on account of the said
telegram. Groups of five letters or five figures shall count as one cypher word.
7. To facilitate delivery, care should be taken to give full name and address of person to whom the
telegram is addressed.
8. The sender of any telegram can have the telegram repeated hack to him by the office to which
the message is addressed on payment of an additional half-rate.
“
0, The Government will not be responsible for mistakes in the transmission of messages, from
whatever cause tlicy may arise, nor for any delay in the transmission and delivery, nor for non-transmis
sion or non-delivery of any message whatsoever.
10. Messages on the service of the State, or relating to death or illness, or urgent messages on
which double rates have been ^ paid, are to have priority of transmission. All other messages will bo
transmitted in the order in which they are received. No person shall be entitled to the use of any
telegraph line for the transmission of any telegram or telegrams, not being Press messages, for more than
half an hour. In tho case of Press telegrams the limit during the day (from 0 a.m. until 8 p.m.) will ho
five hundred (500) words.
11. In the event of any interruption or accident to the lines which may prevent the transmission
of any telegram within a reasonable time, or may destroy tho value of such telegram, the sender of the
telegram will have the option of withdrawing his telegram and receiving back the amount paid thereon on
application through the officer in charge of the station at which such telegram was presented.
12. Applications for refund, except in cases specified in the preceding regulation, must be made in
writing, addressed to the Superintendent of Telegraphs, stating reasons why tho application is made.
13. Any telegram may be cancelled at the request of the sender, provided transmission or delivery
has not been effected. In the event of the telegram not having been transmitted the fee shall bo returned,
but if it has been transmitted no refund shall bo made ; a service telegram will, however, be sent to the
.
office
This tloiJends on the intercolonial telegraph rates being filtered.
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office of address, if desired, at the cost of the sender, to stop delivery. Should such service telegram
arrive too late the fact will, if practicable, be eommimicafed to tbo sender of the original message, but the
cost of the service telegram will not be repaid.
.
14. At the request of the sender or receiver a telegram may be redirected and transmitted to
another station, but if it has already been transmitted to the original address it will be subject to an
additional rate.
15. No application for copies of messages after delivery will be entertained unless at tbe request of
the sender or the addressee ; and in all cases the Superintendent will require satisfactory reasons for the
application. A search foe of two shillings and sixpence (2s. Cd.) for each telegram must accompany the
application, and should tho telegram have to be transmitted to another station one-half the usual rates
will be charged for such transmission in addition to the above fee, but in no case must the charge be less
than tbe minimum rate.
10. The strictest secrecy as to the contents or purport of any message is enjoined; no person not
employed in the service of the Telegraph Department is allowed access to the operating-rooms without a
special order from the Superintendent; and any officer of the department allowing any person to enter
the operating-rooms, or affording any information as to the contents or purport of any message, except
under the preceding regulation, will render himself liable to the penalties specified in the Telegraph Acts
of the several Colonies.
17. Telegrams will be kept in the custody of the Superintendent of Telegraphs for the space of
one year, after which they will be burned or destroyed, by direction of the Superintendent, in the presence
of some duly authorised officer.
18. Messages upon which all fees have been paid may bo transmitted by post at office of address
as letters for delivery in any of the Australasian Colonies, without any extra payment for postage; tbe
ssuder must, however, write the words 11 To be posted from----------- under the address.
ID. Code addresses will not be registered or accepted except in the case of international telegrams.
20.. "Where the sender of a message requires, the letters, 11.1). may he inserted at Iho end of the
message, and these letters will be charged as one word only.

C.
Sir,

General Post Office, London, 22 May, 1880.
With reference to your letter of the 27th of March last, No. E. 89-3.348, T beg leave to acquaint
yon that, so far as this Department is concerned, there is no objection to the extension to letters and
packets posted in New South Wales, and, indeed, in tho Australasian Colonies generally, of the
exceptional arrangements set forth at page 232 of the Post Office Guide for the present quarter, in
regard to the transmission of gold and silver bullion, precious stones, jewellery, and other precious articles
to certain foreign countries and British Colonies comprised in the Postal Union.
A communication to this effect will be sent to the Post Offices of tbe other Australasian Colonies,
and also to the Post Offices of the British Union Colonies interested in the question.
A note has been taken of the information given in the last paragraph of your letter under reply
as to the delivery in New South Wales of registered letters or packets containing coin, jewellery, or
articles liable to Customs duty.
I am, &c.,
The Postmaster-General, Sydney.
EDW. II. EEA.

D.
Sir,

General Post Office, London, 13 June, 1890.
The Postmaster-General has had before him your letter of the Dth instant, from which it
appears that the Adelaide Postal Conference, while agreeing to a 2-Jd. postage rate for letters, has decided
to recommend that the mails from Australia should no longer be sent by tbe accelerated train service
from Brindisi to Calais.
Mr. Eaikcs thinks that, in making this suggestion, the members of tbe Postal Conference probably
had not the means of realizing all the consequences which would result from the adoption of such apian;
and I am therefore to point out to you the prejudicial effects that would follow the exclusion of tho
Australian mails from the special train service.
You are aware that, owing to the postponement of the despatch of the homeward mail steamers
from Adelaide from Monday till Wednesday in every week, at the urgent instance of the Colonics, the
arrival of all the Eastern mails in this country takes place two days later than heretofore.
Instead of the mails being due in London on Sunday or Monday, as was formerly the case, they
are now duo on Tuesday or Wednesday, according to the season of the year, and even this is achieved
only by the use of the special train service from Brindisi, If the Australian mails were loft for convey
ance by the ordinary train service they would occupy at least ten hours' longer in transit, and, unless
they happened to reach Brindisi in time for the 5 p.m. train (the only through train in the day), they
would be subject to a delay of perhaps as much as twenty-four hours before starting, so that, in an
extreme case, the mails might not reach London until Thursday evening, and many parts of the country
would be cut off from reply by the Priday night's outgoing mail.
It is not unlikely that these results might be still further aggravated by irregularities of service
in Italy and Prance arising from the transfer of the heavy Australian mails to the ordinary services of
those countries. The ordinary service from Naples, hy which the mails brought to that port by Orient
steamers are at present, as a rule, carried forward to Calais, is by no means as uniform in regard to
duration of transit as the special service from Brindisi, and it is thought that the conditions of traffic on.
the Adriatic system are somewhat less favourable than those on the Mediterranean system to the punctual
transmission of these abnormally heavy mails.
If
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7f the proposed change should in practice result, as it welt might, in so late an arrival as to precl ude
reply by the outgoing mail of Priday, tho Colonial public would be at the serious disadvantage of having
one week added to the time which would bo occupied in sending a letter to England and getting a reply
in the Colony,
_ But there arc other difficulties. Tho French and Italian Governments are under no positive
obligation to carry mails from Australia hy the ordinary train services of those countries.
There is an understanding with the French and Italian Post Offices that if this Department secs
fit to disconnect the homeward Australian packet service from the Indian, it shall have the right to use
the ordinary train services for the Australian mails, at Postal Union transit rates, always provided that
their use is possible under the general traffic regulations of the continental railways.
The present situation is not strictly covered by the understanding referred to above, because the
mails are still to arrive in one steamer, and, although France and Italy might not eventually refuse to
separate the Australian mails in tho circumstances now under consideration, the point would, at tho best,
bo one for negotiation.
’
Moreover, the public in this country, and probably in the Colonies also, would criticise severely
postal arrangements under which tbe mails from Australia were left behind at Brindisi for conveyance by
ordinary train to Calais, while those from India and China brought to Brindisi by the same packet were
sent on by special train ; and such a course would be extremely difficult to defend.
The Delegates at the Adelaide Conference have doubtless inferred that, because the mails brought
by the Orient packets to Naples usually come on by ordinary tram to Calais, the mails landed at Brindisi
can, without difficulty, be treated in the same way. But the cases are quite dissimilar; tho Orient
steamers bring Australian mails only, so that no question arises of bringing on one portion of the mail
and leaving another behind. Moreover there are no connections to be arranged at Colombo or Aden,
as in the case of the Peninsular and Orient steamers from India, China, and Australia; consequently the
Orient steamers generally arrive at Naples well in advance of their contract time ; and the slower railway
journey^ is not so material, although, as a matter of fact, the transit is really longer by nearly a day than
by special train from Brindisi, and it remains to be seen what the effect will be under the arrangements
for a later arrival, which have hardly yet come into practical operation.
It is estimated that if the mails were sent from Brindisi by ordinary train at Union rates instead
of as at present, the whole of the Australian Colonies would save in the aggregate some £3,800 a year, a
sum which when divided between tbe several Government would doubtless seem far too email to justify a
measure which could not but put those Colonies at a grave postal disadvantage when compared with other
parts of Her Majesty’s Dominions in the East.
I am therefore to request that you will bo so kind as to bring the circumstances to tho notice of
your Government, and to support with your influence the Postmaster-General's earnest desire that the
proposal as to the train service should be withdrawn, as opposed alike to the best interests of the Colonies
and of this country.
I am, &e.,
The A gent-General.
S. A, BLACKWOOD.

E.
°ir>
Downing-strcct, 21 November, 1890,
. I have the honor to transmit to you a copy of a letter from the Science and Art Department 20 July, 1800.
forwarding a copy of Mr, Sandford Fleming’s memorandum on lime reckoning, together with the map
which accompanies it.
j have, &c.,
KNUTSFOKD.
The Officer Administering the Government of
Department of Science and Art to Colonial Office.
t
SB,

Department of Science and Art,
_
London S.W., 26 July, 1890.
_
^Referring to the letter from the Colonial Office of the 15th February last,
transmitting a copy of a despatch from tho Governor-General of Canada, enclosing
Members or Com mittkk :
The Astronomer Jtoval, certain papers relating to the reform in time-reckoning which the Canadian Institute
l*iofi*<?sor J (' Arinins, was desirous should bo communicated to this department, I am directed hy tbe Lords of
51. A., F.K.S.
Tft.-Cien. It Stitn-hov, tbe Committee of Council on Education to inform you that these papers were submitted
11
F.fcfj to tbe Committee appointed to advise My Lords with reference to this question.
Pr. Hind, F.K.S.
Tbe Committee consider “that it is desirable ttiat Mr. Sandford Fleming’s
The ]!ydrof,Ta]>her of
the Navy,
memorandum
be forwarded to the Governments of all the Colonies for their considera
Maj -Coni.
Donnelly,
tion with a view to the adoption of the Hour Zone system in reckoning time generally
C.B.
and of tho 24-hour notation for railway time-tables.”
The Committee desire to express their concurrence in Mr. Sandford Fleming’s views as to the
advantages which would result from this reform and the ease with which it could be carried out.”
I am also to request you to inform the Secretary of State for the Colonies that the Astronomer
Itoyal calls attention to a paper by Dr, Sehram, published in the April number of the “Observatory,”
Rowing that ‘ Standard time” is likely to be adopted shortly on the railways of Germany and Hungary,
whilst other European countries are favourably disposed towards it.
*
I am directed to request that you will be good enough to move Lord Knutsford, should his Lord
ship consider the action expedient, to cause copies of the memorandum and of the map which have been
printed for the purpose to be sent to the Governors of Her Majesty’s Colonies.
'
The Under Secretary of Stale for the
] am
Colonies, Colonial Office, S.W.
’'\V. D. DONNELLY,

Committee
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Committee on the Prime Meridian Conference.
Meeting of2iith, April, 1800.
1
Present:—Tho Astronomer Royal (in the Chair); the Ilydrographer of the Navy; General Donnelly, C.I3.

Resolved—■
1. That it is desirable that Mr. Sandford Fleming’s memorandum he forwarded to tbe Govern
ments of all the Colonies for their consideration, with a view to the adoption of the Hour Zone system in
reckoning time generally, and of the 24-hour notation for railway time-tables. The Committee desire to
express their concurrence in Mr. Sandford Fleming’s views as to the advantages which would result from
this reform, and the ease with which it could he carried out.
2. That it would be advisable that a similar recommendation should he forwarded to the Indian
G-ovcrnment, and that the adoption of the 24-hour notation for railway time-tables (which they under
stand has been adopted on several lines in Lidia) should he recommended to the Railway Companies of
the United Kingdom,
MestOKAN'DUit on the movement for reckoning time on a scientific basis, hy which the greatest possible
degree of simplicity, accuracy, and uniformity will he obtainable in all countries throughout the
world.
1. Notwithstanding the great advance which has been made during the present century in all the
arts and sciences and their application to the affairs of human life, the reckoning of time is still in a
primitive condition in many countries and in an imperfect condition in every country. _ Difficulties have
been developed since the introduction of rapid means of communication through the twin agencies, steam
and electricity, which, when examined, prove that time is computed generally on principles which are
untenable. The world’s time-reckoning is iu fact an exceedingly complicated combination. It is pro
ductive of confusion, and the confusion is apt to be increased and intensiSed as population increases and
lines of rapid communication are multiplied.
_
2. During the last ten years efforts have been made to overcome the evils referred to hy establishing
a remedial system on a sound scientific basis which would be acceptable to all nations, and hy which
perfect accuracy, uniformity, and simplicity would ev'erywhere be obtainable.
.
...
3. The subject has been carefully considered by many individuals and by scientific societies in
Europe and America. It has been discussed at Geographical and Geodetic Congresses at "Venice and
Romo, aud at Conventions of scientists and practical business men in America. On all these occasions
the solution of the problem has been promoted. As an outcome of these various meetings and efforls,
the President of the United States, under tho authority of an Act of Congress, invited the Governments
of all civilized nations to appoint delegates to meet in conference at Washington to consider tho whole
question, and take decisive action in respect thereto.
4. The Washington Conference embraced delegates from twenty-five nations. They had eight
sessions; the first was held on 1st October, 1884, the last on 1st November following. After patient
deliberation and discussion the object of this International Conference was accomplished by Ihe passage,
with substantial unanimity, of a series of resolutions determining the principles upon which all the
nations of tho world may unite in the adoption of a universal system of reckoning time.
5. The important results of tho Conference arc tho establishment of (L) a prime meridian for
reckoning longitude, (2) a zero for time reckoning, and (3) a unit-measure of time to he common to the
whole world.
(1. The prime-meridian corresponds with the Greenwich meridian.
7. The zero of time may be defined as the moment of mean solar passage on the anti-prime
meridian.
8. The unit-measure of time, designated the universal day, may be defined as the interval between
two successive mean solar passages on the anti-prime meridian.
9. The Conference further determined that the hours of tho universal day shall be counted in a
single series from zero to 24.
10. The Universal day, as defined by tho Washington Conference, begins and ends at tho same
moment as the civil day at Greenwich, but it differs from the Greenwich civil day in respect to the
numbering of tho hours. While the Universal day has a single set of hours numbered from 0 to 24, tho
Greenwich civil day is divided at noon into halves, the half days before and after noon being subdivided
into separate sets of hours, each numbered from 0 to 12, and distinguished as ante-meridian and post
meridian. Greenwich time is the local time so-called of tho meridian of Greenwich. Universal time,
on tho other hand, is understood to be common to all localities, and the universal day is held to he the
date of the world.
11. Considerable progress has been made in the adoption of tho principles of universal time, and
the practical success which has attended the application of these principles goes to show that the unifica
tion of reckoning by the several civilized nations can best he effected step by step.
Rkckosisg

hy

Ilouit Muhidiaks.

12. The first important step is the adoption of the “ Hour Zone System,” commonly designated in
America “Standard Time.” It may he stated, that in the theory of universal time the fundamental
principle is unity, it is held that there is not more than one time in the whole universe, and that the idea
of separate and distinct times in each separate locality is incorrect. While the essential principle of
universal time is indisputable it cannot bo denied that a perfectly uniform notation of time throughout
the entire globe comes into direct conflict with our preconceived notions and habits of thought. The
hour zone system is introduced as an easy means of transition from old to new ideas, and it is found
that, by adopting hour meridians ns local standards for reckoning, grave difficulties arc in a large measure
overcome without any violent departure from our inherited usages and prevailing customs. The hour
zone system also furnishes the means of applying the correct principles of universal time in ordinary
affairs.
13.
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13. In the hour zone system the circumference of the globe is divided into twenty-four sections
or zones. The central line of each zone is an hour meridian, and the hour meridians are 15 degrees of
longitudes apart. The accompanying chart of the world on Mercator’s projection show's the geographical
position of the twenty-four hour meridians. They are numbered in consecutive order towards tho .west
from zero, the ante-prime meridian.
. II- The hour zones theoretically extend 7| degrees of longitude on each side of the hour meridians,
hut in practice that is hy no moans an essential rule. The houndary-line of contiguous zones may be
governed by national, geographical, or commercial circumstances.
15. As the earth rotates on its axis in twrenty-four hours, an hour elapses between the solar passage
on each successive hour meridian; it is obvious therefore that if the reckoning in each zone be governed
by its respective meridian, the reckonings everywhere will he directly related. There will be differences,
but tbe differences will in every ease be known, and they well invariably be multiples of an hour.
Throughout the globe there will be complete identity in the minutes and seconds. For example, when
the reckoning in tno tenth zone is six hours twenty-five minutes, in the eleventh zone it will be five hours
twenty-five minutes, in the twelfth zone four hours twTenty-five minutes, and so on, each snecessivo zone
differing by an exact hour. Tims the only departure from complete uniformity in reckoning around the
globe will be in the numbers of the hours, but the numbers of the hours being governed by the numbers
of the hour meridians, the passage to universal time is simple and direct.
10. As the reckoning iji the zone of tho twelfth hour meridian corresponds with Universal time
the. reckonings in all zones to the east of that meridian will be one or more full hours in advance of
Universal time, aud in all zones to the west of tho twelfth hour meridian the reckonings will be behind
Universal tunc. Universal time will be the mean of all possible reckonings under tbo hour zone system,
and the Universal day the mean of all possible local days.
17. Tbe hour zone system has been adopted for Ordinary use in portions of the three Continents
of Asia, Europe, and America, In 1887 an Imperial Ordnance wms promulgated directing that on and
after the 1st day of January in the year following time throughout the Japanese Empire would ho
reckoned by the third hour meridian. The reckoning in England and Scotland is by the twelfth hour
meridian ; in Sweden the eleventh hour meridian is the standard, and quite recently it has been resolved
in Austria-Hungary to be governed by the same meridian. Efforts are noiv being made to follow tbo
same course in Germany and in other European countries. In North America the hour zone system has
been in general use for six years, tbe reckoning of time being governed as follows, namely:—
By the IGth hour meridian in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island.
By the 17th hour meridian in Now Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, Maine, Vermont, Massachu
setts, New Hampshire, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, Hhode Island, New Jersey,
Maryland, Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida.
,
By the iSth hour meridian in Manitoba, Kcwatin, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa,
Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana.
By tbe 19th hour meridian in Assiniboia, Saskatchewan, Alberta, Athabasca, Montana, Dakota,
"Wyoming, Ncbrasca, Colorado, Kansas, New Mexico, Texas, Utah, Arizona.
By the 20th hour meridian in' British Columbia, "Washington, Idaho, Oregon, Nevada, California.
IS, The adoption of the hour zone system has been tbe means of removing tbe chaos of local times,
which, in many quarters, previously caused much friction. Wherever the reckoning is governed by the
same standard meridian, there is complete uniformity iu every division of time. In Japan, Central Europe,
Great Britain, United States, Canada, and Mexico identity of reckoning prevails. In all these countries
tiie hours arc struck at the same momeilt; the only difference is in the numbers by which they arc locally
known; with that single exception every division of the day is simultaneous.
"
TIIE 21-HOTJR NOTATION.
19. The second important step in regulating the reckoning of time throughout the world is to
abandon the division of the day into ante-meridian and post-meridian hours, separately numbered, and to
substitute a single series of hours, numbered from 0 to 21. This change was resolved upon by tho
Washington Conference with respect to the universal day.
20. The old practice of dividing the day into separate sets of twelve hours, however it arose, has
not only no advantage to recommend it, but tho usage has been found to have positive disadvantages,
which have been brought into prominence within the past generation. The division of the day into halves
doubles the chauce of error, and tends to confusion in connection with the running of railway trains. Tho
misprint or mistake of a single letter, a.m. for p.m., or vice versa, will easily arise to cause inconvenience,
loss of time, possibly loss of property or loss of life.
21. The 24-hour notation, so called, removes all doubt and uncertainty, and promotes safety.
Where it has been adopted in Canada there is no ambiguity, moreover the change has been effected
without difficulty and without danger. The hours having a lower number than twelve arc known to belong
absolutely to the first part of tbe day, and those having a higher number to the afternoon and evening.
^ 22. The 24-hour notation is strongly recommended by prominent men in Bussia, Germany, Italy,
Austria, Belgium, France, Spain, Great Britain; indeed it may be said in every country in Europe. It is
brought into daily use on the great lines of telegraph leading from England to Egypt, India, China,
Australia, aud South Africa. It is received with very great favour in America. It has been in use for
nearly four years on 2,354 miles of the Canadian Pacific Eailway, and for nearly three years on tho
Canadian Government Kailway, the Intercolonial, DSC miles in length. The managers of these railways
and all the employes speak of the 24-hour notation in the highest terms. It is the only system in use at
this date, north of tho 49th parallel and west of the 89th meridian. There is not a province in Canada
where it is not already in use. It has been adopted on the railways in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
Prince Edward Island, Manitoba, Assiniboia, Alberta,British Columbia, aud partly in Quebec and Ontario.
So satisfactory are the results of tbe new notation that it has been determined to extend its application,
and it is expected that before long it will be in general use fov railway purposes throughout the
Dpminioij.
'
^
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23. In the United States a strong expression of opinion iu favour of the 24-hour notation has
been obtained. Tho .American Society of Civil Engineers, deeply concerned in the perfection of the
railway system of the Republic, lias since the year 1S80 taken an active interest in time reform. This
Society led the way in preparing the minds of men for the general acceptance of the hour zone system
six years ago, and since then it has vigorously directed attention to the 24-hour notation. It has a
special committee, whose duty, under the authority of the Society, is to correspond with railway managers
on the subject, and in every proper way to promote tho adoption of the new notation. The communica
tions which have been sent out by the American Society of Civil Engineers to the leading railway men
throughout the country have elicited a very large number of replies. They embrace tbe opinion of, it is
believed, a considerable majority of the managers of all the railway companies in North America, and of
all who have been heard from, about 97 per cent, are in favour of tho adoption of tho 24-hour notation in
tho railway service of the country at an early date. It is quite obvious that there is a wide-spread
feeling in favour of the change, and it only remains for the G-eneral Timo Convention, an organized body,
representing all the railways in tho United States, to take decisive action in the matter, so that the new
notation may be brought into use simultaneously in every section of the country.
24. Canada, in adopting the hour zone system, and in introducing the 24-hour notation, has
undoubtedly taken the lead in carrying into effect, iu the most practical manner possible, the essential
principles of universal timo. The 24-hour notation has likewise been introduced in the railway service
of Chinn, and it is not a little remarkable that one of the oldest Eastern civilizations, conjointly with tbe
youngest Western civilization, should set an example in breaking through the trammels of custom to
inaugurate a reform which every intelligent person believes to he desirable. Universal time will be sub
stantially adopted in North America so soon as the 24-hour notation is brought into use throughout the
United States. There is but one step necessary to secure to Great Britain all tbe advantages'of universal
time—that is, the adoption of the 24-hour notation. This one reform concerns the railway system, and
railway travellers especially, and in a country where all travel more or less 1 cannot but think that if
English railway managers were informed as to the case with which the change has been introduced in
Canada, and the satisfactory results which have followed, they would very speedily take means to obtain
similar advantages. 1 am confirmed in this view hy an examination of the letters which have been
received hy the Science and Art Department, South Kensington, copies of 'which I have been favoured
with. These letters go to show that the resolutions of the Washington Conference on this subject arc
cordially favoured by the following important bodies and Departments, viz.:—
1. Itoyal Astronomical Society.
2. Tbe Eoyal Society.
3. The Board of Trade.
4. The General Post Office.
5. The Eastern Telegraph Company.
0. The Eastern Extension Telegraph Company.
7. The Eastern and South African Telegraph Company.
8. The Society of Telegraph Engineers.
9. The Trinity House.
10. The India Office.
11. The Colonial Office.
,
12. The Admiralty.
To those may he added the Committee of Council on Education and the Board of Visitors of tho
Itoyal Observatory, Greenwich. Indeed I cannot learn that a single objection has been received from
any quarter.
25. As the fundamental objects of tbe Washington Conference were to remove all doubt and
ambiguity in time-reckoning, to prevent discrepancies, to secure simplicity and introduce uniformity, it is
manifestly important that the changes proposed, supported as they were at the Conference by the repre
sentatives of twenty-five nations, and subsequently looked upon in so many quarters as in themselves
intrinsically desirable, should without unnecessary delay be accepted, and, as far as practicable, put in
force generally. The first important step is the selection of hour meridians, and the adoption of the hour
zone system. With these objects iu view the accompanying map has been prepared; it shows the position
of the 24-hour meridians, and indicates in a general way the country or section of country to which any
particular hour meridian has greatest proximity. It would greatly advance the unification of time
throughout tho world, and greatly promote the common good of mankind if every nation with all con
venient speed would take means to select the hour meridians on which its reckoning of time may be based.
Appended hereto will be found a table indicating the hour meridians which in each case may be found
eligible for selection, but in a matter of this kind cacli nation must judge for itself.
26. I have mentioned what lias been done in America, more especially in Canada, in furtherance
of this movement. If means be taken to extend the use of the hour zone system to all the British
possessions around tho globe they will individually and collectively participate in the advantages of a
common reckoning of time. I venture to submit, suggestively, tbe appended list of the principal British
Colonies and Dependencies with the hour meridians which appear tho most suitable for standards in each
case.
Ottawa, 20th November, 1889.
SANDFORD FLEMING.
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British Possessions.

Table indicating the Hour Meridians, numbered as on the accompanying map, which may be selected as
local standards for reckoning time in each of the several British Possessions.
,
last column gives the differences between local reckonings and the Time o£ the World__
Universal Time. The sign PLUS indicates that local reckonings are in advance of, and MINUS that
they are behind, World Time in each ease.
Hour Aicridiana.

CountriesEast or West Of Greenwich.

The British Islands (comprising)—
England and Wales...................
Scotland.......................................
Ireland ......... .............................

0
0
0

Canada (comprising)—
Nova Scotia ...............................
New Brunswick .......................
Prince Edward Island...............
Quebec .......................................
Ontario .......................................
Manitoba ...................................
Assineboia...................................
Saskatchawan ...........................
Alberta .......................................
Athabasca...................................
British Columbia........................

00
75
00
76
75
00
105
105
120
120
120

Australasia (comprising)—
Now South Wales ...................
Victoria........................................
Queensland ................................
Tasmania ...................................
South Australia ........................
Western Australia .....................
New Zealand................................
Fiji................................................
New Guinea ................................

.Numbered on

Hour Zone Reckoning faster
or slower than WoriJ Time.

Map,

32
J2
12

0 Hours
0 „
0 „

West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West

16
17
10
17
17
18
19
19
20
20
20

4
5
4
5
5
6
7
7
S
8
8

150
150
150
150
135
120
105
105
150

East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East

2
2
2
2
3
4
1
1
2

+
+
+
+
+
+

+ n
+ 10

tt
tt
tt

Possessions in Asia (comprising)—
India ............................................
Burma..........................................
Ceylon ........................................
Hong Kong ................................
Straits Settlements....................
Labuan ........................................

75
00
75
120
105
120

East
East
East
East
East
East

7
<1

+
+
+
+
+
+

n
ii
1!
11
tt
It

West India (comprising)—
Jamaica........................................
Turks Island................................
British Guiana...........................
Bahamas........................................
Trinidad.......................................
Barbadoes...................................
Grenada.......................................
British Honduras........................
St. Vincent ...............................
St. Lucia ...................................
Tobago ........................................
Antigua.......................................
Montserrat....................................
St. Christopher............................
Virgin Islands ............................
Dominica ....................................

75
75
00
75
00
00
00
90
00
00
00
00
00
60
00
00

West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West
West

17
17
10
17
10
10
10
18
10
1C
16
16
16
10
16
10

Possessions in Africa (comprising)—
Cape of Good Hope.....................
Bechuanaland .............................
Basutoland....................................
Natal ............................................
Sierra Leone...............................
Gambia ........................................
Gold Coast....................................
Lagos...........................................

30
30
30
30
15
15
0
0

East
East
East
East
West
West

10
10
10
10
13
13
12
12

Miscellaneous (comprising)—
St. Helena............... .....
Gibraltar .......................
Malta...............................
Cyprus ...........................
Bermuda .......................
Falkland Islands ..........
Heligoland.......................
Aden ...............................
Ascension .......................
Fanning Island...............
Mauritius ...................
Newfoundland ...............

41—1)

0
0
13
30
CO
60
15
45
15
150
60
00

East
East
West
West
East
East
West
West
East
West

7
4
fi
4

12
12
n
10
10
10
11
9
13
22
8
IS

10
10
10
10
9
8

+ n

5
G
5
8
7
8
5
5
4
5
4
4
4
6
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+

»»
M
J»

it
Ii
ri
it
tt

>i
ji

]1

Jt
it
II
It
II
>t
it
tr

tt
It
J»
II
II
II

2
2
2
2
1
1
0
0

1*

0
0
1
2
4
4
I
3
1
10
4
4

II
II
If
11
II
II
II
II
>1
)!
II
1J

II
II
II
II
II
II
II
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Foueigs CotKTIinSS.
Tajile showing the Hour Meridians, numbered as on the accompanying map, and conveniently situated
for reckoning time under the Hour Zone system.
The last column gives the differences between local reckonings and the Time of the World—■
Universal Time. The sign PLUS indicates that local reckonings are in advance of, and. MLNUS that
they are behind, "World Time in each case.

Hour Meridians.
Countries.
East or West of Greenwich.

Argentine ItepubKc.........................................................
Austria Hungary............................................. ...............
Belgium.........................................................................
Bolivia ............................................................................
Brazil....................................................................... ........
Bulgaria...........................................................................
Costa Bica.......................................................................
Chili ................................................................................
China ...............................................................................
Columbia ........................................................................
Congo..............................................................................
Denmark .......................................................................
St. Domingo ..................................................................
fcgpyt...............................................................................
France ..........................................................................
Germany .......................................................................
Greece................................................................................
Hawaii ...........................................................................
Honduras ........................................................................
Hayti ...............................................................................
Italy ................................................................................
Japan ...............................................................................
Mexico ............................................................................
Netherlands ....................................................................
Nicaragua................................. .....................................
Norway ............................................................................
Paraguay ........................................................................
Persia..............................................................................
Peru ................................................................................
Roumania ......................................................................
Siam ................................................................................
Servia...............................................................................
Spain ................................................................................
Sweden .................................................... ........................
Switzerland ..................................................................
Tm^ey ............................................................................
Russia in Europe.............................................................
Russia in Asia ...............................................................

Uruguay............................................................................
United States ...............................................................

Alaska ...........................................................................
Venezuela.......................................................................

60
J5
0
CO
45
GO
30
00
75
120
105
75
15
15
75
30
0
15
30
150
00
75
15
135
105
0
00
15
GO
GO
75
HO
103
30
0
If;
15
30
45
30
1G5
150
135
P20
105
00
75
CO
CO
75
00
105
I'10
135
150
00

West
East
—
West
West
West
East
"West
West
East
East
West
East
East
West
East
—
East
East
'West
West
West
East
East
West
—
West
East
Yi est
Hast
IVcst
East
East
East
—
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
West
YVest
West
West
West
West
West
West

Numbered on
New’ Map,
16
11
12
1G
15
10
10
IS
17
4
5
17
11
11
17
10
12
11
10
22
IS
17
11
3
19
12
IS
11
16
S
17
10
H
10
12
:l
i)
10
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
G
7
8
16
17
IS
19
20
21
22
16

Hour Zone Reckonings faster
or slower than World lime.

_

+
—
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
i+
+
+
+
+
+
+
i
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-h
+
+
+
_

4 Honrs
I
„
0
„
4 ti
3 „
4 „
2 „
6 „
f>
8
„
7 Jt
r> „
i
i
„
0
,,
2
„
0 „
1
2 „
10 „
6
,,
5 „
i
„
9 ,,
7
jj
o
>.
6 „
1 »
4
4 „
5 „
2 ,,
7 „
0
o
>,
i „
i
„
2
„
3 „
2 „
11
„
10 „
9 ,,
8 „
7
„
0
M
5 ,,
4 ,,
4
„
5 „
6
„
7
s „
9 ,,
10
„
4 „
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POSTAL AND TELEGRAPHIC
CONFERENCE,
.
1891

PAPEKS LAID BEEOILE THE CONFERENCE, AND ORDERED TO BE
PRINTED.
1. List of Subjects proposed for consideration by the Honorable Daniel O’Connor.
2. List of Additional Subjects proposed by tire Honorable John Cavan Duffy.
3. Draft Agreement between Her Majesty the Queen and the Eastern Extension,
Australasian, and China Telegraph Company, and enclosures, as adopted by
the Conference.
1-. Statement showing the Distribution of the Amount to be guaranteed by the
Australian Colonies (omitting New Zealand and Queensland) under the
proposed Tariff.
5. Schedule of Present Rates of Telegrams exchanged with South and "West
Australia.
0. Schedule of Reduced Rates for Telegrams exchanged with South aud West
Australia.
7. South Australian Revenue on International Telegrams.
8. Proportion payable by each Colony (to Cable Company) under the proposed
Agreement, on the basis of population of 1888.
9. Comparative Statement, showing the Revenue, Area, and Eoreign Trade of some
of the Countries in the Postal Union having one vote.
10. Comparative Statement, showing the Revenue, Area., and Eoreign Trade of the
Australasian Colonies—one vote only being proposed.
11. Circular from Lord Knutsford on the subject of tire Vienna Congress of 1891.
12. Report of the Representatives of New South Wales, South Australia, and
Western Australia at the Lisbon Postal Cona-ress.
O
13. Paper submitted by the Postmaster-General of Queensland, showing the History
of Negotiations with Queensland as to joining in the Subsidy to the Eastern
Extension Telegrapli Company.
14. Statement showing Amount to he guaranteed by the Australasian Colonies
under the proposed Tariff.
15. Report on the Probable Result to the Australasian Colonies of the adoption of
an Universal Rate of One Penny per Half Ounce for Inland and Inter
colonial Postage.
■D
1G. Telegram- from the Premier of Tasmania to the Honorable B. Stafford Bird, on the
- subject of a representation from Mr. Audlcy Coote, as to Telegraph Cables.
17. Memorandum on the subject of Reduction of Press Telegrams.
18. A Communication from W. Warren, Esq., Manager of the European Telegraph
Extension Company, on the subject of the Draft Agreement.
19. A Communication from W. Warren, Esq., on the subject of finding a better
Route for the Darwin Cables.
20.
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20. A Telegram from the Agent-General on the subject of the proposed Canadian
Mail Service.
21. Draft Memorandum of Agreement between the Colonial Governments as to
‘
Payments to the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company.
22. Particulars as to the New South Wales Telegraph Service, 1890.
23. Particulars as to the South Australian Telegraph Sendee, 1890.
24. Particulars as to the New Zealand Telegraph Service, 1890.
25. Particulars as to the Victorian Telegraph Service, 1890.
26. Particulars as to the Tasmanian Telegraph Service, 1890.
'
27. Letter from Mr. Warren, Manager, Eastern Extension Company, accepting the
New Clause 10 in the Agreement for Reduction of Rates.
28. Letter from Mr. Warren, re Press Messages respecting Proceedings of Eedcral
Convention over the New Zealand and Tasmanian Cables.
29. Letter from S. V. Winter, Esq-, Herald Office, Melbourne, respecting a Reduc
tion in Press Telegraphic Plates between New South Wales and Victoria.
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POSTAL AND TELEGRAPHIC
CONFERENCE,
.
1891

No 1.
List of subjects proposed for consideration.

.

{Laid laforc the Conference by the Honorable Darnel O'Connor.)
1. lieduclion of the Cable Rato?.
2. Question of representation of the Australian Colonies at the Vienna Postal Union Congress to be held
in May next.
°
’
3.
4.
5.
G.
7.

Date on which Australasian Convention should come into force. Difficulties re fresh legislation.
Proposed Canadian Mail Service.
Advertising on the back of telegram envelopes.
Insurance of parcels.
Question of allowing senders of books, &c., to write their names and addresses on same.

8. Proposal for steps to be taken to prevent the repeated delivery of English Mails in Sydney on Saturday
afternoons.
J
J
J
9. Proposed reduction of rate of commission on Intercolonial Money Orders.
10. Gorman proposals.

No. 2.
List of additional subjects.
{Laid before the Conference by the Hon. J. Oman Dufy.)
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
G.
7.
8.
9.

Agreement with the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company (to include Queensland and Mow Zealand).
Vienna Congress. Postal Union: on what terms can we join ? Delegates to Vienna.
Reduction of Inland Transit Ratos with Eoreign Countries.
Intercolonial Postal Regulations (including Late Eee aud Money Order Telegrams). Newspapers ■
Regulations and Postage. Parcel Post: Packets not to exceed 11b.; above that to be sent by
Parcel Post. Post-cards.
J
Reduction of Postage throughout Australasia to Id. per oz.
Detention of Mail Steamers at Adelaide.
Intercolonial Telegraph Regulations. Money Order Telegrams, discontinuance of. One telegram of
advice. (R.P., reply paid.)
D
Pacific and Canadian Mail Service.
Intercolonial Telegraph Rates. Twelve words too few for minimum.

No. 3.
Draft Agreement between Her Majesty tlie Queen and the Eastern Extension
Telegrapli Company.
^ Aor™,e^t dated the
day of March, 1891, and made between Her Most
G-iiaciors Majesiv the Quekn of the one part and The Eastern Extension Austbauasia
other partA i£Li:CTl!APH -0-',n’ANT Limited (hereinafter called the Extension Company) of the
Whereas as these presents, are entered into on behalf of ITer Majesty by authority of the respective
Governments of the Colonies of.New South Wales, Victoria, Western Australia, Tasmania, and the
iiovmce ot South Australia (hereinafter referred to as the eontractiug Colonics) and
Whereas
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Whereas the telegraphic traffic o£ Australasia with other countries is carried by the cables and
telegraphic lines of the Extension Company in connection with lines belonging to the Indo-European
Telegraphic Department of Her Majesty’s Indian Government the Eastern Telegraph Company
(Limited) and the Indo-European Telegraph Company (Limited) and the lines and cables connected
therewith (hereinafter called the Cis-Indian Administrations) and ■
"Whereas the terminal stations in Australia of the Extension Company’s submarine cables are
situated at Port Darwin in the Province of South Australia aud Eoebuck Bay in the Colony of Western
Australia and
Whereas the transmission of telegraphic messages to and from the terminal stations in
Australasia (hereinafter referred to as the Australasian traffic) is now charged for at the rates specified
in the first schedule hereto (hereinafter referred to as the existing rates) and
Whereas the total receipts for the year 1880 of the Extension Company and the Cis-Indian
Administrations in respect of the Australasian traffic under the existing rates after deducting outpay
ments to other telegraph administrations have for the purposes of this Agreement been agreed between
the parties at the sum of £237,730 and
Whereas it has been proposed that the existing rates shall be reduced upon the terms and in
consideration of the guarantee hereinafter contained. How these Presents witness aud it is hereby
agreed and declared as follows:—
1. The Extension Company will from and after the first day of April 1891 transmit or procure the
transmission of all telegraphic messages exchanged between the places mentioned in the Second Schedule
hereto and South or Western Australia at the rates specified in the Second Schedule hereto (hereinafter
referred to as the reduced rates).
2. The Governments of the Colonies parties hereto will from and after the first day of April 1891
transmit or procure the transmission between the said terminal stations of the Company and other places
in the contracting Colonies of all telegraphic messages exchanged between the Australasian Colonics and
other places at the rates specified in the Third Schedule.
3. If in any year while the reduced rates shall continue in force by virtue of these presents
the total receipts of tho Extension Company and the Cis-Indian Administrations in respect of the
Australasian traffic after deducting all outpayments to other telegraphic administrations shall be less than
the sum of £237,730 Her Majesty will cause to he paid to the Extension Company out of the
Consolidated Itevcnue Eunds of the contracting Colonies a sum equal to half the amount by which such
receipts shall be less than the said sum of £237,73G.
4. Anv sum of money payable under clause 3 hereof shall be paid to tho Extension Company in
London in sterling money free from all deductions within three calendar months from tho close of each
year.
'
_
_
.
5. If there shall at any time in any year ■while the reduced rates continue in force by virtue of
these presents he a total interruption of telegraphic communication between Australia and Europe
arising otherwise than by reason of war or any such like cause which shall continue for more than one
calendar month inclusive of the day on which the interruption shall begin a deduction of one 3G5th part
of any sum payable under clause 3 hereof in respect of such year shall be made for every day beyond tho
said month during which there shall be such total interruption inclusive of the day on which it ceases
Provided always that if such interruption shall arise by reason of war or any such like cause no such
deduction shall be made but the Extension Company will restore or procure the restoration of such
communication with all possible dispatch the costs of so doing being in such case borne by Her Majesty.
G. While the reduced rates continue in force by virtue of these presents the provisions contained
in the 4th Article of a certain Agreement dated tho Gtli day of May 1879 and made between Her Most
Gracious Majesty the Queen “on behalf of the Colonies of New South Wales and Victoria” of the ono
part and the Extension Company of the other part as to the rates to ho charged by the Extension
Company shall he suspended, and notwithstanding such Article the Extension Company shall not he bound
to make any rebate or allowance in respect of Government messages or press messages except as herein
expressly provided.
7. Tho words “Government messages” and 11 Press messages” in these presents shall have the same
meaning as tiiey have under Articles 5 and 6 of the said agreement of 6th May 1879 and all existing rules
with regard to such messages and any modification which may be made therein shall apply to such messages
respectively under the reduced rates.
8. The reduced rates shall continue in force until tho expiration of a notice given in manner next
hereinafter mentioned the said notice shall he not less than two calendar months’ notice in writing
expiring either on the 31st day of March 1892 or on tho 31st day of March of any subsequent year and
may be given cither by the Extension Company to the Agent-General of Soutli Australia on behalf of the
Colonies parties hereto by leaving the notice at the office in London of such Agent-General or by such
Agent-General to the Company by leaving such notice at the office of the Extension Company in London.
9. Immediately upon the expiration of any notice given in accordance with clause 8 hereof the
existing rates for the Australasian traffic shall again come into operation provided that the rate to and
from Europe shall not exceed eight shillings unless a higher rate shall be required to make up the
receipts from the Australasian traffic to the sum of £237,730.
10. The Extension Company will not during the continuance of the agreement directly or indirectly
in any manner howsoever alter tho rates specified in the third schedule hereto without the consent in
writing of the contracting Colonics.

Schedules
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Schedules referred to in Draft Agreement with, the Eastern Extension, Australasia,

and China Telegraph Company (Limited).
Ho. 1.—Schedule of tho Present Rates for Telegrams ox.ch!vnged ■willi South Australia,
Credit to Guarantee Account.
Total.

J^uro])c.

India.

Ja\ a,

5 00
4s. fjii. |
2 SO
|
2s 3d. '
1'40
Is. ud.
7'00
5s Kkl.
6'CO
4s. Ptl.
5 GO
4s. Sd,
7-00
5s. lid.

S'Sj
7s. 3d.
0 05
5s 0d.
2 47*
2s. Od.
9-85
8s 3d.
8'00
7s 2d.
9-35
;<? lOd.
E'4.V>
7 s Id.

*25
2d.
•25
2d.
■05
Old.

"75
74(1.
‘75
7Jd.
-24
Sd.
■75
7i,d.
*75
74d.

T5
Ud.
16
1M.
•04
Old.
T5
74d.
•15
Ud.

7ld.
■75
7id.

7 00
6s. lid
7’00
5s. Wid.
5 00
4s. 2!.d.
frCfl
4s, 2U1.
ft-CO
4s. aid.
s oo
0?. sid.
8 jl>
fs Ud.

S TO
Gs. Oil.
7 00
5s. 104(1.
6 00
4s. "id.
5 OO
4s. 2Jd.
5-U0
4s 2Jd.
8'00
6s. SJd
8 AO
7-s-1W,

'75
jjd.
80
8d.

10 00
8s. 4ii.

lO'OO
8s. 4d.

Gt 33c.
6s. 2d.

6-35
5s ?d.

5h 2(1.
3 50
2s. 10jit.

r's. 2d.
3 50
2s. lOld.

1-3!)
Is. 2d.

6 CO
4s. fid

CDO
5s. Sd.

4-175
3s. Gd.

4s.

5'00
8d.

9 77-5
8a. 2d.

fi'OO
4e. 8d.

o'GO
4s. Sd,

Joint Purse.] Company. 1
Europe—Ordinary, via Suez or
rm Teheran
Government ...........
Pres? ...................

S'25
2s. M.
$-25
2s. Cut,
ror*'
lojd.
2 86
2s. .'ill.
3 00
2s. 6d.
U76
3^. 2d.
V4Z'

IS. 2d
Persia.......................'..........
India .................... *........

1'09
1W,

Penang ..............................

Europe, tn‘a Turkey ..............

„

j, Moulmein.........

Outitej mentg.

Persia.
rte
Is, 3d,

Spain.
*25
2Jd.
Cochin
China,
Ud.
*
Europe*
rso
Is. 7d.
-25
2Jd.
Northern
Coinpan y.
SAO
7s. l*d.

is. :ud.
■
‘

Total,

1’40
is. 2d.
1-40
Is. 2d.
■42
4d.

2 55
2s. Id,
2 55
2a. Id.
•75
Sd.

8*00
7h. Id.
3-22»
2s. Sd.

Is. 2d.

IB. Ud.

10s 2d.

In. 2d.

Is. lid.

9s. Id

Ud.

Is 2d.

IS. lid.

fl?. fil.

Ud.

Is. 2d.

Is. lid.

f)3. Cd.

T5
Ud
‘15
Ud.
"15
Ud.

1‘40
Is. 2d.
1 40
Is. 2d,
1-40
Is. 2d.

11*04
9s. Ud.
fl-35
7s. Ittd.
G'55
5s. Gd.

m.

Is. 2d,

3'85
$3 2d.
2,:J5
Is lljd.
1*65
Is. :tjd.
is. aid.

Ud.

U. 2d.

Is", aid.

1{(1 ’

Is. 2d.

Ud.
•15
IJd.

Is. 2d.
wo
Is 2d.

is. aid.

8s. 6d,

13. Gd.

9s. IDd.

14d.

Is. 2d.

Is. 5d,

Gs 7d.

Ud,

Is. 2d.

2s. 7d,

7s. Od.

Is. 2d

Is. SJd,

4s. Sd.

'13
lid.

1-40
Is. 2d.

4Tfl
3s. Gd.

11*15
Da 2d.

-16
lid

1-40
Is. 2d.

$ G25
Ss. 0d.

13-40
Us. 2d.

1b. 2d.

8s, 5d.

13a id.

I
.
i

*15
Ud.

*75
74(1.
Cochin
China, Siam,
and India.
1-32*
is. Gd.

*15

1

Total Rata

Australia.

n±

1V40

63. fld.
5s. Gd.
Ss. Od.

No. 2.“-Sciiedule of Reduced Rates for Telegrams exchanged with South Australia,
Credit to Guarantee Account.
Cis-Indian 1 Extension
Joint Purse. Company,
Europe—Ordinary, tin Suez or
inVr Teheran. *
Government ...........
Press .......................

Persia...................................

Malacca

Total.

Europe.

India.

Java.

Australia.

*25
2d.
'25
2d.
-05
Old.

'35
3ld.
■,![>
31(1.
-24
2Jd.
'35
aid.
-35
SJd.

T6
iid.
'15
Ud

■50
fid,
-50
fid.
■42
4d.

3UI.

3*25
7d.
$-25
2s, Gd.
1'07*
Ifl-UI.
2*85
2s $d.
3'CH)
2s. frd.
3*50
2s. 9d.
1*454
Is. 2d,

*50
Gd.
nil.
4!|5
4d,
ITS
lid
1-00
fld.
ro
6d.
2 64*
2s. Od.

3-75
3S Od.
3 25
2< Gd,
1-50
Is. 2 id.
4 00
3a 2d.
A 00
3s 2d.
4'CO
3s- 2d.
4 00
3s 2d.

l-0<>
lid.

1-30
Is Id.
S1??*
3s. Oit.
$*75
3s. Orl.
8*75
$s. 0d.
3-Y5
35. 0d.
5-GO
4s. Gd.
G-iO
4s. Ud.

2-46
2s. Od.
8 TT-5
3s. Od.
3 76
33 Od.
$ 76
3a. Od.

7 GO
Cs. Od.

7 CO
Gs. Od.
Rs. id.
4 20
$?. 4d
S'lO
2s. fid.
refl
Is. Od.

2b.

..........................

Macao .. .............................

Persia,
165
Is. 2d.

3s. Od.
fi'OO
4s Gd.
G-io
4s. Ud.

Europe, r?re Turkey................

1-39
Is. III.

4-20
3s 4d.
4'20
3s. 4d.
$ 10
2s. (111.
50
5(1.

Moulmein .........
*

8-2n
2s. 7d.

4 20
Ss. 5(1.

7-45
Os. Od.

5’60
4s. Cd.

5-CO
4s Od

Hongkong..........

Outjxiyjpcnts.

3liL
■35
Sid.
■57s
Old.

Spain.
2Ari.
Coehm
China.
•15
lid.

4'20

Is SJd.
1*80
Is. Cd.
Europe,
■25
2d,
Noilljom
Company,
8-50
Os lOd,

•35
SJd.
India, Siam.
and Cochin
China.
2,fi7s
2s. Id,

Total,

7id.

6*00
4s, Od,
4'50
8s. Cil,
2 25
is. lOd.

6d.
•50
Gd.

iod.

4s Od.

10(1.

4s Od.

lid
-i
lid

fid.

lUil.

4s Od.

Cd,

lOd.

4s. Od.

‘IS
lid.
•15
lid.
"1 fi
Id.
15
Id.
15
Id
■]6
Id.
•35
Id.

•60
fid.
•60
fid.

2*65
2s Od.
r22r’
Is Oil.

5-00
4s. Od.

fid.
60
fid.
-50
fid
■60
fid.
50.
6d.

Cd.
*05
Cd,
*C5
Cd.
'05
cd.

Ss Cd.
4 40
Sg. Cd,
4 40
Ss. (id.
C'^fi
fis. Od.
G'Tj
5s, 5d,

•15
Ud

•fiO
fid.

■no
Od.

3 DO
Cs. 0d.

■so

tki.
2 8C
2s 4d.

fi’OO
4s. Od.
G 40
fis. 2d.
$’75
8?. Od.
4‘7fi
Ss. lOd.

83.

■01

Oid.
ijd.
14d

1-2.1
Od.
1 25
Is. Od.

Total Rate.

16

M.

■15
iid.

•60
5d.
*50
fid.
-50
fid.
■50
fid.

T3
Id.

■60
fid.

8*47*
23, ud.

■35
id.

■SO
fid

f>‘15
7s 4d,

14(1.
*ifi
lid.
35
Id.

Bd.
2-20
la. 10d.

4s. Od,

10-D25
Ud.

14 7 fi
Us lOd.

452
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No. 3.—Schehule of Additional Rates on Telegrams exchanged between Europe and the Australasian Colonies, other than
South and West Australia,
| Kaptefn
Kate from
South And
New
Darwin
New Queensland, Tasmania. Port or
West Victoria, South • Extension Zealand.
Total.
| Australia.
Wales. | Cable Co.
Kocbuck
Bay,
1
South

am>

West Australia—

Europe—Ordinary (wo Suex or Toheian)
Government ..............................
Press ..........................................

s.
0
0
0

s. d

s. d.

s. d.

a. d.

s. d.

s, d.
3 7
3 1
1 G

. s. d.
4 0
3 0

S 2
S 2
2 4

10 6
10 S

2

9 9
9 9

1 10

New Zealand—

Europe—Ordinary (t'ioSuez or Teheran)
Government ..........................
Press .....................................
Queensland—
Europe—Ordinary (wia Sues or Teheran)
Government .........................
Press .....................................

1

0 1
0 1
0 ]

]
0
1
]
0

0 2
0 2
0 2

1 0
i 0
0 3

0 3
0 3

0 3
0 3

S

0 1

0 1

2 4

3 2

8 2

2 10

Victoria—

Europe—Ordinary (via Suez or Teherau)
Government ..............................
Press ..........................................
New South Wales—

Europe—Ordinal y (via Suez or Teheran)
Government .............................
Press ..........................................

0 0
0 d
0 4

0 1
0 1
0 1

3
3

7
1

4 1
3 7

1

G

1 11

7
1

4 3
3 9

0 r,
0 G

0 3
0 3

3
3

0 4

0 1

10

1 11

Tasmania—

Europe—Ordinary (via Suez or Teheran)
Government ..............................
Press ..........................................

0 5
0 5
0 4

0 1
0 1
0 1

...... j
...... I

0 c
0 0

...... I

0 G

0 1
0 1
0 1

3
3

7
1

4 8
4 2

10

2 6

The rates for Telegrams exchanged with the other places mentioned in Schedules 1 and 2 will he increased in the
same ratio as Telegrams exchanged with Europe.

No. 4.—Value of Australasian Traffic to he guaranteed under present and proposed Tariffs.
Value under proposed Tariff.

Yal ue under present Tariff.
No. of
Words,

1880,

Cis-Indian Joint
Purse.

Extension Company.

L.l
s. d.
£ s. d.
£ b.
Europe, Ordinary ........ r»29T0M 2 0 72,80S 19 0 4 0 110,210 2
,, Government.. . 29,215 o 9 4,017 1 3 2 3
3,230 13
,, Dress .............. 144,102 0 10k 0,307 1 Oil li 8,100 2
Aden ................... ,,.
748 14
2,667 2 r>
310 3 7 5 10
,, South Africo.......
410 3 0 1 5 10 1,004 10
M44 2 5
Sunkin .......................
0 7 6 4 8
3 2 0
fl 14
Egypt .........................
600 3 2
88 13 4 1 4 S
130 13
Derain......... ................
Persian Gulf....... .
India .......................... STjflflS
5 101 S,2H 14
Penang ....................
142 0
077
i 24
Malacca .......................
50
4 24
10 10
Singapore ................... 10,104
4 2} 2,144 16
Hongkong.................... 13,050
6 BV 0,356 2
Manila... .................... 2,72(i
S 4
1,135 1C
Cochin China..
5 2
4S 11
IBS
Tonquin and Siam .......
440
5 2
113 13
Java............................. 13,802
1,992
IS
2 1QA
Macao.......................
3
7 li
1 1
Europe, uin Tuikoy.......
3,6fl5 1 2
215 10 10 4 6
831 7
783,057

84,224 0 S

Total,

i
|
I

Cis-Indian Joint
Purse.

d. s. d
£ s d. S (1.
£
0 7 3 102,109 1 0 2 7
0St 4 52
6 5 0
3,773
7,303 15 0 2 7
3 o 0 14,416 4 0 0 I0A 0,307
2 8 3
1,053 17 0 2 3
238
0 8 3
1,420 13 0 2 3
3S7
O 7 2
1 1 0 2 5
0
4 7 10
219 C s 2 9
77
5 104
41
<4 4
24
5 4 2*
0 4 2)
11
8

4
4
3
41
u

163,512 S 51

8,214 14 4'j
142 0 4
10 10 5
2,144 10 9
0,356 2 11
1,135 10 8
48 11 4
113 13 4
1,092 13 3
1 1 if
1,010 18 4

6 si
8 4
5 2
5 2
2 101
7 n
5 a

237,736 0 si

E d.
13 0
12
1 9
15 9
9 0
7 3
0

0

1 2
0 n

1

266

1

11

7flf4S7 1 0

Less loss on Government.......
December 1, 1800.

Total.

Extension Company,

d.
£ S. d. s. d.
5 11,040 16 0 3 0
m 1,
121 14 7 2 6
0 4
2,402 14 0 t 21
0 11
117 33
3 2
0 11
157 17 0 3 -2
0 0
0 2 3 3 2
11 13 4 3 2
0 5
2 0
3 «>
1 1
2 0
3 0
4.101 1ft 0 $ n
3 0 1 101 ii 0 3 0
3 0
7 10 0 3 0
S O' 1.529 2 0 s 0
4 0 4,263 15 0 4 c
6 0
SI 7 16 0 0 0
31 ti 8 3 4
3 4
8 4
73 6 8 3 4
2 V
1,732 15 0 2 G
0 14 9 4 D1
4 11
0
76 If) 7 1 0
0

26,438 11 9

£ p
70,493 S
H,051 17
8,709 5
406 8
645 0
0 9
S3 13
103
7
1,629
4,203
817
31
73
1,732
0
277

8

305,025 13

0

(Laid bcfoi-c the Conference by (he Jfon. Sir John Bray.)

£237,736
105,926

Loss.
.................................

00,009
05,313
02,664
48,901
39,423
2G.182
12,942
231

....................... ........
........................ ........
....................... ........
........................ .. ..
........................ ...
........................ ....
........................ ....
......................... ........

Colonies.
£65,000
00,600
55,313
52,664
48,251
30,423
20,182
12,942
23 L

O
6
4

6

No. 5.—Schedule of Account with Australasian Colonics, Eastern Extension, Australasia, and China Telegraph Company.

Without increase
With increase of
10 per cent.
20 per cent.
25 per cent.
33 per cent.
50 per cent.
75 per cent.
100 per cent.
124 per cent.
December 1, 1890.

0

0

£20,403 11 0

Companies.
£60,905

0
6

9

11

£ a. d.
£0,660 0 4
321 14 7

Amount to ho guaranteed ...................................................................................................................
Value of Traffic at reduced rate made up in sterling ....................................................................

d

Total.

£131,810
121,218
110,G26
100,328
90,502
78,840
f>2,3C4
25,884
• 4G2

No.

10 0
2 0
15 0
16 0
6 s

15 0
14 ft
2 0

33

No. 4.
Statement sliowing tlie distribution of tire amount to "be guaranteed by the Australian
Colonies (omitting New Zealand and Queensland) under the proposed Tariff.
(JLaid before ike Conference by Ike Honorable Daniel O' Connor.)
With J With
With
Vi ithOUt
With
With
With
With
With
Population, increase
increase of increase nf increase of increase of increase of increase of j Increase of increase of
1SS8 basis.* Traffic. in 10
per cent. 20 per cent. 25 per cent 33 per coin. 50 per cent. 75 per cent. '100 per cent. 124 per cent.
1

Colony.

Victoria..............
Now' South Wales..
South Australia ..
Tasmania........
West Australia ..

£
r. d.| &
1,090.809
10 1024.640
1,035,740 20,663 0 4(24,525
ais.sos 7,818 - 6 0- 7,190
146,149 3,&S9 14 fij 3,',m
42,137 1,031 19 5 OjI

r.
17
0
-0

d.
,6
7 22,437
5 22,332
9 6,r>(Jl
5 2!- sjOTi
1C lj SOS
fi n tc

n'eft niVi

s. d.L £ f=. d | £
15 321,410 16 010,610
0 8 21,310 2 8 19,524
15 0. 0,247 10- 0- 5,7210
15 -ll| 2^803 10 2 2|G2ti
12 Sj 527 0 8| 757
n

h'n nnt

r,

A j o oci

«?, d. £
13 616,027
ti lQf15,352
2‘- 4,676
- 2 10l- s'u?
14 S| 019
n

&. d.i £
12 210,044
6 010,594
145 11
nl 3,105
2 01

s
S
7
10i
411 3

d 1£
s. d.
4,5,20112 6
5l 5,230 17 10'
s4 ltf>35
704 is6 20,
3 203 14 10,

& s. d
93 IS 3

03 0 5

27 8 1
12 13 8
3 12 7

/Jim Ann

2,683,203 165.003 0 O'CO.GOO 0 0 55,313 0 0,52,flC4 0 048,251 0 9*39,423 0 0 20,182 0 012,042 0 0 281 0

!

I

*

Vide

I

1

I

I

I

page 67, Report of May Conference.

Electric Telegraph Department,
Sydney, 2-i Eebruary, 1S9L

E. C. CRACKS ELL,
Superintendent of Telegraphs.

No. 5.

’

Schedule of the Present Pates for Telegrams exchanged with South and "West Australia.
{Laid before the Conference by the JLon. Sir John Bray?)
Credit to Guarantee Account.
Cis-Indian
Joint Purse.
Europe—Oidiuary
‘‘via

"via Suez” or
Teheran” .......

Government..................
Press.............................
Aden .............................................
Suakin ..........................................
Egypt .................. ...................
Persian Gulf.............................. ..
Persia.............................................

3 25
2s. 9d.
3-25
2s. fld.
1-075
md.
2-So
2s. 5d.
3-00
2s. 0d.
3'75
3s. 2d.
1 ’4os
Is. 2d.
1O0
10d.

India ............................................

Malacca..........................................
Singapore ....................................
Hornrhouj; and beyond ..............

'R'ctcnsion
Company,

5-fiO
4s. fid.
2-80
1 2s. 3d.
P40
|
Is. Hd.
7'00
' 5s. lOd.
5 GO
4s. Sd,
I
fr(J0
4s. Sd.
7 00
6s. lid.

1

7-00
5s. lid.
7-00
os. 10M.
j-Oj
4s. 2 HI.
n-ftO
4s. 2-Id.
5-00
4s. 2id.
S'OO
fis. Sid.

Macao ...........................................
7s. Hd.
lO'OO
Ss. 4d.

Manilla ..........................................

Cochin China................................

Total.

S'S5
7s. 3d.
fi'05
os. Od.
2-476
2s.
9-S5
Ss. 3d.
s-00
7s. 2d.
0'35
7s. JOd.
S-45*
7s. Id.
s-00
fis. fld.
7-00
5s. 10id.
5'00
4s. ^d.
ft-00
4s. 2M.
5-00
4s. 24d,
S’OO
fis. S^l
S-50
7s. IJjd.
10-0(1
Ss. 4d.

Out-payment?.
Europe.

•25
2d.
■25
2d.
■05
id.

'75
7|d.
-75
7 id.
■21
3d.
7id.
'/o
7id.
7 id.

Persia.
loa
Is. 3d.

7 id.
■75
7Hh
■80
Sd.

■25

24(1.

Cochin
China.
To
lid.
1 -ftft
Is. SJd.

Of. Sue.
6s. 2d.
6-35
5s. 2d.
3'nO
2s. IGJd.

5s. 2d.
3-60
2s. lOid.

1'39
Is. 2d.

5 GO
4s. fid.

6-69
os, Sd.

l-Sfi
Is. 7d.

4'175
3s. fid.

5-60
4s. Sd.

9-77s
Ss. 2d.

24d.

Tonquin........................................

India.

635
5s. 2d.

Java,

Australia.

!

Total.

To
lid.
‘15
iid.
■u4
id.
'15
lid.
•15
Hd.
•fft
Hd.
'15
lid.

1-40
Is. 2d.
1-40
Is. 2d.
•42
id.
1-40
Is. 2d.
1 40
Is. 2d.
1-40
Is. 2d.
1-40
Is. 2d.

2 55
2s. Id.
2-55
2s. Id.

■15
Hd.
TO
Hd.
'15
lid.
fft
Hd.
■15
Hd.
■fn
Hd.
•15
Hd.
•]*5
Hd.

L-40
Is. 2d.
1-40
Is. 2d.
1-40
Is. 2d.
1*40
Is. 2d.
1-40
Is. 2d.
1-40
Is. 2d.
1 40
Is. 2d.
T40
Is. 2d.

3-S5
3s. 2d.
2-35
Is. Hid.

15
lid.
*15
Hd.
15
Hd.

1-40
Is. 2d.
1-40
Is. 2d.
1-40
Is. 2d.

1-70
Is. fid.
3T0
2s. 7d.
1 *55
Is. 3id.

•15
Hd.

1-40
le. 2d.

3s. Cd.

'JO

8d.
2-30
Is. 11 d.
2-30
Is, Ud.
2-30
Is. lid.
2-30
Is. lid.

11-40
9s. 4(1.
8-60
7s. Id.
3-22*
2s. Sd.
12-10
10s. 2d.
10-90
9s. Id.'
11-63
9s 9d.
10 To4
9s.

Is 3id.

11-94
As. Hd.
9 35
7s. lOd.
6*55
5s. Gd.

] s. Sid.

5s. (id.

Is. 3id.

5s. fid.
9*55
Ss, Od.
10-03
8s. 5d.
11-80
9s. 10d.

Is. 34d.
1 -ftf)
Is. 34d.
I-so
Is. fid.

8-05
0s. 7d.
9-45
7s. fld.
.
5-05
4s. 2d.

Eurnpe.

Europe “ ria Turkey'’ .............

“

via

Moulmein” .........

“ t)ia Hongkong ' .........

41—E

n*G0
4s. 8d.

5-60
4s. Sd,

■25
Northern
Companv.
S 50
7s. lid.

*75
7 id.
Cochin
China,
Siairij and
India.
1-S25
Is. fid.

4-lfi

11-15
9s. 2d.

To

1-40

Hd.

Is. 2d.

3-62'
3s.

13-40
11s, 2d.

•15
Hd.

1-40
Is. 2d.

10-05
8s. od.

15 Go
13s. Id.

454
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' No. 6.
Schedule of Reduced Rates for Telegrams exchanged with South and West Australia.
(Laid before ihe Conference by ike Son. Sir John Bray.')
Outpayments.

Credit fci Guarantee Account

Total Rate,
Cis-Indian
Joint I’urse.

Extension
Company.

3'25
2s. 7d.
3-2.7
2s. Od.
1'073
lOid.
2-85
2s. 3d.
3-00
2s. 5d.
3'dO
2s. 9d.
1-455
Is. 2d.

•50
5d,
nil

Total.

Europe.

3-75
3s.
3-25
2s. Gd.
1-SO
Is. 21d.
4-00
3s. 2d.
4-00
3s. 2d.
4-00
3s. 2d.
4 00
3s. 2d.

•25
2d.
-25
2d.
*05
04d.

|

India.

Java.

Australia.

•35
Sid.
‘35
3|d.
■24
2id.
•35
3id.
•35
3id.
’33
3^d.
■35
SJd.

‘15
lid.
15
lid.
•04
Oid.
•IS
lid.
*15
Hd.
■15
Hd.
■15
lid.

•GO
5cl.

■35
Sid.
■575
oid.

Total.

----------<*—-------- ----------------------------------------

Europc-^vrtm&ry “
Suex” or
“ vid Teheran.”
Government .................................

Aden ..................................-..........

Persian Gulf.................................
Persia.............................................

] 09
Hd.

4d.
1‘10
lid.
1-00
9d.
•50
od.
2'545
2s.

3-75
3s.
3'75
3s.

2-45
2s.
3'775
3s.
3 75
3s.
3-7o
3s.
375
3s.

5-00

5-00

610
4s. 11 d.

010

1-36
Is. Id,
3-771
3s.
3-75
3b.

Malacca..........................................

Persia.
1-55
Is. 2d.

4a. Hd.

7-GO
fis.

7-60
Gs.

1-39
Is. Id.

4-20
3s. 4d.
4-20
3s. 4d.
3T0
2s. Gd.
■50
Gd.

4'20
3s. 4d,
4'20
3s. 4d,
3T0
2s. Gd.
l'S9
Is. Gd.

3'25
2s. 7d.

4-20
3s, Gd.

6s.

4s. Cd.

5'60
4s. Od.

Spain.
■25
-id.

5d.
■42
4d.
■50
5d.
•50
5d.
•50
5d.
•50
5d.

1-25
Is.
1'25
Is.
75
7id.
1-00
10(1.
1-00
lOd.
1-00
lOd.
I'OO
lOd.

5-00
4s.
4-50
3s. fid,
2-25
is. iod
5-00
4a.
5 00
4s.
5-00
4s.
5-00
4s.

•15
lid.
*15
iid.
•15
Id.
■15
Id.
*]5
Id.
•16
Id.
*15
Id.

■50
5d.
•50
Sd.
-GO
5d.
■50
fld.
•50
fld.
•50
fld.

2-55
2s.
1 -225
Is.
•65
6d.
■05
Od.
■65
Od.
•05
Od.

5 00
4a.
5-00
4s.
4-40
3s. Gd.
4-40
3s. Od.
4 40
3s. Gd.

■60

‘65

fld.

Od.

5 s,
675
5s. 5d.

15
lid.

*o0
5d.

■90
9d.

S'50
6s. 9d.

15
lid.
15
Hd.
15
Id.
-15
Hd.

‘50
5d.
•50
5d.
■50
5d.
•50
fld.

•80

2s, 4d.

5-00
4a.
6-40
5s. 2d.
375
3s.
475
3s. lOd.

•15
Id.

■50
5d.

3-471
2s. 9d.

10-92’
8s. Od.

■15
Id.

•50
5(1.

9'15
7s. 4d.

1475
11s. lOd.

-k)

6'25

Cochin China

Europe, “ltd Turkey” ..............

,,

“ rid

Moulmein” ............

‘1 vtd Hongkong” ..........

•15
lid.
1'55
Is. 34d.
i'86

Is. 6d.
Europe,
■25
2d.
.N oi'tliern
Company.
S'50
6s. lOd.

■35
3id.
India, Siam
and Cochin
China.
2-57i
2s. Id.

8d.
2-20
Is. lOd.
•05
Gd.
2-86

No. 7.
South Australian Revenue on International Telegrams.
(Laid before ihe Conference by ihe Son. Sir John Bray.')
Number of
Words, 1S90.

South Australian Revenue under
Present Tariff.
s. d.

[
Europe and Ordinary............................................. <

74,899

1 2

£

s. d.

South Australian Revenue under
Proposed Tariff.
s. d.

4,369 2 2

0 5

£

s. (I.

1,560 7 11

(

5o3j04y

1

1

29,933 13 9

0 5

Government................................................................

27,008

1

1

1,462 18 8

0 5

562 13 4

Press...........................................................................

160,051

0 4

2,667 10 4

0 4

2,667 1 0 4

11,532 3

9

31,775

38,483 4 11
38 4 8

38,445 0 3

16,322 15 4
38

4 8

16,284 10 8
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No. 8.

‘

Proportions payable by each Colony (to Cable Co.) under the proposed Agreement,
on the basis of population of 1888.
Colony.

Victoria..................
New South Wales.
Soutli Australia ...
Western Australia,
Tasmania .............
Queensland ..........
New Zealand ......
Total.......... £

Population.

With an Incrcafie of—

IiQ9S
to—

.e
1,090,809
1,085,740
318,308
42,137
140,149
387,463
607,380

19,540
19,454
5,703
755
2,018
6,942
10,883

3,678,046

05,905

10 per cent."
s.
14
16
11
0
15
15
6

20 per cent.

25 per cent.

S3 per cent.

DO per cent.

F s d
£
s. d.
£
s. d.
£ s. d.
£ s, d.
4 17,975 19 7 16,405 4 1 0 15.619 11 7 14,310 U 7 11,002 S 9
3 17,891 9 2 10,328 2 2 15,546 2 9 14,243 8 11 11,037 9 3
11 5,245 5 4 4,780 18 9 4,557 13 8 4,175 15 5 3,411 15 6
7
694 7 2
633 13 8
603 6 9
552 15 7
451 12 11
4 2,408 6 7 2.197 17 10 2,092 1 2 7 1,917 5 7 1,566 9 10
0 6,384 16 10 5,820 IS 9 5,547 17 7 5,082 19 10 4,153 0 2
7 10,008 15 4 9,134 4 0 8,696 15 1
7,908 0 1 0,510 3 7
a.

0 0 60,609 0 0 55,313 0 0 52,664 0 0 48,251 0 0 39,423

0 0

No. 9.
Comparative Statement showing the Revenue, Area, and Foreign Trade of some of
the countries in the Postal Union, most of which have been admitted since its
formation in 1874, all of which have a vole each.
{Laid before ihe Conference by ihe Hon. Theodore UnmacJc.)
From tbe Statesman's Year Booh, 1S90.

188S.
Aren—square miles.

Costa Itica...
0 uatemala..
H.iyti .........
Houdiuas ...
Montenegro
Nicaragua ...
Paraguay ...
San Domingo
San Salvador
Servia ........
Uruguay......
Venezuela...
Totals
Switzerland
Luxemburg

Annual Revenue.

20,000
46,800
10,204
40,400
3,630
49,500
91,970
18,045
7,225
18,855
72,110
032,695

£
737,519
916,053
469,344
281,828
60,000
762,828
710,289
(1889) 306,257
591,955
1,778,400
2,759,759
1,028,981

1,017,434

£11,003,211

15.892
998
Original parties to the Union in 1S“4,

2,342,203
311,764

Annual Foreign Trade.
£
2,183,143
2,539,909
3,406,193 (1SS7)
670,133
220,000
1,333,600
1,175,673
902,774
2,150,680
2,879,959
11,497,140
6,535,036
£35,500,240
60,005.570
.............. (1889)

No. 10.
Comparative Statement showing the Revenue, Area, and Foreign Trade of the;
Australasian Colonies, one vote only being proposed.
.

(Laid before the Conference by the JTon. Theodore Unmack.)
From the Queensland 1’eor Bool', 1800.
1SSS.
a—square wiles.

Victoria.................
Now South A Vales
Now Zealand.........
Queensland .........
South Australia ..
Western Australia
Tasmania ............

87,884
309,175
104,235
668,224
903,425
075,920
26,375

Total of Australasian Colonies,

3,075,238

Annual Revenue.

£
7,607,598
8,886,360
4,109,815
3,463,097
2,494,556

Annual Foreisn Tiudc

£

357,003
040,068

37,S2o,S97
41,741), 272
] 3,709,22.1
12,773,100
12,397,730
1,406.594
2,944,52!)

£27,558,497

£122,102,353

No. 11.
Circular from Lord Knutsford on tlie subject of the Vienna Congress of 1891.
(Laid before ike Conference by the TIon. D. Cr Connor
[CIHCCLAE.]

VIENNA CONGRESS.”
Dorniing-street, 25 November, 1S90.
I have the honor to transmit to you a copy of a letter from the General Post Office (I7th
November, 1800). stating that the next Postal Congress is to be held at Vienna on the 20th of May, 1S91,
and that the Austrian Government have invited your Government, amongst others, to send a delegate to
the Congress.
1. have to request that you will inform me whether your Government accepts the invitation, and in
that case by whom it will be represented, and that you will furnish me with the full names and designation
of the delegate.
I have, Ac.,
The Officer administering the Government of.
KNUTSFORD.
Sir,

Sir,

G eneral Post Office, London, 1/ November, 1890.
I am directed by the Postmaster-General to acquaint you, for tlie information of Lord
Knutsford, that the next Postal Congress is to be held at Vienna on the 20th of May, 1891, in conformity
with the provisions of the Union Convention, and that the Austrian Government, through their Minister
in London, have invited Her Majesty’s Government to send delegates to represent this country at tho
Congress.
'
Tlie invitation is extended to the Government of Canada, which ranks as a separate State belonging
to the Union, and also to the Governments of the Australasian Colonies, the Fiji Islands, the Cape of
Good Hope, Natal, St. Helena, tlie Transvaal, and tlie Orange Free State, none of which at present are
Members of the Union, but whose interests are concerned, inasmuch as the question of the entry of most
of them into the Union has been long under consideration.
The Postmaster-General requests that you will be so good as to move the. Secretary of State for
the Colonies to take the necessary steps for communicating the invitations to the several Colonial Govern
ments concerned.
I am to add that the same reasons exist now as in 18S5 for the representation of the Australasian
and South African Colonies at the Congress. Now, as then, although the representatives could not, of
course, vote upon any of the questions discussed, they would, if present at the discussions, be able to
afford the Congress the most satisfactory information as to the conditions upon which these important
Colonies would be prepared to adhere to the Postal Union,
I am to mention that the deliberations of the Congress of Vienna, like those of the Congress of
Lisbon, will be conducted wholly in the French language.
I am, Ac.,
The Under Secretary of State for the Colonies.
S. A. BLACKWOOD.

No. 12.
.
Report of the Representative of New South Wales, South Australia, and Western
Australia, at the Lisbon Congress of the Universal Postal Union.
(Laid before the Conference by the Hon. D. O’Connor.)
Sir,

London, 19 May, 1885.
In pursuance of instructions which I received from you before proceeding to Lisbon as one of
the British Delegates to the recent Postal Union Congress, I acted as representative of the Colonies of
New South "Wales, South Australia, and Western Australia. Victoria and Tasmania were represented by
Mr. Cameron Corbett, aud Queensland by Mr. Garrick and Mr. Hemmant, New Zealand being unrepre
sented. These gentlemen and myself arranged to act in concert; and we availed ourselves of an oppor
tunity which Mr. Blackwood, as President of the First Committee (dealing with the main Convention of
the Union), obtained for us to got an early hearing, in order that the representatives of Victoria and
Queensland might not be unnecessarily detained at Lisbon. The proceedings of the Committee arc
detailed in the accompanying Report, printed at Lisbon.
At the request of my colleagues I included Victoria. Queensland, and Tasmania in a statement
which I made to the First Committee on the 5th of February in support of tlie demand made by the
Colonies in applying for admission to the Union.
That demand, as you are aware, was:—■
(1) That tlie rates of payment for sea transit and the surtaxes fixed by the Convention of Paris
should not be reduced at all events until after the next quinquennial Congress to that of
Lisbon; and
(2) That each Colony should have a separate voice in the affairs of the Union.
The first of these conditions met with no great opposition, hut the second was received with
energetic protests from several Delegates; and the Committee, unable to eomo at once to a decision,
appointed a sub-committee to endeavour to come to an understanding with the Colonial representatives.
The delegations named to form the sub-committee were those of Germany. Austria-Hungary, France,
Great Britain, Italy, the United States of America, and Russia,
Neither the representatives of Victoria., Queensland, and Tasmania, nor myself had any authority
to arrange a compromise, and I was consequently obliged to adopt a very unyielding attitude towards the
sub-committee. Eventually they voted unanimously in favour of tlie maintenance of the status quo, as
regards transit rates and surtaxes, negatived by six votes to one (that of Great Brifain) the proposal to
give to each Australian Colony a separate voice, and decided by six votes to one to award to all Australiaone collective voice on entry into the Union. It was with evident and genuine reluctance that this one
voice was conceded, notwithsfanding the anxiety of the Union generally that tho Australian Colonies
should join ; and when the recommendations of the sub-committee were laid before Committee No. I, on
the
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tlie 7tli February, tbe same feeling was to be discerned. Is evcrt-beles?, there was a frank and generous
recognition of tbe peculiar position occupied by tbe Australian Colonies among modern communities, and
also of the fact that a concession was necessary and proper, the only question being as to the amount of
the concession; and tbe Committee decided to adopt the recommendation of tbe sub-committee.
The understanding thus arrived at was that, subject to the approval of the Congress, tbe Australian
Colonies should be offered a single voice and a guarantee that the transit rates and the surtaxes should
remain unchanged until after the next quinquennial Congress; and this understanding was eventually
confirmed by the Congress, although, as far as the rates and surtaxes are concerned, the confirmation was
scarcely necessary, inasmuch as the Congress decided, in view of the strong opposition of Great Britain,
not to make any changes in the transit rates and surtaxes beyond the suppression of a practically disused
surtax for letters subject to the sea transit rate of 5 francs per kilogramme. But before the question of
the Australian Colonics came under review at the Congress an attempt was made (on the 2lst February)
to treat as one question the entry of Australia, that of the Cape Colony, and Kata], and the demand of
Great Britain for a revision of votes in favour of those British Colonies which are already in the Postal
Union. The conjunction of the three questions I opposed successfully ; hut the Committee insisted on.
making the award of an additional vote for the British Colonics generally, contingent upon the entry of
the Cape and Natal into the Union, and in refusing the demand of the Capo for separate representation.
I mention these facts in order to show the great importance which the administration of the Union
attach to a si]7gle voice in its affairs; and here it is right to recall that British India, like tho Mother
country, has to content itself with one vote, notwithstanding the vastness of its area, population, and
commerce, and the complexity and variety of its institutions ; while for the Dominion of Canada a single
vote was obtained in 1S78 only by the Mother country relinquishing the vote which had been attributed
to her for the British Colonies generally, and. now that circumstances have changed, the most that Great
Britain can hope to obtain for all her Colonies, exclusive of Canada and Australasia, is a single vote. This
being the case, there is no longer any ground for hoping that a separate vote for each Australian Colony
will ever be conceded ; and so far as making conditions is concerned, there is no longer any object for
those Colonics to attain by postponing their entry. It can scarcely be doubted that, sooner or later, the
Union will be completed by the adhesion of these important Colonies, and the present opportunity seems
to me to be as favourable as any that is likely ever to present itself.
I have, Ac.,
H. BUXTON FOEMAN.
To the Eight Hon. G. J. Shaw-Lefevre, M.P., H.M. Postmaster-General.

No. 13.
Paper submitted by tbe Postma-ster-General of Queensland showing the history of
negotiations (in a condensed form) with Queensland in reference to joining in
the subsidy to tbe Eastern Extension and China Telegraph Company’s cable.
Os 14th September, 1R/6, the Executive Council of Queensland, in connection with correspondence 1SJ8_
received from the Secretary of State for the Colonies, on the subject of duplicating cable communication,
passed a minute to the effect that:—
The Council are of opinion that the GovernmeDt should not contribute to the construction of any
duplicate cable between Singapore and Australia which is not directly connected with the
telegraph lines of this Colony, and is not independent of the control of the Eastern Extension and
China Telegraph Company.

At the Sydney Postal Conference in January, 1877, motions were submitted by Queensland to 1377.
tho effect—
'
That any duplicate system should he hy a distinct route throughout from that now in use ; and,—
That it is desirable that a submarine cable should be laid from Singapore to Cape York, in
Queensland, the Government of that Colony undertaking, in the event of such cable being laid,
to connect their existing landjlines therewith,—
but both motions were negatived.
At the Melbourne Postal Conference in May, 1S78, a resolution was passed as follows :—
ists.
That the Governments of New South Wales and Victoria he empowered to enter into an agreement
and contract with tho Eastern Extension and China Telegraph Company for a second cable
from Singapore direct to Banjoewangic, avoiding the Java land lines, and thence direct to Port
Darwin, for an annual subsidy of not exceeding £32,400.
Queensland’s representative, who refrained from voting on this motion, proposed the following
amendment:—
That it is essential there should be a complete system of telegraphic communication between British
India and the Continent of Australia unconnected with (he existing lines of the Eastern Extension
and China Telegraph Company, and under the control of an independent Company or proprietary,—
which was negatived.
On the 4th December, 1878, the agreement for the construction of the second cable from Singapore isrs.
direct to Banjocwangle, and thence direct to Port Darwin, for an annual subsidy of £32,400, was entered
into with the Eastern Extension and China Telegraph Company by Victoria and New South Wales, £:on
behalf of the Australian Colonies and New Zealand,” and upon receipt of a copy of it, which was sent for
the information of the Queensland Government, the Queensland Postinastcr-Gener.il made the following
minute:—■
I note that the agreement purports to have been made on behalf of tho Australasian Colonies. Tho
Governments of Victoria and Neiv South AYales have no authority to hind this Colony to any
agreement, and as we are in no way a party to the present one, and have not been in any way
consulted as to its terms, some of which seem open to great objection, notice should he given
that we do not confirm it in any way, and refuse to bo bound by it.
Victoria
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'

Victoria was advised in accordance with this minute.
1879.
jn June, 1879, South Australia intimated that the reduction in rate of 50 per cent, on Grovernmont
messages, and 75 per cent, on Press messages, under the agreement, was applicable to those Colonies
only who contributed to the subsidy for tlie second cable, and ashed if Queensland intended to so
contribute. To this a reply was sent on the 16th of the same month, to the effect that this Government
had decided not to contribute to the subsidy, and therefore could not expect to participate in ihe reduction.

13S5.

On August 20th, 1885, Victoria wired haring received advice from its Agent-Ceucral, intimating
that the Berlin Conference had practically arranged a reduction of cable rates, and urging Queensland
and New Zealand to join in the subsidy, otherwise they would not share in the benefit.
On 27th August, 1SS5, South Australia and Victoria, respectively, communicated with Queensland
relative to the offer of the Eastern Extension and China Telegraph Company at tlie Berlin Conference toassist duplication by laying a cable from the Boper Kiver to Normnnton at its own expense, &c., which
the Victorian, South Australian, and Now South Wales representatives at the Conference recommended
for acceptance, provided Queensland, Tasmania, and, if possible, New Zealand ioined in tho subsidy to the
Port Darwin Cable.
The Executive Council of Queensland considered these matters on 10th September, 1SS5, aud
decided to reply that it was considered undesirable to acquiesce in any of the proposals now made.
isse.
On 27th January, 1886, Mr, Pender wired an offer to reduce the cable charges by 2s. 3d. per word,
mating, with South Australia’s reduction, 2s. 6d. per word, provided the non-contracting Colonies joined
in the subsidy and in extending it for six and a quarter years, at tho same time repeating the Company’s
offer to lay the Boper Eiver-Normanton Cable at a cost of £70,000, to connect Queensland and South
Australia under a traffic arrangement with the two Colonies. He subsequently, on 4th February, 1SS6,
informed tbe Agents-General that his Company would unconditionally reduce the cable rates by Is. 4d.
per word from 1st July, 1SS6, and make a further reduction of Is, 4d. per word conditionally upon the
extension of the term of the subsidy, and upon the non-contributing Colonies joining in it.
On 2nd March, 1886, Queensland replied as follows to the proposal:—
<! This Government does not think the proposed reduction in rates by any means adequate, having
regard to the length of time for which the subsidy is asked._ Hut, apart from the question of
rates, this Government is not disposed to join in any subsidy which will tend to have the effect of
discouraying the establishment of another independent line of telegraphic communication between
Australia and Europe!'

rssfi.

02nd June, 1886, the Chairman of the Cable Company offered, as the proposal to extend
the subsidy, Ac., had been declined, to lower tho rates to any figure the Colonies might fix, down to limit
of outpayment, if the Colonies would guarantee the average receipts over tho cables for the previous
three years. On 15th July, 1886, he teas informed, in reply, that Ms proposal for a guarantee could not be
entertained.

1S£3’

At the Sydney Postal Conference in 1888 Queensland again declined to join in the subsidy, or in
S’11? guarantee to the existing Cable Company, on the grounds that it would prevent her from subsidising or
joining in the subsidy to any independent line of cable communication.

1S90-

,
-A-t fh® Postal Conference in Adelaide, in May, 1890, Queensland again declined to join in the
subsidy or guarantee for the same reason.”

No. 14
Statement showing tlie Distribution of tbe Amount- to be guaranteed by tbe Australian
Colonies under tbe proposed Tariff.
{Laid before the Conference by the Son. Daniel O'Connor.)
Population
1SS8
basis.

Colony.

'Without
increase in
Tralfic,

£

s. d.

With increase With increase With increase With increase With increase With increase With increase
With in
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
crease of
10 per cent.
20 per cent.
25 per cent.
33 per cent.
50 per cent.
75 per cent.
100 per cent 124 per cent.

£

s. d.

£

e.

d.

s.

d.

£

s. d.

£

s. d.

£

Victoria ....................

1,030,800

1(1,540 14

1

17,075 10

7

16,405

4 10

15,019 11

7

14,310 14

7

11,692

S

9

7,765

G 0

n,S3S

9

2

C8 10

Now South Wales..

1,087,740

19,454 10

S

17,891

9

3

10,323

2

2

15,546

2

9

14,243

S 11

11,637

9

4

7,728 16 10

9,820

8

3

08

8 10

10,883

7

10,003 15

3

9,134

4

0

8,096 16

1

6,510

3

7

2,137

3 11

3S

2 11

Now Zealand...........
Queensland ...........
South Australia

C07,3S0

0

387,463 6,942 15 0 6,38416 10 5,826 18 9

£

s. d.

5,547 17 7

£

7,963

0

1

5,082 19 10

£

s. d.

4,153 0 2

..

313,509

G,T03 11 11

5,245 5

4

4,736 IS

&

4,557 13

8

4,175 15

5

3,411 15

................

14GfU0

2,613 lj

4

2,408

0

7

2,197 17 10

2,092 12

7

1,917

5

7

1,566

West Australia ....

42,131

755

0

7

69*

7

2

552 15

7

3,673,040

65,005

0

0

60,000

0

0

Tasmania

633 13

65,3] 3

0

3

603

0

9

&

52,664

0

0

Electric Telegraph Department, Sydney, 2nd March, 1891.

48,251

0

0

5

9 10

451 12 11

30,423

0

0

4,323 12

1

2,758 2 9

1,363 7 5

B. d.
3

24 6 S

2,205 17

3

1,120

0

0

1,040

7

1

514

5

2

9

209 19

0

148

6

4

£ 12 U

O

12,942

20,182

0

0 0

19 19 10

231

3

0

E. C. CEACKNELL,
Superintendent of Telegraphs-.

7

0
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No. 15.
Report on the probable result to the Australasian Colonies of the adoption of an
Universal Rate of one penny per ^ oz. for Inland and Intercolonial Postage.
{Laid before the Conference faj the Honorable John Qamn Duffy.)

AUSTRALASIAN PENNY POSTAGE.
(MKIIOBANDUM.)

Owing to the limited information available, the probable result to the various Australasian Colonies of
the adoption of an universal rate of Id. per \ oz. for inland and intercolonial letters can only be ascer
tained approximately. Whore possible, the value of stamps sold at the inland and intercolonial rates has
been compared with the postage on the number of letters stated to have been despatched, and where
there has been any considerable difference the mean has been taken.
The probable immediate increase has been taken at 30 per cent, as the maximum in all cases.
Yicionu.
Dates.

Inland...
...
...
...
,,,
Intercolonial ...
...
...
Present value of Intercolonial Postage
Probable loss.......................................

Id. per l oz.
2d. per 1 oz.
£25,000
£8,750

New South Wales.
Dates.

City and Suburban ...
Country or 1 nland ...
Intercolonial ...
...

Id. per £ oz.
2d. per £ oz.
2d. per oz.
Inland,

Value of stamps and envelopes, at 2d. ...
Less intercolonial
...
...
for duty stamps on receipts

............... 219,531
£20,000
24,000
-----------44,000
£175,531
87,765

Less half for reduced rates
Add 30 per cent, increase

Loss on inland penny postage

=

...

£87,705
26,329
£61,487

Intercolonial,

2,366,700 letters in 1SS9, including New Zealand, would give £19,722—sny, £20,000 for 1S90
Loss, after adding 30 per cent, to value of reduced postage, £7,000.
Queensland.

Dates.

For delivery within limits of city or town where posted ...
...
... Id. per | oz.
Between separate post towns
...
...
...
...
...
2d.
,,
Intercolonial.............................................................. .
........................... 2d.
„
Inland.

Value of 2d. stamps sold in 1889............................................................................ £55,152
Less postage on 623,231 intercolonial letters, at 2d............................
5,194
Less one half for reduced rates

30 per cent, increase
Loss on inland penny postage

...

....................................................

£49,958
24,979

...

£24,979
7,493

...

...

...

=

............................................................................ £17,486

The loss on the Intercolonial postage would be £1,818, or £19,304 in all.
South
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South Austealia.
Rates.
2d. per § oz.

Inland
Intercolonial

The inland postage appears to amount to about £103,000. The loss, after allowing for 30 per
cent, increase, would be £30,000.
The loss on intercolonial letters would be, approximately, £1,200.
Tasmania,
R-ates.

Id. per £ oz.
Town letters
...
Inland
...
...
2d.
„
Intercolonial
...
2d.
„
£23,000
Estimated postage on inland letters
...
...
..
£8,050
Probable loss after allowing for 30 per cent, increase ,.
Intercolonial—Kb statistical information available, but I should imagine the postage on inter
colonial letters would not amount to more than £3,000, and if so, after allowing for 30 per cent, increase,
the loss would be about £1,000.
.
"West Austealia.
Rates.

Town letters
Country letters
Intercolonial

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...............
...
...

...
...
...

Id. peroz.
2d.
„
2d.
,,

No reliable information available, but the whole Postal Kevenuo for 1888 was only £13,970.
Taking 60 per cent, to represent the country letters, the postage would be £8,335, and the loss, after
allowing 30 per cent, increase, £2,930.
The loss on Intercolonial Letters would be, I should think, about £500,
New Zeauanb.
Rates.

.

Town letters
Country letters
Intercolonial

...
...

...
...
...

...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

Id. per ^ oz.
2d.
„
2d.
„

I have no means of arriving at aa estimate of the probable loss to New Zealand by au inland rate
of Id., but judging from the population I should place the loss at about £30,000; and at £2,500 for the
intercolonial.
Recapitulation'.

Approximate Loss on Inland Postage.

£
61,437
17,486
30,600
8.050
2,936
30,000

New South Wales ...
Queensland...............
South Australia ...
Tasmania ...............
West Australia ...
New Zealand
...

£150,509

Total
Approximate Loss on Intercolonial Postage.

£
8,750
7.000
1,818

New South Wales
Queensland...
South Australia
Tasmania ...
West Australia
New Zealand

1,200
1.000

500
2,500
Total

...........................

Grand Total of loss on both Inland and Intercolonial Postage

22,768

...............£173,277

N/B.—The loss shown above represents only the estimated decrease in receipts for the first year
following a reduction, and does not include the additional expenditure that would be necessary.
Accountant.
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m. 16.
Telegram, from tlio Premier of Tasmania to The Hon. B, Stafford Bird on the subject
of a representation from Mr. Audley Coote, as to Telegraph Cables.
{Laid lefore the Conference by the Honorable B. Stafford Bird.)

AuDr,Er Coote disappointed not coining; Conference or seeing you again before leaving. lie has heard
some new suggestions are likely to bo made regarding Sir John Fender’s Company guarantee that
may jeopardize the laying of Facific cable, that ho could have farther explained to present Conference.
He wishes you to consult Sir Samuel Q-riffith, who knows exact position, and desires you to read this
telegram, and his (Cootc's) letter dated 19th, page 17, of Fostal Conference, Adelaide, last year, and
have both recorded.
F. 0. FYSI-I.
Sir,

Societe Frnn^aisc de Victoria, Melbourne, 19 May,
Eoferring to our conversation in reference to the Pacific cable, and to your request to address
you on the subject, 1 have the honor to solicit your kind offices in bringing before your colleagues at the
Conference the following:—The project of the Facific cable is temporarily arrested pending the projected
Conference between the Canadian and Australasian representatives. It is unnecessary to remind you or
to refresh your memory as to what has been done in that direction. I have no desire whatever to say
anything that would tend towards the reduction of the cable rates between England and Australia, but I
do most strenuously urge and hope that nothing will be done by the Conference that would impede or
militate the proposed laying of the Pacific cable.
I hare, &c.,
Athenmum Club, Melbourne.
AUDLEY COOTE.
The Hon. If. T. Derham, Postmaster-General, Victoria.

Ho. 17.
Memorandum on the Subject of Seduction of Press Telegrams.
(Laid before the Conference by the Honorable John Gavan Duffy.)

I hecextt.t apportioned the expenditure on account of telegraphs for 1889-90, and the sum which I
estimate should be fairly charged, exclusive of the cost of construction of Telegraph lines, the cable sub
sidies. and the interest on the capital cost of works and buildings, is £1841,923.
The revenue for 1889-90 was £131,013, showing a deficiency of £53,910.
Tho present Press rate of 3s per .100 words to New South Wales and South Australia, and 4s. Gd.
per 100 words to Queensland and West Australia, is not excessive. We have no separate records of
Press business, and no statistical information is therefore available. Tho rotes charged in the United
Kingdom are special and by arrangement, and are not published for general information; but I believe
a low rate is charged for a message addressed to several papers.
I do not think the business would he increased to an appreciable extent by any reduction on the
present rales.
W. MAKKHAM, 24/2/91.
P.S.—I find that the annual amount paid by the Aryusis £3,490 ; Hyc, £2.572; Daily Telegraph, £1.250 r
Herald, £1,440 ; Standard, £1,600.—W.M.
In view of the fact that the revenue of the Telegraph Department from all sources largely exceeds,
its expenditure, in our opinion the time has fairly arrived when a reduction in the charges for Press,
messages may bo taken into account. In Victoria, according to the last official report, the revenue for1839 was £127,000 as against an expenditure of £28,000, inclusive of the cable subsidy.
Intercolonial Bates.

The charges at present levied by the Department on intercolonial messages aro excessive. Tho
practice of the Department is to charge at the 100-word rate. Differential charges should be made, rated
on the length of messages. If a reasonable charge were imposed for every twenty-five words, or fraction
of twenty-five, sent over tho wires, it would operate more fairly.
An uniform rate for the whole of Australia ought to be levied. The principal business is carried
on between Victoria and New South Wales and South Australia, and the heavy charge now imposed ou
messages to provinces beyond these spheres amount, practically, to prohibitive taxation. A fair rate
would be Is. 4d. per 100 words, or 4d, for 25, throughout all the Colonies. Uniformity and fair rates
will, without question, speedily make np any deficiency caused by these reductions,
’
The following are the differential rates charged for the first 100 words from Victoria :—
s. d.
To New South Wales.................................................................... 3 0
Queensland................................................................................ 4 0
,, South Australia ....................................................
3 0
„ Western Australia.................................................................... 4 G
To Queensland and Western Australia the charge amounts to over a half penny per word.
41—E
Infercolonial
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Intercolonial Gables.

The rates charged orer the Intercolonial Cables demand some attention. The charge for Press
Messages to Tasmania of 4s. Gd. per 100 words might reasonably he reduced in consequence of the
increase in communication now taldng place. The charge for New Zealand Messages is'also too high.
With the land charges the cost comes to £1 8s. Gd, from Victoria.
Eastern Cables.

A Press Kate for’ communication to the Bast, to India, China, etc., should be established.
charge of 7s. lOd. per word now imposed is blocking an important news arenue.

The

Manifolding Messages.

The rates imposed by ihe Telegraph Departments for issuing duplicate or triplicate copies of Cable
Messages in each province are too high. In case of two or more newspapers joining together in any
Colony a reasonable reduction ought to be made in the charges for issuing copies of the original telegram.
Delag of Messages.

The custom which seems to be observed of delaying Press Messages until all private business,
whether handed in after the Press Telegrams or before, have been sent through, is an injustice which
presses with special weight upon the evening newspapers. While absolute precedence is not asked they
should be allowed to take their turn, and in important cases to receive precedence.

No. 18.
Communication on tlie Subject of the Draft Agreement, from the Manager of the
Eastern Extension Telegraph Company.
The Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company (Limited),
Sydney, 9 March, 1891.
I have the honor to inform you that I telegraphed to the Chairman of this Company (Sir
John Pender) the alterations made by the Conference in the agreement submitted by the Company for a
reduction of rates between Australia and Europe, and the following is his reply:—
Sir,

“ Arrangement with Colonies was for a 4s. rate via Suez and Teheran, and it was never intended
to apply that rate to Hong Kong and Moulmein, as those routes are beyond our control. Moreover, the
outpayments in both cases exceed 4s., and India and Indo-European would not agree ; impossible, there
fore, to comply with Conference request. Contingency is, however, very remote, seeing that Companies
are now spending over a million sterling in putting down additional cables to make the service thoroughly
strong at all points.
111 have carefully considered the proposed alterations in the agreement, and accept the changes
in first three paragraphs of preamble.

“The figures in fifth paragraph and in Article 3 must, however, remain, as they represent tho
actual receipts of Extension Company and the Administrations associated with it in the guarantee
arrangement for the year 1SS9, which was basis fixed by my letter to A gents-General of May last year.
The difference between the figures in that letter, and those in agreement, is caused by Persian Gulf
Department having agreed to join in arrangement, and their proportion of the traffic being included.
11 Article 4, This ought to stand as drafted, our calculations being based on payment in London ;
if, however, Adelaide insisted on loss on .exchange in remitting money to London, must be included in
guarantee.

“ Article 5. One month’s grace was specially named in my original proposal to Jubilee Conference,
which was before the Adelaide Conference when arrangement was accepted, and it cannot be reduced.
It ought to he increased to three months.
“ Article 6. This stipulation is so reasonable that the Colonies ought to readily accept it; but as
experiment is only for one year Company will not insist upon it. It must, however, be clearly understood
that if the experiment is successful, and the new agreement entered into for a term of years, tho arrange
ment would be terminated forthwith should the contracting Colonies commit any act whereby our revenue
were interfered with or diminished.
“ Proposed new article G. Company and its associated administrations cannot bind themselves as
proposed, but are willing to enter into any practicable arrangement whereby the benefits from the
guarantee arrangement might be confined to the contracting Colonies.
(! Article 8. Company accepts the words referring to subsidy agreement; but tho remainder of the
article must be adhered to so far as Press messages are concerned, as existing regulations were drawn np
and accepted by Press and Government Administrations subsequently to that agreement, when Press rate
over Extension System was extended to Cis-Indian Lines.
*
“ Article
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“Article 9. This point was thrashed out during Ad elaide Conference negotiations, and the
Company must adhere to the decision then come to. If, however, at the end of first year, traffic has
increased enough to encourage the continuance of the esperime nt, I would be willing to go on for another
year, or even two, so as to fully test it; but it must be at the C ompany’s option.
“Article 10. This clause is in accordance with my letter to the A gents-General, and Company
must have the right to revert to tho old rate of 9s. 4d. under contem plated circumstances if 8s. tariff is
insufficient to make up the receipts to the full amount.”
I have, &c.,
The lion, the President of the
\Vr, ‘W'AEKEN’,
Postal Conference, Sydney.
Manager in Australasia.

No. 19.
Eastern Extension Telegraph Company, on the subject of finding a better route for
the Darwin Cables.
The Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company (Limited),
Siri
■
Sydney, 9 March, 1S91.
I have the honor to send you a copy of a telegram received from the Chairman, Sir John
Pender, relative to the finding of a hetter route for the Darwin Cables :—
“ Tell Delegates from me that Company have had under careful consideration question of finding
better route, if possible, for Darwin Cables, and are obtaining soundings and other data to see whether
an alteration of route to tho north of Sumbarra, or Baly, would be likelv to give greater security from
volcanic interruption, and before coming to a decision must await the result. Colonies, however, may
rest satisfied that Company will continue to do everything possible to preserve communication in the
highest state of efficiency,”
Thave. Ac.,
The Hon. the President of the
'W) WARREN,
Postal Conference, Sydney.
Manager.

No. 20.
Telegram from the Agent-General of New South Wales on the subject of the
proposed Canadian Mail Service.
{Laid before ihe Conference by the Hon. Daniel O'Connor?)

I hate been requested by Sir Charles Tupper, on behalf of the Canadian Government, to ask if New
South Wales will give £15.000 yearly to Hartitiglon syndicate for service described in Kersey’s
letter of 19th November, provided Sydney is made terminal port. Anxious to know soon. Expects to
obtain £15,000 more from other Australian Colonies, and £50,000 from Imperial Government. Details
to be settled at Sydney if your Government entertain proposal.

_
33 St. JameB’s Place, S.W., 19 November, ISOO,
Dear Sws
„
1 beg to bring before your notice the following information relative to the proposed establishment of a line
vtd Canada to Australia.
Mr, Brytts Douglas, who is the managing director of the Naval Construction and Armaments Company, (Limited),
(of winch Lord Hartington is chairman), and who was with me in Canada, has secured on behalf of Ins Company a contract
from the Canadian Government for a fast Atlantic service, and also for a service from Vanconverto the Colonies,
The amount of subsidy which tlm Canadian Government will give for the Australian service is £10*000 per annum
for a four-weekly line. In addition to this they take further upon tlieir shoulders the burden of providing the entire
Atlantic subsidy.
.
.
require to ensure the floating of the proposed new' steamship company (to be called the Imperial Steam
Navigation Company); the assistance of the Imperial Government and tiic Australian Colonies, and the amount of subsidy
that we hope to get, is atotalsumof (say) £55,000 per .annum for ten years in addition totheamount given by the Canadian
Government. For this the Company would undertake a through service between London and Moreton Bay (for mails and
passengers^ of 35 days, the same period of transit as is now occupied between London and Adelaide by the Brindisi-Suez
routes and it is further confidently expected that the average through time would be about 31 to 32 days.
^proposed route is from London and Plymouth to Halifax and (in the summer) Quebec ; thence via the Canadian
and Pacific Railway to Vancouver, and thence net Honolulu to Moreton Bay, at which port passengers and mails could
be transferred to the Intercolonial Railway system, the steamer proceeding to Sydney, and possibly Melbourne. I have
brought this matter before the notice of Sir Robert Herbert at the Colonial Office/ Sir Robert has kindly promised to
brnig the matter before the Secretary of State, and also before the Agents-Generol interested.

I
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I venture to hope that the subsidy asked tor may be forthcoming, and that tins great British route to the Colonies
maybe developed.
The Company would be willing to commence at once a temporary service, if desired, by means of first-class
chartered ships, and would undertake to construct a sufficient number of new twin-screw ships specially designed for the
trade, and fitted as armed cruisers with gun platforms, coal armour, and to be manned by a white crew of Ivai al Reserve
men. Lord Hartington has kindly consented to become chairman of the new Company, if it is brought into existence, and
the vessels will be built by the Naval Construction Company at Barrow-in-Furness.
The Steamship Company will be an entirely separate concern from, bnt will have the hearty co-operation of, and direct
connection with, the Canadian Pacific Railway. The steamers will be equal in appointments to anything afloat. They
will run alongside the trains in London and m the Canadian ports, thus saving all expense of transit, and it is proposed to
issue through tickets, including all charges of dining-car, sleeping-car, &c., &c. The entire scheme will be established on
a thoroughly first-class basis. May I ask yon to be good enough to bring this matter to the notice of your Government.
I am, &c.,
H. M. KERSEY.

No. 21.
*

Draft Memorandum of Agreement between the Colonial Governments as to
payments to the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company.
MEiioitANDUJr or Asreemest made this
day of
, 1S91, for and on behalf of
their respective G-overmnents, between His Excellency tho Eight Honourable Victor Albert George, Earl
of Jersey, &c., &c., &c., G-ovcrnor and Commander-in-Chicf of Now South Wales and its Dependencies,
by and with the advice and consent of the Executive Council of New South Wales, of the first part; His
Excellency the Eight Honourable Algeron Hawkins Thoniond, Earl of Kintore, &c , &c., &c., Governor
and Cominander-in-Chief of the Province of South Australia and its Dependencies, by and with the advice
and consent of the Executive Council of the said Province, of the second part; His Excellency Sir Eoberfc
George Cruiokabank Hamilton, Knight Commander of the Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Governor
and Commander-in-Cbicf of Tasmania and its Dependencies, by and with the advice and consent of the
Executive Council of Tasmania, of the third part; His Excellency the Eight Honourable John Adrian
Eouis, Earl of Hopetoun, &c, Ac, Ac., Governor and Commandcr-in-Chief of Victoria, of the fourth
part; And His Excellency William Cleaver Erancis Eobinson, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Coimnander-in-Obief of Western
Australia and its Dependencies, by and with the advice and consent of the Executive Council of Western
Australia, of the fifth part: Whereas, by the Agreement dated the
day of
, 1891,
between Her Most Gracious Majesty tho Queen of the one part, and the Eastern Extension, Australia,
and China Telegraph Company (Gimitcd), (hereinafter referred to as the Extension Company) of the
other part, (a copy of which said Agreement is sot out in the Schedule hereto, and is hereinafter referred
to as the Agreement) ; and executed by
on behalf of Her Majesty, it is among other tilings provided and agreed
that, in consideration of the reduced rates in the said Agreement, and in the Eirst Schedule thereto
mentioned to be paid to and accepted by the Company for transmitting, or procuring to be transmitted,
all telegraphic messages exchanged between the places mentioned in the Second Schedule to the same, and
South Australia or Western Australia, in lieu of the rates heretofore charged, and in consideration of the
observance by the Company of tho agreements, clauses, covenants, conditions, and provisoes in the said
Agreement mentioned, that Her Majesty would cause to bo paid to the Company, out of the Consoli
dated Eevenue Eunds of the contracting Colonies, a sum equal to half the amount by which the receipts
of the Company, and the Cis-Indian Administrations in respect of the Australasian traffic in any year
while the reduced rates aforesaid continue in force by virtue of the said Agreement, should, after
deducting all out-payments to other Telegraph Administrations he less than the sum of £232,000 : And
whereas the respective Governments of the parties to these presents have mutually agreed to con
tribute proportionately to the population of their respective territories towards the payment of any sum
or sums of money that may become due crowing to the Company under the Agreement: And whereas
it has been arranged that the Government of
shall pay, or cause to be paid, to the
Company in Adelaide, within the time limited by the Agreement, all sums due or to become due to the
Company under the same: Now these presents witnesseth that, in consideration of the premises, the
parties hereto of the
_
_
respectfully do and each of them doth hereby for and on behalf of his and their respective Government
and Governments, covenant and agree with the Government of
to pay from
time to time to the said Government of
during the continuance of the
Agreement upon demand ratable contributions according to and on the basis of the population for the
time being of their respective territories towards making good any sum equal to halt the amount by
which the receipts of the Company and the Cis-Indian Administration in respect of the Australian
traffic in any year may, after deducting all out-payments to other telegraphic administrations, be less
than the sum of £232,000, which the said Government of
may under
the Agreement have paid in any year to the Company. Amd it is further agreed that ihe Governments of
any of the parlies hereto prior to the 31st day of December in any year may, by notice in writing to the
Governments of the others of them, intimate its desire to determine the Agreement, and thereupon the
Agent-General for the Government of South Australia shall give the necessary notice for the determina
tion of the same to the Company as in the Agreement provided,

lx

witness,

&c.,
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No. 22.
Particulars as to the New South Wales Telegraph Service, 1890.
{Laid before the Conference by the Honorable D. O'Connor.)
Number of stations at 31st December, 1890
Line
.........................................
Wire
.........................................
Cost of construction ................
Number of messages transmitted
Revenue.........................................
Sydney, February 27th, 1891.

...................................................... 628
11,231 miles 16 chains.
23,698 „
8
,.
£743,697 14s. lOd.
................
3,592,519
... £178,735 8s. 7d.
E. C. CRACENELL.

No. 23.
Particulars as to the South Australian Telegraph Service, 1890.
(Laid before the Conference by the Honorable Sir John Bray.)
Number of telegraph stations...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 211
Miles of line ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
5,623
Miles of wire.........................................................................................................
12,178
Cost of construction (including buildings) ...
...
...
...
...
£966,440
Number of messages (including international)
.........................................
1,007,215
Revenue...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
£67,132 10s.
CHARLES TODD,
Postmaster-General and Superintendent of Telegraphs, South Australia.

No. 24.
Particulars as to the New Zealand Telegraph Service, 1890.
Telegram from C. Lemon, Esq., Superintendent of Telegraphs, to Superintendent of Telegraphs, Sydney.
25 March, 1891.
Tjie following statistics of our inland telegraph business to 31st December, 1890, are sent you for inser
tion in Conference returns:—5,060 miles of lines, and 12,771 miles of wire were open on 31stDecember ;
1,961,161 messages of all codes were forwarded ; net cash revenue from inland telegrams. £89,508 7s. 7d.;
value of Government telegrams, £26,070 12s. 7d.; total expenditure on service, £94,822 7s. 4d.; total
cost of lines in Colony, £578,153 15s. ICd.; number of offices open at end of year, 520. The value
of Government telegrams is given in foregoing because portion of general expenditure is due to these.

No. 25.
Particulars as to the Victorian Telegraph Service, 1890.
...

734
3.967
8,241
£345,297
3,114,783
£138,969
J. R. JAMES.

Number of stations
...
...
Miles of lines (poles) ...
...
Miles of wire ...
...
...
Estimated cost of construction
Number of messages transmitted
Revenue.........................................

No. 26.
Particulars as to the Tasmanian Telegraph Service, 1890.
(Laid before the Conference by the Honorable B. Stajfoi d Bird.)
Number of telegraph stations .
Miles of line
..........................
Miles of wire ...
...
.
Total cost of construction
.
Number of messages ...
.
Revenue......................................

...

137

1,283
1,909
£53,555
329,892
£15,883 11b.
ROBERT HENRY,
Superintendent of Telegraphs, Tasmania.

No. 27.
Eastern Extension Telegraph Company accepting new clause 10 in Draft Agreement
for Deduction of Dates.
The Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company (Limited),
Sydney, 13 March, 1891.
I have the honor to state, for the information of the President and the delegates of the
contracting Colonies, that the Chairman, Sir John Pender, has authorized me to accept the new clause 10
to be inserted in the agreement for reduction of rates.
I have, &c.,
W. WARREN,
Manager in Australasia.
A. C. Budge, Esq., Secretary, Postal Conference, Sydney.
Sirj

No.
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No. 28.
Letter re Press Messages respecting Proceedings of Pederal Convention over tlie New
Zealand and Tasmanian Cables.
Sir,
4 March, 1891.
^ _
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 2nd, and in reply to state, for
the information of the Hon. the Postmaster-G-cnera], that a reduction in Press rates over the Hew Zealand
cables has already been allowed, and that half-rates over the Tasmanian cables will only be charged forreports of the proceedings of “the Pederal Convention” for publication in the Tasmanian newspapers,
I have, &c.,
S. H. Lambton, Secretary,
17, WARREH,
General Post Office, Sydney.
Manager in Australasia.

No. 29.
Letter respecting a reduction in Press Telegraphic Eates between New South Walesand Victoria.
Dear Sir.
_
Herald Office, Melbourne, 24 February, 1891.
I beg to submit for your approval the desirability of considering at the forthcoming Postal
Conference the reduction of the Press telegraphic rates from New South Wales to Yietoria. These, ascompared with the New Zealand rales, are very high indeed.
_
Yonrs, Ac.,
The Hon. J. Duffy, M.L.A.,
S. Y. WINTER.
Postmaster-General.

mi
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POSTAL AND TELEGRAPHIC
CONFERENCE,
.
1891

REPORT OE THE REBATES.
mil)AY, 27 FEBRUARY, 1891.
1. PltESIDENTTS ADDRESS 077 ORDER OF BcSINESS.
The Presibest said ho returned hia most sincere thanks for the great compliment they had paid him in
•electing him to the position of President of the Conference. He was fully aware of the importance of
the position, and the duties appertaining to it, and he was also aware of the intelligence, generosity, and
.patriotism of his colleagues, who would enable him to discharge his duties and relieve him of a great deal
■of the importance, so far as personal eft'ort was concerned. He appreciated ihe kindly spirit of the
gentlemen present, and thanked Sir John Bray and Mr. Ward for their kind remarks. On behalf of
Jsew South Wales he offered them a very hearty and cordial welcome to the Colony, He could say most
sincerely that they were proud to see them present, and the pride was intensified for many reasons on this
occasion. They had assembled in the city of Sydney, and the old Colony of How South Wales, familiarly
called the Mother Colony, for a great purpose, and the pride that belonged to the mother he felt certain
was felt in this Colony in seeing the splendid strides made by their prosperous children all over Australia.
That feeling was held in the bosom of every man, woman, and child in this Colony. The prosperity of
each of the surrounding Colonies was viewed with pride and admiration by the people residing here.
There had been many Conferences from time to time in the various Colonies; but, although the work
done up South Australia was good and of a very important character, they were present that day to
perfect it, and to carry out more fully what was then done. There was, however, an additional importance
an the present gathering. In the course of a few days the trusted representatives of Australasia would
meet in this capital to engage in a noble work and lay the foundation-stone of a noble building—that of
.a great nation—and he knew nothing that so conduced to that than the satisfactory results of their
Conference. They were living in a most remarkable age and in remarkable times. They were living in a
time when abuses had been removed and misunderstandings had been cleared away, and he knew nothing
that could do that better than a proper and efficient system of postal and telegraphic communication. They
were assembled for high practical purposes. They were there to provide facilities throughout the whole of
Australasia so that people might bo able to live more closely with one another and understand one another
better. There were no prejudices amongst them, and he hoped that the result of their Conference would be
^satisfactory to all the Colonies. There wore some of them to whom at one time the possibility of telegraphic
-communication appeared little more than a dream ; but now they wore in connection with the great capitals
.and remote parts of tho world. AV hat could do more to bring about a bettor understanding than an efficient
-system of postal and telegraphic communication. He was glad to see that every Colony was represented
for the one object. He would draw attentiou to what had been done in relation to the late Conference
in Adelaide, so that they would understand where they had left off and where they had to begin. He
had before him a copy of the report of the Conference held at Adelaide in May last, and to summarize
the position, tho action taken in the resolutions had been as follows :—Costal Service : The reduction of
the postal rate to 2Id. had been carried out as regards Great Britain, but, at the request of the Imperial
•Government, tho question of reducing to other places outside the Colonies had been deferred until after
the Vienna Congress, to he held in May nest, the reason given being that certain existing conventions
;stood in the way of an immediate general reduction. The reduction of ocean post-cards to 2d. had also
been carried out as regards Great Britain. In the matter of post-cards between India and Australasia,
'the Adelaide Government was understood to be still negotiating, and the Delegate from that Colony,
•Sir J. C. Bray, would probably inform the Conference as to the position of this question. The terms of
tho Australasian Postal Convention had been settled, and it only awaited the necessary legislation on the
part of New South Vales and some of the other Colonics to give effect to it. In reference to future
Pacific Mail Service contracts, so far as the service via San Francisco was concerned, this has been
.arranged on the terms agreed to at the Adelaide Conference, New Zealand having renewed the contract
for a, year, other Colonies paying poundage rates as proposed. The question of a service via Canada would
possibly engage their attention on the present occasion. The Postal Convention with the United Stales
■of America, so far as New South "Wales was concerned—as adopted at Adelaide, and, with some modifi■cations, agreed to at the suggestion of the United States Post Office—had been completed and executed.
The proposed increase of the money-order limit from £10 to £20, so far as New South Wales was
-concerned, awaited fresh legislation. In connection with the Telegraph Service the position was as
follows:—The matter of the reduction of the cable tariff to Is. a word, 3s, 6d. for Government messages,
and Is. lOd. for Press messages, had been arranged on the terms proposed at the Conference, so far as
■regards the Colonies of New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, Tasmania, and Western Australia,
which had hitherto contributed to the cable subsidy. It was uuderstood that the carrying out of
these reduced rates had awaited the receipt from London of the revision of tho draft agreement
with the Company; also the result of further negotiations with the non-contributing Colonies,
viz., Queensland and New Zealand—conducted with a view of persuading those Colonies to join,
not only (on the basis of population) in the existing subsidy of £32,400, but in the guarantee
to the Company of one-half of any loss which might be sustained owing to the reduced rates—the
•Company bearing the other half, Should those Colonies still see fit to hold out, he apprehended that this
Conference
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Conference -would have then to consider as to the terms on which the messages of those Colonies would be
transmitted. The reduction of the intercolonial telegraph rates was understood to be awaiting final
settlement, as some of the Colonies had declined to act on the recommendations of the Adelaide Con
ference. Some of the other Colonies had already adopted the system of the transmission of urgent
telegrams at double rates, and others had not yet decided to do so. It was probable that the uniform
telegraph regulations adopted at Adelaide would also come into operation simultaneously with the reduced
rates. In relation to the proposal that the United Kingdom should contribute to the subsidies and
guarantees in connection with the cable rates, endeavours were made to induce the United Kingdom tojoin, but without success. No doubt in some cases some Colonies would receive greater advantages than
others, but then there was the greater call for the patriotism and splendid spirit that pervades the wholeof the race. He expressed his personal delight at the presence of Mr. Unmack, and that New Zealand,,
which was not represented at Adelaide, was represented on the present occasion, and he thought they
should now come to a satisfactory understanding. One of their principal objects was to consider the draft
agreement, and another was to take advantage of the presence of the Now Zealand and Queensland
delegates to try and influence them to manifest that spirit of federation which they possessed, to form a
great national feature in the history of Australia by joining in the cable guarantee and subsidy. There
would be other matters to consider, one of which was the question of sending delegates in response to the
invitation of the Home Government to the Postal Conference to ho held in Vienna in May next. No
doubt each member would be prepared with a programme of his own, and there might be a number of less
important matters to be considered ; but whatever was submitted, he was sure, would receive the attention,
it deserved.
The Hon. J. G-atan Burn: said that the work of the Conference divided itself into two classes, viz.,,
those matters which involved questions of public policy, aud those which were of a more purely technical
nature. He would suggest that all these technical questions might be better dealt with in the first place
by the heads of the Departments as a sub-committee. That suh-coinmittee would report to the Conference,
and the questions then be dealt with by the whole of the delegates. He took it that the first business was
the question of the agreement with the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company, and what position
Queensland and New Zealand were now prepared to take in tho matter. Next to that was the question
of the Vienna Conference. If they accepted the invitation they would then have to consider how they
were to be represented, and what instructions should be given to the representatives about entering the
Postal Union—in short, whether they would enter it at all, and, if so, on what terms. Then there was the
question of tho uniformity of postage throughout Australasia. He was of opinion that the time had
arrived when al! the Colonies should have a uniform postage rate of Id. per half ounce. By a uniform rate
he meant that a letter placed in a post office in Victoria for 'Western Australia should bear the same
stamp as a letter posted in Tasmania for Queensland. Then there was the question of the newspapers.
That was in an anomalous condition at present. It would be well to arrive at an understanding, so as to
get some general principle laid down. He would be glad to see all bona fide newspapers pass free, as
they were to a great extent public educators, but he did not know whether tho fiscal circumstances
of tho Colonies would allow of that being done at present.
There was another matter that
would more properly come under the consideration of the heads of tho Department—that was
the detention of the mail steamers at Adelaide. In Victoria they had numerous complaints that
the train sendee in Adelaide was1 run so as to cause the mail steamers considerable delay. How
ever, that was a small matter, and Sir John Bray could bring it to a settlement. Then there was
the question of the intercolonial telegraphic rates. Some decision had been arrived at on this in
Adelaide, but had not been carried into effect, and the question was whether the propositions then
carried, or some modification of them, might not be carried into effect now, so that all tho regulations on
this subject might be uniform. In Victoria the address was not counted as part of the message. In
other countries it was counted. Erom a departmental view it would be wise to arrange that without
increasing the cost the address should be charged for. If the senders had to pay they would shorten the
names and addresses without leading to confusion, and thus save a great deal of departmental work.
Then there was ihe matter of the Canadian mail service. Although this did not affect Victoria, they
recognised that they were part of the great State of Australasia, and that the federation of Australasia
was the great tiling before men’s minds, so they would not stand in the way of a fair arrangement if they
were fairly met in other matters. This Canadian mail service wouid be important from an Imperial point
of view, as it would he entirely within the British Empire, and it would not, he presumed, touch foreign
countries at any part. If Victoria was fairly met by the Imperial Government and the Colonies it would
be willing. There were a number of other'little things that would come up, and no doubt other gentle
men had questions to raise. If they could get them all brought forward, then they would have an idea
of how to arrange the business.
The Hon. J. G. AVabd said that as Mr, Duffy desired to know the position of New Zealand be would
state it. Now Zealand would be only too glad to join the Postal Union. If the whole of the Colonies
entered the Union it would be much hotter. Uniformity was what they were all aiming at. The matter
of being represented at the Conference in Vienna had occupied the attention of tho New Zealand
Government, and it had been decided to he represented. The most important matter was undoubtedly
the agreement which had been submitted in connection with the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company.
He felt sorry in any way to damp the sentiment expressed by tho President, but he was afraid that New
Zealand could not see its way to enter into that agreement, as it meant an additional increase to New
Zealand, and beyond that a loss to the revenue of £1G,000 per annum. He understood that the agreement
would be binding for a number of years.
The Peeswent said that it would he only binding for one year.
The Hon. J. G. "Watid said that he also understood that there was a clause which would prohibit
any arrangement being made with any other company.
The PirEsinEXT said that the clause referred to had been struck out.
The Hon. J. G. IVaud said that New Zealand desired ae far as possible to co-operate with all the
other Colonies for carrying out a fresh arrangement in connection with the cable service, but there was
one matter which they should keep before them. There was the possibility of the Pacific cable being laid.
It was very important to have a dual cable, and therefore New Zealand hesitated to enter into such a
binding contract as the one referred to.
Tho
The Phesidehx said that it was only for one year.
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rI1^e Hon, J. Q-. Ward said that under those circumstances he would take time and consider it, and,
if necessary, communicate with his colleagues as to whether they thought it desirable to enter in for a
year. Ho was prepared to refer the altered agreement of one year to his colleagues. On the other hand,
the question whether the course proposed would have a detrimental effect on the owners of existing services
was not their business. If there was a prospect of reduced cable charges being got by any other route, it
would be well to keep that in view, and not do anything calculated to prevent that being brought about.
If this was the case, and they entered into an arrangement with the Eastern Extension Company, it was
possible that the effort made to establish a Pacific cable might be stopped. He uuderstood that the
Colony of Queensland was in a similar position to New Zealand, aud he should like to know what the
intentions of the Queensland representatives were, as the two Colonies had formerly acted on the same
lines. In reference, to the matter of the addresses and signatures of inland and intercolonial telegrams,
they had a practice in New Zealand of limiting the number of words sent free to ten. Personally, he
was against tho proposal made to have the names and addresses charged for, as their practice had been
found to work well.
Sir John Prat said that Mr. Todd had drawn up a schedule showing the loss to the various Colonies
on an assumption that there was no increase in business, and, secondly, on the assumption of an increase
of 5 per cent. He would lay the paper on the table.
The PunsiuENr said that if a representative were sent to the Vienna Conference he could neither
speak nor vote. It would be well, perhaps, to have one representative. As far as be was concerned, he did
not cafe where the representative was sent from, and he could, at the most, only listen.
Ihe Hon. J. G-. "Ward said he thought the President had a letter asking that the various Colonies
should be represented.
The I Ri'.srDE.vx said that there was nothing to prevent each Colony sending a representative, but
he thought one could represent them all.
2,

Representation

on the

Vienna Congress.

The Hon. J. Gavan Duffv moved,—
That, in the opinion of this Conference, it is advisable that the Colonies should accept the invitation
to send representatives to the Vienna Congress, and that it be an instruction to the representatives
that those Colonies mil enter and become members of the Postal Union upon certain conditions :
the conditions being, in the first place, that these Colonies should have two representatives,
and not one as was recently proposed, and also that it be an instruction to our representatives
that the Colonies enter the Postal Union upon the distinct understanding that no reduction be
made in the sea transit rate before the next quinquennial meeting.”
It would be advisable that the Colonies should have two representatives, and for that purpose he would
propose thattlie Colonies should bo grouped in two groups, vis., 1st., Western Australia, South Australia,
V ictona, and lasmania ; aml 2nd, New Zealand, New South Wales, and Queensland. As they were going to
demand two representatives, it would be necessary to have at least two representatives at the Congress.
It was manifestly absurd.that the little states represented in the Postal Union should have the full power
of voting with Australia if we entered the Postal Union. Ho was not sure that it would be a very great
advantage to do so, but they would be willing to do so to make themselves one with civilized nations.
Some of those states had a post-office of some sort, but if asked to subsidise a mail service to the extent
of £ /0,000, the national exchequer would become bankrupt. It was absurd that such little states like
Servia should be put on a par with us. With two representatives from the Colonies, the British Empire,
which, did the greatest postal business of the world, would only have six representatives in all. Of course,
if a difficulty arose, it might be wise to empower the representatives to make concessions, but m the first
place they should endeavour to get a dual representation. Germany, which till recently had no general
mail service, was anxious to reduce the maritime transit rates from 15 francs to 1 franc per kilogramme,
i
^■Ci s’T,1ple_r}1^1 b° Ihe Colonies who paid subsidies ; so that if the Colonies agreed to enter
the 1 ostal Union provisiou should be made against this. The Colonies could withdraw at any time from
the union by giving a year’s notice. If the inland powers who had no maritime mails pressed unfairly
upon the Colonies they could withdraw'; therefore, it would he only in tho form of an experiment. Of
course, until the reduced postage of 2£d. was obtained, it w'ould have been an absolute loss to join. The
most distinct advantage would be that whenever thev wanted to make an agreement they could evade the
cost of a separate convention, and do it by means of the Postal Union. This had been found to be a great
advantage to all civilized nations with postal business.
Ihe Hon. .T. G-. Waud seconded the resolution. There was no chance of each Colony getting a repre
sentative, but he thought they might get two fur Australasia, Wherever they were selected from they
would voice the feeling of Australasia. . Tie felt sure that the resolution would be carried unanimously, and
that, the best results would come from it. It would make them rank amongst tho nations of the other
portions ox the habitable globe, and if anything unjust was done they could withdraw; but be did not think
they need tear that. They were anxious to assist in the noble enterprise of giving communication through
every part of the globe, and if they acted honestly and straightforwardly, as they would do, there need
be no doubt that they would be treated in the same way,
■ ■ - ^ ^on-HS. Bmu said that he.was not so satisfied that the Colonies had so much to gain by
joining the Postal. Union as to induce him to enter into it with a spirit of much enthusiasm. On the other
hand, he thought it would be so far from a disadvantage that he would agree to join in with the proposal.
Ihe question was raised in his mind as to whether they could dictate their own terms of entering, The
proposal had been made to send a representative from each Colony, but of course it was understood that
they would only be dummies in a sense. Whether tbev were to be represented as separate states or by
one or two individuals was a matter that required more consideration. He certainly did not like the pro
posal to send two representatives, one for the Northern Colonies and one for the Southern Colonies
He would like the two representatives to represent them as a whole. He did not like the idea of separa
ting the Colonics in groups. If the Postal. Union would accept them on the conditions laid down, well
and good; but thev should join it as a united people. Let one or two representatives be sent to repre
sent the whole of the Colonies. While agreeing generally witli the principle of the resolution, he
should preter to have it amended so as to represent a more united front; but, while agreeing to it in
that amended form, he had some doubt as to whether they could dictate their own terms.0
H—G
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The Hon. T. Unmack said that Queensland was ready to join the Union, although it was not anxious
to do so. The one advantage which had been pointed out was the only one that would accrue to them. If
the resolution were passed in its present form it would be tantamount to saying that they would not join at
all. In 1885 at the Lisbon Conference it was only decided with great reluctance to give the Colonies one
vote. The representatives should have power to accept such terms as they considered advisable. He
saw considerable objection to the grouping of the Colonies. There should he some understanding
between themselves as to what terms they would he on with each other in the event of their accepting two
votes. He thought that the Colonies were entitled to one vote each. In the Postal Union there were
twelve States, the revenue of which amounted to £11,000,000, with an annual foreign trade of
£35,500,000. These twelve States had twelve votes. The Australian Colonies numbered seven, including
New Zealand. Their united annual income was £27,558,000, and their foreign trade £122,802,000.
They should have a vote each. The question was whether they should go further and leave the decision
as to terms with the representatives. He trusted that before they arrived at a resolution they would
more fully consider the matter.
Sir John Heat said that it would he better if tho resolution were divided into two. They had a
right to express an opinion as to the conditions under which they would enter the Postal Union. He did
not see why the Colonies should not he adequately represented, and each Colony have a vote. He thought
it would he better to say in the motion “ adequately represented,” instead, of two representatives.
The Hon. J. Q-atan Duffy said he had much pleasure in accepting the suggestion, and would
move,—
“ That the Australasian Colonies be represented at the Postal Union Conference.”
The motion was unanimously agreed to.
The Hon. J. Gavan Duffy moved,—
“ That the representatives of Australasia to the Postal Conference advocate the admission of
Australasia into the Postal Union on the condition that Australasia receives adequate ropre
sentation, aud that the maritime transit rates he not lowered without the consent of the
countries maintaining the sea service.”
The Hon. B. S. Bird seconded the motion, which was unanimously agreed to.
The Hon. J. Gavan Duffy gave notice that on tho following day he would move,—
“That in the opinion of this Conference the time has arrived when a uniform rate for the postage of
letters of Id. per i ounce should he adopted throughout the whole of Australasia.”
3. The Eastern Extension Telegbatje Company.
8ir John Bray moved,—
_ •
,
“ That it is desirable to outer into the agreement with the Eastern Extension Company on the basis
of tho draft agreement laid on the table.”
One of tho most important questions was what Queensland and New Zealand intended to do.
The Hon. T. Unmack said there seemed to be a desire that he should speak, but he would prefer to
hoar the others first. One of the questions before tho Conference was to convert Queensland from the
error of her ways. He was prepared to hear all that they had to say, and would be better able, to speak
afterwards. If he spoke from present facts he would say candidly that he was not in favour of joining.
The debate was then adjourned.

SATURDAY, 28 FEBRUARY, 1891.
The Reuuoed Cable Eaxes.
Sir John Bray resumed discussion upon his motion, submitted at the previous meeting, “ That it
is desirable to enter into the agreement with the Eastern Extension Company on the basis of the draft
agreement laid on the table.” He said that the loss under the proposed new agreement was really an
imaginary one, Fifty per cent, would he borne by the company itself, and the remainder would be divided
proportionately amongst the different Colonies. He regretted exceedingly that the English Government
had taken the action it had in refusing to be a contributor. "What was proposed at the Adelaide Con
ference, would, in his opinion, with the certain increase of business, involve a loss extending only over one
year or thereabouts, and considering that Government, press, and private messages would be effected^ by
the reduction, he thought the two outstanding Colonies might fairly unite with the others in tho subsidy.
The Hon. J. Gavan Duffy said that as Federation was in tho air, he thought it rather hard that
Queensland should exhibit a desire to stand outside the general arrangements. Mr. Unmack should re
member that they were not entering into any permanent, but merely into an experimental, arrangement for
twelvemonths. The Colonies already paid so much hard cash in subsidy to the cable system, and the
present proposal was merely a guarantee against loss. The revenue of the Eastern Extension Company
was about £231,000, and in reducing the rates, the company was prepared to bear one-half of any loss
which might accrue, and it only asked that the .Australasian Colonies should bear any further lose.
Now what chance was there of any loss during the first year? Tersoually, he did not think there was
the least prospect of such a contingency. They would he merely placing their names to a bond without
involving any risk ; and their action would not militate against the Pacific cable, in which Queensland
and Now Zealand were particularly interested. The Colonies were free to enter into any arrangement
they thought just, and, as he had said before, the arrangement suggested would not involve the payment
of a further subsidy, hut merely the giving of a guarantee against a supposed loss.
The Hon. B. S, Bird looked upon the subject under discussion as the most important of those before
the Conference, and he thought it would he a good thing if all the Colonies could take a unamimous view
of it. It was only fair that England should join in the guarantee to the Eastern Extension Company,
and that she did not do so showed a spirit of selfishness to be regretted. The Imperial Government
was prepared to share with the Colonies in the advantages of the reduced rates, but it would not
contribute towards any loss the new arrangement might involve. Tasmania took the view that the
advantage to the Colonies in the immediate future would more than compensate for any present
outlay. The Conference ought to consider whether a joint representation from the Colonies would
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not have the effect of inducing England to share the guarantee. In the agreement with Sir John
Pender it might be arranged that New Zealand and Queensland could come in for one year, and at the
end of that time if they did not find the arrangement satisfactory they could withdraw upon two months’
notice; and the expense would then fall ad valorem upon the other Colonies. Sir John Pender disap
proved of differential rates, saying that it was probable Queensland and New Zealand, if they stood out,
would participate in the benefit of the agreement without cost to themselves. There was a very marked
appearance of selfishness in the proceeding. Even if the higher rates were continued in the outstanding
Colonies, tho commercial community could avail themselves of tho new order of things by sending
their messages to agents in the other Colonies. "When the matter was looked at fairly and squarely,
Queensland must see the benefit of what was proposed. If there was an increase of only 10 per cent, in
the messages despatched—and it would probably be much more—the amount which Queensland would be
called upon to pay would bo very small indeed, whilst the advantage to the Government and the community
would be more than compensated. The business from that Colony amounted to £27,000 in the year, and
if the rates were reduced to half there would be a clear saving of £13,000, which was more than Queensland
would hold herself liable for. New Zealand stood on rather a different footing. She was at a dis
advantage in having to pay such high rates in getting tho messages to the mainland of Australia, and
perhaps some special concession might be made.
The Hon. T. CNmack said that Queensland had maintained a position, for years past, antagonistic to
tho further subsidy of any cable system which was not independent of, and unconnected with, the Eastern
Extension Company. That opinion was a well-matured one, seeing that it had been adhered to by the
various Governments which had boon in existence in tho Colony for the past 15 years. With tho object
of laying the whole facts before tho Conference, he had prepared a short historical sketch of tho proceed
ings which had taken place since 1876 :—
Os 14th September, 1876, the Executive Council of Queensland, in connection with correspondence
received from the Secretary of State for the Colonies, on the subject of duplicating cable communication,
passed a minute to the effect that:—
The Council are of opinion that the Government should not contribute to the construction of any
duplicate cable between Singapore and Australia which is not directly connected with the
telegraph lines of this Colony, and is not independent of the control of the Eastern Extension and

<

ists.

OMna Telegraph, Company.

At the Sydney Postal Conference in January, 1877, motions were submitted by Queensland to 1877.
tho effect—
That any duplicate system should he by a distinct route throughout from that now in use; and
That it is desirable that a submarine cable should he laid from Singapore to Cape York, in
Queensland, the Government of that Colony undertaking, in the event of such cable being laid,
to connect their existing land linos therewith,—
but both motions were negatived.
At the Melbourne Postal Conference in May, 1878, a resolution was passed as follows:—
ists.
That the Governments of New South Wales and Victoria be empowered to enter into an agreement
and contract with the Eastern Extension and China Telegraph Company for a second cable from
Singapore direct to Banjoewangic, avoiding the Java land lines, and thence direct to Port Darwin,
for au annual subsidy of not exceeding £32,400.
Queensland’s representative, who refrained from voting on this motion, proposed the following
amendment:—
That it is essential there should be a complete system of telegraphic communication between British
India and the Continent of Australia unconnected with the existing lines of the Eastern Extension
and China Telegraph Company, and under the control of an independent Company or proprietary,—
which was negatived.
On tho 4th December, 1878, tlie agreement for the construction of the second cable from Singapore isrs.
direct to Banjoewangic, and thence direct to Port Darwin, for an annual subsidy of £32,400, was entered
into with the Eastern Extension and China Telegraph Company by Victoria and New South Wales, “ on
behalf of the Australian Colonics and New Zealand,” and upon receipt of a copy of it, which was sent for
the information of the Queensland Government, the Queensland Postmaster-General made the following
minute:—
I note that the agreement purports to have been made on behalf of the Australasian Colonies. The
Governments of Victoria and New South Wales have no authority to bind tins Colony to any
agreement, and as we are in no way a party to the present one, and have not been in any way
consulted as to its terms, some of which scorn open to great objection, notice should be given
that wo do not confirm it in any way, and refuse to be bound by it.
Victoria was advised in accordance with this minute.
In June, 1879, South Australia intimated that the reduction in rate of 50 per cent, on Government 1879.
messages, and 75 per cent, on Press messages, under tlie agreement, was applicable to those Colonies
only who contributed to the subsidy for the second cable, and asked if Queensland intended to so
contribute. To this a reply was sent on the 16th of the same month, to the effect that this Government
had decided not to contribute to the subsidy, and therefore could not expect to participate in the reduction.

On August 20th, 1885, Victoria wired, having received advice from its Agent-General, intimating i,m
that the Berlin Conference had practically arranged a reduction of cable rates, and urging Queensland
and New Zealand to join in the subsidy, otherwise they would not share in the benefit.
On 27th August, 1885, South Australia and Victoria, respectively, communicated with Queensland
relative to the offer of the Eastern Extension and China Telegraph Company at tlie Berlin Conference to
assist duplication by laying a cablo from the Boper River to Normanton at its own expense, &c., which
the Victorian, South Australian, and New South Wales representatives at tho Conference recommended
for acceptance, provided Queensland, Tasmania, and, if possible, Now Zealand joined in the subsidy to
the Port Darwin Cable.
The
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_ The Executire Council of Queensland considered these matters on 10th September, 1SS5, and
decided to reply that it was considered undesirable to acquiesce in any of the proposals now made,
jsss.
^ On 27th January, 18S6, Mr. Pender wired an offer to reduce the cable charges by 2s. 3d. per word,
making, with South Australia’s reduction, 2s. 6d. per word, provided the non-contracting Colonies joined
in the subsidy and in extending it for six and a quarter years, at the same time repeating the Company’s
offer to lay the Boper Biver-INTormanton Cable at a cost of £70,000, to connect Queensland and South
Australia under a traffic arrangement with the two Colonies, He subsequently, on 4th February, 1886,
informed the Agents-General that his Company would unconditionally reduce the cable rates by Is. 4d.
per word from 1st July, 1886, and make a further reduction of Is. 4d. per word conditionally upon the
extension of tho term of the subsidy, and upon the non-contributing Colonies joining in it.
On 2nd March, 1886, Queensland replied as follows to the proposal:—
“ This Government does not think the proposed reduction in rates by any means adequate, having
regard to the length of time for which the subsidy is asked. But, apart from the question of
rales, this Government is not disposed to join in any subsidy which will tend to have the effect of
discouraging the establishment of another independent line of telegraphic communication between
Australia and Europe.”

isso.

On the 22nd June, 1886, the Chairman of the Cable Company offered, as the proposal to extend
the subsidy, &e., had boon declined, to lower the rates to any figure the Colonies might fix, down to limit
of outpayment, if the Colonies would guarantee the average receipts over the cables for the previous
three years. On 15th July, 1886, he toas informed, in reply, that his proposal for a guarantee could not be
entertained.

isss.

At the Sydney Postal Conference in 1888 Queensland again declined to join in the subsidy, or in
any guarantee to the existing Cable Company, on the grounds that it would prevent her from subsidising or
joining in the subsidy to any independent line of cable communication.

ism.

■

At the Postal Conference in Adelaide, in May, 1890, Queensland again declined to join in tho
subsidy or guarantee for the same reason.
The statement showed that almost yearly from the date mentioned the authorities had, in some form
or another, opposed thef urther subsidy of the Eastern Extension Company, and had encouraged the establish
ment of an independent telegraphic communication between Australia aud Europe. Under those circum
stances the Conference would not be surprised that Queensland required stronger reasons than had been
advanced before she abandoned a principle advocated consistently and persistently for the past
fif teeny ears. _ It had always been insisted, and it was still insisted, that they should have a distinct service
throughout, independent of and unconnected with the Eastern Company. They had always urged that it
was dangerous to be dependent upon one company, and to subsidise a monopoly prevented the establish
ment of a rival cable. The Queensland proposal would enable them to obtain such rates as could never
he granted by any company holding a monopoly. They recognised the services of tho Eastern Extension.
Company as the pioneers of the system of cable communication, and the moral obligation they owed to it,
and they felt that the company should be treated in a fair and generous and, if possible, liberal manner ;
but at the same time they were bound to say they had not seen any patriotism on the part of the
company. They had been charged extreme rates, and the company had been enabled to pay high
dividends, to add considerably to its reserve fund, and to construct many lines of new cable out of the
profits. They still maintained that it was necessary to have separate communication. It had been
stated by one gentleman that in consequence of Federation being in the air Queensland should accom
modate herself to the position, and join in the subsidy. All ho could say was that Queensland had never
been backward in the cause of Federation; on the contrary, she had been foremost in it in every sense
of the word. They felt that by this action they were studying the interests of Australasia, With all
respect to the Conference, it appeared to him that the question of obtaining a separate cable had been
too much overlooked. Looking at the monetary aspect of the case, he said that Queensland had paid
higher rates for many years, and she was perfectly prepared to continue the payment of the liigher rates
if it was deemed expedient to impose them. But in all justice he asked why Queensland alone, with
her small cablo business of f14,000 per annum, should be singled out for the purpose of having imposed
upon her special rates of taxation, when the Imperial Government, which was using the cable to an
even greater extent than the whole of the Colonies combined, was not to be so charged. The Eastern
Extension Company are now offering to hear half the cost upon the reduction, which would lower the
expense to those using the cable to about 6s. per word. Why then deceive ourselves by making believe we
get a 4s. rate ? Why not plainly tell the company wo are willing to pay 6s. without any guarantee. That
would be acting on correct business principles, and encourage further opposition on the part of those
contemplating the construction of a Pacific cable. They had been told that the new arrangement was
only an experiment, but he objected to any experiment which was opposed to the principle the Colony had
always advocated; besides, once let the public have a taste of a 4s. rate aud you cannot re-establish a
higher one.
The debate at this stage was adjourned, on the motion of Mr. Unmack, until half-past 2 on Monday
afternoon.

MON-BAY, 2 MARCH, 1891.
Beducuojt in Bates of Pbess Telegrams relating to the proceedings of the Australian
National Contention.
Sir John Brat said he had been requested by the press of South Australia to ask the Conference to

agree to make some reduction in the rate for press telegrams in connection with the proceedings of
the Federal Convention now sitting. He thought the delegates of the Conference would agree with him
that there should be some reduction made, so as to enable full reports to be sent to the other Colonies.
He moved,—
“ That, so far as relates to reports of the Federal Convention now sitting, the Intercolonial press
rates for telegrams be reduced by one-half.”
The
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Tlie Hon. J. GrATiir Huffy supported the request. It might be outside their ordinary business,
because newspapers were but business concerns; but, on an important historical occasion like this, an
exception might be made to general rules, and the Conference might see their way to allow some concession.
Though held in Sydney, the Convention might have been held in any of the other Colonies; and, that
being so, it was natural that all the people of the other Colonies should have as fair au opportunity of
knowing what was done as the residents of Hew South Wales had, and that the public journals of each
Colony should be on the same footing. It should not be taken as a precedent; he merely urged it on
account of the grand important historical occasion. He seconded the motion,
.
Hon. B. S. Bntn supported the motion, and pointed out that there would be a benefit in
granting the reduced rate, as there would be a very great use made of tho lines in disseminating the nows
to other Colonies.
The Hon. T. Unmack thought they should not allow it to go as a precedent; hut this was one of those
exceptional occasions whore they should offer every facility for furnishing tho other Colonies with
information they were anxious to obtain. He was willing to submit the proposal to his Cabinet, for in
his Colony at any rate this was required, and would recommend its adoption.
The Hon. J. Gr. Ward desired to express his appreciation of what the Cable Company had already
done. He understood that they had agreed to reduce the rate to Hew Zealand for messages reporting
tho Conference proceedings by one-half.
• u "^e ^on'
O’Conjtoe said he had the fullest sympathy with the proposal of Mr. Bray, and agreed
with what had been so well said by the representatives of tho other Colonies, and lie would promiso at
once, on behalf of the Grovernment of this Colony, to transmit the messages at half-price.
The Hon. ,T. G a van Duffy suggested that a letter be written to the Eastern Extension Cable
Company, asking them also whether, in view of the importance of the occasion, they would have the
messages relating to the Federal Convention transmitted at half rates over their lines.
The Hon. D. O’Cossoe: I have already directed that to bo done.
Reduced Cable Baxes.

, Tim Hon. T. Ujtmack resumed discussion on the motion of Sir John Bray,—“ That it is
desirable to enter into the agreement with the Eastern Extension Company on the basis of the draft agree
ment laid on the Tabic.” Ho said that when they adjourned on Saturday he was about to show—having
disposed of the political aspect of the question—the monetary aspects, as it might have been perhaps con
sidered to be an inducement for Queensland to join in this proposed subsidy or guarantee. Mr. Bird
had stated that the cable business of Queensland was £27,000 per annum, but during the last year
£14,031 was the Queensland share of the business. If they took this at the 4s. rate it would cost them
£6,03S instead of £ 14,000, and to this must be added a subsidy or guarantee, amounting to £14,700. This
again added to the sum of^£0,038 gave a total expenditure of £20,000 against the present expenditure of
£14,031, or a loss to the Colony of £5,282. There was another aspect of a more serious nature wdiich
would appear before them. They had to consider in the first instance that the line was a monopoly which
was not looked upon with favour by any of the Queensland politicians. Tho public of Queensland were
averse to a proposal to subsidise that monopoly in any shape or form, considering that there would be no
real great advantages derived therefrom. Then there wras another point. -Although they had a popula
tion of 426,000, tho persons who did business with the cable only numbered between 300 or 400. It would
thus be seen that the general taxpayers would be called upon to pay a subsidy of £14,700 to put £8,000
into the pockets of the 300 or 400 business men. The proposals would not bo favourably entertained by
tbe Queensland public, and he would be bound to oppose them. Again, this guarantee and subsidy was
asked in support of a so-called duplicate cable. Sir J. Pender, in his evidence before the Colonial
Conference in London, 1887, estimated the life of a cable at twenty years. Tho first cablo had been laid
m 1872 ; it was therefore practically dead ; the so-called duplicate was laid about 1873, and had therefore
only about seven or eight years to run. The Eastern Extension Company took good care not to let any
one know the conuition of their cables from Port Darwin, and it need create no surprise to find traffic
interrupted somo morning, and a subsidy or guarantee for one cable was not justifiable. If there were
any advantages to be gained it would be a different matter altogether. He would ask those present to
closely consider the proposals made by the Eastern Extension Company before they agreed to them, and
to see what advantages they were to reap. He would ask them to throw off that mesmeric influence
which had been placed over them by the Eastern Extension Company. They were told that the cablo
rates would be reduced by adopting the proposals, but they would within a very short time have that
facility without offering special inducements. The company proposed to reduce the rates to Gs. per word.
(Mr. Bird : “4s. por word.”) The remark which had just fallen from a delegate showed how they were
deceiving themselves. They were certainly to- pay 4s. per word at the counter, but then the company was
to receive 2s. per word from the Treasury. He thought it would be far more businesslike to inform the
company that they would, not pay any guarantee whatever, but would in future pay Gs. per word. The
company, owing to its business with the colonies, had become a very wealthy one, and it was unnecessary
to offer subsidies. It would be better for the colonies to pay straight-forwardly and openly, because it
would then induce.competition much quicker. The construction of a Pacific cable was not far distant,
and by not subsidizing this dangerous monopoly you would encourage rival companies to enter the field
and offer you greater advantages. If they bound themselves by guarantee or subsidy they would retard
the establishment of rival companies. The moment there were any signs of a new company the Eastern
Extension Company would reduce its charges to 3s. per word, for the Chairman at the Conference held
in London had said that the company could afford to transmit cables for 2s, Gd. per word. The Eastern
Extension Company know the full value of your cable business too well to let it slip out of their hands,
and they require no subsidy, as you will discover in the near future. It was with feelings of great regret
that he had to maintain a hostile attitude to all of the other members of the Conference, but what he
had said was sincere, and he felt compelled to oppose the proposals. Before leaving Queensland he had
laid the matter before the members of the Cabinet aud asked their advice. Tho whole question was fully
discussed, and it had been unanimously resolved that unless very strong arguments and very different
ones to those adduced during the last fifteen or sixteen years were put; forward there was no alternative
but to adhere to their previous decisions. Such arguments, ho was sorry to say, he had not heard. The
motive of the Queensland Cabinet was not a selfish one, but they conscientiously believed that their
action would benefit the whole of the Colonies.
The
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The Hon. J. G-. "Wabd, of New Zealand, had not, like somo of the delegates, had the advantage of
aying the matter^before the Cabinet before leaving New Zealand, as they had not been informed of the
subjects to be discussed at the Conference. Immediately upon the termination of the last sitting,
however, he cabled to New Zealand, intimating that instead of the E. E. Company proposals being for
three years they were only for twelve months. He also requested the Premier to call a Cabinet
meeting, which had been done, and he had just received a reply:—“ G-overnment are of opinion
that New Zealand should stand out.” Ho quoted a paragraph from the report of the directors of the
E. E% Company to the shareholders, which conveyed the impresssion that the arrangement with the
Colonies was a foregone conclusion. He contradicted the statement made by one of the delegates at the
previous meeting to tho effect that New Zealand intended to hold aloof through selfishness, for lie could
prove to them that New Zealand had been very liberal in the matter of cable and mail service. For
instance, they would find so far as the New Zealand cable was concerned, that the whole of the
Colonies interested in its maintenance—except New South Wales and New Zealand—declined to
subsidise it; and from 1875 to 1886 (for nearly eleven years) New Zealand contributed at the rate of
£5,000 a year, and New South Wales at the rate of £2,500. New Zealand took no special credit
for that; the cable was a necessity to them, aud they never asssumed that the other Colonies
who stood out were actuated by selfish motives. So far as the £5,000 was concerned, that contribution
of New Zealand’s was paid straight out from the Treasury, without merchants relieving the Government
exchequer in any way whatever. Moreover, after this arrangement terminated, New Zealand had to put
up with increased cable rates. These were not raised by tho Government, and in New Zealand the
merchants did not take that quietly, but made every effort possible to have the old rates reverted to. The
Government of New Zealand then laid down the policy, from which they have never swerved, that they
would not contribute to the cable subsidy, and they have not done so. The whole of the papers bearing
on the subject were now in the possession of the Government of Now Zealand, and no doubt on
receipt of the message he had sent they looked up the matter and fully considered it. His objections
were from a monetary point of view, for New Zealand was situated entirely different from the other
Colonies, and he would not say that if New Zealand occupied a position anything like so favourable as
some of the Colonies that the Government would he against tho suggestions. He found from figures
compiled by the Victorian Postal Department, that the saving to New South Wales would be £4,270; to
South Australia, £1,495 ; and to Western Australia, £173. As he had stated before, had New Zealand
entered into the proposal it would cost £16,000 per annum, and that statement had been questioned by
some of the delegates. He had again made calculations, and found that the cost would be—duplicate
cable, £5,350; guarantee, £7,154 (assuming that there would be an increase of 20 per cent, in the
amount of business done); proportion to Tasmanian cable, £700; and proportion to Adelaide Transatlantic
line, £3,013, making a total of £16,21.7, It was principally the state of trade that ruled the traffic and
not altogether low rates, as was proved by the fact that when the rates were lower on the Australian New
Zealand cable nothing like the amount of business was done ns when they were increased, and if they
adopted the proposals and only had an increase of 10 per cent, in the amount of business instead of 20
per cent., it would mean a loss to New Zealand of £17,210 per annum. The returns for 1889 show that
£35,668 had been paid out by New Zealand for International and Intercolonial cables from the Colony.
Under the proposal now before the Conference only £18,000 would be paid, or a direct loss to the Colony
of £17,068. If tho offer were accepted for twelve months, the system would have to be continued.
It was necessary for New Zealand to be cautious in this matter. They were only a small Colony,
as was well known, but their resources were large and elastic, their exports greatly increasing, exceeding
in two years their imports by over eight millions, which no other Colony had ever done. They had, of
course, nothing to be afraid of in the expenditure of a sum like £16,000; but he could not lose eight of
the fact that they had decided to pursue a policy of retrenchment, and to live within their income. The
Colony had decided not to borrow for some years. It was the intention of the Government in a short
time to bring about postal reforms within the Colony which would cause a loss to the revenue of many
thousands of pounds. It would not in the face of that bo advisable to increase their expenditure by even
£16,000 per annum. He could only say that, as far as New Zealand was concerned, they were compelled
to stand out of the matter, and it was with a great deal of regret that they found it necessary to do so.
The Hou. D. O’Conic(ut: To say that I am disappointed at the attitude taken by our worthy friends,
the representatives of Queensland and New Zealand, would be a very mild expression. I at once recognise
the attitude taken, particularly by Mr. Unmack, the Postmaster-General of Queensland, in his elaborate
speech in defence of the position of his Colony. Competition, of course, in business is at all times a very
great thing, but competition at the present time with regard to these cable lines is practically impossible;
and I am very much afraid that our friends from Queensland and New Zealand have viewed tho repre
sentatives of the Colonies assembled here (besides themselves) as the representatives of Sir John Pender
and Co. instead of the representatives of the Colonies of Australasia, I thought the speech of my honor
able friend, Mr. Duffy, so spirited, so full of the electricity of the times in which we live, would have
touched the souls of those two gentlemen who represent Queensland and New Zealand, but lest he might
have been a little hit too quick for them, I thought at least the judicial utterances of the Honorable Mr,
Bird, of Tasmania, wbo entered in a cold, calm, dispassionate manner into the arguments of the matter,
would have shown thorn that it would be to the advantage of the whole of Australia to unite in this
matter. If ever there was an opportunity to join together, now is the time. Now, what is the position
of my friend, Mr. Unmack ? With an ability that no one will deny, and with a power of which wo have
had evidence, he set up to defend an ancient heresy. They have taken up a position, and the best thing
he could do was to show their consistent inconsistency in standing alone in Australia aud saying that no
system of communication betwecji Australia and tho great outside world will be acceptable unless in the
first place it communicate with Queensland. (“No.”) That is here in your own document. Ou the
14th September, 1876, tlie Executive Council of Queensland, iu connection with correspondence from tho
Secretary of State on tho subject of the duplication of cables, passed a resolution to tbe effect that
—“The Council are of opinion that the Government should not contribute to the construction ofanyduplicate
cable between Singapore aud Australia which is not directly connected with the telegraph lines of this Colony.”
One of the foremost Colonies in Australia in striving for federation, to her credit be it said, was Queensland.
Mr. Unmack says this is not a question of federation ; but l should like to say that if any evidence were
required to show that this is really a question of federation, and if there is any value in a profession, here
is a practical test of it. How can you hope to joiu the Colonies together in a Convention, in a homogeneous
Government,
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G-overnment, if, in a matter like this, so small, there is no chance of joining them together ? Who has the
more to gain or lose in the joining of the Colonies, I am not going to say, but it has been generally suggested
that New South Wales has most to lose. I do not say whether that is true or false. It has been generously
said that Now South 'Wales has most to lose. We all understand something about commerce. We know
what it is to found business houses, and how many great firms, and inconsiderable firms, in these Colonies
aud in the others have sot aside a certain sum in order io establish a business between the various Colonies of
Australasia. They do not hesitate because it costs them a little. Imagine a man with the power of Mr.
Unmack coming here to make au elaborate speech and put his foot on this proposal and say it is
impracticable for him to come into a contract of this kind because it involves a little loss. Let me show
you:—Supposing not one shilling is returned to the Colony, their annual expenditure would amount to
£6,900. (Mr. TJnmack: “ £14,000.”) I am speaking now of the guarantee. The subsidy has been
virtually left out, because, as Mr. Duffy said, we are prepared to give up something to try to bring you
into tho proposal with us, into unity with the rest of the Colonies, and wTe are prepared to give up anything
in the shape of a subsidy and only ask you for the guarantee. I will now give you the facts —Supposing
that not one shilling of increase took place, tho whole expenditure to tlie great Colony of Queensland,
with an area bigger than two or three of tho small empires of Europe put together, should not come to
more than £6,900. If there is 10 per cent, return it comes to £6,800; if 20 per cent,, £5,800; if 25
per cent., £5,500; if 33 per cent., £5,000; if 50 per cent., £4,100; if 75 per cent., £2,700; if 100 per
cent., £1,363; if 124 per cent., it comes to £24 6s. I am prepared to say. and believe, on the testi
mony of tbe best authority that can be found, that this reducing of the cable rates will immediately
cause an increase to the business of 50 por cent. (Mr. Duffy: “ At least,”) We are all representatives
of Australia, but business men also, and we know that immediately tlie facilities are afforded to com
municate, and the high tariff is reduced, where we send now five words we will send thirty words. No
man can gainsay that. And what are we asked to do now ? To join together to enable the Company in
England to give facilities to the Colonies to come closer together in their communication. With all
humility, but with all firmness I say it, there is nothing that can by any human possibility, with
all the magic power of the Press, do more to bring about a powerful and closer alliance of the
Colonies than the facilities you afford in the Post Office, and particularly in the telegraph com
munication, How are we to annihilate the distance that separates Australia from New Zealand
unless such facilities arc given ? Should we not rise above the question of pounds, shillings, and
pence on this great occasion? Mr. Ward, in his nice allusion to New South Wales, told you that
when a cable was required between this Colony and New Zealand they paid £5,000, and we
paid £2,000.
Let me tell you that New South Wales, without in any way herself getting any
immediate benefit from that, beyond the privilege of communication with the people of New Zealand,
helped to establish that communication so as to relieve New Zealand from her isolation; for we had then
telegraphic communication with the habitable globe, except New Zealand, and we paid that sum in the
spirit of federation; and if it came to £20,000, New South Wales would he only too proud to do it.
Mr. Ward could tell you of the progress and resources of Now Zealand. Believe me when I say every
man in Australasia is proud of her success ; who can be more proud than we are, the mother-Colony ?
She is now marching on close to the heels of the leading Colonies in population and wealth; she has
natural advantages none of us know anything about; she is represented by some of the greatest men in
Australasia; and one of the foremost of living men in Australasia is now coming from New Zealand to
represent her, Sir George Grey. With all her wealth and spirit, with her grand destiny and people, with
a population closely approaching to us, New Zealand, I say, without any increase of telegraphic traffic,
could easily pay £10,000 annually. We are asked here to assemble to bring about a closer and stronger
feeling of harmony and unity. 1 have to lament, and I do, that England failed to do her duty. Although
England has, under an illiberal policy, refused to do her duty, Australia, under the enlightened influence
of the spirit of democracy, should not refuse to do hers ; and I hope New Zealand, with all her splendid
advantages, with all her great aspirations, and Queensland, with her potentiality for greatness, with her
extent of territory and her wealth of minerals, her pastoral and agricultural resources, will not refuse to
come iu, and that wo will in this assembly unite before we part in joining together in establishing a union
between Australasia and the world. And what chances, may I ask, will there he for all the Colonies of
Australasia to joiu together in a Eederal Government, with geographical differences that must exist—
what comparison is there between any Colony and another ? Any person who likes can raise objections ;
and if small objections are raised, how can we ever join in federation ? We have to give and take. Wo
belong to one household, and should assist one anotl'ier. Not one of you will give more than New South
Wales, or be more ready to bring all the Colonies of Australasia into" one happy fold, in order that wc
may in a better and more forcible manner represent our true position to the world. Why should it not
be so ? There is no means given to the representatives of any Colony, not even by their Agents-General,
that can approach the power we can bring to bear by a proper representation of our resources by telegraph
communication with the world. We find millions of pounds every day passing out of England and
Europe into tho most insignificant little dominions. What do they know' in Europe about our vast
resources ? If there is anything appalling to a man who understands the wealth and resources of
Australasia it is to read, from time to time, the utterances of men supposed to be in authority at home ;
to see the deplorable ignorance about our resources and position. If there is any way of removing that
dark shadow of ignorance, and showing England our vast wealth and capabilities, it will he by affording
facilities to the people to communicate more readily. Here is the opportunity, an evidence to test your
faith. You speak theoretically—you would like to see this and that—to see the foundations laid of a
groat empire ; here is the initial stage for you : come in and join in its sweet apostleship. I hope my
friends from Queensland and New Zealand will yet see their way to recede' from the position they have
taken up. You talk about a second cable; where is it? It is a myth; they have not yet taken the
soundings of the Pacific Ocean. You have hundreds of men in New Zealand aud Queensland who can
well afford to plank down the sum New Zealand is asked to contribute. Aud let them lay tho cable to
Queensland, let them bring the Pacific cable right in through the islands of the Pacific Ocean, touch New
Zealand and Northern Queensland, and come right up here. I will undertake to say that every colony
in Australia will aid in the second one, and in keeping it maintained. When tho great enterprise of the
Pacific Mail Service was first instituted—that mail service that brought New Zealand into living contact
with all Australia and the Home countries—New South Wales paid at the very outset two-thirds of the
whole expense, afterwards a half, and never less than ono-tnird, and the whole of the Colonies of
Australasia
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Australasia and Queensland benefited by it. My honorable friend, Mr. Ward, must know that that was
particularly in the interests of .New Zealand ; but we must not talk about “ particularly in the interests”
of anyone. A man’s nose is a portion of his body, as well as his heart, as well as his ears ; we are here
Di an individual with one pulse, one great personality, and that personality should bo Dnited Australia.
There is an opportunity; X appeal most confidently to the spirit of brotherly feeling, of national greatness,
to the undying love of having our race in harmony in all parts of the habitable globe, that on this occasion
we shall lay the foundation stone, or write the preface of the great work to be carried out in the larger
way in another place. I hope my honorable friends, Messrs, tjnmack and Ward, will yet see their way
to join us in that noble struggle.
Tho Hon. J. G-atait Huffs: hoped that the XXelegates of Queensland and New Zealand would care
fully consider the remarks that had fallen from the President of the Conference. In view of the desire that
all felt that there should be unity, he regretted the attitude they had taken. The whole community of Aus
tralasia, except themselves,had taken up the proposal, and he trusted that some way would yet he found to
avoid their being left outside, entirely dissentient. Perhaps in a private consultation they might be able to
come somewhat closer together in their views ; there might be some modification of the original proposi
tion ; one side might give way a little, or both might do so. It was the original idea that those Colonies
should not only join in the guarantee but in the subsidies. They were, however, now asked nothing
towards the subsidies ; the other Colonies had horn them in the past, and would do so still if the dissentient
Colonies would give them their moral assistance, for he felt sure that that was all, or nearly all, that would
be required. He suggested the adjournment of the debate to allow further consideration, and hoped they
would be able to come together.
Sir Joiiy Brat agreed that the matter should stand over for a day or two and other business be
proceeded with. Probably some arrangement might he entered into with those Colonics.
The Hon. 13. S. Bird moved the adjournment of the debate, as he thought it desirable to sec if any
other proposal could be made by which they might secure the co-operation of New Zealand and Queensland.
The motion was agreed to.
The Prestuicst then called upon Mr. J. G-. Duffy to move, according to notice:—“That this
Conference take into considoration the appointment of a representative of a Postal Conference to be held
at Vienna.”
The .Hon. .T. Gayatt Duffy thought that it would be advisable to adjourn. The beads of the
Departments had been meeting during the day, and had other business to transact.
The Conference was then adjourned until II o’clock on Wednesday morning.

FEW AY, 6 MARCH.
Reduced Carle Rates.

The Hon. B. S. Bjed resumed discussion on the reduced cable rates. In moving the adjournment
of the debate on the cable subsidy question, he had expressed a hope that further consideration would in
the interim be given to it, and would result iu some way being seen to a proposal in which the whole of
the Colonies represented at the Conference would be able to agree. Prom the conversations he had held,
however, with the other representatives, he fancied that the only possible agreement would be found iu a
proposal to endeavour to get a reduction of rates by the Eastern Extension Company without any
guarantee being given by the Colonies represented here. Mr. Unmack, in his last address to the Con
ference, had pointed out that while they were only going to get a 4a. tariff, that, added to the guarantee,
would really mean 6s, [Mr. Unmack : Hear, hear] and he threw out a suggestion that it might be well
for tbe Colonies to endeavour to induce the Eastern Extension Company to take the whole of the risk of
loss by the reduction of rates, and let tho Colonics be content with a 6s. a word tariff. Well, if this were
practicable—if tbe Company would agree to it—it would no doubt be a better condition of things than they
had at present, and might be better than what they proposed with Queensland and New Zealand standing
out. There was so strong a desire for unanimity that it would be much to be regretted if they could not
act unitedly in the matter. He would be very pleased if there were any chance of getting even the Cs,
tariff introduced, with the whole risk of loss in the traffic to fall on the Company only. But he had great
doubts whether the Company would agree to any such proposal; in fact he thought it would not.
There was no doubt, however, that the Colonies had become so accustomed to the expectation of the 4s.
a word tariff that they would be dissatisfied if any higher tariff were introduced. He believed they would
sooner take the whole of the guarantee upon themselves than be free from it and have the Gs. tariff.
He knew tlie Tasmanian people looked forward to the 4s. rate and would be disappointed with anything
higher ; and he believed, as he had said before, that his Government would be prepared to bear some
additional cost over what they were now paying—or at any rate risk some additional loss—in order to
secure the great advantage of reduced rates.
But he must emphasise the position his Colony
maintained in regard to its contribution, which position had also been taken up by South Aus
tralia, and which it had maintained in all the correspondence on this question, namely—that
their joining in the contributions to secure the reduced rates was conditional not only upon
the Colonies dividing the guarantee amongst them, as the Company proposed, but also upon
the uooling of all the subsidies which the various Colonies of Australasia paid—including that
for the Straits line by Tasmania, and the overland line by South Australia—so as to equally protect
them against undue loss. They would remember the Adelaide Conference agreed to a resolution which
pledged the Colonies represented there (with, perhaps, the exception of Queensland) to secure South
Australia against loss arising from the reduced charges in connection with her overland line. He
thought, as he said then, that South Australia, was entitled to consideration, in view of the large outlay
she had incurred, and had borne alone the last few years, in establishing and maintaining tbe Transcon
tinental Line. She ought not to be called upon to join in tbe guarantee against loss to all the other
Colonies unless herself secured against loss on the overland line. And if New Zealand joined in the
guarantee, that Colony also should join in securing South Australia against loss in connection with the
reduced rates. Several remarks had been made during their sittings as to the willingness of Victoria,
New South 'Wales, South Australia, and Tasmania not to insist on Queensland and New Zealand paying
any share of the subsidies, if they would join them; but while all would be prepared to welcome them
he thought they should insist on the terms he had set forth. Unless the Conference was disposed to
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adopt the idea of asking Sir John Pender to introduce a 6s. tariff, the company taking tlie whole risk of loss
lasmania would be prepared to bear her portion of the risk on the reduction to da., ou those conditions—
namely, guarmitee to the Company, guarantee to South Australia, and all the subsidies being pooled, and tlie
guaranteeing Colonies bearing their fair share of the whole. There was one clause in the agreement to
which reference had been made, which, he felt sure, would have to be expunged; that was the clause
which bound them while the agreement was in force to do nothing which would tend to lessen the traffic
on the Tiastcm distension lines. In so many words, that meant they were to reserve to the Eastern
distension Company a monopoly so long as the agreement lasted. He would, therefore, while agreeing
generally to the terms of the agreement proposed by Sir John Bray to be adopted, suggest that that
particular clause be expunged. He thought there would be no objection to that. Whether the Company
would then agree remained to he seen, but he did not think they ought to do anything that would cause
the least show of hindrance to the laying down of a Pacific cable. He was hopeful until that morning
that the prospects of such a cable were improving, that the United States would be willing to give a
subsidy to a cable so far as Honolulu; but by a telegram in the paper that morning he saw thev had
declined to do so, and tlie prospects, therefore, faded for the present. Perhaps their general desire was
rather for a came from the Canadian coast; hut, wherever it came from, he felt they oundit not to bind
themselves to any contract which would throw a barrier in tlie way of a Pacific cable being laid
Mr Cnmack had spoken as if their entering into that agreement with the Eastern Extension Company
wmuid throw some obstacle in the way of a Pacific cable. How, were they entering into a binding
agreement for a number of years, he quite agreed that the chances for the establishment of a company to
lay a Bacihc cablo would be greatly reduced ; but when it was known to any companies or syndicates that
tho agreement could be termmaied at the end of any year by giving two'months’ notice, they must see
that the Eastern Extension Company had not any monopoly except for a few months. So, he thought, if
the Colonics entered into the agreement as now proposed.it would not in any way be injurin'-' or delaying
the chances of communication across tho Pacific. Indeed, he did not know but that it might be a spur to
some other company when they knew that tho Eastern Extension Company had shown itself opposed to
reducing the rates to a reasonable figure without a guarantee from the Colonies—to make terms Under
tho circumstances he believed it would be well to secure the 4s. tariff, even though it were by paying a
somewhat high guarantee in the meantime, for they would still be open to enter into any contract with
another company at short notice. By adopting tbe agreement tho interests of the Colonies would bo
served, and he confidently left tho matter iu the hands of the Conference.
.Uuppt had again to express his regret that the two great Colonies of Queensland
and JNew Zealand had not seen their way to join them in this matter.' lie was sorry it was so. The Colonies
were thinking of federating all their interests, of becoming one great Dominion ; but when he found threat
Colonies like these two hesitating—on principle, as they averred; and he believed they believed—hesitating
about making a small sacrifice in a small matter like that, it made him pause and think whether the whole
profession and sentiment of Federation were not a sickly sham instead of a reality. Of course they
understood their own interests better than others could teach them. He did not want to interfere with
whatthoyconsideredtheirduty; but he thought, in pursuing this subject of a Pacific cable, they were
pursuing a will o’ tho wisp, losing the substance in seeking to grasp the shadow. Instead of their
interests towards the other Colonies being conserved on this occasion, he believed they had by their
attitude lost, and would lose in the future, a good deal of that generous consideration which others
would bo prepared to extend to them. He had hoped they would, to show their sentiment of
Federation, make a small sacrifice. However, in the exercise of their undoubted right, these two
Colonies had, in the most friendly and amicable manner, not seen their way to view the matter eve to
eye with the others; and it therefore behoved the others to consider what they would do under
tho circumstances. Mr. Bird had expressed his views at some length; aud it seemed to him (the
speaker) that in these agreements all the Colonies that earnc in had something to gain, except J^ew
South Wales and Victoria, Tasmania insisted, ami rightly, that the subsidy on their cable should ho
pooled along with tlie subsidies on the other lines. South Australia insisted, rightly and properly, that it
should be guaranteed against a certain amount of loss in connection with the great expense it was put to
m placing a telegraph line across tho continent!. They were prepared to concede those demands. The
two great Colonies of Victoria and Hew South Wales had no little matters of that sort to gain at all, but
went in boldly in the public interest, prepared to risk the loss of a certain amount of revenue in order to
advance the public good. In doing so those two Colonics were showing perhaps more public enterprise—•
it he might say it—than some of their neighbouring Colonics. How, Mr. Bird threw out a suggestion
that a different arrangement might be entered into with the Eastern Extension Company, instead of the
company taking half the guarantee, and the Governments the other half, that the rates be fixed at Gs.
instead of 4s., and tho company be content to bear tbe whole of tbe loss, if any. At the present
juncture he did not think it would bo wise to adopt that suggestion; but, if during the ensuing year the
arrangement now proposed were found not to answer, then it might be considered whether some such
modification would answer. The public had now become so educated up to expect a 4s. tariff that if they
received only a 6s. one they would be almost as much disappointed as if it had remained at the present
9s. 4d. a word. If his ideas were correct probably they would not gain anything by that. He believed
the Colonies would not be required to find the 2s. difference after the first year; probably not in it
certainly not after it. That being so, be thought for an experiment it would ho wiser to adhere to the
present proposal. Now, two Colonies standing out, he fancied it would be necessary they should proceed
to consider the memorandum seriatim; it would be advisable to appoint a sub-committee of the Ministers
of the various Colonies who were contracting parties to the agreement, because the other gentlemen
would not wish to he present in a foreign position. He moved:—
“That the agreement be considered by a sub-committee, consisting of tbe President, Sir John Brav
the Hon. B, S. Bird, and himself as mover.”
’
.
Sir John Bhay said, when he moved the resolution, ho did hope it would be a way out of the
difficulty. Seeing that it seemed to bo hopeless to expect Queensland aud New Zealand to in'roe at
present ho would record his vote in favour of the motion proposed by Mr, Duffy. After goiru' carefully
into the matter he felt satisfied that as an effect of the reduction of rates from Ss. or 9s. to 4s. a word,
the business would so increase that the proposed guarantee would be almost a nominal one. Ho believed
people would at once make a very much increased use of the cable if they could do so at anythin^ like "a
'
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cheap rate. They must give their friends of New Zealand and Queensland credit for doing their best in
the interests of their respective Colonies, notwithstanding they had not justified the hope they would join.
If those Colonies had submitted any alternative scheme lie was sure all the others would have given it
every possible consideration. But it seemed they wore doing the only possible thing that could be done
at present. If at tbe end of the first or second year they found that their expectations had not been
fulfilled and the business increased, then they could reconsider the matter. He also agreed that nothing
should be done to deter the Australian Colonies from entering into auotber contract for tbe laying of
any other cable if deemed advisable. He trusted that tbe five Colonies out of the seven would be able
to come fa) such an agreement as would enable the Governments, the press, and the public to realise the
advantages of cheap cable communication with England. He would still cling to the hope that ere the
contract was actually entered into tbe Colonies of Queensland and New Zealand would see their way to
assist the other Colonics in what was for the benefit not of one only but of tbe whole. He would ask
permission to withdraw his motion in favour of that moved by Mr. Duffy.
Tbe Hon. D. O’Conkor said that after the candid and moderate speeches of his colleagues there
was nothing to be gained by prolonging the debate. The matter had been thoroughly discussed. But he
would like to point out to his honorable friend, Mr. Bird, also io Mr. Unmack and Mr./Ward, that there
were two solid reasons why the proposal to do away with the guarantee and revert to the Gs. rate would
not bear serious consideration. Eirst, as bad been ably said by Mr. Bird, and also adverted to by the two
gentlemen following him, tbe public mind of Australia had become educated to expect a reduction, it was
an absolute necessity, and the Conference would be regarded as a sham if it were not adhered to. There
was still in his mind a strong idea that the two Colonies standing out would yet come in. He felt certain
of it. It might be the policy of their Governments, hut they had not really had the time to devote to
this special matter. [Mr. Uk'sia.ck : Wo have considered it nearly sixteen years.] That was the very
reason; they had been so long considering one side that they had lost sight of the other side. But ho
believed that the Colon; which had taken such an enlightened view with regard to Federation—the very
fundamental principle of which meant that some Colonies must give up something in the interests of all—
would yet come in; for in this very thing increased postal and telegraphic communication and cheap
postage was the very vital principle of Federation itself; it was the finest embodiment of the faith of
Federation, yet they refused because it involved—what P Not the giving up of a choice portion of territory,
or anything that would endanger their prosperity or their position, but a small sum of money which they
could easily give and not even miss ! Poor as the consideration was, it would be taken as a practical test
of their faith'm Federation—as a proof whether they really regarded it as a reality, or as a sickly sham as
Mr. Duffy had said. And as they had very staunch opponents in all the Colonies the fact would he
greedily grasped and pointed to as a proof that, their belief in Federation was only sham, Indeed, if be
were on the opposition side against Federation, which thank heaven, he was not, he knew what use he
could make of it us a test of sincerity of a Colony that said it was in favour of Federation, but refused to
pay a sum of money so small that it would not affect financially a tenth-rate business firm in Victoria or
New South Wales. He had to express a hope that the whole of the Colonies would yet join in that
guarantee.
The Honorable T. Unmack concurred that no good could result from continuing the discussion.^ All
had made up their minds. They were not there to discuss Federation or anything approaching to it, or
the effects of it, and so he would not take up the remarks they had made on that question ; but with all
deference would submit that the contribution of a few thousand pounds or so did not affect the question
of Federation. There was no necessity just now for Queensland or Hew Zealand to prove their loyalty to
Federation, they were all to tlie fore on that, so there was no need to introduce it at all, It had been
said this agreement would be a good thing for tbe Colonies. Since he bad spoken a few days ago what
ever desire or wish he might have had to listen to fresh reasons to change his views had been entirely
removed. His position had been strengthened a hundredfold by what he bad heard. Since he last
addressed them, he bad been astonished at tbe numberless communications that bad been made to him
endorsing his view and his action, and asking him to persevere in opposing the agreement, because it was
looked upon generally with feelings of aversion. It was thought that the Governments should not be
called upon to pay anything towards tbe company. On one day be was interviewed by at least forty or
fifty gentlemen, some from South Australia whom he did not know, but who were in opposition to the
proposal—some from Victoria, others from New South Wales, bis own Colony, and others—and each one
of them expressed delight with Queensland and New Zealand for having the courage to express their
opinions, and oppose the motion. He knew, although it was not his business, but they would find very
cousiderable difficulty in their various Parliaments to pass such a vote. He knew there would be very
strong opposition to sanctioning such a guarantee ; hut that, of course, was entirely their own business,
not his. He knew, as a fact, that in Queensland he would be utterly unable to carry such a vote through the
House; and if he made a promise he would like to be in a position to keep it, and they would expect him to do
so. Mr. Bird had stated it would he a good thing for the Colonies : so was the position he was taking,
for it encouraged competition. It was said the public had been educated to look for a ds. rate; who
were the public? In Victoria aud New South Wales there were over a million of population each ; how
many out of that million used tlie cable ? __ He did not suppose there were more than a thousand ; and
they were calling upon more than a million to contribute a large sum of money to put in the pockets of
about a thousand. Then again, Mr. Bird argued that this agreement would not stand in tbe way of
another cable because it could bo terminated at one year's notice. He ventured to say that tbo agree
ment was the very thing that was iu Ihe way. Now was the time when others were anxious to start an
opposition cable; now was Ihe time, therefore, to remove the obstacles. But instead of adopting his
suggestion to pay straightforwardly Gs., they were going ou the one hand to pay 2s. from the Treasury,
and on the other hand the public would pay their 4s. What chance of success would any rival company
have ever to start a cable with any higher charge ? They could not even ask os. [Mr. Dufi-t : You pay
6s.] But you pay more than Gs. Ho believed in a bird in tbe hand, not in the bush. If they put their
names to a guarantee they must be prepared to pay for it. If they gave the public a taste of blood,
eo io speak, by letting them have their messages at 4s., no rival line could ever be started at a higher
rate. It would have to start as low in order to compete. Therefore they were encouraging a monopoly
in order to discourage others; that was the effect of it. He was sorry they could not see it. But at
the same time he was pleased to bear tlie kindly sentiments expressed to those Colouies who could not
eomc in; and be still hoped they would not pay the guarantee.
The
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_ The Honorable J. Gr. "Waid said his Colony had decided to absolutely stand out. Since the last
meeting of the Conference he had had the amended agreement telegraphed over to his colleagues in
New Zealand. ■ They had considered it in its amended form, and had come to the unanimous conclusion
that it was not desirable for the Colony to join. In order to show that tho Ministry were not acting in
opposition to public opinion, he would mention that he had received telegrams in which it was stated that
the Press of New Zealand supported the actiou of the G-overnment. No member of the Conference
would dispute that tho Press generally were good judges of what was calculated to produce commercial
prosperity; aud as the Press supported the course they had taken, the Conference might be sure there
were strong reasons why New Zealand should not come iu. Mr. Bird had suggested, in view of the live
Colonies not agreeing to the 4s. rate, that Sir John Pender be asked to charge 6s. in order to get over
the guarantee altogether.^ That, he understood, had not been done. Mr, O’Connor had pointed out
clearly that it was not desirable that the 6s. rate should be started at all, for tbe simple reason that his
Colony aud others regarded tho reduction to 4s. as a necessity. So far as New Zealand was concerned,
that Colony, under the most favourable circumstances under the new agreement, would have to pay
4s. lOd. a word, which, with the guarantee of 2s,, would make tho rate over Gs. However, as Mr, Duffy
had said, they must agree to differ. The time might come when New Zealand would change her opinions,
but at present she had made her decision ; but he did not entertain any feelings other than those of a
most kindly character to the other Colonies. Pike Mr. TTmnack, he did not see that the matter had any
bearing on tho Federation of the Colonies,
Tho motion was put by the Cfaikmait, and carried.
The Honorable Mr. Bird read a letter and telegram, which were laid on tlie table.

Mr. 8. H. Lambton submitted a progress report from tho Heads of Departments, which embraced
the most important matters, namely:—Revised draft of the Australasian Convention; nniform telegraph
regulations; question of reduced intercolonial telegraph rates ; and four or five other matters of minor
importance, for which space had been left, and which might occupy a few more hours. Their desire had
been to secure as far as possible uniformity throughout the Colonies. They had agreed upon all the
leading features of the Australasian Convention, though there might be a few verbal alterations necessary.
The Honorable J. G. Dufjt proposed that the report be considered at the next meeting of the
Conference.
Consideration of Mr. Duffy’s motion re Vienna Conference was also deferred.
TJkttoem Austrabastaf Postage op One Penny per HAtF-ouNCE.
The Honorable J. Gayan Duffy moved—“ That in the opinion of this Conference the time
has arrived when a uniform rate of postage for letters of Id. for half an ounce should be adopted
through^ the whole of Australasia.” In a neighbouring Chamber of the city, another Convention
was sitting to consider the question of “ one people—one destiny." The question he proposed,
if loss important, was perhaps more practicable, that of “one people, one postage stamp, Id,”
As they were aware, there was great diversity among the different Colonies in the way they treated
their own inland postage; and it seemed to him that the time had arrived when they might put the
whole system on one uniform basis, and taking all things into consideration it would not be too rash
to boldly say that the Colonies should now adopt the unit of Id, per oz. for the whole of them. Of
course, he could not say, as he said when dealing with the question of the cable guarantee, that there would
be no loss. He believed there would he at first a loss to some of the Colonies—a considerable loss; but it
was a question that must be considered, and it seemed to him they were in as favourable a position now to
consider it as at anytime. Ho thought there would be an immediate loss; but all past experience and analogy
showed that it would not he a permanent one, or even for long. In Victoria they had already taken the
lead, they had brought their postage down to the unit of Id. throughout the whole of that colony for the
-a- oz. In doing so they had made up their minds they would lose £100,000 of revenue to start with, but
he was happy to say their expectations in that direction were not fulfilled, and instead of £100,000, their
loss [though, owing to their doing as others did, mixing up the Id, receipt stamps with the letters, it was
impossible to arrive at an actual estimate] was only £79,000 for the first year the system was in operation—
that is, they lost £20,000, or a fifth, less than they expected ; and owing to circumstances members
of the Conference would be acquainted with, their finances were not so prosperous during that period,
aud when business was not brisk, of course there was less correspondence aud greater loss to the
revenue. They looked hopefully forward to the time when that loss would be altogether wiped out,
None of the other Colonies had taken the same bold stand as Victoria had taken. [Mr. O’Connor
was understood to question this. He had introduced a Bill for the very purpose, though it had not
been carried]. TVell, none of the others had passed a law, though he was glad to hear Mr. O’Connor
had good intentions in that way. Not long ago the postage in Victoria was 4d., then they reduced it to
2d. throughout the Colony, and then to Id., at which it now stood. In New South "Wales they have a
city and suburban rate of Id, the | oz.; on country letters, 2d. ; and on intercolonial letters, 2d. In
Queensland they have a Id. rate for letters for delivery within the limits of the city or town where posted;
between separate post towns, 2d.; intercolonial, 2d. In South Australia an inland rate of 2d., and an
intercolonial rate of 2d. (they did not appear to have any Id. rate]. In Tasmania the rate was—for town
letters, Id.; inland, 2d.; and intercolonial, 2d. In Western Australia a town rate of Id.; country rate,
2d.; and intercolonial, 2d. In New Zealand there was a town rate of Id ; country rate, 2d.; and inter
colonial rate of 2d. the ^ oz. Now, it would be noticed that in a great many instances the Colonies had a
Id. district within certain post towns, whereas in their own inland districts and intercolonially they had a
2d. rate. A little while ago if anyone had proposed to adopt that system he would have been assailed
(as he feared some would assail him, the speaker) with a cry of ‘perfectly impossible,’ ‘absolutely absurd,’
‘ruinous in the extreme.’ When any forward motion was proposed the cry was nearly always the same—
‘ it is utterly impossible,’ ‘ we have been accustomed to the present state of things so long,’ ‘ it would be
a great loss.’ But experience told them that after all the great expense about letters was not the actual
sending, but the handling of them, providing for their proper reception in the post office, and delivery
out
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out of the post office, and lie believed, if they took proper precautions as regards intercolonial mail
traffic—and as most, or a great deal of tho traffic in Australia was done by the railways, and the railways
belonged to the G-overnment, and the Government therefore paid nothing for the carriage of its mails
over the lines, it was not the same as if they had to employ private railway lines—if they took the proper
precautions about letters that wont by ship, to see that they were secured by law', they could be carried
at a reasonable rate. He understood the masters of ships were obliged to take letters at a penny per
letter; that was a high sum, and it could no doubt bo fired lower, so as to pay tho shipowners properly
for their trouble. Jf that were done, and considering that the railways are Government property, and
practically there was no, or little extra, expense in carrying mails, he believed the main cost of
their postage systems was, as he had said, not in conveying the letters from place to place, but in
putting them into the bags, registering, marking for conveyance, and delivering them at destination
when they got there.
Some of the Colouies now found themselves able to pay their way, or
to exist with a reasonable amount of loss—as post offices had to do; but in some cases actually
paid their way, as he believed tbe post office in South Australia did. [Mr. Todd was understood
to say that the postal branch alone did not, though the telegraphs did.] AY ell, he uuderstood the
Department paid as a whole, as did also that of New Zealand, and if they could be made to pay in
those colonies, perhaps they could also be made to pay in tbe others. As regards \ictoria, much incon
venience was caused by the public not understanding—perhaps Y'ictorians were naturally stupid—that,
though a letter could go from Melbourne to Wodonga for Id., it must be charged 2d. to go to IVIoama,
about half the distance; and they would insist on putting Id. stamps on letters to New South YValcs,
South Australia, <Yc. 3-fe had seen in their post office in one mail a whole pile of letters everyone of
which bore tbe fatal “T," showing it was taxed. A letter could be delivered away at tbe back blocks, on
the Wimmera, for Id., or sent into the wilds of Gippsland for Id., but could not be sent to Sydney for
less than twice that amount, although the postal officials as well as the public knew that the expense of
carrying a letter to the back blocks was four or five times as much as carrying it between Sydney and
Melbourne, or from Melbourne to Adelaide. Ho believed that if the Conference now adopted a universal
rate of Id. per jounce—if in advance of tho grand federation they adopted that postal federation, so that
a letter posted in any part of Australia bearing a penny stamp would be delivered in any other part—they
would be doing something to benefit the Colonies as a whole, and that, moreover, would not trench much
upon the revenues of the Governments interested. Of course, he might lay himself open to the charge of
selfishness, as the sacrifice would be felt less by Y7ictoria than by other colonies, as they had already
established the penny rate. But Victoria had in other matters done enough to show her public interest
in postal aud telegraphic matters, so he could afford to be thought selfish in this. He was glad to hear
that the President of the Conference (Mr, O’Connor) had done his best to establish the penny postage in
New South Wales, that the Bill had reached the second reading when it was thrown out. When the
penny rate was established here it would bo only a short time before it would be extended to Victoria and
the other colonies. He trusted tho Conference would see its way to pass the resolution.
Sir Jomf Brat was glad the proposal had been brought under notice, though perhaps they might
not all agree to it. It was impossible for his Colony to go in for an intercolonial rate of Id., while
they had only a 2d. rate in their own territory. In Ihe course of a few years, no doubt, the proposal
would bo carried, but at present a great loss would be caused to South Australia if it were adopted.
Most of the Colonics, he supposed, would require logislaiion to carry it out, and therefore could not do
anything immediately. lie quite agreed in the principle of cheap postage as far as possible, but con
sidering the probable loss it would prove to each Colony, he must ask Mr, Duffy to withdraw his motion.
He admitted that now the ocean postage had hecn reduced to 2id., it did seem high to charge 2d, within
the Colonies.
Tho Honorable J. G. YVard thought Mr. Duffy was to be complimented upon the able way he had
set forth the information lie had gathered on the matter. The resolution had his entire sympathy, and were
it not for the fact that the Now Zealand Government during the next Parliament would bring down a
measure to make tho penny postage universal within the Colony,—which would involve a loss to their
revenue estimated at £57,000, a year at the outset—he would at once assist Mr. Duffy in his desire to have
cheap intercolonial postage. Their Parliament had not yet had an opportunity to consider the effects of
the reduction they contemplated making in their own postage. Mr. Duffy would, however, see that it was
impossible for him to support the resolution at this juncture. He felt that in view of the ocean postage
having been reduced to 2£d-i the rate of 2d, should not continue within their own borders, and the first
duty of his Government would be to give their own people the advantage of cheap inland postage. He
hoped, however, that at the next Postal Conference tho resolution now submitted would meet with the
favourable consideration it deserved.
The Honorable B. S. Binn would like to sec cheap postage in the Colonies and throughout the entire
world, hut a question like that had to he considered from (he standard of each Colony, and it was evident
that any resolutions they could carry there could have no weight beyond a mere expression of opinion on
the matter. In Tasmania they could not make the change without altering their law, and he apprehended
the same remark applied to all the Colonics, so that beyond passing a resolution that it was desirable to
have cheap postage, they could do nothing. He hoped tho time would not be far distant when there
would be a law regulating the postage throughout the whole of the Colonies; when they could look for
uniform postal and telegraph rates, and other uniformities which they had been labouring to secure for
many years past. He believed, and hoped, that federation was so near accomplishment that all these and
similar matters would be uniformly dealt with. So, while expressing general sympathy with any proposal
of the kind now made, he must joiu with Sir John Bray in asking Mr. Duffy to withdraw the motion, as
it could have no practical effect at present.
_
The Honorable T. Unmack sympathised entirely with the resolution, as he was a thorough believer
in cheap postage; but at the same time he felt that the matter was more a question of policy, of the
Treasury finances, than for them to settle. It would make a difference in the finances of Queensland—a
loss they were not then in a position to entertain. They could not face a loss of £100,000, as Victoria
did. [Mr. Duffy : This will only cost you £18,000.] He thought he could give the figures a little
nearer than his honorable friend could. In Queensland they paid for tho conveyance of mails throughout
their immense territory fully £00,000 for coach and horse services, which had to be taken into considera
tion when proposing to carry letters at Id. "Whilst be was pleased to hear that some of the Post and
‘
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Telegraph Departments were conducted without loss, he must say that Queensland stood in an entirely
different position, chiefly owing to her largo territory. Her loss in 1SS9 amounted to nearly £100,000,
whilst it was only reduced a little since. If they adopted Mr. Duffy’s suggestion, he found—assuming
there would he no increase, which was not likely—they would lose £32,625 a year ; if the increase was
one-third, the loss would ho £2-l,000; if the increase of business was one-half, the loss would be a little
over £19,000. Under these circumstances, he could not at present consent to propose anything of this
kind for the entertainment of his Government; but when their financial position improved, he hoped they
would not be behind the other Colonies in supporting a measure of the kind. "When they adopted the
2^d. rate to Europe, he addressed a memorandum to his own Treasurer on tho subject, stating that he felt
the adoption of the Id. postage rates throughout the Colonics and intercolonially must be the inevitable
consequence. The matter was discussed then, and they came to the decision that they were not in a
position justifying them to entertain it. The Hon. Mr. Duffy, however, deserved their best thanks for
having introduced the matter prominently before the Colonies. They had expressed their opinions, and,
no doubt, at any future Conference the matter would he again ventilated, and they might then be in a
bettor position to entertain the proposal. He hoped Ur, Duffy would withdraw it in the meantime.
The Honorable D. O'Conxor thoroughly sympathised with the proposal, and would he veryproud to give his assent to its adoption by all Australasia; hut he also recognised the positions of his
honorable friends who had spoken on it, Messrs. Bray, Bird, "Ward, and Unmack, that it was a matter
requiring at least Cabinet consent, and ho presumed it had not hecn brought before the various Govern
ments prior to their representatives coming here. However much they desired it, he saw at once it was
impracticable for them to bring it into operation. Any argument in favour of reduction of the cable rates
would come with more force in favour of reduction of postage. For, while cable reductions chiefly affected
a limited number, the whole of the people in the various Colonies would participate in this ; no class
could he said to enjoy this boon at the expense of another. He thought it was one of the most beneficial
proposals that could possibly be made. He dissented from Mr. Bird iu saying it was ill-timed; it was
well-timed ; and instead of taking up the functions that would fall on a united Barliament of Australasia,
the departments -would have the machinery in their hands to carry it out. "Was it not absurd that people
could send a letter 17,000 miles for 2J-d-, and could not send one 400 miles for 2d. ? Should they not
endeavour to remedy that? Although the loss of some of the Colonies might he at present as great as
their representatives said, they should consider the great increase of correspondence they would get from
other places. Hew Zealand especially would gain by the introduction of a uniform penny postage.
There seemed to he onty one thing for his honorable friend, Mr. Duffy, to do, to withdraw the resolution, but
with a distinct understanding that he had done a great deal of good. In the near future, the Governments
of the various Colonies would he compelled by public pressure to have a nniform penny postage.
_
The Honorable J. Gayax Duffy said he accepted the suggestions and withdrew the resolution,
which only purported to be recommendatory. He knew that at this Conference they could not pass any law.
Ho felt that ho had informally got the opinion for which he looked, and was glad that it was favorable to
the proposition. The time might not be exactly opportune to bring it forward, because they had just
reduced the postage to Europe to 213., but he thought it was fully time that the inland postage throughout
Australia should be reduced. He trusted that in the immediate future it would he so reduced, for, after
all, Federation or no Federation, the Colonies were one in their desire for postal unity, and for facilities to
carry on business intercourse. In the capital of each of the Colonies, you meet people from other places
at every corner of the street. However, in deference to the expressed opinion in favour of the principle
he -would now withdraw' the motion, and trust that tho matter would receive further consideration when
circumstances were more propitious and then be carried into law. He had had some figures in connection
with tlie matter prepared, which he handed in and would ask to have printed with tlie papers, showing
how it was estimated the various Colonies would he affected.
Motion withdrawn.
Litters relating to Sweeps, &c.
Tho Honorable J. Gavan Din-j-V moved,—“That, in the opinion of this Conference, it is advisable
that the system of dealing with letters relating to sweeps should he uniform throughout Australasia.” In
bringing forward this resolution, he did not profess or wish to take any high moral ground, or to represent
a more straight-laced people than those of other Colonies." But, as the Conference was aware, Victoria
had legislated very strictly against all sweeps. In the first place, against the sweeps themselves, against
their being advertised in their own Colony’s papers, or by any other method in their cities ; and, also, by
giving tlie Postmaster-General very stringent powers as regards dealing with letters known or suspected
to relate to sweeps or similar transactions. The 30th clause of their present Post Office Act provides:
“If the Postmaster-General has at any time reasonable ground to suppose any person to ho engaged in
receiving any money..................... for any undertaking, promise, or agreement, express or implied, to
pay or give thereafter any money..................... on any event, or contingency of, or relating to any
horse race, or other race, fight, game, sport, or exercise , . . . . or to be engaged in receiving any
money under pretence of foretelling future events, or to be engaged in any fraudulent business or under
taking, then tho Postmaster-General may, if he think fit, order that no letter, packet, newspaper, or
parcel addressed to any such person [either by his own or any fictitious or assumed name], or to any
address without a name, shall he either registered or delivered to any such person..................... and if
any letter addressed to any such person be received at any post-office, it shall not he delivered to the
person..................... hut shall he at once sent to tho dead-letter office in Melbourne. No money orders
shall he issued in favour of any such person, and no money order shall be paid to any such person,”
Now, lie did not profess to be more particular than other people, hut—although that class of sport in
moderation might not be harmful—he did say that the matter of sweeps at the time that law was passed
had become such a public nuisance and curse in Victoria that the Legislature was compelled to take these
stringent measures. Tlie columns of the Press teemed with advertisements of sweep promoters, who
were no better than swindlers, and worse in every respect than the man who put his hand in your pocket.
He did not say that all sweep promoters wTere so; he knew some established in Sydney who were, he believed,
as honorable as any other men. But the system had become so had, so detrimental to the public morals,
that tlie Legislature was bound to step in. They succeeded in suppressing it. Now, an advertisement was
never seen in the papers relating to sweeps, or in Ihe tobacconists’ shops such as was formerly seen; and if
anyone attempted to establish a sweep in Victoria, and letters came through the post to him, or to any
assumed
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assumed name, it was in the power of the Postmastcr-G-eneTars Department to seize those letters and not to
deliver them. That being so, the sweep promoters, with an ingenuity that characterised them, went out
of tho Colony and established their head-quarters in Sydney. On their doing so, the then PostmasterGeneral (Hr. Campbell) took it upon himself to deal with a letter addressed to a person in Sydney sent
from a person in Melbourne, under the section of the Act quoted. Put their Supreme Court decided
that under the section he was not at liberty to proceed against the sweep promoters who had their head
quarters in Sydney and dealt with persons in Victoria, and the consequence was that Sydney drew ever
so much money from Melbourne every year, probably £100,000 in sweeps alone. Victoria could, no
doubt, by altering her own law, deal with the letters going to Sydney in a salutary manner, and they
would do that, hut he would like to take a broader view of the matter, and this Conference to assert its
opinion that all the Postal Departments throughout Australasia should deal uniformly with matters of
this sort. It was a thing that in the best interests of the whole community should be dealt with as a
whole, and he did trust that the Conference, without pretending to be strnigbtlaeed, and while still having
the interest of true sport at heart, as became at any rate two Colonies with such splendid racecourses as
Kandwick and Plemington, and without pretending not to know that large sums or money change hands
every year in bets, would still take a stand and say, that when a wholesale system of swindling (for after
all that is what it amounts to, though there are exceptions) was attempted to be perpetrated upon tho
public, who were easily led aud easily gulled and have no opportunities apparently of learning any better, it
was time for the Public Departments of the various Colonies to interfere and not permit it to be carried on
openly in one part of Australia when not permitted in another. Ho knew what the views of tbe President
were, that they differed from his own; but ho wished it to be understood be was not pretending to occupy
any higher plan of morality than other men, or to claim for bis Colony a higher morahty than that
of others, Put ho did tliink'emphatically that when a matter of this sort became a public scandal and a
nuisance, they ought not to be ashamed or afraid to deal with it from a common sense point of view; and
even though they might be called purists, and bear talk about “ grandfatherly legislation,” and be told
men could take care of themselves, they knew and felt that the public were being hurt, and they ought to
interfere. Victoria had done so, and he.called upon the other Colonics, especially New South "Wales, to
join her in the matter, and say, “For the good of the people we will not permit this to proceed further,”
The Honorable T. Unmack. hoped the motion would be unanimously carried. He was thoroughly
in favour of it. It was right to put some check upon the evil practices which were encouraged hy the
facilities given by post offices. It was not to be expected they would entirely stop gambling, hoTse-raeing,
or anything of that kind—they might as well attempt to empty the ocean with a bucket,—but they might
try to lesson the evil. All knew that through these documents sent through the post office gambling
was directly brought under the notice of thousands of poor youths in offices and warehouses, and the
result was that they went into transactions and forgot their sense of honor, and helped themselves to
money belonging to their employers. They took the first wrong step, and ultimately it brought about
their ruin. He felt they had a direct responsibility to save many of those who were led astray daily
through these tempting advertisements and documents forwarded through the post. He had a strong
opinion on the subject, and was pleased to bear that Victoria had adopted stringent measures to suppress
the gambliug spirit. He bad done some little himself in checking it, inasmuch as he had introduced a
Dill restricting totalisntors to racecourses only, for at the lime nearly every barber’s shop in Brisbane
used to lure young fellows into gambling. The result was there was a large amount of defalcation and
malpractice in tbe city, which had now, he was glad to say, to a great extent been checked. Such docu
ments should be stopped—at any rate from going through the post office. He purposed next session to
introduce an Amending Act in the Queensland Parliament, and should not omit in it to take notice of
these evils.
The Hon. J. Gr. "VVaiid entirely sympathised with the resolution. At the same time, as a matter
of common sense, they could not overlook that it was impossible to make people virtuous by legislation,
and be questioned whether the resolution would in any way remedy the gambling. Victoria at present
had the power, and so had New Zealand, of preventing the conveyance of letters for this particular
purpose; but if even New Soutli Wales made it illegal for sweeps to be carried on, what would prevent the
establishment of agencies elsewhere ? What was there to prevent people in New Zealand, if prohibited
the use of the postal service for conveying their moneys, from appointing agents in tho various Colonies,
and allowing their money to be deposited in banks, and remitted by draft to the agent? He questioned
very much whether the proposal would effect what was desired. If New South Wales did not stand in
with the others, he believed the right course for all the Colonies to adopt would be to make it legal for
this business to be carried on under stringent restrictions and legislation which would minimise the evils.
He assumed Mr. Duffy’s object was to get the great Colony of New South Wales to take the same
position as tbe other Colonies occupied, but be understood New South "Wales was opposed to it. In
New Zealand it was estimated that £25,000 per annum was sent out of the Colony for sweeps, and unless
New South Wales, which got this money, joined in the proposal, he believed it would be desirable to
allow that money to circulate and be retained in his own Colony under certain safeguards rather than
send it out fo New South Wales.
The Hon. D. O’Coivnob. said: To promote morality among mankind is a very noble object, and I
believe it would tend largely to that if we could altogether prevent gambling in these Colonies, and if it were
unknown elsewhere humanity would be tho better for it. But what about carrying that out? And will the
resolution proposed by my honorable friend Mr. Duffy, and which seems to receive the approval of my bon.
colleagues, in any way tend to attain that noble object? I unhesitatingly say no! And Mr. Duffy's own
resolution is in sad contrast to the action of the Victorian Government, which provides so many facilities,
especially in regard to railway conveyances tending to the encouragement of this gambling propensity. It
is a matter of fact that on one day every year at least there is proclaimed a public holiday to celebrate in
that colony a carnival that does not belong to Victoria alone, but to Australasia, when tens of thousands
of people are induced—and great inducements are offered them by the Government of that colony—to
come to Melbourne to attend tbe great races and spend their money, a very large portion of it at
Flemington. Let us look at things straight in the face and call things by their right names; and if there
is any sham or hypocrisy, then there is a case to ask this Conference to discourage gambling. In Melbourne
it is a very rare thing to find any less than 100,000 people at their November meeting every year, and
there are four days out of every seven iu the same week given over to the great meeting, besides the
numerous
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numerous other meetings that take place at other times of the year. For instance, last week, at the
Autumn Meeting there were the Australian Cup and the Newmarket Handicap. Now, this is in the Colony
of Victoria, and that colony—tlie Grovernment of it—may be said to have entered into partnership with
the men connected with the racecourse, with tlie men who are called blacklegs, but whom I call com
mercial speculators in a business. It is a transparent hypocrisy. 1 will give my honorable friend some
facts. First of all, supposing to-morrow yon restrict the sweeps ; would that restrict gambliug ? Why,
in 1883 they passed an Act in Victoria that gave the Postmaster-General almost unlimited power, and gave
men in an inferior position in the Post Office the right to overhaul letters and find out the transactions of
other people. But has that lessened gambling? At tlie present moment there is more.gambling
and more gamblers in Victoria than in the whole of Australasia put together. "Why, they are
known hero as Silver Kings! To-morrow, I undertake to say, if the Victorian Government found
itself in financial difficulties, and had to raise a loan, and appeal to the Thompson family and others
that surround them to help them out of debt, these prosperous speculators could do it. Whilst
they have taken out from tbe newspapers columns of advertisements regarding sweeps aud consulta
tions, yet we still find in the leading papers of Australasia—the Argus, Age, Sydney Morning Herald,
Daily Telegraph, Meins, &c.—advertisements under the hand and seal of some of the great officers of
Victoria offering all kinds of facilities to people to take them to Flemington, Let us look these things
honestly in the face. Has gambling decreased in Victoria since you passed that Act? Unquestionably
not. Look how unjust it is for a democratic community to propose to do this. Wealthy men can go to
Fleiningten and Bandwick, as they do, where you will find represented the merchant princes of the colony,
Judges of the Supreme Court, leaders of the Bar, and leaders of many honorable occupations, including
even my honorable friend Mr. Duffy, who likes to put down his pound in the hope of seeing it bring
100 back to him. Wealthy men can go to the racecourse openly, and take their 100 to 5 or 1,000 to
50, according to their means; there is no attempt on the part of the Parliament of Victoria to restrict
them from doing that; and why should a man, because an accident of fortune compels his residence to
bo on tho Murray, or the Tweed, or the backwoods of Gippsland or New Zealand, who cannot avail
himself of the opportunity to enjoy tho luxury of going out in a magnificent train to Flemington, not
have the same privilege? Why arc these people not to be permitted to bet their £1 because they cannot
go to Flemington or Bandwick? Why, they have more claim, for they contribute something to the
State. They post a letter, and have to get one in return, which has to bo stamped ; whereas the wealthy
gambler gives nothing to the State. 'Ihe metallicians do their betting at Ftemington and Bandwick:
without returning any revenue to the State. The thousands of the populace are tho large contributor?.
It is not the wealthy swells who live at St. Kilda or Potts Point that maintain the public revenue, but the
large mass of the people. Why should they be prevented from betting a pound in the only way they
can? The only way they can do so is by utilising tho post, and to say that to stop them doing so would
reform morals and prevent crime, by discouraging gambling, is a shoddy argument, aud will not stand a
moment's investigation. If you want to show your sincerity, move a resolution for an Act to make it
illegal to gamble. (Mr. Duffy: “It is now'.”) Well, wiiat effect has it? Does any policeman in
Victoria walk out and interfere with you when you gamble ? Does he say, “ Your name, sir?” because
yon are a gambler? Do they not see people taking the odds everyday? (Ou paper only, I admit.)
Would it not be taking away tbe only means we have of getting a large revenue, aud making people pay
something for the luxury? I go to the races myself, and can afford to bet a pound or a couple of pounds,
and like to do it, aud I do it openly. On the racecourse you meet barristers, members of the various
learned professions, merchants, Judges, and other members of the community. One of the most enter
prising men we have bad on the turf here was a Judge who kept racehorses. It is one of the qualifica
tions of the Governors oE the Colonies that they are to be men fond of horseracing; for a man not fond
of it to aspire to the Governorship of Victoria would send a thrill of horror through the Colony.
Essential qualifications for a Governor are that he shall be a man who shall have independent means,
and shall enter into and encourage the sporting amusements of the people, and therefore one
who has a partiality for seeing a race. What is the good of our initialing here to-day a thing that can
have no practical effect, and that absolutel}' involves an injustice, inasmuch as, if you could stop it, you
would prevent the poor man from betting bis 10s.; whereas there is no hindrance to the rich man openly
betting his thousands or tens of thousands. I am not speaking theoretically. If you want to stop this,
let there ho a penal enactment passed that any man who gambles or who attempts to gamble shall be
punished, and what a thrill of horror that would send among the commercial community engaged in
mining, share-broking, land-buying, forming companies—for that is gambling. Men spend their means
in seeking for minerals in the bowels of the earth, iu developing mines ; that is speculating, that is gambling.
I have been myself six and a half years contributing to a mine in Victoria, at Tarnagulla, and have con
tributed £1,000. I have never got hack a farthing. (Mr. Duffy: 11 And never will.-”) They want to
introduce a Bill in Victoria to prevent money going over from New South AVales to develop your
mineral resources. As regards sweeps, where is the difference between them and open gambling?
Wealthy men go to Bandwick or Flemington to bet; even in the pious Colony of South Australia, I
believe, money is shelled out freely. I do not believe they know anything about gambling in New
Zealand, or liorse-racing either. (Mr. Ward : “We provide you the best horses.”) As a matter of fact,
New Zealand had been i empting tbe whole of the Colonies for years by breeding the best horses. Queens
land has contributed also. Not one of the Colonies but has by breeding, paying large sums to buy the
best blood stock, tried to produce the fastest horses—for what ? To run on the turf for our edification ?
No; to get the most money they could out of them ; and this can only be done by entering into a part
nership between themselves and the public. If this causes demoralisation, as hinted by my friend Mr.
Duffy, but which I doubt, it cannot be stopped by preventing letters about sweeps going through
the post-office. If there is one colony that gambles largely it is Victoria. You can see whole terraces of
houses there owned by bookmakers. The finest I saw there a year ago, when I was at Melbourne,
belonged to bookmakers. Let me tell you what took place in our own city. One of our loveliest suburbs
is Bandwick, and within the last five years it has beeu almost rebuilt, and many of the new houses put up are
owned by professional bookmakers. What is tho good of bringing in a Bill to stop poor men from speculating
a pound while you encourage the wealthy to bet largely. Let us bo logical. Wc cannot have one law for
the rich and another for tho poor. I could not assent to this; it is opposed to justice mid fair play.
But if a Bill is brought in for the purpose of making gambling iu all the Colonies illegal I will support it,
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bat I will not support any measure that will not produce any good effect, bat only set up an injustice. I
repeat again, that because an accident of fortune, by geographical position or want of means, prerents
men from witnessing horse-races, they should not be deprived of the opportunity to bet a trifle on a race
by means of the post. I therefore cannot support the motion of my honorable friend Mr. Duffy.
The motion was eventually carried.
’
Re Pekst Postage.
The Hon. T. UinrACK: took exception to the statement of figures handed in by Mr. Duffy relative
to the penny postage, as tbo figures relating to Queensland were incorrect and misleading, and suggested
it be withdrawn:.
Mr. Dufft declined to withdraw it.
Mr. UyiiAOK said then he must protest against it as incorrect.
_ The Conference went into Committee, and considered the draft ngreement with the E. E. Co.,
making certain alterations.
Adjourned till Saturday, 7 March.

MONDAY, 9 MARCH, 1891.
Redtjctios of Cabue Rates.
■
The Secretary submitted a communication from Sir John Pender, of the Eastern Extension Tele
graph Company, relative to t!ie proposed agreement between the Governments of the A ustralasian Colonies
(excepting Queensland and Hew Zealand) and the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company, for the reduc
tion of cable rates.
The Hon. J. Gavan Dufft moved that a sub-Committee bo at once appointed, consisting of the
representatives of New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, "Tasmania, and Western Australia, to
consider Sir John Pender’s message.
This was agreed to, and the delegates of the Colonies meutioned went into Committee to consider
the message in question.
'
In connection with Sir John Pender’s letter, some discussion arose, and Mr. W. Warren, general
manager in Australia for the Cable Company, came in.
The Hon. J, Cavan Dufft : Were the Conference to understand the Company were going to lay
another cable, at a different place from where it is at present?
Mr. Wauhkn : We are taking souiidiugs to try and discover a new route ; then we shall shift one
of our present cables—in fact, make a new cable altogether; it will then be a triplicate cable. We want,
if possible, to obtain a better route than (ho present one. The intention is that the ships shall sound all
round, and discover tho very best route.
,
Sir John Beat : It will probably be a year before that is done ?
Mr. WAunF.x : Oh, no ; the ship is already engaged, and we shall have plenty of cable. Of what
we pick up the greater portion will be used again, and wc have plenty of new that we can put in.
After Mr. Warren retired, Sir Jons' Buat said the question was, should they insist on the reduc
tion to fourteen days?
The Hon. J. Gatas Dufft pointed out that the term of agreement would only bo for a year. Tho
matter then dropped, and the Committee agreed to the proposals of the Eastern Extension Telegraph
Company, as set forth in the draft agreement, with tho exception of tho clause giving power to the Com
pany to alter tho rates without the consent of the Colonies contributing to the guarantee against loss.
*
The Vienna Postal Co.vfkhen’oe.
Tho Hon. J. Gatast Dufft moved,—“ That this Conference recommends that the Governments
of the various Australasian Colonies take steps to have their respective Colonies adequately represented
at the Postal Conference to be held in Vienna in May next.1’ The motion was carried.
Delay to Mails.
The Hon. J. Cavan Dufft drew attention to the delay occasioned to English mails on the various
Australian railway lines between the north-eastern cities and Adelaide.
.
Tho fTon. D. O’Connok promised that he would use his best efforts with the raihvny authorities
of tho various lines to make better arrangements for the forwarding of outgoing mails to Adelaide. .
The Pacific Railway Cohpant’s Phoposals.
The Hon. J. C. Waed moved,That this Conference approves of the negotiations that are now
understood to be under the consideration of the Pacific Railway Company for establishing a CanadianAustralasian mail service." Jn support of the resolution, he said he thought it desirable to get the Con
ference to show its sympathy with this service, and there was nothing binding upon any of the Colonies
if his resolution were carried. Unless the service was arranged so that tho steamers touched at New
Zealand, his Colony would not of course support it.
The Hon. T. Uxiiack seconded the motion. He was glad, to say that his Government had con
sented to contribute any reasonable sum towards subsidising the proposed mail service. With the object
of obtaining this service it was proposed that the Australian Colonics should contribute £20,000. if it
were once established it would be a most speedy service. They ought to look at the matter in a com
mercial light, for the trade between Australia was well worth considering. He felt sure that New South
Wales and Victoria would be willing to contribute a reasonable amount towards obtaining the proposed
mail service. It had been suggested that Queensland should contribute £10,000, and that the balance of
£20,000 should be found by tbo other Colonies. Queensland was willing to contribute £10,000, and he
trusted that Queensland would have the ed-operation of the other Colonics.
The Hon. B. S. Brno said that there was no doubt that the establishment of a mail line of steamers
between Canada and A ustralia would have a beneficial effect in every way, but he was rather inclined to
doubt vbether they were in a position, as the delegates of the various Colonies, to speak approvingly of
Hie proposal, as it would involve Ihe Colonies in considerable expense, ile was of opinion Ihut the matter
had not been suHicicnlly considered by the various Cabinets, and he would be disposed to hesitate before
agreeing to anything that would, commit the Colonies.
The Hon. J. Cavan Dufft said he was sorry he could not see his way to support the motion, as he
had no instructions from the Victorian Cabinet on the subject. It would, no doubt, ultimately be found to
the advantage of the whole of Australasia to establish the mail service from Canada, but at present, in
Victoria,
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Virtom thev had four distinct mail services to Melbourne, and a fifth via San Prancisco, n-hichcame bY way
nf Svdnev and was within easy reach; so, from a postal point of view—and he supposed that v as all I cy
we there to consider-there was no necessity, or only slight necessity, for the 8etr™e
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approached with a view to bring it to a consummation.
The resolulion was, by consent, withdrawn.
The Cable Guahasxee.
Thp Hon T G-avan Dufev moved,—“ That the various Colonies contracting with the Eastern
Extension Company enter into an agreement among themselves with
aS m they
nf (Lo novmpnt of the guarantee." This was a matter only affecting the contracting Colonies, ana as uney
were -ibout to enter into an agreement with the Eastern Extension Company regarding the guarantee they
had^rornised3 kTgfveunder certain conditions, it became necessary for those Colonies to
bin dm o’ among themselves as to the guarantee, the terms and time of the payment &c nepiesumedth
TinderstandinB would be that the Colony of South Australia (as it was tho Co ony that Jieady
JJ™
the ComuanySin other matters) would undertake the whole business. It would be proper for her to have
raindemm")- i, «g.rd, the
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resolution wrthou^notico^
^ d the resolntion, hut to make it more complete he would add something
to it. He Imd^pared rresolution which would
only cover what Mr. Duffy had proposed, hut would
aiso m-mtionone

^ would be glad to withdraw his motion in favour of that preferred

by Mr.
^ g ^ then moyed,-“ That an agreement be entered into hetwoentheColoniesof
New South Wales Victoria South Australia, West Australia, and Tasmania, in regard to their joint conCompan; for the reduction of cable ratos toB^on
annroved between the Colonies and the Company, and in regard ;to the joint contribution ot the sa d
fannies to the payment of a cable subsidy to the Eastern Extension Company, including the Tasmanian

contributions to that Company.
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The Hem. J. Gaya>_ Dufft seconded, and the motion was carried.
AjJTOUBS'MEKT.
I[0°' J' &
, AYA;V P(:-FF!r proposed that the Conference should adjourn till next day. in order to
1:imept0 irvij* ofIlCIf:1 reP°.rfc- A Bh°rf formal sitting would then'finish up the
Tent thft daybUBmeS8'
ty hafc tjme ^ migllt have a reply from Sir John Fen(ler to their fetter
«ll

Hon-T- Unmack said that strong reasons compelled him to leave that afternoon, but he would be
a se”seof .dut7 ruid pleasure if he allowed the opportunity to pass without making some formal
^ o ,e l kmdncss and courtesj wi(h wl]]ch h0
He fg me tormai
been his duty at the Conference to oppose several of the proposals brought forward, that he mtoht in the
hands .of less experienced men of the world have exposed himself to less courteous treatment than had
been extended to hmi; but in spite of all the opposition he had unfortunately deemed it his duty to offer
HetenSred0thSemhhdthheklndnil8S
J0.od-*»1jng of other delegates been manifested towards him
Me tendered them, both personally and officially, his most sincere thanks, and expressed a hope that soon
he
have the pleasure of returning their hospitality and kindness in some shape or form in Queens
land, '"'here he would he pleased to welcome any or all of his colleagues at the Conference
^

peciptolw Ml: SiSfSSlS? “ ***ot

CoIony'hi" colle’8Ue,> “d

te

Conference adjourned till Tuesday, 10th March, at 10 a.m.
TUESDA.T, 10 MARCH, 1891.
, The Secretary read a letter from tho local manager of the Eastern Extension Telceranh Comnanv
contaimng the copy of a message from Sir John Pender, relative to finding a better routogfor the firwin
brilV’nh+t- "Vf1 StatCfi t l,at tlie c°mPanl' ]la.d carefully considered the matter, and that soundings were
tfl S6e ,whetW :m iteration of the route to the north of Sumbarraor Baly would be likely
to g^ve better security against vo came interruption. The message further stated that the Ooloniel
e to d0 ‘,erjtl,i”s po“ible to prMme

Sir Jonx Beat said that at the Adelaide Conference it was agreed that South Australia should
Itldla! relative to arranging for the introduction of post-cards between India and
°FaS t0 hnSland’.&c' He tad received a reply from the Indian Government
stahng that they could uot at present entertain the proposal; nor could they agree to a reduction of the
postage rate to 2a-d, as suggested, on account of the high rates they had to pay for transit.
ClIAUGES OF" PfiFSS TeLEQBAMS.
™
T\e ?0n' JvG,ATAN •DjUYi?t Baid that y^terday he had brought under notice the question of nress
messages between V ictonaand b*ew South Wales, and now he had a paper which he would like to be printed
with the rest of the records of the Conference, showing the unfair way in which the present system of charges
for press messages worked. It acted very prejudicially especially to long messages, and he believed if flie
system proposed in his paper were adopted, and a uniform rate for the whole of Australia obtained that not
only would it be a great benefit to the press, but also increase the business to a large extent The press at
Ef* r Ilberal 111 ltS e,Xi3CndltUre fM
bat if it had fairer and more Sniform VatS he
believed the messages would soon almost, if not quite, double in length, and theu there would be a great
mcreasem the revenue derived from press messages. Ho would not move any formal motion af the
ha<i arCady eaid ,!e 'vou]d talie t1lla matter into his favourable consideration' and if his
wefre Per.u8ed’
fairness of the change he contemplated would be seen. The following
were the differential rates charged m Victoria:—To Hew South Wales, 3s.; to Queensland Is Gd ■ to South
Australia, 3s.; to Western Australia, 4s. Gd. The charges to Queensland and Western Australia
weresent ^Tlmratef'
wkcllrT ™ immei'se cKarg^ SRmug the extent to which press messages
rates 111 tf'fi various Colonies were fair enough, but when messages required to be sent
from Colony to Colony—and it was desirable that every facility should be given for this—the charge*
orTth^inn0 aev jrely- H>s memo, showed the present charges to be excessive; the practice being to chafge
on the 100-word rate, and he would recommend that a fractional charge on twenty-five words be adopted
whmh would be fairer. The charges now made practically amounted to a heavy taxation
A fai/rate
but would he ir-Tl Tto'-f/0 worda *hrk0l1gh0U,fc
Colonies. He would Jt move a motion formally
but would be glad if tor John Bray would bring the matter specially under the notice of the Postal
wn^ia
h'S Coiony' T1m President had already promised to do the same, and in Victoria he
be 8 aa 1° ■'k r m
tbe otlier Colonies might do in that direction. Once the three Colonies
named agreed, he believed the others would fall in with their ideas-T«,mauia and New Zealand be tog
cable Colonies, were not of course on the same footing.
’ oein£
,■ ,
? Coiwob said, as regards the rates of press telegrams, he heartily sympathised with tbe
object Mr. Duffy had in view, and one of the beneficial results which he looked forward to from this Con
He™0,,61?>,t0 866 theiu croapcd inform a lion that would be imparted throughout Australasia and the rest of
the world by means of telegraph communication. Nothing would bring the Colonies closer together and
MteraP tmSittWa Y ^ V^Tu1 transm]ssi»n of messages to and from the Home Country. Por
after all, very httle was known of us there ; and what would be true of England would apply in a double
to other counti’ies. He was thoroughly in favour of a reduction of rates—for, wMb/favourto" a
postage on newspapers—he would yet like to see the newspapers gettingevery facility to use the telegranh
mes for the acquisition of news. He promised Mr. Dull/this matL sllld haVe his attcnttfaS
immediately. Before this week was out he would enter into the matter and see what could he done/
f Tf Tin H°#
c°o gra tula ted Mr. Duffy on having brought the matter forward The more
ofCT/RmnIii/yil,^OI'd<"":di!iyii'ei 68I,aPil!a //bjConnies themselves. Ho would like to say on behalf
of Tasmania, they would be very glad to do their best also to try and reduce the rates. The distance of the
Straits between Victoria and lasmama necessarily rendered messages more costly than between any of the
Colonies in the group. They charged 9d. to Tasmania for 100 words, and the cable cbargl was 2s but
under arrangement with the Eastern Extension Co, Sir John Pender hadagreed to reduce titrates proved
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Sir John Bra? said, as far as South Australia was concerned, they recognised the desirability of
having the rates for press teiegrams as low as they fairly could, and he would look carefully into the
matter, and if possible to make any reduction they would do it. They would have to consider the quest on
very carefully ; at the same time, he quite understood the value of Mr. Duffy 8 ProP®sa1:. „
The Hon J. Forrest said, his Colony of 'Western Australia would look with satisfaction on any
such alteration; as they felt considerable difficulty in sending information regarding the Co “ijr and its
resources. He promised, on behalf of Western Australia, to welcome any alteration that would have the
effect of lessening tho charges on press messages.
t
i •_
TAt this stW Me. Warren, of the Cable Company,being in attendance, was asked in, rclatne to
proposed alterations in the draft agreement. He said he had not yet received a reply from London but
on behalf of the Company he would accept Clause 10. There might be some slight amendment required,
but nothing material.]
E.EFORT OF THE CONFERENCE.

Mr. Budgie read the report of the Conference, Mr. Duffy formally moved its adoption, Mr. Bird
seconded, and the President declared it carried.
Vote of Thanks to the President.
Sir John Brat said that as the Conference had now drawn to a close, he would like to be permitted
to move a vote of thanks to the president, the Hon. Daniel O’Connor, for the ability with which he had
discharged the duties of that position, and for the kindness and hospitality he had shown to the delegates.
They had done some hard work, especially the heads of departments ; and the Mmisters. m giving careful
consideration to the matters brought under their attention, had been greatly helped by his tact and kind
assistance. He tendered to Mr. O’Connor, on behalf of his own and the otlier Colonies, their sincorcst
thanks.^

-g g piIIU) seconded the motion, and joined in hoping that at future conferences they

would Rf-ain have the pleasure of the presence of Mr. O’Connor, who had proved so able a President. _
The Hon. J. G-avan Dufft supported the motion. They all knew that m conferences such as tins
a great deal depended on the chairman. If he were wanting in ability, tact, discretion, and experience
things went wrong; if, on the other hand, he possessed those qualities, all went well. The result ot this
Conference showed that things had gone well-they had not perhaps gamed all they vnshed ; but ,t was
satisfactory enough to show that their President had not only the tact and ability to conduct the bu-^e^
ably, but in his capacity of host to the other Colonies he had been most hospitable. They hoped some
day to be able to repay him. He might also take this opportunity to recognise ^
accord
Budge, the Secretary to the Conference, upon whom a great deal of hard work had fallen, and accord
him well-deserved thanks.
.
, . ,
. ,
The Hon. Messrs. Ward and Forrest also supported the motion, which was carried.
The President returned his thanks to Sir John Bray and his colleagues for their kind and all too
flattering speeches. When the Conference fust assembled, he assured them, he felt a great deal ot doubt
as to his ability to fill the chair, but he also felt a great deal of confidence and good faith in the kindness
and intelligence of the gentlemen whom he had met before, as well as in those whom he knew by reputa
tion ; and throughout the conduct of business his position of chairman had been made a very pleasant one
by the ability of those who surrounded him. He thought lie could say without egotism that it rarely tell
to the lot of anyone to occupy the chair surrounded by men of such conspicuous ability, representing
every Colonv in Australasia. Whatever little he might have done m the way of attention to them he had
done in the name of Hew South Wales. If that attention had conduced to their comfort and convenience,
it gratified him and those whom he had the honor to represent. Nothing pleased the people of Hew
South Wales better than to know that visitors who came here from any other part of the globe Particu
larly the children of the mother colony—were received with arms wide open, eyes that brightened with
delight, aud a heart that grew big with generous emotion. He again thanked them and was glad to say
that if their labours had net resulted in everything they desired, they had yet been successful in an
eminent decree ; and he felt certain that the Conference had done much to promote, and to bind more
closely the'Various Colonies of Australasia. Ho looked confidently to yet seeing Hew- Zealand and
Queensland coming into the contract with the Eastern Extension Cable Company, and, further, that they
would yet have the pleasure of entering into a contract with these Colonies tor another cable; tor any
thing they entered into for the benefit of one Colony would benefit all. A great deal of good practical
work had been done at the Conference; all the results might not at once appear on the surlace, but
would be seen hereafter. Much had been the outcome of the splendid labours of the heads of depart
ments ; it was from the knowledge and energy they had thrown into their reports that the Conference
had been in a position to legislate in matters to which they would give life and vitality m the dlf£®r®n*
Parliaments in which they sat. During his relationship to the delegates present he had spent some ot the
happiest times of his life, and again he thanked them for their good wishes.
^ The Hon. J. G-. Ward then moved,—“ That tho thanks ot the Conference arc due to the secretary,
and to the heads of departments connected with it.”
The Hon. B. S. Bird seconded the motion with pleasure.
Mr. A. C. Budge, secretary, briefly responded.
„, , ,,
in
u u
Mr S H Laxibton, in reply, said he knew he echoed the sentiments of his able colleagues when be
tendered to the Hon. Mr. Ward and the other delegates their most sincere thanks for the kind ^hearty
appreciation shown of their humble services. With only a short tune at their disposal, they had done
their best to make the regulations uniform and successful in operation The aim had been to ^dy the
public convenience as far as possible, to give the people all practicable facilities, and m a word, to tn as
much as they could to federate the Australasian post offices. It was difficult, as theyb^wlo.lopt
strict uniformity ; there must be a great deal to give and take in all things especially in postal re^olal 10 s.
But they had tried to attain that object as far as they could; to remove those anomalies that existed m
the past, which caused people to complain that in one Colony they had certain facilities, and why not
in Hew South Wales ? They had tried to remedy that state of things. If their labours
in time to come in their having formed one small link in the great chain of federation, which they hope
was being successfully forged in another place, they would feel amply repaid for all their labours. Again
he expressed thanks for the kind appreciation of their humble services.
-Lir'
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Sidney : George Stephen Chapman, Acting Government Prin'cr.—1851.
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REDFERN POST OFFICE CLOCK.
{CORRESrONDENCE RESPECTING,)

Ordered by ile Legislative Assembly to be printed, 9 March, 1892.

{.Laid upon the Table of the House in answer to Question Ho. lo, of 2 March, 1892.]

Question.
(15.) Bedfebn Post Office Clock:—Me, Weight ashed The Secbutaby foh Public Woeks,—

Q') Did Mr. Wcisener write n letter to his Department, complaining of defects in the the Redfem
Post Office clock ?
■
(2.) Was an inquiry held?
(3.) Will lie lay upon the Table of this House n copy of Mr. Weisener’s letter, and the result of the
inquiry ?

Answer.

Me, Lyse answered,—

(1.) No; but a Mr. Winser did,
(2.) A report was obtained from the Government Astronomer.
(3.) I have no objection.

f0'

SCHEDULE.

.

1. Mr. F. Winser to Lins Government Architect, suggesting that the clock be reported upon. 27 October, 1891...........
Tho Government Astronomer to the Under Secretary of Public Instruction, reporting as to theclock. 29 December,
1891 .................................................. .................... .........................................................
*
3. Specification of work, &e,, required in connection with the clock ........................................................................... .

TAGE.
1
2
9

No. 1.
Mr. E. Winser to The Government Architect.
Bedfern Post Office Clock.
T .
J
_
,
176, William-street, 27 October, 1891.
l nave the honor to say that I inspected the above work in company with Mr. Spencer of your
Department yesterday, and have the honor to report as follows
U i -1
cloc^, ),nB altogether loo much weight on tbe “ going ” train, the same remark applying to the
sinking ; m fact, I consider the dock in a short time will pull itself to pieces. When last I saw it
(when asked to tender for dials) the scape wheel had worked loose, which plainly shows the clock was
pulled through by excessive weight, i.c., if a normal weight was used it would uot go. There was also a
winding lack evidently tor use in winding, and this appears to he taken away. The winding key is in
a bad condition. The bell connection is unworkmanlike and the hell hammer and fixing wretched.
i it Vv11' <^itc sin'e, l ,at ^18 impossible for the dock to go for any lengthened period without repairs
and that it is impossible for it to keep a good rate. I am informed the limit error was to ho five seconds
per week.. Has any record been taken of the performance of the clock, and if so where can I see it so ns
to cheek it?
I would respectfully suggest that some disinterested expert should furnish you with a report of
c performance of the clock and its adaptability for the purpose for which it is intended, viz., a good
public timekeeper.
’
* 6
,i j -j. ^ ma)r mou^ou> >n conclusion, that I don’t see my way dear to take it over until you are satisfied
that it comes up to requirements,
.
j am ^
’ FRANK WINSER.
Sir,

813-

No. 2.
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No. 2.
The Government Astronomer to The Under Secretary of Public Instruction.
gjr

29 December. 1S91.
’
In response to the Government Architect’s letter of 5th November, 1891, suggesting that
the Government Astronomer be asked to give an independent report on tbe turret clock at Redfern, I
have tbe honor to report that I received the papers B.C., 18/11/91, and tbe specification 22/11/91I
thereupon made arrangements to meet the contractor and examine the clock, -26/11/91. I may mention
in passing that the contractor gave every facility for my examination.
_
i
^ ^
.
To avoid writing I have numbered the paragraphs of the specifications and will refer to them m
that order.
1. Has been fully complied with.
,
2. Has been fully complied with.
, ,,
.
3. Has been fully complied with as to the construction and material of wheels; and the spindle
seems to be hardened steel.
4. Has been complied mlh.
,
. .
, . , ,t
5 There is a little ambiguity in this paragraph. I understand that it has been interpreted by the
‘ ' contractor with the consent of the supervising officer. The result is perfectly satisfactory.
6. Has been complied with.
„ „
7 The pendulum has the usual zinc and iron compensation, and is fully up to specification.
8. The weights are carried by best steel-wire ropes. 1 understand it goes seven aud one-half days
not eight This is sufficient, and the contractor says that owing to some important part of the
tower coming in tho way, he was not allowed to deepen the well in order to make the clock go
eight days.
9. Has been complied with.
10. Prom the street, and with a telescope, the dials arc m perfect order ; there was no scaffolding
by which I could reach them.
11 and 12. Need no report from me
13. Complied with.
"
14. Same as 11 and 12.
15 The wheels are larger than specified, and are satisfactorily made.
_
,
,
16. The bell has no name on it, but it has evidently been made by one of tbe best English makers.
17. Has been complied with.
18. Has been complied with as to maintaining power, and since I have been watching the ciocU it
- * has never varied more than two and one-half seconds in a week; its average would ho much
less. It is therefore more accurate than the specifications required.
19. Needs no report.
_
With the exception of the bell and ropes, I am given to understand that every part of the clock
was made in the Colony. The contractor has honestly carried out what the specifications required him to
supply. Indeed he has done more than was demanded of him, the rate being well within the specified
limit. Tho clock is not over-weighted at present, and it is usual for the contractor, as has been none m
this case, to supply sectional weights, which may be reduced if found necessary. There is certainly not
the slightest-danger of injuring the clock by the use of present weights. .
It is easily wound, no jack being required, and none provided for in the specifications, ine beii
mounting, hammer, &c_, is sound and good; it might have been more highly finished if it 'vvaa to be
opened to public gaze, hut it is not, and the specifications do not demand unnecessary polish. The clock
has I understand, been going nearly fifteen months, giving entire satisfaction to the postmaster, and
also to the public at Redfern, so far as I could ascertain, aud there is no sign ot undue wear.
The clock in my opinion is a credit to tho Colony, and a proof that it is unnecessary to send to
England for turret clocks. I would strongly advise that in future any turret clocks required should he
made in the Colony.
I have, &c.,
H. C. RUSSELL,
i
_____
Government Astronomer.
Submitted that this report he forwarded to the Public Works Department—E.J., 4/1/92.
Approved—E.B.S., 5/1/92.
Tbe Under Secretary for Public Works—G.S. (for Under Secretary),
B.C., 5/1/92. • Mr. Vernon.—J.B., B.C., 7/1/92.

No. 3.
Specification of work, &c., required to be done for the supply and fixing of Turret
Clock at the Post and Telegraph Office, Eedfern.
■

.

L

■

.

q'he clock to indicate tbe time on four dials, about 6 ft. in diameter, and to strike the hours on a
The paragraphs
_____
, ica- ^11 weighing about 4 cwt, suspended on a beam with all necessary ironwork fixed in tbe bell chamber
hi this epcclui
numS by below or above the clock as directed.
_
the Government
Astronomer for 1

reference.

y°‘£'

(Sec

'

"

-

2.

cioc]- fra,ijie to be not less than 3 ft. by 22 in. wide, to bo of the best quality cast-iron in one
piece, with gun-metal hearings to carry tho working wheels, pinions, &c.
3.
'■
The wheels to be made of the best gun-metal, with well-made and properly proportioned teeth to
avoid friction, with hardened steel spindles.

491
3

4.
. Tj10 031118 to be o£ gun-metal or of tbe best cast-iron, steel-faced, correctly made so as to raise tbe
striking hammers with the least possible friction.
'
The pinions to be of the best steel put out of the solid; to be lautern-patteru and arranged so that
the wire-teeth may be changed when required.
’
6.

The escapement to be that known as the double three-legged gravity escapement, of large size and
correctly made.
7.
The pendulum to be one and one-half second, compensated with bob of suitable weight.
8.

The weights to be carried by best steel-wire ropes, and clocks to be arranged to be kept going
eight (8) days, so as to require winding only once a week.
r
°
9.
All pulleys to be of iron,
10.

The dials to be in one piece of the best laminated iron, one-tenth of an inch thick, and secured in
most approved manner, with all necessary ironwork, Ac.
11.

Dials to have four coats of best oil and wbitelead paint, and to be finished black.
12.

The numerals, Ac., to he double gilt with best gold-leaf.
13.
Centre-blocks to be of brass, to carry the hands.
14.
The hands to be of Muntz metal, strongly made, well balanced, and double gilt.
15.
Hand gear and connections to be of brass and steel, the. level wheel not less than 5 in. in diameter.
16.
The bell to be of the best English manufacture; hammer to be of cast-iron, about 17 lb', weight,
and to work centrally, so as to strike on the bell without friqtion, and to be properly connected with all
necessary rods, steel wires, Ac.
17.
The clock frame, hell hammer, and other parts, to be strongly secured with bolts, and the frame to
wrought-iron bearers of X iron 5 in. by 3 in., and bell to wood beam and block, to be provided and fixed
by the contractor.
18.
The maintaining power to be of approved style, and the clock to be regulated so as not to vary in
time more than five seconds a week.
19.
Contractor to maintain clock for twelve (12) months after completion of contract.
of contract sum will be detained by tbe G-overnment for that period as a guarantee.

Five per cent,

20+

The work, with the exception of the bell, as far as practicable, to be made in the Colony of New
South Wales. All to be of the best description and workmanship, and to be to the full satisfaction of
the Colonial Architect.
21.

Plans of the buildings can be seen at the Colonial Architect’s Office, Sydney.
22.

The contractor will have to provide for cutting of floors, ceilings, Ac., and cut into and clean out
flues in brickwork,
and make good all portions, and leave everything in connection with the work
complete.

Sydney: Charles Potter, GOTcrmncntJPrmter,—1S92.
[W-]
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(RETURN RESPECTING TENDERS FOR MAIL SERVICES IN FORBES DISTRICT.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 10 February, 1892.

[Laid upon the Table of the House in answer to Question No. 7, Votes No. 83, 10 February, 18920

Question.
C7n ?0Wtnel°,£ ¥uil8’ F°rbe,3 Dl,trict:-Mr- Hutchinson asked tho Postinaater-General,VJ ftVl he S 'ftreihe namea of the Persons tendering, tho amounts respectively of each tender
MndiP«it-?nleSl °5 the P®“ns ™pectLTe]y whose tenders were accepted for the conveyance of Hei^
Majesty s mails to and from the following places for the year 1892, viz.Forbes to Condobolin
north side Lachlan Kiver; lorbes to Condobolin, south side Lachlan River; Forbes to Parkes •
v -Limes,
Cowra to Forbes ; Parkes to Peak Hill ?

toA,?/1'11' ar- a*6 f sfi“lce? b-Ithe ™ai] roads between the above-mentioned places, and how are
fat each tondefexpiS v61’ ^
" f0lJT '0rSe co,lveyiince or otherwise, and when does the term

Answer.
2 J
Mall service between,

g £ £

5

Annual
amounts of
tenders.

Neuiic9 of tenderers.

1 o.»-g B

1^5^ a

Forbes and Condo*
bolia, north side
of
Laclilan
River.

Miles.
60
Messrs. Cobb & Co.*.
William Oldfield .....
Stephen Byrnes........
George Hcmsworth

Forbes and Condobolia, souf.lt side
of
Lachlan
River.

65

Forbes and Parkes

25

Cowra and Forbes

Parkes and Peak

HUi.

58

36

£
294
188
330
335

s.
10
10
0
0

Messrs. Cobb & Co.*.
William Oldfield ...
George Hcmsworth

274 10
197 10
325 0

Patrick Edward Power.
Messrs. Cobb & Co.*__
Michael Connors ........

340 0
47 10
99 19

George Hemsworth

135 O 0

Joseph William Fletcher
Charles Stevens..........
William Oldfield*......
Messrs. Cobb & Co. ...
Joseph O. Bemio.......
James H. Marshal! ...
Charles Stevens...........
William MTnnes ......
Henry W. Jones*......
Messrs. Cobb & Co. ...
John 9. M'Comiskey. .
Joseph W. Fletcher ...
George Hemsworth ...
James Coomber..........
Aaron Phillips ...........

150
150
48
69
162
175
240
460

0
0
10
10
0
0
O
0

120 O
124
129
149
173
175
176

10
10
0
0
0
0

Mode of conveyance.

Period.

2-horse coach..................... 1
1 or more horse convoyanci
2 or 4 horse coach.............
2 or 4 horse coach, ns re
quired.
2-horse coach.................
1 or more horse conveyance
2 or 4 horse coach, as re
quired.
Ahorse coach.................
2-horse coach................
2 or more horse coach, if
required.
2 or 4 horse coach, as re
quired.
2-horse coach.................
2 or 4 horse coach.......
2-horse couch..............
1-horse vehicle ...........
2-horse coach..............
Not stated ..................
2 or 4 horse coach......
2 or more horse coach
2-horse coach...............

Jan., 1892, to 31 Dec.,
1894.

\ Jan., 1892, to 31 Dec., 1893.

1 Jau„ 1892, to 31 Dec.,
1894.

2 or 4 horse coach..........
2-horsc coach ................... .
2-horse, 4-wheelcd vehicle J

* This tender wag accepted*

south sjdraoFrivorl^'MiVe recommend
now p*id, and we do not consider that the mode of
General Post Office,
Sydney, 10th February, 1892.

naeIB th1"
Coudobo.in services <north sad
b/oldfl&nS; LTST* an in’P°«*et one. The price is less than
3

—f
[«■]
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MARTIN-PLACE, SYDNEY.
(RETURN SHOWING THE CONTRACTS LET IN CONNECTION WITH WORKS AT.

Ordered bj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 28 November, 3S91.

[Laid upon ihe Table of the Souse in answer to Question So. 6 of Tdrd November, 1S9L]

Question.
(6.) Maetijn-pla-CT

(1.)
(2.)
(8.)
(4.)

Mk. Dou'kt. ashed Tjik Secbeta'ry

for

Public Works,__

The names of the contractors for sunirv works and paving Martm-place'?
The amount of contract and schedule rates ?
&
r
The date fixed for completion of contract p
"What are the penalties (if any) for non-completion of contract ?

Answer.
LIST OF CONTRACTS, MARTIF'-PLACE.

Nature of Work.

Nome of Contractor.

s
Retaining wall and rnadwav......................
Paving..........................

Amount

£
Charles Richards..........

1,532

Patent Asphalturn Co. ... 1,993
Trachyte plinths for lamps and guard posts...... Loveridgc and Hudson ...
272
Marble pedestals for lamps..............
Train and Co. ........
1,1S0
Bronze lamps..................... . .
J. Castle and Son ..
1,500
Bronze lions and chains on lamps. &e. ..
Milne Bros.......
635

[3d.]

498—

^

^9r
UompleboiL

Petmltios.

9

13 March, 1891

0 0
0 0

1 Sept.,
,,
1 Eeb., 1S92
1 March, ,,

£7 per week.
,,
„
£10
„
£5
„
£5
„

J

s. d.

6

0 0
0 0
12 6

31
31

„
„

„
„

£5
£10
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GENERAL POST OFFICE (APPROACHES IMPROVEMENT)
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
(MESSAGE No, 30.)

Ordered by tbe Legislative Assembly to be printed, 21 January, 1892.

Message No. 3(J.

JEltSEY,

Governor.

■

»

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to authorise the formation and dedication
of a public thoroughfare between Pitt and George Streets, in the city of Sydney, to be called Martin-lane,
to rosume, subject to compensation, a small portion of land for the purpose of forming such lane; to
dedicate Chisholm-lane as a public thoroughfare; and to amend, in certain respects, the General Post
Office (Approaches Improvement) Act, 1889.

Government Mouse,
Sydney, 20th January, 1892.

656—
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS.
(RROUCTTOX IX RATR3 FOR CABLEGRAMS.)

IJvfsciUrii to

parsuiint to

20 Die. ilo. 41, see, 0.

General Post Office, [Sydney, 27 April, 1891.
Ef accordance vrilli the agreement recently concluded between the Australian Colonies and the Eastern
Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company, TIE Excellency the Governor, with tho advice of
tho Executive Council, has been ple.ami to approve oi; the following reduced charges being levied for the
transmission of Cablegrams from this Colony to the countries mentioned, on and after the 1st May
next:—
Country.

Rate
1 per Word

d.
Aden .............................................................................
2
Canary Islands ............................................................. 4 7
Obock .........................................................................
4 4
Cape do Verde Islands, via Cadiz .............................. I G
Cochin China................................................................. 4- 2
Annam............................................................................
G
Tonquin—Haiphong, &c..............................................
4
Cyprus ........................................................................ 4 7
Europe (ordinary messages).......................................
4 2
United Kingdom (Government messages)................. 3 8
United Kingdom and France (Press messages) ......
1 11
Senegal............................................................................ C 8
India............................................................................... 4 2
Burmali ......................................................................... 4 fi
Ceylon............................................................................. 4 3
J apan ............................................................................. 9 2
Corea ............................................................................. 9 2
Java and Sumatra ....................... ................................ 1 3 2
Baly Islands—Boeleling .............................................. 3 2
Macassar........................................................................ I 3 2
Madeira ........................................................................
3 5
Manila.......................................................................... ! li 11
Massowah ..................................................................... I 4 4
Assam ............................................................................ 1 4 3
Persia ............................................................................. I 4 o
Russia m Europe ..................................................... I 5 7
Russia in Asia................................................................. 6 5
Siam—Bangkok ............................................................
4
Singapore......................................................................... I 3 5
Island ot Penang—
Penang..................................................................... 3 S
Other Stations ..................................................... t 4 2

I Rate
I per Word.

Country.

Malacca ................... ................

s. d.
3 S

Malay Peninsula—
State of Sungei Njong, &c,
State of Selangor ............

3 H
4 1

Morocco ....................................

4 10

Egypt—
Suez .................
Other Stations

4 2
4 10

Turkey in Asia and Islands.............. ......................
Turkey in Asia, 1st Region......................................
Turkey in Asia, 2nd Region ..................................
Turkey in Asia—Crete and Chios (via Syra Cable)
Turkey in Asia—other Islands (pio Syra)..............
Turkey in Europe and Islands (via Fao) ..............
Turkey in Asia, 1st and 2nd Regions (cm Fao) ...
Hongkong .................................................................
Amoy ........................................... .............................
Foochow .....................................................................
Shanghai ................................................................
Canton .......................................................................
All other Stations in China.....................................

4
6
G
5
4
4
4
5
6
G
G
5
S

9
«
9
5
9
7
2
2
10
10
10
7
G

Africa —
Zanzibar and Mombaasa ..................................
Mozambique and Laurenco Marques..............
Durban................................................................
Other Stations .................................................
America, 5s. 4d. per word less than rates shown
in April Postal Guide.

8
it
9
9

2
3
2
4

DANIEL O’CONNOR.

[3d.]
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ELEOTEIC TELEGRAPHS.
(AGREEMENT FOE THE REDUCTION OF EATES BETWEEN EUROPE, INDIA, Ac., AND AUSTRAL!
AND GUARANTEE.)
»

$)«*entea to j3arli;tincutf jjnrsnant to Jlft 20 ^ic. |lo. 41, sic. 6.

^ ^.GEE1S1CEJ'T® dated the Thirty-first day of March, 1801, and made between Hdu Most Gracious
Majesty the Queen of the one part and The Eastern Extension Australasia and China
Telegraph Company Limited (hereinafter called " The Extension Company ”) of the other part.
Whereas these presents are entered into on behalf of Her Majesty by the authority of the respect ire
Governments of E'en- South Wales, Victoria, Province of South Australia, Western Australia, and
lasmama (hereinafter referred to as the contracting Colonies)
And Whereas the telegraphic traffic of Australasia with other countries is carried by the cables
and telegraphic lines of tho Extension Company in connection with lines belonging to the Indo-European
Telegraph Department of Her Majesty s Indian Grovrernnient tho Eastern Telegraph Company
(Limited) and the Indo-Eurouean Telegraph Company (Limited) and the lines and cables connectetl
therewith (hereinafter called the Cis-Indian Administrations)
And Whereas the terminal stations in Australia of the Extension Company’s submarine cables
are situated at Port Darwin in the Province of South Australia and Koobuek Bay in the Colony of
Western Australia
And Whereas the transmission of telegraphic messages to and from the terminal stations in
Australia, (hereinafter referred to as the Australasian Traffic) is now charged for at the rates specified
in the hirst Schedule hereto (hereinafter referred to as the Existing Eates)
. A™ Whereas the total receipts for the year 1889 of the Extension Company and the Cis-Indian
Administrations in respect of the A ustralasian traffic under the existing rates after deducting outpay
ments to other telegraphic administrations have for the purposes of this Agreement been agreed between
the parties at the sum of £237,730
°
. A™ Whereas it has been proposed that the existing rates shall be reduced upon the terms and in
consideration of the guarantee hereinafter contained.
Eow these Presents witness and it is hereby agreed and declared as follows:_
L The Extension Company will from and after the first day of May 1891 transmit or procure the
transmission of all telegraphic messages exchanged between the places mentioned in the Second Schedule
ere to and South or Western Australia (except messages to or from Queensland or New Zealand) at the
rates specihed m the Second Schedule hereto (hereinafter referred to as the Beduced Eates).
2. The Governments of the Colonies parties hereto will from and after the first day of May 1891
transmit or procure the transmission between the said terminal stations of the Company and other places
in the contracting Colonies of all telegraphic messages exchanged between the Australasian Colonies and
other places at the rates specified m the Third Schedule.
A An If in atiy /ear while the reduced rates shall continue in force by virtue of these presents
the totai receipts of the Extension Company and the Cis-Indian Administrations in respect of the
Australasian traffic after deducting all outpayments to other telegraphic administrations shall be less
than the sum of £237,/36 Her Majesty will cause to be paid to the Extension Company out of the
Consolidated Bevenue Eunds of the contracting Colonies a sum equal to half the amount by which such
receipts shall be less than the said sum of £237,736.
A Any sum of money payable under clause 3 hereof shall he paid to the Extension Company in
London in sterling money free from all deductions within three calendar months from the close of each
year.
5. If there shall at any time in any year while the reduced rates continue in force by virtue of
these presents be a total interruption of telegraphic communication between Australia and Europe
ansiug otherwise than by reason of war or any such like cause which shall continue for more than one
calendar month inclusive of the day on which the interruption shall begin a deduction of one 365th part
ot any sum payable under clause 3 hereof in respect of such year shall be made for every day beyond the
said month during which there shall he such total interruption inclusive of the day on which ‘it ceases
Erovided always that if such interruption shall arise by reason of war or any such like cause no such
deduction shall be made but the Extension Company will restore or procure the restoration of such
communication with all possible dispatch the costs of so doing being in such case borne by Her Majesty.
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0. While the reduced rates continue in force by virtue of these presents the provisions contained
in tho 4th Article of a certain Agreement dated the Gth day of May 1879 and made between Her Most
Gracious Majesty the Queen (on behalf of the Colonies of New South Wales and Victoria) of the one
part and the Extension Company of the other part as to the rates to be charged by tho Extension
Company shall be suspended and notwithstanding such Article the Extension Company shall not be
bound to malio any rebate or allowance in respect of Government messages or press messages except as
herein expressly provided.
7. Tbe words “ Government messages” and “ Press messages” in these presents shall have the
same meaning as they have nnder Articles 5 and G of the said agreement of the Gth day of May 1879
and all existing rules with regard to such messages and any modification which may be made therein shall
apply to such messages respectively under the reduced rates.
8. The reduced rates shall continue in force until the expiration of a notice given in manner next
hereinafter mentioned the said notice shall be not less than two calendar months' notice in writing
expiring either on the 30th day of April 1892 or on the 30th day of April of any subsequent year and
may be given either by the Extension Company to the Agont-General of South Australia on behalf of the
Colonies parties hereto by leaving the notice at the office in London of such Agent-Geueral or by such
Agent-General to the Company by leaving such notice at the oflice of tbe Extension Company in London.
9. Immediately upon the expiration of any notice given in accordance with clause 8 hereof the
existing rates for the Australasian traffic shall again come into operation provided that the rate to and
from Europe shall not exceed eight shillings unless a higher rate shall be required to make up the
receipts from the Australasian traffic to the sum of £237,736.
J
10. The Extension Company will not during the continuance of this agreement directly or indirectly
in any manner howsoever alter the rates specified in the Third Schedule hereto without the consent in
writing of the contracting Colonies.
In witness whereof Sir Arthur Blyth K.C.M.G. C.B. tho Agent-General for South Australia duly
authorised to execute these presents on behalf of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen hath hereunto
set his hand and seal and the common seal of the Eastern Extension Australasia aud China Telegraph
Company Limited hath been hereunto affixed the day and year first above written.
Signed sealed and delivered by Sir Arthur Blyth on behalf')
ARTHUR BLYTH,
of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen in the pres- (
Agent-General for South Australia.
ence of—
Sami,. Deebiko,
t
[Seal]
Assistant A gent-Genera) for South Australia. )
The Common Seal of the Eastern Extension Australasia-)
[The Common Seal of the
and China Telegraph Company Limited was hereunto j
Eastern Extension Australasian
affixed in the presence of—
}aud China Telegraph
•T. Denison Pemdeh, Director.
|
Company Limited.]
W, R. Line. Assistant Secretary. J

The Fjesx Sckeduie.
Schedule of the Existing Rates for Telegrams exchanged with South and Western Australia.
Net Australimi Kate
Uis-IniUan Extension
Joint Purse. Company.
Europe—Onliaarv, tin Suez or
via Teheran.
Govcinment..............
Press .......................
Suakin..............................

3f 25c.
2s 9d,
3f. ttc.
2a. 9(1.
ir ot^c.
HMd.
2f. 8,v\
2s. 5rl.
3f. 00c
2*. ThJ.
3s. 2(1.
I*. 2d.
If, 00c.
lOd,

Penang...................................

Hongkongftiultieymul ..........

Cochin

China.........................

Kuropcj irfrt Moulmcin ..........
„

4f. 17*0.
3a. ed.

„ Hongkong .........
*Titrk*>y
la. id.

]
Total.

r,f. Me.
4s. Gel,
2f. 80c,
2a. Jet.
If. 40c.
Is, Hd.
7f. OOr.
fiS. HfcL
Gf GOe.
4m, Sd.
M. OOt4h. 8d.
7f. 00c.
6s. 11(1,

sr. sfle.
7s. ftl.
Of. 05c.
5«t. Od.
2f. 475c,
2m. Od.
Of. 35c.
Ss. Sd.
Sf. COt!.
Is. 2d
Of. 35c
7s. lOd.
8f 4.W.
7s. Id,

7f. 00c
.■>S. 11,1.
7f. 00c.
0s Kijd.
Of OOi*
4^, 2$d
r.f, OQc.
4s. 2d£.
Of 00«\
4 a. 2£d
8f. 00c.
Ga Sid.
8f, 50c,
7s. Ipl.

Sf. OOo.
<is. 9,1.
7f. 00c.
5m. lOd1
ftf. 00c.
4^. 2.id,
5f. 00c.
la. 2irt.
5f. 00c
4s. 2^d.
Kf ftin
Ga. SJd
8f.
7s. IJd.

I0f 00c,
Ss. 1,1.

lOf 00c.
Sa. Id.

Cf. Wc.
f>s. 2d.
Gf. 35c.
5s. 2d.
8f. 50c
29. KHd.

Cf.
6a. 2d.
cf. 3;ic,
5m, 2d,
3f. 50c.
2s. 10id.

OOe.
la. Sd.

e( 77^.
8s. 2d.

5f. OOe.
la. Sd.

r,4s.t (Wc.
Bd.

f-f GOc.
4s. 0d.

Of. 00c
6s. Bd.

6f.

j

!

Outpayments.
India.

Java.

2.V*
2d
Sr.r.
2d.
OM',
M,

75c.
7‘d.
75c;
7jrt.
24 n.
3d.
24c.
7M.
75c.
71,1.
75c.
7/il.
75o.
71,1.

15c.
ii,i.
15c,
Hrl.
CHc,
0^1.
150.
ii,i.
15c.
Ud.
1,J0.
lid.
15C.
Hd.

If. 40c.
Is. 2d.
If. 40c.
la. 2d.
42c,
4d.
if. aoc.
la. 2d.
If. 40c.
H, 2d
If. 40c.
is. 2d.
If. 40c,
2d.

2f. 55c.
2s. Id.
2f.
2s. id.
75r
Sd
2f. SOe,
Is, Hd.
2f, 30«‘.
19. 11(1
2f. 30c.
lm, Hd.
2f, ,10c.
Is. lid.

Ilf. 40c,
Os. 4d.
Sf. GOc.
7s. Id,
3f. 22AC.
29. Sd.
12f. 15c.
10s. 2d.
lOf. 90c.
(K Id.
Hf. 6TwJ.
Os. Od.
lOf. 7:V’C.
93,

T5o.
7id
&)c.
Sd

15o.
lid.
In*'.
1 \(\.
150.
lid.
1 fit*.
Hd.
15c.
lid.
ir.i\
li.d.
15e,
Hd

If 40c.
Im. 2d.
If. 40c.
2d.
If. 40c.
Is 2d,
If. 40C.
19. 2d.
If, 40C.
IS. 2d.
If. 40C.
2d.
If 40c.
la. 2d.

Ilf. 85c.
8s 2d.
2f. 35e.
Is TUd,
If. 55c.
U 3^1
If. 55o.
Is. 3Ad.
If. 55c.
Is. 31,1.
If. 55C.
H. Z\d,
If. 55c.
Is. Sid.

Ilf. Ole.
Ps, Hd.
Of, 35c,
7m. lOd.
Of. 551.
5m. Od.
(!f 55c
5s. Gd.
Of 5.n.
5s (VI.
9f. 55C,
8s.
lOf. 05r.
83. 5d.

15c.
Hd.

If. 40c.
is. 2d.

If. SOc.
Is. Cd.

Ilf. 80c.
Da. lOd.

15c.
Hd.
15c,
lid,
lf)0.
lid.

If. 400.
1b. 2d.
If. 40c.
Is. 2d.
If. 40c.
Is. 2d.

If. 70c.
Is. ;>d.
Of. 10c.
2a 7d.
If, 55c.
Is. Sjd.

Sf. 05c.
fin. Til.
ftf. 45c.
7a 9d.
Of, 05c.
4s. 2d.

15C.
iid.

If. 40c.
is. 2d.

8f. fr2Jc.
3s.

13f 40o
11s. 2d.

1.70.
Hd.

If. 40c.
la. 2d.

lOf. 05c*.
8s. ill,

3’if. GFc.
13s. Id,

15c.
Hd.

If.

40c.
Is. 2d,

4f. IGc.
so. ed.

Ilf. 15c.
Os, 2d,

Pciisla.
If 55f
la 3d

i
1
I

SlKUIL
25c.
2ld.
CcML.hin
China.
15c.
lid.
If. 55c.
13, 3id.

Europe.
25o.
2Jd.
Northern
Cowpanr.
8f. 60c.
7s 1^1.
Europe.
If. WiC.
Is, 7d,

Cochin
China, Siam
and India.
it. sa't.
is. Gd.

India.
7Jd.

Australia. !
i

Total.

Total Rato

Europe.

3
The Second Schedule.
Schedule

op

for Telegrams exchanged with South and Western Australia, exclusive
of Messages to and from Queensland and New Zealand.

Reduced R\tes

Net Australian Rate. To be
credited to Guarantee.

Total Rate,

Cis*Tndian Extension
Joint Pm,se Company.
3f. 25c.
2s. Td.
3f. 25c.
2s. Gd.
If 076c.
HRd.
2f. 85c.
23. Sd.
3f 00c.
2s. [id,
St. 50c,
2s. fid.
If, 45^0,
is. 2d.

Europe—Ordinary, via Suez or
via Teheran,
i
Government..............
Press .......................

If. 0.1c,
lid.

Persia ...................................

Singnporc ........ .................

[if. £:.*e.
2a- 7d.

Europe, wit Mouliuein ..........
tin Hongkong ..........

,,

n'ft Tnrkm to Australia

,,

„

from Australia

42r'C.
4d.
If. 15c.
lid.
If. 00c.
Od.
50c.
Od.
2f. Msc.
2s.

If. SOc.
Is, Id.
3f, 77^c.
3s.
3f. 75e.
S3
3f. 75c.
3s,
Sf. 75c.

j
If, 3flc.
Is, 1«1.
Is. Id.

Total.

Europe.

India,

Java.

Australia,

Total,

3f. 75e
3^.
3f. 2fkr.
2s. 6d.
IF. Me.
1«. 2Jd4f. 00c.
3s 2d.
4f. 00c.
39. 2d
4f. OOC.
39. 2d.
4f, 00c.
3s. 2d,

25c,
2d.
2ric.
2d.
One,
Ad.

36c,
31d.
35c
Sid.
24c.
21(1.
35e.
ajd.
35c.
sjd.
350.
SSd.
35c.
Sid.

15c.
lid.
15c,
lid.
04c.
OJd.
]f,c.
lid.
15e.
lAd.

If. 25c.
Is.
If. 25c.
la.
76c.
7Jd.
If, OOc.
lOfl.
If. OOe,
lOd.
If 00c.
lOd,
If, OOC.
10d.

M. OOc.
4S.
4f. 50c.
Ss. 6d.
2f. 25c.
Is. lOd.
&f, OOe.
49,

lid.
16c.
Ud.

SOc,
5U.
60c,
fill.
42c.
4d,
60e.
fid.
50c.
5<l,
SOc.
r,d.
50e.
5d.

35c,
Sid.

lf.c,
lid.
lf)C.
lid.
16c.
Id.
I6e.
Id
15c.
Id.
15c.
Id.
JfiC,
Id,

50c,
6d,
50c.
5d.
60c,
r>d.
SOe*
5d.
60 j.
ftl.
50c.
Sd.
DOc,'
fid.

2f. 65 c.
2s.
If. 22sc,
1?.
Od.
esc.
Od.
65c.
Gd.
C5e.
Gd.

5f. OOc.
4s.
&f. OOe,
4 s.
4f. 40c
39. Gd.
4f. 40c,
3s. Qd.
4f, 40c.
39. 6d.
Of. 25c,
fis. Od.
Gf, 76c,
5a. 6d,

IJd.

fiOo.
6d.

90c.
9d.

fif. SOc.
09. 9d.

lid.
15c.
Ud.
Ifll'.
Id.

Cde.
Bd.
fiftc.
5d,
50c.
5d

80c.
8d.
2F. SOr,
Is. lOd,
6ft*.
Hd.

5f. OOc.
4s.
Gf. 40c.
5s. 2d,
3f. 75c.
39.

1 TiC.
1(1.

5(1 e
ftl.

Sf. 474c.
2s. Od.

10f 92'c.
89. fid.

Me.
Id.

jOe.
5d.

flf. 15c.
7s.4d,

!«■ 75c.
119. lOd.

15c.
lid.
lid.

SOc.
ftl.
r.d.

2f. SGe.
2a 4d.
2s, id,

4f. 75c.
:is. lOd.
49.

5f, COc,
4s. Gd.
Cf 10e.
49. lid.

2t. 4ric.
2s.
3f. 775c.
8s.
3f. 75c.
3s.
3f. 75c.
33,
3s. 7Cc.
3s,
5E. 60c.
4s. Gd.
6f. IOC.
49. lid.

7f. GOc,
09. Id.

7f. GOc.
Os.

4f. 20c.
Ss. 4d.
4f. 20e.
3s. 4d.
3f, 10c.
2i. Od.

4f, 211^,
3s. 4d.
4f. 20e.
39. 4,1.
8f. 10c,
2s. «il.

4f 20c.
Sa. fld.

7f. 45c.
Cs.

nf. HOC.
4s.tkl.

r.f, GOc.
4a, Gd.

50c.
r«d.
Id.

If. SOc
Is. ftl
Is. 3d.

S3.

Hongkong and bej ond ..........

„

50c.
5d.
nil.

Outpayments.

Pnrsia,
If. 57)0.
Is. 2d.

5kl,

Spain.
2Jd.

Cocliin
China.
Ifir,
lid.
If. f)5c.
Is. SJd.

1

Iixlia, Siam,
and Coeinn
Gliina.
. Europe.
25c.
1 2f.
2d.
2s. Id,
Northern
Coinpanv.
8f. 50c.
6s. Iftl
Europe.
India.
if aoc.
35c.
Is. 6d.
3?d.
Is. Gd.

4a.
6f. OOc
4s,
6f. OOc.
4S.

Od,

Noth.—The Rates for messages to and from Queensland and New Zealand remain as charged in the First Schedule,
The Third Schedule.
Schedule of Rates on Telegrams exchanged between Europe and the Australasian Colonies, other than

South aud West Australia.
1
South and
West Victoiia.
Australia.

South asi> Wisst Apstrai.ta—
JIurope—Onliuary [cia Suer, or Teheran)
(lOYGnimeul ............................
Press ........................................
Vrrrnp.iA—
Kuropc—Ordinary (t,m Suez or Teiicran)
Government ..............................
Press ....................... .................
New South Wales—
Europe—Ordinary (rin Suez or Teheran)
Government .............................
Press ..........................................
Tasmania—
Europe—Ordinary (mi Suez or Teheran)
Government ..............................
Press .......................................
New Zealand—
Europe—Ordinary (ria Suez or Teheran)
Government .............................
Press ..........................................
Queensland—
Europe—Ordinary (ria Suez or Teheran)
Press ...................................................

p.

d
0 f>
0 fi
0 4

s. d.

0 f)
0 !i
0 4

0
0
0

S.

Eastern
Extension
Cubic.

s. d.
...
..

d.

Queens-

s. d.

&. fl.

Tasmania.

s. (1.
...
...

......
1
l
1

0 fi
0 5
0 4
0 fi
0 fi
0 4

New
South
Wales.

...
0 2
0 2
0 1

0
0
0

.......

i

0 fi
0 C
o G

1 i
1 1
1 1

i 0
1 0
0 3

1
1
1

1 1
1 1
0 4

0
0
0

1 ]
1 )
0 4

0 3
0 3 ,
0 1

■■

.....

s.
3
3
i

0
0
0

..

1
1
1

d.
7
i
G

JL
4
3
1

d.
0
G
10

3 7
3 i
1 G

4 1
3 7
1 n

i
1
G

4 2
3 8
1 Jl

3 7
3 i
1 G

4 S
4 2
2 0

S 2
s 2
2 4

10 G
10 G
3 2

8 2
8 2
2 4

0 9
0 9
2 10

3
3
1

0 2
0 2
0 2
0 3
0 .3
0 1

Rate from
Port Darwin
or
Total.
Roebuck
Bai

The Rates for Telegrams cxvhaiigod with the other places mentioned in Schedules 1 and 2 will ho increased in the same ratio as Telegrams exchanged
with Europe.

Sydney: George Stephen Chapman, Acting Government Printer.—ISOl,
CM.]
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1891.
(second

session.)

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS.
(REDUCTION IN RATES FOR TELEGRAMS.)

ijpce&entri} to Jhtdiitmeni, pursuant to Jut 20 Hie. <£lo. 41, see. 6.

General Post Office, Sydney, 28 August, 1891.
ly pursuance of the arrangement in existence between this Colony and Queensland, under which the
inland rate of Is." for the first ten words, aud Id, for each additional w'ord, is charged on all telegrams
transmitted to and from Border Stations in one Colony and all stations in the other, it is hereby notified,
for public information, that Goodooga and New Angleclool, in this Colony, will henceforth be treated
as Border Stations under this arrangement.

'
DANIEL O'CONNOR.

506

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS.
(REDUCTION IN RATES FOR TELEGRAMS,)

JJrcscntcjJ tx» ^arlimncttt, pursuant ter Jut 20 19ic. ^lo, 41, scr. (ST..

General Post OfEce, Sydney,
13 November, 1891.
Ik pursuance of the arrangement in existence between this Colony and Queensland, under which tho
inland rate of Is. for the first ten words, and Id. for each additional word is charged on all telegrams
transmitted to and from Border Stations in one Colony and all stations in the other, it is hereby notified,
for public information, that Tumbulgum, in this Colony, will, from the 1st January next, be treated as a
Border Station under this arrangement.
JOHN KIDD.

n<-508
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1891-2.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS.
(REDUCTION IN RATES FOR TELEGRAMS.)

.

$tesenteii to ptriiamcnt, ptirsnimt to JUt 20 'Sic. |to. 41, sec, 6.

General Posl Office,
Sydney, 20th February, 1892.
Ijt accordance with the provisions of the Gth section of the Electric Telegraph Act, His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of tho Executive Council, has approved of a reduced rate of six pence for ten
words (the charge for each additional word remaining as at present, namely, one penny) being levied on
telegraphic messages transmitted from any station within a radius of 3 miles of Broken Hill to any other
station within the same area.
JOHN KIDD.

[3*3
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511

1891-2.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS.
(REGULATIONS IN OONTTEOTION WITH THE “LOCAL MESSAGE” SYSTEM.)

Jlrtsttutefc to $arliametti, pursuant to JUt 20

Jto. 41,

6.

General Post Office, Sydney, 1 March, 1892.
HiS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of
the introduction of the “Local Message” System, and of the adoption of the following Regulations in
connection therewith:—
1. In addition to ordinary telegrams lodged for transmission by wire, messages will be received
at any Telegraph Office in the Colony addressed to any place within the city, town, Ac., in which such
office is situated, and will bo delivered, as provided in clause 2, by messenger, subject to the Regulations
now in force, or hereafter brought into force, relating to the transmission and delivery of telegrams.
2. The charges for the delivery of such messages will be at the rate of 6d. for ten words, and Id.
for each additional word; and no message will he accepted for an address exceeding one mile from any
country office, nor for delivery outside the boundaries fixed for the Head, Branch, and Suburban Offices.
3. No message will bo received fox delivery from offices at which messengers are not employed by
the Department, and all messages must he prepaid.
JOHN KIDD.

[3i.]
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1891.
(second session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS.
(COST OF.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 18 November, 1891,

[_Laid upon the Table of the House in answer to Question No. 4 of Thursday, 15 October, 1891.]

Questions.
(4.) Tew: pit okk Ci targes :—Mr. Alfred, Allen (for Mr. Ban gap.) ashed Tile Colonial Secretary,—
(1.) What are the several charges made by the Telephone Department for securing connection
_
with the telephone system of Sydney ?
(2.) How do these charges compare with those imposed hy similar offices in Melbourne, Adelaide,
Launceston, and Brisbane ?
_
(3.) Is there any reason why the charges in connection with the Sydney office differ from those
made in any of the other Colonies ?

Answers.
Sir Henry Parkes answered,—
(1 and 2.) I will presently lay upon the Table a Eeturn giving this information,
(3.) The charges made in Sydney are considered more satisfactory than those made in the other
Colonies, and are more advantageous to the subscribers. No complaints have been made by the
public of the rates charged.
Sydney.

Each subscriber is required to pay the cost of construction of line from his premises to the
Exchange, together with cost of instruments, both of which become the property of Ihc subscriber. Also,
a maintenance fee at the rate of £5 per annum for lines not exceeding 1 mile in length, and for lines
exceeding 1 mile £5 per annum for first mile, and £2 19s. per annum for each additional mile or
fraction thereof. This includes attendance, adjustment, repairs, and renewal of batteries,
Melbourne.
Providing line of 1 mile or under, one telephone set complete and service at Exchange, £12 per
annum. Each additional quarter of a mile of line or under, £.1 per annum. The above rate includes
attendance, adjustment, repairs, and renewals of instrument and batteries. The lines and instruments
are the property of the Government. New lines to be taken at least for one year, and the first year’s
rent must be paid in advance.
Brisbane.
Telephone lines are erected and kept in order by the Post and Telegraph Department on payment
in advance of annual rental at rate of £5 for first mile or any intermediate distance, and a proportionate
rate of 12s. 6d. for every additional quarter of a mile or fraction thereof. Instruments are provided by
subscribers, and, where connected with Exchanges, are maintained in working order by the Department,
for which an extra annual charge of £1 for each instrument is made.
Launceston.
Annual subscription to Exchange, payable in advance, not exceeding balf-a-mile, £6; additional
quarter or fraction, 15s.
Adelaide.
Providing line of 1 mile or under, one telephone, set complete and Exchange connection,
commercial subscribers, £10 per annum; 2 miles, £12 per annum; 3 miles, £14 per annum; every
additional quarter of a mile, £1. Except where a shorter time is specially arranged for, the agreement is
to be for three years. All lines and telephones are the property of the Government.

[3^.]
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515

1891.
(second session.)

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS.
{AMENDED TELEPHONE REGULATIONS.)

ifjrcsrttiel) to JOarliatiunt, pursuant to JLi 20 “tDic. $0. 41, src.

6.

General Post Office, Sydney, 22 October, 1891.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of
the following Amended Regulations for the government of the Telephone System being substituted for
those now in force.
------------------- '
DANIEL O’CONNOR.
1. Applications for connection with the Telephone System through the Central Exchange or other
wise should be forwarded to the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, General Post Office, Sydney,
when estimates of the cost of the connection will be duly furnished.
2. The erection of the lines will be carried out by the Government at the expense of the appli
cants, who will also have to bear the cost of the instrument or instruments, which must, in all cases, be
of tho manufacture- recommended by the Department, aud the charges must he paid previous to the
lines being handed over for use.
3. Each subscriber will be required to pay, in advance, a maintenance fee of five pounds (£5) per
annum for lines not exceeding 1 mile in length, and for lines over 1 mile in length, five pounds (£5) per
annum for the first mile, and two pounds ten shillings (£2 10s.) per annum for each additional mile or
fraction thereof. These fees must he paid before the 31st January in each year, otherwise the lines will
he disconnected.
4. An additional fee of two pounds ten shillings (£2 10s.) per annum is payable on lines which
connect with branch exchanges, for the use of the main line or lines connecting the branches with the
Central Exchange, and which are erected at the Government expense.
3. "With a view to facilitate business, and for the better conduct of the system, telephone messages
containing unbecoming expressions must be refrained from, and language of an obscene nature, or of a,
character calculated to provoke a breach of the peace, is strictly forbidden. Any violation of this
regulation will render the offenders liable to have their telephone instruments disconnected from the
Telephone Exchange, and their lines dismantled.

p/.]
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS.
(CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING UNDERGROUND WIRES.)

Order el by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 30 March, 1892.

[Laid upon the Table of the Home in answer to Question Ho. 4, of 30 March, 1892.]

Question.
(4.) UsBEEGiiOCNi) Telegeafh Wires:—Mr. J) \ wsox asked The Postmaster-Generatj,—
(1.) la it tho intention of the Government, in the face of representations made to the PostmasterGeneral by deputation and otherwise, that the sewerage tunnels now in course of construction in
the heart of the city are eminently available for the reception of underground telegraph wires, to
adopt the route recommended by Mr. Cracknell. Superintendent of Telegraphs, by way of Martinplace, beneath Pitt-strcct and Moore-street, to Casticrcagh-street; if so, will not such route involve
much greater expense, and also fail to serve tho most congested portion of the telegraphic system
of the city ?
r
J
(2.) Is it not the case that, with the exception of Mr. Cracknell, every experienced officer of the
department has reported in favour of the scheme recommeudod by the deputations aforesaid, and
tentatively endorsed by the Postmaster-General ?
(3.) Will the Government place upon the Table of this House all the correspondence that has
passed on tho subject since the first deputation waited upon the Postmaster-General?

Answer.
Mr. Kbnn answered,—
UO Tii ere port of the Engiueer-in-Chief for Sewerage is to the effect that tho sewers now being
constructed by the Works Department are wholly unsuitable for tho reception of underground
telegraph wires. The tunnol which this Department contemplates constructing as an experimental
measure along Moore-street was recommended, not by Mr. Cracknell but hy the Mayor, who urged
that the work might ho done concurrently with the formation of the new street
(2.) No.
(3.)
NO. _ .. .
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No. 1.
Petition.
To the Honorable John Kidd, Esq., Postmaster-General.
.
The humble Petition of the undersigned residents of Sydney and suburbs,—
Eespectfully Showeth :—

That we observe with much satisfaction that an Honorable Member of tho Legislative
Assembly has asked you the following question :—
“ Is it a fact that in connection with the sewerage scheme of the city of Sydney a tunnel is being
constructed for the purpose of laying sewerage pipes underneath portions of George, King, Pitt,
Market, and Barrack Streets, commencing at the General Post Office and extending a total length of
about
mile; and if so, will the Government take into immediate consideration the facilities thereby
afforded to transfer the telegraph wires within the area from overhead to underground, utilising tho
said tunnel for that purpose ? "
Further, that you graciously replied to the effect that the matter was of such importance that you
must take time to fully consider it, and would give your reply in due course.
Now, we, the undersigned firms and individuals, either carrying on business in or residing within
the central city area that would be more immediately and directly affected by the removal of the electric
wires from overhead to underground, desire to recommend to the consideration of your Honorable House
the following arguments in support of the proposition, videlicit:—
(1.) That, as sooner or later, the indicated step must be taken, the existence of an available tunnel
renders the present time opportune to carry out the work at a minimum of cost, and would
obviate the tearing up of the main thoroughfares of tho city at some future time, a periodical
infliction from which we are serious sufferers.
(2.) That the existence of the sewerage tunnel, from which direct connection will eventually be made
with each building on either side of the route, presents an admirable means of conveying branch
wires to the said buildings for lighting, telephone, and elcctxic motive power purposes.
(3.) That the removal of the wires from overhead will have the effect of obviating a great and serious
hindrance to the operations of the fire brigades in ease of fire.
(4.) That the ease with which, iu the case of interruption of the wires by breakage or otherwise, ‘
they can be reached and repaired as compared with the difficulty of similar work carried on
overhead.
(5.) The removal from off the principal streets of our city of the unsightly telegraph poles and wires
(also no small source of danger to vehicular traffic), and of the network of wires which impede
the view of nearly all our magnificent buildings.
These and other considerations which will doubtless suggest themselves to your mind we humbly
commend to your deliberation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 140 signatures^]

No. 2.
Report of interview with Postmaster-General by a deputation.
Mb. H. Dawson, M.P., introduced to the Postmaster-General a deputation of business men of tho city,
and presented a petition signed by a large number of principal firms, urging that the telegraph wires
should be placed underground, and that the proposed sewerage tunnel should he availed of for the
purpose. He read the petition, which, he said, embodied nearly everything he had to say on the matter,
and hoped that Sydney would follow in the steps of other great cities of America and Europe, and have
the wires put underground, oven though the expense might be great.
i The Postmaster-General said that immediately Mr. Dawson had brought the matter under his
notice in the House he had called on Mr. Cracknell to make a report as soon as possible. He had not
yet received that report, but would be glad to hoar what the deputation bad to say. So far as he had
thought over the matter, he was favourable to the idea, but it would require a good deal of consideration,
and would have to bo submitted to the Cabinet, He had little doubt that they would agree to the same
course being adopted here as in other large cities.
'
Mr, Sown, chairman of the Fire Brigades, said it would be a costly work, but there could be no
question that it would redound to the good of the community and prove of great advantage. It had been
demonstrated all over the world that the best way was to carry the wires in subways underground. So
far as tbe Fire Brigades Department was concerned, the wires at present were an immense obstruction to
the operations of the Brigades, for two reasons, of which they had an example at the recent fire at
McLean and Kigg’s. When the men using the ladders came into communication with tho wires tlio
electricity ran through, and the men felt a shock ; the wires tliemselves were terribly in the way when
efforts were being made to save life and property. To have them on tho tops of houses had been also
demonstrated and found to be a failure, inasmuch as it had been found that when a fire broke out
probably (indeed it had actually occurred) the whole system of communication of tho city was disturbed
by the wires being destroyed. This would be an immense loss to the mercantile community and others.
On the above grounds, and because it would be an immense advantage to the Fire Department, he urged
a compliance with the petition.

Mr.
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Mr. S. F. Francis, Manager of the Royal Insurance Company, and particularly as one that had
the largest interest in the fire referred to, supported the arguments already used, and thought little more
need be said to show tho advisableness of having the telegraph wires placed underground. He believed
that he voiced the opinion of all the Insurance Companies when ho said he believed they all would be
glad to see the alteration made.
Mr. Tait, of Briscoe, Drysdale, & Co., said the mercantile view of the case was closely associated
with that presented by tbe chief of the Fire Brigades, and it necessarily followed that the risks run by
merchants were great. If done at all, it would be less costly now than it would he at a later period, as
it seemed that this tunnel would be particularly adapted for laying the wires in, and would save an
immense cost. It would be, so far as he could see, as suitable as if specially made for tho purpose, and
he could see no objection to using the sewer.
Mr. Dawson said the street viewed from the Postmaster-General’s window afforded an excellent
illustration of what might happen in the case of a. fire.
.
_
The Do&tmaslc.r-Q-mcral said he recognised, the gravity of the matter they submitted to him.
As the plan advocated had been adopted in other large cities, and as the sewrerage tunnel would, if reports
showed it to be suitable, afford facilities, he did not see wrhy it should not be carried out as soon as
possible. As pointed out, delay would simply add to the expense, and sooner or later no doubt it would
be carried out. The wires along the tops of houses had proved a failure, and the only alternative way was
to place them under tbe ground. He bad asked Mr. Cracknell for a report as soon as possible, and after
the representations they had now made he would obtain that repoit at the earliest moment with a view
to endeavouring to bring about what they desired, for he could say it would be in the interests of the
community and of the Government that the alteration should be made as speedily as practicable. All
they had said had been taken dow n, and a full report of it would be handed to Mr. Cracknell to make his
report upon. Of course communication wrould have to be made with the Water and Sewerage Board,
but, assuming there would be space for tbe wires, he did not suppose there would be any objection from
that quarter. As soon as be could get the matter to a bead he would submit it to the Cabinet, and if
necessary a short Bill might be passed to enable the Government to do what wms desired. He felt
convinced that the Government would be only too anxious' to recognise the interests of the people in this
matter, and,would do whatever could be done. He would lose no time in getting the report, and advise
them at an early date of the result.
J.K., ■
—------ ■
24/12/91.
Supt. Telegraphs for report.—S.H.L., 29/12/91.
The report of the Supt. Telegraphs on this
subject is attached, dated the 24th inst.—Jas. D., 29/12/91.

No. 3.
Report by The Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs.
ITpok inquiry from the Commissioner for Roads I find that the sewerage works along George and Pitt
Streets are simply intended to carry pipes, the largest of which are only 16 inches in diameter, as far as
King-street from the General Post Office in Pitt-street, and from King-street to Market-street 12-inch
pipe-

.

.

.

,

In Gcorge-street from General Post Office to Bathurst-street 12-inch pipe, and in King-street,
Market-street, and Barrack-street 9-inch pipe. The space is utterly inadequate to carry the necessary
cables and to provide for sufficient room for inspection when required; further, the system will only
extend as far as Bathurst-street, and even if the accommodation provided were equal to our requirements
the short distance to be run would be of uo help to the Department. Another objection is that if such
a system were adopted there is no provision for branch wires to connect the intermediate subscribers to
tbe Telephone Exchange.
During heavy rains the pipes would be filled with sewage water, and the cables and electric light
leads would become saturated. There is only one comprehensive method of dealing with this question,
and that is to have special subways for telegraph wires, telephone cables, and electric light leads.
The present proposal would be utterly useless both as regards capacity and extent, and even if
large enough would, as before stated, only extend from the central office as far as Bathurst-street.
E. C. CRACKNELL,
--------24/12/91. '
Submitted.—S.H.L., 29/12/91.

No. 4.
The Secretary to Tbe Post Office to H. Dawson, Esq., M.P.
Sir,

General Post Office, Sydney, 5 January, 1892.
"With reference to the petition presented by you on tho 24th ultimo, from Messrs. E. Lassetter
& Co., William D. Bear, Briscoe, Drysdale, & Co., &c., on which occasion you also introduced to the
Postmaster-General a deputation, urging that the proposed sewerage tunnels should be utilised for the
purpose of placing the telegraph wires underground, I am directed by the Postmaster-General to forward
to you herewith a copy of the report on the subject, furnished by tbe Superintendent of Telegraphs.
'
1 have, Ac.,
'
S. H. LAMBTON,
Secretary.

No. 5.

.
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No. 5.
Minute by The Secretary to the Post Office.
With reference to the report of the Superintendent of Telegraphs upon the proposal of the deputation
which waited some time since upon the Postmaster-General to urge the carrying of the telegraph wires
underground, Mr. Kidd would like a report obtained as to tho means which are employed in other cities
of the world in regard to the telegraph and telephone wires and cables.
We might make inquiry on the subject hy telegram of New Zealand, South Australia, and Victoria,
and possibly the Superintendent of Telegraphs may be cognisant of the means employed in other largo
cities, either in Europe or America.

S.H.Ii.,

_____________________________

G/l/92.

No. 6.
Telegrams from the Secretary to the Post Office to The Deputy Postmaster-General,
Melbourne; Postmaster-General, Adelaide; and Secretary, General Post Office,
Wellington (N.Z.)
Sydney, 7 January, 1892,
question has been urged upon the Postmaster-General here for consideration of carrying the telegraph
wires of tho city underground, and ho would be glad to know what means are employed in your city to
carry the telegraph and telephone wires and cables.
'
SECRETARY,
G.P.O., Sydney.
The

No. 7.
.
Telegram from The Postmaster-General, Adelaide, to The Secretary to the Post
Office, Sydney.
Adelaide, 7 January, 1892.
Teluoraph and telephone wires and cables in this city are all carried on polos.
EDWARD SQUIRE,
{Pro Postmaster-General).

No. 8.
Telegram from The Deputy Postmaster-General, Melbourne, to The Secretary to the
Post Office, Sydney.
Melbourne, 8 January, 1892.

7fc your telegram, we have a few telephone wires underground, but the greater number, and all the
telegraph wires, arc overhead at present. City Council, however, have now question of lighting city
by electricity under consideration, and placing these wires in conduits, and it has been proposed they
should make provision for conduits for our wires being made in same trenches, and an agreement as to
dividing cost or of our paying a rental be arranged. Of course there should be no trouble in under
grounding telegraph wires, but the distribution of tbe telephone wires from the conduits is the most
difficult part of the business.
JAS. SMIBERT,
--------Deputy P.M.G.
Submitted.—S.H.L., 9/1/92.

No. 9.
Telegram from The Postmaster-General, New Zealand, to The Postmaster-General,
Sydney.
Invercargill, 12 January, 1892.
Iir reply to your Department’s wire re telegraph and telephone wires, New Zealand, all telegraph and
telephone wires are above ground. In the case of telephone wires we carry ten wires on one arm, and
the poles are of sufficient height, where required, as to have an ultimate capacity of two hundred wires
without the lower wires interfering with the street traffic. For distances from the exchanges we use
aerial cables containing twenty wires, and then distribute hy overhead wires. Where lines run at right
angles to main trunk lines we use short cables running into cable boxes, and then continue aerial wires.
We only deal with five numbers on an arm, that is to say, number one next pole to fifth pole on tbe
outside, which may be pavement side or road side, the arm indicating the wire being also numbered, and
the route of every wire is kept in the several exchanges. We make all our own cables, regularly spun
and made out ot twenty single G.P. wires, taped and tarred. Tbe core is six over one, and then
thirteen over tbe seven, and then served over all with soft sail twine, and finally coated with Stockholm
tar (not gas tar). The cables are suspended by a No. 8 wire, supported in reels made for that purpose.
If you wish it we can send you sample cables, cable-box, &c., showing its mode of suspension. Dr.
Lemon is of the opinion that the use of aerial cables in fairly short lengths, so as to minimise induction,
will eventually take tbe place of aerial wires in tbe future. Our cables cost us four shillings per yard
of twenty wires.
W. G. WARD,
.
Postmaster-General.

No. 10.
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No. 10.
Minute by Tbe Secretary to the Post Office, Sydney.
Eahe.y last month the Postmaster-General asked for reports as to the means employed in other colonies
and countries to carry telephone and telegraph wires. He observes answers from various colonies, but
would like to know what Mr. Cracknell can tell him on the subject as regards other parts^of the world.
('Mem.—Mr. Dawson, M.P., has been promised by the Postmaster-General some information or copy of
report.)
S.H.L, 22/2/92.
Superintendent of Telegraphs.—S.H.L., 22/2/92, B.C.

Urgent.

No. 11.
Report by Tbe Superintendent of Telegraphs.
I have no objection to Mr. Dawson, M.P., being supplied with a copy of my report,
_
_
The rule in London is that telegraph wires are laid underground and telephone lines carried over
head. I am not quite certain, hut to the best of my belief the same system prevails in nearly alt the
large cities on the continent.
_ _
In America telegraph and telephone wires are usually carried overhead, but the electric lights
leads are placed in conduits underground.
B.C., The Secretary, General Post Office.
E. C. CRACKNELL, 23/2/92.
Submitted.—S.H.L., 23/2/92.

Approved,—J.K., 23/2/92.

No. 12.
Report of interview by Deputation with tbe Postmaster-General.
Messrs. S. C. Brown, D. L. Tait (Briscoe, Drysdale, & Co.), and J. H. "Wood (M‘Lean Brothers and
Rigg), waited on tho Postmaster-General to-day relative to the matter of placing telegraph and telephone
wires underground. The deputation explained that they bad expected Mr. Dawson, M.P., who had
introduced the previous deputation on the subject, to come, but he had not turned up, probably through
some misunderstanding. This deputation wished to remind the Postmaster-General of tho request of the
previous one, and to urge him not to lose sight of the matter, as the sewerage works were being pushed
on, and if the wires were to be put underground by that means it would have to he done before the works
were too far advanced. Moreover, they noticed that larger and heavier poles were even now being put up
in the streets.
Mr. Kidd: Did you get a copy of Mr. Cracknell’s report ? Yes.
_
I suppose you noticed that he says tho present sewers would be too small and altogether inadequate
for tbe purpose P Yes.
_
'Well, 1 asked Mr. Cracknell for a further report, as to how these things are managed in other
cities in the old world and America. There are no underground means in the cities of the other colonies.
Mr. Cracknell got a wire from each stating how their wires and cables are carried, and I am now awaiting
bis report on the system adopted in older countries so as to send it on to you so that some action may he
Ink on. It is a question of great magnitude and will require some time and consideration after wc get the
report to hand. That is how the matter stands at present. If I had known you were coming to-day I
might have ascertained when that report would be ready, but even then I could not give a decision at
once. It appears that the sewerage tunnels are not large enough.
Mr. Tait; Whatever size pipe may be used, the tunnel has already been made large enough for
men to pass through, and the extra size of the pipe to he put in would make very little difference, com
pared with the cost of cutting a new tunnel.
.
Mr. Kidd: But supposing the bulk of the work is now arched? If the tunnel were only being
commenced it would he different.
Mr. Tait doubted whether the work would be arched. The largest portion of the cost would he
the cutting of the tunnel in the first instance; the additional expense in making it large enough to carry
the wires would, he thought, not be very great. If the present work were not utilised, however, the cost
of cutting a special tunnel afterwards for the purpose would be great, As regards the objection mentioned
by Mr. Cracknell, that the tunnels only went a small distance through the city, they might so far as they
go be of good service, and be extended afterwards. It was desirable that the plan should be initiated.
Mr. Cracknell’s report is unfavourable to the plan altogether it seems.
_ _
_
Mr. Kidd: It appears to be pretty final, so far as making provision in tbe present sewerage
works goes.
Mr. Tait: The question is whether Mr. Cracknell has fully understood the space. He, of course,
in his report refers more particularly to the pipes, hut perhaps overlooks the fact that there is plenty of
room for larger pipes to pass through. The contractor might afford some information as regards the
space. The question of connecting the subscribers’ wires has not been overlooked, as Mr. Cracknell
appears to think, though I do not exactly know what has been done.
_
Mr. Kidd: This is not a satisfactory report, as it certainly does not go fully into the matter ; but
I will apply to the Commissioner for Roads aud ascertain what space is available for our purpose if we
thought of carrying it out.
,
.
Mr. Tait: If I might make a suggestion, it might he as well to ascertain the cost of enlarging the
tunnels as may be necessary, as it would be very much less expensive to do that than to dig a new one
afterwards. It will have to he lined with brick if tbe wires are put in—[Mr. Kidd thought it would not
be lined if the pipes were put in; and there was some difference of opinion among the members of the
deputation on this point.]—It struck most of us that the pipes arc ridiculously small for their purpose,
and if the wires were laid there would have to be some space left between.
At
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At this stage Mr. Cracknell came in. He said he had gone into the matter very fully with the
Commissioner for Hoads, who had the sewerage works under his control, and he found that the proposal
was quite impracticable as regards onr requirements, in consequence of the pipes being too small. Again,
it would not be safe for the lines to be put into pipes -----Mr. Kidd: There is no intention to put the wires in the pipes but above the pipes.
Mr. Cracknell: I did not understand that from the papers.
Mr. Tait explained his ideas as previously given, pointing out that it was not intended to avail of
the sewerage pipes for the wires, but only of the tunnel.
Mr. Cracknell said ho had no idea of the tunnel; the only system at present is the system of pipes,
Mr. Tait: But to get them laid they have to dig the tunnel to put the pipes in, and it will ha ve to
be filled up; and before being filled, might not some space be made available for tbe telegraph wires ?
Mr. Cracknell: The only idea possible would be hy conduits, or a system of subways. I am pre
pared with a proposal for trying this conduit system between here and the Exchange, and between here
and Castlereajjh-street. I think if we tried that, we might come to somo determination as to what is
really required. But there is one great difficulty iu putting electric light wires in the same conduits with
general wires in a small subway; the currents interfere with one another. That wants practical working
out, and it is a matter I have now under consideration.
Mr. Tait pointed out that the question was urgent, as the tunnel was now being made.
Mr. Cracknell said that he found from the Commissioner for Roads that these sewerage works
only went as far as Bathurst-street and there ended ; that would not help us at all.
Mr. Tait repeated that it might be used as far as it went and extended afterwards,
Mr. Cracknell: If you will leave the matter in my hands, Mr. Kidd, I mil submit a scheme to
you which I hope will be satisfactory for carrying out a subway.
Mr. Tait again pointed out the urgency of a decision, as the contractor under his contract had to
fill up the tunnel, and when that was done it would he too late to move.
Mr. Kidd did not think it would bo filled up at all.
Mr. Cracknell: I want to get cither a conduit in cement, or a subway, so that all the sendee pipes
would pass through. You cannot put an iron tunnel.
Mr, Kidd: What I understand is that they will not fill up all the pipes, hut simply arch them
over. It seems a monstrous thing to go to the enormous expense of filling them up. I will look through
the specifications in connection with tenders at the Works Office, aud see how the matter elands. I
should like Mr. Cracknell to carry out what he is thinking about, and let these gentlemen know what he
proposes.
Mr. Cracknell: I propose to take Pitt-street and Greorge-street, and make subways; but more
space will be required than I understand is being allowed for the sewerage tunnel; sufficient will be
required for a man to walk through, at least 6 feet in diameter; or about, say, 8 feet by G feet, to
carry everything required. I am quite alive to the requirements, hut it is a very expensive matter. If
we can utilise any works in progress we shall be very glad to do so.
i Mr. Kidd: I will undertake to get from the Works Department the dimensions of the space
available.
Mr. 'Brown said the tunnel is now 4 feet wide by 3§ feet high,
Mr. Cracknell: I wonder Mr. Hickson did not let me know that,
The deputation thanked the Postmaster-General for his promise to ascertain fhe space available,
and to get Mr. Cracknell’s further report, and retired.
.
J.K., 2G/2/92.

No. 13.
Minute by The Postmaster-General.
Write to the Under Secretary for Works and ask him to he good enough to obtain for me a report from
the Roads Department as to the size of the tunnel for the sewerage works within the city; and whether
it is being or to be arched with bricks ; also as to what space there will be available after providing for
fhe sewage requirements, in the event of this Department desiring to place wires in the tunnel. State
that I have the question under consideration of carrying telegraph and other wires underground, and
would like the report as early as it can be conveniently furnished, with a view of determining how far it
would bo practicable to make use of the tunnel for our wires.
.
I would also like to be supplied with full information as to the streets through which the sewage
tunnol will traverse and the length of same so far as the works are already in hand; as well as tho same
information in regard to works to he carried out in future.
J.K.,
--------26/2/92.
Works Dept.—M.D.S., 27/2/92.

No. 14.
The Secretary to the Post Office to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
.

Sir,
_
General Post Office, Sydney, 27 Pebruary, 1892.
_
I am directed by the Postmaster-General to request that you will he so good as to obtain for
him a report from the Roads Department (l) as to the size of the tunnel for the sewerage works within
the city; (2) as to whether the tunnel is being, or is to be, arched with bricks; (3) as to what space there
will he available after providing for the sewage requirements in tho event of this Department desiring to
place wires in the tunnel. The report might also give full information as to the streets which tho tunnel
will traverse, the length of the same, so far as the works are already in hand, and so far as the works are
to he carried out in future.
■
Mr.
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Mr. Kidd has the question under consideration of carrying telegraph and other wires underground,
and would like the report as early as it can conveniently he furnished with a view of determining to what
extent the tunnel might be made use of.
I have, Ac.,
---------S. H. LAMBTON.
Commissioner for Roads.—D.C.McL., pro U.S., 29/2/92, B.C.
Let me have a plan of the city,
showing position and size of sewers other than earthenware pipes,—R.H., 29/2/92. Mr. Baggd.
Mr.
Mollison.—O.H.O.B., 1/3/92.
■

No. 15.
Report by 0. H. Ohlfsen Bagge to The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
A plan showing the positions and sizes of sewers is forwarded herewith. There is no record of the posi
tion of the manholes in the corporation sewers. In reply to the questions asked in the letter I have to
state as follows:—
_
■
_
1st. The sizes of the sewers are shown on the plan. Sewers constructed by this branch are in red.
Corporation sewers in blue.
2nd. All the sewers have brick arches.
_
_
_
3rd, No provision whatever has been made for placing gas or water pipes or wires in the sewers.
Sewers constructed for those purposes must have a much larger cross section, and must he built
of a different shape to those constructed here.
_
At ordinary maximum how the new sewers are calculated to run three-quarters full, hut in storm
floods they will run full. If wires wore placed in them the flow would he seriously interfered with in
times of heavy rain when it is most important that the channel should he kept clear; the almost certain
result of even a partial block would he serious damage both to the wires and sewer.
The ventilating arrangements would also be interfered with by the wires, as the gas checks would
have to be removed, and these are absolutely necessary to prevent the distribution of foul gases into
adjoining districts. The sewers in tho city being at the head of the system are generally so small that if
a portion of the roof is taken up with wires proper inspection would he nearly impossible.
The Corporation sewers in all cases carry storm water and run full bore on every flood. They
aro generally old and any interference with tho flow might lead to serious results.
,
7/3/92.
J
^
0. H. OHLT'SEN BAGGE.
Forward for the information of the Postmaster-General. It is very clear our sewers would not
answer for carrying telegraph wires. They are too small and our system of ventilation would be destroyed.
—R.H., 8/3|92. Mr. Barling, B.C.
May perhaps be forwarded to the Postmaster-General.—J.B., 9/3/92. .
Approved to forward.—
W.J.L., 12/3/92.
The Secretary to the Post office.—J.B., 14/3/92,
Submitted.—Jas. D,, 16/3/92.
Seen. Bring under the notice of the Postmaster-General on his return.—T.M.S., 17/3/92.

No. 16.
Tbe Municipal Council, Sydney, to The Secretary to the Post Office.
Sir,

Town Clerk’s Office, Sydney, 7 January, 1892.
I am directed by the Right ’Worshipful the Mayor to request that as the construction of
Moore-street is about to ho proceeded with, all wires and other overhead provisions passing over the
thoroughfare maybe carried through a subway ; the work could be conveniently carried out simultaneously
with the formation of the roadway, aud with obvious advantage.
I have, Ac.,
JNO. R. PALMER,
For HENRY J. DANIELS,
--------Town Clerk.
Acknowledged, S/1/92.
Supt. Electric Telegraphs for report, B.C.—S.H.L., 8/1/92.
Mr.
Rutherford to see me in reference to this matter.—E.C.C., 9/1/92.
I quite agree with this application, and would strongly recommend that a subway be constructed
from the east side of Castlereagh-street, to a convenient point at Pitt-strect end of the General Post
Office, where access could be obtained to tho telephone room for receiving cables. A subway similar to
the one under George-street would be most suitable. Distance, 440 feet.—R.R., 12/1/92. Supt.

No. 17.
Report by The Superintendent of Telegraphs.
[Urgent.]
_
_
.
With reference to the attached letter from the Town Clerk, requesting-that all wires passing along
Moore-street he carried through a subway, and pointing out that the work in connection therewith could
be carried out simultaneously with tho formation of tho new roadway, and with obvious advantage, !
desire to submit, for the approval of the Postmaster-General, a proposal to construct a tunnel, or conduit,
similar to the one in George-street, to extend from the Pitt-street front of the General Post Office along
Moore-street to the footway on the cast side of Castlereagh-street. The total length is 495 feet, or there
abouts, and the estimated cost, exclusive of the Supervising Engineer’s charges, about £1,750.
We
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We have a large number of cables leading into the central telephone Exchange, and, as they are a
disfigurement to the building, and in their present position liable to damage, I would strongly urge the
construction of this tunnel to carry the whole of them across Pitt-street, and all wires now erected over
head in Moore-street.
I have consulted with Messrs. M'Credie Bros., a firm of civil engineers, of high reputation, in this
city, and-they are willing to prepare plans and specification, and to supervise the work for the usual
charge of 5 per cent, on the total cost. They are also prepared to have everything ready for inviting
tenders within ten days from receipt of instructions.
It certainly would be most advisable to take advantage of tbe-opportunity now afforded to build
this tunnel during the formation of the street, and, in my opinion, this plan of carrying it out would bo
quicker and cheaper than any other, and, therefore, I beg to request the authority of the Postmaster&eneral for the work to bo placed in hand at once.
The Town Clerk should he advised of the decision arrived at, so as to prevent any complication in
connection with the formation of the street and construction of tho tunnel.
26/2/92.
E. C. CKACKNELL.
Submitted.—S.H.L., 27/2/92.
Supt. Telegraphs,—S.H.L., 1/8/92.

Town Clerk.—M.M., 29/2/92.

[Plan.]

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—185)2.
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Approved.—J.K., 29/2/92.
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■1891-2.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

ROAD THROUGH ADAMINARY PARK.
(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Ordered by fhe Legislative Assembly to be printed. 9 February, 1892.

RETUEN to an Order made by tbe Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 20th August, 1891, That there he laid upon the Table of
this House,—
'
“ Copies of all papers and documents relating to the closing of main road
“ through Adaminaby Park.”
(Mr. Dawson.)

SCHEDULE.
:>
so;
■
]. Proclamation of iledicallon of Seymour Park. 13 May, 1SSS ......................................................................................
2. flazetia Notice, appointing tlic trustees of tke park. 3 July, 1S88.................................................................................
3. Mr. Denis Delaney to Mr. District-Surreyor Betts, respecting the road through Bnokemleri-a Holding ; niinutoa
thereon. 11 September, 1889............................................................^.............................................................................
1, The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. Denis Delaney, m reply to No. 3. 24 October, 1889
..............................
5. Petition from residents of Middlingbank, &c. (presented by Messrs, H. Dawson and G. T. C. Miller, Ms.P.),
for removal of obstruction on road through the pari, ; minutes thereon .................................................................
fi. Office memorandum respecting above petition; minutes thereon, 17 June, 1890 .....................................................
7. The Under Secretary for Lands to Messrs. H. Dawson and G. T. C. Miller, Ms.P., in reply to No. S. 23
June, 1890 ........................................................................................................................................................................
8. Mr. District-Surveyor Betts to the Under Secretary for Lands, reporting as to obstruction to tbe road from
Buckenderra to Adaminaby ; minutes, enclosures, and tracings. 19 August, 1890 ................................... _.........
9. Mr. Denis Delaney to the Secretary' for Lands, respecting obstruction to the road through the park; minutes
thereon. 25 October, 1890 ................................................................................................................................... ...........
10. The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr, Denis Delaney, in reply to No. 9. 30 October, 1890 ..................................
11. Mr. H. Dawson, M.P., to the Under Secretary for Lands, enclosing a letter from Mr. J. M. Lett, a tmstee of
the park, objecting to the opening of the road through the park. 10 December, 1890.............................. ...........
12. Mr. Surveyor E. J. Halliday to the Distinct Surveyor, reporting on deviation of road round the park ; minutes,
enclosures, and tracings. 27 January, 1891 ...............................................................................................................
13. Mr. Denis Delaney to the Secretary for Lands, asking for decision respecting the road; minute thereon. 7
Pebruary, 1891 ..................................................................................................................................................................
14. Tbe Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. Denis Delaney, in reply to No. 13. 17 February, 1891..............................
15. The Under Secretary for Lands to tho Commissioner and Engineer for Roads, for return of papers in the case ;
minute thereon. 17 February, 1891.......................................................... . ..................... ..........;...........................
1C. Mr, Road-Superintendent Boot to Mr. Assistant-Engineer Stilwell, reporting on the roads; minutes thereon. 20
February, 1891 ..................................................................................................................................................................
17. Office memorandum, requisition for papers ; minute thereon. 19 March, 1891 .........................................................
18. Office memorandum—District Surveyor, Cooma, to the Under Secretary for Lands, further report on the road.
4 April, 1891 ......................................................................................................................................................................
19. Mr. G. T. C. Miller, M.P.,to the Secretary for Lands, urging the opening of the road through the park; minutes
thereon. 8 April, 1891.................................................................................... . ■ .............................................................
20. The Undersecretary for Lauds to Mr. G. T. C. Miller, M.P., in reply to No. 19. 28 May, 1891..........................
21. Mr, Denis Delaney to the Secretary for Lands, further respecting the road through the park. 29 May, 1891 ...
22. Mr, F. J. Mould to the Under Secretary for Lauds, urging the opening of the road through the park ; minutes
thereon. 3 June, 1891......................................................................................................................................................
23. The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr, F. J. Mould, in reply to No, 22. 19 June, 1891 ........................................
24. Mr. Denis Delaney to tho Honorable D. O'Connor, Esq., M.L.C., asking him to bring the matter under the
notice of tbe Secretary for Lauds, &e. ; minutes thereon. 28 July, 1891 . ............................................................
25. The Under Secretary for Lands to the Honorable D. O’Connor, Esq., M.L.U., in reply to No. 24. 18 August,
1891 ......................................................................................................................................................................................
26. Mr. J. M. Lett to the Undo- Secretary for Public Works, stating thai tbe petition for the road (No. 5) was a
purely bogus one, &c. ; minutes thereon. 24 August, 1891............................... ............ ............................................
27. The Under Secretary for Public Works to Mr. J. M. Lett, in reply to No. 2G. 28 August, 1891......... ................
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THEOUGrH adaminaby pabk.

No. 1.
Proclamation of Dedication of Seymour Park,

New

Wales, | Prodatnation by His Excellency the Hight Honorable Charles Robert, Baron
to wit.
) Carrington, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable Privy Council, Knight
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its
Cahbijtgton',
Dependencies.
SuuTit

Governor.

Whereas hy the “ Public Parks Act of 18S4," it is enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor to
appoint trustees of any lands which have been already or may hereafter be dedicated for the purpose of
public recreation, convenience; health, or enjoyment. Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron
Carrington, the Governor aforesaid with the advice of the Executive Council, do with a view to the
appointments of Trustees under said Act by this, my proclamation, declare tho land at_Adaminaby, con
taining an area of 210 acres, which was dedicated for the purposes of public recreation in Gazette of 5th
November, 1886, No. 632, page 7,698, to be a public park within the meaning of the “Public Parks Act
of 1884,” and that it be known by the name of Seymour Park, that is to say :—
Eastern Division.
■
.
Land District of Cooma.
County of Wallace, parish of Seymour, area 210 acres. The Crown lands within the following
boundaries : Commencing on the south-western side of the road from Seymour to Cooma, where it meets
the south side of the reserved boundary road ad joining tho south boundary of G. Goodman s 50 acres,
portion 190, at a stake marked broad arrow over P.R.G., and bounded thence by a line bearing west 55
chains 30 links; thence,by a line hearing south 31 minutes, west 34 chains 26 links; thence by a line
bearinn- south 89 degrees 29 minutes, east 5 chains 3 links ; thence by a line bearing south 31 minutes
west 4°chains 36 links to the right bank of Frying-pan Creek; thence by the right bank of that creek
upwards to a stake marked broad arrow over P.R.G. on tbe western side of the road from Seymour to
Buckenderra ; thence by lines bearing north 26 degrees 40 minutes, west 6 chains 98 links, and north 15
decrees 54 minutes, east 40 chains 91 links to the point of commencement,—shown on plan catalogued
Ms. 23, C.A., M. 88-2,280.
.
.
Given under my hand and seal, at Government House, Sydne3r, tins 30fch day of May, in theyear
of onr Lord 1888, and iu the fifty-first year of Her Majesty’s reign,
By His Excellency’s Command,
THOMAS GARRETT.
God Save the Queen!
'

No. 2.
G-azetle Notice.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 3 July, 1888.
It is hereby notified, for public information, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of the appointment of the undermentioned gentlemen as
trustees of the land at Adaminaby, containing 210 acres, known as Seymour Park, which was declared to
he a public park, by notice in Gazette of 1st June, .1888, No. 352, page 3,798, under tbe name, style, and
title of the trustees of Seymour Park, viz:—Messrs. John Maximus Lett, J.P.; Alexander Anderson
MeKeahuie, J.P.; Laurence Joseph Harnett, J.P,; Alexander Barrett.; James McManus; Henry Locker;
and William Russell.
THOMAS GARRETT.

No. 3.
Mr. D. Delaney to Mr. District-Surveyor Betts.
■
g;r)
.
Buckenderra, Adaminaby, 11 September, 1889.
■
’
As I intend to fence off the main road through Buckenderra Holding, I wish to call your
attention to the fact that the road is indistinctly marked as there is only one side measured the greater
part of the way.
,
You would much oblige by seeing to this matter as soon as convenient,
I have, Ac.,
'
-------DENIS DELANEY.
The road referred to herein traverses the parish of Eucumbene, county Wallace, miming parallel
with Buckenderra Creek, and is a main road between Cooma and Adaminaby via Middlingbank. The
road has been marked through all portions, and it is submitted that it ivould not be advisable to remark
it for the purpose mentioned. The surveys are not of very old date, and it is nearly certain that most of
the road pegs are still in existence.—A. C. Beits.
The Surveyor-General,—It is recommended that the reguest herein made for remarking of road
be refused, as it has been reported that the surveys defining its position are not of old date, and the
marking should still be in a good state of preservation. Applicant might perhaps be informed of the
action taken,—A. J. Stopcs, 14/10/39.
For approval.—F.H.W.
S.!:’.—18/10/89.
Submission approved.—J.N.B., 19/10/89.
No. 4.
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No. 4.
'
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. D. Delaney.

'

.

Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney, 24 October, 18S9.
"With reference to your letter of the 11th ultimo, applying for the remarking of the main see No. s.
road through Buckenderra Holding, I am directed by the Secretary for Lands to inform you that as it
has been reported that the surveys defining the position of the road in question are not of old date, and
the marking should still he in a good state of preservation, your request cannot be complied with.
I have, &c.,
W. H. CAPPER •
.
(For the Under Secretary).
No. 5.

Petition from Residents of Middlingbank.
Honorable Sir,
Wc, the undersigned residents of Middlingbank and surrounding district, bog to bring under
your notice the fact that the main road from here to Adaminaby has been obstructed by a "wire fence,
said fence having been constructed during the fencing-in of the recreation reserve. The proper course
having been deviated from in crossing the main road, thus causing inconvenience to the above residents
m travelling to and from the above township, inasmuch as they are obliged to deviate from the main road
when about a mile from the town, and completing the circuitous course in about 2 miles over an unmade
road.
_ Your petitioners would pray that you would cause the said obstruction to be removed at tbe earliest
possible date, the above road having been used for thirty years.
And your petitioners will ever pray.
Hame,

F. J. Mould
J. S. Elliott
John Watkins

Address.

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
Boconnoh
...
...
Boconnol.
...
...
Dry Plain.
Sere follow 124 oilier signalures.

Forward to Mr. District-Surveyor Betts for report.—A. J. Stopps (for the Surveyor-General),
17th June, 1890.
To await personal jns])ection and inquiry on my next visit to Adaminaby on Board g K 8
duty.—A. C. Betts, District Surveyor, 20/7/90.
Replied to by letter 101 of ibis date to the Under
'
Secretary for Lands.—-TAY. (for District Surveyor), 19/8/90.

No. 6.
Office Memorandum.

■

[Papers—Roads 89-887.]
Application made by residents of Middlingbauk and surrounding district, complaining that the roads<*No‘5'
from Middlingbank to Adaminaby had been obstructed by fencing-in of the recreation reserve, presented
by Mr. H. Dawson, M.P., and Mr. G-. T. C. Miller, M.P.
_ It is recommended that Messrs. Dawson and Miller, M’s.P., be informed that the application in
question has been referred to the District Survevor for report.—A. J. Stopps (for Survovor-Gcneral),
17/6/90.
‘
‘
Inform,—F.H.W. (for Under Secretary), 19/6/90.

■
No. 7.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Messrs. H. Dawson and G. T. C. Miller, M’s.P.
Gentlemen,
,
Department of Lands, Sydney, 23 June, 1890.
I have the honor to inform yon that the complaint made by certain residents of Middlingbank and see No. a.
surrounding district (presented by you) that the road from Middlingbank to Adaminaby had been obstructed by fencing-in of the recreation reserve has been referred to the District Surveyor for report.
I have, &c.,
,
WM. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary
•
____
(Per F.H.W.)

'
No. 8.
Mr. District-Surveyor Betts to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

'
District Survey Office, Cooma, 19 August, 1890.
Incompliance with instructions from the Surveyor-General, Ho. 90-36, dated 19th JunesccNo. o.
(Rds. 89-387/2, L. 13, 90-2,779) for report as to obstruction to the road, Buckenderra to Adaminaby, by
the fencing of Adaminaby Recreation Reserve, 1 have tho honor to state:
' '
The old track referred to is part of the road from Adaminaby, Middlingbank, aud Buckenderra,
and has been in use for many years. It was not reserved in the measurement of the recreation reserve,
as by doing so tho utility of the park would be to a large extent destroyed, and it was thought that no
objection would be raised to the slight deviation necessary to reach the main road.

I

<
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4,
I ciamined ths locality on the 13th August, and found that a good road can be obtained from
York Lake direct to the south-east corner of portion 190, as shown by red broken lines on tracing here
with, the conditions are exactly the same as along the present track, via., level open, plain, and the only
impediment to traffic the crossing over Frying-pan Creek, but this could easily he effected at comparatively
little cost hy means of a stone causeway.
4 .
3. On the present crossing at the south-east corner of the recreation reserve, a small amount has
been expended in making a causeway and metalling about 10 chains south of the creek.
4. The traffic now follows the old track to this crossing thence along the east boundary or
the recreation reserve to the main Cooma Road, but owing to the extraordinarily wet season this latter
being new ground is soft and unfit for heavy traffic at present, the same may be said of this road where
laned o2 for some miles southerlywith summer approaching this new ground will become beaten and
hard, and then X think no further complaint will be made.
.
5. If the public insist, I presume, tbe trustees will be compelled to remove the obstruction
complained of, as the track has been in use for very many years, but before further action I beg to advise the
matter be referred to tbe Local Road Officer, as to whether the line shown in red should not be adopted, there
would be no appreciable difference in distance, in a short time the road would he as good as the present
track, and the advantage is obvious by joining the main road at portion 190, and thus securing a good
■ made road from this -point into the town.
I have, &c.,
1
A. C. BETTS,
_____
District Surveyor.
These papers are referred to the Commissioner and Engineer of Roads with tho view of ascertaining
whether the line of road shown in red upon the accompanying tracing should not he adopted.—A. J.
Stopps (for the Under Secretary), 12/9/90.
The Commissioner and Engineer of Roads through the
Under Secretary for Public Works, Mr. Boot for report. Is road on schedule ? P.H.h. (for the Under
Secretary), 16/9/91. Report herewith.—HenrtBoot, 22/9/SL Mr. Stilwell, Assistant Engineer. B.C.
[£ncfoxures.~]
Memo.
Dear Sir,
You can see by the enclosed rough sketch the position of the old and new roaa as suggested.
By taking a straight line from the lake it would be a quarter of a mite shorter than the old Buckenderry head.
You will see that the old line of road cuts the pink lute two triangles.
Faithfully yours,
A. C. Betts, Esq., Cooma.
LETT
1
_____
Honorary Secretary.

No action at present, may await receipt of petition that I understand is now in course of
preparation.—A. C. Betts, District Surveyor, 3/6/90.
Dear Sir,
Adaminaby, 4 May, 1S90.
I write you on behalf of the trustees of the Adaminaby Bark as to the Buckenderry people wanting to force a
roail through the centre of this 210 acres.
_ _
.
WJien the park was surveyed the old road was stopped, and a slight deviation made, which makes the uew rnad
some 13 chains longer. Mr. Commins can give you all the information necessary, as he surveyed it. If thyparu is cut
into two parts, as the Buckenderry people wish, a lane would have to be fenced clear, through the park leaving the one
half waterless ; and under these circumstances no one would lease the paring right of the park. These people never made
the slightest objection when this deviation was made, but now the fence is erected, make a noise about it.
I presume this deviation was made by your authority; this is why the trustees ask me to write you on tho matter.
Faithfully yours,
JOHN M. LETT,
Honorary Secretary.

’
I interviewed Mr. Lett at Adaminaby on tho 21st May. and ho informed me that a petition is in
course of signature with reference to this matter, and would shortly bo forwarded; these papers may
await its receipt.—A. C. Betts, District Surveyor, 26/5/90.
•
Adaminaby, 21 April, 1890,
parties about Middlingbank threaten to out down the fence we have lately erected around the recreation reserve at
tbe point where the fence crosses the old road. The deviation you made only lengthens the road across the plains some
13 chains.
,
,, ,
I presume the trustees will be justified iu resisting them. The new road now comes in by Goodman s paddock.
It would be a strange thing, indeed, if you had not the power to make a deviation of the line, without having to
consult everybody.
.
.
Kindly let me know as early as possible your views.
1 aithfully yours,
■
JOHN M. LETT,
Honorary Secretary.
A, C. Betts, Esq., Cooma.
Rome

The District Surveyor.—A.S. (for the Acting Chairman, Local Land Board, Cooma), 25/4/90.
To await personal inspection on my next visit to Adaminaby on Board duty.—A. C. Betts, District
Surveyor, 30/4/90.
__________________ ___ _______

No. 9.
Hr. D. Delaney to The Secretary for Lands.
Sirj
Buckenderra, Adaminaby, 25 October, 1890.
’
I beg to call your attention to the Adaminaby Park, which has been granted across the
Adaminaby-Bobundarah Road, thereby blocking one of the main thoroughfares into the township of
Adaminaby, and reducing considerably in value, allotments and buildings, which were purchased at high
prices on account of having frontage to this road, therefore committing great injustice to the persons
concerned.
I also wish to call to your mind the fact that it was a proclaimed road, which has been used by the
public for upwards of fortv years, a mail coach running on it. and money expended yearty for a number of
years.
‘ '
1

o

I may add as well that the closing of this road puts the residents living in. the vicinity of Eucumlenc, Buckenderra, and M.iddlinghank to the inconvenience of travelling a considerable distance further
across a wet plain, almost impassable for heavy vehicular traffic during the last winter months.
I might mention also that the closing of this road is against the wishes of the greater part of the
population.
_
_
_
I appeal to you, knowing well your impartiality, to see justice done in this matter.
'
"
I have, &c.,
DENIS DELANEY.
Beferred for report by the District Surveyor. The District Surveyor, Cooma, for report.—J. O’D.
(for the Ender Secretary), B.C., 30/10/90. Lands.
Mr, Delaney informed,30/10/90. _
Mr. Surveyor Halliday for inspection and report. The land is said to be fenced and improved. In
view thereof a searching inquiry into the whole circumstances is desirable. If Mr. Halliday could
arrange to meet all the trustees it might lead to a satisfactory result.—T. W. Conolly, Acting District
Surveyor, 13/11/90.
■
Beplied to by letter No. 918 of this date.—E. J. Haludat, Surveyor, 27/1 /91.

No. 10.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Sir, D. Delaney.
Sir,
Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 October, 1890.
I have the honor to inform you that your letter of the 2oth instant on the subject mentioned here- SoeNo. 9.
under has been referred to the District Surveyor at Cooma for report.
I have, &c.,
WM. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary
(Per E.H.D.)

No. 11.
IT. Dawson, Esq., M.P., to Tho Under Secretary for Lands.
'

Adaminaby Park Bead.
Parliament House, Sydney, 1G December, 1890.
The enclosed is a letter from Mr. J. M. Lett, trustee of above park, a road through which, is
now engrossing the attention of some of the inhabitants of that locality. Personally, I will offer no
opinion as to whether the road should be opened or not. It will be seen that Mr. Lett opposes, and
gives his reasons in the letter. On the other hand, a very numerously signed petition has been presented
to the Honorable the Minister for Lands praying that the road be opened.
I shall be glad to get your decision at an early date.
I have, &c'.,
-----------------HENBY DAWSON.
Sir,

[JZncfositre.J
Pear Sir,
Adaminaby, 12 December, 1890.
By appointment the trustee? of the park, and
of those interested in the petition for forcing a rood through
fhe park, met 31r. Stad'-Survcyor Hnlltday on the ground yesterday. Of all those who arc said to have signed the petition,
only six attended to meet the surveyor—a very significant fact ns to the urgency of the road as clamoured for by these half
dozen people.
_
Those who met the surveyor are as follows :—Messrs. John Harnett, Mould, Delaney, Neale, Broadhead ; and oh the
other side, the trustees. Mr. Laurence Harnett is one of the trust, and is quite satisfied that road should be kept out of the
park, of course subject to some necessary repairs. Of course you well know that Mould, Delaney, and Neale, all use the
Middlingbank or Collingdong Bond, and never travel via Adaminuby to Cooma, ond the main road from Eucumbene
(Harnett’s) intercepts the Cooma Bond at head of Frying-pan. The road now in dispute is mainly used by those who visit
Adaminaby on Church Sundays. There is little or no difference in the length of the two roads, and if surveycd direct from
tho lake the road now used must ho the shortest. Tho making and fhe forming of the two roads would cost about the same;
that is to say, when you take into consideration the expense of fencing a lane through the park, which means at the lowest
estimate £100, and fids sum would go along way towards repairing the road now in use. The park has a frontage to Frying-pan
Crook; and the road now agitated for would cut off one portion of tho park entirely from water. Another very important fact
is this; The trustees have leased tho grazing right of the park for a term of three years to Mr. George Goodman, at a rental
of £21 per year, commencing from 1st June last, and any infringement of this lease would leave the trustees liable to be cast
in heavy damages.
■
The park is enclosed with a substantial 7-wire fence, and to enable us to do this the trustees have borrowed £100
from tho Commercial Bank on their joint guarantee, aud we got £50 from the Government for the same work.
We are further improving this park by tree-planting, preparing for the pastoral and agricultural show ground, as also
laid out a race-course. You will thus see there aro many things for fhe department to consider in this matter of vital
importance to tho trust.
_
_
Mr. Boot, the Koad Superintendent, could furnish ns with an estimate of what it would cost to put either road into
repair, and we are quite satisfied that; this gentleman would decide upon the road now in use. We would like you to see
Mr. Halliday’s report and plan showing the old track and tho one now in use.
■
The trustees cannot think that the department would over dream of putting a road through the park, when another
rood, no longer, and costing no more to form and make, is available. ,
Another remarkable fact is this, these parties never made any objection to the deviation of this road, as made hy Mr.
Staff-Surveyor Halliday, when designing the park some years ago. In fact, no objection was made until somo time after the
fence was erected. The proper time to have objected, the trustees contend, was when the original survey of tho park was
made, and the line of road as then altered by the surveyor.
The trustees have never had the opportunity of analysing the names attached to the petition, hut from their own
knowledge they arc satisfied there cannot be more than twenty or thirty names of persons who use the rood.
F aithfully yours,
JOHN M. LETT,
H. Dawson, Esq., M.L.A.
Honorary Secretary.
N.B.—When looking at Mr. Hallidav’s report you might hand this letter in for the information of the department.—
J.M.L.
‘
boiuc

No. 12.
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No. 12.
Mr. Surveyor E. J. Halliday to The District Surveyor.
Sir,

Cooma, 27 January, 1891.
In obedience to your instructions No. 108, dated 13th November, 1890, on L. B. 90-6,843,
enclosure, I have the honor to report as to deviation of Buckenderra Hoad, round Adaminaby Park, as
follows:—
,
1. Subsequent to my inspection I learned that Mr. District-Surveyor Betts had already reported
on this matter by letter No. 90-161, dated 19th August. Having perused Mr. Betts’ report, I beg to
endorse tbe substance of same, and to concur with his recommendation.
2. Several of tbe trustees were absent from the locality at date of my inspection on tbe 9th
ultimo, of which they were duly apprised, but it would appear from inquiry that the majority of trustees
are in favour of retaining the park intact. I may here mention that they have leased the grazing right
to the park for three years at 2s. per acre. Deceiving but £50 from Government, they have fenced in
land, borrowing £100 from the Commercial Bank. That part of park north-east of old track would be
waterless unless water were artificially obtained. The trustees are men well representative of the
district as a whole.
3. There are about sixty residents, counting from the electoral roll before me, for 1890-91, living
between Adaminaby and a distance of 20 miles along and near to roads leading into Adaminaby via the
road under reference. These people, more especially about twenty of them living not far from town,
naturally desire tbe best and shortest route into town, which at present is the old track.
4. But tho question of future road construction is largely involved, not only as to road through
park, hut as to road from the north-east coiner of portion No. 71, parish Seymour, right into Adaminaby
and I am of opinion that if the Boads officer approves of and forms road round park during the coming
year, or in the direction recommended by Mr. District-Surveyor Betts, it will satisfy all concerned and
accord with public interest. If, however, he recommends road through park, then I think it should be
surveyed and fenced at public cost. The cost of fencing suitably (say) a 7-wire fence (1 No. 6 and
G No, 8 wires) would cost at tbo rate of £50 per mile.
I have, &c.,
'
-----------E. J. HALLIDAY.
Forwarded to the Under Secretary by Eds. 89-387/10, I find that the 'Works Department
declines to form road round park. Mr. Eoad-Superintendent Boot states in his report of 20 February,
1891, that he understands most of inhabitants now desire road through the park to be opened.
Attention is invited to paragraph 5 of Mr.District-Surveyor Betts’ report, Rds. 89-387/4, returned
with my report No. 91-67 of 4th April.—T. W. Conolly, Acting District Surveyor, 3/4/91.

See No. 0.

See No. 8.

)

See No. 3.

[Enclosures."]
Sir,

Adaminaby, 10 December, 1890.
In forwarding Mr. Halliday’s report, re road through onr park, will yon kindly have the tracing corrected in so
far as it at present does not show the old line of road, as now clamoured for by the petitioners. In the tracing the old line
of road is shown to be on tbe west of tbe lake, whereas it is on the east side, and is a remarkably crooked road, whereas the
road we propose is a perfectly straight one.
Mr. Halliday was under the impression, until he visited the lake, the road was on the west of the lake, but for the post
twenty years it has been on the eastern side. Mr. Betts knows on which side the road goes, ns he travels the road when
visiting Buckley’s with the Land Board.
1 have, &c.,
JOHN M. LETT,
Mr, District Surveyor Conolly, Cooma.
Honorary Secretary, Trustees of Park.

Mr, Surveyor Halliday in connection with previous instructions.—T. W. Conolly, Acting District
Surveyor, 15/12/80.
Beplied to by letter No. 91-8, of this date.—E. J. Halliday, Surveyor, 27/1/91.

See Ko. 12

Sir,

Buckenderra,, 21 March, 1801.
I wish to bring the following facts under your notice re tho opening of the road through the Adaminaby Park.
Tbe residents hving in the vicinity of Middlingbank and ■Buekenderiu have to travel as far as 12 miles to get their
mail on Saturday evenings, who during the winter months have to return this distance after night.
The road being fenced compels them to travel an extra quarter of a mile across a sws mpy flat, full of ruts. I may also
state that tins place is unfit for vehicular traffic of any description during the wet season of the year, whilst through the
park there is a good natural road, with the exception of the creek, over which there is a culvert, and Die approaches to it are
• metalled for about 10 chains.
The race-course, show-building, &e., and the trees planted are on the opposite side to the road, therefore would not be
interfered with iu any way.
By leaving the fence in its present position one of the main thoroughfares entering Adaminaby is blocked, thereby
diverting the traffic to another channel, which means loss to persons holding allotments and buildings, as I will endeavour to
show by the following circumstance :—Some time ago allotments in Adaminaby had to bo valued for Government purposes.
One was put at a much higher rate than the others owing to it having double frontage to this thoroughfare.
i
Yours, Ac.,
' Mr. Conolly, Cooma.
DENIS DELANEY.
'

No. 13.
Mr. D. Delaney to The Secretary for Lands.
.

Honorable Sir,
Buckenderra, Adaminaby, 7 February, 1891,
I beg the honor to addres you re the road through Adaminaby Park, as it is a considerable
time since the same was reported on by Mr. Surveyor Halliday. You would do a favour by letting me
know your decision. If unfavourable you would oblige by furnishing me with Mr. Surveyor Halliday’s
report, also any objection put forward in opposition to opening by any person which will enable residents
living in vicinity an opportunity to put the matter more clearly before you.
1
I have, &c.,
-------DENIS DELANEY.
The District Surveyor, Cooma, in connection with previous papers.—J.O’D. (for the Under
Secretary),
•

^
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No. 14.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. D. Delaney.
Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney, 17 Pebruary, 1S91.
X have the honor to inform you that your letter of the 7th instant, on the subject mentioned See no. is.
hereunder, has been referred to the District Surveyor at (Jooma in connection with previous papers.
1 have, &c,,
WM. HOUSTON,
Und.er Secretary
___________________________
(Per K.H.D.)

No. 15.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Commissioner and Engineer for Hoads.
_
4
17 Pebruary, 1891.
Will the Commissioner and Engineer for Eoads bo good enough to cause to be forwarded to this office
the undermentioned papers which were forwarded to the Works Department on 13th September, 1890,
viz., Eds. 89-387/1 to 4 (90-18,517 C and E Eoads) re obstruction to road, Buckenderra to Adaminaby.
a. j. sioeps
-------- (Por the Under Secretary).
_
Eoads,—D.C.M'L. (for Under Secretary), B.C., 19/2/91._ The papers referred to are now sent
in,—A.W.S., 23/2/91. Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Eoads and Bridges.

.
No. 16.
Mr. Road-Superintendent Boot to Mr. Assistant-Engineer Stilwell.
^rJ

,
_
Eoads Office, Cooma, 20 Pebruary, 1891.
In reply to the enclosed, No. 90-18,517, re adoption of road, shown in red, on accompanying see No 8.
tracing, I would beg to state as follows :—
_ Tho proposed deviation, after leaving tho present track on the north side of York Lake, crosses
.rrying-pan Creek, about a quarter of a mile above tbe surveyed road, thence across level open country to
F
the main road, which it joins as shown on tracing. The conditions are identical on both routes, and a
good crossing may be made over Prying-pan Creek, on the proposed road at a small cost.
. Between the creek and the main road thero aro two slight dips, each of which would, in wintertime
especially, be very boggy. On the surveyed road money has already been expended in metalling 18 chains,
and the construction of a 45-foot stone causeway which, in my opinion, is too much to discard, therefore
I do not think the proposal should bo entertained. Most, if not all, of the inhabitants, I understand, are
now disposed to favour the road through the park, i.e., the surveyed road.
This road is on schedule.
■
-------HENEY BOOT.
I.think too much expenditure has been made on the existing road to make it advisable to abandon
it, especially a,s from a road point of view nothing is to be gained by tbe alteration.—A.W.S., 23/2/91.
Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Eoads and Bridges,—Lands Department referred papers
to Public Works for opinion as to whether the line marked red on tracing should be adopted in preference
to existing surveyed road, Assistant Engineer cannot recommend that same be done.—P.H.P., 24/2/91.
Commissioner,—I concur.—E.H.P.H., 2(l/2,-91.
Under Secretary—The Under Secretary for
Lands.—J.B., B.C., 27/2/91.
■'

No. 17.
Office Memorandum.
_ Memorandum,
District Survey Office, Cooma, 19 March, 1891.
is requested that the papers specified below be forwarded to this office.
J. T. SMALL
--------'
(Por District Surveyor).
Letter No. 90-161 of 19th August, 1890, enclosing papers, Eoads S9-387/2.
These papers were
applied tor on 29th J anuary, 1891, and are very urgently required.
Forwarded to Mr. Acting District- « w
Surveyor Conolly for further report in view of the representations of the Works Department (paper No.
1A0'*'UA'rJ'u;ST?fPS (for .tho. Under Secretary), 25 March, 1891.
Beplied to by No. 91-67, of 4th E„i,-0 ^
April—T. W. Conollt, Acting District Surveyor.
^

it

No. 18.
The District Surveyor, Cooma, to The Under Secretary, Department of Lands,
Boad, Buckenderra to Adaminaby, through Adaminaby Park.
•
^
Eeferring to your instructions, No. 91-16, of 26th March, I have the honor to report:_
i
,e 9uo;:,lno1’that, part of the road from Buckenderra. to Adaminaby through Adaminaby Park See No. 17.
has been treated under L.B., 91-747, Cooma, and I would respectfully refer you thereto.
’
The inquiry made leads to the conclusion that the road through the park should be opened as See No. ]2.
requested in Eoads, S9-387/2.
I have Ac.,
f
uo See No. B.
’ T. V. CONOLLY,
Sir,

Acting District Surveyor.
No. 19.

8

No. 19.
G. T. C. Miller, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands.
Honorable Sir,
The Ccoma Express, newspaper, Cooma, 8 April, 1891.
Whilst on a visit to Adaminaby last week I was interviewed with respect to tbe petition for
warded you somo months since, to grant a road through tbe public park at that place. I learn that the
local Superintendent of Eoads favours tbe proposed road through park in preference to surveyed road
round the park, and as a very large number of residents are seriously inconvenienced by the closing of
the old road through the park, I shall be glad if you will kindly inform, me what steps have been taken in
the matter. I understand that the whole of the trustees, with one solitary exception, arc favourable to
the proposed road, and since it is a widely expressed desire on the part of the public to have the road
opened, 1 trust that you will see your way clearly to grant the request.
'
•
Yours, &c.,
-------GUSTAVE T. C. MILLEK.
I am not aware that the Crown could legally open a road through land which lias been dedicated as
a park, with trustees duly appointed; and even if there were such power it seems not fitting to exercise it
unless strong reason were shown for doing so. In this case the road proposed by the surveyor, which
does not touch the park, is over equally good ground as that which would traverse the park, the trustees
of which protest strongly against the proposed interference. The only circumstance in favour of continuauce of the road through the park is that some public money has been expended on a part of the route,
south of the park, which could not he availed of if the other route were established. It is recommended
that the road through the park be not adopted.—A. J. Stopps, 21/5/91.
Kecommendation submitted for approval.—F.H.W., W.H., 22/5/91. Approved.—J26/5/91.

No. 20.
The Under Secretary for Lands to G. T. C. Miller, Esq., M.P.
Sm No 10.

g|r
Department of Lands, Sydney, 28 May, 1891.
'
With reference to your letter of the 8th ultimo respecting the proposed opening of a road
through the Adaminaby Park, I am directed hy the Secretary for Lands to inform you that, as the road
proposed by the surveyor, which does not touch the park, is over equally good ground as that which would
traverse tbe park, the trustees of which protest strongly against the proposed interference, this latter
road cannot be adopted.
I have, &c.,
F
WM. HOUSTON
*
•
Under Secretary
(Per F.H.W.)

No. 21.
Mr. D. Delaney to The Secretary for Lands.
Honorable Sir,
Buckenderra, Adaminaby, 29 May, 1891.
Again I beg the honor of addressing you in reference to the fencing of the road through the
Adaminaby Park, and to bring under your notice the inconvenience and injustice inflicted on the residents
and general public, who have to travel to Adaminaby by the dangerous, and, I may say, almost impas
sable track across a swampy flat by night and day during the cold winter months, to despatch or receive
telegraphic or other communications, such as when medical advice is required, no medical man being
nearer than Cooma, 30 miles. It is really a hardship to he compelled to travel an extra mile along the
road above described during the cold winter nights for which Monaro is noted.
_ _
Being aware of your well-known impartiality and sense of fair play, I appeal to you to see justice
done in this matter.
I have,
DENIS DELANEY.

No. 22.
Mr. E. J. Mould to Tlie Under Secretary for Lands.

Eh No

19.

Sto No. 91.

Dear Sir,
Boconnol, Adaminaby, 3 June, 1891.
I would call your attention to a matter of public interest, that has been through all the
departments now for twelve months re road through the Adaminaby Recreation Ground, all the officers
who have reported on this matter, urge that the road should be opened, a memo, signed by 150 residents
of this district was forwarded to the Government praying that tho said road should be opened. I call
your earnest attention to this matter ns when winter sets iu the road is impassable that we are compelled
to travel, trusting that yon will give your immediate attention to this matter.
Yours, &c.,
______
F. J. MOULD.
It is recommended that there be no departure from tbe decision of 26th May, 1891. (Papers, No.
14 enclosed.)
With reference to the statement in paper, No. 15, that adoption of the road avoiding tbe park
necessitates an extra mile of travelling. Mr. District-Surveyor Betts has reported that there is no
appreciable difference in distance between the rival routes, and inspection of the enclosed illustration
tracings corroborates this statement.—A. J, Stopps, 11/6/91.
For approval.—F.H.W. (for Under
Secretary), 15/6/91.
Submission approved.—J.N.B., 1G/6/91.

No. 23.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. E. J. Mould.
Boo No 22

g;r
Department of Lands, Sydney, 19 June, 1891.
’
With reference to vour letter of ihc 3rd instant, respecting tbe proposed opening of a road
through the Adaminaby Park, I am directed by the Secretary for Lands to inform you that no departure
from the previous decision can be made.
I have, Ac.,
1
WM. HOUSTON,.
Under Secretary
(Per F.H.W.)
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]STo. 24.
Delaney to The Honorable I). O’Connor, E&q., M.L.C.

■

Honorable Sir,
Bnckendena, Adaminaby, 28 July, lS9l.
When you visited Adaminaby during your electioneering tour through the Monaro district you
may remember that a number of influential residents brought under your notice the great injustice they
were suffering through the fencing of the Adaminaby Park, whereby one of the main thorougbiares of the
township is shut up, and the residents in the vicinity of Eucumbcnc, Buckenderra, and Middlingbank,
numbering about sixty landholders, and the general public are put to the inconvenience of travelling an
extra half mile across a swampy flat. Many of these persons mentioned above have to accomplish this
during the winter at night to obtain their mail.
This matter has been brought under notice of the Hoad Superintendent and District Surveyor,
both of whom approve of the old road being retained.
I might also mention that the park, though granted for the recreation of the public is let by the
trustees for grazing purposes, and even pigs are allowed in it, the public are not admitted except on three
days in the year, when they arc charged admission fees.
] beg the honor to ask you to bring this matter under the notice of your honorable colleague, the
Minister for Lands, for which the residents will be ever thankful.
.
I have, &c.,
--------DENIS DELANEY,
Eor the favourable consideration of my honorable colleague, the Minister for Lands, I can bear
testimony to the justice and necessity of the request.— D.O’O., 81/7/91.
The circumstances of this ease arc set forth in minute of date 21st May, 1891 (paper No. 14), and SeoNo. 19.
11th June, 1891), paper No. 19. There do not appear to be any new reasons advanced that would justify ‘‘ec
'
a recommendation of departure from the decisions already arrived at. It is recommended that the
Honorable D. O’Connor he so informed.—A. J. Stopps. 15/8/91.
Becommendation submitted for approval.—E.H.W. (for theUnder Secretary), 17 /3/91. ' Approved.
Inquiry should be made regarding the cnarges for admission to the park.—J.N.B., 17/8/91.

No. 25.
The Tinder Secretary for Lands to The Honorable D. O’Connor, Esq., M.L.C.
Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney, 18 August, 189 L.
Eeferring to the letler presented by you from Mr. Denis Delaney, of Buckenderra, Adaminaby, Sce No -irelative to the obstruction to one of the mam thoroughfares, owing to the fencing of the Adaminaby
Park, to which the public, it is alleged, are charged admission fees, I am directed by the Secretary for
Lands to request that you will bo good enough to furnish mo with full particulars respecting the fees
charged by the trustees for admission to the Adamiuaby Park.
I have, &e.,

_______________

WM. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary
__________
(Per E.H.W.)

No. 26.
Mr. J. M. Lett to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

Adaminaby, 24 August, 1891.
I observe Mr. Dawson is tabling a motion for all papers in connection with, as he says, the
stopping of the road through the Adaminaby Park. Now, this road never was stopped, hut only slightly
diverted, and is as open now as ever. This alteration was made by the Government Surveyor when this
park was first designed.
The petition as sent in was a purely bogus, or an entire misrepresentation of facts. I feel assured
that I am well within the mark when I say there are not twenty names on the petition of parties who
ever used this road. In fact, during the past twelve months there have not half a dozen drays passed
this road. This road is simply used by the mail once a week, and by a very few people passing to Church
every third Sunday,
_
The deviation is a vast improvement on the old road, as it gives 1 mile of good macadamised road
immediately upon joining with the main Cooma line to Adaminaby.
I have, Ac.,
JOHN M. LETT,
.
--------One of Park Trustees.
This appears to he a matter relating to a public park, and therefore belonging to the business of
the Lands Department.—C.B.A. (for Commissioner), B.C. Under Secretary.
Inform, then forward
to the Under Secretary for Lands.—B.C., 26/8/91.

No. 27.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Mr. J. M. Lett.
Sh,

_
Public Works Department, Sydney, 28 August, 1891.
. With reference to your letter of the 24th instant on the subject of the road through the park Scg No. sg,
at Adaminaby, I am directed by the Secretary for Public Works to inform you that your communication
'
has been referred to the Lands Department, the matter being one to be dealt with by that office.
I have, &c.,
J. BARLING,
Under Secretary.
[Pour plans.)

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1392.
[is. EW.]
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1891-2.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

IAIN ROADS THROUGH SUBURBAN MUNICIPALITIES.
(KETURIT RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative AssemiAy to be printed, I February, 1892.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated the 21st of January, 1892, That there be laid upon the
Table of this House a Return showing,—
“ l. The number of main roads running through the Suburban Munici
palities.
“ 2. The length of each main road.
“ 3. The amount annually expended oh each main road.”

(Mr. Moyle.)

1.—Eight.
2 and 3.—
Main Western Road, 7 miles ...
................
Main Southern Road. 5 miles ...
.............. .
Cook’s River Road, 7 miles
...
................
Newtown Biidge to TTndcrcliff, 3 miles
Stanmore Road, 4 miles
...
...
...
Iron Cove to Ryde, 5 miles ...
.............. .
Port Jaekson to Peat’s Ferry, 0 miles
...
Sydney to Banks Meadow, Botany Road, 5 miles
(Miles) 42

...

£2,481
650
j' 5,000
800
960
1,200

...

£11,091

4

[870 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £1 2s. Td-j
[Sri.]
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE

on

Tin;

WHALING HOAD, NORTH SYDNEY;
TOGETHER WITH Till!

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE,

APPENDICES.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,

17

March,

1892.

SYDNEY : CHARLES POTTER, GOVERNMENT PRINTER.
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1891-2.

EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
'

Votes No. 67,

Monday, 21 Decembeh, 1891.

10. WitaIiTng Road, North Sydyex :—Mr. E. M. Clark moved, pursuant to amended Notice,—
(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons, papers, and plans, to
inquire into and report upon the openin'? of the Whaling Road, North Sydney.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr, Copeland, Mr. McGowen, Mr. Haynes, Mr, Cook, Mr.
Want, Mr. Crick, Mr. Levien, Mr. Hutchison, Mr. HasBall, and the Mover,
(8.) That the Report of the Select Committee on Whaling Road, North Shore, of Session 18S3-4,
he referred to such Committee.
(4.') That the Committee be authorised to make visits of inspection in connection with their inquirv.
Debate ensued.
Question put and passed.

Votes No.

91.

Wednesday,

24 Eebhvauy. 1892.

13. 'Whaling Road, Noetti Sydney :—Mr. E. M, Clark (by consent) moved, without Notice, That
Mr. Want, Mr. Crick, and Mr, Hassell be discharged from attendance upon Select Committee to
inquire into the opening of the Whaling Road, North Sydney ; and that Mr. Rose, Mr, Donald,
and Dr. Hollis ho added to such Committee.
Question put and passed.

Votes

No. 103.

Tjiuesday,

17

Majich,

1892.

7. Whaling Road, Noiith Sydney :—Mr. E. M. Clark, as Chairman, brought up the Report from, and
laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and evidence, taken before, 1 he Select Com
mittee lor uhose consideration and report this subject was referred on 2lst December, 1891;
together with Appendices.
Ordered to be printed.

CONTENTS.
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WHALING ROAD, NOIITH SYDNEY.

REPOET.
The Select Committee

of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on 21st December,

1891,—“ with power

to send for persons, papers, and plans, to inquire into and

report upon the opening of the Whaling Hoad, North Sydney,”

and to whom

was referred, on 21st December, 1891, “ the Report from the Select Committee
on the sarnie subject during the Session of 1883-4, together with the Minutes of
Rroceedings and Nr/idencef—have agreed to the following report:—
Your Committee having examined the witnesses named in the list,**See
whose evidence will be found appended hereto, find as follows:—
paee
1. That in the years 1830 and 1831 the Crown, by Mr. James Larmer,
licensed surveyor, subdivided the peninsula of land between Neutral Bay and
Careening Cove, North Shore, into allotments numbered 1 to 8. A road running
down the middle of this peninsular, and known as the Whaling Hoad, was laid out
on the plan made by Mr. Larmer (now lying in the Lands Office) and marked out
by him on the ground dividing the allotments fronting Neutral Bay from those
fronting Careening Cove,—
No. 1 allotment being granted to Thomas Barker,
No. 2 allotment to Thomas Barker,
No. 3 allotment to Henry Donnison,
N o. 4 allotment to J ohn Lamb,
No. 5 allotment to David Wallace, in trust for H. Mitchell, It. How, and
J. H. Lister,

No. 6 allotment to Wm. Brown,
No. 7 allotment to Mitchell and How, and
No. 8 allotment to Edward Weller.

_ 2. That in each grant the allotment is described as being bounded on one
side by the Whaling Hoad, copies of the grants being hereto annexed.
3. That the earliest dated grant is that of Thomas Barker’s, No. 1 allotment,
and dated 20tb July, 1834; and the latest dated being that of No. 7 allotment to
Mitchell and How (now owned by Mrs. Loxton), dated 28th September, 1846;
the grant of No. 1 describing the land thereby granted as bounded by the road
5 chains 95 links to Milson’s Farm, and on the west bv that farm 8 chains to a
stream. Those measurements are correct, but of the 5 chains 95 links to the road—
the Whaling Hoad—only part is actually open and in use, the remainder' being
enclosed by Mrs. Loxton with a stone wall, and claimed by her as part of grant
No. 7, on the ground that the length of lines given in that grant from the water
to the road would include the road. The evidence of Mr. C. B. Dawson, licensed
surveyor, who has evidently made a careful examination of the lines, makes this
contention doubtful, and is, in the opinion of your Committee, of little importance,
for the reasons mentioned in paragraph 6 of the "Report. Mrs. Loxton has, without
the encroachment on the road, the full area comprised in her grant.
4. That in the year 1869 Mr. Surveyor Armstrong, acting under instructions
from the then Surveyor-General, also marked out and identified the Whaling Hoad
in the position described by the original surveyor, Mr. Larmer, as shown upon
plans in the Lands Office, catalogued No. 1-699, No. 2-699, C. 43-090. C. J42-690,
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5. That on the 18th July, 1873, by Gazette notice No. 178, folio 1989, the road
Avas under Statute 2 Vic., No. 2, aligned and proclaimed as of the width of 60 feet
to the western boundaries of the Whaling allotments, near Mrs. Loxton’s wall, and
thence of the width of 40 feet to the waters of Port Jackson, as the full width of
60 feet in that place would have interfered with Mrs. Loxton’s house.
6. That the mention of the said road as a public ro.ad in the said grant of the
20th July, 1834, wm find amounts to the dedication thereof to the public, and that
if Mitchell and How’s later grant of 28th September, 1846, does come into
conflict with the earlier grant, the later one must give way. Your Committee are
of opinion that there is really no such conflict, and the essential part of Mitchell
and Howl’s grant being that it extends from the wafer to the Whaling Bead, which
had been dedicated, marked out, and charted many years before, the length of line
. being a mere false description, should be rejected.
7- Your Committee arc of opinion that the road as showm on the plans before
referred to, and known as the "Whaling Road, is a public thoroughfare, and recommend
that the road, as gazetted on 18th July, 1873, shonld he at once opened by the
Government for public use.
.
Ac. 2

Committee Hoorn,
Sydney, 11th March,

EDWARD M. CLARK,
Chairman.
1892.

PROCEEDINGS OP PJIE COMMITTEE.
TUESDAY. .10 JANUARY, 1802.
Membkub Pjiesexi :—

Blr. E. M. Clark,
|
Jlr. Hulchison.
In the absence of a quorum the Meeting called for this day laped.

MONDAY, 1 FEBRUARY, 1802.
_

Meubkeb- Pbesext :—

Mr. E. M. Clark-,

|
Mr. Haynes,
Mr. Hutchison.

Mr. E. M. Clark called to the Chair,
_
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee, and referring the Keporfc of Session
1883-1 on the same subject to the Committee, and granting leave to make visits of inspection in connection
nith the inquiry, read by the Clerk.
[Adjourned till Q'humlay, 18th instant, at Ten o’clock.]

THURSDAY, 18 FEBRUARY, 18(12.
Mem liEJtS PltESEJTl : —

Mr. E. M. Clark.
In tbo absence of a quorum the Meeting called for this day lapsed.

WEDNESDAY, 24 FEBRUARY, 1802.
Mem dees Peekent :—

Mr. E. M. Clark.
lu the absence of a quorum the Meeting called for this day lapsed.
. WEDNESDAY, 2 MARGE, 1892;
Mhatbees Peesent :—

Mr. E. M. Clark in the Chair.
Mr. Cook,
1
Hr Hollis,
Mr. Donald,

j

Mr. M'Grouen.

Lewis Solomons called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Henry Massey Makiuson called in, sworn, and examined
_
"Witness produced a plan of Whaling allotments, Korth Shore, and handed in copies of deeds of
grants to the following persons, viz.Thomas Barker, 2 acres L rood 13 perches, county of Cumber
land, parish of Willoughby.
{.Appendix A.] Houston Mitchell and Kobert How. 3 acres 3
roods 30 perches, county of Cumberland, parish of 'Willoughby.
{Appendix B.T
Thomas
Barker, 3 acres 10 perches, county of Cumberland, parish of Willoughbv^ {Appendix C.] Henry
Damison. S acres 2 roods 5 perches, county of Cumberland, parish of "Willoughby. {Appendix D.]
■William Brown, 3 acres 2 roods 35 perches, county of Cumberland, parish of Willoughby. [Appendix E.]
Edward Weller, 4 acres, county of Cumberland, parish of "Willoughby. [Appendix Y.] John Lamb, 1
acre 1 rood, county of Cumberland, parish of Willoughby. [Appendix G-.] David Wallace, 2 acres 2
roods, county of Cumberland, parish of Willoughby. [Appendix }i.'\
_
_
■Witness banded in a Gazette notice, alignment of certain street, municipality of East St, Leonards.
[Appendix I.]
Witness withdrew.
John Jago called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew,
John Harding called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Joseph Waterhouse called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
_
W. Barnett Smith {Council Glerh), North Sydney, called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness produced a map of the municipality of East St. Leonards.
Witness withdrew.
■
Thomas G-rnhamc Wilson called in. sworn, and examined.
"Witness withdrew.
_
"Edward Joseph Kubic (Manatjer, St. Joseph's Investment and Building Society), called in, sworn,
and examined.
WhnesK withdrew.
Committee deliberated.

A'/Wm.',—That the Commit I oe at its next Meeting make a visit of inspection to Whaling lioad.
1 [Adjourned till Wednesday next, at Naif-past Ten o'clock.]

WEDNESDAY,
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WUDNESBAY, 9 MAEOS, 1892.
Membehs PitESJWi:—

m. E. M. Clark.
In tho absence of a quorum tbo Meeting called for this day lapsed.

,

THURSDAY, 10 MARCH, 1892.
Members PrasEST:—

Mr. E. M. Clark in tbe Chair.
Mr. Cook,
|
Mr. Donald.
James Pearce called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Eerdinand H. Ecuss, jun. {Architect and Surveyor), called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness produced plans of Whaling Road allotments.
Witness withdrew.
Chairman submitted a claim from Mr. Reuss, jun., for professional witnesses expenses.
The Committee decided to allow Mr. Reuss £8 3s.
Charles Burford Dawson {Licensed Surveyor) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Wednesday next, at Eleven o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 16 MARCH, 1892.
Members Present :—

Mr, E. M. Clark in the Chair.
Mr. Cook,
J
Mr. Hutchison,
Mr. Donald,
j
Mr. M'G-owen.
Chairman submitted a claim from Mr. 0. B. Dawson for professional witnesses expenses.
The Committee decided to allow Mr, Dawson £3 3s.
Chairman submitted draft Report; same read, amended, and agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.

LIST OF WITNESSES,
Dawson, Charles Burford
Harding, John .................
Jago, John...................... .
Makinson, Henry Massey
Peareo, James ......... .......
Eeuss, Ferdinand H., jun.
E-ubie, Edward Joseph.....
Smith, W. Barnett .........
Solomons, Lewis ................
Waterhouse, Joseph.........
Wilson, Thomas Grahame

PAUB.
18
10
9
15
16
15
11

7
10
13
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAXES’ BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE

WHALING BO AD, NOBTH SYDNEY.

WEDNESDAY, 2 MAROH, 1892,
fa-tACitt:—
Me. E. M. CLABE,
De. HOLLIS,
Me. COOE,
Me. McGOWEN,
Me. DONALD.

E. M. CLAEE, Esq., in

tee

Ohaiu.

Mr. Lewis Solomons sworn and examined:—
1. Chairman.'] You arc a very old resident of North Shore ? Yes; I have lived there about forty vears.

Mr.

gVeyou any recollection of anything that occurred in connection with the Whaling Bead at any L. Solomons,
time , I rom Mr. Loxton, senior. 1 was sitting with him at an election in connection with the Municipal
,
Council, and talking different things,
2 Mar., 1892.

3. How long ago was that ? Nearly twenty years. We were talking about his house. He said that he
had. made a mistake, and had built bis house on the road.
4. Anything else ? I gave Mr. Makinson a statement about the matter, and he showed me a plan after I
had made the statement, and that plan corresponded exactly with what I had said. ,
5. I suppose you sat with Mr. Loxton some time on that day? I believe from 8 to 4. I was at
ms house, too, and he showed me where he had made the error—where the verandah encroached upon
the road.
r
A Dr. Hollis.) You say that at the time you were speaking to Mr. Loxton Mi*. Makinson was present?
Ao smjB was only the other day that I gave the statement to Mr. Makinson, which corresponded
exactly with the plan that they had had prepared,
1

Mr, Henry Massey Makinson sworn and examined:—
7. Chairman^] Would you mind stating what you know with reference to this Whaliim Eoad ? In the Mr. H. M.
year 1830 the Crown subdivided a tongue of land between Neutral Bay and Careening Cove into allot- Makinson.
rnents, and laid out a highway along the middle of that tonguo of land—the highway now known as the 2/Mm5l892Whaling Bead. All the allotments kid out have a frontage to that road at one end and to the water at
the other. 1 have had apian made of that by Mr. C. B. Dawson, licensed surveyor, and I believe that he
wili.be cal ed before you to authenticate it later on. 1 produce that plan, which shows how the road was
originally lak out. On the 2Gth July, 1834, the Crown granted number 1 of the allotments marked on
that plan to I homas Barker. That allotment was described in the grant as stretching from the water at
the point where there is a red cross on the plan to the road, and the grant gives a length of line, which is
the length of line from that point to the road now existing, and the Whaling Eoad as shown
here is actually open down as far as Mr. Loxion’s wall. This part of Barker’s grant edged green
is
Part now owned by Von Meyer. Then the grant goes on to describe Barker’s grant as
ounded by the Whaling Bead on the east.
I now hand in an abstract, which I have
obtained from the Kegistrar-General’s office containing a full description of Barker’s grant of 2
acres
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Makinson" acres 1 r00(^ and 3-3 perches. [Appendix A 1 Tiiai is the first grant in point o£ date o£ all Ihrso
1 * . ' granfs on that promontory. The very fact of the Crown having described that grant as bounded by the
o
jgjjo roa<3 amounts to a dedication of a road outside that boundary, without anything more being done by the
.
"
Crown at all. As authority for that, J refer the Committee to a case in which I acted for the plaintiff,
liapley ». Morton, 4 Supreme Court Reports, 173, and the case of Hutcharfc v. Dodds, 12 Supreme Court
Reports, 371. On the 28th September, 18-16, the Crown granted allotment No. 7 to Mitchell and Hone.
That is almost the last grant in point of time. That is what is now Sirs. Lovton’s. .1. put in an abstract
of that grant containing a full description of it. [Appendix H.] This grant made in 1846, like all tho
other grants along that peninsular, describes the hind as starting from the water and running up to the
road. 3 believe that it is alleged on behalf of Mrs. Loiton, if she gets the full length described in her
grant from the water to the road, that instead of coming (o the road as marked here, it will take in the whole
of the road and go up to Von Meyer’s property. As to that I say, first of all, that as Loxton’s grant is
fourteen years later in date than Earker's, now Von Meyer’s, and as JJarkcr’s grant on being published
and issued dedicated the road, the Crown could not, if thev wished, have put an end to that road granted
to Barker in 1834 by any document published by the Crown m 1816. But J say further that as the
description in Mitchell and Howe’s, now Boston’s grant, starts from the water and describes it as running
such aud such a distance to a road, and as the road had previously been dedicated, if the distance given in
the grant is too long it must gi\e way and be shortened, the important part of tbe description being that
the grant runs from the water to the road, the road being already dedicated. In other words, when you
have a description winch runs from one certain point to another certain point and the description ciToneously
states that length either as longer or shorter than it really is, that part of tho description must give way to the
clearly-indicated intention from this point to that point. I cite for that the authority of a ease where that,
point was decided, namely, tho case of Smith v. Reiiwiek,3 New South Wales Law Reports,page398. That
was a piece of land at Botany which ran from the corner of -a certain grant to high-water mark. It
turned out on measurement, that the distance from high-water mark to the corner of the certain allot
ment was actually in excess of that mentioned in the grant. It was said ‘'you must go from the
corner of your grant to a certain point 80 chains, and if that does not fetch high-water mark it is your
misfortune ” But the Judge said No. Your grant is to go from this point to high-water mark, and if
the distance is 90 chains instead of 80 it does not matter as the clear intention is to go from this point
to that point.” Therefore 3 say, that being Mrs. Loxlon's grant she can only take from the water to a
previously marked out and dedicated road, whether the distance is longer or shorter than that mentioned,
i now hand in copies of the other grants along this peninsula. The first is a copy of a grant of the26fh
June, 1834, also to Thomas Barker, of 3 acres 10 perches—allotment No. 2. [Appendix C.1 The next
is a copy of the grant of the lllh b’chruary, 1837, to Henry Donnison, of S acres 2 roods 5 perches—
allotment Ao. 3. [Appendix D.] Then 1 hand in a copy of a grant dated 30th May, 1840, to ’William
Brown, of 3 acres 2 roods 35 porches,—allotment C. [Appendix R] Then 1 hand m a copy of a grant
dated 30th June, 1840, to Edward ’Weller, of 4 acres more or less,—allotment No. S, [Appendix i?.~\ Then I
hand ina copy of a grant dated 1st June, 3841, to John I jamb, of 3 acre, 1 rood, more or less—allotment No.
4 [Appendix G,.} Also copy of a grant dated 5th August, 1842, to David 'Wallace, of 2 acres 2 roods,—
allotment No. 5. [Appendix II.] Every one of these grants describe tbe land granted as being bounded
on one side by the water and touching the road on tho other. Of all those grants the first one which
Yon Meyer now owns part of is (irat in poiui of date, and Mitchell and Howe’s which is now Mrs.
Loxton’s is last, in point of date. 0f course where two deeds conflict in that way the earlier prevails
against the later. It, appears that in concoction with Mitchell and Rowe’s grant, now Mrs. Loxton’-!,
tho grant although made in 1846 was in pursuance of a promise made, irnmv years before—I
think in 1829—and before the date of Barker’s grant, now Von Meyer’s, and it has been urged
that, the promise being before the date of Barker's grant that promise should prevail.
But I point out,
as against that, that, first of all Barker's grant is a purchase paid for, whilst Mitchell and Howe's grant, now
Mrs. Lost on’s, was a gift, and it has boon decided by tho Supreme Court, in a ease of which 3 do not at present;
recollect the name, that the Crown is not hound by a promise to give a grant; in other words, if the
Crown promises to give you 3 0 acres and only gives you 5, you cannot compel the Crown to give you the
othiro. Therefore if it is alleged that a promise has been made to Mitchell aud Howe to give them up to
where they now elaim, right over theroad. that promise could not have been enforced against the Crown because
it was a mere naked promise, as we term it in law. Secondly, No. I grant to Barker was paid for by
Barker, whilst Mitchell and Howe did not pay for theirs. It will be found on reference, as you will find
in all such cases, that the promise by the Crown was merely a promise to grant so many acres on the
North Shore and nothing more. On Eriday, tho 18th July, 1873, in Government Gazette, No. 17S,
there is a Government notice [Appendix I] which I now hand m. By that Government notice thcwliolo
of the Whaling Road, from A Ifred-street South down to tho waters of 35ort Jackson and Neutral Bay is
gazetted as a public road. J also hand m a tracing of tho Government plan taken from the original
referred to in that notice. This road as laid out differs from the road as shown in Mr. Dawson’s plan,
because in this plan the Whaling Road is represented as going all the way down to the water, whereas in
the Government plan, proclaiming it, it is shown as lieing 60 feet wide down to Mr. Loxton’s wall, and
then from Mr, Tjoxton’s wall it is only shown as being 40 feet wide—the reason being that 60 feet
would have cut off a portion of his ground aud therefore they made it 40 feet so as not to touch his
house.
8. Wr. Hollis.^ Who did that? The Government surveyor.

9. By any authority ? I suppose he did it by Government authority. The reason given by the Govern
ment surveyor is that that was done at Mr. "Loxton’s request because a roafi. 60 feet wide would have
cut off part of his ground and house. Therefore it was narrowed to 4,0 feet from there. As to that, I
say that under the Alignment Act, which is a very arbitrary Act, wlien onec a road is aligned and
gazetted in this way, there is no appeal, even to the Bupreme Court, and the Government cannot upset
the alignment after it lias once been gazetted. If the Government align a road under the Act, and if
they cut off 6 feet or 10 feet, of your ground you are absolutely without a remedy—you cannot make the
Government rectify a mistake if it is tound that they have made one.
10. Mr. Donald."] Does this road appear on any previous Government map ? What t have told you yon
will find detailed at great length in Mr. Dawson’s report. There exists among the Government records
an original sketch made by Mr. Larmer, a Government surveyor, showing the proposed subdivision, and
aftcrar Is aa original plan after he had made his survey in 1833. There is first of all a sketch liy Mr.
Larmer
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Larraor, dated I think in the year 1830j in which, having looked at the ground, he proposes that kind of Mr. 3, M.
subdivision, and that is signed and approved of by the then Grovernor, Sir R. Darling, and then there is Makinson.
a plan made by him after that approval and an actual survey, which original plan still exists signed by him o^T^Turio
and showing the subdivision.
ar'’
11. Was the latter plan made previous to this grant being handed over to Mrs. Loxton ? It was made
before, and showed this road before these grants. The plan was made for the purpose of measuring out
■ the allotments.
12. AY as this survey in 1830 shown by Larmer on the map and approved of by tbe Governor? Yes.
13. l)r. Honis:} Have you seen the terms of grant Ho. 7 ? Yes, I have put a copy of it in. It runs
from the water to the road.
■
14. Is it a fact that the measurement from the water to the road, as stated in that grant really exists? I
cannot say. I only state tiiat Mr, Loxton says it does ; but I cannot say, for I applied for leave to have
tho distance measured by my surveyor, but Mr. Loxton refused to have it measured. You will see what
Mr. Dawson says about that. He questions Mr. Loxton’s measurement. That, however, is a point of
detail that he will go into, but I cannot.
Mr. John Jago sworn and" examined:—
15. Chairman^ You are an old resident of Horth Shore? Yes, one of the oldest.
Mr, J, Jago.
1G. How long have you lived there ? Nearly forty years.
-A-—
17. You arc a builder ? I am.
2 Mar,, 1S92.
18. You know the Whaling Road ? Well,
19. Have you ever used that road ? Yes., often.
20. Would you tell the Committee an incident in connection with the use of the road at any time ? Yes.
On three or four occasions I had to use the Whaling Road in my capacity of a builder, in carrying materials
and scaffolding up and down whilst I was building different places. One occasion when I had to make
very good use of that road was when 1 was building a house for Mr. Edward Lord, lato City Treasurer, in
Careening Cove. I had to carry all my plant and materials down, and get it down over some rocks across
property belonging to Mr. Lamb. That was the only way we could get it down. I always used to make
use of the Whaling Road to get to Neutral Bay, and across to where the present gas-works are now.
There was a quarryman there named Kelly, who used to quarry for me in a ballast quarry, the ballast being
used for the Newcastle coal-sbips. I built a house near Neutral Bay, and I used Whaling Road when 1
wanted to carry my scaffolding, &c., across. That was the only way we had to go across then. I
remember another incident in connection with a quarryman named M'Keogh, He had a daughter who
was drowned. I was a very good friend of his and I got a hearse and two mourning coaches, and took
Ihcm along the Whaling Road and wo took the corpse across Neutral Bay and came up the Whaling
Road into Alfrcd-street, or what you might call a street in those days.
21. How many years ago was that? I think that was in 1856 or 1857.
22. There was no wall built there at that time ? Oh no. The property did not, I think, belong to Mr.
Loxton at that time. At one time an old blackfellow had a tent on tho Whaling Road. When I used
to go up and down there with tho men, the old blackfellow was very fond of females, and be usually bad
two or three there at a timo. He occupied the centre of Whaling Road with his tent. We knew him
by the name of Black Harry. Someone tried to remove him, but they found that he was on the public
street, and nobody said they had a right to shift him. He stood on his rights—being on a public road—
he stopped there for years, until Mr. Loxton built his house, and then they shifted him, 1 think, or gave
him a yum of money to clear out. I knew Mr. Loxton and I had many conversations with him, and a
very nice, honest, straightforward old gentleman he was as ever lived. Mr. William Tunks was present
on one occasion.
•
23. Mr. "William Tunks was mayor of St. Leonards? He was fifteen years a member of tbe St.
Leonards Council, and eleven years a member of this House. Ho represented St. Leonards, and he was
a very honorable man. AYhen Mr. Tunks got at Loxton about blocking up the AVhaling Road, Loxton
said,,r See the expense it would cost me to fence each side of my property. I have blocked it up for 6G
feet, and nobody makes use of it. They can have it at any time.”
24. You were an alderman at that time, wore you ? No, not at that time.
25. Mr. McGowcti.] AVere you present when that conversation look place? No, I was not.
20. You only heard it from Mr. Tunks ? Yes. Ho said, “ Oh Jack, you will take it down anytime when
you want, but there is no traffic down that way.” 1 said, “ No, there is no traffic down the road.” I believe
that if old Mr. Loxton were alive, he would hand the road over as free as the air you breathe. I think it
is a scandal on his good name, for his children to try to hold on to what the old gentleman never intended
to have. But they have had it so many years, that I suppose they do not like to part with it.
27. Mr. Do-tiald.] How long is it since you first used that road ? I used it first in 1855 or 185G.
28. You understood it then to be a public road ? 1 did.
29. Dr. JIbllts.] Do you remember Mr. Loxton building tbe wall across the road? I cannot say that
I do remember tbe exact time, but I remember his blocking it up. I think he bad a fence across it first.
30. C&airman.] Did ho block it up after he built the house ? Yes, a long time.
31. Dr. Mollis.] Was any protest made against his blocking it up? No, I do not think so. I do not
think that the population within 10 miles was more than 1,000 then.
32. Mr. McGowen.] But in reference to that conversation which you had with Mr. Tunks, he being a
public man must have protested to Mr. Loxton ? He did protest.
33. And Mr. Loxton said,. “ AVhenevcr they want, it will comedown,” or words to that effect? Yes; he
said “ Whenever the public want it they can have it.”
34. C/iairman.] How long ago is it since you built the house for Mr. Lord ? In 1858,1 think.
35. AYas it upon a portion of Lamb’s property that that house was built; High-street was not open at
the time, was it ? High-street was open about 100 yards, and then there was a little track Icadhm to
Mountcastle’s.
°
36. But there was no road leading to Lord’s property from the AYhaling Road ? No. We used to have
to go down the Whaling Road with my scaffolding and tip it over the rocks. That was the nearest point
I could get down with tbe dray. I could not go along High-street at all.
799—B
37.
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Mr. DonaldJ] How long is it since the gasometer on the "Whaling lioad was erected ? Hot more
than six or seven years, Old Mr. Milson was a very fidgety gentleman, and would not let us go across
2 Mar., 1892.
lan^ and we were glad that we had Whaling Eoad along which to take our materials.
38. Mr. McG-owen.'] Eeferring to the blackfellow who pitched his tent on the road and defied anyone to
remove him, can you tell us whether any efforts wore made by those in authority to remove him? The
place not being incorporated at that time tho roads were in the hands of trustees—such men as Colonel
Barney, Mr. Mclnnes, and Mr. Eichard Hawkins. Mr. Hawkins is, I think, now living at Burwood;
but the other two gentlemen are dead, I could then go and quarry in any street. You could take the
sand and destroy the road, and do anything yon liked with it in those days.
39. Chairman.] Do you know whether the road trustees ever attempted to remove thaiblackfellow ? Ho;
they allowed a person to do anything he liked in the street.
4ft, Mr. McGowen.] What yon know is only a general conversation you remember having taken ‘place at
the time when this blackfellow defied anybody to remove him, because he was on a Government road ?
It was thought at the time that anybody could go over and occupy the public streets, and nobody could
shift them at all.
,
41. Chairman.] It was a custom at the time ? Yes. I went into a street which is now one of our main
thoroughfares, and carted away stone.
_
42. Mr. Hollis.] Did any of the owners of the property round about there, attempt to get rid of that
blackfellow ? Ho.
43. Mr. Cook.] What your evidence amounts to is that that was a recognised road ? I am as confident as
I am of my existence that it was known to all the people at that time that it was a public road.
Mr. J. Jago. 37.

Mr. John Harding sworn and examined :—
Mr.
J. Harding.
/•—^
- Mar., 1S92.

44. Chairman.] You arc an old resident of Horth Shore ? Ever since 1855.
45. You know the Whaling Eoad ? Yes; when I first came there I knew it as a Government road. All
roads were then called Government roads.
.yiy ]jpj y0U e7cr use that road? Yes.
_
47. Tell us any time you have used it? As near as I can remember it was about thirty-four years ago
when I wont along that road first, and I took down some scaffolding for Mr. Jago to build Mr. Lord’s
house.
'
48. You wore a carter at that time? Yes ; that is how it is that I know pretty nearly all tho roads, I
having been a dravinan thirty-six years. I have used tho Whaling Eoad many times since then. I removed
Mr. Mountcastle’s furniture, and at that time you could only go as far as where Mr. Loxton’s house is
now, and then turn down High-street. It was the same house as Mr. Arnold bought afterwards
49. Have you used the Whaling Eoad at any other time besides when carting furniture for Mr. Mouncastle? Yes, plenty of times since Mr. Loxton went there. I was a coal merchant for fourteen or fifteen
years, and I supplied everybody there with coal. I used to go along there to get down to Mr. Younger’s,
which I think was the first house down there.
_
50. Mr. McGowan.] Do yon remember the circumstance of a blackfellow named Black Harry camping
on the Whaling Eoad? He may have been there, but I cannot say that I remember that. In those days
wo reckoned that we had a right to get any sand, &e., from a Government road so long as the ranger did
not catch us, and after Mr. French was dismissed from being ranger, over there, the Government ranger
lived out at Randwick,
_
51. Yon have taken sand from the road? Yes, and stone and everything else. I will tell you of an
incident that happened between me and old Mr. Milson. When "he saw you with a load of sand ho
would say, “ Where did" you get that load of sand from—you have been getting it off my ground.”
He caught me witli a load of sand and said that, it was on his ground, but L stuck to it, that it was
on tho Whaling Eoad. He pointed out this road and said, “That in the only road to the Point.” It did
not go further than Alfrcd-street.
Mr. Joseph Waterhouse sworn and examined :—

Mr. J.

52.Chairman.] You are a very old resident of North Shore ? Yes; I have live Ihcre all my life,
153 ^n(j
an -iijcrman of the borough of East St. Leonards and of North Sydney also ?
Yes.
5L How long have you lived on Horth Sltorc? About fifty-four years.
" 55. You know the Whaling Eoad ? Yes.
5G. Have you ever used that Itoad ? Yes.
_
57. Can you tell us any incident in connection with using that road ? I think that about the year 1852
or 1853 I had a contract for drawing some timber down to some houses built on the road, now called
High-street. There was no High-street at that time.
58. What houses were there ? I could not exactly tell what houses they were. I think that one house
has lately belonged to Mr. Youngor—the house that stood at the corner of Water-street. Wo had to
shoot the timber from the Old Whaling Eoad over the rocks. There was no other road to that part, hut
the Whaling Eoad.
,
59. Are those the only times that you have used it? I have been up and down the road many times
since I delivered that timber.
GO. You were living some distance away—you were living at Lane Cove ? Yes.
Gl. It was only occasionally that you had a matter like that to do there ? Yes ; hut I was in and out of
the Shore every week.
62. As an alderman of the borough of East St. Leonards and North Sydney, you know that there has
been considerable discussion in the Municipal Council about the Whaling Eoad ? Yes; we have had lots
of talk, and deputations once or twice to Loxton. "When on a deputation I showed him where the old
road was.
_
_
_
63. You remember one deputation, to whom he said a road did exist? Yes.
G4. But not through his property ? Not through his property. I told him that portion of his verandah
and lawn was on the old road which I used to use. There was an old fence on one side at the time to
which

Waterhouse.

*

ar'’
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which I refer. It was what wo called a G-overnment road—there was no municipality there then, There
^r- ^■
was no house on flic road at that time.
Waterhouse.
C5. Mr. McGowen^] Nobody disputed your usin^ the road? No. We were very cautious about that „'7^ ^ 1 ~ '
time, ns we had to look out for llic rangers.
e could not trespass on any private property. That road
ar'’
is on a ridge, and you could not deviate any distance from it without getting into a gully. Anyone
thoroughly practical in teaming will know that what I am saying is right; and we drew our timber along
that road, and as near as possible to where the gasometer stands, and then shot the timber to the buildings
near the lower portion of the bay. At that time there was no lligh-strcet at all, or other road to lead to
the water’s edge. That road led to the old Whaler’s grant.
G6. Chairman.] Have you any idea how long that gasometer has been there? At the time when they
were laying the foundation for tho gasometer l was an alderman. I heard that they were erecting it on
ft portion of the Whaling Head. Eaton was one of the men—he was the contractor ; and when 1 went
there I said, “ What are you chaps doing here.” They said, “ Wc are going to build a gasometer.” I
said, “You are building it on the Whaling Eoad.” They looked alarmed. I said, “ You are on the old
road. ^ I used this road forty years ago, and to-night I will bring the matter under the notice of the
council.” That night I brought it under the notice of the council, and asked the mayor to take out an
injunction and stop them from constructing the gasometer. I said, “It will be a troublesome thing here
after.
The aldermen seemed to think there was something in it, hut they took no action until some time
afterwards, when they began to move about the Whaling Eoad.
G7. V on know there have been numerous deputations from the municipality ? Yes,
GS. And they have had the opinion of the Crown law officers ? Yes; we had twro or three different opin
ions about it.
69. Tho council thought it was the duty of the G-overnment to open it? Yes, and have been cautioned
not to take any action except through the Government.
70. And the Government tried to put the responsibility on the council? Yes. They said they would
hand it over to the conned, and let them open the road. I. was cautious, as I saw that touching the road
i'i0Urm.mV°^Ve .
eouilcil 'n a loti 0f expense, unless the Government went to their assistance.
71. The council would have dealt with it and oponed it hut for the expense? Yes. I used this road
many times, and there was only the one road. There was an old fence on the southern side, and I pointed
out to Mr. Loxton the day X was there where the fence stood. He said,There was a road, but you have
to bnd it. How could you go down that hill now ?" I said, “ With my practical knowledge of the road I
could get down it as I did with the team in the old times.” We had to shoot the timber over the rocks
where the houses were being built. Tho council bought High-street, and then they were blocked in by
,;
100 yards from Alfred-strcct, and the council paid £50 to Mrs. Sharp for that little bit
ot land.
1
72. Ho you remember a blackfeljow named “ Black Harry ” camping on that road ? I do, and I told Mr.
Jjoxtoii about it on that deputation.^ 1 said, “ There was an old camp here, an old blackfellow lived hero ”
—pointing to the western side of his house—“ I recollect the old placo as well as possible.” He said,
'70 °iifUC ar
-i SaK” " ^ nlus^ ba,vo been before you wore horn, because 1 have seen him here.”
If fT\ f:cGomn-\po you remember anybody trying to remove him from tho road ? No.
And Ins contending that as it was a public road they could not remove him ? I do not know about

Ir’ m,0u/ec0?lccit ^ «™mstancc of bis camping there ? I saw him there myself.
76. The fact is that if he had been ou private property the rangers would have removed him, and there
fore ho camped on the road ? Yes; that is it.
Donald] Were you an alderman of the first council of that municipality ? No. I was a member
ot that council first 7 years ago.
caimo-1t ^7 whether this road was ever aligned by the council ? No; I cannot say.
/J. Lhavnnan.\ You know that old Mr. Loxton was a member of the early councils of East St.
Leonards r Yes.
■
80. Mr. ponald.] How long is it since this wall was built across the road ? It must have been built over
twenty-six or twenty-seven years ago. I can recollect its being built.
81 CT*™.] Was it built after the house was built? Yes. There was no house or wall when I
travelled along the road. Er0m what I could learn from the ranger who came there, Loxtou was stopped
by tho rangers from ijuarrying on the road.
11
Wi50nllUO'Vit’}'at f°j a011^ ^t3 tIl0re bas hcon an agitation among the ratepayers with the view of
havmg the road opened ? Don’t I-well! My brother lost £500 or £600 over it.
88. You know it would bo a convenience to the people there if the road were opened ? Yes especially
as we arc now going to get the railway.
i
. j. cs, especially
fit
Waf,an/ Prot°st made when Loxton built that wall—any protest against his closing
annear* jw
“ot recollect any protest at that time, but from records in tho possession of our council it
®
1 when Loxton made an application to have the road altered to 40 feet, they found that the
vail was on a portion of the road. The application was afterwards granted.
'

A

?

YM' th6',,,d
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Mr. William Laruett Smith sworn and examined :_
86.
rjw
87.
not
88.

of the
North
?
tChairman.]
-»
^ Your .are tbe Council Clerk
y 1*‘ 'JJ_
I'tiv- borough
uunjULfl qf J-'
or Sydney
Yes.
_Lm vftll Timrinnri f nn
-t LID____ ____r <1____
n -n
.
^^„ ’

Do you produce tho minutes of the Borough Council of East St.
Leonards for 1873 ? No I did w.
know you wanted the minutes.
Have you a letter dated 1G September, 1873, from the Lands Department?
Yes. It is as follows ; - 2 Mar., 1892.

Sir,

The Council Clerk, East St. Leonards

1 llavo ^
W. W. STEPHEN.
89.
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Mr.
89. You also produce a letter dated, 30 September, 1373 P Yes. It is .as follows :—
'
W. B. Smith.
Sii-j
DopiirUncnt of Ivamls, Sydney, liOUi Soptomber, 1373.
I am directed to forward, under separate cover, by Ibis day’*# post a tracing of AJfrcd and other streeU in tho
2 Mar., 18i)2. Borough of East St. Leonards for tho information of the Borough Council ut that placo.
I have, itc.,
T. U. JOHNSON,
Tho Council Clerk, East St. Leonards.
(For the Under Secretary.)

90. There have also beea other applications made to tho Lauds Department to have the alignment posts
of this street put in ? Yes, several times.
91. There have been numerous deputations from the Eorough Council of North Sydney, and tho Muni
cipal Council of East St. Leonards ? Yes.
92. Also numerous deputations to different Ministers for Lands, aud tho matter has been dealt with as
a very important matter in connection with the Municipal Council meetings at various times ? Yes.
93. In fact the opinion of tho council has been in most cases fairly equally divided P There have been a
number of letters addressed to the department by the East St. Leonards Council.
94. You have had several legal opinions ? Yes.
95. "Would you mind reading some of those opinions—you have had one from Urquhart and Steel ? Yes.
It is as follows:—
43 Elizabeth-street, Sydney, 30 December, 1380.
Dear Sir,
Be 'Whaling Road.
After careful consideration of the titles of tho various persons claiming title to a frontage to this road, also of
the title of those persons who dispute the existence of such road, aud also of the various public documents relating thereto,
we have no hesitation in stating that a road described ns the Whaling Road exists in tho position claimed, and that any of
the persons who were original grantees of the land running back to such road, or those claiming under them, can successfully
maintain an action for tho opening up of such road. We are, however, of opinion that the council would not bo justiiiod in
expending moneys collected from tho ratepayers in testing a right of road which comparatively speaking affects but a verysmall minority of tho persons from whom such moneys are derived.
Yours, Ac.,
To tho Council Clerk of the Borough of East St, Leonards.
‘URQUHART and STEEL.

Mr. Salomons and Mr. George II. C. Simpson, counsel, advised us iu 1S90, as follows :—
Be Whaling Road :—Joint opinion.
We are of opinion that the Whaling Road 40 feet has never been vested in the Municipality. Tho road, tiiat is the
40 feel portion, has never been coniirmed in accordance with tho provisions of 4 William IV, No. 11, Section 2. Nor rlo we
think that the reservation and measurement of the road by Mr. Larmer can operate so as to bring this case within tbe
decision in ex parte Watt, 1 (scr ns), 2t for according to Mr. Lanner’s evidence before tbo Select Committee ho ouiy measured
and marked out a road G6 feet wide, so that tbe 40 foot road, qua n, road, has no existence, but exists merely as unalionatcd
Crown land. Mr. Loxton claims tho road on the ground that the description in his grant includes it, and this although the
description describes tho grant us " bounded on the south-west by a Government road.”
_
Mr. Knapp and Mr. Larmer, however in their evidence before the Select Committee said that Loxton was in possession
of more land than was in his grant, and that if the land necessary to form the road were token from him he would still
have a surplus. It muy be, however, as Mr: Stopps contends, that there has boon a mistake in the description in the Whaling
grants, and that the road has been unintentionally granted to the various purchasers. Assuming however that this is not so,
mid that the evidence of Mr, Knapp and Mr. Larmer is correct, we are of opinion that the best course is for tho Municipal Council
to request tho Minister for Lands to proceed against Mr. Loxton for an intrusion upon Crown lands, and if successful to cause
tho road to he properly laid out. and dedicated to the public whereupon it would vest in tho Municii>aliLy. We cannot see
that anv advantage would be gained by accepting the proposal of the Surveyor-General's Department to ru-align a portion of
the road, for in the first place there is no road ; and secondly in the absence of any confirmation of tho rood an alignment,
could not vest tho road in tbo Municipality, nor in any case could the re-alignment of a portion ojiorate so ns to vest tbe whole.
'
JULIAN E. SALOMONS.
22 July, 1890.
GEORGE H. O, SIMPSON.

9G. In pursuance of that advice I suppose you asked the Department of Lands to take the necessary
steps f Yes.
97. What was their reply ? It was as follows:—
Sir

Department of Lands, Sydney, 20 August, 1890.
With reference to tho letter of the Council Clerk, Eu-st St. Leonards, “ requesting the Minister for Lands to
proceed against Mr. Loxton for an intrusion upon Crown lands, mid to cause tho said lauds to be properly laid out and
dedicated to the public ns a road, tho said lands being described on the map of East St. Leonards as Whaling Road." I am
directed to inform you that tho department is not satisfied that there has been encroachment upon Crown land by Mr.
Loxton or grounds sufficient to take notion against him for intrusion, and decline to comply with such request.
I have, Ac.,
WILLIAM HOUSTON,
The Council Clerk, North Sydney.
Under Secretary.

98. Is there any other information which you can give the Committee ? I produce a couple of very old
lithographic maps showing the "Whaling Road. The lithograph is not dated, but it is by Mr. Brownrigg,
and must be at any rate twenty years old.
99. Uave you here the official map of the late borough of East St. Leonards ? Yes. [Map produced.]
100. There have been numerous applications from the council to have the alignment posts placed in their
proper position on this road P Yes, and the Government declined unless the Municipal Council defined
the boundaries. Here is a letter from the department on that point:—
gir>

Department of Lands, Sydney, 31 August, 1387.
With reference to your letter of the 17th instant, requesting that the necessary instructions be given to have
the alignment posts fixed in position ou tho Whaling Road, 1 am directed by the Secretary for Lands to inform you that
there is no alignment of the road in question to mark with posts, consequently your request cannot bo complied with.
I have, Ac.,
*
STEPHEN FREEMAN,
The Council Clerk, East St. Leonards.
Eor tho Under Secretary,

The department submitted a plan to the council and asked them to indicate the width they wished, the
road and footpaths to be.
101. Have you that plan ? Yes. [Produced.] But the council never took any action in the matter.
102. Have yon any other information P From the papers, it appears that the council wrote asking the
Government to align the road, hut owing to some omission in the confirmatory notice, I think, the
alignment was not completed. Since then the council have repeatedly asked the Government to Align
the road and open it to the public, hut that request has always been refused.
103.
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103. Tlic council have declined to go on with it largely on the ground of expense ? Tho council were
advised that they could only sue in the name of the Attorney-General and had no standing themselves,
and on the ground of expense they thought that they were not justified in taking action. I produce the
Government Gazettes. On the 5th A.ugust a preliminary notification of tho road was gazetted, giving
it a width of GO feet in one part, and 40 feet in another. The confirmatory notice was published on May
2nd, 1873, Gazette No. 120; but in this, all reference to that portion of the road described in the
preliminary notice as 40 feet wide was omitted. Notwithstanding this omission from the confirmatory
notice, tho road was aligned by proclamation published iu tho Government Gazette of July 18th, 1873, No.
178, as preliminarily notified on August 5, 1870, defining the width of carriage-way and footway as GO
feet in one portion, and 40 feet in the other. That, of course, was followed up by a letter to tho council,
dated IGth September, 1873. The Under Secretary for Lands wrote to the council of Hast St. Leonards,
calling attention to the Government Gazette of 7th July, and intimating that the roads aligned thereby
were m charge of the council, and subsequently a tracing of the plan of the roads was received. Tho
council of East St. Leonards appears then to have been under the impression that the Whaling lioad was
properly aligned and placed under their control, and I think that some years ago Mr. Hayes applied to
reclaim and purchase land at the foot of the road, and the East St. Leonards Council lodged objections
against the application, and the question was then reopened. Counsel’s opinion was then taken, which
was to the effect that the Council could not move in the matter, as tbe road was not legally aligned, and
the only power that could move was the Government. That is the whole matter, so far as the Municipal
Council is concerned.
104. ilfr. McGoiocn.'] The whole object of your council is to get this original road back, for the con
venience of the ratepayers ? Yes, that is the action they have taken in the past.
105. That is the object they have in view ? Yes; the council are taking no action now; but that is the
action they took in the past.
10G. As Council Clerk, can you tell me whether your council would or would not be satisfied providing
that the road were opened to tho extent of this 40 feet in some places, and GO feet in tho other ? I could
not answer that. I could not say what the couucil would be satisfied with.
107. Chairman-I Do you think it would bo a convenience if it wore opened to tho extent of 40 feet in
width ? I should think it would, from the little I know of the locality.
108. Dr. Hollis] Eorty feet would not necessitate the pulling down of any building put up by Mr.
Loxton ? I do not know sufficient of the locality to answer that question.

^r- .
a,r‘’

"

Mr. Thomas Graham Wilson sworn and examined:—
100, Chairman] You are a surveyor ? Yes.
.
jir_
110. You have lately made a survey in connection with tho Whaling Eoad P Yes, about two years ago. T. G, Wilson,
111. Eor whom did you do that? The Government,
112. Will you explain to the Committee what tho result of that was P No action has been taken under 2
1S92the survey that 1 made.
113. Perhaps you will explain to tho Committee what you did ? I was acting under instructions from
the Survey Department to survey the part of the Whaling Eoad from the western boundary of the Whaling
allotments down to Loxton’s wall across tho road.
114. Was that road to be a road of GO feet wide ? I was directed to align. It was my duty to find out
what land was available for a road.
115. Did you find the land available for a road there ? Yes.
11G. For a road 60 feet in width ? No, not for a road of uniform width. It was a matter for me to
decide how the road should he aligned. I found that there was a certificate of title for the land on the
northern side of the Whaling Eoad to an existing fence on the northern side of tho road. That fence
was referred to I believe in the certificate of title. It was my duty to ascertain what land there was
available for a road and to align it. It was very clear that the fence was the boundary on the northern
side, and I had to ascertain where the southern side of the road was. I found that a subdivision had
been made of the property on the southern side of the road. I found one of the subdivision pegs on the
southern side of the road up to which those persons who bought land on the southern side had purchased.
There was no doubt as to the position of the boundary, so far as the lithograph was concerned. I did not
limit up the descriptions that might have been in other deeds, but I had the lithograph from Mr. Temple,
Couucil Clerk, borough of East St. Leonards, showing the land which was to be offered for sale. I made
inquiry from the surveyors who subdivided that laud—Atchison and Schleicher—and I ascertained from
them that as tho position of the road was doubtful, and in order to avoid any dispute as to what land they
were entitled to, the vendors for whom they were acting accepted the fence on the northern side of the
road and stood back 1 chain and adopted that as their boundary. That determined the position of the
road as far as Yon Meyer's property. Then I went into tho question of his boundaries. I had several
conversations with him, and I knew what he claimed to be his frontage. But in measuring up from
High-street I found tiiat what he claimed as his front lino would give him more than he was entitled to.
He showed me his boundaries, and I think he claimed seme distance past Loxton’s wall, hut his measure
ments would bring him scarcely up to the wall—not within a foot or two. He could not bring anything
to substantiate the claim he made, so I disregarded it. My measurements proved tiiat his lengths would
not bring his land so far out. I made a ronomniondatiou to the Survey Department as to the manner in
which the road should he aligned. It would be GG Feet down to Von Meyer’s, then there would be a little
break, narrowing the footpath on the southern side to keep the kerb iu a continuous line for drainage
purposes—narrowing the footpath a little down to the wall, narrowing it 2 or 3 feet, or may be 5 feet, but
only for a short distance.
117. Of course, in your survey, you never took any notice of the line beyond the road? Not as to
whether there was a road there. I had to pick out old lines of Armstrong’s survey through there to deter
mine the position of the western corner of the allotments. I had to do that, as "l was also directed to
re-mark tho old alignment of the Whaling Eoad to ibe west of the western boundary of the Whaling
allotments. I made a recommendation to tbe Hurvey Department, hut it has not been carried out, so far
as 1 know.
118. In determining the lines of this portion of the road, you had, I suppose, to deal with records in con
nection
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nection with this other portion, had you not—this portion inside the wall leading to the waters of Port
Qn]y ^ establishing the position ; not as marking whether there was a road or not. 1 did not
1893 “° ’11 *,Cl
^ found tlie land available there, and it did not matter to me whether there was or was not
’’
' a road there. The persons had left, as it were, an accidental road. The owners of the properly appeared
to have understood that there was a road there somewhere. An owner on the northern side got a certifi
cate of title up to a fence, aud tho persons on the southern side of the road, iu order to avoid any diffi
culty at the time of sale, stood back 1 chain.
119. Tour survey only dealt with a small portion of the road—from the western boundaries of the
Whaling allotments to this road ? Tcs.
120. Nothing beyond it ? No.
*
121. You did not deal with this portion of the laud of Von Meyer which is shown on the plan as having a
frontage inside of the wall ? No, nob in the way of establishing a road past that wall, but for determining
the position of the road to the west of Loxton’s. I had to re-establish the position of the road as shown
on Armstrong’s plan through Loxlon’s property.
122. Mr. IIcGrowen.'] In the evidence we got before it was stated that every one of these grants was
described as bounded by the water on the one side and the Whaling Eoad on the other ; you perused the
grant? No, not tho grant. It may not have been the boundary of a grant, hut it was a description of a
piece of property down to that fence. It may have been part of tho grant or of different grants.
123. You have not seen the original grant to Edward Weller No. 8 ? No.
124. The certificate of title said that it was hounded on one side by the water and by this fence on the
■
other? It was only necessary for me to find out the southern boundary, and it was bounded by the fence
on that side.
125. Dr. Hollis.] You did not ascertain the position of Whaling Eoad by any measurement of the road
on the northern side of the allotments ? No.
12G. How did you ascertain the position of the fence then ? It is standing on the ground.
127. The fence was described in the certificate of title ? It may possibly be on the plan from which the
certificate is drawn up.
128. In Armstrong’s plan, that you referred to, how is the position of the road defined beyond Loxton’s
wall ? I found that he had made marks on tho rocks to which Ins line had been connected.
129. Are those marks described in such a way that you could identify them in any reliable record? It
may have been from his field notes from which his plan was prepared. However I was satisfied that I
found marks that had been referred to by Armstrong—marks upon the rock and upon a house—distances
from the corner of the house, Loxton's being one of them.
130. Mr. McGowen.] You state that it is clear to you that this fence was the boundary of this property ?
Yes.
131. You never made any measurements to come to this conclusion, but took it for granted that tho
fence was in a correct position ? I had conclusive evidence that that fence was the boundary of tho pro
perty from information that I collected at the Lauds Titles Office.
132. Mr. Donald.] You did not take tho direction of the part of the road yon surveyed from the original
surveyor’s marks, but simply from the fence ? Yes.
133. What connection had the original surveyor’s marks which you found with the survey that yon made?
I was not there to re-establish the lines of the original survey at all,
134. But yon would have to take your datum point from the original marks, would you not ? No.
135. How would you get it ? By the land open at the present time for a road ? I saw sufficient there
to take the land available for the road and align it.
.
136. Your instructions were to find a road independent of any surveys that had originally been made ? Yes.
137. Dr. Hollis.] You state that you had conclusive evidence in the Lands Titles Office that the fence
whicli is on the northern side of the Whaling Eoad was the proper northern boundary of that road ? No ;
it was the southern boundary of tho land adjoining it. 1 had no evidence of a road at all.
138. What was that proof—will you state briefly what was the conclusive evidence that that was the
southern boundary of that land? I think I found a mark on the fence—of course, it is two years ago
and I have not had time to refresh my memory. Either in the description or on the plan from which the
description is prepared the fence is stated or shown to be the southern boundary of this property.
139. Mr. McGowen.] You were perfectly satisfied from the evidence that that was the southern boundary
of that property ? Yes.
140. Chairman.] Could you find a road 60 feet in width at that time ? No. The persons, nearly all of
them, had jumped a considerable part of it. Those persons on the southern side of the road had gone
out 15 feet.
141. Dr. Hollis.] The fence to which you referred on the northern side of what you make out to be tho
AYhaling Eoad—is that in a lino with the southern boundary of Mr. Loxton’s? Oh, no.
142. How much further south do you reckon that Mr. Loxton’s property goes than that fence? You
do not require me to give a very close answer ; but 1 should imagine that it is correctly drawn on Mr.
Dawson’s plan as it is on the ground.
143. To what length do you estimate that Mr. Loxton’s land which he at present holds goes farther
south than this fence which you have made out to be the northern boundary of it? About 64 feet.
141. To the east of Mr. Loxton's property you made out this road again? f saw Armstrong’s marks.
145. As defining this road ? Yes ; as shown on his plan
146. And according to his marks would the northern boundary of the road be iu a lino with this fence
to which you have referred ? I could not say, but I know it goes farther north than Mr. Loxton’s land.
That was one of the means I had of establishing the road—by measuring from the corner of Mr. Loxton’s
house a certain distance along tho front of his house, as shown either in his plan or in his field book.
147. So there is little doubt that Mr. Loxton has taken up a portion of the road ? The fact of the
surveyor marking a road docs not make it a road. There may not be a road there at all.
148. If the road were continued it would go through Mr. Loxton’s property ? That is not established
yet.
...
.
149. But if it were'continued? I have never had any evidence before me of a road through there in any
place, except that persons have left a piece of land open. But if my recommendation has been carried
out, it would have been gazetted as a road.

Wilson, jac]i80n y

150.
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150. I will put it in another way. If the road to the east of Mr. Loxton’s property as defined by the ri Mr,
piarhs oi' Armstrong’s survey were continuous with tho road which you were instructed to define, would
WiIson*it go through Mr. Loxton’s present property? lam not aware of any road through there. I am aware o
of marks for a road, but not that a road was ever established.
*
" llar'‘ lsaz,•'
151. Mr. McGowen.'] Ton are aware this was established by usage? "Ses, it is available for use at the
present time as n road.
152. Dr. Hollis.] Ton received instructions to draw up an alignment of a certain road ? Tcs.
153. That was to the west of Mr. Loxton’s property ? Tcs.
154. You also discovered certain marks by Armstrong on a road ? Tes, leading east.
155. To the east of Mr. Loxton’s property ? Tes, marking intended for a, road.
15G, The rood is just simply broken by Mr. Loxton's property ? Ido not think there isa roadanywhere.
157. Well the outlines of the two roads? There is no road down at this end.
158. Mr. Cook.] But there are markings for a road ? Tes.
159. Dr. Hollis^] If the markings for a road on the east of Mr. Loxton’s property werecontinued west
ward would they run into tho road which you were instructed to outline ? They would rim very close to
it, hut might not hit the same lines.
1G0. Mr. Donald.] You did not run the lines ? Tes, I ran Armstrong’s lines independently. I estab
lished this piece of road from the western boundaries of the Whaling allotments to the wall.
161. Dr. Hollis.] You cannot say they would run exactly into the road you were instructed to outline?
It is not likely they would run into that exactly.
162. What was your object in getting Mr. Armstrong’s markings ? To establish the alignment of the
*
Whaling Eoad on the western side of the Whaling allotments. 1 had to mark the original alignment of
tho first piece of road which is at present open and kerbed.
°
1G3. Were Mr, Armstrong’s markings, to which you referred, to the west of Mr. Loxton’s ? They were
at Loxton's.
1G4. On his property ? ^ The distance is given on the side of his house. We consider a house is a mark.
He gave tho distance of his line from the corner of his house, and I considered that a point in his
markings, and I also found markings further to the east.
1G5. But those marks to the east of Loxton’s do not seem to have been of much use to you in outlining
this portion of the road that you have been instructed to align ? No, not at all. There was no connection
between tho two eases.
Mr. Edward Joseph Kubie sworn and examined:—
1GG. Chairman.] You are manager of the St. Joseph’s Building Society ? Tcs.
Mr.
167. Do you produce the deed of some property of Mr. You Meyer ? Wo can do so if it is requisite. I E. J. Rubio,
understood that the solicitor, Mr. Makinson, had all that.
---------- 168. I suppose those deeds describe his property as fronting the Whaling Road ? Yes.
® Mar,, 1892,
109. You have a mortgage on the property ? Yes.
170. Have you any evidence to give in connection with this road which might be of interest to the
Committee? Wc were always under the impression that the road ran right through. "When we lent
the money we were certainly not under the impression that wc were lending it; on a blind road.
171. You have boon put to considerable trouble in connection with this road? Yes.
172. And in connection with some law suits connected with tho road? ‘Yes, Wc got Dawson and
Dawson's plan done.
17.3, You have lately lodged a caveat against an application to bring certain portions of the road under
the Real Property Act ? Yes.
'
174. What was the result of that ? We were non-suited.
175. Upon what ground ? Some technical ground, I believe ; because there is nothing, I believe, in the
Real Property Act to describe a road.
.
17G. The grounds were that you had no right to lodge a caveat by reason of right to a road ? I believe
something like that.
177. The expression of the judge on that occasion was very strong? lie said the matter ought to be
brought before the Legislature at once.
178. You have seen Dawson’s plan describing the road ? Yes.
179. Have you any other evidence to offer to the Committee? Only (hat the property is completely
destroyed by the wall. People would not take the houses. We went to the expense of advancing money
’
to build good houses, but the people will not live there.
180. A portion of tho property is blocked in by the wall? There is no access to it,
181. How much frontage is really blocked in by the wall ? I think over GO feet. It destroys the man’s
property altogether, for he could continue the terrace of houses right along if the road were oponed all
along.
■
182. You could produce the deeds describing the land ? Yes, if they are wanted,
183. Showing a description of the whole of this land of Von Meyer’s as fronting the road ? Yes, and
from whom it was bought. I think Mr. Dawson found the original marks as far as Von Meyer’s. 1 think
that that portion was one of the first that was alienated by the Crown.
THURSDAY, 10 MARCH, 1892.
.
Me.

E. M. CLARK,

present; —

|
Me. DONALD.

E. M. CLAEK, Esq.,

in

Me.
the

COOK,

Chair.

Mr. James Pearce sworn and examined:—
184. Chairman.] You have resided at North Shore for some timo? Yes; something over thirty-two
Mr.
years.
J. Pearce,
185. You know the Whaling Road? 1 cannot exactly say about the name; but I believe there vv-as ,
always a road there, or was supposed to be.
186
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186. Have you evot used the road ? I have seen it used, or portions of it have been used, I believe, for
thirty years. There was no other way of getting to the houses at the point, except by going along that

lOMar.,1892, 187i-m;c]i houg(}3 ? Mri
Wimams> (which I think is Mr. Cox’s now), Mountcastle’s, and
Cochrane’s.
188. X suppose you remember when Mr. Lord’s house was built ? I have some recollection of it.
189. Do you remember the incident of a blackfellow camping on that road at one time? Yes; Black
Harry lived there for a good many years off and on. lie kept a lot of wives, and had a tent on the road
side. I remember the spot very well. He had a hit of a garden there, and used to grow sweet potatoes in it.
190. You could recognise some of the marks on the road ? There arc some of the old tracks. X could
trace a good deal of them on the road, People going along had to go off the road whore it was very
rough, and then come hack to it. It was all private property below it. What is now High-street was
private property. I with two other men laid out High-street.
'
191. How long ago is it since High-street was opened up ? Something over twenty years.
192. Do you recollect having seen any surveyor’s marks—broad arrows—on any of tho rocks ? Yes ; I
have seen a lot of them. I believe that some of them are there now. Close to where the gasometer was
built there were broad arrows cut deep in the rocks. I think the gas company have destroyed some of
them in cutting away the stone, but I believe there are some now further on.
193. Mr. Donald.] Did you ever see any surveyor’s marks on the rocks on the lower end towards the
point ? Yes; I believe there are some there now. There were a good many marks, but I am almost sure
■
that some of those near the gasworks have been cut out.
194. Do you know of your own knowledge, that these marks were placed there by the surveyors in
laying out the road ? X could not say that; hut I behove from the way in which they were cut in the
rocks that they were put there by surveyors. It is many years'since I was there. I believe it was before
Mr. Loxton’s house was built. I remember that being built, but I cannot recollect tbe date—it must be
about twenty-eight years ago.
195. Do you remember a fence standing below the gas works on the line of the road years ago ? I
believe there was a fence, and there are, or should be, some old post boles there now, that is if they have
not boon destroyed. I have not been there lately.
196. Chairman.] When Loxton’s house was built, there was no wall across the road ? Oh, no ■ Mr,
Lioxton built the wall.
197. Mr. Donald.] As far as you know that was generally recognised as a Government road, was it?
To the best of my belief it was. Tho reason why Iligh-strcct was made was because that road was too
rough and expensive to make. Those are Mr. Lord’s words. Ho was an alderman at the time, and I
believe Mr. Loxton was also.
198. Is High-street a G-overmnent road ? A certain portion of it was purchased from Mrs. Shairp by
the Council. I understood from Mr. Lord that they gave 1150 for it. They bought it to make this other
■ road run into it.
199. Chairman.] They purchased it to give people in High-street access to Alfrcd-street? Yes; it was
the easiest road to make, the other being very difficult, aud that was made at a great deal less expense. I
made the whole of the road. I laid it out the host way I could to bring it to tho portion they bought.
I believe Mr. Lamb owned the ground, and Mr. Lord had something to do wfth it, and they gave the
ground to make the road there.
200. Mr. Donald.] You do not know anything as to whether the land was transferred by tho owners to
the Council, or whether the Council purchased the whole of High-street? I believe tiiat Mr. Lord and
Mr. Lamb gave their portion. 1 think that Mr. Lord, who is dead, told me so. The road went through
the middle of Mr. Lamb’s property.
201. Then properly speaking, Jligh-strect is only a private road ? It is a road partly given by private
people, the other portion having been purchased from Mrs. Shairp.
202. Chairman] She was the only person who would not give land ? She would not give it, I believe,
unless they paid her for it, and 1 believe the Council gave her £50. Tier land was from Alfrcd-street up
to Mr. Deane’s fence now—that is the boundary of Lamb’s property.
203. Tho whole of that land really was hush ? Yes.
204. There were no roads, barring Whaling Hoad ? Ho roads anywhere at all—it was all bush, and a
rough placo too, until we made High-street.
205. Mr Donald.] Who claims this portion of land where you say the blackfellow was ? X could not
exactly say, Milson, I think, owned a portion of it, but the blackfellow shifted his camp three or four
times. A fighting man named Perry, a coloured man, was there at times also.

Mr, Ferdinand Hamilton Reuss, junr., sworn and examined:—
Mr.
206. Chairman.] You are an architect and surveyor ? Yes.
F, H. Reuss, 207. You have made various surveys in connection with tho Whaling Road ? Yes.
junr.
208. Have you found the road there at any time ? I have not found it altogether, but only partially.
Did you sm'vey a Toa(l f°r M°ssrs-and Younger in 1876? When I surveyed the land the
JO Mar., 1892. matt.er of tho road was left in doubt. It was known that Armstrong’s Road was supposed to go through
that land.
210. Armstrong was a Government suiweyor? Yes. In dealing with the property they made the proviso
that in the event of this road not being required the owner of the latter half should have a right-of-way
through the former half, so as to be able to get out. I produce a plan of that survey to show what I
mean. In my survey I dotted Whaling Road, it being an intended road, but there being a doubt as to
where the road would go there was a proviso made to enable Younger to get out—that there should be a
15-feet exit through Fells’ land, which is now owned by the North Shore Gas Company. They purchased
a piece to get an exit, as it was; that it the present outlet.
211. Who was the owner of that piece ? They purchased that from Lamb, to enable them to get out
into a street called Water-street. The piece bought by Fells from Lamb is on tbe south side of the
supposed Whaling Road.
212. That was a survey for Fells and Younger? Yes.
213,
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213. You afterwards surveyed for "Weller ? Yes ; that is the west end of the Whaling Eoad.
Mr.
F, H. Reuss,
214. That is on the western side of Loxton's wall? Yes.
junr.
215, When did you make that survey ? On the 9th October, 1883; the other was made on the 21st
June, 187(1,
216, What was the result of that survey ? In that case I left the road indisputably 1 chain wide up to 10 Mar., 1892.
Loxton s wall, and, as far as I know', it has always been marked 1 chain wide up to that point from
Alfrcd-street.
1
r
^°U Ba^
^ou ^iun^
roa^ ^ chain wdde perfect up to Loxton’s wall ? Yes.
218. Beyond that you did not find the road at all ? Only partially.
219. Where did you find it partially beyond Loxton's wall ? Armstrong’s plan showed the road was
marked at that date. I have taken a tracing from that on the basis of the depths, and by goiim from the
water and taking up the various depths of the grants it would leave that much which is coloured red to
represent what is left for the road. That, is from Weller’s grant, the western boundary of the Whalingallotments, to the waters of Port Jaekson.
n
2ij°i
y°u found no dilticulty in determining the high-water marks? You cannot determine
old high-water marks, but must take them as well as you can. get them. These grants were measured
irom high-water mark then, and high-water mark taken now is of no good whatever.
7,2L Mr DomM.] Except where the coastal formation is rock ? Yes ; if it is a well defined place it is
there still, but in places I believe it has been wrashed away.
222, Chairman,'] You are aware that there has been a large amount of reclamation there? Yes : since
Armstrong s plan—except a small piece,
223 Would you have any difficulty in finding the marks after the filling in ? I had that when I made
bells and lounger’s survey, but that docs not bear ou this case.
221. Had none of that land been reclaimed then ? A part shown on Armstrong's plan. The width for
the road coloured pink on this plan might be slightly increased on the supposition that the original walls
on either side of Brown’s grant were boundaries of Brown’s grant as surveyed. These veil is being so
old I cannot help thinking that they woTe put on tho original marked lines( for probably, when they were
there, the original lines were traceable. That seems a reasonable supposition, and it helps to solve the
question of depth.
225. In any old plans that you have had, is the road shown in any way? Yes ; iu most of the old
plans the road is shown. I have several here— one of Lamb’s grant, showing a Government road 1 chain
wide.
226. Have you any other plan besides that one ? Here is one bv William Henry Wells of Wellers’
grant subdivision. He calls what is supposed to be Whaling KoaA “ G-overnment road 66 feet to the
point
Here is another plan signed William Henry Wells, dated April 6th, 1858, showing Government
road to tho water 1 chain wide along the same line,
227. In surveying Wells’ grant did yon find any encroachment on this 66 feet road ? No : thev did not
claim any of, it. They kept to the lino and left it.
228. Loxton a wall had been built at that time ? Yes ; that stopped the road.
229. So far as defining the boundaries of the road, was the wall built on its proper boundarv 0 No ■ it
stopped the road.
J '
’
230. You have not been over there lately, have you ? Yes.
231. Have you seen the new wall that they 1^ built? Yes,
o jo" 50es ^la*' encrQach
? It is in about the same position as tho other was as near as possible
233. Ion are aware that it goes inside Yon Meyer’s fence? Yes: but Yon Meyer’s fence is an
encroachment on the street.
J
234. I suppose you know the area of Loxton’s land—that is, M’Laren’s grant? Yes. There is a little
matter m regard fi that which seems never to have been discussed. That area taken out exceeds the
amount or the original grant.
235 Do yon know what the original grant was ? 3 acres 3 ■ roods 30 perches. There is a question as to
whether there is not 100 feet rescission to come off that grant. I have never seen this mentioned yet
and it that were so it would considerably curtail the area. Mr. Loxton has applied to bring that laud
under tlie fleal Property Act, and I believe that he has obtained a certificate. He has actually applied
tor less than the area of his grant. He has only applied for 3i- acres, and he makes out, according to the
application lodged m the registration office, which I went to see, that there is actually a deficiency m the
grant.
J
*
236. Although his grant actually represents 3 acres 3 roods 30 perches he simplv applies to hri
ring an
area of 3 acres 2 roods under the Act? Yes
Yes;; he omits to claim the rescission of lOU j'eet «along highwater mark, which has to be or has been, purchased.
237'n ?lavc JT°U
ldea 'That tlla,t 5‘'lnd of his would measure now ? According to Annstroim’s plau it
would be over 41-acres, excluding the road. Weller’s grant is in excess also.
D
’
238 What excess is there in Weller’s grant? There are two or three different boundaries claimed bv
Weller, and you cannot fix the boundary. There is a disputed area between Milson and Weller Weller
lias fenced 5y acres, while his grant represents 5 acres 20 perches, actual measurement.
239. Brown’s grant is 3 acres 2-roods 35 perches—do they exceed the area of their grant? No thev aro
deficient it the road is taken. 3 acres 1 rood 26 perches is Armstrong’s area, by scale.
'
"
240. Have,these grants on the southern side any excess or deficiency? Mo, they would not suffer. It
is not proposed to take tho road out of them at all. The road is supposed to come out of the laud of
people on the northern side.
‘
24L Why is there the supposition that the road should come out of the land on the northern side instead
or on the southern side ? It is based on Armstrong's survov.
' h
242. Is Lamb's grant in excess ? 1 have not tried the area'of the land on the southern side—Barker’s
Donnison s, and Lamb s grants.
243. Does not Wells’ plan, made in 1858, show an excess of land so far as Weller's grant is concerned ?
Yes.
244. What excess does it show? Wells’plan gives Weller's grant as 7 acres, although on the plan tiiat
I produce it is shown as 5 acres 0 roods 20 perches.
245 Have you any other information to give to the Committee? In Armstrong’s plan, at tho end of the
wall on the western side ofBrown’s grant, there is a short return of the wall, probably indicating the
799—C
intended
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Mr.
intended line of "Whaling Koad, That would leave about 90 links for the road.
F. H, Eenss, supposition that those people put those walls down to the old lines at that date.
jimr.

That is going on the old

246. Mr. Donald!] Did you notice the wall standing at the other end of Brown’s grant ? Yes.
Yes, that is there still; but
it is crumbling away—there arc breaks in it here and there.
248. In taking these measurements, supposing that half a dozen surveyors were sent to make the measure
ments, and neither of them left a mark, would the measurements be the same, or would there be any
difference because of the sort of ground that they would have to measure ? lu this particular case there
might he a great deal of difference.
249. In taking your surveys over the land which you have surveyed on this spot, how did you find your
datum point, or where was it? Jt has been mostly based on Armstrong’s survey.
250. Then you would have to find the position of some point ? The features aro shown on Armstrong’s
plan. For instance, Loxton’s wall is a feature shown on that plan which you can pick up, and you can
work his plan from that, and you can pick up the survey from those old walls.
251. The wall that bounded Lovton’s estate at that time was apparently an old dry wall, the same as some
of the old walls on that land are now ;—are they supposed to afford a sufficient datum point? I consider
they aro as good as any to fix Armstrong’s survey that you have.
252. Did you find any" marks on the rocks towards the low-cr end of this promontory? I found some at
Fells’ and Younger’s" and also a distinct mark on a larger boulder at the eastern corner of Brown’s grant.
253. Did you find any old surveyors’ marks indicating the direction of the road ? There were lots of
marks, hut I did not place any reliance upon them. There were heaps of stones all over the place.
254. Did you find any broad-arrows marked on the rock ? Not on the original line, as far as i remember.
255. How many maps in the Lands Office did you consult whilst or before surveying this land ? I could
not tell you exactly.
256. I see there are five plans indicated here ? I hunted up all the information that was available at thetime, but I based mostly on Armstrong’s plan, for that has the fence and high-water mark as near as it is
possible to survey it.
_
257. But you have stated that high-water mark cannot be depended upon after a number of years ? No.
258. So, properly speaking, that is not a sufficient datum to go by ? Not minutely; only to define it
approximately.
259. As a surveyor, from the maps and the evidence that you have had of the existence of this road, do
you consider that, whatever the lengths of these lines from high-water mark may be, that road was
always intended to be there, and was originally surveyed there ? I cannot say as to the original survey
there, but I believe the road was intended to be there. That, however, is of course only a matter of opinion.
My opinion is that the surveyor intended to leave a road there, but I cannot say that he has.
260. But, according to all the maps that you have consulted, you can say that lie has ? His own maps
show that he intended to.
261. Chairman.] These old wall lines would indicate that they acknowledged the road ? Yes. It would
be a reasonable inference, at any rate ; but only an inference.

10 Mar. ,1892. 247. Terminating about where the line of the supposed road should come ?

Mr. Charles Burford Dawson sworn and examined : —
262.
Chairman!]
You
are
a surveyor? lam.
Mr.
C. B. Dawson. 263. You have made seme surveys lately in connection with the "Whaling Hoad? Yes.
264. Is this your plan ? Yes.
10Mar.,]892. 265. In making these surveys, did you find a road 66 feet in width, known as the Whaling Koad ? Yes.
266.ATou found a road existing there 66 feet in width? It is open at both ends. The road is only
blocked by Loxtou's wall. Where the gasometer is, has never been made into a road—it is only rough
bush.
_
' 267. Perhaps it would be better if you made a general statement as to what youfound in making this
survey—you made this survey for Messrs. Ellis and Makinson? They instructed me to make a survey,
as to whether the road existed or not, they being solicitors for Mr. Von Meyer, and I made the following
report to them :—
Messrs. Ellis, Makinson, and Plunkett, Solicitors, &c., Elizabcth-strect.
lie Winding Kond.
SS Pitt-streot, Sydney,
Dear Sirs,
_
. .
4 February, 1891.
We have made a searching investigation into the facts relating to the original surveys of the grants known as
the Whaling allotments situated between Careening Cove and Neutral Harbour, and have to report as follows ;—
(1.) The plan of the original design by Surveyor Lariner (X. 1,699), showing a carefully prepared design for the
subdivision, and in a very good state of preservation, has upon it a carefully drawn scale, showing the plan to be on a scale
of 5 chains to an inch ; applying that scale to the road shown thereon, we find it to be designed as 1 chain wide. The
numbers of the allotments (eight in all), and the names (presumably of the promisees) are shown thereon, and the areas
have been afterwards inserted in red. This plan is not signed by Surveyor Larmcr (though no doubt it is by him), but by
the then Governor. “ K. A. Darling,” with the date underneath the signature, 20th July, 1S30.
■
(2.) The original plan of the survey by Surveyor Larmer (N. 2,699) on which his signature, though somewhat tom,
is still perfectly distinguishable, and which is headed thus—“ Plan of the laud between Careening Cove and Neutral
Harbour, 1830; scale 2 chains to an inch
shows a plan of the survey carried out by him in that year (in accordance
with the design previously referred to) on which are given the hearings and the lengths of the lines measured, and the
coast line of Careening Cove and Neutral Harbour intended to hound the allotments together with numbers of the
allotments, the areas of the same and the names of the promisees.' This plan also very clearly shows a waterfall on the
creek flowing into Careening Cove which is, we think, the starting point of the survey, an old fence being shown as ending
at the same point, and forming the south-west corner of allotment No. 1. There is a note at one corner of the plan thus
“Allots, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 measured the 24th and 25th May, 1831, J. Larmer,” which would lead us to the conclusion that
{as the plan itself is dearly dated 1830), the allotments named were resurveyed on those dates or perhaps remarked.
(3.) A separate plan of allotment No. S, showing the land promised to J. B. Weller (C. 43,690), and signed “ J.
Larmer, 17th April, 1832,'’ is evidently a resurvey of that allotment, as the lengths of the boundaries are different to those
shown upon the original (N. 2,699), and was evidently prepared for the purpose of describing the grant, the lengths of the
boundaries agreeing with those in the grant. This plan also shows the road in question, and although the scale is very
small, yet it is again apparent that the road is meant to he 1 chain wide.
.
_
(4.) A separate plan (C. 142,690), headed ‘ ‘ Survey of Henry Dennison's allotment of 8 acres 2 roods 5 perches, heirig in
lieu of 6 acres 1 rood and 20 perches previously measured, parish of Willoughby, county of Cumberland, 1833, ’signed
“ J. Larmer, 2Sth November, 1833,” with letter and description of same date, is also certainly a resurvey of allotment
No.
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!No. .{. This plan also shows the road to be 1 chain wide (by scale), and it shows the length of the frontage of this allotMr.
ment to the road to be materially altered from oDO links on the original to 910 links by the resurvey; and also an alteration C.B. Dawson,
ot 1 degree in the bearing of the north-western boundary. From tins it seems clear that the perfectly obvious mistake
- a
(in the original plan) of the road frontage was discovered, and that fact taken in conjunction with the smaller area as inllf-ir ifioo
shown by tile heading of this plan, and that Donnison was authorised to take possession on the 2Cth June, IS.'i'h vide grant,
'
lendered a resurvey of his allotment necessary, and in making this survey Mr. banner seems to have discovered that he
had also made a mistake m the bearing of the north-western boundary, which is given on the original of ISM) as north 72.t
degrees east, and which he alters by this plan to north 73fi degrees oast.
"
r ,
A‘1,ot'!ie,: aeparate plan (C. 147,090) headed thus - • Survey of iSTos. I and 2 allotments in Careening Cove applied
for by VVm. Shairp to purchase under regulations of 1st August 1S.31, parish of Willoughby, county of Cumberland, 1S34 ”
signed.!. Larmcr, .list January, 1834, with letter and description of same date, shows Nos. 1 and 2"allotments drawn upon
a smaller scale, but agreeing in every particular with the original of 1330, with the exception of the bearing of the south
eastern boundary ot allotment Xo. 2 (identical with the noith-westcrn boundary of DonniscuVs allotment), From this it is
apparent that, an application having been made to purchase the allotments named by Win. Shairp, it became necessary to
prepare a new plan and description of these two allotments, in consequence of the mistake previously discovered in the
bearing ot Donnison’s north-western boundary. Whether this plan ia merely a copy of the original, with the bearing
corrected, or Mr. Larmer actually went over the boundaries on the ground, would probably be disclosed by looking up his
tetter accompanying the plan. In any case this plan again shows the road to he 1 chain wide (by scale), and the hearings
and lengths thereon, including the amended bearing before referred to, agree with those in the grant of the two allotments
afterwards made to 1 hos. Barker in 1So4.
(6.)_ Frorn the foregoing facts it is clear that Mr. Suivcyor Larmcr was certainly five times (piobablv six) upon the
ground I-irst, when he prepared the design, which shows the features sketched in agreeing fairly well with the plan of
the actual survey ; second, at the time of the original sm vcy, when ho made the actual measurements, and laid cut the
r
u"4? U r0a<l; tlllrd’ wllCU he milde
of allotments 3. 4, fl, 6, and 7 ; fourth, when he made the resurvey
ot U oilers allotment; hfth. when he made the resurvey of Donnison’s allotment; and 6th, probably, when he made a
resurvey 0, allotments 1 and 2. It^ri, tlierefoie, very improbable {when taken with the fact that a portion of the road_
\iz., that part betn eon allotment NTo, 8 and part of allotment Ko. I -has been, and now is, in use and undisputed) that
Mr. Larmer forgot to mark out the road upon the ground and the central line theory (mentioned in the evidence of Mr. A.

tlle resim'cy

J. btopps) is, we consider, extremely improbable.

(7.) -As to iixing the position of the road and tbe allotments in the absence of any authenticated original cornermarks, the importance of the waterfall slioun upon Lanner's original of IS30, as the S.W. corner of allotment No. 1 and
cudently his starting-point, is apparent. We find that a survey, made in ISGfTby Surveyor Armstrong (S. .7-2.019) for
the purpose of aligning the road in question, shows the same waterfall and creek as are shown on Surveyor Lanner's
orivinul They are also clearly shown on the plan of an accurate ami careful detail survey made for the Lands' Department
by Mr. otau-Surveyor Bullock in ISiS, mid all three agree practically as to the position of the falls, each showing the
rocky ledge over which the water falls. Now, taking this as a starting-point, and the existing fence and acknowledged
boundary between the Whaling allotments and Milson’s grant as a base line for the bearings (snub being undoubtedly
Larmer s base) we find that after going the grant length of allotment No. 1, viz., 8 chains, we obtain a starting point for
the road, which point also agrees with that part of the same road always undisputed and now in actual use, and taking the
angle made, with the base line, by the bearing given in the grants and original plans of allotments 1 and 2 we layoff a
straight line as given on the original, winch, produced to the point o£ land dividing Careening Cove from Neutral Harbour
at high-water mark, as fixed by Surveyor Armstrong in 1809, makes a total length equal to the lengths of the four grants
on the south-western side of the road. With this line again as a base, we lay off the boundaries of allotments 1 and 2
at the proper distances and bearings given in the grants, and find that they will strike the creek (as fixed by Mr. Armstrong
in 1809) nearly exactly, showing that the position of the south-western side of the road is correctly placed. The grants of
allotments 1 mid 2 to Thomas Buiker being the fitst issued by some years, and the caveator's interest hem''derived
from those giants, the above facts should, we consider, establish his right to the road in the position indicated. °
(3.) As to the width of the road in dispute, although none of the original plans give it by \toids or figures, we tbink
there can be htlto or no doubt about it, as all the said plans, vi?., the design (N. 1,699), the original survey (N. 2 699}
the resurvey of Wellcis’ allotment {C. 43-690), the resurvey of Domdson's allotment (C. 142-090), and The amended’ plan
or resurvey of allotments one and two (C. 147-690), all drawn to different scales, each show the road to be (by scale) 1 chain
wide, iunl that portion now m use and undisputed ig 1 chain wide.
(9.) Xho original plans show no marks of any kind at the corners, and the only marks mentioned in the descriptions
of the grants are a marked rock, described as being at the southern corner of allotment No. 2 (the same point being also
mentioned in the description of Doumson’s allotment), and a marked rock at the south-eastern corner of Domdson’s
allotment.
The former of these marks may possibly bo identical with the old cross maik found by Mr. Surveyor Armstrong in
1869, vide (S. y-2,0I9).
*
j
6
The accompanying plan, on which the fullest details of the information gathered is shown will serve to illustrate this
report.
We are, dear Sirs,
Yours faithfully,
_
DAWSON & DAWSON.

There is a letter which wc wrote to Messrs. Ellis and Jlnkinson after our report, and which was as
follows:—■
Dlessrs. Ellis and Makinson, Solicitors.
SS, Pitt-street, 23rd July, 1891. '
Re Whaling Bead.
Since our report in the above case we have made a feature survey, so as to be able to prov e that the grants as
shown on plan made by us can be located accordingly, and wo find that after connecting with the lino of post holes shown
on the alignment plan by Surveyor Armstrong on the south-west side of the Whaling Bond, the lengths of the grants on
the south-west side of said road will fit in almost exactly.
°
Wc were not able to find any other marks that could be depended on outside Mr. Loxton’s fenced property.
Youis faithfully,
■vr r i.
DAWSON A DAWSON.
Mr. lioxton would not let us go upon his property.
Dear Sirs,

268. Mr Donald.] Where is tbe waterfall that is mentioned in the report ? It is shown by a red cross
on the plan. That waterfall was shown on Lanner’s plan and on Armstrong’s plan and on Mr. Bullock’s
plan, and that waterfall is now in the Tory same position. It could not have altered because of the
conformation of the ground.
269. In taking your measurements, you measured along the western boundary of the Whalimr alloimentB
and the eastern boundary of Milson's grant? Yes.
270. When you determined the length of this measurement yon took the hearing of ibis road at the
angle shown on the original plan? Yes; Mr, Larmer’s bearing. We used ihc theodohle, taking this
bearing, and fixed it in that position. There is no mark that you can pick up on the 'wound,
°
271. Bid the line in continuation correspond nearly with the post holes beyond the^gas works? Yes •
very close to it.
°
‘
’
272. You have no doubt that the road was originally laid out by Surveyor Banner in all his surveys ? X
have not the slightest doubt.
'
'
273. These plans, as quoted by you in your report and shown on this map, are registered in the Lands
Department ? Yes ; I got iny information from them.
274.

■

'
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^a^t*nS measurements from high-water mark to the supposed line of road, would there he a
‘ discrepancy between the measurements of one surveyor and those of another ? There might be a little
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275. That is, if he had no marks left by his predecessor? It might at the time Mr. Larmcr made the
survey, hut it would not be now. We had not the instruments and appliances then which wc have now.
.Any competent surveyor now can lay out any survey like this, and, if that is correctly marked, a surveyor,
six mouths afterwards, can fix any mark of importance ; hut in those days you could not expect it io be
done exactly, for the surveyors then used the circumferentor, and not the theodolite. The bearings were
given practically correct, but not within a few feet. We use a different measure now ; they used the old
chain measure, which, in a day’s work over rocks, would perhaps be stretched a great deal. Ton can fix
everything now pretty well to an inch.
276. You mean that the old surveys in the rough hush were not so accurately done as surveys are done
now ? Certainly not; they could not be.
277. So there can easily be found discrepancies now, which would possibly cause litigation betu een
parties owning land ? Oh, yes ; that happens every day. All the old surveys lhat I have gone over, I
have found that they were practically correct, but not as correct as you would wish to have them now.
278. You have not the slightest doubt that there was a road laid out there originally? I have not the
slightest doubt Mr. Larmer laid out a road there.
279. Did you find that the grantees on the northern side of road had their proper area of land? They
have their full quantity. In Loxton’s case there is an excess on the land originally granted.
280. Have you any idea, from memorv, how much additional land he has—the area granted is 3 acres
3 roods 30 perches? He has applied to bring 3 acres 2 roods under the Heal Property Act, and has also
a reservation of 1 acre 1 rood 20 perches, which makes a total of 4 acres 3 roods 20 perches, which is
almost an acre more than the original grant. He has of course included the road in that. But taking
the road out he would have more than his quantity down to the present high-water mark. However,
there has been a considerable amount of reclamation there, and it is hard to determine the original highwater mark.
2S1. In fact, the work is still going on? Yes ; they are always filling in there.

APPENDIX.
[7b evidence of H, M. Makinson, 2 March, 1S92.]
A,
26th July, 1834.
By deed poll or Crown grant of this date, under the hand of His Excellency Major-General Richard Bourke, Govornor-inChief of territory of New South Wales, with seal of said territory affixed, reciting sale by auction, in conformity with
regulations for sule of Crown lands, and purchase by Thomas Barker, it ia made known that, in pursuance of the powers by
His Majesty the King, vested in him as such Governor, and in consideration of .•025 15s. Sd. paid or scoured to be paid, &e.,
the said Major-General Richard Bourke did thereby giant unto the said Thomas Barker, his heirs and assigns (subject to
reservations and conditions thereinafter contained), 2 acres 1 rood and 15 perches of land, situated in the county of
Cumberland, parish of Willoughby: Commencing at a road at the north-east corner of No. 2 allotment, and bounded on
the north-east by that road, being a line north oSJ degrees west, o chains 95 links to Milson's farm of 59 acres ; on the west
by that farm, being a line south 8 chains to a stream ; on the south-west by part of that stream to No. 2 allotment; on the
east by that allotment, being a line north 32^ degrees east, 7 chains to the road, with all the appurtenances whatsoever.
Reservation of all such parts of the said land as might thereafter be set out for a way or ways by any person lawfully
authorised in that respect, together with all lands within 100 feet of high-water mark on thesea-coast, and onevery creek,
harbour, or inlet, and all mines of gold, of silver, and of coals . Reservation of the right nf taking and removing all stone
and gravel, all indigenous timber, and all other material, the produce of the said land, which might be required at any
time for the construction and repair of ways and bridges for naval purposes, and for public works. To hold with the
appurtenances (reserving as aforesaid) to the said Thomas Barker, his heirs and assigns, for ever, at the yearly quit rent of
one peppercorn for ever if demanded.
Signed by said Richard Bourke, and seal of territory affixed.
Entered in Register of Purchases of Land, No. 25, page 286, 31st July, 1S34.
Enrolled in Supreme Court Book T>, No. 132, page 132, 10th September, 1834.

B.
28th September, 1846.
By deed poll, or Crown grant, of this date, under the hand of Sir Charles Augustus FitzRoy, Governor-in-Chicf of the
Colony of New South Wales, and seal of the said Colony affixed, it is made known that in order to promote the due
settlement of the territory of New South Wales, and in fulfilment of a promise made on or before 28th May, 1S29, by His
Excellency Sir Ralph Darling, as Governor thereof, and in consideration of quit rent thereinafter reserved, and of the price
of tile redemption of the same, Her Majesty the Queen had granted, and for herself, her heirs, and successors, did thereby
grant unto Houston Mitchell and Robert How (botli therein described), their heirs, and assigns, subject tp the conditions,
reservations, and provisoes thereinafter mentioned,—All that piece or parcel of laud in our said territory containing by
admeasurement 3 acres 3 roods\)0 perches, be the same more or less, situated in the county ol Cumberland, and parish of
Willoughby. No 7 of the Whaling allotments at Neutral Harbour . Commencing at the north-ivest corner of allotment
No. 6, and bounded on the south-east by a line west 32 degrees 30 minutes south 6 chains ; on the south-west by the
road, 9 chains; on the nortii-west by- a line cast 32 degrees 30 minutes north G chains 30 links to Neutral Harbour;
and on the north-east by that harbour to the north-west corner of allotment No. C as aforesaid. Being the laud promised
to John MacLaren on or before the date above mentioned, and of which he was authorised to take possession on 1st
January, 1831, but now granted to the said Houston Mitchell and Robert How, in accordance with the report on case No.
998, made on the 1st day of September, 1846, by the Oommissioners appointed under the Act of the Colonial Legislature,
■ith’William IV., No. 21, with all the rights, &c. To hold (unto the said Houston Mitchell and Robert How aa tenants
in common, and their heirs, and assigns for ever, at the yearly quit rent of Sd. for ever, from 1st January, 183S, unless
redeemed by said grantees, their heirs, or assigns within 20 years from that date, at the rate of 20 year’s purchase.
Reservation of all such parts, and so much of the said land, as might thereafter he required for a public way or public
ways in, over, and through the same, to be set out by the Governor for the time being, or by some person authorised by
him in that respect; and also all stone and gravel, all indigenous timber, aud all other materials, the produce of the said
land, which might be required at any time or times for the construction and repair of ways and bridges, for naval purposes
and for public works, together with the right of taking and removing the same ; and also all land within 100 feet of highwnter mark on the sea coast, and on every creek, harbour, and inlet of the sea ; and also of all mines of gold, and silver,
and of coals, with full and free liberty and power to search for, dig, and take away the same ; and also the right of full and
free ingress, egress, and regress into, out of, and upon the said land for the several purposes aforesaid. Reservation of
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full power to veanme ami toko posaessio]! of all or any part of the said land, not thereinbefore reserved, which might bo
required at any time or times thereafter for any public purposes whatsover, the value of the said land, not thereinbefore
reserved, or of so much thereof as shonhl be so required, and of any building standing on the said required land, to be
paid by the Government to the party entitled thereto at a valuation fixed by arbitrators. Arbitration clause. Proviso
for re-entry on non-payment of quit rent for the space of 20 days after becoming due ; power to forfeit land on non
performance, or non-observance of reservations, conditions, &c.
.
Signed by said Sir Charles Augustus Fitzroy and seal of tenitcry affixed.
Entered on record in Register of Grants of Land, No. 71, page 391, the 12th October, 1846.
.
C.
26th July, 1834.
.
lly deed poll or Crown grant of this date, under the hand of His Excellency Major-General Richard Bourke, Governor-in*
Chief of territory of New South Wales, with seal of said territory affixed, reciting sale by auction, in conformity with
regulations for sale of Crown lands, and purcliasc by Thomas Barker, it is made known that, in pursuance of the powers by
His Majesty the King, vested in him as such Governor, and in consideration of £22 19s. f>d. paid or secured to be paid,
The said Major-General Richard Bourke did thereby grant unto the said Thomas Barkov, his heirs and assigns (subject to
reservations and conditions thereinafter mentioned}, 3 acres and 10 perches of land, situated in the county of Cumberland,
parish of Willoughby, at Neutral Harbour : Commencing at a road on tho north-west corner of H. Domiisoirs allotment,
and Imunded on the north-east by that road, being a line north oSJ degrees west, 7 chains 65 links to the north-east comer
of allotment No. 1 ; on the north-west by that allotment, being a line south 32i degrees west, 7 chains to a stream ; on the
south-west by part of that stream to a marked rock ; and on the south by H, llonnisoii's allotment, being a line north 731.
degrees east, 9 chains and 70 links to the road, with all the appurtenances whatsoever. Reservation of all such parts of
tho said laud as might thereafter be set out for a way or ways by any persona lawfully authorised in that respect, together
with all lands within 100 feet of high-water mark on the sea-coast, and on every creek, harbour, or inlet, and all mines of
gold, of silver, and of coals. Reservation of right of taking and removing all stone aud gravel, and all indigenous timber,
and all other material, the produce of said land, which might be required at any time for construction and repair of ways
ami bridges, aud for naval purposes, and for public works. To hold with the appurtenances (reserving as aforesaid) to the
said Thomas Barker, his heirs aud assigns, for ever, at the yearly quit-rent of one peppercorn for ever, if demanded.
Signed by said Major-General Richard Bourke, and seal of Colony' affixed.
Entered on record in Register of Purchases of Land, No. 25, page 2S4, 31st July, 1834.
Enrolled iu'Supreme Court, in Book No. 131, page 131, 10th September, 1834.
D.
llth February, 1837.
By Crown grant of this date, under the hand of His Excellency Major-General Sir Richard Bourke, Governor ami
Commander-in-Chief of Colony of Now South "Wales, with seal ol Colony affixed, it is made known that iu order topromote the due settlement of said territory of New South Wales, and in fulfilment of a promise made on or before the
llth February, 1830, by His Excellency Sir Ralph Barling as Governor thereof, His Majesty the King had granted and in
consideration of the quit-rent thereinafter reserved, and of the price of the redemption of the same, did thereby grant unto
Henry Donnison, his heirs and assigns, subject to reservations and conditions thereinafter mentioned, All that piece or
parcel of land containing by measurement 8 acres 2 roods 5 perches of land bo the same more or less, situate, lying, and
being in the county of Cumberland and parish of Willoughby, in our said territory of New South Wales : Commencing at a
marked rock at Careening Gove, at tho south-west corner of John Lamb’s allotment, and bounded on the north-east by
that allotment, being a line north 30 degrees west 7 chains and 20 links to a road ami by that road, being a line north
5SJ degrees west, 9 chains and lOIinks ; on the north-west by an allotment, being a line north 73* degrees east 9 chains and
70 links to a stream ; and on the south-fvest and south by that stream and Careening Cove to the marked rock, being the
land promised to Henry Donnison on or before the date above-mentioned, and of which he was authorised by Sir Richard
Bourke to take possession on 26th June, 1833, being also the land inserted as No. 25 in the Government notice of 1 st July',
1834, with all the appurtenances whatsoever, to hold unto the said Henry Donnison, his heirs and assigns forever, at the
yearly quit rent of Is. 6d. for ever from the 1st January', 1841, unless the same should ho redeemed within twenty years
from that date, at the rate of twenty years’ purchase, proviso for re-entry on non-payment of quit rent for twenty days after
same shouklTiecome due, reservation of all such parts, and so much of said land as might thereafter bo required for public
ways, &c., together with all land, within 100 feet of high-water mark on sea-coast, and on every creek, harbour, and
inlet, reservation of all mines, of gold, silver, and coal, with liberty to dig and search for same, and of gravel and
indigenous timber for naval purposes, &c.
Signed by said Sir Richard Bourke, and seal of said territory affixed.
Entered in Register of Grants of Land, No. 37, page 21, 25th February, 1837-

E.30th May, 1840.
Bv deed poll or Crown grant of this date, under the hand of Sir George Gipps, Knight, Goveraor-iu-Chief of the Colony
oi Aow feouth u ales, and seal of said Colony affixed, it is made known that in order to promote the due settlement of
teiTitoi^ and in fidfiiment of a promise made on or before the 2fith August, 1830, by His Kxoellency Lioutenant-Gcneral
&.ir Kaipb Darling as Governor thereof, and in consideration of tho quit rent thereinafter reserved and of the price of the
redemption of the same, Her Majesty the Queen had granted, and for herself, her heirs, and successors, did thereby grant
1.am ■“rown> kis heirs and assigns (subject to the conditions, reservations, and provisoes thereinafter mentioned),_
All that piece or parcel of land in our said territory, containing by admeasurement 3 acres 2 roods and 35 perches be the
same more or loss, situated in the county of Cumberland and parish of Willoughby, allotment No. 6, at Neutral Harbour,
commencing at the south-east corner of allotment No. 5; and hounded on the south by a line west twenty-nine degrees
south 4 chains and SO links to the road ; on the west by the road being a line north 8 chains and 40 links; on the north by
a hue east thirty'.two and a half degrees north six chains to Neutral Harbour, and On the east by that harbour to the “outli
east corner of that allotment aforesaid, being the land promised to the said William Brown, on or before the date above
mentioned, and of which ho was authorised to take possession on 12th January, 1831, as a special grant for the purpose of
establishing a ship,builder’s yard ; being also the land advertised in his name as No. 62 in the Government notice dated
~ , January, 1839, to he called Fife End, with all the rights, &c., to hold unto the said William Brown, his heirs and
assigns for ever at the yearly quit rent of Is, for ever from the 1st day of January, 1839, unless the same should be
redeemed by the said grantee, his heirs or assigns, within twenty years from that date atthe rate of twenty year’s purchase. ,
Ifeservation of all such parts and so much of the said land as might thereafter be required for a public way or public ways
m, over, and through the same, to be set out by the Governor for the time being or some person duly authorised in that
respect And also nil stone and gravel, all indigenous timber, and all other materials, the produce of the said land which
might be required at uiy time or times thereafter for the construction and repair of ways and bridges for naval purposes
and for public wot ks, together with the right of taking and removing the same. And also all mines of gold and silver and
of coals, wuh full and free liberty and power to search for, dig, and take away the same. And also right of full and free
ingress, egress and regress into, out of, and upon the said land for several purposes aforesaid. Reservation of power to
resume and take possession of all or any part of the said land not thereinbefore reserved, which might he required at any
tune or rimes thereafter for any public purpose, the value of the land not thereinbefore reserved or for so much thereof as
should be required, and of any building standing on the said required land, being paid by tbe Government to the party
entitled thereto at a valuation fixed by arbitrators chosen as therein mentioned. Arbitration clause, Proviso for re-entry*
on non-payment of quit-rent for space of twenty days after same falling due. Proviso that if fees payable on grant bo not
duly paid and grant duly claimed, said land should be forfeited.
Signed by said Sir George Gipps, and seal of said Colony affixed.
.Entered in Register of Grants of Land, Ho. 5f>, page JS3, 22nd June, 1S40.
Entered in Register of Grants of Land, B 4, page 81,
F
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F.
30th June, 1840.
Bt deed-poll or Crown grant of this date, under the hand of Sir George Gipps, Govenior-m-Chicf of the territory of Kew
South Wales, with seal of said Colony affixed, it is made known that m order to promote the due settlement of the territory
of JTew South Wales, and iu fulfilment of a promise made on or before 10th June, 1S31, by His KscoHeuev LieutenantGeneral Sir Ralph Darling, ns Governor thereof, and in consou of the qnit rent thereinaftei reserved, and of the price of the
redemption of the same, Her Majesty the Queen had granted, and for herself, her heirs, and successors, did tlieiehy grant
unto Edward Weller, his heirs and assigns (subject to the conditions, reservations, and provisoes thereinafter mentioned),—
All that piece or parcel of land in tho said territory, containing by admeasurement 4 acres, he the same more or less,
situated in the county of Cumberland and parish of Willoughby, Xo S of the whaling allotments at Xcutral Harbour:
Commencing at the south-east corner of John Parker s 20 acres : and bounded on the north by part of the south boundary
of that land, being a line west 0 chains ; on the west by a line south to a road (j chains and SO links ; on the south-west by
the road 6 ehaine ; on the south-east by a line north 57 degrees and 30 minutes cast G obanis to Neutral Harbour ; and on
the east by the waters of that harbour to tiie south-east corner of Parker's 20 acres as aforesaid ; being the land promised
to the late Joseph Brooks Weller on or before the date above mentioned, and of winch he was authorised to take possession
on 12th February, 1S32, as a special reserve for the formation of a whaling or other mercantile establishment, hut now
granted to the said Edward Weller in accordance with the report on ease No. 036. made on tho 31st day of March, 1840,
by the Commissioners appointed under the Act of tho Colonial Legislature, oth William TV, Xo. 21 : with all the rights,
Lc. ; to hold unto the said Edward Weller, his heirs and assigns foi ever, at the yearly quit rent of Sd. for ever, from 1st
January, 1840, unless the same should be redeemed by the said grantee within twenty i-eara from that date at rate of
twenty years' purchase. Reservation of all such parts and so much of said land as might thereafter ho required for a. public
way or public ways, (fee. ; aud also of all stone and gravel, and all indigenous timber, and all other materials, tho produce
of the said land, which might be required for construction and repairs of ways and bridges for naval purposes and public
works, together with the right of taking and removing same ; and also of all mines of gold, silver, and coals, with full and
free liberty and power to search for, dig, and take away the same ; and also the right of full and free ingress, egress, and
regress into, out of, aud upon the said laud for the several purposes aforesaid. And resenation of power to resume and
take possession of all or any parts of the said land not thereinbefore reserved w Inch might be required at any time or times
thereafter for any public purpose, the value of the said land not thereinhefoie reserved, or for so much as should be so
required, and of any building standing on the said required land, being paid by the Government to the party entitled
thereto at a valuation fixed by arbitrators. Arbitiation clause. Proviso for re-entry in case of default m payment of quit
rent for twenty days after same should fall due. Proviso for making non-abstracting grant void, and for forfeiture of land
of fees not duly paid and grant not claimed within six mouths after notice of its being ready for delivery, &.c.
Signed by said Sir George Gipps, and seal of Colony affixed.
Entered on record Gth July, 1840, liegistei of Land Grants, B, page 110.

G.
1st June, 1841.
By Deed-poll or Crown grant of this date under the hand of Sir George Gipps, Knight, Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of
New South "Wales, and seal of said Colony affixed, it is made known that m order to promote the due settlement of
territory, and m fulfilment of a promise made on or before the 2Gth day of July, ISJO, by His Excellency LieutenantGeneral Sir Ralph Darling, as Governor thereof, and in consideration of the quit rent thereinafter reserved, and of the
price of the redemption thereof. Her Majesty the Queen had granted, and for herself, her heirs, and successors, did
thereby grant unto John Lamb, his heirs and assigns, subject to the conditions, reservations, and provisoes tlicrcinafter
mentioned. All that piece or parcel of land in our said territory, containing by admeasurement 1 acre and 1 rood, be the
same, more or less, situated in the county of Cumberland and parish of Willoughby, at Careening Cove, Xo. 4 of the
whaling allotments, commencing at the south-east corner of allotment Xo. 3. and bounded on the south-west by that
allotment, being a line north 30 degrees west, 7 chains and 20 links : on the north-east by the road, 10 chains and 10 links
to the point of land between Careening Cove and Xcutral Harbour ; and on tbe south-west by Careening Cove to the south
east corner of allotment Xo. 3 as aforesaid ; being tbe land promised to tbe said John Lamb on or before the date abovementioned, and of which he was authorised to take possession on 1st Jammuy, 1S31, as a special reserve for the formation
of whaling or other mercantile establishments : being also the land advertised iu 1ns favour as Xo. 090 in tho Government
Notice, dated 7tli September, 1839, and the deed now prepared in his name in pursuance thereof, with all the rights, &c.
To hold unto the said John Lamb, his heirs and assigns for ever, at the yearly quit-rent of 2Vd. for ever, from 1st January,
1S3S, unless the same should be redeemed by the grantee, his heirs or assigns, within twenty years from that date, at the
rate of twenty years' purchase. Reservation of all such paits and so much of the said land as might thereafter be required
for a public way or public ways, in, over, and through the same, to be set out by the Governor for the time being, or some
person duly authorised in that respect. And also all stone and gravel, all indigenous timber, aud all other materials, the
produce of the said laud, which might thereafter be required at any time or times thereafter for the construction and
repair of ways and bridges for naval purposes and for public works, together with the right of taking and removing the
same. Also, land within 100 feet of high water mark ; and also, all mines of gold and silver, and of coals, with full and
free liberty and power to scorch for, dig, and take away the same ; and also, right of full and free ingress, egress, and
regress into, out of, and upon the said laud for several purposes aforesaid. Reservation of power to resume and take
possession of all or any part of the said land not thereinbefore reserved, which might be required at any time or times
thereafter for any public purpose, the value of the land not thereinbefore reserved, or for so much thereof as should be
required, and of any building standing on the said required land being paid by the Government to the party entitled
thereto, at a valuation fixed by arbitration. Arbitration clause. Proviso for re-entry on non-payment of quit rent for
twenty Jays after same falling due. Proviso that if fees payable on grant not duly paid and grant duly claimed, said land
should be forfeited.
Signed by said Sir George Gipps, and seal of said Colony affixed.
Entered in Register of Grants of Laud, No. 71, page 41, 4th June, 1841.
Entered in Register of Grants of Land, Book 5, page 30.

oth August, 1842.
By deed poll or Crown grant of this date, under the hand of Sir George Gipps, Knight, Governor-in-Chief of the Colony' of
New South Wales, and seal of the said Colony affixed, it is made known that, in order to promote the due settlement of
territory, and in fulfilment of a promise made on or before the 26th day of July, 1830, by' Itis Excellency LieutenantGeneral Sir Ralph Darling as Governor thcieof, and in consideration of the quit rent thereinafter reserved and of the price
uf the redemption thereof. Her Majesty the Queen had granted, and for herself, her heirs, and successors did thereby grant
unto David Wallace, in trust, as thereinafter mentioned, bis heirs and assigns, subject to conditions, reservations, aud
provisos thereinafter mentioned, all that piece or parcel of land in our said territory, containing by adnieasiiicmcut 2 acres
and 2 roods, be the same more or less, situated in the county of Cumberland and parish of Willoughby, at Neutral
Haibour, Number G of the whaling allotments, commencing at the point of land between Careening Cove and Neutral
Harbour, and bounded on the south-west by the road 11 chains aud 00 links, on the north-west by a line east 29 degrees
north 4 chains aud 80 links to Neutral Harbour, and on tbe east by that Harbour to tbe point of commencement, being
the land promised to Arthur Komnis and John Crcgoc Brown on or before the date above mentioned, and of which they'
were authorised to take possession on 1st January, 1831, as a special reserve for the formation of a whaling or other
mercantile establishment, but then granted in accordance with the Report in case No. 997, made on tbe 20tb June, 1842.
by the Commissioners appointed under tho Act of the Colonial Legislature ath William IV, No. 21, unto the said David
Vi allace, in trust for Houston Mitchell and his heirs, Robert How and his heirs, and John Hardman Lister and his heirs,
according to their respective lights and interests, with all the rights to hold unto the said David Wallace in trust, as
thereinbefore recited, and to his heirs and assigns for ever, at the yearly quit rent of 5d. for ever from the 1st January,
1S3D, unless the same should be redeemed by the said grantee, his heirs or assigns, within twenty years from that date, at
the
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the rate of twenty yenra' purchitse. Reservation of all such parts and so inuch of the said land as might thereafter he required
for a public way or public ways, &c.: and also all stone, gravel, indigenous timber, &c., the produce of the said land,
which might he required for construction and repair of ways, bridges, &c., together with the right of taking and removing
the same, and all land within 100 feet of high-water mark on the sea coast, and on every ercek, harbour, and inlet; anil
also all mines of gold and silver and of coals, with full and free liberty and power to search for, dig, and take away
the same; and also right of full and free ingress, egress, and regress into, out of, and upon the said land for several
purposes aforesaid ; reservation nf power to resume ami take possession of all or any part of said land not thereinbefore
reserved which might he required at any time or times thereafter for any public purpose, the value of the land not therein
before reserved, or for so much thereof as should be required, and of any building standing on the said required land, being
paid by the Government to tbe patty entitled thereto at a valuation fixed by arbitration. Arbitration clause. Proviso for
re-entry on non-payment of quit rent for space of twenty days after same falling due. Proviso that if fees payable on
grant ho not duly paid aud grant duly claimed said land should lie forfeited.
Signed by said Sir Conroe Gipps, and seal of said Colonv affixed.
Motored in Register of Grants of Land, No. 71, page 2G7.
Unrolled m Supreme Court 29 September. 1S42.
Entered in Register of Grants of Land o, page 130.
I.
Extract from Government Gazette, No. 178, Friday, 18th July, 1S73.
■
Executive Council Office, Sydney, 7th July, 1S73.
_
Alignmkxt of ckutiix Stkeets—MnxiciraLtTY of East St. Leonards.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be notified, in conformity with the
provisions of the Act of Council 2 Victoria No. 2, that the breadths of tho carriage and footways of the following Streets,
in tho Municipality of East St. Leonards, shall he those sot forth m the annexed Schedule; and'that, consequently, it will
not lie lawful for any person to meet any building within the said distances so set forth from the curbstone or the exterior
edge of the said footways, as delineated on the plan submitted to His Excellency and the Executive Council, in conformity
with the said Act, which said plan lies at the Office of the Surveyor-General for the inspection of the public.
By His Excellency's Command,
ALEX. C. BUDGE,
----------Clerk of the Council.
Schedule referred to.
Name of Street.

From

To

*Alfred-street South ......
Fclton-atreot..................

William-street................. .... Parker’s assumed south bn tindary of Ids 20 acres.
haling Road.......
Alfred-street South .............. Western boundary of the
Whaling allotments.
Do
.................. The western boundary of the The waters of Port Jackson in
Whaling allotments.
Neutral Bay.
William-street.................. Alfred-street South................. Reserved Road ......................
* Fence obstruction.

S v Oncy : Charles Poitir, Government Printer.— 1S92.

Carrifigc-

Width of
waj,

Width cf
each
Footway.

Total Width.

Ft.
40
20

Ft.
10
5

Ft
60
30

40

10

00
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5
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

ROADS.
(COEEESPONDEKCE EESPECTING BRUSHGROVE AND MACLEAN ROADS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 15 December, 1891.

5. BnvsiUHiOTE

attd

Maclean

Roads (Formal Motion) ■—Mr. McRarlane moved, pursuant to Notice,

That the papers in connection with the Brushgrovc-Maclean Road, laid upon the Table of this
House on 17th December, 1890, be printed.
Question put and passed.

Road, Brushgiwe to Mae!can.
To The Commissioner and Enginecr-in-Chief for Roads.—
Sir,
Grafton, 8 November, 1889.
In compliance with instructions conveyed bv minute on document 89-1,771, and m previous
papers, 89-1,785, I have to state that the matter of this road was taken up by the .Department in July,
1878 ; before that there was no road at all, or at any rate, no road for wheel traffic ; works were carried out
consisting of side-cutting, ballasting, culverts, and small bridges, at a cost of £878 4s. (id., when it was
handed over to trustees, there being little else to do but to take possession of the reserved roads through
the various lands, and to see that the numerous encroachments were removed. In doing this the trustees
have, no doubt, incurred a certain amount of odium. The road was surveyed and formally opened before
either I or the trustees had anything to do with it. The “ hill ” complained of is a mere rise of 4 or 5
chains in length to a grade of about 1 in 12 ; I visited it some years since, at the request of the trustees,
to ascertain what amount of earthwork there would be in the cutting, which was afterwards made.
Material for road repairs is taken from this place, and the grade will eventually be still further lowered ;
there is nothing with regard to this hill to warrant thedemand for an alternative road at the public espense—
in fact, it must always be the principal road, oven if such alternative one were made (which I would not
for one moment think of recommending). It will be seen on reference to the tracing attached, that the
Schedule road—Bluff Point to Tyndnle—has to be considered as well as one lending to the centre of the
island.
The papers advocating the deviation from the existing road disclose at most seven names, whereas
the petition in favour of having the road left where it is, numbers forty-two signatures of bona-fido resi
dents, a number of whom 1 know to be men of standing and respectability.
In my opinion nothing has been brought forward to warrant tho Department in either interfering
with the trustees or making another road which would be parallel to the existing one; and a mean dis
tance of only 80 chains from it, with certainly not more than 25 chains difference in the length.
1 have, &c.,
--------E. J. STATHAM.
Mr. McEarlanc, M.P., has presented petitions for and against the alteration of route. The matter
having received the fullest consideration, I cannot recommend that tho present trustees be removed or
the deviation along the river bank adopted. Those persons wishing to use the road by the river may do
so, but J do not think any money should be expended on it. I would advise that Mr. MeParlanc, M.P.,
be informed, in terms of this report of Mr. Statbam, and that the matter cannot again be reopened.—
R.H., 13/11/89.
Under Secretary.
'Write—J.B., 14/11/89.
New South Wales.
Tho Treasury. 3 May, 1890.
Received from Commissioner and Engineer for Roads the snm of two pounds sterling, for unexpended

balance of an advance of £25 made from vote for flood, damages, &c., to trustees, road No. 120.
'
W. H. BARRACEOUGH
--------(Fro Treasurer).
This road has been transferred to Department. Will Mr. Selkirk please put this with other
papers.—C.B.A., C/5/90.
----------------Telegram
591—A

•

'
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Telegram from G-. Hurley io Commissioner and Engineer for lloncls.
Air forwarding all papers by tq-dny's mail. They are papers ninety-seven eight six seven, Brushgrove
and Maclean Hoad.
G-. HTJBLEY.
Mr. Dalton,—Besubmit on Monday.—r.H.P., (pcr'W.S.), 18/10/90.
Herewith.—20/10/90.
There is a motion in tho House on this. Please see me with the extract from business paper.
P.H.E.. OrW.S.), 20/10/90. Mr. Dalton.
Commissioner-in-Chiof for Hoads, Hoads Department, Sydney,—
Sir,
Moodford Island, Brusbgrove, 11 April, 1890.
I beg (o draw your attention to some remarks made by Mr. Mm. Quayle, as President of tho
Tyndale Progress Association, held on "Wednesday, 2nd instant, and published in the Clarence and Rich7Rond Mxaminer. viz., “that he learnt from a private source while recently in Sydney, that the trustees
had applied for £100 to effect repairs, and at the same time there was £200 in the bank to their
credit, &c.”
How. sir, the publishing of such remarks is calculated to make the public believe that the trustees
are very remiss in their duty. 1 trust, sir, that you will not think it too much to ask that an official
notification be forwarded, contradicting the statement, to be published in the same paper, as it is
incorrect.
’
1 enclose a clipping from the paper with the remarks on it.
Yours, <tc..
"WILLIAM McGBEGOR,
Trustee, Brushgrove-Maclcan Road, Brushgrove,
----------Clarence River.
[Enclosure.1
Tyndalo, Saturday.
At the last meeting ot the Pi ogress Association, a communication from the Member was read, stating lie had made appli
cation for a. punt, and for a grant for Uluff Point-South Arm Road between Camp Creek and South Arm Ferry, lie
'Brnshgrove-Maclenn Road, he wrote “I learn from a private source that the portion of road applied for will be opened ;
but I haa_e not yet been officially infot mod. Xothiuc definite has yet been received from the District Surveyor, who has
had the matter m hand for some considerable time’ Mr. C. W. Raynur was clouted secretary,
r Mr. J. Qnayle,
resigned. The secretary was instructed tn write the District Surveyor, asking him if the tesened portion of the Brushgrove-Maclean Road has been surveyed off, and if same was now available for trallic. And to tho trustees, drawing thenattention to the bad and neglected state of road from Tyndale Post Office to Maclean Ferry, paiticularly the dilapidated
state of Mr. Quayle's dram and approaches to culvert; and that the temporary repairs to culvertoverdrain was absolutely
dangerous. The President remarked that he learnt from a private source, while iccently in Sydney, that the trustees had
applied for £100 to effect repairs, and at the same time there was £200 in the bank to their credit, and that they were not
aware of i t. The secretai y was also authorised to inform thu Member that the Association appi oved of ‘ ‘ payment by’ results
re destruction of flying foxes,
'

£100 was certainly asked for by the Trust, but no money is to tbeir credit in the bank, the vote
not having been issued. The trustees have, however, now resigned, and (be local officer lias been
instructed to commence work on tbe road as soon as practicable.—C.B.A., 15/4,90.
Inform.—R.H.,
16/4/90.
See appl. to transfer of road to Department on paper 90-685 herewith.—C.B.A., 26/4/90.
Chief Clerk.
Accountant to note.—B.H.E , (per‘W.8.), 29/4/90.
Take credit for amount.—O.C.,
29/4/90.
Noted.—T.R.S., 14/5/90.
Mr. Statbam to advise local officer, 14/5/90.
Mr. Hurley to
note.—E.J.S., 20/5;9Q.
Noted and returned.—G.H., 11/9/9.0,
To tbe Commissioner for Roads, &c..—
Sir,
Brushgrove. 28 March, 1890.
I have sent vouchers for work done on road. Brusbgrove to Rocky Mouth, which I think you
will say has been done at a very reasonable rate, The £2 .10s. to Stanton is only for a make-shift job :
tbe approaches to a culvert were taken away by the very high flood, and the road left impassable, so I have
got it done up wifh 9-foot slabs to get it passable, but many places on our r-oads are now in a dreadful
state. I may say in many parts on tbe roads there has been left from 18 inches to 2 feet of mud ; it is
almost impossible for a cart to got along. Had wro got the grant; of £109 we applied for, we could have
got work done cheap, and given many poor men employment that arc left destilute. I think the number of
years your trustees have worked for Government for nothing, they might have given us a paltry £100 to
give work to starving families, if they had even kept it out of the next road grant.
_
I have been fifty-two yours on the Clarence, and never saw anything to equal it by 5 feet. The
highest flood ever known by me it would have taken 4 feet to go over the bank at my house; this went
over a foot through. Such a thing never known by a white man. I enmo to the Clarence when there was
not one house on it, in June, 1888, and if I can give you any information on floods on the Clarence, I
will gladly do it. I think very few really know how tho Clarence was found; in fact, I believe X am the
one living that does know,
"
1 o’clock. It is raining very bard, and river rising very fast. If Government docs not send flour,
numbers will Starve; and it wants bettor management, as many get relief that have no right.
Yours, Ac.,
.
_
----- —
JOHN ¥. SMALL.
If voucher for ‘89 money is passed, let the vote for current year be issued at once.—C.B. A., 2/4/90.
Mr. Airey.—J.B., 31/3/90.
To The Minister for Works,—
_
Brushgrove. 21 March, 1890.
lour trustees have applied for a sum of money to repair the Brushgrove and Maclean Road,
which lias been much damaged by the late very heavy rains and floods. The approach to one culvert has
been swept away, and all traffic has been stopped. The people are blaming the trustees again, and if you
can hand it over to the local road officer, we would gladly resign, or we will keep on till you can make
arrangements to suit you.
*
Yours, &c.,
■
JOHN E. SMALL
-------(For self and trustees),
'
E.-in-C.
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E.-in-C., Boads.—J.B., 24/3/00.
Will Mr. Statham please cause a report to be made on this matter, and state personally whether
he thinks road should, in view of the complications which arose last year, remain in trustees' charge?—■
C.B.A. (for Commr.), 25/3/00.
_
"
_ _
The trustees express themselves as anxious to resign, and in view of recent reorganisation of the
Department, I think it would be advisable to place this road in charge of Mr. Hurley.—2/4/90.
I recommend transfer of this year’s vote (£200) to the Department.—Pi.II., 10/4/90. Under Secretary.
Do so.—J.B., 10/4/90.
‘
The vote for this road (£200) is taken on the Schedule of Minor Poads under Trustees (D3), and,
as it has not been issued, is now available for expenditure by the Department—Mr. Hurley’s district.—
C.B.A,, 14/4/90. The Chief Clerk.
Accept resignations of trust with thanks.—C.B.A., 14/4/90.
Designations accepted, 22/4/90.
To The Minister for Works,—
Sir,
BrushgTove, 21 March, 1890.
Owing to the late heavy rains and floods, the contractor has not been able to finish his contract
for stone filling for break on road from last flood for your grant of £25, would you please to give him
another month to get it finished. It has not been his fault, as, owing to the bad roads, he could not draw
the stone; it was impossible.
Tours, &c.,
'
JOHN P. SMALL
-------( For trustees).
B.-in-C., Poads.—J.B., 24/3/90.
Grant extension to 30th April.—C.B.A.,25/3/90.
Granted,
25/3/90.
Telegram from Thos. H. Foggo to Jno. McFarlane, Esq.
Brushgrove.
Will you kindly see that some money he placed to the credit of the Brushgrove Pocky Mouth Poad?

Account has an extra, and allowed to be used at mice; I cannot meet tho trustees to-day.
THOS. H. FOGGO.
Peply sent to J. F. Small by wire, and Mr. McFarlane, M.P., informed. 24/3/90.
Telegram from Messrs. Small, Foggo, and McGregor, Trustees, Brushgrove, to >T. McFarlane, M.P.,
Susscx-sireet.
Grafton.
Can you get hundred pounds, Brushgrove-Mnclcan Poad ? Urgently required.
SMALL, FOGGO" ak» M'GPEGOP,
Trustees, Brushgrove.
,

Telegram from .Tno. F, Small to Tbe Commissioner for Poads, Sydney.
Brushgrove.

Please send Small trustees’ cheque-book. Brushgrovc-Pocky Mouth Poad.

JOHN F. SMALL
(For trustees).
Mr. Airey, B.C., 20/3/90.

Treasuary asked to send, 21/3/90.
Department of Public Works.

Pegistered No. 90-195.

Dated 24 January, 1890.
[From J. McFarlane, Esq., M.P.]
Sulject:—Asking when and how were trustees first appointed for tho road from Brushgrove to Pocky
Mouth ; also, the amount of money annually granted.
24 January, 1890,
TnuSTEEB (Messrs. J. F. Small, T. IT. Foggo, and W. M’Gregor) were first appointed in 1878, being
nominated by Air. Bowden, then Member for the district. £75 wero issued to the trustees in 1878, and
a similiar sum in 1879. In 1880 the road was placed on Schedule, and a sum of £100 voted annually
until 1888, when vote for that year, as well as for 1889, was increased to £150. A sum of £200 is on
1890 Schedule, and the road designated as Brush Grove to Maclean.
'
The Under Secretary.
POBT. HICKSON.
Forward copy of Mr, Hickson's minute of the 24th instant to Mr. McFarlane, M.P.—D.C.M'L.
(pro U.S.), 28/1/90. J. McFarlane, Esq., M.P,, 28/1/90. Poads.'—D.C.M’L. {pro U.S.), B.C., 28/1/90.
Mr. J. McFarlane, Box 38, King-street,—
■
Dear Sir,
Tyndale, 20 January, 1890.
With a view' of your being up on the Clarence shortly, I would like to ask you if there has been
anything further done re Brushgrovo-Maclean Poad. I would like to know if you will have an opportunity
to address the electors at Tyndale. If you do 1 would like you to be prepared to speak and give ansivers
to some of tbe various questions which will probably be put to you as to uTiy, when, and by whom were
the trustees appointed, and what is the usual mode of appointing road trustees. In tho event of your not
addressing electors here, I believe it is the intention for a deputation to interview you re road.
With reference to punt, I am trying to inaugurate a progress association here, and I have good
hopes it will be an established fact before long, and the punt question ivill be one of its first objects to
deal with, and certainly one which is urgently needed,
I may state if you could ascertain the amount of money annually granted for tho BrushgroveMaclean Road, together with the special grants, and for what purpose. An announcement of that to the
electors w'ould, in my mind, be attentively listened to. Trusting I am not imposing upon you too much.
Tours truly,
C. W. BATNEP,
Tyndale, Clarence Piver.
----------------Department
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Department of Public Works.
Registered bib. T.R. S9-1771.
Dated, 31 October, 1889.
Prom residents of Woodford Island and Tyndale,
J. McFarlane, M.P.
Subject:—Protesting against any alteration in route of road from Brushgrove to Maclean.
1 November, 1889.
Thebe have been two petitions iu favour of the adoption of the old route, but this one is decidedly against
any alteration of present arrangements. All tbe papers are now with Mr. Statbam for further report, he
having reported already on two or three occasions in favour of the present line, which has now been in
use for several years.

The Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief.
Mr. Statbam with other papers on same subject.—R.H., 5/11/89.

C.B.A.
Report.—E.J.S., 8/11/89.

[Presented by J. McFarlane, M.P.]
To The Honorable the Minister for Public Works, Sydney.
The prayer of the following petition of residents, freeholders, and leaseholders of Woodford
Island and Tyndale, humbly showeth,—
That, whereas some disaffected parties in this locality have been for some time endeavouring to
get a portion of the road (road Brushgrove to Maclean) altered from where it is at present, and have it
opened along the riverbank; have resolved on forwarding a petition to get the alteration jnade, also that
money be granted for making the new road,
Tonr petitioners would beg to point out some pertinent facts relative to the matter :—
Firstly. A road on the riverbank would be very costly to make, on account of creeks and low
swamps, would be useless in time of flood, or very wet weather, also liable to large landslips.
Secondly. The present road following reserve 29(> (notified 8th February, 1876, for road and access
to water, which please see parish map), cannot be done without, as on this reserve the Elbow Creek Road
joins it, winch in turn joins the main river road, leading to Lawrence, and on to the Richmond River, also
the road through the middle of the island joins on tbe same reserve.
Thirdlv. The present road has been in use for a number of years, answering all purposes, is fenced
on both sides, all cleared, mostly all formed and partly gravelled; has all necessary culverts on except one
small box-drain. The hill so much complained of is in the steepest pinch from 1 in 10 to 1 in 12, and this
grade can be lessened eventually if required, as all the gravel and metal is obtained from this place.
Fourthly. Tho present road is the only one available in flood-time for the farmers to get their
stock to a place of safety on the ridges as it would be impossible to get along the riverbank, tho ground
being deeply covered with water.
Lastly. Your petitioners, being fully aware of the benefit of keeping the road where it is, both for
economy and practical usefulness, being also more immediately concerned than those living 10 or 20
miles away, would respectfully ask that you would take the foregoing premises into your most favourable
consideration aud grant their request, by causing that the road be left where it is.
And your petitioners as in duty bound will ever pray.
21st October, 1889.
.
\jKcrc folloic forty-tmo signatures^

Mr. Hickson—D.C.BTL. {pro. H.S.), B.C., 28/10/89.
Mr. E. J. Statham,—
Sir,
Tyndale, 24 October, 1889.
I have been instructed by the Brushgrove-Maclean Road Committee, to ask you if you will
receive a deputation re the above-mentioned road. If so, when would it be most convenient for yon?
I have, Ac,,
C. W. RATHER,
■
-------Hon. Secretary.
Reply sent 25th October, 1889 : “In reply to your note of the 24th instant, it is not my place to
receive deputations, hut if you or anyone else, may wish to see me on the matter referred to, I shall be in
office on Thursday morning.”—Yours, &c., E, J, Statham, Assistant Engineer.
Note.—No one has since called with reference to this matter.—E.J.S., 7/11/89.
To The Commissioner for Roads, Sydney,—
Sir,
Brushgrove, 9 December, 1889.
'We beg to request that you will give us an extension of time for expending the last grant for
Brushgrove-Maclean Road, as we have contracts let which will not be completed by the 1st of January
next.
I have,
JOHN F. SMALL
(For self and co-trustees).
Extension of time granted, 13/12/89.
The Honorable the Minister for "Works,—
Sir,
Parliament House, Sydney, 12 October, 1889.
1 beg to enclose herewith a communication from Mr. Jas. Chisholm respecting a certain
deviation in the road Brushgrove to Maclean. Several public meetings have been held urging that the
road should be on the bank of the river. This road is under trustees, and it appears that the trustees are
in favour of the present deviation, and the general public are agitating for a continuation along the
river hank.
_
_
'
I trust that the matter will bo reconsidered.
I am, Ac.,
.
john McFarlane.
-----------------John
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John McFarlauc, Esq., M.P., Sydney,—
■
Dear Sir,
Brushgrove, 7 October, 1889.
It. is somewhat surprising to the residents of the South Arm to read the report of the Com
missioner for lioads. Tho presumption oftheieport is simply absurd. In the first place, he states it
was for the convenience of the public that the original road along the river bank was diverted and
another road resumed. To this reply I will ask a question. In what way were the public considered in
this matter P Was it to give thorn a had road in place of a good one ? If so, I should certainly say
their convenience was studied. ]n the nest place, he says it would he an act of folly to revert to the
original road after all the trouble taken to make the resumption, “ and it would be an act of injustice to
the land-owners to take another road after they surrendered the one adopted.” Now, this last remark of
the Commissioner is the most absurd that has come under my notice for some time. One would imagine by
this remark that the land-owners referred to had actually given this road out of their own property in
lieu of the original road. Such is not the case at all. as the road adopted is one left for the convenience
of tho farmers on Boggy or Robert’s Creek. The District Surveyor, Mr. Donaldson, supplies me with
this information, so that 1 am not making this assertion unfounded or by hearsay. I took tbe trouble to
call at Mr. Donaldson’s office and inspect the map, which distinctly points out tbe two separate roads
before the trustees were thought of. The next remark is the hill complained of is by no means for
midable, and only requires puiting iu order. Well, to Ibis remark I. must say they have been putting it
in order for the last ten years to my knowledge, and it is no better to-day than it was ten years ago (in
fact, I question very'much if it is as goodj, nor yet will it be any better in ten years hence without a
considerable sum of money being expended, indeed, far more than would make the river bank road equal
to any in tbe district. It is a well-known fact that the roads in this district along the bank of tbe river
are the best we have, and the easiest kept in order. It seems that the public are to suffer an everlasting
inconvenience to gratify the wishes of two individuals, viz., Messrs. Small and M‘Gregor, two of the
trustees.
At the present time there is a petition going round for signatures asking for n sum of money for
t.liis road and to have it thrown open for public traffic ; this will be forwarded you as soon as completed.
If this meets with tho same reply as former requests, I fear the results, A great number of persons have
fully made up their minds to open the road by force. )
The District Surveyor says the road is there, and anyone who wishes can travel it at their own
discretion, but to make it lit for traffic two culverts will be required, one across a drain made by one of
the trustees to drain his farm, the other a creek that runs in from the mountain. I could say a great
deal more in respect to these two roads but would only make it tiresome to read, if 1 have not already
done so.
Hoping you will be more successful on your next, application,
I am, Ac.,
--------JAMES CHISHOLM.
Mr. Statham for any further remarks ho may wish to make.—R-.IL, 28/10/S9.
Report.'—
E.J.S., 8/1!/SO.
‘
'
To The Commissioner and Engineer-in-Clnef for Roads,—
Road, Brushgrove to Rocky Mouth.
Sir,
Grafton, 1G September, 1889.
In compliance with minute, 89-1,483, of Trustee roads, I have further to report that it was
for the convenience of the public that tbe original road along the river bank was deviated, and another
road resumed, it would be an act of folly to revert to tbe original road after all tbe trouble taken to make
tho resumption, and it would be an act of injustice to the land-owners to take another road after they
have surrendered the one adopted. The bill complained of is by no means formidable, and only requires
putting in order which the trustees are in a position to do. I had nothing whatever to do with the
deviation, but quite concur in its advisability, and am of opinion that there is no sufficient justification
for altering it.
Yours, &c„
E. J. STATHAM, _
-------Assistant Engineer.
I recommend that Mr. McFarlane, M.P., be informed in terms of Statbam'» report.—R.H., B.C.,
23/9/89. Under Secretary.
Inform.—J.B.. 24/9/89.
J. McFarlane, Esq,, M.P,, 27/9/S9.
Mr. McFarlane, M.P., accompanied by Mr. Quayle, called this morning, further iu reference to the
above road. It -was pointed out that the original line of road ran along the river bank, which is in every
way more convenient to the general public than the line over the bill, which, it wa« stated, is too steep for
any loaded vehicle. It is acknowledged that the route adopted was duly confirmed and opened, but it is
said tho other one, except in time of flood, is the more convenient for the residents, and should have a
proportion of the vote expended on it, a culvert being required near M'Gregor’s land and some other
repairs. Will Air. Statbam please report again on these complaints, as there is evidently a very strong
feeling in favour of having the vote spent on the river bank road, which from Air. Statham’s previous
report of the 25th July, he does not appear to think would be justified.—C.B.A. (for Commissioner),
3/9/89.
“
Report accordingly.—E.J.S., 16/9/89.
Sir,

Roads Office, Alaclean, 29 August, 1889.
In reference to enclosed application from Brusbgrove trustees, I beg to inform you that I
have visited this place, and there is no necessity for any culvert to be built there.
The late floods have washed part of the road away, but had not stopped the traffic.
The slip lias taken away about SO yards of the road, leaving a gap 30 feet long, with an average
width of 15 feet, and depth of 5 feet. About 30 cubic yards stone built up would make a wall that
would stand, and earth could be put in at the back, and 12 in. by 10 in, box drain might be put in near
this break, bo as to carry tbe water right into tbe river at an estimated cost of £25, which sum I would
recommend be granted.
>
I have, &c.,
The Commissioner and Engineer for Roads.
■
P. G. HURLEY.

i
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I recommend that £25 lie given from flood vote for this work, and the trustees he informed in
terms of this report.—C.B.A. (for Commissioner), 4/9/S9. Under Secretary.
For box drain list.—
J.B., 4/9/89.
Mr. ,1. F. Small, 9/9/89.
Mr. Airey.—J.F.S., 11/9/89.
Approved by Minister.
Order No. 211.—J.B., 6/9/S9.
Inform.—TAV., 6/9/S9.
Issue stating purpose for which given.—
C.B.A,, 11/9/89.
Issued, 20/9/89.
Mr. Steel please note.—C.B.A., 20/9/S9.
Noted for Mr.
Steel.—3/10/89.
To The Chief Commissioner for Roads, Sydney,-—
Sir,
"
Brushgrove, 14 August, 1SS9.
The recent floods have carried a portion of the bank away on the Brushgrove-Maclean Road
near Maclean. It extends two-thirds of the wa)r across .the road, (say) about 25 feet deep by 14 feet wide,
which can only be now secured by a culvert, which we believe would cost about £50. Would you oblige
by instructing the local officer to report as to the best method of securing jt, and have tbe amount placed
at his or our disposal to complete it.
"We have, &c.,
■
JOHN F. SMALL
--------(For self and co-trustees).
Mr. Statham for report.—C.B.A. (for Commissioner), 19/8/89.
Mr. Hurley.—E. J.S., 22/8/89.
Report herewith.—F.Gr.H., 29/8/89.
The Honorable The Minister for Works,—
Sir,
Parliament House, Sydney, 30 June, 1889.
I have tho honor to enclose herewith a communication from the chairman of a public meeting
held at Tyndale, desiring a certain alteration in the road leading from Brushgrove to Maclean, which I
trust will receive your favourable consideration.
I am, <&c.,
----------

john

McFarlane.

It will be seen from previous paper herewith that Mr. Statham has already reported against this
road being transferred to the Department, and Mr. McFarlane, M.P., was informed by the Under Secre
tary on the 30th ultimo.—C.B.A., 6|S/S9.
Mr. McFarlane might be again written to.—RJL, 2/8/89. Under Secretary.
P. papers.—J.B.,
2/8/89.
Write, 8/8/89.
John McFarlane, Esq., M.P., 4/8/89.
[Enclosure.']
To The Honorable the Minister for Works,—
Sir,
Tyndale, 1G July, 1SS!).
Permit me to bring before your notice the following facts with reference to the Bnisligrove-Maclean Eoad, on
the South Ann side of Woodford Island.
'Chat this road, being in the hands of trustees, the money granted for it is not spent to the best advantage, but
squandered on a portion of it, which does not form part of the original road.
That tho trustees have caused a de\ iatinn, to take place at this particular point of the said road, which nins through
the said trustees’ property.
That the trustees alone benefit by the said deviation, mid that the said deviation is and has been a lasting incon
venience to tho travelling public.
I may inform you, with reference to the portion where the deviation lias taken place, that if the road had taken its
original course, which is along the river bank, it would he far less expensive, more accessible, and a boon to the travelling
public, besides shortening the distance to the extent of about a mile. The residents have repeatedly asked the trustees to
open this road, which they have refused to do up to the present time.
Trusting that our grievances may meet with your most favourable consideration.
The following resolution was unanimously carried at a public meotiug, held at Tyndale on Wednesday, 26th June,
1SS9 :—‘‘That this meeting is of opinion that it is desirable to take immediate steps to have that portion of the BrushgroveMaclean Road, via South Arm, from the swimming reserve to Rocky Point, opened, and placed under the Government Road
Superintendent.’’
Yours, &e.,
ALEX. JOHN MTJNRO,
Chairman,

Department of Fublic Works.
Registered No. T.R. 89-1171.

Dated 19 July, 1889.
[From J. McFarlane, M.P.]
Subject:—Forwarding petition, asking that road from Brushgrove to Maclean may be taken out of
■
trustees’ bands, and taken charge of by tbe Department,
25 July, 1889.
The grounds of dissatisfaction stated in tho petition are the alleged squandering of money on a wrong road.
Such is not the case. The road referred to was, after due consideration, taken along the highest ground,
and has been surveyed, formally opened, and charted long before it was handed over to the trustees,
who are in every way justified in spending the money on it.
The petition puts forward a further misstatement as to the length, saying it is at least a mile
round,” whereas a saving of 25 chains only could have been effected on the line which it was considered
advisable to reject. T see no good reason either for altering the road or taking it out of the hands of tho
trustees,
-------E.J.S.
Mr. Statham for report.—R.H., 19/7/89.
Mr. McFarlane might be written to in terms of Mr.
Statham’s memo,—R.H., 28/7/89. Undersecretary.
Write, 29/7/89. John McFarlane, Esq., M.P.,
30/7/89.
1
The Honorable the Minister for Works,—
Sir,
Parliament House, Sydney, 1G July, 1889.
I have tho honor to enclose herewith a communication from tho Chairman of a public meeting
recently held at Brushgrove, praying that the road leading from Brushgrove to Maclean may be taken out
of the hands of the trustees, and that same be placed under tbe charge of the Road Superintendent, and
that the road be opened from the reserve to Rocky Point, along the bend of the river.
Trusting the matter will receive attention.
I have, &c„
-----------

john

McFarlane.

Engineer-in-Chief, Roads.—J.B., 19/7/89.
Moved

7
Moved by Mr. Qualey, and seconded,—That it is the opinion of tins meeting that immediate steps
be taken to have that portion of the road from the swimming reserve to Eocky Point, on the river bank,
opened for public traffic.
The above was carried at a public meeting held at Tyndale, particulars of which will be forwarded
to you in due course.—J.C.
[Enclosure^]
J. McFarlane, Esq., M.r., Sydney,—

Dear Sir,
Brushgrove, 8 July, 1880.
At apublic meeting held here on the I5th June last, the enclosed attached resolutions were unanimously passed,
and as Chairman of that meeting I have been requested to forward them to you for presentation to the Minister.
The residents of Woodford Tsland and surrounding districts are very much dissatisfied by tho manner in which
the trustees have squandered the money granted for this road on a portion of road not leading direct from Maclean to
Brushgrove. It is strongly advisable, in the interests of the travelling public, to have the road opened along the river
bank, leading through Messrs. Small and M‘Gregor’s properties (now closed). Without doubt the money has been wasted
on a portion of road leading from the above-mentioned road to llobert’s Creek, making a circuit of at least 1 mile more than
tiie road along the river bank.
It is strongly advisable to have the said road placed under the control of the Road Superintendent at once.
Tenders are now called to expend a sum of the present vote on this by-road, and for the interests of the district it is
imperative that immediate steps should be taken to--------

*****
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[Incomplete when laid upon the Table—remainder cannot be obtained from Jioads Department.]

[Sub-Uncloeure. ]
a public meeting held on the loth June, 1SS9, for the purpose of having the Brushgrove-Maelean Koad (now vested in
trustees) placed under the direct supervison of tiie local Road Superintendent.
Mr. James Chisholm having been chosen Chairman, the following propositions were unanimously agreed to :—
1. By Mr. George Yaser,—That this meeting is of opinion that the road from Bmshgrovc to Maclean, via South Arm,
should he taken over by the Government and placed in charge of the Koad Superintendent, owing to the unsatis
factory state of the roads at present under the trustees. Seconded by Mr. Thos. C. Davis.
2. By Mr. Chris, Yager,—That a petition ho signed and forwarded to the Minister through the Member for the
Clarence for transfer of same. Seconded by Mr. Geo, Watson.
.
JAMES CHISHOLM,
Chairman.
A Committee, consisting of Messrs. Alex. Campbell, C. and Cr. Yager, T. C. Davis, Jas., Chisholm, and Wm. Gillies,
was appointed to forward the above resolutions.
At

Messrs. "Watson and Munro,—
Sirs,
Brusbgrove, 3 September, 1883.
Yours rc road from Brusbgrove to Kooky Mouth to band, and will receive due consideration.
Yours, <S:c.,
JOHN F. SMALL
■
(For self and co-trustees).
Trustee Koad, Brusbgrove to Maclean.
To Tbe Commissioner and Engineor-in-Cbie£ for Hoads,— .
>
Sir,
.
Grafton, £) July, 1,889.
In reply to minute in document 89-1,047 of Trustee road, I beg to state that there does not
appear to be any question before the Department as to the alteration of the road above mentioned.
From my knowledge of the locality I should say tbo road, as at present opened, answers all public
requirements, and that there is no necessity to alter it.
I have. &e.,
E. J. STATHAM,
-------Assistant Engineer.
Inform trustees. Informed, 16/7/89.
To The Chief Commissioner for Koads,—
'
Sir,
Brushgrove, 26 Jtme, 1889.
As we believe objections are being made by a few people (through whose properties we have
had the Government roads opened) to the present road to Brusbgrove (marked by a dotted line on
annexed tracing), in lieu of which they wish a road opened along the river bank, from the south-east
corner of J. F. Small’s portion 21 to tbe north-east corner of W. M'Gregor’s portion 28.
In order that you may be in a position to understand both sides of the question, we think it
desirable that we should draw your attention to the following facts :—
1. The present road was surved and marked out by the Government surveyors.
■
2, It runs along the centre of a gravelly ridge, above flood reach, and guod round country all the
way in all weathers.
3.
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S. ll'is the only road by which residents of the upper portion of "Woodford Island could remove
their stock in times of flood to the high lands in the centre of the island.
4. It is not (as you will see by the chart) over 300 yards further round going from or to Brushgrove or Maclean than a road along the river bank would he, and is mcalcnlably shorter, and
more convenient to the travelling public who use the line to Lawrence and the main river, which
we may state has had a very large amount of public money expended on if, and which it
intersects on the reserve at tho junction of the road which leads to the largo timber reserves on
the centre of tho island.
5. A road along the river bank could not he made passable without expending at least £300 in
culverts, forming, and clearing, aud then it would not he passable in wet seasons, as a great
portion of it is low-lying and swampy, and in times of flood is covered with G feet of water.
G. Before anything could he done the Government would have to reclaim a road through parts of
W, jYPGregor’s portions, as large land slips have fallen in at several points through floods
and the continual wash from steamers, until there are only a few feet of the original reserve
remaining.
7. We do not think it would be desirable, or that the Government would sanction, that money should
be expended on two roads running parallel with each other, and not more than half a mile apart.
8. The present mad is formed, cleared, and fenced on both sides from end to end with good secure
fences.
9. The road is about tho same distance from the river bank, through all the farms from H. Small’s
portion 30, of 48 acres, to Brushgrove, so that no deviation worth mentioning takes place in its
course, and it follows almost exactly the track used by the early settlers when travelling to and
from Maclean and Brushgrove.
In conclusion, we beg to say that the hill, which a few malcontents speak of, has a good cutting down
it, made in accordance nith instructions given by Mr. Statham, the Superintendent of Boads, and it is
only about SO yards long, and which any reasonably good horse could draw a ton up. It has been washed
out a good deal by the heavy rains, and as wo have had no money available since December last until
now, wo have not been able to repair it. We propose, however, to put it in good order at once at a very
trifling expense. We feel quite confident that you will agree with us when we say that we have spent
part ot the money entrusted to us on the road which is far and away the best for all purposes, and the
only one ne would have been jusiified in opening for traffic, and that it would also be unjust to open two
roads through the same farms, which is not done on any other part of the Clarence, and would put the
owners to unnecessary expense m fencing.
We have. Ac,,
‘
'
.1011X1’. SMALL.
WILLIAM M'GKEGOK.
-------T MOM AS IT. VOGG 0.
Mr. Slalham for report in conned ton uitli paper 89-1,097 re had state of road, sent him on the
29th ultimo—B.H. 5/7/89. Mr. Statham, B C.
.Report accordingly.—E.J.S., 9/7/S9.
Tlic Honorable "Ihc Secretary for Public Works,—
Sir,
Parliament House, Sydney, 25 .Tune, 1889.
I beg to bring under your notice tho bad condition of the mam road leading from Brushgrove
to Maclean. There is a large amount of traffic on this road, and the annual amount voted for keeping it
in repair is quite insufficient te keep it in anything like decent condition. Trusting that you will ho good
enough to cause a further sum to he expended upon the road in question,
I am, &e.,
----------

JOHN MeFABLANE.

Acknowledge P. papers, 2S/6/89.
Done, 28/G/89.
The annual vote of £150 was issued to
the trustees on tho llth instant. Will Air. Statham please report.—C.B A. (for Commr.), B.C., 29/G/S9.
Air. Statham.
The road is certainly in rather a bad state, and if the grant can be increased it is
desirable.—E.J.S., 1/7/S9.
Air. Airey.—J.B., 5/7/S9.
Bead is now third-class for 10 miles, £150.
It might, perhaps, be raised to second-class on 1890 schedule, which would give an additional £100 a
year.—C.B.A., 6/7/89.
Bccommended.—K.H., 8/7/89.
Under Secrety., B.C.
Submitted.—J.B.,
8/7/89.
Koto for consideration.—B.S., 9/7/89.
Noted.— C.B.A., 1G/7/89.
Inform.—J.B., 10/7/S9.
William Bennett, Esq,
Sir,
Brushgrove, 9 Alay, 1889.
I am sorry I was away to Queensland when your form came for report on roads, and we now
fill in as near as possible, and return. Tho whole of the road from Brushgrove to Eocky Alouth has been
cleared, and about 12 miles of forming done, and about 3 miles of it gravelled. There may be a little
more or a little less. There is about 1 mile that has only been cleared, not formed. There are three
box culverts, three large culverts with hand-rails. The others are the common road culverts. All got ,
4-inch sawn decking on, with heavy sleepers.
Our rofids require money for repair. T hey have got cut up since the heavy rains, and no repairs
done this vear on them ; and parts are now getting very bad, and the longer they are left the worse they
will be, and cost much more to renair.
Tours, &c.,
"
---------------- JOHN F. SAIALL.
William Bennett, Esq,—
"
Sir,
Brushgrove,
15 January, 1889.
I duly received the vouchers to get advocate receipts and other*.
Now, Mr. Baker had left
the district, aud 1 could only get a receipt from his solicitors, Messrs. Alehior and Laman, which I enclose,
also receipt from Hugh Connor for his two cheques. Johnson, up to present, I cannot find, but as soon
as I can get it I will enclose it to you. Now, both Johnson and Connor have given a receipt in voucher
for their payments, and the advocate is £1 Is. Gd., which leaves a balance of 16s. due to me, and I lost a
day and expenses going to Grafton to get receipt from Alehior and Laman.
I also enclose copy in writing, which you will find correct, of vouchers.
A"ours, &e..
'
JOHN F. SAIALL
■----------------(For self and trustees).
New

Now South Wales'.
No. 39,009.
The Treasury, 31 December, 18S3.
NECETA'En from the Commissioner for Roads tbe sum of 8s , for unexpended balance of advance of £150
made to trustees of road from Brusbgrove to Roekv Mouth.
'
P. J. ITOLDSWORTH
----------------(J^ro Treasurer).
To the Commissioner for Roads, Sydney,—
Sir,
Brushgrove, 10 April, 1888.
Would you oblige by letting us know when tbe next grant for “Road, Brusbgrove to
Eocky Mouth” will he available, as tbe roads are getting in very bad order.
I have, <fct\,
JOHN F. SMALL
-------(For self and co-trustees).
Mr. Airey.—W.B., 13/4/88.
Infd. by wire vdll be issued next week, 13/4/88.
New South Wales.
The Treasury, 5 January, 1888.
ReCEIt-EJ) from the Commissioner and Engineer for Roads tho sum of two shillings, for unexpended

balance of Additional Vote for 1887 for road from Brushgrove to Rocky Mouth.
W. NEWCOMBE
----------------- (Pro Treasurer).
W. C. Bennett, Esq., Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Roads,—
Sir,
35, Susscx-slrcct, Sydney, 2G July, 1887.
I have the honor to draw your attention to tho low classification of the main road from
Brushgrove to Maclean. There is a large amount of traffic on this road, and I tbink that itis of sufficient
importance to be raised to a second-class road. The small sum of money that is annually expended upon
it is insufficient to keep it in repair.
Trusting the matter will receive your usual attention,
I have, &c.,
-------y
_
john McFarlane.
P. Papers.—W.B., 22/7/87.
£50 is now available for expenditure by fhe trustees of this road
from Additional Vote for 1SS7. See approval on M. 87-407.—C.B.A., 1G/S/87.
Issue.—C.B.A.,
17/8/87.
Mr. Steel to note.—C.B.A., 22/8/87.
Noted for Mr, Steel.—M.B.P, 22/8/87.
J.
McFarlane,—Issued, 22/8/87.-----------------Telegram from E. J. Statbam to The Commissioner for Roads,
Grafton, 15 July, 1887,
Re grant for road, Brushgrove to Itockv Mouth I recommend additional grant fifty pounds.
-------E. J. STATHAM.
P. papers.—W.B., 15/7/87.
Telegram from E. J. Statbam to The Commissioner for Roads.
_ _
Grafton, C July, 1887.
I RECOiLMEXD additional grant to trustees for road, Brushgrove to Itockv Mouth.
-------'
E. J. STATHAM.
Mr. Airey.—W.B., 7/2/87.
Mr. Statbam does not say what sum is necessary.—C.B.A., 8/7/87.
Ought to know.—W.B., 13/7/87.
Telegram sent, 14/7/87.
W. C. Bennett, Esq., Commissioner for Roads, <£c,—
Sir,
35, Susscx-strect, 8 June, 1887.
The trustees of road from Brush grove to Maclean having expended tbo whole of tbe money
voted for this road in repairing portions rendered impassable by tbe late flood, and as the road is’ still in
an inefficient state of repair, they have applied for a farther snm which I trust you will have tbo goodness
to give them.
1 am, &e.,
.

----------

john

McFarlane.

P. papers.—W.B., 9/G/S7.
Mr. McFarlane might be informed that additional grant has been
refused.—W.B., B.C., 11/6/87, Undersecretary.
Inform.—J.E., 16/6/87.
J. McFarlane, M.P,,—
Copy herewith.
Telegram sent Mr. Statbam to report, 25/6/87.
William Bennett, Esq.,—
-----------------Sir,
Brusbgrove, 3 June, 1887.
As requested by yours of 30th May to forward to you tenders and specifications for works
done on road from Brushgrove to Rocky Mouth, I now enclose you tenders and specifications of same. I
also now send you butts of cheques for £99 18s , leaving 2s. to pay for advertising, stamps ; and so your
trustees are about £1 out of pocket.
Tours, &c.,
JOHN F. SMALL
-----------------(For self and co-trustees).
W. Bennett, Esq.,—
Sir,
Brushgrove, 13 May, 1887.
I write to say that about £90 out of the £L00 grant Las been expended ; it took the biggest
half of it to put in turn new culverts. Vouchers will go down to you within the next ten days. The
road is still in a very bad state, and it would require at least £200 more to make it passable; we are
having it metalled in all the worst places, at a cost of 4s. Gd.Jper cubic yard.
Tours, &e.,
JOHN F. SMALL
>------(For self and co-trustees).
Mr. Airey,—Price moderate.—W.B., 20/5/87. Voucher has since been received.—C.B.A., 25/5/87.
I cannot recommend this extra amount. When a road is in charge of the Department, and gets
bad the office is in fault; when, in charge of trustees, the money is insufficient, I think they should he
given to understand votes cannot be duplicated in tins manner.—W.B., B.C., 20/5/87.
Under Secretary.
Submitted.—R.H., 27/5/87.
Inform.—J.S., l/G/87.
J. F. Smart, 6/6/87.
------------ ----Brusbgrove
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BrusligroTO Station, 7 April, 1887.
Telegram from Mr. J. P. Small to Wm. Bennett, Esq., Superintendent, Boads and Bridges, Sydney.
Is money available for bridges, Brushgrove to Eocky Mouth. Please replv.
--------'
Jm P. SMALL.
P. papers.—W.B., 8/4/87. Tote for 1880 has been adjusted, aud, therefore, 1887 Tote, viz., £100,
The Minister having approved
will be available as soon as Parliament may pass it.—G-.C.H., 12/4/87.
of the issue of 1887 Tote, in anticipation of the approval of Parliament, I presume it may now be
done.—G-.C.TT.,12/4/87.
Approved—W.B., 12/4/87.
W. Bennett, Esq.,
----------- ——
Sir,
Brushgrove, 17 March, 1887.
I saw Mr. Statham yesterday, and ho asked me to write to see if the grant of £100 for road
from Brushgrove to Eocky Mouth was available yet. Two of the culverts are washed away, aud traffic is
entirely stopped. Could we go on with these with a view of getting the grant to pay for them when
completed f Would you kindly wire, as the matter is urgent.
Yours, &c.,
JOHN P, SMALL
------—
(For self and co-trustees).
Mr. Airey,—See me.—W.B., 21/8/87.
The Minister has approved of issue of current year’s vote
so soon as last year’s money is properly adjusted, to which effect Mr. McFarlane, M.P., was informed on
the 10th instant.—C.B.A., 21/3/87.
Inform Mr. Small also.—W.B., 21/3/87.
Informed 23/3/87.
Telegram from E. J. Statham to The Commissioner for Bonds.
_
Grafton.
Telugeam of 24th ultimo replied to. Same day papers relating to it only just received. I recommend
that trustees of road, Brushgrove to Maclean, should have amount of annual vote at once placed at their
disposal to effect repairs, aud that Mr. Hurley be instructed to report whether it is necessary to supple
ment it. I have instructed him to report re road at Maclean.
_
------—
_
E. J STATHAM.
Previous papers at once.—W.B., 11/3/87.
Mr. Airey,—Take steps to do this at ouce, Mr.
MeParlanc should be informed.—W. Antr.v, 11/3 .'87.
Telegram from E. J. Statham to Tho Commissioner for Koads.

■

Grafton.
There are two roads, one along main river, and
the other along South Ann, It is not clear which is referred to, and I am not prepared to make any
recommendation. Mr. Hurley had better report what damage has been done.
Eoad Brushgrove to Maclean is on Woodford island.

Previous papers.—W.B., 11/3/87,
I recommend that £100, being the amount voted on schedule last year, and which is also proposed
for current year, be issued to tbe trustees to repair this road as advised by Mr. Statham. Mr. McFarlane,
M.P,, might be informed, and also that Assistant Engineer will afterwards report whether it is considered
necessary to give any special sum for tbe road. Vote of 1886 should, however, be adjusted, prior to
issue.—W.B., 14/3/87. Tinder Secretary.
Submitted.—E.H., 14/3/S7.
Approved.—J.S., 15/3/87.
J. McFarlane, Esq., M.P., 10/3/S7.
W. C. Bennett, Esq.
-----------------Sir,
.
35, Susses-street, Sydney, 23 February, 1887.
I am requested by a number of my constituents on the Clarence to bring under your notice
the exceedingly bad state of the main road from Brusbgrove to Maclean, on Woodford Island. The late
flood has rendered many portions quite impassable, which causes much inconvenience, as the traffic is
large.
There is a sum of £100 placed in the bauds of local trustees for the purpose of keeping this road
in repairs, but this sum is quite inadequate. Tiie road being some 12 miles in length, aud has never yet
been even formed. If a further sum of (say) £500 were placed in Jhe hands of tbe trustees, they could
put this road in an efficient state of repair. The present would be a capital time to have this work done,
as a large number of the farmer? in the locality are in very distressed circumstances, owing to the late
flood, and would be glad to work at a very low rate. I trust this matter will receive your early and most
favourable consideration.
I am, Ac.,
-------JOHN McFAELANE.
Acknowledge receipt; say telegram sent for report.—W.B., 2I-/2/87.
J. McFarlane, Esq.,
M.P., 24/2/87.
Sent with papers.
Telegram to Mr. Statham, 24/2/87. ' This road is under trust,
£100 per annum being voted on schedule for it.—C.B.A., 24/2/87.
To tbe Under Secretary,—
——----------Sir,
Brushgrove, 9 December, 1880.
We beg to request; that you will allow credit to be kept; open till the 31st of March next for
the unexpended balance of the last £100 grant for road from Brushgrove to Eocky Mouth, to allow of
work now in hand being completed.
We have, &c.,
JOHN F. SMALL
-------- .
(For self and co-trustces).
Acknowledged, 13/12/86.
Mr. Airey.—W.B., 14/12/86.
Granted, 14/12/86.
My dear Mr. Bennett,
SS, Pitt-street. Sydney, 12 July, 1886.
1 am informed that tbo trustees of tbe road under schedule, as “ Brusbgrove to Eocky Mouth ”
have not yet received their usual annual grant of £100 for the maintenance of the road for this vear;
and have been requested to inquire the reason of tbe delay.
_
Can you do anything to hasten this matter on ? I am told the road is now in a very bad state
since tbe late rains.
Trusting this will have your early attention.
I am, &c.,
'
--------JNO. M. PUEYES.
Inform Mr. Purves of reason.—W.B., 14/7/86.
Acknowledged and informed, 14/7/86.
----------------To
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To the Commisaionor for Hoads,—
Sir,
Brushgrove, IS January, 18SG.
Herewith please find receipts for advertising, also Staunton’s tender for road. The culvert
built was done as per specification enclosed, with the exception of the difference in size, the one built
being 14 feet across by 18 feet wide, and all the sleepers are bloodwood 2 feet through. Other work as
per measurements, &c., in voucher.
Yours, &c.,
■
--------JOHN P. SMALL.
Mr. Airey.—"W-B., 22/1/8G.
Now South "Wales.
The Treasury, 11 January, 1S8G.
Heceitud from the Commissioner and Engineer for Itoads the sum of 7s. 3d. sterling, for unexpended
balance of vote for 1885, for road from Brushgrove to Eocky Mouth,
W. NEWCOMBE
------------------{Pro Treasurer).
Sir,

_
Brushgrove, 17 March, 18S4.
Herewith I forward statement of payments made from £100 grant, and receipts for same,
which I trust you will find correct. I should like to poiut out to you the necessity of letting us have the
annual grant as early in the year as possible, as labour is always much cheaper before than during the
sugar season.
I have, &e.,
_
------—
JOHN P. SMALL.
This should have been forwarded to the Commissioner for Eoads.—J.D.C.
Pay Branch,-—G-.E.,
24/3/84.
.— -----------To the Under Secretary, Public Works,—
Sir,
_
Brushgrove, 13 November, 1883.
We beg to request that you will give us an extension of time for the expenditure of road
grant, Brushgrove to Eocky Mouth No. 76, as we have contracts let which will not be completed by 31st
December.
Wc have, &c.,
JOHN P. SMALL
--------(Eof self and co-trustees).
Approved.—W.B., 22/11/83.
Granted, 22/11/83.
New South Wales.
Tbe Treasury, 0 June, 1883.
from J. P, Small, Thos. H. Foggo, and Wm. M'Gregor, Trustees, road Brushgrove to Eocky
Mouth, the sum of 7s. Gd. sterling, being unexpended balance of vote of 1882 for road Brushgrove to
Eocky Mouth.
W. NEWCOMBE
(Pro Treasurer).
Eeceivbd

To the Under Secretary,—
Sir,
Brushgrove, 22 November, 1882.
Wo beg to request that you will allow the balance of the £100 grant, No. 82-278, to remain
to our credit in the bank till the 31st March, as we have had great trouble in getting the contracts let
satisfactorily owing to the scarcity of labour in this district.
We have, &c.,
JOHN P. SMALL
--------(For self and co-trustees).
Approved.—W.B., 27/11/82.
Granted, 27/11/82.
John Eae, Esq.,—
Sir,
Brushgrove, 10 Becember, 1881.
We beg to request that tbe amount of £100, placed to our credit for road from Brushgrove
to Eocky Mouth, may be left available for us till March, 1882, to pay for contracts let to-day.
Wc have, Ac.,
JOHN P. SMALL
--------(For self and co-trustees).
Extension might be given.—W.B., 1G/L2/81.
Mr. Springthorpe, 16/12/81.
Already
granted. Pile.—P.W., 19/12/81.
To the Secretary for Public Works,—
Sir,
Brusbgrove, 28 November, 1881.
I have to acknowledge receipt of yours, dated 15th November, re grant of £100 for
repairs of road from Brushgrove to Rocky Month. Wc will have little time to get the work laid out and
contracts let by the middle of December, and if we had had the grant three months earlier we could have
got tho work done much cheaper, as labour was more plentiful, owing to the sugar-mill hands 'being all
out of work. We will, however, do our best to have the contracts entered into by the middle of December,
and will have to ask for an extension of time to complete contracts.
I have, <fce.,
JOHN P. SMALL
-------—
(For self and co-trustees).
What is the reason grant was not given earlier? Was there any delay in this office ?—W.B.,
2/12/81.
Air. Wells, 3/12/81.
Mr, Springthorpe, 5/12/81.
The vote was not issued, in conse
quence of an irregularity in voucher, which was not satisfactorily explained until the 3rd ultimo.—A.S.,
9/12,81.
Extension might be granted.—P.W., 9/12/81,
Trustees accordingly, 10/12/81.
To
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To the Commissioner for Bonds,—
^r>
Brushgrove, 3 November, 1S81.
In reply to yours, No. 81-174, we bog to say that the amount, £S9 Os. 7d., was paid out up to
1st February. No. 0 cheque was paid to contractor on account before the work was passed on ^4ith
February, the amount, £9 12s., was paid for work dono, and £l 7s. for advertisements, for which we enclose
receipt.
Wc. have, &e.,
JOHN F. SMALL
(For self and co-trusiecs).
Tho Honorable the Minister for Lands,—
Siri
_
Farliament House, Sydney, 8 December, 1890.
I have tho honor to enclose herewith a letter from the Tyndale Progress Association, urging
that the reserved portion of the Brushgrove.Maclean Road be surveyed and officially opened, which, X
trust,will have due consideration.
Yours, &c.,
--------——
john McFarlane.
J. McFarlane, Esq., M.L.A.,—
Sir,
Tyndale, 1 December, 1890.
_ ^
The Woodford and Tyndale Progress Association request you will present accompanying
application to Minister for Lands, and trust you will be successful in obtaining a compliance to save
further trouble and delay, as it must be done sooner or later. I need hardly state the Association is
anxiously waiting Donaldson’s official report.
Yours, &c.,
C. W. RAYNBR,
. .
------------------Secretary.
The Honorable the Minister for Lands,—
Sir,
Tyndale. Clarence River, 1 December, 1890.
The Woodford and Tyndale Progress Association respectfully apply to you to have the
reserved portion of the Brushgrove-Maclean Road officially opened and surveyed.
Yours, &c.,
C. W. RAYNER,
------------------Secretary.
Extract from letter dated Tyndnle, 21th August, 1891, from C. W. Rayner, Secretavv, Progress Committee
91/18,277.
to J. McFarlane, Esq., M.P.
‘
Re opening reserved portion of Brushgrove-Maclean ■ Road. This Association wants an immediate
answer. Will the Department survey the road, or not ?
A survey of road is referred to. I recommend that papers be referred to Lands Department, and
Mr. McFarlane be informed of action.—E.J.S. {pro. Commissioner), 29/9/91.
Under Secretary, B.C.
Informed.—B.S.
Under Secretary for Lands.—R.L., B.C., 30/11/91.
'
[Urgent.]
The Under Secretary for Lands,—
,
'
S’r)
_
Public Works Department, Sydney, 5 December, 1890.
I am directed to inform you that Mr, McFarlane,M.P., gave notice in the Legislative Assembly
of his intention to move on the 21st of October last, “ That there be laid upon the Table of this House all
letters aud other documents in connection with the Bmshgrove-Maclean Road, since 18G1.” This motion
was, however, withdrawn on a promise being given by the Secretary for Public Works that he would
cause the papers to be laid upon the Table as requested.
The papers in connection with this matter in this Department have therefore been prepared for iho
purpose, but it has been ascertained that there are other papers in your office bearing on the subject, and
as it is thought desirable that the whole of the papers should be laid upon the Tabic, at the same time I
am to ask that you will bo so good as to move Mr. Secretary Brunker to cause the papers in question to be
forwarded to this office for the purpose, should he see no objection to their being laid upon the Table as
proposed.
I have, &c.,
J. BARLING,
--------Under Secretary.
Papers herewith.—A. J. Siorrs (for Under Secretary), 9/12/90. The Under Secretary Department
of Public Works.
Roads.—D.C.M‘L. (pro. U.S.), B.C., 9/12/90.
“
Tbe Honorable the Minister for Lands,—
S*r>
,
Tjmdale, Clarence River, 7 October, 1890.
,
I have been instructed by the Woodford and Tyndale Progress' Association to again address
you in reply to yours of the 15th September, with reference to the opening of the reserved portion of tho
Brushgrove-Maclean Road. The circumstances which warrant the survey of this road are that the
public requirements demand, with increased population, the shortest and most practicable route. In this
locality every available portion of land is taken up and under settlement. The thing most essential to
enhance the value of any property, and promote the welfare of any community, are good roads. This
100 chains not yet surveyed being portion and connecting link of main road, Brusbgrove to Maclean, for
a distance of 13 miles. The increase of traffic demanded tho nso of the reserved portion, and with all
due respect to the higher authorities, the persons who were daily inconvenienced through it not being
available (I mean not surveyed to define the limits of the adjacent private property) a petition signed by
upwards of 100 persons was forwarded to you to make a survey; but it is inferred from your reply that
this request has been somewhat confused with the question oi' maintenance. No application has been
made by or through this association as yet for maintenance, but purely aud simply for a survey of this
portion of the road to prevent any prosecution for trespass, which is threatened by tbe adjacent land
owners, or to evade a breach of the peace, as such has occurred on this river before under similar
circumstances; and further, forthe persons desirous to use this road, to take upon themselves the duties of the
road
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road officials, they would be characterised as disloyal and rebellious. The delay in not complying with
the request has caused other measures to be resorted to, in which initiatory steps have been taken, which
nothing but a compliance to tho public request can stav.
Yours, &c.,
'
C. W. RAYNER,
--------Secretary.
Mr. McFarlano, M.P., has been informed several timas that it has been reported that parts of the
ro.rd along the river bank have been washed away, and as there is another and a practicable road parallel
with, and not far away from the river road, the Department does not consider there would be justification
in taking land from private estate to make continuous the river road. This application is that the river
road be resurveyed, which might be dono so far as practicable, provided the persons interested in this
particular road will undertake to pay the cost of resurvey (£10 say) ; but iteanuotbe recommended that
survey bo effected gratuitously. Perhaps Mr. C. '\V. Rayner should bo so informed.—A, J. Stoits, 1 /12/90.
For approval.—F.H. W\ {pro. U.S ), 2/12/00.
Appd.—J.N.B , 3/12/00.
C. W. Rayner, Sec.
kV. and T. Prog. Ass., informed.—F.II.W., (i/12/90.
The Honorable the Minister for Lauds,—
Sir,
*
Parliament House, Sydney, 17 September, 1890.
I have the honor to make application for a copy of the District Surveyor’s Report, respecting
the desirability of opening a portion of road through the properties of Messrs. Small and McGrregor,
Tyndale, on Brushgrove-Maclean Road, Clarence Ri\er.
Yours, dc,
_
--------.roiiN McFarlane.
The report referred to is registered Rds. SO-iOl/lo herewith. It is pointed out, however, that
there are precedents against supplying the public with copies of surveyors’ reports, which are to be
rcgirdei as privileged communications, and obtained for the purpose of guiding the Minister in deciding
cases. See Rds. 89-338/(5.—A. .T. Stopps, 30/9/90. F.H.W., 2/10/90.
Submitted. Sea enclosed copy of precedents.— W.H., 3/10/90.
Tbe application discloses no
reason for departing from the directions contained in minute G-290.—J.N.R., 7/10 ’90.
.lohn McFarlane,
M.l’., informed.—F.ll.W., 10/10/90.
Records.—M.W.
Rds. 88-03/4. If no special reason exists, and ii is not detrimental on public grounds, tins request
may be granted, but it should form no precedent, inasmuch as such reports should be considered as private
and confidential, or at least only to be disclosed at discretion of the Minister.—J. H. CARittJTirERa, 23/10/89.
Rds. S9-33S/0. The reports of leading ofiiciaR should certainly bo treated as privileged communi
cations, and as such tbe subject of them can only be disclosed under exceptional conditions.—J. N.
BiawKim, fi/2/90.
'
Tho Honorable the Minister for Lands,—
8ir,
Parliament House, Sydney, 20 A ugm'!, 1890.
1 beg to enclose herewith a communicaiion from the Tyndale Progress Association, rc opening
of road along the South Arm, which, f trust, will receive due consideration.
Yours, Ac.,
------------------john McFarlane.
[Enclosure ]
John JIcFarlaiie, Esq., M.L,A. ; .lolmSce, Esq., M.L.A.,—
Sirs,
Tyndale, S July, 1800.
The Woodford and Tyndale Progress Association respeutfully request of you (with power to add to your
numltcr) to present the accompanying resolutions and have a personal interview v/ith the Minister fur Lm Is re opening the
reserved portion of Lrushgrovo-Maetoan Road, as can he seen marked upon the north hank of South Arm, between Rocky
J Send and .T. E. Small's (swimming ertraim;) ; map—parish or Woodford. The in'cseul road now used in lieu forms part
of Bin IT Point, Tyndale, and another road leading to centre of island, and travellers have to make a lengthy detour upon
those two branch roads, and, notwithstanding an enormous amount of money has baen spout upon them at the present
time, is in a most deplorable state —one part, for about 19 chains there m a side-cutting on which it would be impossible for
two vehicles to pass ; then for a distance of over 1 mile of loose white sand, together with two very high hills, with stoop
grade, for at least 5 chains on either side. The reserved portion and Ijrushgrove-Maclean Road proper would shorten the
distance at least about 30 chains, and would he a level, firm, road, which would cost comparatively nothing to maintain.
The bridge required as mentioned in official report is greatly exaggerated, as only a small culvert is required. The
objections now raised to opening this reserved road is alleged to bo the washing away of road into the river, while the facts
arc that, it is for the greatest part of it, a hank which makes considerably by deposits from each successive flood, and au
undeniable fact since the lute big flood, which proved so destructive to the banks of the Clarence, no slips have occurred in
this particular place. Tho contention is that the road can be taken the full allotted width of reserve, as it has been done
on every other bank without resuming land or making a resurvey of the adjacent farms, as was done in this case. Itis
further contended that the expense of a resurvey of laud was not justifiable by the state, particularly at such an inoppor
tune time as it was made, being only three days after the biggest flood ever known, and there being at least 5 or C feet of
water upon a great portion of some of the lines. The request to have this road open has now been made repeatedly for a
great number of years, and every available portion of laud in this district has been taken up and under settlement, and to
have good roads is the most important to enhance the value of any property, therefore, the public claim the right to have
this reserved road opened. I, therefore, respectfully request of you, in the event of the Alinister not conceding iu the
matter, that you will move in Parliament a return of all papers, books, vouchers, maps, and officials’ reports with reference
to this road dating back, to the year ISHL
The Association would esteem it a favour of you if you can obtain the District Surveyor's report, to.forward to us.
Yours, &c.,
C. W. RAYNER,
----------Secretary.

_ The facts bearin'* upon this case were known to the Department before these petitions were
received, and a decision has been arrived at, viz.:—That if. as alleged, the road along the river bank has
not been washed away in parts, the public has a right to use what has been left, but this right must be
asserted and maintained by tbo persons desiring to use the road; if, on tbe other hand (as has also
been reported), the road has been destroyed in parts, the public requirements do not justify the Crown
in resuming private land that wonld be necessary to insure thoroughfare, and incurring the cost of
construction of a bridge—there being another road in existence amply sufficient for reasonable requireincnls.—A.J. Stopps, 8/9/90.
May bo so informed.—F I1.AV. {pro U.S.), .9,'9/90. Approved.—J.N.B., 10/9/G0. J. McFarlane,
M.P., informed, two letters, IP/9/90.
Records.—ALAY.
--------------- —
To
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To the Honorable the Minister for Lands,—■
t
_
Tyndale, 8 July, 1890.
I have been instructed to communicate herewith to you the following resolution passed at
"Woodford and Tyndale Progress Association, viz.“ That this Association receive with indignation the
departmental reply in answer to communication sent to the Minister for Lands urging the opening of the
reserved portion of Brushgrove-Maclean Bead, and consider it a gross injustice in refusing the public
their legal rights; and the inference made from District Surveyor’s report is totally adverse to his reply
to deputation from this Association.”
'
Our member, Mr. J. MeParlano, M.P., and Mr. J. See, M.P., with power to add to their number,
have been ashed to have a personal interview with you on the matter, and failing a compliance to tho
request of the petitions to open this road, other measures will be resorted to.
I have, &c.,

C. W. BAYNER,
See minute on

89-404/22.

. ,
------------------Secretary.
The Honorable the Minister for Lands,
S'r!
_
Parliament House, Sydney, 15 August, 1890.
t
I beg to enclose herewith a communication from Messrs. Small and M‘Grregor, protesting
against opening a road along the bank of the river through tbeir properties, which I trust will be duly
considered.
I ]lare5
--------JOHN McFAELANE.
Received.—W.B., 19/8/90.
To the Honorable the Minister for Lands, Department of Lands, Sydney,—
®irj
_
Woodford Island, Clarence River, 12 August, 1890.
.
meeting held at Tyndale on the 2nd of July last by the Progress Association, at which the
official report from the Lands Department in reference to the opening of the road along the river bank
through my farm (road Brushgrove to Maclean) was read, passed resolutions not only condemnatory of
all and sundry in connection ■noth the report, but also to ask a deputation of members of Parliament to
interview the Minister in order to force the matter.
Now, sir, as this is simply a piece of petty spite on the part of a few individuals calling themselves
the public, I again take the liberty of applying to you, through our Member, that you may cause the
report so given to be sustained.
*
.
I may say that the agitation is now confined to a very few; but it so happens that they are
secretaries and office-bearers in two progress associations, therefore they have a good opportunity of
giving vent to their feeling, which they do most persistently.
^
1 sent a letter to you, sir, in September of last year, through our Member, in which I described the
injury it would do me to take more land of the river bank in lieu of what has fallen in, as the land a few
chains from the river falls into low swampy ground, which I had to drain before I could cultivate it. It
then rises on to a gravelly ridge, on which the road is at present.
I beg to thank you for the consideration which you gave to that letter.
.
J also forwarded a.petition through our Member to the Minister for Works, signed by forty-three
residents of the locality, praying that the road be kept where it is, and that no monev be granted for a
duplicate road, os tbe present road is easily made a first-class one, accessible at all times!1
The petition to the Lands Department for opening tho road, and signed by 105, were signatures
obtained in a range of counfry extending between Maclean and Grafton, a distance of 30 miles ; most of
them did not know anything of the locality. Reference to the said petition will prove this, as few, if
any, attached their place of residence. I may also state that the bank fell in considerably during the late
floods, and since iho surveyor was here.
'
°
. ^ am TerJ reluctant in giving any trouble; at the same time I feel called upon to defend myself
against such aggression, and look to you sir, for justice.
Yours, &c.,
WILLIAM M1 GREGOR.
I have read Mr. M'Gregor’s letter, which is quite correct.
we now have could not be better. Good in any weather.

It is only a piece of spite.

The road

I have, &c.,
JOHN F. SMALL, J.P.
Department of Lands.
Legislative Assembly, Thursday, 21 August, 1890.
Question.
(3.) Brushgrove-Maelean Road:-—Mr. McFarlane asked the Secretary for Lands,—Upon whose
recommendation was the deviation made in Brushgrove-Maclean Road, at the properties of Messrs. Small
and M‘Gregor, and what was the reason such deviation was made ?
Answer.
Mr. Brunker answered,—Nothing is known of any deviation having been effected in this road, hut
further inquiry is being made by the Department of Fublic Works.
John McFarlane, Esq., M.P., Sydney,—
'
Dear Sir,
_
Brushgrove, 7 June, 1890.
I see by notice in yesterday’s Advocate an official report from yon re the Brushgrove-Maclean.
Road, that the District Surveyor’s report is averse to opening of this portion of the road. I am not at all
surprised at this, as you will see by referring to my letter dated about the end of March last, or early in
April, in. which I drew your attention to the time chosen to inspect and report upon it. At a time when
the lowest portions of it wore several feet under water, and the surveyor, Mr. Fisher, could not get to it
only by boat. And to say the banks had gone into the river by erosion is quite erroneous. To arrive at
that
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that decision at the time Mr. Fisher was there he would require a heaving lead. Another misleading
part of the report is saying there is a road within a few chains. This road referred to as a few chains
away is from 40 to GO chains back from the river bank. If the Minister for Lands is not aware of these
facts I wrould take it ns a great favour if you would make him so aware. Why should two individuals,
the owners of the land by which this portion of the road passes, prevent tho public from their rights any
more than scores of others in a similar position along the banks of the river ? It is disgraeeful that two
land-owners are allowed a privilege that others dare not seek. The Minister must remember that we aro
not asking for a road through these properties, but simply asking for a reserved road on the outside
boundaries of the properties to be thrown open for public traffic. I do not think there is any precedent
to this case that a main-road should be closed against traffic in spite of over 100 petitioners to suit the
private ends of two interested persons.
We have at length succeeded in forming a Progress Association here, and already we can see tho
good effects.
.
Tours, &c.,
JAMES E. CHISHOLM.
15 August, 1800.
A hoad was reserved along the river-bank atthe time the lands were surveyed by the Crown and alienated
from it. If the fact be, as Mr. Chisholm implies, that the river has not eroded its banks to the destruc
tion of the road, the public have rights to so much of the road as exists, aud must assert and maintain
these rights if they desire to use the road, as it forms no part of the business of the Department to keep
roads open for traffic.
The Department has declined to resume land for a road along the river bank, as the circumstances
do not -warrant such action. Probably, Mr. Chisholm should be so informed.
A. J. STOPPS.
The Under Secretary for Lands.
Eccomvncndation of the 15th instant submitted for approval.—F.H.W. {pro U.S.), 18/8/90.
Approved.—J.TLD., 1G/S/90.
John McFarlane, M.P., informed, 26/8/90.
The Honorable the Minister for Lands,—
Sir,
Sussex-street, Sydney, 12 May, 1890.
I beg to enclose herewith a letter from the Tyndale Progress Association complaining of the
delay in having the reserved road surveyed and opened along the bank of the South Arm, which it is
pointed out is portion of Brushgrove-Maclean Eoad.
Trusting the matter will have early attention.
I am, &c.,
--------JOHN McFAELANE.
From a report recently received from tho District Surveyor it appears that a great part of the
road sought to be opened, and -which was reserved in the lands along the river bank has been carried
away by the action of the waters of the river, and to resume land for the purpose of widening and
opening the road, which w'ould require a bridge to make it available, would not be justified by the present
circumstances of settlement aud public traffic, there being a road in use only a few chains to the west
ward upon which public moneys are expended, and which affords all necessary access between Brushgrove
and Maclean. Perhaps Mr. McFarlane, M.P., may be so informed.—A. J. Stopps, 18/5/90,
For approval.—F.H.W. {pro U.S.), 22/5/90.
Approved.—J.N.B., 22/5/90.
John McFarlane,
M.P., informed, 29/5/90.
E-ecords.—M.W.
[ISWosiere.j
To the Honorable the Minister for Lands,—
Sir,
Tyndale, Clarence Liver, 6 May, 1S90.
I have been instructed by Woodford and Tyndale Progress Association to communicate to you as a protest
against the delay in not having the reserved portion of Brushgrove-Maclean Koad surveyed o[T. The grounds of protest
are that since the survey of the other portion of this road repeated application has bceu made first by requisition seven
years ago. After years of personal applications had been ignored, in July, 18S9, public meetings were convened, and
requisition sent to the District Surveyor, October, 1889, a petition to you signed by 105 persons. December, 1889, a depu
tation waited upon District Surveyor, who said there was about 100 chains originally reserved as portion of BrushgroveMaclean road, but not yet surveyed. Tho District .Surveyor iu being asked about surveying another reserved road, said ho
was asked to define it, and did so. And yet, after some fourteen years' agitation, the clamouring now of a whole com.
muuity is ignored. The fact of so many reports having to be given by District Surveyor, and resurvey of farms there, is
unprecedented, and yet the public nevetsee any report. Aud tho other portion of this said road was surveyed off without
any demur. Trusting you will concede in this matter.
I am, &c.,
O. W. RAYNER,
Sec., Progress Association,

Eoads.
Licensed-Surveyor M, Fisher to the District Surveyor, in reference to road in parish of Woodford, county
of Clarence.
Sir,
Grafton, SI March, 1890.
In accordance with your instructions dated tho 19th February, 1890, No. 90-2, 1 have the
honor to transmit herewith a plan showing tbo present and original positions of the river hank fronting
portions Nos. 2L to 28, parish of Woodford, county of Clarence.
The S.W. aud N.E. corners of reserve No. 28 were found.
Considerable erosion of the honk has evidently taken place, and the position of tho N.E. corner
of No. 28 indicates that at date of original survey the top of the bank was adopted as the boundary,
instead of H.W.M., as is now- the usual practice.
It was also at that time usual to measure liberal areas, on allowance up to 2 per cent, being made
ou frontage farms.
For these reasons the areas .of the portions as calculated from the existing hank are found to
agree with the original areas, notwithstanding the erosion of the bank, except in the ease of reserve No.
27, which is some 2 acres short.
■

■
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The proportion of erosion, as shown in the plan, estimated from the position of the bank as shown
by tho origins] sniTey, agrees with the indications on tho ground, the small amount of erosion near the
N.E. corner of No. 27 being probably caused by deposition of silt from the small creek shown on plan,
■which now acts as tho out'all of a system of open drains.
Eroti'.n ia still going on, and will proceed rapidly unless sieps arc taken to protect the bank.
'Within portion 28 the bank has encroached nearly a chain from original “top,” and probably 150
links from original II.'W.IL The area of portion 28 is still, however, about tbe same as the original
area.
"Within portion 27 the bank has encroached about 70 links from original “top,” and probably
130 links from original H-W-Jf. The area of this portion is 2 acres less than the original area.
The remaining 30 links, also, from original “top ” of bank would not be sufficient for road pur
poses, as a part of tho 30 links would be steep bank, and erosion is still going on.
The whole of the frontage is subject to inundation, having been covered during the recent floods
to a depth of from 2 to 5 feet.
Under these circumstances, as there is not sufficient land remaining of tbe original chain reserved
along the bank to form a road, and tho area of one farm is short, I have not marked any road, pending
further instructions.
I have, &c.,

ITiiMILTON PISDBK,
--------Licensed-Surveyor.
Adv. account No. 90-7 passed.—M.L, 15/4/90.
Misc. 167, Gfn., checked, and dup. account
passed.—M. Jaitks, 17/4/90.
Duplicate account passed.— J.B., 17/4/90.
Survey approved.—J.R.
Dosaldsoiv, 17/4/90.
Under tins report it will be seen that from actual survey it has been ascertained that at portion
. 28, although nearly 1 chain of the bank has been eroded, yet in consequence of the portion having been
measured full, the area is still there. But this is not the ease at portion 27, where 70 links has gone, and
of the 30 links that is left part is very steep, and insufficient for road purposes ; the area of the portion
is also short, and erosion of the bank still continues; tbe road therefore is not practicable, and I am not
prepared to recommend the resumption of more land to make it so. Under tho circumstances, it does
not seem necessary to mark the original roads.—J. ]{. DoZ'Wldsox, D.S.. 10/4/99. The. Under Secretary
for Lands. The District Surveyor, Grafton.
’
Tirbse papers were laid on the Table of House with Hoads (P.W.) papers (91-13,903), now returned
from Parliament.—W.S., 28/9/91.
District-Surveyor Donaldson to The under Secretary for Lauds, reporting further with reference to au
application to have a reserved road opened in the parish of Woodford, comity of Clarence.
Sir,
District Survey Office, Grafton, 0 December, 1S89.
With reference to instructions of the Acting Surveyor-General of 19th November, 1889, No.
127, I have the honor to report further ou the petition of several of the inhabitants of Woodford Island
for the opening of a road.
Tho road iu question extends from the swimming place on the south arm of the Clareucc Eiver, at
portion 22 to the north boundary of portion 28, as shown in blue on lithograph herewith, a distance of
100 chains. The owners of tbe portions through which it passes Nos. 22 to 28 object to its being opeued.
Sec 89—104, 2 to 4, herewith.
The road which it is asked should be opened follows the bank of the South Arm, and was reserved
in the original subdivision of the portions with the view to providing for the most direct route from Brushgrove to llocky Mouth. Another track was also reserved, but not marked in the original subdivision,
passing through the back of the portions, and at a "distance of from 22 to 47 chains from the road reserved
on the bank, the road at the back being reserved to give access to the lands in tbe centre of tbe island,
aud on the east side of Elbow Creek. In order to legalise the use. of this road its position was afterwards
defined on the ground and formally opened.
This back road could at all limes be used by horsemen, whilst that reserved on the bank of the
South Arm was impracticable, in consequence of a small creek, which could not be crossed without a bridge,
and in consequence has never been used by the public, although reserved.
The road through the back and along tbe north boundary of portion 21 to 28 inclusive, is that ou '
which the expenditure of tbe road votes has been made, first by tbe Hoads Department, and since it lias
been placed in charge of trustees by the latter ; and clearing, culverts, and side cuttings have been carried
out, and the road is in use for vehicular traffic, but in consequence of the sandy nature of the soil tbe road
is heavy. The part of the road running through the portions has been treated as forming part of the road
to the centre of the island, whilst that to the north of 28 and 29, running east and west, is considered as
part of the road from the Lawrence Ferry to Tyndale, and both these as part of the Brusbgrove and
Maclean Hoad as well.
"
The reserved road on the bank of the South Arm, if available for traffic, would be 30 chains shorter
than that in use, but it cannot be used without an expenditure for a bridge.
As the road has been reserved, I tbink the public have a right to use it if they prefer to do so,
although it would necessitate an expenditure before they could avail themselves of it if opened, provided
the road exists, and has not been eroded by action of currents, floods, &c. This cannot be ascertained
without a resurvey of some of the portions, as there arc few of the original marks in existence, and tho
corner trees on tho bank have nearly all disappeared.
It is, therefore, submitted that sufficient resurvey bo made to determine tbo position of the road,
and that it be marked where originally reserved, but not then defined, and if it is considered necessary
proclaimed ; but in view' of the existence of the other road on which the annual votes arc expended, I would
not recommend the resumption of any land for a new road, even if it is found that at auy poiut the whole
width has been eroded, or so much as to leave insufficient width for traffic.
The road from Brushgrove to Maclean, ou which the Government vole is expended, is shown in
red on tho lithograph herewilh.
I have, Ac.,
The Under Sect etary for Lands.
L E, DONALDSON,
-------District Surveyor,
I
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I concuv in the desirableness of the District Surveyor’s suggestion, viz., for further inspection and
survey, with this object in view, viz., to ascertain whether the reserved road, or any considerable part of
the road (in its width) has been eroded; for if it has, that would be a sufficient obstacle to the opening,
especially so if the water-course near boundary of portions 27 to 28 is not crossablc. Therefore, in the
first place, ibis should he ascertained, and if the road is impracticable or eroded there should be definite
report to that effect. Otherwise, if it be shown that there has been no erosion, and that tbe road is in the
position originally indicated, and is practicable for traffic, then I think there is no alternative to the
marking thereof. If the road bo impracticable then I think an application might be entertained for pur
chase thereof, which apparently is desired by tbe proprietors.—E.T., 6/1/90. The District Surveyor at
Grafton.
_
‘
h’orwarded to Mr. Incensed-SurveyorjFisher for survey. In the original survey of the portions
21 to 28, a road 1 chain wide was reserved on the bank of the South Arm, part of the bank having been
in parts eroded, it is desirable to ascertain, by actual survey whether so much of this 1 chain, that was
reserved for a road, has gone as to render the residue impracticable for traffic in any part of its length.
To determine this, a careful traverse of tbe river bank as it exists at present will be necessary, and
tbe lengths of the north boundary of portion 28, and south boundary of portion 21 will require to be re
chained ; and any of tbe intermediate lines, where erosion has taken place, may be re chained, if such is
necessary, to re-establish position of corner. If it is found that the erosion has not been so extensive as to
render the road impracticable, then it may be marked on the ground in the usual manner, but no addi
tional land is to be taken beyond tbe 1 chain, as originally reserved. Full report should accompany the
plan, which is to be drawn to the scale of 10 chains to an inch, and payment will be made for traverse of
the river at Gd. per chain, and resurvey of boundaries, as connections, at did. per chain.—J. E. Donaldson,
District Surveyor, 19/2/90.
"
"
Eeplied to by No. 90-7.—Hamilton Fisher, 31/3/90.
From L, O. P, Association.
Mr. John McFarlane. M.P.,—
Sir,
Maclean, 18 December, 18S9,
I have been instructed by tho Lower Clarence Progress Association to draw your attention
to the very great necessity which exists for having the Brushgrovc-Maclean road opened up along the
bank of the South Arm, through Messrs. M'Gregor and Small’s farm. I would urge in support of this
the fact that all roads run along the banks of tbe streams in our district; that the present deviation over
the hill from Tyndale is absurd, dangerous, and expensive to maintain in good order. If tbe road is once
thrown open along the bank of the arm, through Small’s and M‘Gregor’s farms it will cost very little to
maintain ; will be much safer for tbe travelling public, and will give general satisfaction to all who have
io use the road. A driver mot with au accident on M'Gregor’s Hill recently, and broke his arm, through
its bad condition.
I have, <fcc.,
H. ,T. KIPPING,
----------------------------------------------- Hon. Sec. to Association.
Application made byMr. Eayner, as Secretary of Eoad Committee at Tyndale, for road on river bank of
South Arm of Clarence Eiver.
[Presented by John McFarlane, Esq,, M.P.j
It is recommended that Mr. McFarlane be informed that above application has been forwarded to the
District Surveyor for report.
A. J. STOPPS
ICdh December,1889.
(For Surveyor-General).
Inform.—F.H.'W. (pro U.S.), 19/12/89.
John McFarlane, M.P., informed, 19/12/89.
The Honorable the Minister for Lands.—
*
‘Sir,
Parliament House, Sydney, 18 December, 1889.
I beg to enclose herewith a communication from Mr. C. \Vr. Eayner, Secretary of,Koad Com
mittee at Tyndale. urging tbe opening of reserved road on river bank of South Arm, previously petitioned
for, and which I trust will receive due consideration.
Tours truly,
^
--------JOHN McFAELANE.
Forwarded to the District-Surveyor for report in connection with previous instructions.—
A. J. Stomps (for Surveyor-General), 10/12/89. Tbe District-Surveyor at Grafton.
See my report of
6tb December. 1889, No. 89-147, to the Under Secretary for Lauds,—J. E, Donaldson, District Sur
veyor, 27/12/39.

iJEncJosureT]
John McFavkiie, Esq., M.L.A.,—
"
■
Dear Sir,
Tyndale, Clarence River, 6 December, 1889.
Yours of 3rd December duly to band. A Committee meeting was hold in tbe Protestant Hall here last night,
and, in accordance with resolutions passed, I have been instructed to state, in reply to yours, the reason the petition was
addressed to Minister for Works was for the want of knowledge to which department we should deal wdth in regard to the
opening of reseived roads ; trusting you will understand our error. Messrs. \V. T. Rayner, W. Quuyley, anil A. J, Munro,
accompanied by a reporter from Jixamincr, waited on Mr. District-Surveyor Donaldson last Wednesday, and in reply to
questions put, he said, the distance of reserved road not yet surveyed-was about tOO chains, and this reservation was originally
meant for the South Ann-Bnishgrove-MaeleaiiRoad; and ivc request you will demand the map of parish of Woodford Island,
and point it out to the Minister for Lands ; and onr petition asks for and refers to nothing else;—the counter-petition,
as reported containing forty-two signatures, w'e are told, on being presented to the public for signature, purported that our
petition was to have the roads Rlulf Point and road lending to centre of island (which wc now traverse) done away with,
and another load along the river hank resumed. To this I give my most emphatic denial, aa our petition makes no
reference to any other road whatever, hut simply asks for the opening of the reserved portion of the .South Arm Road, not
yet surveyed ; and if report is correct iv counter petition, the signatures u ere obtained under a false represontion ; and why
the petition should be referred to Mr. Donaldson we are at a loss to know', for the map in Lands Office u ill show the
reserved
591.-C
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reserved rirdit of road, and the same being a connecting link and centre of a mam road—Ronlh Arm-Brnshgrove to Maclean,
a distance of In miles, surveyed. In my opinion tins shows great laxity on the part of our local officials, and instead of
being referred to for report on it, should he censured for their negligence. It is something over seven years since the
reserved road from South Arm Point to 'Rocky Bend was surveyed along the bank, ami why that other 100 chains was not
surveyed too, the public do not know, and yet it has been agitated for ever since. The public v. mild have travelled upon it
years aco without being surveyed, but for one of the persons occupying the land threatening to eject anyone who would
put a fr ot on it, and this would eventually lead to a breach ol the peace. Public feeling is high, and the Committee will
leave no stmic unturned to have the thing brought before a Select Committee, and a scarrhing investigation made through
the whole matter.
,
From some words which fell from Mr. 'Donaldson, the deputation inferred that he had objections made re the
opening of this mad from turn of the ouneisof the land, on the grounds that the whole of the chain reserved road had been
corroded by Hoods. This is only a delusion ; and it justice is gh en in the matter that objection will not he received for one
moment, as this reserve is ou the hank of running navigable waters of the South Aim, the same being a tributary of the
Clarence River. Therefore, we claim that, as it has not been surveyed, the river hank line can not he restricted, and that
the Government claim forthe use of the travelling public a road 1 chain wide along the hank of that water-course, and the
Crown sell all land more or less restricted to that reservation.
Yours, &c.,
C W. RAYNER,
Hon. Sec. to Committee.

The Honorable the Minister for Lands,—
Sir
Parliament House, Sydney, 6 December, 1889.
I have the honor to enclose herewith a communication from Mr. JJayner respecting the
opening of road on river bank through Messrs. Small and. M'Gregor’s property. I believe that there is a
petition in vour Department on fhe same subject, and I would be glad if you will forward enclosure to
Mr. District-Surveyor Donaldson with the other papers, and trust that the matter will have due consi
deration.
I have, Ac.,
JOHN McFAELANE.
To John McFarlane, Esq., M.L.A.,—
Dear sir,
Tyndale, Clarence Ifivcr, 2G November, 1889.
Yours of the 23rd current to hand: also copy of report re Brushgrove-Maelean lioad. A
committee meeting was hold in the Protestant Hall last night here, and it was unanimously agreed to ask
you to wait upon tho Minister for Works re petition signed by 105 persons, and demand of him the
reason why no mention was made in local officer's report about opening the reserved portion oi the
South Arm Eoad, which the petition only asked, and made no reference to altering or rejecting the
present road, as insinuated by local officer ; and further, the report goes on, “The papers advocating the
deviation from the existing road disclose at most seven names.” What does he mean ? The petition, as
you know, only asked for the opening of reserved right of road. This I have been requested to place
clearly before vou, and for yon to demand the map showing that reserved road ; and you will please refute
every ^attempt of the Minister for "Works and Surveyor-General at calling it a deviation. Now, again,
what is meant by the papers (the petition, wo presume, ho means) disclose at most seven names ? What
has ho done with the remainder ot 105 ? He goes on further and says, “ Whereas the petition (mark he
calls one paper and the other petition) in favour of having the road left where it is numbers forty-two
signatures of bona-fide residents. A number of them 1 know to be men of standing and respectability.”
I beg further for you to give your judgment as to how many of the 105 to be men of standing and
respectahilitv, and' von can vouch for a number of them being resident freeholders of the tsouth Arm. It
is true there arc Samuel See (Mayor of Grafton), T. Page, and Duncan M'Parlane residing in Grafton,
but are they not men of standing and respectability, and having a privilege to travel upon any public
thoroughfare, should they not have a voice in urging the requirements of any road? _
A requisition, signed by upwards of twelve names, was presented to Mr. District-Surveyor Donald
son by Mr. Chisholm, asking him to open tho said portion reserved of that road. This he promised to
forward to the Survey or-General, but no reply has come yet.
‘
^
A requisition was presented to trustees asking them to open it some five years ago?
No reply to
that yet.
_
It is respectfully requested by Brushgrove-Maclean Eoad Committee, on bchalt of the persons
signing the petition, that you will at once wait upon the Minister for Works and Surveyor-General and
ask for au inspection of those papers I have referred to and urge an immediate compliance with their
request, and, if refused, to at once table a motion in the House for a return of all papers, &c , and have
tho whole thing thoroughly investigated from beginning to end.
_
_
A deputation will wait on Statham and Donaldson next week, the result of which I will let
you know.
_ _
......
'The Committee would esteem it a favour to receive in full a copy of counter-petition, with signa
tures, Ac. J shall be most happy to receive and give you all necessary information, or anything you wish
done to assist you in the House. 1 will urge on.
Yours, Sc.,
C. W. RAYNEE,
'
Hon. Secretary to Committee.
—Please demand and return to me the seven names referred to in report.

[Presented by John McFarlane, M.P.]
John McFarlane, Esq., M.P.,—
_
Hear Sir,
Clarence Eiver, Tyndale, 18 October, 1889.
On behalf of the electors, I have the honor of asking you to present to Minister for Works
the petition here enclosed, signed by about 105 of tho electors, asking for a portion of the South Arm,
Brushgrovo-Madean Eoad, to bo opened for public traffic, viz., from Eocky Rend along the north bank
of tho South Arm to swimming-place (Mr. .1. F. Small’s), I am sure I need not give you any of the
details of the road we are now compelled to travel, as you are personally too well acquainted with it.
The public have been most cruelly insulted by unfair reports of local officer in reply to applications made
by the public re this road. The Committee arc so determined to have the request of tho petition complied
with, as the map in the office distinctly shows that portion asked for is marked as a reserved right of
‘
road.
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road. Id the event of the Department not complying immediately in favour of petitioners, I have been
requested to intimate to you a requisition will be immediately sent to you, asking you to cal] for all
books, papers, vouchers, documents 'maps, Ac., &c., to bo laid upon the Table of the Ilouse, and to have
a Koval Commission appointed and have the whole nutter investigated from beginning to end.
Trusting you will give us your favourable assistance.
■
'
I am, Ac.,
1
C. A\r. KAT1MEK,
--------Hon. See, to Committee.
Any P. papers ?—J.B., 23/10/Si).
This is a matter belonging 1o the Lands Department.—K.H.,
B.C., loll 1/-'!). Under Secretary.
Inform and then forward to Under Secretary for. Lands.—J.B.,
B.C., 10/11/80.
J. AIcFiU'huie, Esq., M.P., 28/11/89.
To the Honorable tho Minister for 'Works,—
'
Sir,
Wc, the undersigned petitioners, residents of Woodford Island and district, respectfully beg
to bring under your earnest consideration the great inconvenience we and the public in general are put
to through a portion of the South Arm Brushgrove-Maclean Koad not being open for public traffic. And
yet, after repeated application, by requisition and otherwise, our request has not been complied with.
Tour petitioners prayerfully request that you will cause to be opened for public traffic that portion
of tho South Arm Brushgrove-Maclean Koad from Kocfey Bend along tho north bank of the South Arm to
swmiming-placc (Mr. .T, E, Small’s). And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray,
\_Hcre follow 40 signatures.']
To the Honorable the Minister for Works,—
Sir,
_
We, 1 lie undersigned petitioners, residents of Woodford Island and district, respectfully beg to
bring under your earnest consideration the great inconvenience we and the public in general are put to
through a portion of tho Eouth Arm Brushgrove-Maclean Koad not being open for public traffic. And
yet, after repeated application, by requisition and otherwise, our request has not been complied with.
Tour petitioners respectfully request that you will cause to be opened for public traffic that portion
of tho South Arm Brushgrove-Maclean Koad from Kooky Bend along the north bank of the South Arm to
swimming-placc (Mr. J. E, Small’s). And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
\_Herefollow 31 signat’tres^]
To the Honorable tho Minister for Works,—
Sir,
We, the undersigned petitioners, residents of Woodford Island and district, respectfully beg
to bring under your earnest consideration the great inconvenience we and the public in general are put
to through a portion of the South Arm Brushgrove-Maclean Koad not being open for public traffic.
And yet,after repeated application, by requisition and otherwise, our request has not been complied with.
Your petitioners request that you will cause to be opened for public traffic that portion of the
South Arm Bushgrove-Maelenn Koad from Kooky Bend along the north bank of the South Arm to
swimming-place (Mr. J. D. Small’s). And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Here follow 34 signatures.] ■
The Honorable the Minister for Works,—
Sir,
Tyndale, Clarence River, 17 October, 1889.
In answer to yours, dated 30th duly. 18S9, in answer to resolutions passed at public meetings
held at Brush grove and Tyndale respectively, the report submitted by the local officer has not given
satisfaction to the public. The first of the report submitted reads:—“The grounds of dissatisfaction
stated in petition are the alleged squandering of money on a wrong road.” These grounds are positively
correct.
On examining the map, and from information given by Mr. District-Surveyor Donaldson, the
portion the petition is praying for is chartered on the map as the South Arm Brushgrove-Maclean Koad ;
and further, it is an undeniable fact that the above said portion of the road is blocked and under cultiva
tion, and that by two of the said trustees for this road ; further, it has been repeatedly asked of the said
trustees, by requisition and otherwise, to open that portion of the road for public traffic, but every
application has been treated with contempt.
The road the public are now compelled to travel, on account of the portion petitioned for being
blocked, is a part of the Bluff Point, Tyndale, and another part of the Brushgrove-Roberts’ Creek Koad,
and those two portions not only being a little under a mile longer have very high hills, and all of a loose
sandy soil, on which it is impossible to draw even a quarter of a load in the best of weather. How, if
the local officer would inspect this road, and give a correct estimate of the probable cost of putting the
portion asked for in a fit state for public traffic, and compare that with the amount already expended on
cuttings at M‘Gregor’s Hill and hill through Mr. J. E. Small’s (not on the South Arm Koad), there
would certainly be a considerable saving in the iniblic Treasury funds by adhering to the portion now
petitioned for.
How, the trustees are trustees for the South Arm BruHigrove-Maclean Koad (by what means
appointed to that position the public are in ignorance), and yet, for their own private interests, have
been spending the money on a wrong road, and now, backed up by such an unfair and incorrect report as
submitted, tends to retard the legitimate rights of the public being obtained.
The sentiments expressed at public meetings do not in any way even hint at altering or rejecting
(as insinuated by local officer) the two portions, “Bluff Point, Tyndale ” and “Roberts’ Creek ” Roads
respectively, for those two branches are undoubtedly there for the benefit of the district they immediately
conneet.
What

^
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What the public want is a road which ihey have a legitimate right to, and, considering the number
of years now passed since this portion of tho South Arm lload has been asked for and the great increase
of traffic daily, the many disadvantages arc being Keenly felt every day.
"
Yours. &c.,
' C. W. EAYNER,
_
--------Hon. Secretary to Committee.
The following resolutions were unanimously passed at a public meeting held itt the Protestant
Hall, at Tyndale, on ICth September, 1S89:—
_
1st. That a^petition be prepared and signed by the residents to the effect that tho portion of the
South Arm Brushgrove-Maclean Boad, from Rocky Bend to swimming-place (J. P. Small's) along the
north bank of the South Arm, be opened for public traffic; also putting forth unfairness of local
_
officer’s report.
2nd. That a requisition he sent to Mr. District-Surveyor Donaldson, asking him to open the abovesaid portion of road.
•

The Surveyor-General to The District Surveyor. Grafton.
Road, "Woodford Island
Sydney, 15 November, 1S89.
Tins is an application for opening of the reserved road along the South Arm of the Clarence River
through portions 21 to 28,'Woodford Parish, through which portions a road was opened (in like direction)
under the Parish Roads Act; the papers and plan relating to the latter road have been mislaid at the
Public Works Department.
_ _
Of course there should be solid reasons advanced to support the action desired, which is urged on
the grounds of the road being part of the thoroughfare from Brushgrove to Macleau. Being a reserved
road it would he competent for those concerned to move in the matter of asserting thoroughfare and
removal of obstructions (if any); but it is represented that the road which follows the bank of the water
course has been eroded, and thus thoroughfare has been destroyed.
I think inspection is desirable with a view to comprehensive report as to public requirements in
respect of traffic, and whether there are valid reasons for interference of the Government.
It may be pointed out that there is no continuity among the roads about the northern boundary of
J. P. Small’s 250 acres.
13th November, 1889.
■
E. TWXNAM.
See my report, 89-147, to the Under Secretary for Lands.—J. R. Donaxesoh-, District Surveyor.
Papers and plans, date 1877, Surveyor Donaldson, re road from ferry at Maclean to Brushgrove.
Memo.
I have no recollection of thejpapers and plans referred to, and have had search made by Mr. Hurley at
Maclean with no success.
There is a report of minute, dated 20th August, 1877, with reference to road, Cooper to Maclean,
and as to purchase of punt at South Arm.
I also forwarded on 27th November, 1877, papers 76-533, with reference to road, village of
Maclean to Lower Uhnarra, together with papers, 76-529, as to punt, Woodford Island, at Brushgrove,
with either of which the plans may have been filed.
The above papers again passed through my office on 19th Pebruary, 1878.
There are other papers despatched by me on 11th March, 1878, with reference to punt, &c., Wood
ford Island, B.C., 78-104, with which it is possible they may be found.
5th November, 1889.
*
E.-T.S.
Memo.
Roads Department, 4 October, 1889.
It is stated that in 1877, papers and plan by Surveyor Donaldson, re road from ferry at Maclean to
• Brushgrove, were forwarded from Survey Department to Public Works. No trace can be found in this
office under the name given. Will Mr, Statham please give correct name of road, and state if he has
the papers (survey No. 77-16).
F, A. ELYNN,
E. J. Statham, Esq., Assistant Engineer for Roads.
Chief Clerk.
The Honorable the Minister for Lands,—
Sir,
Parliament House, Sydney, 3 October, 1889.
I have the honor to enclose herewith a communication from Mr. AY. M'Gregor, respecting the
proposed opening of a road through his property, which I trust will receive due consideration,
I am, &c.,
JOHN McEARLANE.
To the Honorable the Minister for Lands, Sydney,—
Sir,
^
Grafton, 30 September, 1889.
I hear that a petition is being circulated for signature (by a fewr people through whose farms
the trustees have had the Government Roads opened on the Brushgrove-Maclean Road), to have a reserve
road opened through my portions 23, 24, 25, and 20, on the South Arm, parish of Woodford, and as there is
already a Government road through the whole of these portions, within 20 chains of tho one ihey ask to
have opened, and running parallel with it, which I have been to the expense of fencing on both sides
throughout; and which runs along the top of a high gravelly ridge, above all floods, and which can be
travelled in all weathers, in fact, it is the only outlet for the inhabitants of the upper part of Woodford Island
with their stock in times of floods. A large amount of Government money has been expended upon it,
with tho entire approval of Mr. Statham, the Road Superintendent, who says that the trustees have done
perfectly right in spending a portion of the annual grants upon this road, and that two roads running
parallel with each other so close together are not required.
As
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As I believe there are no other farms on the Clarence Biver with two (xorermnent roads running
through them. I (rust you will not sanction it in this instance, for not onlv would it be a great expense
to me to fence, but as it is in parts low-lying and swampy, it would take £:jbd or jCKJOto make itpassable
for traffic, and then would he feet under water in any ordinaiw flood.
If you deemed it right to sell the reserve I would be willing to purchase it at the rate of value of
adjoining laud, viz.: about £25 per acre.
Trusting that this will receive your favourable consideration.
I have. &c.,

-----------------JOHN E. SMALL, Jonh.
To the Honorable tho Minister for Lands, Lands Department, Sydney,—
_
"Woodford Island, Brushgrove, Clarence Biver, 2-t September, I8S9,
Permit me to bring under your notice a requisition forwarded to the District Surveyor by
some of the residents in this locality, demanding a road to be opened through the frontage of my farm,
situate on the left bank of the south arm of the Clarence Bivcr, parish of Woodford, on Woodford
Island, being portions 27 and 2S, conditionally purchased in 1866, and portion 29, conditionally purchased
in 1874; through which portions a road has been surveyed (as per appended report of local officer) by
Mr. Surveyor Donaldson; same road has been cleaned, mostly formed, and partly gravelled, and is, to all
intents and purposes, the most suitable.
I have fenced oS this road on both sides, at a cost of about £80, and I think it a hardship if I
have to fence another road through the same portion of land ; besides, a large part of the reserve on the
river bank is gone into the river through landslips at various times since it was surveyed in 1801, and
w'hat remains is mostly due to my exertion in logging, draining, and otherwise protecting it.
I trust, sir, that you will see tho jusfness of vdial 1 am asking, namely, that in the event of a
survey being made, the measurements of the farm be left intact, as the measurements in my deeds are
exclusive of any reserves.
If a road 1 chain wide is taken off it will injure the farm very much ; will bo very costly lo make, on
account of creeks and swamps ; and, moreover, be useless at times, as in flood time the laud is covered
with water to a depth of from 1 to 6 feet.
.
.
Should you deem it right to sell the remaining portion of the reserve I would be willing to buy
it, and if measured to low water it, would enable me to put a stone embankment where necessary, to
prevent more of it going into the river.
*
.
, Trusting, sir, that you will take the foregoing into your most favourable consideration, and see
justice done,
I remain, &c.,

WILLIAM M‘GEEGOB.

[Enclosure.~\
Official Correspondence.
The Member for tlie Clarence lias received official notification to the following effect:—
M ith reference to the communication fiom residents of ilrushgrove asking that, the road from that place to Maclean
might he taken out of the hands of trustees and placed under the JJepai tinent, an inquiry has been made and the following
report submitted :—“ The grounds of dissatisfaction expressed in the petition are the alleged squandering of the mouey on
a wrong road. Such is not the case. The road referred to was, after due consideration, taken along the highest ground;
ami has been surveyed, formally opened and charted, long before it wras handed over to the trustees, who are in every way
justified in spending the money on it. The petition puts forward another mis-statement as to the length, saying it is a
mile round, whereas a saving of 25 chains only could have been effected on the line which it was considered advisable to
reject. There is, therefore, no good reason for either altering it or taking it out of tho hands of the trustees,''

Bequisition.

Mr. District-Surveyor Donaldsou,—
i
_
Tyndale, 16 September, 1889.
We the undersigned, residents of Woodford Island and District, humbly pray that you will open for public
traffic the road leading from swimming place (Mr. J, 1\ Small’s) to Bocky Bend, on the north bank of
South Arm.
”
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
James Chisholm.
A. J. Muuro.
J, G. Yager.
C. W. Bayner.
E. Eglington,
Thomas Quayle.
James Cooney.

George Watson.
Terah Lee.
George Wyatt.
William Gillies.
Thos. C. Davis.
William Henderson.
James Mulligan.

_ The road referred to in this petition has been reserved on the bank of the South Arm through
portions 22 to 28 inclusive, but it has not been marked on the ground, as the bank lias probably been
eroded, since the portions were measured, in some parts. I would recommend that it bo surveyed and
formally opened, under Act 4, Ho. 4, Ho. 11.—J. B„ Dos-Ai.nsoif, D.S., 18/9/S9.
The Under Secretary
for Lands.
[■Throe plans.]

S.nlnoy: diaries Potter, Uovcrmnont Pi inter.—ISO-’,
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1891-2.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

KOADS.
(EXPENDITURE ON THE NOWRA TO YALWXL ROAD.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 8 February, 1892.

[Laid upon the Table of the Souse in answer to Question No. 1, of 4, February, 1892.]

Question.
(6.) Nowra to Yalwat Hoad :-Mr. Morton asked the Secretary for Public Works,—
(1.) What is the amount of the yearly grant for the Nowra to Yalwal Koad r
(2.) How much money was spent on this road in 1890 and in 1891.

Answer.
(»o«. 1 and 2.)
Amount Toted for 1890 ..
„
„
1891 ..
,, eipended in 1890
„ '
„
1891
Proposed vote for 1892 ..

£349
400
170
3d9
450

0 0
0 0
0 0
4 1
0 0
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1891-2.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ROAD FROM NTTMBA TO COMERONG.
(SURVEYOR'S REPORT OR PROPOSED CHANGE IN THE ROAD.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 31 March, 1892.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 2nd March, 1892, That there be laid upon the Table of
this House,—
“ A copy of the Surveyor’s Report (with plan) on the proposed change in
.
“ the road from Numba to Comerong.”
(Mr. Frank Farnell} for Mr. Morton?)

Mr. Surveyor V. B. Riley to The District Surveyor, Goulburn.
Reporting upon application from the residents of Comerong Island, Parish Numba, County St. Yincent,
for a road to Numba Township, passing through the Berry Estate.
Bowral, 6 January, 1892,
1. In furtherance of instructions noted in the margin, I have now the honor to report on the Papers.—Beads,
91, 203-10.
Instructions —

above:

2. The road applied for is shown upon the annexed tracing with broken red line.
91,12 December,
1991.
3. The road in use is shown tinted brown.
53,14 December,
4. Tho punt is at the end of the road in use.
1891.
Cost of servie^5. The reasons advanced by applicants are these :—
December: iday
travelling
(1) The ryad applied for would allow tho punt to be worked from the “ forest reserve,” the present (apportioned);
position being some 7 chains south thereof.
jduy in field in*
and in
(2) That the proposed new punt site on the western bank would be very much less subject to the epectlng
terviewing.
January : | day
action of tidal and flood waters,
in oflice, report,
(3) That a good deal of the present road or track in use is flooded at every spring tide.
1
sketch, &c.
Total, 2 days.
(4) That the proposed new road is more direct.
(5) That Mr. Berry intended the road to be in position now applied for,
(6) That the present side drains filled with salt water are dangerous.
6. I would point out in reply—
(1) It does not appear to me to be absolutely necessary for the punt to be moored exactly opposite
the Reserve.
(2) As far as I could judge from observation, there would he little difference in tidal action at either
side. Those who have resided in the place for years should know better than I, but it appears
to nio as stated above ; also, that preseut landing-places might be protected with wood or stone.
(3) This is the case. (See paragraph 10.)
(4) Distances by scale A D fully 2 miles; A B C D about 2 miles 30 chains.
Note. The road proposed by Mr. Hay (see paragraph No. 10) will be little longer than A D.
(5) Mr. Berry did not carry out his intention, and tho site for road said to be chosen by him is now
fenced in, and is within a series of corn paddocks fronting the 8hoalhaven River; the present
road or track appears to have been in use for some sixteen years.
(6)

S99—
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(6) The side drains are certainly filled with water, but I believe that this will not to any serious
extent cause the present road to fall in.
(7) If the road applied for were granted the present cultivation paddoelcs would be severed, and
upwards of 3 miles (1 mile on one side and 1 mile on both sides) of fencing would be necessary,
at a cost of upwards of from £200 to £250. I understand that the applicants imply that the
cost would be at the public expense.
(8) I am not prepared to agree with the applicants that the bank of tbe Shoalhaven River (D D on
sketch) is not likely to be washed away by floods. The banks have been washed away by floods
in the past, and may be so in future.
(9) I consider the site applied for unreasonable as to severance, and not judicious as to site, and
therefore do not recommend that it be granted.
(.10) Mr. Hay (see bis letter attached) appears to me to be prepared to treat the Comerong people
fairly. He proposes that they shall continue to use the greater part of tho present track in use,
but he has directed that the road be straightened as showrn by firm red lines on sketch ; he also
proposes to alter the site of road from the salt-water flat, I noticed that the survey was pro
ceeding, but the marking was not finished. I understand that the road is to form a frontage in
Jdr. Hay’s subdivision.
(11) When these alterations in the present road have been made I consider a good site will have
been provided.
(12) Rormation will be required (whether on present track on site applied for or on Mr. Hay’s pro
posed altered site), but that is the question, in my opinion, which should have been raised in the
first instance.
I have, <fcc.,
V. B. RILEY.
I have on a previous occasion been over this road, and concur with paragraph 9 of this report, and
recommend paragraph 10 for approval.—J. W. Deeutwg, 14/1/92. The U.S. for Lands,

[_Enclo!mrc.~\
Sh'j

_
New South Wales Club, 10 December, ISO],
In reply to yours, 1 wired to say 1 would bo at Coolangatta from Tuesday to Friday.
He road to Comerong Ferry, our intention was to continue the present municipal road from Nmnba, and no one
acting for me has ever said anything to tho contrary. It is difficult to account for the animus shown by the representative
of a small Nowra faction in Parliament, as 1 can only judge by the questions asked in the House.
Yours, ,tc.,
V. B, Riley, Esq., Bathurst.
JOHN HAY.

[One plan.]

Sydney ; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1S92.
[9d.]
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1891-2.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ROADS.
(RETURN SHOWING EXPENDITURE IN THE MOLONG DISTRICT ON.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 12 January, 1892.

[Laid upon the Table of the House in ansieer to Question No. 2, of % December, 1891.]

Question.
(2.) Extendi tube fob Roads in the Molono District :—Dr. Ross ashed The Secret art for
Pubijc

Works:—

(l.) What is the amount of the ordinary vote or expenditure for roads in the Molong district,
classified and unclassified, for the last two years?
(2.) How much out of the £150,000 of last year's surplus for tho repair of roads owing to floods,
&c., was allotted to the district of Molong, and will he state where and on what contracts the
money was expended, and the nature of the work ?

Answer.
(1.) Votes and Grants..................................................................................................................... £7,481 5 0
Expenditure..................................................................................................................................
7,105 G 10
As per attached details, Expenditure proceeding.
(2.) None of the vote of £150,000 on 1890 Supplementary Estimates has been appropriated for expenditure
in Molong district.
Votes .and Expenditure, Molong District, for 1890 and 1891.
Work.

Vote or Grant.

1890.
'
Borenore to Kite’s Swamp.........................................,
Molong, inVf Boree, to Cargo
...
...
...
Molong to Toogong ...
...
...
...
...
Molong to Obley
...
...
...
...
...
Molong to Warne ...
...
...
...
...
Molong to Korah Creek
...
...
...
...
Cumnock to Balderogery , .
...
...
...
Orange and Cargo Road to Boree ...
...
...
Orange and Cargo Road to Cudal ...
...
...
Cargo to Cudal
......................................................
Cargo to Canowindra
...
...
...
,,.
Molong and Toogong Road at.Brymedura and Parties Road
Molong to Peak Hill,..
...
Borce Creek to Orange and Forbes Ri.ad................
Cargo to Cominglc Creek ..
...
...
..
Road Molong to Cudal
...
...
...
...
Paling Yard Creek Road to Bowen Public School
Molong to Cumnock Road.........................................

.

•

1891.
Orange and Cargo Road to Borce ...
...
...
Orange and Cargo Road to Cudal ...
...
...
Borenore to Kite’s Swamp ...
...
...
...
Cargo to Cudal
.....................................................
Cargo to Canowindra
...
...
...
...
Molong, via Boree, to Cargo
...
...
...
Molong to Toogong.....................................................
Molong to Obley
...
...
...
...
...
Molong to Warnc Station.........................................
Molong to Nor ah Creek
.........................................
Cumnock to Balderogery ...
...
...
...
£
Expenditure proceeding.
[«■]
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Expenditure.

£
2L0
235
969
790
263
9S
196
117
98
303
245
2
150
75
150
50
50
20

s.
0
u
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0

d.
0
0
0
0
0
*0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

120
100
180
260
280
240
1,000
680
300
100
200

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

118
114
180
195
280
173
993
671
144
100
274

17 1
15 6
0 0
10 10
0 0
12 9
8 0
13 2
2 3
0 0
6 3

7,481

5

0

7,105

6 10

0

0

£ s. d.
208 3 6
120 4 9
969 0 0
770 4 9
244 12 7
18 2 6
75 19 2
117 0 0
303 0 0
213 13 6
2 5 0
416 15 3
75 0 0
205 0 0
50 0 0
50 0 0
20 0 0

588
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1891.
(second

session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ROADS AND BRIDGES.
(RETURN SHOWING THE VALUE AND QUANTITY OF PLANT AND MATERIAL IMPORTED BY THE
GOVERNMENT DURING THE TEARS 1888, 1889, AND 1890, IN CONNECTION WITH THE ROADS AND
BRIDGES AND HARBOURS AND RIVERS BRANCHES, AND THE WATER AND SEWERAGE BOARD).

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 September, 1891.

\_Laid upon the Table of the House in answer to Question 4 of Thursday, Qth August, 1891.]

Question.
(4.) Mr. Waljcur {for Mr, Copeland) ashed The Colonial Treasurer,—

_

(1.) "What was the value and quantity of railway plant and material imported during the year 188S(
specifying items where convenient ?
_
(2.) "What was the value and quantity of plant and material imported by Government during the
same year in connection with the Roads and Bridges, Harbours and Rivers, and Water and Sewerage
Departments ?
(3.) The like information with respect to ihe years 18S9 and 1890 ?

Answer.
RETURN of Value and Quantity of Material imported 1888,1889, aud 1890.
WoiR.

£ B. a.

1888......................
Eerro pruasiatc paper ......................................
18S9......................
Ferro prussia'e paper

.................................

1890 .....................
Bridge, iiltleralie .............................................
Wire rope for ferries...............................
Ferro pruasiatc paper..........................................
Pipes, Cobar Reservoir......................................

528
79
430
79
7.920
8,9U7
574
93
1,903

Length.

Weight,

Value.

Tons. cwt. qr. lb.
12 18 0 12

9 7
2 6
1 11
2 6
0 0
7 5
19 10
4 6
2 8

15 15

0 0

440 15 3 12
464 0 1 11
20 15 3 20
3 8

18,580
2,120
3,171

1,006 11 0 7

51,860

46 8

20,575 10 11

RETURH showing the quantity and value of material imported by the
during the years 1888,1889, and 1890 :—■
1888— 2,824 tons 6 cwt. C. I. pipes; also, caisson for Sutherland Dock;
1889— 7,G10 tons 3 cwt. C. I. pipes; total value, £54,122 9s. Id.
1890— 801 tons 11 cwt. C. I. pipes, 6 Priestman’s grah dredges, 1 lantern
house, 2 weighing machines, and 4 cranes and shear-legs; total value,

Yards.
10,800
1,800
13,589
1,800

Harbours and Rivers Branch
total value, £50,191 4s. 3d,
_
and plant for Smoky Cape Light
£31,277 12s. lOd.

Wafer and Sewerage Board,
RETURN showing material imported from Eoreign contractors in the years 1888,1889, and 1890.
Year ISSS.

5,623 casfc*iron pipes from Stanton Iron Works, England
28,271
do
do
47,850
do
do
...
5,462
do
D, T. Stewart & Co., Glasgow

£ b. a.

£
24,575

s.

Total.

Year 1800.

Year I8SD.
d.

£

s.

d

35,104 11 3
6,389 7 1

£
3,499
24,575
35,104
5,389

1,256 11 8
400 9 7
10,310 15 10

1,256 11 8
400 9 7
10,310 15 10

52,461 15

80,536 17 3

6 10

a.
15
6
11
7

d.
O
10
3
1

87,EOS

111 tone 10 cwt. 2 qr. 14 lb. castings.
do
124 valves
do
Worthington pumps from J. Simpson A Co., England
£
[«<Q

257'

3,499 15 0

21,575

6 10

6
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1891.
(SECONU SESSION.)

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OP 1888.
{RESUMPTION OF LAND IN CONNECTION WITH THE DEVIATION OF THE MAIN SOUTH COAST ROAD
AT EAST’S HILL, NEAR KIAMA, COUNTY OF CAMDEN.)

$rc0£titei> Icr JJatltanuut, pumwnt iff Jld 51 Uic, ^ff. 37.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE ” PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888," 51 VICTORIA
nu. oi.
New South Wales, I Proclamation by His Excellency Tho
to wit.

I Right Honourable Victor Albert
George, Earl of Jersey, a Member
ol Her Majesty's Most Honourable
Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross
I
(ts.)
of the Most Distinguished Order of
Jersey,
Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor.
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of New South Wales and
its Dependencies.
Whereas the Minister for Public Worts of the said
Colony is desirous of acquiring the land described in the
Schedule at the foot hereof for the purpose of a certain
Public Work, that is to say, ihe deviation of the Main South
Coast Road at East’s Hill, near Kiama, in the said Colony:
And whereas it is estimated that the cost of completing such
work will not exceed the sum of twenty thousand pounds:
And whereas the land described in the said Schedule is in my
opinion required for carrying out the said work: Now, there
fore, I, Victor Albert George, Earl of Jreset, tbe
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
in pursuance of the “Public Works Act of 1888,” do hereby
direct that the said work shall be carried out under the
11 Public Works Act of 1888,” by tbe Minister for Public Works
aforesaid, who, in respect of the said work, shall be deemed to
be the Constructing Authority: And iu further pursuance of
the said Act, I do hereby direct that tbe land described in the
Schedule hereto shall be acquired and taken for the purpose
aforesaid, under the “ Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition
Act," and I do declare by this notification, to be published in
the Government Gazette, and in one or more newspapers
published or circulated in the Police District wherein is situated
the said land, that the said land described in the said Schedule
has been resumed for the public purpose hereinbefore expressed,
that is to say, for and in connection with the deviation of the
Main South Coast Road at East's Hill, near Kiama, in tho said
Colony, to the intent that upon the publication of this notifi
cation in the Gazette, the said land described in the said
Schedule hereto shall forthwith be vested in the said Construct
ing Authority, on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes of
the said Public Works Act of 1888, for an estate in fee simple
in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations,
estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or

[«■]
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other easements whatsoever; and to the intent that the legal
estate therein, together with all powers incident thereto or
conferred by that Act, shall he vested in such Authority as n
Trustee: And I declare that the following is the Schedule of
land hereinbefore referred to:—
Schedule.

All that piece or parcel of land, situate in the parish of
Kiama, county of Camden, and Colony of New South Wales :
Commencing on the western boundary of the Main South
Coast Road, at a point bearing north-westerly 880 links from
the north-west corner of Geo. Hunt’s 6 acres, being part of
A. Byrne’s original 500 acres; and bounded thence generally
on the west and south by lines bearing south 10 degrees
30 minutes west 193 links, south 45 degrees 16 minutes east
352 links, south 16 degrees 30 minutes west 379 links, south
16 degrees 30 minutes east 222 links, south 76 degrees oast
197 links, north 73 degrees 16 minutes east 340 links, south
73 degrees 55 minutes east 350 links, north 83 degrees 46
minutes east 292 links, south 65 degrees 46 minutes east 165
links, south 39 degrees 44 minutes east 242 links, south 61
degrees 17 minutes east 252 links, south St degrees 32 minutes
east 100 links, and south 4 degrees 30 minute' west 150 links
to tho western side of tbe Main South Coast Road; thence on
the east by the western side of that road being a line bearing
north 27 degrees 2 minutes east 290 links j thence on the north
and east by lines bearing north 34 degrees 32 minutes west 180
links, north 61 degrees 17 minutes west 259 links, north 39
degrees 44 minutes west 240 links, north 66 degrees 45 minutes
west 212 links, south 83 degrees 45 minutes west 310 links,
north 73 degrees 65 minutes west 344 links, south 73 degrees
16 minutes west 355 links, north 76 degrees west 118 links,
north 16 degrees 30 minutes west 128 links, north 16 degrees
30 minutes cast 451 links to the southern side of the present
Main South Coast Road; thenee again on the north by the
southern side of that road, being a line bearing north-westerly
522 links to the point of commencement,—be the said several
dimensions n little more, or less, containing 3 acres and 34
perches or thereabouts, and said to be in the possession of
William Grey.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twentyseventh day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred aud ninety-one, and in the
fifty-fifth year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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session.)

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OP 1888.
(RESUMPTION OF LAND FOR AND IN CONNECTION WITH THE ERECTION OF A RETAINING WALL AT
SHAFTESBURY ROAD, BURWOOD, PARISH OF CONCORD, COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND.)

^resfnttlJ to jjjstliammt, pursuant to JUt £1 'Bir. <$0. 37.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND FOR
RAILWAY PURPOSES UNDER THE PUBLIC
WORKS ACT OF 18S8. .
New South Wales,
Proclamation by His Excellency The
to wit.
Right Honourable Victor Albert
George, Earl of Jersey, a Member
of Her Majesty’s Most Honourable
Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross
(us.)
of the Most Distinguished Order of
Jersey,
Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor. Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of New South Wales and
its Dependencies.
the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales
are desirous of acquiring the land referred to in the
Schedule hereto, for the purpose of maintaining the traffic
by the erection of a retaining wall at Shaftesbury Road,
Burwood, in connection with tbe partial duplication of the
railway lines, which work appears to the Commissioners neces
sary, and is such work as the Railway C rnimissioners are
authorised to carry out pursuant to the “ Government Railways
Act of 1888and it is estimated that the cost of completing
such work will not exceed the sum of twenty thousand pound s:
And whereas the said land is in my opinion required for
carrying out the said work : Now, therefore, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with tbe advice of the Executive Council, in pursuance
of the “ Public Works Act of 1888,” do hereby direct that the
said work shall be carried out under the “ Public Works Act
of 1888,” by the said Railway Commissioners, who, in respect
of the said work, I hereby declare shall be deemed to be the
Constructing Authority: And in further pursuance of tho
provisions of the said Act, I do hereby direct that the said
land may be acquired and taken for the purposes aforesaid,
under the “ Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” and I
do declare by this notification, to be published in the Gazette,
and in one or more newspapers published or circulated in the
Police District wherein the said land is situated, that the said
Whereas

land described in the Schedule hereto has been resumed for tho
public purpose bereinbefore expressed, that is to say, for the erec
tion of a retaining wall as aforeaid, to the intent that upon tho
publication of this notification in tho Gazette, the said land
described in the Schedule hereto shall forthwith be vested in tho
said Constructing Authority, on behalf of Her Majesty, for the
purposes of the said “ Public Works Act of 1888,” for on citato
in fee simple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts,
obligations, estates, interests, contracts, oharges, rates, rightiof-way, or other easements whatsoever; and to the intent that
the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident
thereto or conferred by that Act, ehall be vested in such
Authority as a trustee : And I declare that the following is the
Schedule of land herein before referred to :—
Schedule.

All that piece or parcel of land situated at Burwood, in the
parish of Concord, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New
South Wales: Commencing at the intersection of the north side
of Albert Crescent with the east side of Shaftesbury Road,
formerly called Sarah-street; and bounded towards the south
by the said side of Albert Crescent bearing 381° 39' east 143
feet j thence towards the north-east by a line bearing north 75“
8' west 14G feet E inches to the aforesaid side of Shaftesbniy
Road; and thence towards the west by the said side of Shaftes
bury Road bearing south 0° 5' east 17 feet, to the point of com
mencement,—and containing
perches or thereabouts, said to
be the property of one William Deane.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused tbe Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twentyfourth day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, and in the
fifty-fifth year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency's Command,
HBNRY PARKES.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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1891.
(second session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PROPOSED BRIDGE OYER THE RIVER MORRAY AT TOCUMWAL.
(INQUIRY INTO THE.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to he printed, 12 August, 1891.

LIST OF WITNESSES EXAMINED.
]. Mr. F. Manning, President Tooumwal Progress Asso
ciation.
2. Mr. G. Reynold son, Vice-President Tocnmwnl Pro
gress Association.
3. Mr, G. Jeffries, manager for Mr. J5. Hillson.
4. Mr, R. C. Bourcliier, grazier farmer, Stratlimerton.
A Mr. E. Cope, farmer, Stratlimerton,
0, Mr. J. Foster, Sub-collector of Customs, Tocumwal
and Cobram.
", Mr. P. A. Dunne, Tocumival.
8. Air. J. Egan, Councillor of NumurWah Shire.
0. Mr. F. R. Mahoney, engineer to Yarroivongah Shire.
10. Mr. W. Bolton, butcher, Cobram.
11. Mr. W. Cnrtis, storekeeper, Cobram.
12. Mr. H. Tuck, sawmiller and timber merchant, Cobram.

13.
14.
15.
1G.
17.
IS.
10.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Mr, M. McNamara, auctioneer, Cobram.
Air. T. .Kennedy, councillor, Yarrowongah Shire.
Mr. IT, Dick, grazier farmer, Cobram.
Afr. H, H, Farrell, builder and timber merchant,
Cobram.
Air. W. J. Greggcry, Berrigan.
Mr. C. Drummond, Berrigan.
Air, A. Hid die, storekeeper, Berrigan,
Air. Patrick APFarland, Bavooga.
Mr. Alurti Looney, farmer, Tocumival.
Afr. H. Corrin, farmer and blacksmith, Uhipna.
Air, C. H. Alexander, manager of general store, Yarroweyah.
Air. K. Pcnnefathcr, Customs Officer and Stock In
spector for Victoria at Tocumwal.
Air. R. Hennessey, farmer and grazier, Tocumwal.

Tocumuml, 13 February. 1891.
Afj-. JVrrnc/*
President of Progress Association of Tocumwal.— Inconsequence of tbe
recommendation by Messrs. Sinytbe and Tlnvaitcs that tlie bridge should be built at Tocumwal, a large
amount of public money has been spent at tbe instance of tlie association on the roads leading into
Tocumwal; the amount has been fully £4,000 since the date of the report. These roads ought not in
the public interest to have been constructed at all if the bridge is not to be built here. The association
regard the importance and necessity of a bridge at Tocumwal as being quite independent of the claims
for similar accommodation at Cobram, and believes that the interests of the two places are entirely dissimilar ; that if a bridge is built at Cobram and the punt only be retained at Tocumwal, the quantity
of traffic crossing Ihe river at Tocumwal would not be affected in any degree. This experience has
been confirmed in the past by the fact that while the traffic across at Cobram is stopped by the punt
ceasing to work, there is no perceptible increase in the traffic at Tocumwal; the fact being that the
punt at Tocumwal works almost constantly with very little interruption, having ceased work only two
days during last winter. In consequence of the action taken by the New South "Wales Government in
determining on the Tocumwal site for bridging, as shown by the money having been placed on the
Estimates, a large amount of expenditure has been incurred in the town on buildings which would not
otherwise have been risked; this amounts to fully £8,000. Personally he has recommended expenditure
of upwards of £2,000 in the town, which has actually been expended. This he certainly would not
have done had there been a doubt as to the bridge being built here. With regard to tlie quantity of
wool that would be directed to this route, he wishes to add to Mr. Eeynoldson’s evidence the clip of the
Yanko Station, which, though being situated on the west of the Jerilderie line, is carted to Dcniliquin.
Mr. Eisher informed him that this clip, amounting to upwards of 2,000 hales, will certainly be carted to
the railway across a bridge if built at Tocumwal. A co-operative flour mill is proposed to be instituted
at Tocumwal, aud is in abeyance ponding the decision on this bridge matter. The shares have all been
promised to be subscribed, and it could be under weigh within a short time. It is proposed that the
produce of this mill should be sent by the river to stations up the Darling and other rivers where flour
is all imported. Regarding the syndicate mentioned by Mr. licynoldson us intending to buy land at
Tuppal, he is personally acquainted with several of the members, and desires to point out that their
intention is bona fide, settlement by the shareholders themselves, and not speculation. 'The syndicate
comprises about 15 men. who are going in for a thousand acres each of land. The association, on behalf
of residents in Tocumwal, made an offer to the Yarrowongah Shire Council either to lend money to the
amount of £500 or to expend money on their own account unconditionally on bridging and improve
ment of a certain portion of the road to Tocumwal, on, the Victorian side. The height to which the
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river has risen is, according to record, 17 ft. 4 in., on the 26th June, 1889. There is no record of the
flood of 1870. There is a record on September 15th, 1889, of 17 ft. 9J in.; again, on the 16th of
September, it stood at 17 ft. 9£ in.; and on 17th at 17 ft. 8 in.; on tho 18th, at 17 ft. 7 in.; on the
19th, at 17 ft. 6 in.; 20th, at 17 ft. 5 in.; and so on a daily fall of an inch until the 25th, when the
fall was more rapid. The river stood at a height above 16 ft. between September 8rd and the 30th, and
above 17 ft. between tho 4th and 25th. During last flood in November, 1890, he crossed by the punt in
a huggy and drove to Strathmerton while the river stood at 16 ft. 4 in., and returned again in the same
way. Tlie water did not come into the floor of the light buggy at all, No particular difficulty was
experienced.
*
DEAN CIS MANNING,
_ _
President Tocumwal Progress Association.
The flood of 1889 broke over the bank about 100 yards below Hillson's wool shed in Tocumwal;
at the highest point the water was 6 to 9 inches deep alongside tho Deniliquin Eoad; it flowed back into
the river again about 1£ miles down; tbe creek behind the town took in wrater also from the flood; this
would have gone all round the town and joined the river again at the same place as the flood previously
noticed, had there been waterway enough through a certain culvert on the Jerilderie Koad near tlie
town; as it was, the water ivas backed towards the town, but was very easily stopped; is aware that
water also overflows at Barooga, and that it joins these other overflows before reaching Tocumwal; the
overflow from Barooga follows a well defined channel, and does not flood country at all outside its
boundaries.—F. Mawn'ins.
Having heard the evidence of Mr. P. McFarland read by the Examiner, lie wishes to point out
that Mr. Andrew Brown, of Tuppal, who is one of the most prominent of the supporters of the bridge
at Tocumwal, has given his assurance on several occasions that all the produce from and traffic to
Tuppal Station will pass over the bridge if built at Tocumwal; also points out that the distance from the
Barooga wool shed is 15 miles from the site of the Tocumwal bridge, whereas the distance to the site of
the Cobram bridge is
miles farther; regarding the sale of fat sheep from McFarland Brothers’ back
stations, the custom in past years had been to sell to buyers on tlie run ; the buyer then selects his own
road by which to take his purchases, and the vendor has nothing to do with the matter.
Tocumwal, 13 February, 1891.

Mr. G-eorrje Meynoldson, of the firm of Kilpatrick, Farrell, aud Co., Numurkah and Tocumwal, and
Yice-presidcnt of Tocumwal Progress Committee, auctioneer anil farmer, owns property between Berri
gan and Tocumwal and 10 miles from the latter place.—'The actual returns of traffic across the river
at Tocumwal or the exports from this port do not show more than a proportion of the trade that will
be done here when there is a bridge over the river ; for want of a bridge traffic of all kinds from the near
neighbourhood of Tocumwal is diverted to other points through Deniliquin or to Corowa ; for instance,
Tuppal wool, amounting to 2,500 hales, is now sent via Deniliquin, a distance of 30 miles from the shed,
whereas the distance to Tocumwal is 15 miles only, adding the 7 miles to Yarrowcyah, making 22 miles
in all; iu addition, the advantage is that Yarroweyah is distant from Melbourne 150 miles and Deniliquin
is 190 miles, representing a saving of 40 miles in railway carriage ; again, the cost of carriage of produce
and wool over the Deniliquin to Moama railway is considerably higher than obtains on the Victorian
lines; this also increases the cost; the same remarks apply to the fat stock, which in great measure are
sent via Deniliquin to avoid tbe charge of 25s per 1,000 sheep for crossing by the punt and the
disadvantages of doing so ; much trouble and loss are occasioned in crossing fat stock in this way, in
certain states of the river especially: the Wimnamurra station is also another case; the wool from
this station is usually sent via Deniliquin to the best of bis knowledge and belief; in fact, it is
claimed that all the wool from a large radius around Tocumwal will pass over a bridge if one bo built;
gives an instance of a mob of about 6,900 fat wethers which had been bought by his firm at Kulki, some
distance north of Jerilderie (40 miles), about the end of last winter; on account of the trouble
experienced in a former case of damage to stock on the punt it was considered advisable to send this
mob via Deniliquin; had there been a bridge at Tocumwal there would have been no question as to this
route being tbe best and the most economical; the Progress Committee claim that the situation of
Tocumwal makes it eminently suitable in relation to the areas around tbe central part of Riverina as a
crossing place over the river and iu directness for communicating with the seaboard ; also that the stock
routes from the north and west are better travelling roads in any season, and wider than those converg
ing on any other point on the river; it has appeared that a considerable part of the pressure brought to
bear upon the selection of Cobram as the site for the bridge has been from the owners of Barooga
pastoral properties; the Committee claim that of the two points, viz., Cobram and Tocumwal, tho latter
is the most suitably situated for the greater part of these properties ; it seems that considerable areas on
these are being subdivided aud sold, and it is the expressed intention of the owners to continue to
dispose of more Land ; it is claimed that the Tocumwal bridge will be the most suitable to the farmers
who arc now or will be in occupation of these lands even if a bridge at Cobram were built also; the land
that has been already sold is actually nearer to Tocumwal than Cobram; wishes to point out that even
assuming Cobram to be as serviceable for a bridge site as Tocumwal, the position of Tocumwal being
more nearly central between the other adjacent bridges, viz., at Mulwala_and Echuea, gives it a very
strong claim for preference: the Committee wish to point out that the opinions of the Victorian press
are all unanimous in favor of the necessity for bridging the river, and in the opinion that the extension
of the lino past Strathmerton to Cobram was m tbe first instance a mistake; and also, excepting
the Argus, tho loading press is in favor of the branch line being carried out now from Strathmerton, or
some point thereabouts, to opposite Tocumwal; and tbe Committee have strong ground for
believing that the construction of the branch will be recommended to be carried out im
mediately by the Public Works Committee, to whom it lias been relegated for inquiry; the
Committee point out that a township has grown up in the course of a very long time, extending over
thirty years, at tbe Tocumwal crossing place over tlie river and that extensive vested interests have
become established here; that a considerable area of Crown land was subdivided and sold by the
Government as a township in the year 1889 in July, before the rivalry between the bridge sites had
arisen;
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arisen; that the prices obtained by the G-overnment at that sale were very considerably enhanced by
the anticipation, which to that date had not been doubted, o£ the certainty of a bridge over the Murray
at this point; they claim that these interests form very strong grounds in the favour of their conten
tion ; in the event, however, that the existence of a rivalry between the bridge sites, prior to the land
sale, being still upheld, the Committee point out still further that the reply given to the deputation
that went to Melbourne in September 18S9 in favour of the Cobram site was in effect that Tocumwal
had the greater claims for the bridge ; shortly after this Hr, Davies went to Sydney and as a result of
that visit Tocumwal was chosen as one of the sites for a bridge over tlie Hurray ; and in fact it was
found that the sum providing for construction of the bridge at Tocumwal was then placed on the New
South Wales estimates; regarding the anticipation of a considerable subdivision of land and sale about
the neighbourhood of the Cobram site in New South Wales, it is pointed out that large areas are also
being brought into tbe marhet north and west of Tocumwal; a sale is advertised to take place on the
17th or 19th of next month at Dalgetty’s rooms in Melbourne of the Tuppal estate of 170,000 acres;
this is to be sold in 5 lots ranging from 8,000 to 50,000 acres; points out also that this area, viz,,
170,000 acres, is nearly if not quite equal to the sum of the areas of Momalong and Barooga, and that
the land therein is equal in all respects for agricultural purposes; when this advertisement appeared
his firm received a letter from Tasmania inquiring on behalf of a syndicate particulars as to a portion
of the Tuppal estate called Booraboonilly, comprising 15,475 acres, for the purpose of settling thereon
farmers from Tasmania; regarding Mr. Mahoney’s estimate of the cost of a road between Yarroweyab
and Tocumwal, given at £7,000, points out that this provides for a road at a level above all floods the
whole way; such extraordiuary precautions and expenditure arc quite unnecessary and unprecedented;
his own experience of this road between Tocumwal aud Strath m or ton is that from Strathmerton to as
far as the boundary of the Numurkah shire towards Tocumwal, viz., If miles, leaving SJ miles within
the jurisdiction of the Numurkah Council, this road during the winter months is equally as good as any
of the other roads bordering on the Murray within Ids knowledge; he has travelled this road weekly and
oftener; during last winter he was not stopped once, and at the time of highest flood of last year—which
he believes to have risen to within a few inches of the highest—he drove over the road in a buggy : a man
drove with him driving about a dozen loose horses and even in the creeks tbe horses never had to swim ;
water came into the buggy but the horses had footing the whole time; he considers that a cost of
£1,000 would bridge the "Sapling Creek and embank over the depression near Boucbicr’s house; this
bank, with a culvert, would be sufficient; between Sapling Creek and Tocumwal a few small depressions
would require culverts ; between Strathmerton and the depression before mentioned a large extent of
the road has been formed and is good enough, and the rest will probably bo carried out gradually; a
Shire Council has power, with the consent of the Government, to carry out work outside of its juris
diction under circumstances of which the portion of this road lying in the Yarraweya-h Shire is an instance;
the sympathies of the Numurkah Council are entirely in favour of the bridge being built at Tocumwal,
and also of the Shepparton Shire Council, in both of which resolutions have been carried unanimously
to use all their influence to cause the bridge to be erected at Tocumwal.
GEORGE REYNOLD SON.
Tocumwal, February 13, 1891-

Mr. G-corqe Jeffries, manager for Mr. G. Hillson ; has been in Tocumwal for 20 years ; the
business comprises a general store, a butchery, a timber yard, dealing in all sorts of farm produce,
shipping and forwarding agency; regarding the possibility of traversing tbe road between Tocumwal
and Yarroweyah, or Strathmerton, provided the Sheep wash Creek bridge is crossed, there is really no
obstacle in the way excepting the Sapling Creek; if this were bridged there would be nothing to stop
cattle or wheeled vehicles in any state of the river ; he has travelled the road constantly ; there is
absolutely no danger anywhere at any time, even at the Sapling Creek ; all stores for the trade and for
station consumption are carted from Yarroweyah by Mr. Hillson’s own teams; flour, bran and pollard
come from Eclmca, being brought up by tbe steamers that come up for wool; wool is sent away from
here by steamer and also by road to Yarroweyah ; the wool goes by steamer only to work off accumula
tions ; tbe difficulty of getting teams to cart to the railway forces the wool on to the steamer; the
freight by steamer to Echuca, down stream, is 20s. per ton ; in addition, insurance is 7s. Gd. to 10s per
cent, pounds value; freight up stream from Echuca is generally 20s. to 25s, per ton, according to
arrangement; Mr. Hillson has a specially favourable arrangement; insurance is not required for the
up stream trip ; the cost of cartage on the usual scale at the union rate is Is. per ton per mile, and
for shorter distances a little more ; the following is the scale of punt charges—Every conveyance drawn
by one horse, 2s. Gd., every additional horse drawing, (id, every saddle horse, Is.; every bullock team
drawing, per wheel, Gd.; every bullock team drawing per bullock, Gd.; loose horses and cattle in
mobs, not less than 10 on the punt, each Gd.; sheep per 1,000, 25s.: conveyances returning same day
pay oneway only; there is another store here belonging to Messrs. R. Stallwag and Co.; they obtain
their stores by the same route ; Mr. Hillson’s store supplies settlers to about 15 miles on the Deniliquin
Road, 15 miles down the river, 20 miles towards Jerilderie, and 20 miles towards Mulwala East, and
about 12 miles in the direction of Berrigan ; taking Jerilderie as a starting point from winch fat sheep
in ay start, destined for the Melbourne market, there is a clear advantage of 4d. per head by crossing
them at Tocumwal, and trucking at Yarroweyah or Strathmerton, instead of sending them via
Deniliquin ; the reason they are not brought in greater numbers by the former route, though it is
shorter by 58 miles, is simply because the crossing of the Murray by the punt is so injurious to fat
sheep, and drivers have great objection to using a punt.
b
j
i
GEORGE JEFFRIES.
Tocumwal. February 13th, 1891.

Mr. Robert O. Bourcliier, farmer and grazier, in partnership with his brother on parishes of
Yarrowevah and Strathmerton, in County Moira in Victoria, residing about 2 miles from Tocumwal on
the Yictorian side of the Murray:—They own about 3,000 acres of C. P. land and lease about 2,300
acres in the immediate vicinity of the river; has owned property in this place for 13 years; they
cultivated last season about 80 acres of wheat and hay : they cut 20 acres for hay ; obtained about 240
- ■
'
bags
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bags of wheat; this was a bad year for rust; they deal largely in stock, not keeping a regular quantity
on the land; obtain the stock in both colonies ; knows of the flood of 1870 only by tradition; believes
that it was generally 4 or 5 inches higher than that of 1889; of the 1889 flood he was witness through
out ; they keep on an average 1{- sheep per acre over the whole extent of their land (that is the C. P,
land, as they did not hold all the leased land at that time), or the equivalent in cattle, and this
quantity remained on the land during the whole flood; all they did was to see that the mobs of sheep
did not become cut off by flood water; no particular precautions were necessary; a great deal of the
land was above water; his brother’s house stands near the Strathmerton Koad ; fully 500 acres out of
the 000 acres of the property about there was dry land the railway survey passed through a part of
this land, on which the station site was surveyed on land just above the high flood; between his brother’s
property and the punt some portions of the laud were out of the flood ; water was flowing rapidly in
Sapling Creek; it was flowing moderately fast in the deep part on the rest of the flooded hind; south
of his brother Frederick’s house the road passes over the depression which is flooded1; then there is a
piece of dry land ; then from about 1 mile from the Sheepwash Creek bridge, across the bridge right up
to Cope’s land the water was continuous on the present track ; there was a similar flood, but not within
2 or 3 in. of the same height iu the year 1878 ; they did not lose any stock from either of these floods;
the surface water only remains on the ground three or four days ; very little crop) was lost, not much
crop happened to be within read) of the flood ; the leased land is all within the State forest along the
Murray; all the land without exception outside of the State forest up to the railway line is taken up as
C. P. land; regarding the condition of tho road during winter, or even in the highest floods, there is
nothing to stop people from travelling between Tocumwal and Strathmerton, or Yarroweyah via the
bridge over tho Sheepwash Creek ; tlie depression is a had place, but this can he and is avoided; tho
surveyed line of road crosses tho depression more to the east of the present track, where it is in the
form of a creek which could be bridged; there is no more difficulty on the road during the winter than
is experienced on any other unmetalled road in the country in wet weather; the flood waters, except in
the creeks, do not make the country impassable, because nearer the river the soil is of a firmer nature.
KOBEKT C. BOUKCHIER.
There was a law suit in the courts, iu a sheep trespass case, between him and Henry Kicketson ;
the trespass took place at Koonoomoo ; he leased the grass of the Koonoomoo reserve; on unfenced
Crown lands travelling sheep have a right to graze on either side within a total width of half a mile ;
the two roads were less than half a mile apart, so Kicketson claimed the right to cross over from one
side to the other.—R. B.
Tocumwal, 13 February, 1891.
Mr. Edwin Cope, farmer, owning 040 acres of laud on the road to Strathmerton, from which his
house is 4J miles; the road from his house is good right through ; all necessary bridging has been done ;
there are only two places on the road which arc crossed by the flood water; these are very narrow, a
chain or two wide and shallow ; never has any difficulty in getting into Strathmerton at any time; this
district is in the Numurkah Shire ; all the land excepting some timber reserve has been taken np and is
now in occupation by the settlers, except in a few exceptions ; the flood passes about a couple of chains
wide across his land along a creek running into a red gam reserve; between his house and Mr. Bourchier’s
there is nothing to prevent travelling in any state of the flood, has driven 50 head of cattle along the
present track when the flood was at the highest; he was bringing them from some ground Mr. Burrowes
has on the river to another farm in order to change the paddock, not in order to save the stock; an
agitation has been going on for some time to obtain a readjustment of the ridings in the Numurka Shire
which will create a new riding in the northern portion of the shire, the object beiug to allow of the road
in this part being properly made; this is considered a great object to be gained, to enable farmers to
send grain and hay into New Soutli "Wales where the prices obtained generally are much higher than
in Victoria; the intention is to take necessary steps to make the road passable through to Tocumwal.

EDWIN COPE.
Tocumwal, 13 February, 1891.

Mr. John Foster, Sub-collector of Customs at Tocumwal and Cobram, supplies details of Customs
collections at both places during the year 1890. The imports of Tocumwal, £22,380; exports of
Tocumwal, £83,494 ; the imports for Cobram, £3,007 ; exports for Cobram, £1,020. Wishes to point
out that the large total of exports for 1888, viz., £106,371, was due to the great number of sheep sent
into Victoria for grazing during the drought. Again, the totals of 1889 being higher than of 1890 is
explained by the value of wool being higher during the former year. The number of bales during 1890
was in excess of that in 1889. Duty collected in Tocumwal for 1890, £1,778 15s. 8d.; duty collected
in Cobram for 1890, £355 13s. 6d.. Total, £2.132 9s. 2d. IKis shows an increase yearly. The exports
arc for 1890Cattle, 1,312; horses, 34; sheep, 72,609; wool, greasy, 2,961 bales; scoured, 1,013 bales;
total, 3,974 bales. About 10,000 sheep arrived here during the height of flood in 1890. The punt was
working, but the sheep could not have travelled over the flooded laud on the other side. They were sent
round by Corowa.
J. FOSTER, A.S.C.
The clip of the Arratoola Station, about 17 miles down the river, Is shipped from Mr. Hillson’s
place, about 5 miles down from Tocumwal; this clip amounts to about 1,300 bales; this is entered as
export from Tocumwal.
The following return includes the clip from Arratoola, Barooga, and
Wooperana, shipped by steamer to Echuca:—Greasy, 2,459 hales; scoured, 1,013 bales; total,
3,472 bales.—J.F.
'
Tocumwal, 13 February, 1891.
Mr. P. A. Dunne wishes to state regarding ,a trip lately, at the end of January, to Berrigan, via
Barooga, that on the road from Barooga, turning off nearly opposite Barooga Station, he travelled in the
direction of Berrigan 14 miles before he passed a house of any kind; the selector, an old man, appeared
to be alone; this was on Lalaltie Run; on this route there were fences on both sides only part of the
way;
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way; passed tlirougli about five gates; one mile beyond the selector he arrived at Lalaltie Station;
from that point into Berrigan (6 miles) saw about four habitations; from Barooga to Lalaltie there
was no growing crop or any improvement visible, except on the single selection, but ordinary ring
barking; there was no evidence of any population in existence needing the accommodation of a bridge
anywhere ; the next day ho drove back via another route.
"
PETER A. DTJKNE.
Tocumwal, 14 February, 1891

Mr .James Ef/an, a councillor of Xuuuirkab Shire Council, owning property in county Moira, in Vic
toria . His interest in land on the New South "Wales side is merely that his brother is farming about 7 miles
from Tocumwal. Ihe Numurkah and the Shepparton Shire Councils both arc in favor of the bridge being
built at Tocumwal. A letter was written by the Progress Association of Tocumwal to thoNumurkahCouncil,
and a petition was sent from Stratlimerton to the SheppartonShire Counci 1, asking their co-operation in the
bridge question, and a vote was passed—unanimously in the case of tlie Numurkah Council—in favor of
, tlie requests. During the last winter about £200 was spent on the road from Strathmerton towards
Tocumwal, previous to that there had been no expendi tore; believes that the Numurkah Council will be in
favor of continuing to spend money on this road within their jurisdiction. A rc-adjustmcnt of the
riding is being talked of, a poll must be taken to enable this to be carried out. The object is to provide,
a better representation in the council of the properties in the northern part of the Shire. He represents
the central riding. The council number 9 members. Shire is divided into three ridings, these are east
west and central ridings at present, and the desire is to reconstruct the division in such a way as to allow
of the northern part of the Shire obtaining better representation as they consider that their interests
are not sufliciently well, considered at present. In his opinion this reconstruction is not likely to be
brought about; it will need one-third of the votes of the whole Shire, Has known this road for 5 or (i
years ; passed over it more than onco, several times when the flood was on tho ground last year ; did not
experience very much difficulty ; has travelled worse roads. There is not much Crown land within the
Numurkah Shire. There are a few reserves, but the great bulk of the Crowu land is in timber reserve
along the River Murray. Referring to the statement of £200 only having as yet been spent on the
road he points out that there is another road from Strathmerton which was formerly recognised as the
road to Tocumwal, and on this money had previously been spent. The expenditure on the Sheepwash
Creek bridge for instance was incurred about 3 years ago.
---------JAMES EGAN.
11 February, 1891.
Mr. I1'. 11. Mahoney, engineer to the Yarroweyah Shire. The cost of making a. road from Yarroweyah
io the site of the proposed bridge at Tocumwal was estimated by him after inspection of the route (with
which he is intimately acquainted), but not having made any section or survey the estimate can only be
considered as being a provisional one. The sum of £7000 was intended to cover all bridging and earth
work to make a road available at all ordinary states of the river, and at a level high enough and with
sufficient opening to meet the cases of the two high floods, vir,., those of 18/0 and 1889. He saw the
flood of 1889, which is said to have been nearly as high as that of 1870. In Cobram the water mounted
tvo feet over the ground level outside at the door of the Royal 1 ictoria Hotel. The water backed up to
this point through a watercourse which crosses the street within 2 chains of the hotel, and it cannot be
said to have flooded the town at all. Tlie railway station is high and dry. and an extension of tlie railway
line could be made right up to the edge of tho river to within 3 chains of the present punt site all the
way above the flood. The estimate given by him in his report to his Shire Council of the cost of making
a road from Cobram to the bridge site over the river, m?.., £300, covers all expenses, which, however, are
merely for ordinary road making to a point midway between the existing punt and the site at the river
to which the railway was surveyed and mentioned above as being above all floods. Between Cobram and
Yarroweyah flood-water breaks over the river bank at several places and runs up the watercourses. It
was seen then that the railway embankment had not enough openings for accommodation of this flood
though it was not breached anywhere. 'Hie traffic was not stopped. In the centre of Yarrowevah town
ship the water was all round the buildings. He lias no knowledge of the flood past Yarroweyah, Above
the Cobram punt the flood passed up a watercourse about 5 miles up stream, but this was only a narrow
watercourse between rising ground. At this point only was the river road between Cobram and
Yarrowonga flooded. There are some river-flats covered with red gum along this stretch of tlie Murray,
but there was no extensive flooding. In fact the only flooding that did take place during the flood of
1889 was of water that broke in on the Tocumwal side of Cobram, In tho last year a joint report was
drawn up by him and the Shire engineer of Numurkah on a-proposal to embank out tbe Mnrray water at
the point where it breaks in between Cobram and Tocumwal. 'this work, however, being for the benefit
of the local landholders only, was not recommended by them. He took a section from the north bank
of the lagoon at the village site Barooga, across the jagoon. and then along the existing track to tlie
punt site for Mr. Mcbarland. The bridge which Mr. McFarland proposes to build would be above the
flood-level, but he has not yet fixed the height of this. Eleven chains of bridging would be enough to
span tlie lagoons. There arc two branches of the lagoon here. Cannot say for certain as yet if the
track along the north bank of the river is or not above the flood ; this information he has vet to get.
To the best of his information, which, however, he is satisfied with, the height of decking of "the bridge
over the big lagoon would be about 22 feet above tbe bed for 3 spans onlv. In bis opinion this bridge
over the lagoon, 11 chains long, and a bridge over tlie Murray about the punt site, and formation along
the river bank would make a permanent crossing over the Murray except at extraordinar}' floods.
^
F. E. MAHONEY,
_ _
Cobram, 13 February, 1891.
_ William Bolter), of Messrs. Bolton and Sons, butchers, at Cobram; has been established herefrom
the first; was the first to put up a place of business in Cobram, in 1888; represents also the Murray
River Stock and Station Agency and several other agencies; used to provide Tocumwal with meat;
ceased this about 8 months ago as a general delivery, but up to 4 or 5 mtilths ago he was serving meat
in Tocumwal; first used the Tocumwal route until the Cobram punt was opened; found this a very
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much better route; one horse in the wagonette was enough on this route because the roads were all
good, but they always used two horses on the Tocumwal route, and even then there was much damage
done to gear;'considers the Cobram is very much the better route; even though the distance is 2 miles
the longer to Tocumwal, it can be done in half-an-hour less time; the fat stock is chiefly supplied by
Mr. McNamara; does now very little retail business on the New South “Wales side, but would purchase
much stock there if there-were'conveniences of crossing; the firm (Murray River Co.) established an
agency in Kerrigan, but have transferred it to another, owing to the difficulty of crossing tlie river here ;
all stock had to go round by Corowa or Deni lignin, and they had to deal through other hands ; he had
no doubt at all as to the advantages of Cobram as a crossing place. To his knowledge the sympathies
of all owners at Jerilderie and Kerrigan arc in favor of this route, by which they can reach the railway
in the shortest route, and the shortest also to Melbourne; from J erilderie they actually have to send down
through Deniliquin and truck over the Deni lignin railway, which might bo saved by coming to Cobram.
"
W. BOLTON.
Respecting the statements made in Tocumwal as to open space available for stock, he wishes to
point out that between Tocumwal and Strathmcrton there are no reserves; that all the Crown land is _
forest reserve and all leased for grazing.
.
'
Cobram, 12 February, 1891.
Mr, William Curtis, general storekeeper—Established here about 3 years; deals in all sorts of
stores except timber and ironmongery; for the past fifteen 'months the trade in goods sold to go over to
New' South Wales side has been about £800; has done no business ivith Tocumwal; it is altogether
with Karooga and Kerrigan, as far as the Kerrigan township; a bridge at Tocumwal would not increase
his business in any way ; most likely it would be affected adversely ; the increase to his business would
be in the increased settlement that will take place in the districts north of the river. The storekeepers
at Kerrigan have got some stores across from Cobram, but the absence of a customs officer and the
difficulty in crossing caused them to go round by Yarrowongah. The bridge at Tocumwal will not affect
Kerrigan districts in any way in respect to their supply of stores; they will still continue to procure
them via Yarrowongah. since the cartage between Tocumwal and the railway will be against them.
-----------■ *
W. CURTIS.
Cobram, 12 February, 1891.
J/r, Henry Tuck, timber merchant and saw.mill proprietor,—The sawmill is about
miles up the
river to the east of Cobram : cuts out. about 30,000 feet weekly ; its rapacity is over dO.OOO feet—saws
red-gum almost exclusively, but some quantities of pine which has been procured on this side of the
river. Last year he sent between 17.000 and 20,000 feet of timber across the river, principally to
Kerrigan across the Cobram punt; lias not sent any by Tocumwal punt; has not sent any to Tocumwal
from Cobram ; has been here about 6 years ; did send some from Yarroweyah where the mill previously
stood on the river ; this was close to Tocumwal; there would be a trade with the Kerrigan districts in
timber if there was a bridge at Cobram, all their timber would be procured bore; the bridge at Tocumwal,
even if the road were good, would not be so much used because of the distance, but unless the road be
made good also the bridge would not be used at all while the punt is at Cobram; the trade is chiefly at a
time when the river is in flood and the road impassable. At that time of year the farmers are slack of
work as their crops arc growing; they moved their plant from near Tocumwal because of the difficulty
they had of removiug the timber thence over the low country; this ground hereabouts is all sound and
now there is a railway; there is still timber, but nearly all has been used up opposite Tocumwal as
another mill was established there when he left.
HENRY TUCK.
Cobram. 12 February, 1891.
Established here 32 years; crosses about 50,000 sheep every
year from New South Wales to Victoria ; acting as agent for sheep-owners in New South Wales, and
buying occasionally themselves ; brings stock over principally at Yarrowongah but also at Corowa, but
it will suit them better to cross at Cobram as their business lies mostly central in these parts. At the
time of year when they have to cross, the river is in flood, during October and November, after shearing:
at this time sheep are injured by having to pass over flooded lands ; so they arc taken by other routes
in preference to crossing at Tocumwal: will go by Yarrowongah when the bridge is built: the bridge at
Tocumwal would be used if the road also is made, but this is also a necessity as even now the river can
be crossed by the punt while the road on this side is impassable. The site at Cobram will be more
centrally situated for them ; their business lies mostly between Yarrowongah audNumurkah; they have
a big agency in the Goulburn Valley district; Cobram is the best point for this stock traffic ; the roads
are all good on the other side ; by this road the railway in Victoria can be reached easily and over better
roads than by any other; 'a large quantity of fat stock is trucked by them; about an average of this
business is 1,000 head of fat cattle bought yearly in Riverina and trucked lo Melbourne, and of sheep
about 25,000 fat. These have been trucked principally at Yarrowongah and Corowa, and many at
Numurkah. To reach Numurkah, sheep have been crossed at Cobram and Tocumwal, and no thaving been
sold at that market have been trucked on to Melbourne: in most eases the Corowa route has been
adopted because there was no other place to cross, as neither of the punts were at work or the Tocumwal
road was too bad; the fact of there being no stock inspector on the part of either colony at Cobram is
a great bar to the crossing of stock at this place ; this accounts for a larger number of stock not being
crossed here; if there were a stock inspector here, the return at this crossing would be much larger
and would compare verv favourably with other places.
'
'
MICHAEL McNAMARA.

Michael McNamara, Auctioneer

Is the managing director of the Cobram Punt Co,; it is a registered company of 150 shares of
£10: they hold an annual license from the Victorian Government for 3 acres of land on this bank at
£10 per annum, and they pay £1 per annum to Victoria for a license to work the punt; on New South
Wales a license for 5 acres of land for the iiunt site has been granted; no punt license is charged in
New South Wales; they have a customs license in both colonies, having entered into a bond for a
large sum of money to both Governments; their tenure of the right to work the punt consequently is
an annual one only.—Miciiaei, McNamara.
‘
—--------Cobram,
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Cobram, 12 February, 1889.

Mr. Thomas Kennedy, councillor, of Yarroweyah Shire, farmer and grazier, resident four or five
miles south of Cobram ; has been resident in the district lo years; the railway line to Cobram was
opened on October the 5th, 1888 ; there was no township here before the line was surveyed ; there was
no Government township previous to this survey ; the township was surveyed and decided upon after
the line was settled to come to this point; the whole of the existing town is above flood level; water
comes in about on the boundary between the Government surveyed township and the private land
which now forms the town during the exceptional floods of 1870 and 1889; the whole of parish
Cobram had been selected before the line was laid out to Cobram ; the site where tbepuut is now on the
Murray at Cobram bas been known and in use more or less as a crossing-place for people wanting to go
over into Now South Wales for 10 or 12 years before the line was opened; he himself crossed at this
place shortly after he came to the district; it was known as having good banks on either side; a boat
was in use occasionally, but horses used to he swam over; it could be forded occasionally a short distance
above where the punt now stands ; at present the only crossing-place for goods down the river is at
Tocumwal by the punt, a distance from Cobram of 11 miles ; to Yarrowongah, when the bridge is com
pleted, will be 25 miles ; the need for the crossing by the farmers is for stock ; store stock are purchased
in Riverina; the chief months in which this traffic goes on is September and October ; regarding the
cost of making the road from Yarroweyah to Tocumwal, theoretically the whole of tbo onus has to be
borne by the shires, but it is usual in such eases to make out an application for assistance from the
Government to enable them to carry out tko work ; docs not consider that the shire could reasonably
expect to get from the Government more than a proportion, say about three-fourths, of the cost
of bridging the two principal Creeks, viz., the Sheep wash and the Sapling Creeks, but there would be
small prospect of getting any assistance in making the road for tbo whole distance; for tbo approach
proper to the bridge a portion of the cost would also bo paid by the Government ; practically, the greater
part of the expense would have to be borne by the shire; the bridge at Tocumwal would also entail
another road from Strathmcrton; the distance between Strathmcrton and Yarroweyah is 4J miles;
Strathmerton to Tocumwal is about l-.V miles longer than from Yarroweyah, so the extra distance to be
traversed from Strathmerton via Yarroweyah to Tocumwal would be 3 Julies ; there arc settlers on the
land between these places and Tocumwal who have rights for communication, and in the course of a long
time uo doubt roads will be made, but a very long time must elapse, as the funds available will not allow
of more than a little being done each year; the bridge being built atTocumwal would alter the conditions
and oblige the construction of the road to it; durmg every year traffic is stopped on this road by floods
for periods of one week to one month annually, and during the exceptional floods for a longer time ; the
reasons that operated to cause the construction of the railway to Cobram instead of to Tocumwal are as
good now as then, and the Yictorian line having been brought to the border at Cobram. this natural
point for communicating with New South Wales is the place for a bridge.
A bridge at Tocumwal will
be useless for some weeks of every year, unless the roads to it on the Yictorian side are made good,
and passable at all times above the flood level,
THOMAS KENNEDY.
Cobram, 12 February, 1891.

Mr. Hugh Kick, grazier, farmer, resident G miles south from Cobram.—A bridge at Cobram will
be crossable at all seasons of the year; the expense of making the roads to Tocumwal would be so great
that it would not be reasonable to expect the shire council to make the approaches, and he does not
believe that the Government would undertake the heavy cost; the maintenance of such a road would
be too costly fo)’ the revenue that could be raised in that riding, and the council would not consider
themselves justified in allotting the general funds of the shire to work in the corner of the district;
that road would consequently, between the two difficulties, have to remain in its existing condition of
impassability, being formed yearly little by little, as funds might be available, and until it bad, in a bug
time, been completed, it would yearly be impassable in places. He wishes to point out that Cobram would
really be tbo most suitable point for crossing the river by residents at and near Tocumwal, because thej-e
is a very good road on the New South Wales side of the river, and the communication with Cobram
bridge thereby could be completed at little cost: it would really compare very favourably with any road
from Tocumwal to the existing railway; the distance from Tocumwal via Karooga village to Cobram
railway station would bo 12 miles ; be himself is a large purchaser of store-sbeep in Riverina ; lie does
not breed, because the value of land on this side is too high to allow of this being remunerative ; buys
usually after shearing, during September and October, in tbo months when the river is in a state of
flood; crossing these sheep has always been a great difficulty with him; last year, owing to impassability
of the road and river, he had to send the sheep round by Corowa, at a loss in various ways of fully
dSlOO, and in consequence he could not purchase sheep that had been offered to him at a low rate in
Kerrigan; there are very few breeders on this side—mostly all buy store-slock in Riverina ; considers
that Cobram is the best point, and the most suitably situated for crossing the river from Forbes, Uraua,
and the eastern part of Riverina.
HUGH DICK.
Cobram, 12 February, 1891.

Mr. H. S. Farrall, butcher and timber merchant, engaged on buildings on the Now South Wales
side, was last year very much delayed in not being able to cross timber over the river; the river has been
uncrossable since August, off and on, at both crossings—Cobram and Tocumwal; it took three bullockteams to carry 7 tons of timber across to Tocumwal; from about 5 miles from town three teams were
employed in taking 2 tons to Tocumwal; a want is felt bore for tbo Murray pine, which would be
brought over from Cobram if there were a bridge ; bas bad to procure from Echuca about 6,000 ft.; has
used 15,000 or 16,000 while he has been here, during three years, but the expense of bringing it here
prevents its use largely ; the road between Yarroweyah and Tocumival must be made good, in order that
the bridge can be of any use at all, whereas the Cobram approach is good up to the bridge site ; timber
has been carted from the mill, half-way between Tocumwal and Cobram, to Cobram to the railway,
because it could not be carted to Yarroweyah.
H. H. FARRALL.
-----------The
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_ The Cobram punt is the property of a registered company in Victoria; the crossing over the river
is registered, and licensed on both sides of the river by the Customs of both colonies ; he was one of the
original shareholders, and a director : tolls are authorized by New South AValcs for levy; these punts
are all under control of New South Wales ; slops have been taken to establish a mail service between
Berrigan and Cobram, and the New South "\V ales Government have promised to subsidise one; Mr.
Gedye commenced running a coach between these points in May, 1890, and carried on until the punt
ceased working during the floods; then the passengers and goods were brought over the river as best
possible; the service was stopped at the end of 1890.
Cobram, 12 February, 1891.
Mir. W. J. Greggcry, J.P., Berrigan.—The Cobram site would suit the Berrigan district better than
Tocumwal; the distance from Berrigan to Tocumwal he believes to be 2o miles, over a reasonably good
road; to the new Barooga village it is 20 miles, and 2 miles more to the railway station ; the roads to
both points are about on a par; a number of the Berrigan settlers arc very much nearer Cobram than
the distance he has given ; a number of them nro as much as 6 miles further south than Berrigan, and
consequently nearer Cobram ; regarding timber, the opening of the bridge at Cobram would be a great
comfort to settlers at Berrigan ; at present red-gum is brought from Narrandcra, and pine from Cuddle,
between Narrandera and Jerilderie; settlers have also obtained stringy-bark and gum from Victoria
when the_ rivers were so high that red-gum was not obtainable at Narrandera; be lias had to use pine
as a substitute for red-gum when be could not obtain the gum ; does not know of any timber having been
procured from Yarrowongah or Mulwala ; tbo timber from Melbourne which was used in the School of
-Arts at Berrigan was brought by rail to "Wahgunyah, and by teams from Wahgimyah to Berrigan, a
distance of GO miles, whereas the red-gum, a very much better timber, was only 20 miles away at the
time ; there is no mill on the New South Wales aide west of Corowa along the river ; the distance from
Berrigan fo Mulwala is 28 miles ; when that bridge is built no doubt timber will be brought from
Mulwala, hut there is room in the districts north of the river for trade in timber, both from Mulwala and
Cobram: there is not enough trade at present for mills established on the New South Wales side;
Berrigan settlers have been seriously handicapped during tbo late winter in not being able to get their
stock away for the lack of bridges over the river, through having to keep their surplus stock, the balance
becoming deteriorated and the sale of the whole affected ; this is a serious matter to small settlers;
the difference in distance alone from Berrigan to the river is over a day’s work in favour of Cobram,
and then the railway is attainable at once, whereas at Tocumwal there is still a further distance to
travel over had ground to the railway ; arrived at Cobram, stock can be trucked at once, whereas from
] ocumwal it takes two days to travel the road and truck the sheep, so, altogether, the difference in
favour of Cobram is fully throe days ; seven months ago be sold cattle subject to delivery on a date,
which he failed to carry out because the river was in flood, and be would have bad to send round by
Corowa.
________
WM. J. GKEGGEBY.
,
_
Cobram, 12 February, 1891.
_ _ Mr. Curiis Snimmond, of Berrigan, considers that the bridge should be at Cobram, because he iaof
opinion that the rational course for tbo railway extension in New South Wales will be to connect the two
nearest termini via Cobram and .Jerilderie, and "therefore that theroad bridge should heat the same point on
the crossing of the Murray Fiver; has estimated that after last shearing there were 15,000 sheep in the
market in the Berrigan district, which would have been sold to Goulburn Valley men, but could not bo
crossed over the river during the flood seasons ; those sheep could not be scut via Yarrowongah as the
line thence does not pass through the Goulburn Valley: these sheep are consequently on the settlers’
hands, and they are thereby overstocked ; considerable loss was lately experienced by settlers in having
to send fat lambs round by Corowa to Melbourne ; there being little grass on the roads the lambs
arrived in poor condition, and sold for half the value ; the Yarrowougah bridge would have prevented this ;
the Berrigan district is immediately opposite the Goulburn Valley district, the most important farming
centre of Victoria, which can only "he reached with profit by direct communication, over a bridge in these
parts ; the directness and the quality of the communication, and the shortness of distance from the
existing railway to the land available for sale in New South Wales has a very great effect upon its value; has
known many men in the Goulburn Valley who would buy laud in Riverina if there W'ero communication
by bridge; Cobram is the nearest crossing point to that land ; via Tocumwal is very much farther, and there
is a road which is practically impassable during some seasons evervyear.
-----------■
CURTIS DRUMMOND.
,
Cobram, 13 February, 1891.
_ Mr. A. Kiddle, of Messrs. Hiddlc and Pretty, storekeeper, Berrigan, secretary of Berrigan Progress
Association, was instructed at a meeting of the committee last Saturday to write to the Minister for Public
Works, asking him not to decide on any site over the Murray,because they consider that the position
of the bridge will influence the decision on the route of the railway, and they consider that the railway
should he decided first; obtain their goods from Sydney ; during the summer they brought them from
Jerilderie, butduriug the winter they came round by Melbourne through Corowa,GO miles from Berrigan; the
bridge being at Cobram, would enable them to bring them by that route at a great saving in cost; via
Tocumwal would include too great land carriage ; the route would continue to be through Yarrowongah
if the bridge he built at Tocumwal; the rate now for carriage from Yarrowongah is 30s. per ton, whereas
from Cobram it will be 20s. per ton ; the Tocumwal route would be no advantage to them over that via
Yarrowongah ; they expect that a trade will arise in dairy produce and poultry into Victoria iu spite of
the duty when the river is bridged; the shortness of the route via Cobram would be a verv great
assistance to this trade.
HIDDLE.
_

Barooga, 15 February, 1891.

Mr. Patrick McFarland, of Barooga, is advocating the construction of a bridge Over the river
Murray at Cobram, because this pomt is immediately opposite the terminus of the Goulburn Valley
railway ; The distance of Cobram railway terminus of the line in Victoria is 21 miles from the township
of Berrigan in Riverina, the centre of population in this district; abridge atTocumwal would necessitate
the goods and passenger traffic travelling a distance of 36 miles to reach the Victorian railway from
■
Berrigan;
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Berrignu; in point of construction of the bridge at Cobram there is only 64) chains of flooded country to
be crossed from the dry land at the Tillage of Barooga to the Cobram punt on the north bank of the
river Murray, and on the soutli bank the total extent of flooded land is no more than one chain; of
this length of 64 chains fully 60 chains is dry land, excepting during extraordinary floods, such as those
of 1867-1870-1878, the traffic having been interrupted only for want of a bridge across the Bullingyna
Lagoon, a distance of 11 chains. To a bridge erected at Cobram there is ample access for all traffic,
stock or otherwise ; immediately opposite such a bridge there is a State forest of 2,000 acres; there is
also a water reserve extending from the Albury Eoad to the river, a distance of about a mile and a-half,
containing 1000 acres, also a village reserve No. 553 of 320 acres; there is a 3 chain road from portion
23, parish of Barooga, extending diagonally across the sections in north-east direction about 7-1 miles to
reserve No. 1374 of 1020 acres; past this reserve the road leaves Barooga run and passes through South
Lalaltie run, where selection commences and extends all the way to Berrigan. The block of land lately
offered by auction is comprised between the eastern boundary of reserve No. 109 and the N.'W. corner
of South Lalaltie; the distance between these points east and west is Gf miles; from Barooga new village
to the middle point on the above distance on the south boundary of the land offered is 15 miles, very
nearly, along two different roads ; the land offered was 6,080 acres, of which 1.440 acres were sold on
the eastern side and on the western side only 480 acres were sold, a large block of 3,840 nearest to
Tocumwal not having been bid for; a bridge at Cobram irill cause a crossing of upwards of 5,000 bales
of wool at that point, vis., from Barooga (formerly shipped on steamer to Echuca at Tocumwal), 2,000
bales which is all clipped at Barooga; from Momalong clip amounting to 1,400 bales, which, according
to an assurance given to him by Mr. Horsfall, will all be crossed at Cobram if there is a bridge there;
also the Nangunya clip, amounting to between 300 and 400bales ; the Boomanoomana clip, amounting to
800 bales (according to Mr. Hay), and the selectors’ clips, making up a total of 5,000 bales ; a consider
able part of the above now goes by Wahgunyah or by Yarrowongah, but this will be diverted to Cobram,
certainly to the nearest point on the railway, but a bridge at Tocumwal will not attract any portion of
it; his own wool, which has hitherto been shipped at Tocumwal, will be punted across to Cobram ; the
land carriage from Tocumwal to Strathmerton will prevent any of the above being crossed over the river
at Tocumwal, even if a bridge be built there; Mr. Brown used to send his wool by steamer from
Tocumwal, but because of the greater facilities of land carriage he regularly sent to Deniliquin in later
years ; even if a bridge he erected at Tocumwal the Tuppal wool, consisting of 2,500 bales, will, in his
opinion, still go by Deniliquin, being a distance of 28 miles free of creeks, as against 25 miles intersected
by numerous creeks, 10J miles of which being over the land between Tocumwal and Strathmerton. .In
the event of the sale of Tuppal by subdivision the western portion called Westiscombe, comprising about
50,000 acres, must necessarily, from its position, send its produce to Deniliquin, the distance from the
centre point on it on the road being only 14 miles from Deniliquin : the central block noxt to Westis
combe, called Tuppal, is 54,000 acres; on this is the Tuppal shed; the destination from this point of
the produce will most likely continue lo be Deniliquin; from the rest of the estate the produce will
certainly go via Tocumwal; no adequate idea can be formed from the relative statistics of the two ports,
Cobram and Tocumwal, the former having only been in existence for a short time, and during the last
two wet seasons the Bullingyna Lagoon has been impassable; the bulk of his own supplies, in fact,
actually come through the port of Tocumwal; the sum given as his share of duty paid at Cobram is,
therefore, only a portion of what he lias paid during 1800 ; ho has 60 people in constant employment on
his stations, and for 3 months of the year there are 150 persons in employ; the irrigation plant and
improvements connected with it on the banks of the lagoon is within 4 miles of the new Barooga village ;
at present there are 550 acres of area in full working order; on 400 acres of this he has nowr 2000
wethers fattening on irrigated lucerne, and during the strike he put 25,000 lambs on 600 acres for six
weeks to keep them away from the grass seed : the total expenditure incurred on these works was £6,000,
The leases expire on liis runs, and the land will be available for selection iu about 4 years more; the
areas are on Barooga 1920 acres, on Boomanoomana 5,740 and on Kilnyana 2,000 ; these are situated
to the east of the village of Barooga; this is exclusive of the W. li.. No. 108, of about 1,000 acres, on
which is the new village Barooga and village reserve No. 553, of 320 acres, and of the timber reserves.
With regard to the traffic in fat stock to Melbourne he disposes annually of 20,000 to 25,000 fat sheep;
these sheep have hitherto been sent mostly via Corowa and Wahgunyah, because of the want of a
bridge at Cobram and the bad road from Tocumwal to the railway, even when it is open for traffic. The
next block of land which he intends to offer for sale shortly is a strip extending 1^ miles wide, and 14
miles northwards; the western boundary of this is 1 mile from Barooga new village; on tliis block is
reserve 1374; the whole block is bounded by the roads to Berrigan and traversed by one of them. As
to the wool from Wannamurra and Yambo being taken over a bridge at Tocumwal, a bridge at Cobram
would offer equal if not greater facilities ; the distance is in favor of Cobram, and the road is very much
better, as there is no flooded country to pass through at all.

'

bate.

McFarland.

Tocumwal, 17 February., 1891.
Mr. Murti Looney, farmer, Tocumwal, resident about 4 miles out on the stock route to Jerilderie
wishes to point out that the roads all converge from different points to Tocumwal, viz.—from Deniliquin ;
from Jerilderie the mile wide stock route: from Berrigan the road has been cleared throughout,
excepting about 4 miles ; and the road from Albury ; there is also another cleared road joining the stock
route at Murray Hut from near Coree passing through the Tuppal property ; on all these roads bad
places, such as swampy spots that would be a hindrance to sheep travelling have been filled and made
good ; much of this money for these improvements has been expended since this site was recommended
for a bridge; on the approach to the Cobram site there is a mile of sandhill over which he has had 32
bullocks on a load of 5 tons passing over similar country adjoining ; this is a better crossing place for
sheep since there is a broad reserve on this side up to it, and open country on the other side to
Strathmerton, whereas the sheep would be confined to lanes all the way to Cobram ; all drovers prefer
to cress here rather than at Moama where there is a Railway bridge to go over, and there is only a fenced
in road between Moira and Moama ; moreover a toll is levied at the Deniliquin bridge.
MURTI LOONEY.
-----------Tocumwal,
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Tocumwal, 17 Pebruary, 1891.

Mr. Henri/ Corriv, fanner and blacksmith at Ulupna about 4 miles west from Strath inert on
township on the 3 chain road; there is no township ; is President of the Ulupna and Strathmerton
Parmer’s Union, which body is taking a very active pari in trying to bring about the erection of abridge
at Tocumwal; the Union sent two delegates with the deputation from Tocumwal to the Minister for
Public Works, Melbourne, to urge the construction of this bridge, showing that the district represented
is entirely in sympathy with the movement; there is frequently a good trade in chaff and horse feed
from these districts into Riverina; the chief traffic into Victoria is in stock; there is a considerable
area of country west of Strathmerton, to which the removal of the bridge site from Tocumwal to Cobram
will he great injustice; numbers of settlers in that part have purchased or taken up holdings in Riverina;
before Cobram came inio existence there was little heard of the difficulties on theroad of communication
with Tocumwal; he is one of the promoters of. the movement seeking to redivide the Numurlta Shire;
the petition has been very numerously signed; one fourth of the whole of the ratepayers of the SMre
are necessary; tins collection of signatures is being done by the Council; the next step would he the
presentation of the petition to the Minister ; he believes that the reconstruction will be accomplished;
it is desired to bring about better representation of the northern part of the shire, one object of which
would be the construction of the road to Tocumwal; he is aware that a portion of the road'to Tocumwal
is outside of Uutnurka, and within the Yarrowongah Shire, but he is also sure that the sympathies of the
majority of tho residents west of Cobram within tbo Yarrowongah Shire are in favour of the construction
of the bridge at Tocumwal. and the completion of the road to it; the proposal in Numurkah Shire is to
divide the ridings, so that the river frontages shall bo represented.
HENRY COKRIN.
_

Tocumwal, 17 Pebruary, 1891.

Mr. C. IT. Alexander, managing general store in Yarroweyah, bas been resident in the township
for three and a half years, and in the district for nine years ; an estimate and survey was made by Mr.
Powlcr, a member of the firm of Powder & Gatwood, Melbourne, the then engineer to the Yarrowongah
Shire, in the year 1887, or beginning of 1SSS, for a road from Yarroweyah to Tocumwal; this was done
very carefully ; it took about three wreeks ; the estimated cost was £1,200: an application was made to
the Government and a sum of £000 was placed on the estimates to assit the shire to make tho road, but
owing to want of funds on the part of the Yarrowongah Shire Council, the money lapsed, and nothing
has been done; since then the present engineer, Mr. Mahoney, submitted an estimate amounting to
£7,000 for the same work, the residents consider this to be ex-eessive: the trucking yards at Yarroweyah
are small and not fit for cattle, as the bulk of the butchering is done at Strathmerton.
-----------CHAS. H. ALEXANDER.
„
Tocumwal. 17 Pebruary, 1891.
. -37a K. Pennefathcr, Customs Officer and Stock Inspector for Victoria, puts in a statement
showing the quantity of stock introduced from New' South Wales into Victoria during the last three
months to 31 January, 1891: his duties also include the Cobram punt as Customs Officer and Stock
Inspector ; in the matter of stock he attends Cobram when notified ; the Cobram punt has been licensed
by Ihe customs of both colonies ; in the event of the bridge being built at Cobram, some additional staff
wmuld be required on both sides of the river for the supervision of the customs and collection of duty ;
has been living in the Victorian Customs-house on the Victorian side near the Tocumwal punt for the
last 10 years ; the flood has never been within a foot of the top of the embankment round the house ;
considers that the flood of 1889 was as high as he lias ever seen the river rise; the Victorian shore at
the punt and bridge site was all under water; during November of last year the same occurred, though
water did not rise so high ; considers that if a bridge were built at Cobram. there would not be much less
stock traffic over the river at Tocumwal because of the facilities for approaching Tocumwal by wide stock
routes, and that the stock have no reserves near Cobram on either side of tho river on winch they can
be rested; they must be disposed of into the trucks immediately on arrival, whereas xda Tocumw'al there
is ample room for stock to rest and move about and feed between Tocumwal and tho nearest railway
station; during the three months ending January 31st. 1891, by his return, he has been called upon to
inspect only 450 sheep at Cobram.
‘
K. PENNEPATHER.
Tocumwal, 17 Pebruary, 1891.

Mr. Robert Hennessey, farmer and grazier, residing at Tocumwal, about a mile and a half away,
and owning land also at Berrigan, has been in ihe immediate neighbourhood of Tocumwal since 1846 ;
wms witness to all the floods that have taken place since that year. The first big flood was in 1867; then
came that of 1S/0; next iu 1878 ; there was a flood iu 1889, but tho one that occurred in November of
1890, was of the same height; he believes that the flood of 1870 was higher than that of 1867; there
has been no rise as high as that of 18/0 within his knowledge; ho crossed the Murray by the punt and
traversed the land during the height of that flood ; between the river and Bourchier’s land there was
shallow water moving slowly, but there was plenty of dry land : the land on the south of Sapling Creek,
from the Geodetic lino east, to the lagoon Boomalong on the Murray, was all high and dry; he crossed
Shcepwash Creek at the head, about where the Yarroweyah Road now crosses if; water sometimes backs
up the Sheopwash Creek to the bridge before it begins to flow; after crossing Sheepwash Creek he
travelled west along mostly ali dry land with some shallow flooding, passed through what is now Cope’s
land south of Duffy’s waterholcs ; he did not travel south of Cope’s land then ; he was going to Baiarra,
an out-st.iiion of Brown and Rutherford, Mr. Brown was living there at the time : at the time he (Mr.
Brown) had sheep all over these flats. The paddocks were very large ; sheep were not shepherded ; he
did not hear of Mr. Brown having suffered any loss during that flood. The sheep were driven about to
keep them from being cut off by the flood. It lasted only for about a -week from the time the flood
reached its highest till it fell below the hanks of the river. He was then living in the same place, near
Tocumwal, where lie now resides. The flood of 1878 was not nearly so high as that of 1870. In fact he
considers that the flood of November, 1890, was the highest next to that of 1870 that lie has known ; he
means that tho level of ihe river was higher, but so much of the surrounding country was not flooded.
Ihe crossing at Tocumwal has been iu use ever since he has known it for sheep traffic, but sheep will
not travel through flood. Por caltlc and horses there was no particular hue drawn at any time. Some
of the watercourses were too deep for sheep to cross.
ROBERT HENNESSEY.
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APPENDIX A.
Information re tlie township of Tocumwal, supplied to Mr. Stanley Alexander, Examiner of Public
Works Proposals, by the Tocumwal Progress Association, 17th February, 1891.
(1.) Population—354 Europeans, 3 Chinese—total, 357.
(2.) Number of Dwellings—56.
3 ) Tradesmen's Establishments, itc,, and all Places of Business—3 stores, 3 hotels, 2 blacksmiths and wheelwrights,
2 bootmakers, 1 barber, 1 saddler, 1 milliner, 3 dressmakers, 3 auctioneers, 1 brickmaker, 2 bakers, 2 butchers,
2 timber-yards, 4 contractors and builders, 1 tinsmith, 1 painter and decorator, 1 wool-scouring establishment,
2 hanks, 1 medical man.
.
(4.) Places of Worship—Roman Catholic Church and Wesleyan Church.
(5.) Places of A msisement—Hillson Hall and Deakin’s Hall.
(6.) Places of Recreation—Public park, of G1 acres; racecourse (fenced and improved), 80 acres; cricket-ground
(cleared and improved), 5 acres,
(7.) Public Buildings—Customs-house and residence, police barracks and lock-up, court-house, post and telegraph
office and savings bank, public school, forest ranger’s office and residence. N,B,—£1,900 has been placed on
the 1801 estimates for erection of new' lock-up and police barracks.
(8.) Government OjpciaL—Sub-collector of customs and inspector of stock, senior constable of police and acting
C.P.S., constable of police, post and telegraph master and officer in charge of savings bank {with 2 assistants),
public school teacher and assistant, forest ranger, registrar of births, marriages, and deaths; medical health officer,
coroner, gauge-reader, poundkeeper.
(9.) Public School—With enrolment of 55.
(10.) Total Value of alt Improved Property (other than Government Property), including Value of Land on which
Improvements are situated—£36,100.
'
(11.) Toted Value of all Property in the Town (including Ijand)—Improved private property, £36,100; Government
property, £20,887 ; unimproved private property, £12,250. Total, £69,237.
(12.) Total Value of all Government Properly in and adjoining the 7'0(c;i—Police reserve, 51 acres at £12, £612 ;
Custonis-housc and residence, £500 ; common, 400 acres (temporary), £3,200 ; 3 acres reserve for Government
buildings, £1,200 ; 2£ acres school reserve and buildings, £675 ; reserve for punt and water, &c., 20 acres, £2,000 ;
unsold allotments, about ICO acres, at, say, £50 per acre, £8,000 ; reserve for crossing Adams-street, £200 ; water
reserve No. 18S, 500 acres at £S, £4,000. Total, £20,387.
(13.) Estimated Population within a radius of SO miles of Tocumwal (including Township)—1,363.
F. MANNING,
----------------President T.P.A.

APPENDIX E.
Cobram Statistics supplied to Mr. Stanley Alexander, Examiner of Public Worts Proposals,
by the Cobram Bridge League,

Railway for 1S90—Coliram Terminus.

Imports—1,928 tons of general merchandise.
No. of Tickets issued-4,200.

Exports—5,620 tons of grain, timber, &C., 120 trucks of stock.

Railway revenue—£§i) per month.

Railway employes—Z station-masters, 2 guards,

2 porters, 2 engine-drivers, 2 stokers, 1 engine-cleaner.
Cobram Tonmship.
Populatioji—882 Europeans, 23 Chinese—total, 905.

.

Number of Dwellings—147.

Tradesmens' Establishments, dc., and all places of Business—3 general stores, 5 drapers’ establishments, 1 hotel, 2

wine shops, 2 foundries, 2 blacksmiths’ shops, 2 bootmakers, 2 barbers, 1 saddler, 9 dressmakers, 2 auctioneers,
2 brickmakers, 2 bakers, 3 butchers, 2 timber yards, 6 carpenters, 2 contractors, 2 tinsmiths, 2 painters and
decorators, 2 banks—(National Bank and Bank of Australasia,) 1 medical man, 5 boarding houses, 3 saw-mills, from
1 i to S miles distant, timber all brought to Cobram; 1 fruiterer, 1 greengrocer, 2 tobacconists, 1 stationer, 1
printing office, 1 chemist, 1 plumber, 1 cordial factory, 4 fishermen, 1 scavenger, 1 nightman, employed at £75
per annum by the Yarrawonga Shire ; a dry closet service.
Places of Worship—Presbyterian Church, Church of England, Wesleyan Church.
Places of Amusement—Victoria Hall, seating 800 persons.
Places of ifecreari'on—Cricket Reserve, 15 acres ; Agricultural Society Reserve, 25 acres; Race-course Reserve, 50

acres.
Public Buildings—Police barracks and gaol, post and telegraph office, savings’ bank, public school, railway-station and

commodious trucking yards.

Government Officials—Sub-collector of customs (station-master), senior constable of police, inspector of stock (stationmaster), post and telegraph master and two assistants, public school teacher and assistants, registrar of births,
marriages, and deaths, medical health officer.
Public school, with enrolment, 89.
'
Total value of all improved property in the town, £100,000; Government, £25,000) unimproved private, £40,000;
total, £165,000.

H. H. FARRALL,
Acting Secretary.

---------- -
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APPENDIX C.
New South Wales Customs, Tocumwal.

Exports to Victoria.

Supplied by the Customs Officer.
1SS&

1883.

No,

Value.

1,276
36
184,908

8,183
460
50,586

2,118

30,500

No.

£

Cattle...
Horses

.................................................
.............
........................................................................

Sheep ...

.............................................................................

Wool, greasy—
Bal es
.................................................
..
.
Wool scoured —
Bales
....................................
..........................
Pigs

508

............................................................................................................................

...

1.189
11
32,213

7,042

1

...

|

f

1300-

Value.

Ko.

£
7,499

1,312

£
8,999

34
72,609

200
24,965

200
12,819

Value.

3,541

57,524

2,961

34,772

213
21

11,706

1,013

14,922

16

APPENDIX D.
Customs receipts, Tocumwal.

Duty collected ......................................................................................................................
Value, imports.......................................................................
..............
.............
,,
exports ..........................
.........................
....................................
.

1833

1869.

ISM

£
1.756
20,602
106,371

£
2,009
29,661
89,939

£
1,778
22,380
83,494

APPENDIX E.
The number ol bales of wool shipped to Echuca during year ]SS9was 3,557; during the year 1890 was 3,472.
The number of bags of wheat shipped to Echuca during December, 1890, January and February, 1891, was 4,312.

APPENDIX F.
Neie South Wales Customs.—Customs receipts at Tocumwal and Cobram during 1890—Imports at Tocumwal,

value, £22,380; exports, £83,494; duty collected, £1,778; imports at Cobram, value, £3,007; exports, £1,020; duty
collected, £355. The lagoons at the Cobram crossing were impassable for six months of the year.

APPENDIX G.
Victorian Ousloms—Memo, showing the number of stock introduced into Victoria at the Tocumwal crossing-place

for the last three months ending 31st January, 1891, and duty collected.
Date.
November, 1890
December „
January, 1891 ..

.................................................
...
...
,,,
,,,
.............
.........................
Total

.........................

Cattle.

Sheep.

Duty Collected.

...

388
601
133

1 ,029
1 ,951
26,104

£435
415
685

14
5
17

6
6
0

...

1,122

53,084

£1,536

17

0

..

K. PENNEFATHER,
Inspector of Stock and Customs, &c,, for Victoria.

APPENDIX H.
Letter from Mr. Andrew E. Brown to Mr. Stanley Alexander. Examiner of Public Works Proposals.
Sir,

Tocumwal, 18 February, 1891.
With regard to your recent visit to Tocumwal in connection with the disputed bridge site, I beg to tender as
evidence the fact that the whole of the wool and other produce from the Tuppal Station would undoubtedly use the
Tocumwal bridge in preference to any other proposed bridge.
The whole of tho sheep fattened on the property, amounting to about 20,000 annually, would cross at Tocumwal in
preference to taking the Deniliquin route, which is inconvenient and expensive. It would not be any advantage to this
traffic if a bridge were constructed at Cobram. From a twenty years’ knowledge of the Victorian side of the river at
Tocumwal, I am of opinion that at a very small cost a permanent highway could be made.
At present interruptions in traffic at Tocumwal are very exceptional. I am of opinion, from a very extensive
knowledge of Riverina, that a bridge at Tocumwal would carry all the wool and other traffic from the following stations,
viz.:—Barooga, Yiuiko, Wunnamurr.'i, Coree, Tuppal, and Belubla. The clips from these stations amount to about 10,000
bales alone.
On the other hand, it would apparently be uo benefit to this trade if a bridge were constructed at Cobram.
The Tuppal property has been subdivided into smaller holdings, which arc now on the market for sale, This will
have the effect of settling a large farming population in the vicinity of Tocumwal.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,
ANDREW R. BROWN
(of Messrs. T. Brown & Co.).

----------
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APPENDIX I.
An additional statement submitted by Mi. Patrick b'PFarland, of Barooga.
In the event c£ a bridge being erected at Cobram, and a railway constructed to connect with the New South Wales
line, a very large traffic up to Sydney will take place in gum timber and wheat, hay, chaff, £rc.
The 2,600 acres of State forest is unequalled in the Murray Biver, and both tlie sale of the timber and carriage by
rail would be a large source of revenue to New South Wales. As the railway to Cobram comes through the Goulburn
Valley, the same would follow in regard to cereals.

APPENDIX 3\
Additional statement submitted by Mr. George E-eynoldson to Mi-. Stanley Alexander, Public "Works
Department. Sydney.
Dear Sir,
Tocumwal, 21 February, 1891.
Enclosed find two clippings, from Argiss and Daily Telegraph respectively, re the Strathmerton to Tocumwal
Kailway, which will bear out the evidence given by me to you here re the construction of this line ; and I may further
state that it only requires a little firmness on the part of your department to ensure the terminus of this line on New
South Wales territory, as if the Jerilderie line goes to Cobram instead of here, the present township of Cobram will be to
all intents and purposes the terminus ; and the same applies to this place, only that Tocumwal will be the terminus, which,
as you are aware, is in New South Wales, which must in tlie natural order of things be of great benefit to this colony,
I remain, &c.,
GEO. BEYNOLDSON.
P.S.—Any information that you may require at any time re the above matter or the bridge I shall be most happy to
furnish, if able.—G.R.

APPENDIX TL
From Mr. Geo. North, President of tho Numurka Shire Council, to Mr. II. H. Farrall, Hou. Secretary
Murray Bridge League,
Dear Sir,

Numurka, 24 February, 1891.
In reply to yours of the 21st, I saw Mr. Alexander, and disabused his mind about the approaches, and told him
that if the bridge was built at Tocumwal there would be uo aproacbes made by the Numurkah Shire. Even if ever so
willing they could not find the necessary money for such a work ; and presuming the Government constructed it, in the
first place the shire would not have sufficient rates to keep it in repair ; and further, when tho river was in flood, traffic
would ho stopped the same as at present with the punt. The above statements me beyond dispute, and should have weight
in the mattei of arriving at a decision.
Yours, &c.,
—----------CEO. NORTH.

A PPENDIX L.
Iiepoi'1, by the Engineer of the Yarronongah Shire.
(From the “Cobram Courier " of 20th November, 1S99.J
The Engiucer of the Yarrowongah Shire, as instructed at a previous mooting, submitted the following report on the
bridge sites of Cobram and Tocumwal at the ordinary meeting of the Shire Council on Tuesday, 18th inst. :—

Gentlemen,

The relative advantages of Tocumwal and Cobram as a site for the proposed Munay bridge would appear to
depend on a variety of circumstances of more or less interest to the two colonics ; but independent of these intercolonial
interests there arc several matters of great importance to this district as well as to your Council.
The Tocumwal Site.—One of the most important questions in regard to this site is the matter of the proposed level
of the approach on the Victorian side—that is, whether the road is to he formed of such a height as will at all times admit
of traffic, or whether a low-level road is to he utilised which mil he passable only at certain seasons. As you are aware,
the township of Yarroweyah is the nearest township in your shire to Tocumwal having railway communication, and in
1888 your Council had a road surveyed from Yarroweyah to the punt. This road for a considerable distance runs through
low country, and in order to get the benefit of the highest ground was surveyed round the edge of the lagoon, out of which,
between Mr, R, T. Bonrchier's and the punt site, there are four creeks, varying in width from 86 feet to 94 feet. In tho
line of tho survey these creeks arc deep, and to make the road passable at any time would have to be bridged. Besides
these defined creeks there are other watercourses of a lesser depth, notably two, one of which on the 5th inst, was about
7 chains wide and flowing freely. The cost of a low-level road would be considerable, and could only be considered
temporary, as were a bridge constructed at Tocumwal it should have an approach available at all ordinary states of the
river. To state the cost of such an approach would he impossible without first making a complete survey of the locality,
but from my knowledge of the situation I am of opinion that it would cost about £7,000.
The Cobram Site.—The state of affairs at Cobram is very different, the ground being comparatively high within a few
chains of the river bank. I understand laud is reserved to tho river with a view of extending the railway line ; and
assuming that the bridge were built near this survey, I am of opinion that the approach to same could he made for about
£300, and this approach should be passable at all states of the nver.
I would therefore call your attention to the following questions, which demand your careful consideration :—
1st, If the bridge is built at the Tocumwal site, is the approach to he constructed at the expense of the colony or
this shire ?

2nd. Whether the approach is to be a high or low-level one ; and if the latter, how it is proposed to carry on com
munication during flood time ?
3rd. At whose cost is the road to he maintained ?
Although it does not directly interest your Council, still the matter of railway communication is one of very great
importance, as were the Murray to he bridged at Cobram the bridge would he close to an existing terminus ; whereas, if
Tocumwal were the site chosen, a costly railway extension would he required to reach the Victorian border. Indeed, it is
difficult to understand, putting aside altogether the claims of the two proposed sites, how such a position as Tocumwal
could have been selected for intercolonial communication.
Looking at the matter from an economical point of view', there is little doubt that it would he better for this colony
to boar a large proportion of the cost of the bridge at Cobram, together with the approach on the New South Wales side,
than to pay its share of the Tocumwal bridge, and to construct the Victorian approaches.
As the matter is of great importance, I would suggest that a committee of your Council should he appointed to
inquire into the relative advantages of the two sites.

I am, gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,
F. R. MAHONEY, Shire Engineer.

---------- 181—0
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APPENDIX M.
Details of Reserves in certain Parishes of County Denison.
Barooga— '
Water reserve
..............
Murray River forest
...
Camping ..........................

Acres.
...
...
...

Acres

1,311
2,500
335

4,146
Cottadidda—
Water reserve
..............
Murray River forest
...
Camping ...
...
V iilage
..........................

...
...
...

...

3,858
730
885
320

...
...

Water reserve
...
...
Access
Temporary common
Police
..............
Public purposes ...
Camping ...
...
Travelling stock ...

Acres.

...

66

...
...

745
937

Ulupna—

Water reserve
.,,
Travelling stock

588
1,598

801
1,490
2 291

2,186
Headford—
Public purposes

IVarragubogra—

..............

...

320

320
Lalalty—
Water reserve

...

,,,

...

...
...

Water reserve
...
School
..............
920

2,812

2,812
Longunya,—
Water reserve
..............
Travelling stock ...
...

640
1,746

2,386

Woopcmna.—

Travelling stock ...
Water reserve
...
Camping ..............
Murray River forest

... 1,200
...
...
...

3,796
60
360
5,416

Note.—This

information was supplied by the Department of Lands.

Sydney; George Stephen Chapman, Acting Government Printer—1S01.

[1,.]

Acre*

... 1,014
...
87
...■
432
...
19

3,300
5,793

Finley—
Water reserve
..............
Travelling stock ..............

Totumwal—

609

1891.
(second

session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PEOPOSED BRIDGE OVER THE MACLEAY DIVER AT KE1IPSEY.
CREPOBT BY MR. E. B. PRICE, EXAMINER OP PUBLIC WORKS PROPOSALS, ON THE.)

Ordered hj tie Legislative Assembly to be printed, 29 July, 1991.

Mr. E. B. Price to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
V

Proposed Bridge over the Macleay at Ivempsey.
Sir,
_
_
25 June, 1891.
Having carefully considered all the papers and plans relating to the proposed bridge at
Ivempsey, and having visited and thoroughly esamined the district and obtained all the information
possible, I have the honor to submit my report thereon.
The agitation tor the erection ot this bridge haa been going on for many years. In 1879 a Historybridge
numerously signed petition was sent in for the construction of a bridge between Central and East Kempsey,
and, iu consequence, surveys were made by the Local Eoads Officer, Mr. Duffy, and a site selected a little
above the present Central JSempsey Ferrv.
"
Mr. Duffy in his report states that a toll bridge at this place would pay interest on cost 0f Tolu,ridffeconstruction. No further steps seem to have been taken till 1881, when a second petition nas sent in for
its construction as a toll bridge, and a counter petition against it. I have examined this counter petition to counter petition
which undue weight has been attached ever since, and find most of the names arc of those living many miles "°rt 088
down the river, to whom the bridge would have been of little benefit; or else living at West Kempsey,
which was then becoming populous. These latter were clearly anxious to prevent the bridge being placed
at Cenlral Kempsey. Some have even signed twice. The petition also starts with the assumption that
the bridge was to cost from £50,000 to £60,000, to provide interest on which heavy tolls would have to
be levied, whereas the estimated cost was but £30,000 For these reasons this counter petition should be
considered of no value. At this period the population of East, Central, and West Kempsey was about
1,321 (see Census Returns for 1881), and the traffic across the ferry at Central Kempsey, according to the
Parliamentary Beturn of 1878, was equivalent to the following :—
Estimate! ferry
Foot passengers
...
...
...
...
... 44,880
traffic in 1878.
Horses (not drawing) ...
...
...
... 22,704
Wheel vehicles...
...
...
...
...
2,664
Bullocks
...
...
...
...
5,016
Some time later £6,000 was voted towards the construction of the bridge, no doubt for preliminary
purposes only, as the amount was far too small, and the vote allowed to lapse.
In 1883 the late Commissioner for Beads furnished plans and sections for the bridge at Central Estimate for
Kempsey, the cost being estimated, with approaches and compensation, at £30,000. He stated, however,
that he considered the pant sufficient for present requirements, and that the site might not suit the sr,}’<1SS31railway survey. He, however, remarked : 11 When the direction of the line is determined on, and the M[> Bennett's
proper position of the bridge fixed, it might be time enough to consider as to whether a bridge for ultimate oilillll>n‘
railway use might not be constructed to carry road traffic, pending construction of railway,” Subsequently,
the trial survey of the North Coast Line was carried through Kempsey, and the site selected for the
crossing of the Macleay was between the two divisions of West Kempsey, the Grovernment township.
In 1888, the question of a bridge at Central Kempsey was again raised, when additional plans
were prepared by Mr. Davies, the present Beads Officer. He reported in favour of a combined road and Hoadandmihiay
railway bridge, and, consequently, recommended the adoption of the site selected by the railway surveyors Kcm^ey utss).
at YV est Kempsey, but at the same time remarked, “ By erecting this bridge, Central and East Kempsey
will, to some extent, be ignored ; but, on the other hand, West Kempsey is the Government township,
and the one bridge would serve both purposes of railway and road, and perhaps better foundation for
cylinders secured.” In the selection of West Kempsey site Colonel Wells, who visited the district, and
the late Commissioner concurred.
In 1889, Mr. O. 0. Dangar, M.L.A., wrote giving reasons why a road bridge at West Kempsey E;s!dma,,,',for
would be of no use to Central Kempsey, especially in time of flood, when most required, and accordingly, central Kempsey
fresh designs and estimates were prepared for a swing-bridge between Central and East Kempsey, on the 1,8S9)'
site originally selected by Mr, Duffy in 1879. The lowest of these estimates came to £37,500.
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In his minute of 22nd January, 1890, the present Commissioner for Hoads and Bridges lias gone
fuily into tho history of the whole question, and arrives at the following conclusion:—“Taking all tho
circumstances of the case, the great cost, comparatively small traffic—as seen from the ferry returns—and
the proposed Korth Coast Hail way, there is nothing to warrant this expenditure.” In reply to this Mr.
0. 0. Hangar wrote, bringing forward many strong arguments why the bridge should be constructed at once
between Central and East Ivempsey.
Public meetings were then held and a deputation appointed, which waited on the Minister and
presented a petition, signed by nearly every householder on the Macleay, praying for the erection of 11 a
bridge at Kempsey, at whatever site your officers would consider the safest and best for facilitating the
traffic of the district.”
To this petition are attached 914 signatures, duly attested, including those of the opponents of the
bridge in 1879, The Minister promised to send the Examiners of Works Proposals to report on the
matter as soon as they could be spared.
Some months ago I received instructions to report on the whole question as soon as my other
engagements allowed, and accordingly visited Kempsey at the latter end of May, when I also inquired
into the Proposed Hailway to Trial Bay and to the Upper Macleay, as well as other proposals. I was
already pretty well acquainted with the district, having previously reported on the drainage of the swamps
and the relief of floods.
On May 30th I attended a large public meeting at which the Mayor (Mr. S. Bond) presided. The
matter was then pretty fully discussed by various speakers, but no particular site advocated, as an
agreement had been come to that the choice of site should be left entirely to the G-overnment.
Tlie terms of this agreement were pretty well adhered to during the whole term of my visit, and
my labours much facilitated thereby.
A decision therefore has to be arrived at on two issues.
_
Eirst. Is any bridge necessary at present ?
fSecondhn And if a bridge is necessary on what site should it be built ?
AVTthout a clear knowledge of all the surroundings it would be impossible for anyone to arrive at
a just decision on either point. I shall therefore endeavour to describe them.
Tho designations—Kempsey, Central Kempsey, East Kempsey, and "West Kempsey are most
confusing. Kempsey should be used as a general term to express the whole borough, though it is often
used to designate Central Kempsey alone as being the original town. Tlie difficulty with regard to East,
Centra], and West, arises from the borough being situated on both sides of the river where it takes a
semi-circular bend. East Kempsey is a private town on the right hank: Central Kompsev, directly
opposite on the left, is also a private town ; while West Kempsey, the Government township, is laid out
on both sides of the river about I inilo higher up, but owing to the bend in the river jiortion ot West
Kempsey is due south of Central Kempsey.
Tho principal hotels, stores, and banks are in Central Kempsey, as is also the principal Post and
Telegraph Office—in fact nearly all the business of the town is transacted in Central Ivempsey, and yet
the Grovernment maps totally ignore it. The town is built on a moderately high-level bank (some 25 feet
over high water-mark), and on the “making’’ side of the river. There is good water-frontage for
wharfs and stores, well out of the strong current, which—during freshes—sweeps the opposite bank, and
therefore Central Kempsey is admirably situated for commercial purposes. Nevertheless, it can never
become a very populous quarter for the following reasons:—(1) It is not sufficiently elevated to be above
all floods, though it is seldom that it is completely covered. (2) The extern of high bank is very limited
in width affording room for only one main street parallel to the river, and above ordinary flood level.
(3) It is cut olf from the high ground of West Kempsey by a swampy lagoon, through which tho
current rushes during high floods.
In spite of these drawbacks, however, I think that Central Kempsey will always remain the
commercial centre of the borough.
East Kempsey is built on a curious narrow' ridge which rises in places about 100 feet, and divides
the river from a large deep swamp at the back. The rise from the river is too abrupt for business
purposes, but is admirably suited for residential sites, consequently many of the merchants and pro
fessional men of Central Kempsey have their private residences here, and cross and recross the ferry
several times during the day.
The southern division of West Kempsey is laid out on the continuation of the same ridge on which
East Kempsey is built. Hero, however, it is wider and broken up into separate hills till it. Anally ends at
the Euroka Creek flats. It contains about a dozen small cottages and one saw-mill. Most of the land is
still unsold and covered with thick hush.
The north division of West Kempsey is nicely situated on well elevated ground which gradually
rises towards Green Hills. It is mostly laid out in detached residences, though there is one principal
street which contains several hotels and stores, and the usual Government buildings—Post and Telegraph
Office, Court-house, Police Station, and Public School. Tho Show grounds are also at West Kempsey.
It therefore contains in itself all the elements of a good town.
It is, however, not so well suited for shipping purposes as Central Kempsey, owing to'the river
banks being low in the vicinity of tho business part of the town. Its one wharf is half a mile away, and
hardly ever used, partly on account of the distance, but also on account of the river in front having silted
up. There is, however, nothing to prevent good wharfs being constructed when required, at a point
higher up tho river. Still, Central Kempsey will always have the advantage on this point.
Whether the construction of the north-coast raihvay would alter this condition of affairs cannot
be determined, though its probable effect will bo considered later on.
Th is division of Kempsey into practically four towns is most unfortunate as it excites jealousies
which tend to hinder the advancement of the whole borough.
Prom the above description it will be seen that Central and East Kempsy are interdependent on
each other, and must always remain so, but that the North Division of West Kempsey is self-contained,
and could do very well by itself if it had better wharfs or railway communication. The South Division
can hardly be said to exist at present, it may, however, be considered as part of East Kempsey, and is so
treated in the census returns ; in fact, it would be better to designate all on the right bank of tlie river
“ South Kempsey,” and all on the left “ North Kempsey.”
There
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Thero are now two ferries at Kempsey—the oldest and most important plies between Central
and Bast Kempsey, and the other between the North Division of AVest Kempsey and tho mouth of
Nuroka Creek, though on the G-overnment maps it is wrongly shown as being near the railway trial survey
crossing. Central Kempsey ferry is used by all the residents of East Kempsey, and by the majority of
tho inhabitants of the Lower ifacleay on account of the road on the right bank being much shorter than
that on the left. Most of the Fort Macquarie traffic also goes across this ferry.
West Kempsey ferry is used by the farmers on Euroka Creek, and on the south side of the river
for some miles up, and by people going direct from West Kempsey to Fort Macquarie. The main traffic
of the Upper Macleay does not cross either ferry, but comes in by the Green Hills Road on tho north
hank.
Both ferries are now in the hands of the Municipal Council, and are worked by day labour—the
usual G-overnment tolls being charged. The traffic returns, as taken by two enumerators put on for one
week at my request, arc as follows:—

Fcmra'

Central Kemp

SCJ f''rrj'
west Kempsey
ferrr-

Week ending Glk June, 1801.
Passengers.

Horses.

Vehicles,

3,180

453

147

West Kempsey.....................................................

606

247

129

Totals......................................

3,792

700

270

Ferry traffic,
1891, weekly
return.

As this was a very ordinary week, with nothing particular going on, and the roads stillbad after the
rain, I may safely multiply these totals by fifty-two to obtain the annual traffic.
Estimated yearly return for both ferries : Passengers, 197:lSli; horses, 30,400; vehicles, 14,352. Yearly return.
I have no means of obtaining Ihe actual yearly returns as the numbers arc not kept in the Council’s
books, but merely the total amounts received each week. In the appendix will be found a certified
extract from the books as well as the details of the special return kept at my request.
By comparing the above annual return with that previously given for LS78 it will be seen that increase in ieny
there has been an enormous increase in traffic since the bridge agitation commenced, although the 1873
return was calculated from a period when the ferry was free.
There has also been a great increase in the population since 1SS1; Kempsey Borough alone now Population
contains 2,143 mhabiianls as against 1,321 iu 1S8L, equal to an increase of 02 per cent. The population )1“;reasl!area contains about 3,000 inhabitants, and the entire census district 11,089 (see Census Returns in
Appendix). Large as has been tho increase in Kempsey Borough it is surpassed by the gains in tho out
lying villages and districts. It is no wonder then that the ferry passenger traffic has increased over
400 per cent. Whatever necessity therefore there was for a bridge twelve years ago, when the original
surveys were made, has become fourfold as great.
It seems unnecessary for me to bring forward arguments, such as loss of time, danger to life, Necessity tor
interruption of traffic during floods, to show that some bridge, is needed, as it must be obvious that any Madbrldst;place which can show an increasing ferry traffic of close on 200,000 passengers per annum, besides horses,
cattle, and vehicles, should have a bridge, except in such cases as where the great width of the passage
renders the cost prohibitive. These arguments will, however, be considered in the second point of the
inquiry, namely, “ On what site should the bridge be built r”
It is quite out of the question to build two bridges, so whatever bridge is built must be designed Two bridges out
to carry both road and railway, and thereby avoid a waste of public money similar to such a case as of the suostlonNarrandera, where two bridges are erected in close proximity. At some future period 1 have no doubt
Kempsey will become large enough and the country rich enough to justify the construction of a second
bridge, but it will not be for a good many years.
On engineering points there is not much to choose between the two proposed sites, though the comparison
information at present available would lead me to prefer the Central-Kempsey site; here the river is En'tooBrin?.
481) feet wide, or about 180 feet narrower than at West Kempsey. where the width is 600 feet. The
approaches would also he shorter, but on the other hand the water is deeper, and so apparently is the
rock, though little reliance can he placed on the borings, owing to the imperfect appliances used. Tho
design best suited to Central Kempsey would be one long span—to cross the deep channel on the east
side—and one or more moderate spans to reach the banks; while at West Kempsey, it the borings are to
be relied on, moderate spans all through would come cheaper.
With regard to navigation, a fixed bridge at either site would block the river for ocean vessels Navigation,
above Central Kempsey. These can now go above Wanxton, 6 miles higher up. The chief sufferers
would be tho saw-mill owners, who occasionally ship timber direct in sailing vessels. Two mills would be
affected by the bridge at Central Kempsey, but only one by the West Kempsey bridge.
If it were not that the bridge must eventually carry the railway it should be constructed with an opening bridges,
opening bay. Up to the present it lias been a hard and fast rule in this Colony to have no opening
railway bridge ; whether it is wise to insist on such a regulation in all cases, is not for me to say. It
must, however, bo plain to anyone who considers tbo question, in view of future developments of the
country, that ultimately many railway bridges will be constructed, and altered, so as not to block ocean
vessels. There would be no difficulty whatever in constructing a railway bridge at either site with an
opening span at the shallow end, where during flood time the current is not so strong and navigation loss
difficult. There is no necessity to give a depth of 58 feet, as is shown on one of the designs, while 10 feet
is more than sufficient for any vessel which can enter the river. This question of opening railway bridges
will have to bo faced sooner or later, in connection with tlie North Coast Railway, In other countries
the Government compel Railway Companies to erect opening bridges wherever navigable water has to be
crossed, unless sufficient headway is given to allow sailing vessels to pass.
It must next be considered which site would best suit the railways which may be constructed in Railway bridge
tllO future
*
accommodation.
Three
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Three railways have been proposed, viz.:—(1) The North Coast Line which is laid out through
the two divisions of West Kempsey, crossing the Macleay Kiver at what has been referred to as the West
Kempsey site. There can be no donbt that the most suitable crossing has been selected for this railway,
although for traffic purposes it would be better if the line came closer to Central Kempsey.
Trial Bay Line.
(2) Trial Bay to Kempsey direct line now being surveyed, iu lieu of the original line along the
coast sandridges, which would have been a great mistake, will come along the elevated ridge into East
Kempsey, so the Central Kempsey bridge would suit it far better. This line—on which I am preparing
a report—presents promises of not only proving a remunerative undertaking, but also of doing away with
the necessity for carrying out enormously expensive works for the improvement of the entrance to tho
Macleay. I am, therefore, of opinion that it will be constructed within the reasonable future—probably
as soon as the North Coast Line into Kempsey. This being so, it has equai weight in determining the
position of the bridge.
_
Hickey’s Creak
(3) The line from Kempsey to Hickey’s Creek and the Upper Macleay, which has more recently
Lino.
been suggested by Mr Hangar, as a continuation of the line from Trial Bay, would also be better suited
by a bridge at Central Kempsey, as the through distance would be thereby considerably shortened.
Present Sarvcy
Mr. Kennedy, the K.ailway Surveyor, who is now engaged on the Trial Bay line, has instructions
of Railway.
to resurvey the North Coast Line, so be will oE course consider the whole matter. Till bis surveys are
completed about Kempsey it will be impossible to tay what the relative cost and length of the two routes
Railway bridge
would be. From my examination of tlm ground 1 am inclined to favour the alteration of the North
at Central
Kempgey.
Coast Line, so as to make it ]oin the Trial Bay Hallway at the back of East Kempsey, and then cross
the river into Central Kempsey (somewhat as is shown by the red line on accompanying map).. The line
would then be continued through West Kempsey, so tach section of the borough would obtaiu railway
communicatiou without detriment to the others.
_
There is a good site for a station at Central Kempsey, on almost vacant land, which has never
Stations.
been covered by floods ivithin the memory of the oldest inhabitant. Stations should also be provided at
the junction in East Kempsey and at West Kempsey.
_
If, on the other band, the West Kempsey Bridge is adopted the Trial Bay line would have to be
Railway bridge
carried right round the bend of the river to West Kempsey to join the North Coast Line ; Central
at West
Kempsey.
Kempsey would he left, completely out in the cold, and, in consequence, its trade would continue to be
done by steamer as as present, unless a second bridge were constructed to carry goods across the river to
East Kempsey station
The remaining side of the question is, what site would best suit the present and future road traffic?
Road traffic. _
Accommodation. As far as present requirements are concerned, tho ferry returns show clearly that over five passengers
cross at Central Kempsey for one at West Kempsey. (The actual returns will be found in the Appendix.)
As to the future, though the construction of the North Coast line and the sale of G-overnment land at
the south division of West Kempsey, would much increase the traffic across the river at that place ; on
the other hand the Trial Bay line would correspondingly increase the population of East Kempsey, and
with it the traffic across from Central Kempsey.
_
I see, therefore, no Lkliliood of the West Kempsey road traffic ever becoming nearly so great as
that between Central and East Kempsey.
In connection with this side of the question, must be considered tlie danger to life and property
Floods.
which arises at Central Kempsey during very high floods, from the fact of the town becoming hemmed in
previous to its submergence. It was my privilege last momh to see a sudden rise take place in the
Macleay, which, though comparitively small, was sufficient to give one a good idea of what the effect of a
greater flood would be.
In one night the river rose over 10 feet, and next day was running over the lowest parts of tho
banks into the swamps bohind. The current, from being a sluggish stream, changed into a torrent
Ferries broken carrying immense quantities of driftwood. All the ferry punts on the river were disabled through
floating logs catching on their wire-cables, though indeed they could never have been worked after the
down.
river had risen (1 feet, owing to the strong current. The two sides of 'he river, from the ocean to the
New England Mountains, were then completely isolated so far as ordinary communicatiou was concerned,
and few would care to venture in small skiffs on such a stream.
During the height of the flood I came up the river in a 10-knot steamer, and returned in tho ocean
boat “ Electra” and the Government tug to near tlie mouth. The velocity of ihe current was in many
Velocity of
places over 8 knots. During high floods the river breaks across the bend through the lagoon at the
current,
hack of Central Kempsey, and submerges the causeway which now connects the two towns. Central
Banger to
Kempsev then becomes an island in the midst of a torrent, till completely submerged. I can find no
Central
Kempsey.
record of this having occurred of recent years—I mean complete submergence—but the formation of the
ground shows that it has happened, and, therefore, it will happen again.
The highest recorded flood was 28 feet over low tide mark, and this submerged all the town except a
Highest flood.
narrow stripe along the main street, a plot of vacant ground opposite the proposed bridge site, and some
elevated knobs on tlie river bank ; this was in 1875, and since then the conditions of the watershed of the
Floods likely to Macleay have gradually been altering. The creeks and gullies on the Upper Macleay, and on the New
increase.
England slope, were once clothed with dense scrub, which, to a certain extent, kept back the floods and
allowed the lower river to drain off before the upper waters reached it.
.
_
In
the
last
few
years
settlement
has
been
rapidly
increasing
on
the
upper
river,
while
last year a
Settlement on
watershed.
sudden impetus was given by the throwing open of the pastoral holdings ; fifty-two new settlers came
into the district in that one year. It will not therefore be many years before all the creeks and gullies
will he cleared, and much of the country riog-barked. This will allow the rainfall to flow off with greater
rapidity and cause the floods to rise to a greater height at Kempsey, unless the balance is restored by fresh
outlets breaking through from the river swamps to the ocean, and so affording a quicker get away.
,
There is then always a contingency that one day a high flood will come and cover the whole of the
Bridge as
to escape.
ground about Central Kempsey, causing great loss to property, and probably to life, unless some means
to escape is provided; either a bridge to East Kempsey or a causeway to West Kempsey, would afford
the necessary means of escape.
_
In any ease this causeway or viaduct to West Kempsey must be consf ructel in the event of either
Causeway to
West Kempsey, bridge being built, otherwise one of the towns would be cut off from the bridge during flood time.
In

t
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In case of the Central Kempsey site being adopted the railway viaduct would afford sufficient
means of communication for West Kempsey, but if the West Kempsey site is adopted a raised road will
have to be constructed from Central Kempsey, cither along the river hank to the bridge, or by the present
route to West Kempsey.
In connection with the above inquiry I was instructed to report on the alternative proposal to Proposed aitcrsubstitute a steam-punt, for the present hand-forry at Central Kempsey. After what has been already
written it is hardly necessary for me to say more, as it must be clear that a steam-ferry would be of very
little improvement on present arrangements. It would, indeed, reduce the present loss of time, but would
be of no uso whatever during floods. If, however, tho bridge is erected at West Kempsey, then a steamferry might be provided for Central Kempsey, although the river is rather narrow to obtain tho full
advantage from steam power.
To summarise the result of my investigations, I find—
Summary.
(1) That a road bridge is required across the Macleay Kiver at Kempsey.
(2) That such a bridge should be designed to carry, ultimately, the .North Coast and the Trial Bay
Kailways.
(3) That of the two sites, that at Central Kempsey is superior in an engineering point of view.
(4) That a fixed bridge at either site would block navigation for ocean vessels for over 6 miles of the
upper river, though the West Kempsey site is a little superior in this respect.
(o) That, therefore, the advisability oC building an opening bridge should be considered in this case,
especially as such bridges will before long become imperative on railways at other places.
(6) That, though the West Kempsey bridge would better suit the North Coast Hallway, the Central
Kempsey bridge would prove superior with regard to the Trial Bay and Hickey’s Creek lines, as
well as all three railways combined, so far as can be judged before the completion of the surveys
now in hand.
”
(7) That the bridge at West Kempsey would directly connect two divisions of tbe Government
township, and partly recoup the country the cost of the bridge by the increased value of unsold
allotments, and in this respect has a great advantage over the other bridge which wrould connect
two private towns.
(8) That so far as passenger traffic is concerned a bridge at Central Kempsey would be five times as
useful, at the present time, as at West Kempsey.
(9) That during high floods there is great danger to life and property at Central Kempsey, which
would be mitigated by tbe erection of a bridge joining it to East Kempsey.
Taking therefore a broad view of all the surrounding circumstances, I am of opinion that, unless Conclusion,
on the completion of the surveys very strong reasons can be shown to the contrary—a combined road and
railway bridge should be constructed to connect central with East Kempsey, with a raised approach across
the intervening low ground to West Kempsey.
I have, <fec.,
EDWD. B. PKICE.

[One plan.]

Sydney; George Stephen Chapman, Acting Government Printer.—1891.

[Is. 6d.]
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PROPOSED BRIDGE AT WALLAGA LAKE AND PROPOSED
WHARF AT N00R00MA.
(REPORT BY S. ALEXANDER, EXAMINER OP PUBLIC WORKS PROPOSALS.)

Ordered by ihe Legislative Assembly to be printed, 18 January, 1892.

S. Alexander, Examiner of Public Works Proposals, to The Under Secretary
for Public Works.
Sydney, 8 November 1891.
Thesh works, being required for the service of a small tract of country between "Wagonga River

and "WalLaga Lake, must necessarily be dealt with in the same Report. In order to complete my
information, I have asked for and been supplied with papers on a proposed wharf at Punkalla, on the
Wagonga River, for which a sum of £500 is to be placed on the Estimates for 1892. and I have also the
papers on bridging a road between Dignam’s Creek and Bermagui. Notwithstanding that the Punkalla
wharf has been decided on, and that the bridges on the Dignaims Creek, Bermagui Road, are not in my
commission, I am under the necessity of dealing witli both, as a consideration of them is inseparable
from that of the others.
2. The port of Bermagui is an open roadstead, made available for steamer traffic in 1887 by the
construction of a jetty at the Horseshoe Bend. Before that date trade was carried by sailing vessels only.
A bridge over the Bermagui River, since built, now connects the port with Bermagui and Cobargo. The
facility afforded to operations of all kinds by these works, and by the completion of the road to Cobargo,
has had a very marked effect upon the advancement of that district in the last few years.
3. Steamers of thelllawarra Steam Navigation Company, call at Bermagui on four days weekly,
giving two services each way per .week, and the port is used by other steamers also. The water available at
the jetty is from 14 to 22 feet in depth. It is sheltered from all winds, except between N. and E.N.E.
4. The South Coast Road passes through Cobargo, which is 14 miles from Bermagui. There
would seem to he no probability of through traffic along the coast being diverted to pass through
Bermagui, but the port has become a centre to which traffic will gravitate from the surrounding districts
for ever.
5. The port at the Wagonga is just inside the entrance. The position of the entrance channel
here is permanent, probably made so by rocks, and, being very narrow, is kept constantly at a uniform
depth by the tides. The available space for loading is along the right bank between Noorooma township
and the entrance, and is completely sheltered. Inside this, however, in the open expanse of the river,
the sandbanks are constantly in a state of change. The main channel now crosses over from the left to
the right bank, sweeping some extent of the latter clear of sand, but some years ago the channel was
along the right bank only, past the whole village frontage. The place known as the Inner Crossing seldom,
even at the highest tide, carries more than G or 7 feet of water, and during extended fair weather the
depth becomes considerably less, as erosion of the sandbanks increasing the water space tends continually
to lessen tlie scouring action.
6. Thero have been numerous wrecks of sailing vessels at this entrance. It is not recognized
as a port by insurance companies, but tbe traffic iu timber has been continuous for many years. This has
been a trading place also for small steamers of 100 tons gross burden, and lately a systematic carrying
trade has been instituted by Mr. Eishburn with the s.s. Trident, of 72 tons register, and almost KJO tons
capacity. Her draught of water is 7 feet. This is the maximum that can enter tho ehaimel. This
steamer has repeatedly been taken over the inner crossing to the Bodalla Company’s wharf, and up to
Punkalla, but only under favourable circumstances. She has made about twenty trips to the "Wagonga
to date.
7. The Punkalla wharf site is at the head of the river, some miles from the entrance, close to the
Main South Coast Road. It will directly serve the neighbourhood, and by a cross-road it is within 8
miles of Eurobodalla. Its situation is eminently suitable for service of a large scope of country, but the
difficulty to its use is in the uncertainty of a vessel being able to reach it over the inner crossing. Apunt in connection with the steamer service is now in use. and makes a certainty of tl^e passage.
465—
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8. The following arc some of the distances from Punkalla wharf:—To Eurobodalla, 8 miles; to
ISrcrrigunda, via Eurobodalla., 15 miles ; to Bodalla, 12i miles ; to Tilba Tilba, 13 miles ; to Noorooma'
11 miles.
'
0. The traffic in timber from the IVagonga is now limited to two sawmills on the south bank. The
wattle-bark crushing-pi ant at Punkalla is now idle. Tbe timber is all punted to Noorooma wharf.
10. The settlement in the immediate neighbourhood of Punkalla comprises fifteen holdings,
aggregating 4,130 acres, and containing a population of about 150 persons, but this docs not include any
of the baclc country, of ivhich a great extent would be served.
J l. The settlement in tbo district named Corunna, within a radius of
miles of Noorooma, com
prises thirty farms, aggregating 5,952 acres, with a population of about 250 persons. A Government
township has been laid out at Noorooma.
12. The Tilba Tilba district occupies the southern space in this tract of country. Ihe township
is at the base of Mount Dromedary, on the Main South Coast Eoad. The settlement, as given, com
prises a total acreage held of about 9.000 acres, in twenty-seven farms, supporting a population of about
350 persons, but ihe map shows that nearly the whole space has been taken up. The fertile part of this
area is of exceptionally good quality. A noticeably large amount of improvements has been done on
these lands, bringing them to a state of perfection for grazing purposes such as is scon in few parts of
the Colony. The actual result of this introduction of capital and labour has been to raise the producing
capacity of the district enormously within the last few years, and within the last twrenty to have
reclaimed it from virgin forest.
13. Tho natural port for this district is Bermagui. It is to he reached now during tho open slate of
ihe entrance to 'Wallaga Lake only via Dignam’s Creek, which is 7 miles along the road to Cobargo,
extending a circuit of 17 miles ; whereas the direct road via "Wallaga Lake is but 9 miles. This alter
native route via Dignam’s Creek would be available but for the fact that a road has not yet been made
paiKsiblo that way; so, in point of fact, tbe actual circuit to be taken is so much greater than 17 miles
that it is never used by Tilba people under any circumstances. The position of affairs consequently
amounts to this: That thero is now no connection at all with the port of Bermagui from Tilba Tilba,
14. Tbo subject has been rendered the more difficult for explanation and settlement now .by the
complication induced by an action in 1888 in deliberately allowing a vote of money for bridging the
road between DignamV Creek and Bermagui to lapse, and now by Mr. Stillwell's concluding paragraphs
in his report of 3rd October, 1891. In a letter dated 9th November, 1888, Mr. Poslle consulted the
Progress Committee of Tilba Tilba, who, under dale Ititb November, 1883, desired that tlie money voted
for these bridges should be expended on bridging Wallaga Lake. The interests of Dignatn’s Creek and
Narira not having boon considered, and no investigation as to "Wallaga Lake entrance having been
undertaken, the whole subject has remained open for discussion, and a conflict introduced with the
Corunna people as to precedence being given to their claims for wharfage at Noorooma and comple
tion of a road thereto.
15. The alternative road for the Dignam’s Creek people is 22 miles via Cobargo, against .10
direct to Bermagui. To Tilba people these distances arc 29 miles, against 9 miles. The importance of
the connection to Dignam’s Creek people must he conceded at once, hut for the Tilba district there is an
outlet yia Noorooma, about .13 miles away. This port is actually in use, so, in one sense, Mr. Stillwell
may be right in saying that the bridging of Wallaga Lake is not urgent, since no blockage of traffic bas
actually occurred.
IG. That such a blockage is possible and impending at any time is shown by the fact that the
steamer service from the Wagonga had been suspended altogether for some months, until'undertaken by
Mr. Eishburn early in .1 one, just prior to the occurrence of the floods by which the Wallaga Lake entrance
was made impassable, and thus a complete collapse of all trade operations in the whole districts of
Corunna and Tilba Tilba was averted.
17. In addition, it should be remarked that there is a vast difference between tbe services and the
works of accommodation at Bermagui and at Noorooma. Erom Noorooma no passenger traffic or transport
of stock is possible, and tbe service is essentially of an uncertain character in every respect, liable to
suspension at any time, and, though under the circumstances conferring great benefits, it is entirely
unsuited to the existing necessities of the district, and incapable of contributing to its development.
18. The demand for a wharf at Noorooma is pressed at a time when, as shown, tho whole of tho
trade from the districts between Wagonga and Wallaga Lake is being dispatched from this port in tho
lack of any other possible outlet, as a result of the indecision of the last few years. Mr. Williams’s report
of 25th February, 1891, based on that of Mr, Love, of ICtli February, 1891. urges that the Bermagui
port being available renders provision of works at Noorooma unnecessary. Bermagui is not available.
19. Tho works available arc a wharf and store put up in connection with a sawmill on a five years’
lease, which expired on December 31st, 1890. An application for renewal of this having been opposed, it
is understood that the Land Board have recommended a renewal for twelve months only, which also will
expire at tlie end of this year. Though by the terms of this lease these works are available for the use of
the public, the insecurity of the tenure has the effect of discouraging the lessee from doing any more than
is absolutely necessary in works, and the wharf is in consequence but a poor apology—it was. in fact,
destroyed recently by such seas as reach this sheltered spot.
" 20. In paragraph No. 11 I have given the settlement in the neighbourhood. I would point out
that since steamers have found trade at the Wagonga for years, while Bermagui was available, it would
seem that the short distance to Noorooma from the Corunna district suffices to draw some of the traffic
that way.
21. The question is resolved into two issues. The first is as to the need for works of the kind, and
the second as to the sufficiency of works pul up by a lessee,.if the need does exist.
22. On the first point I would submit that tho existence of a reliable outlet to the sea, such as is
found hero in connection with a district of some extent, which, though as yet in embryo, is capable of
great development, amply justifies construction of works to make it available.
23. On the second point, 1 am clearly of opinion that works of this kind for the public use should
not be left to private enterprise, unless ample securitv and length of tenure be given to the lessee, and
guarantees exacted providing for sufficient works and their maintenance.
24.
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‘M. In conclusion, I submit that the immediate necessities of these districts demand tlie comple
tion of the road from the South Coast Eoad at Dignaui’s Creek to Bermagui. I belieTc that the sums
voted for this having been allowed to lapse has been fruitful of existing difficulties, which, had tho
steamer service not been recommenced at the Wagonga, wrou]d have been disastrous. Further, a main
road from Eurobodalla connects with the coast road at Dignam’s Creek. The proposed road would
tlierefore act as a direct connection from districts as the Tuross with Bermagui. It is hence a very
important road to open.
25. I consider also that the case for tlie construction of a bridge at Wallaga Lake entrance has
boon made out, and that the expenditure is amply justified by tlie importance of the interests involved.
2(5. The wharf at Noorooma has been dealt with in paragraphs 22 and 23. I would here only add
that I consider the demand for such accommodation reasonable, as an additional security for operations
for developments of these districts, and that it may he granted in addition to tho bridging hero
recommended.
27. The wharf at Punkalla has already been authorised, but I would here say of it, that, as the
district it would serve is entirely distinct from those interested in the other works, and is of sufficient
extent and importance, I consider that it should he huiit. Bat, at the same time, I would point out that
1 believe a very much lesser sum than £500 would suffice.
STANLEY ALEXANDER.

Tilba Tilba, 5 October, 1891
At a meeting of residents in favour of a bridge over Wallaga Lake, to connect Tilba with Bermagui.
Present: Messrs. John'Bate, President.
W. E. Seccomee.
E. M. Bate.
J. Cjiapp.
W. H. Cobkhiuv, Secretary.

Members of the Progress Committee.
These gentlemen ask for an interview with me relative to the erection of a bridge over Wallaga
Lake, on the road to Bermagui, before taking steps to appoint a deputation to interview tbe Minister for
Public Works. A petition is in course of preparation, for which signatures are being collected.
A letter from the Under Secretary, 91/3502, dated 27tb April, 1891, was exhibited. This says 1hat
the question of the site for this bridge is at present under consideration, and when a decision has been
arrived at a further communication will be made.
Mr. Corkhill states that a sum of £1,600 was placed on the Estimates and passed in the year 1888
for tho construction of two bridges on the road from Dignani's Creek to Bermagui. Mr. Postle, the Eoad
Superintendent, suggested in a letter dated October 9th, 1888, that this sum might he allowed to lapse
with a view to its being in some way devoted to construction of a bridge over Wallaga Lake. Will
endeavour to find this letter. It has repeatedly been referred to by Mr. Corkhill as an argument in
favour of a bridge over Wallaga Lake, and has not been dented by the Department.
Air. Corkhill wishes to point out that it was through the efforts of the Tilba Progress Committee
that this amount was placed on the Estimates.
The Progress Committee assented to this arrangement in writing to Air. Postle, and the sum
accordingly lapsed.
The letter referred to has been produced, and the passage in reference to the bridges and the Yote
is in effect that Air. Postle wished to bo informed as to the views of the Tilba people regarding the money
voted for tho bridges on the Dignam’s Creek-Beriuagui road being transferred to build the bridge over
the lake, “ as it would materially modify his report on ihe subject.”
The first application for a bridge over ihe Wallaga Lake was made in September,'1888. and it was
in reference to this that Air. Postle wrote the letter remarked on above.
Mr. Seccombo having made out approximately some statistics ofTilba Tilba gives thorn here. The total
acreage held is about 9,000 acres, in twenty-seven farms. Respecting the population of Tilba Tilba alone,
Air. Corkhill states that in September last year the postmaster, Air. Alay, calculated that 350 persons called
for letters at the Tilba post-office, and it is estimated that this would represent the population of the
place. Air. Seccomhc estimates that the outturn from all the dairies in the districtamounts to from £8,000
to £12,000 worth annually—adds that the district is very heavily handicapped iu having no outlet for its
produce, exceptingvia AYagongaHarbour, through the WallagaLake being open to the sea. At such times
the crossing may for months at a time bo quite safe, but it may suddenly be converted into a dangerous
crossing by the shifting of tbe sands. A life was lost at this place about fourteen or fifteen years ago, and
many times accidents have happened nearly proving fatal. Produce was often lost or destroyed, until
settlers gave up sending their stock and produce by that road. Even when the opening is closed and safe
the passage is over nearly a mile of deep heavy sand, which governs tho load put on to the drays—for
instance, two horses have to be put to a single horse’s load; m short, about half-loads only can be laken.
The storekeepers, of whom there are two in Tilba, have supplied the following figures showing the
quantities annually imported by sea. These amount to £6,000 worth of goods, besides which tho
amounts brought in by private parties must be considerable.
The advance of the district in the last five years is believed to have amounted to a duplication
in all respects of imports, exports, and productions, and, perhaps, in population also. A dairy factory is
being established on a co-operative principle, having 1,000 shares, of which 370 have been taken up.
The Company has been registered, and operations are about to commence.
Air. E. M. Bate has counted twenty-two drays and spring-carts crossing the lake on one day—a
steamer-day; this was exceptional, but it is estimated that the number of vehicles in use for regularlytaking produce to the steamers is twenty.
Air. Corkhill points out that the Ulawarra Company’s steamers call regularly at Bermagui twice a
week going each way, thus giving a certain way of getting produce to market twice weekly, when by
reason of the mouth of the lake being open this means of dispatch is lost, the only alternative route is via
Wagonga River, which is once a week only by a very small steamer, and on no fixed days. For instance,
produce was sent on a Friday to catch the steamer at Noorooma, which was to have left on Saturday, but
did not leave till Tuesday night. The produce was therefore on the journey from Friday until the '
following
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following Thursday, when the steamer reached Sydney. This was caused by the steamer “ The Trident,”
having been delayed by weather in arriving atKoorooma. Turther.it is urged that by way of Bermagui
direct communication and traffic in produce, live stock, and passengers can be held with ail ports on the
coast north and south, including Melbourne, whereas via the Wagonga Biver a connection with Sydney
alone is available
Mr. Seccombe, on this point, states that only a few weeks ago a storekeeper at Ulladulla asked
to be supplied with cheese; as, however, thero was no way of communicating with that port, except
via Sydney—tho lake road being impassable—this trade was lost.
Mr. Corkhill further points out that the coast road for all purposes of communicating with
places on the coast to tho south for mail purposes also will, by the "Wallaga Lake beiug bridged,shorten
the road by 0 miles. At present there is a horseback mail twice weekly only between Tilba and
Bermagui. To Cobargo a coach mail goes six times a week, aud thence to Bega six’ times a week From
Cobargo to Bermagui the mail is on horseback twice weekly,
Mr. John Bate points out that very often the mailman has to swim his horse over the Wallaga
Lake crossing,
, These are the grounds on which the Progress Committee of Tilba Tilba urge the construction of
a bridge over the Wallaga Lake.
'
. The Committee wish to say, in conclusion, that they are of opinion that the demands of the
Corunna districts for wharfage accommodation at Noorooma are reasonable, and might fairly be con
sidered separately from tbe requirements of Tilba Tilba proper, which cannot bo met by such an outlet.
The Committee add that it was mainly through the efforts of the ’Tilba Tilba Progress Committee
that the bridge at Bermagui, the jetty, and -the goods shed on the jetty were built, aud now. on account
of the lake being impassable, they are debarred from the benefits of these works, and they consider
that this also gives them a reasonable claim to tbe construction of a bridge to connect their district
with the port at Bermagui.
■
JOHN BATE.
W. H. CORKHILL.
W. E. SECCOMBE.
R. M. BATE.
•
JOSEPH H. CRAPP.
_
Subsequent to this meeting authority was received by me from the Under Secretary to inquire
into and report on this proposal.—S.H.A,, 3/11/91.

Statistics supplied at a Meeting at 'Tilba Tilba on October 5, 1891,
Corunna District.—South of Wagonga River, within a radius of 9T miles from Noorooma wharf
bounded by Victoria Creek:—
’
Number of farms ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
30
Total acreage
...........................................................................
5,952
Population, say
...........................................................................
250
Average acreage ............................................................................
200
Exclusive of Suburban and Town Acreage of Noorooma
Punkalla District and north of Wagonga River :—
Number of holdings
...............................................................
15
Total acreage
......................................................................... .
4,130
Average acreage ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
270
Population, say
...
...
...
...
...
...
150

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1892.
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THE PROPOSED ERECTION OE A BRIDGE ACROSS THE
MURRAY, AT GOLD CREEK CROSSING.
(REPORT BY MR. H. A. GILLIAT, EXAMINER OP PUBLIC WORKS PROPOSALS.)

Ordered ly the. Legislative Assembly to be printed, 15 March, 1892.

^bruarv, 1889, Mr. IRwaites, of tlie Department of Public Works, Victoria, and Mr. Bowver Smijtli
of the Koads and Bridges Branch of the Public Works Department, iW South Wales, reported on this
(piestiou, their recommendations being in favour of a punt near the Gold Creek crossing and another at
Wagru, higher up the Murray.
°
Phis report ivas adopted by their respective Governments. Tenders were, called for, and one
tender was accepted for a punt at Gold Creek. At the date of this inquiry, September, 1891. the work
had not been completed.
•
t° the punt was taken by tbe borough of Albury, aud the residents of TaDarno, objection *
\ ictoria, and tbe Victorian bank of the Upper Murray, on the following grounds :—
nis«i.
(1.) That the principal industry of the district is fattening cattle, and neither stores nor fat cattle can
he crossed on a punt with safety or convenience. .
(2.) That a bridge at Gold Creek would enable this to be done.
(8.) That a bridge would shorten the distance between Talgarno. the Upper Murray, and Albury by
at least 10 miles, and between Albury and Wagra, on tbe New South Wales bank, bv 7 miles.
This would not be effected by a punt owing to the delay and inconvenience in crossing, and the
objection to payment of tolls,
3. An inspection of the district was made, and an inquiry held at Talgarno, Victoria, and Albury inquiry,
on the,27th, 29th, and 31st of August, 1891, when evidence was taken and arrangements were made for the
collection of statistics by the Talgarno Progress Committee, T. H, Griffith*, Bsq., the Mavor of Albury
and G, A. I hompson. Esq., Managing Director, T. H. Mate & Co. (Limited), whose Companv does "a
large business with tbe district interested.
'
■'
4. The evidence taken both in New South Wales and Victoria was unanimous.
Natm-eot
(1.) That for the service of the district, requiring safe and convenient passage of stock in considerable evideilct'quantities, a punt would be practically useless. Messrs. T. H. Griffiths and Chennery, two of
the principal stock and station agents in Albury, admittedly experts in all questions relating to
stock, stated positively that a punt would not suit the requirements of the cattle traffic, and
that it would be impossible to cross tlie wild Queensland bullocks that chiefly go to that market
upon it.
Mr. Chennery considered that a punt would he unsuitable for stock of any kind, and that with the
exception of 11 milkers’ calves ” he regarded the crossing of cattle as impossible, and that sheep
could only be crossed with the greatest inconvenience and difficulty.
(2.) It was pointed out by all tho witnesses that a bridge—it being held that a punt would be rarely
j l01*1!1 SaVe 10 mile* bet^oen Talgarno, the Upper Murray, and Albury, and Mr. Griffiths
added that its erection would divert from the Albury-Wodonga crossings all store stock bound
lor Gippsland, and bring to Albury quite one-fourth of the stock from the Upper Murray on
■
account of the shorter distance and better road.
’
5. Several of the principal witnesses referred to tbe increase of the local trade between Talgarno
of trade
tbe Upper Murray, and Albury, as a certain result of shortening the distance by a bridge, which the delay withA!bur^
in crossing by a punt and the objection to payment of tolls will not encourage ; and it appears probable in
view ot the considerable business at present carried on by the longer route via Wodonga and from the
opposition to the proposal on the part of the Wodonga Shire Council—they having forwarded a prolest
to the \ ictorian Secretary for Public Works—that tms would be the case to a considerable extent
m -oui5
6' *
uaid ^ be ^lela^est cattle market for live-stock in Australia, and Mr.' T. H. woto^ft„d
Lmtutus stated that he has seen 10,000 head change hands at one sale, while from 80 to 100 trucks of fat AIbul''f atacli
cattle are frequently despatched to Newmarket in a day
markets
r 072—A
The
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Tlie sub-collector of Customsi, Wodonga., furnished the following return of stock crossing from
New Soutli Wales to Wodonga during 1890 and to tlie end of September, 1891:—
1890
1891

Railway,
'Wodonffft to

Advantages of
bridge.

Conclusions.

......................................................

Cattle.

Sheep.

90,757
40,443

3++,787
285,210

14iS,200
029,947
A return from the Thorough Council books gives tbe Block yarded in Albury from the 1st of
August, 1889, to the 1st of August, 1891, as:—Cattle, 15,966; sheep, 580,953 ; horses, 1,415; pigs,
1,291.
An abstract of the statistics furnished by the Talgarno (Vic.) Progress Coumnllee, dealing only
with freehold lands around Talgarno aud the Upper Murray shows :—Number of holdings, 110; acres
(freehold), [SO,366; cattle, 11,193; sheep, 10,827; horses, 1,108; pigs, 259. Annual draft—Cattle,
4,666 ; sheep, 5,353 ; horses, 175 ; pigs, 152.
This shows the draft from freehold lands of the district; tho stores brought in to replace it will
double the number.
The secretary of the Shire of Towong gives a return for the district bounded by Talangatta and
Bethungra, not including the Mitta Mitta, making a total of:—Horses, 4,494; cattle, 22,774; sheep,
39,753; pigs, 1,029.
,
.
.....
,
In the consideration of these figures it should he borne in mind that the district is a fattening and
not a breeding one, and that drafts of store stock are constantly moving into it, to replace the fat cast.
7. The extension of the Upper Murray branch line from "Wodonga, via Bethungra, to Talangatta
will take a certain portion of the fat stock destined for the Melbourne market from both sides of the
Murray, hut it does not appear that the traffic via G-old Creek will be greatly affected in the event of a
bridge being constructedjOtving to the increased local traffic with Albury. and the increase of stores taking
that route into Victoria.
8. The advantages to be derived from a bridge at Gold Creek Crossing, appear, therefore, tobe:—
(l.) An increased stock traffic between the Upper Murray and Albury, owing to a reduction of 10
miles in the distance.
(2.) A reduction of 7 miles in the distance between Albury and Wagra. _
(3.) A more convenient route for store cattle for Gippsland and JSU5.
_
_
N.B. Victoria.^
Vic
(4.) The inducement to the Victorian settlers to trade, as far as their protective duties will admit,
with a large and flourishing business centre like Albury. The advantages will be much
enhanced by every facility being given to more convenient access.
_
_
9. The conclusions arrived at after inspection of the district, and careful consideration of the
evidence and statistics are :—
(1.) The construction of a bridge would probably increase the traffic in cattle and sheep by Gold
Creek...
.
(2.) It would probably increase the local trade between the "Victorian settlers and Albury.
_
(3.) The case advocated by the Borough of Albury, the Shire Council of Towong, and the residents
of Talgarno, and the Upper Murray, appears sufficient to warrant the construction of a bridge.
f4.") A wooden bridge will probably be sufficient to meet, all requirements.
or
HABttV GILLIAT,
Examiner of Public Works Proposals.
EVIDENCE.
•

1
Talgarno, Victoria, 27 August, 1891.

W. P. Broome, farmer, Talgarno, Victoria, considers the difficulty of crossing store cattle upon a

punt a strong argument in favour of abridge; no stock can crass the ford except during the summer
months, when the river is low ; this docs not occur for more than three months during the year, usually
in Januarv, February, and March ; is unable lo state the annual turnover of fat slock from the district;
he and his' colleagues will take steps to collect a correct return of the fat stock sent off, and, as far as possible,
a rot uni of the stores brought in, and also a return of the sheep grazed ; a large proportion of the latter
are bought in Albury ; a bridge at Hawksview will induce store slock going to Gippsland to travel by
Talgarno without going through Albury or "Wodonga; the distance saved between Talgarno and the
Albury sale-yards, by crossing the Murray at Gold Creek, is at least 8 or 9 miles ; wishes to add that this
road is a good and level one, while that on the Victorian side, by Wodonga, is rough and broken ; Albury
is his natural market.
^ ^
___________
W. P. BROOME.
Adam Elliott, Talgarno, Victoria, farmer and grasier, is of opinion that a punt for the traffic of the
district is practically useless, owing to the difficulty of getting either store or fat stock on to it; tlie
principal business of the district is fattening cattle, necessitating a turnover every eight or twelvemonths ;
largo drafts of horses po from this district quarterly to the W odonga horse sales, when from 400 to 1,000
horfa,e,”,taUt“h.,le.
'
ADAM ELLIOTT.
Edward Jeffcott, Talgarno, Victoria, farmer and grnricr, confirms the statement that a punt for the
traffic of Hie district, is practically useless, owing to the difficulty of getiiug stock on to it; is confident
the ford is not passable for more than three months in the year ; considers that it_ is 25 miles from
Talgarno to Albury by tho Victorian side of the river, while by crossing at Gold Creek it is only 15 miles ;
the road from Alburv to Wagra, via Bowna, is 30 miles, but, ‘by crossing at Gold Creek itis only 23 miles ;
a bridge would enable this road to be used ; from Talgarno to tho railway at Beihanga road is 12 or 13
Stiiles ;0fat cattle from this district for Melbourne will probably be trucked there instead ol going to
Wodomm by road ; wishes to point out that a number of articles can he purchased in New South Wales
that arenot dutiable into Victoria : for instance, Liverpool salt, which costs Kis. in Wodonga, can be
bought for 11k. in Albury; adds that the district is a dairying one, aud the shorter comiliunication
afforded bV & bridge would induce a much larger trade with Albury than at present.
■
h
6 '
EDWARD JEFFCOTT.
___________
'
Albury,
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Albury, 29 August, 1891.
T. S, Griffiths, stock and station agent, is Mayor of Albury; tbe bridge at G-o!d Creek has

been a want of the town since be has been a resident for the tho last nine years ; it will shorten the
distance from the Talgarno and Bethanga district by quite 10 miles, and Albury would derive the benefit of
the trade thence; at least one fourth of the store cattle now crossing at Albury for Gippsland
would go ew Gold Creek to shorten their journey ; will have a return of all stock crossing the Albury bridge
to Wodonga prepared and forwarded to the Examiner; puts in a return from the 1st of August, 1839, to
' the 1st of August, 1891, showing the number of stock that have passed through the Albury municipal sale
yards ; these figures are verified from the Council’s hooks ; with a bridge at Gold Creek, one-fourth of the
cattle from tbe Tipper Murray would come to this market; they would save in distance, and also in the
number of bridges it is now necessary to cross ; a punt will not suit the requirements of large stock ; it
would be impossible to cross on a punt the wild Queensland bullocks that come to this market.
IIIOS. H. GKIEBITHS.
J. C. Chennery, stock and station agent, is a stock and station agent; confirms all that Mr.
Griffiths has said, and adds that of his own knowledge many of the residents on tbe Victorian side of tbo
Murray are large customers to the stores in Albury ; be will prepare a return of the stock to and from
the Victorian side that have passed through his firm’s bands during the last two years ; a punt is utterly
unsuited for stock traffic of any kind ; he regards the crossing of cattle over a punt as impossible, unless
they are milkers’ calves, and oven with sheep it could only be done with the greatest inconvenience and
difficulty; a bridge would certainly largely increase the stock traffic with Albury aud the general trade
with the town.
JOHN- C. CHENNERY.
G. A.. Thompson, managing director of T. A. Mate & Co. (Limited). ex-Mayor at Albury, fully
confirms wbat bas been said by the previous witnesses; while Mayor, the matter of tbe Gold Creek
bridge and the opening of tbe road to it was forcibly brought under his notice; ho placed the matter
before tbe Government, with the result of the proseut arrangement for the construction of a punt being
made between the two colonics ; from his position as a business man is certain a bridge would confer an
immense benefit on the town, and, although a punt may be of some service, a bridge would be of much
more ; with a punt there is always a toll to pay and great delay in crossiner, and if the experience of the
other punts across tlie Murray are to be repeated it would be almost useless ; the ford at Gold Creek,
even in tho driest summer, is impassable for sheep; bis firm does a considerable trade with the Upper
Murray, and a bridge would increase it largely ; all goods now have to be sent round by way of Wodonga,
increasing tlie cost of carriage.
G. AETHER THOMPSON.

Albuay, 31 August, 1891.
]5. 0. Bowyer Smijth, 31.1. Q.J5., resident engineer: In February, 1889, Mr. Tlmaits of tbe Victorian

Public Works Department and himself reported on the subject of tbe Gold Creek crossing, and their
decision was in favour of a punt there aud anotherat Wagra; has perused the evidence taken in this inquiry
and, assuming tlie testimony of such experts as Messrs. Griffith and Chennery, who are the principal stock
ao-ents of the district, to he’ correct that cattle, and particularly those from Queensland, cannot be crossed
on a punt even such as the one proposed; is of opinion that it may be desirable to reconsider the question
whether a bridge will not be required at an early date ; but, as the decision with respect to the bridge aud
its subsequent erection must take some time, is of opinion the construction of the punt should be
proceeded with—in the event of a bridge beiug built tbe punt can doubtless be utilised at some other point
on the river.
'
E. C. BOWYER SMIJTII, M.T.C.E.
Return of sheep and cattle crossed from New South Wales to Wodonga, Victoria, during 1890, and to the
end of September, 1891—
.
Cattle.
Sheep,
...
96,757
344,737
1890
.......................................
285,210
■
...
46,443
1891
.......................................
Total...............
Wodonga, Victoria, 10th December, 1891.

...

143,203
629,947
Supplied by the Sub-Collector of Customs,

The Mayor, Albury.
Sir,
Albury, 19 August, 1891.
At your request I have prepared a return of all the stock passed through the municipal and
other yards within the Borough of Albury, for sale, from the 1st day of August, 1889, to the 1st day of
August, 1891, and find the same to be as under:—Cattle, 15,960; sheep, 580,953 ; horses, 1,415 ;
pigs, 1,291.
Yours, &c.,
r
W. R. CONLETT,
Tiros. PI. GuiTriTFs, Mayor of Albury.
Collector.
.1. W. II. Raine, Council Clerk.
The following return was put in by G. A. Thompson, Esq., mauaging director, T. H. Mate & Co.
(Limited), Albury :—
‘
Memo, from Jolm Colbert, Secretary, Shire of Towong,—
Lear Sir,
28 October, 189L
In compliance with your request re stock in the Upper Murray, I herewith furnish you with
the desired information. I may state that the figures represent the districts bounded by Bethanga and
Talangatta; the Mitta Mitta River district is not included ;—Horses, 4,494 ; cattle, 22,774 ; sheep, 39,753 ;
pigs, 1,029.
Yours, &c.,
*
-------JOHN COLBERT.
RETUliJT
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Reiuen

of Freehold Laud, Stock grazed, and Annual Turnover on the Victorian side of the idurray,
above Talgarno.
'
Turnover.

Owner's Name.

Acres.

Cuttle,

Sheep.

| Horses

Pigs.
Cattle.

I

20

Tintaldra.
Mount Alfred.
Walwa.

50

100

22

£0
1

400

4

......3

2
f>

Jingollic.
tValwa.
Tintaldra.

3

14

1

15
42

100

Towong.
Walwa.
Bnrrowye.
Walwa.

2,400

12
20

000

30

12

OS

so

25

7

5

0

50

lo

12

22
40

300

1

UO

20

iioo

10

29

in

I
1

nt

1

720
580
040
950
700
705
1,700
737
320
320
ISO

960
1,400
320
040
40
.
410
500
548
709
350
|
700
343
C40
320
£60
345
500
56,051

Mount Alfred.
Guy’s Forest.
Walwa.

12
40
73
100
10
100
100
36
90
300
200
3
210
60
180
70
170

.

1

. .

18
t

...

Towong.
Tintaldra.

n

s

.......

11 ,

15 II

15

4

000
.......
.......

... (

nil
..

,

.......

4

>1

10

Cooyong.
Walwa.

j

Cndgewa.

"20 1

Walwa.
Burro wye.
Walwa.

"20

1

■ J

70

....
.......

50

|

20

...

30

110

50

Jingellie.
Walwa.
Guy’s Forest.

15

0

1
___

U

ii

3

15

Jingellie.
Tintaldra.

10

12

1

30
171
120
70
60
05
40

20 I

I

IS

90

"20

20

Towong.

30
50

Walwa.

45

Walwa Creek.
Tintaldra,

16

4

)>

100
6
15

|

324
1
450
(100
401

;

,
.

Walina.

00
15

Gt

400 |
00 [
7 I
30
40
49
13
160

w
t

(iOO

40

*2.5

to

|

Jingellie.

40

400
S95
370

Tintaldra.
Cudgfiwa.
Tintaldra.
Towong.
Tintaldra.
Walwa

700

30

.
.1

Residence,

| Horflcs.J Pigs.

Too

C
O

J. A, Bowden
J. Bowman
A. W. Beazeley
C. B. Beazeley
P Brennan
H. J. Brown
(t. Crowe
D. Copalau
J. A. Coyek
T. Coyak
< loysk Bros
F. O. Cudlewes
A. tV, Cudlewes
Capper and Claik
>1. C'Higlilan..............
C. Clyde .
T. Goughian
H. Couch lan
Lizzie Bunn
A. Dunn
H. Dobinson
H. T. Dobinson ...
'I'. Du Troag
J. Doran
W. B. Everard
P. Everard
W. B Everard, jiuir.
•las. Findlay............
tV. Bitnna
C. H. Hempel.........
■}. Hanna
B. Hanna
E. Hunt, junr.
Jos. Hanna
W. Hunt
G\ Heinpeustall
<!. A. Hempel ...
F. Hunt ............
Jos Hanna.........
E. Inglis .............
H. M. Junto . . .
0, Lebner ..........
H. M‘Coley........
J. C. VIam 1..........
Jas. M'Cully ....
\V. Murray..........
E. A. Murray ...
J. A. Maddison .
Annie Maddison
N. Morison ..........
Mary Onward......
J. Post.................
G-. A Post ..........
W. Post..............
\V. Piers ..........
Tims Pape ..........
F. Boss.................
W. Sheridan ....
T. Stevenson
Pat Shelley..........
J, M. Smith..........
J. D. Thorn burn..
Agnes Turner......
A. Turner ..........
Geo. Westcott
M. Whitehead ,,.
E. Whitehead ..
J. B. Whitehead
Chas. Wordsworth
A. V. Wilson......
J. Waddell..... .
J. L. Wilson .......
Hy. Jos. Frey ...

Sheep.

2,293

649

45

2,910

2,400

109

10

The above is true and correet.
JAMES ELLIOTT.
EDWARD JEFFCOTT.
tt. P. BROOME, Hon, Secretary,

Return

,623
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E.Ei'criiK' of Kreoliolfl Land, Stock grazed, and Annual Turnover, Talgarno.
Turnover,
Owner,

Acres.

Ellen Alexander ..................................
W. P. Broome......................................
A. Conness ..........................................
Jas. Considino................................... .
Thos. Coulston......................................
Wm, Coulston.....................................
John Drummond..................................
Robt. Drummond and Sons .............
Geo. Drummond ..................................

220
802
676
1,100
955
2,480
436
900
296
1,857
320

Cattle.

23
120
129
150
130
220
105
120
30
25
40
74
32
158
175
150
20
07
60
100
350
145
28
48
53
145
110
79
10

Sheep.

Horses.

120
21
4,457
1,200
300
ijfinn

R. W. Drummond ...................... . .
Jas. Elliott ........................................
M. Elwood............................................
J. Elwood............... ....... ...................
Adam Elliott ......................................
J. Goldsworthy .............................,,,,
Carl Gorte...........................................
0. Here.................................................
F. Ingelfinger ......................................
E. Jeffcott......... .................................
K. J. Lobban ......................................
A. Lobban.............................................
J. Mahnea............................................
Pat. Maher ..........................................
H. Morrison..........................................
J. Murphy .............. ...................... .
J. Park..................................................
Wm. Park.............................................
M. Park............................... .................
J. J. Park.............................................
Peter Petersen......................................
L. Richardson......................................
E. Smart ...... .....................................
J. Saunders ..........................................
W. Saunders..........................................
R. Williams..........................................
M. Walsh..............................................
Geo. Wilson..........................................
G. H. Waite......................................

230
1,113
610
925
120
320
210
640
2,300
1,060
' 40
320
£23
820
590
•
70S
475
234
1,113
490
290
200
200
320
40
420
442

150
100
37
30

45
45

5
20
20
100

500
5

Total..........................

24,495

3,373

8,534

140

20
40

16
IS

9

‘

Pigs.

7
4
IB
19
112
8
12
G
9
2G
10
5
2
18
9

2
40
2
20
2
3
5

16
4
15
3
8
45

7
11
9
16
7
2
10
2
12
14
12
1

2
2
12

Cattle. | Sheep.
15
100
80
80
80
92
60
60
15
120
80
65
10
130
163
93
10
35
7
50
85
30
10

Horses.

PiB*.

3

1,507
400
300

10
10

20
45

2D
i

12

4

50

2

4
10

2
2

3
25

1
2

2

2

30
30

6

6
0

8

35
80
7
4

20

2
8

8
14

o

0
27
5
2
7
7
8
12
9

8
15

7

15
30

459

214

1,756

3

3

700
3
i
2,953

142

66

The above ia tme and correct.
JAS. ELLIOTT, Talgarno.
----------W. P. BROOME, Hon. Secretary.
H. Gilliat, Esq., Examiner of Public Works Proposals,—
,
Hear Sir,
_
Talgarno West, 21 September, 1391,
I wish to state for your information that those names on the return with no turnover have only been in occu
pation of the land twelve months, so I think the above will fully account for their not having any turnover.
I have, &c.,
WM. P, BROOME,
---------------------Hon. Secretary.
Returit collected by Thos. Coulstock, Dry Lake, Wodonga, of Stock bought and sold annually by land

holders of Talgarno and Victorian, bank of Upper Murray.
Residence.

Name.

Angus Bell .................
Geo. Barclay ..............
Thos. Coulstock .........
Robt. Chambers.........
Wm. Collins and Sous
Fred. M. Chambers ...
G. and P. Dowling.....
Laurence Fraser.........
Jas. Grant and Sons .
Geo. Hcmpenstall, jun.
C. McGrath................. .
H, C. Rousseaw .........
Jas. Star .....................
Sutherland and Co.......
Bryan Tighe..................
E. Voss.........................
G. W. Walton ..........
J. H. Wetmore .........
H. J. Wetmoro .........

Bungil
JJ

................................

Talgarno ...........
Burrowye............
Bungil ................
)i

■ ............. ..

Burrowye Valley
Burrowye ..........
Bungil ................
Granya................
Bungil ................
Tholongalong ....
Bungil ................
Burrowye..........
Bungil ................

Cattle.
200
10
150
90
200
27
1,200
35
50
20
70
200
250
150
17
50
80
25
2,824

Sheep.

1,000
5,000
1,000
8,000
4,100

Horses,

,

10
5
20
20
9
9
40
4
10
7

600
200
2,000
4,000
500

' 9
30
5
10

500

2
12
3

26,900

205'

Collected hy—
THOS. COULSTON,
WM. P. BROOME, Secretary,
Noth,—There is a pomilation ol about &00 miners and others at Granya, who all have a few horses and cattle.

6/2—B

BRIDGIN&
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6
BRIDGING THE MURRAY.

{Sydney Daily Telegraph, 9 October, 1891.)
Albuhy, "Wednesday.—The proposal to erect a bridge over the Murray at Hawkesriew is being opposed
by the Wodonga Shire Council. The grounds of the opposition are that such structure would bo very
costly, and that with the bridge already at Wodonga, and another about to be built at Jingellic, it would
be quite unnecessary. It is also claimed that if a bridge were placed at Hawkesview a considerable
amount of traffic at present carried on the Victorian railways would be diverted to New South "Wales.
On the other hand, many residents of the Victorian side of the river and the Albury Borough Council
heartily approve of the erection of the bridge, and the latter body was the means lately ot inducing the
New South Wales Government to send an officer to report on the matter. There is some local jealousy
on the matter between the rival border towns. The Wodonga Shire Council has sent its protest to the
Victorian Minister for Public Works,

Sydney: Charles Potter* Government Printer.—1392.

[6d.l
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1691.
(second session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MULLAMUDDY CREEK BRIDGE, NEAR JVIGDGEE.
(CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING TENDERS FOR.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2 September, 1891.

HETUEN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 11th August, 1891, That there be laid upon the Table of
this House,—
“ Copies of all papers in connection with the last two tenderings for the
“Mullamuddy Creek Bridge, near Mud gee.”
{Mr, Jones.)

SCHEDULE.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
b.
/.

List of tenders received for erection of bridge over Mullamuddy Creek, on road Wallerawang to Mudeee
Commissioner for Roads recommending that fresh tenders be invited........................................... .........
..........
Telegram from R. Jones stating price at which he will build bridge, and that tender is posted...............................
Letter from the Under Secretary for Public Works to R. Jones re his tender...................................................
Letter fiom J. Haynes, M.P., to Minister for Works recpiesting that R. Jones’s tender be accepted
Letter from the Under Secretary for Public Works to J Haynes, M.P., in reply to above......................
Letter from G. ]J. Southwick to the Under Secretary for Public Works protesting against fresh tenders beine
invited, and asking that his tender lie further considered...................................... ....................
8. Letter from the Under Secretary for Public Works to G. B. Southwick iiirepiyToabove
9. List of fresh tenders received for erection of bridge, with recommendations thereon ...........................
................
10. Letter from the Under Secretory for Public Works to R. Jones informing him that his tender is accepted..........

No. 1.
List of Tenders.
"Wednesday, 26 ISToycmber, 1890.
LlST°f tenders received for erection of bridge over Mullamuddy Creek, on road WaUerawano to
■Numbcii of lenders received, one; estimated amount, £300 ; amount of lowest tender
£3/7 13s.; name of lowest tenderer, Mr, &. B. Southwick ; Vote, £400, Estimates 1SS9. Amount
available:—Balance on 1889 Bridge Vote of £1-00, £189 17s. Gd.; grant from Repair Bridges Vote

IN Ml Hi TUT v/tUi n rr rtr

Initi&ls of
Members present.

n

•Pa-m

f~-

4 L.-. I "D J_ Tirtwri

No.

w.L.v.

r

W.H.F.

(.

i

Km no.

Southwick, G. B................
See telegram enclosed from Mr. R. Jones, received late

■*

m

i-.

~

_ ,_ .

Amount of Tender.

£

s.

d.

O

^

Deposit.

£ s. d,

GOO

226 0 0

(cheque)

J. BAJRLIN&,
Vice-President of Tender Board.
Only one tender.' I recommend that fresh tenders be invited—J. A. APD. 28/11/90.
Commisaioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Hoads and Bridges.
’
'
26 L—
[S70 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £4 Is. Gd.]

No. 2.

826
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No. 2.
Minute by The Commissioner for Roads.
Recommended—E.I-L, 1/12/90,

Under Secretary. Do so, and return deposit,—J.B., 2/12/90.
Notice to Gazette.—8/12/90.
'I.'enders for 81st December, 1&90. Accountant to return deposit.—S/12/90,
Mr. Hickson.—D.C.M'L.,
pro U.S., B.C., 8/12/90.
Notice sent to newspaper and Mir. W. S. Wells.—13/12/90.
Resubmit
with tender.—P.H.F., 9/L2/90.

No. 3.
Telegram from R. Jones to The Tinder Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Mudgee, 28 November, 1890.
Tender

Will build Mullamuddy Creek Bridge, Mudgee Road, for two hundred and twenty-six pounds.

posted.
--------ROBT. JONES.
Intended possibly for the Under Secretary for Public Works.—G.E., B.C., 26/11/90.
Received
from Treasury 12AO p.m.—W.F.M., 26/11/90.
The Under Secretary for Public Works.—GLE., The
Treasury, B.O., 28/11/90.
Received 28/11/90.
Sec tender attached. No deposit. How does
the price compare ? Send the usual informal notice—D.C.M'L., 28/1.1/90.
Two tenders received.—
G-. B. Southwick, £377 13s.; R. Jones (same offer by wire), £226. Notice re informality sent
Mr. Jones. Mr. R. Jones, 1/12/90.
Roads.—D.C.M'L., pro U.S,, B.C., 1/12/90.

No. 4.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Mr. R. Jones.
Sir)

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 1 December, 1890.
With reference to Ihe tender submitted by you for bridge over Mullamuddy Creek, I am
directed to inform you that, in consequence of your neglect to forward a deposit, in accordance with the
Regulations of the Tender Board, the tender in question has been declared informal, and cannot, there
fore, be taken into consideration.
Eor your information I enclose a copy of the Regulations referred to.
I have, &c.,
•
,
■ J. BARLING,
------------------Under Secretary.

[Enclosure.^
TENDER BOAED REGULATIONS,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 8 August;, ]890.
HiS'ExceUoncy the Governor, with the advice of (tie Executive Council, has been pleased to ap])rove of the appointment of
the undermentioned oflicers to constitute a Board to open tenders, and the following Regulations under which the tenders
are to be received and dealt with.
BRUCE SMITH.
SlKMBrns of Tbitdkr Boaud,

'

President—The Secretary for Public Works.
Vice-President—The Under Secretary for Public Works.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Hirers.
The Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges and Sewerage.
Tire Engineer-in-Chief for Railways.
The Director of Military Works.
The Government Architect.
Secretary—Chief Clerk, Public Works Department.
1. The Tender Board shall meet every alternate Wednesday, at 11 o.m., unless otherwise arranged.
2. Three members of the Board shall form a quorum. The senior member present shall preside in the absence of Ihe
President or Vice-President.
8. In no case shall tenders be opened except in the presence of a quorum of the Board.
4. No tender shall bo received after 11 n.m. on the day named for the receipt of such tender, unless there are circum
stances which, in the opinion of tho members of the Board then silting, render it dcshnblc to do so.
6. Each member of the Board must attend personalty when called, but in the event of circumstances precluding his
attendance at any time the authority of the President must be obtained for another representative from the same Department
10 net in his place.
6. The tender-box skoll he secured with two locks, each lock to have wards diverse from the other, one key to be in the
possession of the Under Secretary, and the other in tliut of another member of the Board, who shall be selected bv the
President.
'
"
7. It ebalt bs the duty of the President, Vice-President, or the senior member present, as the case may be, as soon as
the tenders shall have been opened and the necessary particulars ascertained, to publicly announce the number of tenders
reedved for each work and the name of the lowest tenderer; but no tender shall be accepted until the head of (he Branch
under whose directions the work is to be carried out has reported upon the whole of the tenders received.
_ S- Tlie Secretary shall, os soon as practicable after the Board has adjourned, exhibit in a. conspicuous position in tho
Public Works Office a full statement of the tenders received, showing the work, the name of tho tenderer, and the amount of
each tender.
9. All envelopes containing tenders must be addressed to the President of the Board, and have legibly endorsed upon
Ibem the name of the work for which the tender is submitted.
*
10 Every tender must, as a guarantee of good faith, be accompanied by a preliminary deposit, calculated according to
the following scale, viz.: —
■
For amounts up to iCiiOO inclusive ...................................................................... £5 0 0
For amounts exceeding £500 and not exceeding £i,000 .................................. £10 O 0
For all sums over £1,000, one per cent, on the amount, of lender up to a maximum deposit of £500. Such deposit to he in
the form of a cheque in favour of the President of the Beard, endorsed by the Manager of the Bunk upon which it is drawn,
or a bank draft.
‘
11.

11. AH deposits, with the exception of tbatof the successful tenderer, shall be relumed by the Secretary to the person
entitled thereto, as soon as possible after the Board eliatl have adjourned, and the deposit made by the successful tenderer
shall bo returned to. him on his executing the bond for the fnlliimcnt of the contract. When the contract is for a less sum
than £200 tho deposit with tender shall not be returnable until the service is satisfactorily completed.
12. Any tender which may be received without such preliminary deposit shall, unless otherwise directed by the Board,
be deemed to be informal, and rejected accordingly.
13. In the event of any tenderer failing to take up bis tender, complete the bond,and proceed with the contract, within
(he time specified, or withdrawing Ms tender after it shall have been opened, whether such tender shall have been accepted or
not, all moneys deposited by him on account thereof, or in connection therewith, shall be forfeited to the Crowu, and in such
case be paid to the credit of the Consolidated Eevenue of (be Colony.
'
14. Whenever a tenderer shall fail to proceed with a contract as aforesaid, fresh tenders sliol] be invited at short notice
for the work, unless, in the opinion of the President, there arc cimnnslancos which make it desirable for another tender in the
same series to be accepted ; but the tenderer by whose default such a course has been rendered necessary shall bo excluded
from the competition, and from any competition for other works, at the pleasure of the President.
”
15. In the event of any contract being tendered fur sit a schedule of rates, the approximate quantities as given of each
item must he worked out and a total sum shown.
_
In submitting a tender the full Christian name of the tenderer must he given, or when the ofier is in tho name of a
firm the names in full of each member. When bondsmen are required, the names in full, occupations, and addresses must he
staled in the tender. Ihe omission of this information will render the tender liable to be declared informal.
17. The Board shall not bo bound to accept the lowest or any tender.
18. The Board-room shall be open for the admission of the public while the tenders arc being opened and declared.

No. 5.
J. Haynes, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.

Dear Sir,
^
X am desired by Mr. Bobt, .Tones, of Mudgee, to request that his tender in this matter be
accepted. He is considerably under the other tenderer. He sent bis tender by wire, as he had often
done before, being absent at the time, and forwarded tender next post. The fact of his not sending the
deposit, £5, is insufficient, as this man is known fo yonr Department to be one of your best contractors—
always reliable. I am informed that in tho Mudgee district tenders for a larger amount arc received
with no deposit, Mr. Jones contends he should have been allowed, under the circumstances, to amend his
fender. Besides, the Gazette notice has no reference to deposit. Mr. Jones has always done bis work
for your Department well, and be thinks he lias a claim for just if not generous consideration.
Yours, &c.,
_
--------_
JOHN HAYNES.
Inform tender was received too late and without deposit, and fresh tenders have been, invited.—
J.B., 5/12/S10.
J. Haynes, M.B., 5/12190.

No. 6.
The Tinder Secretary for Public Works to J. Haynes, Esq., M.P.
S’r!

.
5 December.
With reference to your memorandum upon the subject of the teuder submitted by Mr. E.
Jones for the erection of a bridge over Mullamuddy Creek, I am directed to inform you that the offer
arrived late, and was unaccompanied by a deposit. Under the circumstances the tender could not bo
accepted, and it has been decided to invite fresh tenders for the work,
I have, &e.,
J. B Alt LING.
________________________________
Under Secretary.

No. 7.
Mr. G. B. Southwick to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
S'L

_
MO, Brougham-street, Darlinghurst, 5/L2/90.
Some six months ago I tendered for the erection of a bridge over Mullamuddy Creek, at
Mudgee, but a Mr. Jones obtained the contract; it appears, however, he failed to carry out the work.
Tenders were again called for 26th ultimo, and I then tendered for the work at £377 13s., which
has appeared in the Builders’ and Contractors' Akers, as well as the Mudgee papers, as the accepted tender
for the work.
Lpon calling at the office to-day to inquire why I had received no official notice of the acceptance
of my tender, I was informed fresh tenders were to be called for the work.
,
1 respectfully protest against the calling for fresh tenders in this case. My tender is below tbe
estimated cost of tbe work, and the fact of my tender having been advertised as accepted, and tbe price
made publje, it is scarcely fair to mo : and further, having done the major part of the principal works in the
Mudgee district, I believe, to the satisfaction of the officers of the Department, I would venture to ask
that you will give my tender further consideration.
1 have. &c.,
GEO. B. SOUTHWICK.
Mr. Hickson for report.—D.C.M'L. (pro U.S.), B.C., 5T2B0.
Papers.—lY.S., 5/12/90.
00-10,662, P. papers with Mr. Macdonald.—P.H.F., 10/12/90.
' 1
.1 ones s tender was accepted for erection of iron-decked culvert; however, it was subsequently
decided to cancel this contract and invite tenders for timber bridge. Southwick’s was the only tender
received, and being £77 13s. above estimate, fresh tenders have been invited for 31st December,—P.A.
for Engineer for Bridges, 15/12/90.
’
Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Eoads and Bridges. Writer might be informed that fresh
tenders will be received 31st December. Under Secretary.—E.R.P.H., 10/12/90.
Inform, but do not
give the figures quoted.
J. Haynes, Esq., M.P., informed, 5/12/90.
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No. 8.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Mr. Gr. B. Southwick.
hnT XS90
"With reference to onr letter of the 5th instant, on the subject of yonr tender for the erection
of n, bridge over Mullamuddy Creek, at Mudgee, I am directed by the Secretary for Public Works to
inform you that as your offer, which was tho only one received, was considered too high, it was decided to
invite fresh tenders for the work, and these will be received up till 31st instant.
I have, &c.,
J. BARLING,
________ _____________ _
(Per D-C.MX.)
SlTj

No. 9.
List of Presh Tenders.
T
j. j, ,
,
.
■
Wednesday, 31 December, 1890.
.List ot tresli tenders received for erection of bridge over Mullamuddy Creek, on road Wallcrawang
to Mudgee:—Number of tenders received, seven; estimated amount. ,£300; amount of lowest
tender, £283 8s. Gd.; name of lowest tenderer, Mr. Itobt. Jones; Tote,'£400, Estimates 1889.
Initials of Members
present.

ivJl.
H.D.
L

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Name.

G-norpe Donald..........
...
John Comvns .............................
..
Trank Morgan............................
Gr. 13. Southwick..........................................
George T. Harvev ...........
J. VV. Page ...................................
Kobt. Jones......................

Amount of Tender.
£

s.

a.

354
375
325
325
353
332
283

16
G
0
13
9
3
8

0
8
0
8
8
10
6

Deposit,
£

b.

10
10
5
5
5
5
5

O
O
0
0
0
0
0

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Nature of Deposit.

Cheque.

t)

J. BARLING,
-------->'ice-President of Tender Board.
I recommend the acceptance of Mr. R. Jones’s tender, £283 Ss. Gd.—J.A.M'D., 31/12/90.
Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges. I recommend the acceptance of Mr. Robt
Jones’s tender, £283 8s. Gd. Under Secretary.—R.H., 31/12/90.
Submitted.—J.B., 31/12/90*.
App.—B.S., 31/12/90.
Accept.—J.B., 31/12/90. (Letter sent Mr. Jones, 31/12/90.)
Mr.
Macdonald; then Mr. Manning. Noted.—P.H F., per W.S.
J.A.M'D,, 7/1/91. Chief Clerk,
Copy of tender herein sent to Mr. Nardin, 4/2/91, Copy of tender herein sent to Mr. L. A.
Tyrell, 4/2/91. File, 4 2/91; 91-5,802. Plan, specification, and tender sent to Mr. Nardin for prepara
tion of bond, 9/1/90. Wire sent Mr. Tyrell re acceptance of tender, 9/1/90. Bond signed, 24/1/90.
Mr. Robt. Jones, Auditor-General, 31/12/90.

No. 10.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Mr. Pl. Jones.
StL

_
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 31 December, 1890.
I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Public Works, to inform you that your
tender, dated the
, is accepted for erection of bridge over Mullamuddy Creek, on road
Wallerawang to Mudgee, for the sum of d£283 8s. Gd,; the work to be carried out in strict accordance
with tho plans and specification, and to he completed within three months.
I have to refer you to the Commissioner for Roads for further information, and to request that
you will call upon the Oificer-in-Charge of Bonds and Contracts at this office, for the purpose of signing
the necessary bond for the due observance of your contract.
I am, &c.,
J. BARLING,
Under Secretary.
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{{RESUMPTION OP LAND IN CONNECTION WITH THE CONSTRUCTION OF A BRIDGE OVER VALH
CREEK, PERTH, PARISH OF GRANTHAM, COUNTY OF BATHURST.)

Jlrmnfeb i<r

pursuant icr JUi 5119ic. |Lx. 37.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE “ PU BLIO W ORKS AC T OF 1888,” 51 VICTORIA
No. 37.
New South Wales, I Proclamation by His Excellency Tho

to wit.

(Right

Honourable Victor Albert
George, Earl of Jersey, a Member

(L.S.)

•Jersey,
Governor,

of Her Majesty’s Most Honourable
Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross
of the Most Distinguished Order of
Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of Now South Wales and
its Dependencies.

Whereas the Minister for Public Works of the said Colony
is desirous of acquiring the land described in the Schedule
at the foot hereof for the purpose of a certain Public Woik,
that is to say, a bridge over Vale Creek, at Perth, in the
said Colony: And whereas it is estimated that the cost of
completing snob work will not exceed the sum of twenty
thousand poundsAnd whereas the land described in the
said Schedule is, in my opinion, required for carrying out
tho said work: Now, therefore, I, Viotob Albert George,
Earl of Jersey, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, in pursuance of the “ Public Works Act
of 1886,” do hereby direct that tho said work shall be carried
out under tbe ''Public Works Act of 1888,” by the Minister
for Public Works aforesaid, who, in respect of tbe said work,
shall be deemed to be the Constructing Authority} and in
further pursuance of the said Act, I do hereby direct that the
land described in the Schedule hereto shall be acquired and
taken for the purpose aforesaid under the *' Lands for Public
Purposes Acquisition Act” : And I do declare by this notifi
cation, to be published in the Goyemment Gazette and in one
or more newspapers published or circulated in the Police
District wherein is situated the said land, that the said land
described in tbe said Schedule has been resumed for the public
purpose hereinbefore expressed, that is to say, the construction
of a bridge over Vale Creek, at Perth, in the said Colony, to
the intent that npon the publication of this notification in the
Gazette, the said land described in tbe said Schedule hereto
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shall forthwith be vested in the said Constructing Authority on
behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes of the said Public
Works Act of 1888, for an estate in fee simple in possession,
freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations, estates,
interests, contracts, charges, rates, right-of-way, or other ease
ments whatsoever, and to tho intent that the legal estate
therein, together with all powers incident thereto or conferred
by that Act, shall be vested in such authority as a trustee :
And I do declare that the following is the Schedule of land
hereinbefore referred to :—
All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Grantham, county of Bathurst, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of a grant of 2,560 acres to R. Wardell:
Commencing on the north-eastern boundary of a fenced road in
approach to Perth Railway Station at a point bearing south
48 degrees 25) minutes west, and distant 35 chains 74) links
from the north-eastern corner of the aforesaid grant; and
bounded thence on the south-west by a line bearing south
34 degrees 68 minutes east 58 feet 8 inches j on the north-west
by a fine bearing south 22 degrees 32 minutes west 9 feet to
the left bank of the Vale Creek j on the south-east by that
bank downwards, being a line bearing north 47 degrees 87
minutes east 17 feet; and on the north-east by other part of
the said grant by a line bearing north 43 degrees 33 minutes
west 62 feet and ) an inch, to tho point of commencement,
be the said several dimensions a little more or less,—containing
1 perch and ^ of a perch, and said to be in the possession and
occupation of — Edwards.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this seventh
day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-one, and in the fifty-fifth
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency's Command,
BRUCH SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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gi.yjajo™ the hunier

^ceecntei to ^p;ulta«tfnt, pnrounnt to ^Ut 51 Uic, 4J0, 37.

NOTIFICATION OF BE8UMPTION OF LAND UNDEE
THE “PUBLIC WOBKS ACT OF 1888,’' 61 VICTORIA
No, 37.
New Sooth Wales, \ Proclamation by His Excellency The
to wit.
j Eight Honourable Victor. Albeut
Gkoroe, Eakl of Jerrjjy, a Member
of Her Majesty's Most Honourable
(LS.)
Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross
of the Most Distinguished Order of
JirSev,
Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor. Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of New South Wales and
its Dependencies.
Wheeeas

the Minister for Public Worts of Ihe said
Colony is desirous of acquiring the laud described in the
Schedule ot the foot hereof, for the purpose of a certain
Public Wort, that is to say, a Bridge over the Hunter River
at Aberdeen, in the laid Colony, and the approaches thereto :
And whereas it is estimated that the cost of completing such
wort will not exceed the sum of twenty thousand pounds: Aud
whereas the land described in the said Schedule is in my opinion
required for carrying out the said wort: Now, therefore, I,
Viotob Albert Geoeoe, East, of Jebskt, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of tho Executive Council, in pur
suance of the “Public Works Act of 1888,'’ do hereby direct
that the said wort shall be carried out under the “Public
Worts Act of 1888,” by the Minister for Public Worts afore
said, who, in respect of the said wort, shall be deemed to be
thp Constructing Authority : And in further pursuance of the
said Act, I do hereby direct that the hind described in the
Schedule hereto shall bo acquired and taken for the purpose
aforesaid, under the “ Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition
Act, ’ and I do declare by this notification, to be published in
the Government Gazette, and in one or more newspapers pub
lished or circulated in tho Police District wherein the said land
is situated, that the said land described in the said Schedule
has been resumed for the public purpose hereinbefore expressed,
that is to say, the construction of a bridge over the Hunter
River at Aberdeen, in (he said Colony, and approaches thereto,
to the intent that upon the publication of this notification
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in the Gazette, the said land described in the said Schedule
hereto shall forthwith be vested in the said Constructing
Authority, on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes of tho
said Public Works Act of 1888, for an estate in fee simple in
possession, freed and discharged from alt trusts, obligations,
estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or
other easements whatsoever ; and to the intent that tho legal
estate therein, together with all powers incident thereto or
conferred by that Ac1, shall be vested in such Authority as
a trustee : And I declare that the following is the Schedule
of land hereinbefore referred to;—

Schedule.
AU that piece or parcel of land situate in tho parish of
Russell, county of Durham, and Colony of New South Wales,
being part of allotment 1 of section I of the Segenhoe Estate :
Commencing on the north-eastern boundary of the Main North
Road at a point bearing north 63 degrees 30 minutes west and
distant 4 chains 47-j®, lints from the southernmost career of
allotment 1 aforefaid ; and bounded thence on the south-west
by the aforesaid boundary of road bearing north 53 degrees 30
minutes west 3 chains 7i links to tbe western boundary of the
aforesaid allotment; on the west by that boundary, being lines
bearing north 8 degrees 30 minutes west 2 chains 80 lints and
north 2 degrees 7 minutes east 1 chain 80-^ links; and on the
north-east by other part of the said allotment by a line bearing
south 23 degrees 40 minutes east 6 chains 9!)£ lints, to the
point of commencement,—bo the said several dimensions a
little more or less, containing 2 roods 12 perches or thereabout,
and said to be in tbe possession and occupation of Thomas
Cook.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to he hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twenlyeoventh day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, and in the
fifty-fifth year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
*
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by the said last-mentioned Act, shall bo vested in such Construct
ing Authority as a trustee ; and I declare that the following i
(he Schedule of the lands hereinbefore referred to:—

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE “ PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1S8S,” 51 VICTORIA

No. 37.
New South Wale.h,
to wit.

Schedule .
Proclamation Ijy His Excellency The
Right

Honourable Vjctoji Albert

Gkokgi-:, Earl

of

Jersey, a Member

of Her Majesty's Most Honourable
Pricy Council, Knight Grand Cross

(L.S.)
Jersey,

Governor.

of the Most Distinguished Order of
Saint

Michael

and

Saint

George,

Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of New South Wales and
its Dependencies.

Whbbeab I, Viotob Albert George, Karl of Jbrsbt,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, have directed that certain public worlt—that is
to say, a Bridge over George’s River at Liverpool, in the said
Colony, and the approaches thereto, for which public funds
are lawfully available, the estimated cost of ■which does not
exceed twenty thousand pounds, shell be carried out under the
provisions of the " Public Worts Act of 1888,” ns an authorised
work by the Minister for Public Worts as Constructing
Authority; and that the lauds described in the Schedule hereto,
which are in 'my opinion required for carrying out the said work,
shall be acquired by taking the same under tbe Lands for Public
Purposes Acquisition Act, as adopted by the Public Worts Act
of 1888 -. Now therefore, I, the said Governor, with tho adviqe
aforesaid,in pursuance of the " Public Worts Act of 1888,” do
declare by this notification, to he published in the Government
Gazette and in one or more newspapers published or circulating
in the Police District, wherein the said lands are situated, that
the Crown Land comprised within the descriptions set forth in
tho Schedule hereto has been appropriated, aud the private
property within such descriptions has been resumed, for tho
public purpose aforesaid, to the intent that upon the publica
tion of this notification in the Gazette the said lands described
in the said schedule hereto shall forthwith be vested in the said
Constructing Authority os a corporation sole on behalf of Her
Majesty for the purposes of tho said Public Works Act of
1888 for an es'ato in fee simple in possession, freed and
discharged from all trusts, obligations, estates, interests,
contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other easements
whatsoever j and to the further intent that the legal estate
therein, together with all powers incident thereto, or conferred

[3d.]
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All that piece or parcel of land situate in tho parish of
St. Luke, county of Cumberland and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of lot one section one of the original
Drummond Estate : Commencing on the south boundary of
Scott-street at a point bearing north 87 degrees 18 minutes east
anddistant 226 feet from the intersection of that boundary of that
street with the eastern boundary of Speed-street; and bounded
thence on part of the west by a line bearing south 2 degrees 55
minutes west 22 feet 10 inches; thence on the remainder of the
west by n line bearing south 21 degrees 5 minutes west 23 feet 1
inch to the rail way boundary fence ; thence on the east by that
fence hearing north 26 degrees 3 minutes east 60 feet to the
south boundary of Scott-street aforesaid ; thence on tho north
by that boundary bearing south 87 degrees 18 minutes west 12
feet 6 inches, to the point of commencement, bo the said
several dimensions a little more or leas,—containing -L70- of a
perch or thereabouts, and said to bo in the possession of A,
Marsden,
All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
St. lute, county of Cumberland and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of the original Drummond Estate : Com
mencing at a point on the northern boundary of the Drummond
Estate distant westerly about 217 feet from tbe north-east
comer of that estate; and bounded thence on the north by the
northern boundary of the Drummond Estate aforesaid bearing
north 8!) degrees J5 minutes west 85 feet 21 inches to the
eastern boundary of the railway property; thence on the west
by that boundary bearing south 20 degrees 51 minutes west 520
feet ; thence on the south by a line bearing south 69 degrees
9 minutes east 80 feet; thence on the east by a lino bearing
north 20 degrees 61 minutes east 549 feet 3 inches, to the point
of commencement, be the said several dimensions a little more
or less,—containing 3 roods 37 perches or thereabouts, and
said to be in the possession of Louis Haigh.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this fifth day
of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-one, and in the fifty-fifth
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
Ey His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

.
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IRismtci txr parliament, pursuant to JUt 51 'Pie, |lo. 37.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE “PUBLIC WOBKS ACT OF 1888,” 51 VICTORIA
No. 37.
New South Wales I Proclamation by His Excellency The
to wit.
J Right Honourable Yictop. Albert
.
George, Earl ok Jersey, a Member
of Her Majesty's Most Honourable
,■
(l.s. J
Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross
"
of the Most Distinguished Order of
Jersey,
Saint Michael ana Saint George,
Oovernor. Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of New South Wales and
its Dependencies.

casements whatsoever; and to the further intent that the lega
estate therein, together with all powers incident thereto, or
conferred by the said last-mentioned Ant, shall be ve tod in
such Constructing Authority as a trustee; end I declare that
the following is the Schedule of the land hereinbefore referred
to:—

SCHKiffllE.

All that piece or parcel of land eituato in tbe parish of
Wollongong, county of Camden, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of George Tate’s 500 acres : Commencing on
the left bank of Allen's Crock at. a point bearing north 1 degree
18 minutes east and distant 20 chuins 14 links from the junction
of the northern boundary of the Five Islands Road with the
Wuebeas I, Victor Alubut George, Eart, or Jersey,
western boundary of a reserved road I-chsin wide leading from
tho Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Eiecutive
tho first-mentioned road to Allen’s Creek aforesaid; and
Council, have directed that certain public work, that is to s»y,
hounded thence on the west by lines bearing north 1 degree 18
a Bridge over Allen’s Creek, near Wollongong, in the said
minutes oast 2 chains 3 links, north 6 degress 27 minutes west
Colony, and tho approaches thereto, for which public funds are
3 chains 74 links, north 1 degree 1 minute east 13 chains 77
lawfully available, the estimated cost of which does not exceed
links, north 1 degree 53 minutes east 0 chains 17 links, and
twentv thousand pounds, shall he carried out under the
north 2 degrees 7 minutes east 11 chains 13J links; on the
provisions of the “ Public Works Act of 1SS8,” as an authorised
north by the southern termination of a reserved road 1-chain
work by tho Minister for Public Works as Constructing
wide leading to Wollongong, being a fenced line bearing south
Authority, and that the land described in the Schedule hereto,
87 degrees 24 minutes east 1 chain; on the east by lines bearing
which is in my opinion required for carrying out the said work,
south 2 degrees 7 minutes west 11 chains 13i Jinks, south 1
shall be acquired by taking the same under the Lands for
degree 63 minutes west i) chains 17 links, south 1 degree 1
Public Purposes Acquisition Act, as adopted b3r the Public
minute west 13 chains 71 links, south 6 degrees 27 minutes east
Works Act of 1888: Now therefore, I, the said Governor, with
3 chains G2 links, and south 1 degree 18 minutes west 2 chains
the advice aforesaid,in pursuance of the “ Public Works Act of
3 links lo the left bank of Allen’s Creek ; and on tho south by
188S,” do declare by this notification, to be published in the i
that bank upwards about 1 chain, to the point of commence
Government Gazotlc and in one or more newspapers published
ment,—containing 3 acres 3 roods aud 36 perches, and said to
or circulating in the Police District, wherein the said land is
be in the possession of H. Waldron.
situated, that the Crown Land comprised within the description
In witness whereof I have hereunto sot my Hand, and
set forth in the Schedule hereto has been appropriated, ana the
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to he hereto
private property within such description has been resumed, for
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twentieth
the public purpose aforesaid, to the intent that upon the
day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
publication of this notification in tho Gazette, the said land
eight hundred and ninety-one, and in the fifty-fifth
described in the said Schedule hereto shall forthwith he vested
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
in the said Constructing Authority as a corporation solo on
behalf of Her Majesty for the purposes of the said Public
By His Excellency's Command,
Works Act of 1888 for an estate in fee simple in possession,
J. H. YOUNG.
freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations, estates,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
.
interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other
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ipmmtcli ta ^arlinment, pursuant tv JUt 51 'Bir, £lo, 37.

NOTIFICATION Off RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE “ PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888" 51 VICTORIA
No. 37.
New South IVales, ) Proclamntion by His Excellency The
to irit.
j Right Honourable Victor Albert
George, Earl or Jersey, a Member
of Her Majesty’s Most Honourable
(l.s.)
Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross
of the Most Distinguished Order of
Jersey,
Saint Michael and Saint George,
Cwiernor. Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of New South Wales and
its Dependencies,
Whereas I, Victor Albert George, Eart,

ot

Jersey,

the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, have directed that a certain public work, that is to
say, a Bridge over Bowra River nt Bowrs, in tbe said Colony,
and the Approaches thereto, for which publin funds are lawfully
available, the estimated coat of which does not exceed twenty
thousand pounds, shall be carried out under the provisions of
the “ Public Works Act of 1888,” as an authorised work by the
Minister for Public Works as Constructing Autliority; and that
the lands described in the Schedule hereto, which are in my
opinion required for carrying out the raid work, shall be
acquired by taking the same under the “ Lands for Public Pur
poses Acquisition Act," as adopted by the “ Public Works Act
of 1888”: Now, therefore, I, the said Governor, with the advice
aforesaid, in pursuance of the " Public Works Act of 1888,” do
declare by this notification, to be published in tb e Government
Gazette, and in one or more newspapers published or circulated
in the Police District wherein the said lands ave situated, that
the Crown Land comprised within tbe descriptions set forth in
the Schedule hereto has been appropriated, and the private
property within such descriptions has been resumed, for tho
public purpose aforesaid, to the intent that upon the publication
of thia notification in the Gazette, the said lands described in
tbe said Schedule hereto shall forthwith bo vested in tho said
Constructing Auttiority, as a corporation sole on behalf of Her
Majesty,forthe purposes of tho said “Public Works Actof 1888,”
for on estate in fee simple in possession, freed and.diBehargcd
from all trusts, obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges,
rates, rights-of-way, or other easementa whatsoever; and to
the further intent that the legal estate therein, together with
all powers incident thereto or conferred by tbe said lastmentioned Act, shall bo vested in such Contructing Authority
as a Trustee; and I declare that the following is the Schedule
of the lands hereinbefore referred to:—
Schedule.

1st. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the village and
parish of Bowra, county of Raleigh, and Colony of New South

Wiles, hving part of allotment 1, section 1: Commencing on
the east boundary of Cook-street, at a point bearing north and
distant 3 chains 56 links from its junction with the north
boundory of Martin-street; and hounded thence on the south
east by lines bearing respectively north 67 degrees 4 minutes
east 1 chain 37 links, north 50 degrees 2 minutes east 1 chain
90 links, and north 32 degrees 34 minutes eastl chain CO links,
ti the right bank of Bowra River; on the north-cast by that
bank upwards 1 chain; thence by lines parallel to and
rectangularly distant 1 chain from the three lines firstly
described bearing south 32 degrees 34 minutes west I chain
40 linkr, south 50 degrees 2 minutes west 1 chain 61 links, and
south 67 degrees 4 minutes west. 80 links to the aforesaid east
boundary of Cook-street; thence by that boundary bearing
south 1 clisin 8k links, to the point of commencement, be the
said several dimensions a little more or lees,—containing 1 rood
twenty-nine perches and one-quarter of a perch or thereabouts,
and said to be in the possession and occupation of William
Sullivan.
2nd. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Missabotti, county of Raleigh, and Colony of New South
Wales, being part of portion 7; Common eing on tbe left bank of
the Bowra River, ata point bearing north 28 degrees 45 minutes
east, and distant 8 chains 56 links from the junction of the east
boundary of Cook-street with the north boundary of Martinstreet ; and hounded thence on the south-east by lines bearing
north 32 degrees 34 minutes east 3 chains 14 links and north
43 degrees 43 minutes east 3 chains 28 links ; thence by a
fenced line bearing north-westerly 1 chain Slinks; thence by
lines parallel to and rectangularly distant 1 chain from the two
lines firstly described bearing south 43 degrees 43 minutes west
2 chains 93 links and south 32 degrees 34 minutes west 3 chains
28 links to tbe aforesaid left bank of the Bowra River; thence
by that bank downward, to the point of commencement, bo the
said several dimensions a little more or less,—containing 2
roods 21 perches or thereabouts, and said to bo in the possession
and occupation of William F. Sullivan.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this third day
of December, in tho year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-one, and in the fifty-fifth
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1889,” SI VICTORIA
No. 37.

shall be vested in such Constructing Autliority as a Trustee;
and I declare that the following is the Schedule of tbe lauds
hereinbefore referred to :—

Nbw South Wai-Eij, J Proclamntion liy Hia Excellency The
to wit.
( Riglit Hnnonrable Viutok Albert
OwoitfiE, Earl ojt Jersey, ;i Member

Schedule.

1. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Ulmurra, county of Clarence, and Colony of New South Wales,
of Her Majesty's Most Honourable
being part of portion 187 of 42 acres; Commencing at tho
(L.s.)
Privy Council. Kniglit Grand Cross
junction of the left bank of the Coldstream River with the
of tho Most Distitiguislied Order of
northern boundary of a road 1 chain wide leading from Grafton
Jersey,
Saint Michael and Saint George,
to Maclean ; and bounded thence on the south by the northern
Governor, Governor aud Commander-in-Chief of
boundary of that road bearing north 81 degrees 16 minutes
the Colony of New South Wales and
west 10 links and north 82 degrees 11 minutes wcet 678 links ;
its Dependencies,
thence on the north by a line bearing south 88 degrees east 695
links to the left bank of the Coldstream River; thence on the
Whereas I, Victor Albert Groeoe, Eael op Jersey,
east by that bank upwards about 72 links, to the point of
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
commencement.,—be the said several dimensions a little more or
Council, have directed that certain public work, that is to say,
less, containing 1 rood or thereabouts, and said to be in the
a Bridge over Coldstream River, near Brushgrove, in the said possession of Hugh Connor.
Colony, and tho approaches thereto, for which public funds are
2. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the pariah of
lawfully available, the estimated cost of which does not exceed
Tyndale, county of Clarence, and Colony of New South Wales,
twenty thousand pounds, shall be carried out under the
being part of IV. Johnson’s original 650 acres; Commencing
provisions of tho'‘Publie Works Act of 1898," as an authorised
on the right bank of tbe Coldstream River where the northern
work by the Minister for Public Works as Constructing
boundary of the road from Ulmarra to Maclean meets that
Authority, and that tho lands described in the Schedule
river; and bounded thence on part of the south by the northern
hereto, which are in my opinion required for carrying out the
boundary of that road bearing south 81 degrees 15 minutes east
said work, shall be acquired by taking the ssme under the
25 links; thence on tho remainder of the south by the northern
“Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” as adopted by
the “ Public Works Act of 1388
Now, therefore, I, the said boundary of tho aforesaid road bearing south 85 degrees 53
Governor, with the advice aforesaid, in pursuance of the | minutes east 235 links ; thence on the south-east by the north
western boundary of that road bearing north 75 degrees 45
“Public Works Aot of 1888,” do declare by this notification, to 1
be published in the Government Gazette and in one or more minutes east 165'8 links; thence on the north by a line bearing
north 82 degrees 37 minutes west 418 links to the right bonk of
newspapers published or circulated in the Police District
the Coldstream River; thence on the west by that river upwards
wherein the said lands are situated, that the Crown Land
comprised within the descriptions set forth in the Schedule about 73 links, to the point of commencement,—be the said
hereto has been appropriated, and the private property within several dimensions a little more or less, containing 36 perches
or thereabouts, and said to be in the possession of Kenneth
such descriptions has been resumed, for the public purpose
Gillie.
aforesaid, to the intent that upon the publication of this
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and
notification in the Gazette, tbe said lands described in the said
caused tho Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
Schedule hereto shall lorth with be vested in the said Constructing
atfixed, at Government Home, Sydney, this third day
Authority as a corporation sole on behalf of Her Majesty, for
of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand
the purposes of tho said “Public Works Act of 1898,” for an
eight hundred and ninety-one, and in the fifty-fifth
estate in fee simple in possession, freed and discharged from all
year of Her Majesty's Reign.
trusts, obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates,
By His Excellency’s Command,
rights-of-way, or other casements whatsoever; and to thofurther
’
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.
intent that the legal estate therein, together with all powers
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
incident thereto or conferred by the said lost-mentioned Act,
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FEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888.
(RESUMPTION OE LAND FOR AND IN CONNECTION 'WITH A BRIDGE OVER THE MURRAY RIVER AT
JINGELLIC, PARISH OF JINGELLIC EAST, COUNTY OF SliLWYN.)

-PusmicJ iff JJadmmmt, pursuant iff Jlci 51 lie.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
THE " PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888,” 51YICTOR1A
No. 37.

Reiv South Wales, I Proc’amation by His Exoollonoy The

to wit.

/Right Honourable Yictop. Alihhtc
Georoe, Eakl ov Jerhi'y, a Mem tier
of Her Majesty's Most Hosiourable
(l.s.)
Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross
of the Most Distinguished Order of
Jebset,
Saint Michael and Saint George.
Governor. Governor aud Commandei-m-Cluef of
tho Colony of New South Wales and
its Dependencies.
Whbbbas I, Viotob Album Geoeoe, Eaklot Jeusbt, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
have directed that certain Public Work, that is to soy, a
Bridge over the Murray River at Jingellic, in the said Colony,
and the approaches thereto, for which public funds me law
fully available, the estimated cost of which does not exceed
twenty thousand pounds, shall bo carried out under the pro
visions of the 11 Public Worts Act of 1888,” as an authorised
work by the Minister for Public Woiks us Constructing
Authority; and that the land described in theSclicdulehereto,
which is in any opinion required for carrying out the said wort,
shall be acquired by taking the same under the “ Lands for
Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” as adopted by the “ Public
Works Act, of 1888”; Now, therefore, 1, the said Governor,
with the advice aforesaid, in pursuance of of the ‘-Public
Works Act of 1888,” do declare by this notification, to be pub
lished in the Government Gazette, and in one or more news
papers published or circulated in the Police District wherein
the said land is situated, that the Crown Land comprised
within the description set forth in the Schedule hereto has been
appropriated, and the private property within such description
has been resumed, for the public purpose aforesaid, to the intent
that upon the publication of this notification in the Gazette,
the said land described in tho said Schedule hereto shall forth
with be vested in the said Constructing Authority as a corpora

[3d.
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tion sole on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes of the said
“Public Works Actof 1S8S,” for an estate in fee simple in
possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations,
estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or
other eofements whatsoever ; and to the further intent that the
legal estate therein, together with all powers incident thereto
or conferred by tbe said lust-mentioned Act, shall he vested
in such Constructing Authority as a Trustee: And I declare
that the following is the Schedule of the land hereinbefore
referred to;—
Schedule.
All thst piece or parcel of land situate in (he parish of
Jingellic East, county of Selwyn. being part of R. S. Gabbett's
portion No. 12 of 110 acres :, Commencing at tho north-east
corner bearing south 70 degrees 2 minutes east 91 8 links from
a point bearing north 59 degrees 58 minutes east 987 lints from
the south-East corner of Jingellic school site; and bounded
thence on the north by a fenced line on tbe south boundary of
tlie road from Jingellic to Walaregang bearing south 79 degrees
3-1. minutes west 154'4 links ; thence on ihe west, by a lino bear
ing south 24 degrees 17 minutes east 263‘6 links to the right,
bank of the Murray River ; thence on the south by the right
hank of that river upwards about 150 links; thence bounded
on the east by a line hearing north 24 degrees 17 minutes west
2£C‘6 links, to the point of commencement,—be the said bearings
and distances all a little more or less, containing 1 rood 18,'j
perches or thereabouts, and said to be in the possession of
Meters. Martin and Johnson,
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this four
teenth day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, and in
(.he fifty-fifth year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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WORKS
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OF

1888.

(RH‘S,1^er'fIv?^ J;CONKECTIOK WITH THE CONSTIU7CIION OF A CARETAKER’S COTTAGE
T0 THE WHAIiF AT LANE COVE BRIDGE, PARISH OP WILLOUGHBY, COUNTY
UJp CuMliiiKljANU.)
.

}jrismici>

parliament, pursuant to Jlrt 51 Uir. go. 37.

NOTIFICATION OP RESUMPTION OP LAND UNDER
THE “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1838,” 51 VICTORIA
No. 37.
New South Wai.es, ) Proclamation by His Excellency The

to wit.

(L.S.)
Jersey,

Governor.

j

Right Honourable Victor Aiekut
George, Earl ok Jersey, a Member
of Her Majesty’s Most Honourable
Privy Council, Knight Graml Cross
of _ tho Jlost Distinguished Order of
Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of New South Wales and
its Dependencies.

Whereas I, Victor Albert George, Eael

ok

Jbbsey,

the Governor aforesaid, with (he advice of the Executive
Council, have directed that a certain Public Work, that is to suy,
tho Construction of a Caretaker's Cottage and an Approach to
the Wharf at Lane Cove Bridge, in tho said Colonv, tor which
public funds arc lawfully available, the estimated cost of which
does not eiceod twenty thousand pounds, shall be carried out
under the provisions of the “ Public Works Act of 1888,” ns
an authorised work by the Minister for Public Works as
Constructing Authority, aud that the land described in the
Schedule hereto, which is in my opinion required for'carrying
out the said work, shall he acquired by token the same under
the “ Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” as adopted
by the “Public Works Act of 1888h Now, therefore, I, the
said Governor, with tbe advice aforesaid, in pursuance of tlie
“ Public Works Act of 1833," do declare by this notification,
to bo published in the Government Gazette, and in one or
more newspapers published or circulated in the Police District
wherein the said land is situated, that the Crown Land
comprised within tho description sot forth in the Schedule
hereto has been appropriated, and the private property within
such description has been resumed, for the public purpose
aforesaid, to tho intent that upon tho publication of this notifi
cation in the Gazette, the said land described in the said
Schedule hereto shall forthwith be vested in the said Construct
ing Authority as a corporation sole on behalf of Her Majesty,
for the purposes of the said “ Public Works Act of 1888’,” for
an estate in fee simple in possession, freed and discharged from
all trusts, obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges,
rates, rights-of-way, or other easements whatsoever; and to
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the intent, that, the legal estate therein, together with all
powers incident thereto or conferred by the said last-mentioned
Act, shall be vested in such Constructing Authority as a
Trustee: Audi declare that the following is the Schedule of
land hercinbeforo referred to
Schedule.

All that piece or parcel of land situate in tho parish of
Willoughby, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales, being a port of Mark Charlton’s original grant of 14
acres : Commencing on the left bank of tho Lano Cove River,
at tlie north-west corner of a reservation previously resumed and
shown on plan 0. 444-2,030, Lands Department; and bounded
thenee on part of the east by the western boundary of that
reservation bearing south 19 degrees 33 minutes east 76 links;
thence on tho north-west by tbe south-eastern boundary of tho
reservation bearing north 68 degrees 31 minutes 45 seconds
east 214'5fi links; thence again on the north-east by the south
western boundary of the reservation bearing south 72 degrees
24 minutes 15 seconds east 39'53 links to the north-west side of
a road 1 chain wide from Lane Cove Road to Hunter’s Hill;
thence on the south-east by tho north-west side of that road
bearing south 69 degrees 52 minutes west 81'47 links; thence
again on the south-east by the north-west side of the aforesaid
road bearing south 42 degrees 49 minutes 45 seconds west
30P53 links; thenee on the remainder of the east by the
western s de of the aforesaid roud bearing south 22 degrees 11
minutes 15 seconds west 588'29 links to the left bank of the
Lane Cove River; thence on the west and north-west by that
river upward”, to the point of commencement, be the above
said dimensions all a little more or loss,—containing 3 roods
36 perches or thereabout”, and said to be in the possession
of G. A, Russell.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this fourth
day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-two, and in the fifty-fifth
year of Her Majesty's Reign.
By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN!
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jih'csmteti icr JjJnrikmmi, pHmuutt icr Jtd' 51 Die. ^la,

NOTIFICATIOX OH1 EESUMPTION OF LAN]} TLYDEI
F0K I'DELIO J’ORrOSES ACQUISI
110N ACT,” 44 VICTORIA No. 16.
Nkw South Walks,

Proclaniation by Ilis Lxccllcncy The
]light Konoumble "Wctoii Albert
George, Eael ok Jersey, a Member
o£ Her Majesty’s Most Honourable
(l.k.)
■
Privy Council, Kniglit Grand Cross
of the Most Distinguished Order of
Jhksey,
Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor. Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of New South Wales and
its Dependencies.
Whereas His Excellency tho Right Honourable Augustus
William Frederick Spencer Loftus (commonly called Lord
Augustus Loftus) late Governor of the said Oniony, with
(he advice of the Executire Council of the said Colony, duly
sanctioned the carrying out of certain works, namely, the
erection of a Bridge over the Parramatta River, in the
township of Parramatta, in the said Colony, for and towards
the completion of which said works Public Funds wore lawfully
available, under the provisions of the Appropriation Acte of
]882 and 1683 : And whereas by a notification of resumption
under the said Act, dated the twenty-seventh duy of November,
1883, and duly published in the Government Gazette on the
fourth day of December, in the same year, certain land therein
described, was resumed by the then Governor of the said
Colony, for the purposes of the said work ; and whereas it bus
been found that it is necessary to resume for the purposes
of the said work the land hereinafter described: Now,
therefore, I, Victor Aleeet George, Eael of Jersey,
the. Governor of tho said Colony as aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, in pursuance of the powers
in tliis behalf, given to or vested in me by the “Lands for
Public purposes Acquisition Act,” do by this notification
published in tbe Gazette, and in certain newspapers, that is to
say, the Sydney Morning Herald, and the Cumberland
Mercury, circulated in the Police District wherein the said
land is situated, declare that the land hereinafter described has
been resumed for tbe public purpose hereinbefore mentioned,
that is to say, for and in connection with the construction and
erection of tho said bridge over the said Parramatta River, to
to ivi fc.
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the intent, that upon the publication of this notification in the
Gazette, the legal estate in the said land nhull forthwith be
vested in the Minister for Public Works, and bis successors on
behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes of tbe said lasl;menhoned Act, for an estate and inheritance in fee simple
in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations,
estates, interests, contracts, charge1, rates, rights-of-way, or
other easements what sever; and to the intent further that tbe
legal estate therein, together with all powers incident thereto or
conierred by the said Act, shall be vested in tho said Minister
as a 'irttatee, with the powers stated in the said last-mentioned
Act; and I declare that tbe following is a description of the
and hereinbefore referred to, that is to say:—
Schedule.

All that piece or parcel of laud situate in the town of
Parramatta, parish of St. John, county of Cumberland, and
Colony of New South Wales, being part of a grant of 112 acres
to The Reverend Samuel Marsden : Commencing at tbe south
western corner of 2 roods 21 perches resumed for the erection
of a Bridge over tbe Parramatta River, by notification in the
Government Gazette of 4th December, 1833; and bounded
thence on the north by part of the southern boundary of I hut
land bearing easterly 1 chain 4,% links; on tbe east by part of
a private reserve for access to river by a lino bearing south
13 degrees 22 minutes west 1 chain 56 links to tho left bank of
the Parramatta River; on the south by that bank upwards
TtH links; on tbe west by a line bearing north 3 degrees
32 minutes east 1 ebain 40 links, to tbe point of commence
ment,—bo the said several dimensions a little more or loss,
containing 21 fh perches or thereabouts, and said to be in the
possession and occupation of tbe Trustees of Reverend
S. Marsden,
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and
co used the Great Seal of the Colony to bo hereto
' affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this second
day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-two, and in the fifty-fifth
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency's Command,
. WILLIAM JOHN LYNE,
_
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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HINTON FERRY.

(RETURN RESPECTING EXPENDITURE AND RECEIPTS IN CONNECTION WITH.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2 September, 1891.

HINTON FERRY.
Amount of Expenditure, wenr nnd teir of nudiincry repiire

from 81st July, 1881, to 31st July, 1331.
Year.
1881...
1882...
1883...
1884...
1885...
1886...
1887...
1888...,
1888...
1890...
1891...

Amount
*488 4 5
Cl 8 1G 11
707 8 11
G91 0 1
931 0 8
1,119 11 10
914 fi 8
713 13 5
868 7 n
879 16 8
*432 4 3
* Returns for half year.

mi

&c
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Amount

Received

from nil sources from 31st Julv IS31 t«
31st July, 1891.
‘

Year,
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885f.
1880+
18871.
issst ■
1839f .
1890+ .
1891+.

t In addition to above expenses, slip costs, £300 per annum.

Amount.
*200 1 11
495 17 0
499 19 8
526 5 3
555 6 0
587 9 2
511 4 8
503 13 d
505 14 9
479 1 11
*280 3 4

ft

«»
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